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Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes, the natural property that the Government of the Republic of

Korea is nominating for inscription on the World Heritage List is situated in Jeju Island, the southern

most point of Korea, which was created by volcanic activities that erupted approximately 1.2 million

years ago. Mt. Hallasan rises up to 1,950 m above sea level at the center of the island and many

parasitic volcanoes are scattered around the island. 

Jeju Island is comprised of basalt lava and tuffs, with various volcanic topography formed from

Quaternary volcanic activities. The aspite-type shield volcano formed around Mt. Hallasan, small scale

parasitic volcanoes such as the Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, and the lava tubes are the representative

examples of volcanic topography that possess great scientific values and outstanding aesthetic beauty

that is of world wide recognition. 

<<Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes>> consists of three sites that include Hallasan Natural Reserve,

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone. These areas are all

State-designated Natural Monuments and/or National Parks and Provincial Parks that are legally and

administratively protected. The nomination was especially based on the consent and active agreement of

the local residents. The Cultural Heritage Administration, the central governmental body responsible for

the overall management of cultural heritages, and the Jeju Provincial Government, the local

administrative organ, together, have devised a Management Plan with the establishment of appropriate

conservation systems in order to prevent the deterioration of the heritage and also to preserve and

further improve the values as a heritage which should be well-preserved for the humankind.  



There are seven sites in the Republic of Korea that are inscribed on the World Heritage List and all

seven are cultural heritages. Firm assurances are placed on the Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes as

having the outstanding universal values, preserving unique volcanic topography and lava tube features.

After a long period of preparation and research, the Government of the Republic of Korea presents this

nomination with strong hopes for the recognition of its outstanding values by UNESCO by inscribing

the Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes as the first World Natural Heritage of the Republic of Korea.
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Administrator 
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Republic of Korea

Jeju Province 

Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes

N 33º21´31´́  
E 126º32´31´́

Hallasan Natural Reserve,
Geomunoreum Lava Tube System,
Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Attachment 1

Hot spot volcanism on the stable craton produced a significant shield
volcano and numerous parasitic cones. Successional eruptions from the
single cone resulted in formations of several lava tubes (Geomunoreum
Lava Tube System) along their paths. The outstanding beauties of the
various lava tubes associated with carbonate speleothems and splendid
microtopographies represent the significant stages of the Earth history.
In addition, the scenic views of the Hallasan Natural Reserve and
Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone display aesthetic beauty decorating the
Jeju Island. Carbonate dune sands, transported from nearby shallow
seas by wind, resulted in secondary mineralization, not commonly
occurring in other lava tubes elsewhere. These on-going carbonate
speleothems make these lava tubes highly unique in the world.

Criterion (vii)
Criterion (viii)

Organization: Cultural Heritage Administration
Address: 920 Dunsan-dong, Seo-gu, Daejeon
Tel: 82-42-481-4730
Fax: 82-42-481-4759
E-mail: cultpro@ocp.go.kr
Web address: www.cha.go.kr

Executive Summary 
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1.a Country

Republic of Korea 

1.b State, Province or Region 

Jeju Province 

1.c Name of Property 

Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes

1.d Geographical Coordinates to the
Nearest Second

The nominated property consists of three individual sites on the Jeju

Volcanic Island. The three sites are Hallasan Natural Reserve, the

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and the Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff

Cone. Each property comprises volcanic topography resulting from

the volcanic activities that led to the evolution of the Jeju Island. The

properties include significant geologic, scenic and biotic attributes.

The specific name, adjacent areas, and the central coordinates of

each property are identified in Table 1-1. Figures 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3

illustrate the location of the properties. 

Table 1-1. Regions and coordinates of nominated property 

Names of Property Administrative Region Coordinates

Hallasan Natural Reserve Jeju-si, Seogwipo-si, Bukjeju-gun, Namjeju-gun N 33o21´31´́

E 126o32´31´́

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System Gujwa-eup, Jocheon-eup, Bukjeju-gun N 33o31´30´́

E 126o46´21´́

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Seongsan-eup, Namjeju-gun N 33o27´19´́

E 126o56´46´́
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Identification of the Property 

1
1.e Location of Jeju Island and the

Nominated Property and Buffer
Zones

Republic of Korea

Jeju Island

Republic of Korea

DPR Korea

Japan

East Sea

Pacific Ocean

People's Republic of China

Fig 1-1. Location of Korea. 

Fig. 1-2. Location of Jeju Island in Korea. 

➔
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Fig. 1-3. Locations of the nominated sites in Jeju Island. 

Detailed maps and plans that indicate the boundaries between the

nominated property and its buffer zone appear in Appendix 1. 

The maps appear in the following order: 

Fig. Ap.1-1. Distribution of Nominated Property; 

Fig. Ap.1-2. Hallasan Natural Reserve and its Buffer Zone; 

Fig. Ap.1-3. Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and its Buffer Zone;

Fig. Ap.1-3-1. Bengdwigul Lava Tube plan;

Fig. Ap.1-3-2. Manjanggul Lava Tube plan;

Fig. Ap.1-3-3. Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube plan;

Fig. Ap.1-3-4. Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube plan;

Fig. Ap.1-3-5. Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube plan;

Fig. Ap.1-4. Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone and its Buffer Zone; and

Fig. Ap.1-5. Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve. 
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1.f Area of Nominated Property and
Proposed Buffer Zone 

The area of the nominated property, in its entirety, is as follows:  

Total area of the nominated property: 9,475.2 ha 

Total area of the buffer zone: 9,370.8 ha 

Subtotal: 18,846 ha 

The name, geographical coordinates and the mapped area of the

proposed property area and its buffer zones are identified in Table

1-2:  

Table 1-2. Dimensions of nominated properties and of the buffer zones

Name of Nominated Sites Coordinates Nominated Property (ha) Area of Buffer Zone (ha)

Hallasan Natural Reserve N 33o19´04´́ - N 33o25´38´́ 9,093.1 7,347.4

E 126o32´15´́ - E 126o38´08´́

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System N 33o26´27´́ - N 33o33´48´́ 330.3 1,906.4

E 126o42´54´́ - E 126o47´33´́

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone N 33o27´05´́ - N 33o28´09´́ 51.8 117.0

E 126o55´56´́ - N 126o57´03´́

Identification of the Property 

1
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2.a Description of Property 

Jeju Island is the southern most point of the Republic of Korea. It is

an ellipsoid with the major axis lying southwest-northeast, with its

area 183,160 ha. Volcanic activities of Jeju Volcano began at the

end of Tertiary Period at a hot spot on the sea bottom. The island

was built up to the sea level as a result of volcanic activities that

began approximately 1.2 million years ago. In the center of the

island, Mt. Hallasan rises 1,950 meters above sea level. Numerous

parasitic cones (oreum; oreum is the Jeju dialect for a parasitic vol-

canic cone) are widely distributed throughout the island. 

On Jeju Island, which is comprised of basaltic lava and tuffs, diverse

volcanic landscapes, resulting from volcanic activities, are still devel-

oping. Some of the landscapes include the shield volcano, exempli-

fied by those forming around Mt. Hallasan, the small-scale parasitic

volcanoes, represented by Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, and the

lava tubes that are formed in the basaltic lava flows. Together, these

Dongjaseok, stone guradian of tomb in Mt.
Hallasan

Scenic view of the peak of Mt. Hallasan
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volcanic features form a significant portion of the world's natural

reserve. Other developments resulting from volcanic activities

include the trachyte dome, numerous and spectacular columnar

jointing during the solidification of the lava, basaltic tuff cliffs and

composite volcanoes that rely on the ever-changing acts and forms

of volcanic activities. Avian and hominid footprint fossils are also

found on this island. Thus, it is a place where important cross-sec-

tions of landscape evolution arising from the effects of volcanic

activity can be studied. These are an important part of the Earth’s

topographic evolution.

There are numerous lava tubes in Jeju Island. Some of these tubes

contained artifacts used by prehistoric men, and have been used as a

shelter or sacred place. In addition, organisms peculiar to cave habi-

tats are found inside the lava tubes. These include Epanerchodus

clavisetosus, Opilio pentaspnulatus, Nesticella quelpartensis and

Sinopoda koreana, which are endemic to Jeju Island. 

Scenic view of a trachyte dome at the peak
with azaleas blooming in spring
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In addition, owing to the peculiarities of its volcanic topography

and isolation after the last glaciation, there are many plant and ani-

mal species which are endemic to the island, most of which are dis-

tributed on Mt. Hallasan. Ecological characteristics of Mt. Hallasan

includes the clear vertical distribution of its diverse flora, the forma-

tion of subalpine evergreen coniferous forest of Korean fir (Abies

koreana) at the top of the mountain, and the presence of arctic or

alpine plants which have migrated to the top due to climatic warm-

ing during Holocene Epoch.

Having been recognized as a representative ecosystem in the sub-

tropical and temperate rainforest biogeographic province in East

Asia, Mt. Hallasan, with its surrounding transition area and marine

areas in the Seogwipo City Marine Park, was designated as a

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 2002 (Fig. Ap.1-5, Appendix 1).

Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve is the second Biosphere Reserve in the

Republic of Korea. It has an area of 83,094 ha. The two parts of the

World Heritage nominated property are found within the present

boundary of the Biosphere Reserve. These are the Hallasan Natural

Reserve in the Biosphere Reserve core area and a part of the

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and its buffer zone, which are

within the Biosphere Reserve transition area. The Jeju Provincial

Government, which administers management of the Biosphere

Reserve as well as the nominated property, is examining zonation

modification as well as the boundary extension of the Biosphere

Reserve in order to adapt more properly to the Island’s protected

area system including the World Heritage nomination. The govern-

ment will manage the natural values of the island in an integrated

manner so as to fulfill different but complementary goals of the

World Heritage Site and the Biosphere Reserve. 

With many endemic plants and animals, as well as the spectacular

landscapes provided by the proposed properties, Jeju Island includ-

ing the areas of nominated property attracts not only experts in

geology, biology and speleology, but also over five million tourists

and visitors. Large proportion of the nominated property is subject

to strict conservation regimes, and only a few limited parts, in a

manner which can accommodate many visitors without damaging

the property such as wooden or paved trails, are open to the public

due to the fragile nature of the volcanic landscape.

Haenyeo, traditional women divers typical
to Jeju Island, and Ilchulbong
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Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Mt. Hallasan is an aspite-type shield volcano, displaying diverse vol-

canic characteristics such as crater lakes, columnar joints, trachyte

dome and lava plains. Throughout the region, numerous parasitic

cones can be found that have contributed to the developmental his-

tory of a typical volcanic landscape. The pristine state of Mt.

Hallasan, as a shield volcano, is preserved in Hallasan Natural

Crater lake (Baeknokdam) at the summit of
Mt. Hallasan
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Reserve. Where weathering and erosion have contributed to the

development of the landscape, they have produced additional land-

scape features or have provided opportunities to view the interior of

the landscape. Currently the area, covering approximately 15,338.6

ha, is designated as a National Park (since 1970), the center of

which is designated as a Natural Monument (Natural Monument

No. 182 since 1966) with an area of 9,093 ha. As such, a large part

of the entire area is under careful management so as to prevent dam-



age from human activities. Moreover, it remains relatively free from

serious natural disasters such as earthquakes. 

At the summit of Mt. Hallasan, a prominent trachyte dome was

formed by intrusion and emplacement 25,000-30,000 years ago. In

addition, a crater, surrounded by trachytic basalt and the trachyte

dome, can also be found at the summit. This crater (1.6 ha), which

is 108 m deep and about 550 m in diameter, holds a lake. Around

the periphery of the crater, the western half is composed of trachyte,

while the eastern half is made up of trachytic basalt, which was

formed by silent Hawaiian-type eruptions. 

Landscape 

Midway up the southwestern side of Mt. Hallasan is a magnificent

display of a cluster of steep trachyte edifices. It was named Yeongsil

(sil meaning temple) owing to its resemblance to Yeongsan (Yeong

Mountain), where Sakyamuni Buddha is said to have preached. The

cluster of rocky cliffs is especially prominent given their mutually

contrastive surroundings. Jutted against a trachyte structure called

the Mireukjonburam (Stone Sculpture of Buddha), on its left is the

trachyte Byeongpungbawi (Folding Screen Rocks) that present the

large columnar joints. To its right hovers the black trachytic basalt

feature called the Obaeknahansang (The Five-Hundred Disciples of

Buddha). 

At the top of Mt. Hallasan is the crater lake called Baeknokdam,

where the Sinseon (Taoist hermits with supernatural powers) are

Scenic view of trachybasalt columns (Five
hundred disciples of Buddha) in Mt.
Hallasan

Temperate deciduous forest surrounding
the Saraoreum crater lake on the eastern
slope of Mt. Hallasan
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said to have waded in the waters riding on the 'Baeknok' (white

deer). Many believe this represents the very essence of the beauty

that is the Hallasan Natural Reserve. The grace of the Reserve is

reinforced by the diverse alpine flora, the large area of Korean fir

dwarf forest, as well as the distinct vertical distribution of flora

along the slopes of Mt. Hallasan. As a result, each of the four dis-

tinct seasons creates its own array of shapes and colors to add to the

mystique and grandeur of the Hallasan Natural Reserve.  

Vegetation and Biota

Mt. Hallasan shows clear vegetation distribution along altitudinal

gradient. From the top of Mt. Hallasan to the Hallasan National

Park boundary at about 600 m to 1,000 m in elevation, the vegeta-

tion changes from subalpine evergreen coniferous forest to warm-

temperate deciduous hardwood forest. The evergreen forest of Abies

koreana, a Korean endemic fir species is distributed on flat area or

slopes between 1,400 m and 1,950 m of Mt. Hallasan, and this for-

est complies with the northern part of the cool-temperate forest of

the Korean Peninsula. The second type of vegetation in Mt.

Hallasan is a temperate deciduous hardwood forest dominated by

Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica). The third type of vegetation

is Carpinus laxiflora forest, distributed on the slopes between 800 m

and 1,200 m on Mt. Hallasan. The fourth type of vegetation is

Quercus serrata forest, distributed on dry slopes and ridges between

600 m and 1,000 m. Species occurring together with Quercus serra-

ta are deciduous species such as Carpinus laxiflora, Carpinus

tschonoskii, and Acer pseudosieboldianum, and evergreen species

Seasonal waterfall at Yeongsil in Mt.
Hallasan
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such as Daphniphyllum macropodum, and Ilex crenata.

Jeju Island has characteristic flora. It has (i) species endemic to Jeju

and endemic to Korea, (ii) species which are in their northern distri-

butional limit, and (iii) species which are in their southern distribu-

tional limit. Jeju Island as a whole has about 1,800 vascular plant

species, and 296 taxa from 214 genera can be classified as one of

the three groups. Mt. Hallasan, which is represented by Hallasan

National Park, has most of the species endemic to Jeju and the

species in their southern distributional limit. 

Jeju Island has 59 taxa of plant species endemic to Jeju, but most of

them are alpine or arctic plants occurring near the summit of Mt.

Hallasan above 1,700 m above sea level. These arctic or alpine

species at higher elevations of Mt. Hallasan migrated from north

during Quaternary Period when Jeju Island was connected to the

mainland Korea, moved upward at Mt. Hallasan as climate became

warmer during Holocene Epoch, and have speciated by adapting

themselves to harsh environment where winds are very strong and

the soil derived from volcanic ash is very dry. Other alpine or arctic

species on Mt. Hallasan can be found in northern Korea, northern

Japan, northeastern China or Russia. Thus Mt. Hallasan is a place

of significance in studying the migration routes of the alpine or arc-

tic plants during the last ice age and in studying the process of speci-

ation into new species.  

The fauna of Jeju Island shows that continental, Japanese, and

southern characteristics coexist in a single place. Among the 1601

species of insects of Jeju, 24 are endemic to Jeju and 204 are arctic

species. There are 20 species of mammals in Jeju Island, of which

four are endemic to Jeju. As with the flora, most animal species

endemic to Jeju inhabit the higher elevational areas of Mt. Hallasan. 

The features and characteristics of the biota and ecology of

Hallasan Natural Reserve and National Park are described in detail

in Appendix 2.

Diapensia lapponica var. obovata, an arctic
shrub at the summit of Mt. Hallasan

Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum, an arctic
shrub near the summit of Mt. Hallasan
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Fig. 2-1 Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Geomumoreum Scoria Cone

Seonheul Vertical Lava Tube

Bengdwigul Lava Tube

Bukoreumgul Lava Tube

Lava Tube
Core Area of Nominated Property
Buffer Zone of Nominated Property
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Daerimdonggul Lava Tube

Majanggul Lava Tube

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube

Yongcheondonggul 
Lava Tube

Dangcheomuldonggul 
Lava Tube
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Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

More than 120 lava tubes are scattered throughout Jeju Island.

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System refers to a series of lava tubes

formed in the large amounts of basaltic lava spewed out by the live

Geomunoreum volcano. This volcano is located across two adminis-

trative areas (Deokcheon-ri, Gujwa-eup and Seonheul-ri, Jocheon-

eup) in Bukjeju-gun, Jeju-do. It is perched atop an elevation of

456.6 m. The lava from the Geomunoreum volcano flowed down

the slope of Mt. Hallasan in a north-northeast direction down to the

coastline. Throughout the flow it has created numerous lava tubes,

such as Manjanggul Lava Tube (Manjang), Bengdwigul Lava Tube

(Bengdwi), Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube (Gimnyeong), Yongcheondonggul

Lava Tube (Yongcheon) and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

(Dangcheomul). With the exception of Bengdwigul Lava Tube, the

others (i.e. Manjang, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul)

are distributed along the same extended lava flow line of tubes. 

Bengdwi, Manjang, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul

have been proposed for inscription as World Heritage; each tube

deserves its own unique attribution regarding form, size and content

of the lava tubes and the diversity of speleothems. From a global

perspective, given its peculiar geological phenomena, the system of

tubes deserves worldwide recognition as a heritage that should be

shared and appreciated by all of humankind. This is particularly true

of Yongcheon and Dangcheomul which, together with less spectacu-

lar examples on the western end of Jeju Island, are unrivalled any-

where else around the world. Indeed the Jeju lava tubes with sec-

ondary carbonate mineralization may be said to be truly unique.

On the western area of the island, there is another group of lava

tubes. Hyeopjae-Ssangnyonggul, Hwanggeumgul and Socheongul

lava tubes, which have the same phenomenon of secondary carbon-

ate mineralization producing limestone-cave type speleothems. 

The maps and cross-sectional diagrams of each tube in  Geomunoreum

Lava Tube System are presented in Appendix 3. The diagrams

appear in the following sequence: 

Fig. Ap.3-1. Map and cross section of Bengdwigul Lava Tube; 

Main passage of Manjanggul Lava Tube
with numerous flowlines
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Fig. Ap.3-2. Map and cross section of Manjanggul Lava Tube; 

Fig. Ap.3-3. Map and cross section of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube; 

Fig. Ap.3-4. Map and cross section of Yongcheondonggul Lava

Tube; and 

Fig. Ap.3-5. Map and cross section of Dangcheomuldonggul

Lava Tube.
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Bengdwigul Lava Tube

Bengdwigul Lava Tube is located in Seonheul 2-ri, Jocheon-eup,

Bukjeju-gun, Jeju-do; it lies between the Witbamoreum, Ujeonjaebi

(oreum), and Geomunoreum parasitic volcanoes, to the southwest

of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. It was created in pahoehoe

lava flows approximately 300,000 to 100,000 years ago. Currently,

it is raised at 300 - 350 m above sea level, and is 4,481 m in total

length. 

Bengdwigul Lava Tube is characterized by the most complex struc-

ture among the lava tubes found in Jeju Island and amongst the

complex lava tubes in the world. It is described as a labyrinth-type

or irregularly braided lava tube structure. These tubes were formed

as a result of repeated eruptions of lava from the Geomunoreum,

flowing in the north, northeast and northwest directions; thus, it is

difficult to distinguish the main tube from its tributaries and distrib-

utaries as the flow of the lava diverged into various tributaries and

Complicated passages of Bengdwigul Lava
Tube
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then again merged as one. Because this process occurred repeatedly

over an extended period of time, the primary, secondary and ter-

tiary lava flows occurred on top of each other repeatedly, giving rise

to an extraordinarily complex structure. The tube branches out

upward, downward, to the left and to the right, much like a tree,

creating an immense labyrinth. 

Inside the lava tube, the large variety of structures often defy

description. In short, they range from horizontal to vertical, stacked

and single level open tubes. Intermittently, second-level and third-

level passages can also be found. Microtopographical structures,

such as about seventy lava pillars, large chambers, lava stalagmites,

lava bridges and lava ledges are beautifully preserved. Moreover,

secondary features, such as cave corals, have also formed. 

Because this tube formed close to the surface of the earth, the ceiling

has collapsed in 16 locations, creating skylights that expose the tube

to its exterior. Among the openings, 13 serve as the entrance points

into the tube. The thin lava layers, which are also a characteristic of

composite lava flows, indicates that lava flow volume from the

crater was relatively small. This marks yet another particular char-

acteristic of the Jeju Island volcanic activity. Inside the tube, there

are traces of clay, large quantities of washed-in organic materials

and significant guano sediments. Furthermore, small waterways cre-

ate a pleasant habitat and favorable conditions for cave life. A total

of 37 organisms have been identified living inside the tubes includ-

ing the Gonbongteoltti millipede (Epanerchodus clavisetosus),

Seonggul-harvestman (Opilio pentaspnulatus), and the Jeju cave-spi-

der (Nesticella quelpartensis), which are endemic to Jeju Island. The

tubes on Jeju Island are the type locality of these creatures. For

more on the specific descriptions and distribution of organisms

inhabiting the tubes of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System refer

to Appendix 2. 

Troglophilic Korea huntsman-spider
(Heteropoda koreana) in Bengdwigul Lava
Tube

Fig. 2-2. Plan map of Bengdwigul Lava Tube
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Manjanggul Lava Tube 

Manjanggul Lava Tube is distributed across Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-

eup, Bukjeju-gun, Jeju-do. The lava tube is a simple unitary passage

that meanders along the lava flow direction. Stretching for as far as

7,416 m, its length ranks amongst the top 15 in the world. It is a

large tube measuring up to 23 m in breadth and 30 m in height. A

plan of this tube is provided in Appendix 1. The flow is basaltic

lava, mostly composed of alkaline olivine basalt, the tube began to

form about 300,000 years ago, reaching into its present shape

approximately 200,000 years ago.

Manjang is a two-level tube; the lower level (the main tube) is 5,296

m long, and the upper level (a tributary) is 2,120 m long. Inside the

tube, diverse structures and the innumerable lava features, common-

ly found in lava tubes, are readily found. They include lava stalac-

tites and lava stalagmites, lava column, lava flowstone, lava helic-

tites, lava blister, cave corals, benches, lava raft, lava bridges, lava

shelves, grooved lava striations and ropy lava.  

Although there are three potential entrances leading into the

Manjang, only Entrance No. 2 and a one kilometer length, heading

southward, are open to the public. At the end of the one kilometer

length, a large amount of lava spilled from the upper level down to

the floor of the lower level. Eventually, the lava united the floor of

the lower level with the ceiling, creating a massive column. This is

the intimidating column that stands 7.6 m high. 

Above Manjang, on the extensive plains created by the lava flow,

there are natural forests, thickets, ponds and strips of arable farm-

land. Inside the tubes, especially concentrated around the openings,

sediments that consist of clay and other organic materials can be

found. In the upper level tube at Entrance No. 3, in particular, large

accumulations of guano can be seen providing favorable habitats for

cave life. Naturally, it is here, and at the lower level main tube

between Entrances No. 1 and No. 2, that most of the living crea-

tures that inhabit the Manjang can be found. In Geomunoreum

Lava Tube System, 38 types of cave creatures have been identified.

The most commonly found species is the Jeju cave-spider (Nesticella

quelpartensis). In the upper part of Entrance No. 3, at least 30,000

Main passage of the lower level in
Manjanggul Lava Tube

Colony of long-winged bats in Manjanggul
Lava Tube
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long-winged bats (Miniopterus schreibersii fuliginosus) have perma-

nently taken up residence inside the tube, forming the largest colony

of bats confirmed to be living in Korea so far known. 

Top: Ropy lava in Manjanggul Lava Tube

Bottom: Lava blisters and helictites of
Manjanggul Lava Tube
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Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube 

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube is part of the same lava tube system as

Manjanggul Lava Tube, which is situated to its south. Between the

two tubes, there is a collapsed part that remains exposed. It is pre-

sumed that the two tubes met at this collapsed part and merged into

one or simple collapsed part of one tube. Therefore, in a broad sense,

Gimnyeong may be connected with Manjang. Notwithstanding,

Main passage of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube
with carbonate-floored sediments
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Gimnyeong was the very first tube that was discovered in

Geomunoreum System. It was formerly opened to the public as a

tourist attraction. The passage of the lava tube meanders in an S-

shape, much like the winding movement of a snake. In addition, the

tube is also home to a legend involving a snake. As such, the tube is

nicknamed Sagul (Snake Cave). 

The first tube is 52 m long; the upper level of the second is 54 m and

the lower level, 156 m. The third is 352 m in length. Consequently,

incorporating with the length of the collapsed lava tube, the entire

tube measures 705 m in length. The tube openings, which have been

formed by the collapse of tube ceilings, are buried under the carbon-

ate sand dunes. A plan of these tubes is found in Appendix 1.

A wide variety of tube structures and secondary features are pre-

served inside the tubes. For example, there are lava shelves and cave

corals that are appended to the various lava structures; in addition,

lava falls, lava stalactites and carbonate sediments are also found. 

Above Gimnyeong, the surface of the cave boasts a rich natural for-

est, while the end point of the tube is covered with sand dunes.

Inside the tube, the floor is covered in large amounts of sand.

Because very little organic materials has infiltrated the tube,

Gimnyeong does not offer favorable habitats for cave life. 

Lava fall of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube
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Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube  

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube is situated in Weoljeong-ri, Gujwa-eup,

Bukjeju-gun, Jeju-do. It is adjacent to Dangcheomuldonggul Lava

Tube. The tube lies across on the gentle northeastern slope of Mt.

Hallasan, where a large area of basalt lava plains has developed.

This tube developed between about 300,000-100,000 years ago,

largely in alkaline olivine basaltic lava. On the surface of the tube

and around its vicinity, seasonal northwesterly winds have blown

towards the inland, depositing sand dunes ranging from one to

seven meters in height. Most of the carbonate sand particles are

composed of carbonate shells originating from mollusks, red algae,

echinoderms, foraminifera, and bryozoans. The remaining 5% is

composed of volcanic rock fragments and/or clastic sediments. The

carbonate deposits have infiltrated the interior of the lava tube, con-

tributing to the creation of secondary carbonate speleothems. The

distribution of the calcareous sand dunes is shown in Fig. 2-3. 

Fig. 2-3. Distribution of the calcareous sand dunes.

This lava tube is situated between Gimnyeong and Dangcheomul. It

is more than 2.4 km long, 7 - 15 m wide, and 1.5 - 20 m in height.

A plan can be found in Appendix 1. Inside, a majestic arched ceiling

is met by vertical walls, creating a shield shape cross section. The

microtopography and lava features of this tube are diverse and

include lava shelves, lava terraces, lava stalactites, lava stalagmites,

Entrance of
Dangcheomul

Entrance of
Yongcheon



magnificent and extensive lava rolls, lava falls, ceiling pockets

(cupolas), wall pockets and spring water lakes. In addition, there is

a magnificent display of secondary speleothems more fully described

below.

From the recently discovered entrance of the tube, about one third

of the tube length below its upper end, the tube stretches southwest-

erly toward its upstream end. Along this path, the primary lava flow

forms the tube floor. In two locations where lava terraces have

formed, secondary flow of lava spills over into lava falls. Traveling

further up the tube, on either side of the floor, the tube opens up to

magnificent lava rolls measuring 140 m in length, two levels of

branch tubes and lava terraces. Then, the upper level tributary pas-

sage is connected with the master tube. Through the collapses and

fractured openings, shell sand has infiltrated the tube. Carbonate

saturated water has also entered the tube through fissures in the

roof and walls often guided by plant roots. For these reasons, the

ceiling and floor of the tube are spectacularly adorned with various

secondary speleothems. In the remaining length of the tube, the

upper level tributaries reappear. However, at the far southwestern
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Long soda straws in Yongcheondonggul
Lava Tube

Calcareous sand dunes covered by 
vegetation and traditional stone walls near
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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portion of the tube, the weight of the wind-blown sand dunes above

the tube has caused the ceiling to tube in, effectively sealing a for-

mer tube entrance. 

The greater length of the Yongcheon runs northeast from the new

entrance. Along this part, many flat shelves have been formed by the

primary lava flow. Traveling along the path, lava stalagmites, three

levels of lava falls, another large lava stalagmite and a lava fall, an

upper-level passage, a third-level tube passage, and yet another lava

stalagmite and lava fall can be found. At the bottom of the final

lava fall, a lake appears inside the tube. Currently, the lake mea-

sures 200 m in length, 7 - 15 m in width, and 6 - 15 m in depth. Its

waters may be anchialine. The ceiling above the lake also displays a

majestic view of carbonate speleothems. 

This tube is special, in that while indeed it is a lava tube, it harbors

a wide distribution of diverse and spectacular array of carbonate

speleothems throughout the tube. Above the tubes, sand dunes that

Lava roll of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Soda straws and stalagmites of
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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are rich in carbonate sediments have been blown from the coast by

northeasterly winds. Gradually, the carbonate sediments have been

dissolved by ground water and then seeped through joints, often

guided by plant roots, into the lava tube. Through this process of

solution, infiltration and deposition, countless spectacular sec-

ondary features have taken shape inside the tube. 

Secondary carbonate speleothems that are most representative of

this tube include numerous soda straws, some with unusual spikes,

stalactites, stalagmites, cave corals, curtains (bacon sheets), flow-

stone, rimstone pools, moonmilk and cave pearls. 

Four types of living creatures – Harpacticoida, Cyclopoida,

Armadillidum nasatum and Gonbongteoltti millipedes (Epanerchodus

clavisetosus) have been found as stable residents in Yongcheon. Among

them, Gonbongteoltti millipede is endemic to Jeju Island; as such, it

is often considered to be the iconic species of Jeju Island's troglo-

bites. 

Lava stalagmite of Yongcheondonggul Lava
Tube

Lava droplets of Yongcheondonggul Lava
Tube

Cave popcorn in the rimstone pool of
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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Top: Thin section photomicrograph of car-
bonate sands near Yongcheondonggul
Lava Tube

Right: Lava fall of Yongcheondonggul Lava
Tube
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Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube  

Located in Weoljeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, Bukjeju-gun, Dangcheomuldonggul

Lava Tube is found in the moderately sloped basalt plains on the

northeastern stretch of Mt. Hallasan, adjacent to Yongcheon. It is a

lava tube that formed as a result of south to northward flow of alka-

line olivine basaltic lava that erupted between about 200,000 -

100,000 years ago. On the surface of the tube and around its vicinity,

the seasonal northwestern winds have blown inland, depositing sand

dunes ranging in height from one to seven meters. Ninety-five percent

of the sand particles are composed of carbonate shells originating

from mollusks, red algae, echinoderms, foraminifera, and bryozoans

(Fig. 2-4). The remaining 5% is composed of volcanic rock fragments

and detrital minerals. More than 85% of the carbonate shells have

originated from mollusks and red algae. Carbonates from echino-

derms, foraminifera and bryozoans comprise 10% or less of the

grains. Thus, these carbonate deposits have played a critical role in

contributing to the development of secondary carbonate speleothems. 

Lava helictites of Dangcheomuldonggul
Lava Tube
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Dangcheomul is formed 5 - 6 m below the ground surface; it is a

relatively small tube, mapping 110 m long, 5.5 - 18.4 m wide, and

0.3 - 2.7 m high. The tube runs in the direction of N45ºW from the

south; however, on its northern stretch, the tube curves in the direc-

tion of N5ºE. The cross-section of the tube displays a trapezoidal or

an arch shape. The lower portion of the tube wall is steeply sloped

to the point of being vertical. In some areas, the ceiling meets with

shelves, thwarting the development of a tube wall. The thickness of

the lava flow unit between the ceiling and the surface measures 1 -

4.8 m. The shelf slopes northward at 1º - 3º. 

Erratic stalactites of Dangcheomuldonggul
Lava Tube
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Mollusk

Red algae

Echinoderm

Foraminifera

Bryozoan

Rock fragment

Detrital mineral

Unknown

JJ-SS-2

JJ-SS-3 JJ-SS-4

Fig. 2-4. Constituents of carbonate sand
dunes near Dangcheomuldonggul Lava
Tube (From Woo, 2000). 
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The various microtopographic and lava features of this tube include

lava stalactites, lava helictites, fern-shaped lava stalactites, ropy

lava, gutters and grooved lava. The shark tooth lava stalactites fall 2

- 5 cm from the ceiling; they are light brown with a slippery, glazed

surface. Lava helictites, or erratic stalactites, are crowded on the

ceilings; their diameters are normally 1.5 cm or smaller, and are no

larger than 30 cm in length. The surface layer of the lava stalactites

is sometimes coated with secondary carbonate minerals. On the

wall, evidence of gradual subsistence of the surface layer of the lava

and lava striations, which indicates episodes of drainage, can be

seen in the range of a dozen to several dozens of cases, from heights

anywhere between 50 cm to 1.5 m from the floor. On the floor,

ropy lava features can be found. The shape of the floor is also

diverse; some are relatively level; others have pressure ridges in the

center; some have developed close to a particular wall, and; others,

being close to both sides of the wall, has caused their outer incrusta-

tions to break off as a result of the sunken shelf. The summit of the

pressure ridge is fractured into a V-shape. 

What is most particular to this tube is that while it is indeed a lava

tube, it provides a spectacular display of speleothems that are com-

posed of carbonate minerals. While these kinds of speleothems are

commonly found in limestone caves, it is unusual to find them in

lava tubes. In fact, with the possible exception of Duck Creek Lava

Tube in Utah, USA, lava tubes with these spectacular carbonate

speleothems are only known from Jeju Island. These secondary

speleothems have formed as a result of carbonate sand dunes that

have dissolved by rainwater and infiltrated the tube by seeping

through the joints that form in basalt and along plant roots. 

Carbonate speleothems that are most representative of this lava tube

are soda straws, stalactites, stalagmites, columns, cave corals, cur-

tains (bacon sheets), flowstone, rimstones, rimstone pools and

moonmilk. It is also important to note that all of them contain cal-

cite. In particular, stalactites, stalagmites and columns have formed

mainly around tree roots that had once penetrated the tubes. Thus,

their shapes are also characterized by widely varying irregular and

odd shapes.  

The tree roots, penetrating through the tube ceilings, served as con-

Cave corals of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

Broken suface of the column in
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube showing
the molds of plant roots
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duits through which ground water, containing carbonate minerals,

could infiltrate the interior of the tube. It is these carbonate minerals

that are presumed to have influenced the formation of carbonate

speleothems inside the tube. These features are just as spectacular as

those found in the world's most notable limestone caves. Moreover,

relative to the sheer size of Dangcheomul, speleothems are abun-

dantly, albeit episodically, distributed. The carbonate speleothems

are predominantly distributed along the fractures of the ceiling; its

density is dependent upon the density of plant roots as well as

joints. The color of the speleothems is either bright white or light

brown. The colors are derived from organic compounds or metal

ions. 

The dense colonies of stalactites suggest a wide variety of irregular

formations: some of them seem to have evolved out of one stalac-

tite; others seem to hint at two stalactites that have combined into

one; still, others have grown in all directions except vertically, and;

others are entangled in the form of a complex net. Because the sta-

Stalactites and columns of
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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lactites formed along the tree roots that had penetrated the tubes,

there are numerous pipe-like cavities inside the stalactites, which

suggest that tree roots may have at one point occupied the vacuum.

The cavities are a few millimeters in diameter; there may be one or

many that are usually clustered together.

Based on the shape and origin, the stalagmites in this tube are cate-

gorized into two types. One type approximates those commonly

found in limestone caves; they are flat-topped stalagmites, which

were formed by ground water dripping from the ceiling. Where a

large amount of the cave water accumulates, calcareous deposits

form along the sides, creating a moderate slope; in other instances,

limestones have formed next to the stalagmites. In other areas where

water supply has halted, cave corals developed on top of the stalag-

mites. In yet another instance, the stalagmites developed along the

tree roots, creating irregular and deformed shapes. Moreover, when

the tree roots decompose and disappear during their formation, the

ends of the columns become sharp like steeples, or branch out into

various shapes of tree roots. Contrary to the columns found in lime-

stone caves, whose diameters are consistent, the numerous columns

widely present in this tube have diameters that tend to expand in

their lower extremities. Also found in some columns are appended

stalactites and cave corals that have formed from tree roots, which

penetrated the tube ceilings at a later point in time.  

All cave flowers found here are composed of prismatic calcite crys-

tals, that can only be found in the rimstone pools of the cave floor,

thus their developmental form is similar to those found in limestone

caves. However, in these particular cave flowers, calcites form prism

inside the rimstone pools as such, they are considered a deformity,

and likened to a cave popcorn of sorts. 

The rimstones are formed in small clusters on the tube floor. Some

shelves have also developed along the water surface. Where the rim-

stones are found, numerous oval shaped cave pearls (1 - 2 cm in

diameter) have also been found. 

Milky white flowstones have formed on the tube wall, near the tube

entrance. Furthermore, they are still developing as a result of cave

water consistently seeping through the crevices in the wall. Milky
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white moonmilk have formed on the surface of the flowstone. 

Curtains have formed in several places on the tube ceiling. Because

empty tubes that may once have been filled by roots of plants are

found, it may have originally been stalactites. However, with increas-

ing water supply, it may have transformed itself into curtains. 

Lava helictites are also only found on the ceilings. They are light

brown or light amber in color, measuring anywhere from several

centimeters to tens of centimeters with winding shapes. Some of

them seem to have grown as many in a downward direction and

united as one; others seem to have grown out into many from one,

before reuniting as one. Still, others demonstrate a downward

growth that suddenly seems to have taken a horizontal growth pat-

tern. The lava helictites are mainly composed of plagioclase and

glassy materials; however, some lava helictites are coated in white

calcite supplied by ground water. The base of the lava helictites

sometimes transform into soda straw. 

Table 2-1. Summary of characteristics of the Geomunoreum Lava Tubes

Name Total Length Characteristics Conservation

Bengdwi 4,481 m Most complex tube, three-level passages, composite lava flows Closed

Lava speleothems: stalagmites, chambers, bridges, pillars, ledges

Manjang 7,416 m Two-story cave, up to 23 m in width, 30 m in height  Partly opened

Lava speleothems: stalactites, stalagmites, flowstone, helictites,   

column bridges, shelves, striations, balls, ropy lavas

Gimnyeong 705 m S-shaped passage  Closed

Lava speleothems: shelves, lava falls, stalactites, lava corals, 

carbonate sands

Yongcheon 2,470 m Lava speleothems: Stalagmites, shelves, stalactites, rolls, terraces,  Closed

falls, ceiling pockets, wall pockets, lake

Secondary carbonate features: soda straws, stalactites, 

stalagmites, columns, curtains, rimstone pools, cave corals, 

moonmilk, cave flowers

Dangcheomul 110 m Lava speleothems: Stalagmites, helictites, stalactites, ropy lava, Closed

shelves, striations

Secondary carbonate features: soda straws, columns, stalactites,   

stalagmites, curtains, flowstone, rimstones, cave corals, moonmilk,    

cave flowers, carbonate coated plant roots
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Internal View 

Situated on the gentle slopes of northeastern Jeju Island, Geomunoreum

Lava Tube System has formed approximately 14 km from the coastline.

Bengdwi, on the northern end of the Geomunoreum Scoria Cone, has

intricate internal structures, described as a labyrinth cave.

Numerous paths criss-cross in all directions, embracing over 70 lava

pillars. Moreover, there are a wide variety of secondary features (i.e.

silica flowers and intriguing microtopographic features.) This lava

tube complex possesses a magnificent ambience with superb scenery

that is both mysterious and majestic. 

On the northwestern side of Geomunoreum Scoria Cone, Manjang

opens a beautifully landscaped plaza adorned with camellia trees

and hackberries. Past the plaza, through the tube opening, down the

flights of stairs, one is led to a breathtaking view of a well-lit interi-

or - an underground palace. Manjang reveals its mysterious land-

scapes and lava tube structures. Most famous and notable among

these is the Geobukbawi (Turtle Rock; a kind of lava raft). It is

named after the turtle-shape that it imitates and is flanked by a wide

and level tube plaza, shielded by the lava stalactites on the ceilings

and its walls laden with wings. A prominent lava stalagmitic column

stands at the end of the path to give notice this is where the public

viewing area ends. 

Immediately down flow from Manjang, Gimnyeong makes its

appearance in a meandering two-level S-shape. In the cavity of the

upper level, lava shelves are strewn in various shapes and forms.

The walls are covered in silica flowers that extend on to the rare

appearance of a lava fall. Adding to the splendor of the curious fea-

tures, the vaulted ceilings and far-reaching passages are undaunted

by the grandeur of this large tube. 

Yongcheon prides in its majestic tube interior, the arched ceiling and

the large lava falls that make up its interior topography. This tube is

white-washed and decorated with an enormous array of white, yel-

low and red calcite speleothems presenting a dramatic contrast to

the darker colors of the lava bedrock. In particular, on its north

end, a lake has formed. As the first and only lake to be found inside

a lava tube in Jeju Island, its beauty and mystique are awe-inspiring.

Nature’s mural created by the contrast of the opalescent white car-
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bonate minerals against the dark basalt wall is juxtaposed with the

tranquility of a lava tube lake. Further down the lava flow and for-

merly connected to Yongcheon, Dangcheomul also displays numer-

ous forms and innumerable types of secondary carbonate

speleothems. These two tubes have yet to be rivaled by any other

lava tubes in the world. Moreover, these two tubes are the latest

ones to have been discovered; thus, they have been able to preserve

hundreds of thousands of years of nature in their pristine state and

are fully protected. The secondary speleothems and the presence of

opalescent carbonate mineral deposits, peculiar to lava tubes, create

brilliant scenery; the omnipresent aesthetic value is unequaled

throughout the world. 
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Fig. 2-5. Stable isotopic compositions of the column in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
(From Woo, 2004). 
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Scenic view of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone
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Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone is located in Seongsan-ri, Seongsan-

eup, Namjeju-gun, Jeju-do. The summit of the Ilchulbong crater lies

at an altitude of 179 m; that of the lowest point in the crater is 89

m. The major axis of the bowl-shaped crater measures 570 m in

diameter; assuming a total area of approximately 2.6 ha. In the late

Pleistocene Epoch (approximately 40,000 - 120,000 years ago), a

Surtseyan-type underwater eruption from a shallow seabed resulted

in a tuff cone. With the exception of the northwestern portion, three

sides of the crater have been eroded by wave action, creating

exposed cliffs which reveal the structure of the tuff cone in cross

section. On the northeastern side, the cliff has been eroded to

almost the summit of the crater. Since volcanic activities halted or

contemporaneously, the incessant erosion of the waves continued to

eat away the outer rim of the crater. As a result, today, the

Ilchulbong is not a perfect tuff cone. Nevertheless, where the slopes

meet with the sea, the rare internal stratifications, unique to

Surtseyan-type phreatomagmatic volcanic activities, can be clearly

seen. On the crater’s northwestern slope, which remains unaffected

by wave cut erosion, the eruption-induced tuff slopes remain intact,

serving as a precious archive for geological studies regarding ancient

volcanic activities. 

The rocks that makes up the tuff cone is a composite mix of breccia,

massive lapilli tuff, stratified lapilli tuff, bedded tuff, muddy tuffite

Bedding sag and ballistic blocks
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and tuffite, creating nine layers of sedimentary facies. Depending on

the slope gradient from the crater and its proximity, there are four

facies associations - steep rim beds, flank deposits, marginal beds

and volcaniclastic aprons. 

Through repeated processes of eruption and deposition, the slopes

of the crater have developed into a virtual museum of highly valu-

able structures, resulting from phreatomagmatic eruptions; it dis-

Stratification of basaltic tuff on Seongsan
Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Fig. 2-6. A sketch of slumped bedding on Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone (From Kim et al. 1986).

1m
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plays base surge bedding, internal cross laminations, graded bed-

ding, pyroclastic flow lamination, slumping, ripple mark, bedding

sag, ballistic blocks, channel system and local unconformities. It is a

text-book resource for the study of volcanoclastic sedimentology. 

In Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, 220 species of land animals,

belonging to 179 genera and 73 families, have been identified.

Among the flora, yago is a significant species in the distribution of

plants. Belonging to the broomrape (Orobancaceae) family, the

yago (Aeginetia indica) is parasitic to eulalia (Miscanthus sinensis).

In Korea, it is found only on Jeju Island and then only in very limit-

ed areas. In addition, over 300 marine plants have been identified in

the coastal area surrounding the tuff cone. Among them, several

have been identified as new and endemic to this region; one such

plant is Dasysiphonia chejuensis, a red alga with the type locality of

this genus being the coast of Ilchulbong.

Landscape 

On the Jeju Island coastline, the eastern tip is suddenly met by a

steep, colossal, cliffed elevation like a castle that surrounds a crater.

This is the spectacular Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone. It is a mag-

nificent sight, whether viewed from the sea, land or from above. On
the slopes of the cliff, the stratifications in the tuff preserve
both the birth and history of the volcano; they present

Dasysiphonia chejuensis, tetrasporic plant
of red alga endemic to Jeju Island
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Fig. 2-7. Model illustration of an emergent Surtseyan-type tuff cone.
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nature’s unsurpassed beauty. 

At daybreak, in particular, as the sun rises above the horizon, a

curiously solemn mystique surrounds Ilchulbong. On the southeast-

ern tip of the crater, a wall has collapsed; erosion has caused the

height of the wall to swoop down to an elevation similar to that of

the crater basin. However, it is through this opening that one can

indulge in the fantasia created by the scenery below; the sea cliff, the

wide open sea and the sapphire blue waves that break up into a

frothing mist. 

Draped block, direction of pyroclastic flow
from left to right.
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Aerial view of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone
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2.b History and Development 

About 1.2 million years ago, a bud of volcano appeared above the

sea level. Enormous amounts of lava erupted from Hallasan

Volcano building a big shield volcano time to time. During the erup-

tion period, more than 360 parasitic cones formed around Mt.

Hallasan. One of them, the Geomunoreum scoria cone at northeast-

ern flank of the Hallasan Volcano, spewed out large amounts of

basaltic lava. Some of these lava flows constructed lava tubes

including Bengdwi, Manjang, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon and

Dangcheomul 300,000 to 100,000 years ago.

At the eastern most of Jeju Island, a new small volcano started its

activity under the sea. The phreatomagmatic eruption of the vol-

cano had built up a new tuff cone, Ilchulbong, approximately

120,000 to 40,000 years ago. Since then, three sides of the tuff cone

have been eroded away, creating beautiful high sea cliffs and

remarkable geologic cross-sections. 

In a symbolic central location, Mt. Hallasan dominates Jeju Island.

From there, it has given birth to bouts of other volcanic activities.

Many myths and legends have been generated by the mountain,

enriching the life of Jeju residents living in the volcanic lands that

surrounds Mt. Hallasan. As such, Mt. Hallasan acts not only as the

geologic center of Jeju Island but also as the spiritual lord to the

people of Jeju Island. 

Many artifacts of the Paleolithic Era have been discovered on Jeju

Island. In addition to various stoneware, bronzeware and ironware

remains have been exhumed. In the past, Jeju Island has been called

by various names, such as Doi, Seobla and Tammora with each

name signifying an island state. In recorded history, Jeju Island was

part of the Silla Dynasty (57 B.C. - 935 A.D.), when it was named

the Tamna-guk (Tamna country). After that time, Jeju Island

became an autonomous state. In 1105, it was incorporated into the

Koryo Dynasty as Tamna-gun, before being established as Jeju

Province during the early part of the Joseon Dynasty (in 1416).

Most residents of Jeju settled along the coastal area and this coastal

settlement pattern continued well into recorded history. Only

Korea-UK joint research on Ilchulbong (1988)
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recently, in the modern era, did Jeju Island begin to develop its

inland regions. 

History of Geological Research 

Prior to 1964, geological studies on Jeju Island were carried out

sporadically, mostly by Japanese geologists whose focus was mainly

lithology. However, in 1964, a comprehensive geological survey was

conducted in order to evaluate the subterranean ground water

sources on the island. During this survey, the properties currently

being proposed as Jeju Island's Natural Heritage were included in

the study. However, no significant surveys were carried out until

1988, when a Korea-United Kingdom joint-research team was

forged to study the volcanism of Jeju Island. The first subject of the

examination was Ilchulbong. It was at this time that numerous

researchers took the volcanic history and sedimentations of the tuff

ring under serious consideration. A diverse series of scientific theses
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and reports were produced from the studies. Since the founding of

the Research Institute for Mt. Halla in 2001, studies regarding the

Hallasan Natural Reserve have been vigorous, focusing not only on

geological surveys, but also learning about the biology and folklore

of Jeju Island. 

History of Lava Tube Research 

The first discoverer of Bengdwigul Lava Tube remains unknown.

Although Bengdwi was surveyed by the Dongguk University Caving

Club from 1988 to 1994, the team failed to capture the full picture

of the tube. In 1998, a scientific investigation was launched jointly

by the Jeju Environmental Research Center and Jeju Cave

Environmental Research Center. Through this study, the geological

peculiarities and superb scenery found within Bengdwi led to the

designation of the tube as the 52nd Jeju Cultural Property on

October 6, 1999. Currently, it is under the protection and manage-

ment of the local government; however, Bengdwi is not open to the

public. 

Manjanggul Lava Tube was first explored by Jong-Hyu Bu in

August of 1946.  A comprehensive scientific study was carried out

in February 1966, on all known lava tubes, including Manjang. The

study was sponsored by the Cultural Property Management Bureau

and the Jung-Ang Ilbo Newspaper Company. When the study was

completed, the tube was registered as a Natural Monument, and

given the name Manjanggul, thus Manjanggul Lava Tube. Although

registered on March 28, 1970, Manjang was incorporated in

Gimnyeong site, which was already registered as a Natural

Monument (No. 98) in December, 1962. 

When it was first discovered, Manjang earned its name from the

area name of Manjaengi Geomeol. Since Manjaengi Geomeol was

often called by its nickname Manjaengi, the nickname was phono-

logically changed to Manjang, after which gul (cave) was attached.

Consequently, the name signifies that it is a cave found in the area

of Manjaengi Geomeol. Currently, the etymology of Manjaengi

remains unknown. What is clear, however, is that contrary to what

is often stated, it does not mean ‘a 10,000 meter-long cave’. 

Survey of Manjanggul Lava Tube (1967)

Survey of Manjanggul Lava Tube (1970)
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Since April 1, 1967, a one kilometer long portion of the tube has

been open to the public. After January 1, 1970, it has come under

the direct management and control of Bukjeju-gun. Manjang has

undergone several topological surveys with the first one carried out

by the Cultural Property Management Bureau of the Ministry of

Culture and Information in November, 1970. In 1982, a Korea-

Japan Joint Investigation Team conducted a second survey, a third

survey was implemented by the Dongguk University Caving Club in

1987 and the most recent surveys were conducted by Bukjeju-gun

and the Jeju Island Cave Research Institute in 1993 and 2003. As a

result, a total length of 7,416 m has been mapped. At present, the

one kilometer length from inside Entrance No. 2 is the only area

that is open to tourists for public viewing. Beyond open stretch, it is

closed to preserve cave life habitats. 

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube is just as well known as the Gimnyeongsa

-gul; the suffix sa (sa: a phoneme that denotes both snake and histo-

ry) in Sa-gul represents not only its meandering interior, but also

ancient folklore that involves the cave. It is said that a large serpent

lived inside the tube. The serpent demanded a 15 year old girl as

sacrifice each year, without which, grave calamities such as intense

rainstorms, would befall the village. However, in March 1515,

Seorin (then Judge of Jeju) successfully subjugated the serpent that

had tormented the residents for so long, restoring the peace of the

town. Even now, next to the cave, a stone commemorates the coura-

geous feat of Seorin. 

Gimnyeong was designated as Natural Monument No. 98 on

December 3, 1962. However, along with Manjang, this tube

remained open for some time. Nevertheless, due to safety concerns,

the tube was closed in 1991. Since the revised Cultural Properties

Protection Act was passed, in order to prevent damage to nationally

designated Cultural Monuments and to preserve their value, both

lava tubes have been restricted to public viewing for 10 years except

for the one kilometer section of Manjang from December 1, 2001 to

December 31, 2011. 

Discovered on May 11, 2005, Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube, was

registered, No. 466. in 2006, as a Natural Monument. It is currently

protected and managed as a formal Natural Monument and thus
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not open for public viewing. In addition, investigations of an explo-

ration team and comprehensive scientific studies are being carried

out simultaneously. Along the more than 2.5 km long, archaeologi-

cal artifacts tell the story of ancient people who inhabited the cave.

There is pottery, abalone shells, animal bones, ironware, stone mon-

uments, pieces of wood, and traces of torches, in the form of char-

coal and soot, littered in throughout the various parts of the cave.

Various forms and shapes of pottery were found inside the cave,

such as an expanded bottle characterized by a long bottleneck and a

wide oval body, a short-necked bottle, a broad-rimmed bowl, a

hemispheric bottle with the long body, an oversized jar which is

similar to the Jeju Heobeok (jar for drinking water). The paintings

on the vessels are typical of the patterns commonly found on vessels

of the Unified Silla Dynasty (approximately 8th century but certain-

ly between 7th and 9th centuries A.D.). Most of the fragments of

pottery are scattered, but one particular vessel was found broken

and abandoned in one place. Most of the pottery seems to be that

which is suitable for storing and delivering liquids such as drinking

water or spirits. However, no regular cooking pots or serving bowls,

or the reddish earthen vessels that were most widely made and com-

monly used throughout Jeju Island have been found in this tube.

This kind of discovery stands in stark contrast to artifacts found in

most other excavated sites on Jeju Island. As an aside, the large

number of 7th to 9th century artifacts excavated in Yongdam-dong

in Jeju City, have also been identified as unique pottery characteris-

tic to the Unified Silla Dynasty. Drinking water is difficult to obtain

on Jeju Island, and the freshwater on the upper part of the lake

inside is presumed to have given this tube a somewhat special and

sacred status. Taking the discovery of earthen vessels and the gener-

al environment inside the tube, it is believed that ancient Jeju resi-

dents used this tube to perform sacrificial rites. 

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube is designated as Natural

Monument No. 84, and remains closed to public viewing. In

February 2000, a comprehensive exploration and scientific investi-

gation were launched; consequently, the tube was mapped and its

secondary carbonate speleothems and cave life characteristics identi-

fied. Currently, preservation policies and management rules are in

force. 

A lake in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

A newspaper article reporting the scientific
investigation of Manjanggul Lava Tube
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Lava tubes and volcanic landforms in Jeju Island are one of the

most significant earth science sites in the world, displaying a

remarkable combination of internationally renowned features. Jeju

Island essentially consists of one major shield volcano, Mt. Hallasan

with parasitic volcanoes building out around its flanks with prefer-

ential occurrence to the northeast and southwest. Jeju Island was

formed as a result of volcanic activities that began in the late

Tertiary Period. As such, the island exhibits many typical character-

istics of volcanic topography. The volcanic topography on Jeju

Island is significant not only in its scientific value, but also for its

rare, unsurpassed majestic beauty that is displayed by the secondary

speleothems as well as purely volcanic features. 

The features in Jeju Island show a variety of volcanic landforms

such as shield volcano (Mt. Hallasan), scoria cone (Geomunoreum,

Sangumburi, Saraoreum and Eoseungsaengak), tuff ring/cone

(Ilchulbong, Songaksan and Dangsanbong), lava tubes (Bengdwi,

Manjang, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul, Bilemotgul),

columnar joints (Daepo-dong Jusangjeolli) and volcanic dome (Mt.

Sanbangsan). The lava tubes especially show a complete flow system

and display perfectly preserved internal structures despite their old

age of formation (0.2 to 0.3 million years before present).

Yongcheon displays fantastic internal views of lava tube, lava

microtopography and calcareous speleothems. Dangcheomul also

contains splendid calcareous speleothems of superlative beauty. 

Three sites in particular are significant: Mt. Hallasan shield volcano,

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff

Cone. These three sites are the Jeju Volcanic Island World Heritage

nomination. Together they form:

the shield volcano which built the mountain 

a significant lava flow from its eruption point to the coastline

containing a suite of lava tubes, two of which are unrivalled

world-wide as lava caves containing carbonate speleothems

a fine example of a Surtseyan-type tuff cone. 

Five aspects are identified which represent the significance of the

nominated sites in relation to the World Heritage criteria. 

1) The volcanic exposures of the nominated sites provide an accessi-

Lava bridge in Manjanggul Lava Tube
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ble sequence of volcanogenic rocks formed by at least three erup-

tion stages between one million and one thousand years before

present. The volcanic activities that created Jeju Island are quite

different from those on adjacent volcanic terrains in that Jeju

Island was formed by huge plume activity (hot spot) at the edge

of the continent. A massive amount of basaltic magma erupted,

creating the oval-shaped island. About 360 parasitic volcanoes

are scattered across the island, providing magnificent scenery.  

2) The nominated sites include a remarkable range of international-

ly important volcanic landforms that contain and provide signifi-

cant information on the history of the Earth. Volcanic eruptions

have created diverse volcanic landforms depending upon charac-

teristics of volcanic activities. Mt. Hallasan exhibits a fantastic

shape of the shield volcano with Baeknokdam (White Deer Lake),

a crater at the peak. The island’s core is Mt. Hallasan which has

a number of significant geologic and scenic features as well as

noteworthy plant species and communities. 

3) Eroded by the sea, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone (Sunrise Peak)

discloses the inner structure of the volcano. From a geological

perspective, Ilchulbong exemplifies one of the most significant

types of volcanic eruptions – the Surtseyan type. Ilchulbong is a

splendid example of Surtseyan type volcanic activity that began

in the underwater seabed and built up above sea level. Natural

coastal erosion has exposed cross-sections that clearly reveal the

eruptional history of the site. Therefore, the tuff cone provides

immense scientific value illustrating a large variety of sedimentary

and volcanic characteristics of phreatomagmatic eruption, in

addition to its magnificent natural beauty. 

4) While lava tubes are located all over the island, the largest and

most spectacular are located in the western and northeastern

parts. Geomunoreum Lava Tube System contains a parasitic cone

and five significant lava tubes as well as a few other lava tubes

with a variety of dimensions, shapes, internal morphologies and

speleothems.  

5) Perhaps the significance lies in the abundant secondary carbonate

mineralization to be found in two of the low elevation lava tubes,
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making these unusual and spectacular stalactites and stalagmites,

generally acknowledged to be the best of this type of tubes in the

world. Yongcheon and Dangcheomul can be considered to be the

most beautiful lava tube filled with wondrous calcareous

speleothems. Carbonate beach sediments deposited nearby were

transported blown by the wind onto the top of the lava tubes.

Calcium carbonate leached from the dunes, penetrated into the

tube to form a variety of carbonate speleothems within the lava

tubes. 

Internal view of Yongcheondonggul Lava
Tube
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3.a Criteria Under which Inscription is
Proposed 

The Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes satisfy two of the

Outstanding Universal Values criteria described in paragraph 77 of

the UNESCO Operational Guidelines for World Heritage

Inscription. 

Criterion (vii) to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of

exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance

In accordance with Criterion (vii), the mysterious and exceptional

beauty of the multitude of carbonate speleothems inside the

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System, the aesthetic importance of the

Hallasan Natural Reserve and of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

present superlative natural phenomena.  

Given their undisputed integrity and grandeur as lava tubes,

adorned with exceptional carbonate speleothems, Yongcheon and

Justification for Inscription
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Mt. Hallasan in winter
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Dangcheomul boast of their exceptional natural beauty.

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube prides itself in its majestic interior,

the arched ceiling, and the large lava falls that display wonderful

internal topography of their lava tube. This tube is white-washed

and decorated with an enormous array of white, yellow and red cal-

cite speleothems presenting a dramatic contrast to the darker colors

of the lava bedrock. In particular, at its northeastern end, a lake has

formed at the foot of a lava fall plunge pool. The dimension of the

pool associated with connected passages provides awe-inspiring

beauty and mystique. Nature’s mural created by the contrast created

by the opalescent white carbonate minerals against the dark basalt

wall is juxtaposed with the tranquility of a blue lava tube lake.

Further down the lava flow and formerly connected to Yongcheon,

the Dangcheomul also displays numerous forms and innumerable

types of secondary carbonate features. These two tubes have yet to

be rivaled by any other lava tubes in the world in relation to their

secondary carbonate mineralization. Moreover, because these two

tubes are accidentally discovered recently, they have been preserved

in their pristine state and fully protected. The secondary features

and the presence of opalescent carbonate mineral deposits, peculiar

Scenic view of a scoria cone (Muljangol) in
Mt. Hallasan with parasitic cones (oreums)
in the background
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to these lava tubes, create brilliant scenery; the omnipresent aesthet-

ic value is unequaled throughout the world. 

Where the cliff meets the sea, the internal cross-section of Seongsan

Ilchulbong Tuff Cone is exposed on a slope that reaches 179 m

above sea level. Consequently, its appearance is unbelievably mag-

nificent whether viewed from sea or land. A view of the tuff cone

against the backdrop of the rising sun at the break of dawn provides

a marvelous beauty. It is from this magnificent view that its name

Ilchulbong (ilchul - sunrise, bong - mountain top) is derived. On its

southeastern tip, erosion on a collapsed crater wall has provided

almost complete exposure of the internal structure of the crater. 

Mt. Hallasan is a shield volcano with a prominent trachyte dome

and a crater lake at the summit. Midway up the southwestern side

of Mt. Hallasan is a magnificent display of a cluster of steep tra-

chyte edifices in an area called Yeongsil. These majestic clusters of

rocky cliffs, surrounding a valley which is believed to be a former

crater, are called the Mireukjonburam (the Stone Sculptures of

Buddha), Byeongpungbawi (Towering Rocks) and Obaeknahansang

(The Five-Hundred Disciples of Buddha). The grace of the Mt.

Hallasan is reinforced by the clear vertical distribution of its diverse

flora, the formation of subalpine evergreen coniferous forest of

Korean fir at or near the summit, and the presence of arctic or

alpine plants which have migrated to Jeju island and then to its top

and evolved into endemic species. At the top of Mt. Hallasan is the

crater lake called Baeknokdam. In addition to this, there are other

crater lakes on Mt. Hallasan. 

In Jeju, there are 360 parasitic cones, among them 46 cones are

within Hallasan National Park. At the top of five of the parasitic

cones (Muljangol, So-baeknokdam, Saraoreum, Dongsuak, and

Eoseungsaengak), there are crater lakes with significant wetlands

features. The biggest of them is Muljangol with the lake surrounded

by evergreen or deciduous hardwood trees. The presence of these

crater lakes including Baeknokdam at the summit adds another suite

of mystical and beautiful sites to Mt. Hallasan. Each of the four dis-

tinct seasons creates its own array of shapes and colors to add to the

mystique and grandeur of Mt. Hallasan or the mixed evergreen and

deciduous trees and shrubs swing through the year. In spring, the

Muljangol Crater lake in Mt. Hallasan
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blooming of azaleas around Witseoreum at 1,700 m is magnificent,

and the red color can be seen far off at sea from the coast of

Seogwipo City. In the fall, the tree leaves become very colorful all

over Mt. Hallasan. During the winter, the top of Mt. Hallasan is

capped with snow. The year’s cycle thus runs through.

Criterion (viii) to be outstanding examples representing major stages

of Earth’s history, including the record of life, significant on-going

geological processes in the development of landforms, or significant

geomorphic or physiographic features

The outstanding geological features in the proposed area that result

from volcanic activities address Criterion (viii). 

Hallasan Natural Reserve embraces a volcanic crater at its summit,

and extends out onto the columnar joints of Yeongsilgiam, a tra-

chytic dome and extensive lava plains. In its entirety, the topogra-

phy seems simple. However, taken in smaller parts, it is exceptional-

ly rich in the various geological characteristics found only in vol-

canic regions. While the activity of plume has continued for more

than a million years erupting a large quantity of basaltic magma, the

continental plate barely moved. As a result, lava flows have been

piled up, increasing the size and height of the Island. During the

process, numerous large, and sometimes complex, lava cave systems

were formed. 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System displays evolutionary history of

volcanic eruption as well as the formation processes of the tubes. It

arises from the Geomunoreum parasitic cone which is one of over

360 parasitic volcanoes created by the lava that erupted from a hot

spot on the continental margin. The most voluminous is the impres-

sive 7,416 m long Manjanggul Lava Tube, comprising a single pas-

sage containing two and in some places three levels. Gimnyeonggul

Lava Tube is likely to be extension of Manjang. It has carbonate

sediments on the floor. Other shorter tubes, such as the 4,481 m

long Bengdwigul Lava Tube are more complex in form. The Jeju

lava tubes are thought to be of considerable age (100,000 to

300,000 years BP), but nevertheless have negligible breakdown and

retain a large range of internal features that are extremely well pre-

served. The remarkable preservation state of the Jeju lava tubes

Top: Rimstone in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Upper middle: Calcified tree stems in
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Lower middle: Carbonate speleothems in
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

Bottom: Animal bones in Yongcheondonggul
Lava Tube
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reveals the secrets of lava tube formation and display a wide range

of shapes, complicated anastomosing pathways as well as various

types of internal morphology and speleothems. Despite their old

age, these lava tubes are as good as, if not better than, the ones in

other places known to have formed far more recently.

In addition to the sheer diversity of shape, size and character of

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System, two of the lava tubes contain

carbonate speleothems. While they are indeed lava tubes,

Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tubes are

extremely rare examples in that they harbor a range of carbonate

speleothems of the type normally confined to limestone caves. The

biogenic calcium carbonate residues contained in the aeolian shell

sand dunes contribute to secondary speleothems that are rich in car-

bonate minerals. The presence of carbonate speleothems inside lava

tubes is rare and best-developed in the lava tubes of Jeju Island.

Minor secondary carbonate mineralization is known from a very

few lava tubes elsewhere in the world and nowhere else is it derived

from aeolian carbonate sand dunes. As a result, the carbonate

speleothems are the result of geological processes that are particular

to these lava tubes. It is believed that studies of the speleothems will

reveal substantial information regarding recent sea level and climate

changes. 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone exemplifies a Surtseyan-type vol-

canic tuff cone. For thousands of years, since the initial formation of

Ilchulbong, seawater has eroded the volcano, creating exposed

cross-sections. On these slopes, researchers are given unprecedented

clues into the multitude of geological structures of the Surtseyan-

type eruption and sedimentary processes of tuffaceous material that

help to reveal the formation of Ilchulbong. 

Curtains in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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3.b. Statement of Outstanding
Universal Value 

Hallasan Natural Reserve

Mt. Hallasan, with its center preserved as a natural reserve, is a

shield volcano that erupted from a fixed hot spot in the Earth's

mantle. As a monogenetic volcano, it is considered one of the

world's largest and has spawned 360 separate parasitic cones

(oreum; mostly scoria cinder cones). Mt. Hallasan is a region where

the subtropical climatic zone meets the temperate climatic zone both

in relation to altitude and latitude. Its environments thus include

subalpine, temperate and subtropical environments and ecosystems.

Despite its height, the mountain is not permanently covered in

snow. Instead, its unique and marvelous scenery changes through

the four distinct seasons. Moreover, it is an ideal laboratory for the

study of various evolutionary and eruption processes evident in vol-

canic activities from the end of Tertiary Period until late Holocene.  
Yeongsilgiam (columnar joints) in Mt. Hallasan
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Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

Currently about 120 lava tubes have been identified on Jeju Island.

How can there be so many lava tubes on such a relatively small

island? First, volcanic activities on the island are believed to have

begun 1.2 million years ago and continued until recently. From the

eastern margin of the virtually fixed Eurasian Continental Plate, a

mantle plume, containing large amounts of basaltic lava, has been

erupting episodically through Mt. Hallasan and over 360 parasitic

volcanoes since Tertiary Period. 

The lava tube system is a more than 15 km long network of tubes,

formed in and by highly mafic basaltic lava, which flowed from one

of Jeju's parasitic volcanoes - Geomunoreum. Geomunoreum System

is home to a variety of tubes of varying size and form, containing a

very diverse range of speleothems. For example, Manjanggul and

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes are known for their great size and

diverse lava microtopography and lava tube features. On the other

hand, Bengdwi is best known for its complex labyrinth of passages,

while the recently discovered and pristine, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul

are distinguished by their amazing secondary carbonate speleothems

such as are normally found in limestone caves. These unusual and

diverse characteristics demonstrate the outstanding universal value

of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. 

While innumerable lava tubes exist throughout the world, no group

has been reported to be as diverse in form and content as

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. Another characteristic of this

system is that, although it is a relatively ancient (300,000 - 100,000

years old) series of lava tubes, with the exception of portions of

Manjang that are open to the public, the lava tubes have remained

extraordinarily well preserved, effectively protected from human

damage and not significantly affected by natural degradation. Even

development for tourism in Manjang has not significantly reduced

the value of the lava tubes features. The length of Manjanggul lava

tube is 7,416 m, placing it amongst the longest in the world. While

there are longer lava tubes, few can boast the splendid natural beau-

ty of the magnificently preserved lava microtopography and

speleothems, such as stalactites, stalagmites, bridges and ropy lava

and many other features present in this system. 
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In the 5 kilometer long stretch of the tube, the vaulted ceiling is over

15 m high; at one point, it measures 18 m high and 25 m wide.

Noting that lava tubes in the world seldom exceed 10 m in height,

Manjanggul Lava Tube, especially given its length, is voluminous.

Yet another feature of this tube is the lava column that towers over

the end-point of the section of the tube open to the public. This col-

umn is a lava speleothem resulting from lava spilling from the upper

level passage; it stands 7.6 m tall, and is ranked as one of the largest

lava columns in the world. 

The tubes of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System have developed

a multitude of passages; they range in shape from meandering S-

shaped passages to the 3-dimensional braided types. Moreover,

Bengdwi is distinguished as an outstanding example of a labyrinth-

type lava tube, not only in Geomunoreum System but also through-

out Jeju Island and beyond. There are few labyrinth-type systems

that approach its complexity elsewhere around the world.

Given their undisputed integrity as lava tubes, adorned with excep-

tional carbonate speleothems, the recently discovered

Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheomuldongul Lava Tubes will be

envied around the world for their exceptional natural beauty. Fresh

and undamaged, the carbonate speleothems have been preserved in

their natural state. As such, they are at least on par, in regard to

appearance, types, and shapes, with features that decorate the

world’s most famous limestone caves. Furthermore, many of the

speleothems in Geomunoreum System are still developing. The car-

bonate speleothems are a result of several interacting processes

including the climatic regime, infiltration rates, the presence of high

levels of carbonate material in the overlying soils and stable vegeta-

tion cover. The aeolian calcareous sand deposits, ground water and

tree roots that have infiltrated joints in the lava tube ceiling interact

within the lava tubes. The development process is a feature of these

lava tubes that is peculiar to this region and is thus of considerable

scientific interest. 

A lake at the lower end of Yongcheon is a most unusual feature. As

this lava tube has only recently been discovered (May 2005)

research and documentation is in its infancy. But there are many

features of this tube which are already creating scientific excitement

Soda straws and stalactites in
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

Carbonate popcorn in Yongcheondonggul
Lava Tube
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not least of which is the remarkable lake at the foot of a major lava

fall. The lake appears to be a unique feature that has not been

reported in other lava tubes around the world although there are a

number of lakes known in lava tubes. There is some evidence that

this lake is anchialine (freshwater lies on top of more saline water)

and the presence of aquatic invertebrates (copepods) demands that

this lake be more closely studied, and carefully conserved, as such

anchialine communities have proved to be of very considerable sig-

nificance elsewhere around the world (e.g. at Cape Range, Western

Australia). The dimensions of the lake are particularly impressive,

200 m in length, 10 - 15 m in width and 6 - 15 m in depth.

In view of their special characteristics that are both diverse and

intricately complex, the nominated lava tubes of Jeju Island more

than deserve to be preserved - they demand to be inscribed as a

World Natural Heritage. 

Lava column of Manjanggul Lava Tube

Justification for Inscription
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Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone is an important example of a geo-

logically significant type of volcanic eruption; it exemplifies the tuff

cone that results from Surtseyan-type eruptions. More importantly,

Ilchulbong is the world’s only tuff cone that exposes the volcanic

structures and various internal structures of a Surtseyan-type vol-

cano in such a clear and dramatic fashion as a result of uplift and

coastal erosion. As such, the tuff cone is a virtual jewel for geologi-

cal research. From its exposed cross-section, diverse textbook-type

sedimentary structures reveal the secrets of the birth and develop-

ment of the tuff cone. It is also a stunningly beautiful site with cul-

tural significance. 

Eastern rim of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff
Cone
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3.c. Comparative Analysis 

There are over 10,000 volcanoes and numerous volcanic regions

around the world; each has its own special features and characteris-

tics. However, Jeju Island is exceptional in the great diversity of

characteristics of volcanic islands that are compressed into the rela-

tively small island. 

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Mt. Hallasan is widely known as a monogenetic volcano. A geologi-

cal and topographical comparative analysis between Mt. Hallasan

and other comparable volcanic landscapes around the world has

been conducted. 

Justification for Inscription
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Scenic view of Yeongsil (Mt. Hallasan)
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The following areas harbor features and characteristics that are

comparable to those of Mt. Hallasan. 

Mauna Loa, Hawaii, USA

Kilauea, Hawaii, USA 

Mauna Kea, Hawaii, USA 

Mount Etna, Sicily, Italy 

Piton de la Fournaise, Réunion, France 

Erta Ale, Ethiopia 

Fernandina, Galapagos 

Nyamuraira, People's Republic of Congo 

Savaii Island, Samoa 

Scenic view of Mt. Hallasan in winter
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Aoba, Vanuato 

Pico Island, Portugal

Canary Islands, Spain

Extensive comparative studies have revealed that volcanic activities

normally result from geological processes at active plate boundaries.

However, geological studies indicate that Jeju Island does not con-

form to this model. On Jeju Island, volcanic eruption occurred from

a hot spot at the upper mantle below a fixed continental crust. As

such, Mt. Hallasan provides a valuable setting that enables a com-

parison between hot spot activities occurring from below the ocean-

ic crust (i.e. Hawaii, Galapagos Islands, Easter Island) and those

occurring at the plate boundaries (i.e. Kamchatka Peninsula and the

Isole Eolie). As of September 2005, fifteen volcanic regions have

been inscribed as World Heritage properties by UNESCO.

However, they were all products of volcanic activities that had

occurred from oceanic crust or at plate boundaries or they were

inscribed based on other criteria such as evolution of biotic commu-

nities; thus, a volcano that resulted from a fixed hotspot under a

continental plate has yet to be inscribed. 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System preserves innumerable lava

speleothems, diverse microtopographical features and two lava

tubes which contain a diversity of carbonate speleothems normally

only found in limestone caves. Both the speleothems and the diversi-

ty of the features in Geomunoreum System are unprecedented, and

unsurpassed, by any other lava tube system around the world. 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System is a collective series of lava tubes,

which are diverse in size, form and features. The characteristics of

this system’s lava tubes have been compared with lava tubes scat-

tered around the world. There are approximately 270 lava tubes in

Iceland - the longest tube is 3.5 km. Thus, their lengths pale in com-

parison to the lava tubes of Geomunoreum System. Many lava

tubes are also scattered on the island of Hawaii, in Chyulu in Kenya

and on Mount Etna in Italy; however, none are as diversified as

Justification for Inscription
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Cave corals of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Lava stalactite and stalagmite of
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. While many other lava tubes,

such as Kazumura Cave in Hawaii, are longer than Geomunoreum

System, the exceptional beauty, size, variety and wonderful state of

preservation of the microtopography and speleothems (i.e. lava sta-

lagmites, lava stalactites and lava bridges as well as the unrivalled

carbonate speleothems of two lava tubes) are on par with, if not

exceed, others found around the world. 

In addition, Manjanggul Lava Tube is outstanding in its other

dimensions. Some parts of the Manjang measure as high as 15 - 18

m and 25 m wide. Leviathan Cave of Kenya, Barkers Cave of

Australia and Vithgelmir of Iceland are lava tubes whose overall

sizes are comparable to that of Manjang. The longest lava tube of

the world is Kazumura Cave in Hawaii; its total length measures

65,500 m. Thus, while Kazumura Cave is unequivocally longer than

Manjang at about 7,416 m, its width is generally less. Moreover, the

7.6 m-tall lava column is a remarkable and unique asset of

Manjang. 

Bengdwigul Lava Tube is an outstanding example of a complex

labyrinth-type cave. Its neighbor on Jeju Island, Bilemotgul Lava

Tube, is longer but has been partially damaged by human activities

and is not part of an oreum-to-sea lava flow system like the

Geomunoreum System. Kula Kai Cavern in Hawaii has many retic-

ulate and dendritic passages ranks second in the world in length.

These two lava tubes are considered comparable. Cuernavaca

Caves, Mexico, is another complex site. However, Bengdwigul Lava

Tube is far more complex than Kula Kai Cavern in that Bengdwi

has more passages per unit area. A typical oft-cited example of a

maze cave is the Labyrinth Cave System of Lava Beds National

Monument in the USA. It must to be noted, however, that Bengdwi

has more intricately intertwined passages. Australia’s labyrinth-type

lava tube at Mount Hamilton in Victoria are less complex than

Bengdwi and is only about one-quarter in size. 

The most salient feature of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System is the

particular suite of carbonate speleothems that it hosts. Other than a

few small and scattered sites, around the world, the sites of such

carbonate speleothems inside lava tubes are found only on Jeju

Island with Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava

Stalactites and columns of
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

Soda straws and stalactites of
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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Tubes being the unrivalled examples. What is even more fascinating

is that the secondary carbonate speleothems are still developing

under very unusual geological conditions from Holocene aeolian

carbonate sands blown from the nearby coastline.

The quality, quantity and beauty of the carbonate speleothems tak-

ing shape as secondary features cannot be matched in any other lava

tube around the world. Duck Creek Lava Tube in Utah (USA) also

contains carbonate speleothems derived from a thin layer of lacus-

trine limestone; however, it fails in comparison to Yongcheon and

Dangcheomul in the sheer amount and diversity of the carbonate

speleothems. In Hawaii, Kula Kai Caverns and Kazumura Cave have

thin coatings of gypsum speleothems on their interior walls. White,

silicate speleothems can also be found in Canary Island lava tubes

and in Algar do Carvão in the Azores. Very small carbonate

speleothems are also known from volcanic caves on Mount Etna,

Italy, derived from soil carbonates. However, the quantity, variety

and beauty of calcite speleothems presented by these other lava

tubes is far less than in Geomunoreum System. The same comment

applies to the better-known lava tubes (Hyeopjae and Ssangnyong

Lava Tubes) containing calcite speleothems on the western end of

Jeju Island. Table 3-1, derived from Forti, 2005, summarizes the val-

ues of secondary mineralization in volcanic caves of the world.

Table 3-1 The world’s most important volcanic caves from a mineralogical perspective (after Forti, 2005*).

Cave Location Features

Algar do Carbalo Pico Island, Portugal Best and largest display of opal speleothems

Alum Vulcano Island, Italy Highest number of secondary cave minerals

Cutrona Mt. Etna, Italy High number of active genetic mechanisms

Dangcheomul Jeju Island, Korea Fine display of diverse calcite speleothems

El Manzano Rio Grande, Argentina Phosphates and sulphates related to bird guano

Grillid Surtsey, Iceland Single cave reference for 5 different new cave minerals

Hibashi Saudi Arabia Many organic compounds, guano related minerals

Kitum Mt. Elgon, Kenya Silicate minerals related to meteoric water 

Skipton Victoria, Australia First description of many new cave phosphate minerals

Togawa-Sakaidani-do Kyushu, Japan First description of coralloid made by diatoms

Yongcheon Jeju Island, Korea Outstanding display of diverse and abundant calcite speleothems

* Forti, P., 2005, Genetic processes of cave minerals in volcanic environments: an overview, Eleventh International Symposium on
Vulcanospeleology, Pico Island, Azores, Portugal.
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Among the World Natural Heritage properties inscribed by

UNESCO, there are a number that are based on volcanic features.

Each one was selected as a World Heritage site based on differing

qualities and criteria. For example the Hawaiian Volcanoes

National Park was based on its vegetation (Natural Criterion (ii))

and the Volcanoes of Kamchatka was based on Natural Criteria (i),

(ii), (iii) and (iv) as an andesitic, and very active site, rather than the

basaltic features represented on Jeju Island. The only World

Heritage site that is inscribed based on its value as a volcano, as a

representation of the history and geological evolution of Earth is the

Isole Eolie, Italy. Since the 18th century, the Isole Eolie has served

as a laboratory where scientists studied two types of volcanic erup-

tions – the Volcanian and the Strombolian. Consequently, it became

a textbook of volcanology for all geologists. Besides the Isole Eolie,

other volcanic sites have been inscribed as World Heritage sites, by

virtue of their attributes that demonstrate Earth’s history and devel-

opment as a result of volcanic activities. Some illustrate the magnifi-

cent scenery of stratovolcanoes and volcanic lava domes (Pitons

Management Area, Saint Lucia); in others, researchers demonstrated

the changing topography of volcanoes in motion (Morne Trois

Pitons National Park, Dominica) and there are those which demon-

strate the topography and phenomena (i.e., geysers) created by

magma and the resulting subterranean heat such as Yellowstone

National Park, USA. Still others represent the geological process and

topography resulting from active volcanoes that are located where

two tectonic plates collide (e.g. Volcanoes of Kamchatka, Russian

Federation). 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Ilchulbong represents Surtseyan-type eruptions, which are a signifi-

cant type of volcanic eruptions. This is the best site worldwide

where a view into the mysteries of the evolution of Surtseyan-type

eruptions can be effectively seen. Over time, the sea has eroded the

outer rim of the volcanic cliff, exposing a substantial cross-section

of the interior of the cone. On this exposed slope, a multitude of

sedimentary and other geological structures are clearly visible. Its

appearance is breath-taking from every angle, whether viewed from

Paleosol between lava units in
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Ropy lava of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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the sea, land or sky. The justification for Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff

Cone to be inscribed as a World Heritage site is based on its ability

to illustrate major stages of Earth history. There are more than 500

volcanoes that are characterized as tuff rings or tuff cones.

However, none have been inscribed as a World Heritage site. A

comparison between these hydromagmatic volcanoes and

Ilchulbong follows. 

Surtsey Island, Iceland, is the type locality of Surtseyan-type vol-

canic eruptions; thus, it is considered one of the prime sites to study

the creation and development of volcanoes. However, because it is

still active, challenges remain in being able to access and observe the

geological structures that result from volcanic activities. Diamond

Head Tuff Cone in Hawaii (USA) is another good example of a tuff

cone. However, it does not display the fine array of geological cross-

sections as seen on Ilchulbong. North Island (Kenya) and Usu

(Japan), Bárcena (Mexico) and Taal (Philippines) are still active;

hence, the outer rim of these volcanoes are still forming, expanding,

or awaiting collapse in repeated cycles. Buzzard Creek and Menan

Buttes (USA), Harrat Hutaymah (Saudi Arabia) and Achiaverno

(Italy) have sustained substantial natural and man-made degrada-

tion, thus compromising their integrity and value as significant tuff

cones. 

By comparison, although the outer rim on three sides has been erod-

ed by the sea, creating cliffs, the rim of Ilchulbong joins with the

remaining exposed slopes to present natural, superlative cross-sec-

tions of the volcanic cliffs and the internal structure of the tuff cone.

In fact the coastal erosion has provided valuable geological cross-

sections that allow study and interpretation of a Surtseyan-type

eruptive center. It is quite natural and provides abundant geological

information on Earth history. Excepting a small portion that is open

to visitors, the tuff cone remains largely untouched and naturally

preserved. 
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3.d Integrity

a) includes all elements necessary to express its outstanding
universal value;

The birth of Mt. Hallasan is directly related to Jeju volcanic activity.

About one million years ago, a bud of volcano appeared above the

sea level. Enormous amounts of lava effused from Hallasan Volcano

building a big shield volcano since then until historic time. During

the effusion period, more then 360 parasitic cones were formed

around Mt. Hallasan. At the eastern most of Jeju Island, a new

small volcano started activity under the sea. The phreatomagmatic

eruption of the volcano had built up a new tuff cone (Ilchulbong)

approximately 120,000 to 40,000 years ago. Since then, three sides

of the tuff cone has been cut and eroded away, making beautiful

high sea cliffs. One of parasitic volcanoes, Geomunoreum scoria

cone at the northeastern flank of the Hallasan Volcano, spewed out

a large amount of basaltic lava. Some of these lava flows construct-

ed lava tubes including Bengdwi, Manjang, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon

and Dangcheomul 300,000 to 100,000 years ago. Around Jeju

Island, shallow seas have provided accommodation space for tem-

perate carbonate sediments. Due to local uplift and/or sea-level drop

during Holocene Epoch, carbonate sands were transported by wind

onto the area where Yongcheon and Dangcheomul are located. As

the carbonate sand dunes became stabilized, vegetation started to

grow on the carbonate sands developing soil. Meteoric water dis-

solved calcium carbonate and transported into the lava tubes and

induced luxurious carbonate speleothems. Thus Hallasan Natural

Reserve, Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and Seongsan

Ilchulbong Tuff Cone altogether, cover most of the important geo-

logic features of Jeju Island. 

b) is of adequate size to ensure the complete representation
of the features and processes which convey the proper-
ty’s significance;

Each of the three nominated areas is of adequate size to protect

their integrity or, as in the case of Ilchulbong surrounded by sea.

The most important elements in the three areas are included within

Diversity of carbonate speleothems in
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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defined core areas as shown in maps Fig. Ap.1-1., Fig. Ap.1-2. and

Fig. Ap.1-3. They are each surrounded by buffer zones. In the case

of Mt. Hallasan, additional buffering between the natural environ-

ment on one hand and agricultural or other activities on the other,

are provided by surrounding national forests managed by the Korea

Forest Service as well as the outer limits of Hallasan National Park.

Hallasan National Park is the core of the Jeju Island Biosphere

Reserve, which in turn is surrounded by national forests as buffer

zones, and then by a much larger transition zone extending down to

200 m elevation and including the upper part of Geomunoreum

Lava Tube System.

The core areas and buffer zone for Geomunoreum Lava Tube

System appear to be narrow and of small areal extent. However,

they extend considerable distances from the outer walls of the lava

tubes. Given that lava tubes, unlike karst caves, are not dependent

on their hydrological catchments these core areas and buffer zone

appear adequate. The soil - soil water – vegetation - climatic condi-

tions necessary for the health of the secondary carbonate mineral-

ization can be maintained within the core areas as they extend well

beyond the probable flow paths leading to the speleothems.

Ilchulbong is surrounded by the sea on three sides and a marine

buffer zone has been delineated well beyond the immediate sur-

rounds of the tuff cone. At the western end of the tuff cone there is

a previously disturbed area extending down to the adjacent villages

and infrastructure.

c) suffers from adverse effects of development and/or
neglect;

Jeju Island and its lava tubes were formed by volcanic activities that

began at the end of Tertiary Period and continued through to

Holocene Epoch. Despite the long geological evolution, Jeju Island

retains its topography close to its original state. Although natural

erosion has caused some changes, it has been fortunate enough to

remain free of large-scale topographical changes resulting from

calamities such as earthquakes. What natural erosion that has

occurred has actually allowed the geological evolution of Jeju Island

to be better studied and understood. What is more significant is that

Flat topped stalagmites in
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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in 1966, portion of Mt. Hallasan was designated as a Natural

Monument No. 182. In 1970, a larger area, including the Natural

Monument, was designated as a National Park effectively limiting

further degradation caused by human activities. 

The construction of the First Cross Road facilitated access for visi-

tors to Mt. Hallasan. Subsequently six walking trails to Mt.

Hallasan were created. However, since 1994, in the interests of

preservation, one trail and parts of two others were closed off; and

each of the remaining trails are opened selectively, alternating with

rehabilitation periods. In an area surrounding the summit, in order

to control small-scale sediment run-off from the trails degraded by

visitor trampling, soil from the surrounding area of Mt. Hallasan

was transported to the summit area and used to replace the eroded

soil there. Because the soil augmentation project was a small-scale

effort, it did not change or damage the geological characteristics in

the proposed heritage area. Most of the non-native plants intro-

duced along with the introduced soil failed to survive in the harsh

environment of the summit area. Active measures to monitor and

control any invasive species are in place.

All of the lava tubes that comprise Geomunoreum Lava Tube

System have been designated as either Natural Monuments or as

Jeju Province Cultural Property and are preserved and managed as

such. Manjang and Gimnyeong were designated as a Natural

Monument No. 98 in 1962. Dangcheomul, No. 384 in 1996,

Yongcheon, No. 466 in 2006, and Bengdwi was designated by Jeju

Province as a Cultural Property No. 52 in 1999. With the exception

of a one kilometer section from Entrance No. 2 of Manjang, visitors

are prohibited from entering any of the lava tubes of the

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. 

Excepting Dangcheomul and Yongcheon, the ground surface above

the lava tubes has been preserved in a natural or semi-natural state.

Many areas which were once used as farmland have been restored

to their original landscape and vegetation. A small part of the sur-

face area surrounding Dangcheomul and Yongcheon is currently

being used as farmland. The effect of this on the tubes is negligible.

Furthermore, authorities are implementing a phased buy-back plan

in order to pave the way toward complete recovery and restoration

Curtain in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Carbonate speleothems in
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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of the environment of Yongcheon. In order to allow visitors to expe-

rience Manjang, the entrance has been modified by the installation

of stairs, pathways, handrails and electric lighting. Moreover, shot-

crete has been placed to reinforce the walls and the ceiling to pre-

vent possible collapse in small portions of the tube. As a result, the

original topography of small parts of Manjang has been moderately

compromised. However, much greater portions that are restricted to

public traffic preserve the intact, natural beauty of the lava tube. 

Coastal erosion of the outer rim of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

has exposed cross-sections of its interior. The cross-sections are

exposed on three sides of the crater, except on its northwestern

slope. This erosion is natural and its geological integrity is well pre-

served. A portion of the coastal area on the southern slope was used

as a military supply storage area during Japanese occupation. At

that time, a natural sea cave was slightly modified into a sea-cliff

defense post. While this post still remains, it does not compromise

the geologically significant landscape of the tuff cone. The vegeta-

tion inside the crater had been subjected to cattle grazing by local

residents, but since the 1980s grazing is prohibited and the vegeta-

tion is allowed to follow the course of natural succession. Although

an access route on its unexposed northeastern slope takes visitors

out to the summit of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, visitors are

strictly prohibited on the remainder of the site. 

Columns in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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4.a Present State of Conservation 

The topography presented by the Jeju Volcanic Island and its lava

tubes developed throughout Quaternary Period. Because the vol-

canic terrains of Mt. Hallasan and Ilchulbong are mostly rough and

uninhabitable, and the lava tubes are situated in inaccessible subter-

rains, the property has always been naturally set apart from dense

human population, and the consequent damages it entails. 

Hallasan Natural Reserve well preserves various structures of a

shield volcano. The crater lake at the summit is located in a safe

haven, and thus the lake is well protected from natural disasters

such as earthquakes or typhoons. Many regions of Mt. Hallasan

expose outcrops of trachyte or basalt, and the topsoil is usually

shallow, but enough vegetation prevent deep surface erosion, even

during heavy precipitation. Hallasan Natural Reserve was designat-

ed as a Natural Monument in 1966, and subsequently it was desig-

nated as a National Park in 1970. From the 1970s, however, Mt.

Hallasan attracted many visitors, and the vegetation and soil had

been damaged by trampling on the trails. Especially soil erosion on

the trails was severe near the summit including the rim of

Baeknokdam crater. Currently, those damaged trails are being

restored successfully through the extensive rehabilitation efforts by

the Jeju Provincial Government.

Lava Tubes of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System have been

designated as either Natural Monuments or as Local Cultural

Properties. As such, it is managed and preserved by governmental

authorities. With the exception of a portion of Manjang, all the lava

tubes are closed to visitors except under controlled conditions for

scientific research and documentation. Thus, the lava tubes remain

undamaged and well preserved in their natural state. Above the

tubes, most of the surface areas have been preserved in their natural

states. However, a portion of the surface above Yongcheon

(discovered in 2005) is being used as farmland. Attempts are being

made to purchase these lands by the county government. Roads

have been constructed in two areas above Gimnyeong and two

areas of Yongcheon. The surface area above Dangcheomul was once

used as farmland. However, after purchasing the land, the
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government has restored the partially compromised sand dune and

continues to manage the area. A portion of Manjang remains open

to visitors. It continues to serve as an area for comprehensive

scientific studies, geared toward exploring the interior topography

and secondary features habitat. Thus, it is constantly being managed

by the Guidelines for the Conservation and Management of Natural

Caves. 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone was designated as a Jeju Provincial

Monument (No. 36) in 1976, and it was designated as a Natural

Monument (No. 420) in 2000. One trail takes visitors up to the

summit of the cliff, but the crater of the volcano is strictly closed to

visitors in an effort of preserve its value as a natural resource. In

order to reduce the pressure from the visitors, the trail was paved.

The vegetation inside the crater had been grazed until the 1980s,

but currently the vegetation is naturally restoring, and trees and

shrubs are coming in. Great efforts are exerted to appropriately pre-

serve and manage the natural beauty and landscape of Ilchulbong,

such as creating a buffer zone, where development is regulated,

between Ilchulbong and residential areas.

Roe deer near the wooden trail at
Witseoreum (Mt. Hallasan)
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4.b Factors Affecting the Property 

(i) Development pressures 

All development in the areas nominated for inscription are strictly

regulated under a variety of laws. Special and multiple laws have

been put into effect to enforce regulation not only in the core area

proposed for inscription, but also in the surrounding buffer zones.

Effective laws include the Cultural Properties Protection Act (for

Natural Monuments), Natural Parks Act (for National, Provincial

and/or County Parks), Highlands Management Act (for Preserved

Area), and the Special Act on Jeju Free International City (Absolute

Preserved Area). 

Mt. Hallasan is a natural reserve and a national park, and thus it is

well protected from development. Construction of a cable way

between Yeongsil at 1,300 m a.s.l. and  Witseoreum at 1,700 m

a.s.l. was once attempted, but due to strong objection by the profes-

sionals, NGOs and governmental agencies, the attempt failed. 

Lava tubes in Geomunoreum System is also shielded from development

pressures, since it was designated as Natural Monuments. Currently,

however, roads cross over Gimnyeong and Yongcheon, and a small

lane across the surface of Manjang. Consequently, vibrations

resulting from automobiles traveling these roads could cause the

roof to collapse or inflict other damage to lava tube interiors.

Ilchulbong is also completely free of man-made degradation, other

than the carefully controlled visitor's walking trail, because it is

nationally protected as a Natural Monument, as a County Park and as

an 'Absolute Preserved Area'. 

(ii) Environmental pressures 

No special environmental factors are known to have adversely

affected the area nominated for inscription. Agricultural and/or

industrial activities or man-made structures are largely absent in the

Hallasan Natural Reserve. Although there is a possibility of air pol-

lution affecting the vegetation caused by automobiles traveling

around the national park, the effect will be negligible since the park
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has sufficient rainfall and strong winds. No anthropogenic pollu-

tants, such as polluted ground water, that could potentially affect

the lava tubes or cave formations in the lava tubes, are known to

pose any threat to the area surrounding the Geomunoreum System,

but we need to monitor the effect of runoff from the agricultural

field on the lava tubes.

(iii) Natural disasters and risk preparedness 

Jeju Island is located on a continental plate (Eurasian plate) where it

is at least 600 km far from the plate boundary, placing it in an area

relatively free from earthquakes. However, the subduction zone

between Philippines Oceanic plate and Eurasian Continental Plate is

located in the East China Sea at the south of Jeju Island, and thus

Jeju Island is not totally free from tsunamis. Ilchulbong and

Dangcheomul, and Yongcheon of the Geomunoreum System are all

situated close to the coastal line, and could be affected by a large

tsunami, although the probability is very small. 

Heavy rainfall caused by very strong typhoons due to global climate

change may affect the vegetation on Mt. Hallasan. However, since

the presence of those rare and endangered species near the summit

of Mt. Hallasan is sometimes related to the occurrence of natural

disturbances, the national park is not going to try to artificially

restore those areas denuded of vegetation by natural disturbances.  

(iv) Pressures from visitors and tourism 

There are increasing pressures from visitors on the nominated prop-

erties. In particular, Hallasan Natural Reserve and Ilchulbong

already accommodate significant visitor numbers every year as pop-

ular tourist attractions. Generally visits are concentrated mainly

around the spring and fall seasons. The anticipated trend of visita-

tion is continuously rising, posing a stress for effective visitor man-

agement. 

Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan (Appendix 8) identi-

fies challenges and impacts that may occur, and provides appropri-

ate actions required to effectively manage visitor pressures.

Roe deer in Mt. Hallasan

Snow Festival in Mt. Hallasan
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Measures to cope with visitor pressures, including management of

trails that are open to public, guidelines for visitor behavior on trails,

improvement of visitor behavior to minimize visitor pressures and

improvement of public facilities in detail are described in the Tourism

Management sections of the Management Plan (Appendix 8).

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

To rehabilitate and restore the damage to trails and to animal and

plant habitats caused by human activities in the 1980s and 1990s,

rehabilitation action was imposed between 2001 and February

2003. Consequently, the number of visitors declined significantly

during that period. However, the number of visitors increased in

2004, following the opening of the Gwaneumsa and Seongpanak

trails to the summit in March 2003. There is also a general trend in

the flow of visitors to Mt. Hallasan with the peak months being

May (spring blossoms), August (summer vacation) and October

(autumn foliage). See also Table Ap.8-2. 

In Hallasan Natural Reserve, there are a total of six trails (the

Seongpanak, Gwaneumsa, Eorimok, Yeongsil, Eoseunsaengak and

Donneko trails) for public access with some parts being closed

down for the purpose of rehabilitation. The trails currently off-lim-

its to visitors are the trails between Witseoreum Shelter and north-

western and southern cliffs at the summit, the circular trail along

the rim of Baeknokdam crater, and the Donneko trail in the south

of Mt. Hallasan, which accounts for 35.1% of the total trail system.

Since the late 1970s, Mt. Hallasan has suffered from sharp growth

in the number of visitors and damage is mainly restricted to the hik-

ing trails and their neighboring areas. 

In 2004, the number of visitors to Hallasan Natural Reserve was

689,000 (refer to Fig. 5-2.). The cause of damage to the trails in

Hallasan Natural Reserve was overcrowding, and restoring the

damage is difficult due to the friable nature of the volcanic ash soil.

The major trail damage is to plants due to trampling, compaction of

soil due to trampling, erosion of bare lands due to extreme rainwa-

ter intensities, frost damage on remaining plants and soil. 

Wooden trail near Witseoreum on Mt. Hallasan

Wooden trail in Yeongsil on Mt. Hallasan
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However, the pressures are well understood by all involved parties

and significant actions have already been taken to manage visitor

activities. The management authority established environment-

friendly wooden decks on the trails and introduced rehabilitation

periods on severely damaged trails. Presently, the Hallasan National

Park Management Service is keeping a careful watch on the impact

that the growing number of hikers has on natural environment.   

Under the Management Plan, significant diverse measures will be

taken to minimize damage to the property resulting from human

activities by controlling tourist traffic and to ensure effective conser-

vation and sustainability of Hallasan Natural Reserve as follows by:

• prohibiting visitors access to areas other than the designated trails

and  sites;

• prohibiting collection of native plants and stones in Hallasan

Natural Reserve; 

• raising visitors’ appreciation for nature by providing them with

scientific, cultural and historical information relating to the natur-

al heritage resources of Mt. Hallasan;  

• organizing nature interpretation programs that encourage nature

studies and observations. That should, in turn, contribute to pro-

moting conservation and protection of the natural heritage

resources; and  

• training professional nature interpreters, encouraging volunteers

from local residents, and training regular employees to improve

their skills in nature interpretation.
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Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Based on the principle that prohibiting public access to the lava

tubes is the best way of guaranteeing the integrity of the lava tubes

in the long-term, all lava tubes, except for a section of Manjang,

have been closed to preserve them in their original condition.

However, limited access to the lava tubes is granted for basic sur-

veys, conservation research, and programs aimed at raising aware-

ness of lava tubes. Even when surveyors and researchers are given

access to the lava tubes, they are required to obtain permission from

the management authority and the Jeju Provincial Government.    

In the section of Manjang that is open to public, some problems

arise from allowing public access such as green pollution (the so-

called 'lampenflora' or 'maladie verte') due to artificial lighting

inside the lava tube and black pollution caused by particles import-

ed by outside air and human bodies. But the management authority

is trying to control this problem by introducing a new lighting sys-

tem to reduce the lampenflora problem. 

With a view to effectively managing and controlling visitor pressure,

the Management Plan stipulates a variety of measures and guide-

lines as follows by:

• building trail fences in open area of Manjang that is designed to

block visitor access to lava tube formations and lava tube

resources that require more protection;

• educating visitors prior to admission with regard to the visitors’

code of conduct in line with Guidelines for the Conservation and

Management of Natural Caves and encourage them to abide by

them;

Left: Manjanggul Lava Tube, area opn to
the public

Right: Lava raft (Turtle Rock) in Manjanggul
Lava Tube
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• minimizing impacts by keeping vehicle and foot traffic below the

maximum capacity or providing detour routes;

• restricting the number of visits per day or the number of people

per visit or the total number of visitors per day to keep visitors

within the maximum capacity; and

• monitoring carefully impacts from human activities to evaluate the

state of conservation of the lava tubes.

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

Currently, Ilchulbong is the most popular tourist attraction in Jeju

Island with the number of visitors reaching 1.2 million a year. A sin-

gle paved trail system effectively manages and controls visitor

impacts through prohibiting access to other areas. The management

authority installed CCTVs along the trail to monitor visitor activi-

ties and prevent them wandering off. 

Most visitors to Ilchulbong come for the scenery, not its ecological

and geological values. Hence, a new interpretation system is pro-

posed to raise visitors’ awareness of its scientific values. Currently,

visitors can gain information to understand the development of

Ilchulbong by consulting resource interpretation panels placed along

the way.

Ilchulbong Management Service is trying to take appropriate actions

based on the Management Plan as follows by:

Trail to Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone
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• ensuring that park rangers are experts on conservation, education

and safety by strengthening the Rules of Operation (qualification,

technique, education, duty, dress code, job rules, etc) and empow-

ering them to play a more active role in monitoring and disciplin-

ing visitors;

• managing visitors, with Guidelines for Visitors’ Conduct, educat-

ing visitors regarding the value of the property and the impact that

they can have on them and inducing them to voluntarily partic-

ipate in conservation and management efforts;

• limiting the daily maximum number of visitors to popular attrac-

tions based on established appropriate levels of use;

• actively promoting Ilchulbong for ecological study tours; and

• contributing to local income with tourism.

(v) Number of inhabiants 

The numbers of inhabitants in core area and buffer zone within the

nominated World Heritage areas in Jeju Island are as follows:

Core Areas: none 

Buffer Zones: 433 persons  

Total: 433 persons  

Year: 2004 
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As can be seen from Tables 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3, the ownership status

of the nominated properties (with the exception of Geomunoreum

Lava Tube System), more than 90% is state land. The private lands

will be progressively purchased by the state. 

5.a Ownership 

Table 5-1. Ownership Status of Nominated Properties (unit: ha) 

Classification Total State Province/City/County Private

Hallasan Natural Reserve Area 16,440.5 15,337.4 - 1,103.1 

% 100.0 93.3 0.0 6.7

Geomunoreum Area 2,236.8 9.7 254.8 1,972.2

Lava Tube System % 100.0 0.4 11.4 88.2

Seongsan Ilchulbong Area 168.9 142.1 25.6 1.0

Tuff Cone % 100.0 84.2 15.2 0.6

Table 5-2. Ownership Status of Core Areas by Nominated Properties (unit: ha) 

Classification Total State Province/City/County Private 

Hallasan Natural Reserve Area 9,093.1 9,092.0 - 1.0 

% 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0

Geomunoreum Area 330.3 0.2 159.5 170.5

Lava Tube System % 100.0 0.1 48.3 51.6

Seongsan Ilchulbong Area 51.8 31.2 20.5 0.1

Tuff Cone % 100.0 60.2 39.6 0.2

Table 5-3. Ownership Status of Buffer Zones by Nominated Properties (unit: ha) 

Classification Total State Province/City/County Private 

Hallasan Natural Reserve Area 7,347.4 6,245.3 - 1,102.1 

% 100.0 85.0 0.0 15.0

Geomunoreum Area 1,906.4 9.5 95.3 1,801.6 

Lava Tube System % 100.0 0.5 5.0 94.5

Seongsan Ilchulbong Area 117.0 110.9 5.1 1.0 

Tuff Cone % 100.0 94.8 4.4 0.8
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5.b Protective Designation 

Although the nominated properties are being conserved and man-

aged as natural monuments pursuant to the Cultural Properties

Protection Act and as national or county parks pursuant to the

Natural Parks Act, the properties, together with Hallasan Natural

Reserve require special care and attention as they contain a high

concentration of valuable plant, animal, mineral resources and land-

forms. The general provisions of the statutes are as follows:

Natural Monument:

Resources designated by the Cultural Properties Protection Act,

based on deliberations by the Cultural Properties Committee, to

conserve natural heritage with scientific values that are rare by

domestic and international standards. The Cultural Properties

Protection Act defines them as animals (including their native habi-

tats, breeding ground and refuges), plants (including their native

habitats), minerals, lava tubes, geological features, biological forma-

tions and special natural phenomena containing rich historic, scenic

or scientific values. 

Natural Reserve:

A type of natural monument with rich resources that require protec-

tion. More specifically, an area that represents the interaction

between man and nature with a repository of diverse cultural, his-

toric, scenic, geological and biological evolution processes. 

National Park: 

An area that is representative of the nature, ecosystems and culture

of Korea and designated and managed by the Minister of

Environment pursuant to the Natural Parks Act. 
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Provincial or County Parks: 

An area that is representative of the natural ecosystems or scenery

of a city or county, and designated and managed by the mayor of

the relevant city or county pursuant to the Natural Parks Act. 

Table 5-4 Legal Status of Laws Governing the Candidate Properties *

Name of Property Legal Status Relevant Law Designation

Hallasan Natural Reserve Natural Monument No.182 Cultural Properties Protection Act 1966

National Park Natural Parks Act 1970

Preserved Area Highlands Management Act 1997 

Absolute Preserved Area Special Act on Jeju Free International City 1997 

Geomunoreum Volcanic Cone  Natural Monument No. 444 Cultural Properties Protection Act,   2005
Special Act on Jeju Free International City

Bengdwigul  Lava Tube Absolute Preserved Area Protection of Jeju Cultural Properties Ordinance 1997

Manjanggul Lava Tube Natural Monument No. 98 Cultural Properties Protection Act 1962

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube Natural Monument No. 98 Cultural Properties Protection Act 1962

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Natural Monument No. 466 Cultural Properties Protection Act 2006

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Natural Monument No. 384 Cultural Properties Protection Act 1996

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Natural Monument No. 420 Cultural Properties Protection Act 2000

County Park Natural Parks Act 1997

Absolute Preserved Area Special Act on Jeju Free International City 1997 

* Refer to Appendices 4 and 5 

5.c Means of Implementing Protection 

The nominated properties are designated as protected areas accord-

ing to multiple national laws as followings: Natural Monuments,

National or County Parks, Preserved Highlands, Absolute Preserved

Areas or Natural Environment Conservation Areas.

Natural Monuments: 

Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System and Ilchulbong

are all designated as Natural Monuments, based on the Cultural

Properties Protection Act. According to this act, any conservation,

management or utilization of cultural properties are performed on

the basic principle of maintaining their original forms.
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Based on the above act, permission from the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration is required for the followings

(Article 20):

• capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals within an area

designated or provisionally designated as a scenic area or a natural

monument, or within its protected zone, or carrying them out of

such an area or zone; 

• taking any rubbing, or photoprinting of State-designated cultural

properties, or making a film of them in such a manner that may

affect their preservation; and

• any acts as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture

and Tourism, which are such acts as altering the current status

(including the act of sampling or stuffing the natural monuments)

of the State-designated cultural properties (including the protected

objects and protected zones, or as affecting their preservation.

For Opening to the Public of State-designated Cultural Properties

(Article 33), when deemed necessary to preserve the State-designat-

ed cultural properties and to prevent them from being damaged, the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may set lim-

its to any opening to the public of the whole or part of relevant cul-

tural properties.

National and County Parks:

Hallasan Natural Reserve and Ilchulbong are designated as

National Park and County Park respectively under the Natural

Parks Act. According to this Act, the State, local governments, per-

sons who undertake park projects or manage park facilities, persons

who occupy or use the natural parks, persons who enter the natural

parks and persons who reside in the natural parks shall do every-

thing they can in order to protect the natural parks, and maintain

and restore order therein. The State and local governments shall

designate areas characterized by picturesque scenery and excellent

natural ecosystems as natural parks, and conserve and manage such

designated natural parks sustainably.

Based on the above act, permission from the Minister of Environment

is required for the followings (Article 23):
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Any person, who intends to perform an act in the park, falling

under each of the following subparagraphs will obtain permission

from a park management authority under the conditions as pre-

scribed by the Presidential Decree:

• newly building, extending, remodelling, reconstructing or relocat-

ing structures as well as any other installations;

• mining minerals and collecting earth, stones and aggregates; 

• clearing land as well as any other act of altering the form and

quality of land; 

• cutting timbers or collecting wild plants;

• putting cattle out on pasture; and 

• damaging the scenery and changing the purpose of use of struc-

tures which is feared to impede the conservation and management

of a natural park.

Under the above act, following undertakings are strictly prohibited

(Article 27):

• disrupting the present state of any natural park or damaging park

facilities;

• damaging trees;

• catching wild animals; 

• performing a commercial transaction outside a designated place;

• camping outside a designated place;

• parking outside a designated place;

• cooking outside a designated place; and

• littering.

The park management authority may, if it is deemed necessary to

protect a natural park, restore damaged nature, ensure the safety of

persons entering such natural park and enhance the public interest,

limit or prohibit access to a certain area of such natural park for

persons and vehicles for a fixed period.

Preserved Highland:

Hallasan Natural Reserve is designated as a Preserved Highland

under the Highland Management Acts, controlled by the Korea

Forest Service. Under this Act, highlands shall be managed in a way

that enhances forestry productivity and works for the public good
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through disaster prevention, water supply protection, natural

ecosystem preservation, natural scenery preservation, increase in

national health and land use change of highlands must be carried

out in a nature friendly manner.

Under the above Act, restriction on undertakings in that area is

implemented in Article 12;

Except for land use change for the purposes falling under the fol-

lowing subparagraphs, forestry highlands cannot be changed for:

• infrastructure such as roads, national defence and forestry installa-

tions, etc;

• forest roads, forestry management installations and other installa-

tions related to forestry management;

• tree gardens, natural recreational forests and other public forestry

installations as prescribed by Presidential Decree;

• installation of houses and facilities as houses and incidental facili-

ties of farmers and fishermen as prescribed by Presidential Decree;

• facilities for farming and fishery production, utilization, process-

ing and recreation facilities for farming and fishing villages; 

• installation of facilities for excavation/boring and development of

minerals, ground water and other natural resources;

• petrol storage facilities and telecommunications facilities;

• tombs, crematory, ossuary that has been reported and permitted

according to relevant regulations within the laws on burials, etc.; 

• installation of religious facilities as prescribed by Presidential

Decree;

• installation of education, research and technology development

related facilities as prescribed by Presidential Decree; and

• public facilities for medical, social welfare, youth training, worker

welfare, public job training, etc. 

Absolute Preserved Areas:

Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System and Ilchulbong

are all designated as Absolute Preserved Areas based on the Special

Act on Jeju Free International City. According to this act, in formu-

lating and implementing development policies and plans, the local

governments of Jeju Province (Jeju-do), and the Development Center

shall pursue an environmentally sound and sustainable development
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and shall also endeavour to preserve and manage the natural envi-

ronment in such a manner as not only to have all the residents of

Jeju Province share benefits therefrom but also to ensure that next

generations may have the same opportunities to exploit it.

The local governments of Jeju-do (Jeju Province) shall endeavour to

enact their basic environment ordinances and to formulate and

implement their basic environment preservation plans including

matters set forth in the following subparagraphs in order to system-

atically preserve and manage the natural environment and to ensure

that their residents may live healthy and comfortable lives in a

pleasant and agreeable natural environment:

• presentation of the objectives and direction of environmental con-

servation;

• analysis of the features of the regional environment and future

prospects therefore; 

• plan for the preservation and restoration of the natural environ-

ment and ecosystem, etc.; 

• matters concerning the preservation and management of urban

and natural sceneries; and

• matters concerning the management of the Jeju Island Biosphere

Reserve designated by UNESCO.

There shall not be permitted within the Absolute Preserved Area

such acts as the construction of a building, setting up of a structure

and other facilities, alteration to land form and nature, partition of

land, public waters reclamation, logging, exploitation of soil and

stones, construction of new roads, or any other acts similar thereto,

which may be contrary to the purposes of the designation of such an

area: Provided, that this shall not apply where acts which fall under

any of the following subparagraphs have been permitted by the

Governor (Article 27):

• construction works carried out by the State or local governments,

such as works for paths up to mountains, promenades, forest

paths, roads, public lavatories, pavilions, meteorological observa-

tion facilities and park facilities under the Natural Parks Act;

• afforestation projects carried out as a forest management plan

under the Forestry Act, which is not accompanied by logging or
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alteration to land form and nature;

• activities performed for the purposes of academic research and

study;

• extension or alteration to the existing buildings in the precincts of

a religious establishment which was constructed before the desig-

nation of the Absolute Preserved Area; and

• such other activities as determined by the Jeju Provincial

Ordinance insofar as they cause neither damages nor alteration to

natural resources.

Natural Environment Conservation Areas:

Hallasan Natural Reserve and Geomunoreum System are designated

as Natural Environment Conservation Areas based on the National

Land Planning and Utilization Act (Article 6): 

For the purpose of efficiently utilizing and managing the specific-use

areas, the State or a local government shall take such measures as

required for development, consolidation and preservation of the rel-

evant specific-use area, under the conditions as prescribed in each of

the following subparagraphs;

For natural environment conservation areas: the State or a local

government shall arrange for the survey and countermeasures

required for the prevention of environmental pollution, the conser-

vation of natural environment, water quality, water resources,

coastal areas, ecosystems and cultural properties, and the protection

and augmentation of fishery resources, under the conditions as stip-

ulated in this Act or related Acts.
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5.d Existing Property Protection Plans 

For the heritage properties that have been nominated for inscription

on the World Heritage List, there are many existing plans for con-

serving their natural resources, preserving them as cultural heritage,

and managing and operating them (Table 5-5). On top of that, the

attached Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan (Appendix

8) will become effective exclusively for conserving and managing the

designated properties. 

Table 5-5. Existing Plans (Including durations and organizations)*

Name of Plan Description Duration Organization

Basic Plan on  Focused on describing three comprehensive major tasks 2002 ~ 2011 CHA

Conservation, and (preserving integrity, effective management and efficient

Utilization of Cultural use and 18 policy tasks regarding Cultural Heritage  

Heritage Properties including Natural Monuments.

Environmental Focused on long-term planning aimed at effectively 1999 ~ 2020 JPG

Conservation consolidating environmental conservation and management

Management Plan activities in Jeju Province.

of Jeju Province Providing guidelines regarding effective conservation of 

Natural Monuments, including Hallasan Natural Reserve, 

Geomunoreum System and Ilchulbong. 

Jeju Island Biosphere Focused on  sustainable utilization of the natural ecosystems 2005 ~ 2014 JPG

Reserve Management of Jeju Island in line with declaration of a part of the island

as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.    

Hallasan National Park General plans for on-site management, such as conserving 2002 ~ 2005 HNP

Management Plan nature and protecting the environment in Hallasan National Management 

Park, managing visitors and facilities and improving visitors’ Service

behavior for environmentally friendly activities. 

Master Plan Comprehensive and overarching plan providing a general 2002 ~ 2011 JPG

for Jeju Free outline for the economy, environment, society, and culture

International City in building a “Free International City” and an “Island of 

World Peace” pursuant to the Special Act on Jeju Free 

International City.

*Refer to Appendix 6 

The Acts shown in Table 5-6 provide the basic outlines for conserva-

tion and management of the nominated areas, while specific matters

are stipulated in the ordinances, rules, regulations, and guidelines.  
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Table 5-6. Guidelines on Conservation and Management* 

Regulations Enactment Description (Regulations on)

Guidelines for Conservation and CHA - on-going inspection of caves

Management of Natural Caves1 Administrative Guideline No. 3 - survey cave conditions and check safety conditions

- collect cave plants and animals, install facilities

- educational and environmentally friendly use of caves

- conserve caves by limiting public access

- lighting inside caves, keeping records

Basic Guidelines for Conservation CHA - present basic outlines for conservation and

and Management of Administrative Guideline No. 8 management of Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Natural Reserves2 and Ilchulbong

- present basic outline for matters relating to surveys

and prohibited activities

Rules for Installing Facilities ME - rules for environmental facilities in natural parks

Inside Parks3 Directive No. 451 (national parks, municipal parks)

- rules to minimize environmental impact of facilities

(location, materials, size, structure, color, engineering

method)

Protection of Jeju Cutural Jeju Provincial Ordinance - detailed matters relating to conservation and

Properties Ordinance4 No. 2353 management of cultural heritage in Jeju Province

- plans for conservation, management, and use of cul-

tural heritage

- grounds for obtaining subsidies for conservation and

management of cultural heritage

- matters relating to survey of cultural heritage

Jeju Province Basic  Jeju Provincial Ordinance - presents basic matters relating to environmental

Environment Ordinance5 No. 2404 policies of Jeju Province

- provides the rights and duties of the managers of nat-

ural resources and residents of Jeju Province

- matters relating to management and operation of Jeju

Island Biosphere Reserve

- other matters relating to environmental conservation

of Jeju Province

*Refer to Appendix 5 

1  Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

2  Hallasan Natural Reserve, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

3  Hallasan Natural Reserve, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

4  Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum Lava Tube System, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

5  Hallasan Natural Reserve, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone
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5.e Property Management Plans

In the process of nominating properties for inscription on the UNESCO

World Heritage List, the Jeju World Natural Heritage Management

Plan (Appendix 8) was prepared to conserve and manage the prop-

erties in line with the prescriptions in the UNESCO Convention.

The Management Plan proposes to establish an organization that

can consolidate and efficiently manage the nominated areas that are

scattered in different parts (Bukjeju-gun, Namjeju-gun) of Jeju

Province.  

At the same time, the management and operation model presented

in the Management Plan is the fruit of concerted efforts by the orga-

nizations directly involved in the management of the resources and

the local community.   

Under the Management Plan, the initiatives taken by Cultural

Heritage Administration on the national level, Jeju Provincial

Government on the local level and management offices for each

property will be reinforced by schools, research institutes, local

communities, and organizations with direct or indirect interests in

the conservation and management of the properties (NGOs, civic

groups, etc.) contributing to the establishment and implementation

of the basic missions and objectives.  

The properties falling under the five year plan (2006-2010) are the

Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System, and Ilchulbong.

A description of the important values of each nominated area is pro-

vided in the Management Plan, together with the short-term and

long-term visions and goals for their consolidated management.

When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

approves the plans, and the Governor of Jeju Province provides his

commitment to implement it, the Management Plan will become

effective. The Management Plan will be adopted to establish a statu-

tory enforcement mechanism based on Jeju Provincial Ordinance.
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Management Plan Objectives  

Conserve the heritage properties to pass down to future generations

their unique values and characteristics by:    

• prohibiting and ultimately eliminating undesirable use of, and

damage to the natural heritage properties. 

Introduce appropriate controls for developments and other activities

within the nominated areas with a view to preserving the natural

scenery unique to the area and further enhancing their value by:

• strengthening regulations for building and renovating structures

within the heritage properties;

• tightening environmental impact assessment standards for devel-

opment projects inside the heritage properties; and  

• producing an agreed set of principles for management of natural

scenery. 

Minimize damage to the properties resulting from human activities

by controlling tourist traffic, and ensure effective conservation and

sustainability of the nominated areas by:

• introducing a proper set of measures that enables effective conser-

vation and management of the heritage properties; 

• adopting a proper monitoring system in order to minimize damage

to the ecosystem resulting from human activities inside the proper-

ties; and  

• providing diverse public relations and education services to visi-

tors and residents in order to prevent them from damaging the

natural heritage.

Develop and implement programs that add value to the heritage

resources and enhance public enjoyment of them by:

• providing nature and ecology tourism at nominated areas;

• providing local residents with a sustainable income and support

their livelihood through tourism of heritage properties; and  

• preparing nature conservation activities and encouraging local res-

idents to participate.

Provide the interested parties to the heritage properties with educa-

tion regarding natural environment, conservation, cooperation,

prohibited use, and decision making, so that the foregoing objec-
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tives are attained and quality conservation and management

ensured by:

• setting up visitor centers inside the heritage properties;

• setting up a system for providing detailed information regarding con-

servation of heritage properties at visitor information centers; and  

• importance of conservation. 

Set an example of how environmental and management organiza-

tions (government agencies, local governments, Jeju-do Tourist

Association, NGOs, and local communities) can effectively cooper-

ate to efficiently manage nominated areas by: 

• establishing a committee tentatively named Jeju World Natural

Heritage Management Committee (hereinafter Management

Committee) which will;  

- establish a team responsible for public relations, research, and

conservation and management of the designated heritage proper-

ties; and  

- jointly participate in programs with both public and private orga-

nizations to raise awareness of heritage property conservation

and exploitation.

Management Framework and System 

The Jeju Provincial Government aims to build cooperative relations

with the relevant departments in the central government, expert

organizations, municipal governments and civic organizations for

conservation and management of heritage properties. In addition to

the Cultural Heritage Administration, the Jeju Provincial

Government is collaborating with the Ministry of Environment and

the Korea Forest Service for on-site inspections and skills supervi-

sion. Property manager training programs help to equip the proper-

ty managers with the expertise and skills required in conservation

and management. They continue to build their qualifications with

continued training. Such cooperation will be carried over to the Jeju

World Natural Heritage Management Committee to strengthen and

raise the efficiency of the collective management of the nominated

properties. 
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Fig. 5-1. Administrative Bodies Responsible for Managing Properties.

The pertinent municipal governments and provincial governments,

together with the Cultural Heritage Administration, are responsible

for procuring the required technical expertise for the general over-

sight of the Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System and

Ilchulbong. The organizations responsible for consolidated manage-

ment and property-specific management are specified in Part I-3 of

Management Plan (Appendix 8). 

Cultural Heritage Administration 

The Cultural Heritage Administration assumes general responsibili-

ty for the conservation and management of the natural heritage in

Jeju Province. That involves designating cultural properties to con-

serve their values, providing financial support for their conservation

and repair, strengthening international cooperation to raise interna-

tional awareness of the heritage properties and training people with

technical expertise. 

The Natural Monuments Division, which will assume the function

of secretariat for the World Heritage properties, is responsible for

Jeju World Natural Heritage
Management Committee

Cultural Heritage Administration

(Natural Monuments Division)

Jeju Provincial Government

(Culture and Art Division)
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Management Service

Geomunoreum System

Management Service
Ilchulbong Management Service
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• Scientific Advisory Committee

• Jeju World Natural Heritage Local

Committee
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recommending policies and managing the properties in collabora-

tion with the Jeju Provincial Government. Since the nominated areas

are also cultural heritage areas, expert knowledge and know-how

are required for their conservation. Matters requiring the approval

of the Cultural Heritage Administration are either referred to the

Central Cultural Properties Committee, consisting of experts, for

deliberation, or to universities and other expert organizations for

advice. 

Since the nominated areas are also classified as a national park,

environmental preservation areas, and forestry preservation areas,

the relevant departments of the Ministry of Environment and Korea

Forest Service cooperate with the Jeju Provincial Government for

regular on-site inspections and technical supervision. 

Jeju Provincial Government  

The Jeju Provincial Government is the agency that is responsible for

conserving and managing the natural heritage properties on site. It

is responsible for supervision and control under the relevant laws

and regulations to ensure that the basic principles of conservation

specified in the UNESCO World Heritage Convention are adhered

to. To preserve the integrity of the nominated areas, management

staff is equipped with the required conservation and management

skills. The Local Cultural Properties Committee, composed of

experts on lava tubes, volcanic topography, and plants and animals,

provides support for training management staff and deliberations

and advice regarding conservation of nominated areas. 

Relevant Organizations 

Academic groups and civic groups offer scientific advice on site for

preserving the integrity of the nominated properties. Moreover, pro-

jects for conserving nominated areas are carried out by qualified

cultural property repair technicians pursuant to the Cultural

Properties Protection Act. Among the expert organizations, the

Research Institute for Mt. Halla surveys and protects ecosystems in

Mt. Hallasan; Jeju Island Cave Research Institute and Cave
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Research Institute of Korea engage in regular survey and research of

lava tubes and volcanic topography, and Korea Institute of

Geoscience and Mineral Resources monitors and studies geological

resources and offers expert advice on nominated areas. 

The Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee inte-

grates existing organizations to efficiently manage properties. The

major responsibilities of the Management Committee are: 

to promote cooperation and coordination between government

agencies and relevant organizations; 

to establish basic policies for the conservation of the properties; 

to develop mechanisms for managing each property; and 

to promote monitoring and research of the resources and set up

and run an organization in charge of monitoring and research.

Additionally, the Management Committee will gather local citizens’

views regarding conservation of nominated areas to reflect them in

policy decisions. The organization for management of the nominat-

ed areas is described in the Management Organization section (Part

I-3) of the Management Plan (Appendix 8). 

Implementation of Management Plan 

The function of the Management Committee, including its power to

coordinate, will be strengthened to fulfill its role as an overarching

organization for managing the heritage properties. Matters concern-

ing its composition, operation and authority will be prescribed by

law. The Management Committee will also call regular meetings for

the management and operation of the heritage properties based on

its authority to deliberate and decide on management matters. This

will allow the Management Committee to play a key role in the

management and operation of the heritage properties, including

expenditure of funds and management of basic operational plans. 

To strengthen expertise and accountability of heritage property

managers, public servants in charge of managing heritage properties

will be exempt from the obligation to rotate their jobs and their

skills will be enhanced with more education and training.  
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There will be increased monitoring and research on the nominated

properties with the Management Committee, the Jeju Provincial

Government and the management offices pertaining to each proper-

ty providing policy and operational support for regular and effective

monitoring. Research institutes, such as the Research Institute for

Mt. Halla, Jeju Island Cave Research Institute and Korea Institute

of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, will carry out the actual

monitoring activities. 

Local residents will be provided with opportunities to participate,

and play significant roles, in conserving nominated properties. To

that end, Jeju Heritage Property Supporters Group, Cultural Heritage Jikimi

(keeper) Group and Cultural Heritage Interpreters will be encouraged

to lead promotion and conservation activities. 

To provide statutory support for effective conservation and manage-

ment, a Conservation and Management of Natural Heritage

Properties Act under the Jeju Provincial Ordinance will be adopted

to present specific measures and enforcement guidelines at the begin-

ning of 2006. At the same time, conservation and management guide-

lines for each property are introduced under the Jeju Provincial

Ordinance.

A set of evaluation criteria will be developed to ensure effective

assessment once plans are implemented. Objectivity will be guaran-

teed by hiring expert organizations to conduct the evaluations.   

A public and private cooperative framework will be established to

procure required funds and ensure reasonable budgeting and execu-

tion. Hotels and airlines bound for Jeju, and tourism businesses, will

be encouraged to participate as sponsors. 

Management Organization and Staff 

The Cultural Heritage Administration is generally in charge of the

nominated properties on the national level, while the Jeju Provincial

Government is responsible for the property’s premises.  
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Cultural Heritage Administration 

Supervisor: YOU Hong-June, Administrator, CHA 

Address: 920 Dunsan-Dong, Seo-Gu, Daejeon 

Telephone: 82-42-481-4730, Fax: 82-42-481-4759 

E-mail: cultpro@ocp.go.kr 

Jeju Provincial Government 

Supervisor: KIM Tae-Hwan, Governor, Jeju Province 

Deputy Supervisor: OH Chang-Mu, Director-General, Culture and

Sports Bureau, JPG 

Address: 312-1 Yeon-Dong, Jeju 

Telephone: 82-64-710- 3421, Fax: 82-64-710-3419 

E-mail: y765@provin.jeju.kr 

The management offices pertaining to each nominated property are

primarily responsible for each property.  

Hallasan Natural Reserve

Supervisor : LEE Kwang-Chun, Director, Hallasan National Park

Management Service 

Address: San 220-1 Haean-Dong, Jeju 

Telephone: 82-64-713-9950, Fax: 82-64-747-5977 

E-mail: bjh1961@hanmail.net 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Supervisor: HYUN Han-Su, Mayor, Bukjeju-gun 

Deputy Supervisor: OH Seong-Taek, Director, Manjanggul

Management Service 

Address: San 67 Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, Bukjeju-gun 

Telephone: 82-64-783-4818 Fax: 82-64-783-5412 

E-mail: kimjb1@bukjeju.go.kr 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Supervisor: KANG Ki-Kwon, Mayor, Namjeju-gun 

Deputy Supervisor: KANG Seung-Hyo, Director, Ilchulbong

Management Service

Address: 114 Seongsan-ri, Seongsan-eup, Namjeju-gun 

Telephone: 82-64-783-0959 Fax: 82-64-782-3996 

e-mail: hth8888@nate.com 
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The organizations responsible for the monitoring and research of

each nominated property are: Research Institute for Mt. Halla, with

special expertise in flora and ecosystem; Jeju Island Cave Research

Institute, and Cave Research Institute of Korea with special exper-

tise in lava tube resources; and Korea Institute of Geoscience and

Mineral Resources, specializing in geological resources. 

Research Institute for Mt. Halla 

Coordinator: KIM Cheol-Su 

Address: San 220-1 Haean-dong, Jeju 

Telephone: 82-64-713-9953, Fax: 82-64-747-5977 

E-mail: bjh1961@hanmail.net 

Jeju Island Cave Research Institute 

Coordinator: SON In-Seog 

Address: 914-4 Nohyeong-dong, Jeju 

Telephone: 82-64-713-9953, Fax: 82-64-747-5977 

E-mail: caveson@hanmail.net 

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources 

Coordinator: HWANG Jae-ha  

Address: 30 Gajeong-dong, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 

Telephone: 82-42-868-3045, Fax: 82-42-861-9714 

E-mail: hjaha@hanmail.net 

Cave Research Institute of Korea

Coordinator: WOO Kyung-Sik  

Address: Department of Geology, Kangwon National University,

Chuncheon, Gangwon-do

Telephone: 82-33-250-8556, Fax: 82-33-244-8556

E-mail: wooks@kangwon.ac.kr 

Jeju Volcanological Institute 

Coordinator: JIN Myung-Shik  

Address: Namsan Town 2nd Sangga No. 309, 844 Sindang 3-dong,

Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea 

Telephone: 82-2-2235-9607, Fax: 82-2-2235-9671

E-mail: granitejin@yahoo.co.kr 
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5.f Sources and Levels of Finance 

As of 2005, a direct budget of USD 8,593,277 has been set aside

and provided by central government for the conservation and man-

agement of the nominated heritage properties. In addition, an indi-

rect budget of USD 35,650,555 has been provided by central gov-

ernment for the general conservation and management of the

resource classification that the nominated properties fall under. 

The budget is expected to expand once public budgets (such as state

and local expenditures) and private budgets (such as budgets for pri-

vate organizations or academic organizations relating to the nomi-

nated areas) are taken into account. Furthermore, if the properties

are listed on the World Heritage List, they would be eligible for a

special budget.  

Table 5-7. Direct Budget* (unit: USD) 

Year Hallasan Natural Reserve Geomunoreum System Ilchulbong Total

2004 5,818,284 662,263 1,358,350 7,840,806 

2005 6,456,818 853,125 1,281,374 8,593,227 

NOTE: 1. Direct budget (budget assigned to the organization in charge of conserving and managing the relevant properties)

2. Hallasan Natural Reserve (budget assigned to Hallasan National Park Management Service)

3. Geomunoreum System (budget assigned to Manjanggul Management Service)

4. Ilchulbong (budget assigned to Ilchulbong Management Service)

5. Exchange rate: USD 1=KRW 1,050 

* Refer to Appendix 7 

Table 5-8. Indirect Budget* (unit: USD) 

Year Natural Monuments Division, CHA Jeju Cultural Heritage Budget Total

2004 17,545,077 15,881,374 33,426,451 

2005 20,028,705 15,621,850 35,650,555 

NOTE: 1. Indirect budget (budget assigned to the relevant departments in the central and local governments for conservation and management)

2. Natural Monuments Division, CHA (budget for conservation, management and use of natural monuments)

3. Jeju cultural heritage budget (budget for conservation, management, and use of cultural heritages, including natural monuments, in

Jeju Province)

4. Exchange rate: USD 1=KRW 1,050 

* Refer to Appendix 7 
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5.g Sources of Expertise and Training
in Conservation and Management
Techniques 

Nominated properties are well provided with trained staff in the

conservation and management necessary to ensure their sustainable

conservation. Currently, as the agency responsible for general over-

sight of the nominated properties, the Cultural Heritage

Administration cooperates with Jeju Provincial Government to pro-

vide and develop the training program for experts and employees in

public services with the support of universities and other profession-

al organizations.

Under the Management Plan, the Management Committee will

assume the key role in providing advice on scientific conservation,

strengthening expertise through education and training programs

and promoting cooperation with relevant organization to ensure

long-term conservation of properties.

Education and training programs are provided on a regular basis.

For public servants, there are programs for cultural property man-

agers, cultural property repair technicians, and natural or cultural

property managers. For the general public, there are programs for

the honorary cultural property managers, Youth Summer Culture

Schools, cultural heritage interpretation programs, cultural heritage

monitoring workshops, and environmental conservation instructor

training programs. More information relating to training for man-

agers and experts is provided in Property Manager Training section

in the Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan (Appendix 8). 

Currently, training property managers consists of the relevant orga-

nizations in the central and local governments and expert networks

providing conservation and management skills and advice.

However, the approach toward training property managers will

expand in scope to reflect more advanced international perception

toward ecological resources and human conditions required.  
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Table 5-9. Conservation and Management Training Program 

Category Program Trainees Duration

CHA cultural heritage property manager public servants in the relevant province, city, one week/year

training course or county

cultural heritage repair technician public servants of the relevant province, city, once/year

training course or county

cultural heritage repair technicians

natural heritage property manager public servants of the relevant province, city, once/year

training course or county

honorary cultural heritage property manager honorary cultural heritage property manager once/year

training program

youth summer course on natural heritages youth one week/year

JPG cultural heritage interpretation course interpreters of the relevant municipality 3 times/year 

(3 weeks)

cultural heritage monitoring workshop park rangers, cultural heritage jikimi (keeper), 4 days/year

general public

Citizens’ Museum College general public 35 times/year

Civic Groups environmental conservation instructor cultural heritage jikimi (keeper), 30 times/year

training course volunteer workers, general public

environmental group children’s program elementary school students monthly

in the relevant province

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Since the implementation of Hallasan National Park Management

Plan (Appendix 6), the Hallasan National Park Management Service

has been focusing on strengthening the responsibilities of the prop-

erty managers for effective conservation and management of the

park. In particular, the Management Service has increased staff

numbers in order to have staff exclusively responsible for nature

interpretation services, monitoring and development of programs.

This has helped to establish an effective nature interpretation ser-

vice.   

The property managers at each management office will reach a level

of specialization and expertise that is on par with the park rangers

at the central national park management service. They are trained

for visitor safety management and rescue operations, along with
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education for public relations and visitor services. They will also par-

ticipate in seminars with foreign experts organized by the Management

Committee and gain overseas training opportunities to strengthen their

qualifications and skills as expert property managers. 

The Research Institute for Mt. Halla, a government think-tank, is

the expert organization that offers policy recommendations for con-

tinued monitoring and conservation of the resources in Hallasan

Natural Reserve.  

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

Management of the lava tubes is based on the consolidated efforts of

the central government, provincial governments, civic organizations

and the staff in the relevant departments. Detailed matters relating

to the consolidated management are described in Part I-3

Management Organization in the Management Plan (Appendix 8).

There are also plans to expand and reorganize the current

Manjanggul Management Service with the Geomunoreum Lava

Tube System Management Service.  

Manjang requires special attention and care as it is the only lava tube

that is open to the public. Hence, cooperation with expert organiza-

tions is to be strengthened and Manjang property managers (cave

rangers) are equipped with education and training that enables them

to perform effectively. Currently, the Jeju Island Cave Research

Institute and the Cave Research Institute of Korea are regularly sur-

veying and monitoring the resources of the lava tubes. 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

By adjusting the composition and role of the Ilchulbong Management

Service, the qualification criteria and responsibilities of the staff and

their job rules have been strengthened to raise their level of expertise

to that of property managers for Hallasan Natural Reserve and

Geomunoreum System.  

The Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, the
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Research Institute for Mt. Halla and the Jeju Volcanological

Institute will share the responsibility of keeping watch on survey

and conservation efforts, with the former focusing on geology and

the latter on ecology. 

5.h Visitor Facilities and Statistics 

Jeju Island gained popularity as a tourist destination in the 1970s

following the introduction of the Jeju Province Development Plan

and designation of its natural resources as protected areas. Lately,

the number of tourists has reached five million annually, with the

establishment of theme museums and an international convention

centre. Moreover, tourist accommodation facilities have been grow-

ing and improving in tandem with the growth in visitor numbers.  

Since Jeju is an island, visitors must travel by air to Jeju International

Airport or by sea to Jeju International Ferry Terminal. Tourism,

lodging, and public transport facilities are well established on the

island. The Jeju Welcome Centre makes sure that the visitors are

well cared for.  
Visitors walking on Yeongsil trail in Mt.
Hallasan
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Table 5-10. Number of Tourists per Year                                                                                                                                                          (unit: thousand) 

Year 1988 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Total 3,291 3,667 4,111 4,197 4,515 4,913 4,010

Table 5-11. Tourism Facilities in Jeju Province 

Category Lodging Facility Duty Free Shop Airport Port Visitor Centre

Number 707 28 3 1 6 30

Facilities and Visitors within Nominated Areas 

Among the nominated areas, Yeongsil and Eorimok Districts of

Hallasan National Park, Manjang of Geomunoruem System and

Ilchulbong are fully equipped with well-maintained trails and public

facilities, such as parking lots, restrooms and restaurants. Apart

from the above sites other parts of the heritage properties do not

have such facilities, since public access is restricted in these areas.

Where parking lots and restrooms are installed, they are well main-

tained with constant inspection and management. Building exteriors,

signboards, lighting and information structures are improving in

terms of harmony with the scenery and being more environmentally-

friendly pursuant to Management Plan. With consultation with

architects and landscape experts, necessary measures are taken as

such as removing unnecessary clutter, minimizing artificial struc-

tures and generally improving designs and aesthetics with full

respect for the surrounding ecosystems.  

In the case of Yeongsil District of Hallasan National Park, Manjang

and Ilchulbong, environmental impact assessments and restrictions

on the number of visitors are being considered to prevent damage

from overcrowding. Together with facilities that provide visitors

with convenience, visitors will also gain sufficient information and

education regarding conservation of resources so that they are more

cognizant of the impact that they have on the natural resources and

participate in keeping them sustainable. 

The number of annual visitors to Hallasan Natural Reserve is

increasing (689,000 visitors in 2004) with May and October attract-

ing the greatest number of visitors. In Geomunoreum System,
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Manjang is the only property that is open to public. The number of

visitors is declining, dropping to 403,000 in 2004. By month, the

largest number of visitors is recorded in August (during the summer

holidays), while the numbers are relatively lower for the months of

February, March, November and December. As the most prominent

natural heritage tourist destination in Jeju Province, Ilchulbong is

visited by more than one million people a year, with the number

growing. On a monthly basis, it is most sought out in the spring

months of April and May with an average of 100,000 visits every

month during other seasons. 

Table 5-12. Number of Visitors by Nominated Properties by Year                       (unit: thousand)

Year Hallasan Natural Reserve Geomunoreum System (Manjang) Ilchulbong

2001 450 575 886

2002 425 528 887

2003 557 493 980

2004 689 403 1,197

Fig. 5-2. Number of Visitors by Year.

-------Hallasan Natural Reserve
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Current Status of Facilities in Each Nominated Area 

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

There are four management offices in Mt. Hallasan at Eorimok,

Yeongsil, Seongpanak and Gwaneumsa. Each management

office functions as a ticket center. Among them, the manage-

ment office in Yeongsil also functions as an information center.

Gwaneumsa is the only area in which there is an outdoor camp-

ing ground. There are a total of five rest areas: Yeongsil,

Eorimok, Seongpanak, Gwaneumsa and Cheonbaekgoji (1,100m

Highland) area. For the safety of hikers, eight emergency shel-

ters have been installed (three in Eorimok, one in Yeongsil, two

in Seongpanak and two in Gwnaeumsa). There are a total of

nine restroom facilities, with two in Eorimok, two in Yeongsil,

one in Seongpanak, three in Gwaneumsa and one in Cheonbaekgoji.

There is one restaurant in Yeongsil, and a souvenir shop in

Yeongsil and Cheonbaekgoji. The number of parking facilities,

which help to indirectly gauge the amount of traffic, amount to

five: Eorimok (588 lots), Yeongsil (229 lots), Seongpanak (85

lots), Gwaneumsa (87 lots), and Cheonbaekgoji (144 lots). 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

Geomunoruem System has only one management office, which

is for Manjang, the only lava tube that is open to public. There

is one admissions office, one rest area, three restroom facilities,

one restaurant and one souvenir shop. There is also an informa-

tion centre that also functions as a public relations hall and one

parking area with a maximum capacity of 135 vehicles (60 for

buses, 75 for cars). 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Ilchulbong is equipped with a management office, one admis-

sions office that functions concurrently as an information cen-

ter, one public restroom and one privately run restroom. There

is also a restaurant and a souvenir shop that are each run by the

Management Service, while private restaurants and souvenir

shops are scattered around the property. Parking facility at

Ilchulbong can accommodate up to 210 vehicles.  
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The Management Plan stipulates standards for building and main-

taining facilities and guidelines for conserving and collectively man-

aging them through strengthening the role of park rangers for tight

surveillance of activities inside the properties.

Interpretation Service in Each Nominated Area 

There is a tourist information center for heritage properties that is

open to public. Each information center has resource interpreters

offering professional guidance. Also, the information center distrib-

utes promotional reading materials, together with education and

warnings (about falling rocks and so on). From the entrance and

throughout the nominated property, there are information boards

that help visitors to appreciate the heritage resources. 

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

At Hallasan Natural Reserve there are nature observation trails

that allow visitors to either simply observe on their own or

with hired ecology interpreters. The Hallasan National Park

Management Service plans to diversify the interpretation pro-

grams and introduce alpine nature experience programs and

camps to strengthen visitor education and enhance conserva-

tion and appreciation of the natural resources. To that end,

local residents will be trained to do volunteer work and staff

will be trained as nature interpreters. Moreover, the existing

Hallasan National Park Management Office will be expanded

and reorganized with three additional information centers (in

Yeongsil, Seongpanak and Gwaneumsa) to strengthen educa-

tion, appreciation and conservation of the resource. Visitors

will be provided with information regarding ecology, geology,

customs, society and culture to help them to better appreciate

the resources. Furthermore, information will be available in the

form of exhibits to provide visitors with comprehensive knowl-

edge and education regarding Mt. Hallasan and its nominated

areas. 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

To improve the resource interpretation service for Manjang, the
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only lava tube open to public, the open space from parking to

the Manjang entrance will be used as an exhibition, with infor-

mation boards and outdoor displays. An information centre

will be established to provide information and educational

experience on the closed lava tubes.  

The results of surveying and studying the closed lava tubes,

including Bengdwi, Gimnyeong, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul,

will be published on the worldwide web and in scientific jour-

nals so that the general public can gain access to information

regarding the ecology and resources of the lava tubes. When the

Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center is established to

enable visitors to share the values of the closed resources, a sep-

arate hall will be dedicated to lava tubes. The Exhibition

Center will provide virtual tours, together with interpretation

programs, to enable indirect experience and appreciation of the

lava tube values.  

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Ilchulbong attracts the largest number of visitors among the

nominated areas. The existing management office will be

expanded to concurrently serve as an information center. The

existing rest area will be renovated to provide visitors with bet-

ter facilities as well as information and education. 

Interpretation of Ilchulbong is planned in such a way that its

ecological and geological values are stressed in addition to its

scenic value. Interpretation services are designed to introduce

folk history and legends that are associated with the nature

observed on the trails. Also, management authority plans to

train professional nature interpreters, use local residents as vol-

unteers and train management office employees to offer inter-

pretation services. In the expanded management office, the

management staff will be equipped with better knowledge and

expertise to educate visitors and conduct surveys and studies of

the resources. 

In conjunction with the local visitor centers in the nominated areas,

Jeju Provincial Government will build a Jeju World Natural

Heritage Exhibition Center to attract visitors and provide them with
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education on the nominated properties. The Exhibition Center is

composed of three sections for each of Mt. Hallasan, Geomunoreum

System and Ilchulbong to provide interpretation service for each

property. 

In addition, Jeju Provincial Government plans to develop a far more

effective interpretation program for the heritage properties in gener-

al. Within the interpretation program, a consistent design for the

nominated areas, including Hallasan Natural Reserve, will be

adopted to enhance the effectiveness of information and promotion.

Following a comprehensive survey of the park area signboards, reg-

ulatory signboards and way-finding signs in each nominated proper-

ty, those that are worn out will be improved using environmentally

friendly in material and design. The readability of the boards will be

enhanced by adjusting the sizes and types of font, while the sub-

stance of information will be improved to provide a pleasant and

effective interpretation service.  

Detailed action plans for the interpretive programs on the nominated

areas are described under Interpretation System of the Management

Plan (Appendix 8). 
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5.i Promotion Policies and Programmes 

Many policies and programs have been adopted to conserve and

promote natural resources, including the nominated areas, in Jeju

Province. Hallasan National Park Management Service, Jeju

Tourism Bureau, tourism departments in the local governments, pri-

vate organizations, such as Jeju Tourist Association and local travel

agencies, have been individually promoting the resources by distrib-

uting travel guide books and maps and providing information on

the worldwide web. With the establishment of the Management

Committee, such promotion activities become more organized and

effective and are based on well-planned policies and programs.  

The Management Committee will have a team that is exclusively

responsible for collectively promoting the resources in an effective

manner. More specifically, this organization will draft annual pro-

motion plans, plan promotion activities in conjunction with the rele-

vant agencies, produce video and print materials promoting heritage

resources, strengthen promotion on-line, and engage in promotion

activities at home and abroad. To reinforce on-line promotion, a

portal for Jeju World Heritage resources is being set up, together

with a database, where visitors will be able to access information

and purchase tickets on-line. 

To support promotion activities, there will be surveys and analyses

of visitor behavior. Documentaries, books, and videos will be intro-

duced in major overseas media and tourism information sites to

raise awareness of the resources of Jeju Province and strengthen the

status of Jeju Province as a Free International City. An ambassador

will also be appointed to promote the World Heritage properties on

Jeju Island, and the Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center

will be used as a major platform for staging promotion activities.    

Promotion policies for World Heritage properties are linked with

other basic policies relating to the natural environment of Jeju

Province, and such policies are reflected in the planning and imple-

mentation of the promotion policies. A program, 'Evermore Green

Jeju Agenda 21', was established to enhance sustainable develop-

ment and is instrumental in educating and promoting resource con-

servation among the residents. The involvement of local residents in
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environment-related committees run by the government will be

promoting the World Heritage properties. Within the context of

such promotions, focus will be placed on conserving the Jeju World

Natural Heritage, and enhancing its value. 

Promotion and marketing relating to each heritage property in Jeju

Province are detailed in Promotion and Marketing in the Management

Plan (Appendix 8). 

5.j Staffing (Professional, Technical,
Maintenance) 

Cultural Heritage Administration, Jeju Provincial Government,

Bukjeju-gun and Namjeju-gun are focusing on securing the required

expertise to manage, maintain and inspect the natural heritage prop-

erties. Moreover, Hallasan National Park Management Service,

Manjanggul Management Service, and Ilchulbong Management

Service are each located inside the relevant nominated properties to

manage and maintain their respective resources in a professional

manner.  

The Central Cultural Properties Committee and Local Cultural

Properties Committee are comprised of experts, deliberating on

important matters relating to preserving the integrity of the heritage

properties in accordance with Article 3 (Establishment of Cultural

Properties Committee) and Article 20 (Matters for Permission) of

the Cultural Properties Protection Act. Detailed matters relating to

the composition and operation of the committees are determined by

the Administrator of Cultural Heritage Administration, established

pursuant to Presidential Decree. The Jeju World Natural Heritage

Management Committee will continue to monitor and conduct

research in the nominated areas.  
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Table 5-13. Relevant Agencies 

Agency Department Staff

CHA Natural Monuments Division Director: 1
Staff: 11

JPG Culture and Arts Division Director: 1
Staff: 13

Environmental Policy Division Director: 1
Staff: 10

Environment and Forest Division Director: 1
Staff: 10

Hallasan National Park Management Service Director: 1
Staff: 19
Researcher: 11
Heritage interpreter: 1
Park ranger: 22

Bukjeju-gun Culture and Public Relations Division Director: 1
Staff: 10

Manjanggul Management Service Director: 1
Staff: 21
Heritage interpreter: 5

Environmental Management Division Director: 1
Staff: 10

Namjeju-gun Tourism Promotion Division Director: 1
Staff: 10

Environmental Management Division Director: 1
Staff: 7

Ilchulbong Management Service Director: 1
Staff: 8
Heritage interpreter: 3
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Table 5-14. Experts (Deliberating body, Advisory body)

Organization Members

Central Cultural Properties Committee (Natural Monuments Section) Chairman: 1
Committee Member: 16
Expert:: 26     

Jeju Cultural Properties Committee (Natural Monuments Section) Chairman: 1
Expert and Committee Member: 21

Advisory Committee for Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee To be Organized

Research Institute for Mt. Halla Director: 1
Expert  Researcher: 6

Jeju Island Cave Research Institute Director: 1
Member: 10

Jeju Culture and Arts Foundation Chairman: 1
Staff: 17

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources Director: 1
Staff: 400

Research  Institute for Basic Science, Cheju National University Director: 1
Staff: 12

Cave Research Institute of Korea Director: 1
Staff: 7

Jeju Volcanological Institute Director: 1
Staff: 10
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6.a Key Indicators for Conservation 

The Research Institute for Mt. Halla, the Jeju Island Cave Research

Institute, the Korean Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources,

other institutions and NGOs continue in their efforts to observe, survey

and study the natural resources of Jeju Island for the purpose of con-

serving and managing the heritage areas. They also offer advice based

on the results of their research. Since the heritage properties have also

been designated as cultural properties, restoration and repair within the

properties are carried out by experts that qualify pursuant to the provi-

sions of the Cultural Properties Protection Act. Similarly, surveys and

restoration of plants, animals, volcanic topography and lava tubes are

also conducted by relevant qualified experts. The Management

Committee, together with appropriate institutions and experts will

develop a formal monitoring system, together with environmental indi-

cators, within the first year of operation of this Management Plan. The

system will include a schedule for each monitoring activity such as lava

tube stability or spread of weed species.

The properties nominated for inscription on the World Heritage List

are Hallasan Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System and Ilchulbong.

Factors that can harm the properties are natural disasters including

typhoons and earthquakes, damage by residents and tourists, grazing,

fire, invasion by non-native plants, etc. To assess how well the nomi-

nated areas are being protected from such factors the Research Institute

for Mt. Halla has, since its inception in 2001, been regularly surveying

the Hallasan Natural Reserve. For the Geomunoruem System, Manjang

is under such surveillance by the Jeju Island Cave Research Institute

and the Cave Research Institute of Korea. Specific key indicators for

monitoring will be different among the three nominated sites, and are

listed in the Table 6-1.  

Table 6-1. Key Indicators for Measuring the State of Conservation  

Indicators Periodicity Location of Records 

Hallasan Natural Reserve

Collapse of trachytic dome at the summit biannual RIH, JEVI

Collapse of columnar joints at Yeongsil biannual RIH, JEVI
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Table 6-1. Continued

Indicators Periodicity Location of Records 

Seisimicity daily KIGAM

Precipitation daily RIH

Snow depth daily RIH

Number of Visitors annual RIH

Interior of Lava Tubes

Temperature annual JCRI, CRIK

Humidity annual JCRI, CRIK

Carbon dioxide annual JCRI, CRIK

Radon annual JCRI, CRIK

Water quality annual JCRI, CRIK

Cave fauna annual JCRI, CRIK

Cave flora and fauna in water annual JCRI, CRIK

Stability of roof and rock–fall biannual JCRI, CRIK

Soil and sediment transport into lava tubes annual JCRI, CRIK

Show Cave – Manjang

Temperature annual JCRI, CRIK

Humidity annual JCRI, CRIK

Carbon dioxide annual JCRI, CRIK

Radon annual JCRI, CRIK

Lampenflora annual JCRI, CRIK

Water quality annual JCRI, CRIK

Cave fauna annual JCRI, CRIK

Stability of roof and rock–fall biannual JCRI, CRIK

Electrical safety biannual JCRI, CRIK

Safety condition biannual JCRI, CRIK

Exterior of Lava Tubes 

Collapse of Tube daily KIGAM

Seismicity daily KIGAM

Vegetation structure every 3 years RIH

Carbonate sand dune morphology annual CRIK

Road traffic (vibration by number of vehicles) biannual JCRI

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

Seismicity daily KIGAM

Soil sediment accumulation at the crater  annual KIGAM

Collapse of seacliffs biannual KIGAM

Soil erosion at the crater rim annual KIGAM

Left: Soil hardness test in the rehabilitation
site (Mt. Hallasan)

Right: Soil erosion monitoring in Mt.
Hallasan
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Table 6-1. Continued

Indicators Periodicity Location of Records 

Management 

Management Plan every 5 years JPG

Scientific report annual RIH, JCRI, KIGAM 

Visitor capacity annual RIH, JCRI, KIGAM

Visitor impact (dust, trash) biannual RIH, JCRI, KIGAM

Visitor survey (experience, behavior and satisfaction) annual Management Service of Each Property 

Guide and interpreter training annual Management Service of Each Property

Interpretation (board, promotion material) annual Management Service of Each Property

Number of vehicles by mode of transport biannual Management Service of Each Property

Accessibility annual Management Service of Each Property

Trail maintenance annual Management Service of Each Property

Construction activity (road, house, etc) annual Management Service of Each Property

Staffing level annual Management Service of Each Property

Abbreviations: 
RIH: Research Institute for Mt. Halla JCRI: Jeju Island Cave Research Institute
RRH: Research Report on Mt. Hallasan  CRIK : Cave Research Institute of Korea 
JEVI: Jeju Volcanological Institute KIGAM: Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources

6.b Administrative Agencies for
Monitoring Properties 

A system to ensure consolidated monitoring will be established to

secure on-going and effective monitoring and cooperation and coor-

dination among the involved organizations. The Jeju Provincial

Government and the department in charge of monitoring under the

Management Committee will be responsible for monitoring the her-

itage properties in general. Presently, Hallasan Natural Reserve is

being monitored by Hallasan National Park Management Service,

while the lava tubes are being monitored by the Geomunoreum

System Management Service and the Jeju Island Cave Research

Institute. Ilchulbong will be monitored by its Management Service

and the Korean Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources. 

The Management Committee will also have a department in charge

of monitoring and research to collect and check the monitoring data

on nominated areas. The department will be responsible for assess-
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ing the general state of conservation, collecting and compiling the

surveyed data and identify areas that require further research.  

The Management Committee will seek efficient ways of including

the private sector, expert organizations and visitors to directly par-

ticipate in the monitoring efforts. Detailed measures and action

plans for monitoring are described in the Management Plan

(Appendix 8). 

6.c Results of Previous Reporting 
Exercises 

Many surveys and studies have been conducted with regard to nom-

inated areas. Tables 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4 below provide a brief descrip-

tion of the surveys and studies conducted thus far. 

Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Table 6-2. Research Papers and Reports 

Title (papers or reports) Publisher Year Description

Research Report on RIH 2002, 2003, General study of natural ecosystems and 

Mt. Hallasan Volumes 1,2,3,4 2004, 2005 resources in Mt. Hallasan

Distribution of roe deer in RIH 2004 Survey of the number of roe deer in different

Hallasan National Park for zones and cause of their relocation

the past three years 

Conservation and utilization RIH, Warm-Temperate 2004 Study of conservation methods to save the

of crowberry, a rare forest Forest Research Institute endangered crowberries

genetic resource

Alpine and subalpine Korean Network of 2001 Survey of native plant communities in the alpine

landscape ecology Landscape Ecology and subalpine areas of Jeju Island and Korea 

Current status of Hallasan National Parks 2001 General description of the damaged areas, cause

National Park Rehabilitation Authority of damages, and restoration efforts 

Project

Restoring Korean fir forests 17th International Seminar 1989 General description of studies to restore Korean 

in Mt. Hallasan Publication Committee fir - a species that only grows in Korea, and in 

Jeju Island in particular 
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Table 6-2. Continued

Title (papers or reports) Publisher Year Description

Basic survey and protection Korea Research Institute 2000 General description of natural resources on Mt. 

and management plans for Human Settlements Hallasan and plans to eliminate factors that

for Mt. Hallasan contribute to damage

Present status of Korean Society of Cheju Studies 1996 Survey of the number of Korean fir and location

fir on Mt. Hallasan of their stands in Mt. Hallasan

Plant community structure Applied Ecology Studies 1992 Survey of damaged areas on Mt. Hallasan and

and plant damage in the the impact of those damages on plant

subalpine regions of communities  

Mt. Hallasan 

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

Table 6-3. Research Papers and Reports 

Title (papers/reports) Publisher Year Description

Report on the natural caves JPG 2005 Focus on lava tubes in Jeju Island

in Jeju Island

Formation and internal Geol. Soc. Korea 2005 development of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

structures of the Geomunoreum 

Lava Tube System in the 

northeastern Jeju Island

Cave studies JCRI 2004 Study of the forms and conditions of natural

caves in Jeju Island

Textural and stable isotopic Geol. Soc. Korea 2004 Paleoclimatic studies from the carbonate 

results of the column in speleothems in Dangcheomul

Dangcheomul, Jeju Island

Scientific survey of the Bukjeju-gun 2003 Report on the survey and study of damages and

conditions in Manjang and conservation in Manjang

safety report

Survey map of 40 natural JCRI 1975~2002 Compilation of Jeju natural cave survey maps

caves in Jeju Island

Distribution and conservation JCRI 2001 Description, photos, maps, and laws and

of natural caves regulations regarding natural caves 

in Jeju Volcanic Island of Jeju Island

Report on survey of JCRI 2001 Report on the survey of the forms and internal

Seonheul Vertical Lava Tube conditions of vertical caves near Geomunoreum
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Table 6-3. Continued

Title (papers or reports) Publisher Year Description

The origin of the speleothems Geol. Soc. Korea 2000 Description of carbonate speleothems in

in Dangcheomul Dangcheomul and composition of sand dune

Speleothems in Jeju Volcanic Cave 2000 Description of cave formations in Dangcheomul

Dangcheomul of Jeju Island Meeting for Conservation  which has characteristics of limestone and

of Jeju Caves volcanic caves

Report on comprehensive Bukjeju-gun 2000 Description of speleothems and fauna and flora 

scientific survey of of Dangcheomul

Dangcheomul 

Study of the distribution and Educational Research 1987 Description of lava tubes scattered throughout 

stratification of lava tubes Institute, Cheju National Jeju Island and study of petrological

in Jeju Island University stratigraphy 

Inside the lava tubes of  Jeju Cave Society 1981 Animals inhabiting lava tubes in

Island: fauna and environment of Korea Jeju Island: their number, species, and 

environment

Inside the lava tubes of JPG 1970 Survey and study of animal species inhabiting

Jeju Island: fauna lava tubes in Jeju Island, including their numbers 

Caves of Korea: lava tubes Ministry of Culture  1970 General description of the lava

in Jeju Island and Information tubes in Jeju Island 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

Table 6-4. Research Papers and Reports 

Title (papers or reports) Publisher Year Description

Petrology of the basalts in the Pusan National University 2002 Petrological study of basalts in the Ilchulbong

Ilchulbong area of eastern area

Jeju Island

Stratigraphic and petrological Kangwon National 1995 Report on geological survey and study of

study of volcanic rocks on University volcanic rocks on the north-eastern side,

the north-eastern slopes of Jeju Island, including Ilchulbong

of Jeju Island

Geological map of Ilchulbong Ministry of Construction 1993 Geological map and description of Ilchulbong

and neighboring areas

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Sedimentology 1992 Sedimentary study of basalt tuff cones on

Cone, Jeju Island, South Korea Ilchulbong

The Seongsan Ilchulbong JPG 1992 Scientific description of the formation process of

Tuff Cone Ilchulbong

Tuff rings and cones on Geol. Soc. Korea 1986 Volcanic study of tuff rings and cones on

Jeju Island, Korea Ilchulbong

Volcanic activity on Sungsan, KIGAM 1986 Report on study of volcanic activity of tuff rings

Jeju Island and cones on Ilchulbong
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7.a Photographs, Slides, Image
Inventory and Authorization Table
and Other Audiovisual Materials 

Table 7-1. Image Inventory and Photograph and Audiovisual Authorization Form

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

1 slide Mt. Hallasan and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Sept. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do 312-1 Yes
Yeon-dong, Jeju, 
Jeju-do 
+82-64-710-3423 
+82-64-710-3419
kmc9161@hanmail.net

2 slide Scenic view of the peak of Mt. Hallasan Aug. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

3 slide Dongjaseok, stone guardian of tomb in Mt. Hallasan Jun. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

4 slide Scenic view of a trachyte dome at the peak with  May. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
azaleas blooming in Spring

5 slide Haenyeo, traditional women divers typical to Oct. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Jeju Island and Ilchulbong

6 slide Crater lake (Baeknokdam) at the summit of Aug. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Mt. Hallasan

7 digital Temperate deciduous forest surrounding the crater Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
lake of Saraoreum on the eastern slope of Mt. Hallasan

8 digital Seasonal waterfalls at Yeongsil in Mt. Hallasan Jul. 2005 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

9 digital Scenic view of trachybasalt columns (Five hundred Oct. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
disciples of Buddha) in Mt. Hallasan

10 slide Diapensia lapponica var. obovata, an arctic shrub at Jun. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
the summit of Mt. Hallasan

11 slide Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum, an arctic shrub Apr. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
near the summit of Mt. Hallasan

12 slide Korean fir forest near the summit of Mt. Hallasan Jun. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

13 slide Main passage of Manjanggul Lava Tube with Oct. 2004 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
numerous flowlines

14 digital Complicated passages of Bengdwigul Lava Tube Oct. 2004 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

15 slide Troglophilic Korea huntsman-spider (Heteropoda Feb, 1998 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
koreana) in Bengdwigul Lava Tube

16 digital Main passage of the lower level in Manjanggul Oct. 2004 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube
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Table 7-1. continued

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

17 digital Colony of long-winged bats in Manjanggul Lava Tube Oct. 2004 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

18 slide Ropy lava in Manjanggul Lava Tube Oct. 2003 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

19 slide Lava blisters and helictites of Manjanggul Lava Tube Jul. 2003 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

20 digital Main passage of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube with Oct. 2004 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
carbonate-floored sediments

21 digital Lava fall of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube Oct. 2004 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

22 digital Calcareous sand dunes covered by Apr. 2003 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
vegetation and traditional stone walls near 
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

23 digital Long soda straws in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

24 digital Lava roll of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

25 digital Soda straws and stalagmites of Yongcheondonggul Aug. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

26 digital Thin section photomicrograph of carbonate sands Apr. 2003 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
near Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

27 digital Lava fall of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

28 digital Lava stalagmite of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

29 digital Lava droplets of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

30 digital Cave popcorn in the rimstone pool of Aug. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

31 slide Lava helictites of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2000 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

32 slide Erratic stalactites of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2000 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

33 digital Cave corals of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Jun. 2000 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

34 digital Broken suface of the column in Dangcheomuldonggul Jun. 2000 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube showing the molds of plant roots

35 digital Stalactites and columns of Dangcheomuldonggul Jun. 2000 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

36 slide Scenic view of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Apr, 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

37 digital Bedding sag and ballistic blocks Jun. 2005 HWANG Jae-ha Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

38 slide Stratification of basaltic tuff on Seongsan Jun. 2005 HWANG Jae-ha Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

39 slide Dasysiphonia chejuensis, tetrasporic plant of red Aug. 2001 LEE In-Kyu Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
alga endemic to Jeju Island

40 slide Draped block, direction of pyroclastic flow from Aug. 2005 HWANG Jae-ha Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
left to right

41 slide Aerial view of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Apr. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

42 slide Korea-UK joint research on Ilchulbong (1988) Apr, 1988 HWANG Jae-ha Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
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Table 7-1. continued

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

43 digital Jeju Harbour (1890) 1890 Unknown Cultural  Jeju-do No 
Heritage 
Administration

44 digital Survey of Manjanggul Lava Tube (1970) 1970 Unknown Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

45 digital Survey of Manjanggul Lava Tube (1967) 1968 Jung-Ang Ilbo Jung-Ang Ilbo No 

46 digital Accidentally discovered entrance of Jul. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

47 digital A newspaper article reporting the scientific  Feb. 1967 Jung-Ang Ilbo Jung-Ang Ilbo No 
investigation of Manjanggul Lava Tube

48 digital A lake in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Oct. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

49 digital Lava bridge in Manjanggul Lava Tube Jun. 2003 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

50 digital Internal view of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Jun. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

51 slide Mt. Hallasan in winter Feb, 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

52 slide Scenic view of a scoria cone (Muljangol) in Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Mt. Hallasan with parasitic cones (oreums) 
in the background

53 slide Muljangol Crater lake in Mt. Hallasan Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

54 slide Rimstone in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Sept. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

55 digital Calcified tree stems in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Sept. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

56 digital Carbonate speleothems in Dangcheomuldonggul Sept. 2001 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

57 digital Animal bones in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Sept. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

58 digital Curtains in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Aug. 2001 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

59 slide Yeongsilgiam (columnar joints) in Mt. Hallasan Oct. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

60 digital Soda straws and stalactites in Dangcheomuldonggul Aug. 2001 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

61 digital Carbonate popcorn in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Aug, 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

62 digital Lava column of Manjanggul Lava Tube Jun. 2003 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

63 slide Eastern rim of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Apr. 2003 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

64 slide Scenic view of Yeongsil (Mt. Hallasan) Oct. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

65 slide Scenic view of Mt. Hallasan in winter Jan. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

66 digital Lava stalactite and stalagmite of Yongcheondonggul Jul. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

67 digital Cave corals of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Jul. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

68 digital Stalactites and columns of Dangcheomuldonggul Jun. 2002 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube
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Table 7-1. continued

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

69 slide Soda straws and stalactites of Dangcheomuldonggul Jun. 2001 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

70 digital Paleosol between lava units in Yongcheondonggul Jul. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

71 digital Ropy lava of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Jul. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

72 digital Diversity of carbonate speleothems in Jul. 2005 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

73 digital Flat topped stalagmites in Dangcheomuldonggul Jul. 2002 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

74 digital Curtain in Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Jul. 2005 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

75 digital Carbonate speleothems in Dangcheomuldonggul Apr. 2000 LEE Kwang Choon Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tube

76 digital Columns in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Apr. 2000 WOO Kyung-sik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

77 slide Roe deer near the wooden trail at Witseoreum Oct. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
(Mt. Hallasan)

78 slide Snow Festival in Mt. Hallasan Jan. 2002 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

79 slide Roe deer in Mt. Hallasan Oct. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

80 digital Wooden trail near Witseoreum on Mt. Hallasan Oct. 2004 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

81 digital Wooden trail in Yeongsil on Mt. Hallasan Oct. 2004 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

82 digital Manjanggul Lava Tube, area open to the public Jun. 2002 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

83 digital Lava raft (Turtle Rock) in Manjanggul Lava Tube Jun. 2002 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

84 digital Trail to Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Jun. 2004 KIM Yong-deok Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

85 digital Visitors walking on Yeongsil trail in Mt. Hallasan Aug, 2004 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

86 digital Soil hardness test in the rehabilitation site Apr. 2004 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
(Mt. Hallasan)

87 digital Soil erosion monitoring in Mt. Hallasan Apr. 2004 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

88 digital Sub-alpine region (snow-capped area) Feb. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
encompassing the Mt. Hallasan summit

89 slide An endemic Jeju amphibian, Hynobius leechii Jun. 2002 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
quelpartensis

90 digital An endemic Jeju mammal, Mustella sibirica quelpartis Apr. 2003 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

91 digital An endemic species and genus of Jeju fern plant, Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Mankyua chejuense

92 digital Deciduous hardwood forest in Mt. Hallasan Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

93 digital Evergreen hardwood forest at lowland of Jeju Island Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

94 digital Ravine landscape in the temperate deciduous forest zone Jul. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
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Table 7-1. continued

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

95 digital A community of Rhododendron mucronulatum var. May. 2003 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
ciliatum

96 digital Mt. Hallasan summit Jan, 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

97 slide Variation in cone colors of the Korean fir (Abies koreana) Jun. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

98 digital Korean fir on eastern slope of Mt. Hallasan Dec. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

99 digital Korean fir on northern slope of Mt. Hallasan Jun. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

100 digital Alpine shrub vegetation on Mt. Hallasan Jun. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

101 digital A community of black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum Jun. 2004 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
var. japonicum)

102 digital Black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum var.japonicum), Apr. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
an arctic-alpine species on Mt. Hallasan

103 digital Diapensia lapponica var. obovata, an arctic-alpine Jun. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
plant on Mt. Hallasan

104 digital Pedicularis hallasanensis: a southern limit species, Apr. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
belonging to the family Scrophulariaceae. An alpine 
plant species thriving at over 1,700 m in elevation of 
Mt. Hallasan, it is found in Korea, Manchuria, eastern 
Russia, Europe and North America

105 digital Ribes maximowizianum, a southern limit plant, Jun. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
belonging to the family Saxifragaceae. An alpine plant 
species thriving at over 1,400 m in elevation of 
Mt. Hallasan, it is also found in the northeastern part of 
Korea, northern Japan, eastern China and eastern Russia

106 digital Silene fasciculata, a Mt. Hallasan endemic species, Jun. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
found between rocky crevices on the Mt. Hallasan 
summit area at over 1,800 m in elevation

107 digital Rhamnus taquetii, a Mt. Hallasan endemic species, Jun. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
thriving in the Mt. Hallasan sub-alpine region of over 
1,400 m in elevation 

108 digital Swertia tetrapetala, a southern limit plant, belonging Jun. 2003 SHIN Yong-man Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
to the family Gentianaceae. As an alpine plant species 
thriving over 1,400 m in elevation of Mt. Hallasan, it is 
also found in northern Korea, northern Japan, and 
eastern Russia

109 digital Snow-covered sub-alpine region of Mt. Hallasan Jan. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

110 slide An endemic troglobitic millipede of lava caves in Apr. 2005 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Jeju-Island: Gonbongteoltti millipede (Epanerchodus
clavisetosus)
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Table 7-1. continued

Id. Format Caption Date of Photographer Copyright Contact details Non 
No (slide/ Photo /Director owner of copyright owner exclusive 

print/ (mo/yr) of the video (if different than (Name, address, cession of 
video) photographer tel/fax, and email) rights

/director of video)

111 slide An endemic troglophilic cave-spider of lavacaves in Apr. 2005 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Jeju-Island: Jeju cave-spider(Nesticella quelpartensis, 
female)

112 slide An endemic troglophilic cave-spider of lavacaves in Apr. 2002 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Jeju-Island: Jeju cave-spider(Nesticella quelpartensis, 
male)

113 digital An endemic troglophilic huntsman-spider of lava Apr. 2002 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
caves in Jeju Island: Korea huntsmanspider
(Heteropoda koreana)

114 digital A trogloxenic salamander: Jeju-salamander Apr. 2002 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
(Hynobius quelpartiens)

115 slide A trogloxenic and regular cave visitor: long-winged bat Apr. 2002 CHOI Yong-gun Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
(Miniopterus schreibersii fuliginosus)

116 slide Skeleton Trees of Korean Fir on Mt. Hallasan Jun. 2004 SEO Jae-cheol Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

117 slide Visitors on the trail of Mt. Hallasan May. 2003 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

118 digital Monitoring of rehabilitation success along Jun. 2002 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
the abandoned trail of Mt. Hallasan

119 digital Campaign for cleaning of litters on the trails Sept. 2001 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

120 digital Signboard in Hallasan National Park Dec. 2003 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

121 digital Monitoring of rehabilitated soil along the abandoned Feb. 2000 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
trail of Mt. Hallasan

122 digital Public education for management of Mt. Hallasan Nov. 2000 BU Jong-hwa Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

123 slide Interior of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube Apr. 2001 SON In-seog Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

124 digital Paved Trails to Ilchulbong Jun. 2004 KIM Yong-deok Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

125 digital Paved trail to the summit of Ilchulbong Jun. 2004 KIM Yong-deok Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes

126 video Nomination Video for Jeju Volcanic Island and   Dec. 2005 SHIN Ki-Shik Jeju-do Jeju-do Yes
Lava Tubes - A Candidate for World Heritage Inscription 
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7.b Texts Relating to Protective Designation, Copies of
Property Management Plans or Documented
Management Systems and Extracts of Other Plans
Relevant to the Property 

Specifics on legal position and protection measures and standards of nominated areas are described in

Appendices 4 and 5. 

The previous management plans relating to the heritage properties are: Basic Plan on Conservation,

Utilization of Cultural Heritage Properties (drawn up by the Cultural Heritage Administration and Jeju

Provincial Government), Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management, Hallasan National Park

Management Plan, and Master Plan for Jeju Free International City. 

A summary of the plans can be found in Appendix 6. The Management Plan for the nominated proper-

ties for inscribing on UNESCO’s World Heritage List is attached at Appendix 8. 

7.c Form and Date of Most Recent Records or Inventory of
Property  

Table 7-2.  Form and Date of Most Recent Records 

Title Year Form

Jeju Halla Mountain: Elevated Volcanic body 2002 Abstract 

Rock Composition of Baeknokdam Volcanic Vent Wall 2001 Abstract 

Petrology of the Volcanic Rocks in the Paekrogdam (=Baeknokdam) Crater Area, 2003 Article

Mt. Halla, Jeju Island

Lava Tubes and Volcanic Topography in Jeju Island 2004 Abstract

Petrochemical Characteristics of the Quaternary Volcanic Rocks in Jeju Island, Korea 2005 Article

Formation and Internal Structures of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 2005 Article

in Northeastern Jeju Island

Academic Project on the Natural Heritage of Jeju Island 2003 Report

Study on Outsourcing Feasibility and Basic Planning for Effective Use of 2003 Report

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

Report on Natural Caves in Jeju Island 2003 Report

Distribution and Conservation of Natural Caves in Jeju Volcanic Island 2001 Article

The Underground World of the Jeju Volcanic Island in Korea 2005 Book
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Table 7-2. continued

Title Year Form

Sedimentology and Geomorphology of Hydromagmatic Volcanoes in Jeju Island, Korea 2005 Article

Analysis of the Distribution and Structure of Volcanic Caves in Jeju Island 2000 Proceedings

Report on the Scientific Investigation, Actual Conditions and 2003 Report

Safety Inspection of Manjanggul Lava Tube

The Origin of the Speleothems in Dangcheomul cave (= Dangcheomul), Jeju Island, Korea 2000 Article

Report on the Scientific Investigation of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube 2000 Report

Textural and Stable Isotopic Results of the Column in Dangcheomul cave (= Dangcheomul), 2004 Article

Jeju Island, Korea: Paleoclimatic Implications

Report on Basic Investigation of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube in Jeju Island 2005 Report

The Origin of the Calcite Spelelothems in Dangcheomul Cave (= Lava Tube), Jeju Island, 2004 Abstract

Korea: Its Sedimentological Significance and Potential for the World Heritage Nomination

Caves: A Wonderful Underground 2005 Book

Carbonate Speleothems in Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube in Jeju Island 2000 Abstract

Petrology of the Basalts in the Seongsan-Ilchulbong Area of the Eastern Jeju Island 2002 MS Thesis

Evaluation of Hydrogeological Characteristics in Jeju Island, Korea 2005 Article

Master Plan for Lighting Facilities for Night Tours of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Ring 2001 Report

Master Plan for Environmental Conservation 2001 Report

Ecophysiological Studies of Alpine Plants in Mt. Halla 2000 Ph.D. Dissertation

A Study on the Dendrochronology of Korean Fir in Mt. Halla 2001 Article

Scientific Seminar for Strengthening the Resource Value of Korean Fir in Mt. Halla 2003 Proceedings

Basic Plan for Construction of Eorimok Visitor Center in Mt. Halla 2004 Report

Status of Rehabilitation Projects in Hallasan National Park 2001 Research paper in 
Proceedings

Research Report of Mt. Halla 2001-2005 Research Reports

Illustrated Flora Native to Jeju Island 2001 Book

Spiders of Korea 2001 Book

Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management Plan 2005 Report

Endangered and Protected Wild Plants Native to Jeju Island 2000 Book

Wetlands of Jeju 2001 Book

Hallasan 2005 Book

Fauna in Lava Tubes of Jeju Island 2002 Article

Study of the Fauna and Ecology of the Terrestrial Vertebrates in the Wetlands of 2001 Article

Muljangol Crater of Jeju Island

Jeju Natural Cave Survey Report 2003 Report

Analysis of the Distribution and Structure of Volcanic Caves in Jeju Island 2000 Proceedings

The Origin of the Speleothems in Dangcheomul Cave 2000 Article

Cave formations in Dangcheomuldonggul lava Tube of Jeju Island Abstract

Report of Detailed Survey of Geological and Mineral Heritages 2002 Report

Report of Survey of Geological, Mineral, and Cultural Heritage Resources 2001 Report
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As with the monitoring data, Research Institute for Mt. Halla keeps

data on Hallasan Natural Reserve. The data on Geomunoreum

System is kept by the Jeju Island Cave Research Institute and

Ilchulbong Management Service stores data on tuff cone. 

7.d Address Where Inventory, Records
and Archives are Held 

Research Instiute for Mt. Halla 220-1 Haean-dong, Jeju, Jeju-do 

Jeju Island Cave Research Institute 2537-9 Nohyeong-dong, Jeju, Jeju-do

Ilchulbong Management Service 104 Seongsan-ri, Seongsan-eup, Namjeju-gun, 

Jeju-do

Cave Research Institute of Korea 709-13, Seoksa-dong, Chuncheon, Gangwon-do

Jeju Volcanological Institute 119 Gyorae-ri, Jocheon-eup, Bukjeju-gun, Jeju-do 

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources 30 Gajeong-dong, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 
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Fig. Ap.1-1. Distribution of Nominated Property 

Fig. Ap.1-2. Hallasan Natural Reserve and its Buffer Zone
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Fig. Ap.1-3. Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and its Buffer Zone 
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Fig. Ap.1-3-1. Bengdwigul Lava Tube plan

Fig. Ap.1-3-2. Manjanggul Lava Tube plan
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Fig. Ap.1-3-3. Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube plan

Fig. Ap.1-3-4. Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube plan
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Fig. Ap.1-3-5. Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube plan
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Fig. Ap.1-4. Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone and its Buffer Zone
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Fig. Ap.1-5. Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
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1. Biota of Hallsan Natural Reserve 

Mt. Hallasan is located in the center of Jeju Island, standing at 1,950

meters above sea level. The central part of Mt. Hallasan is protected as

Hallasan Natural Reserve. The geographical coordinates of this reserve

are 33º19'15" - 33º25'30" N and 126º27'59" - 126º37'38" E, with its

lower boundary at the elevation of 800 - 1,300 m.  

Jeju Island has temperate/mesothermal climate under the Köppen

climatic classification system, and belongs to the subtropical climatic

zone under the Alissow system. Geographically, located on the eastern

seaboard where the Pacific Ocean meets with the Asian Continent,

climatic conditions conform to that of the eastern coastline. In

addition, a range of warm temperate, temperate and frigid arctic

climatic zones are vertically distributed by altitude, due to its particular

geographical location, mountainous landscape and the warm current

from the East China Sea. Given the concentration of diverse climatic

conditions, temperature changes are clearly felt at different elevation

levels. Precipitation is most intense during the summer, although

precipitation tends to increase with rising elevation. 

Winter precipitation turns to snow, and the amount and type of snow

varies according to elevation. Normally, snow falls from November to

Sub-alpine region (snow-capped area)
encompassing the Mt. Hallasan summit 
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May. A characteristic climatic feature of Jeju Island is its intense

winds. In summer, typhoons create intense winds. In winter, speed is

less intense, but the winds are sustained for longer durations. In very

early or very late winter, winds may blow incessantly for 3 - 4 days or

an entire week. It is especially intense when atmospheric pressure is

higher in the west than the east. Such climatic conditions also confer

significant influences on the natural habitat of Jeju Island.

From the zoogeological perspective, Jeju Island presents immense

scientific values as a site where the fauna representing continental,

Japanese and southern characteristics coexist in a single place.

Entomological studies have identified 1,601 species of insects

belonging to 1,073 genera, 194 families, and 19 orders. Among them,

24 species are endemic to Jeju Island and 204 are arctic species. Nine

species of amphibians, belonging to six families and two orders, have

been identified, among which one species - Hynobius leechii

quelpartensis - is endemic. Moreover, there are four species that are at

their natural southern limit; these are Bombina orientalis, Kaloula

borealis, Rana dybowskii and Rana placyi chosenica. Eight species

(including sub-species) of reptiles, belonging to five families and two

suborders, have been found, with one species at its northern limit -

Sibynophis collaris. 

Avifauna are represented by 236 species: among them, 69 are passage

migrants, 67 are winter visitors, 36 are residents, another 36 are

summer visitors, and 28 are vagrants. There are 20 species of

mammals, belonging to 10 families and six orders, of which five are

endemic; these are Mustella sibirica quelpartis, Opademus agrarices

chejuensis, Micromys minutushertigi, Crocidura russula quelpartis and

Rhinolophus ferrum-equinum quelpartis. 

The flora of Jeju Island has 1,453 species, two subspecies, 275 varieties

and 65 forms, totaling 1,795 taxa, belonging to 663 genera and 158

families. Among them 200 species are ferns, meaning that almost 80%

of all the Korean fern species are found on Jeju Island. Among the

Korean ferns, 60 species are found exclusively on Jeju Island, and there

are 21 species at their northern distributional limit, and six species at

their southern limit. Moreover, five species are endemic to Jeju Island

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

2

An endemic Jeju amphibian, Hynobius leechii
quelpartensis

An endemic Jeju mammal, Mustella sibirica
quelpartis 
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such as Lycopodium integrifolium and Mankyua chejuense. There are

also six species of gymnosperms in Jeju Island. Of the angiosperms,

344 species are monocotyledons with 12 species endemic to Jeju Island

including Sasa quelpaertensis, two species at their northern limit, and

22 species at their southern limit. 1,072 dicotyledonous species have

been identified in Jeju, among them 79 species, including Salix blinii,

are endemic to the island, nine species at their northern limit, and 89

species at their southern limit. 

Overall, 96 species of vascular plants, belonging to 71 genera and 44

families, are endemic to the Jeju Island, and two genera are endemic to

the island. Thirty-two species are at their northern limit, while 118

species are at their southern limit in Jeju Island. By all measures, Jeju

Island presents a uniquely peculiar distribution of flora (Tables Ap.2-1

and Ap.2-2). 

The Jeju Island flora has attributes belonging to three floristic regions

including the East Asiatic floristic region of the Holarctic floristic

kingdom. Furthermore, given its unique geography and geological

history, it is also classified as the East Siberian floristic region, in

addition to serving as a boundary that begins to exhibit features of the

Indo-Malaysian sub-kingdom. Consequently, the flora on Jeju Island

derives from greatly divergent regions. There are firstly those that

traveled southward from the main continent, others are species

distributed as a narrow band among China, Jeju Island and Japan,

others have originated from tropical and subtropical zones, and  finally

there are those that evolved from the flora of Jeju Island, Taiwan and

Japan. As such, the flora of Jeju Island exhibits astoundingly diverse

traits and characteristics on a relatively small area.

Soaring through the center of the island is the Mt. Hallasan at 1,950m

above sea level. Thus, the flora displays clear layering with altitude. At

higher elevations, arctic and alpine plants are found abundantly. Most

species have been classified as continental flora that are also commonly

found on Mt. Baekdu of DPR Korea, as well as in Manchuria, Siberia

and Mongolia. Prolonged exposure to isolation and adaptation has

produced numerous endemic plants. Jeju Island had been repeatedly

united to or separated from China and Korean Peninsula during the
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glacial or inter-glacial periods. As a result, the three regions share

many common species from the time when they were united. In

addition, they have their own endemic species that are presumed to

have resulted from separation, isolation and subsequent adaptation. 

In Jeju Island, evergreen hardwood forests of the warm temperate zone

are distributed from sea level to about 600 m elevation. From about 600

to 1,400 m, deciduous hardwood forests of temperate zone covers the

area. Finally, from about 1,400 to 1,950 m, the area is classified as the

sub-arctic or sub-alpine region. 

Ninety species of evergreen hardwood trees have been identified in the

warm-temperate zone including Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii,

Camellia japonica and Daphniphyllum macropodum. Castanopsis

cuspidata var. sieboldii is usually found below 600 m elevation, in

low-lying waterways or valley slopes that are least prone to human

disturbance, and is also found in southern Japan. The camellia tree (C.

japonica) is found in lowlands up to 600 m above sea level, and this

species is also found in Japan, China and Taiwan. D. macropodum is

mostly found at elevations of up to 800 m, in ravines and amidst the

forest, and it is also found in the subtropical zones of China, Taiwan

and Japan. Among the herbaceous species in the warm-temperate

zone, Mankyua chejuense has recently been reported in academia as a

fern genus that is endemic to Jeju Island. 

Quercus serrata, Carpinus tschonoskii, Carpinus laxiflora, Quercus

mongolica and Acer pseudo-sieboldianum are the predominant tree

species that are distributed in the temperate deciduous hardwood

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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An endemic species and genus of Jeju fern
plant,  Mankyua chejuense

Deciduous hardwood forest in Mt. Hallasan
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forest zone. From about 600 m to 1,400 m above sea level in Mt.

Hallasan, the dominant species changes from Quercus serrata, then to

Carpinus tschonoskii, and C. laxiflora, and then to Q. mongolica.

From 1,400 m to the summit, it is covered with evergreen coniferous

forest of Korean fir (Abies koreana) and shrub vegetation. Dominant

species in the shrub vegetation are Rhododendron mucronulatum,

Rhododendron yedoense var. poukhanense, Juniperus chinensis, and

Ravine landscape in the temperate deciduous
forest zone

Evergreen hardwood forest at lowland of Jeju
Island 
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Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum. These temperate deciduous

hardwood forests and evergreen coniferous forests are the major

vegetation types of the Hallasan Natural Reserve. 

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

2

A community of Rhododendron mucronulatum
var. ciliatum
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Table Ap.2-1. List of endemic species of Jeju Island

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Lycopodiaceae Lycopodium integrifolium Matsuda et Nakai

Ophioglossaceae Mankyua chejuense B.Y. Sun, M. H. Kim & C. H. Kim Endemic genus

Aspidiaceae Polystichum cyrtolepidotum Franch.

Aspleniaceae Asplenium curtidens (Christ) Koidzumi

Asplenium sarelii Hooker var. anogrammoides (Christ) Tagawa

Gramineae Agropyron ciliare (Trin.) Franchet var. hackelianum (Honda) Ohwi

Pseudosasa japonica (Sieb. et Zucc.) Makino var. purpurascens Nakai

Sasa quelpaertensis Nakai

Cyperaceae Carex aphanolepis Franchet et Savatier var. mixta Nakai,

Carex erythrobasis Leveille et Vaniot

Eriocaulaceae Eriocaulon glaberrinum Miyabe et Satake var. platypetalum (Satake) Satake

Liliaceae Polygonatum humillinum Nakai

Polygonatum odoratum (Miller) Druce var. quelpaertense (Ohwi) Hara 

Tofieldia fauriei Leveille et Vaniot

Amarylidaceae Lycoris chejuensis K. Tae et S. Ko 

Orchidaceae Calanthe coreana Nakai

Diplolabellum coreanum (Finet) F. Maekawa Endemic genus

Salicaceae Salix blinii Leveille 

Betulaceae Corylus hallaisanensis Nakai

Fagaceae Quercus glauca Thunb. var. nudata Blume

Urticaceae Boehmeria hirtella Satake

Boehmeria nakaiana Satake

Boehmeria taquetii Nakai

Caryophyllaceae Silene fasciculata Nakai

Thalictrum taquetii Lev.

Ranunculaceae Aconitum quelpaertense Nakai

Ranunculus crucilobus Leveille

Thalictrum taquetii Leveille

Berberidaceae Berberis amurensis Ruprecht var. quelpaertensis (Nakai) Nakai

Lauraceae Cinnamomum camphora (L.) Sieb. var. cyclophyllum Nakai

Papaveraceae Corydalis hallaisanensis Leveille

Cruciferae Arabis serrata Franchet et Savatier var. hallaisanensis (Nakai) Ohwi 

Cardamine impatiens L. var. fumariae Level.

Cardamine violifolia O.E. Schulz

Crassulaceae Sedum viridescens Nakai

Saxifragaceae Astillbe rubra Hook. F. et Thomas ex Hook. F. var. taquetii (Levl.) Hara

Chrysosplenium hallaisanense Nakai

Hamamelidaceae Distylium racemosum Sieb. et Zucc. var. latifolia Nakai ex Mori 
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Table Ap.2-1. Continued 

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Rosaceae Aruncus aethusifolius (Levl.) Nakai

Potentilla stolonifera Lehm. var. quelpaertensis Nakai 

Prunus hallasnensis C. Kim et M. Kim

Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koidzumi var. quelpaertensis (Nakai) Uyeki

Prunus longistylus C. Kim et M. Kim

Prunus yedoensis Matsumura

Prunus yedoensis Matsumura var. angustipetala C. Kim. et M. Kim

Rubus hongnoensis Nakai

Rubus schizostylus Levl. 

Rubus sumatranus Miquel var. myriadenus (Levl. et Vant.) W. Lee

Leguminosae Astragalus adsurgens Pallas var. alpinus Nakai

Astragalus membranaceus (Fischer) Bunge var. alpinus Nakai

Trifolium lupinaster var. alpinus Nakai

Geraniaceae Geranium koreanum Komarov var. chejuense S.-J. Park et K.-J. Kim

Geranium koraiense Nakai var. hallasanense B.-J. Woo & S.-J. Park 

Geranium shikokianum Matsumura var. quelpaertense Nakai

Rutaceae Zanthoxylum piperitum (L.) DC.

Euphorbiaceae Euphorbia octoradiata Levl. et Vant.

Euphorbia pekinensis Ruprecht var. fauriei (Levl. et Vant.) Hurusawa

Aquifoliaceae Ilex crenata Thunb. var. microphylla Maxim. ex Matsumura

Celastraceae Euonymus flavescens Nakai

Euonymus quelpaertensis Nakai

Balsaminaceae Impatiens aphanantha Hooker 

Rhamnaceae Rhamnus taquetii Leveille

Umbelliferae Angelica fallax Boissieu

Angelica polymorpha Maximowicz var. fallax (Boissieu) Kitagawa

Pimpinella brachycarpa (Komar.) Nakai var. hallaisanensis W. Lee & G. Jang

Ericaceae Rhododendron saisiuense Nakai 

Oleaceae Chionanthus retusus Lindley et Paxton var. coreana (Lev.) Nakai

Gentianaceae Gentiana wootshuliana W. Paik

Verbenaceae Callicarpa chejuensis Y.H.Chung et H.Kim

Labiatae Elsholtzia minima Nakai

Elscholtzia hallasanensis Y. Lee EN

Plectranthus inflexus (Thunberg) Vahl ex Bentham var. canescens Nakai

Scutellaris indica var. alba S.T.Kim & S. Lee

Scutellaris indica var. coccinea S.T.Kim & S. Lee

Scrophulariaceae Euphrasia coreana W. Becker

Scrophularia cephalantha Nakai

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-1. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Scrophularia kakudensis Franchet var. microphylla Nakai

Veronica linariaefolia Pallas var. villosula (Nakai) T. Lee

Rubiaceae Galium pusillum Nakai

Caprifoliaceae Sambucus sieboldiana (Miquel) Blume ex Graebner

Valerianaceae Valeriana coreana Briquet

Campanulaceae Codonopsis minima Nakai

Compositae Artemisia hallasanensis Nakai 

Aster hayatae Leveille et Vaniot

Aster magnus Y. Lee & C. Kim 

Aster scaber Thunberg var. minor Yabe ex Nakai

Chrysanthemum zawadskii Herbich var. coreanum Nakai EN

Cirsium rhinoceros (Lev. et Vant.) Nakai

Crepidiastrum hallaisanense (H. Lev.) J.-H. Pak

Heteropappus chejuensis Kitamura

Lactuca hallaisanensis Leveille

Leontopodium hallaisanense Hand. -Mazz.

Saussurea maximowiczii Herder var. triceps (Lev. et Van.) Kitamura

Serratula coronata L. var. alpina Nakai

Taraxacum hallaisanense Nakai

Youngia denticulata (Houtt.) Kitamura var. alpina T. Lee

*Remark : EN; endangered species.
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Table Ap.2-2. List of the distribution limit species beyond their natural distribution in Jeju Island

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Lycopodiaceae Lycopodium integrifolium Matsuda et Nakai EN

Selaginellaceae Selagenella helvetica (L.) Link SL

Ophioglossaceae Mankyua chejuense B.-Y. Sun, M. H. Kim & C. H. Kim EN
Genus

Gleicheniaceae Gleichenia laevissima Christ NL

Hymenophyllaceae Lacosteopsis orientalis (C. Christ) Nakaike NL

Mecodium oligosorum (Makino) H. Ito NL

Mecodium polyanthos (Swartz) Copeland NL

Pteridaceae Lindsaea japonica (Baker) Diels NL

Pteris inaequalis Baker var. fauriei Tagawa NL

Pteris semipinnata Linnaeus NL

Aspidiaceae Athyrium crenatum (Somm.) Ruprecht ex Nylander SL

Athyrium lobatocrenatum (Tagawa) Tagawa NL

Athyrium replexipinnum Hayata NL

Athyrium viridifrons Makino NL

Ctenitis sinii Ohwi NL

Cyclosorus parasiticus (Linnaeus) Farwell NL

Diplazium taquetii C. Christ. NL

Dryopteris subexaltata (H. Christ) C. Christ NL

Polystichum cyrtolepidotum Franch. EN

Polystichum rigens Tagawa SL

Rumohra maximowiczii (Bak.) Ching SL

Thelypteris cystopteroides (Eat.) Ching NL

Thelypteris dentata (Forsk.) St. John. NL

Thelypteris glanduligera var. koreana H. Ito SL

Thelypteris omeiensis (Baker) Ching NL

Aspleniaceae Asplenium curtidens (Christ) Koidzumi EN

Asplenium sarelii Hooker var. anogrammoides (Christ) Tagawa EN

Asplenium tenerum Forst. NL

Polypodiaceae Colysis wrightii (Hook.) Ching NL

Crypsinus veitchii (Bak.) Copel. SL

Pyrrossia mollis (G. Kunze) Ching NL

Vittariaceae Vittaria zosterifolia Wild. NL

Pinaceae Abies koreana Wilson SL

Gramineae Agropyron ciliare (Trin.) Franchet var. hackelianum (Honda) Ohwi EN

Agrostis trinii Turcz. SL

Deschampsia caespitosa (L.) P. Beauv. SL

Festuca ovina L. var. koreanoalpina Ohwi SL

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Pseudosasa japonica (Sieb. et Zucc.) Makino var. purpurascens Nakai EN

Puccinella coreensis (Hack.) Honda SL

Sasa quelpaertensis Nakai EN

Tripogon logearistatus (Hack.) Honda SL

Cyperaceae Carex aphanolepis Franchet et Savatier var. mixta Nakai, EN

Carex erythrobasis Leveille et Vaniot EN

Carex heterostachya Bunge SL

Carex incisa Boott ex A. Gray SL

Carex metallica Leveille NL

Carex micrantha Kukenthal SL

Fimbristylis schoenoides (Retz.) Vahl. NL

Juncaceae Luzula oliganta Samuelsson SL

Eriocaulaceae Eriocaulon glaberrinum Miyabe et Satake var. platypetalum (Satake) Satake EN

Liliaceae Allium taquetii Leveille et Vaniot SL

Chintonia udensis Trautv. et Meyer SL

Hemerocallis minor Miller SL

Lilium amabile Palibin SL

Lloydia serotina (L.) Reinchenbach SL

Maianthemum bifolium (L.) F. W. Schmidt SL

Polygonatum humillinum Nakai EN

Polygonatum odoratum (Miller) Druce var. quelpaertense (Ohwi) Hara EN

Tofieldia fauriei Leveille et Vaniot EN

Veratrum versicolor Nakai SL

Amarylidaceae Lycoris chejuensis K. Tae et S. Ko EN

Orchidaceae Aerides japonicum Reichb. SL

Calanthe coreana Nakai EN

Diplolabellum coreanum (Finet) F. Maekawa EN 
Genus

Gymnadenia conopsea (L.) R. Brown SL

Habenaria flagellifera (Maxim.) Makino SL

Myrmechis japonica (Reichb. f.) Rolfe SL

Orchis cyclochila (Franch. et Savat.) Maxim. SL

Platanthera maximowicziana Schltr. SL

Salicaceae Salix blinii Leveille EN

Salix hallasanensis Leveille SL

Salix meta-formosa Nakai SL

Betulaceae Betula ermanii var. acutifolia Winkl. SL

Betula ermanii var. saitoana (Nakai) Schneid. SL
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Corylus hallaisanensis Nakai EN

Fagaceae Quercus glauca Thunb. var. nudata Blume EN

Urticaceae Boehmeria hirtella Satake EN

Boehmeria nakaiana Satake EN

Boehmeria quelpaertensis Satake SL

Boehmeria taquetii Nakai EN

Pilea taquetii Nakai SL

Urtica laetevirens Maximowicz var. robusta F. Maekawa SL

Aristolochiaceae Asarum maculatum Nakai SL

Asarum misandrum B. Oh et J. Kim SL

Polygonaceae Bistorta alopecuroides (Turcz. ex Besser) Kom. SL

Persicaria sieboldii (Meisner) Ohki var. paludosa (Komar.) Nakai SL

Polygonum stans Kitagawa SL

Caryophyllaceae Pseudostellaria coreana (Nakai) Ohwi SL

Pseudostellaria monantha Ohwi SL

Silene fasciculata Nakai EN

Thalictrum taquetii Lev. EN

Ranunculaceae Aconitum napiforme Lev. et Vant SL

Aconitum quelpaertense Nakai EN

Cimicifuga acerina (Siebold & Zucc.) C. Tanaka SL

Clematis chiisanensis Nakai SL

Clematis chiisanensis Nakai var. carunculosa Rehder SL

Clematis trichotoma Nakai SL

Eranthis byunsanesis B. Sun SL

Hepatica insularis Nakai SL

Megaleranthis saniculifolia Ohwi SL

Ranunculus crucilobus Leveille EN

Thalictrum actaefolium Sieb. et Zucc. var. brevistylum Nakai SL

Thalictrum taquetii Leveille EN

Thalictrum uchiyamai Nakai, SL

Berberidaceae Berberis amurensis Ruprecht var. quelpaertensis (Nakai) Nakai EN

Lauraceae Cinnamomum camphora (L.) Sieb. var. cyclophyllum Nakai EN

Papaveraceae Corydalis hallaisanensis Leveille EN

Cruciferae Arabis serrata Franchet et Savatier var. hallaisanensis (Nakai) Ohwi EN

Cardamine impatiens L. var. fumariae Level. EN

Cardamine violifolia O.E. Schulz EN

Crassulaceae Sedum tosaense Makino NL

Sedum viridescens Nakai EN

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Saxifragaceae Astillbe rubra Hook. F. et Thomas ex Hook. F. var. taquetii (Levl.) Hara EN

Chrysosplenium barbatum Nakai SL

Chrysosplenium hallaisanense Nakai EN

Deutzia parviflora Bunge var. pilosa Nakai SL

Parnassia alpicola Makino SL

Ribes maximowizianum Komarov SL

Saxifraga fortunei Hooker fil. var. pilosissima Nakai SL

Hamamelidaceae Distylium racemosum Sieb. et Zucc. var. latifolia Nakai ex Mori EN

Rosaceae Aruncus aethusifolius (Levl.) Nakai EN

Potentilla matsumurae Th. Wolf SL

Potentilla stolonifera Lehm. var. quelpaertensis Nakai EN

Pourthiaea villosa (Thunb.) Decaisne var. brunnea (Levl.) Nakai SL

Prunus hallasnensis C. Kim et M. Kim EN

Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koidzumi var. quelpaertensis (Nakai) Uyeki EN

Prunus longistylus C. Kim et M. Kim EN

Prunus yedoensis Matsumura EN

Prunus yedoensis Matsumura var. angustipetala C. Kim. et M. Kim EN

Rosa multiflora Thunb. var. quelpaertensis (Levl.) Nakai SL

Rubus hongnoensis Nakai EN

Rubus schizostylus Levl. EN

Rubus sumatranus Miquel var. myriadenus (Levl. et Vant.) W. Lee EN

Leguminosae Astragalus adsurgens Pallas SL

Astragalus adsurgens Pallas var. alpinus Nakai EN

Astragalus membranaceus (Fischer) Bunge var. alpinus Nakai EN

Gleditsia japonica Miquel var. koraiensis (Nakai) Nakai SL

Lespedeza thunbergii (DC) Nakai var. intermedia T. Lee SL

Trifolium lupinaster var. alpinus Nakai EN

Geraniaceae Geranium dahuricum DC. SL

Geranium eriostemon var. typica Maxim. SL

Geranium koreanum Komarov var. chejuense S.-J. Park et K.-J. Kim EN

Geranium koraiense Nakai var. hallasanense B.-J. Woo & S.-J. Park EN

Geranium shikokianum Matsumura var. quelpaertense Nakai EN

Rutaceae Zanthoxylum coreanum Nakai SL

Zanthoxylum piperitum (L.) DC. EN

Euphorbiaceae Euphorbia octoradiata Levl. et Vant. EN

Euphorbia pekinensis Ruprecht var. fauriei (Levl. et Vant.) Hurusawa EN

Empetraceae Empetrum nigrum L. var. japonicum K. Koch SL

Aquifoliaceae Ilex crenata Thunb. var. microphylla Maxim. ex Matsumura EN
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Celastraceae Celastrus orbiculatus Thunberg var. sylvestris (Sieb.) Nakai ex Mori SL

Euonymus flavescens Nakai EN

Euonymus quelpaertensis Nakai EN

Aceraceae Acer palmatum Thunb. var. pilosum Nakai SL

Balsaminaceae Impatiens aphanantha Hooker EN

Rhamnaceae Rhamnus taquetii Leveille EN

Tiliaceae Tilia taquetii C.K. Schneid. SL

Theaceae Eurya japonica Thunb. var. aurescens Rehder & Wilson SL

Violaceae Viola crassa Makino SL

Viola seoulensis Nakai SL

Araliaceae Eleutherococcus gracilistylus (W.W. Sm.) S. Y. Hu NL

Umbelliferae Angelica fallax Boissieu EN

Angelica polymorpha Maximowicz var. fallax (Boissieu) Kitagawa EN

Conioselinum filicinum (Wolff) Hara SL

Dystaenia takesimana (Nakai), Kitagawa SL

Libanotis coreana (Wolff) Kitagawa SL

Ostericum florenti (Franchet et Savatier) Kitagawa SL

Pimpinella brachycarpa (Komar.) Nakai var. hallaisanensis W. Lee & G. Jang EN

Pimpinella gustavohegiana Koidz. SL

Seseli libanotis (L.) Koch subsp. japonica (Boiss.) Hara NL

Diapensiaceae Diapensia lapponica L. var. ovobata Fr. Schmidt SL

Ericaceae Rhododendron dauricum L. SL

Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliatum Nakai SL

Rhododendron saisiuense Nakai EN

Rhododendron yedoense Maxim. var. poukhanense (Lev.) Nakai SL

Rhododendron yedoense var. hallaisanense (Llev.) Yamazaki SL

Vaccinium hirtum Thunb. var. koreanum (Nakai) Kitamura SL

Vaccinium japonicum Miquel SL

Vaccinium uliginosum L. SL

Primulaceae Primula jesoana Miquel SL

Primula jesoana Miquel var. pubescens (Takeda) Takeda et Hara SL

Primula modesta Bisset et Moore var. fauriei (Franch.) Takeda SL

Oleaceae Chionanthus retusus Lindley et Paxton var. coreana (Lev.) Nakai EN

Gentianaceae Gentiana nipponica Maxim. SL

Gentiana pseudo-aquatica Kusnezov SL

Gentiana wootshuliana W. Paik EN

Swertia tetrapetala Pallas SL

Asclepiadaceae Cynanchum nipponicum Matsumura SL

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Labiatae Elsholtzia minima Nakai EN

Elscholtzia hallasanensis Y. Lee EN

Plectranthus inflexus (Thunberg) Vahl ex Bentham var. canescens Nakai EN

Scutellaris indica var. alba S.T.Kim & S. Lee EN

Scutellaris indica var. coccinea S.T.Kim & S. Lee EN

Verbenaceae Callicarpa chejuensis Y.H.Chung et H.Kim EN

Scrophulariaceae Euphrasia coreana W. Becker EN

Pedicularis hallaisanensis Hurusawa EN

Scrophularia cephalantha Nakai EN

Scrophularia kakudensis Franchet var. microphylla Nakai EN

Veronica linariaefolia Pallas var. villosula (Nakai) T. Lee EN

Veronica ovata Nakai SL

Veronica rotunda Nakai SL

Rubiaceae Adina rubella Hance NL

Asperula platygalium var. alpina Maximowicz SL

Galium dahuricum Turczaninow ex Ledebour SL

Galium kamtschaticum Steller ex Roemer & Schultes SL

Galium koreanum Nakai SL

Galium pusillum Nakai EN

Caprifoliaceae Lonicera caerulaea var. emphyllocalyx (Maxim) Nakai SL

Lonicera caerulea ssp. edulis (Turcz.) Hulten SL

Lonicera sachalinensis (Fr. Schmidt) Nakai SL

Lonicera subhispida Nakai SL

Lonicera tatarinowii var. leptantha (Rehd.) Nakai SL

Sambucus sieboldiana (Miquel) Blume ex Graebner var. sieboldiana EN

Weigela japonica Thunb. NL

Weigela subsessilis L. H. Bailey SL

Valerianaceae Valeriana coreana Briquet EN

Dipsacaceae Scabiosa mansenensis Nakai SL

Campanulaceae Adenophora coronopifolia (Fisch. ex Roem. & Schult.) Fisch. SL

Adenophora liliifolia (L.) Bess. SL

Adenophora nikoensis Franchet et Savatier SL

Adenophora taquetii Lev. NL

Adenophora triphylla (Thunb.) A. DC. var. hirsuta Nakai SL

Codonopsis minima Nakai EN

Compositae Achillea sibirica var. discoidea (Regel) Kitamura NL

Anaphalis sinica Hance var. morii (Nakai) Ohwi NL

Artemisia hallasanensis Nakai EN
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Table Ap.2-2. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Aster hayatae Leveille et Vaniot EN

Aster magnus Y. Lee & C. Kim EN

Aster scaber Thunberg var. minor Yabe ex Nakai EN

Cacalia adenostyloides? (Franch. et Sav.) Mastumura SL

Cacalia auriculata DC. var. matsumurana Nakai SL

Chrysanthemum zawadskii Herbich var. coreanum Nakai EN

Cirsium chinense Gardner & Champion in Hooker NL

Cirsium maackii Maxim. var. spinosissimum Kitamura SL

Cirsium rhinoceros (Lev. et Vant.) Nakai EN

Crepidiastrum hallaisanense (H. Lev.) J.-H. Pak EN

Heteropappus chejuensis Kitamura EN

Lactuca hallaisanensis Leveille EN

Leontopodium coreanum Nakai SL

Leontopodium hallaisanense Hand. -Mazz. EN

Ligularia intermedia Nakai SL

Ligularia taquetii (Lev. et Van.) Nakai SL

Saussurea maximowiczii Herder var. triceps (Lev. et Van.) Kitamura EN

Serratula coronata L. var. alpina Nakai EN

Taraxacum hallaisanense Nakai EN

Youngia denticulata (Houtt.) Kitamura var. alpina T. Lee EN

*Remark : SL; southern limit species, NL; northern limit species, EN; endangered species, Genus; endemic genus.

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
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2. Diversity of Arctic/Alpine Plant
Species in Mt. Hallasan

The prominent species at the top of Mt. Hallasan is the Korean fir

(Abies koreana), belonging to the pine tree family (Pinaceae). Among

the 16 species in five genera of Pinaceae native to Korea, only two

species, - Picea pungsanensis which occurs at the border between DPR

Korea and China, and Abies koreana which grows in Jeju Island and

Mt. Hallasan summit
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southern mountains in the Korean Peninsula - are endemic to Korea.

The genus Abies is predominantly distributed in sub-polar or sub-

alpine regions. There are over 40 fir species around the world, but few

are endemic to a restricted region. However, in Hallasan Natural

Reserve, A. koreana thrives in vast areas, and shows great genetic

variation in the color of cones, and thus Jeju Island serves as a valuable

source of research regarding the speciation of the conifer species. A.

koreana is registered as a 'Red Listed' endangered plant species (LR/nt;

ver 2.3, 1994) at the IUCN. 

Generally, Korean fir forms pure stands in Mt. Hallasan, but

sometimes they are occurring together with Sasa quelpaertensis or with

Quercus mongolica depending on the elevation. It is worth noting that

the species in the genus Abies inhabiting northeast Asia are classified as

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Variation in cone colors of the Korean fir
(Abies koreana)

Korean fir on eastern slope of Mt. Hallasan
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alpine or arctic flora. Thus, Mt. Hallasan provides an ideal landscape

for these trees. Some have pointed to global warming as a possible

cause for the diminishing fir stands in this region. 

Hallasan Natural Reserve is located in a warm-temperate zone that, in

plant geographical terms, belongs to the Korea-Japan sub-tropical

floristic region. As an island, because it is disconnected from the sub-

arctic regions, it is the southern-most region in northeast Asia where

they can be found. In other words, Jeju Island serves as the southern

limit line for arctic-alpine plant distribution in northeast Asia. Twenty-

six species of monocotyledons are found in Mt. Hallasan, with two

species endemic to Jeju Island and 13 at their southern limit. In

particular, among the southern limit species, five are orchids.

Furthermore, there are 104 species of dicotyledons inhabiting this area,

and among them, 31 are endemic to Jeju Island, 39 are at their

southern limit, and three are at their northern limit. 

The sub-alpine Hallasan area harbors 146 species of circumpolar

plants, and most of them are also distributed in the northeastern part

of Asia, such as Far East Siberia, Manchuria and northern Japan,

including Hokkaido. However, it is important to recognize that the

latitude of Hallasan signifies the southern-most area where arctic-

alpine plants are distributed. In addition, among the arctic-alpine

plants found on Mt. Hallasan, 33 species are endemic to Jeju Island

Distribution of Korean fir (Abies koreana) in Mt.
Hallasan

Korean fir on northern slope of Mt. Hallasan



(Mt. Hallasan), and one genus is endemic to Korea, and 56 are at their

southern limit and three at their northern limit (Table Ap.2-2). It is

unusual to be able to identify as many as 33 endemic species in such a

limited area. The unusually high distribution of endemic plants

suggests that having undergone prolonged isolation, species

differentiation has been quite active. Furthermore, the presence of

numerous southern limit species testifies to the significant presence of

relic species of the glacial period on Mt. Hallasan. 

Black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) occupies a vast area; it is found

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Distribution of alpine shrub vegetation and
grasslands in Mt. Hallasan

Alpine shrub vegetation on Mt. Hallasan

A community of black crowberry (Empetrum.
nigrum var. japonicum) 
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in the higher elevations of the Eurasia continent, throughout Alaska,

Canada and Greenland. It is considered a dominant population among

the diverse ecosystems such as those in the frigid vegetation zone, and

circumpolar vegetation zone, and heath ecosystem with an

exceptionally cold climate. The species occurring in Mt. Hallasan,

Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum, also occupies a large area there,

but is now declining probably due to climate warming and/or

competition with other species such as Jeju dwarf bamboo (Sasa

quelpaertensis). A genetic examination of Empetrum nigrum var.

japonicum revealed that mutation indeed occurred abundantly in the

Mt. Hallasan population. Mt. Hallasan once served as a refuge for this

species during the Pleistocene Epoch, and since then it experienced

climatic shifts, and eventually adjusted to the harsh environment of

Mt. Hallasan.

Diapensia lapponica also inhabits circumpolar region. It can be found

in many regions, such as Greenland, northern Quebec, Canadian

Arctic Archipelago and other arctic islands (i.e. Baffin, Ellesmere,

Southampton) in Canada, U.S.A., and Eurasia. Geographically, this

species is distributed in a manner similar to Empetrum nigrum. It

should be noted that Jeju Island is the southern-most point where

Diapensia lapponica is found. Among the species on Mt. Hallasan,

Black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum var.
japonicum), an arctic-alpine species on Mt.
Hallasan

Distribution of the family Empetraceae including
Empetrum nigrum around the world

Diapensia lapponica var. obovata, an arctic-
alpine plant on Mt. Hallasan
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Diapensia lapponica var. obovata is a circumpolar plant that grows

only at the summit. 

Mt. Hallasan is exceptional in that numerous endemic species can be

found in a relatively small area. Here, 33 species belonging to 22

families have been identified as endemic. They include Salix blimii,

Silene fasciculate, Berberis amurensis var. quelpaertensis, Trifolium

lupinaster var. alpinum, Euphorbia pekinensis var. fauriei and

Elsholtzia minima. The presence of diverse endemic alpine plants

suggest that for over 10,000 years following the glacial period, special

environmental factors (i.e. isolation and climatic shift) contributed to

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Distribution of the family Dispensiaceae
including Diapensia lapponica around the world

Pedicularis hallasanensis: a southern limit
species, belonging to the family
Scrophulariaceae. An alpine plant species
thriving at over 1,700 m in elevation of Mt.
Hallasan, it is found in Korea, Manchuria,
eastern Russia, Europe and North America
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active speciation mechanisms. Therefore, a large part of the alpine

flora in the Hallasan Natural Reserve are arctic-alpine plants that are

relict species from the glacial period. Thus, it is presumed that

prolonged isolation led to active speciation, which resulted in the

development of many endemic plants. 

Ribes maximowizianum, a southern limit plant,
belonging to the family Saxifragaceae. An
alpine plant species thriving at over 1,400 m in
elevation of Mt. Hallasan, it is also found in the
northeastern part of Korea, northern Japan,
eastern China and eastern Russia

Silene fasciculata, a Mt. Hallasan endemic
species, found between rocky crevices on the
Mt. Hallasan summit area at over 1,800 m in
elevation

Swertia tetrapetala, a southern limit plant,
belonging to the family Gentianaceae. As an
alpine plant species thriving over 1,400 m in
elevation of Mt. Hallasan, it is also found in
northern Korea, northern Japan, and eastern
Russia

Rhamnus taquetii, a Mt. Hallasan endemic
species, thriving in the Mt. Hallasan sub-alpine
region of over 1,400 m in elevation
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As legacies of the glacial period, the plant life on Jeju Island provides

strong biological evidence that geo-historically, the island was once

connected to the continent for a period of time. The origin of these

species suggests the end of Quaternary Period (15,000 - 18,000 years

ago), when the glacial development is presumed to have peaked.

During this time, when sea level reached its lowest point

(approximately 138 - 143 m lower than today), it is estimated that Jeju

Island and the Korean Peninsula, as well as China, Japan and Taiwan

were all connected as one continent. Thus, Jeju Island was not an

island, but an inland area. Then, as the glaciers and ice sheets began to

melt, about 10,000 years ago, temperature climbed and the sea level

began to rise to current levels. As a result, Jeju became an island; thus,

the species found on the island today are the legacies of those that

migrated southward during the glacial period. Hence, they are referred

to as the 'relic species'. 

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Snow-covered sub-alpine region of Mt.
Hallasan

Location of Jeju Island during Pleistocene
Epoch
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Table Ap.2-3. List of arctic-alpine plants of Mt. Hallasan

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Lycopodiaceae Lycopodium chinense Christ

Lycopodium complanatum L.

Lycopodium obscurum L.

Selaginellaceae Selagenella helvetica (L.) Link SL

Hymenophyllaceae Hymenophyllum wrightii (v. d. Bosch) Copel.

Aspidiaceae Athyrium crenatum (Somm.) Ruprecht ex Nylander SL

Athyrium yokoscense (Fr. et Sav.) Christ

Drypteris austriaca (Jacq.) Woynar ex Schinz et Thellung

Lastrea quelpaertensis (Christ) Copel.

Phegopteris connectilis (Michaux) Watt

Polystichum craspedosorum (Maxim.) Diels

Rumohra maximowiczii (Bak.) Ching

Aspleniaceae Asplenium sarelii Hooker var. anogrammoides (Christ) Tagawa EN

Polypodiaceae Crypsinus veichii (Bak.) Copel. SL

Lepisorus ussuriensis (Regel & Maack) Ching

Pinaceae Abies koreana Wilson SL

Cupressaceae Sabina sargentii (Henry) Nakai

Gramineae Agrostis trinii Turcz. SL

Arundinella hirta (Thunb.) C. Tanaka

Cleistogenes hackelii (Honda) Honda

Deschampsia caespitosa (L.) P. Beauv. SL

Melica nutans L.

Muhlenbergia hakonensis (Hack.) Makino

Cyperaceae Carex capillacea Boott

Carex erythrobasis Leveille et Vaniot EN

Carex hakonensis Franchet et Savatier

Carex heterostachya Bunge SL

Rhynchospora alba (L.) Vahl

Juncaceae Juncus wallchianus Laharpe

Luzula oliganta Samuelsson SL

Liliaceae Allium taquetii Leveille et Vaniot SL

Chintonia udensis Trautv. et Meyer SL

Hemerocallis minor Miller SL

Lloydia serotina (L.) Reinchenbach SL

Maianthemum bifolium (L.) F. W. Schmidt SL

Tofieldia fauriei Leveille et Vaniot EN

Veratrum versicolor Nakai SL

Iridaceae Iris rosii Baker
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Table Ap.2-3. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Orchidaceae Goodyera repens (L.) R. Brown

Gymnadenia conopsea (L.) R. Brown SL

Orchis cyclochila (Franch. et Savat.) Maxim. SL

Platanthera mandarinorum Reichb. f.

Platanthera maximowicziana Schltr. SL

Salicaceae Salix blinii Leveille EN

Salix hallasanensis Leveille SL

Salix meta-formosa Nakai SL

Betulaceae Betula ermanii var. acutifolia Winkl. SL

Betula ermanii var. saitoana (Nakai) Schneid. SL

Santalaceae Thesium refractum C.A.Meyer

Polygonaceae Bistorta alopecuroides (Turcz. ex Besser) Kom. SL

Caryophyllaceae Silene fasciculata Nakai EN

Ranunculaceae Aconitum longecasidatum Nakai

Aconitum napiforme Lev. et Vant SL

Aconitum quelpaertense Nakai EN

Actaea asiatica Hara

Anemone stolonifera Maximowicz

Clematis chiisanensis Nakai SL

Megaleranthis saniculifolia Ohwi EN Genus

Ranunculus crucilobus Leveille EN

Thalictrum taquetii Leveille EN

Berberidaceae Berberis amurensis Ruprecht var. quelpaertensis (Nakai) Nakai EN

Cruciferae Arabis serrata Franchet et Savatier var. hallaisanensis (Nakai) Ohwi EN

Crassulaceae Orostachys sikokianus (Makino) Ohwi

Saxifragaceae Parnassia alpicola Makino SL

Ribes maximowizianum Komarov SL

Rosaceae Potentilla matsumurae Th. Wolf SL

Aruncus aethusifolius (Levl.) Nakai EN

Fragaria nipponica Makino

Potentilla dickinsii Franch. et Sav.

Potentilla stolonifera Lehm. var. quelpaertensis Nakai EN

Sibbaldia procumbens L.

Leguminosae Astragalus membranaceus (Fischer) Bunge var. alpinus Nakai EN

Trifolium lupinaster var. alpinus Nakai EN

Geraniaceae Geranium eriostemon var. typica Maxim. SL

Geranium shikokianum Matsum. 

Geranium shikokianum Matsumura var. quelpaertense Nakai EN

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-3. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Geranium tripartitum Kunth

Euphorbiaceae Euphorbia pekinensis Ruprecht var. fauriei (Levl. et Vant.) Hurusawa EN

Empetraceae Empetrum nigrum L. var. japonicum K. Koch SL

Celastraceae Euonymus quelpaertensis Nakai EN

Rhamnaceae Rhamnus taquetii Leveille EN

Violaceae Viola crassa Makino SL

Onagraceae Circaea alpina L.

Epilobium pyrricholophum Francht et Savatier var. curvatopilosum Hara

Umbelliferae Angelica fallax Boissieu EN

Bupleurum longeradiatum Turczaninow

Cnidium tachiroei (Franchet et Savatier) Makino

Libanotis coreana (Wolff) Kitagawa SL

Pimpinella gustavohegiana Koidz. SL

Pternopetalum tanakae (Fr. et Sav.) Handel-Mazetti

Diapensiaceae Diapensia lapponica L. var. ovobata Fr. Schmidt SL

Ericaceae Rhododendron dauricum L. SL

Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliatum Nakai SL

Rhododendron saisiuense Nakai EN

Primulaceae Primula hallaisanensis Nakai ex Kitagawa

Primula jesoana Miquel SL

Primula modesta Bisset et Moore var. fauriei (Franch.) Takeda SL

Gentianaceae Gentiana nipponica Maxim. SL

Gentiana pseudo-aquatica Kusnezov SL

Gentiana wootshuliana W. Paik EN

Swertia tetrapetala Pallas SL

Labiatae Elsholtzia minima Nakai EN

Elscholtzia hallasanensis Y. Lee EN

Lycopus maackianus (Maxim.) Makino

Lycopus uniflorus Michaux

Thymus quinquecostatus Celakovsky

Scrophulariaceae Euphrasia coreana W. Becker EN

Elscholtzia hallasanensis Y. Lee EN

Pedicularis hallaisanensis Hurusawa SL

Pedicularis resupinata var. oppositifolia Miquel

Pedicularis verticillata L.

Teucrium veronicoides Maxim.

Rubiacea Asperula platygalium var. alpina Maximowicz SL

Galium dahuricum Turczaninow ex Ledebour SL
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Table Ap.2-3. Continued

Family name Scientific name *Remark

Galium kamtschaticum Steller ex Roemer & Schultes SL

Galium pusillum Nakai EN

Lentibulariaceae Utricularia yakusimensis Masam.

Caprifoliaceae Lonicera caerulaea var. emphyllocalyx (Maxim) Nakai SL

Lonicera caerulea ssp. edulis (Turcz.) Hulten SL

Lonicera sachalinensis (Fr. Schmidt) Nakai SL

Lonicera subhispida Nakai SL

Lonicera tatarinowii var. leptantha (Rehd.) Nakai SL

Weigela florida (Bunge) A. DC.

Weigela subsessilis L. H. Bailey SL

Dipsacaceae Scabiosa mansenensis Nakai SL

Campanulaceae Adenophora coronopifolia (Fisch. ex Roem. & Schult.) Fisch. SL

Adenophora liliifolia (L.) Bess. SL

Adenophora nikoensis Franchet et Savatier SL

Adenophora taquetii Lev. NL

Adenophora triphylla (Thunb.) A. DC. var. hirsuta Nakai SL

Compositae Achillea sibirica var. discoidea (Regel) Kitamura NL

Anaphalis sinica Hance var. morii (Nakai) Ohwi NL

Artemisia hallasanensis Nakai EN

Artemisia laciniata Willdenow

Artemisia stolonifera (Maximowicz) Komorov

Aster hayatae Leveille et Vaniot EN

Cacalia adenostyloides (Franch. et Sav.) Mastumura SL

Chrysanthemum zawadskii Herbich

Chrysanthemum zawadskii Herbich var. coreanum Nakai EN

Cirsium rhinoceros (Lev. et Vant.) Nakai EN

Lactuca hallaisanensis Leveille EN

Leontopodium hallaisanense Hand. -Mazz. EN

Leontopodium japonicum Miquel

Sencio nemorensis L.

Senecio flammeus (Turcz.) DC.

Synurus deltoides (Aiton) Nakai

Taraxacum hallaisanense Nakai EN

*Remark : SL; southern limit species, NL; northern limit species, EN; endangered species, Genus; endemic genus.
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3. Biodiversity in Geomunoreum Lava
Tube System 

All the lava tubes within the nominated World Heritage properties,

with the exception of the Bengdwi which is situated at 300 m above

sea level at mid-slope of the mountain, are located in the low lying

coastal areas below 100 m elevation. Each tube provides its own,

unique habitat for cave life. The Bengdwigul Lava Tube is a labyrinth-

type cave with 16 entrances, encompassing a complex and intricate

internal structure. The vegetation of the area surrounding the Bengdwi

is varied and is made up of pastures, natural forests, shrub thickets,

afforestations, grasslands and ponds. Although different vegetation has

developed at each entrance of the tube, the interior of most tubes is

partially deposited with clay, organic materials, and large guano

sediments, and small waterways have formed inside the tube. Thus, the

environmental conditions inside the tube are quite favourable for the

cave organisms. 

Natural forests and shrub thickets, as well as grasslands, ponds and

farmlands were formed on the vast lava plains surrounding the area

outside the Manjanggul Lava Tube. Inside, deposits of clay and

organic materials begin at the entrance and work their way farther in.

In the upper corridor of the third entrance, large deposits of guano are

found. As cave life habitat, the upper corridor at Entrance No. 3 is

most favorable; thus, in conjunction with the lower level main tube

between Entrance No. 1 and No. 2, largest colonies of cave life are

found here in this tube. The starting point of the Gimnyeonggul Lava

Tube is composed of natural forests, while sand dunes surround the

end-point of the tube. Sand carpets many areas of the tube, but the

tube is not ideal for cave creatures since relatively little organic

material has found its way inside. The Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

was most recently discovered, and thus only basic examinations have

been conducted on this tube. Sand dunes cover most of its surrounding

area, which is used as farmland or grassland. The interior of the

starting point of the tube is coated with clay containing organic

materials, and thus it provides a favorable environment for cave life. A

deep lava tube lake appears at its end-point. The sand dunes above

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube were once used as farmland. 
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However, they have been restored to grassland, and protected as such.

There is particularly little inflow of organic material into this tube, and

thus it is unfavorable as a habitat for cave creatures. 

Up to now, 64 species of cave organisms, belonging to 54 genera, 46

families, 24 orders, 11 classes and 5 phyla, have been identified inside

Geomunoruem Lava Tube System. Manjanggul Lava Tube surpassed

all other tubes in cave life presence with 38 species, followed by

Bengdwi with 37 species, Gimnyeong with 22 species, Dangcheomul

with 13 species, and Yongcheon with 7 species. 

The dominant cave creatures are the spiders, comprising 23 species

(36% out of 56), and followed by insects (11 species, or 17%).

However, the most significant among the identified cave creatures are

(a) Gonbongteoltti millipede, Epanerchodus clavisetosus, (b) Seonggul

- harvestman spider, Opilio pentaspnulatus, (c) Jeju cave - spider,

Nesticella quelpartensis, (d) Korea huntsman - spider, Heteropoda

koreana, and (e) the Jeju salamander, Hynobius quelpartiens. The

millipede and the there spider species are endemic to Jeju Island, which

is their type locality. Especially, the millipede Epanerchodus

clavisetosus is considered as the iconic species of the troglobitic

creatures inhabiting the Jeju Island lava tubes, and the spider Nesticella

quelpartensis is a representative troglophilic species. Jeju Island is also

the type locality of the salamander Hynobius quelpartiens, but this

Species of lava tubes endemic to Jeju Island. 

(1) An endemic troglobitic millipede of lava
caves in Jeju-Island: Gonbongteoltti millipede
(Epanerchodus clavisetosus) 
(2) An endemic troglophilic cave-spider of lava
caves in Jeju-Island: Jeju cave-spider
(Nesticella quelpartensis, female)
(3) An endemic troglophilic cave-spider of lava
caves in Jeju-Island: Jeju cave-spider
(Nesticella quelpartensis, male)
(4) An endemic troglophilic huntsman-spider of
lava caves in Jeju-Island: Korea huntsman-
spider (Heteropoda koreana)
(5) A trogloxenic salamander: Jeju-salamander
(Hynobius quelpartiens) 
(6) A trogloxenic and regular cave visitor: Long-
winged bat (Miniopterus schreibersii
fuliginosus)

1 2 3
4 5 6
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species is also found on the southern coastal areas of the Korean

peninsula. 

One of the cave creatures found in the lava tubes is a species of the

Family Leptonetidae, which is regarded as an unrecorded species in

Korea, and is currently undergoing scientific identification. One species

of the order Harpacticoida and one species of the order Cyclopoida that

were collected from the Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube are still

undergoing scientific inspection, but more research is required to

accurately identify them. Other types of cave life that were collected

during the investigations were those commonly found in Jeju Island or

in the calcareous areas of the Korean peninsula; some of the identified

cave species also inhabit the caves of east Asia and other countries

around the world. 

In the Order Chiroptera, better known as bats, three species have been

identified. All the three species have large populations in the

Bengdwigul and the Manjanggul Lava Tubes, and smaller populations

of two species have been inhabiting the Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube. The

most substantial population of bats in Korea is found inside Entrance

No. 3 of Manjang; although small fluctuations occur by season, the

upper level tube of this lava tube has been found to harbor as many as

30,000 long-winged bats (Miniopterus schreiberisi fuliginosus). As the

population size is diminishing each year there is a dire need to establish

serious measures to protect this population. 

As the most recently discovered lava tube, the Yongcheondonggul Lava

Tube remained unexplored until a small area of its ceiling collapsed.

Shortly after its exposure, a study on its biota has been carried out once

in 2005. From the investigations, at the starting point of the tube,

buried in the organic clay content, the troglobitic millipede,

Epanerchodus clavisetosus, a Jeju endemic invertebrate, was found.

Thus, although the tube remained closed for a long time, its possibility

as a habitat for terrestrial invertebrates has been confirmed. Moreover

in the lava tube lake at the end point of the tube, plankton nets

collected samples that revealed aquatic crustaceans. These discoveries

call attention to more detailed investigations into cave biota inside the

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube. 
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In the settings surrounding Bengdwigul Lava Tube, differences are

observed in the vegetation and environment at each entrance. Those

disparities are repeated inside the tube in the make-up and size of the

creatures that inhabit the tube. It is also important to note that some

collapsed openings still remain unmapped; thus, their relationship to

the rest of the system has not been accurately described. The area

surrounding the tube is largely characterized by grazing pastures.

Therefore, with the exception of roads and farmlands that are adjacent

to Entrance No. 1, other areas remain relatively unexposed to risks.

However, potential risks to cave fauna do remain from the use of

chemical fertilizers on the farmlands at the surface of the lava tubes. 

Entrance No. 2 of Manjanggul Lava Tube has been modified by man-

made structures and installations in order to invite tourists. Although the

floor in twilight zone of the upper corridor suffered minor damage, the

remainder of the tube remains intact and safe. Entrance No. 3 was once

modified by the steel and concrete installations, such as the steel

staircases, but they were subsequently removed and the tube returned to

natural conditions. However, the high traffic areas have sustained ceiling

damage; to prevent a possible ceiling collapse, shotcrete reinforces parts

of the interior. Because Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube had remained open to

visitors up until 1991, some of the lighting fixtures still remain inside. 

Since Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube was discovered recently, and it

has a large lake with different salt concentrations along the depth,

future detailed scientific investigations on the fauna may reveal some

interesting results on its fauna and ecology. 

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-4. Cave fauna list and distribution from surveyed caves

Cave fauna list 
Distribution*

B M G Y D Jeju Kor Wor

Phylum Plathelminthes

Class Turbellaria

Order Tricladida

Family Bipaliidae

1. Bipalium sp. { { { { {

Phylum Nematomorpha 

Class Gordioida 

Order Gordea 

Family Gordiidae

2. Gordius sp. { { { {

Phylum Mollusca 

Class Gastropoda

Order Mesogastropoda 

Family Spirostomatidae

3. Spirostoma japonicum (A. Adams) { { { {

Order Stylommatophora 

Family Clausiliidae 

4. Euphaedusa fusaniana (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { { {

5. Paganizaptyx miyanagai (Kuroda) { { { { {

Family Subulinidae 

6. Allopeas clavulinum kyotoensis (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { { { {

Family Helixarionidae 

7. Bekkochlamys quelpartensis (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { {

8. Bekkochlamys subrejecta (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { {

Family Bradybaenidae 

9. Aegista chejuensis (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { {

10. Aegista (Plectotropis) quelpartensis (Pilsbry et Hirase) { { {

Phylum Arthropoda 

Class Maxillopoda

Order Harpacticoida

11. Harpacticoida sp. { { {

Order Cyclopoida

12. Cyclopoida sp. { { {
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Table Ap.2-4. Continued

Cave fauna list 
Distribution*

B M G Y D Jeju Kor Wor

Class Malacostraca 

Order Amphipoda

Family Talitridae

13. Platorchestia sp. { { { {

Order Isopoda

Family Trachelipodidae

14. Koreoniscus racovitzai (Arcangeli) { { { { {

15. Koreoniscus sp. { {

Family Armadillidiidae

16. Armadillidium nasatum Budde-Lund { { { {

Class Diplopoda

Order Glomerida

Family Glomeridae

17. Hyleoglomeris sp. { { { {

Order Julida

Family Julidae

18. Anaulaciulus koreanus koreanus (Verhoeff) { { {

Family Paradoxosomatidae 

19. Oxidus sp. { {

Order Polydesmida

Family Polydesmidae

20. Epanerchodus koreanus Verhoeff { { { { { {

21. Epanerchodus clavisetosus Murakami & Paik  { { {

Class Chilopoda

Order Scolopendromorpha

Family Scolopendridae

22. Scolopendra subepinipes mutilans L. Koch { { { {

23. Scolopendra sp. { { { {

Order Geopilomorpha

Family Geophilidae

24. Scolioplanes sp. { { { { {

Order Scutigeromorpha

Family Scutigeridae

25. Thereuonema hilgendorfi hilgendorfi Verhoeff { { { {

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-4. Continued

Cave fauna list 
Distribution*

B M G Y D Jeju Kor Wor

Class Arachnida

Order Opilionida

Family Phalangiidae

26. Opilio pentaspnulatus Suzuki { { { {

27. Opilio sp. { { { {

Order Araneae

Family Leptonetidae

28. Leptoneta sp. { { { {

Family Pholcidae

29. Pholcus crypticolens Bösenberg et Strand { { { {

30. Pholcus opilionoides (Schrank) { { { {

Family Uloboridae

31. Octonoba sybotides (Bösenberg et Strand) { { { {

Family Nesticidae

32. Nesticella quelpartensis (Paik et Namkung) { { { {

Family Theridiidae

33. Achaearanea angulithorax (Bösenberg et Strand) { { { {

34. Achaearanea tepidariorum (C. L. Koch) { { { { { {

Family Linyphiidae

35. Doenitzius purvus Oi { { { {

36. Porrhomma montanum (Jackson) { { {

37. Arcuphantes sp. { {

Family Tetragnathidae

38. Leucauge blanda (L. Koch) { { { {

39. Meta manchurica Marusik et Koponen { { { { { {

Family Araneidae

40. Argiope amoena L. Koch { { { {

Family Pisauridae

41. Dolomedes sulfureus L. Koch { { { {

Family Oxyopidae

42. Oxyopes sertatus L. Koch { { { { {

Family Cybaeidae

43. Cybaeus mosanensis Paik et Namkung { { { {

Family Dictynidae
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Table Ap.2-4. Continued

Cave fauna list 
Distribution*

B M G Y D Jeju Kor Wor

44. Cicurina japonica (Simon) { { { { { {

Family Amaurobiidae

45. Asigcoelotes songminjae (Paik et Yaginuma) { { { { { {

46. Draconarius coreanus (Paik et Yaginuma) { { { { {

Family Ctenidae

47. Anahita fauna Karsch { { { {

Family Sparassidae

48. Sinopoda koreana (Paik) { { {

Class Insecta

Order Collembola

Family Onychiuridae

49. Onychiurus flavescens Kinoshita { { {

50. Onychiurus sp. { { {

Family Entomobryidae

51. Sinella (Coecobrya) dubiosa Yosii { { { { {

Family Tomoceridae

52. Tomocerus kinositai Yosii. { { {

53. Tomocerus sp. { { { {

Order Microcorphia

Family Machilidae

54. Pedetontus sp. { { { {

Order Orthoptera

Family Rhaphidophoridae

55. Diestrammena coreana (Yamasaki) { { { { { { {

Order Coleoptera

Family Hapalidae

56. Platynus (Agonum) daimio (Bates) { { { { {

57. Diplous sp. { { { {

Order Diptera

Family Nycteribiidae

58. Nycteribia pleuralis Maa { { { {

Family Streblidae

59. Brachytarsina kanoi Maa { { { { {

Biota and Ecology of Hallasan Natural 
Reserve and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System
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Table Ap.2-4. Continued

Cave fauna list 
Distribution*

B M G Y D Jeju Kor Wor

Clsaa Amphibia

Order Caudata

Family Hynobiidae

60. Hynobius quelpartiens Mori { { { {

Order Salientia

Family Ranidae

61. Rana dybowskii Gunther { { { {

Class Mammalia

Order Chiroptera

Family Rhinolophidae

62. Rhinolophus ferrumequinum korai Kuroda { { { { { {

Family Vespertilionidae

63. Miniopterus schreiberisi fuliginosus (Hodgson) { { { { {

64. Myotis daubentoni ussuriensis Ognev { { { { {

* B: Bengdwi, M: Manjang, G: Gimnyeong, Y: Yongcheon, D: Dangcheomul, 

Jeju: other lava tubes in Jeju Island, Kor: other caves in Korea, Wor: other caves in the world.
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Fig. Ap.3-1. Map and cross section of Bengdwigul Lava Tube 

Fig. Ap.3-2. Map and cross section of Manjanggul Lava Tube 
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Fig. Ap.3-3. Map and cross section of Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube 

Fig. Ap.3-4. Map and cross section of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube 
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Fig. Ap.3-5. Map and cross section of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube 
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·Cultural Properties Protection Act
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·Special Act on Jeju Free International City

·Highlands Management Act

·National Land Planning and Utilization Act
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CULTURAL PROPERTIES PROTECTION ACT

CHAPTER I   GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Act is to strive for the cultural improvement of the people and to

contribute to the development of human culture, by inheriting the native culture through the

preservation of cultural properties so as to ensure their utilization. [This Article Wholly

Amended by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 2 (Definitions) 

(1) The term "cultural properties" in this Act means the national, racial, global legacies,

which have been artificially or naturally formed, carry the great historic, artistic, academic

and scenic values, and fall under any of the following subparagraphs: <Amended by Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000>

1. Tangible cultural properties: Tangible cultural products, such as buildings, classical

books, calligraphic vestiges, ancient documents, pictures, sculptures, or craftworks

carrying the great historic, artistic or academic values, and other archeological data

corresponding thereto; 

2. Intangible cultural properties: Intangible cultural products, such as drama, music, dance,

or craft technique, carrying the great historic, artistic or academic values; 

3. Monuments: Those prescribed in the following items: 

(a)Historic sites, such as temple sites, ancient tombs, shell mounds, ruins of fortress,

palace sites, potter's kiln sites, or relic containing strata, and specially commemorable

facilities, carrying the great historic or academic values; 

(b)Scenic places, carrying the great artistic or scenic values; and 

(c)Animals (including their habitats, breeding places and migratory places), plants

(including their autogenous places), minerals, caves, geological features, biological

products and special natural phenomena, carrying the great historic, scenic or

academic values; and 

4. Folklore materials: Manners and customs relating to the food, clothing and shelter,

occupation, religion or annual events, etc., and the clothes, utensils or houses, etc. used

therefore, which are indispensable for understanding the transition of people's living. 

(2) The term "designated cultural properties" in this Act means the followings: <Amended

by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5073, Dec. 29,

1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. State-designated cultural properties: Cultural properties designated by the Administrator
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of the Cultural Heritage Administration pursuant to the provisions of Articles 4 through

7; 

2. City/Do-designated cultural properties: Cultural properties designated by the Special

Metropolitan City Mayor, the Metropolitan City Mayor or the Do governor (hereinafter

referred to as the "Mayor/Do governor") pursuant to Article 55 (1), from among those

not designated under subparagraph 1; and 

3. Cultural properties materials: Cultural properties designated by the Mayor/Do governor

pursuant to Article 55 (2), from among those not designated under subparagraph 1 or 2. 

(3) The term "protected zone" in this Act means, in case where any tangible objects fixed on

the ground or a specific area, have been designated as the cultural properties, any zone

designated for protecting the relevant cultural properties, which is the area excluding those

occupied by the relevant designated cultural properties. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719,

Jan. 29, 1999>

Article 2-2 (Basic Principle of Protection of Cultural Properties) 

Any conservation, management and utilization of cultural properties shall be performed on

the basic principle of maintaining their original forms. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

CHAPTER II   STATE-DESIGNATED CULTURAL
PROPERTIES

SECTION1   Designation 

Article 6 (Designation of Historic Sites, Scenic Spots and Natural Monuments) 

The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may designate as a historic site,

a scenic spot or a natural monument what is important from among the monuments, by

going through the deliberations of the Cultural Properties Committee. <Amended by Act

No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act

No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

Article 8 (Designation of Protected Objects or Protected Zones) 

(1) In rendering the designation under the provisions of Article 4, 6 or 7, the Administrator

of the Cultural Heritage Administration may, if it is specially necessary for protecting the

cultural properties, designate the protected objects or protected zones. <Amended by Act

Related Law
s

4
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No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act

No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration has designated

the protected objects or protected zones under the provisions of paragraph (1), he shall

examine the propriety of such designations at a specific interval. <Newly Inserted by Act

No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(3) Matters necessary for the examinations, etc. under paragraph (2) shall be prescribed by

the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133,

Jan. 12, 2000> 

SECTION2  Management and Protection 

Article 13-2 (Formulation of Plans for Preserving, Managing and Utilizing

Cultural Properties) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may formulate basic plans to

preserve, manage and utilize the State-designated cultural properties, by going through

consultations with the Mayor/Do governors. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration has formulated

the basic plans referred to in paragraph (1), he shall notify the Mayor/Do governors thereof,

and the Mayor/Do governors shall formulate and implement the detailed plans following

such basic plans. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999>

(3) Matters necessary for formulation and implementation of the basic plans and the

detailed implementation plans referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be prescribed by

the Presidential Decree. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 18-12 (Treatment, etc. of Animals Designated as Natural Monuments) 

(1) Any veterinary infirmary designated by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration may be charged with the transport for rescue, medication, operation,

breeding and wild fitness training (hereinafter referred to as the "treatment") in case where

any animal designated as a natural monument (hereinafter referred to as an "animal") is in

distress, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 18. 

(2) When an urgent protection is needed for an animal in distress, etc., the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration may, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 20,

make a veterinary infirmary provide the treatment first without any permit for alteration of

current status, and thereafter file a report on the result thereof. <Amended by Act No.

6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 
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(3) The State or local governments may pay within the limit of budgets any expenses

required for animal treatments to the veterinary infirmary which has treated the animals.

<Amended by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

(4) When any veterinary infirmary falls under any of the following subparagraphs, the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may cancel its designation:

<Amended by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

1. When it has obtained the designation by falsity and other illegal means; 

2. When it has come to fall short of requirement for designation under paragraph (5); 

3. When it has made any animal under treatment die or become disabled by intention or

gross negligence; 

4. When it has failed to file a report on the result of treatment under paragraph (2) or filed a

false report; 

5. When it has, by falsity, requested the expenses for animal treatments under paragraph (3);

and 

6. When it has violated the orders of the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration or of the head of local government under Article 25 (1).

(5) Matters necessary for the requisites and procedures for designating a veterinary infirmary

shall be prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. <Amended by

Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000] 

Article 19 (Preparation and Keeping of Records)
(1) With regard to what are important from among the State-designated cultural properties,

the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration shall prepare and keep their

records. <Amended by Act No.  4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999>

(2) When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration deems it necessary for

the preservation and management of State-designated cultural properties, he may have

research institutes or persons having the professional knowledge of cultural properties

prepare the records of State-designated cultural properties. <Amended by Act No. 4183,

Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982,

May 24, 1999>

Related Law
s

4
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Article 20 (Matters for Permission) 

Any person who intends to perform the activities falling under any of the following

subparagraphs on the State-designated cultural properties, shall obtain permission from the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration under the conditions as prescribed by

the Presidential Decree. The same shall also apply to any alteration in the permitted matters:

<Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5073,

Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6133,

Jan. 12, 2000> 

1. Capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals within an area designated or

provisionally designated as a scenic spot or a natural monument, or within its protected

zone, or carrying them out of such an area or zone; 

2. Deleted; <by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

3. Taking any rubbing of, or photoprinting, State-designated cultural properties, or making

a film of them in such a manner that may affect their preservation; and 

4. Any acts as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, which

are such acts as altering the current status (including the act of sampling or stuffing the

natural monuments) of the State-designated cultural properties (including the protected

objects and protected zones, and what has perished from among the natural monuments),

or as affecting their preservation. 

Article 25 (Administrative Order) 

(1) When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration or the head of a local

government deems it necessary for the management and protection of State-designated

cultural properties (including the protected objects and protected zones; hereafter in this

Article, the same shall apply), he may issue the following orders: <Amended by Act No.

4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No.

5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. In case where the situation of managing the State-designated cultural properties is

inadequate for the preservation of such cultural properties or specially required therefor,

any prohibition of, or restriction on, the specific activities, to their owners, holders,

managers or managing organizations; 

2. Deleted; <by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

3. Repairs, and the installation of other necessary facilities, or removal of the obstacles, to

the owners, managers or managing organizations of the State-designated cultural

properties; and 

4. Necessary measures other than those under subparagraphs 1 through 3, to the owners,

managers or managing organizations of the State-designated cultural properties. 
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(2) When the owners or managers of the State-designated cultural properties fail to comply

with the order under paragraph (1), or when the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration deems it improper to have their owners or managers take the measures

under each subparagraph of paragraph (1), the said Administrator may directly take the

measures under each subparagraph of paragraph (1) at a burden to the State. <Amended by

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999;

Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) In case where the head of a local government has issued an order under paragraph (1), he

shall file a report thereon with the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration.

<Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

Article 28 (Subsidies) 

(1) The State may grant a subsidy to cover the whole or part of the following expenses: 

1. Expenses required for the management of cultural properties by a managing organization

under Article 16 (1); 

2. Expenses required for taking measures under each subparagraph of Article 25 (1); 

3. Expenses required for the management, protection, repairs or preparation of record of the

State-designated cultural properties other than those under subparagraphs 1 and 2; and 

4. Expenses required for the protection or promotion of important intangible cultural

properties. 

(2) In case where a subsidy is granted under paragraph (1), the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration may supervise any repairs and other works on the cultural

properties. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act

No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) Any subsidies under paragraph (1) 2 through 4 of shall be delivered through the

Mayor/Do governor, and managed and utilized pursuant to his directions: Provided, That

the same shall not apply to the case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration deems it necessary. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No.

4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5073, Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No.

5982, May 24, 1999> 

SECTION3  Opening to the Public 

Article 33 (Opening to the Public of State-designated Cultural Properties) 

(1) Any State-designated cultural properties shall, except for the case where any opening of

relevant cultural properties to the public is restricted under paragraph (2), be made open to

the public unless there exist any special grounds. 

Related Law
s

4
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(2) When deemed necessary to preserve the State-designated cultural properties and to

prevent them from being damaged, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration may set limits to any opening to the public of the whole or part of relevant

cultural properties. 

(3) When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration sets limits to the

opening to the public of the State-designated cultural properties under paragraph (2), he

shall publicly announce the location of an area in which the relevant cultural properties are

located, and the period and area, etc. for restricted opening under the conditions as

prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, and notify the

competent Mayor/Do governor and the competent head of Si/Gun/Gu (referring to the head

of autonomous Gu; hereinafter the same shall apply) thereof. 

(4) When the causes for restricting an opening to the public have come to disappear, the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration shall promptly revoke such restrictive

measures. In this case, the said Administrator shall announce it publicly, and notify the

competent Mayor/Do governor and the competent head of Si/Gun/Gu thereof. 

(5) Any person who intends to gain access to the area limited opening to the public under

the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) shall obtain permission from the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration, by clarifying the reasons therefor. 

[This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000] 

SECTION4   Investigation 

Article 41 (Ex-Officio Investigation) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may, when deemed

necessary, make the public officials under his command investigate the current status,

management, and repairs of the State-designated cultural properties and other situations of

environmental preservation. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541,

Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where an investigation is made under paragraph (1), the purport thereof shall be

notified in advance to the owner, holder, manager or managing organization of the cultural

properties: Provided, That in case of emergency, an ex post facto notification may be made. 

(3) Any public official performing an investigation under paragraph (1) may request the

persons concerned to render the necessary cooperation, and may conduct the measurement,

excavation, removal of obstacles, and any other activities required for his investigation

within the limit of undamaging the current status of such cultural properties: Provided, That

he shall obtain the consent from the owner, holder, manager or managing organization, if it

is before sunrise or after sunset. 

(4) Any public official performing the investigation under paragraph (2) shall carry with him
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a voucher indicating his authority, and present it to the interested parties. 

(5) The State shall indemnify any person, who has incurred losses due to the investigative

activities under paragraph (3), for such losses. 

CHAPTER III   BURIED CULTURAL PROPERTIES 

Article 44 (Restrictions on Excavations) 

(1) Any ancient tomb, shell mound, ancient creatures' materials, or natural cave, and any

other land and seabottom deemed to conceal the buried cultural properties, shall not be

excavated: Provided, That the same shall not apply to the cases falling under any of the

following subparagraphs, for which a permission from the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration has been obtained under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree: <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6,

1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. Where an excavation is carried out for the purpose of research; 

2. Where there exists a need for unavoidable excavation for construction works (including

engineering works; hereinafter the same shall apply); and 

3. Where it has been deemed during the execution of construction works that such land or

seabottom conceals the buried cultural properties, and where there exists a need for

unavoidable excavation for continuing such construction works. 

(2) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may instruct the required

matters in granting a permission under the proviso of paragraph (1), and if deemed

necessary in case where a permission has been granted, he may give orders to stop or

suspend the excavation, or cancel such permission. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30,

1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24,

1999> 

(3) When any person subjected to a permission under the proviso of paragraph (1) has

completed such excavation, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may

instruct the matters required for the preservation and management, etc. of the excavated

cultural properties. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6,

1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(4) In the cases falling under paragraph (1) 2 or 3, when the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration deems it necessary for the preservation of such cultural properties,

he may either directly excavate them, or make any person designated by himself excavate

them. In this case, any expenses required for such excavation shall be borne by the

implementor of such works: Provided, That any expenses required for the excavation due to

the construction work as prescribed by the Presidential Decree may be borne by the State or
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a local government within the limit of its budget. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30,

1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 4884, Jan. 5, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29,

1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 

(5) The provisions of paragraphs (1) through (3) shall apply mutatis mutandis to the case of

altering the current status of buried cultural properties which have been excavated

(excluding the cultural properties belonging to movable properties). In this case, the term

"excavation" shall be read as the "alteration in the current status". 

Article 48-2 (Protection of Buried Cultural Properties) 

(1) In case where the State, local government or any juristic person as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree intends to run any development project as prescribed by the Presidential

Decree in such area as has been judged to conceal the buried cultural properties, as a result

of the survey of earth's surface by a specialized institution related to the cultural properties

which is publicly announced by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration,

it shall hold a consultation with the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

in advance. <Amended by Act No. 4982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration deems it

necessary to protect the buried cultural properties, he may order a person intending to run

the development project under paragraph (1) to take measures necessary for running such

business. <Amended by Act No. 4982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) In case where the head of the local government grants an authorization or permission for

a construction work not corresponding to the development project under paragraph (1) in

such area as is deemed to conceal the buried cultural properties, he shall examine in advance

whether or not any buried cultural properties are concealed and any schemes for their

protection. In case where he deems it necessary to protect the buried cultural properties and

the surrounding sceneries, any authorization or permission for relevant construction works

may not be granted. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

CHAPTER VI    SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS 

Article 74 (Protection of Cultural Properties during Construction Works) 

(1) When there exists a concern over any damage, demolition or submergence of the cultural

properties due to the construction works, or when deemed necessary to protect the scenery

around the cultural properties, an implementor of such construction works shall take the

required measures pursuant to the instructions of the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage
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Administration. In this case, any expenses required for such measures shall be borne by the

implementor of relevant construction works. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989;

Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) With regard to construction works within the area set by the Municipal Ordinance of

City/Do under a consultation between the Mayor/Do governor and the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration, which are those to be implemented in the outer area of

any cultural properties' outerblock boundaries (referring to the boundary of the protected

zone in case where their protected zone is designated), the administrative agency shall

examine whether or not the implementation of relevant construction works affects the

preservation of the cultural properties, before granting its authorization or permission for

the relevant construction works. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(3) The scope of an area to be set by the Municipal Ordinance under paragraph (2) shall be

prescribed by the Presidential Decree. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

Article 75-2 (Protection of Cultural Properties in Development Project) 

In case where the State and local governments plan and execute various development

projects, they shall endeavor to keep cultural properties (including the protected objects and

protected zones) from being damaged. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 76 (Prohibition on Export, etc.) 

(1) The provisions of Article 21 (1) and (2) shall apply mutatis mutandis to the cultural

properties belonging to the movables (hereinafter referred to as "general movable cultural

properties"), from among the cultural properties which have not been designated under this

Act. <Amended by Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001; Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

(2) In case where a person intends to export any movables mistakable for the general

movable cultural properties, or to carry them out of the country, he shall in advance obtain

a confirmation by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration. <Amended by

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999;

Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 

(3) A person who intends to obtain a confirmation under the provisions of paragraph (2)

shall pay a fee under the conditions as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of

Culture and Tourism. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6,

1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

(4) Matters necessary for the scope of general movable cultural properties and the

procedures, etc. for their confirmation under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be prescribed by

the Presidential Decree. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 
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Article 78-2 (Registration and Protection of World Heritage) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may file with the World

Heritage Committee of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) an application for the registration, as the world heritage, of the

cultural and natural heritage having the significant universal mankind values under Article

11 of the Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural

Heritage. In this case, when intending to file an application for the registration of a natural

heritage as the world heritage, he shall go through a consultation with the head of related

central administrative agency. 

(2) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration shall actively strive to

implement the projects for preservation of human cultural heritage and for overseas

enhancement of cultural properties, including the registration of world-record heritage and

the selection of human oral traditions and intangible masterpiece of heritage, etc. 

(3) The State or local governments shall maintain and manage the cultural properties

registered or selected as the world heritage, world-record heritage, human oral traditions,

and intangible masterpiece of heritage under paragraphs (1) and (2) (hereinafter referred to

as the "registered world heritage, etc.") pursuant to the division of their nature, from the

time of their registration or selection, and in proportion to the State-designated cultural

properties as designated by the provisions of Articles 4 through 7; and the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration may order, under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree, any person who commit the acts causing a concern over affecting the

world heritage and its surrounding scenery, to take the measures required for the protection

of the world heritage and its surrounding scenery. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002] 
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NATURAL PARKS ACT 

CHAPTER I GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Act is to provide for matters concerning the designation, conservation

and management of natural parks with the aim of preserving the natural ecosystem, the

nature and the cultural scenery, etc. and to seek to use them in a sustainable manner. 

Article 2 (Definitions) 

The definitions of terms used in this Act shall be as follows: 

1. The term "natural parks" means national parks, Do parks and Gun parks; 

2. The term "national parks" means areas featuring the natural eco-system, the nature and

the cultural scenery of Korea (hereinafter referred to as the "scenery"), which are

designated under the provisions of Article 4; 

3. The term "Do parks" means areas featuring the natural ecosystem or the scenery in the

Special Metropolitan City, the Metropolitan City and Do (hereinafter referred to as

"City/Do"), which are designated under the provisions of Article 4; 

4. The terms "Gun parks" means areas featuring the natural eco-system or the scenery in

Si/Gun and autonomous Gu (hereinafter referred to as "Gun"), which are designated

under the provisions of Article 4; 

5. The term "basic park planning" means a master plan envisioning a longterm development

direction toward the conservation, utilization and management of natural parks, which

provides guidance for the parking planning; 

6. The term "park planning" means a plan designed to decide on specific use districts, install

park facilities, remove or relocate buildings, limit acts and exploit lands for the purpose of

conserving, managing and properly exploiting the natural parks; 

7. The term "park projects" means projects undertaken according to the park planning; and 

8. The term "park facilities" means facilities (including access roads constructed or parking

facilities installed outside the natural parks according to the park planning) installed in the

natural parks according to the park planning, which are prescribed by the Presidential

Decree, for the purpose of conservation, management and exploitation of the natural

parks. 
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Article 3  (Obligations to Protect Natural Parks, etc.) 

(1) The State, local governments, persons who undertake park projects or manage park

facilities, persons who occupy or use the natural parks, persons who enter the natural parks

and persons who reside in the natural parks shall do everything they can in order to protect

the natural parks, and maintain and restore order therein. 

(2) The State and local governments shall designate areas characterized by picturesque

scenery and excellent natural ecosystem as natural parks, and conserve and manage such

designated natural parks so as to be exploited continuously. 

CHAPTER II   DESIGNATION OF NATURAL PARKS
AND PARK COMMITTEE 

Article 4  (Designation of Natural Parks, etc.) 

(1) The national parks shall be designated and managed by the Minister of Environment, the

Do parks by the Special Metropolitan City Mayor, the Metropolitan City Mayor or the Do

governor (hereinafter referred to as the "Mayor/Do governor"), the Gun parks by the head

of Si/Gun/ autonomous Gu (hereinafter referred to as the "head of Gun"), respectively. 

(2) The Minister of Environment shall, when he intends to designate a national park under

paragraph (1), consult with the heads of central administrative agencies concerned after

hearing opinion of the Mayor/Do governor having jurisdiction over the candidate area for

such national park and then go through deliberations of the park committee (hereinafter

referred to as the "National Park Committee") established pursuant to Article 9 under the

Ministry of Environment and the National Land Policy Committee established pursuant to

Article 7 of the Frame work Act on the National Land. <Amended by Act No. 6654, Feb. 4,

2002> 

(3) The Mayor/Do governor shall, when he intends to designate a Do park under paragraph

(1), obtain approval therefor from the Minister of Environment after hearing opinion of the

head of Gun having jurisdiction over the candidate area for such Do park and going

through deliberation of the park committee (hereinafter referred to as the "Do Park

Committee") established pursuant to Article 9 under the City/Do. In this case, the Minister

of Environment shall consult with the heads of central administrative agencies concerned

prior to granting such approval. 

(4) The head of Gun shall, when he intends to designate a Gun park under paragraph (1),

obtain approval therefor from the Mayor/Do gov ernor after going through deliberation of

the park committee (hereinafter referred to as the "Gun Park Committee") established

pursuant to Article 9 under the Gun. 
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Article 7 (Standards for Designating Natural Parks) 

Standards for designating natural parks shall be prescribed by the Presidential Decree in

consideration of the natural ecosystem and scenery therein, etc. 

CHAPTER III   BASIC PARK PLANNING AND PARK
PLANNING 

Article 11 (Formulation of Basic Park Planning for National Parks, etc.) 

(1) The Minister of Environment shall work out a basic park planning for national parks

every 10 years after going through deliberation of the National Park Committee. 

(2) Procedures for drawing up the basic park planning for national parks and its contents

and other necessary matters shall be prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

Article 18 (Specific Use Districts)
(1) Every park management authority shall determine the specific use district falling under

each of the following subparagraphs in the park planning in order to conserve and exploit

natural parks effectively:

1. Nature conservation district: The area falling under each of the fol- lowing items, which is

in need of special protection:

(a) Place which has plenty of various plants;

(b) Place which keeps the originality of natural ecosystem; 

(c) Place which is a habitat of wild animals and plants valuable for protection; and

(d) Place which has the picturesque scenery;

2. Environment district: The area which needs to be conserved as a buffer space of the

nature conservation district;

3. Natural village district: The area which is a relatively less overpop- ulated village and is

needed by residents to lead their village life;

4. Overpopulated village district: The area which is a relatively much overpopulated village

while playing a key role in the community life and is needed by residents to lead their

daily life; and 

5. Facility-concentrated district: The area on which park facilities are concentrated or which

is suitable for the concentration of such park facilities to provide conveniences for persons

entering a natural park  and to conserve and manage such natural park.

(2) Standards for the permissible act in the specific use district referred to in paragraph (1)

shall be as follows: Provided, that standards for the act permissible in natural parks located
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on coasts and islands prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment may be

otherwise prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment within  the scope of

the standards for the following permissible act: 

1. Nature conservation district:

(a) Minimum act deemed necessary for scientific research, nature protection or the

conservation and management of cultural properties;

(b) Minimum act of installing park facilities and undertaking a park  project, which is

prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment;

(c) Minimum act of installing minimum military, communications and navigation aids

facilities, and other facilities for protecting the source of water supply and preventing

forest fire, which are deemed impossible to install such facilities in other district by the

Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment;

(d) Minimum act of installing facilities and miscellaneous facilities used for restoring

temples, which has gone through verification procedures prescribed by the Presidential

Decree and for holding Buddhist rituals and services on the grounds of such temples:

Provided, that the installation of facilities for business such as operations of tea houses

and stores from among the miscellaneous facilities shall be limited to land attached to

structures built on the grounds of such temples;

(e) Renovation and reconstruction of structures existing prior to the designation of a

natural park from among facilities of a religious organization which has been permitted

as a religious corporation by the Minister of Culture and Tourism, restoration of facilities

which has gone through verification procedures prescribed by the Presidential Decree and

installation of miscellaneous facilities within the scale prescribed by the Ordinance of the

Ministry of Environment; and 

(f) Minimum erosion-control project which is undertaken under the Work against Land

Erosion or Collapse Act out of fear that if the situation is left as it is, it could do serious

damage to the nature;

2. Natural environment district:

(a) Act permissible in the nature conservation district;

(b) Act of installing park facilities prescribed by the Ordinance of the Minister of

Environment which are not concentrated and act of carrying out park project;

(c) Act of creating land and grassland and installing miscellaneous facilities therein within

the scope of permissible standards set by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment; 

(d) Act of engaging in the primary industries such as farming and  the livestock industry,

etc. and installing facilities necessary for the national economy, which is prescribed by the

Ordinance of  the Ministry of Environment;

(e) Act of opening of forest road (limited to the inevitable event of  the need to extinguish

forest fire, etc.), minimum act necessary for reforestation, deforestation, erosion-control
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project undertaken under the Work against Land Erosion or Collapse Act, the national

defense, and the public interest and act of installing facilities necessary therefore; 

(f) Extension, renovation and reconstruction of structures existing  in the district before it

is designated as a natural park and the installation of miscellaneous facilities thereto

below the scale prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment and within

the scope of harmonizing themselves with the surrounding scenery, and the relocation of

structures, which is required by a natural calamity and a erosion-control project; and 

(g) Installation of barricades and facilities, etc. for erosion-control, bank protection, fire

prevention;

3. Natural village district:

(a) Act permissible in the natural environment district;

(b) Construction of residential buildings below the scale prescribed by the Ordinance of

the Ministry of Environment and the installation of basic facilities for living environment; 

(c) Installation or act of installing facilities prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of

Environment, which are necessary for the natural village district to function on itself; and 

(d) The home industry that does not cause any environmental pollution;

4. Overpopulated village district:

An act that does not cause any serious impediment to the conservation and management

of any natural park. In this case, standards for the act of causing a serious impediment to

the conservation and management of any natural park shall be set by the Ordinance of

the Ministry of Environment; and

5.Facility-concentrated district:

(a) Installation of park facilities and miscellaneous facilities; and

(b) Renovation and reconstruction of structures existing in the area before it is designated

as a facility-concentrated district below the scale prescribed by the Ordinance of the

Ministry of Environment. 

(3) Every park management authority may subdivide the facility-concentrated district

referred to in paragraph (1) 5 in the park planning. 

(4) Any person who obtains permission from a park management authority under Article 20

or 23 at the time that a park planning is determined and published with respect to the

designation and alteration of a specific use district (including a case where a park protection

district is designated as a park district under Article 25) may continue his work or project,

etc. in accordance with such permission even if his permitted matters do not fall under the

act permissible in a new specific use district.

(5) Any structures built in the relevant area at the time that a park  planning is determined,

altered or published with respect to the alteration of a natural village district or a park

protection district to a natural environment district or a nature protection district may be

expanded, renovated and reconstructed below the scale prescribed by the Ordinance of the
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Ministry of Environment and their purpose of use may be changed to that of facilities

necessary to function on their own.

CHAPTER IV   CONSERVATION OF NATURAL PARKS 

Article 23 (Permission for Act) 

(1) Any person, who intends to perform the act falling under each of the following

subparagraphs, other than the park project, in the park area, shall obtain permission

therefor from a park management authority under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree: Provided, that with respect to minor matters prescribed by the

Presidential Decree, he may file a report thereon with the park management authority or

omit filing such report: 

1. Act of newly building, extending, remodeling, reconstructing or relocating structures as

well as any other installations; 

2. Act of mining minerals and collecting earth, stones and aggregates; 

3. Act of clearing land as well as any other act of altering the form and quality of land

(including altering the form and quality of the sea bottom); 

4. Act of reclaiming the water surface; 

5. Act of increasing and decreasing the quantity and level of water in river and lake and

marsh; 

6. Act of catching wild animals (including catching sea animals; hereafter the same shall

apply); 

7. Act of cutting timbers or collecting wild plants (including collecting sea plants; hereafter

the same shall apply); 

8. Act of putting cattle out on pasture; 

9. Act of piling or tying goods; and 

10. Act of damaging the scenery and changing the purpose of use of structures which is

feared to impede the conservation and management of a natural park, as well as any

other acts prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

(2) Any park management authority may grant permission as prescribed in paragraph (1)

only in the case falling under each of the following subparagraphs: 

1. Where the permission shall be in conformity with the standards for the act permissible in

the specific use district as prescribed in Article 18 (2); 

2. Where the permission shall not impede any park project; 

3. Where the permission shall not affect the natural state that needs to be conserved; and 
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4. Where the permission shall not significantly impede the public utilization. 

(3) Any park management authority shall, when he intends to grant permission under

paragraph (2), consult with the heads of administrative agencies concerned under the

conditions as prescribed by the Presidential Decree and with respect to the act exceeding the

scale prescribed by the Presidential Decree, it shall go through deliberation of the relevant

park committee. 

Article 24 (Restoration of Original State) 

(1) Any person who has occupied or used a natural park shall restore such natural park to

the original state when the period of occupation or use expires or he ceases to occupy or use

it: Provided, That the same shall apply to a case where the restoration of the original state is

impossible or inappropriate and than he obtains approval therefor from a park management

authority. 

(2) Any park management authority may, when it is deemed necessary to guarantee the

execution of the duty of restoring the original state required under paragraph (1), get any

person who intends to occupy or use any natural park to take necessary steps to guarantee

his duty of restoring the original state, including making a prior deposit necessary to cover

the cost of restoring the original state in the park management authority under the

conditions as prescribed by the Presidential Decree: Provided, that the same shall not apply

to a case where the duty of re storing the original state is guaranteed in accordance with the

provisions of other Acts and subordinate statutes. <Amended by Act No. 6654, Feb. 4, 2002> 

(3) The cost of restoring the original state, which may be deposited under paragraph (2)

(hereafter in this Article referred to as "deposit") shall be prescribed and published by the

Minister of Environment. 

(4) In the event that any person who has occupied or used a natural park fails to execute his

duty of restoring such natural park to the original state under paragraph (1), the park

management authority involved shall take steps necessary to restore the original state,

including using his deposit to restore the original state under the conditions as prescribed by

the Presidential Decree. 

Article 25 (Park Protection Area) 

(1) Any park management authority may designate a certain area surrounding the hinterland

and the access road of a natural park, which is necessary to protect such natural park, as a

park protection area after going through deliberation of the park committee. 

(2) Any park management authority shall, when it designates a park protection area under

paragraph (1), publish without any delay such designation under the conditions as

prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 
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(3) Any person who intends to perform the act falling under Article 23 (1) 1 through 5 shall

obtain permission therefor from a park management authority under the conditions as

prescribed by the Presidential Decree: Provided, That the same shall not apply to minor

matters prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Environment. 

(4) The provisions of Article 23 (2) and (3) and Article 24 shall apply mutatis mutandis to

the occupation and use of park protection area. 

(5) Standards for granting the permission under paragraph (3) shall be governed by the

standards for the act permissible in the natural village district. 

Article 27 (Prohibition on Act) 

(1) No one shall perform the act falling under each of the following sub paragraphs in any

natural park: 

1. Act of disrupting the present state of any natural park or damaging park facilities; 

2. Act of getting trees blighted; 

3. Act of planting explosives, setting snares or digging traps, or dusting toxic substances and

agricultural chemicals to catch wild animals; 

4. Act of carrying a hunting gun or a hunting bow and arrow, or setting nets without

obtaining permission for catching wild animals under Article 23 (1) 6; 

5. Act of performing a commercial transaction outside a designated place; 

6. Act of camping outside a designated place; 

7. Act of parking outside a designated place; 

8. Act of cooking outside a designated place; 

9. Act of making other persons disgusted by recklessly dumping garbage and wastes, or

giving out a bad smell, etc.; and 

10. Act of significantly impeding the utilization of a natural park by the public and the

conservation of such natural park, which is prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

(2) Any park management authority shall, when it designates a place in which the act of

paragraph (1) 5 through 8 is prohibited, publish such designated place by means of putting

up an information signboard thereon, etc. 

Article 28 (Prohibition on Access, etc.) 

(1) Any park management authority may, if it is deemed necessary to protect a natural park,

restore damaged nature, ensure the safety of persons entering such natural park and enhance

the public interest, limit or prohibit access to a certain area of such natural park for persons

and vehicles for a fixed period. 

(2) Any park management authority shall, when it intends to limit or prohibit access to a
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natural park for persons and vehicles under paragraph (1), publish such limit and

prohibition of access by means of putting up an information signboard thereon, etc. 

Article 29 (Limit Placed on Business, etc.) 

(1) Any park management authority may, when it is deemed necessary to undertake a park

project or secure the conservation, utilization, safety and management of a natural park,

limit or ban the business and other act therein under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree. 

(2) Any park management authority shall, if it intends to limit or ban the business and other

act under paragraph (1), publish such limit and ban beforehand. 
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SPECIAL ACT ON JEJU FREE 

INTERNATIONAL CITY 
(Wholly Amended by Act No. 6643, Jan. 26, 2002 

Amended by Act No. 6655, Feb. 4, 2002) 

CHAPTER I GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Act is to contribute to the growth of the nation by developing Jeju-do

into a free international city and also to the improvement of welfare of its residents by

encouraging them to preserve their own local culture as well as their nature and resources,

foster their own local industries, and create pleasant living amenities. 

Article26 (Basic Policies for Preservation and Management of Natural

Environment) 

(1)In formulating and implementing development policies and plans, the local governments

of Jeju-do and competent Si/Gun, and the Development Center shall pursue an

environmentally sound and sustainable development and shall also endeavor to preserve and

manage the natural environment in such a manner as not only to have all Jeju-do residents

share benefits therefrom but also to ensure that next generations may have the same

opportunities to exploit it. 

(2)The local governments of Jeju-do and competent Si/Gun shall endeavor to enact their

basic environment ordinances and to formulate and implement their basic environment

preservation plans including matters set forth in the following subparagraphs in order to

systematically preserve and manage the natural environment and to ensure that their

residents may live healthy and comfortable lives in a pleasant and agreeable natural

environment: <Amended by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

1. Presentation of the objectives and direction of environmental conservation; 

2. Analysis of the features of the regional environment and future prospects therefor; 

3. Plan for the preservation and restoration of the natural environment and ecosystem, etc.; 

4. Matters concerning the preservation and management of urban and natural sceneries;

and 

5. Matters concerning the management of the Jeju-do biosphere preservation area

designated by the UNESCO. 

(3)The Do Governor or the competent head of Si/Gun shall endeavor to define and carry out
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practical tasks, etc. to be performed on the basis of such fundamental values and ideas as the

whole regional society must share in order to continue an environmentally sustainable

development. 

(4) The Do governor may set up an environment preservation fund in order to secure

financial resources necessary to implement the basic environment preservation plans referred

to in paragraph (2) under the conditions as prescribed by the Do ordinance. 

<Newly Inserted by Act No.7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

(5) The fund referred to in paragraph (4) shall be raised by financial resources falling under

each of the following subparagraphs: Provided, That in this case, the financial resources

referred to in subparagraphs 1 through 4 shall be limited to the portion that reverts to the Do: 

<Newly Inserted by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

1. The subsidy used to cover the cost of collecting the environment improvement charges

under the Environment Improvement Expenses Liability Act; 

2. The subsidy used to cover the cost of collecting the emission imposition amount under

the Clean Air Conservation Act; 

3. The subsidy used to cover the cost of collecting the discharge imposition amount under

the Water Quality Conservation Act; 

4.Fines for negligence that are imposed to and collected from violators of

environmentrelated Acts, such as the Act on the Assessment of Impacts of Works on

Environment, Traffic, Disasters, etc., the Clear Air Conservation Act and the Water

Quality Conservation Act; and 

5. The amount transferred from the general account and other special accounts of Jejudo. 

(6)The State may financially support the environment preservation fund referred to in

paragraph (4). <Newly Inserted by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

Article 27 (Absolute Preservation Area) 

(1) The Do Governor may designate an area falling under any of the following

subparagraphs as an area where the unique features of the natural environment must be

protected (hereinafter referred to as "absolute preservation area") after he has fulfilled

obligations to hear the opinion of the head of Si/Gun concerned on his proposal to do so

and to obtain consent thereto from the Do Council. In case of modification thereof, the

same shall also apply: 

1. Areas with beautiful natural scenery, such as Mt. Hallasan, parasitic volcanoes, valleys,

rivers, lakes and marshes, waterfalls, islets, beaches, seashores, lava tunnels; 

2. Areas necessary for the preservation of water resources and cultural assets; 

3. Habitats or refuges for wildlife; 

4. Virgin forest areas which are ecologically important; and 
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5. Other areas which are deemed by the Do Governor to be necessary for the preservation

of the natural environment. 

(2) If the Do Governor has designated or modified an absolute preservation area pursuant to

paragraph (1), he shall forthwith give notification thereof under the conditions as prescribed

by the Jejudo Municipal Ordinance. 

(3) There shall not be permitted within the absolute preservation area as provided in

paragraph (1) such acts as the construction of a building, setting up of a structure and other

facilities, alteration to land form and nature, partition of land, public waters reclamation,

logging, exploitation of soil and stones, construction of new roads, or any other acts similar

thereto, which may be contrary to the purposes of the designation of such an area: Provided,

That this shall not apply where acts which fall under any of the following subparagraphs

have been permitted by the Do Governor: 

1. Construction works carried out by the State or local governments, such as works for a

path up mountain, promenade, forest path, roads, public lavatory, pavilion, meteorological

observation facilities, and park facilities under the Natural Park Act; 

2. Afforestation project carried out as a forest management plan under the Forestry Act,

which is not accompanied by logging or alteration to land form and nature; 

3. Activities performed for the purposes of academic research and study; 

4. Extension or alteration to the existing buildings in the precincts of a religious

establishment which was constructed before the designation of the absolute preservation

area; and 

5. Such other activities as determined by the Jeju-do Municipal Ordinance insofar as they

cause neither damages nor alteration to natural resources in their original form. 

(4) A person who has already undertaken a construction work or project by obtaining an

authorization, permission, approval, etc. on the construction of a building, setting up of a

structure and other facilities, or alteration to land form and nature, etc. pursuant to the

relevant Acts and subordinate statutes at the time of the designation of the absolute

preservation area as provided in paragraph (1) (including a ase where no permission is

required under the relevant Acts and subordinate statutes) may continue his work without

any permission of the Do Governor notwithstanding paragraph (3). 

Article 28 (Relative Preservation Area)

(1) The Do Governor may designate an area falling under any of the following

subparagraphs as an area reserved for the encouragement of the preservation and optimum

development of the natural environment (hereinafter referred to as the "relative preservation

area") after he has fulfilled obligations to hear the opinion of the head of Si/Gun concerned

on his proposal to do so and to obtain consent thereto from the Do Council. In case of

modification thereof, the same shall also apply:
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1. Areas which require the preservation of their ecosystem or scenery, such as parasitic

volcanoes, rivers, valleys, major roadsides, sea-shores; and

2. Other areas than absolute preservation areas which require conservation.

(2) There shall not be permitted within a relative preservation area as provided in paragraph (1)

such acts as the construction of a building, setting up of a structure and other facilities,

alteration to land form and nature, or any other acts similar thereto, which may be contrary

to the purposes of the designation of such an area: Provided, that this shall not apply where

acts which fall under any of the following subparagraphs have been permitted by the Do

Governor: <Amended by Act No. 6655, Feb. 4, 2002>

1. Acts which fall under any of subparagraphs of Article 27 (3);

2. Construction of a museum or an art gallery as referred to in Article 2 of the Museum

and Art Gallery Support Act;

3. Construction of a two or less story building (including an attached building and parking

facility), which relates to farming, forestry, livestock farming or fishery, or to the operation

of sales or accommodation services for income earning; 

4. Construction of a two or less story building in a settlement district as referred to in

Article 37 (1) 8 of the National Land Planning and Utilization Act, Class-II district unit

planning zone as referred to in Article 51 (3) of the said Act, or in a tract of land which

falls within building site in the classification of land category as provided in Article 5 of the

Cadastral Act;

5. Construction of roads, setting up of facilities for the survey of flowing water of rivers

and groundwater, digging of drainage canals, or setting up of similar structures or facilities

going with farming, forestry, livestock farming, or fishery;

6. Deforestation and exploitation of soil and stones;

7. Setting up or piling up of such objects as are difficult to move; and

8. Construction of buildings, setting up of structures and facilities, or alteration to land

form and nature, which are in conformity with the types and dimensions as provided by

the Jeju-do Municipal Ordinance.

(3) The provisions of Article 27 (2) and (4) shall apply mutantis mutandis to relative

preservation areas.

Article 29 (Designation of Management and Preservation Area) 

(1) The Do governor may designate areas necessary to preserve ground water resources,

ecosystem and sceneries as management and preservation areas from among the areas on the

island, with the exception of Hanra National Park, urban areas and islands annexed to Jeju-do. 

(2) The management and preservation areas referred to in paragraph (1) shall be designated

after subdividing it into a groundwater resources preservation area, an ecosystem
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preservation area and an scenery area (hereinafter referred to as the "preservation area")

according to its environmental characteristics and the preservation areas may be further

subdivided by class. In this case, for designating the preservation area and standards for

setting the class shall be prescribed by the Do ordinance. 

(3) Do governor shall, if he intends to designate any management and preservation area,

check the matters falling under each of the following subparagraphs: 

1. Groundwater resources preservation area: 

(a) The characteristic elements of geological structure, including medulla oblongata, lava

caves and fallen areas, etc.; and 

(b) Soil elements, including the pollution index of soil; 

2. Ecosystem preservation area: 

(a) Plant elements, including rare plants, plants on the brink of extinction, special plants,

indigenous plant community and natural forests, etc.; and 

(b) Animal elements, including rare animals, animals on the brink of distinction, natural

and monument animal habitats and hunting areas, etc.; and 

3. Scenery preservation area: Scenic elements, including adventive volcanos, rivers, hills and

major roadsides, etc. 

(4) The Do governor shall, when he intends to designate any management and preservation

area under paragraph (1), obtain the consent of the Do Assembly after hearing the opinion

of the head of Si/Gun having jurisdiction over the area. 

(5) The Do governor shall, when he designates any management and preservation area in

accordance with paragraphs (1) through (4), shall promptly publish his designation of such

area under the conditions as prescribed by the Do ordinance. 

(6) The provisions of paragraphs (3) through (5) shall apply mutatis mutandis to a change in

and the cancellation of the designation of any management. 

(7) With regard to any area that is designated and published as a management and

preservation area, the Do governor shall routinely check the matters referred to in paragraph

(3) according to the classification of the preservation area. In this case, necessary matters

concerning the check shall be prescribed by the Do ordinance. 

[This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004] 

Article 30 (Restrictions on Act in Management and Preservation Area) 

(1) Every person shall be prohibited from performing the act falling under each of the

following subparagraphs: In this case, specific details concerning the prohibition of the act

by the preservation area and its classification shall be prescribed by the Do ordinance within

the scope falling under each of the following subparagraphs: <Amended by Act No. 7157,

Jan. 29, 2004> 
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1. groundwater preservation zone: 

a) Setting up of facilities that may produce specific water polluting by products; 

(b) Setting up of facilities related to the disposal of wastes; 

(c) Setting up of facilities that may discharge sewage; 

(d) Setting up of facilities that may discharge livestock waste water; and 

(e) Alteration to land form and nature; 

2. Ecosystem preservation zone: Forest damage and alteration to land form and nature; and 

3. Scenery preservation zone: Construction of buildings, setting up of structures and other

facilities, and alteration to land form and nature. 

(2)The provisions of paragraph (1) shall not apply to acts falling under any of the following

subparagraphs: <Amended by Act No. 6655, Feb. 4, 2002; Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

1. Alteration and extension for the same use to the existing buildings or facilities at the time

of designating the management and preservation area (limited to an extension not

exceeding twice the floor area of the existing building); 

2. Projects that are being carried out with an authorization, permission, etc. granted under

the relevant Acts and the subordinate statutes at the time of designating the management

and preservation area (including any project for which an application is filed for its

authorization and permission); 

3. Acts that fall under any of subparagraphs of Article 27 (3); 

4. Acts conducted in an urban area under the National Land Planning and Utilization Act; 

5. Implementation of forest management plans and afforestation projects under the

Forestry Act; 

6.Construction of independent housing units, storehouses, barns, places for fruit selecting

work, and any other facilities similar thereto in a settlement district under the National

Land Planning and Utilization Act; and 

7. Public facilities that are determined by the Jeju do Municipal Ordinance, which may

have no choice but to be installed on a site in the management and preservation area. 

(3) Any person who intends to perform the act falling under each subparagraph of

paragraph (2) shall, if facilities installed by the act cause the flow of filthy water or

wastewater or such facilities are wastetreatment facilities, such waste treatment facilities are

required to keep effluents below the water quality standards of effluents, which are set by

the Do ordinance. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 

(4) With regard to the act of violating the water quality standards for effluents referred to in

paragraph (3), the Do governor or the head of Si/Gun may order improvements or levy

emission imposition amount, etc. under the conditions as prescribed by the Do ordinance in

accordance with the Acts falling under each of the following subparagraphs: <Newly

Inserted by Act No. 7157, Jan. 29, 2004> 
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1.The Act on the Disposal of Sewage, Excreta, and Livestock Waste water in the case of

filthy water causing facilities, excreta treatment facilities, livestock wastewater treatment

public facilities and livestock wastewater treatment facilities; 

2. The Water Quality Conservation Act in the case of wastewater causing facilities; and 

3. The Wastes Control Act in the case of waste treatment facilities. 
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HIGHLANDS MANAGEMENT ACT
[Amended by Act No. 7335, Jan. 14, 2005] 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Act is to promote forestry development and increase in the contribution

of mountains and forests to public good through reasonable preservation and utilization of

highlands. and thus contribute to a healthy development of national economy and national

environment preservation. 

Article 2 (Definition) 

The definitions of terms used in this Act shall be as follows: 

1. The term "highlands" means lands falling under the following subparagraphs. However,

farmland (including grasslands), housing lands, roads and other lands prescribed by the

Presidential Decree shall be exemptions: 

(1) Land with a collective growth of timber and bamboo; 

(2) Land where a collective growth of timber and bamboo has been lost temporarily; 

(3) Land to be used for a collective growth of timber and bamboo; 

(4) Rocky lands, marshlands and forest roads within subparagraphs (1) and (3). 

2. The term "highlands diversion" means changing the form and quality of the highlands for

use of the highlands for any purpose other than forestation, afforestation & digging and

gathering of earth and rocks and production of other forest product as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree. 

3. The term "stones" means rocks for building, craft, landscape architecture, aggregation

and engineering among earth and rocks. 

4. The therm "earth and sand" means earth and rocks within the highlands with the

exception of stones as stated in Paragraph 3. 

Article 3 (Basic Principles of Highlands Management) 

Highlands shall be managed in a way that enhances forestry productivity and works for the

public good through disaster prevention, water supply protection, natural ecosystem

preservation, natural scenery preservation, increase in national health recuperation, and

diversion of highlands must be carried out in a nature friendly manner. 
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Article 4 (Classification of Highlands) 

① National highlands shall be classified as follows for the purpose of a reasonable

preservation and utilization of highlands: <Amended Feb. 9, 2004, Dec. 31, 2004> 

1. Preserved highlands 

2. Highlands for public good: highlands designated by the Chief of Korean Forest Service

among highlands falling under the following subparagraphs, that are needed for the purpose

of public good, such as forestry production, disaster prevention, water supply protection,

natural ecosystem preservation, natural scenery preservation, increase in national health

recuperation. 

(1) Preserved forest, forest gene resource protection forest and natural recreational forest

highlands under the Forest Law; 

(2) Erosion control highlands under Sand Control Law; 

(3) Highlands diversion restricted areas under regulations of Article 9; 

(4) Highlands that are wildlife special protection areas falling under the regulation of Article

27 of the Wildlife Protection Act and Si/Do wildlife protection areas falling under the

regulations of Article 33 of the said Act; 

(5) Park highlands falling under the Natural Park Act; 

(6) Cultural properties protection zone highlands falling under the Cultural Properties

Protection Act; 

(7) Source protection area highlands under Water Supply & Waterworks Installation Act; 

(8) Green zone highlands falling under the Special Act on Designation and Management of

Development Restriction Areas; 

(9) Greens zone highlands as prescribed by the Presidential Decree among green zones of

National Land Planning and Utilization Act; 

(10) Ecology/scenery preservation area highlands under the Natural Environment

Preservation Act; 

(11) Marshlands protection area highlands under Marshlands Preservation Act; 

(12) Specific island highlands under the Special Act on the Conservation of Small Islands

such as Dokdo Island; 

(13) Buddhist temple highlands; 

(14) Other highlands as prescribed by the Presidential Decree as needed for promoting

public good. 

Article 5 (Designation Procedure for Preserved Highlands) 

① When wishing to designated a preserved highlands under the regulations of Article 4, 1, 1

(hereinafter referred to as "preserved highlands") The Chief of Korea Forest Service shall
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draw up a highlands utilization classification map showing the concerned highlands and

consult it with the heads of relevant administrative bodies. and afterwards go through

deliberations of the central highlands management committee under Article 22, 1. However,

this shall not apply if highlands are subject to designation as preserved highlands under a

different law and through deliberations between the heads of concerned administrative

bodies. 

② When designating preserved highlands under Paragraph 1, the Chief of Korea Forest

Service shall notify of the matter as prescribed by the Presidential Decree and report to the

head of the concerned administrative body and have the Mayor/Magistrate or the chief of a

ward of an autonomous district (hereinafter referred to as "Mayor/Magistrate/Chief of

Ward) display it to the public. 

Article 12 (Restrictions on Acts in Preserved Highlands) 

① Except for diverting for the purposes falling under the following subparagraphs, forestry

highlands cannot be diverted: 

1. Infrastructures such as roads, national defence & forestry installations etc.; 

2. Forest roads, forestry management installations and other installations related to forestry

management; 

3. Tree gardens, natural recreational forests and other public forestry installations as

prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

4. Installation of houses and facilities as houses and incidental facilities of farmers and

fishermen as prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

5. Facilities for farming and fishery production, utilization, processing and recreation

facilities for farming and fishing villages; 

6. Installation of facilities for excavation/boring and development of minerals, subterranean

water and other subterranean resources; 

7. Petrol storage facilities and telecommunications facilities 

8. Tombs, crematory, ossuary that has been reported and permitted according to relevant

regulations within the laws on burials and etc. 

9. Installation of religious facilities as prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

10. Public facilities for medical, social welfare, youth training, worker welfare, public job

training and etc. 

11. Installation of education, research and technology development related facilities as

prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

12. Installation of other facilities then those falling under subparagraphs 1 through 11 that

are needed for the development of regional society and industry as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree; 
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13. Installation of incidental facilities according to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

Decree including entry roads, on-site offices for the installation of facilities described in

subparagraph 1 through 12 (only temporary installations for the term set by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Forestry Decree); 

14. Other acts including cattle grazing, cultivation of edible wild plants, wild flowers,

decorative plants, piling of materials, installation of agricultural roads as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree that does not hinder the purpose of forestry highlands. 

② Highlands diversion cannot take place in highlands for public good (except highlands

diversion restricted areas) except for diversions for purposes falling under the following

subparagraphs: 

1. Installation of facilities under Article 10, 1 through 8; 

2. Installation of facilities under Paragraph 1, 2, 3 & 6; 

3. Installation of facilities as prescribed by the Presidential Decree under Article 1, 11; 

4. Enlargement and remodelling of houses for agricultural and fisheries families and religious

facilities under the size as prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

5. Other facilities than under subparagraph 1 through 4 needed for public, community

works as prescribed by the Presidential Decree; 

6. Installation of incidental facilities according to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

Decree including entry roads, on-site offices for the installation of facilities described in

subparagraph 1 through 5 (only temporary installations for the term set by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Forestry Decree); 

7. Other acts including cattle grazing, cultivation of edible wild plants, wild flowers,

decorative plants, piling of materials, installation of agricultural roads as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree that does not hinder the purpose of forestry highlands. 

③ Notwithstanding the Paragraph 2, within highlands for public good (except highlands

diversion restricted areas), restrictions on acts within the park areas falling under the

Natural Park Act shall follow the Natural Park Act, restrictions on acts within the greens

area as prescribed by the Presidential Decree falling under the National Land Planning and

Utilization Act shall follow the National Land Planning and Utilization Act, and on acts

within development restriction areas falling under the Special Act on Designation and

Management of Development Restriction Areas shall fall under the Special Act on

Designation and Management of Development Restriction Areas. 
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NATIONAL LAND PLANNING AND
UTILIZATION ACT

Act No.6655, Feb. 4, 2002

CHAPTER I GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 1 (Purpose)

The purpose of this Act is to promote the public welfare and to upgrade the quality of

people's living by providing for matters necessary for a formulation and implementation,

etc. of plans to utilize, develop and preserve the national land. 

Article 2 (Definitions)

The definitions of terms used in this Act shall be as follows: <Amended by Act No. 6852,

Dec. 30, 2002; Act No. 7470, Mar. 31, 2005>

1. The term "metropolitan planning" means the planning that sets a long-term development

direction for metropolitan planning zones designated under Article 10;

2. The term "urban planning" means the planning on spatial structures and development

directions developed for the jurisdictional area of the Special Metropolitan City, the

Metropolitan City or the Si/Gun (excluding any Gun located in the jurisdictional area of

the Metropolitan City; hereinafter the same shall apply), which shall be divided into the

basic urban planning and the urban management planning; 

3. The term "basic urban planning" means the comprehensive planning that sets basic

spatial structures and long-term development directions for the jurisdictional area of the

Special Metropolitan City, the Metropolitan City or the Si/Gun, and that becomes the

guidelines  for formulating the urban management planning;

4.The term "urban management planning" means the following plannings on the land

utilization, traffic, environment, scenery, safety, industries, information and

communications, health, welfare, security, culture, etc., which are formulated to develop,

consolidate and preserve the Special Metropolitan City, the Metropolitan City or the

Si/Gun:

(a) Planning on the designation or alteration of the specific-use area or specific-use

district;

(b) Planning on the designation or alteration of development-restriction zone,

urbanization-coordination zone and fishery-resources protection zone;

(b) Planning on the designation or alteration of development-restriction zone, city nature

park zone, urbanization-coordination zone  and fishery-resources protection zone;

<<Enforcement Date: Oct. 1, 2005>>
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(c) Planning on the installation, consolidation or improvement of the infrastructure;

(d) Planning on the urban development projects or rearrangement projects; and 

(e) Planning on the designation or alteration of the district-unit  planning area, and the

district-unit planning;

5. The term "district-unit planning" means the urban management planning which is

developed to rationalize the land utilization, to increase its performances, to improve

sceneries, to secure the better environment, and to manage the relevant area systematically

and intentionally, for a part within the area subject to a formulation of the urban

planning; 

6. The term "infrastructure" means the facilities falling under each of the following items,

which are prescribed by the Presidential Decree: 

(a) Traffic facilities such as roads, railroads, harbors, airports, and parking lots, etc.;

(b) Space facilities such as squares, parks and green areas, etc.; 

(c) Distribution and supply facilities such as the distribution business facilities, the supply

facilities for tap water, electricity and gas, the facilities for broadcast and

communications and utility tunnels, etc.;

(d) Public, cultural and sports facilities such as schools, playgrounds, public offices,

cultural facilities, and sports facilities, etc.; 

(e) Disaster-prevention facilities such as rivers, storing reservoirs and fire-prevention

facilities, etc.;

(f) Health and sanitation facilities such as crematoria, public cem eteries and charnel

houses, etc.; and

(g) Basic environmental facilities such as sewerage systems and waste- treatment facilities,

etc;

7. The term "urban planning facilities means the facilities that are determined by the urban

management planning pursuant to Article 30 from among infrastructures; 

8. The term "metropolitan facilities means the facilities falling under each of the following

items, which require consolidation systems on a metropolitan basis from among

infrastructures, and are prescribed by the Presidential Decree: 

(a) Facilities that extend over the jurisdictional areas of two or more  Special

Metropolitan Cities, Metropolitan Cities or Sis/Guns; and

(b) Facilities that are jointly utilized by two or more Special Metropolitan Cities,

Metropolitan Cities or Sis/Guns; 

9. The term "utility tunne" means the facility installed underground in order to improve

scenery, to preserve road structures, and to ensure smooth traffic flows, by jointly setting

those laid underground (supply facilities for electricity, gas and tap water, etc.,

communications facility, and sewerage facility, etc.); 
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10. The term "urban planning facility project" means the project to build, consolidate or

improve the urban planning facilities; 

11. The term "urban planning project" means the projects to implement the urban

management planning, which includes the urban planning facility project, the urban

development project under the Urban Development Act, and the rearrangement project

under the Act on the Maintenance and Improvement of Urban Areas and Dwelling

Conditions for Residents;

12. The term "urban planning project operator" means the person who executes the urban

planning project pursuant to the provisions of this Act or other Acts; 

13. The term "public facilities" means the roads, parks, railroads, tap water, and other

public facilities as prescribed by the Presidential Decree;

14. The term "State plan" means the plan that contains matters to be determined by the

urban management planning, from among the plans formulated by central

administrative agencies pursuant to the Acts or those formulated in order to attain the

State's policy objectives; 

15. The term "specific-use area" means the area determined by the urban management

planning so as not to be mutually overlapped, in order to utilize the land economically

and efficiently, and to ensure an improvement of the public welfare, by placing limits on

the utilization of land, and on the usage, coverage ratio (referring to the coverage ratio

under Article 47 of the Building Act; hereinafter the same shall apply), floor area ratio

(referring to the floor area ratio under Article 48 of the Building Act; hereinafter the

same shall apply) and height, etc. of the buildings; 

16. The term "specific-use district" means the district determined by the urban management

planning in order to increase the performance of a specific-use area, and to ensure the

beautiful sight, scenery, and safety, etc. by placing the tightened or mitigated limits for a

specific-use area, on the utilization of land, and on the usage, coverage ratio, floor area

ratio, and height, etc. of the buildings; 

17. The term "specific-use zone" means the zone determined by the urban management

planning in order to prevent a disorderly expansion of urban districts, to ensure a

planned and phased utilization of land, and to comprehensively adjust and manage a

land utilization, etc., by separately determining the tightened or mitigated limits for a

specific-use area and a specific-use district, on the utilization of land, and on the usage,

coverage ratio, floor area ratio, and height, etc. of the buildings; 

18. The term "development-density control area" means the area designated under the

provisions of Article 66 in order to apply the tightened building coverage ratio or floor

area ratio on the area in which an installation of infrastructure is difficult while a

shortage of infrastructure is expected due to the development of such area;

19. The term "infrastructure cost-bearing area" means the area designated under the

provisions of Article 67 in order to install infrastructures therein or to let it secure the
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site required therefor, on the areas  other than the development-density control area, for

which an installation of infrastructure is required due to the development; and 

20. The term "infrastructure cost-bearing plan" means the plan formulated under the

provisions of Article 70 in order to determine the plan for installing infrastructure, and

the methods of bearing costs thereof, etc., on the infrastructure cost-bearing area.

Article 6 (Division of National Land's Use)

The national land shall be divided into the specific-use areas falling under the following

subparagraphs, by taking account of the actual status of land utilization, peculiarity of land

and the future directions of land utilization, etc.: <Amended by Act No. 6841, Dec. 30,

2002>

1. Urban areas: Areas requiring a systematic development, consolidation, management,

preservation, etc., as the population and industries are concentrated or such concentration

is expected therein; 

2. Control areas; Areas to be systematically controlled corresponding to the urban area in

order to admit the population and industries of urban areas, or those requiring a control

corresponding to the agricultural area or the natural environment conservation area in

order to promote the agricultural and forest industry and to preserve the natural

environment or forests;

3. Agricultural and forest areas; Areas requiring a promotion of agricultural and forest

industry and a preservation of forests, which are agricultural development areas under the

Farmland Act or conserved mountainous districts under the Management of

Mountainous Districts Act, which do not belong to urban areas; and 

4. Natural environment conservation areas; Areas requiring a preservation of natural

environment, water resources, coastal areas, ecosystem, water supply resources and

cultural properties, and a protection and augmentation of fishery resources, etc.



Appendix 5 

Related Ordinances, Indexes and
Regulations 

· Protection of Jeju Cultural Properties Ordinance

· Guidelines for the Conservation and Management of Natural Caves

· Basic Guidelines for Conservation and Management of Natural Reserves

· Rules for Installing Facilities inside Park

· Jeju Province Basic Environment Ordinance

· Rules for Restricted Activities - Special Act on Development of Jeju Free
International City
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PROTECTION OF JEJU CULTURAL 

PROPERTIES ORDINANCE 
Wholly Amended by Ordinance No. 2218, Nov. 10, 1999 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this ordinance is to strive for the cultural improvement of the people and to

contribute to the development of the folk culture, by inheriting the native culture through

the preservation of cultural materials so as to ensure their utilization. The ordinance also

looks to define matters delegated by the Cultural Properties Protection Act (hereinafter

referred to as "Act") and the Enforcement Ordinance of the Cultural Properties Protection

Act (hereinafter referred to as "Enforcement Ordinance") to be defined by local

governments and items necessary to conduct those matters. <Amended, May. 8, 2002> 

Article 3 (Basic Principle of Protection of Cultural Properties Designated by Do) 

Any conservation, management and utilization of Do-designated cultural properties shall be

performed on the basic principle of maintaining their original forms. 

Article 20 (Designation of Protected Objects or Protected Zones) 

The Do governor may, if it is specially necessary for protecting the Do-designated cultural

properties, designate the protected objects or protected zones. 

Article 27 (Formulation of Plans for Preserving, Managing and Utilizing Cultural

Properties) 

① The Do governor may formulate basic plans to preserve, manage and utilize the Do-

designated cultural properties, by going through consultations with the Mayor/Magistrates. 

② In case where the Do governor has formulated the basic plans referred to in paragraph

(1), he shall notify the Mayor/Magistrates thereof, and the Mayor/Magistrates shall

formulate and implement the detailed plans following such basic plans. 

③ Matters necessary for formulation and implementation of the basic plans and the detailed

implementation plans referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be set as rules. 

Article 28 (Management by Managing Organization) 

① When the owner of Do-designated cultural properties is obscure, or when any

management by such owner or manager is deemed to be difficult or inadequate, the Do-
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governor may designate a local government, or a juristic person or organization suitable for

managing such cultural properties (hereafter in this Article, referred to as the "local

government, etc."), and make it manage the relevant Do-designated cultural properties. 

② In case where the Do governor is to designate the local government, etc. under paragraph

(1), if there exists any owner of the said cultural properties, he shall hear his opinions and

take them into consideration, and also hear the opinions of the local government, etc.

intended for such designation. 

③ When the Do governor has designated the local government, etc. under paragraph (1), he

shall promptly announce such purports publicly in the Official Do-Gazette, and shall notify

the owner or manager of the Do-designated cultural properties and the relevant local

government, etc. thereof. 

④ Any owner or manager of the Do-designated cultural properties shall not obstruct,

without any justifiable reasons, the managing activities by the local government, etc.

(hereinafter referred to as the "managing organization") designated under paragraph (1). 

⑤ Expenses required by the managing organization for managing the Do-designated

cultural properties shall be borne by the relevant managing organization, unless there exist

any special provisions in this Act. 

⑥ The provisions of Article 23 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the case of paragraph (1). 

Article 31 (Matters for Permission) 

Any person who intends to perform the activities falling under any of the following

subparagraphs on the Do-designated cultural properties, shall obtain permission from the

Do governor under the conditions as prescribed by the rules. The same shall also apply to

any alteration in the permitted matters: 

1. Capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals within an area designated or

provisionally designated as Do-designated cultural properties, or within its protected zone,

or carrying them out of such an area or zone; 

2. Taking any rubbing of, or photoprinting, Do-designated cultural properties, or making a

film of them in such a manner that may affect their preservation; 

3. Any acts which are such acts as altering the current status (including the act of sampling or

stuffing the natural monuments) of the Do-designated cultural properties (including the

protected objects and protected zones, and what has perished from among the natural

monuments), or as affecting their preservation, except for minor cases as provided in article 29. 

Article 32  (Prohibition of Exports, etc.) 

① Any Do-designated cultural properties shall not be carried out of the Do: Provided, that

the same shall not apply to the case where a permission from the Do governor has been
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obtained on the conditions that they are carried out for the purpose of international cultural

exchanges, such as an overseas exhibit of cultural properties, but they may be carried in

again within two years from the date of their departure. 

② When any person who has obtained a permission for carrying out under the proviso of

paragraph (1) files an application for extension of such period for carrying out, the Do

governor may grant a permission for extending such period for carrying out within the limit

of two years, limited to the case deemed to have unavoidable reasons. 

③ When the Do governor intends to grant a permission for carrying the cultural properties

out overseas under the proviso of paragraph (1), or intends to extend the period for carrying

out under the provisio of paragraph (2), he shall go through the deliberations of the

committee. 

④ When any person has made the Do-designated cultural properties in a stuffed specimen

form, etc. by obtaining a permission under subparagraph 3 of Article 31, he may export

them by obtaining a permission from the Do governor, notwithstanding the provisions of

paragraph (1). 

Article 34 (Administrative Order) 

① When the Do governor or the head of a relevant body deems it necessary for the

management and protection of Do-designated cultural properties (including the protected

objects and protected zones; hereafter in this Article, the same shall apply), he may issue the

following orders: 

1. In case where the situation of managing the Do-designated cultural properties is

inadequate for the preservation of such cultural properties or specially required therefor, any

prohibition of, or restriction on, the specific activities, to their owners, holders, managers or

managing organizations; 

2. Repairs, and the installation of other necessary facilities, or removal of the obstacles, to the

owners, managers or managing organizations of the Do-designated cultural properties; and 

3. Necessary measures other than those under subparagraphs 1 and 2, to the owners,

managers or managing organizations of the Do-designated cultural properties. 

② When the owners or managers of the Do-designated cultural properties fail to comply

with the order under paragraph (1), or when the Do governor deems it improper to have

their owners or managers take the measures under each subparagraph of paragraph (1), the

said governor may directly take the measures under each subparagraph of paragraph (1) at a

burden to the Do. 

③ In case where the head of a managing organization has issued an order under paragraph (1),

he shall file a report thereon with the Do governor. 
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Article 35 (Matters to be Reported) 

The owners, holders, managers or managing organizations of the Do-designated cultural

properties (including the protected objects and protected zones; hereafter in this Article, the

same shall apply) shall, when the causes falling under any of the following subparagraphs

have occurred to the relevant cultural properties, file a report on such facts and particulars

with the Do governor under the conditions as prescribed by the rules: Provided, That such

report shall be filed with the joint signature of the owners and managers in the case of

subparagraph 1, and with the joint signature of the new and old owners in the case of

subparagraph 2, respectively: 

1. When the managers are appointed or dismissed; 

2. When there exist any changes in the owners of Do-designated cultural properties; 

3. When there exist any changes in the names or addresses of the owners, holders or

managers; 

4. When there exist any changes in the names, parcel numbers, land categories or areas, etc.

of the seats of Do-designated cultural properties; 

5. When the place of custody has been changed; 

6. When the Do-designated cultural properties have been demolished, stolen, destroyed or

damaged; 

7. When such cultural properties have been carried in again after having them carried out, as

having been permitted under subparagraph 1 of Article 31, or the proviso of Article 31 (1); 

8. When any change in a current status of cultural properties and any other acts have been

undertaken or completed by obtaining a permission (including a modified permission) under

subparagraph 3 of Article 31; 

9. When any breed of animals or any seed of plants is designated as a Do-designated cultural

property, and any person is in possession of the sampled or stuffed ones before the day of

such designation. 

Article 36 (Subsidies) 

① The Do governor may grant a subsidy to cover the whole or of the following expenses: 

1. Expenses required for the management of cultural properties by a managing organization

under Article 28 (1); 

2. Expenses required for taking measures under each subparagraph of Article 34 (1); 

3. Expenses required for the management, protection, repairs or preparation of record of the

Do-designated cultural properties other than those under subparagraphs 1 and 2; and 

4. Expenses required for the protection or promotion of important intangible Do-designated

cultural properties. 
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② In case where a subsidy is granted under paragraph (1), the Do governor may supervise

any repairs and other works on the cultural properties. 

③ Any subsidies under paragraph (1) 2 or 4 shall be delivered through the

Mayor/Magistrates, and managed and utilized pursuant to his directions: Provided, That the

same shall not apply to the case where the Do governor deems it necessary. 

Article 44-2 (Examination of Construction Work's Affect on Cultural Property

Preservation) 

① With regards to construction works within the area set in paragraph 2 by the rules of

Article 74 (2) and Article 43 (2), the head of the administrative agency shall examine

whether or not the implementation of relevant construction works affects the preservation of

the cultural properties, before granting its authorization or permission for the relevant

construction works. 

② The scope of an area to be examined for whether or not the implementation of

construction works affects the preservation of the cultural properties is as according to the

following subparagraphs: 

1. 500 meters from State-designated cultural properties' outer-block boundaries (referring to

the boundary of the protected zone in case where their protected zone is not designated).

Provided, that for unavoidable cases the Do governor shall take into consideration the

characteristics and locations of the cultural properties and, through consultation with the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration, set detailed areas per cultural

property that does not affect their preservation. 

2. 300 meters from Do-designated cultural properties and cultural materials' outer-block

boundaries (referring to the boundary of the protected zone in case where their protected

zone is not designated). Provided, that for unavoidable cases the Mayor/Magistrates shall

take into consideration the characteristics and locations of the cultural properties and,

through consultation with the Do governor, set detailed areas per cultural property that does

not affect their preservation. 

③ Any implementor of construction works outside the area prescribed by Article 2 shall

examine whether or not the implementation of relevant construction works affects the 

preservation of the cultural properties should they fall under any of the following

subparagraphs: 

1. Any construction works of buildings and embankments at the upper stream of the water

system that might cause water pollution or affect the water volume in the area designated as

a cultural property. 

2. Any construction works that might damage remains related to cultural properties, or

impede historic views or historic, cultural, and natural environment. 

④ With regard to construction works within the area set by paragraph 2 or 3, the head of
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the administrative agency shall examine matter that fall under the following subparagraphs

before granting its authorization or permission for the relevant construction works. 

1. The harmony between the cultural property and the building or the facility's usage, size,

height, shape, materials, colors, etc.; 

2. Impairment of views and sceneries around the cultural property; 

3. Whether the during the construction or usage after the construction of the facility could

induce noise, vibration, etc. or emit waste water, toxic gas, chemical matters, dust, or heat

that might affect the preservation of cultural properties; 

4. Whether the construction work requires boring of more than 50 meters into the earth that

could affect the preservation of cultural properties. 

5. Changes to water system, water volume or water contamination; 

6. Impediment of historic views or historic, cultural, and natural environment. 

7. Whether the construction work would cover buried cultural properties. 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE CONSERVATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL CAVES

Cultural Heritage Administration Administrative Measure No. 3 

(Established Sep. 27, 2000) 

Chapter 1   General Provisions 

1. Purpose 

ㅇ The purpose of this measure is to strive for an effective preservation, management and

utilization of natural caves that are State/City/Do-designated cultural properties falling under

Articles 2, 5, and 55 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act (hereinafter referred to as "Act")

and the buried cultural property natural caves falling under Articles 2 and 43 of the Act. 

2. Scope of Application 

ㅇ This measure is applied to managers, and managing organizations of natural caves that

are State/City/Do-designated cultural properties and buried cultural properties falling under

Articles 2, 3, and 5 of the Act. 

4. Applicable Law of Preservation and Management 

ㅇ The applicable law for the preservation and management of caves is the Cultural

Properties Protection Act. However, natural monuments shall fall under Article 2, of the

Act, and State-designated cultural properties and regional monument caves shall fall under

Article 5 of the Act, City/Do-designated cultural property and buried cultural property caves

shall fall under Article 3 of the Act. 

5. General Survey 

ㅇ The basic plan for cave management shall be established based on the results of a general

academic survey. Hence cave managers must conduct a general academic survey on

State/City/Do-designated cultural property caves. 
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Chapter 2 Preservation·Management of State-Designated
Cultural Property Caves 

1. Natural Monument Public Caves 

(1). A long-term preservation and management general plan (master plan) must be established

before opening a public cave to the public. 

(2). Routine Inspection of Caves (Article 25) 

① Cave manager (managing organization) shall routinely inspect all matters related to cave

preservation as stated in the following subparagraphs to minimize damage to the caves due

to public opening and environmental change, so as to maintain its value as a natural

monument.

1. Changes to cave interior environment (temperature, humidity, water volume, water

quality, biota, CO2density, etc.); 

2. Pollution and damage inside the cave (greening·blackening·thinning, damage or

collapse, etc.); 

3. Cave facilities (viewing rails, lighting, electricity and sound equipments); 

4. Natural environment and facilities around the cave; 

5. Adequacy of operation/management including utilization of guides, education to

visitors, number of visitors, visiting form, environment management matters etc.; 

6. Cave-ins and facility safety; 

7. Signs, warnings and other safety/promotion equipments, etc. 

② Inspection results of ① shall be examined and recorded at least once a week

(temperature, humidity, and CO2density shall be measured continuously with an automatic

equipment and data shall be drawn up on daily and annual changes). The records shall be

utilized by proving to the surveyor of the periodic cave fact finding survey. 

(3). Cave Fact Finding Survey and Safety Diagnosis (Article 25) 

① Cave manager (managing organization) shall appoint experts, provide inspection records

mentioned in paragraph 1 (1), and conduct biannual fact finding surveys and safety

diagnosis on matters in the following subparagraphs for the continued preservation of public

caves as cultural properties: 

1. Cave fact finding survey 

ㅇ Cave inner environment: changes to temperature, humidity, wind direction, water

quality, CO2density, etc. due to visitors entering the cave; 

ㅇ Cave exterior environment: topographical/geological characteristics, biota around
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caves and areas related to cave's natural environment; 

ㅇ Preservation status (growth or damage) of cave formed matters; 

ㅇ Cave biota 

ㅇ Fact finding on green pollution, black pollution, thinning, and examination of relation

to changes to inner environment or lighting and other facilities; 

ㅇ Overall inspection on the management and operation of caves; 

ㅇ Suggestion of cave preservation plan after reviewing the above matters; 

ㅇ Actual term of fact finding shall be a minimum of one year so as to allow a complete

inspection to be carried out according to changes to four seasons and visitors; 

ㅇ Fact finding survey shall be carried out for public and private areas. 

2. Cave safety diagnosis 

ㅇ Geological structure and topography related cave ins and cave collapses; 

ㅇ Inspection on cave environment safety; 

ㅇ Path, electricity, lighting, etc. facility safety; 

ㅇ Management/operation related safety (visitor number, effect of visitor education. etc.) 

ㅇ Inspect and review above matters and formulate a plan for visitor safety or cave

preservation. 

② Cave manager (managing organization) shall create biannual fact finding report and

safety diagnosis report and submitted it to the Cultural Heritage Administration, and

formulate measures according to inspection results. 

③ An expert in the relevant field must participate in the fact finding report and safety

diagnosis report, and the inspections must substance. 

(4). Measures According to Results of Routine Inspections, Fact Finding Surveys, and Safety

Diagnosis (Article 25) 

① Measures according to routine inspections: 

1. Following items are basic matters for maintaining the environment of the cave, and

must be checked routinely and improvement measures taken: 

z Prevention and removal of green and black pollution; 

ㅇ Green and black pollutions must be removed as and when they occur. Removal of

pollution might affect cave formed matters (over brushing, dirty clothing, etc.), and

cave organisms and must be consulted and checked with cave experts (organizations); 

ㅇ If green/black pollution reoccur after their removal, a record of routine inspections on

occurring spots, lighting at those spots, etc. shall be kept and provided during fact

finding surveys. 

z Prevention of black pollution 

ㅇ When entering caves cotton gloves shall be distributed to visitors at caves where
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blackening occurs through human touch to cave formed matters by visitors; 

ㅇ Black pollution might occur due to increase in micro particles and CO2 when the

number of visitors increast at once. A visiting system must be induced that states

appropriate number of daily visitors and group visitors entering with guides. 

z Cleanliness 

ㅇ Littering by visitors within caves must not occur. Foods matters, etc. must be not

allowed in the caves before entering; 

ㅇ Throwing coins in lakes within caves might have profound consequences on cave life

organisms, hence coins throwing must be completely banned; 

ㅇ Any litter in the cave must be removed immediately. 

z Noise prevention 

ㅇ Since noise hinders viewing and affects breeding of cave organisms, the quietest

possible state must be maintained; 

ㅇ To reduce noise, viewing paths must be improved and visiting manners must be

improved through effective visitor education. 

z Preservation of cave organism 

ㅇ For the preservation of cave organisms, lightings must be avoided at key habitats,

signs and protective facilities must be set up so as to not be affected by visitors; 

ㅇ If necessary, a cave organism preservation area must be set within the cave and cave

organisms habitat may be created in it. 

z Cave and facility safety management 

ㅇ Spots with cave in risks and facilities installed within the cave and electricity facilities

must be checked for safety routinely, so as to prevent safety accident; 

ㅇ When a safety issue is present, visitors must not be allowed near the spot. 

2. Key points of routine inspections must be reported to the Mayor/Do governor

immediately to enable appropriate measures to be taken. Matters that are difficult for

Mayor/Do governor to decide shall be reported to the Cultural Heritage Administration

and measures must be setup and conducted immediately by soliciting expert institutions. 

3. Expert matters related to cave environment preservation must be consulted/checked by

experts of the field. 

② Measures as a result of fact finding surveys 

ㅇ After consultation/review by the Cultural Heritage Administration on the fact finding

results and plans submitted by the cave manager (managing organization), cave

manager (managing organization) must revise/conduct measures to resolve issues

pointed out in the report and submit the results to the Cultural Heritage

Administration to be evaluated. 
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(5). Establishment and Protection of Private Preservation Areas within the Cave (Article 25,

Paragraph 2, Article 33) 

① In order to preserve the academic/cultural value of the cave, the cave manager must

establish private preservation areas within the cave. 

② Private preservation areas within the cave must be designated for the purpose of

preserving natural environment and comparison with public areas. In principle, entering or

installing facilities at these areas should be prohibited/refrained except for academic research

purposes. 

③ Private preservation areas within the cave must be included in the area to be surveyed

biannually to compare both areas, and the adequacy as the designated area must be

reviewed regarding the size and the environment of the area. 

(6). Matters for Permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

(Article 20) 

For the preservation/management/operashall obtain permission from the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration of the caves, any person who intends to perform the

activities falling under any of the following subparagraphs, as specified in Article 20 of the

Act in the caves, shall obtain permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration; 

① Capturing or collecting cave formed matters or cave organisms in the caves and carrying

them out of caves; 

② Taking pictures in the caves or other activities that might affect its preservation; 

ㅇ Taking pictures in the public area; 

ㅇ Academic surveys, etc. in the public area; 

③ Any act that might alter the current form or affect the preservation of the caves (including

protected objects and protected zones); 

ㅇ Entering (picture taking, academic survey, etc.) cave private preservation areas; 

ㅇ Entering (picture taking, academic survey, etc.) caves that have been restricted from

public for a period of time; 

ㅇ Repairing/mending/installing various facilities in the cave; 

ㅇ Repairing/mending/installing various facilities around the cave; 

ㅇ Changing cave public areas; 

ㅇ When there is a need for an opening of the cave for more than eight hours a day for a

period of more than one month. 

ㅇ Other acts that might affect cave environments. 
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(7). Educational/Nature Friendly Utilization of Caves (Article 25) 

① Establish purpose of opening caves and basic positions of managers. 

1. Opening the caves to the public is for the purpose of providing an opportunity to the

people of seeing and understanding our precious natural cultural properties and educating

them on the importance of cultural property protection. 

2. Cave managers must operate the caves in a manner that will enable the people to

understand the value and importance of caves as a cultural property and be educated as a

form of natural learning environment. 

② Nature friendly utilization of caves 

1. Entrance of visitors may bring about sensitive environmental changes to the caves,

hence the following matters must be taken into consideration for a nature friendly cave

and its longterm preservation and utilization. 

z Barring entrance of visitors exceeding cave capacity 

ㅇ Experts (expert organizations) must be consulted during biannual cave fact finding

surveys to calculate the maximum daily capacity; 

ㅇ Barring entrance of visitors exceeding cave's daily capacity. 

z Daily opening hours should be eight hours maximum. When changing oepning hours

for more than one month with consideration the state of the cave and the number of

visitors, a permission must be obtained from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration. 

z All installations in the cave and repairing/mending/installing convenient facilities around

the cave should be based on the cave's daily maximum capacity, but due consideration

should be given to cave environment, cave's surrounding natural/human environment,

cave's future preservation and utilization possibilities. 

③ Utilization as a venue for education 

1. Reckless entering of caves by visitors causes noise, damage to cave formed matters,

littering, cave atmosphere change to damage cave's natural environment. 

2. The purpose of opening the cave to the public is for it to be utilized as a venue for on

site education. The following subparagraphs must be observed: 

ㅇ Prior to entering the caves, an adequate education on cave preservation and visitor

safety must be conducted; 

ㅇ For the purpose of educating visitors on the cave and preserving the environment,

visitors must be in a group, lead by a guide, and permanent guides must be places in

spots with a high risk of damage to the caves; 

ㅇ Guides must have basic knowledge of the caves, or be educated by a expert

organization on caves; 

ㅇ A guide booklet to the cave that has been edited by the cave experts must be produced
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and distributed to conduct basic education on caves; 

ㅇ For an effective education, cave exhibition halls and other education/exhibition

facilities are to be constructed and utilized when necessary and if circumstances allow. 

(8). Cave Preservation through Limiting Opening to the Public (Paragraph 2, Article 33) 

① For the purpose of preventing damage to cave environment due to opening the cave to

the public, if a cave's environment is seriously damaged due to inadequate management, a

designated area of the cave should be closed to the public for a designated period to prevent

environmental damage to the cave. 

② When deemed necessary for the preservation of the cave's cultural property values and

prevention of damage, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration might

close a part or whole of the cave from the public. 

③ When limiting public opening, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

must notify the Mayor/Do governor, Magistrates and other heads of the local government. 

④ For caves that are extremely damages and needs to be closed from the public, the

Mayor/Do governor or the manager might suggest the closing to the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration in addition to the closing by the Cultural Heritage

Administration's discretion. 

(9). Installation of Various Facilities (Article 25) 

① Installation of environment measurement apparatus 

ㅇ Cave's environment change due to visitors is closely related to cave damage, hence a

periodic close examination is essential to improving cave's environment, and at the

same time a routine measurement of cave environment by the manager (managing

organization) is necessary. 

ㅇ Hence the cave manage (managing organization) must install environmental

measurement apparatuses to measure changes to cave's temperature, humidity, CO2

density. 

ㅇ Measurement data must be suggested as a base data for the biannual fact finding

survey. 

② Standards for installing visitor facilities within caves 

1. Cave managing organizations must consider the following matters when installing

facilities within the caves according to the characteristics of the cave: 

ㅇ Types and sizes of installations should be based on the cave's daily maximum capacity

and the maximum number of visitors at a time; 

ㅇ Materials for installations must be of permanent quality that has minimal effect on the

cave environment. 
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- Refrain from using wood, metal, cement and other materials that rust and/or could

cause for pollution. 

- Stainless steel, reenforced plastic recommended. 

ㅇ Locations and size of installations must be in a way that minimizes its effect on cave

formed matters and cave organisms. 

2. Cave manager (managing organization) must consult organizations that specialize in

installations and caves on the effects of installations on the cave environment and safety

when installing/repairing/mending visitor facilities. 

(10). Lighting within Cave 

① Cave managing organization must take the following subparagraphs under consideration

when installing/repairing/mending lighting installations within the cave: 

1. Minimize the illuminance of the lighting to prevent green pollution; 

2. Refrain from putting any coloring in the lighting (no coloring if at all possible), and

exchange some lighting to sterile lighting to prevent growth of green pollutions; 

3. Lightings must be installed in areas that do not hinder the visitor passage and lighting

should only be used in areas that are necessary; 

4. All lightings must have cones to enable directional changes, and lights that emit less heat

should be used whenever possible; 

5. To minimize changes to cave's hue, use changeable lighting whenever possible; 

6. When there are no visitors in the area lights must be turned off and guides are to lead

group visitors. (however, during off-seasons, lights with automatic sensors are to be used

to have the lights turned off at all times); 

7. When installing lights, a safe wiring system must be setup do prevent fires and other

safety accidents from occurring. 

② Organizations that specialize in lighting and caves must be consulted on the types and

installation locations when installing/repairing/mending lighting. 

③ When changing location, direction of lighting or changing to a new lighting, records

should be kept and reported to the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration. 

(11). Preparation and Keeping of Records (Article 19) 

Cave manager (managing organization) must routinely prepare and keep records for the

purpose of identifying the status and changes to caves. 

① Location of cave (1:5,000 scale topographical map, cadastral map, forestry map); 

② Cave map (1:500 or 1:1,000 scale ground plan, vertical, longitudinal, transection map; 

③ Cave geological structure map (1:500 or 1:1000 scale, etc.); 
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④ Data on cave structure and formation process; 

⑤ Cave map with a detailed description of distribution and characteristics of cave formed

matters (1:1000 scale, etc.); 

⑥ Cave map with a detailed description of pollution status (1:1000 scale); 

⑦ Individual plans of installations in the cave; 

⑧ Status and maps of facilities installed within the cultural properties area (1:5,000 scale

topographical map, cadastral map, forestry map); 

⑨ Detailed picture book and photographs (key cave formed matters and cave organisms,

pollution status, interior and surrounding facilities); 

(10) Data from environment measurement apparatus; 

(11) Analysis data on spread of caves, water flow volume and water quality within the cave; 

(12) Data on types and spread of cave organisms; 

(13) Data on deposits within the cave; 

(14) Topography and geology of cave surrounding areas; 

(15) Course of subterranean water around the cave and cave water; 

(16) Change of existing lighting to a different type of lighting, changes to direction and

locations; 

(17) General academic surveys shall be conducted at least once every ten years (caves with

no history of general academic surveys must setup a survey plan immediately after this

measure takes effect). 

(12). Usage of Admissions Fee (Article 39) 

ㅇ Cave manager (managing organization) must strive to use admission fees collected firstly

for the protection/management/inspection of the cave. 

2. Natural Monument Private Caves 

(1). Cave Inspection (Article 25) 

Cave manager (managing organization) must inspect the natural monument private caves,

cave surroundings, preservation facilities, and preservation status: 

① Cave status 

② Cave protection facilities (protection booklets, signs, warning signs, etc.) 

③ Cave surrounding area status (dangers from constructions or facility installations in the

nearby region, etc.) 
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(2). Access Limitation (Articles 20, 25 and Paragraph 2, Article 33) 

① The cave is kept private for the purpose of keeping the cave's original form. Cultural

property-designated caves have a very well developed inner formed matters and is very

sensitive to outside influence with a big possibility of environmental change, hence entrance

to such caves must be refrained if at all possible. 

② Entry to the cave is necessary for cases that fall under the following subparagraph: 

ㅇ When there is a possibility of cave environment change due to causes of changes to the

surrounding environment; 

ㅇ Academic surveys by experts (expert organizations) such as general academic surveys; 

ㅇ Other cases that are essential for the preservation of the cave. 

③ When entering the cave, a permit from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration must be attained. 

(3). Matters for Permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

(Article 20) 

Acts falling under Article 20 of the Act for the preservation/management of the cave must be

conducted with a permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration. Such acts fall under following subparagraphs: 

① Capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals in the caves and carrying them out of

caves; 

② Taking pictures in the caves or other activities that might affect its preservation; 

③ Any act that might alter the current form or affect the preservation of the caves (including

protected objects and protected zones). 

(4). Installation of Protection Facilities (Article 25) 

ㅇ To prevent artificial damage to the caves the cave manager (managing organization) must

install protection booklets, signs, warning signs, etc.; 

ㅇ When installing cave protection installations, the cave's geological environment (cave

spread, surface environment, etc), biological environment (cave organisms), etc. must be

taken into consideration for the preservation of cave environment. 

(5). Preparation and Keeping of Records (Article 19) 

Cave manager (managing organization) must routinely prepare and keep records for the

purpose of identifying the status and changes to caves. 

① Location of cave (1:5,000 scale topographical map, cadastral map, forestry map); 

② Cave map with a detailed description of cave formed matters (1:1000 scale or less, etc.); 
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③ Status and maps of facilities installed within the cultural properties area (1:5,000 scale

topographical map, cadastral map, forestry map); 

④ Detailed picture book (cave interior environment and surrounding environment) and a

brief description; 

⑤ General academic surveys shall be conducted at least once every ten years. 

Article 3 City/Do-designated Cultural Property Cave Preservation·Management 

1. Basics of City/Do-designated Cultural Property Cave Preservation·Management shall be

according to the City/Do ordinance, however, matters falling under the following

subparagraphs shall be applied with State-designated cultural property regulations according

to on regulations on applications, Article 58 of the Act. 

1. Designation of protected zones for protected objects according to Article 8 of the Act; 

2. Cancellation of designation or recognition according to Article 8, 1 & 4 of the Act; 

3. Management by managing organization according to Article 16 of the Act; 

4. Matters for permission according to Article 20 of the Act; 

5. Administrative order according to Article 25 of the Act; 

6. Matters to be reported according to Article 27 of the Act; 

7. Opening to the public according to Article 33 of the Act; 

8. Collection of admission fees according to Article 39 of the Act; 

9. Ex-officio investigation according to Article 41 of the Act 

2. In the above application regulations, the "Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration" shall be replaced by "Mayor/Do governor", and "as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree" shall be replaced by "as prescribed by the Ordinance". 

3. Matters not prescribed in Chapter 3, 1 on the City/Do-designated cultural property cave

management shall follow the contents of management of natural monument public/private

caves. 

4. For following matters, the Mayor/Do-governor shall report immediately to the

administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration. (Article 57). 

1. Designating a natural cave as a City/Do-designated cultural property, or cancelling its

designation; 

2. Commencing construction on changing the form of City/Do-designated cultural

property cave, or completing such a construction; 
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3. Damage to City/Do-designated cultural property cave; 

4. The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may order a correction or

other necessary measures be taken if matters falling on the above subparagraphs 1, 2 is not

adequate. 

Chapter 4  Preservation/Management of Buried Cultural
Property Natural Cave 

1. Report on discovery (Article 43) 

ㅇ When a new cave has been discovered, such discoverers, or the owner of the land shall file

a report on the fact of such discovery without making any changes in the current status. 

2. Evaluation of cultural properties (Article 3, 1, 11) 

1. Evaluation on the value of the cave as a cultural property shall be made by the Cultural

Property Committee within the Cultural Heritage Administration. 

2. Mayor/Do-governor and other related persons shall conduct an inspection on the status of

the cave by an expert that is necessary for the evaluation and report the results to the

Cultural Heritage Administration. 

3. Preservation (Article 2, 1, 3, 3 & Article 48, 3) 

1. Buried cultural property cave shall be protected by the State and the local government

through appropriate protective measures according to Article 48, 3 of the Act. 

2. Preservation in (Article 48-2, 74, 74-2 & 75-2) 

(1) For various constructions, a data examination on the construction area, natural cave

distribution in areas around caves that might be affected by construction to review the

cultural property value of caves and its preservation methods. 

(2) Mayor/Do-governor and other related persons shall take necessary measures for the

preservation of natural caves. 

3. Apart from special cases, cave environment changes due to natural phenomenon shall be

preserved as such. 

4. Utilization of cave (Article 43, 44 & 48, 3) 

1. When planning to utilize already known or newly discovered caves for a long period of

time, an examination on the cultural property value of the cave and matters for cave
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preservation must be made. 

2. When planning to utilize the cave for academic purposes etc. a detailed data on the cave

must be attached to the utilization plan and submitted to the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration via Mayor/Do governor. 

3. When permitted utilization of a cave with value for preservation as cultural property, the

usage entails implementations of matters instructed by the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration for the preservation of the cave. 

5. Entrance (Article 48, 3) 

1. When entering a buried cultural property natural cave that has been deemed valuable as a

cultural property, a permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration via Mayor/Do governor is must be received, and for the prevention of

damage to the entrance to the cave for other purposes than academic should be refrained. 

2. When entering a cave with minor cultural property values, or without value estimate, it

must be reported to the head of the local government, and the report of the entrance and

survey results must be submitted to the head of the local government. (an evaluation on

the cave damage status and cultural property evaluation must be made after surveying the

cave and a report must be submitted) 

3. The head of the local government must keep pictures and other records of surveyed

matters from entry into the cave, and when necessary report to the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration via Mayor/Do governor to take necessary measures. 

6. Installation of protection facilities (Article 48, 3) 

ㅇ For caves that have been evaluated as having cultural property values, the head of the

local government must install protection booklets, signs, warning signs, etc. to prevent

artificial damage to the cave. 

ㅇ In particular, when installing protective facilities at the entrance of the cave, consultation

to expert organizations or individuals on animals is necessary in consideration of entry by

bats and other animals as well as for the preservation of the cave environment.

7. Preparation and keeping of records (Article 48, 3) 

The head of the local government must prepare and keep following records to identify the

current and distribution status of caves: 

(1) Cave overview; 

(2) Cave location map (topography) 

(3) Cave map 
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(4) Picture book (cave interior environment, key cave formed matters and surrounding

environment) and a brief description. 

8. Excavation·digging etc. (Article 48, 3) 

1. Natural caves that are believed to have academic value must be excavated according to

laws on buried cultural properties, and should be recommended and protected as a

natural monument or a City/Do-designated cultural property according to its size, view

and academic value. 

2. Investigation into the buried cultural property cave must include a general study on the

cave's topography, geology around the cave, ecological outlook, 1/1,000 or 1/2,000 scale

cave map (plan), shape of the cave and its unmapped parts, cave formed matters and etc. 

3. Cave plan must be illustrated on a 1/5,000 topographical map. 

4. Entry into buried cultural property cave is not fully controlled and carries a risk of theft

or damage to cave formed matters and cave organisms, hence a thorough protection

management measure must be setup. 
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Public Cave Inspection Checklist 

(sample) DATE: ________(day of week) _____________(mm/dd/yyyy) 

ITEMS SPECIFIC ITEMS
RESULTS REMARKS

GOOD PASS FAIL (special mention or measures)

1. GENERAL ① natural environment surrounding cave

② facilities surrounding cave

③ facilities at cave entrance

④ audio equipment/facilities

⑤ garbage disposal facilities

2. LIGHTING ① cable conditions

② emergency light and power

③ Glare (brightness)

3. PASSAGE ① passage floors

② passage width

③ passage height

④ passage conditions

⑤ railing conditions

4. CAVING-IN, ① risk of caving-in

FLOODING, ② risk of external flooding

COLLAPSE, ③ risk of soil collapse

CONTAMINATION ④ stability of rock structure

⑤ peel off (location in order of severity)

·1(           )

*FOR PEEL-OFF, ·2(           )

BLACK SPOTS, AND ·3(           )

GREEN POLLUTION, ⑥ black spots (in order of severity)

DESCRIBE RESULTS ·1(           )

UNDER REMARKS ·2(           )

·3(           )

⑦ green pollution (in order of severity)

·1(           )

·2(           )

·3(           )
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ITEMS SPECIFIC ITEMS
RESULTS REMARKS

GOOD PASS FAIL (special mention or measures)

5. NOISE, ODOR, ① noise during visit (worst location) 11am:   2pm:   5pm:

VIBRATION ② noise from machines (worst location) 11am:   2pm:   5pm:

* INDICATE IN REMARKS ③ odor

NOISE LEVEL MEASURED ④ degree of odor

AT DIFFERENT TIME OF DAY ⑤ vibration

6. INTERNAL ① temperature (24-hr. auto gauging) (measured at below intervals 

CONDITIONS ·beginning of cave until automatic gauging

·middle of cave system installed)

·end of cave 11am:   2pm:   5pm:

11am:   2pm:   5pm:

11am:   2pm:   5pm:

② humidity (24-hr. auto gauging) Same as above

·beginning of cave

·middle of cave

·end of cave

③ CO₂concentration (24-hr. auto gauging) Same as above

·beginning of cave

·middle of cave

·end of cave

④ wind direction and velocity 11am:   2pm:   5pm:

·beginning of cave 11am:   2pm:   5pm:

·end of cave

⑤ change in water level and quality 11am:

(select one location where water flows)

⑥ state of conservation of 

microtopography

⑦ condition of cave formations

⑧ condition of cave organism
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ITEMS SPECIFIC ITEMS
RESULTS REMARKS

GOOD PASS FAIL (special mention or measures)

7. EDUCATION ① daily number of visitors

② number of guides/safety patrols

③ education/training of guides (         )

/safety patrols (         )

④ pre-admission education of visitors

⑤ form of visit (individual/group)

8. PROTECTION/ ① sign boards and their conditions

PR FACILITIES ② warning signs and their conditions (         )

③ protection facilities/PR facilities (         )

ㅇ OTHER REMARKS

ㅇ MAJOR FAILURE ITEMS AND IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

※ THIS CHECKLIST IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ITEMS WILL BE ADDED OR DELETED FOR DIFFERENT

PROPERTIES. 
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BASIC GUIDELINES FOR CONSERVATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESERVES

Chapter 1   General Provisions 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this measure is to establish basic matters to make it possible to

preserve/manage and continue utilization of natural and artificial sceneries related to works

at natural protected zones of natural monuments designated as according to the designation

standards of Article 6 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act and Article 1 of the

Enforcement Regulation of the said Act. 

2. Scope of Application 

On matters other than specified in the Cultural Properties Protection Act regarding the

natural protected zone, this law shall be applicable for the Cultural Heritage Administration,

City/Do, managing organization (Si/Gun and autonomous Gus. etc.), managers designated

under other laws (Korea National Park Service, etc.), visitors, and local residents. 

3. Preservation·Management Responsibilities of Natural Protected Zone

Managing organization and managers designated under other laws (Korea National Park

Service, etc.), individuals who use, access and live in the area shall give their best efforts to

try to preserve cultural properties, preserve scenery and restore damaged areas, and make it

possible for a continued utilization of the zones through its preservation/management. 

Chapter 2   Preservation·Management and Utilization of
Natural Protected Zones 

6. Designation of Preservation Areas of Natural Protected Zones 

When deemed necessary for an effective preservation and utilization of the natural protected

zones, the managing organization may designate and manage preservation areas segmented

preservation areas as according to the following subparagraphs: 

1. Special preservation area: Areas where the ecosystem and scenery have not been damaged,

or deemed necessary to be returned to its original state, and where development activities

should be restricted are as shown in the below subparagraphs: 
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1. Areas where natural ecosystem has been preserved in its original state and not been

damaged; 

2. Areas with much diversity in topography·geology and animal·plant and other life

forms; 

3. Areas where wild animals/plants of value for special protection can be found; 

4. Areas with beautiful scenery; 

5. Areas that are distribution boundary lines for specific animals/plants. 

2. Preservation areas: Areas corresponding to special preservation areas where a limited

installation of facilities are possible and fall under the following subparagraphs: 

1. Areas near to villages; 

2. Areas in touch with religious facilities; 

3. Surrounding areas that have been developed as tourist facility areas; 

4. Areas used for farming. 

3. Preservation utilization areas: Areas with local population and tourism, where facilities

can be installed while preserving the ecosystem and not damaging the scenery: 

1. Village areas where the local population conduct everyday lives; 

2. Areas with transportation (roads, parking lots, etc.) and port facilities; 

3. Areas with religious facilities for religious activities; 

4. Areas with management and public facilities for the preservation and management of

natural protected zones; 

5. Roads and surrounding areas installed for the convenience of visitors and users; 

6. Areas with other facilities. 

4. Buffer area: Areas that are within 500 meters of the outer boundaries of State-designated

cultural properties in accordance with Article 20 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act,

and areas to be managed as cultural property protection areas for construction works in

accordance with Article 74 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act. 

7. Acts Allowed in Each of the Respective Areas of Natural Protected Zones 

The following subparagraphs lists acts allowed in each of the respective areas of national

protection zones. However, the managing organization may determine details of allowed

acts within the standards and scopes of the following subparagraphs for each respective

cultural properties; 

1. Special preservation area 

1. Acts necessary for the preservation, management, academic research, preservation of

scenery of cultural properties; 

2. Related facilities and works for the preservation and management of natural
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monuments; 

3. Installation of a minimum amount of facilities for military, communications, naval

navigation, water source protection, forest fire prevention and etc. that cannot be

installed in any other area; 

4. Repair and restoration of cultural properties as according to the regulations of the

Cultural Property Protection Act; 

5. Minimum amount of repairs for the prevention of major damage to cultural properties

where natural disasters may occur and damage cultural properties if left under natural

conditions; 

6. Installation of a minimum amount of facilities to prevention and extinguish fires

(forest fire); 

7. Installation of a minimum amount of protective facilities for the protection of natural

protected zones and the safety of visitors. 

2. Preservation area 

1. Acts allowed in special preservation areas; 

2. Basic acts of farming, fishing and husbandry for the livelihood of inhabitants; 

3. Installation of a minimum amount of facilities for the purpose of protecting religious

facilities and installing purification facilities; 

4. Installation of basic convenience facilities in village areas (electricity, communications,

utility, gas, drainpipes, etc.) 

5. Installation of basic facilities necessary to maintain tourist facility areas. 

3. Preservation utilization areas 

1. Acts allowed in special preservation areas and preservation areas; 

2. Installation of natural protected zones's management facilities and public facilities; 

3. Installation of facilities necessary for agriculture, forestry and husbandry, and its

incidental facilities; 

4. Existing buildings in the area prior to the area being designated as a natural protected

zone, and expansion, remodelling, reconstruction, moving of new buildings in that do

not have adverse effects on the natural protected zone. Separate standards for buildings

shall be set with regards to the size and shape of buildings by taking into consideration

characteristics of individual natural protected zones; 

5. Installation of public and other inevitable facilities. 

4. Buffer area 

1. When deemed not to affect cultural properties by experts (more than two) at the

managing organization. 
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8. Works within Natural Protected Zones 

① Works within natural protected zones shall be conducted by the managing organization

unless otherwise stipulated; 

② Managing organizations must carryout works within natural protected zones in

accordance with regulations of the Cultural Property Protection Act; 

③ When a party other than the managing organization wishes to conduct works that might

change the form of natural protected zones, it must be applied to the managing

organization. The managing organization shall receive permission from the Administration

of Culture Properties via the City/Do by attaching the reviews. The same shall apply for

changes to permitted matter. However, this shall not apply for minor repair works

stipulated in the Cultural Property Protection Act. 

④ The managing organization shall take measures to return to its original state, damages to

natural protected zones without permission, or violation of permitted matter, violators shall

be prosecuted as under regulations of Article 90 of the Cultural Property Protection Act. 

9. Acts Banned in Natural Protected Zones 

Each of acts falling under the following subparagraphs are not allowed in the natural

protected zones: 

1. Changing or damaging the form of natural protected zones; 

2. Collecting or carrying out or blighting wild plants; 

3. Possession of weaponry (guns, crossbows, knives, etc.), installation of nets, hoods,

nooses or traps for the purpose of capturing/killing wild animals, or dispersing poisions

or insecticides; 

4. Changing geological features or collecting to carry out or damage minerals; 

5. Acts that damage the scenery of cultural properties by littering of waste of waste

matters, or acts of foul smells; 

6. Farming of fishes and shellfishes that might cause marine pollution; 

7. Importing and growing introduced species; 

8. Other acts that deter preservation and management of natural protected zones. 

10. Prevention of Disasters (forest fire, torrential rain, etc.) and Setting Up of

Measure, Etc. in Natural Protected Zones 

① Designation of access controlled areas and etc. 

1. The managing organization may, when deemed necessary to conduct access control for

the purpose of forestry fire prevention, maintaining natural scenery, preserving natural

environment and other protective measures of natural protected zones, may designate a
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fixed amount of period to conduct access control; 

2. When designated access controled areas in accordance to paragraph 1, it must be pre

notified, and access control signs must be setup in key locations; 

3. Access control signs setup by the managing organization for the purpose of protecting,

managing natural protected zones must not be moved, removed. 

② Access notice 

1. Individuals wishing to access access controls areas designated under the regulations of

paragraph 1, 1 must make an access notice to the managing organization. However, this

does not apply to acts for the protection of cultural properties, and cases permitted by the

Cultural Properties Protection Act and cases falling under the following subparagraphs: 

1. Access by the local population for activities to maintain livelihoods including everyday

agricultural, forestry and fishing activities; 

2. Access for military purposes; 

3. Act for the prevention, emergency measures, repairs for disasters and access necessary

for relief activities. 

③ Cancellation of access control and etc. 

1. When the cause for access control is deemed to have been cancelled, the managing

organization should cancel the access control area and notify the cancellation. 

④ Measures for disaster prevention (forest fire, torrential rain, etc.) 

1. The managing organization must setup disaster prevention measures. 

2. The managing organization must securing necessary equipment and take other

measures necessary for the prevention of disasters and restoration. 

3. The managing organization must setup special disaster prevention measures for

natural protected zones where the possibilities of disasters are big and worries of spread

of disasters are present, and take measures to prevent disasters by securing budget for

disaster prevention and equipment purchase (State funded works and etc.) 

⑤ Banned activities for disaster prevention (forest fire, torrential rain, etc.) 

1. Without a written notice to the managing organization, no one may put fire to or

carry fire into lands (farms, paddies) adjacent to natural protected zones. 

2. No one may cooks with fire in the access controled area of the natural protected

zones. However, this does not include cases permitted by the Cultural Properties

Protection Act. 

3. Apart for special cases such as for protection, management and etc. the managing

organization bans access to individuals carrying firearms and incendiary materials, etc. 

4. The managing organization may temporarily keep in custody firearms and incendiary

materials, etc. carried by accessing individuals. 

⑥ Direction and managing disaster prevention (forest fire, torrential rain, etc.) 
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1. The managing organization must direct and manage disaster prevention at the natural

prevented zones in areas under their jurisdiction. 

2. For disaster that span an area under more than two managing organization, the

Mayor/Do governor under whom the jurisdiction lye may integrate and conduct

direction, management of disaster prevention. 

⑦ Prevention and extermination of damage by blight and noxious insects 

1. The managing organization must prevent and terminate any vermin or viruses that

occur in natural protected zones and threatens to damage the ecological system. 

11. Public Opening and Limitations on Number of Visitors, etc. 

① When deemed necessary for the preservation and damage control of natural protected

zones, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may, in accordance to

Article 33 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act and Article 27 and 28 of the

Enforcement Regulations of the said Act, limit public opening and number of visitors. 

② The managing organization must take measures falling under the following

subparagraphs when public opening and number of visitors have been limited and when the

limitation has been cancelled due to the cause for limiting public opening and number of

visitors being lapsed. 

1. When the Mayor/Do governor or the head of the Si/Gun and autonomous Gus have

been notified of limits to public opening and number of visitors, they must notify the

owner, manager or the managing organization of the cultural property and install a sign

notifying of the limits to access and number of visitors; 

2. When the Mayor/Do governor or the head of the Si/Gun and autonomous Gus have

been notified of cancellation of limits to public opening and number of visitors, they must

notify the owner, manager or the managing organization of the cultural property and

remove the sign notifying of the limits to access and number of visitors. 

③ When limiting measures are deemed necessary for the preservation and prevention of

damage, the managing organization may request the Cultural Heritage Administration. The

same shall apply when the cause for limitation to public opening and number of visitors has

been removed. 

④ For cases falling under the following subparagraphs, access may be granted to areas that

has been limited for public opening and access: 

1. When deemed necessary for repair and management of cultural properties; 

2. When deemed necessary for academic research for protection, preservation of cultural

properties; 

3. Other cases when deemed necessary by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration for the preservation and utilization of cultural Heritage. 
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⑤ For cases permitted under the regulations of subparagraph 4, The managing organization

must attach the review of the managing organization and submit it to the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration via the Mayor/Do governor. 

⑥ The managing organization exercises strict control of access to areas with limits to public

opening and visitor numbers, and shall direct and manage access permitted cases so as to

observe permitted matters. 

12. Permits for Photographing, etc. 

① In accordance to Article 20 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act and Article 27 and

15 of the Enforcement Ordinance and Article 18 of the Enforcement Regulation of the said

Act, permits must be received photographing for cases that might affect natural protected

zones. 

② Mayor/Do governor permit according to Article 68 of the Cultural Properties Protection

Act and Article 43 of the Enforcement Regulation of the said Act is required for natural

protected zones open to public under paragraph 1, and a permit from the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration is required for natural protected zones with limits to

public opening under Article 68 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act. 

15. Routine Inspection of Natural Protected Zones 

Every ten years, the managing organization must conduct periodic inspections of cultural

properties in the natural protected zones and reflect the results on the measures for

preservation and management of natural monuments, and secure necessary budget (State

funded works and etc.). 
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REGULATION ON PARK FACILITY
INSTALLATION ETC.

Directive 451 of the Ministry of Environment (Mar. 31, 2000) 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Regulation is to provide matters for the environment friendly

installation of park facilities within natural parks in accordance to the Natural Parks Act to

effectively preserve natural ecosystem and park resources. 

Article 3 (Scope of Application) 

With regards to installation, management or works to be conducted environmentally

friendly by the park management authority, this regulation shall apply for cases when

standards are not laid down by the Natural Park Act and other Acts. 

Article 4 (General Standards of Facilities Installation and etc.) 

General standards applied for facility installation and works by the park management

authority are as according to the following subparagraphs: 

1. Consideration shall be given to avoiding damage to and preserving, protecting, and

harmonizing natural resources, natural scenery, cultural assets, seasonality, ambience and

other attractive park resources when conducting facility installation and works within

natural parks. 

2. In principle facility installation and works shall not be conducted unless unavoidable for

the minimum amount of installations for the purpose of preservation of park resources,

safety of visitors, nature education and visitor convenience. 

3. In principle, the natural state of arbores, rocks, topography shall be kept or utilized for facility

installation and works, and changes to the form of soil quality shall be kept to the minimum. 

4. In principle, when damage to arbores, herbs and etc. is inevitable in facility installation

and works, the damage shall be kept to the minimum and the arbores and herbs in concern

shall be transplanted within the park. 

5. In principle, when conducting landscape architecture, introduced species shall be refrained

and the park's plants or domestic plants shall be used in consideration of park characteristics

and the ecosystem. 

Article 5 (Location Selection Standards for Facilities and etc.) 

Location selection standards for facilities when the park management authority is
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conducting facility installation and works is as according to the following subparagraphs: 

1. Possibility of adverse effects on wild life inhabitation shall be conducted prior to

commencement and facility installation and works shall not be conducted in areas that 

will adversely effect, or have the possibility of adversely effecting wild lives inhabitation.

However, when facility installation and works are done for the purpose of park

management, habitats shall be created and routes for animal passage shall be installed; 

2. Facilities shall not be installed in locations that affects the natural scenery; 

3. Facilities shall not be installed in locations that affects the valleys and streams with sewage

and waste water coming from the said facilities. 

Article 6 (Standards for Facility Size, etc.) 

Following subparagraphs shall apply for standards for facility sizes when the park

management authority conducts facility installation and works: 

1. When facilities are installed, their purpose and safety factors shall be considered to

minimize the size if at all possible. In particular the facilities shall maintain harmony with

the surrounding environment so as not to have a disparate appearance; 

2. When conducting construction, the size of the works shall remain minimum so as not to

damage the original form of the nature. 

Article 7 (Standards for Selection of Materials for Facilities and etc.) 

Following subparagraphs shall apply for standards for selection of materials for facilities

when the park management authority conducts facility installation and works: 

1. If at all possible, used materials shall be of wood, stone and other natural matters; 

2. If at all possible, natural materials from the park and surrounding areas shall be selected

to be used; 

3. To prevent rusting and etc. of facilities, paint to be used shall be matt finish materials that

have the minimum effect on the habitation of wild lives. 

Article 8 (Standards for Structures of Facilities and etc.) 

Following subparagraphs shall apply for standards for facility structures when the park

management authority conducts facility installation and works: 

1. Structures shall be in harmony of the surrounding area's natural resources and scenery of

area of facility installation and works to be conducted; 

2. In anticipation of aging and demolition of the facility, the structures shall be designed and

applicated in a way that make it convenient to restore the original natural status of the

region; 
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3. When conducting works that does not require installation of facilities, the design and

application must be done in a way that will make it convenient to restore to the original

form when such works are necessary at a future date. 

Article 9 (Standards for Colors of Facilities, etc.) 

Following subparagraphs shall apply for standards for facility colors when the park

management authority conducts facility installation and works: 

1. Colors for outer walls of facilities shall be in harmony of the surrounding nature and

primary colors and chroma colors to impress facilities shall not be used; 

2. Visitor safety signs and park resource damage warning signs shall be easy to recognize

and comparatively less bright colors of a nonreflective nature shall be used. 

Article 10 (Standards for Application of Facilities, etc.) 

Applications methods that least effect the surrounding area with atmosphere and water

pollution, noise and vibration shall be used and equipments to minimize environmental

pollution shall be selected to be used for applications. 

Article 11 (Detailed Standards for Installation of Facilities and etc.) 

① The chief director of the Korea National Park Service shall setup detailed standards for

installation of facilities and works. 

② detailed standards for installation of facilities and works in Do and Gun parks shall

comply with paragraph 1 and be fitting to the conditions of the region. 
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JEJU PROVINCE BASIC ENVIRONMENT
ORDINANCE

(Amended Ordinance 2185 Apr. 7, 1999 

Ordinance 2404 Jul. 23, 2003) 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

This Ordinance strives to recognize the finite nature of the environment as a resource and

resolves for its adequate preservation and utility, and at the same time set forth the basic

ideas for Jeju-do's environment preservation and the responsibilities of Do, Si/Gun

businesses and its population, and determine basic matters for environment preservation

policies in order to systematically implement the policy to preserve and manage the natural

environment and to ensure that the Do residents may live healthy and comfortable lives in a

pleasant and agreeable natural environment. 

Article 2 (Basic Ideas) 

① In formulating and implementing environment preservation policies, Jeju-do (hereinafter

referred to as "Do") shall endeavor to secure necessary environment to ensure that the Do

residents may live healthy and comfortable lives in a pleasant and agreeable natural

environment and also to ensure that next generations may have the same opportunities to

exploit it. 

② Do's environment preservation policies shall be in a way that enables coexistence of

humans and nature in harmony, strives for an environmentally sustainable development,

and creates an ecologically desirable region. 

③ Do's environment preservation policies shall be in a way that strives to accommodate and

improve the environmental capacity of Do resident's in their daily lives and business

activities and also promotes policies for preservation of the regional environment. 

④ All of Do's policies must reflect the basic ideas of paragraph 1 or 3 to the utmost. 

Article 3 (Basic Principles) 

Do shall hold the basic principles under the following subparagraphs in promoting

environment preservation policies: 

1. Integral environment management; 

2. Preconsideration to preservation and management of environment; 

3. Cooperation with national and international local governments; 

4. Responsibility borne by the source of pollution; 

Related O
rdinances, Indexes 

and Regulations
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5. Providing environment information and participation by Do residents. 

Article 5 (Do Governor's Responsibility) 

① The Jeju-do governor (hereinafter referred to as "Governor") is responsible for the

establishment and implementation of basic and general policies on matters falling under the

following subparagraphs for environmental preservation 

and creation of new regional environment; 

1. Natural environment preservation; 

2. Prevention of air, water, soil pollution; 

3. Preservation of wildlife and maintaining bio-diversity and other matters related to

preservation of natural ecology befitting regional circumstances; 

4. Coexistence of humans and nature, preservation of beautiful scenery, preservation of

historic, cultural relics and etc.; 

5. Cyclical use of resources, efficient use of energy and processing and reduction of wastes; 

6. Adequate management of hazardous chemical materials; 

7. Prevention of global warming, ozone protection, prevention of acid rain and other global

environment preservation matters; 

8. Participation and strengthening of cooperation from Do residents for environment

preservation; 

9. Nurturing and training of environment specialists; 

10. Management of Jeju-do biosphere preservation region; <Inserted Jul. 23, 2003> 

11. Other environment pollution prevention related matters; 

② The Governor shall strive to mediate and support Si/Gun's environment preservation

policies for environment preservation; 

③ The Governor shall enact and announce an environment charter to set the basic

directions of environment preservation and cultivate practical consciousness of environment

preservation in Do residents. 

Article 6 (Mayor/Magistrate's Responsibilities) 

The Mayor/Magistrate shall be responsible for the establishment and implementation of

policies that befits the regional characteristics of their jurisdiction in accordance with the

Do's environment policies. 

Article 7 (Businesses' Responsibilities) 

① Businesses must strive to adequately process various environment pollution materials
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created from business activities and preserve the natural environment and cooperate with the

Do/Si/Gun's policies. 

② Businesses must strive to improve the implementation of development works and product

manufacture, process and sales processes to be more environmentally friendly to conserve

resources and recycle, and reach regional environmental standards. 

③ Businesses shall strive to conduct continuous research and development to reduce

environment pollution caused by usage and discard of products and other materials related

to business activities, and provide necessary information related to the environment. 

④ Business shall actively cooperate with environment preservation activities of the regional

society such as research by the Do residents/organizations and promotions and etc. 

Article 8 (Rights and Responsibilities of Do Residents) 

① All Do residents have the right to live in a healthy and pleasant environment. 

② All Do residents shall strive to maintain an environmentally friendly way of life and have

the responsibility of cooperating with environment preservation policies conducted by the

Do/Si/Gun. 

③ Do residents must conduct environment preservation in their daily lives and strive to

observe matters falling under the following subparagraphs in particular: 

1. Do residents shall educate on the spot or report to the relevant institution when an act of

environment pollution has been witnessed; 

2. Do residents shall suggest opinions and action items for problem solving related to

environment issues; 

3. Do residents shall conduct voluntary preservation activities and improvements to their

surrounding environment to create a pleasant environment; 

④ Do residents may participate and suggest ideas in the process of establishing environment

policy or promotion processes and the Governor shall be able to review and reflect such

suggestions. 

Article 11 (Strengthening International Cooperation) 

Through sister statehood relations or international cooperation with overseas local

governments the Governor shall exchange environment information and technology, nurture

specialists, and actively participate in the international society's effort to preserve/restore

global environment, and be active in global environment issues. 

Article 12 (Establishment of Environment Basic Plan) 

① For an overall and systematic implementation of environment preservation policies, the

Related O
rdinances, Indexes 
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Governor shall establish a mid to long term environment basic plan (hereinafter referred to

as "Environment Basic Plan") and revise/complement it every five years. 

② The Environment Basic Plan as according to Paragraph 1 shall include matters falling

under the following subparagraphs: 

1. Items regarding environment changes such as population, housing, industry, 

transportation, land usage, etc.; 

2. Current environmental status and estimate of pollution material emission and forecast of

changes to environment quality; 

3. Establishment of environment preservation goals and per stage measures and business

plans for its accomplishment; 

4. Cost estimate and resource procurement plans for conducting works; 

5. Other key issues related to environment preservation. 

Article 15 (Preservation of Natural Environment) 

① The Governor must preserve the natural environment and the ecosystem which are the

fundamentals of human survival and life, as set out by the principles in the following

subparagraphs: 

1. Preservation of natural environment must come before development, and utilization and

development of nature must be conducted in the scope of maintaining balance and harmony; 

2. Natural environment must be protected from pollution and damage, and polluted or

damaged natural environment must be returned to its original state if at all possible; 

3. Wild life must be protected and its species and habitat preserved. 

② The Governor must strive to conduct necessary measures for an adequate maintenance

and sound usage of the natural environment such as park and greens installation. 

Article 16-2 (Management of Jeju-do biosphere preservation region Operation) 

① The Governor shall establish a Jeju-do biosphere preservation region management

committee (hereinafter referred to as "Committee") to adequately manage Jeju-do biosphere

preservation region, designated by UNESCO, to fulfill the three functions of biosphere

preservation regions. 

The committee shall consist of no more than twenty one persons including a chairman and a

vicechairman. 

Committee members under the regulations of Paragraph 1 shall be appointed or

commissioned by the Governor among persons who fall among the following

subparagraphs. However, the vice administrative governor of Jeju-do, environment

construction director, deputy mayor and vice magistrates of Si/Guns shall be automatically
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appointed to the committee: 

1. Member of Jeju-do assembly; 

2. Environment/marine/cultural property/forestry experts; 

3. Representative of biosphere preservation region related organization; 

4. Persons with abundant academic knowledge and experience in the field of biosphere

preservation region. 

The chairman shall represent the committee and chair meetings, the vice chairman shall

assist the chairman and carryout the chairman's role during the chairman's absence. 

The chairman shall be the vice administrative governor, and the vicechairman shall be

elected amongst committee members. 

The tenure of committee members shall be two years and reappointment is allowed.

However, the tenure of a supplement member shall be for the remaining period of the

member's predecessor. 

The committee shall conduct/advise on following matters: 

1. Advise on Jeju-do biosphere preservation region operation management matters; 

2. Biosphere preservation region preservation and research promotion; 

3. Biosphere preservation region related education and training promotion; 

4. Biosphere preservation region international exchange increase; 

5. Increase in cooperation between institutes of biosphere preservation region related

departments and academics; 

6. Other matters related to biosphere preservation region; 

Regular sessions shall be held once a year and extraordinary sessions shall be held when

deemed necessary by the chairman or whenever it is requested by more than a third of all

members. 

Sessions shall be open with a majority of members being present, and when the majority of

the present members agree, a resolution will be deemed to have been made. 

There shall be one manager to handle biosphere preservation region related works, and the

manager shall be the Gwajang in charge of biosphere preservation region. [Inserted to this

Ordinance Jul. 23, 2003] 

Article 19 (Restriction Measures) 

The Governor shall take necessary restriction measures on acts that could cause environment

pollution or affect an adequate preservation of natural environment and etc. 

Related O
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RULES FOR RESTRICTED ACTIVITIES 
SPECIAL ACT ON DEVELOPMENT OF JEJU 

FREE INTERNATIONAL CITY 
(Enforcement Ordinance No. 2450 Of July 30, 2004) 

■ Restricted Activities In Groundwater Reserves (Article 20) 

GRADE AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES REMARKS

GRADE 

1

GRADE 

2

GRADE 

3

GRADE 

4

GRADE 

5

·In coastal areas (within 50 meters from the coastline), only

agriculture and fishery facilities no higher than 5 meters (1 story)

are allowed; in beach areas, subsidiary facilities, including

changing rooms, showers, and toilets, shall be no higher than 5

meters (1 story). 

·In areas other than volcanic cones (oreum), temporary structure

for disaster relief and public construction projects shall be no

higher than 5 meters (1 story). 

·Traditional structures, including temples, shall be no higher than

12 meters; provided, that they are no more than one story. 

·Inside cultivated lands within volcanic cone areas (oreum),

agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities shall be no

higher than 5 meters (1 story), and alteration of soil for other

purposes shall be prohibited.

·Agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities that are

under 2 stories shall be exempt from restrictions on length

·Agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities (including

facilities for processing and distribution of produce) that are

under 2 stories shall be exempt from restrictions on length

Relevant Laws Shall Apply

PROHIBITION OF FACILITY

INSTALLATION AND SOIL

ALTERATION

FACILITIES NO HIGHER THAN

9 METERS (2 STORIES)

FACILITIES NO LONGER THAN

90 METERS

FACILITIES NO HIGHER THAN

12 METERS (3 STORIES)

FACILITIES NO LONGER THAN

120 METERS

FACILITIES NO HIGHER THAN

15 METERS

FACILITIES NO LONGER THAN

150 METERS

RELEVANT LAWS SHALL APPLY
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■ Restricted Activities In Ecology Reserves (Article 21) 

Related O
rdinances, Indexes 

and Regulations

5

1

2

3

4

·PROHIBITED

·PROHIBITED

·prohibit installation
of facilities that cause
certain toxicity to
water 

·installation allowed
for those exempt
from installation of
water pollution
prevention facilities

·allowed if sewage
pipe extends to water
treatment plant, or if
equipment installed to
keep BOD, COD,
and SS at 10㎎/ℓ or
less

·allowed to install
facilities that cause
certain water
pollution if all waste
water containing the
pollutant is treated

·allowed if exempt
from water pollution
prevention facilities

·allowed if sewage
pipe extends to
sewage treatment
plant, or if equipment
installed to keep
BOD, COD, SS at 10
㎎/ℓ or less

·PROHIBITED

·PROHIBITED

·allowed if sewage
pipe extends to
sewage treatment
plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep
leachate BOD at 10
㎎/ℓ or less, COD
at 30㎎/ ℓ or less,
and SS at 10㎎/ℓ or
less

·allowed if leachate
pipe extends to
sewage treatment
plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep
leachate at BOD 10
㎎/ℓ or less, COD
at 30㎎/ℓ or less,
and SS at 10㎎/ℓ or
less

·PROHIBITED

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 10㎎/ℓ or less, and
SS at 10㎎/ℓ or less
(however, construction
of small residential
unit, with a total area
of 100㎡ or less, shall
be allowed in existing
communities)

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 20㎎/ℓ or less and
SS at 20㎎/ℓ or less
(however, construction
of small residential
unit, with a total area
of 100㎡ or less, shall
be allowed in existing
communities)

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 20㎎/ℓ or less and
SS at 20㎎/ℓ or less
(however, construction
of small residential
unit, with total area of
100㎡ or less, shall be
allowed in existing
communities)

·PROHIBITED

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 5㎎/ℓ or less, and
SS at 5㎎/ℓ or less

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 10㎎/ℓ or less and
SS at 10㎎/ℓ or less

·allowed if wastewater
reclamation and reuse
system is installed

·allowed if sewage pipe
extends to sewage
treatment plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep BOD
at 20㎎/ℓ or less and
SS at 20㎎/ℓ or less

·allowed if waste water
reclamation and reuse
system is installed

·PROHIBITED

·allowed if facilities
installed to turn
sewage into
resources or to
prevent discharge 

·allowed if sewage
pipe extends to
sewage treatment
plant

·allowed if facilities
installed to turn
waste water into
resources or to
prevent waste water
discharge

·allowed if pipe
extends to sewage
treatment center

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep
BOD at 10㎎/ℓ or
less and SS at 10㎎/
ℓ or less (limited to
public treatment
facilities for livestock
sewage)

·allowed if facilities
installed to turn
waste water into
resources or to
prevent waste water
discharge

·allowed if sewage
pipe extends to
sewage treatment
plant

·allowed if equipment
installed to keep
BOD at 15㎎/ℓ or
less and SS at 15㎎/
ℓ or less (limited to
public treatment
facilities for livestock
sewage)

GRADE
SEWAGE

FACILITIES

GARBAGE

DISPOSAL

FACILITIES

TOTAL AREA OF

LESS THAN 3,300m2

TOTAL AREA OF

LESS THAN 3,300m2

LIVESTOCK

SEWAGE

HOUSEHOLD SEWAGE
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■ Restriced Activities In Scenery Reserves (Article 22) 

GRADE AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES REMARKS

1

2

3

4

5

·In coastal areas (within 50 meters from the coastline), only

agriculture and fishery facilities no higher than 5 meters (1 story)

are allowed; in beach areas, subsidiary facilities, including

changing rooms, showers, and toilets, shall be no higher than 5

meters (1 story). 

·In areas other than volcanic cones (oreum), temporary structure

for disaster relief and public construction projects shall be no

higher than 5 meters (1 story). 

·Traditional structures, including temples, shall be no higher than

12 meters; provided, however, that they are no more than one

story. 

·Inside cultivated lands within volcanic cone areas (oreum),

agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities shall be no

higher than 5 meters (1 story), and alteration of soil for other

purposes shall be prohibited.

·Agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities that are

under 2 stories shall be exempt from restrictions on length

·Agriculture, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities (including

facilities for processing and distribution of produce) that are

under 2 stories shall be exempt from restrictions on length

Relevant Laws Shall Apply

PROHIBITION OF FACILITY

INSTALLATION AND 

SOIL ALTERATION

FACILITIES NO HIGHER

THAN 9 METERS (2 STORIES)

FACILITIES NO LONGER THAN

90 METERS

FACILITIES NO HIGHER THAN

12 METERS (3 STORIES)

FACILITIES NO LONGER THAN

120 METERS

FACILTIES NO HIGHER

THAN 15 METERS

FACILITIES NO LONGER

THAN 150 METERS

RELEVANT LAWS SHALL APPLY



Appendix 6 

Relevant Plans 

·Basic Plan on Conservation, Utilization of Cultural Heritage Properties

·Environmental Conservation Management Plan of Jeju Province

·Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management

·Hallasan National Park Management Plan

·Master Plan for Jeju Free International City

·Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan 
(attached separately as Appendix 8)
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Basic Plan on Conservation, Utilization of Cultural Heritage Properties

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

LEGAL GROUNDS Article 13-2 of Cultural Properties Protection Act 

PLANNING BODY Cultural Heritage Administration (CHA)

DURATION 2002 ~ 2011 (10 years)

OVERVIEW - A mid-term to long-term plan to promote efficient and effective conservation, management, and

use of cultural heritages as the quintessence of national culture and assets shared by mankind.

The plan analyzes the present state of conservation and management of the cultural heritages and

sets the direction of policies for the coming ten years.

OBJECTIVES - Secure cultural identity by preserving integrity of heritage properties

- Harmony of conservation and development

- Create market for appreciation and enjoyment of cultural properties

KEY POINTS - Preserving integrity (8 policies and 51 specific projects)

- Effective management (8 policies and 61 specific projects)

- Efficient use (2 policies and 12 specific projects)

NATURAL ① PRESERVING INTEGRITY

MONUMENTS - Goal: Study and implement scientific methods for conservation and management of natural heritages

- Balanced protection by strengthening protection of neglected resources, including beautiful

scenery, geology, and minerals.

- Budget: 179.6 billion KRW (national: 130.2 billion KRW, local: 49.4 billion KRW)

- Project: study of conservation and management methods, conservation of forest genetic resources,

build conservation research center)

② EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT

- strengthen policies and grounds for designation of cultural heritages

- strengthen network for cooperation in conserving cultural heritages

- build foundation for recording and informatization

- rational management of cultural heritage reserves

- scientific survey and study of cultural heritages

- stimulate international exchange

③ EFFICIENT USE

- use cultural heritage as tourism resources

- expand enjoyment and appreciation of cultural heritages
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Environmental Conservation Management Plan of Jeju Province

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

PLANNING BODY Jeju Province

DURATION 1999 ~ 2020 (20 years)

OVERVIEW - A comprehensive plan for conservation and management aimed at effectively and methodically

consolidating conservation activities that are being performed by different agencies and

organizations. 

- Plans prepared and implemented in Jeju Province shall be the overarching basic environmental

plan for local governments that apply the plan mutatis-mutandis.

VISION - Making a "clear, clean, and green Jeju," in which there is clear water and air and green

grasslands and blue seas. 

OBJECTIVES - "first conservation, then development": clear distinction between conservation and development areas

- attain and maintain local environmental standards

- create a natural environment that is sustainable and ecologically sound

- reduce waste at source and maximize recycling

- develop environmental technology and promote environmentally-friendly industries

HERITAGE □ objective: create a natural environment that respects the harmony of wild flowers, green 

PROPERTIES grasslands, and beautiful scenery

□ policy direction 

- maintain balance and harmony between nature and development

- protect wild plant and animal habitat

- create pleasant environment by expanding greenery, forests, and mountains

- protect beautiful natural scenery and resources

□ specific plans

- conservation of ecosystem: protect and manage endangered wild fauna and flora protect and 

management parasitic volcano strengthen environmental impact

assessment

- expand and maintain mountain and forest resources: conserve and manage biological resources 

mountains and forests expand recreation facilities in forests and mountains

- protect and maintain HNR: continue enforcement of rehabilitation monitor changes in ecosystem

- protect natural caves: prepare maps of caves, conduct surveys of natural caves

- manage conservation resources

- manage natural reserves

Relevant Plans 

6
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Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

PLANNING BODY Jeju Province

DURATION 2005 ~ 2014 (10 years)

OVERVIEW - On December 16, 2002, UNESCO declared Mt. Hallasan in Jeju Island a biosphere reserve

(JIBR); hence, Jeju is obligated to manage the area in accordance with international standards.

The goal of this plan is to seek co-existence between man and nature by practicing sustainable use

while conserving the natural ecosystem. 

OBJECTIVES - Jeju environment and economy thrives on nature conservation

FUNCTIONS - conservation (conservation of forest genetic resources, ecosystem, and scenery that require

protection

- development/progress (sustainable development of society, culture, and ecosystem and progress of

mankind)

- support (activities designed to promote both conservation and development, including pilot

projects, environmental education and training, and research and monitoring)

HERITAGE □ conservation/development

PROPERTIES - discover and use natural resources that represent JIBR

- conserve and utilize natural resources that represent JIBR and create income source

□ support

- promotion and informatization of JIBR natural resources

- consolidated research support system

- local resident participation in monitoring efforts

- encourage local cooperation and private sector participation

- prepare support tools, management plans, and policies for management of JIBR

- contribute to building network of environmental education

- secure funding for JIBR management 

□ common

- development and use of logo

- interdisciplinary development of research techniques

- develop mechanism for international information exchange

- develop international training opportunities and programs

- set forth national action plan and strategy for JIBR

- linkage with world biosphere reserve network regulations
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Hallasan National Park Management Plan

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

LEGAL GROUNDS Article 17 of Natural Parks Act

PLANNING BODY Cultural Heritage Administration

DURATION 2002 ~ 2005 (4 years)

OVERVIEW - A comprehensive hands-on plan that seeks to conserve natural resources and protect the
environment in the national park, manage visitors and facilities, and improve visitor behaviors to
promote environmentally-friendly use. Additionally, a specific procedural plan that sets the
future direction for management of the national park and presents the specific management plans
to that end. 

CONSERVATION AND - The fundamental objective is to conserve the natural ecosystem in the park. Data collected from 
MANAGEMENT conserving the wild plant and animal habitat in the HNP and monitoring and surveys of natural 
OBJECTIVES resources are used to support further conservation efforts. Also, further damage to the natural

resources is prevented by patrolling the premises, while implementing rehabilitation plans for the
damaged resources to maintain the ecosystem and biodiversity unique to the HNP. 

BASIC POLICIES - strengthen conservation of natural resources in HNP

- create clean and pleasant park environment 

- secure consistency in park management by enforcing guidelines on activities in HNP

- manage visitors and improve their behavior

- install and maintain environmentally-friendly park facilities

- seek cooperation between residents inside and outside the HNP

SPECIFIC PROJECTS ① conservation of natural resources

2005 - accurate survey of animal and plant habitat and deer movement route in winter

- accurate survey of specific animal habitat

- prepare measures to conserve endangered rare species in subalpine region of Mt. Hallasan

② conservation of natural environment 

- prepare and enforce guidelines for authorized activities in park projects

- prepare and execute plans for purchasing privately owned land 

- engage schools to introduce Mt. Hallasan conservation programs in their curriculum

③ manage visitors and improve their behavior

- hiring and operation for information centers

- install and operate nature interpretation centers

- prepare and enforce standards for management of mountain training

④ management of facilities

- prepare plans for monitoring facilities

- prepare management plans for roads leading to HNP

Relevant Plans 

6
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Master Plan for Jeju Free International City

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

LEGAL GROUNDS Special Act on Jeju Free International City

PLANNING BODY Jeju Province

DURATION 2002 ~ 2011 (10 years)

OVERVIEW - An overarching and comprehensive statutory plan, based on the Special Act on Jeju Free
International City, which seeks to establish a "Jeju Free International City" and an "Island of
World Peace," that sets the general direction for all sectors, including physical facilities, industrial
economy, living environment, society, culture, and so forth. 

VISION - A pleasant Jeju free international city that is rich with people, environment, and knowledge. 

VISION - A pleasant Jeju where nature and development create harmony
(ENVIRONMENTAL ECOSYSTEM)

BASIC POLICIES FOR □ maintain peace in biosphere
ENVIRONMENTAL - preserve integrity of natural ecosystem
CONSERVATION AND - effective preservation of natural scenic resources
MANAGEMENT - strengthen environmental conservation promotion and education

□ create healthy living environment
- create pleasant living environment
- maintain good water quality 
- living environment that ensures peace and stability in everyday life
□ create sea of life
- sustainable use of marine resources
- secure fresh fishery products production base 
- effective and efficient management of coastal environment

HERITAGE □ preserve ecosystem and biodiversity
PROPERTIES - protection and management of natural ecosystem

- protection and management of wild animals and plants
- protection and management of natural monuments and endangered and protected wild animals

and plants
- methodical survey of natural ecosystem
- build green network
- build natural ecosystem experiencing and learning center
□ conservation and management of Mt. Hallasan and middle mountain ranges
- conservation and management of ecosystem unique to Mt. Hallasan
- reduce damage and restore damage in Mt. Hallasan
- build visitor centers and develop nature learning programs
- restrict golf courses and strengthen management of them
□ conservation and management of oreum (volcanic cones)
- legislation for conservation and management of oreum
- comprehensive surveys and monitoring

Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan 
(attached separately as Appendix 8)
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Table Ap.7-1. Conservation and Management Budget (2004, 2005) (unit: USD)

YEAR Category Total Cultural  Ordinary Project Heritage 
Budget Heritage Budget Budget Repair 

Budget and
(Natural Restoration
Monuments Division)

2004 CHA 333,364,311 17,545,077 3,921,934 13,623,143 -

JPG 991,047,928 15,881,374 488,948 15,392,427 -

HNP 5,818,284 - 2,595,560 3,222,724 -

Bukjeju-gun 291,259,476 3,642,607 50,334 3,592,272 Manjang 95,248

Namjeju-gun 249,928,010 7,441,064 36,892 7,404,171 285,714

Manjanggul Management Service 662,263 - 555,563 106,700 -

Ilchulbong Management Service 1,358,350 - 1,032,160 326,190 -

2005 CHA 311,365,744 20,028,705 4,962,990 15,065,714 -

JPG 994,679,401 15,621,850 557,810 15,064,041 -

HNP 6,456,818 - 3,132,932 3,323,886 -

Bukjeju-gun 298,976,032 5,765,330 58,827 5,706,504 Manjang 476,190

Namjeju-gun 288,575,885 7,900,781 52,436 7,848,345 285,714

Manjanggul Management Service 853,125 - 551,125 302,000 -

Ilchulbong Management Service 1,281,374 - 1,070,803 210,571 -

Note: 1. Exchange Rate USD 1 = KRW 1,050

2. Abbreviations 

CHA: Cultural Heritage Administration 

JPG : Jeju Provincial Government 

HNP : Hallasan National Park 
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Abbreviation Full Name 

Bengdwi Bengdwigul Lava Tube

Dangcheomul Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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1. PLAN OVERVIEW

1-1. Background and Objectives

k  In 2002, a Preparation Committee was established in the Jeju Provincial

Government under the supervision of the Cultural Heritage Administration

with a view to inscribing the following properties on the UNESCO World

Heritage List: Hallasan Natural Reserve, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone,

and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System (composed of Geomunoreum Volcanic

Cone(Geomunoreum) and Manjanggul Lava Tube (Manjang), Gimnyeonggul

Lava Tube (Gimnyoeng), Bengdwigul Lava Tube (Bengdwi), Yongcheondonggul

Lava Tube (Yongcheon) and Dangcheomulgul Lava Tube (Dangcheomul).

k  To effectively manage the nominated areas that lay scattered in different

parts of the island (Bukjeju-gun and Namjeju-gun), Jeju Province needed a

plan to consolidate their management.

k  The Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan (hereinafter

Management Plan) was prepared for two reasons: one, to inscribe Hallasan

Natural Reserve, Geomunoreum System and Ilchulbong on the UNESCO

World Heritage List; and two, to ensure a consolidated and balanced

management of the heritage properties.

k  The key goals of the five-year Management Plan (2006-2010) are to identify

the important values of the nominated areas and present short-term and

long-term solutions for their consolidated management aimed at preserving

those values.

k  The key aims of the Management Plan is to present a detailed description of

the values of each heritage property, prescribe specific objectives for its

conservation and management, and describe the action plans to achieve

them.

k  When the heritage properties are inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage

List, the Management Plan will serve as an important guideline for their

conservation and management. After 2011, the Management Plan will

further function as a basic framework for evaluations when the plan needs to

be revised or replaced.

k  The Management Plan will become the first of its kind in which the

organizations directly related to the properties and the local community

come together and efficiently draft a plan based on the principle of mutual

consent. Once the Management Plan is complete, organizations with direct
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and/or indirect interests in the conservation and management of the

properties (Jeju-do Tourist Association, NGOs, and relevant civic organizations),

schools, research institutes, and local communities will make concerted

efforts to formulate and implement the basic missions and objectives, with

the central government, the local government and the relevant resource

management authorities playing the major roles.

k  The Management Plan comprehensively reflects the views of Jeju residents

both inside and outside the heritage property premises, visitors to Jeju,

foreign experts, and local experts and scholars (Part IV-2).

k  The Management Plan is adopted to secure a statutory enforcement

mechanism based on Jeju Provincial Ordinance.

k  The Management Plan will become effective when it is approved by the

Administrator of Cultural Heritage Administration and the Governor of Jeju

Province provides his commitment to implement the Plan.

Plan Overview

1
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1-2. Mission

k  Hallasan Natural Reserve, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, and

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System (Geomunoreum Volcanic Cone,

Manjanggul, Gimnyeonggul, Bengdwigul, Yongcheondonggul and

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tubes) are important national assets that have

been formally declared as Natural Monuments. If UNESCO were to also

recognize their values, they will become the first Korean natural heritage

properties to be inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

k  As World Heritage on Jeju Island, the properties will not only be conserved

as environmentally valuable resources, but also be managed under a proper

management organization together with other outstanding scenic resources. 

k  Conserving the nominated areas will ensure sustainability of both the

properties and the residents in the surrounding communities, and conditions

will be made conducive for property managers, local residents, and visitors

to share the responsibility of conservation.

k  The nominated areas will be constantly monitored and managed to minimize

impact from human activities, and education programs will be provided to

raise awareness of factors, other than human activities, that may harm the

natural environment. 

k  There will be close cooperation with government agencies to attain the

double goal of conserving the nominated areas and contributing to the local

economy. A consolidated resource management system will serve as a

platform for mutual cooperation in effectively managing the heritage

properties.

k  To manage the properties based on cooperation, the local communities, Jeju-

do Tourist Association, NGOs, and other relevant organizations need to

strengthen their commitment toward environmental conservation. Visitors to

the nominated areas will be provided with useful information about the

properties and sensitized to the importance of joint responsibility in

protecting natural heritage that are very vulnerable to external influences. 

k  The Management Plan will contribute significantly to not only the Jeju

natural World Heritage properties themselves, but also to the local

community and environmental conservation in general.

k  The ideals and objectives of the Management Plan will be formulated and

implemented with the active support and contribution of the communities

surrounding the nominated areas and Jeju Province as a whole. 
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1-3. Basic Objectives

1. Conserve the heritage properties to pass down to future generations their
unique values and characteristics by:    

- prohibiting and ultimately eliminating undesirable use of, and damage to, the

natural heritage properties. 

2. Introduce appropriate controls for developments and other activities
within the nominated areas with a view to preserving the natural scenery
unique to the area and further enhancing their value by:

- strengthening regulations for building and renovating structures within the

heritage properties;

- tightening environmental impact assessment standards for development

projects inside the heritage properties; and  

Plan Overview

1

Adding value through effective conservation and 
management of heritage properties

1. Preserve the characteristics and values unique to the heritage properties

with a view to passing them down to the future generation.

2. Introduce appropriate controls for developments and other activities

inside the nominated areas to preserve the integrity of the scenery

unique to the area. 

3. Minimize damage to the heritage properties resulting from human

activities by controlling visitor traffic, and ensure their sustainability and

effective conservation.

4. Develop and implement programs aimed at adding value to the heritage

properties to enhance public enjoyment of them. 

5. Provide interested parties residing inside the nominated areas with

education regarding natural environment, conservation, cooperation,

prohibited use, and decision making to enable quality conservation and

management. 

6. Environmental organizations and management organizations

(government agencies, provincial governments, Jeju-do Tourist

Association, NGOs, and local communities) inside the nominated areas

should effectively cooperate in managing the properties. 
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- producing an agreed set of principles for management of natural scenery. 

3. Minimize damage to the properties resulting from human activities by
controlling tourist traffic, and ensure effective conservation and
sustainability of the nominated areas by:

- introducing a proper set of measures that enables effective conservation and

management of the heritage properties; 

- adopting a proper monitoring system in order to minimize damage to the

ecosystem resulting from human activities inside the properties; and  

- providing diverse public relations and education services to visitors and

residents in order to prevent them from damaging the natural heritage.

4. Develop and implement programs that add value to the heritage resources
and enhance public enjoyment of them by:

- providing nature and ecology tourism at nominated areas;

- providing local residents with a sustainable income and support their

livelihood through tourism of heritage properties; and  

- preparing nature conservation activities and encouraging local residents to

participate.

5. Provide the interested parties to the heritage properties with education
regarding natural environment, conservation, cooperation, prohibited use,
and decision making, so that the foregoing objectives are attained and
quality conservation and management ensured by: 

- setting up visitor centers inside the heritage properties;

- setting up a system for providing detailed information regarding conservation

of heritage properties at visitor information centers; and  

- providing visitors with resource interpretation highlighting the importance of

conservation. 

6. Set an example of how environmental organizations and management
organizations (government agencies, local governments, Jeju-do Tourist
Association, NGOs, and local communities) can effectively cooperate to
efficiently manage nominated areas by: 
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- establishing a committee tentatively named Jeju World Natural Heritage

Management Committee (hereinafter Management Committee) which will:  

- establishing a team responsible for public relations, research, and

conservation and management of the designated heritage properties; and  

- jointly participating in programs with both public and private

organizations to raise awareness of heritage property conservation and

management. 

1-4. Scope of Plan

k  Timeline

- Beginning year: 2006

- Duration: 2006 Jan. - 2010 Dec. (five years)

k  Coverage

- Hallasan Natural Reserve

Core Area: 9,093.1 ha, Buffer Zone: 7,347.4 ha

- Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Core Area: 330.3 ha, Buffer Zone: 1,906.4 ha

- Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Core Area: 51.8 ha, Buffer Zone: 117.0 ha

Plan Overview

1
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2. Description of Heritage Properties

k  Jeju Province is an island that lies at the southern most tip of the Republic of

Korea. It is a volcanic island that evolved from a seafloor hotspot during

early Quaternary Period. The elliptical island has a total area of 1,831 square

kilometers, with its major axis stretching southwest-northeast. In the center

of the island Mt. Hallasan rises to 1,950 meters above sea level. Many

parasitic volcanoes (oreum) lie scattered across the island, which is mostly

composed of basalt lava and a small quantity of tuff. This island displays a

large variety of volcanic landforms resulting from volcanic activities.

k  The shield volcanoes surrounding Mt. Hallasan, parasitic volcanoes such as

Ilchulbong, and lava tubes formed by basalt lava eruptions are just some of

the volcanic land forms that are worthy as World Natural Heritage.

Additionally, there are trachytic domes, columnar joints formed by flowing

lava, basalt tuff cliffs, composite volcanoes produced by variations in

volcanic activities and human and bird footprint fossils formed during

volcanic activities. In line with such particular volcanic topography, the

fauna and flora in the area are also extraordinary. Transitions in the

altitudinal distribution of flora in and around Mt. Hallasan and the dense

colony of Korean Fir growing in isolated island conditions are biological

features that are unique to Jeju Island. Furthermore, lava tubes formed in

basalt lava are homes to a wide range of unique cave formations.

Z  Hallasan Natural Reserve 

k  Mt. Hallasan (1,950 m above sea level) is an aspite-type shied volcano lying

at the very center of Jeju Island (74 km east-west; 32 km north-south). It was

formed by volcanic activities during the whole of the Quaternary, and is

home to approximately 360 parasitic volcanoes, making it the richest in the

world for a single volcano. Inside Hallasan Natural Reserve, the original

form of the shield volcano is kept almost intact with little impact from

weathering or erosion. Additionally, Mt. Hallasan has suffered very little

damage from human activities or natural disasters, such as earthquakes,

since most of the property (approximately 14.4 km east-west, approximately

9.8 km north-south, and approximately 15,338.6 ha in area) has been

carefully managed as a natural monument (designated in 1966 as Natural

Monument No. 182) and a National Park (since 1970).
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k  At the summit, there is a trachytic dome, formed approximately 25,000 to

30,000 years ago, and a volcanic crater (Baeknokdam) that is surrounded by

trachybasalt from volcanic eruptions in the later years. This crater forms a

lake covering an area of 21 ha. It is 108 m deep and its circumference is

1,720 m (east-west diameter of 600 m, and north-south diameter of 400 m).

This is where one can see both the mystical and majestic beauty of Mt.

Hallasan, covered with snow until late spring and changing color with every

season. The western half, forming the border of Baeknokdam, is composed

of trachyte, while the eastern half is composed of trachybasalt from relatively

quiet volcano eruptions, making the geology similar to that of Hawaii dating

back 2,650 to 2,700 years. That shows that Baeknokdam is a composite

dome formed by two different types of eruptions. The southwestern slopes of

Mt. Hallasan present a mystical aspect with a concentration of mysterious

and steep towering trachytic rocks. This particular area has been named

Yeongsil as it resembles Yeongsan, a place in which Sakyamuni Tathagata

taught Buddhism. The scenery created by the magnificent boulders in this

part of Mt. Hallasan is likened to a stone figure of Buddha being protected

by the five hundred disciples on his right and screen-like boulders (columnar

joints) on his left.

Scenic view of the peak of Mt.
Hallasan
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Z  Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

k  In Jeju Island, volcanic lava created a large number of caves over a period of

approximately 1.2 million years, from Quaternary to perhaps as recently as

1,000 years before present. So far, 136 lava tubes have been found. A highly

fluid pahoehoe-type basalt lava eruption from Mt. Hallasan and some 360

cones, which covered the entire island, resulted in the formation of numerous

caves in this island.

k  Among the areas in which lava tubes have been discovered, the northeastern

slope has the most. The Geomunoreum System, which is a candidate

property for inscription on the World Heritage List, is comprised of

Manjang, Gimnyeong, Bengdwi, Yongcheon and Dangcheomul, which are

distributed across the northeastern part of Jeju Island (in Gujwa and

Jocheon). These caves are thought to be products of lava flowing from

Geomunoreum approximately 300,000 to 100,000 years ago.
Stalactites and columns of
Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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Z  Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 

k  Ilchulbong was formed as a result of hydro-volcanism approximately

120,000 to 40,000 years ago. Along the coast of Seongsanpo, the original

form of the crater is maintained in good condition to this day. The highest

point of Ilchulbong crater measures 179 m, while the lowest point inside the

crater is 89 m. The diameter of the outer rim is approximately 570 m. With

the exception of the northern side, the other three sides of the volcanic crater

have turned into precipitous cliffs due to marine erosion. 

Upper part of Ilchulbong showing
crater and wall structures
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3. Management Organizations

3-1. Consolidated Management of Jeju World Heritage
Properties 

Z Cultural Heritage Administration 

k  The Cultural Heritage Administration will assume comprehensive

responsibility for the conservation and management of the natural heritage

properties in Jeju Province. The major responsibilities of the Cultural

Heritage Administration will include designating natural and cultural

heritage sites to preserve their value; providing financial support for their

conservation and management; expanding world recognition of the heritage

properties by strengthening international cooperation; and training

professionals to manage and operate the properties.

k  The Cultural Heritage Administration will supplement and establish relevant

laws and regulations needed for the conservation and management of

natural properties in Jeju Province.

k  Under the Cultural Heritage Administration, the role of the secretariat for

natural heritage will be fulfilled by the Natural Monuments Division (Part

IV-1).

Z Jeju Provincial Government 

k  The Jeju Provincial Government will assume de facto responsibility for the

conservation and management of natural heritage properties in Jeju Province

by fully abiding by the basic principles of conservation prescribed in the

UNESCO World Heritage Convention. Moreover, Jeju Provincial

Government will oversee and control matters relating to conservation and

management in accordance with the relevant laws.

k  Jeju Provincial Government will strengthen networks with the relevant agencies

to conserve and manage the resources while ensuring practical coordination to

prevent conflicts arising from developments and environmental pollution.

k  The role of the secretariat for natural heritage in Jeju Province will be

fulfilled by the Culture and Art Division. 

k  The current group responsible for natural heritage properties in Jeju Province

will be as shown in Part IV-1. 
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Z  Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee 

k  An organization wholly responsible for preserving the value of, and

efficiently managing, natural heritage properties in Jeju Province will be

established. This Management Committee has been established in the

manner of consolidation and enforcement of existing related organizations

and is planned to commence in January 2006.

k  Key function and role 

The Committee will:

- formulate and implement management plans and strategies that conform to

the principles for conservation and management of natural heritage

properties; 

- promote constant monitoring and research of the resources and set up and

run an organization in charge of monitoring and research; 

- contribute to conserving and enhancing the value of the properties by

developing programs to train experts and educate local residents and

visitors;

- promote efficient management of nominated areas by coordinating between

the relevant localities, local communities, and government agencies; and 

- reflect the opinions of the local communities in policy decisions by

gathering their views regarding conservation of nominated areas. 

Z  Scientific Advisory Committee

The Scientific Advisory Committee will:

- provide advice from the viewpoint of experts, policies and measures

required to preserve, conserve, protect, and manage nominated areas;

- highlight the scientific value of the natural heritage properties, promote on-

going research, and provide support for monitoring each property; 

- conduct research and promote studies of cultural and natural heritage,

including their management plans, research plans, and various other

programs; 

- consist of members of the Central Cultural Properties Committee, the Jeju

Cultural Properties Committee and representatives of such groups as the

Korean Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, the Research

Institute for Mt. Halla, the Cave Research Institute of Korea and the Jeju

Island Cave Research Institute; and 

Plan Overview

1
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- will raise international recognition of the value of the properties by

regularly hosting international seminars.

k  Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee

This Committee will:

- consist of representatives of Jeju Provincial Government, Bukjeju-gun,

Namjeju-gun, local community, NGOs, relevant research institutes, and

museums; 

- coordinate opinions regarding conservation and management of heritage

properties from the relevant government agencies, local residents, and other

interested parties; and

- give recommendations on prioritizing with regard to raising funds and

executing development plans and management plans.

Fig. Ap.8-1. Organization for Consolidated Management of Natural Heritage Properties. 

Hallasan
National Park 
Management 

Service

Geomunoreum System
Management
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Ilchulbong
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- Scientific Advisory
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- Jeju World 
  Natural Heritage 
  Local Committee

Cultural Heritage Administration
(Natural Monuments Division)

Jeju Provincial Government 
(Culture and Arts Division)

Jeju World Natural Heritage
Management Committee
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3-2. Management of Hallasan Natural Reserve

Z  Hallasan National Park Management Service

k  The Hallasan National Park Management Service will be under the

supervision of Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee.

k  Function and Role

The Service is to:

- manage the natural resources in Hallasan Natural Reserve: surveying and

monitoring natural resources; rehabilitating damaged resources; protecting

plants and animals; prohibiting access to byroads and rehabilitation zones;

and preventing forest fires; 

- hire park rangers for environmental protection (keep the park clean, look

out for pollution and activities that damage the park, and restrict vehicles

from accessing the park); safety assurance (guiding and educating visitors,

keeping them away from danger, publishing education materials, rescue

operations); and visitor management (running nature study trails); 

- assume responsibility for the installation, maintenance, and repair of

public facilities, including hiking trails, information facilities, parking

facilities, and public restrooms; and

- be responsible for administrative work, prevention of disasters, and

volunteer workers.

Plan Overview
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Director of HNP Management Service
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Fig. Ap.8-2 Hallasan National Park Management Service Organization Chart.
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3-3. Management of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Z  Geomunoreum System Management Service

k  The existing Manjanggul Management Service in Bukjeju-gun will be

expanded and reorganized to form the Geomunoreum System Management

Service under the supervision of the Management Committee.

k  Function and Role  

The Service is to:

- conduct on-going scientific survey of lava tubes, in accordance with the

guidelines for management, and routine inspection (monitoring) of the state

of conservation of the properties;

- formulate and implement management plans to ensure effective

management of lava tube that is open to public;

- ensure safety of visitors by conducting routine checks on conditions and

safety inside the cave; 

- hire cave rangers to monitor the condition of resources inside the cave and

provide guidance and education to visitors. Matters requiring expertise,

such as scientific monitoring, will be carried out under the responsibility of

the Jeju Island Cave Research Institute; 

- install, maintain, and repair public facilities, including information

facilities, parking facilities, and public restrooms; and

- interpret and expand the value of cave resources by sharing them with

visitors and local residents through education programs.

Planning, PR, and 
Education Dept.

Visitor Facilities
Management Dept.

- Publications
  and Periodicals
- Education and
  Guidance Programs
- Heritage Interpreter
  Management

- Facility Planning
  and Implementation
- Safety Inspections
- Volunteer
  Management
- Trail Operation

- Resource Surveys
- Monitoring
- Park Ranger
  Management

Resource Conservation
and Management Dept.

Director of Geomunoreum System Management Service

Jeju Island Cave Research Institute

Fig. Ap.8-3. Geomunoreum System Management Service Organization Chart.
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3-4. Management of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Z  Ilchulbong Management Service

k  The existing Management Office will be expanded and reorganized to form

the Ilchulbong Management Service under the supervision of the

Management Committee.

k  Function and Role

The Service is to:

- formulate and implement a Management Plan to conserve the value of the

Ilchulbong in accordance with the guidelines for conserving natural

monuments;

- hire park rangers for environmental protection of County Park (keeping the

park clean, looking out for pollution and activities that damage the park,

and restricting vehicles from accessing the park), safety assurance (guiding

and educating visitors, keeping them away from danger, publishing

education materials, rescue operations) and visitor management (running

nature study trails); and

- install, maintain, and repair public facilities, including trails, information

facilities, parking facilities and public restrooms. 

Fig. Ap.8-4. Ilchulbong Management Service Organization Chart.
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1. Hallasan Natural Reserve

1-1. Overview

k  Location: in Mt. Hallasan 

k  Protection zone: core area 9,093.11 ha; buffer zone 7,347.4 ha

k  Ownership: state 93.29%, private 6.71%

k  Legal status: Natural Monument No. 182, National Park
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k  Statutory protection mechanisms: Cultural Properties Protection Act,

Natural Parks Act, Highlands Management Act, Special Act on Jeju Free

International City.

k  Present status of resources:

- In Mt. Hallasan, a total of 3,054 living species have been identified,

including 673 plant species, 181 higher fungi, and 2,220 animal species,

including mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. 

- Endangered species inhabiting Mt. Hallasan include two bird species (hawk,

geom eagles), one insect (san-gul-duk butterflies), and one plant species

(Diapensia lapponica L. var. ovobata Fr. Schmidt). Protected species include 
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six birds (solgae, jorongi, chammae, palsekjo, samgwangjo, maldong-gari),

one insect (sotongguri) and five plant species (Polypodiaceae, Galeola

septentrionalis Reichb. fil., Vexillabium nakaianum F. Maekawa, Gastrodia

pubilabiata Sawa, Paeonia ovovata Maxim). Eleven bird species in Mt.

Hallasan have been designated as Natural Monuments. 

- Cultural resources in Mt. Hallasan include altars and shrines such as

Sancheondan, providing traces of religious activities native to Jeju Island.

Mt. Hallasan is also known for folk tales, such as Hojongdan and

Gwangyangdang, showing that Mt. Hallasan served as a spiritual pillar for

Jeju residents. Jonja-am and Suhaeng Cave in the Yeongsil District of Mt.

Hallasan have particularly outstanding cultural value. Jonja-am is

considered the birthplace of Nambuk Sector of Buddhism. Moreover,

artifacts excavated from Jonja-am are important in the study of the history

of Buddhism in Korea and caves in Mt. Hallasan and rock shelters have

world famous traces of typical dwellings of the Prehistoric Age. 

Fig. Ap.8-6. Core Area and Buffer Zone in Hallasan Natural Reserve.
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1-2. Management Objectives

k  Introduce a conservation and management structure to conserve the natural

ecosystems and habitats of wild plants and animals in Hallasan Natural

Reserve.

k  Promote Mt. Hallasan as a sustainable ecology and nature tourism

destination by conserving and managing the value of the resources and

scenery in and around Mt. Hallasan.

k  Develop and implement programs to strengthen appreciation for the value of

the resources in Hallasan Natural Reserve and encourage participation in

their conservation and management.

k  Improve trails to minimize negative impacts from human activities and

natural erosion. 

k  Establish information centers in each area to minimize impact from human

activities, share the values of the resources and effectively conserve and

manage Hallasan Natural Reserve.

k  Continue surveys and studies to evaluate the values of the resources, and

conduct regular monitoring based on measurement indicators. 
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Management Objectives of Hallasan Natural Reserve

Establish an organization for conservation of natural ecosystems 
including wild plants and animals.1
Create nature and eco-tourism opportunities 
by conserving and managing the value of the resources.2
Develop and implement conservation and management programs 
to strengthen appreciation of the value of the resources.3

Set up information centers in each area 
to ensure effective conservation and management. 5

Improve trails to minimize impacts 
from human activities and natural phenomenon.4

Regular and on-going monitoring 
for continued conservation of the value of the resources.6
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1-3. Conservation and Management

1-3-1. Circumstances and Challenges

k  The core area and buffer zone in the Hallasan Natural Reserve are protected

from negative factors under various laws and regulations. The core area is

considered a forest preservation area pursuant to the Cultural Properties

Protection Act, Natural Parks Act and the Highlands Management Act; an

Absolute Preserved Area pursuant to the Special Act on Jeju Free

International City; and Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve. The buffer zone is also

protected under the provisions of the Natural Parks Act, Highlands

Management Act, and Special Act on Jeju Free International City. 

k  The Hallasan Natural Reserve is divided into four areas for the purpose of

efficient management: Eorimok, Seongpanak, Yeongsil and Gwaneumsa.

Eorimok is equipped with a visitor center. The management office provides a

form of tourism service but the function is limited.

k  There are six trails, with some parts of them shut down for rehabilitation of

damaged resources. They include Seongpanak, Gwaneumsa, Eorimok,

Yeongsil, Eoseungsaengak, and Donneko Trails. The area to which public

access is presently prohibited is Witseoreum Shelter-Northwestern Cliff  and

Donneko Trails, which account for 35% of the entire trail system. A rapid

growth in the number of visitors to Mt. Hallasan beginning in the late 1970s

has caused damage to the natural environment, particularly in and around

the six hiking trails and the summit area.

k  Hallasan National Park Management Service, which oversees each

management office in the HNP Management Service, is composed of one

division, one department, five sections, and three branch offices. Presently,

the total number of staff is 57 including 12 regular employees, one

researcher, five extraordinary civil servants, three contract workers, 13

technicians, 23 rangers and one director. 

k  Since 1993, an automatic weather forecasting system has been installed to

advise of the potential for natural disasters, such as fires, typhoons and

floods. 

k  Forest police and management staff regularly patrol the Reserve. 

k  Hallasan National Park has yet to put in place a monitoring system to

prevent damage from human activities and natural phenomena. Presently,

some parts of the national park are off-limits for the purpose of

rehabilitation. However, rehabilitation needs to be supplemented by
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appropriate rehabilitation periods with effective evaluation of the success of

the rehabilitation with monitoring to check post-rehabilitation improvements

in ecosystems. It was only in 2000 that a basic survey of the ecosystem was

conducted for such monitoring purposes. 

k  It is imperative that a management plan is prepared not only to rehabilitate

damaged areas, but also to preserve the integrity of the national park for

future generations. 

1-3-2. Basic Goals

1-3-3. Action Plan

Z  Conservation and Management Supported by Acts and Policies

k  Pursuant to the Cultural Properties Protection Act, Hallasan Natural

Reserve was declared a Natural Monument by the Cultural Heritage

Administration. Pursuant to the Natural Parks Act, Hallasan Natural

Reserve was declared a National Park in 1970 by the Ministry of

Environment. The property is further protected under the Highlands

Management Act and the Special Act on Jeju Free International City. A

Conservation and Management of World Natural Heritage Ordinance will

be adopted under the Cultural Properties Protection Act to protect and

manage the properties as World Heritage.

k  With a view to conserving the key values of the nominated areas, they have

been divided into core area and buffer zone for management purposes. The

core area, an Absolute Preserved Area, is completely protected from
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x Protect resources inside the heritage properties from development

pressures, tourism pressures and environmental degradation generally.

x Establish organization for consolidated conservation and management of

Mt. Hallasan. 

x Establish conservation and management plan for restoration of

endangered plant and animal ecosystem. 

x Enact laws and policies to ensure conservation.

kk Preserve the original form and value of resources through
consolidated conservation and management efforts.



development projects and human activities. The buffer zone, however, may

be considered for limited use, when deemed necessary, within the boundaries

prescribed by the relevant laws. Even inside the buffer zone, any activities

that may have an impact on the core area are strictly prohibited. 

k  To conserve the value of the natural heritage properties in Hallasan Natural

Reserve, a separate guideline for the conservation and management of

heritage properties in Hallasan Natural Reserve will be introduced under the

Jeju Provincial Ordinance.

Z  Consolidated Conservation and Management 

k  Each area in Mt. Hallasan will be equipped with a management office to

take the initiative in managing the resources that fall under its jurisdiction.

The Hallasan National Park Management Service, subject to the instructions

and supervision of the Management Committee, will be responsible for

coordination and management of the management offices in each area.

k  Annual conservation and management plans will be prepared and

implemented to reinforce mid-term and long-term conservation plans. Skeleton Trees of Korean Fir on
Mt. Hallasan
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k  Hallasan National Park Management Service will organize programs and

coordinate and consolidate local residents and visitors to participate in

conservation and management efforts.

Z  Rehabilitation of Natural Ecosystems to Mt. Hallasan

k  Conduct comprehensive study and survey of animals, plants, soil and

environments of Hallasan Natural Reserve and Hallasan National Park. 

k  Formulate mid-term and long-term survey and study plans for conservation

of ecosystems. 

Z  Collective Management of Park Facilities

k  Establish general standards for installing park facilities.

k  Establish park plans based on the standards for park facilities. 

k  Establish guidelines for building and maintaining environmentally friendly

facilities.

k  Conservation and management by removing and replacing worn out facilities.

k  Strengthen role of park rangers for surveillance of activities inside the park. 
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1-4. Scenery Management 

1-4-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Geological, Topographical and Scenic Values of Hallasan Natural
Reserve

k  The volcanic landforms and soils of Hallasan Natural Reserve are

remarkable geological and topographical byproducts of shield volcano

eruptions. From the center, Baeknokdam (the crater lake at the summit of

Mt. Hallasan), the trachyte dome, extensive lava flows and 360 volcanic

cones rise and radiate throughout Jeju Island. Moreover, fantastically-shaped

rocks, including trachyte and basalt rocks along the walls of Baeknokdam,

Obaeknahan, and Wanggwanneung, present spectacular views.

Z  Landscape 

k  Collection of plants by visitors have led to a decline in the number of certain

plant species and deterioration of scenery due to secondary damage

stemming from removal of plants.

k  Types of damage to scenery include:

- artificial structures: pylons, drainage, concrete pavements leading to the

summit, radio towers, communication towers;

- electricity cables, forestation, motorways;

- development projects: buildings, artificial landscaping, borderline forestry

that are not in harmony with the neighboring forestry;

- damage to the mountain due to farming paths and cultivation; and

- damage stemming from trampling by visitors and horses. 

Z  Application of the Cultural Properties Protection Act (Article 20)

k  Construction, reconstruction or modifications of various facilities such as

buildings, roads, pipelines, electric lines and structures are banned; 

Scenic view of trachybasalt
columns (Five hundred disciples of
Buddha) in Mt. Hallasan
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k  Causing noise or generating environmental pollutants and chemical

substances are banned;

k  Acts of altering topography or geological features such as reclamation,

excavation, drilling, cutting or altering of land or surface of water are

banned; and

k  Extracting, taking in, taking out and removing of rocks, aggregate and

minerals, its by-products or processed parts are banned. 

Z  Application of the Natural Parks Act

Table Ap. 8-1. Conservation and Management of Scenic Area by Grade

Classification Restrictions

Class 1 Keep present scenery intact by prohibiting new structures.

Class 2 Keep the height of structures under 9 meters (2 stories).

Provided, that land within the borderlines of volcanic cones for 

farming, forestry, livestock and fishery purposes are kept under 

5 meters (1 story), and traditional structures (temples) are kept 

under 12 meters (1 story).

Keep the length of structures under 90 meters.

Class 3 Keep the height of structures under 12 meters (3 stories).

Keep the length of structures under 150 meters.

Provided, that farming, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities that 

are under 2 stories will be exempt from the foregoing restrictions.

Class 4 Keep the height of structures under 12 meters (3 stories).

Keep the length of structures under 150 meters.

Provided, that farming, forestry, livestock, and fishery facilities that 

are under 2 stories will be exempt from the foregoing restrictions.

Class 5 Case by case.

The core area of Hallasan Natural Reserve falls into Class 1, while the buffer

zone is Class 2.
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1-4-2. Basic Goals

1-4-3. Action Plan

Z  Prohibit Abuse of Mt. Hallasan Resources

k  Provide pre-admission orientation programs that stress the values of

Hallasan Natural Reserve; promote conservation and management; and

suggest environmentally friendly ways to enjoy the resources to minimize

chances of abuse by visitors.

k  Provide pre-admission education and guidance to help visitors to refrain

from collecting native plants and stones and induce them to become

volunteer watchdogs for such activities. 

k  Prohibit activities that destroy the integrity of the topography, including

alteration of Hallasan Natural Reserve slopes and damage to surrounding

farming land. 

Z  Strengthen Facility Standards

k  Introduce policies to ensure that facilities in scenic areas meet appropriate

standards for each facility classification:

- Prepare comprehensive standards for facility installation;

- Revise park plans to reflect the standards for facility installation;

- Build and maintain environmentally friendly facilities; and

- Remove and replace worn out facilities.

Z  Conduct Conservation Based on Scientific Survey and Monitoring

k  The Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee will engage in

regular monitoring and scientific surveys to enhance the conservation values

of Mt. Hallasan. 

x Protect and conserve beauty of natural scenery.

x Maintain and strengthen soundness of ecosystem.

x Contribute to health, leisure, and emotional soundness of visitors by

encouraging sustainable appreciation and use of the resources.
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k  Information regarding the entire process of research and survey regarding

Mt. Hallasan will be provided via nationwide media, local media, Internet,

scientific treatise, and publications.

Z  Promotion and Education Based on Effective Interpretation of the
Scenic Values of Hallasan Natural Reserve

k  The scenic value of Mt. Hallasan can be assessed qualitatively by studying its

ecological, esthetic, psychophysical and psychological values:

- Ecologically, the value of Hallasan Natural Reserve lies in its unrivaled

natural beauty. 

- Esthetically, Mt. Hallasan has a charming emotion that stems from its basic

line and form and colors and textures that transform with every change of

season. 

- From the viewpoint of psychophysics, which quantifies the relations between

the physical attributes (topography, fauna and flora) and human reaction

thereto (degree of preference, degree of satisfaction, scenic beauty), visitors'

reactions to the view to and from the summit of Mt. Hallasan are extremely

positive. 

- From the viewpoint of psychology, which refers to positive feelings such as

comfort, relaxation, warmth, freedom, and happiness and negative reactions

such as nervousness, fear, insecurity, restriction, sadness and so on. Mt.

Hallasan evokes feelings of warmth and coziness likened to a mother's

embrace, making it a source for the positive attributes of the people of Jeju

Island. 
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1-5. Tourism Management 

1-5-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Visitors' Impacts on Hallasan Natural Reserve

k  Between the months of May and October, there is a surge in the number of

visitors to Mt. Hallasan, exceeding the park's capacity to accommodate

them. Such crowding often causes erosion of trails due to excessive trampling

by visitors and damage to natural resources near the trails. Hence,

determining and enforcing the maximum capacity of each trail is an urgent

matter. 

k  Since the closing of trails to the summit (for rehabilitation), visitors are

concentrated on the Eorimok and Yeongsil Trails, causing damage to

conditions in that area. 

k  Public relations and education programs need to be stepped up in order to

reduce crowding damage, such as degradation of natural resources,

contamination of valleys, and decline in the diversity of habitats for animals

and plants. 

k  Since 2001, the number of visitors to Hallasan Natural Reserve has grown

rapidly, at an annual average rate of 12.32%, and particularly damage have

been caused around hiking trails as an increasing number of people have

taken up hiking as a sport. 

Table Ap.8-2. Number of Visitors to the Hallasan Natural Reserve*                    (unit: thousand)

YEAR 2001 2002 2003 2004

Number of Visitors 450 425 557 689

*Jeju Provincial Government Statistics

Z  Impacts of Trails

k  In Mt. Hallasan there are official trails that total 42.2 km in length. Most of

them lie on mountain ridges, but some cut through slopes and valleys.

Surveys of damage to trails have been conducted by Seoul National

University (Summit Protection Plan, Environmental Planning Institute) and

the Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (Natural Environmental

Characteristics and Establishment of Conservation Plan of Mt. Hallasan).
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k  Damage to trails:

- The concentration of hikers (95%) on trails in the Eorimok and Yeongsil

Districts has widened the trails to two to three meters, making them the

widest of all trails. 

- The slopes on a trail contribute to their erosion, and such erosion is more

prominent on the Eorimok and Yeongsil Trails, which are steeper than

Seongpanak and Gwaneumsa. 

- There is a combination of damage such as destruction of vegetation,

including exposed roots, multiple tracking and widened trails.

Z  Examination of Visitor Behavior

k  Most visitors to alpine national parks, including Mt. Hallasan, hike to the

summits, appreciate the scenery or use the parks as recreational ground for

eating, drinking and celebrating. Hence, there is an urgent need for programs

and facilities (information centers) aimed at raising visitors' awareness, and

appreciation for the valuable resources. 

Z  Inadequate Management of Public Facilities

k  Hallasan Natural Reserve has a total of 67 public facilities (including 34

public restroom facilities) that are generally worn out and in need of repair

or replacement. They are parking facilities, management offices, admission

offices, outdoor camping facilities, rest areas, shelters and public restrooms

that have been installed by the Hallasan Natural Park Management Service

pursuant to the relevant guidelines for the installation of facilities (Article 2,

Subparagraph 8, and Article 18 of the Natural Parks Act).

k  A general improvement of public facilities should be preceded by a thorough

analysis of the existing facilities within the Hallasan Natural Reserve,

including their usage, maximum capacity, environmentally friendly aspects,

conditions and problems. Therefore there should be a plan that sets the

standards for locations, functions and materials of the facilities. 
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Visitors on the trail of Mt. Hallasan 
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1-5-2. Basic Goals

1-5-3. Action Plan

Z  Conserving Nature and Keeping Trails Safe

k  Set up environmentally friendly decks and introduce rehabilitation to

damaged trails to prevent unauthorized access. 

k  A survey team, comprised of Hallasan National Park Management Service

and experts, will determine the maximum capacity of each trail. 

k  Maintain and repair the existing facilities, while installing new facilities

where necessary. 

x Reduce impacts by visitors and conserve the natural conditions of the

heritage resources.

x Provide visitors to Hallasan Natural Reserve with appropriate facilities

and educate them regarding the importance of conserving heritage

resources.

x Establish comprehensive policies for facilities, management plans and

education programs to improve visitor behaviors. 

Monitoring  of rehabilitation
success along the abandoned trail
of Mt. Hallasan 
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Z  Application of Hallasan National Park Management Plan to Address
Issues 

k  For accurate analysis and efficient management of visitor behavior, survey

the demographic features of visitors in different seasons and on different

types of trails and conduct surveys of the status of park maintenance. 

k  Build a computer system for precise monitoring and survey of visitor

behavior.

k  Establish an ongoing and scheduled maintenance program.

k  Restrict visitors access to areas other than the designated trails and sites;

prohibit collection of native plants and stones near the trails; restrict damage

to topography; install signs specifying prohibited behavior; and provide

information and guidance regarding use of trails via a Hallasan National

Park homepage or education programs. 

Z  Train Park Rangers as Professionals in Conservation, Safety and
Awareness 

k  Each management office under the Hallasan National Park Management

Service will strengthen its operation rules (qualifications, technical skills,

education, obligations, dress codes and job rules) for the existing

organization of employees. 

k  Hallasan Natural Reserve will build a computer system that park rangers in

each area can use to monitor visitor activities.

Z  Encourage Nature Studies

k  Raise visitors' appreciation for nature by providing them with scientific,

cultural and historical information relating to the natural heritage resources

in Mt. Hallasan. Moreover, organize nature interpretation programs that

encourage nature studies and observations. That should, in turn, contribute

to promoting conservation and protection of the natural heritage resources. 
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Campaign for cleaning of litters on
the trails 
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1-6. Interpretation System 

1-6-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Interpretation System for Visitors 

k  Most visitors to alpine national parks, including Mt. Hallasan, hike to the

summits, enjoy the natural surroundings or use the park as a recreational

ground. Hence, there is a need for programs and facilities (information

centers) to raise awareness and appreciation of the valuable resources.

k  In the years following the 1990s, there has been an increasing need for visitor

information centers at natural reserves in Korea; however, in Hallasan

Natural Reserve, there is a limited space in the management office that

simply stores items for display. Efforts are underway to effectively manage

data and facilities.

k  In 2001, Hallasan National Park Management Plan introduced, on a small scale,

nature observation trails, nature interpretation programs and nature interpreters

with a view to improving visitor behavior, practices and their appreciation of the

natural environment. However, there is a need for improvement in the planning

and approach to bring it to the level of global standards.

k  Composition of Interpretation System:

- Information center, nature observation trail;

- Nature observation, nature interpretation program;

- Sign boards, interpretation boards, digital interpretation equipment;

- Nature interpreters (professionals, employees, volunteers); and

- Publications such as information handbooks.

Z  Outdated Information Systems Need Repair and Replacement

k  Outdated equipment and replaced such as signboards, natural reserve

signboards, nature observation signboards, admission signs, interpretive

panels, regulatory signs, wayfinding and orientation signs is being repaired. 

k  Information boards that were made of stainless steel or other steel-based

materials back in the 1970s need to be replaced with environmentally

friendly materials, such as wood, and their designs should be in line with the

latest trends in other parks. (For example, colors are changing from whites,

oranges, greens, and maroons to browns, black browns, and dark greens that

enhance harmony with the colors of surrounding nature.) 
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1-6-2. Basic Goals

1-6-3. Action Plan

Z  Establish Information Centers

k  An information center will be established in Hallasan Natural Reserve

(Eorimok District) pursuant to the provisions of Hallasan National Park

Management Plan (Appendix 6), and staff from the Hallasan National Park

Management Service will be transferred to the information center to

specialize in matters relating to visitor behavior and practices. 

k  It is important to recognize exhibitions and displays in the information

centers as require constant reinventing and renewal. The information center

will be equipped with exhibition facilities, orientation room, audiovisual

room, information room and maintenance facilities. They will provide nature

interpretation and other programs to educate visitors, park managers and

local residents.

Z  Build Nature Observation Trails and Develop Nature Interpretation
Programs

k  Pursuant to the provisions of the Hallasan National Park Management Plan,

nature observation trails will be built according to the Standards for Building

Nature Observation Trails, and interpretation programs will be offered on

the nature observation trails: 

- Build three nature observation trails and install interpretive panels,
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x Provide public facilities to visitors of Hallasan Natural Reserve with and

raise their awareness on the importance of conserving natural heritage

resources.

x Expand Hallasan National Park Management Plan to include plans for

visitor management.

x Ensure balance between education and conservation in Interpretation

and other programs.

kk Improve visitor facilities by making them more environmentally
friendly and enhance visitor awareness of, and appreciation for,
heritage resources.
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supplementary facilities (rest area, observatory) and trail improvement

facilities. 

- Diversify programs by offering alpine nature experiencing programs and

nature experiencing camps in addition to nature interpretation programs on

nature observation trails. 

- Train professional nature interpreters, encourage volunteers from local

residents, and train regular employees to improve their skills in nature

interpretation. 

Z  Nature Observation Trail Building Plan

k  Basic Plan: 

- Highlight the unique features of the area by surveying and showcasing the

natural and socio-cultural context of the area. 

- Choose between self-observation and guided observation that provides

interpretation highlighting the plant and animal ecosystems in the area. 

k  Selecting Trail Route:

- Venture into areas away from the main trails to highlight the unique features

of the ecosystems, plants and animals.

k  Facilities to be Installed:

- Interpretive panels, rest areas, observatories and trail repair and maintenance

facilities.

k  Management Objective:

- Prepare measures to cope with the changing demands and expectations of

visitors. 

- Develop ways to turn the trails into outdoor classrooms for studying and

understanding nature.

- On-going maintenance and management of trails as outdoor classrooms,

and on-going monitoring and management of ecosystems.

k  Proper Management based on Data Collected from Regular Monitoring:

- Observation of changes in the ecosystems of plant colonies and changes in

the plants bordering the trails. 

- Measure visitors' degree of satisfaction.

- Observation and analysis of visitors' behaviors.
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- Evaluate educational effect of nature interpretation. 

k  Building Nature Observation Trails: 

- Preparing ground. 

- Produce and install information signs. 

- Build rest areas.

- Near information signs.

- Stock print materials pertaining to nature observation trails.

Z  How to Improve the Quality of Interpretive System

k  Readability of the graphic panels could be improved by adjusting the font

types and sizes on the panels, and communication of information enhanced

by evaluating and analyzing visitors' recognition of the intended messages. 

Applying methods recommended for interpretive planning for tourist

attractions, such as those offered by the British Association of Heritage

Interpretation, could help to ensure high quality interpretive system. 

The followings are excerpts from the Association:  

k  Interpretive Objectives:

- Learning objectives: what you want your visitors to know.

- Emotional objectives: what you want your visitors to feel.

- Behavioral objectives: what you want your visitors to do.

- Promotional objectives: how you want to present your organization.

k  Interpretation can be improved by constantly evaluating through surveys,

interviews, observations, tracking, and focus groups during the planning

process. 

k  Evaluation during the Interpretive Planning Process:

- Front-end Evaluation

When setting the interpretive objectives, conduct interviews and surveys that

focus on themes that visitors are well aware of or have much interest in. 

- Formative Evaluation

This is to see visitors' reactions to the content of interpretation. It is a test

to see whether or not the messages are delivered properly and whether or

not the messages are provoking interest. Changes in the composition and
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content are made according to the results. 

- Remedial Evaluation

Check to see whether the lighting and the trails work together and

minimize the factors that work against the interpretation or confuse the

visitors. 

- Summative Evaluation

This is an evaluation that is conducted after the completed interpretation

panel is installed, and it tests whether or not the interpretation meets its

objectives.

Z  Consistency in the Design of Signboards

k  Jeju Provincial Government plans to embark on a project to revamp the

information system for the nominated areas. From the planning stage, it is

important to consider consistency in design and content.

k  As a part of the project, an identity (Coporate Identity: CI) should be

developed for the park and applied consistently throughout the signboards

and interpretive panels. Framework of the designs for the nominated world

heritage properties should be developed and applied when the properties are

inscribed on the World Heritage List.

k  Designs and esthetic qualities for information signboards, bird's eye view

maps, and other maps in the nominated areas will be enhanced within the

framework of the CI.

Z  Make Visitor Facilities Environmentally  Friendly

k  Expert advice will be sought for buildings and landscaping of rest areas,

eating areas and souvenir shops, so that artificial structures are kept to a

minimum and renovations fully appreciate the surrounding ecological

environment in their esthetics and designs. When installing commercial

facilities inside the property (Yeongsil District), they should be tucked away

inside recreational facilities, and the accompanying building exterior,

signboards, lighting and information structures should blend in with the

surrounding nature.

Signboard in Hallasan National Park
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Z  A "Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center" to Promote and
Educate Natural Heritage in Hallasan Natural Reserve and Jeju Island 

k  By 2010, Jeju Provincial Government plans to build a Jeju World Natural

Heritage Exhibition Center (Exhibition Center), as a forum for

comprehensive public relations and education regarding the nominated areas.

k  Within one year of listing, tangible progress should be made on the plan to

build an Exhibition Center. The government needs to commission an expert

organization to draft a plan for building the Exhibition Center, and a

Promotion Committee should be organized. Also, the project should be

promoted in the media as a cultural activity in which Jeju residents and

experts are encouraged to actively participate. Fund raising campaigns could

be arranged to encourage private donations, and an international

competition for the design of the exhibition center could help to raise

awareness of the project both at home and abroad. 

k  When planning the concept of the exhibition center and the storyline of the

exhibition items, there should be a review to make sure that a good portion

is devoted to the nominated areas and that the information and messages are

properly conveyed. 
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1-7. Promotion and Marketing

1-7-1. Circumstance and Issues

Z  Promotions Highlighting the Value of Hallasan Natural Reserve

k  Hallasan National Park Management Plan, drafted by Hallasan National

Park Management Service (2004), lacks information about promotion and

marketing plans to attract visitors, and simply focuses on plans to manage

the resources for conservation purposes. 

k  The existing promotion and marketing activities stop at promoting Mt.

Hallasan as a travel destination and fail to shed light on the scientific value of

its resources. 

Z  Consolidated Promotion and Marketing Activities

k  Presently, promotion and marketing of Hallasan Natural Reserve is

performed individually by Hallasan National Park Management Service,

Tourism Bureau of Jeju Provincial Government, tourism departments of each

county (gun), Jeju-do Tourist Association, and travel agencies in Jeju

Province. 

k  That causes redundancy in promotion and marketing activities, with most of

them engaging in more or less similar activities such as distributing travel

guide books and maps. 

Z  Research to Support Promotion and Marketing Strategies

k  Effective promotion and marketing requires strategies based on clear

understanding of the demands and expectations of the visitors. 

k  Regular research to procure sufficient data is a prerequisite for effective

strategies.

Z  Promotion Weakened Due to Lack of Diverse Medium for Promotion

k  Promotion and marketing for Hallasan Natural Reserve is limited to travel

guide books, the Hallasan Natural Reserve homepage and to an ARS

(Automatic Responding System). The substance of information conveyed

through those media is uninteresting.

k  Therefore, promotion and marketing need to be stepped up using diverse

media on top of well-planned strategies.
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1-7-2. Basic Goals

1-7-3. Action Plan

Z  Organization Responsible for Consolidated Promotion and
Marketing

k  Set up an organization that is exclusively responsible for promotion and

marketing under the Management Committee to consolidate and raise

effectiveness of promotion and marketing activities. 

k  Key activities:

- Establish and implement annual promotion and marketing action plans.

- Coordinate promotion and marketing plans between the relevant agencies.

- Make consolidated video and print productions promoting World Natural

Heritage properties.

- Conduct research for promotion and marketing. 

- Engage in promotion and marketing activities at home and abroad.

Z  Strengthen Promotion On-Line

k  Step up on-line promotion to raise awareness of the value of Mt. Hallasan

among visitors and Internet users around the world. 
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x Promotion and marketing plans complement conservation of natural

heritage properties.

x Set up an organization to plan and execute consolidated promotion and

marketing. 

x Plan and execute mid-term and long-term promotion and marketing

strategies.

x Expand research to support effective promotion and marketing

strategies.

x Maximize the effects of promotion and marketing by using diverse

media.

kkMaximize the value of Hallasan Natural Reserve through
effective and efficient promotion and marketing.
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k  Specifics:

- Run Jeju World Heritage portal.

- Build database of natural heritage in Jeju Island for Internet users to access.

- Process on-line booking and purchase.

- Real-time weather, traffic, lodging and environmental information. 

Z  Conduct Research for Promotion and Marketing

k  Support promotion and marketing with surveys and studies to maximize

their effectiveness. Survey results that accurately present visitor behaviors

and expectations could be used to maximize their degree of satisfaction.

That, in turn, will help to promote the natural heritage properties in Jeju

Island, as satisfied visitors will tell friends and family about their visits and

come back.

k  Specifics:

- Survey of visitor behaviors (duration of stay, preferred activities,

demographics, problems to be addressed, activities).

- Analysis of visitor behavior using Geographic Information System on

popular routes.

- Market segmentation, targeting, and positioning.

Z  Expand Overseas Promotion Efforts 

k  By expanding overseas promotion of natural heritage properties in Jeju

Island, raise the status of Jeju as a Free International City and enhance the

value of Mt. Hallasan as the most prominent natural heritage property in

Korea. 

k  Specifics:

- Promotion through major foreign media: special documentaries and other

media promotions.

- Promotion in Korean airlines: airline promotion magazines, video

promotions, etc.

- Appoint Jeju World Heritage Promotion Ambassador.
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Z  Promotion and Marketing at Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition
Center (Hallasan Hall) 

k  Maximize the effect of promotion and marketing by concentrating all such

activities relating to the natural heritage properties of Jeju at the Jeju World

Natural Heritage Exhibition Center. Considering that access to certain

natural heritage sites are denied for conservation purposes, promote and

market the heritage at the exhibition center, which reenacts to a certain

degree the experience of visiting those sites: 

- Strengthen promotion and marketing at the Exhibition Center. 

- Strengthen on-line and off-line promotions at the Exhibition Center.

- Tie marketing strategies to existing tour packages.

- Target marketing (school field trips, summer vacationers, weekend family

excursions, etc.). Property-Specific 
M

anagem
ent Plan
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1-8 Monitoring and Research 

1-8-1 Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Geological Monitoring in Hallasan Natural Reserve 

k  According to the Hallasan National Park Management Plan, there is to be

regular monitoring to determine (i) changes in the ecosystem following

rehabilitation, (ii) effects of rehabilitation, and (iii) restoration of nature

pursuant to the provisions of Article 28 of the Natural Parks Act. However,

monitoring has been irregular. 

k  Rehabilitation was first introduced on May 1, 1986; however, there have

been insufficient number of basic surveys thereafter (i) to analyze the

restoration of nature resulting from rehabilitation around the trails, (ii) to

monitor ecological adaptations, (iii) to estimate proper rehabilitation period

or (iv) to assess the effects of rehabilitation. 

k  In 1997, between March and May of 2000, and September and December of

2002, respectively, Hallasan National Park Management Service conducted

surveys of the ecosystem to (i) monitor ecological adaptations resulting from

rehabilitation, (ii) estimate the appropriate rehabilitation period, and (iii)

gauge the efficacy of artificial rehabilitation efforts. 

Z  Consolidated Monitoring System for Conserving Nature 

k  According to the guidelines set forth in the Hallasan National Park

Management Plan, monitoring is conducted by its own staff provided that

they outsource matters that require special knowledge and expertise. 

k  Since the Hallasan Natural Reserve is solely managed by the Jeju Provincial

Government, there is a shortage of expertise and manpower in setting the

general principles of management, drawing up plans, and pursuing

ecosystem conservation projects. 

k  Due to lack of manpower, the Hallasan National Park Management Service

is unable to conduct thorough monitoring of the state of conservation on a

regular basis (geological and ecological monitoring efforts thus far include

surveys of changes in environment following repair of trails and introduction

of rehabilitation in 1997, between March and May of 2000, and September

and November of 2002, respectively).  
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Z  Data on Ecosystems Native to Mt. Hallasan

k  A prerequisite for protecting and preserving the fauna and flora native to Mt.

Hallasan is obtaining accurate data on the ecosystems found on Mt.

Hallasan. 

k  Surveys of the existing animal and plant species, their colony locations and

the number of each species should be used as basic data for monitoring the

ecosystem. 

k  On January 15, 2001, the Research Institute for Mt. Halla was established

with the purpose of surveying the fauna and flora, the soil and damage

thereto in Mt. Hallasan. However, it is difficult to obtain accurate

information, as shortage of manpower has made it difficult for them to

compile data regarding the ecological location and condition of each species

and factors contributing to their extinction.

Z  Reference to Mt. Hallasan Research Data in Policy Decision-Making

k  Since 2002, every February, Research Institute for Mt. Halla, established

under the Hallasan Natural Reserve, has been producing reports on the

survey and study of ecosystem and geology in Mt. Hallasan. 
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Monitoring of rehabilitated soil
along the abandoned trail of Mt.
Hallasan 
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k  Although many research organizations are engaged in individual studies, it is

difficult to exchange or share information without a mechanism for

consolidating and managing the research findings.

Z  Need for Specific Monitoring Criteria 

k  In the absence of effective monitoring criteria for efficient conservation of the

ecological and geological resources in Hallasan Natural Reserve there is a

need of consistency or continuity in the surveys. 

Z  Research on Visitor Behavior

k  Under the Hallasan National Park Management Plan, routine surveys of

Hallasan Natural Reserve visitors' behavior are to be used as basic reference

data for conserving Hallasan Natural Reserve. However, accurate analysis of

data is made difficult due to restrictions on time of survey and access to

survey sites (last survey between March and October of 2002). 
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1-8-2. Basic Goals

1-8-3. Action Plan

Z  An Organization for Consolidation of Monitoring and Research 

k  Establish a team in charge of monitoring and research under the

Management Committee to keep tabs on the conservation of natural

environments in Hallasan Natural Reserve. 

k  Collect and consolidate data from prior studies and commission studies in

areas that require further data. 

k  Formulate a monitoring checklist and supervise the department in charge of

conservation and management in Hallasan National Park Management

Service to monitor in an efficient manner.

k  To prevent physical damage to the resources in the process of surveying,

issue passes to restrict access and prepare guidelines for survey procedures. 

k  Major activities: 

- Commission surveys to accurately identify the types of native animals and

plants, their location, and the number of each species (at least once every year). 

- Develop monitoring criteria for effective monitoring.

- On-site monitoring results will be reported to the Management Committee.

Property-Specific 
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x Set up an organization to consolidate monitoring and research efforts. 

x Define the organization's scope of activity. 

x Establish a system for efficient use of research data. 

x Introduce policies to make monitoring and research obligatory. 

x Establish a system for efficient management of research data. 

kk Prevent damage to natural environment resulting from redundant
research, and ensure efficient monitoring and use of data . 
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Z  Scope of Activity

k  Clearly define the scope of responsibility for the relevant departments in the

Management Committee, the Jeju Provincial Government, and other public

agencies to avoid inefficiency stemming from redundancy. 

k  Establish cooperative relations with departments that have been responsible

for such work to facilitate collaboration in monitoring efforts, collecting

data, managing database, and using information as reference data in drafting

policies. 

Z  Efficient Use of Research Data 

k  Regularly conduct and analyze scientific surveys of the geological and

biological resources. 

k  Mandatory submission of survey results and recommendations to the

Management Committee. 

k  Based on the survey results, the Management Committee may make policy

recommendations to the Administrator of Cultural Heritage Administration

and Governor of Jeju Provincial Government for efficient management of

resources. 

Z  Mandatory Monitoring and Research

k  Under the Conservation and Management of World Natural Heritage

Ordinance, insert an article that makes monitoring and research mandatory. 

k  Major activities:

- Develop monitoring criteria suitable for each resource falling under Jeju

natural heritage and attach those criteria as an appendix to detailed

regulations under the relevant act.

- Specify monitoring type and techniques.

- Specify survey cycles.

- Specify survey and academic seminar cycles. 
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Z  Ensuring Efficient Management of Research Data 

k  The Monitoring and Research Department under the Management

Committee will be responsible for consolidating and managing research data

pertaining to geological and ecological resources in Hallasan Natural

Reserve. 

k  To ensure efficient management of data, the Monitoring and Research

Department under the Management Committee will have staff exclusively

responsible for database management. 

k  Major activities

- Building a database with the existing and new data regarding geological and

ecological resources in Mt. Hallasan provided by the research institute. 

- Giving the relevant agencies access to the list of existing research data to

avoid redundancy.

Z  Monitoring the Behaviors of Visitors and Local Residents 

k  To raise efficiency of the park management plan and prevent possible

damage to Hallasan Natural Reserve's ecosystem, extend the scope of

monitoring from native natural resources to the behaviors of visitors and

local residents that can have a impact on the resources. 

k  Major Activities:

- Conduct visitor opinion polls.

- Determine when to conduct a survey based on change of conditions

according to season, area, day of the week, and trail.

- Estimate the maximum capacity of trails. 

- Develop monitoring techniques for managing visitors.

Z  Diversify Monitoring Techniques 

k  In addition to the existing monitoring techniques, such as on-site checks,

photo shoots, and monitoring checklists adopt new techniques to ensure

efficient monitoring for the purpose of conservation and management. 

k  Major activities:

- Observation of fauna and flora through CCTV.

- Tracking the exact distribution of plants and location of animals with GPS.
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1-9. Property Manager Training

1-9-1. Circumstance and Issues

Z  Cultural Heritage Administration/Ministry of Environment/Korea
Forest Service Cooperation in On-Site Inspections and Technical
Supervision  

k  As the organization responsible for general oversight of the nominated areas,

the Cultural Heritage Administration will cooperate with Jeju Provincial

Government to approve matters relating to the Cultural Properties

Protection Act. Since the nominated area also classifies as a cultural heritage,

Cultural Heritage Administration will provide expert knowledge and

information for its conservation. Matters requiring the approval of Cultural

Heritage Administration will be referred to the Central Cultural Properties

Committee for deliberation or universities and other organizations for advice

when necessary. 

k  Since the nominated area is classified as national park and as forestry

preserved area, Jeju Province is cooperating with the relevant teams in the

Ministry of Environment and the Korea Forest Service to continue on-site

inspections and technical supervision. 

k  In order to ensure the integrity of the nominated area, experts that are

trained and equipped with the relevant skills and knowledge are responsible

for its conservation and management. In addition, the Local Cultural

Properties Committee composed of experts on volcanic landforms and

animals and plants living in the area will provide advice and deliberate on

matters concerning the preservation of the integrity of the nominated area.

The Management Committee is also responsible for educating and training

persons involved in conservation and management. 

Z  Expanded Training for Property Managers

k  Presently, training of the property managers consists of the relevant groups

in the central and local governments and expert networks providing

conservation and management techniques and offering advice. However, the

approach toward training property managers should expand in scope to

reflect more advanced international perception toward ecological resources

and human conditions. When the Management Committee assumes the role

of training property managers, it should define the training required for

property managers, develop a list of the resources, design programs to
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monitor them, analyze the socio-cultural conditions, resolve disputes, and

strengthen programs that seek ways to manage resources in a cooperative

manner under the given circumstances, such as the given ecosystem or

scenery. (Refer to Appendix 6 Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management).

Z  Regular Conservation and Management Skills Training 

k  Every year, education and training programs are offered on a regular basis.

For the benefit of public servants, there are programs for cultural property

managers, property repairing technicians and natural property managers.

For the general public, there are programs for honorary cultural property

mangers, cultural heritage interpreters and environmental conservation

instructors as well as cultural heritage monitor workshops and Youth

Summer Culture Schools. 

k  However, such programs can end up being a matter of formality without

careful examination and evaluation regarding the substance, continuity,

effectiveness, and individual improvements. 

Z  Strengthening Expert Manpower On-Site

k  Since the 1990s, the focus of managing and maintaining national parks has

been gradually shifting from simply keeping the parks clean, regulating

illegal activities, promoting visitor discipline, and maintaining hiking trails to

protect the ecosystem and offering environmentally friendly visitor services

such as natural history trails, natural resource surveys and monitoring and

rectification of activities and facilities that might harm the environment. In

line with such trends, Hallasan National Park Management Service needs to

secure experts to manage and maintain the park in a more professional

manner.

k  Visitor services should be extended to include visitor safety, disaster

prevention, and disaster relief and rescue operations, as well as promotion

activities. 
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Public education for
management of Mt. Hallasan
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1-9-2. Basic Goals

1-9-3. Action Plan

Z  Strengthen Cooperation among Relevant Agencies

k  Strengthen cooperation among the Cultural Heritage Administration and the

Ministry of Environment and Korea Forest Service with regard to on-site

inspections and technical guidance.

k  Since conservation of nominated areas require the services of qualified

technicians as specified in the Cultural Properties Protection Act, the existing

pool of experts and employees needs to be expanded and reinforced. 

Z  Provide Training to Strengthen Expertise of Property Managers

k  Strengthen education and training to bring the level of expertise and

precision to those of park rangers at national park organizations run by the

central government. 

k  Strengthen training to ensure visitor safety and prepare rescue operations for

disaster.

k  Strengthen training to improve visitor services. 

k  Strengthen training to prevent forest fires and promote the park.

Z  Collaboration with Local Community, Civic Groups and Local
Residents

k  Encourage local residents to participate in resource conservation activities,

and stimulate their interest in becoming nature interpreters and participating

in nature interpretation training programs. 

x Provide heritage property managers with expertise and knowledge in

conservation and strengthen their qualification through education and

training. 

x Strengthen collaboration and cooperation among the central government,

expert organizations, provincial governments and civic groups. 

x Develop expertise of park property managers through on-going training.
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k  Set aside time for training heritage interpreters, heritage property managers,

guides and local residents (running businesses inside the heritage properties)

with regard to the nominated area, so that what they communicate to

visitors fully stresses the scientific, ecological, and cultural significance of the

world heritage resources. 

Z  Expand Expert Manpower to Implement the Management Plan

k  Build a collaborative relationship with experts and academic groups to seek

scientific and practical advice for safeguarding the integrity of the heritage

properties.

k  Build and utilize a database of relevant experts and organizations.

k  Offer internship to students studying cultural and natural heritage

conservation, giving them the opportunity to work on-site as property

managers. They should contribute not only reinforcing the management and

maintenance of the park, but also the natural formation of a supporters' group. 

Z  Strengthen Expertise through International Seminars and Exchange

k  Take advantage of the international network of organizations, such as the

UNESCO, IUCN, and ICOMOS, to support and encourage international

training opportunities and programs. 

k  Gain knowledge of advanced conservation and management skills by

organizing seminars with foreign experts. 

k  Adopt internationally competitive conservation and management skills by

sending experts and employees to enroll in training programs abroad. 
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2. Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

2-1. Overview

k  Composition

- Geomunoreum Volcanic Cone, Manjanggul Lava Tube, Gimnyeonggul Lava

Tube, Bengdwigul Lava Tube, Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube,

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube.

- Demarcation of area: core area 330.3 ha, buffer zone 1,906.4 ha.

- Ownership: State 0.5%, Province, County 11.4%, Private 88.2%

k  Geomunoreum Volcanic Cone 

- Area: 809,860 m2

- Ownership: private property, Bando Livestock Co. Ltd.

- Natural Monument No. 444

k  Bengdwigul Lava Tube  

- Length:  4,481 m 

- Legal status: Jeju Monument No. 52 

- Ownership: 84.9% is privately owned 

- Characteristics: 

Complex maze cave.

There are 23 interconnected entrances formed as a result of the ceiling

collapsing.

The most ideal cave for geological studies of the area.

k  Manjanggul and Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes  

- Length of Manjang: 7,416 m. Three-level lava tube. 

- Length of Gimnyeong: about 500 m. Three-level lava tube.

- Legal status: Natural Monument No. 98 
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- Ownership: 57% is privately owned.

- Characteristics: 

Very well preserved, considering the age of the cave.

A one kilometer stretch between the second and third entrances of

Manjang is open to public.

k  Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube 

- Area: Approximately 2,500 m length, 3-10 m width and 1-25 m height

- Legal status: Natural Monument No. 466

- Characteristics: 

Large lava tube containing spectacular and diverse calcium carbonate

speleothems of the type normally confined to limestone caves.

Valuable asset for studying sea level change and groundwater flow in Jeju.

k  Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube 

- Length: 110 m 

- Legal status: Natural Monument No. 384 

- Ownership: 99.7% State owned 

- Characteristics: 

The tube itself is short and simple, but internal floors, walls, and ceilings

show growths of diverse forms of secondary speleothems that are usually

found in limestone caves. 
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Fig. Ap.8-7. Core area and buffer zone of Geomunoreum System.
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2-2. Management Objective

k  Establish a system of management to conserve the value of the caves as

natural heritage. 

k  Enact laws and policies for undisturbed conservation of cave resources.

k  Consolidate the external and internal management of lava tubes to minimize

impacts from environmental pollution and human activities. That requires a

comprehensive management plan that cares for not only the natural

conditions of the lava tubes, but also the fauna and flora inside the lava tubes

and the scenic resources in and around the lava tubes. Most critically the

soils and vegetation on the carbonate sand dunes will be rehabilitated.

k  Build a trail system that is designed to minimize the impact of visitor

activities, while conserving the environment and value of the lava tubes. 

k  Prepare mechanisms to minimize environmental impact stemming from

facilities installed inside and outside the lava tubes. 
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Management Objectives of the Geomunoreum System

Establish and organization for conservation of value of 
lava tube resources as natural heritage.1
Introduce laws and regulations 
for continued conservation of lava tube resources.2
Establish consolidated management of resources 
inside and outside the lava tubes to minimize damage.3

Prepare measures
to minimize environmental impact. 5

Build a trail system 
to minimize impact from visitor activities.4
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2-3. Conservation and Management

2-3-1. Circumstances and Challenges

k  Based on the principle that restricting access to the lava tubes is the best way

of guaranteeing the integrity of the lava tubes in the long-term, all lava tubes,

except for part of Manjang, has been closed down to preserve them in their

original condition. However, limited access is granted to the caves for basic

surveys, conservation research and programs aimed at raising awareness of

lava tubes. Yongcheon, which is a very recent discovery, has had very

restricted access since its discovery on May 11, 2005. Similarly, other lava

tubes have also been kept almost intact (pursuant to Article 33, Paragraph 2 of

the Cultural Properties Protection Act).

k  In the section of Manjang that is open to public, some problems arise from

allowing public access. Due to internal lighting fixtures and inflow of outside

air, parts of the lava tube walls have turned green as a result of

contamination by algae and mosses, while particles imported by outside air

and human body of visitors are causing black deposits on the internal

surfaces of the lava tube. There is also disruption to the ecosystem in the lava

tube resulting from visitors' food and drinks that create conditions conducive

to the breeding of microorganisms. Moreover, physical damage and water

pollution are eroding and altering the original form of Manjang.

k  Currently the Manjanggul Management Service is responsible for managing

the lava tubes, but only with respect to the sections that are open to public.

Hence, there is a need to introduce a consolidated management system for

the Geomunoreum System in the nominated area.

k  There are no measurement indices for the monitoring of lava tubes, but

monitoring, together with a set of indices, is essential to preserve the integrity

of the lava tube system. Moreover, management plans need to focus on

visitor facilities and visitor activities. 

k  To preserve the integrity of the lava tube system and guard it from biological

and environmental damage as well as damage due to development projects, it

is essential that a conservation and management system is set in place. 

k  The local community, Jeju-do Tourist Association, NGOs, the provincial

government, and Jeju Island and Korean Cave Research Institutes, are

cooperating to conduct detailed studies of the nominated area in order to

protect the resources from visitor pressures and other risk factors outlined

above. However, more studies are needed for education programs and

monitoring indicators.
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2-3-2. Basic Goals

2-3-3. Action Plan

Z  Conservation and Management Based on Laws and Regulations

k  Each lava tube falling in the Geomunoreum System is designated and

protected by the Cultural Heritage Administration as either natural

monument or Jeju monument pursuant to the provisions of the Cultural

Properties Protection Act.

k  The Conservation and Management of Natural World Heritage Ordinance

will be adopted as a special legal mechanism for the protection and

management of the natural heritage properties, and regulations should be

strengthened with regard to activities both inside and outside the lava tubes. 

k  In order to effectively protect the key values of the nominated areas, the

heritage area has been divided into core area and buffer zone. In the core

area, there is absolutely no human activity and the area is perfectly

preserved. In the buffer zone, when the need arises, limited activities are

authorized within the prescriptions of the relevant laws. However, even

within the buffer zone, any activity that may have an impact on the core area

is strictly prohibited. 

k  To conserve the value of lava tubes as natural heritage, Jeju Province will

establish a separate guideline for the conservation and management of

Geomunoreum System based on the Jeju Provincial Ordinance. 

k  Establish a mechanism for reviewing and assessing the implementation of

guidelines to ensure enforcement of the Guidelines for the Conservation and

Management of Natural Caves.
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x Establish acts and policies for conservation.

x Guard nominated property resources from development pressures, visitor

pressures, and environmental damage.

x Set up an organization for consolidated conservation and management of

Geomunoreum System.

x Strengthen lava tube conservation and management guidelines.

kk Preserve the value and integrity of resources by strengthening
conservation and management guidelines.
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Z  Consolidated Conservation and Management

k  Set up a consolidated management body, the Geomunoreum System

Management Service, under the supervision of the Management Committee

to consolidate the individual management of the lava tubes. 

k  Return the vegetation and soils above Yongcheon and Dangcheomul to their

natural state concentrating on the carbonate sand dunes areas.

k  Encourage the Cultural Heritage Administration, Jeju Provincial Government,

the Management Committee, NGOs, research institutes, schools and local

communities to participate directly in conservation and management efforts,

while the Geomunoreum System Management Service assumes responsibility

of coordinating their efforts. 

k  Introduce a reporting mechanism so that involved organizations can

constantly report the results of their on-going inspection activities. 

Z  Preserving the Integrity of Lava Tube Resources

k  When deemed necessary for the purpose of preserving the natural conditions

inside the lava tube, the reserve areas therein may be extended. 

k  Introduce projects aimed at restoring plants and animals around the lava

tube especially on the carbonate sand dunes. 

k  Provide a detour or reduce the impact of the motorway passing over the

Manjanggul Lava Tube.

k  Devise measures to minimize the impact of human activities on lava tube

resources by keeping the number of visitors and the frequency of visits within

the capacity of the lava tube. 

k  Experts should be engaged in on-going surveys of safety and natural

conditions inside the lava tubes (pursuant to Article 25 of the Cultural

Properties Protection Act), and the results of the survey should be submitted

to the relevant agencies for reflection in policy making. 

k  Establish rules of conduct for those surveying and researching inside the lava

tubes to prevent them from damaging or removing lava tube resources. 

k  Establish proper facilities and precautions for visitors to minimize damage to

the lava tubes. 

k  Empower the cave rangers to strengthen monitoring of activities inside the

park.

k  Preserve and pass down the value of heritage resources by keeping record of
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the constant and varying conditions in and around the lava tubes. 

Z  Management of Facilities 

k  Viewing facilities inside and outside the lava tubes will be established in

accordance with the provisions of the Act on Installation of Facilities (Article

20 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act).

k  Prior to building new viewing facilities or repairing and renovating existing

facilities in and around the lava tubes, an expert organization will provide a

safety check and an impact assessment. 

k  Environmental impact assessment equipment will be installed inside the lava

tubve to regularly monitor changes in the environment due to visitors. 

k  Safety measures will be strengthened based on on-going safety inspections of

facilities pursuant to the Guidelines on the Conservation and Management of

Natural Caves. 
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2-4. Scenery Management

2-4-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Unique Microtopography and Speleothems

k  An outstanding display of the different topographical features found in a

lava tube, with very clear presentation of its evolution process. Cave experts

around the world marvel at the rich natural repository of speleothems and

unique terrains and formations. 

k  Maintenance of these special features requires the rehabilitation of the soils

and vegetation on the carbonate sand to their natural state.

k  The followings are visitor facilities that damage the scenic value of Manjang:

- Excessive number of steps at the entrance of Manjang.

- Tree-shaped concrete structure (fence) needs to be replaced with lighter and

more environmentally friendly materials for better harmony with the natural

surroundings. 

- Visitor facilities outside Manjang should be made more environmentally

friendly and renovated to enhance harmony with the lava tube resources. 

Z  Outstanding Scenic Values of Geomunoreum System

k  Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube was formed with the same type of lava as the

Manjang, and they are separated from each other by lava seal. Manjang is a

remarkable repository of micro topography, such as shelves and falls. There

is also a great display of the secondary formations such as lava stalactites and

lava corals. 

k  Bengdwigul Lava Tube is special as it is a large and complex maze lava tube

system with many entrances. Its unrivaled scenery is attributable to the many

different types of cave formations, including lava columns, skylights, lava

stalagmites, and lava bridges.

k  Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube is the outstanding cave of its type world-wide

in that it contains not only the calcite formations found in limestone caves

such as soda straws, stalactites, stalagmites and columns, but also those

features native to lava tubes, such as shelves, bridges, terraces, and lava falls.

k  Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube is a very rare cave by world standards in that

all of the carbonate speleothems on its floors, walls, and ceilings are those that

are normally only to limestone caves and display remarkable shapes and colors.
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Interior of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube
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2-4-2. Basic Goals

2-4-3. Action Plan

Z  Preserve the Soils and Vegetation above the Lava Tubes in Their
Natural State

- Maintain the soils and vegetation above the lava tubes in its natural state

where it has not been disturbed.

- Return the vegetation and soils to their natural state where it has been

converted to farming land especially on the carbonate sand dunes.

Z  Strengthen Restrictions for Structures within the Nominated Areas

k  Tighten regulations regarding new structures and renovations inside the

nominated areas to ensure harmonization with the surrounding

environment.

k  The specifications for facilities inside the lava tubes will take into account

their maximum capacity (on a given day or at a given point in time). 

k  Materials used for the facilities will be inert to produce minimum impact on

the lava tube environment.

k  Installation or renovation of facilities inside the lava tubes will be preceded

by expert advice and production of environmental impact assessments.

k  Harmonization of the scenery by encouraging renovation of structures that

obstruct scenery. 

k  The design and landscaping for rest areas, food and beverage facilities, and

souvenir shops will be based on consultation with experts, and artificial

structures will be minimized, while renovation projects will adopt

environmentally friendly designs (applicable to building exterior, signs,

lighting, outdoor sculptures, and landscaping etc.).

x Protect and preserve the scenic value of the lava tubes.

x Maintain and enhance the soundness of the lava tube ecosystem. 

x Contribute to national health, leisure and mental soundness by promoting

sustainable use of the resources.
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Z  Regulate Abuse of Lava Tube Resources

k  Provide visitors with pre-admission guidance and precautions to refrain from

wandering off of the visitor trails and tampering with the terrains and

formations inside the lava tubes. 

k  Strengthen the visitors' code of conduct to preserve the scenic value of the

lava tubes and empower the cave rangers to discipline visitors that abuse lava

tube resources. 
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2-5. Visitor Management

2-5-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Manjanggul Lava Tube Exposure to Increasing Visitor Pressures

k  Although Manjang is well equipped with trails, parking facilities, public

restrooms, restaurants and public phones for visitors' convenience, the

annual growth in the number of visitors poses risks of damage to its

resources. Therefore, more efforts are needed to conserve the environment,

manage facilities and educate and discipline the visitors. 

Table Ap.8-3. Number of Visitors to Manjang*                                                          (unit: thousand)

YEAR 2001 2002 2003 2004

Number of Visitors 575 528 493 403

*Jeju Provincial Government Statistics 

k  Some roads pass over Manjang and the types of vehicle and the amounts of

traffic on them may have a direct impact on the conservation of the cave. 

k  With visitors flocking to Manjang (the only public cave), the number of

visitors needs to be controlled based on estimates of its maximum capacity. 

k  Visitors to Manjang need to be more educated on behavior such as keeping

the cave clean. 

k  Visitors can easily tamper with cave formations and cave resources as the

trails are not sufficiently set back from them. 

Z  Public Access to Lava tubes Causing Damage

k  Visitors are not fully aware of the rich value of the lava tubes as natural

heritage resources. More efforts need to be made to educate visitors and

promote the lava tubes as important natural heritage resources. 

Z  Access for Visitors to Closed Lava Tubes

k  With no direct or indirect access to the entire property of Manjang, the

public is unaware, and hence unable to appreciate, the value of the lava tubes

and its resources as natural heritage. 
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2-5-2. Basic Goals

2-5-3. Action Plan

Z  Raise Visitors' Awareness of the Need for Protection of Lava Tube
Resources

k  Ensure public safety through routine safety checks and survey of lava tubes.

k  Empower cave rangers to monitor and discipline visitors. 

k  Prior to admission, educate visitors with regard to the visitors' code of

conduct in line with Guidelines for the Conservation and Management of

Natural Caves and encourage them to abide by them. 

k  Minimize impact by keeping vehicle and foot traffic below the maximum

capacity or provide detour routes. 

Z  Control Access through Proper Maintenance of Trails 

k  Keeping the number of visitors within the maximum capacity could include

limits on the number of visits per day or the number of people per visit, or

even restrictions on the total number of visitors per day. 

k  Fences should be placed to block visitors’ access to cave formations and cave

resources that require more protection. 

k  Based on careful monitoring, public access should be denied to areas that are

severely damaged. 

Property-Specific 
M
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x Protect cave resources from visitor pressure and ensure visitor safety.

x Effective management of visitors through proper management of trails.

x Make visitor facilities environmentally friendly and provide visitors with

information and education as well as convenience.

kk Minimize tourism pressures by making visits satisfactory.
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Z  Information Center and Exhibition Center for Lava Tubes

k  Since the public is denied access to most lava tubes, they should be provided

with other means of experiencing the lava tubes. They could gain indirect

experience through displays at an exhibition hall in information centers or

through visual images coming through CCTVs. That would help to promote

the outstanding quality of the resources.
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2-6. Interpretation System 

2-6-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Signs for Accessing the Geomunoreum System

k  Since only property managers have access to Bengdwigul, Yongcheondonggul

and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tubes, road signs and other signs indicating

their location are minimal. 

k  Proper signs need to be installed at the lava tubes and Manjang as well,

which should effectively promote them as nominated World Natural Heritage

properties. 

k  Since there are few interpretation services for the lava tubes that are closed to

public, an information center at Manjang, which is a part of the same lava

system and open to public, could help visitors to appreciate the natural

heritage resources. 

Z  Need for Interpretation System for Promotion and Education

k  Since Manjang has been a tourist attraction, it is equipped with some

facilities to inform and guide the public. However, those facilities were set up

in the 1970s and need to be updated in terms of consistency in the

composition of information, educational content, and use of environmentally

friendly materials. 

k  The information center has some promotional print materials and connects

visitors with interpreters, but it needs to expand its role and function as an

effective information center. 

2-6-2. Basic Goals

Property-Specific 
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x Information and exhibits to help visitors appreciate the ecosystem, topography,

geology, history, culture and customs associated with the lava tubes. 

x Provide visitors with public facilities and help them to appreciate the

importance of conserving the heritage resources.

x Provide diverse information and guide programs and facilities under a

consolidated plan.  

kk Conserve resources by securing proper interpretation services.
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2-6-3. Action Plan

Z  Promote Heritage Interpretation Service

k  Improve information and guide systems, including information boards and

wayfinding signs, and expand heritage interpretation services.

k  Although there are heritage interpreters and interpreter guides at Manjang,

visitors are largely unaware of such services. Hence, extra efforts are needed

to promote and expand their services.

k  Time should be set aside to educate heritage interpreters, guides, cave rangers

and local residents (running businesses inside the heritage properties)

regarding the nominated areas, so that the information they communicate

sufficiently stresses the ecological, cultural and scientific significance of the

World Heritage. 

Z  Information Center in Manjang

k  Put the Management Office concurrently in charge of the information center

or set up a visitor center in a part of the public facility space. 

k  To enhance understanding of, and appreciation for, the closed parts of the

lava tubes, replace the temporary information booth at Manjang with a full-

fledged information center. 

k  The information center will provide exhibits and educational materials that

allow the visitors to experience indirectly (virtual experience through CCTV)

the closed lava tubes. 

Z  How to Improve Interpretation System

k  Jeju Provincial Government is launching a project to revamp the Interpretation

System for the nominated areas. From its planning stage, it is important to

ensure consistency in the content and design of the information and

interpretation systems.

k  As a part of the project to revamp the Interpretation System for the national

park, a Corporate Identity should be applied and plans for the heritage

properties should be kept within the framework of the Corporate Identity,

applying them to the nominated areas once they are inscribed on the World

Heritage List. 

k  The shapes, materials, and graphic designs applied to the structures and signs

along the path to Manjang should be consistent, and structures that are
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irrelevant to Manjang should be removed. 

k  The birds-eye-view maps and information signboards could be made more

visually attractive and interesting. That could help to make the rather long

walk to the cave pleasant. If the ample amount of space along the path were

to be filled with well planned and designed way-side exhibits, which could be

a low-cost alternative to a visitor center.

Z  Interpretive Planning  

k  Provide lava tube resource interpretation services at the Lava Tube Hall in

the Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center, which should be the

provision of information in several languages other than Korean such as

English, Chinese and Japanese.

k  Secure visitors' readability of information boards by adjusting the font sizes

and font types, and improve the content by scrutinizing effective

communication of intended message. High quality resource interpretation

can be ensured by applying advanced principles and methods (e.g. based on

the manual developed and provided by the British Association of Heritage

Interpretation). 

k  Diversify and modernize the design of resource interpretation media and

identify the advantages and disadvantages of each medium.

Property-Specific 
M
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Table Ap. 8-4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Types of Interpretive Media*

Medium Advantage Disadvantages

Graphic Panels - Need no supervision - Are becoming ubiquitous and people

- Can reach a large audience might be starting to ignore them

- Low maintenance - Can have a negative landscape impact

- Easy for the audience to use - Can be prone to vandalism

- Can combine text and pictures

- Can help orientate visitors 

Guided Walks - Very effective form of interpretation - Only reach a small audience

- Flexible - Need good marketing and 

- Can present a complex story administration

Publications - Can be used on and off site - Must be effectively distributed

- Can contain more detail than a panel - Regular reprints may be needed

- Can aid orientation - May be discarded as litter

Audio Tour - Can be multi-lingual - Isolates users from each other

- Can use narrative to tell a story - Relatively expensive

- Potential for creative characterization- Important operational considerations 

like the hiring of headsets

Computer - Encourages interaction - Expensive to program, install and 

Interactive - 'Modern' appeal maintain

- Creative combination of pictures, - Technology can date quickly

text and sound

Visitor Center - Introduces a complex story - Very expensive to build and run

- Can be a major attraction - Much competition

- Reaches a large audience - Needs highly professional management

- Can contain a wide range of media

*Association of Heritage Information “Interpretive Planning”, 2003, UK
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2-7. Promotion and Marketing

2-7-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Efforts to Promote the Resource Values

k  As the only lava tube in Geomunoreum System that is open to public,

Manjang has its own promotion and marketing programs that include

producing and distributing print materials; however, there are no such efforts

with respect to the lava tubes that are closed to public access. 

k  For efficient conservation and management, promotion and marketing of the

lava tube system needs to focus on its value as a natural resource.

Z  Consolidated Promotion and Marketing Efforts

k  Presently, many different agencies, including the Tourism Bureau of Jeju

Province, the departments in charge of tourism at each county of Jeju

Province, Jeju-do Tourist Association and local travel agencies, are involved

in promotion and marketing of Manjang, which activities amount to nothing

more than introducing Manjang as a destination in travel brochures. 

k  Hence there is redundancy in the promotion and marketing of the lava tube

system among the agencies, and they are no more than producers and

distributors of travel guidebooks and maps. 

Z  Need for Studies to Support Promotion and Marketing Strategies

k  Effective promotion and marketing should be preceded by strategies based

on accurate understanding of the common behaviors and demands of

visitors. 

Z  Promotion Compromised Due to Lack of Diverse Media

k  Presently, the only medium used to promote and market lava tubes is travel

guidebooks. Other media, such as Internet, needs to be utilized to raise

effectiveness of promotion. 
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2-7-2. Basic Goals

2-7-3. Action Plan

Z  Organize International Seminars

k  Regular hosting of international seminars on volcanic caves with scholars

from around the world to highlight the scientific value of the lava tube

systems in Jeju Island. 

k  International seminars will help to promote the value of Jeju lava tubes

among scholars, with the promotional effect eventually spreading to the

general public. 

k  Details:

- Present scientific studies of the lava tube system in Jeju Island.

- Present studies of caves around the world.

Z  Set up an Organization for Consolidated Promotion and Marketing

k  Set up an organization exclusively responsible for promotion and marketing

under the Management Committee to consolidate such efforts and make

them effective. 

k  Major activities:

x Promotion and marketing plans that help to conserve the lava tube

system.

x Promotion and marketing strategies targeting academic researchers.

x Set up an organization to consolidate promotion and marketing activities.

x Mid-term to long-term promotion and marketing strategies.

x Step up research to support effective promotion and marketing

strategies.

x Maximize effect of promotion and marketing through diverse media.

kk Maximize the value of the lava tube system through effective
and efficient promotion and marketing.
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- Design and execute annual promotion and marketing action plans.

- General oversight of promotion and marketing by different agencies.

- Consolidated production of video and print materials regarding the heritage

resources.

- Conduct research to support promotion and marketing.

Z  Strengthen Promotion via Internet

k  Step up promotion via Internet to raise awareness of the value of the lava

tube system in Jeju Island among Jeju residents and Internet users around the

world. 

k  Details:

- Run a portal for the natural heritage resources in Jeju Island.

- Compile database of natural heritage in Jeju Island and allow access via

Internet.

- Process on-line bookings and purchases.

- Publish results of Geomunoreum System research.

- Provide real-time information of weather, traffic, lodging and natural

environment.

Z  Step up Research to Support Promotion and Marketing

k  Conduct research of visitors' behaviors and expectations to support

promotion and marketing activities, and make visitors happy so that they

will come back, tell friends and family about their visit and ultimately

contribute to promoting the value of the heritage resources in Jeju Island. 

k  Details:

- Study behavior of visitors (duration of stay, preferred activities, demographic

aspects and issues to be addressed).

- Analyze common behaviors (popular routes) with GIS.

- Market segmentation, targeting and positioning strategies.

Property-Specific 
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Z  Utilize the 'Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center (Lava
Tube Hall)' for Promotion and Marketing Efforts  

k  Consolidate and maximize of effectiveness of promotion and marketing

efforts by showcasing Geomunoreum System at the Jeju World Natural

Heritage Exhibition Center. Since visitors are denied access to most natural

heritage resources in Jeju Island for conservation purposes, concentrate

promotion and marketing activities at the Exhibition Center that educates

and informs about the sites and features and stimulates interest in the

experience of visiting the sites as well: 

- Step up on-line and off-line promotion activities at the Jeju World Natural

Heritage Exhibition Center.

- Market the heritage resources by tying them in with the existing travel

packages.
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2-8 Monitoring and Research

2-8-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Problems Associated with Public Access to Manjang

k  Lack of studies to support the management of ecological and geological

resources:

- Limits on numbers may be needed to avoid increase in the level of dust

pollution.

- Levels of radon and carbon dioxide may need to be monitored to estimate

the potential for public health problems.

- Even though guidelines for diagnosing safety and other conditions inside the

cave are clearly specified under the Guideline for the Conservation and

Management of Natural Caves prepared pursuant to the provisions of

Article 25 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act, no such monitoring

efforts have been made.

- According to Article 19 of the Cultural Properties Protection Act,

monitoring and recording of changes in conditions inside the caves are

mandatory; however, such duties are being ignored. 

k  Unbalanced monitoring:

- Although some lava tubes are monitored, only certain parts of the checklist

are covered. For instance, monitoring consists of simply checking the

conditions of the resource, but not checking the state of their management. 

k  Safety monitoring:

- There is a road that passes over the Manjang, and the location of that road

and the amount of traffic on it has direct safety implications on the lava

tube, however, no scientific studies have been conducted to address the issue. 

Z  Issues Regarding the Geomunoreum System and its Closed Lava
Tubes 

k  Lack of monitoring for maintenance of facilities:

- Presently, maintenance of facilities is focused on visual cleanliness, but

effective maintenance requires a comprehensive checklist that ensures not

only cleanliness, but also efficient management of the entrance pathway,

garbage cans, trails and so on.
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k  There is lack of efforts to control damage to cave resources and cave

formations resulting from scientific probes and routine inspections by

property managers.

2-8-2. Basic Goals

2-8-3. Action Plan

Z  Consolidated Monitoring and Research of Geomunoreum System

k  Set up a department in charge of monitoring and research under the

Management Committee to keep tabs on the general status of conservation

of Geomunoreum System.

k  Collect and consolidate data relating to Geomunoreum System, identify

areas that require further research, and commission studies at research

institutes, such as the Korean and Jeju Island Cave Research Institutes. 

k  Revise and improve the monitoring checklist, and place the Resource

Conservation and Management Department under the Geomunoreum System

Management Service in charge of general supervision for efficient monitoring. 

k  Major Activities: 

- Prepare and improve monitoring checklist.

- Collect results of monitoring.

- Identify problems and recommend improvements to the Management

Committee and Jeju Provincial Government.

x Set up an organization for consolidated monitoring and research of

Geomunoreum System.

x Set up a system for efficient utilization of research results.  

x Set up a system for the management of research data. 

x Secure equipment for thorough monitoring.  

x Monitoring and research for safety purposes. 

x Strengthen scientific research of lava tubes. 

kk Protect undisclosed heritage resources, and conserve disclosed
resources by preventing damage. 
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Z  Comprehensive Monitoring with the Required Equipment

k  Establish equipment, such as that for measuring temperature, humidity and

carbon dioxide, and place them in at least three locations (at the beginning,

middle and end of the visitors' trail) of the open section of Manjang, and at

least two locations (Entrances No. 1 and No. 3) for the closed section of

Manjang to regularly collect and compile monitoring data.

Z  Monitoring and Research for Safety Management

k  Define the precise location of the lava tubes under the motorway. For the

open section of the lava tubes, conduct regular monitoring to detect signs of

possible collapse. For the closed section, measure the impacts of weight and

vibration from overhead traffic.

k  Solicit support from the Transportation Administration Division of the

Culture and Sports Bureau at the Jeju Provincial Government to survey the

daily average traffic volume, peak hours and peak traffic volume on the

motorway passing over Manjang to minimize damage to cave resources from

ground surface pressure. 

k  The Management Committee should include the construction of detour

motorways and bridges in their long-term management plan. 

k  Major activities:

- Develop Geographic Information Systems to map out the underground

structure of the environmental resources in Jeju Island.

- Conduct surveys twice a year to gauge the possibility of collapses.

- Measure vibration in areas neighboring the motorways (twice a year: peak

season and non-peak season).

- Prohibit traffic on motorways if survey results so dictate.

- Survey the traffic volume of the motorway passing over Manjang.

- Make traffic impact assessment a mandatory prerequisite for any installation

of facilities near Manjang.

k  Strengthen safety with regular inspections to detect risks of ceilings caving-in

due to natural erosion.
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Z  Organization for Monitoring and Data Management 

k  The department in charge of monitoring and research at the Management

Committee and the Geomunoreum System Management Service will be

responsible for the consolidated management of geological and other

resource data collected by the Geomunoreum System Management Service,

Korean and Jeju Island Cave Research Institutes, Korea Institute of

Geoscience and Mineral Resources and private environmental groups. 

k  To ensure efficient data management, the Monitoring and Research

Department at the Management Committee will have manpower exclusively

in charge of database management. 

k  Major Activities:

- Compile a database with new and existing information relating to the

geology and ecosystem of Geomunoreum System.

- Catalogue the relevant information to avoid redundant data and research

and ensure orderly management. 

Z  Step up Scientific Studies of the Lava Tube System  

k  The Monitoring and Research Department of the Management Committee

will regularly host international seminars with geology and cave experts

from around the world to share advanced knowledge and skills for

conservation. 

k  Major Activities: 

- Promote the value of the lava tube system in Jeju Island by hosting

international seminars.

- Publish in international scientific journals based on the results of studies.

- Expand overseas visits and training programs for heritage property

managers and experts.
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2-9. Property Manager Training 

2-9-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Education and Training for Property Managers

k  Presently, training of cave rangers consists of the relevant groups in the

central and local governments and expert networks providing conservation

and management techniques and offering advice. However, the approach

toward training property managers should expand in scope to reflect more

advanced international perception toward ecological resources and human

conditions. When the Management Committee assumes the role of training

property managers, it should define the training required for them, develop a

list of the resources, design programs to monitor them, analyze the socio-

cultural conditions, resolve disputes, and strengthen programs that seek ways

to manage resources in a cooperative manner under the given circumstances,

such as the given ecosystem or scenery. (Refer to Appendix 6 Jeju Island

Biosphere Reserve Management). 

k  Cooperation with expert organizations is essential in developing training

programs. 

Z  Regular Conservation and Management Skills Training

k  Every year, education and training programs are offered on a regular basis.

For the benefit of public servants, there are programs for property managers,

property repairing technicians, and natural property managers; and for the

general public, there are programs for honorary property managers, heritage

interpreters and environmental conservation instructors, as well as heritage

monitor workshops and Youth Summer Culture Schools. 

k  However, such programs can end up being a matter of formality without careful

examination and evaluation of the substance, continuity, effectiveness, and

individual improvements. 

Z  Allocation of Manpower to Visitor Management

k  There is a need to shift the focus of managing and maintaining heritage

properties from simple cleaning, regulating illegal activities, promoting

visitor discipline, and maintaining trails to protecting the ecosystem and

offering environmentally friendly visitor services, such as natural history

study trails, natural resource survey and monitoring and improving facilities
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that harm the environment. In line with such trends, the management of lava

tubes should secure experts to manage and maintain the cave resources in a

more professional manner.

2-9-2. Basic Goals

2-9-3. Action Plan

Z  Expand Cooperation with Relevant Organizations

k  Education and training for property managers of lava tubes, including

Manjang property managers will be similar to the education and training for

other property managers, as of Hallasan Natural Reserve, in that they are

based on the consolidated efforts of the central government, provincial

governments, civic organizations and the staff in the relevant departments.

k  Programs for training experts will be developed and implemented with the

cooperation of the relevant expert organizations. At times, the expert

organizations may be entrusted to run the training programs.

Z  Training Cave Rangers and Heritage Interpreters

k  Strengthen training of cave rangers to improve their expertise and

specialization. 

k  Strengthen training for visitor safety, safety inspection, and disaster rescue

operations. 

x Provide property managers with knowledge and expertise for

conservation and management and build their qualifications through

continued education and training.

x Build cooperative and collaborative relations among the central

government, expert organizations, municipal governments and civic

groups. 

x Develop education programs in cooperation with expert organizations.

kk Bring the level of heritage resource management to that of
advanced nations by expanding expert training
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k  Strengthen training to improve visitor services.

k  Strengthen training for resource promotion and heritage interpretation.

Z  Collaboration with Local Community and Civic Groups

k  Strengthen activities in conjunction with schools, NGOs, and civic groups. 

k  Introduce nature interpretation instructor training program.

k  Set aside time to educate heritage interpreters, guides, property managers and

local residents (running businesses within the heritage properties) regarding

the nominated areas so that the information they communicate fully

highlight the scientific, ecological, and cultural significance of the heritage

resources. 

k  Expand programs to educate local residents to induce them to volunteer as

supporters. 

Z  Increase Experts to Implement the Management Plan

k  Strengthen collaboration and cooperation with civic (private) organizations

and academic organizations to encourage sharing of scientific and practical

advice for preserving the integrity of the heritage resources.

k  Build and utilize a database containing the pool of experts and expert

organizations.

k  Offer internship opportunities to students studying subjects relating to

cultural heritage or conservation of natural heritage resources, allowing them

to work on-site as property managers could help to strengthen management of

lava tubes and contribute to forming a voluntary supporters group.

Z  Strengthen Expertise through International Seminars

k  With a view to supporting and encouraging international training programs and

opportunities, take advantage of the network of international organizations,

including UNESCO, IUCN, and ICOMOS. 

k  Gain knowledge and expertise for conservation and management by hosting

international seminars with overseas experts.

k  Ensure world-class heritage conservation and management by expanding

overseas training opportunities for local experts and staff. 
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3. Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

3-1. Overview

k  Legal status: Natural Monument No. 420, County Park in Jeju Province 

k  Demarcation of area: Core area (51.8 ha), Buffer zone (117.0 ha)

k  Ownership: State land (84.17%), Province/City/County land (15.19%),

Private land (0.63%)

k  Current status: 

- Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone is a huge crown-shaped rock that shoots up

vertically from the sea. The multitude of columns, measuring approximately

ten meters in height and three meters in circumference, at the midriff of the

Ilchulbong offer a magnificent spectacle. To its south lies Sinyang peninsula

and Seopjikoji, and from a distance, the view of the tuff cone with the coast

in the backdrop is truly breathtaking.

- A survey of the plants at Ilchulbong yielded 73 families, 179 genera and 220

species. Among them, subalpine species constitutes an important component

in terms of plant distribution. Flora inhabiting the Ilchulbong crater include

the eulalia (Miscanthus sinensis Anderson), multiflower rose (Rosa

multiflora Thunberg), (Japanese) dwarf bamboo (Sasa japonica Makino)

and the (Japanese) black pine (Pinus thunbergii Parlatore) communities.

There are also arrow roots, parasitic plants (Aeginetia indica Linne),

mugworts, Cayratia japonica Gagnepain, wild grapes (Vitis flexuosa

Thunberg, Paederia scandens Merrill, Cacalia firma Komarov, agrimony

(Agrimonia pilosa Ledeb.) and Persicaria senticosa H. Gross.

- The number of sea plants native to Ilchulbong is 127 species which is

representative of the marine algae of the Republic of Korea. In particular,

Ilchulbong is the type locality for Dasysiphonia chejuensis and

Acrochaetium inkyui (hongjo - marine red algae). As for marine animals,

surveys have found a total of 177 species and there is a large number of

species that have not previously been recorded as sea animals native to

Korea. 
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Fig. Ap.8-8. Core Area and Buffer Zone of Ilchulbong.
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3-2. Management Objective

k  Preserve the ecosystem of Ilchulbong and secure a management system for

conservation of plant habitats inside the reserve.

k  Preserve the value of Ilchulbong and provide adequate management of the

scenic resources to create a distinct and popular ecology and nature tourism

attraction. 

k  Develop and offer programs aimed at raising appreciation for the value of

Ilchulbong resources and encouraging participation in their conservation and

management.

k  Improve walking trails in order to minimize natural erosion and negative

impact from human activities.

k  Introduce an adequate system for regular and consistent monitoring by

developing measurement indicators and conducting studies and surveys for

continued conservation of the value of the resources.

k  Establish a visitor information center to aid appreciation for the values of

Ilchulbong.

Management Objectives of Ilchulbong

Establish an organization  
for conservation of natural ecosystems in Ilchulbong.1
Create nature and eco-tourism opportunities 
by conserving and managing the value of the resources.2
Develop and implement conservation and management programs 
to strengthen appreciation of the value of the resources.3

Regular and on-going monitoring 
for continued conservation of the value of the resources.5

Improve trails to minimize impacts 
from human activities and natural phenomena.4

Set up and run information centers 
to raise appreciation of the features and value of the resources. 6
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3-3. Conservation and Management

3-3-1. Circumstances and Challenges

k  The core area and buffer zone of Ilchulbong are safeguarded pursuant to the

relevant laws and regulations. The core area is protected as a Natural

Monument under the Cultural Properties Protection Act, and protected as a

County Park pursuant to the Natural Parks Act. Additionally, it is

designated as an Absolute Preserved Area pursuant to the Special Act on Jeju

Free International City (Articles 27 and 28). 

k  On the east side of the Ilchulbong, along the Sumapo coastal cliff, 23 caves

have been discovered and were used as former Japanese military camp sites.

k  Since there is only one trail that takes you to the summit of the Ilchulbong,

the concentration of visitors on that trail exposes the ecological and

geological resources nearby to the risk of damage. Therefore, trails need

regular basis maintenance to secure more environmentally friendly

conditions and restrictions on visitor numbers of daily entrance need to be

made.

k  The Ilchulbong Management Service needs to adopt a monitoring system to

reduce the negative impacts of human activities and natural phenomena.

Surveys need to be conducted to monitor changes in the ecosystem, estimate

the proper rehabilitation period and to evaluate the efficacy of rehabilitation.

k  The Ilchulbong Management Service needs to strengthen its functions, and

the conservation and management of Ilchulbong should be based on close

cooperation with the local community, the local government, Jeju-do Tourist

Association, and NGOs.
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3-3-2. Basic Goals

3-3-3. Action Plan 

Z  Conservation Based on Acts and Policies

k  Ilchulbong is designated and protected as a Natural Monument under the

Cultural Properties Protection Act and as a County Park under the Natural

Parks Act. The nominated area is also conserved pursuant to the provisions

of the Highlands Management Act and the Special Act on Jeju Free

International City. In addition to these, the Conservation and Management

of World Natural Heritage Ordinance will be adopted to secure a special

legal mechanism for the protection and management of the property as a

world natural heritage. 

k  With a view to preserving the key values of the heritage properties, the

property has been divided into core area and buffer zone. In the core area,

there is absolutely no human activity with the exception of the visitor trail.

Former impacts of grazing and trails have been recovering over the past few

decades. In the buffer zone, when the need arises, limited activities are

authorized within the stipulations of the relevant laws. However, even within

the buffer zone, any activity that may have an impact on the core area is

strictly prohibited.

k  To conserve the value of Ilchulbong as a natural heritage, a separate

Guideline for the Conservation and Management of Ilchulbong will be

established based on the Jeju Provincial Ordinance. 

x Protect heritage properties from development pressures, environmental

degradation, tourism pressures.

x Conserve the value of the resources through consolidated management

with other heritage resources.

x Conserve the unique ecological environment.

x Establish conservation laws and policies.

kk Maximize natural and scenic value through efficient
conservation of resources. 
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Z  Consolidated Conservation and Management 

k  The role and function of the Ilchulbong Management Service will be

strengthened and expanded under the instruction and supervision of the

Management Committee. 

k  Prepare and execute annual conservation and management plans with a mid-

term to long-term perspective.

Z  Protect and Restore Native Ecosystem 

k  Conduct comprehensive study and survey of the fauna, flora, geology, and

environment in Ilchulbong.

k  Establish mid-term to long-term study and survey plans for conservation of

the natural ecosystem.

k  Establish rehabilitation and maintenance of damaged resources and prohibit

access to rehabilitation zones.

k  Empower park rangers to monitor activities inside the park.

Z  Comprehensive Facility Management 

k  Establish comprehensive standards for installation of facilities.

k  Prepare park plans reflecting the standards for installation of facilities.

k  Strengthen guidelines for building and managing environmentally friendly

facilities.

k  Remove and replace wornout public facilities.
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Paved Trails on Ilchulbong



3-4. Scenery Management 

3-4-1. Circumstance and Challenges

Z  Scenic Value of Ilchulbong

k  A volcanic vent in the shape of a tuff cone formed by hydro-volcanism.

Among the oreum (cones) surrounding Mt. Hallasan, Ilchulbong is the only

parasitic cone with three sides bordering the sea. Coastal erosion has

produced extremely precipitous cliffs. Along with the internal cross section

of the internal structures of the tuff cone, it presents a magnificent coastal

scene. The repetitive sequences of tuff sediments are a valuable resource for

geological research. 

k  Ilchulbong soars from the sea at the eastern end of Jeju Island. The mere

view of Ilchulbong, from the sea, as well as from land, is truly spectacular.

The sight of Mt. Hallasan from the peak of Ilchulbong stimulates both

mystical and religious feelings.

Z  Public Facilities that Obstruct the Scenery at Ilchulbong

k  Although the location of the major facilities, including parking and

commercial facilities, in Ilchulbong are outside the core area and buffer zone

and therefore not in violation of any laws, their location hinder the view of

the ridges they constitute structures that damage the topographical and

esthetic values of the property.

k  The shops and water fountain that lie above the parking facilities are visual

disturbances to Ilchulbong scenery as their design and color are disturbing to

the natural surroundings. 

k  With a view to conserving the panoramic view of Ilchulbong, it would be

advisable to expand the buffer zone inside the southern reserve. Scenic view of Ilchulbong
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3-4-2. Basic Goals

3-4-3. Action Plan

Z  Regulate Activities that Damage the Scenic Value of Ilchulbong

k  Strengthen guidelines pertaining to the activities of visitors and the role of

property managers in order to tighten control of activities that damage the

scenic value of Ilchulbong. 

k  Provide visitors with pre-admission precautions and education to help them

to refrain from wandering off of the trails and tampering with the terrains

and formations near the trails. 

Z  Strengthen Standards for Buildings and Renovations within the
Nominated Areas

k  Strengthen standards and regulations regarding facilities inside the

nominated areas to ensure harmony with the surrounding environment and

conduct development impact assessments. 

k  Encourage renovation of structures that obstruct the scenery in order to

preserve the integrity of the natural scenery.

Z  Improvement of Facilities in Ilchulbong

k  Next to the parking facility at Ilchulbong, there is a flowerbed that borders

the sea, and it would help to turn the place into an outdoor classroom for

nature studies if the existing herbs were replaced with samples of native

plants and all artificial elements were removed. 

k  The kiosk that is located in the middle of the stairway to the entrance to

Ilchulbong should be removed or renovated, taking care not to harm the

surrounding scenery, and a shelter with water fountains and benches should

be installed to serve as a rest area. 
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x Protect and preserve the scenic value of Ilchulbong.

x Maintain and reinforce soundness of the natural ecosystem.

x Sustainable use of resources, taking advantage of its scenic value. 

kk Maximize sustainable use of resources by strengthening their
scenic value.
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3-5. Visitor Management

3-5-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  A Popular Tourist Attraction Requires Visitor Safety and
Management

k  Although Ilchulbong is equipped with improved trails and basic facilities,

including parking, restrooms, and restaurants, as a popular tourist attraction

that is sought out by more visitors every year, it is exposed to the risk of

damage to natural resources; hence, efforts need to be stepped up for

environmental conservation, visitor and facilities management, and visitor

precaution and education. 

Table Ap.8-5 Number of Visitors to Ilchulbong (unit: thousand)

YEAR 2001 2002 2003 2004

Number of Visitors 886 887 980 1,197

*Jeju Provincial Government Statistics

k  Although the Ilchulbong Management Service has an information center, it

simply functions as a maintenance office.

Z  Concentration of Visitors on Single Trail

k  Because there is only one trail that leads to the summit, the areas

surrounding that trail is naturally subject to concentrated damage. That calls

for setting limits on the number of visitors based on surveys and impact

assessments. 

k  The role of property managers and visitor education programs may need to

be strengthened for better management and maintenance of trails. 

Z  Focus on the Scenic Value of Ilchulbong

k  Visitors to Ilchulbong only come for the scenery, not its ecological and

geological resources therefore visitors need to be sensitized to the ecological

and geological values of Ilchulbong. 
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3-5-2. Basic Goals

3-5-3. Action Plan

Z  Park Rangers as Experts of Conservation, Education, and Safety

k  Strengthen the rules of operation (qualification, technique, education, duty,

dress code, job rules etc.) based on the current organization of park rangers

at the Ilchulbong Management Service.

k  Set up a computer system in addition to the existing Jeju heritage property

management computer platform to regularly monitor and manage visitors'

behaviors.

Paved trail to Ilchulbong
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x Conserve ecological resources from visitor pressures and ensure visitor

safety.

x Adequate management of trails for effective management of visitors.

x Incorporate information, education and programs into tourist facilities.

kk Effectively manage trails to minimize visitor pressures.
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Z  Improving Trails to Manage Visitors

k  Together with a Guideline for Visitors' Conduct, educate visitors regarding

the value of the resources and the impact that they can have on them and

induce them to voluntarily participate in conservation and management

efforts.

k  A limit may be set for the daily maximum number of visitors to popular

attractions based on surveys of appropriate level of accommodation. 

k  Certain areas may be declared off limits if monitoring results so dictate.

k  Empower park rangers to play a more active role in monitoring and

disciplining visitors.

Z  Sustainable Use through Ecology Study Tours

k  Highlight the ecological value of Ilchulbong, so that visitors are fully

appreciative of the educational value of the resources and the need to

conserve them. 

k  Actively promote Ilchulbong for ecological study tours, and contribute to

local income with tourism.
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3-6. Interpretation System

3-6-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Rudimentary Information Provided at Admissions Office 

k  Although the ticket office is equipped with information brochures as well as

one heritage interpreter and one foreign language tour guide, the public is

largely unaware of such service providers; hence, marketing and promotion

need to be stepped up.

Z  Need for Information Center

k  Contrary to its name, the information center of the Ilchulbong Management

Service is far from being a source of information and education. It is nothing

more than an ordinary maintenance office with no resource interpretation to

speak of. 

k  Visitors' perception of Ilchulbong is simply a tourist attraction with a

spectacular view, as there is no program to educate visitors regarding the

value of the resources at Ilchulbong. 

Z  Information and Interpretation System

k  Since the time at which Ilchulbong became a tourist attraction, it has been

equipped with facilities to guide and inform the public. However, those

facilities date back to the 1970s, requiring updates in terms of consistency in the

composition of information, educational content, and use of environmentally

friendly materials. 

k  It is difficult to effectively communicate the value of the resources without

setting targets for visitor groups and foreigners.
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3-6-2. Basic Goals

3-6-3. Action Plan

Z  Information Center inside Existing Facilities

k  Set aside space for an information center inside the existing Management

Office.

k  The existing rest area for drivers could be concurrently used as an information

center, where visitors can rest and gain information at the same time. 

Z  Develop Interpretation Services for Trails

k  Design interpretation services that introduce folk history and legends that are

associated with the nature observed on the trails. 

k  Hire professional natural heritage interpreters and utilize local residential

volunteers with proper training, and train management office employees to

offer interpretation services.

Z  Improve Information and Guide Systems 

k  Although Ilchulbong is widely recognized as a tourist attraction, there is no

material to help visitors to appreciate the resources. Hence, pamphlets

should be produced with descriptions of how the tuff cone was formed and

introductions of the related legends to raise visitors' awareness of, and

appreciation for Ilchulbong.

k  Readability of signboards should be improved by adjusting the font types

and sizes. The shapes, materials, and graphic designs applied to the

structures and signs along the path to Ilchulbong should be consistent, and

x Induce visitors' direct participation in conservation and management by

raising awareness of the value of the resources.

x Introduce interpretation services to strengthen education.

x Raise the value of the resources by improving information and

interpretation systems.

kk Maximize conservation and utilization of resources by providing
adequate interpretation.  
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structures that are irrelevant to Ilchulbong should be removed. 

k  The bird's-eye-view maps and signboards could be made more visually

attractive and interesting. 

k  For matters relating to the qualitative improvement of the interpretive

system, the plans outlined in 1-6-3. Action Plan for Interpretation System of

Hallasan Natural Reserve will also apply to Ilchulbong. 

Z  Expand Heritage Interpretation Service

k  Visitors are largely unaware of heritage interpreters and foreign language

guides, mostly comprised of volunteer workers; hence, extra efforts are

needed to promote and expand heritage interpretation services (growth of

200% by 2007). 

k  Set aside time to educate heritage interpreters, property managers, guides,

and local residents (running businesses within heritage properties) regarding

the nominated areas, so that the information they communicate to the

general public sufficiently highlights the scientific, ecological, and cultural

significance of the heritage resources. 
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3-7. Promotion and Marketing

3-7-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Promotion Highlighting the Value of the Natural Resources of
Ilchulbong

k  Presently, Ilchulbong is the most popular tourist attraction in Jeju Island,

with the number of visitors reaching 1.2 million a year. Most of them,

however, simply visit to view the spectacular scenery, not the precious

geological, biological and cultural values due to lack of information and

promotion.

Z  Consolidated Promotion and Marketing 

k  Ilchulbong, which is the most popular tourist destination in Jeju Island, is

promoted and marketed by all relevant organizations, including Tourism

Bureau at the Jeju Provincial Government, the departments in charge of

tourism in each county, the Jeju-do Tourist Association and local travel

agencies. However, the effect of promotion and marketing is compromised

due to the lack of consolidated efforts. 

k  For efficient promotion and marketing of Ilchulbong, Jeju Province needs an

organization to consolidate the dispersed activities by different organizations. 

k  Effective promotion and marketing should be preceded by strategies based

on accurate understanding of common behaviors and expectations of

visitors.

k  To maximize the value of Ilchulbong as a World Natural Heritage site, well-

planned promotion and marketing activities need to be introduced. 
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3-7-2. Basic Goals

3-7-3. Action Plan

Z  Set up an Organization for Consolidated Promotion and Marketing 

k  Set up an organization exclusively responsible for promotion and marketing

at the Management Committee to consolidate such activities in an effective

manner. 

k  Major activities:

- Prepare and execute annual promotion and marketing action plan.

- General coordination of promotion and marketing plans drafted by different

organizations.

- Production of consolidated print and video materials to promote the heritage

resources.

- Conduct research to support promotion and marketing.

Z  Strengthen Promotion via Internet

k  Step up promotion of Ilchulbong via Internet to raise awareness of the value

of Ilchulbong among the heritage property visitors and Internet users around

the world. 
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x Promotion and marketing that complements conservation of Ilchulbong.

x Promotion strategies that highlight the scientific values of Ilchulbong.

x Set up an organization to plan and execute consolidated promotion and

marketing. 

x Mid-term to long-term promotion and marketing strategies. 

x Expand research to support effective promotion and marketing

strategies.

x Use diverse media to maximize the effect of promotion and marketing.

kk Maximize the value of Ilchulbong through effective and efficient
promotion and marketing activities.
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k  Details:

- Run a portal for the world natural heritage resources in Jeju Island.

- Build database of heritage resources in Jeju Island for Internet users to

access.

- Process on-line bookings and purchases.

- Publish results of studies of Ilchulbong.

- Provide real-time information of weather, traffic, lodging, and natural

environment.

Z  Conduct Research to Support Promotion and Marketing 

k  Support promotion and marketing activities with accurate survey and

research to maximize their effectiveness, and make visitors happy, so that

they come back and tell their friends and family, ultimately contributing to

enhancing and promoting the value of the heritage resources in Jeju Island. 

k  Details:

- Survey of visitor behavior (duration of stay, preferred activities, demographic

features, issues to be addressed).

- Analysis of visitor behavior.

- Market segmentation, targeting, and positioning strategy.

Z  Concentrated Promotion and Marketing at the Exhibition Center
(Ilchulbong Hall) 

k  Take advantage of the Exhibition Center to concentrate all promotion and

marketing activities and maximize their effect. Considering that the public

can be denied direct access to many heritage properties in Jeju Island for

conservation purposes, concentrate marketing and promotion activities at

the Exhibition Center, where visitors can indirectly experience visits to the

actual sites: 

- Strengthen on-line and off-line promotion at the Exhibition Center.

- Tie marketing activities to existing travel packages.
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Z  Expand Overseas Promotion

k  Expand overseas promotion of the World Heritage resources in Jeju Island to

help raise the status of Jeju Province as a Free International City and enhance

the value of the heritage resources as the most prominent natural heritage site

in the Republic of Korea. 

k  Specific projects:

- Promotion via major foreign media: special documentaries and other media

promotions.

- Promotion via national flagship airlines: promotion through print and video

materials provided by the airlines.

- Appointment of a Promotion Ambassador for Jeju World Heritage.
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3-8 Monitoring and Research

3-8-1. Circumstances and Challenges 

Z  Need for Geological and Ecological Data Pertaining to Ilchulbong

k  There are no monitoring records to determine whether or not damage has

been caused to Ilchulbong by natural factors or human impacts.

k  Irregular studies have been conducted on Ilchulbong and its surroundings. 

k  Studies and surveys focus on tourism resources; hence, there is insufficient

research of the value of the Ilchulbong as a heritage resource.

Z  Management of Research Data 

k  There is a need of monitoring criteria or checklist to determine how the

resources and facilities have been managed. 

k  There is a need of a body that is exclusively responsible for monitoring

Ilchulbong, and the role of the management office is limited in terms of

resource conservation and management. 

Z  Mechanism to Monitor Visitors at a Top Tourist Attraction

k  A tourist attractions needs constant environmental impact assessments and

checks on visitor activities. 

3-8-2. Basic Goals

x Set up an organization in charge of monitoring Ilchulbong.

x Set up a system for orderly management of research data.

x Prepare guidelines and criteria for monitoring. 

kk Strengthen conservation of geological resources as well as
tourism resources.
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3-8-3. Action Plan

Z  Set up an Organization for Monitoring Ilchulbong

k  Hire monitoring agents (park rangers may concurrently serve as monitoring

agents) at the Ilchulbong Management Service under the supervision of the

Management Committee for consistent monitoring. 

k  Monitoring results should be collectively managed by the pertinent department

of the Management Committee and the Jeju Provincial Government.

k  Monitoring results will be shared with the monitoring department in the

Management Committee and the relevant staff in the Jeju Provincial

Government, and when deemed necessary, recommendations will be made

for corrections and improvements.

k  Major Activities: 

- Prepare a checklist and monitor damage to nature and state of conservation

along the coastline of Ilchulbong.

- Monitor on a daily basis facilities at Ilchulbong (garbage cans, hiking trails,

wooden safety rails, CCTVs). 

- Consolidate management of monitoring results.

- Recommend improvements to the Management Committee and the Jeju

Provincial Government according to results of monitoring.

Z  Study of Geology and Marine Animals and Plants in Ilchulbong

k  Collect and compile geological data relating to Ilchulbong and prepare

protection measures based on observation of natural erosions. To that end,

the Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources will conduct

geological surveys once a year following the typhoon season. 

k  Ilchulbong has been recognized for the rich habitat of native marine animals

and plants along its coastline. A regular scientific survey should be conducted

to detect changes in earth environment, marine animal and plant species and

any alteration in those species resulting from pollution.

k  In order to keep tabs on changes in the marine ecosystem, a survey of the

types of living creatures in the area will be conducted twice a year. When

changes are detected, the cause will be identified, and if the cause is found to

be pollution rather than natural, the Ilchulbong Management Service will

remove the source of pollution. 
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k  The Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources and the Ilchulbong

Management Service will cooperate to conduct comprehensive studies and

surveys of the geological, ecological, and animal and plant resources. 

k  Major Activities:

- Take aerial photographs of the coasts surrounding Ilchulbong (once or more

every year) and compare them with existing photographs for analysis.

- Commission surveys and studies at expert geological and ecological research

organizations.

- Present the results of study, together with recommendations, to the

department in charge of monitoring at the Management Committee.

- Build a database with existing and new research data.

- Study and survey marine animals and plants in the area by the Korea Ocean

Research and Development Institute and the research institute attached to

Cheju National University. 

Z  Monitoring of Visitor Behavior

k  Develop key monitoring indicators, such as accessibility, signboards,

surrounding environment, promotion materials, and restriction of access, to

evaluate the state of conservation of Ilchulbong.

k  The Ilchulbong is a heritage resource that is open to public with a visitor trail

leading to the summit. Even if the chances of geological damage by visitors

are slim, it would be a good idea to develop monitoring indicators to

preserve the natural scenic beauty, improve the existing visitor facilities and

prevent the spread of unauthorized facilities. 

k  Regularly conduct visitor surveys at the entrance to Ilchulbong to maximize

their degree of satisfaction by accurately understanding their behaviors and

expectations. 

k  Major Activities:

The Ilchulbong Management Service is to.

- Survey visitor behavior (duration of stay, preferred activities, demographic

features, and issues to be addressed). 

- Analyze visitor behavior. 

- Conduct on-going surveillance of visitor behaviors through CCTV.

- Strengthen role of park rangers. 
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3-9. Property Manager Training 

3-9-1. Circumstances and Challenges

Z  Provide Education and Training of Property Managers

k  Presently, training of property managers consists of the relevant groups in

the central and local governments and expert networks providing

conservation and management techniques and offering advice. However, the

approach toward training property managers should expand in scope to

reflect more advanced international perception toward ecological resources

and human conditions. When the Management Committee assumes the role

of training park rangers, it should define the training required for them,

develop a list of the resources, design programs to monitor them, analyze the

socio-cultural conditions, resolve disputes, and strengthen programs that

seek ways to manage resources in a cooperative manner under the given

circumstances, such as the given ecosystem or scenery. (Refer to Appendix 6

Objectives of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve Management) 

Z  Regular Conservation and Management Skills Training 

k  Every year, education and training programs are offered on a regular basis.

For the benefit of public servants, there are programs for  property

managers, property repair, and natural and cultural property managers; and

for the general public, there are programs for honorary property managers,

heritage interpreters and environmental conservation instructors, as well as

heritage monitor workshops and Youth Summer Culture Schools. 

k  However, such programs can end up being a matter of formality without careful

examination and evaluation of the substance, continuity, effectiveness, and

individual improvements. 

Z  Allocation of Manpower to Visitor Management

k  Since the 1990s, there has been a gradual shift in the focus of managing and

maintaining national parks from simple cleaning, regulating illegal activities,

promoting visitor discipline, and maintaining hiking trails to protecting the

ecosystem and offering environmentally friendly visitor services, such as

natural history study trails, natural resource survey and monitoring, and

improving facilities that harm the environment. In line with such trends, the

Ilchulbong Management Service also needs to secure experts to manage and

maintain the national park in a more professional manner.
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3-9-2. Basic Goals

3-9-3. Action Plan

Z  Promote Cooperation with Relevant Agencies

k  Education and training for Ilchulbong property managers will be similar to

those for park rangers, in that education and training is based on the

consolidated efforts of the central government, provincial governments, civic

groups, and staff of the relevant departments. 

k  Expert education and training programs will be developed and executed

based on strong cooperation with the relevant expert organizations. At

times, the expert organizations may be entrusted with the operation of the

education and training program.

Z  Strengthen Education and Training of Property Managers

k  Strengthen training of property managers to bring their level of expertise and

specialization to that of park rangers at the national park authority under the

supervision of the central government.

k  Strengthen training for visitor safety management and rescue operations in

times of disaster. 

k  Strengthen training to improve visitor services.

k  Strengthen training for resource promotion and disaster prevention. 

x Provide property managers with knowledge and expertise for

conservation and management, and strengthen their qualifications

through education and training.

x Build cooperative and collaborative relations with the central

government, provincial governments, expert organizations, and civic

groups. 

x Develop adequate education and training programs in collaboration with

expert organizations.

kk Bring management of heritage properties to the level of
advanced countries by securing expert knowledge and skills.
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Z  Collaboration with Local Community, Local Residents, and Civic
Groups

k  Strengthen activities in conjunction with schools, NGOs and civic groups. 

k  Introduce training program for nature interpretation instructor.

k  Set aside time to educate heritage interpreters, property managers, guides,

and local residents (running businesses within heritage properties) regarding

the nominated areas, so that the information that they communicate fully

highlight the scientific, ecological and cultural significance of the heritage

resources. 

k  Expand programs to educate local residents to induce them to volunteer as

supporters. 

Z  Increase Expertise to Implement the Management Plan

k  Strengthen collaboration and cooperation with private expert organizations

and academic organizations to encourage sharing of academic and provide

practical advice.

k  Build and utilize a database containing the pool of experts and expert

organizations.

k  Offer internship opportunities to students studying subjects relating to

cultural heritage or conservation of natural heritage resources, allowing them

to work on-site as property managers. That could help to strengthen

management of the resources and contribute to forming a voluntary

supporters group. 

Z  Strengthen Expertise through International Seminars

k  With a view to supporting and encouraging international training programs and

opportunities, take advantage of the network of international organizations,

including UNESCO, IUCN, and ICOMOS. 

k  Gain advanced knowledge and expertise for conservation and management

by hosting international seminars with overseas experts.

k  Ensure world-class heritage conservation and management by expanding

overseas training opportunities for local experts and staff. 
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1. Capacity Building for Heritage Property
Management

1-1. Strengthen Role of Management Committee 

Z  Introduce Laws and Regulations Regarding the Organization and
Operation of the Management Committee 

k  To strengthen the Management Committee's power to coordinate, the

Conservation and Management of World Natural Heritage Ordinance will

clearly stipulate matters relating to the composition, operation, and authority

of the Management Committee.

k  Based on Jeju Provincial Ordinance, a guideline for the conservation and

management of each heritage property will be adopted to secure a statutory

enforcement mechanism for the conservation of each heritage property.

Z  The Meeting for Management and Operation of World Natural
Heritage (hereinafter Management and Operation Meeting) will be
Convened on a Regular Basis

k  With a view to efficiently managing natural heritage properties, the Cultural

Heritage Administration, Jeju Provincial Government, the Management

Committee, Hallasan National Park Management Service, Geomunoreum

System Management Service, Ilchulbong Management Service and the

Advisory Committee will regularly hold Management and Operation

Meetings.

k  Important matters relating to the management and operation of natural

heritage properties will be determined at the Management and Operation

Meetings, which will assume key functions relating to the management and

operation of funds, deliberation of basic operation plans and so forth. 
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1-2. Strengthen Expertise and Efficiency of Heritage
Property Managers 

Z  Expand Technical Training for Civil Servants 

k  Regularly provide employees in Jeju Island heritage management authorities

with technical training for conservation and efficient utilization of resources. 

k  Combine training programs with study tours in which employees can learn

by visiting other nations that are advanced in managing World Heritage

resources.

k  In line with growing international exchange regarding natural heritage

resources, establish a team exclusively responsible for international affairs to

raise international awareness of the World Heritage resources on Jeju Island

through deployment of staff to UNESCO and other relevant international

organizations. 

Z  Make Conservation and Management of Resources Stable Jobs

k  To ensure professional management of heritage properties in Jeju Province,

introduce non-rotating jobs for those responsible for conservation and

management of heritage. With public servants that are qualified in

conservation and management of heritage properties, waive them from the

obligation to rotate their position within the organization to ensure their

commitment and accountability to their responsibilities.

k  Strengthen expertise by regularly conducting job training and qualification

examinations.

Policy Enforcem
ent Plan
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1-3. Expand Research of Heritage Properties in Jeju
Island

Z  Establish a Research Team within the Management Committee

k  Expand basic research in order to raise the scientific value and ensure

effective conservation and management of heritage properties in Jeju Island.

k  Research is divided into scientific research, including geology and biology,

and operational research, including conservation and management. 

k  The research team will fall under the Management Committee and

collaborate in research with universities and research institutes (Jeju Island

and Korean Cave Research Institutes, Research Institute for Mt. Halla, and

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources) in Jeju Province.

k  The research team will pursue nominations of further World Heritage sites

on Jeju Island. 

Z  Hosting of International Seminars 

k  The Management Committee will host international seminars with lava tube

and geology experts from around the world.

k  Turn Jeju Province into a world mecca for research of lava tubes and

volcanic topography by regularly hosting international seminars and

strengthening the status of Jeju Island in the international community.

k  Publish in international journals on lava tubes and volcanic topography

based on results of study and contribute to promoting the value of the

heritage resources in Jeju Island.
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1-4. Expand Opportunities for Local Resident
Participation

Z  Strengthen Function of Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee 

k  Organize the Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee as a conduit for

local resident' participation in the conservation and management of heritage

properties in Jeju Province to ensure that local resident' views are reflected in

their management and operation. 

k  Residents of nominated areas, Jeju environmental groups, and other NGOs

will participate in a Local Committee to reflect the views of the local

residents in the conservation, management, and operation of the heritage

resources in Jeju Province.

Z  Jeju World Natural Heritage Supporters Group (Supporters Group)

k  A Supporters Group will be organized with local residents, scholars and

students that have keen interest in the heritage properties of Jeju Province.

k  The Supporters Group is a private organization involved in the conservation,

promotion, education and research relating to the heritage properties in Jeju

Province, and the specific activities are as follows:

- Resource interpretation volunteer work.

- Environmental conservation volunteer work.

- Foreign languages tour guides.

- Local and overseas promotion volunteer work.

- Assistance at events and functions relating to heritage properties.

k  Provide incentives, such as free education and training and invitation to

events and functions, to encourage participation in the activities of the

Supporters Group. Other incentives include the following:

- Education and training regarding heritage properties.

- Invitation to events and functions relating to heritage properties.

- Settlement of costs incurred in volunteer work.

- Issue certificate of Supporters Group.

- Provide rewards to outstanding members (free trip to overseas World

Heritage sites).

Policy Enforcem
ent Plan
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2. Planning and Legislation for Effective
Management

2-1. Adoption of the Conservation and Management of
World Heritage Ordinance 

k  The Conservation and Management Ordinance is adopted with a view to

ensuring effective conservation, management and operation of Jeju World

Heritage properties.

k  The Conservation and Management Ordinance stipulates matters concerning

the conservation, management, and promotion of World Heritage resources,

the composition of the relevant committees and the preparation and implementation

of plans, making the Conservation and Management Ordinance the administrative

standard for matters relating to the conservation and management of the World

Heritage properties.

k  The Conservation and Management Ordinance is based on the Cultural

Properties Protection Act.
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2-2. Basic Plan and Action Plan for the Conservation and
Management of the World Natural Heritage 

k  The Basic Plan and Action Plan will be established to strengthen the

implementation of policies relating to the conservation and management of

the natural resources nominated as World Heritage.

k  Provisions relating to the preparation and execution of the Basic Plan and Action

Plan will be stipulated in the Conservation and Management Ordinance,

giving the Basic Plan and Action Plan the effectiveness of a statutory plan. 

k  The Basic Plan and Action Plan will be composed of a five year basic plan

that presents the policy outline for the management of World Heritage in

Jeju and action plans by year that present a detailed breakdown of the basic

plan. 

k  Details of the basic plan:

- Set the strategy, vision, and objective for conservation and management of

the heritage properties in Jeju.

- Identify the major five-year projects.

- Set annual objectives and strategies.

- Prepare investment and policy enforcement plans.

k  Details of the action plan:

- Set annual objectives and strategies.

- Prepare detailed plans for annual projects.

- Evaluate projects from previous year and provide improvement plans. Policy Enforcem
ent Plan

3
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3. Evaluation of Implemented Plans

3-1. Develop Criteria for Evaluation of Conservation and
Management of World Natural Heritage in Jeju Island

k  The need for evaluation of conservation and management efforts:

- Secure solid grounds for procuring state and local subsidies for the

conservation and management of the World Heritage resources, as funds are

critical to effective conservation and management.

- Evaluation of efforts to conserve and manage the World Heritage resources

will not only raise the efficiency of subsidies, but also contribute to effective

conservation and management by stimulating the local government's interest

and involvement in their management and operation. 

k  Evaluation criteria will be developed by taking into account the unique

features of the heritage resources, the conditions surrounding them and

circumstances surrounding the property managers. 

k  The generic criteria for evaluation could include conservation, management/

operation, and sustainability. 

They could be further broken down as follows:

- Conservation: feasibility of conservation method, management of

conservation equipment and facilities. 

- Management/Operation: organization of management team, personnel

management, visitor satisfaction survey.

- Sustainability: environmental sustainability, economic sustainability, local

residents' participation.
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3-2. Expert Evaluation Organization (or Evaluation
Committee)

k  An existing organization could be expanded to conduct evaluations on

natural World Heritage sites in Jeju Island, or a separate evaluation

committee could be set up to provide objective assessment.

k  Such an evaluation organization (or evaluation committee), composed of

experts in conservation and management of heritage properties, will develop

evaluation criteria prior to conducting the evaluations. 

k  The results of evaluation will be utilized in determining increases or

decreases in state subsidies, prioritizing budget subsidies and other

administrative support, and in improving conservation and management

efforts. 

k  A representative of the local residents should also be present in the expert

evaluation organization (or evaluation committee) to ensure that their views

are reflected.

Policy Enforcem
ent Plan
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4. Budgeting and Execution

4-1 Total Investment (estimate)

k  The total budget required for the conservation and management of the

World Heritage natural resources in Jeju Province between 2006 and 2010 is

estimated at USD 76,474,000. 

However, the estimate in this plan is based on past spending on resource

management; therefore, the scale and substance of the project are subject to

change when accurate studies of the resources are made during execution of

the plan.

Table Ap.8-6. Total Investment (estimate)                                                        (unit: thousand, USD)

DESCRIPTION 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 SUM

Common 762 10,190 9,857 9,952 333 31,095

Hallasan Natural Reserve 4,048 4,905 3,714 2,000 2,048 16,714

Geomunoreum System 3,238 8,190 2,619 1,714 1,667 17,429

Ilchulbong 2,171 3,171 2,552 1,600 1,743 11,238

TOTAL 10,219 26,457 18,743 15,267 5,790 76,476

4-2 Investment by Category (estimate)

Table Ap.8-7 Common Budget                                                                            (unit: thousand, USD)

PROJECTS 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 SUM

Operation of Management Committee 286 286 286 286 286 1,429

Improve laws and policies 95 - - - - 95

Establish Basic Plan 95 - - - - 95

Build Exhibition Center 286 9,524 9,524 9,524 28,857

Evaluate management and operation - 95 - 95 - 190

Build and operate portal - 286 48 48 48 429

TOTAL 762 10,190 9,857 9,952 333 31,095
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Table Ap.8-8 Investment in Hallasan Natural Reserve (estimate)                                                                         (unit: thousand, USD)

CATEGORY PROJECT 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 SUM

Conservation/ ·Mid-term to long-term research 95 95 95 95 95 476

Management ·Operation of management service 286 286 286 286 286 1,429

Scenery ·Build environmentally friendly facilities 190 190 - - - 381

Management /remove and replace outworn facilities

·Scientific survey and monitoring 48 - 48 - 48 143
of scenery conservation

·Internet/scientific publication and 19 19 19 19 19 95
media promotion

Visitor ·Improving trails 476 476 286 286 286 1,810

Management ·Gauge/survey maximum capacity 48 - - - 48 95
of each trail

·Survey visitor behaviors 48 - - 48 - 95

·Develop and operate ecological 286 286 286 286 286 1,429
study tour programs

Interpretation ·Improve information panels 95 95 - - - 190

System (remove and replace)

·Set up information centers (improve 190 190 190 - - 571
facilities at 3 information centers)

·Build nature study trails (interpretation 286 286 286 - - 857
panels, subsidiary facilities, fences)

·Improve natural heritage signboards 190 190 190 - - 571
(develop CI and produce and install 
signboards)

·Improve rest facilities at Yeongsil - - 952 - - 952

Promotion/ ·Produce promotion materials 190 190 190 190 190 952

Marketing ·Overseas promotion activities 190 190 190 190 190 952

·Internet promotion activities 76 76 76 76 76 381

Monitoring/ ·Regular survey of ecosystem 95 95 95 95 95 476

Research ·Observation of visitor behavior via GPS - 1,905 95 95 95 2,190

·Build animal ecosystem monitoring 952 48 48 48 48 1,143
system (CCTV)

Property Manager ·Technical training for property managers 95 - 95 - 95 286

(Ranger) Training ·Build database of conservation - - 95 - - 95
and management experts

·Seminars with foreign experts 95 95 95 95 95 476

·Overseas training programs for - 95 - 95 - 190
conservation and management team

·Training of property managers, 95 95 95 95 95 476
heritage interpreters, and residents

TOTAL 4,048 4,905 3,714 2,000 2,048 16,714
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Table Ap.8-9 Investment in Geomunoreum System (estimate)                                                                              (unit: thousand, USD)

CATEGORY PROJECT 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 SUM

Conservation/ ·Rehabilitation of cave and surrounding 286 286 286 286 286 1,429

Management plants and animals 

·Operation of management service 286 286 286 286 286 1,429

Scenery ·Improve lighting facilities in Manjang - 1,905 - - - 1,905

Management Improve trails in Manjang - 2,857 - - - 2,857

·Scientific survey and monitoring of cave 48 - 48 - 48 143
resources

·Internet, scientific publication and media 19 19 19 19 19 95
promotion

Visitor ·Accurate survey of Manjang damage due to - 95 - - - 95

Management overhead motorway

·Improve public facility buildings/structures - 476 476 - - 952
at Manjang

·Develop and operate ecosystem study tour 190 190 190 190 190 952
program

Interpretation ·Establish lava tube information center - 476 476 - - 952

System ·Build outdoor display structures along 286 286 - - - 571
each trail leading to Manjang

Promotion/ ·Produce promotion materials 190 190 190 190 190 952

Marketing Overseas promotion activities 190 190 190 190 190 952

Internet promotion activities 76 76 76 76 76 381

Monitoring/ ·Build GIS 952 95 95 95 95 1,333

Research ·Measure vibration near motorways 48 - - - - 48

·Install devices for automatically detecting  476 476 95 95 95 1,238
level of carbon dioxide and humidity

·Survey possible collapse and cave-in 95 - 95 - 95 286

Property Manager ·Technical training for property managers 95 - 95 - 95 286

(Ranger) Training ·Promotion training for property managers,  - 95 - 95 - 190
guides, and residents (running businesses 
in heritage properties) 

·Overseas training for conservation and - 190 - 190 - 381
management staff

TOTAL 3,238 8,190 2,619 1,714 1,667 17,429
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Table Ap.8-10  Investment in Ilchulbong (estimate)                                                                                                 (unit: thousand, USD)

CATEGORY PROJECT 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 SUM

Conservation/ ·Mid-term to long-term research projects 95 95 95 95 95 476

Management ·Operation of management service 286 286 286 286 286 1,429

Scenery ·Improve public facilities - - 952 95 95 1,143

Management ·Improve conditions at Shin-naeri and  - 952 - - - 952
Woman Diver Restaurant

Visitor ·Build nursery with native plant samples 476 476 - - - 952

Management ·Improve commercial stalls at stairs to entrance 95 - - - - 95

·Survey visitor behavior 48 - 48 - 48 143

·Develop and operate ecosystem study tour 190 190 190 190 190 952

Interpretation ·Establish information center (renovate 286 286 - - - 571

System existing centers)

·Professional nature interpreter training program 48 48 48 48 48 238

Install interpretation panels and outdoor displays - - 286 48 48 381

Promotion/ ·Produce promotion materials 190 190 190 190 190 952

Marketing ·Overseas promotion activities 190 190 190 190 190 952

·Internet promotion activities 76 76 76 76 76 381

Monitoring/ ·Survey of plant and animal ecosystem 95 - 95 - 381 571

Research in the seas surrounding Ilchulbong

·Studies to observe changes in geological  - 95 - 95 - 190
resources

Property Manager·Technical training of property managers 95 - 95 - 95 286

(Ranger) Training ·Promotion training for property managers, - 95 - 95 - 190
guides, and residents (running businesses 
inside heritage properties)

·Overseas training of conservation and - 190 - 190 - 381
management staff

TOTAL 2,171 3,171 2,552 1,600 1,743 11,238
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1. Organizations in Charge of Managing Jeju World Natural
Heritage Properties

1-1. General Management and Resource-Specific Management

Category Organizations Department/Staff

General Management of Cultural Heritage Administration Administrator: YOU Hong-June

Heritage Properties Deputy Administrator: LEE Seung-Gyu

Natural Monuments Division

Director:       LEE Wi-Su

Coordinator: NA Moung-Ha (plants), 

KIM Myoung-Jun

Jeju Provincial Government Governor:    KIM Tae-Hwan

Director-General, Culture and Sports Bureau: 

OH Chang-Mu

Culture and Art Division

Director:        HAN Dong-Ju

Coordinator: YANG Yun-Ho

JWA Mu-Kyeong, 

KIM Myeong-Cheol

Jeju World Natural Heritage To be organized

Management Committee

Hallasan Natural Reserve HNP Management Service Director:        LEE Gwang-Chun

Coordinator:  KIM Cheol-Su

BU Jeong-Hwa

Geomunoreum System Bukjeju-gun County Chief: HYEON Han-Su

Culture & Information Division

Director:         MOON Soon-Yeong

Coordinator:   CHO Maeng-Yong

KANG Kwan-Su

Geomunoreum System Director:         OH Seong-Taek

Management Service Coordinator:   KIM Jeong-Beom

LIM Yeong-June 

Ilchulbong Namjeju-gun County Chief: KANG Ki-Kwon

Tourism Division

Director:          LIM Yeong-Bae

Coordinator:    KIM Seung-Man

KANG Hyeon-Seok

Ilchulbong Management Service Director:        KANG Seung-Hyo

Coordinator:   HYUN Tae-Hwa

OH Sang-Wu
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Z  Advisory Committee

k  Scientific Advisory Committee

Category Members

Central - Chairman: 1

Cultural Property Committee - Chairman, Natural Monument Subcommittee: 1

- Ordinary members and expert members of Natural

Monument Subcommittee: 41

Jeju  - Chairman: 1

Cultural Properties Committee - Chairman, Natural Monument Subcommittee: 1

- Ordinary members and expert members of Natural

Monument Subcommittee: 20

k  Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee

Category Members

Jeju Provincial Government - Chairman: 1

- Members in charge of managing heritage properties: 1

Bukjeju-gun - Members in charge of managing heritage properties: 1

Namjeju-gun - Members in charge of managing heritage properties: 1

Research Institutes - RIH: 2 including Chairman

- JCRI: 2 including Director

- KIGAM: 2 including Director

Organizations - Jeju Culture and Arts Foundation: 2 including Director

- Jeju World Natural Heritage Exhibition Center: 2

including Director

- Nanji Agriculture Research Institute, Rural Development

Administration: 1

- Warm-Temperate Forest Research Institute, Korea

Forest Service : 1 of each

- Jeju Province Fisheries Resource Research Center 

Supplem
entary

4
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2. Survey of Local Residents and Visitors

2-1. Survey of Local Residents

2-1-1. Design and Method

Z  Design

k  Period: 10-20 September, 2005 (10 days)

k  Method: Jeju Province Education Administration helped to distribute and

retrieve surveys handed out to parents of students attending elementary

schools (near the heritage properties) in four cities and counties of Jeju

Province. 

k  Sampling: allocation by area

k  Effective Sample: incomplete and doubtful questionnaires were eliminated

from the sample.

Samples by Area

Category Schools Effective Sample

Jeju City Ora Elementary School 138

Seogwipo City Dong Hong Elementary School 90

Bukjeju-gun Gimnyeong Elementary School 63

Namjeju-gun Seongsan Elementary School 76

Total - 367

2-1-2. Description of Sample

k  A total of 367 questionnaires were included in the effective sample. By

gender, male respondents comprised 48.9%, while female respondents

accounted for 49.2%. In terms of age, 53.1% of the respondents were in

their 30s, followed by those in their 40's (38.4%).

k  The most common type of occupation was housewife at 34.9%, followed by

self-employed (21.5%). By distribution of area, the biggest number of

respondents were from Jeju City (39.0%), followed by Seogwipo City

(24.3%), Namjeju-gun (19.6%), and Bukjeju-gun (17.2%). 
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2-1-3. Results of Analysis

Z  Awareness of UNESCO World Heritage 

k  When asked about the level of awareness of UNESCO and its world

heritage, 49.0% responded that they were aware (including "well aware"),

while 25.6% said that they were unaware (including "completely unaware"). 

Awareness of UNESCO World Heritage]

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Completely unaware 28 7.6 

Unaware 66 18.0 

Neither 93 25.3 

Aware 145 39.5 

Well aware 35 9.5 

Total 367 100.0 

Z  Awareness of Efforts to Inscribe Properties on UNESCO World
Heritage List

k  Analysis of respondents' awareness of efforts to inscribe resources, such as

Mt. Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage List yielded that 49.1%

were aware (including "well aware"), while 35.7% were unaware (including

"completely unaware").

k  The fact that 35.7% were unaware shows that efforts need to be stepped up

to make the public more aware of efforts to inscribe heritage properties in

Jeju Province on the World Heritage List of UNESCO. 

Awareness of  Efforts to Inscribe JEJU Properties on World Heritage List

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Completely unaware 24 6.5

Unaware 107 29.2

Neither 56 15.3

Aware 147 40.1

Well aware 33 9.0

Total 367 100.0

Z  Support for Inscription of Properties on UNESCO World Heritage List

k  A survey of residents' support for inscribing properties, such as Mt.
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Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage List showed 86.7% in favor,

with 60.9% in favor and 24.8% strongly in favor. 

Support for Inscription of Properties at UNESCO World Heritage List

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Strongly against 1 0.3 

Against 11 3.0 

Neither 37 10.1

Favor 227 61.9 

Strongly favor 91 24.8 

Total 367 100.0 

Z  Positive Impact of Inscription on UNESCO World Heritage List

k  When asked about the positive effect of inscribing properties, such as Mt.

Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage list, 9 categories recorded an

average of 3.0 or more. 

k  More specifically, the local residents of Jeju Province gave positive responses

in the following order: strengthen image of Jeju Province (3.95), strengthen

self-esteem of Jeju residents (3.73), increase in the number of visitors (3.71),

and conservation of heritage resources (3.67). 

k  Survey results show that Jeju residents are very attached to their heritage

resources, as shown in their choice of strengthened image and self-esteem of

Jeju Island. 

Z  Negative Impact of Inscribing Properties on UNESCO World
Heritage List

k  Regarding the negative impacts from inscribing properties, such as Mt.

Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage list, the respondents chose 6

categories. 

k  More specifically, many were concerned about restrictions on regional

development (3.52), followed by restrictions on the exercise of property

rights (3.42). 

k  The results help to identify the areas in which special attention is required to

avoid negative impact from inscription of resource on the UNESCO World

Heritage list.

strongly against against
neither

favor

strongly favor
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Z  Priority Projects for Inscription on UNESCO World Heritage List

k  Respondents were given multiple choices for what they considered to be

priority projects in inscribing properties on the UNESCO World Heritage

list, and the responses were in the following order of importance:

organization of local community (17.9%); revamping laws, regulations, and

administrative organizations (15.3%); reinforcing information and guide

facilities (13.4%); and setting up an organization for consolidated

management (12.7%). 

Z  Willingness to Offer Voluntary Services Following Inscription at
UNESCO

k  In answer to questions about their willingness to volunteer as property

interpreters and clean-up crew, 27.2% were willing, while 15.3% were

unwilling, and 57.5% were undecided. 

k  Results show that Jeju residents have interest in the management of their

heritage properties and, if given the opportunity, many are willing to offer

volunteer service. 

Willingness to Offer Voluntary Services Following Inscription at UNESCO

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Strongly unwilling 8 2.2 

Unwilling 48 13.1 

Undecided 211 57.5 

Willing 76 20.7 

Strongly willing 24 6.5 

Total 367 100.0 

Z  Support for Conservation Regulations Following Inscription at
UNESCO

k  Analysis of respondents' support for regulations, such as restrictions on

exercise of property rights, aimed at conserving the heritage properties

following their inscription on the World Heritage list, shows that 66.2% are

supportive, while 10.4% are not. 

k  Survey results reveal that a big proportion of Jeju residents are willing to

conform to administrative regulations aimed at conserving the heritage

resources. 
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Support for Conservation Regulations Following Inscription at UNESCO

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Absolutely against 9 2.5 

Against 29 7.9 

Neither 86 23.4 

Support 193 52.6 

Strongly support 50 13.6 

Total 367 100.0 

absolutely against
against

neither

support

strongly support
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2-2. Survey of Visitors

2-2-1. Design and Method

Z  Design

k  Period: 17-24 September, 2005 (7 days).

k  Method: Six survey experts conducted one-on-one interviews of tourists at

Jeju International Airport. They were returning home after visiting Jeju

Island. To attract more respondents, the respondents were given a small gift

following the interview.

k  Sampling: convenient sampling.

k  Effective Sample: incomplete or doubtful responses were eliminated.

2-2-2. Description of Sample

k  A total of 376 surveys were included in the effective sample. By gender, male

respondents constituted 57.5%, while female respondents accounted for

42.3%. In terms of age, 55.6% of the respondents were in their 20's,

followed by those in their 30s (20.7%), and those in their 40s (12.2%).

k  The most common type of occupation was student at 30.9%, followed by

self-employed (14.9%), and office workers (13.3%). By distribution of area,

the biggest number of respondents were from Seoul Metropolitan City

(31.6%), followed by Gyeonggi Province (24.5%), showing that many were

from the Greater Seoul Area.

2-2-3. Results of Analysis

Z  Awareness of UNESCO World Heritage 

k  When asked about the level of awareness of UNESCO and its world

heritage, 42.8% responded that they were aware (including "well aware"),

while 26.6% said that they were unaware (including "completely unaware"). 

Supplem
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Awareness of UNESCO World Heritage 

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Completely unaware 16 4.3 

Unaware 84 22.3 

Neither 115 30.6 

Aware 140 37.2 

Well aware 21 5.6 

Total 376 100.0 

Z  Awareness of Efforts to Inscribe Properties on UNESCO World
Heritage List

k  Analysis of respondents' awareness of efforts to inscribe resources, such as

Mt. Hallasan, on the World Heritage list at UNESCO yielded that 21.8%

were aware (including "well aware"), while 61.7% were unaware (including

"completely unaware").

k  The fact that more than the majority were unaware shows that efforts need

to be stepped up to raise nationwide awareness of efforts to inscribe heritage

properties in Jeju Province on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

Awareness of Efforts to Inscribe Properties on UNESCO World Heritage List 

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Completely unaware 59 15.7 

Unaware 173 46.0

Neither 57 15.2 

Aware 82 21.8 

Well aware 5 1.3 

Total 376 100.0 

Z  Support for Inscription of Properties on UNESCO World Heritage List

k  A survey of residents' support for inscribing properties, such as Mt.

Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage list showed 86.7% in favor, and

1.3% against, revealing that many visitors wish to see resources in Jeju

Island inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage list. 
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Support for Inscription of Properties on UNESCO World Heritage List 

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Against 5 1.3 

Neither 45 12.0 

Favor 213 56.6 

Strongly favor 113 30.1 

Total 376 100.0 

Z  Positive Effect of Inscription on UNESCO World Heritage List

k  When asked about the positive effect of inscribing properties, such as Mt.

Hallasan, on the UNESCO World Heritage list, nine categories recorded an

average of 3.0 or more. 

k  More specifically, visitors felt that the positive effects would be in the

following order: strengthened image of Jeju Province (3.93), strengthened

self-esteem of Jeju residents (3.73), increase in regional income (3.72), and

increase in the number of visitors (3.70). 

Z  Negative Impact of Inscribing Properties on UNESCO World
Heritage List

k  Regarding the negative impacts of inscribing properties, such as Mt.

Hallasan, on UNESCO World Heritage list, the respondents chose six

categories. 

k  In particular, many were concerned about "price increases" (3.46) and

"deterioration of environmental pollution" (3.38). 

k  The results show that while Jeju residents were concerned about restrictions

on local development projects and limitations on exercise of private property

rights, the visitors were weary of prices rising in Jeju Province.

Z  Support for Conservation Regulations Following Inscription 

k  When asked how they would feel about regulations, including restrictions on

certain visitor activities, for the purpose of conserving the heritage properties

following inscription on the World Heritage list, 52.9% responded

positively, while 13.3% were against it. 

k  Results of analysis show that visitors are strongly in favor of activities aimed Supplem
entary
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at conserving heritage properties. 

Support for Conservation Regulations Following Inscription 

RESPONSE FREQ PERCENT

Strongly against 8 2.1 

Against 42 11.2 

Neither 127 33.8 

Support 170 45.2 

Strongly support 29 7.7 

Total 376 100.0 

absolutely against
against

neither
support

strongly support
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INTRODUCTION

UNESCO designates some regions of the World that have Outstanding Universal Value for

their natural and cultural values as World Heritage. World Heritage sites are managed by the host

nation to ensure conservation of the values for which they were nominated and inscribed so that

they could be passed on to future generations essentially unchanged. Recently, many nations have

been making efforts to have regions in their countries designated as World Heritage. However,

the number of UNESCO-inscribed sites is less than one fifth of the nominated regions. This

indicates that it is very difficult to be inscribed as the World Heritage list unless the outstanding

heritage values can be demonstrated together with a willingness to adequately manage the sites

for future generations. 

The Korean government, under the theme of ‘Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes’, applied for

the inscription on UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site, including Mt. Hallasan, Seongsan

Iluchulbong Tuff Cone and the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System (the Geomunoreum,

Bengdwigul Lava Tube, Manjanggul Lava Tube, Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube, Yongcheondonggul

Lava Tube, and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube) being proposed in February, 2006. 

The Korean government and Jeju Province have a keen willingness to preserve the region in

the future regardless of the result of ratification as World Natural Heritage from UNESCO. For

nations that apply for UNESCO's World Natural Heritage it is very important to prove that their

nominated sites are far superior to other regions with similar geography and geology in terms of

scientific and scenic values. This means that it should be demonstrated that Mt. Hallasan,

Seongsan Iluchulbong Tuff cone and Geomunoreum Lave Tube System are superior to other

volcanic areas or lava tube caves all over the world. This investigation has been conducted over

the past three years by many scholars, especially concerning the fact that the Seongsan

Iluchulbong Tuff Cone and Geomunoreum Lave Tube System are outstanding, in a world-wide

sense, volcanic landforms and lava tube caves. The claim is well proved and publicized. Further,

for these sites to be designated as World Natural Heritage, the Korean government and Jeju

Province must show a strong willingness to preserve these regions with special care and set up

some specific and detailed management plans. Several aspects of a management plan were

specified in the application form already submitted by the Korean government in February, 2006.

Accordingly, with the items already supplied in the application form, this report was prepared to

suggest specific concerns that the Korean government and Jeju Province should implement in the

future as well as outline what they have already done over the past years to preserve the

nominated sites in environmentally friendly ways. This report includes:  



● Previous actions made for the inscription of World Heritage site 

● Legal framework for protection as World Heritage sites

● Management structures which will be established

● Heritage site management and rehabilitation

● Monitoring plan for each heritage site 

● Scientific research plan on the heritage site 

● Construction plan for visitor centers  and heritage center

● Implementation plan for international academic Symposiums

● Subsequent budget plan 

It is hoped this report embodies how the Korean government and Jeju Province will manage the

nominated regions with adequate budgets and workforce as well as  their effort and willingness.

Cultural Heritage Administration: Administrator Hong-June YOU

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province: Governor Tae-Hwan KIM 
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1. Previous Steps for Inscription

The conduct of specific research on Jeju's Natural Heritage sites has continued since the sites

were designated as natural properties. Members of the natural heritage committee and other

experts in the field carried out the research. 

The Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea selected seven sites, including Jeju's Natural

Heritage sites, to be placed on a tentative list for the nomination as UNESCO World Heritage in

January 2001. Since then there has been considerable serious discussion on the values of the

properties. 

On 3 March, 2002 the Cultural Heritage Administration decided to promote Jeju Natural

Heritage sites to be on its list of potential World Heritage sites after it reviewed the tentative list.

As a first stage, the Administration reviewed the results of the previous research and conducted

further comprehensive scientific investigations. The investigation was done through comparison

with other Natural Heritage sites elsewhere in the world(such as Yakushima Island in Japan and

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park). Experts from home and abroad conducted spot surveys of

comparable sites. 

On the basis of the survey results, properties of outstanding values enough to be on the World

Natural Heritage List were chosen among Jeju's Natural Heritage sites. The investigation was

brought to a head when it was realized that various volcanic landforms and the secondary calcite

formations inside lava tube in Jeju have outstanding universal value and thus could be considered

as World Heritage. The main sites are Hallasan Natural Reserve, Sankumburi Crater,

Geomunoreum Lava Tube System, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff  Cone, Daepodong columnar joints,

Mt. Sanbang and Suwolbong tuff deposits. 

In 2005, the second stage was launched including the completion of a nomination form for

World Natural Heritage listing and the development of a management plan for the sites. The

scientific investigation team conducted thorough comparative surveys into Jeju Natural Heritage

sites and sites in foreign countries like England, Italy and Hawaii already listed as World

Heritage. The planning team drew up a management plan after education and discussions with

local residents about natural heritage sites. Hallasan Natural Reserve, The Geomunoreum Lava

Tube System and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone were determined as candidate sites to be

applied for as World Heritage sites. If they are inscribed on the World Heritage List, it will then

be determined whether the rest of the sites should be included in an extended nomination. At the

end of the year 2005, a nomination for listing on the World Natural Heritage List was completed

after a discussion with local residents and then submitted to the UNESCO. 

Processes undertaken leading to the nomination for World Heritage inscription

○ January 2001: Inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage sites on the tentative list 

(Cultural Heritage Administration) 
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○ 22 March  2002: Selection of properties to be considered for a nomination 

(Cultural Heritage Administration) 

○ April-September 2002: Meetings of the Advisory Committee for Inscription of Jeju Natural

Heritage Sites on the World Heritage List (four meetings) 

○ July-August 2002: Spot investigations by experts from IUCN (two occasions) 

9 May 2002: Organization of an advisory committee for the inscription on the World

Natural Heritage List (nine members; five from central government and four from Jeju

Province) 

9 September 2002: Organization of a research team for scientific investigation into Jeju's

natural properties (eight members) 

○ July-August 2002: International experts invited to Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

(Elery Hamilton-Smith, Derek Ford, Andy Spate, Chris Wood) 

○ 8 October 2002: Symposium on the inclusion of Jeju Natural Heritage sites on the World

Heritage List 

○ December 2002 - November 2003: Scientific investigations of Jeju Natural Heritage sites on

the tentative list 

6 December 2002: First meeting of researchers in charge on Jeju Natural Heritage sites

(Culture and Art Foundation) 

20 December 2002: Second meeting of researchers in charge on Jeju Natural Heritage sites

(Culture and Art Foundation) 

14-23 February 2003: Field survey of lava tubes related to Jeju Natural Heritage sites

21 February 2003: Third meeting of researchers in charge on Jeju Natural Heritage sites

(Culture and Art Foundation) 

24 February - 1 March 2003: Field survey of Yakushima Island in Japan (D.S. Cho, M.H.

Kim, and Y.S. Choi) 

2-19 May 2003: Attending the 15th Australasian Cave and Karst Management Association

Conference in Queensland, Australia (K.S. Woo) 

○ May 2003: International experts invited to Jeju Natural Heritage sites (Natarajan Ishwaran

and Mr. Greg Middleton) 

○ May 2003: International experts invited to Jeju Natural Heritage sites (Les Molloy and

Nicholas Singers)

○ 15 May 2003: Results of field surveys released

○ 26-31 July 2003: Field survey of Hawaii geology (M.W. Lee, and others) 

○ 18 August 2003: Fourth meeting of researchers in charge of Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

○ 15- 28 August 2003: International experts invited.

- Lava tube specialists: Chris Wood and Greg Middleton 

○ 27 August 2003: Results of the field surveys by the cave research team released

- Greg Middleton, Chris Wood and the cave research team 

○ November 9, 2003: Fifth meeting of researchers in charge of Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

Ⅰ
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○ 10 November 2003: International seminar on Jeju Natural Heritage 

○ 11 March 2004: First meeting of officials on Jeju Natural Heritage 

○ 26 April 2004: Consultation on Jeju sites on the tentative list 

○ 26 May 2004: Jeju sites for a nomination for inscription on the World Heritage List

recommended

○ 28 June 2004: Draft nomination file of Jeju Natural Heritage sites presented

○ 20-21 September 2004: Workshop of working-level officials about inscription of Jeju on the

World Natural Heritage List 

○ 5 October 2004: Creation of the Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Natural Heritage List (18 members) 

○ 5 October 2004: Constructing a working group of the Promotion Committee (17 members) 

○ 3 November 2004: The management plan for Jeju Natural Heritage sites specified on the

nomination file reviewed

○ 4 November 4, 2004: Request reconsider a development plan for surrounding areas of Jeju

Natural Heritage sites 

○ 9 November 2004: Organization of a Promotion Counsel for inscription of Jeju on the World

Natural Heritage List 

○ 15 November 2004: Working group conference for inscription of Jeju on the World Natural

Heritage List held

○ 9 December 2004: Management plans and complementary data on the nomination

filereviewed

○ 16 December 2004: Workshop on a nomination file of Jeju Natural Heritage sites held

○ 27 December 2004: Presentation of the second nomination file 

○ 21 January 2005: Meeting of officials related to the inscription of Jeju sites on the List 

○ 25 January 2005: Meeting of officials related to the promotion of Jeju inscription on the List

(Cultural Heritage Administration) 

○ 27 January 2005: Supplementation of the nomination file required

○ 15 February 2005: Meetings of officials involved in the application process for the

inscription of Jeju sites on the List 

○ 28 April 2005: Meetings of officials involved in the application process for the inscription of

Jeju sites on the List 

○ 12 April-11 November 2005: Completion of the scientific part of the nomination file 

○ May 2005: Field surveys in foreign countries (such as Italy, Hawaii and England) 

○ 9 May 2005: Establishment of the Promotion Committee for Inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Natural Heritage List 

○ 19 May 2005: Developments on the efforts to promote the inscription reported

○ 3 June 2005: Meeting of officials on inscription of Jeju sites on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 9 June 2005: Academic advisory committee for inscription of Jeju sites on the World Natural

Heritage List meeting held
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○ 16-17 June 2005: Working group meeting of the Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju

sites on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 29 June 2005: Meeting of the academic advisory committee for inscription of Jeju sites on

the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 1 August 2005: Advisory meeting on inscription on the World Natural Heritage List with

international experts Chris Wood and Andy Spate. 

○ 11-17 July 2005: Attendance at the 29th general assembly of the World Heritage Convention 

○ July - November 2005: Drawing up management plans for Jeju Natural Heritage sites on the

nomination file 

○ 23 August 2005: First reporting on the process of the promotion of Jeju to be inscribed on the

Natural Heritage List 

○ 24 August 2005: Academic council meeting and advisory committee meeting of the

Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju sites on the World Heritage Natural List 

○ 29 August 2005: Meeting of officials on inscription of Jeju sites on the World Natural

Heritage List 

- Review of Mt. Hallasan's value to be on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 4 October 2005: Second report on the process of the promotion of Jeju to be inscribed on the

Natural Heritage List 

○ 5 October 2005: Meeting of central cultural councilors 

○ 30 November 2005: Meeting of relevant organizations on inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Natural Heritage List 

○ 2 December 2005: Meeting of relevant organizations on inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Natural Heritage List 

○ 12 December 2005: Meeting of relevant organizations on inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Natural Heritage List 

○ January 2006: Presentation of the nomination file for inscription of Jeju sites on the World

Natural Heritage List (to Jeju Provincial government → Cultural Heritage Administration

→ Ministry of Foreign Affairs → and to UNESCO) 

○ 25 January  5 February 2006: Photo Exhibition to celebrate the application for inscription of

Jeju's sites on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 4 February 2006: Meeting of advisors on promotional video about Jeju's Natural Heritage sites

○ 10 February 2006: Scientific Advisory Committee meeting of the Promotion Committee for

inscription of Jeju site on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ 18 February 2006: Advisory committee meeting on promotion for Jeju Natural Heritage 

○ 9 March 2006: Workshop on the road map for Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

○ 7 April 2006: Meeting of the working committee of the Promotion Committee for inscription

of Jeju sites on the World Heritage List 

○ 12 April 2006: Establishment of the promotion committee for inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Heritage List
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○ 14 April 2006: Reporting the developments of the efforts for inscription of Jeju sites on the

World Heritage List 

○ 1-5 June 2006: The former president of the Vuolcanospeleology Commission of the

International Union of Speleology (UIS),  W.R. Halliday from the United States visits Jeju by

invitation.

○ 8 June 2006: Scientific council meeting of the Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju

sites on the World Heritage List 

○ 9 June 2006: Local Committee and working group meetings of the Promotion Committee for

Inscription of Jeju sites on the World Heritage List 

○ June 2006 Seminars for local residents 

- 13 June: Seongsan town office 

- 14 June: Gujwa town office 

- 15 June: Jocheon town office 

- 16June: Seongsan village office 

- 19 June: Deokcheon village office 

- 20June: Haengwon village office 

- 22 June: Woljeong village office 

- 23June : Gimnyeong village office 

- 26 June: Seonheul 2-ri village office 

○ 27 July 2006: Scientific council meeting of the Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju

site on the World Natural Heritage List 

○ August 2006 Seminars for local residents 

- 3 August:  Seongsan village office 

- 8 August: Gujwa town office 

○ 13-16 August 2006: Preliminary inspection into Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

○ 16 August 2006: Launch of Jeju Natural Heritage Support Group

- On the open spaces of Eorimok in Mt. Hallasan, Seongsan Ilchulbong and Manjanggul Lava

Tube 

- About 3,500 Participants 

○ 21 August 2006: Meeting of officials from Jeju Provincial Government, municipalities and

other relevant organizations 

○ 24 August 2006: Scientific council meeting of the Promotion Committee for inscription of

Jeju sites on the World Heritage List 

○ 25 August 2006: Meeting of related organizations on inscription of Jeju sites on the World

Heritage List 

○ 11-13 September 2006: Second Preliminary inspection into Jeju Natural Heritage sites 

○ 23 September 2006: ‘Jeju Love’ Campaign for Inscription of Jeju sites on the World Natural

Heritage List
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4th meeting of researchers in charge of Jeju's Natural Heritage sites (18 August, 2003 ) 

Releasing the results of the field surveys by the cave research team (27 August, 2003 )
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5th meeting of researchers in charge of Jeju Natural Heritage sites (9 November, 2003)

Meeting of the promotion committee for Inscription of Jeju's sites on the World

Heritage List (14 April, 2006)
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Presentation about the process of the promotion of Jeju World Natural Heritage( 23 August, 2005)

Second report on the process of the promotion of Jeju World Natural Heritage(4 October, 2005)
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1st Preliminary inspection at Seongsan Ilchulbong(16 August, 2006)

1st Preliminary inspection at Mt. Hallasan(16 August, 2006)
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2nd Preliminary inspection at Seongsan Ilchulbong(11 September, 2006)

2nd Preliminary inspection at Manjanggul Lava Tube(11 September, 2006)
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1st Preliminary inspection at Manjanggul Lava Tube (17 August, 2006)

2nd Preliminary inspection at Seongsan Ilchulbong(11 September, 2006)
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1. Legal and Institutional Framework 

Under the legal system of Korea, there are laws developed by the central government.

Subsequently each local government enacts ordinances and regulations on matters delegated to

them. The Korean government introduced the Cultural Heritage Protection Law while Jeju

Province enacted Jeju's Cultural Heritage Protection Ordinance and other rules concerning the

efforts for the Province's sites to be inscribed on the World Heritage List. 

If Jeju's Natural Heritage sites are included on the World Heritage List, the Province will enact

an‘Ordinance on preservation and management of World Heritage Sites’ in accordance with the

Cultural Heritage Protection Law. 

The ordinance will include regulations on preservation, management and promotion of World

Heritage sites, organization of relevant committees and the establishment and implementation of

management plans. It will serve as an administrative benchmark for general matters to preserve

and manage the World Heritage sites. 

Based on the ‘Ordinance on preservation and management of World Heritage Sites’, the

provincial government will make a‘rule on preservation and management of World Heritage

sites" and include specific enforcement plans that are excluded from the ordinance. 

1) Cultural Properties Protection Act

1-1) GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1 (Purpose) 

The purpose of this Act is to strive for the cultural improvement of the people and to contribute

to the development of human culture, by inheriting the native culture through the preservation of

cultural properties so as to ensure their utilization.  [This Article Wholly Amended by Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 2 (Definitions) 

(1) The term ‘cultural properties’in this Act means the national, racial, global legacies, which

have been artificially or naturally formed, carry the great historic, artistic, academic and

scenic values, and fall under any of the following subparagraphs: <Amended by Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

1. Tangible cultural properties: Tangible cultural products, such as buildings, classical books,

calligraphic vestiges, ancient documents, pictures, sculptures, or craft works carrying the

great historic, artistic or academic values, and other archeological data corresponding

thereto; 

2. Intangible cultural properties: Intangible cultural products, such as drama, music, dance, or

craft technique, carrying the great historic, artistic or academic values; 
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3. Monuments: Those prescribed in the following items: 

(a) Historic sites, such as temple sites, ancient tombs, shell mounds, ruins of fortress, palace

sites, potter’s kiln sites, or relic containing strata, and specially-commemorable facilities,

carrying the great historic or academic values; 

(b) Scenic places, carrying the great artistic or scenic values; and 

(c) Animals (including their habitats, breeding places and migratory places), plants (including

their autogenous places), minerals, caves, geological features, biological products and

special natural phenomena, carrying the great historic, scenic or academic values; and 

4. Folklore materials: Manners and customs relating to the food, clothing and shelter,

occupation, religion or annual events, etc., andthe clothes, utensils or houses, etc. used

therefor, which are indispensable for understanding the transition of people’s living. 

(2) The term ‘designated cultural properties’in this Act means the followings: <Amended by

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5073, Dec. 29, 1995;

Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. State-designated cultural properties: Cultural properties designated by the Administrator of

the Cultural Properties Administration pursuant to the provisions of Articles 4 through 7; 

2.City/Do-designated cultural properties: Cultural properties designated by the Special

Metropolitan City Mayor, the Metropolitan City Mayor or the Dogovernor (hereinafter

referred to as the ‘Mayor/Do governor’) pursuant to Article 55 (1), from among those not

designated under sub-paragraph 1; and 

3. Cultural properties materials: Cultural properties designated by the Mayor/Do governor

pursuant to Article 55 (2), from among those not designated under subparagraph 1 or 2. 

(3) The term ‘protected zone’in this Act means, in case where any tangible objects fixed on

the ground or a specific area, have been designated as the cultural properties, any zone

designated for protecting the relevant cultural properties, which is the area excluding those

occupied by the relevant designated cultural properties. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719,

Jan. 29, 1999> 

Article 2-2 (Basic Principle of Protection of Cultural Heritage) 

Any conservation, management and utilization of cultural properties shall be performed on the

basic principle of maintaining their original forms. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

1-2) STATE-DESIGNATED CULTURAL PROPERTIES

SECTION1   Designation

Article 6 (Designation of Historic Sites, Scenic Spots and Natural Monuments) 

The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may designate as a historic site, a

scenic spot or a natural monument what is important from among the monuments, by going

through the deliberations of the Cultural Heritage Committee. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec.
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30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24,

1999> 

Article 8 (Designation of Protected Objects or Protected Zones) 

(1) In rendering the designation under the provisions of Article 4, 6 or 7, the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration may, if it is specially necessary for protecting the

cultural properties, designate the protected objects or protected zones. <Amended by Act

No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No.

5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration has designated the

protected objects or protected zones under the provisions of paragraph (1), he shall examine

the propriety of such designations at a specific interval. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133,

Jan. 12,2000> 

(3) Matters necessary for the examinations, etc. under paragraph (2) shall be prescribed by the

Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan.

12, 2000> 

SECTION2  Management and Protection 

Article 13-2 (Formulation of Plans for Preserving, Managing and Utilizing Cultural Properties) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may formulate basic plans to

preserve, manage and utilize the State-designated cultural properties, by going through

consultations with the Mayor/Do governors. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration has formulated the

basic plans referred to in paragraph (1), he shall notify the Mayor/Do governors thereof, and

the Mayor/Do governors shall formulate and implement the detailed plans following such

basic plans. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) Matters necessary for formulation and implementation of the basic plans and the detailed

implementation plans referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be prescribed by the

Presidential Decree. [This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 18-12 (Treatment, etc. of Animals Designated as Natural Monuments) 

(1) Any veterinary infirmary designated by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration may be charged with the transport for rescue, medication, operation,

breeding and wild fitness training (hereinafter referred to as the‘treatment”) in case where

any animal designated as a natural monument (hereinafter referred to as an‘animal”) is in

distress, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 18. 

(2) When an urgent protection is needed for an animal in distress, etc., the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration may, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 20, make a

veterinary infirmary provide the treatment first without any permit for alteration of current

status, and thereafter file a report on the result thereof. <Amended by Act No. 6840, Dec.
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30, 2002> 

(3) The State or local governments may pay within the limit of budgets any expenses required

for animal treatments to the veterinary infirmary which has treated the animals. <Amended

by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

(4) When any veterinary infirmary falls under any of the following sub-paragraphs, the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may cancel its

designation:<Amended by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

1. When it has obtained the designation by falsity and other illegal means; 

2. When it has come to fall short of requirement for designation under paragraph <The

constituent members of each heritage site>

3. When it has made any animal under treatment die or become disabled by intention or gross

negligence; 

4. When it has failed to file a report on the result of treatment under paragraph (2) or filed a

false report; 

5. When it has, by falsity, requested the expenses for animal treatments under paragraph (3); and

6. When it has violated the orders of the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration or of the head of local government under Article 25 (1). 

(5) Matters necessary for the requisites and procedures for designating a veterinary infirmary

shall be prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. <Amended

by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000] 

Article 20 (Matters for Permission) 

Any person who intends to perform the activities falling under any of the following

subparagraphs on the State-designated cultural properties, shall obtain permission from the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree. The same shall also apply to any alteration in the permitted matters:

<Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5073, Dec.

29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12,

2000> 

1. Capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals within an area designated or

provisionally designated as a scenic spot or a natural monument, or within its protected

zone, or carrying them out of such an area or zone; 

2. Deleted; <by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

3. Taking any rubbing of, or photographing, State-designated cultural properties, or making a

film of them in such a manner that may affect their preservation; and 

4. Any acts as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, which are

such acts as altering the current status (including the act of sampling or stuffing the natural

monuments) of the State-designated cultural properties (including the protected objects and

protected zones, and what has perished from among the natural monuments), or as affecting

their preservation. 
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Article 25 (Administrative Order) 

(1) When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration or the head of a local

government deems it necessary for the management and protection of State-designated

cultural properties (including the protected objects and protected zones; hereafter in this

Article, the same shall apply), he may issue the following orders: <Amended by Act No.

4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No.

5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. In case where the situation of managing the State-designated cultural properties is inadequate

for the preservation of such cultural properties or specially required therefore, any

prohibition of, or restriction on, the specific activities, to their owners, holders, managers or

managing organizations; 

2. Deleted; <by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

3. Repairs, and the installation of other necessary facilities, or removal of the obstacles, to the

owners, managers or managing organizations of the State-designated cultural properties; and 

4. Necessary measures other than those under subparagraphs 1 through 3, to the owners,

managers or managing organizations of the State-designated cultural properties. 

(2) When the owners or managers of the State-designated cultural properties fail to comply

with the order under paragraph (1), or when the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration deems it improper to have their owners or managers take the measures

under each subparagraph of paragraph (1), the said Administrator may directly take the

measures under each subparagraph of paragraph (1) at a burden to the State. <Amended by

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act

No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) In case where the head of a local government has issued an order under paragraph (1), he

shall file a report thereon with the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration.

<Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

Article 28 (Subsidies) 

(1) The State may grant a subsidy to cover the whole or part of the following expenses: 

1. Expenses required for the management of cultural properties by a managing organization

under Article 16 (1); 

2. Expenses required for taking measures under each subparagraph of Article 25 (1); 

3. Expenses required for the management, protection, repairs or preparation of record of the

State-designated cultural properties other than those under subparagraphs 1 and 2; and 

4. Expenses required for the protection or promotion of important intangible cultural properties. 

(2) In case where a subsidy is granted under paragraph (1), the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration may supervise any repairs and other works on the cultural

properties. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act

No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) Any subsidies under paragraph (1) 2 through 4 of shall be delivered through the Mayor/Do
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governor, and managed and utilized pursuant to his directions: Provided, That the same shall

not apply to the case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration deems

it necessary. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act

No. 5073, Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1-3) OPENING TO THE PUBLIC 

Article 33 (Opening to the Public of State-designated Cultural Properties) 

(1) Any State-designated cultural properties shall, except for the case where any opening of

relevant cultural properties to the public is restricted under paragraph (2), be made open to

the public unless there exist any special grounds. 

(2) When deemed necessary to preserve the State-designated cultural properties and to prevent

them from being damaged, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may

set limits to any opening to the public of the whole or part of relevant cultural properties. 

(3) When the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration sets limits to the opening

to the public of the State-designated cultural properties under paragraph (2), he shall

publicly announce the location of an area in which the relevant cultural properties are

located, and the period and area, etc. for restricted opening under the conditions as

prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, and notify the

competent Mayor/Do governor and the competent head of Si/Gun/Gu (referring to the head

of autonomous Gu hereinafter the same shall apply) thereof. 

(4) When the causes for restricting an opening to the public have come to disappear, the

Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration shall promptly revoke such

restrictive measures. In this case, the said Administrator shall announce it publicly, and

notify the competent Mayor/Do governor and the competent head of Si/Gun/Gu  thereof. 

(5) Any person who intends to gain access to the area limited opening to the public under the

provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) shall obtain permission from the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration, by clarifying the reasons therefore. 

[This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000] 

1-4) INVESTIGATION

Article 41 (Ex-Official Investigation) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may, when deemed necessary,

make the public officials under his command investigate the current status, management,

and repairs of the State-designated cultural properties and other situations of environmental

preservation. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act

No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where an investigation is made under paragraph (1), the purport thereof shall be

notified in advance to the owner, holder, manager, or managing organization of the cultural
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properties: Provided, That in case of emergency, a notification may be made. 

(3) Any public official performing an investigation under paragraph (1) may request the

persons concerned to render the necessary cooperation, and may conduct the measurement,

excavation, removal of obstacles, and any other activities required for his investigation

within the limit of undamaging the current status of such cultural properties: Provided, That

he shall obtain the consent from the owner, holder, manager or managing organization, if it

is before sunrise or after sunset. 

(4) Any public official performing the investigation under paragraph (2) shall carry with him a

voucher indicating his authority, and present it to the interested parties. 

(5) The State shall indemnify any person, who has incurred losses due to the investigative

activities under paragraph (3), for such losses. 

Article 44 (Restrictions on Excavations) 

(1) Any ancient tomb, shell mound, ancient creatures’materials, or natural cave, and any other

land and seabottom deemed to conceal the buried cultural properties, shall not be excavated:

Provided, That the same shall not apply to the cases falling under any of the following sub-

paragraphs, for which a permission from the Administrator of the Cultural Properties

Administration has been obtained under the conditions as prescribed by the Presidential

Decree: <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. Where an excavation is carried out for the purpose of research; 

2. Where there exists a need for unavoidable excavation for construction works (including

engineering works; hereinafter the same shall apply); and 

3. Where it has been deemed during the execution of construction works that such land or sea-

bottom conceals the buried cultural properties, and where there exists a need for unavoidable

excavation for continuing such construction works. 

(2) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may instruct the required

matters in granting permission under the proviso of paragraph (1), and if deemed necessary

in case where a permission has been granted, he may give orders to stop or suspend the

excavation, or cancel such permission. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No.

4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) When any person subjected to permission under the proviso of paragraph (1) has completed

such excavation, the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may instruct the

matters required for the preservation and management, etc. of the excavated cultural

properties. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act

No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(4) In the cases falling under paragraph (1) 2 or 3, when the Administrator of the Cultural

Heritage Administration deems it necessary for the preservation of such cultural properties,

he may either directly excavate them, or make any person designated by himself excavate
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them. In this case, any expenses required for such excavation shall be borne by the

implementer of such works: Provided, That any expenses required for the excavation due to

the construction work as prescribed by the Presidential Decree may be borne by the State or

a local government within the limit of its budget. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30,

1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 4884, Jan. 5, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999;

Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 

(5) The provisions of paragraphs (1) through (3) shall apply mutatis mutandis to the case of

altering the current status of buried cultural properties which have been excavated

(excluding the cultural properties belonging to movable properties). In this case, the

term‘excavation’shall be read as the‘alteration in the current status’. 

Article 48-2 (Protection of Buried Cultural Properties) 

(1) In case where the State, local government or any juristic person as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree intends to run any development project as prescribed by the Presidential

Decree in such area as has been judged to conceal the buried cultural properties, as a result

of the survey of earth’s surface by a specialized institution related to the cultural properties

which is publicly announced by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration,

it shall hold a consultation with the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration

in advance. <Amended by Act No. 4982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) In case where the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration deems it necessary

to protect the buried cultural properties, he may order a person intending to run the

development project under paragraph (1) to take measures necessary for running such

business. <Amended by Act No. 4982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) In case where the head of the local government grants an authorization or permission for a

construction work not corresponding to the development project under paragraph (1) in such

area as is deemed to conceal the buried cultural properties, he shall examine in advance

whether or not any buried cultural properties are concealed and any schemes for their

protection. In case where he deems it necessary to protect the buried cultural properties and

the surrounding sceneries, any authorization or permission for relevant construction works

may not be granted. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

1-5) SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS

Article 74 (Protection of Cultural Properties during Construction Works) 

(1) When there exists a concern over any damage, demolition or submergence of the cultural

properties due to the construction works, or when deemed necessary to protect the scenery

around the cultural properties, an implementer of such construction works shall take the

required measures pursuant to the instructions of the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage

Administration. In this case, any expenses required for such measures shall be borne by the
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implementer of relevant construction works. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989;

Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) With regard to construction works within the area set by the Municipal Ordinance of

City/Do under a consultation between the Mayor/Do governor and the Administrator of the

Cultural Heritage Administration, which are those to be implemented in the outer area of

any cultural properties’outer-block boundaries (referring to the boundary of the protected

zone in case where their protected zone is designated), the administrative agency shall

examine whether or not the implementation of relevant construction works affects the

preservation of the cultural properties, before granting its authorization or permission for

the relevant construction works. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(3) The scope of an area to be set by the Municipal Ordinance under paragraph (2) shall be

prescribed by the Presidential Decree. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

Article 75-2 (Protection of Cultural Properties in Development Project) 

In case where the State and local governments plan and execute various development

projects, they shall endeavor to keep cultural properties (including the protected objects and

protected zones) from being damaged. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

Article 76 (Prohibition on Export, etc.) 

(1) The provisions of Article 21 (1) and (2) shall apply mutatis mutandis to the cultural

properties belonging to the movables (hereinafter referred to as ‘general movable cultural

properties’), from among the cultural properties which have not been designated under this

Act. <Amended by Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001; Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002> 

(2) In case where a person intends to export any movables mistakable for the general movable

cultural properties, or to carry them out of the country, he shall in advance obtain a

confirmation by the Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration. <Amended by

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act

No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 

(3) A person who intends to obtain a confirmation under the provisions of paragraph (2) shall

pay a fee under the conditions as prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and

Tourism. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No.

5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

(4) Matters necessary for the scope of general movable cultural properties and the procedures,

etc. for their confirmation under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be prescribed by the

Presidential Decree. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 6443, Mar. 28, 2001> 

Article 78-2 (Registration and Protection of World Heritage) 

(1) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration may file with the World

Heritage Committee of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) an application for the registration, as the world heritage, of the

cultural and natural heritage having the significant universal mankind values under Article
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11 of the Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.

In this case, when intending to file an application for the registration of a natural heritage as

the world heritage, he shall go through a consultation with the head of related central

administrative agency. 

(2) The Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration shall actively strive to

implement the projects for preservation of human cultural heritage and for overseas

enhancement of cultural properties, including the registration of world-record heritage and

the selection of human oral traditions and intangible masterpiece of heritage, etc. 

(3) The State or local governments shall maintain and manage the cultural properties registered

or selected as the world heritage, world-record heritage, human oral traditions, and

intangible masterpiece of heritage under paragraphs (1) and (2) (hereinafter referred to as

the ‘registered world heritage, etc.’) pursuant to the division of their nature, from the time

of their registration or selection, and in proportion to the State-designated cultural

properties as designated by the provisions of Articles 4 through 7; and the Administrator of

the Cultural Heritage Administration may order, under the conditions as prescribed by the

Presidential Decree, any person who commit the acts causing a concern over affecting the

world heritage and its surrounding scenery, to take the measures required for the protection

of the world heritage and its surrounding scenery. 

[This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 6840, Dec. 30, 2002] 

2) Jeju Special Self-governing Province Cultural
Heritage Protection Ordinance
(Chapter 3 Inscription on World Heritage List and Preservation) includes:

Article 19 (Inscription on World Heritage List). The governor will endeavor to ensure that the

invaluable cultural, natural and documentary heritage and masterpieces of intangible heritage in

Jeju Province are inscribed on the World Heritage List as stipulated in Article 11 of the

Convention Concerning the Protection of World Culture and Natural Heritage. 

Article 20 (Planning). The various committees and organizations established for nomination

process for World Heritage inscription and their functions are set by specific regulations 

Article 21 (Preservation and Management). Natural properties included in the nomination for

the Inscription on the World Heritage List should be preserved and managed by developing

specific plans. Natural heritage sites, in the process of nomination or nominated, should be

preserved and managed in the same way as national Natural heritage sites are preserved. 
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3) Jeju Province Regulation on Promotion for
Inscription on World Heritage List(Legislated on June

28, 2006: Regulation No. 2037) 

Article 1 (Objective). The objective of this regulation is to setout matters entrusted to the Jeju

Province Cultural Heritage Protection Ordinance and create procedures necessary for

implementation of the ordinance. 

Article 2 (Establishment of Plans for Preservation and Management of World Natural Heritage

Sites). ① The plan for preservation and management of World Natural Heritage sites stipulated

in Article 21 of the ordinance shall include details on: 

1. Restoration of damaged areas and preservation of the original form of candidate sites for

World Natural Heritage 

2. Removal and maintenance of facilities of candidate sites for World Natural Heritage 

3. Environmental preservation of surrounding areas of candidate sites for World Natural

Heritage 

4. Regular examination of candidate sites for World Natural Heritage 

5. Scientific investigations of candidate sites for World Natural Heritage 

6. Comprehensive management of facilities for visitors of candidate sites for World Natural

Heritage 

7. Other necessary matters about preservation and management of the candidate sites 

Article 3 (Preservation and Management of candidate sites for World Natural Heritage). 

① The governor of Jeju Province divides candidate sites for World Natural Heritage into core

area and buffer zones and manages these in order to preserve and manage the sites. 

② The core area is the specific site nominated as cultural heritage and the buffer zone is

defined on the nomination for the Inscription on the World Natural Heritage List and covers

areas within 500 meters from the boundary of the nominated site. 

Article 4 (Organization of committees). In order to promote the Inscription on the World

Natural Heritage List and provide advice on preservation and management of the sites, a

Promotion Committee for Inscription of Jeju sites on the World Natural Heritage List has been

created. 

Article 5 (Functions of the Promotion Committee). The Committee deliberates on the

following matters: 

1. Promotion of inscription on the World Natural Heritage List 

2. Preservation and management of candidate sites for World Natural Heritage

3. Establishment of plans for preservation and management of candidate sites for World

Natural Heritage 

4. Encouraging Koreans' involvement in preservation and management of candidate sites for

World Natural Heritage and 

5. Any other matters the governor considers important. 

Article 6 (Committee Organization) 
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① The Promotion Committee is composed of one chairperson, two vice chairpersons with not

more than 25 members in total. 

② The members of the Committee are selected by the governor from experts in the fields of

administration, politics, business, science, media and public relations and from residents in

the natural heritage sites. The chairperson and vice chairpersons are elected by the members

of the Committee,

③ Directors in charge of Cultural Heritage Administration, Jeju Special Self-governing

Province Government, Jeju Special Self-governing Province Office of Education and

councilors of Special Self-governing Province council are also members of the Committee. 

Article 7 (Term). The term of a committee member is two years; the term of a member who is

elected by a by-election is the remainder of his/hers predecessor. 

Article 8 (Responsibilities of the chairperson). 

① The chairperson represents the Committee and is in charge of the businesses of the

committee. 

② In the event that the chairperson is not able to conduct his/her duty in relations to the

business, the older of the two vice chairpersons acts for the chairperson. 

Article 9 (Meetings). 

① The chairperson convenes the Committee and chairs the meeting. 

② A meeting opens with the majority of the committee members present and a decision is

passed when more than half of the present members vote for it. 

Article 10 (Specialized committees). 

① In order to conduct specific investigations and surveys and carry out actual business,

specialized committees such as a scientific committee, a local committee and a working

group can be created. 

② Members of a specialized committee are appointed by the Governor from among personnel

of expertise and experience in related fields. 

③ Specialized committee members can take the floor on issues concerning promotion for

inscription of given sites on the World Natural Heritage List and the preservation and

management of the sites. 

Article 11 (Executive Secretary) 

① The Promotion Committee can hire an executive secretary to deal with office work. 

② An official in charge of affairs regarding World Natural Heritage sites serves as an executive

secretary. 

Article 12 (Allowance and travel expenses).  Anyone who becomes a member of the

Promotion Committee or specialized committee is eligible for an allowance and travel expenses

according to Jeju Province Cost Reimbursement Ordinance for committee members. 

Article 13 (Detailed operational rules). Any other matters concerning the operation of

committees not stipulated in this Regulation are set by the chairperson if the committee members

decide to do so. 

Additional Clause: this rule takes effect as of 1 July 2006. 
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2. Establishment of a Management System
for Heritage Sites 

In order to preserve and manage Jeju Natural Heritage sites, an integrated management system

was established whereby the Cultural Heritage Administration, Jeju Special Self-governing

Province and the Heritage Management Offices (of Mt. Hallasan, Geomunoreum System and

Seongsan Ilchulbong) cooperate with each other. The functions of related organizations include

the ‘Jeju Province World Natural Heritage Management Committee’ are set out in the

management plan enclosed in the nomination file. 

The Heritage Division of Jeju Province established a Planning and Public Relations Team, a

Resources Preservation and Management Team and a Visitor Facilities Management Team

according to the integrated management system of Jeju Natural Heritage sites. Management

offices of Mt. Hallasan, Geomunoreum System, and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone also have

three teams with the same functions to properly manage each of the properties. In particular, they

hire employees to clean the properties, monitor pollution, control property-damaging activities,

and manage traffic. 

The management office of Mt. Hallasan National Park has 23 custodians, the management

office of Geomunoreum System has 13 and the office of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone has 8

guardians. Each of the three offices plans to hire heritage commentators and supporters,

encourage residents to volunteer as heritage managers and to educate custodians and residents.

Organization for Consolidated Management of Natural Heritage Properties

Cultural Heritage Administration

Jeju Special 
Self-governing Province

Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Committee

Advisory
Committee

Scientific Advisory
Committee
Jeju World Natural
Heritage Local
Committee

Hallasan 
National Park
Management

Service

Geomunoreum LavaTube
System Management

Service

Seongsan
Ilchulbong

Management
Service
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■ Administration Structure and Management Offices in Jeju Province

Category Department Staff

Jeju Province
Natural Heritage

Division

Director Kim Wan-taek

Planning, Education and
Publicity team

Oh Jeong-hun, Bak Han-uk, Oh Su-won, Kim Yun-deok, 
Moon Seung-wu

Conservation & Management
team Kang Sang-jun, Kim Myeong-cheol, Park Jeong-rim, Oh Su-Jeong

Infrastructure 
Management team

Hong Seong-bo, Jwa Mu-kyeong, Kang Gwan-su, 
Kang Gwang-hun

Advisory Board Scientific Advisory Committee, Jeju Natural Heritage Local Committee

Hallasan National
Park Management

Service

Director Lee Gwang-chun, Kim Chang-don

Planning, Education and
Publicity team 

Kim Tae-Mun, Yang Chun-suk, Yang Chung-heon, Boo Jea-yun, Kim Pan-seok, Kim
Ha-neul, Yang Jeong-hun, Kim Eun-hee

Conservation & Management
team

Kim Su-cheol, Kang Yeong-jun, Moon Hong-sik, 
Kang Wu-hyeon, Kim Chang-jo, Jung Pyeong-sam, etc

Infrastructure 
Management team Kim Gi-hwan, Boo Jeong-hwa, Kim Han-su, Lee Seung-cheol

Park Management Hong Jeong-rim, Yang Gab-bong, Sin Yun-man, 
Kim Cheong-ja, Oh Hee-sam, etc

Supporters Natural commentators

Advisory Board Research Institute of Mt. Hallasan

Geomunoreum
Lava Tube

System
Management

Service

Director Park Si-eop

Planning, Education and
Publicity team Kim Tae-kyeong, Hong Sun-yong

Conservation & Management
team Yoo Ji-ho

Infrastructure 
Management team Kang Gyeong-wan

Park Management
Koh In-suk, Kim Su-seon, Jang Seong-mi, Lim Kye-yeong, Hyeon Mi-yeong, Kwang
Jeong-suk, Han An-seob, Moon Mi-hye, 
Kim Sin-jeong, Bu Oyun-eui, etc

Interpreters / Guides
Jwa Myeong-eun, Kang Eun-hee, Hyeon Gab-chul, Park Jeong-ok, Kim Myeong-hee,
Cha Hyeon-suk, An Chung-hee, Hong Yeong-Rye, 
Lee Jung-hwa, Oh Sun-jeong

Supporters Kang Yang-seon, Cha Ok-jun, Kang Gyeong-yeon, Yun Sun-hee, and natural expounders

Advisory Board Jeju Island Cave Research Institute, Cave Research Institute of Korea

Seongsan
Ilchulbong

Management
Service

Director Lee Chang-yeong

Planning, Education and
Publicity team Hyeon Tae-hwa, Song Si-yeong

Conservation & Management
team Kand Gweon-ik, Hyeon Sang-hun

Infrastructure / Guides 
Management team Oh Sang-hu

Park Management
Park Yeong-gwon, Kang Sin-geum, Hyeon Cheol-su, 
Kang Hyeon-suk, Hyun Sun-ok, Ko  Gil-rim, Jo Hwa-Sun, 
Kang Yeong-sun

Interpreters Kim Mae-sun, Oh Gweon-sun, Kim Yeong-seon, 
Han Cheun-buk, Kang U-sik, Kang Jin-yeong, Kim Mi-saeng 

Supporters Natural  commentators

Advisory Board Geological Society of Korea, Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources
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3. Organization of the Promotion Committee 
In order to promote Jeju Natural Heritage sites for inclusion on the World Natural Heritage

List, the Promotion Committee for Inscription of Jeju Sites on the World Natural Heritage List

was created and is operating. The function of the Promotion Committee is to offer on general

affairs including heritage management and public relations perspectives, encouraging residents'

participation and collecting opinions. 

Reporting to the Promotion Committee there is the Scientific Advisory Committee, the  Local

Committee and the Working Group. The Scientific Advisory Committee consists of members of

the Central Cultural Committee and experts in natural heritage. It provides advice on the

preservation and management of natural heritage sites and necessary measures from an expert

view. The Local  Committee was established to collect opinions from local residents, land owners

and other interested parties and consider their views. This council is composed of public officials,

local representatives with representation from an NGO. The Working Group consists of experts

and officials from the Cultural Heritage Administration, Jeju Province, Jeju City, Seogwipo City,

and related research institutes and organizations. Its main function is to deal with practical

business concerning the preservation and management of Jeju Natural Heritage sites. Jeju

Province provides an Administrative Management Support Team, Public Relations and Planning

Team and a Heritage Facilities Management Team. 

Promotion Committee for Inscription of World Natural Heritage 

Scientific Advisory
Committee Local Committee Working Group

Structure of Promotion Committee
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■ World Natural Heritage Promotion Committee (25 persons)

Classification Position &  Status Name Note (field)

Advisor A Former Prime Minister Lee Hong-gu Environmentalist

Chairman A Former Prime Minister Lee Su-seong Environmentalist

ViceChairman Korea Representative of IUCN Lee In-gyu Environmentalist

m e m b e r

Vice-Director of Cultural Heritage  Administration Lee Seong-weon Property Administration

Vice-Governor of Jeju-Province Kim Han-uk Administration

Jeju National University President Ko Chung-seok Professor

Congressman Kang Chang-il Politician

Congressman Kim U-nam Politician

Congressman Kim Jae-yun Politician

Congressman Hyeon Ae-ja Politician

Secretary General of  Korea National Commission  for
UNESCO Lee Sam-yeol Relevant Official

Chairman of Jeju Province Council Yang Dae-seong Politician

Superintendent of Jeju Provincial Office of    Education Yang Seong-won Educator

Ambassador of Ministry of Foreign affairs & Trade Gwon Yeong-min Diplomat

Ambassador of Ministry of Foreign affairs & Trade Lee Ho-jin Diplomat

Chairman of Jeju Cultral Heritage Committee Yang Jung-hae Heritage Expert 

President of Halla Daily Newspaper Kang Man-saeng Journalist

Director of JIBS Kim Yang-su Journalist

President of KCTV Oh Chang-su Journalist

Jeju Provincial Tourism Association Hong Meong-pyo Tourism

Director of Jeju Environment Center Sin Sang-beom NGO

NGO's Representative Heo Nam-chun NGO

Representative of local residence Lee Jae-hyun Local resident

Executive Secretary
Professor of Kangwon National University Woo Kyung-sik Geologist / Cave Specialist

Director of Jeju Cultural Heritage Division Kim Wan-taek Administration
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■ Scientific Advisory Committee (8 members)

■ Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee (12Members)

Classification Position & Status Name Notes

Chairman Korea Representative of IUCN Lee In-gyu Environmentalist

Vice-Chairman Vice Secretary of UIS Woo Kyung-sik Geologist/Cave Specialist

member

Cultural Heritage Committee Member, 
Professor of Catholic University

Cho Do-sun Botany

Cultural Properties Committee Member, Chief of JCRI Son In-seok Cave Specialist

Cultural Properties Committee Member, 
Professor of Sangji University

Lee Kwang-choon Cave Specialist

Professor of Gyeongsang University Son Yeong-gwan Geologist

Professor of Kyeonggi University Han Beom-su Management & Planning

Scientific manager Vice-chief of Cave Research Institute of Korea Kim Rye-on Cave Specialist

Classification Position & Status Name Notes

Chairman Juju Province ViceGovernor Kim Han-uk Administration

Member

Chiarman of Gujwa-eup Commitee for Citizen Autonomy Lee Jae-hyeon Region Representative

Jeju Environment Center Chief Director Sin Sang-beom NGO

Chief resident of Seongsan-ri Han Weon-taek
Region Representative of
Ilchulbong site

Chief resident of Gimnyeong-ri Lee Yong-an

Regional 
Representative of each Ri
in the Geomunoreum
Lava Tube System

Chief resident of Deokcheon-ri Ko Seong-hun

Chief resident of Woljeong-ri Kim Seung-nyeong

Chief resident of Seonheul 2-ri Lee Chul-seung

Local resident Oh Chung-gyu NGO

Representative of Hallasan Ecology & Culture Institute Jeong Gwang-jung NGO

Secretary General of the Federation of Jeju Cultural Center Hyeon Tae-yong NGO

Executive Secretary Director of Jeju Cultural Heritage Division Kim Wan-taek Administration
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■ Working Group

Classif icat ion Posi t ion Name Notes

Chairmen
General Director of Heritage Policy Bureau Kim Hong-ryeol

General Director of Culture, Tourism and Sports Bureau Ko Yong-sam

Cultural 
Heritage 

Administration

Public
Relations and
International
Cooperation

Support Team

Heritage Exchange Division

Kang Kyeong-hwan Chief

Park Heui-wung

Jo Hyeo-sang

Public Relations Division Lee Gil-bae

Maintenance
Technology

Support Team
Natural Heritage Division

Lee We-su Chief

Na Myeong-ha

Kim Dae-yeol

Relevant Research  Institutes,
Organizations and Experts

Chief Researcher of  Hallasan Research Institute Ko Jeong-gun Botany

Vice director of Jeju Island Cave Research Institute Lee Gyu-seop Speleology

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources Park Ki-hwa Geology

Chief Researcher of Jeju Culture and Art Foundation Ko Jae-weon Archeology

Southern Warm-temperate Forest Research Institute of Korea Forest Service Kim Chan-su Botany

Jeju Fisheries Resources Research Institute Hyeon Jae-min Marine Ecology

Secretary-general of Participatory Environment Union Ko Yu-ki Environment

Public Relations and
International Cooperation

Support Team

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Jeong Ga-yeon

Korean National Commission for UNESCO Shim Suk-kyeong

Jeju Province

Director of Cultural Heritage Division Kim Wan-taek Chief

Administrative
Management
Support Team

Resources Preservation and Management Team of Heritage Division Kang Sang-jun

Planning and Public Relations Team of Heritage Division Oh Jeong-hun

Management Office of  Hallasan National Park Kim Chang-don

Jeju City Cho Mang-yong

Seogwipo City Oh Sun-hyeop

Public
Relations and

Planning Team

President of Yan Communication Inc. Lee Sun-hong Design

President of Green Fish Inc. Mun Ki-sik Video

Secretary-general of Jeju Photographers Association Lee Myeong-seop Photographer

President of Labyrinth Park Dustin Foreign language

Heritage
Facilities

Management
Team

Visitors' Facilities Management Team of Heritage Division Hong Seong-bo

Management Office of Hallasan National Park Kim Ki-hwan

Management Office of  Geomunoreum System Kang Kyeong-hwan

Management Office of Seongsan Ilchulbong Hyeon Tae-hwa

Executive Secretary Cultural Heritage Division Kim Myeong-cheol
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Jeju Province plans to establish a management committee for World Heritage sites that will

take full charge of the preservation and efficient management of Jeju Natural Heritage. The

management committee will develop plans and strategies consistent with the principles for

preservation and management of World Heritage. Its function is specified on the management

plan in the nomination file. 

The Promotion Committee for Inscription of Jeju Sites on the World Natural Heritage List,

which was created in the initial stages, will serve as Jeju's management committee of World

Heritage sites once Jeju is included on the World Heritage List. However, the focus of its duties

will be shifted to management and operation from the promotion of inscription and its

organization will be expanded and restructured if necessary. For example, the Scientific Advisory

Committee and the Local Committee will be integrated. 

Workshop on the nomination of Jeju natural heritage sites (16 December, 2004)



Ⅲ
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and Rehabilitation
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1. Heritage Site Management 

1) Property Management within the Heritage Site 

Natural Heritage Sites in Jeju are 18,845 ha in area and include 9,475 ha of core area and 9,370

ha of buffer zone. Since the Cultural Heritage Protection Law designates the core area as a

natural monument, the government has been purchasing lands within the zones step by step.

Lands within the buffer zone will be purchased only to build management facilities in the area. 

Currently 84% of the heritage site (15,785 ha) belongs to government property and 16% (3,060

ha) is privately owned. From continuous purchases by the central and local governments, 98% of

the core zone is now government property.

■ Current Tenure of the Heritage Properties

■ Current Tenure of Core Area

If the Geomunoreum and Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube, which were recently designated as

natural monuments, are excluded, public land would be more than 99%. Under the purchase plan

85,857㎡ of the Geomunoreum area, private land will be purchased for four hundred million

won.

Classification Total(ha) Public land(ha) Private land(ha)

Total 18,845 15,785 3,060

Core area 9,475 9,329 146

Buffer zone 9,370 6,456 2,914

Classification
Present condition of core area

Total(㎡) Public land(㎡) Private land(㎡)

Hallasn Natural Reserve 90,931,226 90,920,819 10,407

Geomunoreum
Lave Tube

System

Geomunoreum 641,005 - 641,005

Gimnyeonggul and Manjanggul 1,242,621 907,809 334,812

Dangcheomuldonggul 704,801 702,792 2,009

Yongcheondonggul 477,519 234,638 242,881

Bengdwigul 236,728 2,447 234,281

Seongsan Ilchulbong 518,824
(Plus 141,021) 377,093 710
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Private land will be purchased with the investment of 12.5 billion won from 2006 to 2013. The

central government will contribute 70% of the cost with the balance to be provided by the local

government. 

■ Annual Purchase Plan

The buffer zone of the Jeju Natural Heritage site should be the additional property to protect the

core area. Therefore, this zone will be managed only for educational and training purposes. This

includes the facilities such as the World Heritage Center. Under the systematic management plan,

the government is planning to buy the construction sites for the World Heritage Center and visitor

centers for better education about World Natural Heritages and the scientific importance of each

heritage site.

2) Road Management within the Heritage Sites 

Since the Jeju Natural Heritage site was designated as natural monuments, many kinds of roads

associated with the sites were diverted or removed. The reconstruction was carried out after

examining the exact location of the sites and the roads. The principle was based upon the concept

that all the roads within the core zone were to be removed. Most of the roads in the buffer zone

has remained as they were.

Area
Purchase of  Core Area (㎡ )

area for purchase 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 after  2011

Hallasan Natural Reserve 10,407 - - 1,964 2,496 5,947 -

Geomunoreum
Lave Tube

System

Geomunoreum 641,005 85,857 270,889 284,529 - - -

Gimnyeonggul
and Manjanggul 334,812 - - - - 70,000 264,812

Dangcheomul
donggul 2,009 - - - - - 2,009

Yongcheondonggul 242,881 - 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 222,881

Bengdwigul 234,281 - 4,786 9,660 8,595 3,316 207,924

Seongsan Ilchulbong 710 - - 410 - - 300
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■ Present Status and Future of the Roads within Heritage Sites

Currently the 5.16 Rroad, the 1,100 Road, National Highway No. 12 and the Mid-mountain

Road cross the Jeju Natural Heritage sites. The 5.16 and 1,100 Roads go through Hallasan

Natural Reserve and are the main roads that connect Jeju city with Seogwipo City. The Yeongsil

and Eorimok Ramps are available as additional roads. In principle, all roads will be realigned

while maintaining the same condition. Even though the 5.16 Road was originally planned to be a

20m-wide road (four lanes), the current 7m wide road (two lanes) has remained to protect the

core area and to preserve the ecosystem of Mt. Hallasan. Since the 1,100 road only passes

through the buffer zone, there is no plan to reconstruct it. 

National Highway No. 12, the Mid-mountain Road, Manjanggul Ramp, Woljeong Ramp and

three farm roads cross the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. Since the National Highway No.12

passes right above Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube, a 30m-long overbridge will be constructed by

2010 with a 2.6 billion won investment to protect Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube. 

For the protection of Manjanggul Lava Tube, a circuit was constructed in 2002 but since

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube was found in 2005, a new plan has been developed to build a

530m (N4) road to protect it. A 3,614m-road road has been closed and an additional 1,593m-long

road is planed to be built to protect both the Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava

Tubes. Refer to the attached paper for details of these plans.(For detail, see the Appendix 1-

Supplementary Maps)

Name of Road Paved condition Width(m) Core area(m) Buffer zone(m) Future use Notes

5.16 Road asphalt 7 9,849 4,500 retention core and buffer zone

1,100 Road asphalt 10 - 18,505 retention buffer  zone

national Highway No.12 asphalt 10 281 1,281 Revision(overbridge) core and buffer  zone

Mid-mountain Road (1) asphalt 6 - 3,233 retention buffer   zone

Mid-mountain Road (2) asphalt 5 - 1,245 retention buffer   zone

Mid-mountain Road (3) asphalt 8 - 1,053 retention buffer   zone

Manjanggul slip road ascon 6 1,298 - closed core and buffer   zone

Woljeong-ri slip road ascon 8 281 - closed core and buffer   zone

Farm road concrete 3~4 1,819 - closed core and buffer zone
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■ Roads to be closed  and used as trails for ecologic tour

■ New Roads to be established

Name of Road Paved Condition Scale(length, width) Notes

Farm road(RB-1) concrete 277m,   3m

roads to be closed after
establishing 

the new roads

Farm road(RB-2) concrete 268m,   3m

Farm road (RB-3) concrete 1,294m,  4m

Farm road(RB-4) concrete 121m,   3m

Farm road(RB-5) concrete 188m,   3m

Yongcheondonggul slip road (RB-6) asphalt 281m,   8m

Manjanggul slip road(RB-7) asphalt 1,298m,  6m

Farm road(RB-8) concrete 203m,   3m

Farm road(RB-9) asphalt 136m,   6m

Manjanggul entrance(RB-10) asphalt 586m, 6m

Name of Road Period of Project
(year)

Paved Condition and Scale
(Length, Width)

Budget
(won)

Farm road(RB-1) 2010~2015 concrete (530m,  6m) 80 million

Farm road(RB-2) 2010~2015 concrete (369m,  6m) 55 million

Bridge 2010~2015 preflex beam (30m,  20m) 2,600 million

Road near Yongcheondonggul (RB-3) 2010~2015 asphalt (515m, 8m) 188 million

Yongcheondonggul slip road(RB-4) 2010~2015 asphalt (530m,  8m) 212million

Manjanggul slip road(RB-5) 2010~2020 asphalt (606m,  8m) 242million

Road near Manjanggul(RB-6) 2010~2020 asphalt (544m,  8m) 217million
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Division MICRO PILE Bridge establishment

Outline

Merit
Increasing the cave’s safety
Economical efficiency 

Little influence on the cave
Considering the scene, it is supposed
to obtain the land mark of the region

Demerit

need of a close investigation
the uncertainty about the effect on
the cave
No precedent case to be applied on

the basalt land

to be demanded the change of a
crossroad form
Disadvantage of economical efficiency 

Recommendation

Review
In Yongcheondonggul, bridge establishment is more reasonable than MICRO
PILE method.

■ Maintenance plan of National Highway No. 12, o ver Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

National Highway 12,

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube
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■ Plan to establish new overbridge road over Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

Division Standard Transection drawing Expenses (per m)

Asphalt
Pavement
(Width 8m)

Surface:
6.0 ㎡:

material cost 8,191X6   =49,146 won

laying cost 1,474X6   = 8,844 won

sundries 57,990X50%=28,995 won

total 86,985 won

substratum: 
6.0 ㎡

material cost 14,166X6   =84,996 won

laying cost 1,896X6   =11,376 won

sundries 96,372X50%=48,186 won

total 144,558 won

subbase:  
1.2 ㎥

material cost 27,174X1.2 =32,609 won

laying cost 4,667X1.2 =56,000 won

sundries 88,609X50%=44,304 won

total 132,913 won

Public works:3.0 ㎥ 629X2.7 = 1,698 won

Total 366,154 won

Concrete
Pavement
(Width 6m)

Concret:   
0.8 ㎥

material cost 54,500X0.8=43,600 won

laying cost 32,876X0.8=26,300 won

sundries 69,900X50%=34,950 won

total 104,850 won

Subbase:  
0.8 ㎥

material cost 27,174X0.8=21,739 won

laying cost 4,667X0.8= 3,734 won

sundries 25,473X50%=12,737 won

total 38,209 won

Public works:1.6 ㎥ 629X1.6= 1,006 won

Total 144,065won

(1＄=1,000 won)(1＄=1,000 won)
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Road to be closed for the conservation of Manjanggul Lava Tube

Road within the core area of Hallasan Natural Reserve

Road within the buffer zone of Hallasan Natural Reserve
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3) Telegraph Pole Management within Heritage Sites

As the Jeju Natural Heritage sites are nominated as a natural monuments, all telegraph poles

and power transmission towers will be removed. Even though most were built before the heritage

site was designated as natural monuments, they will be removed or reconstructed  for the

preservation of the sites according to the careful plan. 

There are no telegraph poles and power transmission towers in Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone.

The power transmission towers in the buffer zone of Hallasan Natural Reserve will not be

removed. With the cooperation of the Korea Electric Power Corporation Jeju Branch, 100

telegraph poles and 5 power transmission towers in the Geomumorem Lava Tube System are

planed to be relocated. 100 telegraph poles and 4 power transmission towers are to be removed

and 50 telegraph poles and 5 power transmission towers are to be built in the buffer zone. 

Under this plan, 22 telegraph poles (1,354m) in the area of Manjanggul Lava Tube will be

removed by 2005 and moved away from the core area.

Telegraph poles to be removed within the Geomunoreum System area
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2. Heritage Site Monitoring 

Inscription as a World Heritage Site means that UNESCO has accepted the site as a place of

outstanding universal value, thus world-class scientific, scenic, and heritage values. Therefore,

nominating the sites already implies that the sites should be preserved in environmental-friendly

ways to be handed down to future generations. This means that each country has a duty to

preserve the site regardless of inscription. To carry out this responsibility successfully, ongoing

monitoring of the site is necessary. This section explains what kinds of monitoring indicators will

be checked in the sites nominated by the Korean Government to UNESCO in February, 2006, as

well as corresponding budgetary plans.

1) Monitoring Indicators 

To Manage the natural heritage, the continuous monitoring of the site is supposed to be carried out.

1-1) Hallasan Natural Reserve

Indicators Frequency of
monitoring

Periods of
Report ing

Monitor ing 
Agency

Est imated budget
(uni t=U.S.  dol lars)

I. Natural Environment
1)Meteorological observation

(temperature, humidity, precipitation,
wind velocity etc) 

dai ly monthly RIMH, JGMO 10,000

2)Atmosphere and water analyses tr iannual annual HNPMO, JIPHER 5,000

II. Degradation and restoration
1) Restricted Trail

annual  annual  RIMH 10,000

2) Damaged and restoration area annual  annual  RIMH 10,000

III. Topography and geology
1) Rock collapse

biennial annual RIMH 20,000

2) Landsilde area biennial annual RIMH 10,000

Ⅳ. Animals  and plants
1) Habitation density of roe deer

annual  annual  RIMH 5,000

2) Changes of  vegetat ion of  a lpine
region annual  annual  RIMH 10,000

3)Exotic animals and plants annual  annual RIMH 10,000
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* RIMH : Research Institute for. Mt. Halla
HNPMO : Hallasan National Park Management Office
JRMO :Jeju Regional Meteorological Office
JIPHER : Jeju Institute of Public Health and Environmental Research

1-2) Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Indicators Frequency of
monitoring

Periods of
Report ing

Monitor ing 
Agency

Est imated budget
(uni t=U.S.  dol lars)

Earthquake Inspection daily annual KIGAM 10,000

Aerial survey
I. Soil erosion
II. Deposit within the tuff cone
III. Degradation of the seaside cliff

biennial biennial GSK 15,000

Damage of geological structure due to
collapse of the  cliff biennial biennial GSK 10,000

Changes of land vegetations biennial biennial 10,000

Changes of coastal marine faunas &
floras biennial biennial 10,000

Electrical safety annual annual
10,000

Infrastructure safety annual annual

Trash check and cleaning daily monthly MOSI

Number of visitors daily monthly MOSI

Maximum visitor capacity annual

Indicators Frequency of
monitoring

Periods of
Report ing

Monitor ing 
Agency

Est imated budget
(uni t=U.S.  dol lars)

Ⅴ. Protection and management
1) Number of visitors

daily monthly HNPMO -

2) Trash check and cleaning daily monthly HNPMO -

3) Examination of protection area daily monthly HNPMO -

4) Inspection on the protected area daily monthly HNPMO -

5) Behavioral characteristics of visitors irregularly a n n u a l RIMH 10,000

VI. Aerial survey 
1) Soil erosion 
2) Deposit within the area 
3) Degradation of the cliff 

biennial biennial GSK 15,000

* KIGAM : Korea Inslitute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources
MOSI : Management office of Seongsan Ilchulbong
GSK : Geological Society of Korea
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1-3) Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

■ Manjanggul Lava Tube(showcave area)

■ Manjanggul Lava Tube (wild cave area)

Indicators Frequency of
Monitor ing

Periods of
Report ing

Monitor ing 
Agency

Estimated budget
(unit=U.S. dollars)

Temperature seasonal annual

CRIK, JICRI

50,000

Humidity seasonal annual

CO2 partial pressure seasonal annual

Radon seasonal annual

Water quality annual(summer) annual

Lampenflora seasonal annual

Cave fauna seasonal annual 10,000

Stability of roof annual annual

10,000Rockfall due to typhoon and earthquake annual annual

Rockfall near roads annual annual

Electrical safety annual annual 5,000

Infrastructure safety annual annual 5,000

Lint and dust buildup annual annual MOM

Automated monitoring of temperature,
humidity and CO2 partial pressure daily monthly MOM

Trash check and cleaning daily monthly MOM

Number of visitors daily monthly MOM

Maximum visitor capacity annual CRIK, JICRI

Water level after rain after rain annual MOM

Indicators Frequency of monitoring Periods of
Reporting

Monitoring 
Agency

Estimated budget
(unit=U.S. dollars)

Temperature biannual annual

CRIK, JICRI 20,000

Humidity biannual annual

CO2 partial pressure biannual annual

Morphological change of three entrances annual annual

Change in cave sediments annual(summer) annual

Rockfall due to typhoon & earthquake annual annual

Stability of roof annual annual

Rockfall near roads annual annual

Earthquake all year round annual

Trash check annual annual
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Indicators Frequency of monitoring Periods of
Reporting

Monitoring 
Agency

Estimated budget
(unit=U.S. dollars)

Temperature biannual annual

CRIK, JICRI 20,000

Humidity biannual annual

CO2 partial pressure biannual annual

Morphogical change of three entrances annual annual

Change in cave Carbonate sediments annual(summer) annual

Rockfall due to typhoon & earthquake annual annual

Stability of roof annual annual

Rockfall near roads annual annual

Earthquake all year round annual

Trash check annual annual

■ Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube

Indicators Frequency of monitoring Periods of
Reporting

Monitoring 
Agency

Estimated budget
(unit=U.S. dollars)

Temperature biannual annual

CRIK, JICRI 20,000

Humidity biannual annual

CO2 partial pressure biannual annual

Morphogical change of entrances annual annual

Change in cave sediments annual(summer) annual

Rockfall due to typhoon & earthquake annual annual

Stability of roof annual annual

Rockfall near roads annual annual

Earthquake all year round annual

Trash check annual annual

■ Bengdwigul Lava Tube

■ Yongchendonggul and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

* CRIK : Cave Research Institute  of  Korea
JICRI : Jeju Island Cave Research Institute

Indicators Frequency of
Monitoring

Periods of
Reporting

Monitoring 
Agency

Estimated budget
(unit=U.S. dollars)

Photo monitoring of speleothems annual annual

CRIK, JICRI 40,000

Temperature biannual annual

Humidity biannual annual

CO2 partial pressure biannual annual

Morphogical change of the entrance annual annual

Change in cave carbonate sediments annual(summer) annual

Rockfall due to typhoon & earthquake annual annual

Stability of roof annual annual

Rockfall near roads annual annual

Earthquake all year round annual

State of carbonate speleothems annual annual



Surveying the locality using GPS

Exploration using GPS
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2) GIS (Geographic Information System) Programs for
Heritage Sites 

Management programs to control the location of the facilities in the Jeju natural heritage Sites

are underway. Precise mapping of the core and buffer zones using the GPS within the 

heritage sites is being carried out. Additional information will include the details about the

positions, photographs, and current conditions of the heritages as well as the positions of

builidings, roads, road signs and so on. 

In the future, as the research on the condition of the ecosystem in the heritage sites is

progressing, all the information will be included in a geographic information system (GIS)

package. With this program, all information on the heritage sites can be shared and manipulated.

The management offices of Mt. Hallasan, the Geomunoreum System, and Seongsan Ilchulbong

Tuff Cone, which are in charge of the heritage sites, will continually update the information. 
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3. Rehabilitation of Facilities in the
Heritage Sites 

1) Cave Entrance Rehabilitation 

The Geomunoreum Lava Tube system includes Manjanggul, Bengdwigul, Gimnyeonggul,

Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tubes. Of these, only the par of  Manjanggul

Lava Tube is open to the pubic. The rest of the passages and other caves are closed. In order to

enter the wild lava tubes, permission is required under the Cultural Properties Protection Law.

Permission for access to the caves is given only for purposes such as scientific research and

monitoring. To get pemission, an applicant should submit a form for authorization to the Cultural

Heritage Administration, which is then referred to Central Cultural Heritage Committee for

evaluation. 

Double protective gates are installed at the entrances of Yongcheondonggul and

Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tubes with electronic alarm (SECOM) systems to prevent

vandalism. Protective fences prevent the public's access to Manjanggul, Bengdwigul and

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes. 

■ Permission results into the Jeju Natural Heritage sites

Heritage Site P u r p o s e Result Licensor

Geomunoreum
Lava Tube
System

Entering and taking pictures at Yongcheondonggul not permited(‘06.1.26)

Administrator,
Cultural Heritage
Administration

Entering wild cave area in Manjanggul permited(‘06.2.15)

Extension work of Gimnyeong art complex near
Yongcheondonggul not permited(‘06.2.24)

Entering and taking pictures at Gimnyeonggul and
Manjanggul's restricted area permited(‘06.3.14)

Entering for scientific research Manjanggul, Gimnyeonggul,
Yongcheondonggul, and Dangcheomuldonggul permited(‘06.6.1)

Hallasan
Natural
Reserve

Setting up the equipment for measuring temperature and
humidity within  Hallasan Natural Reserve permited(‘06.5.30)

Maintenance for the trails and repairing the damaged area
within Hallasan Natural Reserve permited(‘06.5.3)

Sampling the plants for research within Hallasan Natural
Reserve permited(‘06.4.21)

Cutting a cedar within Hallasan Natural Reserve under evaluation

Seongsan
Ilchulbong
Tuff Cone

Maintenance of the stores near Seongsan Ilchulbong permited(‘06.5.9)
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The entrance of Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube

The entrance of Bengdwigul Lava Tube
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Electronic alarm system at Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube

The entrance of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube 
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▲Opening the entrance ▲Opening the entrance 

▲ Entering into the cave ▲ Closing the entrance 

◀ Entering into the cave

Management of the entrance to Yongcheondonggul
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2) Heritage Site Environment Rehabilitation 

2-1) Environment Rehabilitation for Hallasan Natural Reserve 

In Mt. Hallasan National Park there are many old facilities built during the early stage when the

area was designated. Since most of old facilities are getting old and are not in harmony with the

scenery, they are now being removed for the conservation of environments and to keep

sustainable environment for the park. 

The facilities, that was already removed, include nine buildings with a total area of 784.73㎡.

These include three buildings in the Eorimok section, two in the Yeongsil section, two in the

Seongpanak section and two in the Gwaneumsa section. The buildings were formerly three

offices, five shelters and one toilet

■ Present situation of the removed facilities within Mt. Hallasan National Park

2-2) Environment Rehabilitation for the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System 

Parts of the passages in Manjanggul and Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes became closed for

conservation purposes, although parts of them were previously open to the public until 1993.

Some facilities such as lighting apparatus established at that time were in Manjanggul and

Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes. Through the environment rehabilitation project for Jeju Natural

Heritage Site, most of the old facilities were removed. 

When Dangcheomuldonggul and Yongcheondonggul Lava Tubes were first found, parts of the

passages were vandalized before the proper gates were installed. After that, the environment

restoration project was conducted in both lava tube caves to restore them to the original

condition. Now pathway markers are set up in Yongcheondonggul and Dangcheumuldonggul

Lava Tubes. 

Purpose
for use Name Address Building

Area(㎡)
Reason for the
rearrangement

Way of the
rearrangement

Total 784.73

Office

Former Gwaneumsa Office San 180 Odeung-dong, Jeju-si 56.68 old and located in
outskitrs of the park removed

Gyeonweolak Office San 14-2 Yonggang-dong, Jeju-si 142.13
disrupting the scenary
and the danger of
breakdown

〃

Former Yeongsil Office San 1-1 Hawon-dong Seogwipo-si 194.00 〃 〃

Shelter

Eorimok resting site San 220-13 Haean-dong, Jeju-si 196.20 〃 〃

Eorimok 1st shelter San 220-1 Haean-dong, Jeju-si 53.15 〃 〃

Eorimok 2nd shelter San 220-1 Haean-dong, Jeju-si 47.70 〃 〃

Saraak 1st sheter San 137-2 Gyorae-ri, Jeju-si 37.00 〃 〃

Yongjingak 1st shelter San 182 Ora-dong, Jeju-si 34.87 〃 〃

Toilet Former toilet at Yeongsil San 1-1 Hawon-dong Seogwipo-si 23.00 〃 〃
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Environment Rehabilitation in Manjanggul Environment Rehabilitation in Gimnyeonggul

Environment Rehabilitation in Bengdwigul Environment Rehabilitation in Dangchemuldonggul

Environment Rehabilitation in Lava Tubes
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3) Rehabilitating Facilities within the Heritage
Sites 

Since the Jeju natural heritage sites were designated as natural monuments, all the facilities

within the zones of protection were under the review for rehabilitation. Some of the facilities in

the heritage sites were considered to be removed, because they were built long ago when the sites

were designated as a natural monument. Some facilities were built for the use by visitors, but

others were originally used by local residents. For example, the facility for changing clothes by

woman divers at Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone has been operated by the local village people

for a long time. The small shops for woman divers are still preserved, but some other old

facilities were removed to protect natural environment. Since 1980, some hotels and shops near

the Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone were removed or relocated for scenic views and for the

conservation of environment. Many facilities in the Mt. Hallasan National Park have been

continuously rehabilitated. 

As all the facilities in the heritage sites have been under evaluation and consideration, some of

them have been relocated. Especially in 2006, some private landowners and local residents

agreed to remove some old and temporary buildings in the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System.

Additional information on removal and rehabilitation process in the pass are provided as a

separate book, 'Management of Facilities and Rehabilitation List'. In the future, the

Gimnyeonggul Applied Art Complex and some facilities and buildings remaining near

Yongcheongdonggul Lava Tube will be rehabilitated after discussion with the owners.

Before After

'Seongsan Hotel' removed near the Seongsan Ilchulbong
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Rehabilitation procedure within the Geomunoreum System area

Rehabilitation procedure within the Geomunoreum System area
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Plan
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1. Scientific Research Results 

Various topics for scientific research on the Jeju Natural Heritage sites have been carried out

over a long time. Since the designation of the Jeju Natural Heritage sites as natural monuments,

many kinds of scientific research have been accelerated. Provided as a separate book are the

summaries (or abstracts) of the most recent papers and reports for the nominated natural heritage

sites under the title of "Results of Previous Scientific Research on the Nominated Sites for the

World Natural Heritage in Korea". Scientific research plans in the near future are also listed as

below. (For detail, see the Appendix 2)

2. Scientific Research Plan
2-1) Mt. Hallasan Scientific Research 

Year Research Area Expenses

2007

Pteridophyta floras on of Hallasan Natural Reserve

one hundred
million won

Vegetation map in  Hallasan Natural Reserve

Structure, formation, distribution and eruption processes of the Baeknokdam Basalt

Topographical characteristics of Mt. Hallasan subalpine zone

2008

Geological characteristics of Mt. Hallasan

one hundred
million won

Soil distribution characteristics of Mt. Hallasan subalpine zone

Vegetation changes in the restoration site of  Hallasan Natural Reserve

Structure and formation process of Mt. Hallasan trachyte

Vertical distribution vegetation  in Hallasan Natural Reserve

2009

Vegetation and floras in special topography of Hallasan Natural Reserve

one hundred
million won

Distribution and ecology of amphibia and reptiles in Hallasan Natural Reserve

Topographical features of Mt. Hallasan

Topography, geology and formation procedure of Baeknokdam crater

Monitoring of the state of damaged site restoration

2010

Baeknokdam crater and its slope stability 

one hundred
million won

Korean firs and pine trees on Hallasan Natural Reserve

Volcanic and geomorphological features of Yeongsil fantastic rocks

Preservation strategy for natural resource of Hallasan Natural Reserve

Evaluation of  landscape and ecological values

(1＄=1,000 won)(1＄=1,000 won)
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2-2) Geomunoreum Lava Tube System Research

2-3) Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Research

3. Scientific Seminars on Jeju Natural
Heritage Inscription 

A number of scientific seminars were held based on scientific research and their results to

review the value of the Jeju Natural Heritage as a World Heritage. 

○ 8~9 Octover, 2002 : International scientific symposium on  Jeju Natural Heritage inscription 

○ 10~11 November, 2003 : International scientific seminar on Jeju Natural Heritage 

○ 26 July, 2006 : Scientific seminar for the better understanding of the Jeju Natural Heritage 

To promote the systematic preservation and management of Jeju Natural Heritage sites, there

will be more workshops and symposiums with international experts in the future as shown below. 

○ 23~26 October, 2006 : International scientific seminar related to the UNEP Reserves 

○ November, 2007 : CEV & CVS site workshop on Jeju hydro-clastic volcano 

○ 2008 : The 13th International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology

Year Research Area Expenses

2007 Sedimentary structure and architecture of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone thirty million won

2008 The crater's internal sedimentary facies and eruption processes of Seongsan Ilchulbong pyroclastic
cone thirty million won

2009 Comparative research on Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone and overseas hydroclastic volcanic craters thirty million won

Year Research  Area Expenses

2006 Investigation of carbonate speleothems in Yongcheondonggul and Dancheomuldonggul
Lava Tubes and carbonate sand dune one hundred million won

2007
Formation ages and formation processes of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System one hundred million won

Scientific investigation of Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube two hundred million won

2008 Investigation of land usages and vegetation above the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System one hundred million won

2009

Geological investigation of Manjanggul Lava Tube : Its formation processes fifty million won

Distribution of lava tube caves using geophysical prospecting near Dangcheomuldonggul
Lava Tube one hundred million won

2010
Geological investigation on Bengdwi Lava Tube  formation process

one hundred million won
Geological investigation of Seonheul vertical shaft : Its formation processes
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Scientific Seminar (26 July, 2006)

Scientific Seminar  (26 July, 2006)



Ⅴ
Education for Natural Heritage 

Preservation and Maintenance
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There are many ongoing programs to raise the importance of conservation and management of

natural heritage sites and environment. Education program has been conducted annually by the

Cultural Heritage Administration, the Jeju Province, NGOs and schools at large. 

In the Cultural Heritage Administration, public officials in charge of cultural assets (including

natural monuments) and technicians are often educated. The Jeju Province has been educating

heritage volunteer workers. The Promotion Committee for the inscription of Jeju World Natural

Heritage sites has provided education programs to local residents and World Heritage supporters.

Also, schools and NGOs are offering the education program for the conservation of environment,

including field trips. 

1. Education for Public Officials and
Individuals

Category Education Type Host Date(in 2006) Number of participants Frequency

Education for
natural heritage
supervisors

Education for cultural monuments
mending technician

Cultural Heritage
Administration To be held 200 civil and provincial

officials annual

Education for public officials in charge of
natural and cultural monuments

Cultural Heritage
Administration 6~10 Nov. 150 public officials annual

Special education for natural &
cultural monuments

Cultural Heritage
Administration 17 Mar. 140 Technicians and public

officials annual

Rescuing natural treasures
(wildlife), treatment education

Cultural
Heritage
Administration

26~30 Jun. 400 vets and public officials annual

Natural heritage monuments
monitoring workshop

Promotion
Committee 13 Sep.

30 related experts and
public officials in charge of
assets

biannual

Education for
Individuals

Youth summer school education for
Natural and cultural  Heritages

Cultural
Heritage
Administration

2~4 Aug. About 150 youths annual

Education for natural heritage
guides Jeju  Province 5~29 Jun. 68 Heritage guides annual

Education for supporters Promotion
Committee 16 Sep. 30 supporters biannual

Education for residents Promotion
Committee

June 
~ August
(10 times)

600 residents annual
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2. Natural Heritage and Environment
Education by NGO

Especially, Jeju Solidarity for Participation & Environment has brought up 20 natural heritage

guiders each year, under the systematic education plan since 2000. On August 2006, it produced

more than 20 natural heritage guiders. 

The guiders explain the ecology and vegetation pattern of Mt. Hallasan to visitors every Sunday

10:00~13:00, since 2002. And they also educate visitors about environmental conservation of Mt.

Hallasan. 

Host Education Type Date(in 2006) Number of participants Frequency

Korea Federation for
Environmental Movement of Jeju Youth school on environment education April 

~ November 12 times, 200 people annual

Jeju's Solidarity for Participation
& Environment Education for natural heritage guiders 2 

~30 August 29 times, 20 People annual

Seogwipo YWCA Jeju nature experience family school 21 May 
~ 26 November 8 times, 50people annual

Jeju environment research center Environment conservation leader
program, Jeju environment college

5 March
~ 17 December 31 times, 80 people annual

Jeju province Agenda 21 council

Ecology School for islanders 10~ 30 July 4 times, 140 people annual

Children's summer ecology school 12 ~ 13 August about 50 people annual

Jeju nature love volunteers Making maps of our village's river April 
~ July 3 times, 1,037 people 5 times a

year

Jeju Young Korean Academy Experiencing ecology in my hometown May 
~ December 4 times, 317 people annual

Jeju nature ecology culture
experiencing village Education of ecology and culture April 

~ December 22 times, 1,269 people annual
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■ Ecology School by Jeju province Agenda 21 Council 

1st ecology experience education 2nd ecology experience education

3rd ecology experience education 4th ecology experience education

Summer ecology school for Children Summer ecology school for Children 
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Conservation activity for natural environment at Mt. Hallasan(18 June, 2006)

Ecology culture experience education at Mt. Hallasan(14 August, 2006)

Ecology culture experience education at Mt. Hallasan(14 August, 2006)
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Ecology school for  Mt. Hallasan natural conservation(10 August, 2005)

Exploration and Ecologu Education of Mt. Hallasan trails(10 August, 2005)

Halla Ecology School(15 July, 2005)
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Halla Ecology School (15 July, 2005)

Environment workshop by child journalists (15 July, 2005)



3. Education and Presentation for Residents

In order to raise the importance of conservation and management issues of the Jeju Natural

Heritage sites, meetings were arranged and education with programs was carried out for the local

residents from the sites nominated for World Natural Heritage. Before regular presentations, the

Regional Council of the Promotion Committee for Inscription discussed relevant topics and

contents for the residents. Education and presentations were conducted mainly by the Scientific

and Regional Committees of the Promotion Committee, to explain the general concept of the

World Natural Heritage and the responsibility of local residents. 

■Education Programs Conducted  for Residents
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Region Date Place Number of participants

Seongsan-eup 13 June 、06 Seongsan-eup town office more than 70  Residents & landowners

Gujwa-eup 14 June 、06 Gujwa-eup town office more than 80  Residents & landowners

Jocheon-eup 15 June 、06 Jocheon-eup town office more than 80  Residents & landowners

Deokcheon-ri 19 June 、06 Deokcheon-ri Town Hall more than 20  Residents & landowners

Hangweon-ri 20 June 、06 Hangweon-ri Town Hall more than 20  Residents & landowners

Weoljeong-ri 22 June 、06 Weoljeong-ri Town Hall more than 30  Residents & landowners

Gimnyeong-ri 23 June 、06 Gimnyeong-ri Town Hall more than 40  Residents & landowners

Seongsan-ri 14 June 、06 Seongsan-ri Fishing Villlage Cooperative Office more than 30  Residents & landowners

Seonhul-ri 16 June 、06 Seonhul-ri Town Hall more than 30  Residents & landowners

Seongsan-ri 3 August 、06 Seongsan-ri Town Hall more than 100  Residents & landowners

Gujwa-eup 8 August 、06 Weoljeong-ri Hall For the aged more than 100  Residents & landowners
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Jocheon-eup town office  (15 June, 2006)

Seongsan-eup town office (13 June, 2006)

Seongsan-ri Town Hall (3 August, 2006)
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4. School Education

Regular seminars or field trips to educate the meaning of the World Natural Heritage and the

significance of conservation of natural monuments were carried out more than once a month in

elementary, middle and high schools in Jeju Province. Each school has their own programs and

also invites relevant specialists. In 2006, there were several education programs with field trips to

teach general ideas of the World Natural Heritage as well as the scientific and scenic values of

Jeju Natural Heritage sites. Results of field trips and lectures in the heritage sites are shown

below. 

Name of School Date Place Number of  Participants

Jeju Jeil High School '06.04.21 Mt. Hallasan all students 2,216

Hallim Technical High School

'06.04.15 Geomunorerm teacher 10, student 30

'06.05.04 Mt. Hallasan teacher 20, student 250

'06.05.20 Mt. Hallasan teacher 10, student 30

'06.06.17 Mt. Hallasan teacher 14, student 30

Hallim High School '06.05.12 Yeongsil etc. teachers&students 173

Daejeong High School '06.05.04 Mt. Hallasan National Park all students 350

Seogwipo High School '06.07.24 Jeju Stone Park 1st grade students  224

Seogwipo Science &
Tech High School '06.05.06 Near the stream in Mt.Hallasan 2nd grade students 147

Sehwa High School

'06.04.21 Mt. Hallasan students 615  teachers&staffs 45

'06.7.14~7.15 Manjanggul

Joongang Middle School '06.3.1~12.31 Mt. Hallasan all students 1,478

Ara Middle School '06.4.06~12.23. Seongsan Ilchulbong all students 1,200

Yeonpyeong Middle School '06.4.26~12.08 Mt. Hallasan all students 50

Jeju girl's Middle School '06.4.1~7.31 Mt. Hallasan all students 935
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Name of School Date Place Number of Participants

Hyodon Middle School

'06.04.15 Mt. Hallasan watercourse 1st grade students 110

'06.06.17 Mt. Hallasan watercourse 2nd grade students 102 

'06.9.~12 Mt. Hallasan watercourse all students 317 

Seogwipo Middle School '06.5.19~5.20 Yeongsil of Mt. Hallasan 3rd grade students 242

Seogwi Jungang girl's Middle
School '06.05.04 Mt. Hallasan National Park 3rd grade students 169

Jeju Dong Elementary School '06.4.21~8.25 Mt. Hallasan applicant students 500

Bonggae Elementary School '06.4.12.~11.30 Manjanggul all students 230

Halla Elementary School '06.5.9~10.19 Manjanggul etc. all students 2,810

gwang-ryeong Elementary
School '06.6.3~10.25 Manjanggul 3rd~6th grade students 144

Geumak Elementary School '06.4.14~10.17 Mt. Hallasan etc. all students 92

Gimnyeong Elementary School '06.6.17~10.13 Mt. Hallasan & Manjanggul all students 217

Gujwa jungang Elementary
School 2006.4.29~7.21 Manjanggul etc. all students 86

Handong Elementary School 2006.3.29
~ 10.21 Geomunoreum all students 72

Pyeongdae Elementary School 2006.5.9~6.28 Geomunoreum all students 75

Sehwa Elementary School 2006.4.1~12.2 Manjanggul etc. 4th, 5th, 6th grade students 75

Dong-nam Elementary School 2006.04.26
2006.4.10~4.11 Seongsan Ilchulbong all students 480

New Seogwipo Elementary
School 2006.4.10~4.12 Seongsan Ilchulbong etc. 6th grade students 84
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Conservation Activities on the seashore

Undergoing Learning EducationUndergoing Learning Education

Undergoing Learning Education
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Conservation Activities on the seashore 

Removing trash on the seashore 
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5. School Education within Heritage Sites

To teach general ideas of World Heritage as well as the scientific and scenic values of the Jeju

Natural Heritage sites, World Heritage education programs were conducted in elementary and

middle schools that are located in the nominated sites. Education started in May, 2006 and films

were shown to four middle schools (Gimnyeong Middle school, Seongsan Middle school,

Jocheon Middle school, Sehwa Middle school) and four elementary schools (Gujwa Jungang

Elementary school, Gimnyeong Elementary school, Seongsan elementary school, Daehul

Elementary school) within the heritage sites. These programs were operated by the Academic

Council of the Promotion Committee. 

■ A list of school education conducted

School Date Number of Participants Educator

Gimnyeong Elementary School 9 May, 2006 more than 160 students Lee In-kyu

Gimnyeong Middle School 9 May, 2006 more than 190 students Lee In-kyu

Seongsan Elementary School 11 May, 2006 more than 110 students Son In-seok

Gujwa Jungang Elementary School 11 May, 2006 more than 90 students Lee In-kyu

Daeheul Elementary School 12 May, 2006 more than 80 students Lee In-kyu

Seongsan Middle School 16 May, 2006 more than 420 students Son In-seok

Chocheon Middle School 16 May, 2006 more than 340 students Son In-seok

Sehwa Middle School 16 May, 2006 more than 300 students Son In-seok

Seongsan Elementary school (11 May, 2006)
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Gimnyeong Middle School  (9 May, 2006)

Seongsan Elementary Schoo (11 May, 2006)
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6. Invitations of the International Experts for
Advanced Heritage Management 

For more satisfactory accomplishment of maintaining infrastructures and proper management

plans, foreign specialists were invited. Education on lava tube conservation and management has

not been especially enough in Korea. 

Therefore, international experts have been invited and to give advice and lectures on lighting

plans and reconstruction lighting in the tourist cave area of Manjanggul Lava Tube since 2005. In

regard to the electric lighting plans, (Neil Kell and Andy Spate) was invited twice from 2005 to

2006 and consultations for the plan were conducted. Lighting construction started on September

10, 2006 and is going to be complete at the end of February, 2007. They have suggested good

plans for lighting concepts and provide advice on the construction progress of infrastructures in

the show cave area.  William Halliday, the first president of the Vulcanospeleology Commission

of the International Union of Speleology (UIS), was invited from June 1 to June 5, 2006, to

provide advice on lave tube preservation and management. 

Explanation about the lighting system in the Manjanggul Lava Tube  (16 September 2006)
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Survey to Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube with a foreign specialist  (3 June, 2006)

Survey to Dangcheomuldonggul Lava Tube with a foreign specialist  (3 June, 2006)
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7. Overseas Programs 
In order to obtain the information from abroad, several visits to overseas World Heritage sites

were made. Heritage values and ongoing management issues were reviewed from these visits and

especially conservation of heritage sites was monitored. There are also plans to build the network

with the world heritage sites in other countries.

Each year, the Cultural Heritage Administration conducts overseas training program for public

officials who are in charge of natural monuments. The main purpose of this program is to educate

the officials about the conservation of nature and proper management of natural heritage sites.

One of the overseas training visits was held for conservation and management of the Southeast

Asian World Heritage between August 27, 2006 and September 4, 2006. The training took place

in the historic city of Ayodhya, Thailand, and in Phong Nha-ke Bang National Park, Vietnam -

both inscribed on the World Heritage List. 

In the future, overseas training programs will be operated more actively in order to educate

public officials in charge of Jeju Natural Heritage preservation and management. 

D a t e P l a c e P u r p o s e P a r t i c i p a n t s

‘03.2.24~3. 1
Yakushima, Kagoshima,
Japan World Natural Heritage Site in Japan Botanist  D.S. Cho and others 

‘03.5.2 ~5. 19 Queensland, Australia The 15th Australasian Cave and Karst
Management Association Conference K.S. Woo

‘03.7.26~7. 31 Hawaii ,  USA Geological field trip Geologist M.W. Lee and others 

‘05.5.22~5.28 Italy World Natural Heritage Site in Italy Korea Institute of Geoscience and
Mineral Resources

‘05.5.11~5.19
Hawaii, USA Geology, Lava tube Korea Institute of Geoscience and

Mineral Resources‘05.5.26~6.2

‘05.5.23~5.28 The UK Geological field trip Korea Institute of Geoscience and
Mineral Resources 

‘06. 3.19~3.23 Siretoko, Japan World Natural Heritage Management Public officials and scientists in Jeju
Province
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1. Petition Campaign throughout the Country 

To support inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage on the World Heritage List, a petition campaign

seeking signatures was held throughout the country. The Promotion Committee, residents from

the heritage sites, groups in charge of cultural and natural monuments and NGOs played a major

role in campaigning for signatures from Jeju islanders and visitors. 

As it is the second attempt to nominate a Natural Heritage site to the World Heritage List in

Korea and as the importance of world heritage has been more widely recognized, the petition

campaign spread throughout the nation. Support for the inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage sites

to the World Heritage List and the determination to preserve its Natural Heritage have been

clarified in Seoul and other 15 major cities in Korea. 

Let's make it together, Jeju World Natural Heritage
Petition campaign throughout the country

Prospectus

Jeju is a picturesque place, full of Heaven's blessed true colors during the all seasons. Mt. Hallasan, a proud

national mountain, in the center, with forests and valleys - home of all kinds of animals and plants - dominates

every corner of Jeju's beautiful scenery. 

The lava tube caves contain all sorts of masterpieces. As many as 360 jagged, generous and graceful looking

oreums stand high and boast their beautiful shapes. Wide grassy plains, beautiful forests and a magnificent

waterfall coming down right into the sea harmonize with the Pacific Ocean and appear like a landscape painting. 

Tall standing 1,950m-high Mt. Hallasan, Manjanggul, Yongcheondonggul, Dangcheomuldonggul, Bengdwigul

and Gimnyeonggul Lava Tubes were made by lava flowing down from the Geomunoreum to the seashore and

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, where the sun rises first in Jeju, are all part of Jeju Natural Heritage with world-

class, scientific and scenic values.

Given heaven's nature in Jeju, itis not only representative of Korea Natural Heritage but also a potential World

Heritage site that should be preserved and taken care of by all human beings. 

Therefore, for the first time in Korea, the Cultural Heritage Administration and Jeju Province submitted a

thoroughly documented nomination to inscribe Jeju Natural Heritage on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

Aspiration and support by all people in Korea will be a great help for the successful result of these efforts.

Therefore all people in Korea are asked to participate in this campaign to concentrate the people's will and to

wish successful inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

Please participate in the efforts to inscribe Jeju's Natural Heritage on the UNESCO World Heritage List, which

will enable Jeju's beautiful natural heritage to represent the heritage of the Republic of Korea to be embraced by

citizens of the world.

Jeju, the Republic of Korea, loved by citizens of the world, you are the one who can make it happen. 

2006.    8.    . 

The Promotion Committee for Inscription of Jeju Sites 
on the World Natural Heritage List
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Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign, Seongsan Ilchulbong(16 August, 2006)

Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign, at Jungmun Beach, Seogwipo(27 August, 2006)
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Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign, at Jungmun Beach, Seogwipo(27 August, 2006)

Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign, Jeju General Stadium(18 September, 2006)



2. World Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign

On August 16, 2006, a ‘Jeju - World Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign’, hosted by the

Promotion Committee for inscription of Jeju Sites on the World Natural Heritage List, was held,

to support successful inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage on the UNESCO World Heritage List,

aiming to spread 'Environment Rehabilitation Movement' in Heritage Sites  to all people in

Korea. This campaign was held in Mt. Hallasan, Eorimok Square, Seongsan Ilchulbong Square,

and Manjanggul Lave Tube Square with an estimated 3,500 people, including residents,

participated. 

Natural Heritage Appreciation Campaign, Manjanggul Square (16 August, 2006)
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3. Environment Rehabilitation by Local Residents

An environment rehabilitation project for the Jeju Natural Heritage has continuously been

carried out by not only administrative bodies and residents but by schools and communities

consisting of people who care about natural heritage. Activities to restore the environment of

natural heritage sites have been carried out once a month on the third Friday of each month, set

aside as ‘Environment Rehabilitation Day’. 

The 'Jeju Solidarity for Participatory Self-government and Environmental Preservation' has been

playing a major role for Mt. Hallasan. This NGO provides education using nature interpreters and

started nature preservation activities in Gwaneumsa Square on Sundays from March to continue

until November. The Mt. Hallasan Climbing School (Headmaster: Oh Mun-pil) offers education

about Mt. Hallasan and undertakes projects for ongoing environmental rehabilitation.

Environmental rehabilitation projects for the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System are conducted

more than once a year, mainly by administrative bodies and residents, and its management office

also carries out projects more than once a week. 

Environment rehabilitation projects for the seashore around Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone are

conducted more than once a year mainly by the administrative bodies and residents. The

management office also carries out projects more than once a week. 

■ Environment Restoration activities by Residents 

Site Date Place Number of Participants

S e o n g s a n  
I l c h u l b o n g

'06. 1. 15 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 550

'06. 2. 20 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 650

'06. 3. 20 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 420

'06. 4. 15 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 510

'06. 6. 10 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 600

'06. 7. 10 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 500

'06. 7. 18 Within Seongsan I lchulbong About 700

'06. 7. 28 Seongsan I lchulbong Seashore About 560

'06. 8. 10 Within Seongsan I lchulbong About 1,000

'06. 8. 16 Within Seongsan I lchulbong About 665

Geomunoreum 
Lava Tube System

'06. 1. 26 Geomunoreum Site About 30

'06. 2. 26 Manjanggul  Si te About 100

'06. 3. 15 Manjanggul  Si te About 730

'06. 4. 26 Manjanggul  Si te About 320

'06. 5. 19 Manjanggul  Si te About 250

'06. 6. 16 Manjanggul  Si te About 160

'06. 7. 18 Manjanggul  Si te About 160

'06. 8. 16 Manjanggul  Si te About 1,500

'06. 8. 28~9.6 Manjanggul  Si te About 1,000
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Conservation activity in Mt. Hallasan (18 June, 2006)

Ecology school for Mt. Hallasan natural conservation(10 August, 2005)

Exploration and Education for the ecology of Mt. Hallasan train(10 August, 2005)
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Conservation Activity on Seoungsan
Ilchulbong Seashore (2006. 2. 20)

Conservation activity on Seongsan Ilchulbong seashore (15 April, 2006) 

Conservation activity within Seongsan Ilchulbong (15 April, 2006) 

Cleaning activites by local residents (16 August, 2006)
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4. 'Jeju Love' Event

On 23 September, 2006 about 20 thousand people participated in the 'Jeju Love' event at Jeju

World-cup Stadium for inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage on the World Heritage list. It is

supposed to be the beginning of conservation and loving Jeju natural heritage.

Before the event was opened,‘Dormi’, Jeju Province's marathon club, held the marathon race

for the publicity.

▲'Jeju Love' event for
Inscription of Jeju
Natural Heritage on
World Heritage list
(23 September, 2006)

▲ Marathon race by ‘Dormi’, Jeju
Province's marathon club
(23 September, 2006)
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5. Operation of Natural Heritage Appreciation
Supporters

A ‘Jeju Natural Heritage Supporters’ group has been formed and consists mainly of tour

guides, natural heritage interpreters, foreign language volunteers and residents who are interested

in Jeju Natural Heritage. There are 60 supporters and they are divided into groups for each of Mt.

Hallasan, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone and Geomunoreum Lava Tube System. They

concentrate on activities such conservation, promotion, education and research. 

Jeju Province and the Promotion Committee offer various incentives such as free education and

invitations to relevant events in order to enhance the activities of Jeju Natural Heritage

Supporters. These incentives include education about World Natural Heritage, an invitation to

events related to World Natural Heritage, and issuing Jeju Natural Heritage Supporters'

certificates. And, for the active members, chances to conduct a survey in overseas World Natural

Heritage sites will be given. 

Natural commentator’s explanation within Manjanggul
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1. Trail Improvement 

Among Jeju Natural Heritage sites, the trails of Mt. Hallasan, Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

and Manjanggul Lava Tube, which allow for people to visit, are maintained continuously by

using environment-friendly material which reflects our own heritage. Although the trails in the

heritage sites had an environmental impact during construction, visitor's trekking has been the

main cause of damage. 

■ Maintenance Trails 

The maintenance of trails in the heritage sites has been carried out by the heritage committee. It

is planned to repair all 42.2 km of trail on Mt. Hallasan and so far 5,405 million won has been

invested in maintenance. This has allowed only partial repairs to be completed. 

Parts of Mt. Hallasan's trails have been closed to protect the heritage values site by introducing

rest periods from 1994 mainly from Donnaeko to the mountain's peak and from Witseoreum

Shelter to the peak trails.

■ Maintenance of Trails

Site Trail Length Notes

Mt. Hallasan

Eorimok→Witseoreum shelter→Summit 7 km (4.7+2.3) Closed From Witsaeoreum shelter
to SummitYeongsil→Witseoreum shelter→ Summit 6km (4.7+2.3)

Gwaneumsa→Yonggak→ Summit 8.7km (6.8+1.9)

Seongpanak→Jindallaebat Shelter→Summit 9.6km (7.3+2.3)

Dnnaeko→Pyeonggwae Shelter→Summit 10.1km (6+4.1) Trails closed

Seongsan Ilchulbong Entrance → Summit 963m

Manjanggul Manjanggul 2nd Entrance→ Lava Column 1km 56m of steel pathway

Section Length(㎞)
Maintenance Planning of Trails

Notes
Length(㎞) Budget(unit:1 million won)

Eorimok→Witseoreum Shelter→Summit 6 6 1,624 Done

Yeongsil→Witseoreum Shelter→Summit 6.5 6.5 825 〃

Seongpanak→Jindallaebat Shelter→Summit 9.6 9.6 1,560 〃

Gwaneumsa→Yonggak→ Summit 8.7 8.7 1,261 〃

Donnaeko→Pyeonggwae Shelter→Summit 10.1 10.1 -

Eorimok→Eoseungsaengak→Summit 1.3 1.3 134 〃
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■ Sajebi Hill Trail

Before maintenance After maintenance

■ Oreum-yaksu Trail

Before maintenance After maintenance

■ Yeongsil Trail

Before maintenance After maintenance
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In case of Manjanggul Lava Tube, only one kilometer of the cave between the second entrance

and the Lava Column is open to public. The rest of the cave is closed to the public. To preserve a

short part of the lava tube, 56 m of trail (width 2.5 m) has been provided with a steel pathway.

More is required to allow for safe access to the base of the Lava Column. However, it was

suggested that the iron trail would have detrimental impact on the scientific and aesthetic values

of the cave. As a result, the width of steel structure will be reduced and the repair work will be

completed by 2008. Gimnyeonggul Lava Tube has not yet been open to the public for the reason

of conservation from 1991. 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone also has a trail made out of slabstone and lumber from the

entrance to the peak. Whenever there are some man-made or natural damage, subsequent upkeep

and repair work have been carried out. In 2003, 657 million won was spent for repair work of the

observation area and 815 m of the protective works. In 2004 and 2005, 300 million won was

invested respectively to repair 1,035 m and 1,000 m of protective works. So by 2006, one billion

won has been spent for trail maintenance at Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone.

Steel pathway in Manjanggul Lava Tube showcave 
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2. Education for Visitors 

The information and education for those who visit Jeju Natural Heritage sites will be centered

on the visitor centers at each of the heritage sites and at World Heritage Center. One visitor center

has been built in Mt. Hallasan's Eorimok Square. Construction of Mt. Hallasan visitor centers has

been scheduled for Yeongsil Gwaneumsa and Seongpanak. A visitor center of Seongsan

Ilchulbong Tuff Cone will be built near the Management Office of  Seongsan Ilchulbong. Also

the visitor center of Geomunoreum Lava Tube System will be established near the Manjanggul

showcave area. There is a plan to build a World Heritage Center. The details of these are

provided in Chapter 8, Improvement of Education Facilities. 

Prior to visiting the heritage sites, interpreters of the natural heritage explain to visitors about

the values of heritage and basic conservation principles. The education is mainly about prohibited

activities and the matters that demand special care at the heritage sites, which are well indicated

in the principles for visitation. The 'Basic principles for management and preservation in natural

conservation zone' and the 'Principles for management and preservation of natural caves' are

outlined below. 

Visitors are largely divided into two types. The first is the visitors who come and enjoy the

aesthetic values of the heritage. The other group is those who visit the heritage for educational

purposes. Educational groups can make reservations in advance and then receive help from

heritage interpreters and guides. In Manjanggul Lava Tube interpreters and guides are found in

the cave giving information about management, preservation and the aesthetic and scientific

values of the cave. It is planned to utilize local residents and supporters as a guides by offering

them ongoing education. 

An information board and warning sign for Natural Heritage are also installed to educate and

inform visitors about Natural Heritage  and prohibited acts and matters that demand special care.

Educating visitors near the entrance of Manjanggul showcave
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<Principles for Visitation to Jeju Natural Heritage Sites>

The following are the prohibited activities that demand special care for visitors to Jeju's

Natural Heritage sites based on the ‘Cultural Heritage Protection Act’ and set the basic

principles for management and preservation of a natural monument. The following are

prohibited:

1. An act to damage or transform the circumstances of a natural preservation zone. 

2. An act to collect, remove or damage wild plants. 

3. Possession of weapons (gun, cross-bow, knife and so on) to kill or capture wildlife

and the setting of a net, trap or noose and the application or use of toxic chemicals or

agricultural chemicals. 

4. An act to destroy geologic outcrops  or destroy or extract mineral resources. 

5. An act to undermine the scenic view of natural heritages by noxious materials. 

6. An act of farming fish and shellfish that may cause pollution of the sea.

7. An act to bring in any foreign plant species 

8. An act to cook with fire within the natural preservation zone 

9. An act to take photographs without permission and to visit a place which is not open

to the public based on the ‘Cultural Heritage Protection Act’

10. Any other acts that can cause problems in managing and preserving the natural

heritage sites

<Principles for Visitation to the Natural Cave >

The following are the prohibited activities that demand special care for visitors to natural

caves in the JejuNatural Heritage sites based on the ‘Cultural Heritage Protection Act’ and

principles for management and preservation of natural caves. The following are

prohibited:

1. An act to bring food into a cave and dump garbage inside a cave. 

2. An act of throwing a coin to any places in a cave. 

3. An act making a noise inside a cave. 

4. An act to capture or kill cave fauna and microbes

5. An act to take photographs not in the designated area by without permission

6. An act to influenceon the preservation of natural cave environment.

7. An act to go to the place that is not open to the public without permission. 

8. Any other acts that can damage natural cave environments.
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Educating visitors near the entrance of Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

3. Visitor Capacity of Each Heritage Sites 

The Cultural Heritage Administration stipulates that there could be, if needed, some restrictions

concerning the number of visitors and opening of the heritage sites to the public based on Article

33 of the ‘Cultural Heritage Protection Act’ to conserve and curb damage to Jeju Natural

Heritage site. In this case, the management center of each site will examine, evaluate and limit

the number of visitors for each site. 

To determine the visitor capacity of each site, a monitoring system will be implemented. Jeju

Island has been a outstanding tourist attraction in Korea and visitor numbers are expected to

increase if the site is inscribed on the World Heritage List. Accordingly, a site monitoring system

for each site will be implemented to evaluate the carrying visitor capacity of each nominated site.

In case of the Manjanggul Lava Tube, the monitoring methods of cave environment are

continuously applied and will be used for the detemination of maximum visitor copacity.
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Heritage Current number of employees Planned number of people Augmentation plan

Mt. Hallasan 23 50 - Natural Heritage guides : 5 
- Supporters : 15

Seongsan Iluchulbong 13 30 - Natural Heritage guides : 3 
- Supporters (local residents) : 14

Manjanggul  Lave Tube 8 20 - Natural Heritage guides: 2 
- Supporters (local residents) : 10

4. Augmentation of Staff in the Heritage Site 

Managers and heritage guides have been placed in each site. Mt. Hallasan has 23 people

including manager and guides; Manjanggul Lave Tube and Seongsan Iluculbong have 13 and 8

respectively. In addition to this, supporters of each site also assist in the management of each site.

The placement and mission of the managers is defined in the nomination for inscription and the

organizational arrangement of the management system included in Chapter 2 of this report. 

In the near future, local residents and members of NGOs will be trained, thus making use of

them as managers of the natural heritage. For this purpose, the first training for local residents

was conducted. 



Ⅷ
The Expansion of Education Facility
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Jeju has some education facilities in the natural heritage areas. These are the Jeju Folklore and

Natural History Museum, Jeju Stone Park and a visitor's center in Mt. Hallasan. 

1. Folklore and Natural History Museum 

The Jeju Folklore and Natural History Museum is located in Jeju City. The land size of the

museum is 31,515㎡ and a building area of 5,947㎡. The museum is composed of a  permanent

exhibition room, a special exhibition room and an audio visual room. The museum consists of

several departments such as management, archeology and folklore, animals, minerals and plants,

and marine animals. Experts in each area take charge of the specimen collection and

management, inspection and research, exhibition planning and social education. 

The natural history exhibition hall is divided into sections for geology, terrestrial ecosystems,

tangerine and mushroom exhibits, insects, animal skeletons, marine life and ecosystem in Jeju at

large. It is, therefore, a good place to understand natural ecosystems in Jeju. The displays in the

geology section include the formation process of volcanic Jeju Island (lava tubes, oreums, fossils,

underground water, etc.),  distribution of geological resources, the formation process of lava

column in Manjanggul Lava Tube, and lave speleothems and secondary mineralizations. 

Folklore and Natural History Museum
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The terrestrial ecosystem section displays a variety of animals and plants from Jeju's

ecosystems ranging from the coastal intertidal zone to the Baeknokdam Crater of Mt. Hallasan

via coastal wetlands, the forest of evergreen broad-leaved trees, an oreum on the midslopes of the

mountain, a deciduous forest, a coniferous forest and a shrubby forest on Ago Mountain

(Baeknokdam Crater and its surroundings) .

The education program for Jeju Natural Heritage is not only to educate elementary school

students, juveniles and the general public, but also to train cultural tourism commentators to be

placed in the main tourist spots in Jeju throughout the year. The environmental ecology

experience program is held once or twice a month with 40 attendees per program who explore

Jeju's oreums, plants, insects, marine species, migratory birds, valleys, lava tubes, marshes and

fossils themselves. Also, visitors can hear about theory and experience with guest museum

experts or experts from the outside. Along with this, other events such as ‘Kids Class in the

museum’, ‘Know Right about Jeju’, ‘Drawing Contest of Museum Material’, and ‘Exciting

science class’ contribute to the understanding and succession of Jeju's nature and folk culture. 

Moreover, the museum publishes a research report on natural resources and holds special

exhibitions of natural heritage resources and exchanges with the leading domestic academic

groups and exchanges with the National Science Museum, Changbai Mountain Natural Museum

in China, Nagoyago City Museum in Japan, National Natural History Museum in Mongolia and

other related institutions at home and abroad. 

Exhibition hall within the museum
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Kids class in the museum

Exploration activity for children in Mt. Songaksan by the museum
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2. Jeju Stone Park

Jeju Stone Park is situated in Jeju City is a place where Jeju's beautiful nature and culture

harmoniously exist. The Jeju  Stone Park Establishment Project is to build a museum and cultural

and ecologic park between 1999 to 2020. The land size is 969,731㎡ with 53 stone buildings, a

special exhibition room, a traditional house and a management office will be constructed on the

18,337㎡ of the land. 

The first stage of the project(1999~2005) saw the completion of the stone museum, stone

culture exhibition room, traditional house, outside exhibits, and supporting facilities. These were

open from 3 June, 2006. Currently, the second stage is underway (2006~2020), and the

SeolmundaeHalmang Exhibition room, special exhibition room, natural forest resort and eco-

park will be constructed. 

The building size is 9,904㎡ (two stories below and three above the ground) and exhibits the

formation process of Jeju Island and the characteristics of a volcanic island as follows:

① The Jeju Formation Exhibition Hall shows the history of Jeju's volcanic activity. It features

nine different subjects including space, Earth, the geology of the Korean Peninsula, the volcanic

eruptions of Jeju, oreums and caves. A model of Jeju Island (scale 1:5,700) with a long axis of 12

m is in the center of the hall.

Jeju Stone Park
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② The introductory area depicts the creation of space, meteorites, internal features of the earth

and continental drift. In particular, the Earth's cross-sectional model helps children understand,

using the electronic signal device, the process of seismic waves passing through the interior of

the Earth. 

③ This is a place where images of geologic events, ores and geologic maps are

interconnected. It shows a various geological phenomena and the geologic history of the Korean

Peninsula. Furthermore, it explains the location of the Korean Peninsula and change of its

location on the Earth by describing ‘Plate Tectonics’ around the Peninsula. 
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④ Images and models depicting a variety of volcanic activities and volcano distribution

throughout the world as well as the volcanic activity during the Cenozoic Period in the Korean

Peninsula, geological location, and the formation process of Jeju. Furthermore, it briefly shows

the historical time-line of Jeju’s volcanic activity and history of its geological survey. 

⑤ Jeju is a volcanic island created by various volcanic activities from about 1.6 million years

ago to thousands of years ago. This zone introduces the unique and diverse volcanic products

produced by such volcanic activities. In particular, the microscope center gives visitors an

opportunity to directly observe the rocks. 
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⑥ There are about 170 natural caves all over Jeju. In particular, this zone introduces not only

the origins and evolution of lava caves, but also the inside of Manjanggul Lava Tube that will be

hopefully registered as World Heritage.

⑦ About 360 monogenetic volcanoes, called ‘oreums’ exist in Jeju. This zone introduces the

distribution, kinds, and generation process of oreums. In particular, the model shows the process

of the volcanic evolution of the tuffring and scoria cone of Mt. Songaksan .
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⑧ Jeju is a volcanic island made by volcanic activities in the Quaternary Period of the

Cenozoic Era, but sedimentary rocks and deposits, including the Seogwipo Formation, beaches,

and dunes, exist in a small scale. This zone introduces the origins and features of sedimentary

rocks and the paleoenvironments implied from such sedimentary rocks. The microscope center

presents visitors an opportunity to observe the characteristics of the Jeju beach sands directly. 

⑨ This zone introduces the geographical features of Jeju. In particular, using graphics, it

briefly shows the land connection theory (the possibility of connection between Jeju and the

mainland) according to the changes in sea level during the Quaternary Period of the Cenozoic

Era. 
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⑩ Jeju mostly depends on underground water sources for drinking, living and industrial use.

This zone describes the conditions that generated Jeju’s underground water resource, and the

presence, water guality, history of water use, distribution and kinds of natural springs. 

3. Mt. Hallasan Exploration Center 

Mt. Hallasan, standing at the center of Jeju Island, is located off the southernmost Korean

Peninsula and boasts a diverse flora and fauna and scenic views. Because of this, it was

designated as a Natural Protection Zone on October 12th in 1966 and now it has been managed as

a National Park since 24 March, 1970. The total land size is 153,386㎢ and amounts to that of

8.3% of Jeju island. 

Mt. Hallasan Exploration  Center will provide visitors information on the use and exploration

of the park. It aims also to increase the visitor's satisfaction with enough communication to utilize

the park as an exploration program about the conservation of nature. It plans to offer quality

service to visitors and strengthen the role of the national park. The construction of the center

began in 2004 in the Eorimok area and will be finished in 2010. 

Mt. Hallasan Exploration Center
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1st floor of  Mt. Hallasan Exploration Center

Mt. Hallasan  Exploration  Center has 1,439㎡ of total floor space with one story below and

two stories above the ground. It is composed of an information hall for exploration, a history and

culture hall, image tunnel, eco-environmental experience hall, information hall, and others. The

contents are about ‘Here is the Mountain Halla’, ‘The Creation of Mt. Hallasan’, ‘ The Beautiful

Four Seasons of Mt. Hallasan’, ‘The Forest of Life, Mt. Hallasan’, ‘The White Paper on

Exploration of Mt. Hallasan’, and ‘Beautiful Co-existence’. 

When the center is completed, eight people will be needed including managing personnel, a

program development team and volunteers. There will be basic programs such as ‘Here is the Mt.

Hallasan’, ‘Image room’, ‘Nature Exploration’, and ‘Creativity Class’. Along with them, it is

planned to conduct programslike ‘My Family Studies Wild Flowers’, ‘Kid's Drawing Contest’,

‘Screening of Culture Movies’, ‘Photo Exhibition of National Parks’, and ‘Kid's Eco-School’. It

will pay heed to visitor's needs and opinions through monitoring and survey. 
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4. Jeju World Natural Heritage Center

■ Jeju World Natural Heritage Center

Building site

A Condition of proposed site for construction : 
Visitors should be able to approach easily.
It should stand as a symbol for Jeju.

A Proposition for building site :
within Jeju Natural Heritage Site

Scale

Outline about Space Composition and Building Area(a proposal)

Budget

Construction Expenses

Exhibition Expenses

Schedule
Schematic Design : Plan to be done by 2007
Exhibition Design : Plan to be done by 2008
Construction : Plan to start construction in 2008

Contents

To introduce definition, meaning, and abroad examples of World Natural Heritages
To inform scientific and natural values of Jeju Natural Heritage
To inform Jeju's sites inscribed the World Natural Heritage
To exhibit center's studying activities
To inform important natural heritages of Jeju excluded from the World Natural Heritage such as Columnar
Joint (Jusangjeolli in Korean) at Daepo-dong, Sangeumburi, Mt. Songaksan, Billemot lava tube, Susangul
lava tube)
Scientific interchange and investigation(at least 2 experts in each field)
Environment Preservation of the natural heritage
To plan the long-term management of the World Natural Heritage and to set up the detail and practical plan
To connect with local tourism industry and take part in the  local communities
Subsidiary facilities like a souvenir store

Building Area Construction Expenses(per 1㎡) Estimated Budget

1,983㎡ 2,117,490 won 4,198,982,670 won

Purpose for use Building Area(㎡)

Exhibition Hall 661

Education Room 132

Office 132

Assembly Hall and Seminar Hall 397

Lab 132

Storehouse 165

The Others 364

Total 1,983

Exhibition Area Estimated Budget 

661㎡ 1,390,440,679 won

(1＄=1,000 won)(1＄=1,000 won)
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5. World Natural Heritage Visitor Center

Visitor center is to be established each heritage. Mt. Hallsan Visitor Center is planned to use the

Mt. Hallasan  Exploration Center, being constructed at Eorimok. Manjanggul and Seongsan

Ilchulbong Visitor Center are to be connected the existing facilities.  

■ Mt. Hallasan Visitor Center

Building site Replace Mt.  Hal lasan  Explorat ion Center  (Current ly  under  construct ion at  Eorimok)

Scale

Outline about Space Composition and Building Area

Budget total expenses 6.8 billion (won)

Schedule
Schematic Design : Plan to be done by 2007
Exhibition Design : Plan to be done by 2008
Construction : Plan to be done by 2008

Contents

The creation of Jeju Island and the volcanic activities
Monitoring Mt. Hallasan
To inform scientific values and geological created process of Mt. Hallasan
Mt. Hallasan's values as the World Natural Heritage
Educational program about the natural heritages preservation to visitors
Information and managing educational facilities
Geological feature, topography, fauna and vegetation of Mt. Hallasan
Subsidiary facilities like a souvenir store

Floor Purpose for use Building Area(㎡) Notes

Basement - 195.00 electricity room, machinery room

1

Exhibit Hall 228.69

office, toilet, core area, E/V
A/V room 130.68

Others 428.83

Total 788.20

2

Exhibit Hall 326.70

resting room, hall, core area, E/VOthers 129.52

Total 456.22

Total 1439.42

(1＄=1,000 won)(1＄=1,000 won)
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■ Seongsan Ilchulbong Visitor Center

Building Site

A Condition of proposed site for construction : 
It should match with the visitor's traffic line naturally.

Visitors should be able to find and approach easily.
It should not damage the natural scene of Seongsan Ilchulbong.

A Proposition for building site :
the present souvenir shops' site in front of the ticket office

Scale

Outline about Space Composition and Building Area(a proposal)

Budget

Construction Expenses

Exhibition Expenses

Schedule
Schematic Design : Plan to be done by 2007
Exhibition Design : Plan to be done by 2008
Construction : Plan to start construction in 2008

Contents

Jeju's volcanic activities and lava
The creation, topography and created age of Seongsan Ilchulbong 
Seongsan Ilchulbong's values as the World Natural Heritage
Beautiful Scenary of Seongsan Ilchulbong
The specimen of animals and plants within the Seongsan Ilchulbong site(one experts on each field)
Environment preservation
Manmade tunnels(Jinji cave in Korean) and the life of Haenyeo(woman diver)
Subsidiary facilities like a souvenir store

Purpose of use Building Area(unit:㎡)

Exhibition Hall 496

Education Room 132

Office 99

Lab 66

Storehouse 132

Others 231

Total 1,156

Exhibition Area Estimated Budget 

496㎡ 1,151,056,669 won

Building Area Construction Expenses(per 1㎡) Estimated Budget 

1,156㎡ 2,117,490 won 2,447,818,440 won

(1＄=1,000 won)(1＄=1,000 won)
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■ Manjanggul Lava Tube Visitor Center

Building Site

A Condition of proposed site for construction :
It should match with the visitor's traffic line naturally.
Visitors should be able to find and approach easily.
It should not be located in upper parts of the lava tube.

A Proposition for building site :
The site near the present tourist information office

Scale

Outline about Space Composition and Building Area(a proposal)

Budget

Construction Expenses

Exhibition Expenses

Schedule
Schematic Design : Plan to be done by 2007
Exhibition Design : Plan to be done by 2008
Construction : Plan to start construction in 2008

Contents

Distribution and feature of Jeju's cave
Forms , characteristics and values of Geomunoreum Lava Tubes System
Formation process and general features of lava tubes
GeomunoreumLava Tubes System's Integrity
Formation process and characteristics of Manjanggul Lava Tube 
Formation process  of Seonheul Vertical Shaft 
Wild cave parts of Bengdwigul, Gimnyeonggul, Yongcheongul and Dangcheomul cave
The difference between lava tuve and lime cave
Environment preservation and studying activities (one experts on each field)
Subsidiary facilities like a souvenir store

Purpose for use

Exhibition Hall

Education Room

Office

Lab

Storehouse

The others

Total

Building Area(㎡)

331

99

99

66

99

165

859

Building Area Construction Expenses(per 1㎡) Estimated Budget

859㎡ 2,117,490 won 1,818,923,910 won

Exhibition Area Estimated Budget

331㎡ 732,283,230 won
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Hawaii National Park Visitor Center, USA



Ⅸ
Promotion of Heritage Sites
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In order to enhance the understanding of World Heritage and Jeju‘s Natural Heritage,

promotional materials have been distributed and local promotional efforts have been made

through TV and newspapers. Experts from a variety of circles have presented the value of Jeju’s

Natural Heritage in international academic seminars. 

1. Domestic Promotion

1) Constructing the Internet Homepage

In order to promote values of Jeju Natural Heritage in and outside the country, promotional

materials were produced both in Korean and in English. Among them, the Internet Homepage

was constructed in korean and English. The contents of the homepage include such as the

information on World Natural Heritage of UNESCO,  Jeju Natural Heritage, gallery and

scientific papers.

URL:http://jejuwnh.jeju.go.kr/
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2) Production of Promotion Items about Jeju
Natural Heritage

To promote the value of Jeju Natural Heritages abroad, various kinds of promotion items were

made in Korean and English such as Jeju Natural Heritage pamphlets, leaflets, video and photo

exhibition pamphlets & posters. These are to be distributed as shown below.

■ Production and Distribution of Promotional Items

3) Media Promotion (TV and Newspapers) 

Through the press and media, values of World Heritage and Jeju Natural Heritage have been

continuously promoted and residents' awareness of the values and conservation needs of the sites

has been enhanced.

On April 30, under the title of ‘Cultural Dash,’ a KBS documentary highlighted the point that

the World Natural Heritage is the future bio-tourism resource. On July 10, under the title of ‘Jeju

Nature to World Natural Heritage,’ JIBS promoted values of Jeju's Natural Heritage by focusing

on the concept of World Heritage and comparing Jeju Natural Heritage to the World Heritage. 

Newspapers, including Halla-Ilbo, have kept reporting on World Heritage issues. The main

reports are as follows: 

Promotional  i tems Numbers Purpose Notes

Jeju Natural Heritage Pamphlets 3,000 Residents in heritage sites and Jeju Korean

Jeju Natural Heritage Pamphlets 1,000 World Heritage Commission and International Union of Speleology English

Jeju Natural Heritage Leaflets 5,000 Residents in Jeju and visitors Korean

Jeju Natural Heritage Videos 500 Residents in heritage sites Korean

Jeju Natural Heritage Videos 500 Cave Experts and International Union of Speleology English

Photo Exhibition Pamphlets 1,000 Exhibition participants Korean

Photo Exhibition Posters 500 To promote the photo exhibition Korean

Jeju Natural Heritage Posters 1,000 To promote Jeju heritage sites Korean

Carstickers 25,000 To promote Jeju heritage sites Korean

Placards 1,000 To promote Jeju heritage sites Korean

Billboards 20 To promote Jeju heritage sites Korean
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Date Title

Jan. 3, 2002 Designation of Natural Heritage as National Treasure

May 9 Push ahead with Inscription of Jeju Heritage on World Heritage List

Jul. 17 Start research for Inscription on World Heritage List

Aug. 14 Conduct a on-the-spot Survey of Mt. Hallasan

Sep. 28 Natural Heritage to be Preserved

Oct. 09 Jeju Natural Heritage Symposium, ‘Jeju, Valuable World Heritage’

Oct. 10 Tasks to Inscript Jeju on World Heritage List

Oct. 10 Attend Natural Heritage Symposium

Nov. 22 Oreum, Natural Heritage to be Preserved

Feb. 26, 2003 God-given Natural Heritage must be Handed Down to Descendants

May 8 Speed up Inscription of Jeju Caves on World Heritage List

Aug. 15 Invite and Consult Foreign Experts on Inscription of Jeju on World Heritage List

Sep. 9 Range of Natural Heritage Virtually Decided

Nov. 6 Seminar on Jeju Natural Heritage Sites

Nov. 11 Academic Seminar on Jeju Natural Heritage Sites, ‘Jeju Volcanic Terrain and Lava Caves Have World-Class Values’

Nov. 11 A Mountain of Obstacles to Inscription of Jeju on World Heritage List

Nov. 12 Shortage of Data and Information on Jeju Natural Heritage

Nov. 18 Valuable Natural Heritage

Mar 16, 2004 Range of Natural Heritage to be Inscribed Decided

Jun. 24 Will Jeju World Natural Heritage Come True?

Jul. 3 Goguryeo Heritage and Jeju Natural Heritage

Jul. 8 2006, Inscribe Jeju Heritage on World Heritage List

Nov. 8 Not Enough Time to Apply For World Heritage

Nov. 9 It's Time to Double Check

Nov. 19 Act to Protect Culture and Natural Heritage

Dec. 18 Inscription on UNESCO List Uncertain, Malpractice Full of Questions

Dec. 21 Inscription of Natural Heritage, Shortcut to Making It a World-Class Brand

Dec. 21 Make up for Weak Points and Drive Forward Again

Dec. 22, 2004 Careful steps for World Natural Heritage Plan

Dec. 22 Annual Competition Rate for Natural Heritage Records 10 to 1

Dec. 23 Ready to Apply for World Natural Heritage

Jan. 8, 2005 Natural Monument ‘Geomunoreum,’ the Core of World Natural Heritage

Jan. 24 Something Should be Done (I) Restructure Research and Management Plan

Jan. 25 Something Should be Done (II) Shortage of Academic and Promotional Materials

Feb. 3 Outline Follow-up Measures for Natural Heritage

Apr. 5 Natural Heritage Plan will be Reported to President Soon

Apr. 9 Oreum Damage is Escalating despite its Global Value

Apr. 12 Start an Academic Survey on Jeju Natural Heritage

Apr. 24 ‘Jeju to World Natural Heritage’Special Report Team Arrived in Europe
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Date Title

Apr. 27, 2005 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ① ‘City Where Time Stops’Bombay

Apr. 29 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ② Mt. Etna that Still Erupts, Italy

May  4 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ③ Eolie, Northern Part of Sicilia

May  8 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ④ Giant's Causeway, Northern Ireland

May 13 Distinction from Foreign Heritage Sites is a Key to Inscription of Jeju on List

May 20 Start Inscription of Jeju on List

May 21 Push Ahead With Plan to Inscribe Jeju on List in Earnest

May 26 Poor Service for World Natural Heritage

Jun. 7 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ⑤ HaLong Bay, Vietnam

Jun. 12 Visit World Natural Heritage Sites ⑥ Tongariro, New Zealand

Jun. 16 UNESCO and Cultural Heritage Administration Begin on-the-spot Survey Today

Jun. 24 Speed Up Inscription Plan, Hold Meetings on Regular Basis

Jul. 18 Inscription of Shiretoko Peninsula, Hokkaido, Japan on World Heritage List ‘Rocks the Nation’

Jul. 19 Shiretoko, Japan's 3rd World Natural Heritage

Jul. 19 Confirm Possibility to Become World Natural Heritage

Aug. 25 Nominate Natural Heritage Sites

Aug. 26 Jeju, Nominate Natural Heritage Sites

Oct. 10 Values of Mt. Hallasan as ‘Natural Heritage’ Highlighted

Nov. 3 Is Inscription of Natural Heritage a Play?

Nov. 16 Outline Final Report for Inscription of Jeju Natural Heritage

Nov. 16 Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube Bear Comparison as World Natural Heritage

Dec. 2 Apply for Inclusion of Jeju as World Natural Heritage Around 20th

Dec. 14 To Apply Jeju for UNESCO This Year is Uncertain

Dec. 15 International and Local Networks for Inclusion of Jeju as World Natural Heritage

Dec. 15 Application for UNESCO Filed

Dec. 16 Jeju Filed Application for UNESCO to Gov.

Dec. 16 Meaning of Filing Application for UNESCO to Gov., 1st in the Country

Dec. 31 Push Ahead with Follow-up Projects

Jan. 1, 2006 Application for UNESCO Counts Down

Jan. 3 Jeju Applied for Inscription on World Heritage List

Jan. 7 World Natural Heritage Plan Should Not Strike a Snag

Jan. 3 Task Force Team Should be Operated Immediately 

Jan. 3 A Blind Point in Jeju Provincial System for World Natural Heritage Plan

Jan. 4 Korea's First-ever Application for Inscription on World Natural Heritage List

Jan. 4 Meaning and Challenges of Application for Inscription on World Natural Heritage List, UNESCO Conducts on-the-spot Survey

Jan. 5 World Natural Heritage Photo Exhibition Kicks off

Jan. 6 World Natural Heritage Promoted in Seoul

Jan. 26 Jeju Natural Heritage Photo Exhibition Kicks off in Seoul

Mar. 6 Mountainous Follow-ups
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Date Title

Apr. 12, 2006 A Road Map to Jeju Natural Heritage

May 5 Making Every Effort to Inscribe Jeju on UNESCO List

May 10 Natural Heritage, a ‘Nobel Prize’ in Natural Environment

Jun. 6 World Natural Heritage, Jeju Residents' Capacity

Jun. 9 Community Council for Inscription on Natural Heritage List Operates in Earnest

Jul. 14 Is Jeju Willing to Push Ahead With Inscription?

Jul. 20 ‘Bumpy Road’ Ahead to UNESCO

Jul. 26 Academic Seminar on World Natural Heritage

Jul. 29 Jeju will Launch a Campaign

Aug. 7 Preliminary Survey to Be Conducted

Aug. 10 Jeju to World Natural Heritage

Aug. 15 Preliminary Survey in Full Bloom

Aug. 16 No More Regulations Even After Inscription on UNESCO List

Aug. 17 Launching Ceremony of Love Natural Heritage, Active Signature-Collecting Campaign

Aug. 17 Launching Ceremony of Love Natural Heritage, Interviews from Every Sector of Society

Aug. 17 Launching Ceremony of Love Natural Heritage Vows to Act as Locomotive

Aug. 17 Launching Ceremony of Love Natural Heritage, We Hope Inscription of Jeu on UNESCO List!

Aug. 19 Special Province Council Takes Initiative

Aug. 20 Jeju Should Push Ahead With Plan Honestly

Aug. 20 Reckon Development and Conservation, Taking This Opportunity

Aug. 20 World Natural Heritage and Jeju Residents' Role

Aug. 21 Jeju Natural Heritage, Korean Pride and Enormous Global Effects on Promotion

Aug. 22 Call for Governor to Beef up Promotion

Aug. 25 'Welcome'-Natural Heritage Appreciation Supporters 

Aug. 25 Jeju Natural Heritage's inscription ‘Noisily’

Aug. 25 All of the People Are Taking Part in Jeju Natural Heritage's Inscription on the Wolrd Heritage.

Aug. 28 Kim Han-uk. Vice-governor, Takes the Lead in Jeju Natural Heritage's Inscription on the Wolrd Heritage.

Aug. 29 'Lively' Signature Collection Campaign in Sannam Area.

Aug. 30 Police, Joining the Signature Collection Campaign

Aug. 30 Ido 2-dona and Samdo 2-dong, Joining the Signature Collection Campaign

Aug. 31 World Natural Heritage, Jeju Tour's Takeoff

Aug. 31 World Natural Heritage, the Future of Jeju Tourist

Aug. 31 World Natural Heritage, the Chance to the First Class Tourist Spot

Sep. 2 Jeju Province, Making Every Effort to Inscribe Jeju on UNESCO List

Sep. 4 Sanam area's Effort to Inscribe Jeju on UNESCO List

Sep. 4 Ildo 1-dong, Samyang-dong etc, Join the Signature Campaign

Sep. 11 Even On weekend, the Signature Campaign Goes On

Sep. 14 The Signature Campaign in Busan

Sep. 14 Province Council Participates in the Signature Campaign
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Date Title

Sep. 16 Abroad Tour Companies are Interested in the Jeju Natural Heritage Inscription.

Sep. 21 Inscription World Heritage in UNESCO will be the Chance of Takeoff.

Sep. 22 Marathon Race is to be Held for the Inscription World Heritage in UNESCO.

The Arch at Jeju International Airport
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2. Global Promotion

In order to promote values of Jeju's Natural Heritage worldwide, international scientific

seminars have been held. 

In the academic seminar ‘Jeju Natural Heritage Symposium’ held by Jeju Province during the

period of  9 to 10 October, 2002 various, opinions were given that Jeju's Natural Heritage has

high values as a World Natural Heritage. In addition, an ‘International Academic Seminar on Jeju

Natural Heritage Sites’ was held during the period of  11 to 13 November, 2003 and outstanding

global values of Jeju's volcanic land forms and lava tubes were demonstrated. 

Also, its values were promoted in international academic seminars. 

Project Title Descript ion Notes

30th UNESCO World
Heritage Commission

· Period and place : Jul. 6 - Jul. 20, Lithuania
· Participants 
- Officials from Cultural Heritage Administration and Jeju Province
- I.G. Lee, Chairman IUCN Korea Committee and others

Middle-East International
Speleology Society

· Period and place: Apr. 18 - Apr. 28 Lebanon
· Participants:  K. S. Woo, Vice Secretary of the UIS

International Symposium
on Climate Change: The
Karst Recor

· Period and place : May 24 - May 30, Romania
· Participants  :  K. S. Woo, Vice Secretary of the UIS

International Symposium
on Volcanospeleology

· Period and place : Jul. 2 - Jul. 10, Mexico
·Participants  :  K. S. Woo, Vice Secretary of the UIS and three

others
http://www.saudicaves.com

International Botanical
Congress

· Period and place : Jul. 28 - Aug. 3
· Participants  : C.S. Kim, Chief Researcher of Southern Warm-

Temperate Forest Research Institute

International
Biospeleology Congress

· Period and place : Jul. 15 - Jul. 21, Romania
· Participants  : Y.G. Choi, Director of Korean Institute of

Biospeleology

International
Sedimentological
Congress

· Period and place : Aug. 26 - Sep. 2, Japan
· Participants  : K. S. Woo, Vice Secretary of the UIS

http://isc2006.com
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Global promotion, 30th UNESCO World Heritage Commission, Lithuania(10 July, 2006)

Global promotion, 30th UNESCO World Heritage Commission, Lithuania(10 July, 2006)



Olympic Speleo Nations Exhibit in Athenes (13~29 August, 2003)
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In addition, promotions were enhanced by putting up posters in international events and by

encouraging a variety of international academic circles to post related articles and photos on their

web sites. 

① It was promoted in the 'Olympic Speleo Nations Exhibit' to mark the 18th Olympic Games

hosted by Athens during the period of August 13 to August 29, 2003.
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Poster of lava tube in Jeju and their significance to World Natural Heritage
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② The deliberations of the 12th International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology held in

Mexico during the period of July 2 to July 10, 2006 were posted on http://www.saudicaves.com

and http://www.saudicaves.com/tepsym/index.htm with the following explanation. 

...One of the most impressive caves has a

mouthful of a name (Dangcheomuldonggul

Lava Tube) and contains countless thousands

of long soda straws as well as thick calcite

columns originally formed by coating tree

roots. Seeing such splendor, one could only

say,‘Danged if that unpronounceable cave isn’t

one of the most beautiful in the world!’And,

in fact, several of the lava tubes and two other areas of the island are now candidates

for World Heritage Inscription.

OK, you can call this cave Dangcheomul for short. 
It has lots of rooms like this one. 

Photo courtesy of K.S. Woo.
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Period Place Number of visitors

Jan. 25 ~ Feb. 5 Hakgojae Gallery in Seoul 10,000 people

Feb. 18  ~ Feb. 22 Exhibition Hall of Jeju Culture and Art Center 6,000 people

Mar. 11  ~ Mar. 13 Seongsan-eup Community Welfare Center 500 people

Mar. 14 ~ Mar. 20 Outdoor Exhibition at Seongsan Ilchulbong 50,000 people

Mar. 24  ~ Mar. 26 Gujwa Community Center 500 people

Mar. 27 ~ Apr. 2 Outdoor Exhibition at Manjanggul Lava Tube 100,000 people

Apr. 5 ~ June. 30 Exhibition Hall at Yeomiji Botanical Garden 300,000 people

Photo exhibition, Hakgojae Gallery in Seoul(18 Feburary, 2006)

3. Photo Exhibition to Celebrate Application
for Inscription of Jeju on UNESCO List 

Jeju became the second region in Korea that applied for the inscription on the World Natural

Heritage List. In order to promote this across the nation, the ‘Photo Exhibition to Celebrate

Application for Inscription of Jeju on World Natural Heritage List’ was held in Seoul and sites on

the tentative list. 
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Photo exhibition, Jeju Culture and Art Center(18 Feburary, 2006)

Photo exhibition, Hakgojae Gallery in Seoul(25 January, 2006)
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GEOMUNOREUM LAVA TUBE SYSTEM
Electric Line(Original)
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GEOMUNOREUM LAVA TUBE SYSTEM
Private Land
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the Seoguipo Formation in Cheju Island. Ph.D. Thesis, Pusan National 
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<List of papers on the geology of Mt. Halla and Jeju Island>
Literature type Journal Article

Title
Volcanic stratigraphy and characteristics of volcanic rocks of the 
Sarabong-Byeoldobong-Hwabukbong area, Cheju Island, Korea

Authors Ko, B., Won, C., Lee, M. and Sohn, I.
Year 2001
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 22, p. 10-19.
Abstract
 There are three scoria cones and their eruptive materials in Sarabong-Byeoldobong-Hwabukbong 
area, Cheju Island. And they made complicated volcanic stratigraphy. In Byeoldobong tuff, 
basalt and granite xenoliths are present. It is presumed that the granite is a kind of basement 
of Cheju island. And Biseokgeori hawaiite has many kaersutite phenocrysts. Therefore, this 
area is very important for the study about history of volcanic activity of Cheju island. The 
lowest beds are Shinheung basalt and Byeoldobong tuff. Byeoldobong tuff has xenoliths of 
granite and phenocrystalline basalt. After the formation of these rocks, the Hwabukbong 
volcanism commenced. First of all this volcanism formed Biseokgeori hawaiite that has lots 
of kaersutite, a member of amphibole group, characteristically. Over this rock, Hwabukbong 
scoria cone was formed. The next Sarabong volcanism effused Keonipdong hawaiite that has 
lots of plagioclase and olivine phenocrysts and then Sarabong scoria cone was made up. 
Basalt xenolith in Byeoldobong tuff is different from Shinheungri basalt with regard to 
petrography, therefore this offers suggestion about existence of another basalt between 
basement and Shinheungri basalt. Granite xenolith derived from the basement of this area has 
features of the Jurassic granite in the Korea Peninsula, for example a lot of myrmekitic 
texture, microcline, and absolute age (172.4 Ma) by K-Ar method. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Morphology and petrology of Jisagae columnar joint on the Daepodong 
basalt in Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Koh, J-S., Yun, S-H. and Hong, H-C.
Year 2005
Source J. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 14, p. 212-225.
Abstract

This study has been designed to elucidate the morphology of Jisagae columnar joints and 
the petrography and petrochemistry of Daepodong basalt in Jeju Island, distributed along the 
3.5 km-long coast from Seongcheonpo to Weolpyeongdong. Colonnade of the Jisagae 
columnar joint typically occurs within the upper part of a flow and consists of relatively 
well-formed basalt columns. Most columns are straight with parallel sides and diameters from 
100 cm to 205 cm, 130~139 cm in maximum. Length of the columns extends up to 20 m. 
Most columns tend to have 6 or 5 sides but sometimes they have as few as 3~4 or as 
many as 7 or 8 sides. The Daepodong basalt consists of plagioclase, olivine, orthopyroxene, 
clinopyroxene, ilmenite and magnetite. Plagioclase is labradorite, clinopyroxene is augite, 
orthopyroxene is bronzite and olivine is chrysolite and hyalosiderite. The Daepodong basalt 
shows porphyritic texture with matrix of mainly intersertal texture. The Daepodong basalt is 
plotted into alkali rock series on the TAS diagram. The tectonic setting of the Daepodong 
basalt represents within plate environment.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrology of the volcanic rocks in the Paekrogdam crater area, Mt. 
Halla, Jeju Island

Authors Koh, J.S., Yun, S.H. and Kang, S.S.
Year 2003
Source J. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 12, p. 1-15.
Abstract
 The Paekrogdam summit crater area, Mt. Halla. Jeju Island, Korea, composed of Paekrogdam 
trachyte, Paekrogdam trachybasalt, and Manseidongsan conglomerate in ascending order. 
Joint systems show concentric and radial patterns around the summit crate wall. The 
Paekrogdam crater is a summit crater lake which erupted the tuffs, scorias and lava flows 
of Paekrogdam trachybasalt after the emplacement of Paekrogdam trachyte dome. SiO2 

contents of mafic and felsic lavas are respectively, 48.0∼53.7 wt.% and 60.7∼67.4 wt.%, 
reflecting bimodal volcanism. And lavas with SiO2 between 53.7 wt.% and 60.7 wt.% are 
not found. According to TAS diagram and K₂O-Na2O diagram, the volcanic rocks belong 
to the normal alkaline rock series of alkali basalt-trachybasalt-basaltic trachyandesite and 
trachyte association. Oxide vs. MgO diagrams represent that the mafic lavas fractionated 
with crystallization of olivine, clinopyroxene, magnetite and ilmenite and felsic trachyte of 
plagioclase and apatite. The characteristics of trace elements and REEs shows that primary 
magma for the trachybasalt magma would have been derived from partial melting of garnet 
peridotite mantle. In the discrimination diagrams, the volcanic rocks are plotted at the 
region of within plate basalt (WPB). 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Paleomagnetic study on the volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Jeju 
Island

Authors Min, K.D., Won, J.S. and Hwang, S.Y.
Year 1986
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 19, p. 153-163.
Abstract
 Palaeomagnetic and geological studies of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Jeju Island 
have been carried out to determine the position of virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP), and to 
estimate the geological sequence and their age. As a result of Palaeomagnetic studies, the 
reversal polarities are measured in the Sanbangsan trachyte and Hwasun formation, and the 
normal are the rest. In case of normal polarity, the mean values of declination and 
inclination are 2.3° and 48.4°, respectively, and the average value of VGP is 85.4° and 
79.9°W. The locations of VGP's are coincident with those obtained from world-wide 
Plio-Pleistocene rocks. 
The Hwasun formation and Seongsan formation which have been known to be sedimented 
in the similar time in the 2nd-stage of volcanic eruption, possess reversal and normal 
polarities, respectively. This fact bring about the result that two formations should be 
separated in a sense of geological sequence. Consequently, the geological sequence of the 2nd-stage 
of volcanic eruption is Pyoseonri basalt-Seoguipo hawaiite-Hwasun formation-Seongsan 
formation-Jungmun hawaiite-Sanbangsan trachyte. 
Referring to the palaeomagnetic studies and the previous and present geological studies, 
Seoguipo formation corresponds to the Gauss normal epoch, the 2nd-stage of volcanic 
eruption to Matuyama reversed epoch, and 3rd-, 4th-, and 5th-stage to Brunhes normal 
epoch. Therefore, the Seoguipo formation is mostly sedimented during late Pliocene and/or 
presumably extended to the early Pleistocene. The rocks of the 2nd- to 5th-stage are 
formed later than this. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title The petrology of volcanic rocks on the northeastern slope, Cheju Island
Authors Won, C.K., Kil, Y.W. and Lee, M.W.
Year 1998
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 19, p. 329-342.

Abstract
On the northeastern slope of Cheju Island, volcanic activity is divided to four stages of 

lava flows. The first stage flows exist below sea level, Second stage flows are divided to 
groups, one flows from high altitude (i.e. Hallasan Hawaiite: 0.52±0.03 Ma, Paeknoktam 
Hawaiite: 0.47±0.07 Ma), The other flows at low altitude and their vent is uncertain (i.e. 
Onpyeong-ri Alkali basalt: 0.67±0.03 Ma). The third stage (Yongnunie-orum Hawaiite: 
0.176 Ma, Jhabo-mi hawaiite: 0.12 Ma) and the fourth stage flows (Paeknoktam Trachyte 
0.025 Ma) are mostly from parasitic cone. Moreover, this area is divided HA(high 
altitude) and LA(low altitude) flows by topography and rock facies as sea level 500m, 
critical point. The volcanic rocks of this area are chemically plotted into alkali series and 
tholeiite series, and the former is classified into alkali basalt, hawaiite, mugearite and 
trachyte. The tectonic setting of these rocks characterizes to chemical composition of the 
within plate basalt and these rocks derived from same mantle material, garnet peridotite, 
as partial melting. Also the rocks are plotted in the alkali series (Na-series) by chemical data. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Geology of Hallasan (Mt. Halla), Jeju Island
Authors Yoon, S., Hyun, W.H. and Jung, C.Y.
Year 2005
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 41, p. 481-497.
Abstract
 The high edifice from 500 m to 1950 m in altitude in the central part of Jeju Island is 
defined as Hallasan (Mt. Halla). The geology of Hallasan is divided into Older cinder 
cones, Tamna Formation, Basaltic dyke complex, Younger cinder cones, Hallasan Basalt 
Group, and Baengnokdam Trachyte Group in ascending order. The Older cinder cones, 
such as Bangaoreum, Minoreum, are covered with the Tamna Formation, and the cinder 
cones which overlie the Tamna Formation are collectively called Younger cinder cones. 
The Tamna Formation, consisting mainly of fluvial conglomeratic sediments, constitutes the 
majority of Hallasan, and is presumed to be Middle Pleistocene in age. Numerous basaltic 
dykes, intruding into the Tamna Formation, are collectively called Basaltic dyke complex. 
They comprise dyke swarms and solitary dykes. The Hallasan Basalt Group, overlying the 
Tamna Formation, comprises five lavas: Baengnokdam Basalt Lava, Gwaneumsa Trachybasalt 
Lava, Seonjakjiwat Basaltic Trachyandesite Lava, Namseogyo Trachybasalt Lava and 
Bullaeoreum Lava. The Baengnokdam Trachyte Group is mainly exposed around the 
summit of Hallasan. The summit crater comprises two different rock constituents. The west 
wall is a trachyte dome, whereas the east wall consists of the Tamna Formation covered 
with Baengnokdam Basalt Lava. The summit crater is not an explosive crater but is a pit 
crater. Hallasan is not a stratovolcano but a dome-like uplifted edifice, that is, a giant 
cryptodome. The long and deep valleys developed in two directions on the northern slope 
and one direction on southern slope of Hallasan are interpreted as rift valleys formed by 
the doming of Hallasan. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Lavas in Gotjawal terrain, Jeju Island, Korea. No. 1. Jocheon-Hamdeok 
Gotjawal Terrain

Authors Song, S.T. and Yoon, S.
Year 2002
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 38, p. 377-389.

Abstract
  "Gotjawal" is a terrain which is covered by aa flow and is so permeable that rain water 
easily penetrates into groundwater. The term Gotjawal is adopted as an admistrative term 
for the development and preservation of groundwaters. Accordingly, the term "Gotjawal 
lava" is adopted in this study to designate aa rubble flow overlying the gotjawal terrain. 
Jocheon- Hamdeok Gotjawal Terrain is covered by three basaltic Gotjawal lavas: (1) Jocheon-Daeheul 
Gotjawal Lava extends 11 km with 2.3~4 km in width, (2) Hamdeok-Wasan Gotjawal 
Lava is 12.5 km long and 2~3 km wide, and (3) Seonheul Gotjawal Lava is 7 km long 
and 1~2 km wide. The textures of Gotjawal lavas can be divided into slabby-clinkery and 
clinkery-blocky types. The rubble size of Gotjawal lava is divided into large rubble(>256 
mm), medium rubble(64~256 mm), small rubble(2~64 mm), and fine rubble(<2 mm). 
Seonheul Gotjawal Lava is made up of large and medium rubbles, while Jocheon-Daeheul 
and Hamdeok-Wasan Gotjawal lavas contain not only large and medium rubbles but also 
fine rubbles. The content of fine rubbles increases as approaching towards the distal type. 
The fine rubbles might have been formed by millstone effect of moving lava slabs.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Hydrogeochemical characteristics of spring water in Halla Mountain 
region, Cheju Island

Authors Youn, J-S. and Park, S-W.
Year 2000
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 21, p. 81-92.
Abstract
 The purpose of this study is to elucidate the characteristic of this study is of altitudinal 
variation of water quality for nine representative springs in the Halla mountain region. The 
evolutional processes of the spring water also have been studied. Results of hydrogeochemical 
analyses show that Gwaneumsa spring is very high in pH. The spring waters from 
Yungsil, Namguksunwon, Sungpanark, Oremok and Gwaneumsa which springs situated 
lower than 100m in altitude are relatively high concentration chloride, sulphate, nitrate and 
sodium ions, indicating that they are affected by surrounding pollution sources. 
The concentrations of bicarbonate, sulphate and hydrogen ions in spring waters increase 
when the precipitation increases, whereas the concentrations of nitrate nitrogen, chloride 
and calcium ions decrease with in creasing amounts of precipitation. The magnesium, 
sodium and electrical conductivity are nearly independent of the precipitation. The spring 
waters in the Halla mountain region belong to the groups of sodium or potassium type 
and bicabonate type, except the Baegrogdam and Wiseorm spring water. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Hydrogeochemistry and isotope composition of springs in the southern 
and northern sides of Mt. Halla, Jeju Island.

Authors
Lee, K-S., Park, W-B., Hyun, S-G., Kim, Y., Moon, D-C. and Kim, 
K-Y.

Year 2004
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 40, p. 41-52.

Abstract
 A total of 23 springs distributed in the southern and northern sides of Mt. Halla in Jeju 
Island were seasonally sampled and analyzed for their major ion chemistry and oxygen 
and hydrogen isotope compositions to investigate their hydrogeochemical and isotopic 
characteristics. Dissolved ion concentrations of the south-side springs slightly increase with 
decreasing altitude. This indicates that dissolved ion concentrations of groundwater 
recharged at higher altitudes increase by water-rock interaction during the down gradient 
migration of groundwater through highly permeable volcanic aquifer. Dissolved ion 
concentrations of the north-side springs also slightly increase with decreasing altitude, but 
dramatically increase at ∼300 m.a.s.l. This may indicate a sudden input of contaminants 
to the north-side groundwater system around ∼300 m.a.s.l. Springs located in areas above 
∼300 m.a.s.l. have very low concentrations of dissolved ions, showing little seasonal 
variations. Whereas north-side springs located in areas below ∼300 m.a.s.l. show a 
seasonal variation in the concentration of dissolved ions. Seasonal variation of oxygen 
isotope compositions of springs is ∼3‰ for high-altitude springs (∼1700 m.a.s.l.) and is 
∼2‰ near shore, indicating an attenuation of the variation through mixing with other 
groundwater bodies during migration.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
The temporal and spatial distribution of stable isotope compositions of 
precipitation in Jeju Island: application to groundwater recharge study

Authors Lee, K-S., Koh, D-C., Lee, D. and Park, W-B.
Year 2002
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 38, p. 151-161.
Abstract
 In other to monitor spacial and temporal distribution of isotope composition of precipitation 
and to examine its applicability to groundwater recharge study, a network of 8 precipitation 
collectors was emplaced in the southern and northern sides of Mt. Hala in Jeju Island, and 
precipitation samples were collected monthly for a 1-year period (September 2000∼August 
2001). During the study period, the amount of precipitation in southern side was about 
37% higher than that in northern side. Overall, the oxygen isotopic composition of 
precipitation did not correlate with surface air temperature. However, the amount effect was 
clearly observed in summer rains. In both side, oxygen isotopic compositions decreased 
with increasing altitude, showing altitude effect. On the basis of monthly weighted means 
of precipitation, north-side samples were isotopically more depleted in 18O(about 0.5‰) 
than south-side samples, probably resulting from a rain shadow effect. It is believed that 
the more depleted isotopic compositions of north-side groundwaters relative to those at 
corresponding elevations in other sides are not the result of relatively fast rate of 
groundwater flow in north-side, as have interpreted by previous authors. We consider that 
this isotopic difference is the cause of direct reflection of the original isotopic composition 
of precipitation recharged to groundwater.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Quaternary tectonic movement on Cheju Island
Authors Hwang, J.H., Lee, B.J. and Song, K.Y.
Year 1994
Source Econ. Environ. Geol., v. 27, p. 209-212.
Abstract

Cheju Island was formed by volcanic activity probably related to the inferred geodynamics 
in the early Quaternary times. Paleostress analysis, in spite of a few fault slip data 
collected near Sanbangsan trachyte dome(dated 0.87Ma)represents an extensional tectonic 
event with the direction ENE-WSW and ENE-WSW. Especially the extensional event with 
the direction ENE-WSW affected the whole Cheju area during the most recent time. 
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Literature type Thesis

Title
A comparative study of the northern and southern slopes of the Jeju 
Island

Authors Kang, S.B.
Year 1979
Source MSc Thesis, Keonkuk University, Seoul, 43p.
Abstract

Jeju Island is a big volcanic island which has begun to form by the volcanic activities 
from the Pliocene to Quaternary in the geologic age. The main factors of the landform in 
the Island are composed of more 79 times of the lava eruption, patterns of volcanic 
activities by the pyroclastic eruption, the differential erosion being caused by the 
dissimilarity of the rocks, and the fluvial and the marine erosion carrying with the 
formation period and the upheaval. The initial form of this island is an Aspite whose top 
is Mt. Halla, but near the top of Mt. Halla is like a Tholoide. There are about 400 
parasitic cones on the island. The river system of this island has a radial pattern according 
the shield-shaped landform whose top is Mt. Halla. The geomorphic cycle of this island is 
a stage of youth. According to the geological and geomorphic observation, the comparative 
analysis of the both slopes, northern and southern, come to the conclusions as follows:1. 
The precipitation, the difference in amounts of upheaval, and the dissimilarity of the rocks 
on the both slopes are main factors which bring the differential landforms of them.2. The 
southern slope operated more erosion than the northern under the influence of differential 
precipitations. The gap between both slopes in the precipitations is 346.4mm per a year on 
the average in these 16 years.3. The trachytes and trachy-andesite distributed on the 
southern slope are more weak than basalts on the northern slope, relatively against 
erosion.4. In the island, the ratio of upheaval is more than ratio of erosion. On the eastern 
slope trace of marine erosion found at altitude as far as 70 m, but on the southern slope 
even 180 m. So that the amount of uplift on the southern slope is larger than on the 
northern slope. The quantitative difference of the geomorphic analysis on the both slopes 
are as follows: 1. Regarding the coastal sand dune, on the northern slope it is much more 
than on the southern slope.2. About the curvature, the amounts of erosion, and the order 
of river, the southern slope larger and more well developed than the northern. 
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Literature type Thesis

Title
Characteristics of the groundwater and hydrogeologic implications of the 
Seoguipo Formation in Cheju Island

Authors Koh, G.W.
Year 1997
Source Ph.D. Thesis, Pusan National University, Pusan, 326 pp.
Abstract

This study deals with the surface geologic structure of Cheju Island with the reference of 
the Seoguipo Formation and its implications to the characteristics of the groundwater of 
the island. 
The basement rocks composed of volcaniclastics rocks and granite are distributed about 

155-312 m deep below sea level. The radiometric age of the granite is 58.12 Ma 
corresponding to the Late Paleocene. The unconsolidated U Formation, which is, overlying 
the basement and about 70-250 m thickness, underlies the whole island.
The Seoguipo Formation occurs only in a small exposure along the coast of the Seoguipo 

city, but in the subsurface, underlies the west part of the Bugchon-Pyoseon Line in the 
northeastern part of the island. The Bugchon-Pyoseon Line is presumed to be a facies 
boundary that reflects the distribution of hyaloclastites resulted from submarine volcanic 
activity. The Seoguipo Formation is distribution distributed in the surface along the part 
which is lower than 400 m in average altitude, and occurs at El. -5.76~-46.63 m in the 
southern area, El. -41.89~57.97 m in the western area, El. -13.15~-50.59 m in the northern 
area. Therefore, the southern area was uplifted after the deposition of the Seoguipo 
Formation.
In the subsurface, the vertical depth of the volcanic rocks of the Cheju Volcanic Edifice 

is El. -40.6 m in the southern area, El. -111.3 m in the western area, El. -81.5 m in the 
northern area, El. -134.7 m in the eastern area. The volcanic rocks comprise 2~16 eruption 
units and 5~60 flow units.
There is a positive correlation between the groundwater level and depth of the subsurface 

distribution of the Seoguipo Formation. In the western part of the Bugchon-Pyoseon Line, 
where the Seoguipo Formations distributed, the vertical change of the electric conductivity 
does not occur with depth that is deeper than the G-H ratio, but in the eastern part of the 
Bugchon-Pyoseon Line, where the Seoguipo Formations not distributed, the upper 
transitional zone conformed that the subsurface distribution of the Seoguipo Formation 
plays important role for controlling the characteristics of the reservoir of the groundwater 
in Cheju Island.

The groundwater of Cheju Island is classified according to the fluctuation types and fluctuation 
into 3 types: precipitation-controlling type (southern area), tidal current-controlling type (eastern 
area) and mixed type (western and northern area).
In the Gujwa-Seongsan area, the eastern part of the island, higher the groundwater becomes
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in Cl and Na composition, where deeper the wells are in drilling depth, but in the western 
area, higher the groundwater becomes in anion and cation composition, where shallower 
the wells are in drilling depth. However, in both the eastern and western areas, anion and 
cation in the groundwater  decreases toward the inland area from the coastal area. This 
phenomenon suggests that the groundwater in the inland area is more fresh and younger 
relatively than that in the coastal area.
In the eastern area of the Cheju Island, the upper transitional zone of fresh and salty 

water was formed in the depth which is much shallow than the G-H ratio when the island 
was formed, and so, the wells in the coastal area has been drilled deeper than the depth 
of the upper transitional zone and higher saline groundwater is pumped up.
The groundwater in Cheju Island is, on the basis of the hydrogeological structure, 

classified into the high-level groundwater, basal groundwater, upper parabasal groundwater, 
lower parabasal groundwater and basement groundwater. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Investigation of subsurface structure of Cheju Island by gravity and 
magnetic methods

Authors Kwon, B-D., Lee, H-S., Jung, G-G. and Chung, S-W.
Year 1995
Source Econ. Environ. Geol., v. 28, p. 395-404.

Abstract
The geologic structure of the Cheju volcanic island has been investigated by analyzing the 

gravity and magnetic data. Bouguer gravity map shows apparent circular low anomalies at 
the central volcanic edifice, and the maximum difference of the anomaly values on the 
island appears to be 30 mgal. The subsurface structure of the island is modeled by 
three-dimensional depth inversion of gravity data by assuming the model consists of a 
stacked grid of rectangular prisms of volcanic rocks bounded below by basement rock. The 
gravity modeling reveals that the interface between upper volcanic rocks and underlying 
basement warps downward under Mt. Halla with the maximum depth of 5 km. 
Magnetic data involve aeromagnetic and surface magnetic survey data. Both magnetic 

anomaly maps show characteristic features which resemble the typical pattern of total 
magnetic anomalies caused by a magnetic body magnetized in the direction of the 
geomagnetic field in the middle latitude region, though details of two maps are somewhat 
different. The reduced-to-pole magnetic anomaly maps reveal that main magnetic sources 
in the island are rift zones and the Halla volcanic edifice. The apparent magnetic 
boundaries in furred by the method of Cordell and Grauch(1985) are relatively well 
matched with known geologic boundaries such as that of Pyosunri basalt and Sihungri 
basalt which form the latest erupted masses. Inversion of aeromagnetic data was conducted 
with two variables: depth and susceptibility. The inversion results show high susceptibility 
bodies in rift zones along the long axis of the island, and at the central volcano. Depths 
to the basement are 1.5~3 km under the major axis, 1~1.5 km under the lava plateau and 
culminates at about 5 km under Mt. Halla. The prominent anomalies showing N-S 
trending appear in the eastern part of both gravity and magnetic maps. It is speculated 
that this trend may be associated with an undefined fault developed across the rift zones. 
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Literature type Report
Title Quaternary geology of the Jeju Island
Authors Lee, D.Y., Yun, S.K., Kim, J.Y. and Kim, Y.J.
Year 1988
Source KR-87-29, Korea Institute of Energy and Resources, p. 233-278.
Abstract

Jeju Island is entirely composed of volcanic rocks, intercalating locally with several 
different types of pyroclastic sediments. The low area up to an altitude of about 200m is 
rather flat and broadly extents in the eastern and western parts of the island, but isolated 
cinder cones and densely populated in these regions. Toward the mid of the island, the 
slope increases stepwise, because of many fissure eruptions along the flank, until the 
highest summit 1950m ms 1 where crater is located just at the geological contact of basalt 
with trachyte. Major eruptions occurred during the Middle Pleistocene, but creation of the 
island began possibly older than Middle Pleistocene. The last eruptions are known on the 
historical record at 1002, 1007, 1455 and 1670 AD. 

Based on the geological, geomorphological observations in the field and K-Ar, palaeomagnetic 
datings, volcanic episodes of Jeju Island are subdivided mainly into 3 different stages of 
trachyte extrusion, each stage following to basalt plateau. The oldest age of basalt indicates 
1.2 my, by means of K-Ar dating on the samples taken at pyroclastic sediments of 
Yongduam near Sanbangsan. This age may coincide with the basalts outcropping under the 
present sea-level. The Sanbangsan Trachyteyields an age of 0.78 my negative polarity. The 
basalts of the 2nd stage outcropping near the present coast are dated at around 0.60 my, 
which followed by formation of shallow marine and fluviatile sediments (Seoguipo 
Formation). The Seoguipo Formation is overlain by Trachyandesite dated at 0.41 my, with 
positive polarity. The summit of Hanla Mt. consists of Trachyte in the west and basalts in 
the eastern part, formed at about 0.16 my. Fissure eruptions along the Hanla mountain 
flanks created many isolated cinder cones or colees topographic types with lava flows, 
some of which can be followed up to the present coastal area. Their ages range from 
about 100,000 yr up to the historical period. The sediments outcropping along the Sinyang 
beach are considered to be a kind of beach rock formed at the Last Interglacial period 
based on the topographic location of the outcrops. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Petrology and geochemistry of Jeju volcanic Island, Korea
Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1982
Source Science Reports of the Tohoku University, v. 15, p. 177-256.
Abstract
 Jeju Island belong to the Circum Japan Sea Alkali Rock Province. Its shape is an ellipse 
with size 80´40km2, and it is characterized by a symmetrical form whose peak is Mt. 
Halla(1950m). The island is a shield volcano formed by central eruptions near the summit 
of Mt. Halla. Eruptions occurred during Upper voluminous, thick basaltic lava flows, and 
accompanied with less abundant pyroclastic rock. Hyaloclastite also occurs in small amount 
on costal line. 
 On the basis of topographical and geological evidence, the volcanism can be classified 
into three cycles the Lava plateau cycle, Halla shield volcano cycle and Scoria come cycle. 
Both the Lava plateau and the Halla shield volcano cycle and form a continuous series of 
the alkali basalt-trachyte and of the hawaiite trachyte associations, respectively. The rocks 
form the two cycles are different from each other in the texture and constituent minerals. 
The main constituent mineral of these rocks are plagioclase, olivine, augite, ferrosalite, 
anorthclase and magnetite, and minor constituent minerals are ilmenite, apatite, hedenbergite 
and kaersutite. The olivine, pyroxene, feldspar, magnetite and ilmenite have been analyzed 
by EPMA. The olivine composition covers a wide range from Fo 81 in the core of 
phenocrysts in basalts to Fo 4 in the groundmass of trachytes. The olivine composition 
increases in Fe gradually from basalt or hawaiite to trachytes. From the composition of all 
the clinopyroxene, two trends are observed; one trend goes from salite (augite) to 
ferrrosalite, and the other one from augite through aferroaugite to hedenbergite. The 
plagioclase phenocrysts of each rock type show a restricate range in albite composition and 
are usually more calcic than those of their associated groundmass plagioclase. The 
phenocryst and groundmass plagioclase compositions become more sodic from alkali basalt 
through hawaiite and mugearite to trachyte. The ulvospinel content of the titanomagnetite 
ranges from 0.64 and the R2O3 content of the ilmenites from 0.04 to 0.05 mole percent. 
Coexisting titanomagnetites and ilmenites indicate consolidation temperatures from 1020°C 
to 850°C and oxygen fugacites between to 10-14.3atmospheres. 
 Chemical analyses of 63 volcanic rocks from the Lava plateau and Halla shield volcano 
cycles are given. Rocks of both cycles show a differentiation trends from nepheline-normative 
composition to quartz-normative composition to quartz-normative composition. These rocks can 
be classified into alkali basalt, hawaiite, mugearite and trachyte using the Solidification Index, 
main constituent minerals and their composition; alkali basalt ranges in SI from 42 to 35, 
hawaiite 35 to 15, mugearite 15 to 10, and trachyte 10 to 0.9. K2O-Na2O ratio of the basic rocks
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is between 1:3 to 1:2, except for a few specimens, and that of intermediate and acidic 
rocks is between 1:2 to 1:1. Normative plagioclase falls in the field of the sodic series. 
The A-F-M diagram shows an iron enrichment trend. Intermediate lavas have higher total 
iron contents than alkali rocks in other areas such as Gough, Iki and Dogo. 
 Analyses of 13 trace elements were obtained from representative variety of rocks. The 
trace-element composition of the whole rocks change characteristically from alkali basalt 
through hawaiite and mugearite to trachyte. In plots of various elements with K2O, Ni, Cr, 
Co and Sc are concave upward with increasing K2O. The distribution of V and F curve 
against K2O have a good correlation with the TiO2 and P2O5 throughout the series. The 
concentration of Ba, Y, Zr, Nb and Ca increase steadily through the series with increasing 
K2O. The observed trends are consistent with removal of Ni, Cr, Co, Sc, F and V into 
the fractionating mineral; olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase magnetite, ilmenite and apatite; and 
Ba, Rb, Zr, Y, Nb and Ce are concentrated in the residual magma with progressing 
fractionation. All of the trends are consistent with the major element data and petrographically 
observed crystallization sequences of minerals. The liquid line of descent tests are 
calculated by using the least squares computer program. The Sr, Zr, Rb, Nb, Ce and Y 
show a relative good agreement between calculated and observed distribution, while the Ni, 
Cr, Co, Sc and V do not so. 
 The island is geologically situated in the stable continental margin, and is landscape is 
topographically very monotonous in spite of voluminous basaltic lavas. The Sr87/Sr86 ratios 
from the island remain constant with 0.704-0.705 represents a hot spot independent of 
island arc regime. 
 Major and trace elements vary systematically throughout the series, as do mineral 
composition, and geochemical modelling indicates that the compositional variations observed 
in the differentiated lavas can be ascribed to extensive fractional crystallization of a 
parental alkali olivine basalt magma. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Stratigraphy and petrology of volcanic rocks in southern Cheju Island, 
Korea

Authors Lee, M.W., Won, C.K., Lee, D.Y., Park, G.H. and Kim, M.S.
Year 1994
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 30, p. 521-541.

Abstract
  The purpose of this study is to determine the petrography, geochemistry and stratigraphy 

of volcanic rock in the mid mountain to coastal line (Sancangsan - Seoguipo - Beongak - 
Sioreom), southern Cheju Island. The area is composed of lava flow during about 0.9 M 
to 0.035 Ma. The volcanic rocks are divided onto aphyric and porphyric lava on the basis 
of modal composition. These rocks geochemically belong to alkaline rock series, which 
show an similar differentiation trends of Hawaiian alkali rock series. On the basis of 
variation diagram of major, trace and rare earth elements, the various lavas in chemical 
properties show products of fractional crystallization from a parental alkaline olivine basalt 
magma. Especially, the volcanic rocks in the Kangheongri and Beobjeongri area, showing 
orderly stratigraphy from hawaiite, mugearite, benmorite to trachyte, is differentiated from 
cognate magma. These rocks are plotted in the HPK field (Park and Kwon, 1993). The 
Seoguipo Formation is discontinuously distributed in +140 m to -25 at sea level based on 
coring core and field investigation. This study area may be a place located proto-Cheju 
Island which is formed by the 1st stage volcanic activity. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Petrology of mafic inclusion in Jeju volcanic rocks
Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1984
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 20, p. 306-313.
Abstract
 Mafic inclusions, which belong to the Dunite-Wehrlite-Gabbro series, occur in Jeju 
volcanic rocks. New analyses are presented for 3 host alkali basalts, 13 olivines, 12 
clinopyroxenes, and 8 orthopryroxenes. It is an attempt to compare the mafic inclusions 
with the Lherzolite originated from mantle material from other region. There region. There 
are conspicuous chemical differences between them in composition. The former have lower 
MgO, Al2O3 and NiO than the latter in olivines and pyroxenes. The mafic inclusions 
show cumulative texture and heterogeneous in their modal composition. 
 The above evidences support that this series has been produced as cumulus phases from 
alkali olivine basalt magma in the lower part of the crust or the top of the mantle. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Volcanic rocks in Cheju Island
Authors Lee, S.M.
Year 1966
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 2, p. 1-7.
Abstract
 Cheju Island, which lies at about 90km south of the Korean Peninsula, is made up mostly 
of basalt, andesite, trachyandesite. In spite of much has been written as to the petrography 
of the lavas in the Pacific Ocean, only few of the lavas in its marginal islands were 
recorded. Hence, it is proposed here to describe briefly the petrography of the lavas in 
Cheju Island.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Subsurface stratigraphy of Jeju Island
Authors Oh, J., Yi, S., Yoon, S., Koh, G-W., Yun, H. and Lee, J-D.
Year 2000
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 36, p. 181-194.

Abstract
 Based on the previous multi-disciplinary data, we characterize the subsurface stratigraphy 
of Jeju Island. Key effort is the stratigraphic correlation among the lithostratighaphic, 
biostratighaphic, magnetostratigraphic results from the deep (<~400m) drill holes all over 
Jeju Island and the seismic stratigraphic results from the shallow marine reflection profiles near 
Jeju Island. According to the drilling data, the casement consists of Cretaceous~Paleogene 
granite and age-unknown crystalline volcaniclastics and is overlain by the U Formation 
having uncemented sediment with the thickness of 70~250m. The overlying average 
100-m-thick semi-consolidated or consolidated strata are correlated with the Seoguipo 
Formation exposed along the southern coast of Jeju Island, which is proved by the 
calcareous macro-and microfossils studies. From the biostratigraphic and paleomagnetic 
analysis for the same samples, we determine that the age of the Seoguipo is 1.95~0.78 
Ma. Strata of the Seoguipo Formations are interpreted to be linked to nearby offshore 
sediments with the corresponding seismic depositional facies. Consequently, the correlation 
results of this study can be applied to solve the controversial interpretations about the 
stratigraphic relationships between the exposed and subsurface Seoguipo Formation as well 
as between the U and Sehwari formations. We propose an erosional effect by the sea-level 
fluctuations during the creation of Jeju volcanic Island as a possible cause of "the 
Bukchon-Pyoseon Line." To the east of this line, the Seoguipo does not exist in the 
subsurface. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemical evolution of the Cheju volcanic island: Petrography and 
major element chemistry for stratigraphically-controlled lavas from the 
northern part of Cheju Island

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1993
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 29, p. 39-60.
Abstract
 We report petrography and major element chemistry for the stratigraphically-controlled 
lava flow from the northern part of Cheju Island to study evolutionary processes of 
volcanism in Cheju Island. Most analyzed samples have vesicles and are Porphyritic 
(plagioclase + olivine + clinopyroxene). These rocks are mostly hawaiite and mugearites and 
include minor alkali basalts, benmorites and trachytes. However, no primitive basalts were 
observed. A general stratigraphic sequence of hawaiite-mugearite-hawaiite-trachyte-mugearite 
can be distinguished from the sea level to the top, which suggests diversity of magma 
generation in the mantle and of differentiation in the crust. The studied rocks can be 
divided into high P2O5/K2O(HPK) group and low P2O5/K2O(LPK) group in a P2O5-K2O 
diagram. Each shows distinct major element variation trend. For given MgO contents, the 
HPK group rocks tend to have higher CaO, FeO, TiO2, P2O5, but lower SiO2, Na2O, K2O 
contents than the LPK rocks. Major element variations suggest that low-MgO phases like 
plagioclase and titanmagnetite were important during the differentiation of the HPK group, 
while high-MgO phases like olivine and clinopyroxene were important for LPK group. The 
major element data plot close to the intermediate pressure (8~30 kb) cotectic curve in Sack 
et al. (1987) `s olivine- clinopyroxene-nepheline projection diagram. In detail, the LPK 
group rocks plot closer to the cotectic curve than the HPK group, which, along with major 
fractionating phases for the two group, suggest that the LPK group might have 
differentiated at higher pressure than the HPK group. Among several possibilities, the 
difference in P2O5/K2O ratio between the two groups is believed to have come from different 
degrees of partial melting in the common mantle source, or from chemical heterogeneity in the 
mantle related to metasomatism, but not from processes in the crust, such as apatite fraction or 
crustal contamination. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemical evolution of the Cheju volcanic island (II): Trace element 
chemistry of volcanic rocks from the northern part of Cheju Island

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1993
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 29, p. 477-492.

Abstract
 We present trace element chemistry of the stratigraphically-controlled lavas from the 
northern part of Cheju island to define chemical characteristics, and to understand magma 
genesis in the mantle source. Previously, Park and Kwon (1993) reported that the studied 
rocks could be divided into high (HPK) and low (LPK) P2O5/K2O groups in a P2O5-K2O 
diagram. Covariation between Nb and K shows limited mobility of K (Rb) during subaerial 
weathering, which validates division of the rocks in the study area on the basis of 
P2O5/K2O ratio. In MgO variation diagrams, each group shows different paths of trace 
element variations consistent with those of major element, implying that each group might 
have originated from different parental magmas. Both LPK and HPK groups have similar 
abundance ratios among K, Rb, Ba, La, Ce, Zr and Nb, indicating a similar source for 
both. However, the two groups show different ratios (e.g., Nb/Y, La/Yb, Zr/Y etc.) 
between the above incompatible elements and those Which have affinity for garnet (e.g., P, 
T, and Yb). These trace element characteristics were probably resulted from different 
degrees of partial melting in the garnet peridotite source mantle; i.e., higher degree of 
partial melting for the HPK group than the LPK, although other possibilities can be 
considered. These results agree well with our previous conclusions based on P2O5/K2O 
ratio. In Ba/Nb-La/Nb and Zr/Nb-Ba/Nb diagrams of le Roex (1986), Cheju volcanic rocks 
plot on the Dupal-type oceanic island basalt field.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Differentiation of the volcanic rocks from northern Cheju Island: Mass 
balance evaluation

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1995
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 31, p. 151-161.

Abstract
 The volcanic rocks of northern Cheju Island consist of two groups (the HPK and LPK 
groups on the basis of P2O5/K2O) of alkali basalt, hawaiite and mugearite, and trachyte 
whose genetic connection with less differentiated rocks is not certain (park and Kwon, 
1993a). We applied mass balance calculation in order to test fractional crystallization model 
quantitatively. The overall results or the calculations between representative rock types 
suggest that the differentiation of volcanic rocks in this area can be explained by fractional 
crystallization of the observed phenocryst phases such as olivine, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, 
titanomagnetite and apatite, Hawaiite and mugea-rite are produced by about 40% and 59% 
fractionation respectively from parental alkali basalt for the LPK group, while 33% and 
45% for the HPK group, Although trachyte can be formed by 45% fractionation from the 
two groups of mugearite, a better fit for the HPK mugearite suggests trachyte in this area 
being related to the HPK group. Among the fractionating gases, clinopyroxene and 
plagioclase are dominant (a total of about 75%). while olivine and titanomagnetite are minor 
(about 25%). Clinopyroxene/plagioclase of fractionating phases decreases distinctly during 
differentiation from alkali basalt to trachyte, implying that the more evolved rocks might be 
formed by lower pressure fractionation. It disagrees partially with our previous interpretation 
that all the rocks are product of similar depth based on clinopyroxene-olivine-nepheline 
projection diagram and Al composition of clinopyroxene phenocrysts (Park and Kwon, 
1993a and c.) This problem needs to be solved by independent evidences. The Cheju 
volcanic rocks in general show a relative scarcity in SiO2 55~59 wt% range, suggesting a 
Daly gap. Mass balance calculations indicate that the phenomenon can be explained by a 
sudden increase in SiO2 content due to crystallization of non-silicate phases such as 
titanomagnetite and apatite during the differentiation from mugearite to trachyte. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrography and mineral chemistry of trachytes in Cheju volcanic island, 
Korea

Authors Chang, K-H., Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1999
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 35, p. 15-34.
Abstract

We report distribution, petrography and mineral chemistry of trachytes in Cheju Island 
and discuss their crystallization condition. The trachytes in Cheju Island can be divided 
into the older Sanbangsan trachyte group (STG) in the southern area and the younger 
Paeknokdam trachyte group (PTG) in the central and northern areas. Petrography, STG is 
aphyric to slightly porphyritic and has antirapakivi texture of feldspars, where plagioclase is 
rimmed by alkali feldspar. On the other hand, PTG with characteristic kaersutite is 
porphyritic and show cotectic relationship between feldspars, where two feldspars coexist as 
discrete crystals. The two groups show compositional differences in major minerals. 
Olivines in STG (Fo32-11) have lower Fo but higher MnO contents than those on PTG 
(Fo53-11). Clinopyroxenes in STG are mainly diopside with minor augite and hedenbergite, 
while those in PTG are augite and hedenbergite. Plagioclases and alkali feldspars in PTG 
(An49-28 and Or39-18) show less compositional variations than those in STG (An57-16 
and Or51-11), suggesting that feldspars of PTG might have crystallized under more stable 
condition. Tiranomagnetites in STG(Usp 57-49) have lower ulvospinel composition than 
those in PTG(Usp66-67).From feldspar geobarometry and stability field of kaersutite, we 
interpret that the magma of STG experienced crystallization at shallow level (less than 3.5 
Kb) or perhaps during rapid cooling near surface, whereas PTG experienced crystallization 
at deeper level (above 5 Kb). 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrochemical classification of the Quaternary volcanic rocks in Cheju 
Island, Korea

Authors Park, J-B., Park, K-H., Cho, D-L. and Koh, G.W.
Year 1999
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 35, p. 253-264.
Abstract
 This study discusses the classification of the Quaternary volcanic rocks in Cheju Island 
from the reported303 whole-rock major element chemical data. The volcanic rocks consist 
of alkaline and sub alkaline rocks. The basaltic rocks can be divided into alkali basalt, 
transitional basalt and tholeiite (tholeiitic basalt) on the basis of TAS classification scheme 
but the petrographical study for transitional basalt and tholeiite should be performed future. 
We suggest the usage of root name after Le Bas et al (1986) at TAS classification 
diagram as a nomenclature scheme for the alkaline volcanic rocks in Cheju Island because 
the composition of rocks shows the unique transitional characteristic between Na-and 
K-series. On the other hand, most of subalkaline rocks in Cheju Island belong to tholeiitic 
andesites with SiO2 52-54 wt. %, which have within plate oceanic island volcanic rock 
signatures. 
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Title Geochemical evolution of the Cheju Volcanic Island, Korea
Authors Park, J.B.
Year 1994
Source Ph.D. Thesis, Yonsei University, Seoul, 303 pp.
Abstract

 This study reports petrography and chemical characteristics of whole rock and mineral for 
the stratigraphically-controlled lava flows in order to understand the evolutionary process of 
volcanism in the Cheju Island.
  Samples used in this study are from two gulches (Kwangryeong and Suak) and two trails 
(Aerimok-Yongsil and donnaeko), and four boring sites (Oedodong, Yonghungdong, Seongupri 
and Ishidol). 
 Most analyzed samples are porphyritic or aphyric and belong to sodic alkaline rocks. They 
are mostly hawaiites and mugearites and include minor alkali basalts, benmorites and 
trachytes. No primitive basalts were observed. Several tholeiites are observed in the eastern 
and western parts of Cheju Island.
 Excluding trachytes, the lavas can be divided into high P2O5/K2O(HPK; P2O5/K2O>0.3) and 
low P2O5/K2O (LPK; P2O5/K2O>0.3). For given MgO contents, the HPK group tend to have 
higher CaO, FeOt, TiO2, P2O5, but lower SiO2, Na2O, K2O contents than the LPK group. 
Differences in major element variations suggest that low-MgO phases like plagioclase was 
important during the differentiation of HPK group, while high-MgO phases such as olivine 
and clinopyroxene for LPK group These differences, along with Al /Al ratios of 
clinopyroxenes imply that the LPK group might have fractionated at higher pressure than the 
HPK group. Each group shows distinct trace element variations consistent with major element.
 Although both LPK and HPK groups have similar abundance ratios among incompatible 
element such as K, Rb, Ba, La, Ce, Zr and Nb, the two groups show different ratios (e.g., 
Y/Nb, Yb/La and Y/Zr etc.) between the above elements and those which have affinity for 
garnet (e.g., Y, Yb and P), suggesting that the two groups formed from different degrees of 
partial melting of the garnet peridotite source mantle, but not of spinel peridotite. Tholeiites 
have lower TiO2, P2O5, K2O and other incompatible elements contents, but higher ratios of 
Y, Yb and P to LIL elements than alkaline rocks.
 The difference in P2O5/K2O ratio between the two groups of alkaline rocks cannot be 
explained by weathering or the processes in the crust such as apatite fractionation or 
contamination of Cretaceous basement rocks. Model calculations using the P2O5/K2O and 
Y/Nb ratios suggest that the degree of partial melting of a homogeneous source with 
primitive mantle composition ranges from 1-2.5% for LPK through 2.5-5% for HPK to 
5-10% for tholeiite. However, other possibilities such as vertical heterogeneity in the mantle 
or chemically heterogeneity in the mantle by metasomatism cannot be excluded.
 Geochemical characteristics of the volcanic rocks suggest that the Cheju Island was the 
product of plume-related hotspot magmatism. In Ba/Nb-La/Nb and Zr/Nb-Ba/Nb diagrams of 
LeRoex (1986), the Cheju volcanic rocks plot in the Dupal-type oceanic island basalt field. 
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Title
Early-stage volcanism and sedimentation of Jeju Island revealed by the 
Sagye borehole, SW Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Park, K.H.
Year 2004
Source Geosciences Journal, v. 8, p. 73-84.
Abstract

 Jeju Island comprises extensive lava flows and hundreds of monogenetic volcanic cones 
with rare and thin sedimentary deposits. However, a number of boreholes reveal that the lavas 
are only 50 to 120 m thick along the coastal regions and are underlain by a 100 m-thick 
volcaniclastic sedimentary formation, which is correlative with the Seoguipo Formation. 
Detailed examination of the subsurface Seoguipo Formation, as recovered from the Sagye 
borehole in the southwestern part of the island, reveals that the formation consists of primary 
hydrovolcanic facies (massive or inclined stratified lapilli tuff) emplaced by Surtseyan fallouts 
and debris flows in subaerial or subaqueous settings and reworked hydrovolcanic facies 
(stratified, massive, or normally graded pebble conglomerate and sandstone) and nonvolcanic 
facies (homogeneous or laminated mudstone) that were deposited in subaerial to submarine 
(nearshore to offshore) settings. The predominance of volcaniclastic deposits in the formation 
demonstrates that the early stage of Jeju volcanism was characterized by repetitive hydrovolcanic 
activity probably because of an abundance of external water for hydroexplosion. The Seoguipo 
Formation is envisaged to consist of multiple, superposed hydromagmatic volcanoes with 
intervening, marine or nonmarine sedimentary sequences. This finding warrants redefinition of the 
Seoguipo Formation as a sedimentary succession, above the U Formation, composed of fossil-barren 
and fossiliferous, subaerial and subaqueous, volcaniclastic and nonvolcanic sedimentary deposits 
beneath the plateau-forming lavas.
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Title Early-stage volcanism and sedimentation of Jeju Island.
Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 2004

Source

In: Y.S. Lee et al. (Editors), Cenozoic Stratigraphy and Tectonics of 
Korea. The 3rd and 4th Symposiums on the Geology of Korea, Special 
Publication No. 2. Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, 
Daejon, pp. 131-150.

Abstract
 Jeju Island is characterized by extensive basaltic lava flows and hundreds of scoria cones 
and hydrovolcanic cones. Sedimentary formations are rare and thin. A number of holes 
reveal, however, that the lavas are present only above 50 to 120 m below present sea level, 
and are underlain by ca. 100 m-thick volcaniclastic sequences of hydrovolcanic origin. 
The volcaniclastic sequences consist of alternations of lapilli tuff and tuff emplaced by 
pyroclastic surges and fallouts in subaerial settings and reworked basaltic conglomerates 
and sandstones. The reworked deposits can be further divided into subaerial and submarine 
varieties based on a number of sedimentary characteristics and the presence or absence of 
marine fossils and paleosols. The volcaniclastic sequences demonstrate that the early stage of 
Jeju volcanism was mostly explosive and hydrovolcanic and the volcaniclastic sedimentation 
was strongly affected Quaternary sea-level fluctuations.
 Hydromagmatic volcanoes in Jeju Island show notable variations in their characteristics 
depending on their stratigraphy. Holocene volcanoes, formed above 50 to 120 m thick 
basalt lavas, have definite morphologies either of a tuff ring or of a tuff cone. Early to 
middle Pleistocene volcanoes, constructed above unconsolidated sediments, have noncircular 
or irregular morphologies neither of a tuff ring nor of a tuff cone. They were produced by 
superposition or juxtaposition of multiple rim beds, which originated from different source 
vents as a result of a shift in active venting. The vent migration was most likely caused 
by large-scale, vent-clogging collapse of the volcanic edifices. It is interpreted that the 
Holocene volcanoes could have circular forms, whether they are tuff rings or cones, 
because the rigidity of the substrate (basalt lavas) favored eruption from a single fixed 
vent, whereas the mechanical instability of the substrate (unconsolidated sediments) beneath 
the early to middle Pleistocene volcanoes gave rise to large-scale failure of the volcanic edifices, 
diversion of the route of magma supply, and generation of noncircular volcanic landforms. 
The vent migration, as observed in Jeju Island, appears to be a poorly documented but 
common phenomenon in hydromagmatic volcanoes.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title The subsurface stratigraphy of Cheju volcanic island, Korea
Authors Son, I.S., Lee, M.W. and Youn, J.S.
Year 1998
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 19, p. 581-589.
Abstract
 The goal of this study is to investigate the subsurface stratigraphy of Cheju volcanic 
island by analyzing core data. The subsurface Stratigraphy of the island is as follows: The 
basement rock is Cretaceous granites and tuff, basalt are overlain successively by Sehwari 
Formation, Basalt (APB, OAB, FOB), Seogwipo Formation and basalt (FOR, Hawaiite and 
so on). The depth of granite basement ranges from 320m to 950m below sea level and the 
paleo-geomorphic relief of the island in island in the granite show high difference level 
such as about 630m in altitude. The depth of basalt tuff ranges from 117m to 227m below 
the mean sea level. The thickness of the tuff ranges from 41m to 773m, and the 
paleo-geomorphic relief is even more than that of granite basement. The Sehwari Formation 
is composed of the unconsolidated silty clays and sands, containing shell fossils. The depth 
of this formation is from +30m to -245m and distributed along the coastal area. The basal 
basalt is consisted of aphanitic basalt (APB), olivine augite basalt (OAB) and feldspar 
olivine basalt (FOB). The age of basal basalt shows a range from 2.22Ma to 0.7Ma. The 
Segwipo Formation, which is distributed along the coastal area, is composed of beach 
sediments containing several kinds of shell fossils. The age of the formation is estimated 
from 0.7Ma to 0.4Ma. 
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Title
The petrology and geochemistry of volcanic rocks on Jeju Island: plume 
magmatism along the Asian continental margin

Authors
Tatsumi, Y., Shukuno, H., Yoshikawa, M., Chang, Q., Sato, K. and Lee, 
M.W.

Year 2005
Source Journal of Petrology, v. 46, p. 523-553.
Abstract

 The incompatible element signatures of volcanic rocks forming Jeju Island, located at the 
eastern margin of the Asian continent, are identical to those of typical intraplate magmas. 
The source of these volcanic rocks may be a mantle plume, located immediately behind 
the SW Japan arc. Jeju plume magmas can be divided into three series, based on major 
and trace element abundances: high-alumina alkalic, low-alumina alkalic, and sub-alkalic. 
Mass-balance calculations indicate that the compositional variations within each magma series 
are largely governed by fractional crystallization of three chemically distinct parental magmas. 
 The compositions of primary magmas for these series, using inferred residual mantle olivine 
compositions, suggest that the low-alumina alkalic and sub-alkalic magmas are generated at the 
deepest and shallowest depths by lowest and highest degrees of melting, respectively. These 
estimates, together with systematic differences in trace element and isotopic compositions, 
indicate that the upper mantle beneath Jeju Island is characterized by an increased degree of 
metasomatism and a change in major metasomatic hydrous minerals from amphibole to 
phlogopite with decreasing depth. The original plume material, having rather depleted 
geochemical characteristics, entrained shallower metasomatized uppermost mantle material, and 
segregated least-enriched low-alumina alkalic, moderately enriched high-alumina alkalic, and 
highly enriched sub-alkalic magmas, with decreasing depth. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Study of petro-chemistry of volcanic rocks in Jeju Island
Authors Won, J.K.
Year 1976
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 12, p. 207-226.
Abstract

Jeju Island is situated in Korea Strait to the south of the main Peninsula at the 
geographical coordinated between longitude E 126°10' to 126°58' and latitude N 33°12' to 
33°34'. 
Also the Island covers an area of approximately 1,792.06km2, 31km northsoutherly and 

74km eastwesterly in the short and long axial distances respectively, and the perimeter 
being about 263km. 
The main aim of this paper is in describing the geologic evolution and in discussing 

mainly problems of petrochemistry of volcanic rocks in Jeju Island. 
Geology of Jeju Island is mainly composed of trachyte, trachy-andesite and basalt with 

some sedimentary rocks, exactly tuffaceous. The basalt is most widely distributed, the 
trachyte and trachy-andesite are in the next order, and the sedimentary rocks are least 
abundant. These volcanic flows were erupted over more than 79 times. 
The island has begun to exist from Pliocene to Quaternary in geologic age. There is a 

coupled of old manuscripts which date the volcanic activities of the island. They say there 
were several eruptions in 1002 and 1007 A.D.
The external conditions of lava eruption were different from place to place. For example, 

some basalts can not be found in the south side of Mt. Hala but in the north side. 
Therefore the order of eruption and the geologic structure are different locally.
The eruption cycles of 5 stage determined by probably from eruption of basalt to trachyte 

or trachy-andesite. The volcanic rocks erupted during 1st. and 2nd stage are distributed in 
the coastal areas, forming lava plateau. It might be the areal eruption. Whereas the lava 
flows erupted after 2nd stage had come out from the Baegrogdam crater, the present crater 
Jake of Mt. Hala and its neighboring craters, acted as a site of central eruption. 
Baegrogdam basalt is the last of all in the order of eruption. After the eruption of 
Baegrogdam Basalt, the eruptions transformed to parasite volcanic activities. 
According to the geological field survey, the eruption conditions of basalts erupted before 

Pyoseonri Basalt are not known exactly, but Basalt (olivine basalt)is found by boring core 
sample under the Seogwipo Formation and on the tidal zone neighboring Seogwipo. 
Judging from the rock phases and petrographic provinces, the volcanic rocks of Jeju 

Island are situated in the inner zone of Island arc. But they are equivalent to those found 
on the volcanic islands scattered in the Pacific Ocean Basin, so called "Intra-Pacific 
Province", The volcanic rocks of the island Lie within the Oceanic Type which is 
characterized by rich in olivine and alkali composition. But feldsapathoid minerals are not 
found and rich sanidine in the volcanic rocks of the island. As far as the composition of 
olivine contained in the rocks of the island is concerned, Fe content is higher compared 
with the Hawaiian Type in which the olivine is rich in Mg content. These evidences 
suggest that the lavas of the island derived from an olivine-basaltic magma of alkali rich 
phase. It can be suggested from these facts that Jeju Island is seemed to situate at the 
continental are which is lied above the Benioff zone near Japanese Island Arc. 
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Title
Geochemical characteristics of the volcanic rocks in Pyoseon area, 
southeast Cheju, Korea

Authors Won, C.-K., Lee, M.-W., Yun, S.-H. and Ko, B.-K.
Year 1998
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 34, p. 172-191.
Abstract
  Major and trace elements and REE analysis for lavas in the Pyoseon area, southeast 
Cheju were carried out to interpret the origin and evolution of magma. The lava mainly 
belong to the tholeiitic rock series with basalt-basaltic andesite composition. Tholeiitic lava 
have characteristically lower TiO2, P2O5, K2O and other incompatible elements contents, but 
higher SiO2 to same MgO contents than alkaline lavas. Total REEs contents of tholeiitic 
lavas are lower than that of alkaline rocks, but chondrite-normalized REE patterns are 
subparallel to that of the alkaline rocks. On the tectonomagmatic discrimination diagram for 
basaltic rocks, they fall into the fields for the within-plate and ocean island alkalic basalt. 
Tholeiitic lava have higher ratios of Zr, Y, Yb and P2O5 to LIL elements (i.e. P2O5/K2O, 
Yb/La, Y/Nb) than alkaline rocks. Both tholeiitic and alkaline rocks are similar in their 
K/Ba ratios. The alkaline and tholeiitic rocks originated from different degrees of partial 
melting of a homeogenous source with primitive garnet-peridotite mantle materials. Degrees 
of partial melting of tholeiitic rocks were higher than alkaline rocks. 
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Title Paleomagnetism and radiometric age of trachytes in Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Won, J.K., Matsuda, J., Nagao, K., Kim, K.H. and Lee, M.W.
Year 1986
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 19, p. 25-33.
Abstract
 The geology of the Jeju island is characterized by the occurrence of the thick voluminous 
basaltic lava flows and minor trachytic lavas. The land form can be divided 
topographically into the lava plateau, the shield-shaped Halla volcanic edifice and the 
parasitic cones whose number is more than 360, which is closely related to the cyclic 
volcanism of the island. Especially, the trachytic lavas seem to be the latest differentiation 
products of the cyclic activities and largely classified into two groups (Backlodam group 
and Sanbangsan group) on the basis of the occurrence and the petrography. 
 The Paleomagnetism and the radiometric age of the two groups of Trachyte suggest a 
lower and an upper time limits of the volcanic stratigraphy of the island. An average age 
of Trachyte of the Sanbangsan group is 0.733±0.056 m.y., and is correlated to a horizon a 
little lower than the boundary (0.69m.y.) between the Brunches normal epoch and 
Matuyama reversed epoch. An average age of 0.025±0.008 m.y. determined from the 
Backlokdam Trachyte may be corrected to any one horizon of the Laschamp, or the Lake 
Mono excursion. 
 The two groups of trachytes are distributed with the latitude difference of 9`(0.15º), and 
with age difference of about 0.71 m.y. Assuming that the two Trachyte group were 
erupted from the same stationary hot spot, the lithosphere comprising the Jeju island is 
considered to have moved southward with a rate of about 2.3 cm/year. 
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Title Quaternary geology in the southern part of Jeju Island
Authors Yun, S.K., Han, D.S. and Lee, D.Y.
Year 1987
Source KR-86-2-(B)-2, Korea Institute of Energy and Resources, Taejon.
Abstract
 Jeju Island is entirely composed of volcanic rocks, intercalating locally with several 
different types of pyroclastic sediments. The low area up to an altitude of about 200m is 
rather flat and broadly extents in the eastern and western parts of the island, but isolated 
cinder cones and densely populated in these regions. Toward the mid of the island, the 
slope increases stepwise, because of many fissure eruptions along the flank, until the 
highest summit 1950m ms 1 where crater is located just at the geological contact of basalt 
with trachyte. Major eruptions occurred during the Middle Pleistocene, but creation of the 
island began possibly older than Middle Pleistocene. The last eruptions are known on the 
historical record at 1002, 1007, 1455 and 1670 AD. 
 Based on the geological, geomorphological observations in the field and K-Ar, 
palaeomagnetic datations, volcanic episodes of Jeju Island are subdivided mainly into 3 
different stages of trachyte extrusion, each stage following to basalt plateau. The oldest age 
of basalt indicates 1.2 my, by means of K-Ar datations on the samples taken at pyroclastic 
sediments of Yongduam near Sanbangsan. This age may coincide with the basalts 
outcropping under the present sea-level. The Sanbangsan Trachyte yields an age of 0.78 
my negative polarity. The basalts of the 2nd stage outcropping near the present coast are 
dated at around 0.60 my, which followed by formation of shallow marine and fluviatile 
sediments (Seoguipo Formation). The Seoguipo Formation is overlain by Trachyandesite 
dated at 0.41 my, with positive polarity. The summit of Hanla Mt. consists of Trachyte in 
the west and basalts in the eastern part, formed at about 0.16 my. Fissure eruptions along 
the Hanla mountain flanks created many isolated cinder cones or coleus topographic types 
with lava flows, some of which can be followed up to the present coastal area. Their ages 
range from about 100,000 yr up to the historical period. The sediments outcropping along 
the Sinyang beach are considered to be a kind of beach rock formed at the Last 
Interglacial period based on the topographic location of the outcrops. 
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Title
Petrology of Jeju volcanic island, Korea. Part 1. Petrography and bulk 
chemical composition

Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1982

Source
Journal of the Japanese Association of Mineralogists, Petrologists & 
Economic Geologists, v. 77, p. 203-214.

Abstract
 Jeju Island is a shield volcano formed by successive central eruptions during Upper 
Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene times. It is mainly composed of thick, voluminous basaltic lava 
flows with minor pyroclastic rocks. Some hyaloclastites also occur along the coast. 
Volcanism on this island occurred in three stages: lava plateau stage, Halla volcanic edifice 
stage and volcanic scoria cones stage. The main constituent minerals of the lava plateau 
and Halla volcanic edifice stages are plagioclase, olivine, augite, ferrosalite, anorthoclase 
and magnetite, with minor ilmenite, apatite, hedenbergite and kaersutite. They exhibit a 
restricted range of composition in each rock type; chemical analyses of 63 volcanic rocks 
from both stages are given and when plotted on several variation diagrams show a 
differentiation trend starting from nepheline-normative basaltic to hypersthene-normative and 
then to quartz-normative composition. These rocks can be classified as alkali basalt, 
hawaiite, mugearite and trachyte by use of their solidification index.
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Title
Sr-Nd-Pb isotope and trace element systematics of mantle xenoliths from 
Late Cenozoic alkaline lavas, South Korea

Authors Choi, S.H., Kwon, S.-T., Mukasa, S.B. and Sagong, H.
Year 2005
Source Chemical Geology, v. 221, p. 40-64.
Abstract
 We report the Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic ratios of clinopyroxene separates from spinel 
peridotite xenoliths hosted by late Cenozoic alkali basaltic rocks from Baengnyeong Island, 
Jogokni, and Jeju Island, all near the southeastern margin of the Sino-Korean Craton in 
South Korea. Measured Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic compositions in the clinopyroxene separates 
show, in general, simple trends between depleted MORB-like mantle (DMM) and relatively 
enriched components, which can be explained by old event(s) of infiltration by metasomatic 
melts/fluids that enriched a precursor time-integrated depleted mantle in incompatible trace 
elements and overprinted its isotopic composition. Comparison of the xenoliths with the 
host basalts suggests that infiltration of carbonatitic melts can explain the characteristics of 
the Baengnyeong xenoliths while reaction with residual slab-derived melt/fluid subjected to 
amphibole and phlogopite fractionation explains the Jogokni xenoliths best, ruling out direct 
influence of the magmatism that produced the host basalts. On the other hand, the Jeju 
clinopyroxene separates display a mixing hyperbola between DMM and the host basalts in 
Sr-Pb and Nd-Pb isotope correlation diagrams, suggesting some influence by liquids similar 
to the host basalts. The Korean xenoliths tend to be similar in the overall range of their 
mineralogic modes, elemental compositions, and Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic ratios to those of the 
fertile peridotite xenoliths derived from the post-Archean lithospheric mantle of eastern 
China, and yet without any compositional evidence for a refractory Archean mantle root. 
Overall comparison of the measured isotopic compositions for these Korean xenoliths with 
available data on lavas from eastern China, indicates that the dominant enriched mantle 
source components for the Cenozoic intraplate volcanism in the East Asia (EM1 for 
northeast China, and EM2 for Southeast Asia) are absent in the lithospheric mantle beneath 
the region. The Cenozoic intraplate volcanism, therefore, must have originated in the 
asthenosphere.
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Title Evaluation of hydrogeological characteristics in Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Won, J.-H., Kim, J.-W., Koh, G.-W. and Lee, J.-Y.
Year 2005
Source Geosciences Journal, v. 9, p. 33-46.
Abstract
 Jeju Island is a volcanic one composed predominantly of permeable basalts. The water 
resources of the island are dependent almost entirely on groundwater. It is essential to 
fully understand the hydrogeological conditions of the aquifer systems for proper and 
sustainable development of groundwater resources. Groundwater characteristics, including 
water levels and aquifer parameters in the island were evaluated using extensively collected 
hydrogeologic data. Groundwater levels on the island were located in a range between -26 
and 282 m above sea level. Groundwater levels in the northern and southern basins are 
generally higher than those in the eastern and western basins. Fluctuation patterns of 
groundwater levels and ECs were classified into three types: sinusoidal fluctuations of both 
water level and EC, sinusoidal fluctuation of water level only, and no distinct fluctuation 
pattern. Generally, there were higher groundwater yields in coastal areas than inland areas. 
The groundwater was most productive in the trachybasalts and basal groundwater areas. 
This paper is providing a summary of several investigations on the hydrogeological 
characteristics of the aquifers in the island.
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Title
Geochemistry of peridotite xenoliths in alkali basalts from Jeju Island, 
Korea

Authors Choi, S.H., Lee, J.I., Park, C.-H. and Moutte, J.
Year 2002
Source Island Arc, v. 11, p. 221-235.

Abstract
 Ultramafic xenoliths in alkali basalts from Jeju Island, Korea, are mostly spinel Iherzolites 
with subordinate amounts of spinel harzburgites and pyroxenites. The compositions of 
major oxides and compatible to moderately incompatible elements of the Jeju peridotite 
xenoliths suggest that they are residues after various extents of melting. The estimated 
degrees of partial melting from compositionally homogeneous and unfractionated mantle to form 
the residual xenoliths reach 30%. However, their complex patterns of chondrite-normalized rare 
earth element, from light rare earth element (LREE)-depleted through spoon-shaped to 
LREE-enriched, reflect an additional process. Metasomatism by a small amount of melt/fluid 
enriched in LREE followed the former melt removal, which resulted in the enrichment of the 
incompatible trace elements. Sr and Nd isotopic ratios of the Jeju xenoliths display a wide 
scatter from depleted mid-oceanic ridge basalt (MORB)-like to near bulk-earth estimates along 
the MORB-oceanic island basalt (OIB) mantle array. The varieties in modal proportions of 
minerals, (La/Yb)N ratio and Sr-Nd isotopes for the xenoliths demonstrate that the 
lithospheric mantle beneath Jeju Island is heterogeneous. The heterogeneity is a probable 
result of its long-term growth and enrichment history.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Volcanic stratigraphy and characteristics of volcanic rocks of the 
Sarabong-Byeoldobong-Hwabukbong area, Cheju Island, Korea

Authors Ko, B., Won, C., Lee, M. and Sohn, I.
Year 2001
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 22, p. 10-19.
Abstract
 There are three scoria cones and their eruptive materials in Sarabong-Byeoldobong-Hwabukbong 
area, Cheju Island. And they made complicated volcanic stratigraphy. In Byeoldobong tuff, 
basalt and granite xenoliths are present. It is presumed that the granite is a kind of 
basement of Cheju island. And Biseokgeori hawaiite has many kaersutite phenocrysts. 
Therefore, this area is very important for the study about history of volcanic activity of 
Cheju island. The lowest beds are Shinheung basalt and Byeoldobong tuff. Byeoldobong 
tuff has xenoliths of granite and phenocrystalline basalt. After the formation of these rocks, 
the Hwabukbong volcanism commenced. First of all this volcanism formed Biseokgeori 
hawaiite that has lots of kaersutite, a member of amphibole group, characteristically. Over this 
rock, Hwabukbong scoria cone was formed. The next Sarabong volcanism effused Keonipdong 
hawaiite that has lots of plagioclase and olivine phenocrysts and then Sarabong scoria cone 
was made up. Basalt xenolith in Byeoldobong tuff is different from Shinheungri basalt with 
regard to petrography, therefore this offers suggestion about existence of another basalt 
between basement and Shinheungri basalt. Granite xenolith derived from the basement of 
this area has features of the Jurassic granite in the Korea Peninsula, for example a lot of 
myrmekitic texture, microcline, and absolute age (172.4 Ma) by K-Ar method. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Morphology and petrology of Jisagae columnar joint on the Daepodong 
basalt in Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Koh, J-S., Yun, S-H. and Hong, H-C.
Year 2005
Source J. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 14, p. 212-225.
Abstract

This study has been designed to elucidate the morphology of Jisagae columnar joints and 
the petrography and petrochemistry of Daepodong basalt in Jeju Island, distributed along 
the 3.5 km-long coast from Seongcheonpo to Weolpyeongdong. Colonnade of the Jisagae 
columnar joint typically occurs within the upper part of a flow and consists of relatively 
well-formed basalt columns. Most columns are straight with parallel sides and diameters from 
100 cm to 205 cm, 130~139 cm in maximum. Length of the columns extends up to 20 m. 
Most columns tend to have 6 or 5 sides but sometimes they have as few as 3~4 or as 
many as 7 or 8 sides. The Daepodong basalt consists of plagioclase, olivine, orthopyroxene, 
clinopyroxene, ilmenite and magnetite. Plagioclase is labradorite, clinopyroxene is augite, 
orthopyroxene is bronzite and olivine is chrysolite and hyalosiderite. The Daepodong basalt 
shows porphyritic texture with matrix of mainly intersertal texture. The Daepodong basalt is 
plotted into alkali rock series on the TAS diagram. The tectonic setting of the Daepodong 
basalt represents within plate environment.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrology of the volcanic rocks in the Paekrogdam crater area, Mt. 
Halla, Jeju Island

Authors Koh, J.S., Yun, S.H. and Kang, S.S.
Year 2003
Source J. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 12, p. 1-15.
Abstract
 The Paekrogdam summit crater area, Mt. Halla. Jeju Island, Korea, composed of Paekrogdam 
trachyte, Paekrogdam trachybasalt, and Manseidongsan conglomerate in ascending order. Joint 
systems show concentric and radial patterns around the summit crate wall. The Paekrogdam 
crater is a summit crater lake which erupted the tuffs, scorias and lava flows of Paekrogdam 
trachybasalt after the emplacement of Paekrogdam trachyte dome. SiO2 contents of mafic 
and felsic lavas are respectively, 48.0∼53.7 wt.% and 60.7∼67.4 wt.%, reflecting bimodal 
volcanism. And lavas with SiO2 between 53.7 wt.% and 60.7 wt.% are not found. 
According to TAS diagram and K₂O-Na2O diagram, the volcanic rocks belong to the 
normal alkaline rock series of alkali basalt-trachybasalt-basaltic trachyandesite and trachyte 
association. Oxide vs. MgO diagrams represent that the mafic lavas fractionated with 
crystallization of olivine, clinopyroxene, magnetite and ilmenite and felsic trachyte of 
plagioclase and apatite. The characteristics of trace elements and REEs shows that primary 
magma for the trachybasalt magma would have been derived from partial melting of garnet 
peridotite mantle. In the discrimination diagrams, the volcanic rocks are plotted at the 
region of within plate basalt (WPB). 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Paleomagnetic study on the volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Jeju Island
Authors Min, K.D., Won, J.S. and Hwang, S.Y.
Year 1986
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 19, p. 153-163.
Abstract
 Palaeomagnetic and geological studies of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Jeju Island 
have been carried out to determine the position of virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP), and to 
estimate the geological sequence and their age. As a result of Palaeomagnetic studies, the 
reversal polarities are measured in the Sanbangsan trachyte and Hwasun formation, and the 
normal are the rest. In case of normal polarity, the mean values of declination and 
inclination are 2.3° and 48.4°, respectively, and the average value of VGP is 85.4° and 
79.9°W. The locations of VGP's are coincident with those obtained from world-wide 
Plio-Pleistocene rocks. 
 The Hwasun formation and Seongsan formation which have been known to be sedimented 
in the similar time in the 2nd-stage of volcanic eruption, possess reversal and normal 
polarities, respectively. This fact bring about the result that two formations should be separated 
in a sense of geological sequence. Consequently, the geological sequence of the 2nd-stage of 
volcanic eruption is Pyoseonri basalt-Seoguipo hawaiite-Hwasun formation-Seongsan 
formation-Jungmun hawaiite-Sanbangsan trachyte. 
 Referring to the palaeomagnetic studies and the previous and present geological studies, 
Seoguipo formation corresponds to the Gauss normal epoch, the 2nd-stage of volcanic 
eruption to Matuyama reversed epoch, and 3rd-, 4th-, and 5th-stage to Brunhes normal 
epoch. Therefore, the Seoguipo formation is mostly sedimented during late Pliocene and/or 
presumably extended to the early Pleistocene. The rocks of the 2nd- to 5th-stage are 
formed later than this. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title The petrology of volcanic rocks on the northeastern slope, Cheju Island
Authors Won, C.K., Kil, Y.W. and Lee, M.W.
Year 1998
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 19, p. 329-342.
Abstract

On the northeastern slope of Cheju Island, volcanic activity is divided to four stages of 
lava flows. The first stage flows exist below sea level, Second stage flows are divided to 
groups, one flows from high altitude (i.e. Hallasan Hawaiite: 0.52±0.03 Ma, Paeknoktam 
Hawaiite: 0.47±0.07 Ma), The other flows at low altitude and their vent is uncertain (i.e. 
Onpyeong-ri Alkali basalt: 0.67±0.03 Ma). The third stage (Yongnunie-orum Hawaiite: 0.176 
Ma, Jhabo-mi hawaiite: 0.12 Ma) and the fourth stage flows (Paeknoktam Trachyte 0.025 
Ma) are mostly from parasitic cone. Moreover, this area is divided HA(high altitude) and 
LA(low altitude) flows by topography and rock facies as sea level 500m, critical point. The 
volcanic rocks of this area are chemically plotted into alkali series and tholeiite series, and 
the former is classified into alkali basalt, hawaiite, mugearite and trachyte. The tectonic 
setting of these rocks characterizes to chemical composition of the within plate basalt and 
these rocks derived from same mantle material, garnet peridotite, as partial melting. Also 
the rocks are plotted in the alkali series (Na-series) by chemical data. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Geology of Hallasan (Mt. Halla), Jeju Island
Authors Yoon, S., Hyun, W.H. and Jung, C.Y.
Year 2005
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 41, p. 481-497.

Abstract
 The high edifice from 500 m to 1950 m in altitude in the central part of Jeju Island is 
defined as Hallasan (Mt. Halla). The geology of Hallasan is divided into Older cinder 
cones, Tamna Formation, Basaltic dyke complex, Younger cinder cones, Hallasan Basalt 
Group, and Baengnokdam Trachyte Group in ascending order. The Older cinder cones, such 
as Bangaoreum, Minoreum, are covered with the Tamna Formation, and the cinder cones 
which overlie the Tamna Formation are collectively called Younger cinder cones. The 
Tamna Formation, consisting mainly of fluvial conglomeratic sediments, constitutes the 
majority of Hallasan, and is presumed to be Middle Pleistocene in age. Numerous basaltic 
dykes, intruding into the Tamna Formation, are collectively called Basaltic dyke complex. They 
comprise dyke swarms and solitary dykes. The Hallasan Basalt Group, overlying the Tamna 
Formation, comprises five lavas: Baengnokdam Basalt Lava, Gwaneumsa Trachybasalt Lava, 
Seonjakjiwat Basaltic Trachyandesite Lava, Namseogyo Trachybasalt Lava and Bullaeoreum 
Lava. The Baengnokdam Trachyte Group is mainly exposed around the summit of Hallasan. 
The summit crater comprises two different rock constituents. The west wall is a trachyte 
dome, whereas the east wall consists of the Tamna Formation covered with Baengnokdam 
Basalt Lava. The summit crater is not an explosive crater but is a pit crater. Hallasan is 
not a stratovolcano but a dome-like uplifted edifice, that is, a giant cryptodome. The long 
and deep valleys developed in two directions on the northern slope and one direction on 
southern slope of Hallasan are interpreted as rift valleys formed by the doming of Hallasan. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Lavas in Gotjawal terrain, Jeju Island, Korea. No. 1. Jocheon-Hamdeok 
Gotjawal Terrain

Authors Song, S.T. and Yoon, S.
Year 2002
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 38, p. 377-389.

Abstract
 "Gotjawal" is a terrain which is covered by aa flow and is so permeable that rain water 
easily penetrates into groundwater. The term Gotjawal is adopted as an admistrative term for 
the development and preservation of groundwaters. Accordingly, the term "Gotjawal lava" is 
adopted in this study to designate aa rubble flow overlying the gotjawal terrain. Jocheon- 
Hamdeok Gotjawal Terrain is covered by three basaltic Gotjawal lavas: (1) Jocheon-Daeheul 
Gotjawal Lava extends 11 km with 2.3~4 km in width, (2) Hamdeok-Wasan Gotjawal Lava 
is 12.5 km long and 2~3 km wide, and (3) Seonheul Gotjawal Lava is 7 km long and 1~2 km 
wide. The textures of Gotjawal lavas can be divided into slabby-clinkery and clinkery-blocky 
types. The rubble size of Gotjawal lava is divided into large rubble(>256 mm), medium 
rubble(64~256 mm), small rubble(2~64 mm), and fine rubble(<2 mm). Seonheul Gotjawal 
Lava is made up of large and medium rubbles, while Jocheon-Daeheul and Hamdeok-Wasan 
Gotjawal lavas contain not only large and medium rubbles but also fine rubbles. The 
content of fine rubbles increases as approaching towards the distal type. The fine rubbles 
might have been formed by millstone effect of moving lava slabs.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Hydrogeochemical characteristics of spring water in Halla Mountain 
region, Cheju Island

Authors Youn, J-S. and Park, S-W.
Year 2000
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 21, p. 81-92.
Abstract
 The purpose of this study is to elucidate the characteristic of this study is of altitudinal 
variation of water quality for nine representative springs in the Halla mountain region. The 
evolutional processes of the spring water also have been studied. Results of hydrogeochemical 
analyses show that Gwaneumsa spring is very high in pH. The spring waters from Yungsil, 
Namguksunwon, Sungpanark, Oremok and Gwaneumsa which springs situated lower than 
100m in altitude are relatively high concentration chloride, sulphate, nitrate and sodium 
ions, indicating that they are affected by surrounding pollution sources. 
 The concentrations of bicarbonate, sulphate and hydrogen ions in spring waters increase 
when the precipitation increases, whereas the concentrations of nitrate nitrogen, chloride and 
calcium ions decrease with in creasing amounts of precipitation. The magnesium, sodium 
and electrical conductivity are nearly independent of the precipitation. The spring waters in 
the Halla mountain region belong to the groups of sodium or potassium type and bicabonate 
type, except the Baegrogdam and Wiseorm spring water. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Hydrogeochemistry and isotope composition of springs in the southern 
and northern sides of Mt. Halla, Jeju Island.

Authors
Lee, K-S., Park, W-B., Hyun, S-G., Kim, Y., Moon, D-C. and Kim, 
K-Y.

Year 2004
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 40, p. 41-52.
Abstract
 A total of 23 springs distributed in the southern and northern sides of Mt. Halla in Jeju 
Island were seasonally sampled and analyzed for their major ion chemistry and oxygen and 
hydrogen isotope compositions to investigate their hydrogeochemical and isotopic characteristics. 
Dissolved ion concentrations of the south-side springs slightly increase with decreasing 
altitude. This indicates that dissolved ion concentrations of groundwater recharged at higher 
altitudes increase by water-rock interaction during the down gradient migration of 
groundwater through highly permeable volcanic aquifer. Dissolved ion concentrations of the 
north-side springs also slightly increase with decreasing altitude, but dramatically increase at 
∼300 m.a.s.l. This may indicate a sudden input of contaminants to the north-side groundwater 
system around ∼300 m.a.s.l. Springs located in areas above ∼300 m.a.s.l. have very low 
concentrations of dissolved ions, showing little seasonal variations. Whereas north-side 
springs located in areas below ∼300 m.a.s.l. show a seasonal variation in the concentration 
of dissolved ions. Seasonal variation of oxygen isotope compositions of springs is ∼3‰ 

for high-altitude springs (∼1700 m.a.s.l.) and is ∼2‰ near shore, indicating an attenuation 
of the variation through mixing with other groundwater bodies during migration.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
The temporal and spatial distribution of stable isotope compositions of 
precipitation in Jeju Island: application to groundwater recharge study

Authors Lee, K-S., Koh, D-C., Lee, D. and Park, W-B.
Year 2002
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 38, p. 151-161.

Abstract
 In other to monitor spacial and temporal distribution of isotope composition of precipitation 
and to examine its applicability to groundwater recharge study, a network of 8 precipitation 
collectors was emplaced in the southern and northern sides of Mt. Hala in Jeju Island, and 
precipitation samples were collected monthly for a 1-year period (September 2000∼August 
2001). During the study period, the amount of precipitation in southern side was about 37% 
higher than that in northern side. Overall, the oxygen isotopic composition of precipitation did 
not correlate with surface air temperature. However, the amount effect was clearly observed in 
summer rains. In both side, oxygen isotopic compositions decreased with increasing altitude, 
showing altitude effect. On the basis of monthly weighted means of precipitation, north-side 
samples were isotopically more depleted in 18O(about 0.5‰) than south-side samples, probably 
resulting from a rain shadow effect. It is believed that the more depleted isotopic 
compositions of north-side groundwaters relative to those at corresponding elevations in other 
sides are not the result of relatively fast rate of groundwater flow in north-side, as have 
interpreted by previous authors. We consider that this isotopic difference is the cause of direct 
reflection of the original isotopic composition of precipitation recharged to groundwater.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Quaternary tectonic movement on Cheju Island
Authors Hwang, J.H., Lee, B.J. and Song, K.Y.
Year 1994
Source Econ. Environ. Geol., v. 27, p. 209-212.
Abstract

Cheju Island was formed by volcanic activity probably related to the inferred geodynamics 
in the early Quaternary times. Paleostress analysis, in spite of a few fault slip data 
collected near Sanbangsan trachyte dome(dated 0.87Ma)represents an extensional tectonic 
event with the direction ENE-WSW and ENE-WSW. Especially the extensional event with 
the direction ENE-WSW affected the whole Cheju area during the most recent time. 
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Literature type Thesis

Title
A comparative study of the northern and southern slopes of the Jeju 
Island

Authors Kang, S.B.
Year 1979
Source MSc Thesis, Keonkuk University, Seoul, 43p.
Abstract

Jeju Island is a big volcanic island which has begun to form by the volcanic activities 
from the Pliocene to Quaternary in the geologic age. The main factors of the landform in 
the Island are composed of more 79 times of the lava eruption, patterns of volcanic 
activities by the pyroclastic eruption, the differential erosion being caused by the dissimilarity 
of the rocks, and the fluvial and the marine erosion carrying with the formation period 
and the upheaval. The initial form of this island is an Aspite whose top is Mt. Halla, but 
near the top of Mt. Halla is like a Tholoide. There are about 400 parasitic cones on the 
island. The river system of this island has a radial pattern according the shield-shaped 
landform whose top is Mt. Halla. The geomorphic cycle of this island is a stage of youth. 
According to the geological and geomorphic observation, the comparative analysis of the 
both slopes, northern and southern, come to the conclusions as follows:1. The precipitation, 
the difference in amounts of upheaval, and the dissimilarity of the rocks on the both 
slopes are main factors which bring the differential landforms of them.2. The southern 
slope operated more erosion than the northern under the influence of differential 
precipitations. The gap between both slopes in the precipitations is 346.4mm per a year on 
the average in these 16 years.3. The trachytes and trachy-andesite distributed on the 
southern slope are more weak than basalts on the northern slope, relatively against 
erosion.4. In the island, the ratio of upheaval is more than ratio of erosion. On the eastern 
slope trace of marine erosion found at altitude as far as 70 m, but on the southern slope 
even 180 m. So that the amount of uplift on the southern slope is larger than on the 
northern slope. The quantitative difference of the geomorphic analysis on the both slopes 
are as follows: 1. Regarding the coastal sand dune, on the northern slope it is much more 
than on the southern slope.2. About the curvature, the amounts of erosion, and the order 
of river, the southern slope larger and more well developed than the northern. 
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Literature type Thesis

Title
Characteristics of the groundwater and hydrogeologic implications of the 
Seoguipo Formation in Cheju Island

Authors Koh, G.W.
Year 1997
Source Ph.D. Thesis, Pusan National University, Pusan, 326 pp.
Abstract

This study deals with the surface geologic structure of Cheju Island with the reference of 
the Seoguipo Formation and its implications to the characteristics of the ground water of 
the island. 
The basement rocks composed of volcaniclastics rocks and granite are distributed about 

155-312 m deep below sea level. The radiometric age of the granite is 58.12 Ma corresponding 
to the Late Paleocene. The unconsolidated U Formation, which is, overlying the basement and 
about 70-250 m thickness, underlies the whole island.
The Seoguipo Formation occurs only in a small exposure along the coast of the Seoguipo 

city, but in the subsurface, underlies the west part of the Bugchon-Pyoseon Line in the 
northeastern part of the island. The Bugchon-Pyoseon Line is presumed to be a facies 
boundary that reflects the distribution of hyaloclastites resulted from submarine volcanic 
activity. The Seoguipo Formation is distribution distributed in the surface along the part which 
is lower than 400 m in average altitude, and occurs at El. -5.76~-46.63 m in the southern 
area, El. -41.89~57.97 m in the western area, El. -13.15~-50.59 m in the northern area. 
Therefore, the southern area was uplifted after the deposition of the Seoguipo Formation.
In the subsurface, the vertical depth of the volcanic rocks of the Cheju Volcanic Edifice 

is El. -40.6 m in the southern area, El. -111.3 m in the western area, El. -81.5 m in the 
northern area, El. -134.7 m in the eastern area. The volcanic rocks comprise 2~16 eruption 
units and 5~60 flow units.
There is a positive correlation between the groundwater level and depth of the subsurface 

distribution of the Seoguipo Formation. In the western part of the Bugchon-Pyoseon Line, 
where the Seoguipo Formations distributed, the vertical change of the electric conductivity 
does not occur with depth that is deeper than the G-H ratio, but in the eastern part of the 
Bugchon-Pyoseon Line, where the Seoguipo Formations not distributed, the upper transitional 
zone conformed that the subsurface distribution of the Seoguipo Formation plays important 
role for controlling the characteristics of the reservoir of the groundwater in Cheju Island.
The groundwater of Cheju Island is classified according to the fluctuation types and fluctuation 

into 3 types: precipitation-controlling type (southern area), tidal current-controlling type (eastern 
area) and mixed type (western and northern area).
 In the Gujwa-Seongsan area, the eastern part of the island, higher the groundwater 

becomes in Cl and Na composition, where deeper the wells are in drilling depth, but in the
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western area, higher the groundwater becomes in anion and cation composition, where 
shallower the wells are in drilling depth. However, in both the eastern and western areas, 
anion and cation in the groundwater decreases toward the inland area from the coastal 
area. This phenomenon suggests that the groundwater in the inland area is more fresh and 
younger relatively than that in the coastal area.
In the eastern area of the Cheju Island, the upper transitional zone of fresh and salty 

water was formed in the depth which is much shallow than the G-H ratio when the island 
was formed, and so, the wells in the coastal area has been drilled deeper than the depth 
of the upper transitional zone and higher saline groundwater is pumped up.
The groundwater in Cheju Island is, on the basis of the hydrogeological structure, 

classified into the high-level groundwater, basal groundwater, upper parabasal groundwater, 
lower parabasal groundwater and basement groundwater. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Investigation of subsurface structure of Cheju Island by gravity and 
magnetic methods

Authors Kwon, B-D., Lee, H-S., Jung, G-G. and Chung, S-W.
Year 1995
Source Econ. Environ. Geol., v. 28, p. 395-404.
Abstract

The geologic structure of the Cheju volcanic island has been investigated by analyzing the 
gravity and magnetic data. Bouguer gravity map shows apparent circular low anomalies at 
the central volcanic edifice, and the maximum difference of the anomaly values on the 
island appears to be 30 mgal. The subsurface structure of the island is modeled by 
three-dimensional depth inversion of gravity data by assuming the model consists of a 
stacked grid of rectangular prisms of volcanic rocks bounded below by basement rock. The 
gravity modeling reveals that the interface between upper volcanic rocks and underlying 
basement warps downward under Mt. Halla with the maximum depth of 5 km. 
Magnetic data involve aeromagnetic and surface magnetic survey data. Both magnetic 

anomaly maps show characteristic features which resemble the typical pattern of total 
magnetic anomalies caused by a magnetic body magnetized in the direction of the 
geomagnetic field in the middle latitude region, though details of two maps are somewhat 
different. The reduced-to-pole magnetic anomaly maps reveal that main magnetic sources in 
the island are rift zones and the Halla volcanic edifice. The apparent magnetic boundaries 
in furred by the method of Cordell and Grauch(1985) are relatively well matched with 
known geologic boundaries such as that of Pyosunri basalt and Sihungri basalt which form 
the latest erupted masses. Inversion of aeromagnetic data was conducted with two variables: 
depth and susceptibility. The inversion results show high susceptibility bodies in rift zones 
along the long axis of the island, and at the central volcano. Depths to the basement are 
1.5~3 km under the major axis, 1~1.5 km under the lava plateau and culminates at about 5 
km under Mt. Halla. The prominent anomalies showing N-S trending appear in the eastern 
part of both gravity and magnetic maps. It is speculated that this trend may be associated 
with an undefined fault developed across the rift zones. 
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Literature type Report
Title Quaternary geology of the Jeju Island
Authors Lee, D.Y., Yun, S.K., Kim, J.Y. and Kim, Y.J.
Year 1988
Source KR-87-29, Korea Institute of Energy and Resources, p. 233-278.
Abstract

Jeju Island is entirely composed of volcanic rocks, intercalating locally with several 
different types of pyroclastic sediments. The low area up to an altitude of about 200m is 
rather flat and broadly extents in the eastern and western parts of the island, but isolated 
cinder cones and densely populated in these regions. Toward the mid of the island, the slope 
increases stepwise, because of many fissure eruptions along the flank, until the highest 
summit 1950m ms 1 where crater is located just at the geological contact of basalt with 
trachyte. Major eruptions occurred during the Middle Pleistocene, but creation of the island 
began possibly older than Middle Pleistocene. The last eruptions are known on the 
historical record at 1002, 1007, 1455 and 1670 AD. 

Based on the geological, geomorphological observations in the field and K-Ar, palaeomagnetic 
datings, volcanic episodes of Jeju Island are subdivided mainly into 3 different stages of 
trachyte extrusion, each stage following to basalt plateau. The oldest age of basalt indicates 
1.2 my, by means of K-Ar dating on the samples taken at pyroclastic sediments of Yongduam 
near Sanbangsan. This age may coincide with the basalts outcropping under the present 
sea-level. The Sanbangsan Trachyteyields an age of 0.78 my negative polarity. The basalts of 
the 2nd stage outcropping near the present coast are dated at around 0.60 my, which followed 
by formation of shallow marine and fluviatile sediments (Seoguipo Formation). The Seoguipo 
Formation is overlain by Trachyandesite dated at 0.41 my, with positive polarity. The 
summit of Hanla Mt. consists of Trachyte in the west and basalts in the eastern part, 
formed at about 0.16 my. Fissure eruptions along the Hanla mountain flanks created many 
isolated cinder cones or colees topographic types with lava flows, some of which can be 
followed up to the present coastal area. Their ages range from about 100,000 yr up to the 
historical period. The sediments outcropping along the Sinyang beach are considered to be a 
kind of beach rock formed at the Last Interglacial period based on the topographic location 
of the outcrops. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Petrology and geochemistry of Jeju volcanic Island, Korea
Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1982
Source Science Reports of the Tohoku University, v. 15, p. 177-256.
Abstract
 Jeju Island belong to the Circum Japan Sea Alkali Rock Province. Its shape is an ellipse 
with size 80´40km2, and it is characterized by a symmetrical form whose peak is Mt. 
Halla(1950m). The island is a shield volcano formed by central eruptions near the summit 
of Mt. Halla. Eruptions occurred during Upper voluminous, thick basaltic lava flows, and 
accompanied with less abundant pyroclastic rock. Hyaloclastite also occurs in small amount 
on costal line. 
 On the basis of topographical and geological evidence, the volcanism can be classified 
into three cycles the Lava plateau cycle, Halla shield volcano cycle and Scoria come cycle. 
Both the Lava plateau and the Halla shield volcano cycle and form a continuous series of 
the alkali basalt-trachyte and of the hawaiite trachyte associations, respectively. The rocks 
form the two cycles are different from each other in the texture and constituent minerals. 
The main constituent mineral of these rocks are plagioclase, olivine, augite, ferrosalite, 
anorthclase and magnetite, and minor constituent minerals are ilmenite, apatite, hedenbergite 
and kaersutite. The olivine, pyroxene, feldspar, magnetite and ilmenite have been analyzed 
by EPMA. The olivine composition covers a wide range from Fo 81 in the core of 
phenocrysts in basalts to Fo 4 in the groundmass of trachytes. The olivine composition 
increases in Fe gradually from basalt or hawaiite to trachytes. From the composition of all the 
clinopyroxene, two trends are observed; one trend goes from salite (augite) to ferrrosalite, and 
the other one from augite through aferroaugite to hedenbergite. The plagioclase phenocrysts of 
each rock type show a restricate range in albite composition and are usually more calcic than 
those of their associated groundmass plagioclase. The phenocryst and groundmass plagioclase 
compositions become more sodic from alkali basalt through hawaiite and mugearite to 
trachyte. The ulvospinel content of the titanomagnetite ranges from 0.64 and the R2O3 
content of the ilmenites from 0.04 to 0.05 mole percent. Coexisting titanomagnetites and 
ilmenites indicate consolidation temperatures from 1020°C to 850°C and oxygen fugacites 
between to 10-14.3atmospheres. 
 Chemical analyses of 63 volcanic rocks from the Lava plateau and Halla shield volcano 
cycles are given. Rocks of both cycles show a differentiation trends from nepheline-normative 
composition to quartz-normative composition to quartz-normative composition. These rocks can 
be classified into alkali basalt, hawaiite, mugearite and trachyte using the Solidification Index, 
main constituent minerals and their composition; alkali basalt ranges in SI from 42 to 35, 
hawaiite 35 to 15, mugearite 15 to 10, and trachyte 10 to 0.9. K2O-Na2O ratio of the basic rocks 
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 is between 1:3 to 1:2, except for a few specimens, and that of intermediate and acidic 
rocks is between 1:2 to 1:1. Normative plagioclase falls in the field of the sodic series. The 
A-F-M diagram shows an iron enrichment trend. Intermediate lavas have higher total iron 
contents than alkali rocks in other areas such as Gough, Iki and Dogo. 
 Analyses of 13 trace elements were obtained from representative variety of rocks. The 
trace-element composition of the whole rocks change characteristically from alkali basalt 
through hawaiite and mugearite to trachyte. In plots of various elements with K2O, Ni, Cr, 
Co and Sc are concave upward with increasing K2O. The distribution of V and F curve 
against K2O have a good correlation with the TiO2 and P2O5 throughout the series. The 
concentration of Ba, Y, Zr, Nb and Ca increase steadily through the series with increasing 
K2O. The observed trends are consistent with removal of Ni, Cr, Co, Sc, F and V into the 
fractionating mineral; olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase magnetite, ilmenite and apatite; and Ba, Rb, 
Zr, Y, Nb and Ce are concentrated in the residual magma with progressing fractionation. 
All of the trends are consistent with the major element data and petrographically observed 
crystallization sequences of minerals. The liquid line of descent tests are calculated by 
using the least squares computer program. The Sr, Zr, Rb, Nb, Ce and Y show a relative 
good agreement between calculated and observed distribution, while the Ni, Cr, Co, Sc and 
V do not so. 
 The island is geologically situated in the stable continental margin, and is landscape is 
topographically very monotonous in spite of voluminous basaltic lavas. The Sr87/Sr86 ratios 
from the island remain constant with 0.704-0.705 represents a hot spot independent of 
island arc regime. 
 Major and trace elements vary systematically throughout the series, as do mineral composition, 
and geochemical modelling indicates that the compositional variations observed in the 
differentiated lavas can be ascribed to extensive fractional crystallization of a parental alkali 
olivine basalt magma. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Stratigraphy and petrology of volcanic rocks in southern Cheju Island, 
Korea

Authors Lee, M.W., Won, C.K., Lee, D.Y., Park, G.H. and Kim, M.S.
Year 1994
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 30, p. 521-541.
Abstract
  The purpose of this study is to determine the petrography, geochemistry and stratigraphy 

of volcanic rock in the mid mountain to coastal line (Sancangsan - Seoguipo - Beongak - 
Sioreom), southern Cheju Island. The area is composed of lava flow during about 0.9 M to 
0.035 Ma. The volcanic rocks are divided onto aphyric and porphyric lava on the basis of 
modal composition. These rocks geochemically belong to alkaline rock series, which show 
an similar differentiation trends of Hawaiian alkali rock series. On the basis of variation 
diagram of major, trace and rare earth elements, the various lavas in chemical properties 
show products of fractional crystallization from a parental alkaline olivine basalt magma. 
Especially, the volcanic rocks in the Kangheongri and Beobjeongri area, showing orderly 
stratigraphy from hawaiite, mugearite, benmorite to trachyte, is differentiated from cognate 
magma. These rocks are plotted in the HPK field (Park and Kwon, 1993). The Seoguipo 
Formation is discontinuously distributed in +140 m to -25 at sea level based on coring 
core and field investigation. This study area may be a place located proto-Cheju Island 
which is formed by the 1st stage volcanic activity. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Petrology of mafic inclusion in Jeju volcanic rocks
Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1984
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 20, p. 306-313.
Abstract
 Mafic inclusions, which belong to the Dunite-Wehrlite-Gabbro series, occur in Jeju volcanic 
rocks. New analyses are presented for 3 host alkali basalts, 13 olivines, 12 clinopyroxenes, 
and 8 orthopryroxenes. It is an attempt to compare the mafic inclusions with the Lherzolite 
originated from mantle material from other region. There region. There are conspicuous 
chemical differences between them in composition. The former have lower MgO, Al2O3 and 
NiO than the latter in olivines and pyroxenes. The mafic inclusions show cumulative texture 
and heterogeneous in their modal composition. 
The above evidences support that this series has been produced as cumulus phases from 
alkali olivine basalt magma in the lower part of the crust or the top of the mantle. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Volcanic rocks in Cheju Island
Authors Lee, S.M.
Year 1966
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 2, p. 1-7.
Abstract
 Cheju Island, which lies at about 90km south of the Korean Peninsula, is made up mostly 
of basalt, andesite, trachyandesite. In spite of much has been written as to the petrography 
of the lavas in the Pacific Ocean, only few of the lavas in its marginal islands were 
recorded. Hence, it is proposed here to describe briefly the petrography of the lavas in  
Cheju Island.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Subsurface stratigraphy of Jeju Island
Authors Oh, J., Yi, S., Yoon, S., Koh, G-W., Yun, H. and Lee, J-D.
Year 2000
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 36, p. 181-194.

Abstract
 Based on the previous multi-disciplinary data, we characterize the subsurface stratigraphy 
of Jeju Island. Key effort is the stratigraphic correlation among the lithostratighaphic, 
biostratighaphic, magnetostratigraphic results from the deep (<~400m) drill holes all over Jeju 
Island and the seismic stratigraphic results from the shallow marine reflection profiles near 
Jeju Island. According to the drilling data, the casement consists of Cretaceous~Paleogene 
granite and age-unknown crystalline volcaniclastics and is overlain by the U Formation having 
uncemented sediment with the thickness of 70~250m. The overlying average 100-m-thick 
semi-consolidated or consolidated strata are correlated with the Seoguipo Formation exposed 
along the southern coast of Jeju Island, which is proved by the calcareous macro-and 
microfossils studies. From the biostratigraphic and paleomagnetic analysis for the same 
samples, we determine that the age of the Seoguipo is 1.95~0.78 Ma. Strata of the 
Seoguipo Formations are interpreted to be linked to nearby offshore sediments with the 
corresponding seismic depositional facies. Consequently, the correlation results of this study 
can be applied to solve the controversial interpretations about the stratigraphic relationships 
between the exposed and subsurface Seoguipo Formation as well as between the U and 
Sehwari formations. We propose an erosional effect by the sea-level fluctuations during the 
creation of Jeju volcanic Island as a possible cause of "the Bukchon-Pyoseon Line." To the 
east of this line, the Seoguipo does not exist in the subsurface. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemical evolution of the Cheju volcanic island: Petrography and 
major element chemistry for stratigraphically-controlled lavas from the 
northern part of Cheju Island

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1993
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 29, p. 39-60.
Abstract
 We report petrography and major element chemistry for the stratigraphically-controlled lava 
flow from the northern part of Cheju Island to study evolutionary processes of volcanism 
in Cheju Island. Most analyzed samples have vesicles and are Porphyritic (plagioclase + 
olivine + clinopyroxene). These rocks are mostly hawaiite and mugearites and include 
minor alkali basalts, benmorites and trachytes. However, no primitive basalts were observed. 
A general stratigraphic sequence of hawaiite-mugearite-hawaiite-trachyte-mugearite can be 
distinguished from the sea level to the top, which suggests diversity of magma generation 
in the mantle and of differentiation in the crust. The studied rocks can be divided into 
high P2O5/K2O(HPK) group and low P2O5/K2O(LPK) group in a P2O5-K2O diagram. Each 
shows distinct major element variation trend. For given MgO contents, the HPK group 
rocks tend to have higher CaO, FeO, TiO2, P2O5, but lower SiO2, Na2O, K2O contents than 
the LPK rocks. Major element variations suggest that low-MgO phases like plagioclase and 
titanmagnetite were important during the differentiation of the HPK group, while high-MgO 
phases like olivine and clinopyroxene were important for LPK group. The major element 
data plot close to the intermediate pressure (8~30 kb) cotectic curve in Sack et al. (1987) `s 
olivine- clinopyroxene-nepheline projection diagram. In detail, the LPK group rocks plot 
closer to the cotectic curve than the HPK group, which, along with major fractionating 
phases for the two group, suggest that the LPK group might have differentiated at higher 
pressure than the HPK group. Among several possibilities, the difference in P2O5/K2O ratio 
between the two groups is believed to have come from different degrees of partial melting 
in the common mantle source, or from chemical heterogeneity in the mantle related to 
metasomatism, but not from processes in the crust, such as apatite fraction or crustal 
contamination. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemical evolution of the Cheju volcanic island (II): Trace element 
chemistry of volcanic rocks from the northern part of Cheju Island

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1993
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 29, p. 477-492.
Abstract
 We present trace element chemistry of the stratigraphically-controlled lavas from the 
northern part of Cheju island to define chemical characteristics, and to understand magma 
genesis in the mantle source. Previously, Park and Kwon (1993) reported that the studied 
rocks could be divided into high (HPK) and low (LPK) P2O5/K2O groups in a P2O5-K2O 
diagram. Covariation between Nb and K shows limited mobility of K (Rb) during subaerial 
weathering, which validates division of the rocks in the study area on the basis of 
P2O5/K2O ratio. In MgO variation diagrams, each group shows different paths of trace 
element variations consistent with those of major element, implying that each group might 
have originated from different parental magmas. Both LPK and HPK groups have similar 
abundance ratios among K, Rb, Ba, La, Ce, Zr and Nb, indicating a similar source for 
both. However, the two groups show different ratios (e.g., Nb/Y, La/Yb, Zr/Y etc.) between 
the above incompatible elements and those Which have affinity for garnet (e.g., P, T, and 
Yb). These trace element characteristics were probably resulted from different degrees of 
partial melting in the garnet peridotite source mantle; i.e., higher degree of partial melting 
for the HPK group than the LPK, although other possibilities can be considered. These 
results agree well with our previous conclusions based on P2O5/K2O ratio. In Ba/Nb-La/Nb 
and Zr/Nb-Ba/Nb diagrams of le Roex (1986), Cheju volcanic rocks plot on the Dupal-type 
oceanic island basalt field.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Differentiation of the volcanic rocks from northern Cheju Island: Mass 
balance evaluation

Authors Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1995
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 31, p. 151-161.
Abstract
 The volcanic rocks of northern Cheju Island consist of two groups (the HPK and LPK 
groups on the basis of P2O5/K2O) of alkali basalt, hawaiite and mugearite, and trachyte 
whose genetic connection with less differentiated rocks is not certain (park and Kwon, 
1993a). We applied mass balance calculation in order to test fractional crystallization model 
quantitatively. The overall results or the calculations between representative rock types 
suggest that the differentiation of volcanic rocks in this area can be explained by fractional 
crystallization of the observed phenocryst phases such as olivine, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, 
titanomagnetite and apatite, Hawaiite and mugea-rite are produced by about 40% and 59% 
fractionation respectively from parental alkali basalt for the LPK group, while 33% and 
45% for the HPK group, Although trachyte can be formed by 45% fractionation from the 
two groups of mugearite, a better fit for the HPK mugearite suggests trachyte in this area 
being related to the HPK group. Among the fractionating gases, clinopyroxene and 
plagioclase are dominant (a total of about 75%). while olivine and titanomagnetite are 
minor (about 25%). Clinopyroxene/plagioclase of fractionating phases decreases distinctly 
during differentiation from alkali basalt to trachyte, implying that the more evolved rocks might 
be formed by lower pressure fractionation. It disagrees partially with our previous interpretation 
that all the rocks are product of similar depth based on clinopyroxene-olivine-nepheline 
projection diagram and Al composition of clinopyroxene phenocrysts (Park and Kwon, 1993a 
and c.) This problem needs to be solved by independent evidences. The Cheju volcanic rocks 
in general show a relative scarcity in SiO2 55~59 wt% range, suggesting a Daly gap. Mass 
balance calculations indicate that the phenomenon can be explained by a sudden increase in 
SiO2 content due to crystallization of non-silicate phases such as titanomagnetite and apatite 
during the differentiation from mugearite to trachyte. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrography and mineral chemistry of trachytes in Cheju volcanic island, 
Korea

Authors Chang, K-H., Park, J-B. and Kwon, S-T.
Year 1999
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 35, p. 15-34.

Abstract
We report distribution, petrography and mineral chemistry of trachytes in Cheju Island and 

discuss their crystallization condition. The trachytes in Cheju Island can be divided into the 
older Sanbangsan trachyte group (STG) in the southern area and the younger Paeknokdam 
trachyte group (PTG) in the central and northern areas. Petrography, STG is aphyric to 
slightly porphyritic and has antirapakivi texture of feldspars, where plagioclase is rimmed 
by alkali feldspar. On the other hand, PTG with characteristic kaersutite is porphyritic and 
show cotectic relationship between feldspars, where two feldspars coexist as discrete crystals. 
The two groups show compositional differences in major minerals. Olivines in STG (Fo32-11) 
have lower Fo but higher MnO contents than those on PTG (Fo53-11). Clinopyroxenes in 
STG are mainly diopside with minor augite and hedenbergite, while those in PTG are augite 
and hedenbergite. Plagioclases and alkali feldspars in PTG (An49-28 and Or39-18) show 
less compositional variations than those in STG (An57-16 and Or51-11), suggesting that 
feldspars of PTG might have crystallized under more stable condition. Tiranomagnetites in 
STG(Usp 57-49) have lower ulvospinel composition than those in PTG(Usp66-67).From 
feldspar geobarometry and stability field of kaersutite, we interpret that the magma of STG 
experienced crystallization at shallow level (less than 3.5 Kb) or perhaps during rapid 
cooling near surface, whereas PTG experienced crystallization at deeper level (above 5 Kb). 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrochemical classification of the Quaternary volcanic rocks in Cheju 
Island, Korea

Authors Park, J-B., Park, K-H., Cho, D-L. and Koh, G.W.
Year 1999
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 35, p. 253-264.
Abstract
 This study discusses the classification of the Quaternary volcanic rocks in Cheju Island 
from the reported303 whole-rock major element chemical data. The volcanic rocks consist 
of alkaline and sub alkaline rocks. The basaltic rocks can be divided into alkali basalt, 
transitional basalt and tholeiite (tholeiitic basalt) on the basis of TAS classification scheme 
but the petrographical study for transitional basalt and tholeiite should be performed future. 
We suggest the usage of root name after Le Bas et al (1986) at TAS classification 
diagram as a nomenclature scheme for the alkaline volcanic rocks in Cheju Island because 
the composition of rocks shows the unique transitional characteristic between Na-and 
K-series. On the other hand, most of subalkaline rocks in Cheju Island belong to tholeiitic 
andesites with SiO2 52-54 wt. %, which have within plate oceanic island volcanic rock 
signatures. 
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Literature type Thesis
Title Geochemical evolution of the Cheju Volcanic Island, Korea
Authors Park, J.B.
Year 1994
Source Ph.D. Thesis, Yonsei University, Seoul, 303 pp.

Abstract
 This study reports petrography and chemical characteristics of whole rock and mineral for the 
stratigraphically-controlled lava flows in order to understand the evolutionary process of volcanism 
in the Cheju Island.
 Samples used in this study are from two gulches (Kwangryeong and Suak) and two trails 
(Aerimok-Yongsil and donnaeko), and four boring sites (Oedodong, Yonghungdong, Seongupri and 
Ishidol). 
 Most analyzed samples are porphyritic or aphyric and belong to sodic alkaline rocks. They are 
mostly hawaiites and mugearites and include minor alkali basalts, benmorites and trachytes. No 
primitive basalts were observed. Several tholeiites are observed in the eastern and western parts 
of Cheju Island.
 Excluding trachytes, the lavas can be divided into high P2O5/K2O(HPK; P2O5/K2O>0.3) and 
low P2O5/K2O (LPK; P2O5/K2O>0.3). For given MgO contents, the HPK group tend to have 
higher CaO, FeOt, TiO2, P2O5, but lower SiO2, Na2O, K2O contents than the LPK group. 
Differences in major element variations suggest that low-MgO phases like plagioclase was 
important during the differentiation of HPK group, while high-MgO phases such as olivine and 
clinopyroxene for LPK group These differences, along with Al /Al ratios of clinopyroxenes 
imply that the LPK group might have fractionated at higher pressure than the HPK group. 
Each group shows distinct trace element variations consistent with major element.
 Although both LPK and HPK groups have similar abundance ratios among incompatible 
element such as K, Rb, Ba, La, Ce, Zr and Nb, the two groups show different ratios (e.g., 
Y/Nb, Yb/La and Y/Zr etc.) between the above elements and those which have affinity for 
garnet (e.g., Y, Yb and P), suggesting that the two groups formed from different degrees of 
partial melting of the garnet peridotite source mantle, but not of spinel peridotite. Tholeiites 
have lower TiO2, P2O5, K2O and other incompatible elements contents, but higher ratios of Y, 
Yb and P to LIL elements than alkaline rocks.
 The difference in P2O5/K2O ratio between the two groups of alkaline rocks cannot be explained 
by weathering or the processes in the crust such as apatite fractionation or contamination of 
Cretaceous basement rocks. Model calculations using the P2O5/K2O and Y/Nb ratios suggest that 
the degree of partial melting of a homogeneous source with primitive mantle composition ranges 
from 1-2.5% for LPK through 2.5-5% for HPK to 5-10% for tholeiite. However, other 
possibilities such as vertical heterogeneity in the mantle or chemically heterogeneity in the mantle 
by metasomatism cannot be excluded.
 Geochemical characteristics of the volcanic rocks suggest that the Cheju Island was the 
product of plume-related hotspot magmatism. In Ba/Nb-La/Nb and Zr/Nb-Ba/Nb diagrams of 
LeRoex (1986), the Cheju volcanic rocks plot in the Dupal-type oceanic island basalt field. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Early-stage volcanism and sedimentation of Jeju Island revealed by the 
Sagye borehole, SW Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Park, K.H.
Year 2004
Source Geosciences Journal, v. 8, p. 73-84.
Abstract

 Jeju Island comprises extensive lava flows and hundreds of monogenetic volcanic cones 
with rare and thin sedimentary deposits. However, a number of boreholes reveal that the 
lavas are only 50 to 120 m thick along the coastal regions and are underlain by a 100 
m-thick volcaniclastic sedimentary formation, which is correlative with the Seoguipo 
Formation. Detailed examination of the subsurface Seoguipo Formation, as recovered from the 
Sagye borehole in the southwestern part of the island, reveals that the formation consists of 
primary hydrovolcanic facies (massive or inclined stratified lapilli tuff) emplaced by Surtseyan 
fallouts and debris flows in subaerial or subaqueous settings and reworked hydrovolcanic 
facies (stratified, massive, or normally graded pebble conglomerate and sandstone) and 
nonvolcanic facies (homogeneous or laminated mudstone) that were deposited in subaerial to 
submarine (nearshore to offshore) settings. The predominance of volcaniclastic deposits in the 
formation demonstrates that the early stage of Jeju volcanism was characterized by repetitive 
hydrovolcanic activity probably because of an abundance of external water for hydroexplosion. 
 The Seoguipo Formation is envisaged to consist of multiple, superposed hydromagmatic 
volcanoes with intervening, marine or nonmarine sedimentary sequences. This finding warrants 
redefinition of the Seoguipo Formation as a sedimentary succession, above the U Formation, 
composed of fossil-barren and fossiliferous, subaerial and subaqueous, volcaniclastic and 
nonvolcanic sedimentary deposits beneath the plateau-forming lavas.
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Literature type Proceeding Paper
Title Early-stage volcanism and sedimentation of Jeju Island.
Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 2004

Source

In: Y.S. Lee et al. (Editors), Cenozoic Stratigraphy and Tectonics of 
Korea. The 3rd and 4th Symposiums on the Geology of Korea, Special 
Publication No. 2. Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, 
Daejon, pp. 131-150.

Abstract
 Jeju Island is characterized by extensive basaltic lava flows and hundreds of scoria cones 
and hydrovolcanic cones. Sedimentary formations are rare and thin. A number of holes 
reveal, however, that the lavas are present only above 50 to 120 m below present sea 
level, and are underlain by ca. 100 m-thick volcaniclastic sequences of hydrovolcanic 
origin. The volcaniclastic sequences consist of alternations of lapilli tuff and tuff emplaced 
by pyroclastic surges and fallouts in subaerial settings and reworked basaltic conglomerates 
and sandstones. The reworked deposits can be further divided into subaerial and submarine 
varieties based on a number of sedimentary characteristics and the presence or absence of 
marine fossils and paleosols. The volcaniclastic sequences demonstrate that the early stage 
of Jeju volcanism was mostly explosive and hydrovolcanic and the volcaniclastic 
sedimentation was strongly affected Quaternary sea-level fluctuations.
 Hydromagmatic volcanoes in Jeju Island show notable variations in their characteristics 
depending on their stratigraphy. Holocene volcanoes, formed above 50 to 120 m thick 
basalt lavas, have definite morphologies either of a tuff ring or of a tuff cone. Early to 
middle Pleistocene volcanoes, constructed above unconsolidated sediments, have noncircular 
or irregular morphologies neither of a tuff ring nor of a tuff cone. They were produced by 
superposition or juxtaposition of multiple rim beds, which originated from different source 
vents as a result of a shift in active venting. The vent migration was most likely caused 
by large-scale, vent-clogging collapse of the volcanic edifices. It is interpreted that the 
Holocene volcanoes could have circular forms, whether they are tuff rings or cones, 
because the rigidity of the substrate (basalt lavas) favored eruption from a single fixed 
vent, whereas the mechanical instability of the substrate (unconsolidated sediments) beneath 
the early to middle Pleistocene volcanoes gave rise to large-scale failure of the volcanic 
edifices, diversion of the route of magma supply, and generation of noncircular volcanic 
landforms. The vent migration, as observed in Jeju Island, appears to be a poorly 
documented but common phenomenon in hydromagmatic volcanoes.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title The subsurface stratigraphy of Cheju volcanic island, Korea
Authors Son, I.S., Lee, M.W. and Youn, J.S.
Year 1998
Source J. Korean Earth Science Soc., v. 19, p. 581-589.
Abstract

The goal of this study is to investigate the subsurface stratigraphy of Cheju volcanic 
island by analyzing core data. The subsurface Stratigraphy of the island is as follows: The 
basement rock is Cretaceous granites and tuff, basalt are overlain successively by Sehwari 
Formation, Basalt (APB, OAB, FOB), Seogwipo Formation and basalt (FOR, Hawaiite and 
so on). The depth of granite basement ranges from 320m to 950m below sea level and the 
paleo-geomorphic relief of the island in island in the granite show high difference level 
such as about 630m in altitude. The depth of basalt tuff ranges from 117m to 227m below 
the mean sea level. The thickness of the tuff ranges from 41m to 773m, and the 
paleo-geomorphic relief is even more than that of granite basement. The Sehwari Formation 
is composed of the unconsolidated silty clays and sands, containing shell fossils. The depth 
of this formation is from +30m to -245m and distributed along the coastal area. The basal 
basalt is consisted of aphanitic basalt (APB), olivine augite basalt (OAB) and feldspar 
olivine basalt (FOB). The age of basal basalt shows a range from 2.22Ma to 0.7Ma. The 
Segwipo Formation, which is distributed along the coastal area, is composed of beach 
sediments containing several kinds of shell fossils. The age of the formation is estimated 
from 0.7Ma to 0.4Ma. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
The petrology and geochemistry of volcanic rocks on Jeju Island: plume 
magmatism along the Asian continental margin

Authors
Tatsumi, Y., Shukuno, H., Yoshikawa, M., Chang, Q., Sato, K. and Lee, 
M.W.

Year 2005
Source Journal of Petrology, v. 46, p. 523-553.
Abstract

 The incompatible element signatures of volcanic rocks forming Jeju Island, located at the 
eastern margin of the Asian continent, are identical to those of typical intraplate magmas. 
The source of these volcanic rocks may be a mantle plume, located immediately behind 
the SW Japan arc. Jeju plume magmas can be divided into three series, based on major 
and trace element abundances: high-alumina alkalic, low-alumina alkalic, and sub-alkalic. 
Mass-balance calculations indicate that the compositional variations within each magma 
series are largely governed by fractional crystallization of three chemically distinct parental 
magmas. The compositions of primary magmas for these series, using inferred residual 

mantle olivine compositions, suggest that the low-alumina alkalic and sub-alkalic magmas are 
generated at the deepest and shallowest depths by lowest and highest degrees of melting, 
respectively. These estimates, together with systematic differences in trace element and 
isotopic compositions, indicate that the upper mantle beneath Jeju Island is characterized by 
an increased degree of metasomatism and a change in major metasomatic hydrous minerals 

from amphibole to phlogopite with decreasing depth. The original plume material, having 
rather depleted geochemical characteristics, entrained shallower metasomatized uppermost 
mantle material, and segregated least-enriched low-alumina alkalic, moderately enriched 
high-alumina alkalic, and highly enriched sub-alkalic magmas, with decreasing depth. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Study of geologic development and the volcanic activity of the Jeju Island
Authors Won, J.K.
Year 1975
Source Science Report of Konkuk University, v. 1, p. 7-48.
Abstract
 Jeju Island is situated in Korea Strait to the south of the main Peninsula at the geographical 
coordinate between longitude E 126˚10' to 126˚58' and latitude N 33˚12' to N 33˚34'. 
Also the Island covers an area of approximately 1,792.06km2, i.e., 32km, northsoutherly 
and 74 km eastwesterly in the short and axial distances respectively, and perimeter being 
about 263 km. 
 Haraguchi, a Japanese geologist mapped the island geology on the scale of 1:50000 in 
1931. 
 The Geological Survey of Korea is carrying out, since 1962, geological mapping in the 
selected areas mainly along south and west coasts of the Island. Members of Department 
of Geology, Seoul. National University, had undertaken also geological mapping around Mt. 
Hala as a part of their academic works in 1957. 
 The main aim of this paper is in describing the geologic evolution and in discussing 
mainly problem of volcanic in Jeju Island. 
 The shape of Jeju Island, a volcanic island, is of ellipse with the long axis trending 
north 70°eastwardly. Mt. Hanla, rising 1950m above sea level and being situated at the 
center the island, has a gentle slope toward the long axis (N70°E), of the island whereas a 
more or less steep slope toward the short axis (N20°W). As far as the shape of island is 
concerned, it resembles to a Aspite type. 
 The crater of the Mt. Hanla is called as Baegrogdam which acted as the center of the 
eruption throughout the history of the volcanic actions. Most of the lavas, except parasitic 
cones, were poured out from this crater, resulting in a symmetrical from of the volcano. 
 Geology of Jeju Island is mainly composed of trachyte, trachy-andesite, andesite and 
basalt with some sedimentary rocks, exactly tuffaceous. The basalt is most widely 
distributed, the trachyte and trachy-andesite are in the next order, and the sedimentary 
rocks are least abundant. These volcanic flows were erupted over more than 79 times. The 
sequence of the volcanic and sedimentary rocks in the island was determined by field 
evidences and by the study of boring core samples. The field evidences taken into 
accounts are the presence of glassy materials produced due to rapid cooling at the base 
and the upper parts of lava flow, and the presences of clay, rounded pebbles and 
pyroclastic materials between two different lava flows. 
 The sequences of the volcanic eruptions and some sedimentary rocks in Jeju Island, in 
order from young to old, is listed as follows; 
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 The Island has begun to exist from Pliocene to Quaternary in geologic age. There is a 
couple of old manuscripts which date the volcanic activities of the island. They say there 
were several eruptions in 1002 and 1007 A.D..The external conditions of lava eruption 
were different from place. For example, some basalts can not be found in the south side 
of Mt. Hanla but in the north side. Therefore the order of eruption and the geologic 
structure are different locally. 
 The eruption cycles of 5 stages determined by probably from eruption of basalt to 
trachyte or trachy-andesite. The volcanic rocks erupted during 1st and 2nd stage are 
distributed in the coastal areas, forming lava plateau. It might be the area eruption. 
Whereas the lava flows erupted after 2nd stage had come out from the Baegrogdam, the 
present crater lake of Mt. hanla, and it's neighboring craters, acted as a site of central 
eruption. Baegrogdam Basalt, the eruptions transformed to parasitic volcanic activities. 
 According to the geologic field survey, the eruption conditions of basalts erupted before 
Pyoseonri Basalt are not known exactly, but Basal Basalt (olivine-pyroxene basalt) is found 
by boring core sample under the Seogwipo Formation. 
 Judging from the rock phases and petrographic provinces, the volcanic rocks of Jeju 
Island are situated in the inner zone of Japanese Island Arc. But they are equivalent to 
those found on the volcanic islands scattered in the Pacific Oceanic Basin, so called 
"Intra-Pacific Province". The volcanic rocks of the island lie within the Oceanic Type 
which is characterized by rich in olivine and rich in sanidine. As far as the composition 
of olivine contained in the rocks of the island is concerned, Fe content is higher compared 
with the Hawaiian Type in which the olivine is rich in Mg content. These evidences 
suggest that the lavas of the island derived from a olivine-basaltic magma of alkali rich 
phase. It can be suggested from these facts that Jeju Island is seemed to situate at the 
continental arc which is lied above the Benioff zone near Japanese Island Arc. 
 The volcanisms of the island is differentiated into 5 stages in the cycle of volcanic 
eruptions. They have closely to relate with the formation of the island. The processes of 
its evolution can be ordered as follow: 
1. the formation of basements. 
2. the formation of lava plateau. 
3. the formation of shield volcano. 
4. the formation of parasitic volcano. 
5. the formation of initial form. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Study of petro-chemistry of volcanic rocks in Jeju Island
Authors Won, J.K.
Year 1976
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 12, p. 207-226.
Abstract

 Jeju Island is situated in Korea Strait to the south of the main Peninsula at the geographical 
coordinated between longitude E 126°10' to 126°58' and latitude N 33°12' to 33°34'. 

Also the Island covers an area of approximately 1,792.06km2, 31km northsoutherly and 74km 
eastwesterly in the short and long axial distances respectively, and the perimeter being about 
263km. 

The main aim of this paper is in describing the geologic evolution and in discussing mainly 
problems of petrochemistry of volcanic rocks in Jeju Island. 

Geology of Jeju Island is mainly composed of trachyte, trachy-andesite and basalt with some 
sedimentary rocks, exactly tuffaceous. The basalt is most widely distributed, the trachyte and 
trachy-andesite are in the next order, and the sedimentary rocks are least abundant. These 
volcanic flows were erupted over more than 79 times. 

The island has begun to exist from Pliocene to Quaternary in geologic age. There is a coupled 
of old manuscripts which date the volcanic activities of the island. They say there were several 
eruptions in 1002 and 1007 A.D.

The external conditions of lava eruption were different from place to place. For example, some 
basalts can not be found in the south side of Mt. Hala but in the north side. Therefore the 
order of eruption and the geologic structure are different locally.

The eruption cycles of 5 stage determined by probably from eruption of basalt to trachyte or 
trachy-andesite. The volcanic rocks erupted during 1st. and 2nd stage are distributed in the 
coastal areas, forming lava plateau. It might be the areal eruption. Whereas the lava flows 
erupted after 2nd stage had come out from the Baegrogdam crater, the present crater Jake of Mt. 
Hala and its neighboring craters, acted as a site of central eruption. Baegrogdam basalt is the 
last of all in the order of eruption. After the eruption of Baegrogdam Basalt, the eruptions 
transformed to parasite volcanic activities. 

According to the geological field survey, the eruption conditions of basalts erupted before 
Pyoseonri Basalt are not known exactly, but Basalt (olivine basalt)is found by boring core sample 
under the Seogwipo Formation and on the tidal zone neighboring Seogwipo. 

Judging from the rock phases and petrographic provinces, the volcanic rocks of Jeju Island are 
situated in the inner zone of Island arc. But they are equivalent to those found on the volcanic 
islands scattered in the Pacific Ocean Basin, so called "Intra-Pacific Province", The volcanic 
rocks of the island Lie within the Oceanic Type which is characterized by rich in olivine and 
alkali composition. But feldsapathoid minerals are not found and rich sanidine in the volcanic 
rocks of the island. As far as the composition of olivine contained in the rocks of the island is 
concerned, Fe content is higher compared with the Hawaiian Type in which the olivine is rich in 
Mg content. These evidences suggest that the lavas of the island derived from an olivine-basaltic 
magma of alkali rich phase. It can be suggested from these facts that Jeju Island is seemed to 
situate at the continental are which is lied above the Benioff zone near Japanese Island Arc. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemical characteristics of the volcanic rocks in Pyoseon area, 
southeast Cheju, Korea

Authors Won, C.-K., Lee, M.-W., Yun, S.-H. and Ko, B.-K.
Year 1998
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 34, p. 172-191.
Abstract
 Major and trace elements and REE analysis for lavas in the Pyoseon area, southeast 
Cheju were carried out to interpret the origin and evolution of magma. The lava mainly 
belong to the tholeiitic rock series with basalt-basaltic andesite composition. Tholeiitic lava 
have characteristically lower TiO2, P2O5, K2O and other incompatible elements contents, but 
higher SiO2 to same MgO contents than alkaline lavas. Total REEs contents of tholeiitic 
lavas are lower than that of alkaline rocks, but chondrite-normalized REE patterns are 
subparallel to that of the alkaline rocks. On the tectonomagmatic discrimination diagram for 
basaltic rocks, they fall into the fields for the within-plate and ocean island alkalic basalt. 
 Tholeiitic lava have higher ratios of Zr, Y, Yb and P2O5 to LIL elements (i.e. P2O5/K2O, 
Yb/La, Y/Nb) than alkaline rocks. Both tholeiitic and alkaline rocks are similar in their 
K/Ba ratios. The alkaline and tholeiitic rocks originated from different degrees of partial 
melting of a homeogenous source with primitive garnet-peridotite mantle materials. Degrees 
of partial melting of tholeiitic rocks were higher than alkaline rocks. 
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Paleomagnetism and radiometric age of trachytes in Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Won, J.K., Matsuda, J., Nagao, K., Kim, K.H. and Lee, M.W.
Year 1986
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 19, p. 25-33.
Abstract
 The geology of the Jeju island is characterized by the occurrence of the thick voluminous 
basaltic lava flows and minor trachytic lavas. The land form can be divided 
topographically into the lava plateau, the shield-shaped Halla volcanic edifice and the 
parasitic cones whose number is more than 360, which is closely related to the cyclic 
volcanism of the island. Especially, the trachytic lavas seem to be the latest differentiation 
products of the cyclic activities and largely classified into two groups (Backlodam group 
and Sanbangsan group) on the basis of the occurrence and the petrography. 
 The Paleomagnetism and the radiometric age of the two groups of Trachyte suggest a 
lower and an upper time limits of the volcanic stratigraphy of the island. An average age of 
Trachyte of the Sanbangsan group is 0.733±0.056 m.y., and is correlated to a horizon a little 
lower than the boundary (0.69m.y.) between the Brunches normal epoch and Matuyama 
reversed epoch. An average age of 0.025±0.008 m.y. determined from the Backlokdam 
Trachyte may be corrected to any one horizon of the Laschamp, or the Lake Mono 
excursion. 
 The two groups of trachytes are distributed with the latitude difference of 9`(0.15º), and 
with age difference of about 0.71 m.y. Assuming that the two Trachyte group were erupted 
from the same stationary hot spot, the lithosphere comprising the Jeju island is considered 
to have moved southward with a rate of about 2.3 cm/year. 
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Literature type Report
Title Quaternary geology in the southern part of Jeju Island
Authors Yun, S.K., Han, D.S. and Lee, D.Y.
Year 1987
Source KR-86-2-(B)-2, Korea Institute of Energy and Resources, Taejon.
Abstract
 Jeju Island is entirely composed of volcanic rocks, intercalating locally with several different 
types of pyroclastic sediments. The low area up to an altitude of about 200m is rather flat 
and broadly extents in the eastern and western parts of the island, but isolated cinder 
cones and densely populated in these regions. Toward the mid of the island, the slope 
increases stepwise, because of many fissure eruptions along the flank, until the highest 
summit 1950m ms 1 where crater is located just at the geological contact of basalt with 
trachyte. Major eruptions occurred during the Middle Pleistocene, but creation of the island 
began possibly older than Middle Pleistocene. The last eruptions are known on the historical 
record at 1002, 1007, 1455 and 1670 AD. 
 Based on the geological, geomorphological observations in the field and K-Ar, palaeomagnetic 
datations, volcanic episodes of Jeju Island are subdivided mainly into 3 different stages of 
trachyte extrusion, each stage following to basalt plateau. The oldest age of basalt indicates 1.2 
my, by means of K-Ar datations on the samples taken at pyroclastic sediments of Yongduam 
near Sanbangsan. This age may coincide with the basalts outcropping under the present 
sea-level. The Sanbangsan Trachyte yields an age of 0.78 my negative polarity. The basalts 
of the 2nd stage outcropping near the present coast are dated at around 0.60 my, which 
followed by formation of shallow marine and fluviatile sediments (Seoguipo Formation). 
The Seoguipo Formation is overlain by Trachyandesite dated at 0.41 my, with positive 
polarity. The summit of Hanla Mt. consists of Trachyte in the west and basalts in the 
eastern part, formed at about 0.16 my. Fissure eruptions along the Hanla mountain flanks 
created many isolated cinder cones or coleus topographic types with lava flows, some of 
which can be followed up to the present coastal area. Their ages range from about 
100,000 yr up to the historical period. The sediments outcropping along the Sinyang beach 
are considered to be a kind of beach rock formed at the Last Interglacial period based on 
the topographic location of the outcrops. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrology of Jeju volcanic island, Korea. Part 1. Petrography and bulk 
chemical composition

Authors Lee, M.W.
Year 1982

Source
Journal of the Japanese Association of Mineralogists, Petrologists & 
Economic Geologists, v. 77, p. 203-214.

Abstract
 Jeju Island is a shield volcano formed by successive central eruptions during Upper 
Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene times. It is mainly composed of thick, voluminous basaltic lava 
flows with minor pyroclastic rocks. Some hyaloclastites also occur along the coast. 
Volcanism on this island occurred in three stages: lava plateau stage, Halla volcanic edifice 
stage and volcanic scoria cones stage. The main constituent minerals of the lava plateau 
and Halla volcanic edifice stages are plagioclase, olivine, augite, ferrosalite, anorthoclase 
and magnetite, with minor ilmenite, apatite, hedenbergite and kaersutite. They exhibit a 
restricted range of composition in each rock type; chemical analyses of 63 volcanic rocks 
from both stages are given and when plotted on several variation diagrams show a 
differentiation trend starting from nepheline-normative basaltic to hypersthene-normative and then 
to quartz-normative composition. These rocks can be classified as alkali basalt, hawaiite, mugearite 
and trachyte by use of their solidification index.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Sr-Nd-Pb isotope and trace element systematics of mantle xenoliths from 
Late Cenozoic alkaline lavas, South Korea

Authors Choi, S.H., Kwon, S.-T., Mukasa, S.B. and Sagong, H.
Year 2005
Source Chemical Geology, v. 221, p. 40-64.
Abstract
 We report the Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic ratios of clinopyroxene separates from spinel 
peridotite xenoliths hosted by late Cenozoic alkali basaltic rocks from Baengnyeong Island, 
Jogokni, and Jeju Island, all near the southeastern margin of the Sino-Korean Craton in 
South Korea. Measured Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic compositions in the clinopyroxene separates 
show, in general, simple trends between depleted MORB-like mantle (DMM) and relatively 
enriched components, which can be explained by old event(s) of infiltration by metasomatic 
melts/fluids that enriched a precursor time-integrated depleted mantle in incompatible trace 
elements and overprinted its isotopic composition. Comparison of the xenoliths with the 
host basalts suggests that infiltration of carbonatitic melts can explain the characteristics of 
the Baengnyeong xenoliths while reaction with residual slab-derived melt/fluid subjected to 
amphibole and phlogopite fractionation explains the Jogokni xenoliths best, ruling out direct 
influence of the magmatism that produced the host basalts. On the other hand, the Jeju 
clinopyroxene separates display a mixing hyperbola between DMM and the host basalts in 
Sr-Pb and Nd-Pb isotope correlation diagrams, suggesting some influence by liquids similar to 
the host basalts. The Korean xenoliths tend to be similar in the overall range of their 
mineralogic modes, elemental compositions, and Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic ratios to those of the 
fertile peridotite xenoliths derived from the post-Archean lithospheric mantle of eastern 
China, and yet without any compositional evidence for a refractory Archean mantle root. 
Overall comparison of the measured isotopic compositions for these Korean xenoliths with 
available data on lavas from eastern China, indicates that the dominant enriched mantle 
source components for the Cenozoic intraplate volcanism in the East Asia (EM1 for northeast 
China, and EM2 for Southeast Asia) are absent in the lithospheric mantle beneath the region. 
The Cenozoic intraplate volcanism, therefore, must have originated in the asthenosphere.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Evaluation of hydrogeological characteristics in Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Won, J.-H., Kim, J.-W., Koh, G.-W. and Lee, J.-Y.
Year 2005
Source Geosciences Journal, v. 9, p. 33-46.
Abstract
 Jeju Island is a volcanic one composed predominantly of permeable basalts. The water 
resources of the island are dependent almost entirely on groundwater. It is essential to fully 
understand the hydrogeological conditions of the aquifer systems for proper and sustainable 
development of groundwater resources. Groundwater characteristics, including water levels 
and aquifer parameters in the island were evaluated using extensively collected hydrogeologic 
data. Groundwater levels on the island were located in a range between -26 and 282 m 
above sea level. Groundwater levels in the northern and southern basins are generally higher 
than those in the eastern and western basins. Fluctuation patterns of groundwater levels and 
ECs were classified into three types: sinusoidal fluctuations of both water level and EC, 
sinusoidal fluctuation of water level only, and no distinct fluctuation pattern. Generally, there 
were higher groundwater yields in coastal areas than inland areas. The groundwater was 
most productive in the trachybasalts and basal groundwater areas. This paper is providing a 
summary of several investigations on the hydrogeological characteristics of the aquifers in 
the island.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geochemistry of peridotite xenoliths in alkali basalts from Jeju Island, 
Korea

Authors Choi, S.H., Lee, J.I., Park, C.-H. and Moutte, J.
Year 2002
Source Island Arc, v. 11, p. 221-235.
Abstract
 Ultramafic xenoliths in alkali basalts from Jeju Island, Korea, are mostly spinel Iherzolites 
with subordinate amounts of spinel harzburgites and pyroxenites. The compositions of major 
oxides and compatible to moderately incompatible elements of the Jeju peridotite xenoliths 
suggest that they are residues after various extents of melting. The estimated degrees of 
partial melting from compositionally homogeneous and unfractionated mantle to form the 
residual xenoliths reach 30%. However, their complex patterns of chondrite-normalized rare 
earth element, from light rare earth element (LREE)-depleted through spoon-shaped to 
LREE-enriched, reflect an additional process. Metasomatism by a small amount of melt/fluid 
enriched in LREE followed the former melt removal, which resulted in the enrichment of 
the incompatible trace elements. Sr and Nd isotopic ratios of the Jeju xenoliths display a 
wide scatter from depleted mid-oceanic ridge basalt (MORB)-like to near bulk-earth 
estimates along the MORB-oceanic island basalt (OIB) mantle array. The varieties in modal 
proportions of minerals, (La/Yb)N ratio and Sr-Nd isotopes for the xenoliths demonstrate 
that the lithospheric mantle beneath Jeju Island is heterogeneous. The heterogeneity is a 
probable result of its long-term growth and enrichment history.
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<List of papers on Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone and other volcanic 
cones in Jeju Island>

Literature type Journal Article
Title Petrology of the basalt in the Udo monogenetic volcano, Jeju Island

Authors Jeong Seon Koh, Sung-Hyo Yun, Gyeong Bong Hyeon,
Moon Won Lee and Young-Woo Gil

Year 2005
Source Jour. Petrol. Soc. Korea v. 14, p. 45-60.
Abstract
 This study was intended to elucidate the petrography and geochemical characteristics of the 
Someori Basalt in the Udo monogenetic volcano, eastern Jeju Island. The Someori basalts 
consist of plagioclase, olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene and ilmenite. The Someori 
basalts are plotted into subalkali rock series on the TAS diagram, and belong to tholeiitic 
basalts in the diagram of alkali index against to Al2O3 contents. The basalts belong to 
tholeiitic rock series, having normative quartz (less than 3.9%) + hypersthene + diopside.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Petrologic evolution of the Songaksan monogenetic volcano, Jeju Island, 
Korea

Authors
Hwang, S.K., Won, C.K., Lee, M.W., Yun, S.H., Lee, I.W. and Kim, 
S.K.

Year 2001
Source Jour. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 10, p. 13-26.
Abstract
 Songaksan volcano, which occurs as a monogenetic volcano on the southwestern promontory 
of Hallasan shield volcano, is composed of tuff ring, cinder cone, lava pond and cinder 
conelet complex on wide basalt plateau. Except for an influx of external quartz xenocrysts in 
the tuff ring. Totally the volcano ranges from trachyandesite to trachybasalt in petrography and 
chemical compositions, which confirm the continuum between the evolved and primitive 
compositions widely occurring in the Jeju volcanic system. Chemical data for the volcano show 
quantitative compositional variation from the lower to the upper part of the volcanic sequences. 
The continuous compositional variations generally define a compositionally zoned magma storage. 
The chemical data suggest that the compositional zonations might have resulted from the fractional 
crystallization of a parental alkali magma. As result, the Songaksan volcano initially tapped the top 
of the zoned magma storage and subsequently erupted successively more primitive magma.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title One-cyclic volcanic processes at Udo crater, Korea
Authors Hwang, S.K.
Year 1993
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 26, p. 55-65.
Abstract
 Udo Island, some 3km off the coast of Sungsan peninsula at the eastern promontory of 
Cheju Island, occurs in such a regular pattern on the sequences which represent an example 
of an eruptive cycle. The island comprises a horseshoe-shaped tuff cone, a nested cinder cone 
on the crater floor, and a lava delta which extends over northwest from the moat between 
two cones. The volcanic sequences suggest volcanic processes that start with emergent 
Surtseyan eruption, progress through Strombolian eruption and end with lava effusion followed 
by reworking of smooth tephra on the tuff cone. 
 Eruptive environment and hydrology of vent area in the Udo tuff cone are poorly 
constrained because the stratigraphic units under the tuff cone are unknown. It is thought, 
however, that the tuff cone could be mainly emergent  because the present cone deposits 
show no evidence of marine reworking, and standing body lf sea water could play a great 
role. The emergent volcano is characterized by distinctive steam-explosivity that results 
primarily from a bulk interaction between rapidly ascending magma and a highly mobile 
slurry. The sea water gets into the vent by flooding across or through the top or breach of 
tephra cone. Udo tuff cone was constructed from Surtseyan eruption which went into with 
tephra finger jetting activities in the early stage, late interspersed with continuous uprush 
activities and proceeded to only continuous uprush activities in the last. When the enclosure 
of the vent by a long-lived tephra barrier would prevent the flooding and thus allow the vent 
to dry out, the Surtseyan eruption ceased to transmit into Strombolian activities, which 
constructed a cinder cone on the crater floor of the tuff cone. The Strombolian eruption 
ceased when magma in the conduit gradually became depleted in gas. In the case of Udo, the 
last magmatic activity was Hawaiian- type effusion (and/or fountain) which accumulated basalt 
lava delta. And then the loose tephra of the tuff cone reworked over the moat lava and the 
northeastern flank.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Volcanic form of the Songaksan tuff ring-cinder cone complex, Jeju 
Island, Korea

Authors Hwang, S.K.
Year 2000
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 36, p. 473-486.
  
Abstract

 Songaksan volcano, which occurs as a parasitic volcano on the southwestern promontory of 
Hallasan shield volcano, is composed of tuff ring, cinder cone, lava pond, cinder conelet 
complex and epiclastic deposits on wide basalt plateau. It is a small volcano that has about 
0.084 km³ in eruptive volume. The volcano is typically monogenetic to indicate one eruptive 
cycle without erosion and sedimentation of a repose period during the volcanic process 
because any unconformity doesn't find in the volcanic succession. The volcano exhibits 
several features same as a nested tuff ring-cinder cone complex constructed from three 
different styles of eruption during the cycle: a tuff ring, a cinder cone on the crater floor, a 
lava pond on the moat, and a cinder conelet complex on the lavas. Therefore the ring-cone 
complex represents a multiple volcano and also double volcano because latter two units 
hardly influence on former two edifices. Finally the volcano is concurrently monogenetic 
multiple volcano.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Morphological classification of the Dangsanbong volcano, Jeju Island, 
Korea

Authors Hwang, S.K.
Year 2001
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 37, p. 71-82.
Abstract
  Dangsanbong volcano, which occurs as a parasitic volcano on the western seashore of Jeju 
volcanic island, is composed of Dangsanbong tuff cone, lava flow, epiclastic deposits and 
Suweolbong tuff ring on wide basalt plateau. It is typically monogenetic volcano to indicate 
one eruptive cycle without erosion and sedimentation of a repose period during the volcanic 
process because any unconformity doesn't find in the volcanic succession. The volcano 
exhibits several features same as nested tuff cone-cinder cone complex constructed from three 
different styles of eruption during the cycle: a tuff cone, a cinder cone complex constructed 
from three different styles of eruption during the cycle: a tuff cone, a cinder cone on the 
crater floor, and lava flows on the moat. Therefore the complex represents a multiple 
volcano and also double volcano because last unit hardly influences on former two edifices. 
Finally the volcano is concurrently monogenetic multiple volcano.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Depositional mechanics and sequences of base surges, Songaksan tuff 
ring, Cheju Island, Korea

Authors Chough, S.K. and Sohn, Y.K.
Year 1990
Source Sedimentology, v. 37, p. 1115-1135.
Abstract

The Songaksan mount in the southwestern part of Cheju Island, Korea, is a Taalian tuff 
ring produced by phreatomagmatic explosions at an aquifer. A detailed analysis of 
proximal-to-distal facies changes reveals that the tuff ring sequence can be represented by 
21 sedimentary facies; one lateral facies sequence (LFS) and three vertical facies 
sequences (VFS). The VFS 1 and 2 are representative of facies relationships in horizontal 
near-vent deposits. The VFS 1 comprises scour-fill bedded tuff, inversely graded tuff, 
massive tuff and laminated tuff from base to top. The VFS 2 is a variant of the VFS 1, 
replaced by an inversely graded lapilli tuff unit at base. The sequences suggest traction 
carpet, suspension and minor traction sedimentation from a high-concentration near-vent 
base surge. The LFS 1 and the VFS 3 are distilled from outward-dipping flank deposits. 
Both sequences begin with disorganized lapilli tuff, followed successively by stratified 
(lapilli) tuff, dune-bedded (lapilli) tuff, very thin-bedded tuff and accretionary lapilli. They 
are suggestive of waning base surge which decreases in particle concentration, 
suspended-load fallout rate and flow regimes with an increase in traction and sorting. 
These facies sequences suggest that a base surge experiences flow transformation with its 
flow characters changing with time and space. A near-vent base surge is turbulent, 
uniformly mixed and highly concentrated and produces scour-fill bedded tuff. As capacity 
decreases, the surge transforms into a dense and laminar underflow and a dilute and 
turbulent upper part (gravity transformation), depositing inversely graded, massive and 
normally graded (lapilli) tuff. Ensuing loss of sediment load and mixing of ambient air 
result in flow dilution (surface transformation). Stratified and dune-bedded units are 
produced by tractional processes of turbulent and low-concentration surge. Further dilution 
causes deceleration and cooling and results in precipitation of moistened ash and 
accretionary lapilli from suspension.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Volcanic processes of Dangsanbong volcano, Cheju Island
Authors Hwang, S.K.
Year 1998
Source J. Petrol. Soc. Korea, v. 7, p. 1-14.
Abstract
  Dangsanbong volcano, which is located on coast of the western promontory of Cheju 
Island, occurs in such a regular pattern on the sequences which represent an excellent 
example of an eruptive cycle. The volcano comprises a horseshoe-shaped tuff cone and a 
younger nested cinder cone on the crater floor, which are overlain by a lava cap at the 
top of the cinder cone, and wide lava plateau in the moat between two cones and in 
northern part. The volcanic sequences suggest volcanic processes that start with Surtseyan 
eruption, progress through Strombolian eruption and end with Hawaiian eruption, and then 
are followed by rock fall from sea clift of the tuff cone and by air fall from another 
crater. It is thought that the eruptive environments of the tuff cone could be mainly 
emergent because the present cone is located on the coast, and standing body of sea water 
could play a great role. It is thought that the now emergent part of tuff cone was 
constructed subaerially because there is no evidence of marine reworking. The emergent 
tuff cone id characterized by distinctive steam- explosivity that results primarily from a 
bulk interaction between rapidly ascending magma and external water. The sea water gets 
into the vent by flooding across or through the top or breach of northern tephra cone. 
Dangsanbong tuff cone was constructed from Surtseyan eruption which went into with 
tephra finger jetting explosions in the early stage, late interspersed with continuous uprush 
activities, and from ultra-Surtseyan jetting explosions producing base surges in the last. 
When the enclosure of the vent by a long-lived tephra barrier would prevent the flooding 
and thus allow the vent to dry out, the phreatomagmatic activities ceased to transmit into 
magmatic activity of Strombolian eruption, which constructed a cinder cone on the crater 
floor of the tuff cone. The Strombolian eruption ceased when magma in the conduit 
gradually became depleted in gas. In the Dangsanbong volcano, the last magmatic activity 
was Hawaiian eruption which went into with fountain and effusion of basalt lava.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Volcanic processes on the Songaksan tuff ring and cinder cone, Cheju 
Island, Korea

Authors Hwang, S.K., Hwang, J.H., Kim, D.H. and Howells, M.F.
Year 1992
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 28, p. 110-120.
Abstract

Songaksan volcano, at the tip of the southwestern promontory of Cheju island, occurs in 
such a regular pattern on the sequences that they can be integrated into a typical eruptive 
cycle. The volcano comprises tuff ring, cinder cone complex on the crater floor, and lava 
pond on the moat between cinder cone complex and tuff ring on the wide basalt plateau. 
The volcanic sequences indicate volcanic processes that follow a recognizable pattern that 
start with Surtseyan explosion, progress through Strombolian eruption and with lava 
fountain and lava effusion accompanied with sliding of the inner tuff ring.
Songaksan tuff ring constructed from a Surtseyan explosivity which started with an 

eruptive phase of wet surges emergent from sea water and proceed to a dry surge-producing 
phase exploded from the interaction of magma with groundwater. When this access of 
groundwater to the vent is sealed, the steam explosivity ceases to transmit into a magmatic 
explosivity. T hen the Surtseyan eruption rapidly transmitted into a Strombolian eruption, 
and so the eruption constructed a cinder cone complex within the crater of the tuff ring. 
The Strombolian eruption began with a eruptive phase of cinder ejection, late interspersed 
with lava ponding into the vent, and end with a phase of spatter ejection. During the 
Strombolian eruption, magma gradually became depleted in gas, leading to the inert one. 
Finally it ended with a cycle-ending lava fountain and/or lava effusion into the moat 
between the tuff ring and cinder cone complex, forming a moat lava pond. The southern 
beds of the inner tuff ring slid a short distance over the lava pond. The eruption from 
Songaksan volcano represent an excellent example of an eruptive cycle that exhibits a 
decrease in the hydromagmatic component with time.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Tuff cones and tuff rings, and their stratigraphic relationships on the 
western side of Cheju Island, Korea

Authors Hwang, S.K., Hwang, J.H., Kim, D.H. and Howells, M.F.
Year 1991
Source J. Korean Inst. Mining Geol., v. 24, p. 399-408.
Abstract

There are several tuff cones and tuff rings, now only apparent on the western shoreline 
in Cheju Island. The observation of their landform, bedform, particle size and sorting 
reveals that these deposits are mainly emplaced by base surges and/or slurries originating 
from Surtseyan eruption which is attributed to explosive hydrovolcanism influenced by 
interaction of magma with external water. These are subdivide into two groups based on 
the plateau basalt. It is recognized that the distal limb of early tuff cones and ring at 
Dangsanbong, Dansan, Sanbangsan and Hwasun (lower group) are overlain by plateau 
basalt, on which later tuff rings at Suwolbong and Songaksan(upper group) further extend 
the distal limb from each vent. The tuff cones and tuff rings are closely associated with 
the evidences which shelly fragments are comprised within them, and reworked tuffs, 
raised beach deposits, Sinyangri formation and littoral cones are deposited around them. 
The evidences suggest that the Surtseyan eruption resulted from direct or indirect 
interaction of magma sea water.
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Literature type Thesis

Title
Petrology of the basalts in the Seongsan Ilchulbong area of the eastern 
Jeju Island

Authors Jeong, E.J.
Year 2002
Source MSc Thesis, Pusan National University, Pusan, 98p.
Abstract
 This study reports petrography and geochemical characteristics of the lava flows in 
Seongsan-Ilchulbong area, the eastern part of Jeju island. The lavas of the study area are 
classified into the Pyoseon-ri basalt and the Seongsan-ri basalt. The Pyoseon-ri basalt is 
dark-gray colored feldspar-olivine basalt with many vesicles, and consists mainly of olivine, 
feldspar and rarely of clinopyroxene as phenocrysts. The Seongsan-ri basalt is largely 
bright-gray colored aphanitic basalt and divided into two lava-flow unit, that is, lower lava 
flow(Bl) and upper lava flow(B2) by the intercalated yellowish lapillistone and paleosol. On 
the TAS diagram, the lavas plotted into sub-alkali rock series and alkali-rock series. And 
sub-alkali rock series basalts belong to tholeiitic basalts in the diagram of alkali index 
against to Al2O3 contents. Tholeiitic lavas have characteristically higher SiO2, FeOT and 
CaO contents, but lower TiO2, K2O, P2O5 and other incompatible elements contents 
compared with alkali basalts. Also tholeiitic lavas have higher SiO2 to sane MgO contents 
than alkalic lavas. The contents of Ni and Cr to those of MgO show a strong positive 
correlation of the lavas. Incompatible elements contents against Th content show a strong 
positive correlation. Chondrite-nomalized REE patterns of tholeiitic rocks are lower than 
those of alkalic rocks, but HREEs contents are similar in their K/Ba ratios. In the 
primitive-mantle normalized spider diagram, the contents of Ba and Th of all basaltic 
magma are enriched, but those of Ni and Cr are depleted. The alkalic and tholeiitic basalts 
might be originated from the different degree of partial melting of the same mantle 
material source, and the degree of partial melting in tholeiitic basalts is higher than that of 
alkalic rocks.
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Literature type Report

Title
Volcanic activity in Cheju Island (II): Volcanic stratigraphy and eruptive 
history on the western side of the island

Authors Kim, D.H., Hwang, J.H., Hwang, S.K. and Choi, S.J.
Year 1989
Source KR-88-(B)-4, KIER, 49p.
Abstract

Cheju Island lies in the Circum Japan Sea Alkali Rock Province. Its shape is an ellipse,  
80x40Km, and its central summit, Mt. Halla is 1950m above sea level. The island is a 
symmetrical shield volcano formed by the eruptions near the peak of Mt. Halla during the 
Upper Pliocene to Lower Pleistocene up to any historic time. But the flat lava plateaus 
occupy the eastern and western regions of the island. And the parasitic volcanos are 
populated along the long axis of the island.
The parasitic volcanos can be divided into two type of (1)tuff rings and tuff cones and 

(2) cinder cones. The tuff rings and tuff cones, are only apparent in the coastal region, 
which are due to the Surtseyan type produced by hydrovolcanic eruptions.
The cinder cones, which are predominantly populated in Strombolian eruptions little 

influenced by interaction of magma with external water.
This paper was drawn to the western region of the island which occupies two principal 

structures of tuff ring/cone and cinder cones as a nested cluster or a single. The paper 
attempts to document the stratigraphy between tuff rings/cones, cinder cones and effusive 
lava, textural variations within each sequence, and transitions between Surtseyan, 
Strombolian and effusive materials. And then our attention is drawn to their eruptive 
history in the western coastal area of the island.
The structures of  tuff rings and tuff cones are distributed at Dangsanbong, Dansan, 

Suwolbong and Songaksan in close proximity on the western side of the island, where 
their structures remain to be mapped in detail. The volcanic stratigraphy in the area is as 
follows: (1) Dangsanbong, Dansan tuff cones and ring, (2) Dangsanbong cinder cone, (3) 
Plateau basalt, (4) Scree deposits, (5) Clay bed, (6)Suwolbong, Songaksan tuff rings, (7) 
Songaksan cinder cone, (8) Songaksan moat hawaiite, (9) Volcaniclastic sediments, and 
(10) Sand dune.
Here we can conclude the eruptive history. First Surtseyan explosions, principally 

controlled by the influence of the external water during volcanism, commenced to 
construct the Dangsanbong tuff cone, and the Dansan tuff cone and ring.
During the tuff rings and cone construction, magma is considered to have interacted with 

external entering the vent, to have risen rapidly to the surface, and to have been erupted 
explosively in the vent. It is considered that such hydroclasts settled down in the state of 
wet slurry and surge.
Availability of external water principally governed the eruption mechanism and the nature 
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of the deposits. 
Subsequently when external water couldn't enter the vent due to a barrier of the higher 

tuff rings, it is suggested that the mechanism of the Surtseyan explosion transited into a 
Strombolian eruption, and so the construction of the Dangsanbong tuff ring permitted the 
Dangsanbong cinder cone growth.
During the late Strombolian eruption, magma remaining in the vent gradually become 

depleted in gas, leading to the formation of an inert zone above actively degassing 
magma. Finally the latest eruptions had to end with pouring out large effusive lavas from 
the vent and others. And so the effusion formed a wide basalt plateau.
After a considerable time, the Surtseyan explosions recommenced at two other places of 

Suwolbong and Songaksan near coastline, and constructed the Suwolbong tuff ring and 
Songaksan tuff ring. Unlike all former Surtseyan deposits, it suggests that these deposits 
was produced by relatively dilute and dry surge.
At Songaksan magma invoked a mechanism for denying access of water to the vent, and 

Surtseyan explosion rapidly transmitted into a Strombolian explosion, and so the eruption 
constructed the Songaksan cinder cone within the crater of the tuff ring.
During the Strombolian eruption, magma gradually become depleted in gas, leading to 

the inert one. Finally it ended with pouring out effusive lavas into the moat between the 
tuff ring and the cinder cone, forming the Songaksan moat hawaiite. The partial beds of 
tuff ring slid a short distance over the most moat hawaiite.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Tuff rings and cones on Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Kim, D.H., Hwang, J.H., Hwang, S.K., Howells, M.F. and Reedman, A.J.
Year 1986
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 22, p. 1-9.
Abstract

Parasitic volcanic cones on Jeju Island can divided into two categories: 1) tuff rings and tuff 
cones (Surtseyan, Vulcanian). now only apparent in the coastal region, which were produced 
by hydrovolcanic eruptions, and 2) cinder cones (Strombolian) which are predominantly 
concentrated in a zone along the long axis of the island, and are the products of eruptions 
little influenced by magma/water interaction. The paper described the distribution of the 
tuff rings and tuff cones, their variable form and their relationship with volcaniclastic 
sediments.  It is concluded that they were deposited predominantly from wet pyroclastic 
surge and are approximately contemporaneous with the Seogwipo and Sinyangri Formations.
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Literature type Report
Title Volcanic activity on Sungsan, Jeju Island
Authors Korea Institute of Energy and Resources
Year 1986
Source KR-86-(B)-4, KIER, 35p.
Abstract
 The four main rock types recognized in the Sungsan area are tuff, basalt scoria, cinder and 
volcaniclastic sediment. Some parasitic cones were built of tuff or scoriaceous cinders on the 
terrance of early glowed basalt. There are two different parasitic volcanic cones. One is 
tuff/tuff cone, these are Dusanbong and Sungsan Ilchulbong. The other type is cinder cone, 
which was developed from scoriaceous cinders. Jimibong and Sicksanbong are of this type.
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Literature type Book Section
Title Depositional processes of the Udo tuff cone, Cheju Island
Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 1992

Source
In: Sedimentary Basins in the Korean Peninsula and Adjacent Seas (Ed. 
by S.K. Chough), Special Publication of Korean Sedimentology Research 
Group, v. 1, p. 202-225.

Abstract
 The Udo tuff cone in Cheju Island, Korea, is a middle Pleistocene basalt tuff cone that 
has formed by early Surtseyan-type eruptions and later drier hydroclastic eruptions. The tuff 
cone comprises steep (20 to 30) and planar beds of lapillistone, lapilli tuff and tuff that 
can be grouped into seven sedimentary facies (A-G). Facies A and B comprise continuous 
to lenticular layers of grain-supported and openwork lapillistone that are inversely graded 
and coarsen downslope. They suggest emplacement by grain flows that are maintained by 
gravity-induced stress and grain collisions. Facies C includes poorly sorted, crudely bedded 
and locally inversely graded lapilli tuff, also suggestive of rapid deposition from highly 
concentrated grain flows. Facies D includes thinly stratified and mantle-bedded tuff that was 
probably deposited by fallout of windborne ash. Other facies include massive lapilli tuff 
(Facies E), chaotic lapilli tuff (Facies F), and cross-bedded tuffaceous sandstone (Facies G) 
that were deposited by resedimentation processes such as debris flow, slide/slump, and 
stream flow, respectively.
 The grain flows that produced Facies A, B and C are interpreted to have originated from 
falling pyroclasts, which initially generated highly dispersed, saltating avalanches, in which 
momentum was transferred by the particles themselves. This transport mechanism is similar 
to that of debris fall (Holmes, 1965). As the slope gradient was too low to maintain a 
highly dispersed flow, the debris fall decelerated and contracted due to a decrease in 
dispersive pressure. The mode of momentum transfer changed to collisional because 
contraction of the debris fall resulted in an increase in particle concentration. This transport 
mechanism is similar to that of common grain flows. Grain segregation occurred in several 
ways. Initial segregation of ash from lapilli occurred due to their differing terminal fall 
velocities, and their contrasting degrees of sliding friction with the bed. Percolation of ash 
into interstices of lapilli during flow (kinematic sieving) augmented further segregation of ash 
from lapilli. The latter process, along with dispersive pressure effect, gave rise to vertical 
inverse size grading. Downdip inverse grading was produced by particle overpassing.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Depositional processes of the Suwolbong tuff ring, Cheju Island (Korea)
Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Chough, S.K.
Year 1989
Source Sedimentology, v. 36, p. 837-855
Abstract

The Suwolbong pyroclastic sequence in the western part of Cheju Island, Korea, comprises 
partly preserved rim beds of a Quaternary basaltic tuff ring whose vent lies about 1 km 
seaward of the present shoreline. The sequence consists of breccia, lapilli¬stone, lapilli tuff 
and tuff. Eighteen sedimentary facies are established and organized into six lateral facies 
sequences (LFS) and seven vertical facies sequences (VFS).
The LFS 1, 4 and 5 begin with massive lapilli tuff which transforms downcurrent into 

either planar-bedded (LFS 1), undulatory-bedded (LFS 4) or climbing dune-bedded (LFS5) 
(lapilli) tuff units. They are representative of relatively ‘dry’base surge whose particle 
concentration decreases downcurrent with a progressive increase in both tractional processes 
and sorting. The LFS 2 begins with massive lapilli tuff and transforms into crudely stratified 
units downcurrent. It results from relatively 'wet' base surges in which sorting is poor due to 
the cohesion of damp ash. The LFS 3 comprises well-sorted lapilli tuff and stratified tuff 
downcurrent, suggestive of deposition from combined fall and surge of relatively 'dry' 
hydroclastic eruption. All the vertical facies sequences generally comprise two facies units of 
coarse-grained and fines-depleted lapilli tuff and an overlying fine-grained tuff. They 
are suggestive of deposition from base surges that consist of a turbulent head and a 
low-concentration tail.
Depositional processes in the Suwolbong tuff ring were dominated by relatively dry base 

surges. The base surge comprises turbulent and high-concentration suspension near the 
vent, whose deposits are generally unstratified due to the lack of tractional transport. As 
the surge becomes diluted downcurrent through fallout of clasts and mixing of ambient 
air, it develops large-scale turbulent eddies and is segregated into coarse-grained bedload 
and overlying fine-grained suspension forming thinly stratified units. Further downcurrent, 
the surge may be either cooled and deflated or pushed up into the air, depending on its 
temperature. The Suwolbong tuff ring comprises an overall wet-to-dry cycle with several 
dry-to-wet cycles in it, suggestive of overall decrease in abundance of external water and 
fluctuation in the rate of magma rise.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
The Ilchulbong tuff cone, Cheju Island, South Korea: depositional 
processes and evolution of an emergent, Surtseyan-type tuff cone

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Chough, S.K.
Year 1992
Source Sedimentology, v. 39, p. 523-544.
Abstract

 The Ilchulbong mount in Cheju Island, Korea is an emergent tuff cone of middle 
Pleistocene age which was formed by eruption of a vesiculating basaltic magma into 
shallow sea water. A sedimentological study reveals that the cone sequence can be 
represented by nine sedimentary facies that are grouped into four facies associations.
 Facies association I represents steep strata near the crater rim composed mostly of 
crudely and evenly bedded lapilli tuff and minor inversely graded lapilli tuff. These facies 
suggest fallout from tephra finger jets and occasional grain flows, respectively. Facies 
association II represents flank or base-of-slope deposits composed of lenticular and 
hummocky beds of massive or backset-stacked deposits intercalated between crudely to 
thinly stratified lapilli tuffs. They suggest occasional resedimentation of tephra by debris 
flows and slides during the eruption. Facies association III comprises thin, gently-dipping 
marginal strata, composed of thinly stratified lapilli tuff and tuff. This association results 
from pyroclastic surges and co-surge falls associated with occasional large-scale jets. 
Facies association IV comprises a reworked sequence of massive, inversely graded, and 
cross-bedded (gravely) sandstones. These facies represent post-eruptive reworking of tephra 
by debris and stream flows.
 The facies associations suggest that the Ilchulbong tuff cone grew by an alternation of 
vertical and lateral accumulation. The vertical buildup was accomplished by plastering of 
wet tephra finger jets. This resulted in oversteepening and periodic failure of the deposits, 
in which resedimentation contributed to the lateral growth. After the eruption ceased, the 
cone underwent subaerial erosion and faulting of intracrater deposits. A volcaniclastic 
apron was constructed at the cost of degradation of the original tuff cone; the faulting 
was caused by subsidence of subvolcanic basement within the crater.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
The Udo tuff cone, Cheju Island, South Korea: transformation of 
pyroclastic fall into debris fall and grain flow on a steep volcanic cone 
slope. 

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Chough, S.K.
Year 1993
Source Sedimentology, v. 40, p. 769-786.
Abstract

 The Udo tuff cone in Cheju Island, Korea, is a middle Pleistocene basalt tuff cone that 
has formed by early Surtseyan-type eruptions and later drier hydroclastic eruptions. The tuff 
cone comprises steep (20 to 30) and planar beds of lapillistone, lapilli tuff and tuff that 
can be grouped into seven sedimentary facies (A-G). Facies A and B comprise continuous 
to lenticular layers of grain-supported and openwork lapillistone that are inversely graded 
and coarsen downslope. They suggest emplacement by grain flows that are maintained by 
gravity-induced stress and grain collisions. Facies C includes poorly sorted, crudely bedded 
and locally inversely graded lapilli tuff, also suggestive of rapid deposition from highly 
concentrated grain flows. Facies D includes thinly stratified and mantle-bedded tuff that 
was probably deposited by fallout of windborne ash. Other facies include massive lapilli 
tuff (Facies E), chaotic lapilli tuff (Facies F), and cross-bedded tuffaceous sandstone 
(Facies G) that were deposited by resedimentation processes such as debris flow, 
slide/slump, and stream flow, respectively.
 The grain flows that produced Facies A, B and C are interpreted to have originated from 
falling pyroclasts, which initially generated highly dispersed, saltating avalanches, in which 
momentum was transferred by the particles themselves. This transport mechanism is similar to 
that of debris fall (Holmes, 1965). As the slope gradient was too low to maintain a highly 
dispersed flow, the debris fall decelerated and contracted due to a decrease in dispersive 
pressure. The mode of momentum transfer changed to collisional because contraction of the 
debris fall resulted in an increase in particle concentration. This transport mechanism is 
similar to that of common grain flows. Grain segregation occurred in several ways. Initial 
segregation of ash from lapilli occurred due to their differing terminal fall velocities, and 
their contrasting degrees of sliding friction with the bed. Percolation of ash into interstices 
of lapilli during flow (kinematic sieving) augmented further segregation of ash from lapilli. 
The latter process, along with dispersive pressure effect, gave rise to vertical inverse size 
grading. Downdip inverse grading was produced by particle overpassing.
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Literature type Proceeding Paper

Title
A dynamic feedback between volcanism and stratigraphy: I. Controls of 
subsurface stratigraphy on hydrovolcanic processes and landforms in Jeju 
Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Park, K.H.
Year 2002

Source
Eos Trans. AGU, 83(22), West. Pac. Geophys. Meet. Suppl., Abstract 
SE32C-04.

Abstract
Volcanic landforms vary as a function of magmatic systems, styles of eruption, and the 

nature of erupted materials. Hydrovolcanoes (tuff rings and cones) in Jeju Island, Korea, 
suggest that substrate lithology and stratigraphy are another important control on volcanic 
geomorphology. Hydrovolcanoes on Jeju Island can be divided into two groups based on 
their ages: those formed during the Holocene and the others formed during the early to 
middle Pleistocene. The younger hydrovolcanoes have circular forms, irrespective of 
whether they have morphology of a tuff ring or a tuff cone. On the other hand, the older 
hydrovolcanoes have generally irregular or complex forms. Detailed mapping shows that 
these irregular volcanic landforms resulted from superposition of two or three stratal 
packages that are bounded by volcano-wide truncation surfaces and were sourced from 
different vents. The morphologic contrasts between the younger and the older groups of 
hydrovolcanoes are interpreted to have been caused by contrasting substrate lithologies 
during their construction. Several deep drill holes reveal that the Holocene hydrovolcanoes 
were constructed above basalt lavas, 50 to 120 m thick, whereas the early to middle 
Pleistocene hydrovolcanoes were constructed above unconsolidated sand and silt, 100 to 
200 m thick, prior to the emplacement of the basalt lavas. It is interpreted that the 
younger hydrovolcanoes could have circular forms because the rigidity of the substrate 
favored eruption from a single fixed vent. On the other hand, the friable and unstable 
substrate beneath the older hydrovolcanoes probably caused large-scale failure of volcanic 
edifices during the eruption, which resulted in repetitive clogging and migration of the 
vent and generation of noncircular volcanic landforms. These examples from Jeju Island 
show that stratigraphic sequences are not just passive archives of earth history, but can 
actively participate in modulating earth surface processes and landforms, especially in 
volcanic terrains. This study also has important implications for the exploration of 
submarine and extraterrestrial volcanoes, which are studied mostly via remote sensing and 
of which the morphology is the sole source of geologic information.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Composite tuff ring/cone complexes in Jeju Island, Korea: possible 
consequences of substrate collapse and vent migration

Authors Sohn, Y.K. and Park, K.H.
Year 2005
Source Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 141, p. 157-175.
Abstract

Hydromagmatic volcanoes (tuff rings and tuff cones) in Jeju Island, Korea, are divided 
into Holocene volcanoes that were constructed upon rigid, plateau-forming lavas and early 
to middle Pleistocene volcanoes that were constructed upon fragile, unconsolidated 
sediments beneath the lavas. The older volcanoes are distinguished from the Holocene 
volcanoes in that the former have irregular morphologies. The irregular morphologies 
resulted from superposition or juxtaposition of multiple rim deposits of partial tuff rings 
and/or tuff cones that have contrasting lithofacies characteristics, bed attitudes, and 
paleoflow directions. The rim deposits are bounded by laterally persistent truncation 
surfaces, which suggest large-scale collapse of the substrate together with the overlying 
tephra piles and/or erosion during a break in eruptive activity. Collapse was probably caused 
by the instability of the friable sedimentary substrate, removal of lateral support because of 
downward quarrying of volcanic conduits, and liquefaction of the water-saturated substrate by 
volcanic seismicity. The path of magma supply was diverted in some cases after collapse, 
giving rise to migration of the active vent. In other cases, the eruption style changed 
abruptly from cone-forming (fallout-dominated) to ring-forming (surge-dominated) eruptions 
after collapse. The resultant volcanic edifices thus consist of multiple rim beds of partial 
tuff rings and/or tuff cones commonly with non-circular morphologies. Substrate collapse 
and lateral vent migration, as observed in Jeju Island, appears to be an important 
phenomenon in hydromagmatic volcanoes, because they are commonly constructed upon 
unstable sedimentary substrates. Substrate collapse and vent migration needs to be taken 
into account as an important control on volcano morphology and structures and as a 
means of lateral enlargement of terrestrial, submarine, or extraterrestrial volcanoes.
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Literature type Thesis
Title Depositional model of Suwolbong tuff ring, Cheju Island
Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 1988
Source MSc Thesis, Seoul National University, Seoul, 181p.
Abstract

A detailed facies analysis of the Suwolbong pyroclastic sequence (Quaternary basaltic tuff 
ring), Cheju Island, reveals that the sequence can be represented by 18 facies, based on 
2-tier system of grain size and sedimentary structure. Facies associations within individual 
sedimentation units are represented by six lateral (LFS) and eight with a unit of massive 
(LT 2) or inversely graded (LT 3) lapilli tuff, which is progressively stratified downcurrent 
(LT 4→ LT 6→T 6→T 7). LFS 2 develops poorly sorted and crudely stratified units (LT 
2→LT 4→T 4→T 7). LFS 3 comprises well sorted lapilli tuff and downcurrent stratified 
tuff (LT 5→LT 6→ T 6). LFS 4 and comprise low-amplitude waveforms (LT 9, T 9), 
akin to upper-regime antidunes. LFS 6 is characterized by lower-regime climbing dunes 
which decrease in climbing angle downcurrent (LT 2→LT 4→LT 10→T 10→T 11). 
Vertical facies sequence (VFS) usually comprise two facies : VFS 1, massive and crudely 
stratified lapilli tuff (LT 2→LT 4); VFS 2, crudely stratified lapilli tuff and tuff (LT 4→
T 4); VFS 3, crudely stratified tuff and very thin-bedded tuff (T 4→T 7); VFS 4 well 
sorted lapilli tuff and thinly stratified tuff (LT 5→T 6L); VFS 5, thinly stratified and 
graded (lapilli) tuff (LT 6→T 6); VFS 6, wavy-bedded lapilli tuff and tuff (LT  9→T 9) 
; VFS 7, wavy-bedded lapilli tuff and climbing dune-bedded units (LT 9→LT 10→T 10); 
and VFS 8, very thin-bedded tuff and laminated fine tuff (T 7→T 8).
 The facies sequence suggest that pyroclastic surge in the Suwolbong were dominated by 

low-concentration, turbulent density currents, whose sediment concentration in suspension 
decreased  progressively downcurrent, but increased in turbulence due to flow dilution. They 
were segregated into a basal zone of high-concentration bedload and an overriding suspension 
of fine grains and low concentration. The flows were either supercritical or subcritical and 
wet or dry. The Suwolbong tuff ring evolved through about 10 eruptive phases, each phase 
represented by a fining-upward cycle, resulting from a decrease in magma influx into the 
vent and associated increase in the efficiency of magma fragmentation.
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Literature type Thesis

Title
Depositional models of basaltic tuff rings and tuff cones in Cheju Island, 
Korea. 

Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 1992
Source Ph.D. Thesis, Seoul National University, Seoul, 210 pp.

Abstract
Cheju Island, Korea is a Quaternary shield volcano composed mainly of basalt, minor 

trachyte and pyroclastic rocks of an alkaline basalt-trachyte association. The island contains 
about 360 scoria cones and about 10 tuff rings and cones. Two tuff rings (Suwolbong and 
Songaksan) and two tuff cones (Ilchulbong and Udo) have been studied for eruptive and 
depositional processes.
The Suwolbong sequence comprises partly preserved rim beds of a low-aspect ratio tuff 

ring whose rim-to-rim width exceeds 1 km and height is about 70 m. The tuff ring formed 
on a subaerial basalt plateau by hydroexplosions at a moderately deep aquifer. The 
hydroclastic sequence contains abundant accessory lithics such as crystalline basalt 
fragments, sedimentary rock fragments and quartz sand as well as juvenile components of 
non-vesicular sideromelane shards and tachylite. The tuff ring is characterized by massive 
to crudely stratified lapilli tuff in the proximal part and by low-angle undulatory-bedded, 
climbing dune-bedded and very thin-bedded (lapilli) tuff in the medial-to-distal part. The 
facies organization suggests dry pyroclastic surges which decrease in particle concentration 
and in suspended-load fallout rate with an increase in turbulence and sorting processes. 
The Songaksan tuff ring is about 80 m high near the crater rim whose diameter measures 

ca. 800 m. It contains a cluster of scoria cone and a lava pond in its crater. The tuff ring 
formed on a basalt plateau covered with very shallow sea water. Explosions occurred at a 
moderately deep aquifer, resulting in admixture of considerable amounts of accidental 
components in the tuff ring deposits. Inward-dipping to horizontal near-vent deposits show 
facies sequences composed of scour-fill bedded, inversely graded, massive and laminated 
deposits from base to top. The facies organization suggests flow (gravity) transformation of 
near-vent pyroclastic surges due to flow unsteadiness and variations in suspended-load 
fallout rate. Sedimentary facies in outward-dipping flank deposits are similar to those of the 
Suwolbong tuff ring, suggestive of waning flow power of pyroclastic surges. 
The Ilchulbong tuff cone shows a very high aspect ratio with a height of 180 m and 

rim-to-rim width of 600 m. Crater floor is 90 m above pre-eruption surface. The tuff cone 
formed on a basalt plateau covered with shallow sea water a few metres deep.
Magmatic components are generally lapilli-size and poorly to moderately vesicular. 

Accessory components comprise only crystalline basalt fragments derived from the underlying
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basalt basement, suggestive of shallow depth of explosion. Sedimentary facies comprise 
crudely and evenly bedded deposits in steep rim beds, lenticular beds of massive and 
backset-stacked deposits in base-of-slope, thin-bedded tuff in distal margin, and irregular 
bedded, massive deposits in volcaniclastic apron. Depositional processes were dominated by 
wet tephra finger jets which constructed steep rim beds. The rim beds were occasionally 
resedimented by debris flows and slide/slump, forming base-of-slope deposits. Minor 
pyroclastic surges produced distal, marginal beds. After eruption ceased, cone materials 
were reworked by debris and stream flows, forming volcaniclastic apron. 
The Udo tuff cone shows a moderately high aspect ratio with a height of 130 m and 

rim-to-rim width of 850 m. The crater contains a scoria cone and a lava flow basalt. 
Magmatic components are generally lapilli-size and poorly to moderately vesicular. 
Accessory components comprise crystalline basalt and acidic tuff fragments. Explosion 
probably occurred at a shallow aquifer of basalt. Sedimentary facies comprise mostly planar 
to lenticular beds of inversely graded lapilli, thin interbeds of tuff layers and occasional 
massive to chaotic deposits. Depositional processes were dominated by grain flows 
transformed from tephra jets. Occasional failure of steep rim beds produced massive or 
chaotic deposits. 
Estimation of explosion depths, vent-region hydrology and water/magma ratios suggests 

that the two tuff rings were associated with deep explosion depths and efficient mixing 
ratios of water to magma (either relatively dry, e.g. Suwolbong or wet, e.g. Songaksan). 
The tuff cones resulted from shallow explosions and either dry (e.g. Udo) or wet (e.g. 
Ilchulbong) eruptions. Water/magma ratios are mainly related to the size and wetness of 
individual particles and hence control mainly type and character of sedimentary facies. 
Effects on morphology of volcanic edifices are subordinate. Morphologic variations result 
primarily from eruptive and depositional processes, whether they are dominated by 
pyroclastic surges (tuff rings) or by tephra jets and grain flows (tuff cones). The eruptive 
and depositional processes are, in turn, controlled by the depth of explosion because the 
explosion depth determines the character of volcanic jets (velocity and pressure) and 
subsequent depositional processes.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Structures and sequences of the Yongmeori tuff ring, Cheju Island, Korea: 
Sequential deposition from shifting vents

Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 1995
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 31, 57-71.
Abstract

The Yongmeori pyroclastic sequence is located on the southwestern part of Cheju Island, Korea. 
It is overlain by the Sanbangsan trachyte dome and a series of sedimentary deposits deposited in 
scree, aeolian dune and beach.  It is interpreted to be remnants of a severely dissected tuff ring 
which has erupted above shallow marine environments. It consists of mainly stratified and 
undulatory-stratified lapilli tuff and subordinate amounts massive deposits, which indicate 
deposition from pyroclastic surges and debris flows under relatively wet eruptive conditions.  
Channel structures, incised by rill flows and later filled by either debris flows or pyroclastic 
surges, are also common.
Overall structures and facies organizations indicate transport directions generally from the 

east toward the west, but not from a single source vent.  Instead, three sequences, each 
of which indicates different source vent directions, are identified. They are bounded by two 
types of sequence boundaries. Type 1 boundaries are steeply inclined discordances along 
which two incompatible facies are juxtaposed. Type 2 boundaries lie between concordant 
strata without intervening erosional breaks. The latter are recognized by features which 
indicate different transport directions. Recognition of sequences and sequence boundaries is 
crucial for unraveling eruptive history of a volcano which experienced several eruptions with 
intervening erosional breaks and vent migrations. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Hydrovolcanic processes forming basaltic tuff rings and cones on Cheju 
Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K
Year 1996
Source Geological Society of America Bulletin, v. 108, p. 1199-1211.
Abstract

 Tuff rings and cones are small volcanoes produced by explosive magma-water interactions 
and have been regarded as resulting from relatively dry and wet eruptions, respectively, 
which are related to low and high mixing ratios of water to magma. However, comparative 
work on four Pleistocene basaltic tuff rings and cones on Cheju Island, Korea, shows that 
there are dry and wet types in both tuff rings and tuff cones, and their variations are not 
satisfactorily explained by the prevailing model.
 Instead, it is inferred that the morphological variations are directly caused by depositional 
processes (pyroclastic surge-dominated in tuff rings and fallout-dominated in tuff cones), 
irrespective of water-magma mixing ratios. The depositional processes are interpreted to be 
in turn controlled by a number of fundamental controls, which include depositional settings, 
type, level and lithology of aquifers, strength of country rocks, ground-water behavior, and 
properties and behavior of magma. These controls determine the explosion depth, conduit 
geometry, mode of magma-water interaction, magnitude of explosion, eruption-column 
behavior, and subsequent depositional processes.
 The Suwolbong and the Songaksan tuff rings, which formed almost entirely on land 
above fragile and permeable sediments and granites with some aquiclude beds, were 
produced by contact-surface steam explosivity at depth because of the fragility of country 
rocks, insufficient and inhibited supply of shallow-level external water into the vents, and 
interaction of non-vesiculated magma with interstitial water. These conditions led to 
generation of buoyancy-dominated eruptions columns and pyroclastic surges, resulting in 
tuff rings. On the other hand, the Ilchulbong and the Udo tuff cones formed in shallow 
seas above extremely permeable but rigid basalt lavas. The explosions occurred at shallow 
depths mainly by bulk-interaction steam explosivity because of the rigidity of country 
rocks, sustained supply of shallow-level external water into the vents, and interaction of 
vesiculated magma with free water. This process resulted in the generation of dense, 
inertia-dominated jets and the formation of tuff cones mainly by fallout processes. It is 
thought that the morphological and sedimentological variations of these volcanoes are more 
successfully explained by the fundamental controls rather than solely by the water-magma 
ratio. It is suggested that the water-magma ratio can explain the evolution of a single 
volcano or a group of volcanoes under otherwise identical conditions, but cannot explain 
the variability of tuff rings and cones in different hydrogeologic settings because the nature 
of hydroeruptions is governed by a number of fundamental controls.
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Literature type Proceeding Paper

Title
A dynamic feedback between volcanism and stratigraphy: II. 
Hydrovolcanism and Quaternary depositional records on Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 2002

Source
Eos Trans. AGU, 83(22), West. Pac. Geophys. Meet. Suppl., Abstract 
SE51B-05.

Abstract
 Jeju Island is a Quaternary shield volcano that lies on the ca. 100-m-deep continental 
shelf off the Korean Peninsula. Surface geology of the island is characterized by extensive 
basaltic lava flows and hundreds of scoria cones and hydrovolcanic cones. Sedimentary 
formations are rare and thin. A number of holes reveal, however, that the lavas are present 
only above 50 to 120 m below present sea level, and are underlain by ca. 100 m-thick 
volcaniclastic sequences of hydrovolcanic origin. The volcaniclastic sequences consist of 
alternations of lapilli tuff and tuff emplaced by pyroclastic surges and fallouts in subaerial 
settings and reworked basaltic conglomerates and sandstones. The reworked deposits can be 
further divided into subaerial and submarine varieties based on a number of sedimentary 
characteristics and the presence or absence of marine fossils and paleosols. The volcaniclastic 
sequences demonstrate that the early stage of Jeju volcanism was mostly explosive and 
hydrovolcanic and the volcaniclastic sedimentation was strongly affected Quaternary sea-level 
fluctuations. Several hydrovolcanic cones formed during the latest stage (middle Holocene) of 
Jeju volcanism also attest to an intimate feedback between sea-level changes, hydrovolcanism, 
and volcaniclastic sedimentation. The formation of the Holocene hydrovolcanoes on Jeju 
Island was possible because of the Holocene transgression, which made the present coastal 
areas water-saturated and adequate for hydrovolcanic eruptions. The hydrovolcanic edifices, 
in turn, acted as local and short-lived but affluent sources of loose sediment and 
contributed to create nearshore sedimentary records of high-frequency sea-level fluctuations 
during the middle Holocene. The hydrovolcanic sequences in the subsurface and surface of 
Jeju Island show that excellent stratigraphic records of paleoenvironmental changes can be 
created by explosive (hydro-)volcanic eruptions, even in areas where accommodation (space 
for sediment accumulation) is unavailable and the supply of ordinary sediment is limited. 
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Stratigraphy, petrochemistry and Quaternary depositional record of the 
Songaksan tuff ring, Jeju Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K., Park, J.B., Khim, B.K., Park, K.H. and Koh, G.W.
Year 2002
Source Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 119, p. 1-20.
Abstract

The Songaksan tuff ring (STR) is one of several recent hydrovolcanic centers on Jeju 
Island, Korea, which provides an excellent example of proximal-to-distal facies changes in 
wet pyroclastic surge deposits. A multidisciplinary study has been carried out on the STR 
and adjacent lithostratigraphic units to constrain absolute age, geochemical characteristics, and 
Quaternary depositional history. A number of rock units were identified inside the crater of 
the STR, including Scoria deposit I, Trachybasalt lava, Scoria deposit II, and a late-stage 
basaltic tuff, indicative of a rather complex sequence of magmatic and phreatomagmatic 
eruptions after the construction of the tuff ring. Petrochemical analysis shows that the STR 
was generated from different magma batches that fractionated from a homogeneous magma 
chamber, and the early-erupted magma was more evolved and volatile-rich. Reworking of 
the STR commenced shortly after the hydromagmatic eruption in a high-energy nearshore 
environment, resulting in deposition of the Hamori Formation. The formation is composed 
of planar-stratified and low- to high-angle cross-stratified tuffaceous (pebbly) sandstones and 
occurs up to an altitude of about 4 m above present sea level. 14C dating of molluscan 
shells beneath the formation indicates that it began to be deposited after about 4,000 yr BP. 
Detailed sedimentary logging reveals that the formation consists of several stratal packages 
bounded by laterally persistent and distinct lithologic boundaries, probably formed by 
millennial-scale sea-level fluctuations. Occurrence of another hydrovolcanic sequence (the Sinyangri 
Formation) on the opposite side of Jeju Island, having similar sedimentary characteristics and 
ages, suggests that the sea-level fluctuations as seen in the Hamori Formation have affected a 
wide area of Jeju Island, probably related to the high-frequency sea-level oscillations during the 
post-6 ka BP regression period in the East Asian region. It can be concluded that the 
formation of the STR was possible because of the Holocene transgression, which made the 
present coastal areas water-saturated and adequate for hydrovolcanic eruptions. The STR in 
turn contributed to record high-frequency sea-level fluctuations during the Holocene via 
acting as a local and short-lived but affluent source of loose sediment.
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Literature type Proceeding paper

Title
Sedimentology and geomorphology of hydromagmatic volcanoes in Jeju 
Island, Korea

Authors Sohn, Y.K.
Year 2005

Source
In: Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium. Jeju Volcanological 
Institute and Jeju Stone Park, Bukjeju County, Korea, pp. 42-56 and 
107-117.

Abstract
Hydromagmatic volcanoes in Jeju Island, Korea, can be divided into two major groups 

based on their ages: the Holocene or late Pleistocene volcanoes that were constructed upon 
rigid, plateau-forming lavas and the early to middle Pleistocene volcanoes that were 
constructed upon fragile, unconsolidated sediments beneath the lavas. The younger ones have 
distinct morphologies either of a tuff ring or of a tuff cone. The morphologic differentiation 
is interpreted to have been caused primarily by the differences in the lithology of country 
rocks and the hydrological characteristics at the eruption sites. Differences in magma flux 
and the availability of external water among these eruption sites resulted in subtle variations 
in the lithofacies characteristics of these hydromagmatic volcanoes, producing dry and wet 
types both in the tuff rings and in the tuff cones.
Compared with the young hydromagmatic volcanoes, the older hydromagmatic volcanoes 

have irregular or complex morphologies that cannot simply be attributed to post-eruptive 
erosion or destruction of originally circular volcanic edifices. Detailed mapping reveals that 
these irregular morphologies resulted from superposition or juxtaposition of multiple rim beds 
that were sourced from different vents. It is interpreted that the shift in active venting was 
caused by large-scale, vent-clogging collapse of the volcanic edifices and their substrates. 
The collapse was possible because the older hydromagmatic volcanoes were constructed 
above a friable and unstable substrate composed of totally unconsolidated sand and silt.
The complex morphology of the older hydromagmatic volcanoes suggests that dichotomous 

classification of hydromagmatic volcanoes into tuff rings and cones may not be applicable to 
some volcanoes that underwent vent migration and a change in the eruption style from a 
cone-forming to a ring-forming eruption and vice versa. This study also suggests that 
volcanic cones may not necessarily have a circular form, but can have a very complex or 
irregular form depending on whether they underwent vent migration, how the style of vent 
migration was, and how the eruption style changed during a vent migration.
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Literature type Journal Article

Title
Geomorphic and geological characteristics and eruption process of the 
Hanon volcano, Jeju Island

Authors Yoon, S.H., Lee, B.G. and Sohn, Y.K.
Year 2006
Source J. Geol. Soc. Korea, v. 42, p. 19-30.
Abstract

Geological mapping, electrical resistivity survey, drilling of the crater-filling sediments, and 
geochemical analysis of rock samples were carried out in order to unravel geomorphic and 
geological characteristics and evolution of the Hanon volcano on the southern margin of 
Jeju Island. The volcano has the largest crater in Jeju Island, of which the diameter or the 
rim-to-rim width is 1.0-1.2 km and the altitudinal contrast between the crater rim and the 
crater floor is up to 90 m. The crater has a nested scoria cone in the southern part and is 
surrounded by thin (ca. 40 m thick) and gently outward-dipping rim beds of a tuff ring. 
Basement rocks are exposed inside the crater wall, and lacustrine sediments as thick as 15 m 
are filling the topographic lows of the crater, suggesting that the crater was excavated not 
only below the pre-eruption surface but also below the groundwater table. It is thus 
interpreted that the Hanon volcano once comprised an archetypal maar or a water-filled crater, 
and can be classified as a tuff ring with a maar crater based on its present morphology. The 
AMS 14C ages of the crater-lake deposits suggest that the volcanic eruption took place ca. 35 
kyr BP in an inland area about 130~150 m above the sea level. The early eruptive activity 
was phreatomagmatic, involving explosive interaction of rising magma with groundwater and 
resulting in excavation of a maar-type crater and construction of a trachyandesitic tuff ring 
around it. As the groundwater was exhausted, the eruption style changed gradually from 
phreatomagmatic to magmatic, resulting in the formation of a nested scoria cone and a 
ponded lava flow. After the cessation of the volcanic activity, the Hanon crater was filled by 
max. 15 m-thick sediments deposited in a shallow crater lake or a maar.
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Hallasan Natural Reserve 

Literature type Report 

Title
Development of Mt. Halla Nature and Ecology Study Programs and Training of 
Voluntary Activists. 

Authors Jeju Solidarity
Year 2002

Source
2001 Report on the Development of Nature Trails and Ecology Study 

Program on Hallasan National Park. p. 1-160.

Abstract
 Hallasan National Park is known as a "treasure house of plants", but it is lack of visitor centers, 

or nature study program in the park. Jeju Solidarity, an environmental NGO in Jeju, tried to 
develop nature trails and ecology study programs on Hallasan National Park from January 2001 to 
December 2001. The main purpose was to train voluntary activists and to develop natural 
ecosystem study programs. For such purposes, it carried out a vegetation survey, trained voluntary 
activists, and published  a guide book for nature study. This project was carried out on Kwanumsa 
Trail at the northern part of Hallasan National Park.

This report is consisted of five chapters and many appendices. The followings are the title of 
each chapter: 

Chaper I: Introduction
Chapter II: Contents and Schedule of the Project
Chapter III: Educational Training of Voluntary Activists
Chapter IV: Monitoring
Chapter V: Conclusions

The appendices are composed of (1) monthly record of the project, (2) examples of the 
monitoring recordings of the ecology study on the trail, (3) lectures on voluntary activities, 
environmental education in other countries, case studies in Korea, monitoring methodology, 
animals and plants of Jeju Island, geology of Jeju Island, and the introduction of Hallasan National 
Park.  
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Literature type Report 
Title Phytosociological Study of Grassland and Scrub on Subalpine Zone in Mt. Halla
Authors Kim, Chan-soo and Moon-hong Kim
Year 1985
Source Scientific Survey of Hallasan Natural Reserve, Jeju Province. p. 311-330.

Abstract
    This study was intended to investigate the species compostion and phytosociological system of 
grassland and scrub on subalpine zone in Mt. Halla. Analysis of vegetation map and vegetation 
survey on this area was careied out.  The results obtained were as follows;
1. This area is composed of Rhododendron yedoense var. poukhanense - Rhododendron 

mucronulatum var. ciliatum association, Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliaum - Juniperus 
chinensis var. sargentii association, Agrostis clavata - Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum 
association, Cirsium   rhinoceros - Deschampsia caespitosa association, and rock vegetation.

2 , Phytosociological system are as follows;
 1) Rhododendron yedoense var. poukhanense - Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliatum 

association.
  (1) Stephanandra incisa subassociation.
  (2) Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum subassociation.
 2) Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliatum - Juniperus chinensis var. sagentii association.
  (1) Sanguisorba officinalis subassociation.
  (2) Rumohra maximowiczii subassociation.
3) Agrostis clavata - Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum association.
  (1) Typical subassociation.
  (2) Thymus quinquecostatus subassociation
  (3) Ligularia fischeri subassociation.
4) Cirsium rhinoceros - Deschampsia caespitosa association
  (1) Achillea siberica subassociation.
      1. Variant of Sasa quelpaertensis
        i) Subvariant of Reynoutria elliptica.
        ii) Subvariant of Geranium shikokianum var. quelpaertensis.
      2. Anaphalis sinica supsp. morii subassociation.
5) Rock vegetation
  (1) Saussurea gracilis - Primula modesta var. fauriae community
      1. Potentilla matsumurae community.
      2. Aruncus aethudifolius community
  (2) Chrysosplenium tachyspermum - Astilbe chinensis var. davidii community
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Literature type Report 

Title
Species Diversity Change for Growth Characteristics of Sasa quelpaertensis 
Nakai by Vegetation Types in Mt. Halla

Authors Kim, Hyoun-chol and Jung-Goon Koh 
Year 2003
Source Research Report on Mt. Halla, v. 2, p. 97-110.

Abstract
  This study aimed at studying species diversity change for growth characteristics of Sasa 
quelpaertensis Nakai by vegetation types in Mt. Halla. It was surveyed from July to October, 
2002 at 9 areas including Geommun oreum. 
   Soil pH of the vegetation types of Sasa quelpaertensis in habitat was high pH 6.29 average in 
shrub areas, but soil moisture was showed as 73~76% average without relations of vegetation 
types. The light intensity irradiated for upper part of Sasa quelpaertensis was appeared that shrub 
areas was 10 - 20 times higher than deciduous broadleaved forests or Abies koreana forests. A 
density of Sasa quelpaertensis was showed that there were 2,400 shoots average per m2 in shrub 
areas while 170 shoots average per m2 in deciduous broadleaved forests. There was positive 
relations with density of Sasa quelpaertensis of vegetation types, between number of leaves and 
litters and also close positive relations with light intensity among the density of Sasa 
quelpaertensis of vegetation types, number of leaves and litters. Species diversity change for 
increasing density of Sasa quelpaertensis was appeared that there was 0.675 in deciduous 
broadleaved forests while 0.698-0.718 in Sasa quelpaertensis areas. It means density increasing of 
Sasa quelpaertensis and species diversity index was inclined to inverse in shrub areas, indicating 
that density increase of Sasa quelpaertensis affected the decrease of species diversity in shrub 
areas.
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Literature type Report 
Title Flora of Vascular Plant in Cheju-do
Authors Moon-hong Kim
Year 1985
Source Hallasan Natural Reserve Scientific Survey Report, p. 243-298.

Abstract
     The flora of vascular plants in Cheju-do was reinvestigated. The wild vascular plants contain 
1,795 taxa, which belong to 158 families, 663 genera, 1,453 species, 275 varieties, 2 subspecies, 
and 65 forms. The total of 15 taxa are added newly containing 2 new forms in this survey.
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Literature type Ph.D. Dissertation
Title Ecophysiological Studies on Alpine Plants in Mt. Halla
Authors Koh, Jung-Goon
Year 2000
Source Cheju National University, p. 1-98.

Abstract
In order to investigate the environmental adaptation of the alpine plans to low altitude and to 

evaluate the values of plant resources, this study was performed form June 1996 to August 1999, 
on 1) the flora of Paeknokdam, the crater of Mt. Halla, 2) the characteristics of the leaf 
development, flowering and seed development of alpine plants, 3) the characteristics of 
chlorophyll fluorescence from the leaves of alpine plants. 

The flora of 162 taxa distributed on Paeknokdam was composed of 49 families, 121 genera, 125 
species, 2 subspecies, 33 varieties and 2 forms, of which 28 taxa were endemic to Korea or Cheju 
Islands, and 36 taxa were rare or endangered. Fifty-nine taxa were identified as alpine plants, 
which composed of 32 families, 48 genera, 40 species, 2 subspecies, 15 varieties and 2 forms. In 
the habitats of Mt. Halla, most alpine plants developed from early April to mid-August. 
Particularly, leaf growth were mainly observed at June and leaf growth periods were 30 to 60 days 
according to species. While flowering periods were shorter in low altitude than that in high 
altitude, seed ripening periods were longer in low altitude. 

The photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/Fm) in habitat was different with species. However, Fv/Fm 
showed positive relationship with relative humidity and negative relatiohships with temperature 
and light intensity under this research conditions (16∼33�C, 40∼90% and 0∼2,000 �M), 
indicating that photosynthetic efficiency is proportional to relative humidity and inversely 
proportional to temperature and light intensity. In the low altitude, however, Fv/Fm was inhibited 
even in low light density, suggesting that the alpine plants were under high temperature stress. 
Most alpine plants showed dynamic photoinhibition with decrease of Fo and Fv/Fm in habitats, 
whereas they showed chronic photoinhibitiohn with increase of Fo and Fv/Fm in low altitude. 
Nonphotochemical fluorescence quenching (NPQ) was higher in sun plants than in shade or 
wetland plants, and was higher in alpine plants with dynamic photoinhibition than in those with 
chronic photoinhibition. These results indicate that alpine plants such as Chrysanthemum 
zawadskii ssp. coreanum, Potentilla stolonifera var. quelpaertensis and Thymus quinquecostatus 
etc. with high NPQ are highly adaptive to low altitude.  
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
An Analytic Study on the Relationship Between a  Deciduous  Broad-leaved 
Forest  and  Foraging  Niche  of  the  Birds

Authors Ko, Seok-Jong, Hong-Shik Oh and Haeng-Shin Park 
Year 1994
Source Korean J. Ornithology, v. 1, p. 35-55.

Abstract
This study has tried to materialize the foraging place and foraging behavior of birds and to 

clarify the feature of the foraging niche and the season that each species of the dominant bird 
prefers, by investigating the phenology of the birds inhabiting the deciduous broadleaved forest of 
the Gwanumsa area in Mt. Halla three times a month through the January 1992 to December 
1992.

1. The total number of species found at the study site was 40. Among them, 13 kinds were seen 
throughout the year, 3 from spring to autumn, 1 from spring to summer, 1 from summer to 
autumn, 1 at all seasons except for autumn, 1 from winter to spring, 5 observed once during the 
research, 3 seen at rare intervals without regard to the season. .

2. This study has expressed the forest environment that the birds make use of by means of 
various indicators and has ascertained how each sort of bird prefers the microhabitats which were 
classified into three types (M1, M2, and M3) based on the various indicators of the forest, the 
coverage of leaf layer, the species of tree, the type of tree, and the number of trees, by using 
SPSS/PC+ analysis.

3. Most of the birds preferred M1 and M2 in summer when the coverage of forest layer was 
high, but they preferred mainly M2 in winter.

4. In the case where the structure of the forest environment had many-sided aspects, the bird 
community was diverse in the same way. Similarly, the microhabitats that each species preferred 
and the foraging niche of each species came to be different.

5. Summer, a season abundant in food, allows overlapping of foraging niches in most of the 
species. However, winter, short of food, played its leading role in separating the foraging niches 
of the species in a great measure. It is believed that these factors are the reason the variety of 
species has been enhanced.

6. A bird community delicately responds to a seasonal forest change. Accordingly, if we view 
the microhabitats in terms of the conservation of the bird communities, the diverse microhabitats 
are regarded as requisite.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title The Distributional Patterns of Alpine Plants of Mt. Halla, Cheju Island, Korea
Authors Kong, Woo-Seok
Year 1998
Source J. Korean Geographical Soc., v. 33, p. 191-208.

Abstract
 The alpine plants of Mt. Halla, Cheju Island, Korea can be divided into eight groups based upon 
their horizontal and vertical distributions, and seem to have close connection with those of the 
Korean Peninsula as well as the Japan. The presence of alpine flora on Mt. Halla must primarily 
be attributed to historical factors, since it can not be wholly explained by reference to present 
environmental conditions. The alpine flora of Mt. Halla are evidently descended from immigrants 
from NE Asia via the Korean Peninsula during the epoches of the Ice Age. These plants, which 
are very intolerant of competition with temperate plants, have been able to persist in alpine area 
thanks to their harsh climatic conditions, sterile soil, rugged topography and cryoturbation. 
Continuing works on the palaeoenvironment and thermal amplitude of alpine plants on Mt. Halla 
may enable to understand better on the natural history of the Cheju Island, as well as the structures 
and dynamics of alpine landscape and ecosystem on Mt. Halla.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
The Vertical Distribution of Air Temperature and Thermal Amplitude of Alpine 
Plants on Mt. Halla, Cheju Island, Korea

Authors Kong, Woo-seok 
Year 1999
Source J. Korean Geographical Soc., v. 34, p. 385-393.

Abstract
  Present work analyses the vertical distribution range of eight alpine plants and the daily mean, 

maximum and minimum temperatures on Mt. Halla, Cheju Island, Korea to designate the thermal 
amplitude of alpine plants. Acquisition of temperature data at different altitudes has also enabled to 
understand the thermal regimes and gradients on high mountain. The lapse rate of temperature on 
Mt. Halla marked -0.58�C/100m for daily mean temperature, -0.53�C/100m for daily maximum 
temperature, -0.62�C/100m for daily minimum temperature. The limits of eight alpine species 
seem to coincide with the daily maximum August isotherms of 23.5 to 18.7�C. and they grow well 
on areas of relatively low summer temperature. The presences of numerous alpine plants on Cheju 
Island are mainly due to their relative degree of sensitivity to high summer temperatures. Acquired 
data will be helpful to establish a conservation strategy which ensured the continued survival of 
alpine plants near the summit of Mt. Halla.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
Dendrochronological Analysis of Abies koreana W. at Mt. Halla, Korea: 
Effects of Climate Change on the Growths

Authors Koo, Kyung-Ah, Won-Kyu Park and Woo-Seok Kong
Year 2001
Source Korean J. Ecology, v. 24, p. 281-288.

Abstract
   The relationships between the growths of Abies koreana W. and climatic factors were 
analyzed by the use of tree-ring analysis at the subalplne belt of Mt. Halla National Park. 
The four cores were extracted from each 21 trees at north-facing slope (1,900m a.s.l.). The 
site chronology was established on the periods from 1912 to 1999. The growth of A 
koreans was very poor, in particular in the years of 1982, 1988 and 1996. Simple 
correlation was employed to analyze the relationship between the growth of A. koreana 
and climatic factors. The result of simple correlation. indicates that the growth of A. 
koreana represent positive correlations both with the mean temperatures of April and 
previous November. and the precipitation of previous December and January. The presence 
of large number of frost-damaged scars in the individual trees of A. koreana implies that 
local freezing temperature conditions at Mt. Halla have occurred in 1964, 1965 and 1966. 
The correlations between the fir chronology SOI (Southem Oscillation Index) of previous 
January. February and November were significantly positive. The growth ratio of A. mans 
demonstrates that this species is sensitive to seasonal variations. As the winter temperature 
rises. the growth ratio of A. koreana decreases. on the other hand. the increase of autumn 
temperature accelerates the growth ratio of A. koreana. The growth decline of A. koreana 
was observed from 51 cores out of the 54 cores. and the overall growth declines have 
initiated at 1978. 1982 and 1988. Distinct growth decline of A. koreana in the range of 
70% is noticed at 31 cores out of the 51 cores. The decline of A. koreana growth appears 
to be related to the winter temperature which has increased since mid-1970s.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title Endemic and Rare Plants of Mt. Halla
Authors Lee, Tchang Book 
Year 1985
Source Agricultural Research of Seoul National University, v. 10, p. 1-16.

Abstract
Total number of vascular plants of Mt. Halla are estimated so far 1,624 taxa which consists of 

200 taxa of Pteridopnytes, 7 taxa of Gymnosperms, 344 taxa of Monocots and 1,073 taxa of 
Dicots. These numbers  without doubt will change in course of time by a result of explorations of 
new elements companied with an  advancement of taxonomic studies.

Two hundreds taxa of 252 Pteridophytes in Korea which is 79.4% of total fern allies are 
concentrated to this area, of which 60 taxa are thought to be growing only in this area. Among 60 
taxa of limited distribution to this area 56 taxa are at northern border of their distribution and one 
northern element is inhabited at the southern border.

Numbers of Gymnosperms are very few comprising of 7 taxa, of which 4 taxa are endemic 
plants of Korea and the rest are distributed up to main land.

Angiosperms consist of 344 taxa of Monocots and 1,073 taxa of Dicots. Twelve Monocots taxa 
are endemic plants and one of which goes up to main land. Sixty taxa of 70 endemic Dicots have 
limited distribution to this area and 10 taxa extend their distribution to main land.

Rare plants of Angiosperms are enumerated 156 taxa including 36 taxa of Monocots and 120 of 
Dicots. 142 of 151 taxa are fronted at the northern border zone of their distribution and 9 taxa 
distribute from the main land of Red China to Japan through Mt. Halla region.

Three hundreds and five taxa of endemic and rare plants are included in the following list, which 
belong to 80 families, 201 genera, 293 species, 5 varieties and 7 forms. Endemic taxa are marked 
with hollow and solid circles at head of their scientific names. Hollow circled taxa are those 
members whose habitats were found by the author and solid circled 26 taxa (29.1% of the total 
endemics of Mt. Halla)  were not found growing during his visit there, although they were reported 
before from this region.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
The Structure of Forest Community and Vegetation Deteriorations on Subalpine 
Zone in Mt. Halla

Authors Lee, Kyong-Jae, Woo Cho, Hyun-Seo Cho
Year 1992
Source Applied Ecology Study, v. 6, p. 44-54.

Abstract
A survey of subalpine zone (altitude is 1,440-1,700m) in Mt. Halla was conducted using 

sampling plots of 100m2 size. The classification by TWINSPAN and RA-DCA ordination were 
applied to the study area in order to classify them based on woody plants and environmental 
variables. And to investigate vegetation deterioration by livestock's and user's impact on subalpine 
zone, seventeen plots were set up. By TWINSPAN techniques, the plant community were divided 
into five groups by the altitude. The dividing groups are Abies koreana - Taxus cuspidata 
community, Rhododendron yedoense var. poukhanense -  Rh. mucronulatum var. ciliatum - 
Sasa quelpaertensis community, Ilex crenata - Elaeagnus umbellata - S. quelpaertensis 
community, Rh. yedoense var. poukhanense - Juniperus chinensis var. sargentii - Rh. 
mucronulatum var. ciliatum community and Empetrum nigrum var. jponicum - J. chinensis var. 
sargentii community. The species diversity of plant community were decreased severely by 
livestock's and user's impact.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
The Structure of Plant Community on rimok, Y ngsil and Donnaeko Area in 
Mt. Halla

Authors Lee, Kyong-Jae,  Chang-Hee Ryu, Song-Hyun Choi
Year 1992
Source Applied Ecology Study, v. 6, p. 24-43.
Abstract
  A survey of rimok, Y ngsil and Donnaeko area forest in Mt. Halla, was conducted using 71 

sample plots of 500 m2 size. In the analysis of actual vegetation, Carpinus tschonoskii and C.
laxiflora community covered 53.7%, Quercus grosseserrata - Q. serrata community 25.8%, 

Pinus densiflora community 8.3%, Abies koreana community 4.5% and these communities 

covered 92.2% of Mt. Halla forest. The degree of 8, 9 and 10 in human disturbance of vegetation 

covered 64.5, 28.6 and 6.9%, respectively. The classification by TWINSPAN and DCA ordination 

were applied to the study area in order to classify them into several groups based on woody plants 

and environmental variables. By two techniques, the plant community were divided into several 

groups by the aspect and altitude. The dividing groups are C. tschonoskii community, C.
tschonoskii - Q. serrata community, P. densiflora - C. tschonoskii community, P. densiflora - C. 

laxiflora community C. laxilflora community, C. laxiflora - Daphniphyllum macropodum - Eurya 
japonica community, P. densiflora community. The successional trends of tree species by both 

techniques seem to be from P. densiflora, Sorbus alnifolia through Q. serrata, Maackia faurier to 

C. tschonoskii in rimok and Y ngsil area and from P. densiflora to C. laxiflora in Donnaeko 

area. There was no difference between the stand scores of DCA and environmental variables.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
 A study on the Flora of Jeju Island ( I ). 
-Vertical distribution of trees and shrubs-

Authors Oh, Hyeon Do and Moon Hong Kim
Year 1977
Source Theses Collection of Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 9, p. 23-40.
Abstract

This study was carried out as a basic investigation to make the vegetation-map in Jeju Island, 
according to the vertical distribution of woody trees and those on some uninjured areas.

The results obtained are  as follows:
1) The higher the sea-level was, the less the species of trees were inhabited.
2) The sea-level of the distributed limits of principal laurel trees was higher on the south-facing 

slope than on the north-facing slope as about 200m and the presumptive marginal sea-level of 
laurel forest zone was from 400m (Southern facing slope) to 600m (Northern facing slope).

3) The communities of Abies koreana were less inhabited on the south-facing slope than on the 
north-facing slope on a scale.

4) The native wild community of Cinnamomum camphora was discovered in Seon-dol and the 
habitat of Psiloutum nudum was in Cheonjeyeon, Jung-mun. 

5) The unrecoreded plant species discovered in this study are  as follows:
a) Ilex buergeri Mig.
b) Cymbidium lanciforium Hook
e) Botrychium virginianum (Linne) Swartz.
d) Ulmus laciniata Meyer
e) Cirsium leuconthum Nakai
f) Rosa koreana Komarov
g) Gleditschia japonica for. finormata.
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Bird Community in Mt.  Halla National Park
Authors Oh, Hong-Shik
Year 2002
Source J. of Basic Sciences, Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 15, p. 29-44.

Abstract
The study conducted here is designed to clarify the characteristics of bird communities in Mt. 

Halla National Park, Jeju Island. For this study, 15,621 individuals among 72 species of birds are 
recorded during the period of April 2001 to February 2002. Thirty-four species were residents, 
nineteen summer visitors, eleven winter visitors and the others migrants. The maximum number of 
birds observed in the deciduous broad-leaved forest is 69 species and 9,066 individuals, 
respectively. Four types of groups of dominant species are noticed in the varying plant 
communities ranging from the forest edge to the scrub forest: Parus major. Ixos amaurotis and 
Corvus macrorhynchos in the deciduous broad-leaved forest and in the mixed (broad and needle) 
forest. C. macrorhynchos. L amaurotis. Passer montanus and P. major in mixed forest of the 
lower montane zone, C. macrorhynchos. P. ater and P. major in the scrub forest and C. 
macrohycho,. L. amaurotis and Streptopelia orientalis in the evergreen broad-leaved forest. There 
are different distributional patterns of birds in terms of the altitude. It is observed that there is 
difference in habitat preference or selection of each species, as well.
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Literature type Report 
Title Distributional Characteristics of Birds on Mt. Halla
Authors Oh, Jang Geun
Year 2002
Source Research Report on Mt. Halla, v. 1, p. 115-136.
Abstract

We observed on forest birds at Donnaiko, Eorimok, Gwaneumsa, Seongpanak and Yeongsil in 
Mt. Halla form March 2001 to December 2001.

The results are as follows;
1. The total number of species found was 84 species, 29 families, 12 orders at the survey site. 

We observed 55 species at Eorimok, 43 species at Seongpanak, 41 species at Yeongsil, 37 species 
at Gwaneunsa and 24 species at Donnaiko. 

2. The most dominant species was Turdus naumanni eunomus 12.2%, followed by Hypsipetes 
amaurotis 11.6% and then Zosterops japonica 8.6%.

3. The species diversity showed the highest value in Seongpanak and it showed that the 
community structure in Seongpanak was very stable. On the contrary, it showed the lowest value at 
Donnaiko. 

4. Species similarity among the survey areas showed higher value in proportion to the distance 
within the range of 0.382 ∼ 0.864.
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Literature type Report 

Title
Distributional Characteristics of Roe Deer (Capreolus pygargus) during the 

Latest 3 Years in Mt. Halla National Park
Authors Oh, Jang-Geun 
Year 2004
Source Research Report on Mt. Halla, v. 3, p. 35-51.
Abstract
We surveyed the distributional characteristics of roe Deer (Capreolus pygargus) at 24 sites over 

an area of 1,542 hectares during the latest 3 years from September to October in Mt. Halla National 
Park. 
The average density of roe deer was constantly decreasing as follows; 0.078 individuals per 

hectare in 2001, 0.06 individual per hectare in 2002, and 0.056 individual per hectare in 2003 
(Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, Z = -3,421, p = 0.001) in Mt. Halla National Park. The highest 
average density of above sea level was 0.146 (±0.027) individual per hectare in the census sites of 
1,600 m above sea level, followed by 0.091 (±0.058) ind./ha in the census sites of 1,400∼1,600 m 
above sea level, and 0.015 (±0.012) ind./ha in the census sites of 600∼700 m for three years. The 
lowest average density of above sea level was 0.015 (±0.012) ind./ha in the census sites of  700∼
1,400 m. The average density of roe deer had relation to altitude and forest type (Kruskal-Wallis 
Test, Chi-Square = 6.835, df = 1, P>0.001), density and altitude (rs = - 0.480, df = 61, p<0.01) and 
density and forest type (rs = 0.971, df = 61, p>0.01). The density of roe deer at Bangnokdam had 
relation to some differences before and after of opening (Kruskal-Wallis Test, Chi-Square = 
42.639, df = 1, P>0.001) of east top of Mt. Halla National Park. 
The density of roe deer of forest type was that the highest was 0.112 (±0.0061) individual per 

hectare in the census sites of subalpine shrub areas, followed by 0.00596 (±0.0059) ind./ha at grass 
area in the park and 0.0047 (±0.0011) ind./ha at deciduous broad leaved forest. The density of roe 
deer had significant relations with forest type (Kruskal-Wallis Test, Chi-Square = 14.003, df = 1, 
P>0.001) and altitude (Kruskal-Wallis Test, Chi-Square = 34.000, df = 1, P>0.001).
We think that the density of roe deer is decreasing because of increase of noise by visitors in the 

Mt. Halla National Park and snowfall after the year 2000 and inhabitation of wild dog. 
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Environmental Deterioration of and around  Trail in Hallasan National Park
Authors Oh, Koo-Kyoon and Soon-Ho Heo
Year 1992
Source Applied Ecology Study, v. 6, p. 55-71.
Abstract
 Visitor's impact on environmental deterioration of and around trail was studied in Hallasan 

National Park, Korea in 1990. Width of tread and width of bareland beside trail were correlative 

positively to user's density, negatively to height of vegetation and slope, respectively. Depth of 

tread was correlative highly to width of tread and width of bareland beside trail. Areal 

deterioration by visitors almost took place on subalpine zone. Total damaged area was estimated to 

be 121,000 m2 and the damaged area more severe than impact rating class 4 reached about 72,000 

m2, respectively. Ten types of deterioration of and around trail were discovered and total volume 

of erosion to be recovered was estimated to be about 62,000 m3.
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Study on Ecosystem of Baeknokdam Crater of  Mt. Halla (1)
Authors Park, Haeng-Sin, Moon-You Oh, Duck-Chul Oh and Won-Taik Kim
Year 1977
Source Theses Collection of Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 9, p. 177-192.
Abstract

This study was performed on the terrestrial and aquatic plants and animals of the crater of Mt. 
Ha11a, Baeknokdam, by the way of collection and survey and the dominant vegetation was 
sampled by quadrat. Identified plants were 57 families, 169 species, 47 species were 
unrecorded in Baeknokdam flora. Forest community was developed on the north and north-east 
facing slopes and the dominant Abies koreana Wilson. On the west facing slope was the shrubby 
community dominated by Rhododendon species and talus occupied this side. The south-west 
facing slope has the poorest vegetation and the worst severe land slide. Nine orders, 39 families, 54 
species of insects, 2 orders, 3 families, 3 species of amphibians, and 1 order, 6 families, 7 species 
of aves were identified. The small number of insects were aquatic and the most terrestrial. Three 
species of insects (Acidiella diverse Ito, Stylia messalina Hering & Mermyza saltarix Linne) and 1 
species of birds (Turdus celaenops Stejneger) were unrecorded in Korean fauna, and 22 species 
were unrecorded insects in Quelpart Island's.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
Phytosociological Classification of Plant Communities on Mt. Halla National 
Park, Korea

Authors
Yim, Yang-Jai, Jeong-Un Kim, Nam-Ju Lee, Yong-Beom Kim and Kwang-Soo 
Paek

Year 1990
Source Korean J. Ecology, v. 13, p. 101-130.
Abstract

The forest vegetation of Mt. Halla National Park area, Cheju island, Korea, was classified into 
six associations in three alliances and two associations in unidentified alliances by Z-M school 
method as follows:

Unidentified alliance
Saso-Abietetum Koreanae assoc. nov.

Acero-Quercion mongolicae Kim et Yim 1988
Hepatico-Quercetum mongolicae assoc. nov.

    Saso-Carpinioin laxiflorae all. nov. 
             Saso-Carpinetum laxiflorae assoc. nov. 
             Daphniphyllo-Carpinetum tschonoskii assoc. nov. 
            Asaro-Quercetum serratae assoc. nov.
    Rhododendro-Pinion densiflorae Kim et Yim 1988 
             Saso-Pinetum densiflorae assoc. nov.
             Pinus thunbergii community
    Unidentified alliance

        Ardiso-Torretum nuciferae assoc. nov.
Among them one new alliance and seven new associations were found and marked with "nov."
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Literature type Book 
Title The Vegetation of Mt. Halla: A Study of Flora and Vegetation
Authors Yim, Yang-Jai, Kwang-Soo Paik and Nam-Juu Lee
Year 1990
Source The Chung-Ang University Press, Seoul, Korea. p. 1-291. 
Abstract

Mt. Halla is a natural reserve and also a national park. Mt. Halla is sometimes 
contrasted with Mt. Baek-du of North Korea due to its peculiar landscape and high 
biodiversity. Research on the vegetation of Mt. Halla is in its infancy compared to that of 
Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve. 

Mt. Halla is located in the warm-temperate broad-leaved evergreen forest zone, and is 
situated among Korea, China and Japan. Mt. Halla is very interesting not only because of 
its biogeography or vegetation but also because of interaction between human and nature. 

This book is composed of six chapters with collection of photographs at the beginning 
and a list of plant species occurring in Jeju Island in an appendix. The chapters are (1) 
Introduction, (2) Natural Environment of Mt. Halla, (3) Distribution of plants, (4) Plant 
communities, (5) Vegetation distribution, (6) Land use and conservation of plants. 

Chapter (2) describes the natural environments including geographical location, climate, 
geology, and soil. Chapter (3) describes characteristics of flora, species diversity, and 
distribution pattern of major tree species. Chapter (4) describes characteristics of 
vegetation. Chapter (5) describes the vegetation of Hallasan National Park, of 
mid-elevation areas of the mountain, and of the small islands in Jeju Province. Chapter 
(6) describes the population increase and changes of land use pattern, distribution of 
forests, primary production of plants, and conservation of vegetation and tourism. 

The photographs on 20 pages may be of some help in tracking the changes in the 
vegetation for the last 20 years on Mt. Halla. 
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Structure of the Kangj ng brook bird community in the south slope of Mt. Halla
Authors Yun, Won-suk and Haeng-shin Park
Year 1986
Source J. Science Education, Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 3, p. 109.
Abstract

This study was aimed at investigating into monthly distribution and regional differences on bird 
community in Kangj ng brook experimental forest from April 1985 to March 1986. That is to say, 
it means inquiring out relationships among Foraging characters, Habitat structure and bird 
Migration. Experimental area was divided into five categories as follows;

Area I   (altitude   0 - 100 m)
Area 11  (altitude 100 - 300 m) 
Area III (altitude 300 - 600 m)
Area IV  (altitude 600 - 900 m) 
Area V   (altitude 900 - l,300m)

Their results were as follows;
1. The total number of species and individuals observed in five areas was 64 species, 7,076 

individuals. By the way, those are made up of Resident 35 species, Summer visitor 15 species, 
Winter visitor 8 species and Passage migrant 6 species.

2. The number of seasonal species variation increased in Winter and decreased in Summer in 
lower altitude area, but decreased in Winter and increased in Summer in higher altitude area. This 
fact indicates that there must be a vertical transfer associated with altitude.

3. The diversity and equitability of species showed the highest value in area I. As a result, it 
was formed very stable community structure. On the contrary, species diversity showed the lowest 
value in area Ⅳ. That is to say, it was formed very unstable community structure.

4. The similarity among the different areas showed higher value in proportion to the distance. 
The relation between area I and IV was exception.

 5. Foraging category diversity of individuals distribution was the highest value in area I. In 
other words, habitat environment was very complex. On the contrary, it showed the  lowest value 
in area IV, therefore, that was simple. The relation between species diversities and foraging 
category diversities may be concluded in nonlinear relationship as positive curve (X3).
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
A study on the distribution of wintering birds on Cheju Island in the last five 
years

Authors Kim, Wan-Byung, Hong-Shik Oh and Haeng-Shin Park
Year 1998
Source Journal of Cheju Life Science, Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 1, p. 59-65.
Abstract

A study on the wintering birds on Cheju Island was conducted from October 1993 to February 
1998. The total number of birds observed in this survey was 37,302 of 73 species, - 23,066 birds 
of 66 species at Hado-ri fishfarm and 14,236 birds of 48 species at Sungsan-po fishfarm. The most 
dominant species was Anas penelope 26.59% (9,920 individuals), followed by Anas strepera 21. 
36% (7,966 individuals), and then Anas poecilorhyncha 19.56% (7,287 individuals), The number 
of species and individuals of wintering birds in each year were recorded: 5,068 birds of 32 species 
in 1993, 5,068 birds of 36 species in 1994, 8,349 birds of 34 species in 1995, 9,013 birds of 44 
species, 9,236 birds of 49 species in 1997. The number of species and individuals of birds became 
increasingly at Hado-ri fishfarm, but decreasingly at Sungsan-po fishfarm. Species diversity was 
found within the range of 0.639-1.796, and among two areas quotient of similarity was 0.702. The 
rare birds of 11 species were recorded in this survey.
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Literature type Journal Article
Title  A taxonomic study on Calanthe in Korea
Authors Kim, Yun Shik and Sang Ho Kim
Year 1989
Source Korean J. Plant Taxonomy, v. 19, p. 273-287.
Abstract

Several characteristics such as chromosome number, epidermal cell size and shape, stomatal 
size and shape, the arrangement and size of trichomes, external view and so forth, were examined 
to make the differences between five species of genus Calanthe in Korea, and based on these 
results, the key was made. 

The basic number of chromosome is n = 20, all of the chromosome number of C. discolor 
Lindl. var. bicolor, C. coreana, C. discolor, C. reflexa and C. sieboldii turned out to be 2n = 40. 

All of their stomata configurations are actinocytic type, and most of their stomata are scattered 
on their abaxial surface, but in C. discolor 1 or 2 stomata are found on adaxial surface. Its size is 
generally proportional to that of the cells in abaxial surface, but the distribution is inversely 
proportional to it, and the species with many trichomes has also many stomata. 

The cell walls show no flexion on their side of leaves. The shape of the cell walls in the adaxial 
surfaces is the form of uniform hexagon, but that in the abaxial surfaces is irregular one. 

Trichomes are unicellular hair and mostly distributed in basal, abaxial surfaces. C. discolor 
Lindl. var. bicolor is one of the species which have not yet been recorded in Korea.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
 Studies on Cave Spiders of Korea ( I ):
Historical Review and A List of Caves and Spiders

Authors Namkung, Joon
Year 1980
Source Korean J. Plant Protection, v. 19, p. 113-124.
Abstract

In Korea, only a few cave spiders have so far reported, so little is known as their fauna. The 
author investigated on the caves various part of this country to have taken up the study of these 
spiders, detailed report will be made in the future, but for the present, has dealt with as follow;

1) As a result of the historical review of the study on cave spiders have been recorded 39 
species of 27 genera belonging to 15 families, including 16 new species in Korea.

2) It were recorded that the name and location of 154 caves; 121 limestone caves, 33 lava caves 
which surveyed by the author.

3) A list of cave spiders made out about 100 species 60 genera belonging to 23 families. 
However there are considerable number of species which have not yet been identified and waiting 
for descriptions particularly in the troglobiontic species. Especially the Leptonetid, Nesticid and 
Cybaeid species are very important materials for discussing the variation and lineage of species 
through isolation.

4) Species common to foreign countries are restricted to a few; 25 species of Japan, 2 species of 
Europe. There are no existing troglobiontic species, and most of them are trogloxenous ones.
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title The Fauna of Lave Caves its Environment in Jeju Island, Korea 
Authors Namkoong, Joon
Year 1981
Source J. Speleology of Korea, v. 6, p. 17-27.
Abstract

The result of investigations of Jeju lava caves carried out between Jan. 1961 and Aug. 1977 are 
as follows: 

1. Most of the geological layers with caves is the basalt layer in Pyoseon-ri  (26 lava caves), and 
others are Sewha-ri basalt layer (2 lava caves), Mt. Halla lava layer (2), square trachytic lava (1), 
Gogeunsan lava (1), and parasitic volcano projection (1). In altitudinal distribution, there are four 
in mountainous zone (650-390 m), eight in central hill zone (280-100 m), and 21 in lowland zone 
(< 100 m), and most of them are affected by the erosion by sea.

2. Bases on the cave environment, (i) there are 5 caves in north-central - high temperature and 
low moisture zone, (ii) 11 caves in north-east - low temperature and high moisture zone, (iii) 12  
caves in north-west - high temperature and low moisture zone, and (iv) 5 caves in south - high 
temperature and high moisture zone. The relationships between temperature and moisture is 
positive in central and north-east zones, and negative in north-west and south zones. 

3. Cave animals so far identified in Jeju Island are 19 orders and 87 species; among them 
spiders are the most dominant, i.e. 40 species or 46%, and especially Nesticella quelpartensis is 
the representative species of caves of Jeju Island and is a noticeable species in 
biogeographic aspect. 

4. Bases on the degree of settlement, cave species are 29 species or 33.3%, and 
introduces species are 58 species or 66.7%, and thus cave specificity is much lower than 
the limestone caves on the Korean Peninsula. The millipede Epanerchodus clavisetosus is 
considered as the only troglobitic species inhabiting the Jeju Island lava caves, and aquatic 
species were also rare.

5. Based on the adaptability to environmental zones, central zone was the highest with 
41% of species number group and 48% of individual number group, and north-east zone 
was the second with 39.6% of species number group and 48% of individual number 
group, north-west zone was the third with 35.4% of species number group and 42% of 
individual number group, and south zone was the last with 38% of species number group 
and 43% of individual number group.

6. Based on the individual caves, Waseon Cave had the most with 27 species or 31%, 
and the next was Seong-gul Cave with 26 species or 26.3%, the third was Gurin-gul 
Cave (22 species or 25.2%) and the fourth was Geotse-gul (20 species or 23%). The 
average number of cave animals in the investigated caves was relatively low; only 9 
species per cave. 
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Monitoring Avian Natural Treasures Wintered in Jeju Island, Korea
Authors Oh, Hong-Shik 
Year 2001
Source Bull. Mar. Environ. Res. Inst. Cheju Nat. Univ. v. 25, p. 85-104.
Abstract

This study was part of continuous research project on the status of birds designated as Natural 
Monuments by the Korean government. This study was conducted once each month for six 
months from October 2000 to March 2001. The investigated location are mainly three areas. The 
first census area was Hado-ri fishfarm and the coast of Jongdal-ri in Kujaw-up. The second census 
area was all of Sungsan-po fishfarm in Sungsan-up, all located in the eastern part of Jeju Island. 
The third census areas were Yongsu-ri reservoir and the coast of Kumdung-ri in 
Hangyoung-myon, and the coast of Ilgwa-ri in Dejong-up, all located in the western part of Jeju 
Island.

1. The birds designated as Natural Monuments were recorded in these sites, which were Ciconia 
nigra, Platalea leucordia, P. minor, Aix galericulata, Anser cygnoides, Branta bernicla, Cygnus 
cygnus, Grus vipio and eight more species in the survey areas during the research.

2. The dominant species was Aix galericulata 9.564 individuals (96.61%), followed by Platalea 
minor 107 individuals(1.08%). and then Falco tinnunculus 67 individuals(0.68%). Falco 
peregrinus 43 individuals(O.68%).

3. The others bird: In total, 133 species consisting 36,205 individual birds were observed during 
the census period. There were 121 species and 13,141 individuals in Hado-ri fishfarm, 91 species 
and 10,255 individuals in Sungsan-po fishfarm, and 104 species and 12,809 individuals in the 
western area. The dominant species represented as monthly peak counts were Anas penelope, A. 
strepera. A. poecilorhyncha, A. platyrhynchos. Larus argentatys. L. crassirostris. Corvus corone 
and C. frugllegus.

4. This survey area used for a suitable roosting and feeding place by many waterbirds. Thus, 
there is a need of critical plans for the conservation and management of birds wintering in this 
area which includes the prevention of deteriorating habitat quality and preservation of species 
diversity.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
Survey of Forest Birds in Jeju Island ( I )
- 1. Distribution of Birds Mainly Found at Ravines -

Authors Park, Haengshin and Wontaik Kim
Year 1982
Source Theses Collection of Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 13, p. 151-165.

Abstract
From March to October 1981, we observed on forest birds at Kwangyong, Donnaiko, and 

Suakyo ravine, and Eorimok and its surrounding area of about 40 acr. 

By this study a total of 46 species (3,006 ind.) of birds were recorded and these were 37.1 % of 

species number of forest birds has been recorded in Jeju Island. Dominant species was Carduelis 
sinica minor (11.3 - 18.3%) at Kwangyong and Donnaiko area situated in low land and Hypsipetes 
amaurotis was dominant (11.7 - 20.3%) at the upland, Eorimok. 

There was difference in distribution of species and its number with altitude. Distribution of 

species number was constant during March between April and at most areas reached at peak 

during May between July, yet at Kwangyong in September. The minima of species number were 

13 at Kwangyong in July, 16 at Eorimok in August, 15 at Donnaiko in September, and 10 at 

Suakyo in September and October. 

The ratio of migrants was about 80% at the upland areas and about 50% at the lowland areas. 

On the grassland and canopy there were about 28% of species number observed. Breeders was 

69.5 % of total species and 6.5% was to be considered as breeders, therefore all of areas were 

considered to be suitable for breeding of fores t birds. 

Individual density was significant in both the south and the north side of Mt. Hanra. The density 

was always higher at the north side than at the south side except in March. Ten species were 

restricted to the northern side and 5 species to the southern side.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
An Analysis on the Community Structure of the  Coastal Birds of Cheju Island, 
Korea

Authors Park, Haeng-Shin and Jeong-Heui Yang
Year 1988
Source Nature Conservation, v. 64, p. 37-43
Abstract

The length of the shoreline of Cheju island is about 253 km and the geographical features of the 
seaside can be divided into wet land, sand beach, coast cliff and rock bed.

The survey was done once a month from August, 1987 to July, 1988 at eight areas which 
stretched for 2 km each along the seaside. 

1. The total number and species of birds observed during the survey period were 3,786 and 55 
respectively. And the dominant species were Anas poecilorhyncha zonorhyncha, A. acula acuta 
and Larus crassirostris in order.

2. The highest and lowest percentage of the total individual number per family among observed 
birds were 57.77% of Anatidae and 1. 44% of Threskiornithidae, respectively.

3. The highest and lowest number of species per month were 33 of April and 9 of September, 
respectively.

4. The community of birds was composed of 22 species of passage migrant, 13 species of winter 
birds, 8 species of summer birds, 4 species of resident and 8 species of the others.
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Literature type Journal Article 
Title Study on the community structure of the forest bird in Mt. Halla
Authors So, Dae-jin and Haeng-shin Park 
Year 1987
Source J. Science Education, Cheju Nat'l Univ., v. 4, p. 139.
Abstract

This study was made for relationship among foraging characters, habitat structure and bird 
migration. So, it was accomplished through the investigation about the monthly distribution and 
regional differences on bird community in Kwan msa, rimok from June, 1985 to May, 1986.

Survey area was divided into four categories according to vegetation of Mt. Halla as follows ;

 The results were as follows;
1. The total number of species and individuals observed in survey areas was 36 species, 974 

individuals. By the way, those are made up of Resident 18 species, Summer visitor 11 species, 
Winter visitor 1 species and Passage migrant 6 species.

2. The number of  monthly species variation was increased in summer and was decreased in 
winter in I survey area. 

3. Dominant species among the survey areas were the Great tit, Parus major, Brown-eared 
Bulbul, Hypsipetes amaurotis and Varied tit, Parus varius. Kwanumsa course has Japanese  
Greenfinch, Carduelis sinica minor instead of Varied tit, Parus varius. Orimok course was much 
the same as all of the survey areas.

4. Species diversity showed the highest value in Orimok I area and it showed that the 
community structure in Orimok I area was very stable. On the contrary, it showed the lowest value 
in Kwanumsa II area. That is to say, its community structure was very unstable.

5. Species similarity among the survey areas showed higher value in proportion to the distance. 
Except I and III area in Kwanumsa.

6. Foraging category diversity of individual distribution showed the highest value in both I 
survey areas. In other words, its habitat environment was very complex. On the contrary, it 
showed the lowest value in both I survey areas, therefore, its habitat environment was simple.

Area Course Kwan msa  rimok

I  altitude 800 -1,200m altitude 900 -1,400m

II altitude 1,200-1,300m altitude 1,400-1,500m 

III altitude 1,300-1,700m altitude 1,500-1,750m

IV altitude 1,700-1,950m altitude 1,750-1,950m
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Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone (Biology) 

Literature type Journal Article 

Title
Dasysiphonia chejuensis gen. et sp. nov. (Rhodophyta, Dasyaceae) from 
Korea

Authors Lee, In Kyu and John West 
Year 1979
Source Systematic Botany, v. 4, p. 115-129.
Abstract

Dasysiphonia chejuensis gen. et sp. nov., a marine red alga belonging to the Dasyaceae, 
Ceramiales, is described from Cheju Island on the southern coast of Korea. The thallus grows 
sympodially, forming an indeterminate or determinate branch from every segment of main axes 
in bilateral-dosiventral manner, and bears five pericentral cells derived alternately form each 
central cell. The main axes are lightly corticated. Spermatangial branches and tetrasporangial 
stichidia develop on monosiphonous determinate branches. Tetrasporangia are not completely 
protected by cover cells. Procarps bearing two sterile groups occur alternately in successive 
segments on specially developed polysiphonous fertile branchlets. The second or third 
pericentral cell adjacent to the first always becomes the supporting cell. The new genus 
morphologically resembles Heterosiphonia in its lateral-dorsiventral branch system, but is also 
similar to Dasya especially in tetraspornagium formation.
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Literature type Journal Article 

Title
A Study on the Vegetation and Their Maintenance Method in Jeju Seongsan 
Ilchul-bong Natural Monument District.

Authors Kim, Hak-Beom, Youn-Soon Hong and Jung-Goon Koh 
Year 2005
Source J. Korean Traditional Landscape Architecture, v. 23, p. 11-18.
Abstract

Seongsan Ilchul-bong is a volcanic crater perched out on the eastern tip of Jeju Island and is one 
of the ten most spectacular scenes of Jeju. This is a government-designated natural monument no. 
420. 

Recently vegetation of this district especially inner volcano area has changed rapidly. Spreading 
of Pseudosasa japonica on this area is observed and largely criticized in general publicity. This 
study attempted to identify the vegetation characteristics of this area and propose the maintenance 
methodology in Seongsan Ilchul-bong natural monument district. 

This study shows that the unnatural succession like as spreading of Pseudosasa japonica could 
cause serious problems such as threat of species diversity and landscape quality, and so on. In 
addition, out-of-the way plants such as Neofinetia falocata (Thunb. ex Murray) and Crypsinus 
hastatus (Thunb.) is actually located on thereat of perishment. Besides, there is a steady increase 
in introduced plant species. For those reasons, relevant organization of monitoring and 
maintenance system is necessary for preservation of the natural monument urgently. 
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    Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification Serial Serial Serial Serial 
NumberNumberNumberNumber Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

1 Buffer Zone ss 014 Former Eorimok Office Construction newly after 
removal Completed : 30 Oct. 2004

2 Buffer Zone ss 016 Eorimok Shelter Removal Completed : 28 Sep.2001

3 Buffer Zone wj 010 Eorimok Shelter Removal Completed : 28 Sep.2001

4 Buffer Zone wj 014 Former Yeongsil Office Removal Completed : 5 Oct. 2001

5 Buffer Zone kn 003 Former Toilet at Yeongsil Removal Completed : 6 Oct. 2001

6 Core Area kn 008 Yongjingak Shelter Removal Completed : 15 Oct. 2001

7 Buffer Zone Former Gyeonwolak 
Managemant Office Removal Completed : 11 Oct. 2001

8 Buffer Zone Saraak Shelter Removal Completed : 31 Oct. 2001

9 Buffer Zone wj019 Tamra Valley Shelter Rearrangement Completed : 20 July, 2005

10 Buffer Zone 〃 Store at Jindallaebat Removal Completed : 10 Aug. 2006
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No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification Serial Serial Serial Serial 
NumberNumberNumberNumber FacilityFacilityFacilityFacility Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

11 Buffer Zone wj019 Yongjingak Shelter Repairing by 2009

12 Buffer Zone 〃 Toilet at Gwaneumsa Rearrangement Completed : 15 July, 2006

13 Buffer Zone Temporary building near 
Eorimok Rearrangement Completed : 25 Aug. 2006

14 Buffer Zone Storehouse near Eorimok Rearrangement Completed : 25 Aug. 2006

15 Buffer Zone wj019 Bench at Gwaneumsa 
Course Maintenance Maintenance

16 Buffer Zone 〃 Convenience facility at 
Gwaneumsa Course Maintenance Maintenance

17 Buffer Zone 〃 Kiln site inside 
Gwaneumsa Preservation Preservation

18 Buffer Zone 〃
Bathing booth and 
Community kitchen at 
Gwaneumsa

Maintenance Maintenance

19 Buffer Zone 〃 Gwaneumsa Management 
Office Maintenance Maintenance

20 Buffer Zone 〃 Gwaneumsa Shelter Maintenance Maintenance
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No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

21 Buffer Zone wj019 Donneko Shelter Removal by 2008

22 Buffer Zone 〃 Toilet at Jindallaebat Maintenance Maintenance

23 Buffer Zone 〃 Solar heat at Jindallaebat Maintenance Maintenance

24 Buffer Zone 〃 Jindallaebat Shelter Removal by 2007

25 Buffer Zone 〃 Saraak Shelter Maintenance Maintenance

26 Buffer Zone 〃 Toilet on Seongpanak 
Course Maintenance Maintenance

27 Buffer Zone 〃 Seongpanak Sokbat toilet Maintenance Maintenance

28 Buffer Zone 〃 Seongpanak Resting Place Maintenance Maintenance

29 Buffer Zone 〃 Camera for making a film of 
Witseoreum Maintenance Maintenance

30 Buffer Zone 〃
Weather research craft at 

Witseoreum
Maintenance Maintenance
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    Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

1 Core Area ss 014
Stone Post for the 

signboard
Removal Completed : 5 Sep. 2006

2 Core Area ss 016
House for Women 

divers
Rearrangement Completed : 14 Sep. 2006

3 Core Area ss 019 Store Rearrangement Completed : 4 Oct. 2006

4 Core Area Information signboard Removal Completed : 4 Sep. 2006

5 Core Area Trail Rearrangement Completed : 7 Sep. 2006

6 Core Area
Pole of man-made 

wood
Removal Completed : 12 Sep. 2006

7 Core Area
Electrical wiring and 

concrete
Removal Completed : 4 Sep. 2006

8 Core Area Signboard Removal Completed : 4 Sep. 2006
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    Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Lava Lava Lava Lava Tubes Tubes Tubes Tubes SystemSystemSystemSystem

No.No.No.No. SiteSiteSiteSite
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

1 Buffer Zone sh007 The ruined house 
used for a cattle shed Removal Completed : 11 Sep. 2006

2 Buffer Zone sh009 Around Geomunoreum Rearrangement Completed : 20 Aug. 2006

3 Buffer Zone sh012-013 Building Materials Rearrangement Completed : 7 Sep. 2006

4 Buffer Zone sh015-018 Around Pasture Rearrangement Completed : 12 Sep.2006

5 Buffer Zone Gate of Geomunoreum To inform the owner's address Completed : 6 Sep. 2006

6 Buffer Zone sh020 Building used for 
managing the pasture Removal Completed : 11 Sep. 2006

7 Buffer Zone sh004 The lumbered woods 
in the pasture Rearrangement Completed : 7 Sep. 2006

8 Core Area sh022 Gate of Bengdwigul Rearrangement Completed : 5 Sep. 2006

9 Core Area kn 005 Shopping center Removal after purchasing by 2010

10 Core Area kn 006 Toilet Removal by 2010
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No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

11 Core Area kn 008 Ticket office etc. Removal and Rearrangement Completed : 23 Aug. 2006
Completed : 18 Sep. 2006

12 Buffer Zone kn 003
Structure of brick and 

slate
Removal Completed : 18 Sep. 2006

13 Core and Buffer Zone kn 009
Container within Jeju 

Maze Park 
Painting Completed : 11 Sep. 2006

14 Buffer Zone kn 020 Trash around the road Environmental Rearrangement Completed : 13 Sep. 2006

15 Buffer Zone wj 054
Dumping ground 

around the road
Environmental Rearrangement Completed : 14 Sep. 2006

16 Core Area wj 044
Steel frame of the 

vinyl house
Removal Completed : 5 Sep. 2006

17 Buffer Zone hw 001
Manger within the 

pasture
Removal Completed : 14 Sep. 2006

18 Buffer Zone hw002 Container Removal Completed : 14 Sep. 2006

19 Buffer Zone kn 022 Steel gate Rearrangement Completed : 23 Aug. 2006

20 Buffer Zone dc 003-006
Spa office at 

Deokcheon-ri
Removal and Rearrangement Completed : 14 Sep. 2006
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No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
FacilityFacilityFacilityFacility Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

21 Buffer Zone dc 025 Storehouse Removal by 2010

22 Core and Buffer Zone wj 040 Art Complex Removal after purchasing by 2015

23 Core and Buffer Zone wj 025 Storehouse Removal Completed : 20 Sep. 2006

24 Buffer Zone  wj 042 Container Removal Completed : 20 Sep. 2006

25 Buffer Zone wj 031 Not-used house Removal after purchasing by 2007

26 Buffer Zone wj 041 Management office Removal after compensation by 2008

27 Buffer Zone wj 010 Structure of cement  Removal Completed : 11 Sep. 2006

28 Buffer Zone wj 014 Temporary building Removal and Rearrangement Completed : 7 Sep. 2006

29 Buffer Zone wj 012
Container and Building 

materials
Removal Completed : 6 Sep. 2006

30 Buffer Zone wj 018 Container Removal Completed : 7 Sep. 2006
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No.No.No.No. ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification
Serial Serial Serial Serial 

NumberNumberNumberNumber
Facility Facility Facility Facility NameNameNameName Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Rehabilitation PlanPlanPlanPlan Present Present Present Present StateStateStateState

31 Buffer Zone wj 015 Container Painting Completed : 7 Sep. 2006

32 Buffer Zone wj 019 Container Painting Completed : 7 Sep. 2006
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            Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                       Gallery               Gallery               Gallery               Gallery               1111

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 1(ss014)

Facility Former Eorimok Office

Location Within Hallasan National Park

 BeforePlan  Construction newly after removal

Present State Completed : 30 October, 2004

After
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            Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery             Gallery             Gallery             Gallery             2222

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 2(ss016)

Facility Eorimok Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal  Before

Present State Completed : 28 September, 2001

After
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                Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           GalleryGalleryGalleryGallery                                                    3333

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 3(wj 010)

Facility Eorimok Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal  Before

Present State Completed : 28 September, 2001

After
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        Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                               Gallery             Gallery             Gallery             Gallery             4444

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 4(wj 014)

Facility Former Yeongsil Office

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal    Before

Present State Completed : 5 October, 2001

After
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        Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery               Gallery               Gallery               Gallery               5555

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 5(kn 003)

Facility Former toilet at Yeongsil

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal  Before

Present State Completed : 6 October, 2001

After 
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            Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery          Gallery          Gallery          Gallery          6666

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 6(kn 008)

Facility Yongjingak Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal  Before

Present State
Completed : 15 October, 2001

 After
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        Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              7777

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 7

Facility Former Gyeonwolak Management Office

Location Within Hallasan National Park

 BeforePlan  Removal

Present State Completed : 11 October, 2001

After
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            Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              8888

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 8

Facility Saraak Shelter 

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal   Before

Present State Completed : 31 October, 2001

  After
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            Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                       Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              9999

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 9(wj 019)

Facility Tamra Valley Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

   BeforePlan  Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 20 July, 2005

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 10(wj 019)

Facility Store at Jindallaebat 

Location  Within Hallasan National Park

  BeforePlan  Removal

Present State Completed : 10 August, 2006

After 
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                Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery            Gallery            Gallery            Gallery            11111111

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 10(wj 019)

Facility Yongjingak Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  To use after repairing afterward   Before

Present State Long-range plan : by 2009

After
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        Management Management Management Management Card Card Card Card of of of of Facility   Facility   Facility   Facility                                                                                                           Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              Gallery              12121212

Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 10(wj 019)

Facility Toilet at Gwaneumsa 

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Rearrangement    Before

Present State Completed : 15 July, 2006

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)

                                     

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 13

Facility Temporary building near Eorimok 

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Rearrangement Before

Present State Completed : 25 August, 2006

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)Reserve(Eorimok)

                                       

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 14

Facility Storehouse near Eorimok 

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan   Rearrangement Before

Present State  Completed :  25 August, 2006

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 15(wj 019)

Facility Bench at Gwaneumsa course

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Bench at Gwaneumsa course  

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 16(wj 019)

Facility
Convenience facility at Gwaneumsa 

course

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Convenience facility at Gwaneumsa course

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 17(wj 019)

Facility Kiln site inside Gwaneumsa

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Kiln site inside GwaneumsaPlan  Preservation

Present State Preservation
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 18(wj 019)

Facility
Bathing booth and Community kitchen at 

Gwaneumsa

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Building used for bathing booth and community kitchen

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 19(wj 019)

Facility Gwaneumsa Management Office

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Gwaneumsa Management Office 

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 20(wj 019)

Facility Gwaneumsa Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance  Gwaneumsa Shelter

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 21(wj 019)

Facility Donneko Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal  Before 

Present State To be removed : by 2008

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 22(wj 019)

Facility Toilets at Jindallaebat

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Toilets at JindallaebatPlan  Maintenance

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 23(wj 019)

Facility Solar heat at Jindallaebat

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Solar heat at Jindallaebat

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 24(wj 019)

Facility Jindallaebat Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Removal Before

Present State To be removed : by 2007 
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 25(wj 019)

Facility Saraak Shelter

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance  Saraak Shelter

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 26(wj 019)

Facility Toilet on Seongpanak course

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance  Before 

Present State Maintenance

After
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 27(wj 019)

Facility Seongpanak Sokbat Toilet

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Seongpanak Sokbat Toilet

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 28(wj 019)

Facility Seongpanak Resting Place

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Seongpanak Resting Place

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 29(wj 019)

Facility Camera for making a film of Witseoreum

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance Camera for making a film of Witseoreum 

Present State Maintenance
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Site Name Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Hallasan Natural Natural Natural Natural ReserveReserveReserveReserve

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 30(wj 019)

Facility Weather research craft at Witseoreum

Location Within Hallasan National Park

Plan  Maintenance  Weather research craft at Witseoreum 

Present State Maintenance



Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone

Management Card of



Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 1(ss014)

Facility Stone post for the signboard 

Location 104-1 Seongsan-ri Seongsan-up, Seogwipo City

  BeforePlan  To remove the stylobate of lower part

Present State  Completed : 5 September, 2006

 After
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 2(ss016)

Facility House for Women divers

Location Seashore (Owner : public land)

Plan

  Painting on the building

  To remove the roof painted in blue

  To remove the signboard on the roof

  Before

Present State   Completed : 14 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 3(ss019)

Facility Store

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

Plan   Rearrangement    Before

Present State   Completed : 4 October, 2006

After 
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 4

Facility Information Signboard(at 2 places) 

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

  BeforePlan   Removal

Present State   Completed : 4 September, 2006

 After
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 5

Facility Trail

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

Plan   Rearrangement   Before

Present State  Completed : 7 September, 2006

  After
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 6

Facility Pole of man-made wood

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

Plan   Removal    Before

Present State  Completed : 12 September, 2006

After 
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 7

Facility The electrical wiring and concrete 

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

  BeforePlan   Removal

Present State  Completed : 4 September, 2006

  After
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Site Name Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Seongsan Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Ilchulbong Tuff Tuff Tuff Tuff ConeConeConeCone

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 8

Facility Signboard

Location Within Seongsan Ilchulbong

  BeforePlan   Removal

Present State  Completed : 4 September, 2006

After



Geomunoreum Lava Tube System

Management Card of
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 1(sh 007)

Facility The ruined house used for a cattle shed

Location 419 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal   Before

Present State  Completed : 11 September, 2006

 After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 2(sh 009)

Facility Around Geomunoreum

Location 475-3 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

Plan  Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 20 August, 2006 

  Before

 After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 3(sh 012-013)

Facility Building mareials

Location 477-6 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

  BeforePlan  Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 7 September, 2006

  After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 4(sh 015-018)

Facility Around pasture

Location San 102-1 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

   BeforePlan  Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 12 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 5

Facility Gate of Geomunoreum

Location San 102-1 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

Plan  To inform the owner's address    Before

Present State Completed : 6 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 6(sh 020)

Facility Building used for managing the pasture

Location 1737 Deokcheon-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

  BeforePlan   Removal

Present State Completed : 11 September, 2006

 After 
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)System(Geomunoreum)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 7(sh 004)

Facility The lumbered woods in the pasture

Location San 96-1 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

   BeforePlan   Environmental Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 7 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Bengdwigul)System(Bengdwigul)System(Bengdwigul)System(Bengdwigul)

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 8(sh022)

Facility Gate of Bengdwigul Lava Tube 

Location San 86 Seonhul-ri Jocheon-up, Jeju City

Plan   Rearrangement    Before

Present State Completed : 5 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 9(kn 005)

Facility Shopping center at the Gimnyeonggul entrance

Location San 7-1 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

  BeforePlan    Removal after purchasing

Present State

Discussion with the landowner: 26         

  September, 2006

Plan to be removed after purchasing the  

  land: by 2010

 After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 10(kn 006)

Facility Toilet at the entrance of Gimnyeonggul

Location San 7-1 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan   Removal    Before

Present State To be removed : by 2010

After 
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 11(kn 008)

Facility Ticket office and barbed wire entanglements

Location 201-4 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan   Removal and Rearrangement   Before

Present State

 Completed of removing the ticket office: 

18 September, 2006

 Completed of removing the barbed wire 

entanglements : 23 August, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)System(Gimnyeonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 12( kn 003)

Facility The structure of brick and slate 

Location 169 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan   Removal    Before

Present State Completed : 18 September, 2006

  After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Core and Buffer Zone

Serial Number 13(kn 009)

Facility Container within Jeju Maze Park

Location San 38-1 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan   Painting the container   Before

Present State Completed : 11 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 14(kn 020)

Facility Trash around the road

Location San 70-7 Gimnyeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

  BeforePlan   Environmental Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 13 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 15(wj 054)

Facility The dumping ground around the road

Location San 42-2 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

  BeforePlan   Environmental Rearrangement

Present State Completed : 14 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Core Area

Serial Number 16(wj 044)

Facility Steel frame of the vinyl house

Location San 41-75 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan   Removal Before

Present State Completed : 5 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 7(hw 001)

Facility Manger within the pasture

Location San 18 Haengwon-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

 BeforePlan   Removal

Present State Completed : 14 September, 2006

After 
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 18(hw 002)

Facility Container

Location San 42-2 Haenwon-ri Gujwa-up Jeju City

Plan   Removal

Present State Completed : 14 September, 2006

Before

After



Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 19(kn 022)

Facility Steel gate

Location San 70 Deokgheon-ri Gujwa-up Jeju City

Plan  Rearrangement of the barbed wire by the gate Before

Present State Completed : 23 August, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 20(dc 003-006)

Facility Spa Office at Deokcheon-ri 

Location San 53-1 Deokcheon-ri Gujwa-up Jeju City

Plan   Removal and Rearrangement Before

Present State Completed : 14 September, 2006

 After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)System(Manjanggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 24(dc 025)

Facility Storehouse

Location 1210 Deokcheon-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

BeforePlan   To be removed afterward 

Present State To be removed by 2010

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)

Classification Core and Buffer Zone

Serial Number 22(wj 040)

Facility Art Complex

Location
1280-1 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up Jeju City

(Owner: Jeju Arts and Crafts Cooperative)

Plan
 To be removed after purchasing

 To use some facilities
Before

Present State

 Discussion with the land owner : 15 

September, 2007

 Plan to be removed after purchasing the 

land : by 2015

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)

Classification Core and Buffer Zone

Serial Number 23(wj 025)

Facility Storehouse

Location 1400-74 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

BeforePlan   Removal

Present State  Completed : 20 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 24(wj 042)

Facility Container

Location 1281 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

 BeforePlan   Removal 

Present State Completed : 20 September, 2006

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 25(wj 031)

Facility Not-used house

Location 1337 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal after compensation Before

Present State Plan to be removed by Dec. 2007

After
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Site Name Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)System(Yongcheondonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 26(wj 041)

Facility Management office

Location 1281 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal after compensation Before

Present State Plan to be removed by Dec. 2008

After



Site Name
Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 27(wj 010)

Facility Structure of Cement  

Location 1400-54 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

BeforePlan  Removal

Present State Completed : 11 September, 2006

After
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Site Name
Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 28(wj 014)

Facility Temporary building etc.

Location 1428 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal and Rearrangement Before

Present State Completed : 7 September, 2006

After
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Site Name
Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 29( wj 012)

Facility Container and Building materials

Location 1402 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal Before

Present State Completed : 6 September, 2006

After
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Site Name
Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 30(wj 018)

ContainerFacility

Location 1382 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Removal Before

Present State Completed : 7 September, 2006

After
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Site Name
 Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Area

Serial Number 30(wj 015)

Facility Container

Location 1400-41 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Painting Before

Present State

 Completed : 7 September, 2006

 Being used for the storehouse of 

agricultural products

After
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Site Name
Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum Geomunoreum 

System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)System(Dangcheomuldonggul)

Classification Buffer Zone

Serial Number 32(wj 019)

Facility Container

Location 1382 Woljeong-ri Gujwa-up, Jeju City

Plan  Painting Before

Present State Completed : 7 September, 2006

After
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CULTURAL HERITAGE ADMINISTRATION 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA 



Introduction 

 

There are over 10,000 volcanoes and numerous volcanic regions around the world; each 

has its own special features and characteristics. However, Jeju Island is exceptional in the 

great diversity of characteristics of volcanic islands that are compressed into the small island. 

Jeju Island represents the subaerial part of a large shield volcano that has been built on 

the floor of the Yellow Sea, to the south of the Korean peninsula.  The island is elliptical in 

shape, its long axis being approximately 73km and short axis 32km, while the central volcanic 

edifice, Mt. Hallasan, rises to 1950m asl.  The volcano is characterised by a thick sequence of 

basaltic lava flows, forming a gently rising plateau (shield), surmounted by an elongated, low-

angled volcanic cone.  The upper volcanic cone is now recognised to be largely made of one 

or more trachytic lava domes, rather than simply a stratocone.   The basaltic lava flows were 

erupted from approximately 360 subsidiary cones located along the principal fracture zones of 

the island.  Most cones are of scoria and lapilli, indicated that they were built as a product of 

lava fountaining at the vent, although some on the coast are tuff cones and/or tuff rings, 

representative of Surtseyan-type phreatomagmatic eruptions.  The presence of abundant and 

extensive lava tube caves on the island suggests that many of the basalt flows were emplaced 

as inflated, tube-fed pahoehoe (although aa flows are also present). 

 

 

Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

 

 This nomination is based on the claim that the Mt. Hallasan shield volcano, the Seongsan 

Ilchulbong Tuff Cone, and the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System have outstanding universal 

value (OUV).  The arguments used to justify OUV are as follows: 

 

▪  Jeju Island/Mt. Hallasan is one of the very few large shield volcanoes in the world to have 

been built over a hot spot (mantle plume) on stationary continental crust.  As such its origin 

and evolution are particularly instructive to science. 

 

▪  The lava tube caves of the Geomunoreum Lava Tube System (Geomunoreum System) are 

large, exceptionally well-formed and decorated, representing the most impressive and 

scientifically valuable protected system of lava tube caves in the world. 



 

▪  Caves at the distal end of the lava flow field are most unusual in that they are filled with 

carbonate speleothems, the abundance and diversity of which are known nowhere else in 

the world. 

 

▪  The Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone (Ilchulbong) displays exceptional geological sections 

exposed after wave action eroded its flanks, enabling unrivalled opportunities for analysis 

and interpretation of its structural and sedimentological characteristics, making it a world 

class locality for understanding Surtseyan-type volcanic structures. 

 

 

Intracontinental shield volcanoes 

 

Shield volcanoes are characterised by low-angled cones, made of vast sequences of thin 

lava flows.  Their form may be likened to that of an inverted saucer.   As such, they stand 

distinct from stratovolcanoes, which have a more classical steep cone typified by Mt Fuji 

(Japan) or Mt Cotopaxi (Equador), composed of explosive ejecta intercalated with lavas.  Fig. 

1 abstracted from Bloom (1998 - adapted from Rittman, 1962) shows a classification of 

volcanic forms, based upon the chemical composition of the magma, nature of volcanic 

activity and the volume of erupted material.   

This table places shield volcanoes as products of fluid, hot basaltic lava, in contrast to a 

range of other volcanic forms built from progressively more silicic magmas and more 

explosive eruption styles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig..1. Classification of Volcanic Landforms (After Bloom, 1998) 
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The Smithsonian Institute's Global Volcanism Program (http://www.volcano. 

si.edu/world/allvolcs.htm) lists 1,550 volcanoes world-wide that have erupted since the start 

of the Holocene (i.e., in the last 10,000 years) and only a little over 10% of these (approx. 160) 

are shield volcanoes.  An analysis of these entries in the database reveals that shield volcanoes 

are located in the following geographical area: 

 

30% (48) on the floors of the oceans, 

10% (16) in island arc systems, 

26% (41) in Kamchatka, 

12% (19) in North America, 

6% (10) in Central and South America, 

16% (26) in Africa and the Red Sea. 
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Thus with the exclusion of ocean floor and island arc and other subduction zone locations 

(including Kamchatka), intraplate continental shield volcanoes are a rarity and principally 

located in North America (mainly western USA) and Africa/the Red Sea (45 volcanoes), 

where they are usually associated with rifting or hot spot activity (important pre-Holocene 

intracontinental shield volcanoes are also to be found in the McBride volcanic province, N. 

Queesland).  As most of the Africa and Red Sea shield volcanoes are a product of the 

tectonism associated with the opening of the African Rift Valley, it leaves only a minority of 

these volcano types associated with intracontinental hot spot (mantle plume) activity. Thus, 

while Mt. Hallasan is not unusual in being an intracontinental shield volcano, it is a member 

of this very small group of shield volcanoes built over a mantle plume, rather than over a 

crustal tectonic feature.  It is also the only one in the world built in a marine environment on a 

stable continental margin behind an island arc system (Japanese islands).  As such its origin 

and evolution is important in understanding global tectonic processes. 

The geology of Jeju Island as a whole is just beginning to be revealed based on subsurface 

data and new geological maps (Sohn and Park, 2004; 2006). These studies reveal that Jeju 

Island is not just one of many shield volcanoes on the Earth, but can be an unusual example of 

volcanoes constructed upon an intraplate and continental shelf setting. Analysis and 

compilation of more than one thousand borehole data suggest that widespread 

hydrovolcanism persisted for more than half of the history of Jeju volcanism, producing 

numerous (more than 160) phreatomagmatic volcanoes beneath the shield-forming lavas, and 

that Jeju Island can be regarded as a complex of numerous phreatomagmatic volcanoes that 

was later covered by a cap of lavas and disguised as one of many shield volcanoes in the 

world. In addition, these phreatomagmatic volcanoes and the overlying lava flows were 

produced under the influence of changing eruptive conditions and depositional settings as Jeju 

Island grew upon the Yellow Sea continental shelf under the influence of changing sea level 

(Sohn and Park, 2004, 2005, 2006). This distinguishes Jeju Island from other shield volcanoes 

in different tectonic and environmental settings, e.g., intraplate oceanic volcanoes (e.g., 

Hawaii), oceanic constructive plate-margin volcanoes (e.g., Iceland and Galapagos), island-

arc volcanoes (e.g., including those in Kamchatka), and any other non-marine shield 

volcanoes either in intraplate or in plate-margin settings (e.g., those in Africa, North America 

and the Red Sea). Basaltic shield volcanoes constructed upon continental shelves, which are 

commonly covered by thick sediments and periodically submerged and emerged by 

fluctuating sea levels, would possess geological characteristics that are very similar to those 



of Jeju Island, and that Jeju Island can be one of the best examples of “intraplate shelfal shield 

volcanoes” hitherto studied. 

 

 

Tuff cones and tuff rings  

 

The Global Volcanism Program does list tuff cones, but an analysis of their place in the 

overall list is not sound because there are likely to be many more tuff cones and rings than 

listed to be found as subsidiary features on larger volcanoes or in volcanic fields.  Tuff cones 

and tuff rings are relatively common features of basaltic volcanoes and form due to the 

interaction of magma with water near the Earth's surface, intensifying explosive eruptions.  

Indeed, world-wide there may be 100s, if not 1000s, of these features.  Steam driven 

explosive eruptions, known as phreatic eruptions, can also occur when an ascending magma 

encounters groundwater.  Phreatic eruptions are gradational into magmatic eruptions, and 

many eruptions in fact involve the ejection of both old and new volcanic materials and are 

referred to as phreatomagmatic.  Phreatic eruptions are sometimes accompanied by 

pyroclastic surges, dilute laterally moving clouds of gas, ash, and rock that sweep radially 

from the vent.   

 

Tuff cones are smaller, steeper versions of tuff rings, both being composed of Surtseyan 

tephra (fine volcanic fall deposit caused by the explosive shredding of hot magma).  Tephra 

has to be more widely dispersed to form a tuff ring than a tuff cone, calling for a violent 

hydromagmatic eruption, with a relatively high column and mass eruption rate.  Tuff cones 

may form from less violent, more prolonged eruptions. 

 

Almost every possible type of phreatomagmatic volcanoes is found on Jeju Island, 

including a tuff ring formed by dry Taalian eruption (named after the Taal volcano in the 

Philippines) (the Suwolbong, Sohn and Chough, 1989), a tuff ring formed by wet Taalian 

eruption with nested scoria cones and ponded lavas (the Songaksan, Chough and Sohn, 1990; 

Sohn et al., 2002), a tuff cone formed by very wet Surtseyan eruption (the Ilchulbong, Sohn 

and Chough, 1992), a tuff cone formed by wet-to-dry Surtseyan eruption (the Udo, Sohn and 

Chough, 1993), and composite tuff ring/tuff cone complexes formed by superposition of 

multiple rimbeds of phreatomagmatic volcanoes because of the migration of the venting sites 

(the Yongmeori and Dansan, Sohn and Park, 2005). The variable and diverse characteristics 



of these volcanoes resulted from the subtle to marked contrasts in country-rock lithology, 

groundwater behavior, and depositional setting, which changed as Jeju Island grew above the 

fluctuating Quaternary sea level upon the Yellow Sea continental shelf (Sohn, 1996; Sohn and 

Park, 2005). Thus, Jeju Island is a remarkable world-class site for the study of various types 

of phreatomagmatic volcanoes. 

The phreatomagmatic volcanoes (tuff rings and cones) on Jeju Island as a whole have 

great scientific values. The studies on two tuff rings (Sohn and Chough, 1989; Chough and 

Sohn, 1990) are introduced in a number of geology and volcanology text books (e.g., Walker 

and James, 1992; Reading, 1996; Sigurdsson et al., 2000) as providing the most reliable 

depositional model of pyroclastic surges; and the two tuff cones (Sohn and Chough, 1992, 

1993), especially the Ilchulbong, are regarded as the finest ancient examples of Surtseyan-

type volcanoes, showing the complete and tangible outcrop records of the whole processes of 

Surtseyan volcanism. All these studies are very frequently cited in the geological and 

volcanological literatures, dealing with not only tuff rings and tuff cones but also submarine, 

subglacial and englacial volcanoes, seamounts and oceanic volcanic islands, and even 

kimberlites and extraterrestrial volcanoes. The citation records can be checked by searching 

for the SCOPUS, the biggest database of scientific literatures run by Elsevier, B.V. The 

phreatomagmatic volcanoes on Jeju Island are thus very well-known in the volcanological 

community. 

The exposures of the phreatomagmatic volcanoes on Jeju Island are not just excellent but 

splendid and magnificent. The exposures of the Suwolbong and Songaksan tuff rings, for 

example, are so continuous that individual tuff layers may be correlated bed-by-bed from the 

proximal to the distal parts of the entire tuff ring deposits. Such an excellent outcrop condition 

is extremely unusual, and other examples like this may not be present outside Jeju Island. So 

are the Ilchulbong and Udo tuff cones, which provide superb geological exposures almost all 

around them from inside the crater rim to the distal margins. Such volcanoes surrounded by 

towering sea-cliff exposures are not only beautiful but also scientifically very important 

because 1) the observations and analysis of eruptive products and their stratigraphy from 

ancient volcanoes in conjection with observations of eruptive processes from active volcanoes 

are essential for a proper understanding of a volcano and its volcanism, recent or ancient, and 

2) excellent and continuous outcrops make it easy to establish the relationship between the 

processes and the products of any geologic phenomena let alone volcanism of any kind. In 

this respect, the phreatomagmatic volcanoes on Jeju Island can act as a norm or a model for 

interpreting phreatomagmatic volcanoes and related deposits worldwide. 



 

Seongsan Ilchulbong is a tuff cone and is representative of 10 superb examples of 

hydromagmatic volcanic vents located around the coastline of Jeju Island.  It is of enormous 

scientific importance because almost all of its outer structures have been eroded away by the 

sea, leaving unrivalled cliff sections showing the internal stratification of the cone.  This is of 

outstanding international value, enabling the style of eruption of these ubiquitous features to 

be worked out as never before.  The eroded tuff cone is also extremely beautiful and much 

venerated by Korean people.  

 

Surtsey Island, Iceland, is the type locality of Surtseyan-type volcanic eruptions; thus, it 

is considered one of the prime sites to study the creation and development of volcanoes. 

However, because it is so young (formed in 1963 – 1966) there has not been time for wave 

action to dissect this volcano to expose its internal structure, as has occurred at Ilchulbong.  

The Diamond Head Tuff Cone in Hawaii (USA) is another good example of a tuff cone. 

However, it does not display the fine array of geological cross-sections as seen on Ilchulbong. 

North Island (Kenya) and Usu (Japan), Ba'rcena (Mexico) and Taal (Philippines) are still 

active; hence, the outer rim of these volcanoes are still forming, expanding, or awaiting 

collapse in repeated cycles. Buzzard Creek and Menan Buttes (USA), Harrat Hutaymah 

(Saudi Arabia) and Achiaverno (Italy) have sustained substantial natural and man-made 

degradation, thus compromising their integrity and value as significant tuff cones. 

 

 

Geomunoreum lava flow and lava tube cave system 

 

The basaltic lavas that effused from the Geomunoreum formed an extensive inflated 

pahoehoe lava flow that advanced by the progressive extension of an internal artery, or lava 

tube, system.  This feeder system operated down the axis of the flow and extended perhaps as 

much as 20km from the oreum to the front of the lava flow, now lying beneath the sea at an 

unknown distance from the coast.  Following cessation of vent activity, the liquid lava in parts 

of the tube system continued to drain downslope, leaving substantial elongated voids, or lava 

tube caves.  Today, the lava flow contains a series of individual caves, each separated from its 

neighbour upflow or downflow by either a lava seal (a place where the passage remains filled 

with congealed lava) or debris resulting from roof collapse.  The caves are of world ranking 

because of their long lengths and great volumes, their interesting passage configurations, the 



wonderful state of preservation of their internal lava features, the presence in the caves at the 

downflow end of the system of abundant secondary (carbonate) formations, their easy access 

and high scientific and educational values. 

 

Thanks to the work of the world's speleologists over the last 30 years, lava tube caves are 

now known to occur in most of the major volcanic regions, although the longest and best 

formed are located in basaltic terrains.  These caves rival limestone (karstic or solutional) 

caves in scale, form and internal decoration - but in origin they are completely different, in 

that they are the products of endogenous, rather than exogenous, processes.   Fig. 2 is a map 

that shows the principal locations in which lava caves so far have been discovered and 

explored; it is unfortunate that such data cannot be superimposed upon a map showing the 

distribution of the world's Holocene lava flows, but no such map or database exist.  It should 

also be noted that there is no single published source describing the world distribution of lava 

tube caves and this map has been constructed from the personal knowledge of leading lava 

cavers.  Nevertheless, on the basis of this map it can be seen that in addition to the oceanic 

basaltic islands, all of which will hold lava tube caves, the provinces in which lava tube caves 

exist are as below: 

 

Australia (Queensland and Victoria)  Turkey 

New Zealand (Auckland)   Italy 

Argentina                Russia (Kamchatka), 

Mexico                 Korea 

Western and southern continental USA             Japan 

Rwanda, Kenya and Ethiopia   Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Lebanon 

 

Principal island groups with known caves are Iceland, Azores, Madeira, Canary Islands, 

Cape Verde islands, Mauritius, Comoro, Reunion, Samoa, Easter Island, Galapagos, and most 

of the smaller island of the Pacific Ocean. 

 

Lava tube caves have also been observed on the ocean floors, particularly on mid-ocean 

ridges, and are features of great significance on the other terrestrial planets (the Moon, Mars, 

Mercury, Venus) and the moons of the outer planets (e.g., Io). 

 

 



Fig.2. Map of world showing location of lava tube caves. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lava tube caves are therefore of great geological importance because: 

 

1) they are intriguing landforms in their own right, 

2) they enable a view of the internal working and styles of emplacement of basaltic lava flows, 

proving to be fundamental in the transportation of fluid lava over great distances down 

negligible slopes (less than 5º),  

3) they are now known to be a principal mechanism in the building of lava plains and shield 

volcanoes on this and other planets. 

 

 

The remains of the Geomunoreum System, now represented by Manjanggul Lava Tube 

(Manjang) and its downflow extensions Gimnyeounggul Lava Tube (Gimnyeong) and 

Yongcheondonggul Lava Tube (Yongcheon), together with the associated caves Bengdwigul 

Lava Tube (Bengdwi) and Dancheomuldonggul Lava Tube (Dangcheomul), is one of the 

longest, oldest intact, most voluminous and best preserved lava cave systems known on the 

planet.  Indeed, in its support of this nomination, the International Union of Speleology's 

Commission on Volcanic Caves - the world's most authoritative body on volcanic caves - has 
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expressed its view that the Geomunoreum System is the most accessible, classically-formed 

and best protected representative of this cave system type in the world.  

 

" At its meeting in the Azores, Portugal, on Saturday, 15 May 2004, the 

International Union of Speleology, Commission on Volcanic Caves recognised 

that Jeju Island, Korea, is especially notable for its outstanding volcanic 

landforms, in particular its eruptive vents, basaltic lava flow fields, lava cave 

systems and volcaniclastic deposits.  The Commission further recognised that 

while many individual lava caves are of world importance with respect to their 

large dimensions, diversity of form and scientifically instructive geology, as a 

group the caves of Jeju Island are of the highest international ranking.  

Particularly important are the lava cave containing carbonate decorations 

(Dangcheomul Cave), which have no analogue anywhere else in the world.  

The Commission therefore fully endorses the nomination of Jeju Island as a 

candidate World Heritage Site, which if successfully inscribed would make it 

the sole representative of vulcanospeleology on the World Heritage List." 

 

N.B. This statement was written before the discovery of the remarkable Yongcheon. 

 

Gulden has compiled a list of the world's longest lava tube caves for the National 

Speleological Society (last updated October 25, 2006).  This list contains: 

110 caves over 1km long 

60 caves over 2km long 

39 caves over 3km long 

26 caves over 4km long 

18 caves over 5km long 

12 caves over 7km long 

 

While this list may not be entirely accurate, it is an indication at least of the world 

importance of Manjang (7.416km), which together with Gimnyeong (1.4km) and Yongcheon 



(2.5-3km) are segments of a single cave system in the distal half of the lava flow measuring at 

least 13km long.   

 

 

 

Fig..3.  List of the world's 12 longest lava tube caves 

(After Gulden, 2006 - http://www.caverbob.com/lava.htm - accessed 4 November, 2006) 

Cave name Length (km) Country 

Kazumura Cave 65.500 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Kipuka Kanohina (Kula Kai Caverns) 26.554 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Emesine Cave (1881 System) 20.744 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Cueva del Viento/Sobrado 18.000 Spain (Tenerife) 

Pahoa Caves (Segmented system) cumulatively 16.000 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Cueva de los Verdes/Jameo del Agua  14.824 Spain (Lanzarote) 

Hualalai Ranch Cave 12.310 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Leviathan Cave 11.500 Kenya (Chyulu) 

Hue Hue Cave 10.800 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Keala Cave 8.700 USA (Hawaii Island) 

Bilemotgul 8.910 Korea (Jeju Island) 

Manjang 7.416 Korea (Jeju Island) 

 

NB.  This list is not entirely accurate because it mixes individual unbroken caves with 

segmented cave systems.  As a segmented cave system, Manjang, with Gimnyeong and 

Yongcheon, has a length of approx. 13km.  

 

As Gulden's list indicates, there are other cave systems that are longer than the 

Geomunoreum cave system and some that possess comparable cross-sectional volumes, but 

these are either on private land and inaccessible, polluted, partly infilled, or not as well-



formed and preserved as the Jeju examples.  The world's longest surface lava flow that 

contains lava tube caves is the Undara Flow in the McBride Volcanic Province, N Queensland.  

This has a length of 160km and its emplacement was apparently tube-fed, although the 

longest accessible cave segment is only 1.3km long.  The celebrated 65km long Kazumura 

Cave on the NE slope of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, is now largely inaccessible due to the 

overlying bush passing into private hands for real estate development, while entrances are 

being infilled and parts of the cave used for waste disposal.  In fact, a traverse of the whole 

length of this cave is no longer possible.  The 18km long Cueva del Viento on Tenerife 

contrasts with the Geomunoreum cave system in being a three dimensional maze of relatively 

tight and spinose passages (in form, comparable to Bengdwi in the Geomunoreum System), 

now also suffering waste pollution from overlying settlement.  The 11.5km long Leviathan 

Cave in the Chyulu Hills, Kenya, is of extremely difficult physical access, and the 14.8km 

long Cueva de los Verdes, Lanzarote, while possessing passage dimensions of a scale 

comparable with those of Manjang, and being wonderfully accessible to the general public, 

does not possess the same well preserved internal lava features as that cave.  The Big Island, 

Hawaii, has seven of the caves longer than 8km, but none are well protected or as accessible 

as the Geomunoreum cave system. 

 

In addition to being a world-class representative of a well-preserved, long, segmented 

lava tube cave system, the Geomunoreum System has one additional feature that is especially 

rare in the world - the distal end of the system is decorated with carbonate deposits.  

Secondary mineralisation occurs in all lava caves, but generally it consists of sporadic thin 

coatings and small stalactitic forms of gypsum or silica (opal) (e.g., Kula Kai Cavern in 

Hawaii).  In contrast, the caves in the distal end of the Geomunoreum lava flow are overlain 

by carbonate sands and harbour spectacular and abundant, diverse and very beautiful 

carbonate formations (speleothems).  With the exception of Duck Creek Cave, Utah, and 

some other caves elsewhere on Jeju Island, such mineralization is known from no other lava 

caves in the world.  Furthermore, the secondary mineralization in Duck Creek Cave is but a 

pale shadow of that present in Jeju's Yoncheon and Dangcheomul. Yongcheon and 

Dangcheomul lava tube caves include a wide variety of carbonate speleothems, such as soda 

straws, stalactites, stalagmites, columns, cave corals, draperies, rimstones, cave pearls, 

flowstones and so on, that can be commonly seen in many limestone caves. Particularly 

notable are some erratic forms of calcite speleothems from the coating over plant roots. The 

erratic forms of white speleothems with dark basaltic background truly pose a unrivalled 



beauty which cannot be seen anywhere else on Earth.  In this case, some soda straws can be 

longer than 5m, which is quite unusual in most limestone caves. The density and abundance 

as well as the variety of carbonate speleothems in Yongcheon and Dangcheomul are truly 

unique on this planet. Fig. 4 derived from Forti, 2005, summarizes the values of secondary 

mineralization in the world’s volcanic caves. 

Fig. 4. The world’s most important volcanic caves from a mineralogical perspective 

(After Forti, 2005) 

 

CAVE LOCATION FEATURES 

Algar do Carbalo 
Pico Island, 

Portugal 
Best and largest display of opal speleothems 

Alum 
Vulcano Island, 

Italy 
Highest number of secondary cave minerals 

Cutrona Mt. Etna, Italy High number of active genetic mechanisms 

Dangcheomul Jeju Island, Korea Fine display of diverse calcite speleothems 

El Manzano 
Rio Grande, 

Argentina 
Phosphates & sulphates related to bird guano 

Grillid Surtsey, Iceland 
Single cave reference for 5 different new cave 

minerals 

Hibashi Saudi Arabia Many organic compounds, guano related minerals 

Kitum Mt. Elgon, Kenya Silicate minerals related to meteoric water  

Skipton Victoria, Australia 
First description of many new cave phosphate 

minerals 

Togawa-

Sakaidani-do 
Kyushu, Japan First description of coralloid made by diatoms 

Yongcheon Jeju Island, Korea 
Outstanding display of diverse and abundant 

calcite speleothems 

 

 



Comparison with other volcanic sites on the WHS 

 

Currently there are 830 sites inscribed on the World Heritage List (Nov. 2006).  Of these, 

the Draft Global Strategy for Geological World Heritage Sites (March 2004) lists 17 under the 

category Volcanoes/Volcanic Features.  Nevertheless, a cautious analysis of the WH List has 

identified 26 sites located in volcanic terrains.  However, most of these sites were inscribed to 

protect their important biological or cultural values, not their geological values (i.e., their 

volcanic features, whilst interesting, are incidental or secondary to their inscription).   Only 11 

of the 26 sites have been inscribed specifically because of their important volcanic features 

and/or processes. For example the Hawaiian Volcanoes National park was based principally 

on its vegetation (Natural Criteria ii) and the Volcanoes of Kamchatka was based on Natural 

Criteria i, ii, iii and iv as an andesitic, and very active site, rather than the basaltic features 

represented on Jeju Island.  

The only World Heritage site that is inscribed based on its value as a volcano, as a 

representation of the history and geological evolution of Earth is the Isole Eolie (Italy). Since 

the 18th century, the Isole Eolie has served as a laboratory where scientists studied two types 

of volcanic eruptions – the Vulcanian and the Strombolian. Consequently, it became a 

textbook of vulcanology for all geologists. Besides the Isole Eolie, other volcanic sites have 

been inscribed as World Heritage sites, by virtue of their attributes that demonstrate Earth's 

history and development as a result of volcanic activities. Some illustrate the magnificent 

scenery of stratovolcanoes and volcanic lava domes (Pitons Management Area, Saint Lucia); 

in others, researchers demonstrated the changing topography of volcanoes in motion (Morne 

Trois Pitons National Park, Dominica) and there are those that demonstrate the topography 

and phenomena (i.e., geysers) created by magma and the resulting subterranean heat such as 

Yellowstone National Park. Still others represent the geological process and topography 

resulting from active volcanoes that are located where two tectonic plates collide (e.g. 

Volcanoes of Kamchatka).   

 

These are listed below, succeeded by a list detailing the remaining sites, inscribed for 

their biological or cultural values.  

 

Fig. 5 lists the sites with volcanological interest inscribed on the World Heritage List.  

From this it can be seen that there are features comparable to those described in this 

nomination, as follows: 



 

� Shield volcanoes:  A number of shield volcanoes are listed ranging from the classical 

active edifices of Mauna Loa and Kilauea in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, Africa's 

Nyiragongo, and the smaller shield volcanoes of the Galapagos Islands and Russia's 

Kamchatka peninsula.  The Hawaiian and Galapagos volcanoes display the usual range of 

subsidiary landforms, including lava tube cave systems, but details of the forms of the 

Nyiragongo and the Kamchatka shields have not been well-described in the literature.  

Other shield volcanoes on the WH List represent old and eroded remnants, or knowledge 

of them is poor because of inadequate records.  With the exception of Nyiragongo, none 

of those listed are continental intraplate shield volcanoes, while the origin of Nyiragongo 

is linked to the rifting of the African continent and not mantle plume activity like Jeju 

Island. 

 

� Lava domes:  Lava domes are common features of the stratovolcanoes listed, but are not 

present on any of the inscribed shield volcanoes.  Mt. Hallasan is most unusual in this 

respect. 

 

� Tuff cones:  While some inscribed sites do contain tuff cones, no single tuff cone is 

specifically inscribed.  

 

� Lava tube caves:  There are no lava tube cave systems specifically inscribed on the world 

heritage list, and even where they are present in an inscribed site they have never formed a 

significant part of the inscription.  As lava tube systems are fundamental in the 

emplacement of pahoehoe lava flows and the building of shield volcanoes, the presence of 

lava tube caves should be expected where such edifices have been inscribed.   The 

inscribed site with the most notable collection of lava tube caves is the Hawaiian 

Volcanoes National Park, although none rank in size, quality and ease of access with the 

Geomunoreum System and certainly none contain significant secondary mineralization.  

The larger Hawaiian lava tube cave systems listed in Fig. 2 all lie outside of the inscribed 

site and are of very poor access and protection, with notable damage to them being caused 

annually.  Very little is known about the caves of the Galapagos Islands, but those that 

have been explored are relatively short, while only one short cave is known in the lava 

field of Heard Island.   Lava caves are known to be present on Rapa Nui, but none have 



been mapped and described, and although there are significant caves in the lavas of Pico 

Island, Azores, none of these occur within the inscribed site.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Sites inscribed for their outstanding volcanic landscapes and active volcanic processes 

 

In competition with this nomination 

 

Name of 

World 

Heritage Site 

 

Country 

 

Type of volcanic features 

Shield 

volcano        

Lava 

dome 

Tuff 

cone 

Lava 

tube 

caves        

Lava 

caves 

with 

secon

dary 

mins        

Giants 

Causeway 

UK Columnar basalt X X X X X 

Galapagos 

Islands  

Equador Whole archipelago, basaltic 

lavas and shield volcanoes, 

some with summit calderas 

 

� 

 

X 

 

� 

 

� 

 

X 

Isole Eolie 

(Aeolian 

Islands) 

Italy Stratovolcanoes Stromboli, 

Vulcano, Lipari, sector 

collapse  

X X X X X 

Pitons 

Management 

Area 

St Lucia Dacite domes, collapsed 

stratovolcano, sector collapse 

X � X X X 

Sanguy NP Equador Stratovolcanoes Tungurahua, 

El Altar, Sanguy, caldera 

X � X X X 

Tongariro NP New 

Zealand 

Stratovolcanoes in two groups, 

with other vents, domes and 

craters: In N group -Kakramea, 

Tihia, Pihanga; in S group -

Tongariro, Ngauruhoa, 

Ruapehu. 

 

X 

 

� 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Ujong Kulon 

NP 

Indonesia Stratovolcano and caldera 

Krakatoa 

X X � X X 

Virunga NP Congo Stratovolcano Nyamulagira, 

shield volcano Nyiragongo  

� X X � X 

Volcanoes of 

Kamchatka 

Russian 

Fed. 

As many as 300 volcanoes, 

most being stratovolcanoes 

with all associated features 

represented 

 

� 

 

� 

 

� 

 

X 

 

X 

Hawaii USA Shield volcanoes Kilauea and � X X � X 



Volcanoes 

National Park 

Mauna Loa 

Yellowstone 

NP 

USA Resurgent caldera X X X X X 

 

Other inscribed sites notable for their volcanic interest 

Central 

Eastern 

Rainforest 

Reserve 

Australia Dispersed (serial) site with 

dissected  Tertiary basaltic 

structures, incl. the Tweed 

shield volcano. 

 

� 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Gough and 

Inaccessible 

Islands 

UK Eroded summit of Tertiary 

volcano 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Heard and 

McDonald 

Islands 

Australia Basaltic stratovolcanoes incl. 

active Mount Mawson 

X X � � X 

Komodo NP Indonesia Volcanic bedrock X X X X X 

Kahuzi-Biega 

NP 

Congo Part of W mountains of Gt Rift 

Valley - Mt Kahuzi and Mt 

Biega are Tertairy volcanoes 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Lord Howe 

Island Group 

Australia Eroded shield volcano - part of 

1300 km seamount chain 

� X X X X 

Mount Kenya Kenya Pleistocene volcanic complex X � X X X 

Mount 

Kilimanjaro 

Kenya 3 stratovolcanoes X � X X X 

Morne Trois 

Pitons NP 

Dominica Dissected Tertiary 

stratovolcano, with domes and 

fumaroles 

X � X X X 

New Zealand 

Sub-Antarctic 

Islands 

New 

Zealand 

Basaltic lavas and shields � X � X X 

Ngorongoro 

Conservation 

Area 

Tanzania 17km diameter Tertiary 

caldera 

X X X X X 

Pico Island, 

Azores 

Portugal Cultural walled landscape on 

basaltic lava flows - site does 

not include Pico stratovolcano 

 

� 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Rapa Nui  

(Easter 

Island) 

Chile Basaltic shield and lavas � X � � X 

St Kilda UK Volcanic bedrock X X X X X 

Thingvellir 

NP 

Iceland Holocene basaltic lava field, 

graben 

X X X X X 



 

 

Outstanding Universal Value of Geological Integrity 

 

As described above, there are many shield volcanoes, tuff cones and tuff rings, and lava 

tube caves distributed around the world. But it is not common to find all the three volcanic 

features concentrated in a small area despite the old age of a few hundreds of thousand years. 

Jeju Island is a shield volcano, containing over 360 cinder cones and numerous lava flows all 

around the island. Many cinder cones produced basaltic pahoehoe lavas, resulting in the 

massive production of more than 140 lava tube caves on the island.  

Present knowledge on the surface and subsurface geology of Jeju Island suggests that the 

Jeju volcanism evolved temporally from explosive phreatomagmatism or hydrovolcanism to 

lava effusion. The Ilchulbong represents the early-stage volcanism of Jeju Island 

characterized by extensive and sustained phreatomagmatism or hydrovolcanism. Mt. Hallasan 

and the Geomunoreum System appear to be the representative products of the late-stage, lava-

flow-dominated volcanism of Jeju Island that are preserved as a surface landform and 

subterranean structures, respectively.  This clearly demonstrates that Jeju Island is one of the 

world’s primary sites for demonstrating the role of volcanism in the building of the Earth’s 

crust and in the the geological history of the Earth. 

 

The nominated site clearly represents a geological integrity that stands distinct from any 

other part of the world.  During the formation of Mt. Hallasan, more than 360 parasitic (scoria 

and tephra) cones formed. Among them, one of the best examples showing the Surteyan-type 

eruption is shown by Ilchulbong which stands up like a giant castle on the eastern coast of 

Jeju. One scoria cone, the Geomunorem, produced a lava tube system (the Geomunoreum 

System) which extended over 20 km towards the sea. Along its path, braided and axial lava 

tubes developed, represented today in the labyrinthine lava tube cave (Bengdwi ), the classical 

grandiose lava tube caves (Manjang and Gimnyeong), and lava tube caves with carbonate 

speleothems of superlative beauty (Yongcheon and Dangcheomul). 

 

The volcanic landforms and lava tube caves of Jeju Island are truly unique, combining to 

form a holistic system that is unrivalled in the world and displaying an integrity that uniquely 

illustrates the complex formation of shield volcanoes and the geological history of the Earth. 
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APPENDIX 13-A 

 

 

INTRODUCTION OF JEJU ISLAND 

BIOSPHERE RESERVE 
 

 

(1) INTRODUCTION 

 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) is relatively new. It was designated in December 2002 as the 
second biosphere reserve in the Republic of Korea (See Appendix 13-B). Mt. Sorak was designated 
as a biosphere reserve in 1982, but its main function was conservation with little emphasis on 
sustainable development. In contrast, Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve was aimed at fulfilling all the 
three functions of the biosphere reserve in a balanced way.  
 
Jeju Island is situated in the southern part of the Korean Peninsula and covers a lava plateau with a 
shield volcano at the elevation of about 1,950 meters above sea level. The biosphere reserve is 
located at the center of the island, comprising Mt. Hallasan National Park as core area, national 
forests as buffer zone, and mid-elevation areas above 200 m a.s.l. as transition area. It also 
comprises streams and marine part: two stream corridors at the south of Mt. Hallasan National Park 
and three islets and surrounding marine areas off the coast of Seoguipo City. 
   
The size of the core area, including the Mt. Hallasan National Park, two stream corridors and three 
islets, is 15,158 ha. The size of the terrestrial buffer zone is 13,730 ha and that of marine buffer 
zone is 871 ha. The size of terrestrial transition area is 51,915 ha and that of marine transition area 
is 1,420 ha. The total terrestrial area of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve covers 43.7% of the total 
area of Jeju Island (184,820 ha) (See Appendix 13-B). 
 
A diversity of ecosystems are represented in the biosphere reserve, e.g. montane coniferous forest 
dominated by Korean fir, subalpine scrub forest dominated by azaleas, temperate deciduous 
hardwood forests dominated by Mongolian oak, warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests 
dominated by Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii and camellia, and temperate grasslands. The 
three uninhabited islets are of importance from a biodiversity point of view and also comprise coral 
communities. In the surrounding buffer zone of the islets, fishing and submarine tours take place. 
The buffer zone and transition area also include afforestation areas, agricultural fields, pasture land 
and residential areas. Human land use is increasing from the center of the island to the coast.  
 
About 7,500 people within the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve live mostly in the transition area and 
make their living from tourism, cattle  ranching and agriculture. The high biological diversity, 
unique volcanic topography and the culture of Jeju Island attract many tourists. Sustainable tourism 
development will be one of the main challenges for the biosphere reserve.  
 
MAB National Committee of Korea and the Jeju Provincial Government tried to include a wide 
strip of corridor between the Mt. Hallasan National Park and the Seoguipo Marine Park, but 
succeeded to include only the two streams, Hyodoncheon Stream and Yeongcheon Stream which 
are protected as national monuments, and surrounding area with a width of 500m from the streams 
due to opposition from the Seoguipo City Government and local people. Establishing a wide 
corridor will be a challenge in the future.   
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During the nomination process, Seoguipo City Marine Park, which was not included in the 
biosphere reserve at first due to the development plan of the coastal area by the Seoguipo City 
Government, was added to the JIBR by the suggestion of MAB ICC.  Recently the development 
plan was rejected by the Cultural Heritage Committee of Korea. This marine area is the habitat of 
soft coral and is used by the Jeju Haenyeo (women divers) for collection of marine products.    
 
 

(2) JEJU ISLAND BIOSPHERE RESERVE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 
Biosphere reserve was a new system for the people of Jeju Island. In order to effectively manage 
the JIBR, Jeju Special Self-governing Province launched a research project for a better 
management system in 2004. The research report was published in Korean with 357 pages (See 
Appendix 13-B for the summary of the report).  The research team visited some of the biosphere 
reserves well-known for their successful management including La Palma of Spain, Rohn of 
Germany, and Vosges du Nord-Pfalzerwald between France and Germany. The team analyzed the 
legal system for land use and conservation of Jeju Province and suggested a management body of 
JIBR. The report also dealt with several possible projects which can be implemented soon to 
improve the development and logistic functions (See Appendix 13-B).  
 
Currently, JIBR is managed by the JIBR Management Committee. The establishment of this 
committee was officially enacted by the amendment of the Jeju Environment Act in July 2003. It is 
consisted of Deputy Governor of the Jeju Special Self-governing Province, Director-General of the 
Division of Environment and Construction of Jeju Special Self-governing Province, Deputy 
Mayors of Jeju City and Seoguipo City, members of Jeju Special Self-governing Province Council, 
NGO members, and experts.  
 
The major economy of Jeju Island is tourism, agriculture, and fishery. We are planning to introduce 
the JIBR logo system, especially on agricultural products, to boost local economy and to promote 
the quality of the biosphere reserve. Many other activities are at the planning stage now.   
 
 

(3) JEJU INITIATIVE 

 
The Jeju Self-Governing Provincial Government of the Republic of Korea recently launched the 
UNESCO Funds-in-Trust for the management improvement and capacity building of Biosphere 
Reserves in Asia-Pacific. The project, which is entitled “Jeju Initiative: Asia-Pacific Inter-linkage 
of Coastal and Island Biosphere Reserves for Environmental Governance and Socio-economic 
Development”, will be implemented by the UNESCO Jakarta Office for 6 years in the amount of 
US$50,000 per year (See Appendix 13-D). The signing ceremony between the Governor of Jeju 
Special Self-Governing Province and the new Director of the UNESCO Jakarta Office and the 1st 
Steering Committee Meeting were held in September 2006 in Jeju Island. We can find particular 
meaning in the fact that the project was initiated and supported by the local government for 
regional cooperation.  
 

Concerning the marine and coastal activities, ‘Jeju Initiative’, which is the UNESCO Funds-in-
Trust project supported by the Jeju Provincial Government of the Republic of Korea, will be 
implemented for the next 6 years to support environmental management and socio-economic 
development of the island and coastal biosphere reserves in Asia-Pacific. There are currently 13 
island and 35 coastal Biosphere Reserves in 15 countries in Asia-Pacific and more sites under 
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preparation of biosphere reserves nominations. Those areas are challenged by various forms of 
ecological and socio-economic problems.  
 
The Jeju Initiative will carry out activities such as researches, governance development, quality 
economies, exchanges of field mangers, material development, etc., in order to reinforce capacity 
of local governments, academics and NGOs. The project, in particular, will be able to follow up 
outcomes and remained tasks of the ASPACO in some aspects as well as provide useful practices 
and cases for the marine activities in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, by focusing on 
capacity building of local governments, which are managing biosphere reserves or are preparing the 
biosphere reserve nominations and also promotion of exchanges and collaborations among them.  
 
 

(4) THE 9TH MEETING OF THE UNESCO-MAB EAST ASIAN BIOSPHERE RESERVE 

NETWORK (EABRN9) 

 
 
East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) is composed of 6 countries: Republic of Korea, 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, China, Japan, Mongolia, and Russia. It was established in 
1995 with a partial financial support from the Government of the Republic of Korea, and the 
secretariat is located in Beijing. Its major goals are to exchange information on the fulfilment of the 
three functions of the biosphere reserve within each country, to share experiences on the 
management related to zoning system and harmony of biodiversity conservation and socio-
economic development of the region, to recommend improvement in the legal and administrative 
system for better management of biosphere reserves, to facilitate international and regional 
cooperation between other biosphere reserve networks and international organizations such as 
IUCN, and for capacity building of the biosphere reserve managers.  
 
Some of the achievements of the EABRN are convening of regular biennial meetings, helping in 
publishing some books related to sustainable development and biodiversity conservation, providing 
grants for small researches and training programs such as GIS application to the biosphere reserve 
management.  
 
The 9th EABRN meeting with the topic “Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere 
Reserves” was hosted by the Jeju Special Self-governing Province as a commemoration of 
designation of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (See Appendix 13-E). Sharing such experiences from 
many biospheres of different countries will help fulfilling the three biosphere reserve functions 
within JIBR. During the meeting the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government proposed 
for the establishment of a new regional initiative of cooperation, with emphasis on the improvement 
of management of insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asian-Pacific Region. This new 
regional initiative called the “Jeju Initiative” underlines the strong commitment of Jeju Special 
Self-Governing Provincial Government towards preserving biological and cultural diversity in the 
Asia-Pacific Region.  
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BIOSPHERE RESERVE 

NOMINATION FORM 

 

 
 

 

 

PART I : SUMMARY 

 

 

1. PROPOSED NAME OF THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE:  

 

Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) 

 

 

2. COUNTRY: 

 

Republic of Korea  

 

 

3. FULFILLMENT OF THE THREE FUNCTIONS OF BIOSPHERE RESERVES  

 

Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR), totaling approximately 80,924ha including 

52,700 ha of the transitional area, will address the Statutory Framework's three functions of 

conservation, development and logistic support in the following manner: 

 

3.1 "Conservation - contribute to the conservation of landscapes, ecosystems, species 

and genetic variation"  

 

The core area of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) is composed of Mt. Halla 

National Park, two stream corridors, and three small islets that are preserved as nature 

reserves. Alpine scrublands, montane evergreen coniferous forests, deciduous hardwood 

forests, and warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests are distributed in these core areas, 
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and many endangered or endemic species of plants and animals inhabit there. Actually, 

Jeju Island, on which JIBR is located, contains more than half of all the vascular plant 

species of the entire Korean peninsula. Moreover, Jeju Island has about half of all species 

designated as endangered or threatened designated by the Ministry of Environment of the 

Republic of Korea (ROK). The buffer zone of JIBR, which is composed of national forest 

surrounding the national park, is protected as a conservation forest by the forestry law. Thus 

the JIBR occupies a very important position in the conservation of biodiversity of Korea. 

Jeju Island is a volcanic island formed in the Quaternary, and has a lava plateau with a 

shield volcano at an elevation of 1,950m at its center. In addition, it has 368 small 

volcanoes at the foothill, which has resulted in a unique topography and landscape.  

Three small islets at the southern coast of Jeju Island, which serve as a core area, are 

made up of trachyte, not of basalt which is the base rock of the Jeju Island. They command 

a beautiful landscape due to the see cliffs with columnar joints and caves, and are covered 

with warm-temperate hardwood forests composed of Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii 

and other evergreen tree species. In addition, they are the southern distribution limit of 

endangered black cuckoo that is a national monument in Korea. The coastal area around the 

three islets has a diverse marine ecosystem including a smooth coral community only found 

in Korea and many marine species (455 species of marine animals comprising 21 orders, 98 

families, and 232 genera), many of which are endemic to Korea and have high scientific 

value. This area is also representing southern elements of biodiversity in Korea.  

 

3.2 "Development - foster economic and human development which is socio-culturally 

and ecologically sustainable".  

 

Jeju Island has beautiful landscape and many historical sites and is thus the most 

attractive tourist destination in Korea. The buffer zone and the transition area will provide 

many opportunities for sustainable development; they have the potential for ecologically, 

historically and culturally sustainable tourism and for sustainable agriculture. "Special Law 

for the Development of Jeju Free International City" (formerly known as the "Special Law 

for the Development of Jeju Province), which is strictly controlling the development of the 

entire Jeju Province, will serve as the basic frame for implementing sustainable 

development of the JIBR. .  
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3.3 "Logistic support – support for demonstration projects, environmental education 

and training, research and monitoring related to local, regional, national and global 

issues of conservation and sustainable development". 

 

Many research and monitoring activities have been carried out by the National Park 

Authority, NGOs, and universities, mainly on the ecosystem of Mt. Halla. Mt. Halla 

Research Institute, newly established in 2000 by the Jeju Provincial Government, has done 

many monitoring studies within the Mt. Halla National Park. Currently regular educational 

or training programs are lacking, but programs for students or the general public to 

experience the unique ecology, landscape and historical relics are being developed and 

carried out by research institutes and NGOs in Jeju Island.  

 

4. CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION AS A BIOSPHERE RESERVE  

 

4.1. "Encompass a mosaic of ecological systems representative of major biogeographic 

regions, including a gradation of human intervention"  

 

JIBR encompasses diverse ecosystems representing four major biogeographic 

provinces, e.g. montane coniferous forest, temperate deciduous hardwood forest, warm-

temperate evergreen hardwood forests, and temperate grasslands. It also includes strictly 

reserved forests, afforestation, agricultural fields, pastures, and residential areas. The core 

area protected as a national park is located at the center of the island, and usage by humans 

is increasing from the center of the island to the coast.    

 

4.2. "Be of significance for biological diversity conservation" 

 

Three species of the 6 endangered plant species of Korea, 22 of the 53 threatened plant 

species, 15 of 37 endangered animal species, and 58 of 99 threatened animals species of 

Korea designated by the Ministry of Environment can be found in Jeju Island. In addition, 

134 taxa of plant species endemic to Korea occur in Jeju Island, 90 out of which are 

endemic to Jeju Island. Specifically, 28 species of plants occurring at the summit of Mt. 

Halla are endemic to Korea, and these species need special attention since global warming 

may wipe out them. Many endemic animals including about 110 species of insect endemic 

to Korea or to Jeju Island also inhabit Jeju Island.  
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4.3 "Provide an opportunity to explore and demonstrate approaches to sustainable 

development on a regional scale" 

 

The major industries of Jeju are tourism, agriculture, and ranching, and thus major 

resources are ecology, landscape, and farm products. Development function in the JIBR can 

be fulfilled by agro-forestry such as mushroom and orchid cultivation in the buffer zone; 

and by sustainable agriculture, cattle ranching, and eco-tourism in the transition area.  

 

4.4 "Have an appropriate size to serve the three functions of biosphere reserves" 

 

The core area of JIBR is composed of one national park, two streams and three islets, 

with a total area of 15,158 ha. The buffer zone will be comprised of the national forest 

(12,195 ha) encompassing the national park, and the coastal areas (871 ha) around three 

islets, with a area of 13,066 ha. The transition area is composed of "mid-mountain zone" at 

the elevation between 200m and 600m, excluding a city planning area, with a total area of 

52,700 ha. 

 

4.5 Through appropriate zonation : 

 

"(a) a legally constituted core area or areas devoted to long term protection, according 

to the conservation objectives of the biosphere reserve, and of sufficient size to meet 

these objectives" ? 

 

The whole area of Mt. Halla National Park is included in the core area, and about 60% 

of the national park, two streams covered with warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests 

and three islets are protected as nature reserves. Mt. Halla National Park is large enough for 

effective conservation while stream corridors are far from the necessary size. Surrounding 

coastal area of the three islets (1,954 ha) are designated and protected as a City Marine Park. 

 

"(b) a buffer zone or zones clearly identified and surrounding or contiguous to the 

core area or areas, where only activities compatible with the conservation objectives 

can take place..." 

 

The buffer zone includes the national forest next to the Mt. Halla National Park and 

the coastal area surrounding the three islets off the coast. The national forests are covered 
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with natural deciduous hardwood forest that will be of help in the conservation of the core  

area. The national forest is managed by the Forest Service. In the national forests, 

activities such as mushroom or orchid cultivations for export are allowed. However, since 

the cultivated area is small and the forests are maintained, these activities will not do much 

harm to the conservation efforts.  

 

"(c) an outer transition area where sustainable resource management practices are 

promoted and developed" 

 

A transition area surrounds the buffer zone, which is national forest and the national 

park. This transition area is covered mostly with grasslands. Most of the area is private, and 

some of it is used for tourism facilities and public facilities, but the rest is used for 

agriculture and ranching or is covered with regenerating vegetation. Most of the transition 

area is "mid-mountain range" located between an elevation of 200 m and 600 m, and has a 

large demand for development. This area is currently managed and protected from 

unsustainable development according to the "Special Law for the Development of Jeju Free 

International City." A system of assessment for suitability of land use for the purpose of 

rational use and conservation was developed for the first time in Korea and is being 

operated in this area.  

 

4.6 "Organizational arrangements should be provided for the involvement and 

participation of a suitable range of inter alia public authorities, local communities and 

private interests in the design and the carrying out of the functions of a biosphere 

reserve." 

 

For the preparation of JIBR nomination, the JIBR Nomination Committee, composed 

of personnel from the related public agencies in the Jeju Province, scientist, and 

representatives of local NGOs, was formed. After the designation of JIBR, JIBR 

Management Committee will be set up for the purpose of policy development and 

coordination of the activities related to the conservation and management of the biosphere 

reserve, and also assurance of the participation of local communities in the planning and 

execution of the activities in the biosphere reserve. 
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4.7 MECHANISMS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Does the proposed biosphere reserve have : 

 

 "(a) mechanisms to manage human use and activities in the buffer zone or zones" ? 

 

       �       � 

Yes      No   Planned 

 

"(b) a management plan or policy for the area as a biosphere reserve" ? 
 

�       �        

 Yes No   Planned 

  

"(c) a designated authority or mechanism to implement this policy or plan" ? 

 

�       �        

 Yes No      Planned 

  

(d) programmes for research, monitoring, education and training"? 

 

�              � 

 Yes No   Planned 

    

At present, there is no research or monitoring studies in operation or planned related to 

the biosphere reserve. However, many research, monitoring and environmental education 

programs on the ecosystems of Mt. Halla are operating or planned. These activities are 

described in 15.1. 
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5. ENDORSEMENTS 

 

5.1 Signed by the authorities in charge of the management of the core areas: 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Jeju Provincial Government 

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Seogwipo-City Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________    
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Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Namjeju-County Government 

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

5.2 Signed by the authorities in charge of the management of the buffer zones: 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Jeju Provincial Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   
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Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Seogwipo-City Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Bukjeju-County Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   
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Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Namjeju-County Government   

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   
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5.3 Responsible for the management of the core areas and the buffer zones: 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Ministry of Environment, Republic of Korea   

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, Republic of Korea  

 

Date: __________________________________________________________    
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Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Cultural Properties Administration, Republic of Korea    

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Forest Service, Republic of Korea  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________    
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5.4 Signed by the authority/authorities, elected local government recognized authority 

or spokesperson representative of the communities located in the transition area. 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Jeju-City Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Seogwipo-City Government  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________    
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Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      Bukjeju-County Government 

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

 

Namjeju-County Government  

 

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________    
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5.5 Signed on behalf of the MAB National Committee or focal point: 

 

 

 

Signature :                  

 

  

Full name : _______________________________________________________  

 

 

Title : ____________________________________________________________   

      MAB National Committee of Republic of Korea  

 

Date: ____________________________________________________________   
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PART II : DESCRIPTION 

 

  

6. LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF AREA:  

 

① Terrestrial Part: 

 - Central point of the biosphere reserve (The summit of Mt. Halla):  

          33°21′29″N, 126°31′53″E  

 - Outer boundary of core area and buffer zone 

   East   : 126°40′29″E.  33°20′ 57″N. 

   West  : 126°23′ 6″E.  33°22′ 26″N. 

   South  : 126°30′33″E.  33°17′ 34″N. 

   North  : 126°35′54″E.  33°25′ 34″N. 

 

② Marine Part:  

 - Outer boundary of the buffer zone  

     East   : 126°30′ 2″E 

     West  : 126°36′38″E   

     South  : 33°12′27″N 

     North  : 33°13′56″N 

 

 

7. SIZE AND SPATIAL CONFIGURATION (SEE MAP): 

 

7.1  Size of terrestrial core area : 15,029 ha; 

Size of marine core area   :    32 ha. 

 Size of stream core area   :    97 ha  

 

7.2 Size of terrestrial buffer zone : 12,195 ha; 

 Size of marine buffer zone   :   871 ha. 

 

7.3  Approx. size of terrestrial transition area : 52,700 ha;  

 

7.4 Brief rationale of this zonation (in terms of the various roles of biosphere 

reserves) as it appears on the zonation map : 

  

The core area is composed of Mt. Halla National Park (the area of Mt. Halla above 
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1,000m in elevation including the summit of Mt. Halla), the three islets called Munseom, 

Seopseom and Beomseom, and two streams called Hyodoncheon and Youngcheon. Mt. 

Halla National Park shows distinct change in biotic and abiotic elements as the elevation 

change, and accordingly biota and biodiversity differ along elevation. It contains primeval 

nature due to the high elevation, big climate change, and lack of human interference, and is 

the habitat for many important species including endemic species, natural monuments, and 

other important species. The three uninhabited islets also show high biodiversity because 

they are the habitats of many organisms designated as natural monuments and that of many 

new and undescribed species as well.  

In the terrestrial buffer zone, the forests are well preserved as national forests, and 

contain many species of plants and animals due to elevation-related and climatic 

characteristics. It encircles the Mt. Halla National Park, and thus functions as a buffer 

against the developmental pressure in the national park. The marine buffer zone also 

encircles the three islets that are the core area and the nature reserves, and protects them as 

a city marine park. 

The transition area has been utilized by humans for a long time due to its low elevation, 

and shows domestic landscape. Many agricultural, ranching, and tourism activities are 

carried out there. Most of the transition area is protected from destructive activities by the 

"Special Law for the Development of Jeju International Free City" and thus, 

environmentally friendly sustainable development programs are promoted there.  

 

8. BIOGEOGRAPHICAL REGION: 

 

Sub-tropical and temperate rain forests  

 

 

9. LAND USE HISTORY:  

 

Jeju Island was formed by volcanic activities, and the contour line goes up 

concentrically toward Mt. Halla. Due to the topographical characteristics and the dense 

forests, the area above 600 m (which include the terrestrial core area and buffer zone) was 

hardly available to humans. In addition, since the island is made up of volcanic soil and 
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volcanic rocks, and thus most rainfall goes down underground, most streams are dry most 

of the time, and high elevation areas are difficult to utilize due to chronic water shortage. 

Therefore, the areas above 600m were occasionally used for collection of medicinal plants, 

and rarely used for fuel woodcutting. Most human activities were restricted to the area near 

the coast because it was relatively flat and easy to move around, water was available, and it 

was close to the sea for fishing. Currently the area between 200m and 600m is covered with 

grassland, is used for pastures, and shows landscape characteristic to Jeju Island. The area 

above 600m is now designated as national forests or the national park, and thus the usage 

for commercial production is very much limited.  

 

 

10. HUMAN POPULATION OF PROPOSED BIOSPHERE RESERVE: 

 

            permanently / seasonally 

10.1 Core Areas:        20   / None 

 

10.2 Buffer Zones:     None  / 20  

 

10.3 Transition Areas:  7,500  / None 

 

10.4 Brief description of local communities living within or near the proposed 

Biosphere Reserve:  

 

The residents of the Jeju Island are not ethnically different from those of the Korean 

peninsula. However, slightly unique dialect, culture and customs have developed because 

of the isolation of the island. In addition, the forms of houses and villages are different from 

those on the Korean peninsula due to the strong winds and high rainfall resulted from the 

maritime climate.  

No general residents inhabit the core area and buffer zone except for the officials of 

the national park and some monks in temples. However, the transition area in the "mid-

mountain range" has 32 villages, and their residents are mostly working in recreational or 

tourism facilities, or engaged in cattle ranching or agriculture.  

 

10.5 Names of nearest major towns:  Jeju-City and Seogwipo-City 
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10.6 Cultural significance: 

 

Jeju Island was isolated from the peninsula, and thus has a characteristically insular 

culture and traditional religion. Jeju Island is sometimes called "the home of gods". Jeju 

Island is also called "Sam-da-do" meaning that it has three things which are abundant: 

stones, wind, and women. Typical living culture using the stones (such as stone walls) were 

well developed, and social activities of women including "hainyeo" meaning "sea-women" 

who catch marine products by diving into the sea water, have been prominent from old 

times in Jeju Island. Historically, Jeju Island had been used as a place for exile during the 

age of older kingdoms. Jeju Island was once an independent kingdom called "Tam-ra-kuk", 

but was incorporated into the kingdom in the peninsula about 1500 years ago, and thus 

different political or social systems have not existed since then. Currently, it is the most 

famous tourist destination in the Republic of Korea, well known domestically and 

internationally.  

 

 

11. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

 

11.1 Site characteristics and topography of area: 

 

Mt. Halla occupies the central position of Jeju Island with its summit (elevation of 

1,950m) being the highest in the Republic of Korea. It is a shield volcano formed by 

accumulation of basaltic lava flows. At the later stages of the volcanic eruptions, trachytic 

lava flows erupted and a lava dome was formed at the summit. Subsequent basaltic lava 

flows created a crater with an east-west diameter of 700m, a north-south diameter of 500m 

and a depth of 110m. At the eastern part of the crater, fresh water is retained and forms a 

lake called "Baengnokdam". There are 368 small volcanic bodies, which are called 

"Oreum" in local dialect, and they form lateral volcanoes of Mt. Halla.       Forty six  

Oreums is distributed in Mt. Halla National Park, and 260 Oreums are distributed over 

200m in elevation. Radial drainage pattern centering at the summit of Mt. Halla can be seen, 

but stream systems are weakly developed and most streams are dry much of the year. In 

some craters of small volcanic bodies, small-scale wetlands were developed, and among 

them a high elevation wetland at the elevation of 1,100m west of Mt. Halla is prominent.  
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11.1.1 Highest elevation above sea level:  1,950 meters (summit of Mt. Halla)  

 

11.1.2 Lowest elevation above sea level:  0 meter (at the coast) 

 

11.1.3 For coastal/marine areas, maximum depth below mean sea level:  

 

74 meters (coastal area southwest of Munseom Islet)  

  

11.2 Climate: 

 

Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve shows many characteristics of eastern continental 

climate due to the effects of monsoon and its location at the eastern end of the Asian 

Continent. However, it also has prominent elements of oceanic climate since it is 

surrounded by sea. In addition, a special climatic environment was formed at 1,950m by the 

summit of Mt. Halla, the center of the island, by the oceanic current flowing near the island. 

According to the climate classification system of Koppen, climate of Jeju Island is Cfa, that 

is subtropical moist climate. Annual mean air temperature of the summit of Mt. Halla is 

only 3.7℃, and vertical distribution of climatic zone from subtropical to subarctic climates 

is well shown in Mt. Halla. The lowest mean monthly air temperature at low elevation in 

Jeju-City is 6.2℃, indicating a comparatively mild winter weather on Jeju Island. The 

annual mean monthly temperature difference in the lower areas of Jeju Island is 20.7∼

21.6℃, which is not a relatively big figure. The annual mean precipitation is 1,400mm, but 

north-west areas have less and south-eastern areas have more. Usually precipitation 

increases along with the elevation; e.g. the annual precipitation of Seongpanak (750m a.s.l.) 

and Eorimok (970m a.s.l.) within Mt. Halla National Park exceed 2,000mm.  

 

11.2.1 Average temperature of the warmest month: 27.2℃ (August) 

 

11.2.2 Average temperature of the coldest month:   6.2℃ (January) 

 

11.2.3 Mean annual precipitation: 1,436.8mm  

 

11.2.4 If a meteorological station is in or near the proposed Biosphere Reserve, 

indicate the year since when climatic data have been recorded: 

 

a) manually: Since May 1923 (Jeju Meteorological Station was established in 
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January 1923.)  

b) automatically: Since June 1
st,
 1990  

 

 c) Name and location of station:  

 ① Jeju Regional Meteorological Office 

        Location: Geonip-dong, Jeju-City (126°32′E 33°31′N, 20.0m a.s.l.) 

② Seogwipo Weather Station  

        Location: Seogui-dong, Seogwipo-City (126°34′E 33°15′N 50.5m, 

a.s.l.) 

③ Seongsanpo Weather Observatory  

        Location: Seongsan-eup, Namjeju-County (126°53′E 33°23′N, 18.6m 

a.s.l.) 

④ Jeju Upper Air Weather Radar Station   

        Location: Hangyeongmyun, Bukjeju-County (126°10′E 33°17′N, 

71.2m a.s.l.) 

  ⑤ AWS (Automatic Weather System) :   

   Fifteen locations in Jeju Island (Three locations in the biosphere reserve: 

Eorimok, Seongpanak, and the summit of Mt. Halla)  

 

11.3 Geology, geomorphology, soils: 

 

① Geographical characteristics  

 

Jeju Island is flanked by Kyushu, Japan to the east, mainland China to the west, and 

with the Korean peninsula to the north. The shape of Jeju Island is elliptical, with the longer 

axis running from southwest to northeast. Its length between east and west is 73km, and its 

width between south and north is 31km. The area of Jeju Island is 1,825㎢, and occupies 

0.8% of the entire landmass of South and North Korea combined.  

 

② Topographical and geological characteristics  

 

Jeju Island is a volcanic island formed in the Quaternary. Its geology is mostly 

composed of basalt, but trachyte is distributed along the southern coasts and around the 

summit. Mt. Halla, located at the center of Jeju Island is a shield volcano with a lava dome 
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at the summit. There are 368 small volcanic bodies, which are called as "Oreum", 260 of 

which are within the JIBR, in Jeju Island, forming the characteristic landscape of Jeju 

Island. Oreums show diverse types of monogenetic volcanoes such as scoria cones, hydro-

volcanoes, lava domes, and shield volcanoes.   

Radial drainage pattern diverging from the summit of Mt. Halla is shown in Jeju 

Island. However, the eastern and western parts of Jeju Island are composed of relatively 

level lava plateau, and thus stream systems are relatively weakly developed. Therefore, 

streams are concentrated in southern and northern parts of Jeju Island. Due to geological 

characteristics of fast drainage, streams are dry most of the time and water flows only after 

rain. In addition, channels are made up of basaltic and trachytic rocks even near the 

downstream reach near a river mouth, indicating that they are typical mountainous streams 

with bedrock channels.  

 

③ Pedological characteristics  

 

The soils of Jeju Island classified as volcanic ash soil have low soil bulk density and 

high porosity, and thus show high infiltration rate and are susceptible to wind erosion. 

Basalt, which is the parent material for most of the Jeju soils, is alkaline, but the volcanic 

ash soil has low base saturation due to severe leaching of basal ions because of high rainfall 

and fast drainage. These volcanic soils are not suitable for plant growth or crop production. 

According to a detailed soil survey, there are 63 soil types in Jeju Island, 36 of which are 

classified as volcanic ash soils and covers 80% of the land area of Jeju Island. Generally, 

soils of Jeju Island are classified into dark brown soil, deep dark brown soil, black soil, and 

brown forest soil based on the soil colors, and all the soils, except for dark brown soil, are 

treated as volcanic ash soils. 

 

 

12. BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

 

12.1 First type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Alpine coniferous forest - Abies koreana forest / Regional 
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12.1.1 Characteristic species:   

 

Abies koreana, an evergreen conifer tree, forest is distributed on flat area or slopes 

between 1400 - 1950 m of Mt. Halla, and this forest complies with the northern part of the 

cool-temperate forest of the Korean Peninsula. Trees other than Korean fir (Abies koreana) 

in this forest are Betula ermani var. saitoana, Taxus cuspidata, Rhododendron 

mucronulatum var. ciliatum, Salix blinii, and in the herbaceous layer, Sasa quelpartensis, 

Cacalia auriculata, Lycopodium chinense, Majanthemum bifolium, and Ligularia fischerii 

occur.   

 

12.1.2 Important natural processes: 

  

Near the summit of Mt. Halla, the tree layer of Abies koreana forest was poorly 

developed due to strong winds and very low mean annual temperature (3.7°C); diameter 

of breast height (dbh) of the dominant tree, Abies koreana, is usually less than 20 cm, and 

its height is also low. During winter and early spring, strong north-westerly winds are 

blowing. Tropical low-pressure storms with strong winds and downpour occur 2-3 times in 

late summer, and act as a disturbance agent to ecosystems. Grazing of wild deer is a 

biological disturbance agent.  

 

12.1.3 Main human impacts: 

  

In the past, grazing of cattle and horses was allowed up to 1,700m in Mt. Halla, and it 

together with artificial fires positively affected the formation of grasslands to maintain good 

grazing condition in this forest type. Also camping was allowed at the same elevation, and 

it destroyed some of the vegetation. Trampling by park visitors also destroyed the 

vegetation within the crater at the summit, causing soil erosion. These days, however, 

visitors are allowed only on the designated trails, and the summit is open only during the 

winter when the snow is deep. Fire and cattle grazing are also prohibited now in the 

national park. The previously denuded area caused by camping and trampling is now in the 

process of restoration, but the vegetation is changing in species composition and structure 

after the prevention of grazing and fire.  
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12.1.4 Relevant management practices: 

Korean fir (Abies koreana) forest formed at or near the summit is located at the center 

of Mt. Halla, and is protected as a nature reserve. Visitors are allowed only on the 

designated trails, and much of the trails are made of wooden stairs or stones, to prevent soil 

erosion of the trail. Specifically, to protect the vegetation near the Baengnokdam Lake, the 

summit is open only during the winter. Fire and cattle grazing are also now prohibited in 

the national park.  

 

12.2 Second type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) forest / 

Regional  

 

12.2.1 Characteristic species:   

 

Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) forest, occurring on the slopes between 1200 and 

1400m on Mt. Halla, forms the middle part of the cool temperate forest zone of the Korean 

Peninsula. Tree species occurring together with Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) are 

Acer pseudosieboldianum, Carpinus laxiflora, Viburnum furcatum, Cornus kousa, Ilex 

macropoda, and in the forest floor, Hepatica asiatica, Bistorta suffulta, Asarum sieboldii, 

Sasa quelpartensis, Schizophragma hydrangeoides, Asarum maculatum, Disporum 

smilacinum, and Cacalia auriculata.  

 

12.2.2 Important natural processes: 

 

From winter to early spring, northwesterly winds are stronger in Jeju Island, but the 

effects of these regular winds on forest ecosystem are not known. In contrast, tropical low-

pressure storms with strong wind and downpour occur 2 or 3 times in late summer, and are 

thought to open canopy gaps. Grazing of wild deer (density: 0.38 individuals/ha in Mt. 

Halla) is thought to affect understory vegetation. However, the effect of wild fire is 

relatively very low due to higher rainfall compared to other deciduous hardwood forests in 

the Korean Peninsula. 
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12.2.3 Main human impacts: 

 

Little human impact occurs in the 1,200m - 1,400m region where Mongolian oak 

(Quercus mongolica) is distributed, except for human visitation on the 6 designated trails. 

Much of the trails are also made of wooden stairs or stones and thus the effect of trampling 

become less important than before.  

 

12.2.4 Relevant management practices: 

 

The region between 1,200m and 1,400m in Mt. Halla where Mongolian oak (Quercus 

mongolica) dominates is open to the public only on 6 designated trails, and other areas are 

closed to the public.  

 

12.3 Third type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Carpinus laxiflora forest / Regional 

 

12.3.1 Characteristic species:   

 

Carpinus laxiflora forest, distributed on the slopes between 800m and 1,200m on Mt. 

Halla, complies to the southern part of the cool temperate forest zone of the Korean 

Peninsula. Tree species occurring together with Carpinus laxiflora are Acer 

pseudosieboldianum, Taxus cuspidata, Daphniphyllum macropodum, Meliosma myriantha, 

Lindera erythrocarpa, Styrax japonica, Cornus kousa, Ilex crenata, and Viburnum wrightii, 

and on the forest floor, Sasa quelpartensis, Smilax china, Dryopteris crassirhizoma, and 

Disporum smilacinum occur with high frequency.   

 

12.3.2 Important natural processes: 

  

As in the Mongolian oak forest, typhoons occurring in August-September are thought 

to increase biodiversity by opening canopy gaps in the Carpinus laxiflora forest, but little 

data on the effects of such disturbance in this forest type are available. Grazing of wild deer 

is also thought to affect the composition of understory vegetation. The effect of wild fire is 

relatively very low too because of high rainfall.  
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12.3.3 Main human impacts: 

  

Little human impacts occur in the 800m - 1,200m region where Carpinus laxiflora 

dominates, except for human visitation on the 6 designated trails within the national park. 

Much of the trails are also made of wooden stairs or stones, and thus the effect of trampling 

become less important than before.  

 

12.3.4 Relevant management practices: 

  

The region between 800m and 1,200m in Mt. Halla where Carpinus laxiflora 

dominates is open to the public only on 6 designated trails, and other areas are closed to the 

public.  

 

12.4 Fourth type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Quercus serrata forest / Regional 

 

12.4.1 Characteristic species:   

 

Quercus serrata forest is distributed on dry slopes and ridges between 600m and 

1,000m, and Quercus serrata with heights from 12-20m, and 20-40cm dbh sometimes form 

a pure forest. In the tree layer, Carpinus laxiflora, Carpinus tschonoskii, Acer 

pseudosieboldianum, Styrax japonica, Daphniphyllum macropodum, and Ilex crenata occur 

together with Quercus serrata, and in the understory Sasa quelpartensis, Asarum 

maculatum, and Smilax china form herbaceous layer. Specifically, an evergreen tree 

Daphniphyllum macropodum occurs on moist slopes or valleys about 900m a.s.l.  

 

12.4.2 Important natural processes: 

 

As in the Mongolian oak forest and Carpinus laxiflora forest, typhoons occurring from 

August-September are thought to increase biodiversity by opening canopy gaps in the 

Quercus serrata forest, but little data on the effects of such disturbance in this forest type 

are available. Grazing of wild deer is also thought to affect the composition of understory 

vegetation. The effect of wild fire is also relatively very low because of high rainfall.  
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12.4.3 Main human impacts: 

 

Part of the area of slopes and ridges in Mt. Halla between 600 and 1,000m, where 

Quercus serrata forest is distributed is included in the national park. The rest in included in 

the national forests. In the national park, little human impact is evident except for hiking on 

the 6 designated trails. Natural forest such as Quercus serrata forest are protected by the 

"Forestry Law", but in some areas, mushrooms are cultivated.  

 

12.4.4 Relevant management practices: 

  

The Quercus serrata forest within the national park is off-limits for visitors except for 

designated trails, which within the national forests are also protected as a reserve forest by 

"Forestry Act." The 59 ha used for mushroom cultivation by contract are excluded.  

 

12.5 Fifth type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Warm temperate evergreen hardwood forest - Streamside vegetation / Regional 

 

12.5.1 Characteristic species:  

 

An evergreen hardwood forest has been developed on both sides of the two streams, 

Hyodoncheon and Yeongcheon, extending from 400m in elevation on the southeastern 

slope of Mt. Halla to the coast of Seogwipo-City. Major species in the canopy layer is 

Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii; those in the subcanopy layer are Cinnamomum 

japonicum, Neolitsea sericea, Camellia japonica, and Viburnum awabuki; those in the 

shrub layer are Eurya japonica, Orixa japonica,  Ligustrum japonicum, and Ilex integra; 

and those in the herbaceous layer are Trachelospermum asiaticum var. intermedium, Ardisia 

crenata, Ardisia japonica, and Liriope platyphylla.  

 

12.5.2 Important natural processes:  

 

An evergreen hardwood forest on both sides of the two streams, Hyodoncheon and 

Yeongcheon, is located on the southeastern slope of Mt. Halla, and is being affected by 

typhoons with strong winds and high rainfall occurring in late August and September.  
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12.5.3 Main human impacts:  

 

An evergreen hardwood forest on the sides of Hyodoncheon and Yeongcheon streams 

is located at the low elevation area, and in Seogwipo-City the area located below 200m a.s.l. 

is surrounded by human settlements. Thus this forest is affected by visitation of the nearby 

residents and disruption of the herbaceous layer is expected.  

 

12.5.4 Relevant management practices:  

 

Hyodoncheon and Youngcheon streams where an evergreen hardwood forest is 

distributed were designated as nature reserves, and are well protected by law. However, the 

length of the streams is long, and a few rangers may control the visitation of residents. 

Therefore, this forest will be affected by human disturbance. Donneko evergreen forest 

within the Hyodoncheon stream was designated as a national recreational area, and many 

visitors visit during the summer time. Some amount of human impact is unavoidable even 

though the trails are made of wooden stairs.  

 

12.6 Sixth type of habitat/land cover:  

 

Warm temperate evergreen hardwood forest - Island vegetation / Regional 

 

12.6.1 Characteristic species:  

 

All 251 species of vascular plants are occurring on the three islets in southern coast of 

Seogwipo-City, Seopseom, Munseom and BeomSeom, and among them 47 species are 

evergreen trees. Major tree species are Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii, Camellia 

japonica, Elaeocarpus sylvestris var. ellipticus, and Daphniphyllum glaucescens, and major 

woody species in the shrub layer are Litsea japonica, Euonymus japonica, and Callicarpa 

japonica var. luxurians. Cyrtomium falcatum and Rumohra atistata are distributed in the 

herbaceous layer. 

  

12.6.2 Important natural processes:  

 

The three islets on the coast of Seogwipo-City are affected by typhoons occurring in 
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late summer. In the past, domestic rabbits and goats were reared in these islets, and after the 

designation as nature reserves, these domestic animals became feral and their grazing 

severely affects the herbaceous vegetation.  

 

12.6.3 Main human impacts:  

 

Before the designation of the three islets of Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom as 

nature reserves, human impacts were great. One such impact was grazing of domestic 

rabbits and goats, and the other was planting of alien ornamental or fruit-bearing species 

such as Ginkgo biloba, Cryptomeria japonica, Nerium oleander, tangerines, olives, etc. 

Feral animals such as rabbits and goats still affect the vegetation, and planted trees impede 

the regeneration to original forest. Some visitors land here for fishing and scuba diving, and 

submarine tour boats affect the smooth coral community near Munseom islet at a depth of 

15-30m. Commercial collection of edible marine invertebrates and algae is carried out.  

 

12.6.4 Relevant management practices:  

 

The three islets of Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom were designated as nature 

reserves, and the surrounding coastal areas were designated as the Seogwipo City Marine 

Park, and are thus protected by law. However, strict control of the landing of visitors on the 

islets is needed, and a management plan needs to be developed to reduce the negative 

impact of the commercial collection of wild marine organisms and the operation of 

submarines.  

 

 

13. CONSERVATION FUNCTION 

 

13.1 Contribution to the conservation of landscape and ecosystem biodiversity 

 

The core area of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) is composed of Mt. Halla 

National Park, and two stream corridors and three small islets that are preserved as nature 

reserves. Alpine scrubland, montane evergreen coniferous forests, deciduous hardwood 

forests, and warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests are distributed in these core areas. 

Specifically, the coniferous forest at the summit of Mt. Halla, occurring at the low elevation 
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area of Jeju Island during the last glacial period, needs special protection since it is the last 

refuge of arctic species, and it also is the habitat for 28 species endemic to Korea or Jeju 

Island. In addition, three wetlands are formed at the craters of the summit of Mt. Halla 

(Baengnokdam), Muljangol and Dongsuak within the Mt. Halla National Park, and together 

with a high elevation wetland at 1,100m a.s.l, these wetlands show characteristic isolated 

biota which need special protection.   

In Jeju Island, about half of all the Korean vascular plant species occur, and also 134 

taxa of vascular plants endemic to Korea occur, and among them, 90 are endemic to Jeju 

Island. There are also 110 species of insects endemic to Korea and/or to Jeju Island. Based 

on the Ministry of Environment of Korea, three species out of the 6 endangered plant 

species in Korea, 22 of the 52 threatened plant species, 15 out of 37 endangered animal 

species, and 58 out of 99 threatened animals species of Korea can be found in Jeju Island.  

Jeju Island is a volcanic island formed in the Quaternary, and has a lava plateau with a 

shield volcano at the elevation of 1,950m at its center. In addition, it has 368 small volcanic 

bodies at the foothill, which gives a unique topography and landscape. Among them, 46 are 

distributed within the Mt. Halla National Park, but more are within the transition area. 

These small volcanic bodies are important for the conservation of biota, natural landscape 

and culture. 

The marine area is also important for the conservation of biodiversity. Three small 

islets, which are protected as nature reserves, command a beautiful landscape due to the see 

cliffs with columnar joints and caves since they are made up of trachytic lavas, and are the 

southern distribution limit of endangered black cuckoo which is a national monument in the 

Republic of Korea, and also many endangered vascular plants inhabit there. The coastal 

area surrounding the three islets has diverse marine ecosystems including the subtropical 

smooth coral community which is only found here in Korea, and contains many marine 

species which are endemic to Korea and have high scientific values. This area is also 

representing southern elements of biodiversity in Korea.  

Mt. Halla National Park, which will serve as the core area, shows elevation differences 

in biotic and abiotic factors and has severe variation in climate, all of which affect the 

difference in biota and species diversity among the different areas within the park. Mt. 

Halla National Park also has primeval nature due to lack of human interference and severe 
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climatic variation. 

The buffer zone of JIBR, which is composed of national forests surrounding the 

national park, has been protected well, and also shows high species diversity. The transition 

area has been utilized more due to its low elevation, but much of the area remains 

undeveloped and shows a peculiar landscape typical of Jeju Island.  

 

13.2 Conservation of species biodiversity  

 

The montane coniferous forest near the summit of Mt. Halla National Park has many 

arctic and alpine species. Some of the species are endemic to Mt. Halla, others are also 

occurring in other high mountains in Korea or in arctic regions. Some arctic and alpine 

plants, such as Diapensia lapponica subsp. obovata, Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum, and 

Vaccinium uliginosum, migrated from the north to Jeju Island during the last ice age, moved 

upward after the ice age, and are now growing only near the top of Mt. Halla. Many of 

them are now endangered because of global warming. If the trend of global warming 

continues, there would be no place for their refuge.  

Another group of species in need of conservation restoration is many endangered 

herbaceous plants in the warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests, whose major habitats 

are streams, coastal cliffs and islands. Many of these endangered species are orchids such 

as Cymbidium kanran, Neofinetia falcata, Aerides japonicum, and ferns such as Asplenium 

antiquum, and Crypsinus hastatus. These species are endangered due to habitat destruction 

and to illegal collection for ornamental plants.  

Jeju Island shows very unique fauna different from the mainland resulted from its 

physical characteristics of different climate, air movement, island size and topography over 

a long period of time, since it was separated from the peninsula. In Jeju Island, the kind of 

insects is very rich compared with other area because of diverse vegetation which 

distributes vertically according to the altitude. Besides, the island is regarded as very 

important area in terms of fauna distribution, because it shows a unique fauna native to the 

island although the land vertebrate animals are not very diverse due to geographical 

isolation and ecological and geographical influences which feature Jeju Island. Therefore, 

even within the same species, there are many sub-species or varieties native to Jeju Island 

due to the geographical isolation such as Mustela sibirica quelpartis, Crocidura dsinezumi 
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quelpartis, Micromys minutus hertigi, Sorex caecutiens chejuensis and Mus musculus 

mollosinus. Also various rare birds in addition to Pitta nympha, Dendrocopos leucotos, 

Terpsiphone atrocaudata, Aix galericulata, Otus scops, Aquila clanga, Accipiter soloensis 

and Falco peregrinus inhabit in Mt. Halla, and many migratory birds come to Jeju Island 

because this island is in the courses of the migration of the birds. Furthermore, the reptile 

population is larger than other area although the kind of species is few because the 

grasslands and marsh areas along with Ilex crenata and Sasa borealis found in Mt. Halla 

provide a very good habitat for reptiles with abundant food supply. In Jeju island rare 

species such as Hynobius leechii quelpartenisis is found only in Jeju Island in Korea. In 

addition, there are Rana dybowskii, Agkistrodon ussuriensis, Takydromus wolteri, Scincella 

laterale laterale, Amphiesma vibakari ruthveni which are the top priority protective species 

are found, which means more careful attention is necessary to protect these species in terms 

of kinds and population. 

 

13.3 Conservation of genetic biodiversity: 

 

In Korea, oriental medicinal practices using wild plants have been widely carried out 

to prevent and cure diseases. About 20 native plant species have been well utilized for 

medicinal purposes in Jeju Island (see the table at below). The most important agricultural 

products in Jeju Island are tangerine, carrots and onions.. 

 

 

14. DEVELOPMENT FUNCTION 

 

14.1 Potential for fostering economic and human development which is socio-

culturally and ecologically sustainable: 

 

The high biological diversity, unique volcanic topography and island culture of Jeju 

Island not only stimulate curiosity of the general public and tourists of the mainland, but is 

also important in terms of academic study. Therefore, JIBR, if its excellent tourism 

resources are utilized well, has a very good potentiality to contribute to the local economy  
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Table 1. Plant used for Medicinal Purposes in Jeju Island 

 

Scientific Name  

Diseases to be cured or prevented  

Saururus chinensis BAILL. 

Quercus salicina BL. 

Phryma leptostachya var. asiatica HARA 

Clerodendron trichotomum THUMB. 

 

Acanthopanax koreanum NAKAI 

Artemisia capillaris THUNB. 

Euscaphis japonica (THUNB.) KANTIZ 

Kalopanax pictus (THUNB.) NAKAI 

Elaeagnus macrophylla THUNB. 

Geranium nepalense subsp. Thunbergii 

  (S. et Z.) HARA  

Ulmus parvifolia JACQ. 

Lindera obtusiloba BL. 

Hovenia dulcia THUNB. 

Chrysanthemum indicum L 

Vitex rotundifolia L. fil. 

Sambucus sieboldiana BL. 

Petasites japonicus (S. et Z.) MAX. 

Leonurus sibiricus L. 

Aralia elata SEEM. 

Prunella vulgaris var. lilacina NAKAI 

emphysema, geriatric disease, skin disease 

Calculus  

allergy, dermatitis 

gout, neuralgia, pysis, high blood-pressure, as 

antidote 

arthritis, neuralgia 

jaundice 

nephritis 

diabetes 

diabetes 

diarrhea 

 

allegic rhinotis, cancer, abscess  

blood circulation stimulation after birth 

various liver diseases 

arteriosclerosis, chronic headache 

chronic headache 

emphysema, nephritis 

high blood-pressure, paralysis, appendicitis 

edema after birth, for diuresis, as antidote 

gastritis, diabetes 

urethritis, cystitis, for diuresis 

 

 

The well-preserved national forest of the buffer zone is not presently used for any 

special economic purpose, but as a recreational forest and in some areas as a cultivation site 

of shiitake mushroom (Lentinus edodes). In the years to come it can hopefully be used for 

the purpose of environmental education and eco-tourism. The transition area, located in the 

mid-mountain range, shows the characteristics of Jeju Island's landscapes very well. 

Economic activities such as farming, livestock farming and tourism are the major activities 

in the area at present. However, as the development pressure to build tourist facilities such 

as golf courses and accommodations increases, rational land resource use will become an 

important issue in the area to secure environmentally sound and sustainable development. 
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14.2 IF TOURISM IS A MAJOR ACTIVITY: 

- how many visitors come to the proposed Biosphere Reserve each year?  

- is there a trend towards increasing numbers of visitors?  

 

Most tourism activities are centered along the coastal area off JIBR area, although a 

large number of tourists visit Mt. Halla National Park and participate in tourist activities 

such as horse riding in the transition area of the mid-mountain range. In Korea, all national 

parks allow visitors to go up to the top of mountains along the designated hiking trails 

except during the no admittance periods set aside every year for the recovery of the 

ecosystem. In case of Mt. Halla National Park that is the core area in the JIBR, certain trails 

to the summit of the mountain are closed to the public, except during the snowy season. 

Many tourists visit Mt. Halla National Park every year, which is the highest mountain in 

Korea, and other areas of Jeju Island, because Jeju Island has the topographical 

characteristics of a volcanic island and high biological diversity seldom seen on the 

mainland. The number of visitors increased about 23 times from 23,466 in 1974 when Mt. 

Halla was designated as a national park, to 538,365 persons in 1995. However, after 

summit hiking was forbidden in 1996, the number of visitors decreased sharply to 422,118 

persons in 1996, a 21.6% from the previous year. Tourism is not allowed in the national 

forest, which is the buffer zone. 

In the marine area of the core area and buffer zone, fishing and submarine tours are 

conducted in and around 3 uninhabited islets, although the exact amount of tours is 

unknown. Also, picnicking is one of the major summer activities in the 2 stream valleys in 

the core area off the Mt. Halla National Park.  

 

14.2.1 Types of tourism  

 

The major types of the tourism activities within the inland JIBR core area are hiking 

up to Mt. Halla National Park and simple visits to the park. Visits to the natural recreational 

forest is the major tourism activity in the national forest of the buffer zone, while all kinds 

of tourism and leisure activities such as golf, horseback riding, hunting, and sightseeing 

take place in the transition area, including visits to scoria cone (parasitic volcanic cone). In 

the marine area, submarine tours and fishing off 3 uninhabited islets are main recreational 

and tourism activities.  
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14.2.2 Tourist facilities and description of where these are located and in which zone of 

the proposed biosphere reserve: 

 

Mt. Halla National Park that is the core area, has 6 hiking trails (about 42.2km) opened 

to the general public. This major tourist attraction boasts 4 traditional temples - 

Cheonwangsa, Gwaneumsa, Jonjaam and Seokkuram - two of which are province 

designated cultural properties. In the national forest of the buffer zone, there are 2 natural 

recreational golf courses and in the transition area, there are another 8 operating golf 

courses out of the 27 licensed in Jeju Isalnd. The national forest also offers 2 camping sites 

and 22 horseback riding courses. Also, there are 8 places of accommodation with a total of 

301 rooms. This includes 2 hotels which jointly offer 214 rooms in the transition area.  

 

14.2.3 Indicate positive and/or negative impacts of tourism at present or foreseen: 

 

Mt. Halla National Park which is the major tourist attraction in Korea, is known as the 

symbol of Jeju Island to the Jeju people. It has high tourism resource value due to the 

uniqueness of its topography resulted from the island formation mechanism and its bio-

diversity. Mt. Halla National Park attracts a large number of tourists every year (545,428 

people in 2000), which greatly contributes to the development of the local economy, and 

makes tourism the prime industry of Jeju Province. However, since the number of 

inhabitants in the proposed JIBR area is very few, it must be noted that the direct economic 

and social influence on the area is small.  

Present and foreseen negative impacts of tourism include the destruction of vegetation 

and the erosion by visitors’ foot-pressure along the hiking trails and around the summit area, 

which requires proper management. Besides, development pressure in mid-mountain range 

continues increase, as previously mentioned.    

 

14.3 Benefits of economic activities to local people: 

 

Most economic activities in JIBR generally take place in the transition area. More than 

half (58.9%) of the inhabitants of the transition area are engaged in primary industries, such 

as farming and livestock farming, while only 6.1% are engaged in the service industry. This 

means that the direct income from the tourist facilities in the transition area is not very large. 
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Indeed, tourist facilities and service are generally located in the coastal area, which 200m 

above the sea level. Only a few inhabitants live in the core area (mainly in the temples), and 

none in the buffer zone. Although there are few people working in the core area, including 

shiitake mushroom growers, they commute from the major towns and therefore, direct 

income and employment are hardly created. In the marine area where 3 islets are located, 

there is no economic impact on the local people since they are inhabited islands. However, 

in the towns near these islands, the residents can get some direct and indirect economic 

benefit from the people visiting the islets for fishing and submarine sightseeing.  

It is fair to say that the proposed JIBR is the core area of Jeju Island in terms of 

recreation, tourism values, and the ecosytem, and it can be regarded as the key tourism 

attraction in Jeju Island. Therefore, the proposed JIBR has a great potential to contribute to 

the tourism industry development of Jeju Province, although the direct economic benefit to 

the local people residing in the JIBR area, mainly the transition area, is small. 

 

 

15. LOGISTIC SUPPORT FUNCTION 

 

15.1 Research and monitoring 

 

15.1.1 To what extent has the past and planned research and monitoring programme 

been designed to address specific management questions in the potential biosphere 

reserve?  

 

Research and monitoring carried out on the proposed JIBR area can be divided into 

two kinds - comprehensive study and specific study. The comprehensive study is a research 

project on various aspects and concentrate on formulating the management plan, rather than 

addressing a specific problem or focusing on a specific field or topic in the area. “Mt. Halla 

Nature Reserve Area Study (1985)”, the first comprehensive survey of its kind, 

“Comprehensive Survey on Mid-mountain Range (1997)” and “The Basic Survey and 

Preservation Management Plan of Mt. Halla (2000)” are the major studies included in the 

comprehensive survey. 

The specific studies include various topics - abiotic and biotic research; social and 

economic research including basic research on topography, geology, soil, plant, and animal; 
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and problem-solving studies. Major research topics include “Study on the Water-level in 

Baengnokdam Crater’; “Study on Migratory Birds”; “Survey and Monitoring on the 

Damaged Area”; “Damage Prevention from Disease and Harmful Insects”; “Study on 

Foreign Species and Removal” and “Monitoring of the Plant Restoration of the Damaged 

Area.” The results of these studies are being used in formulating policies to preserve the 

natural resources and ecosystem of the area, and to make best use of the resources within 

the boundary of sustainable development. However, it has been pointed out that continuous 

and more thorough study is necessary. 

 

15.1.2 Brief description of past research and/or monitoring activities  

 

•Abiotic research and monitoring  

 

Research on Jeju’s geology and topography has been intermittently carried out since 

“Mt. Halla Nature Reserve Area Study” was done in 1985. Recently, research on scoria 

cone (parasitic volcanic cone) and wetland, and a geological survey on a scale of 1:50,000 

has been completed.  

 

• Biotic research and monitoring  

 

As for research and monitoring on plants, a lot of researches on alpine plants in Mt. 

Halla has been carried out by Jeju University and Mt. Halla National Park Management 

Office. Also, surveys on local plants and studies on the crater have been performed recently. 

There has also been some work on the prevention of the forest damage. Research on 

specific topics on plants and animals, such as the roe deer, has been carried out by the 

scholars in the local universities.  

 

• Socio-economic research  

 

Since there are very few inhabitants in the core area and buffer zone, there is no 

specific research on social and economic aspects in the region.  

 

15.1.3. Brief description of on-going research and/or monitoring activities:  
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•Abiotic research and monitoring  

 

Since 1999, a detailed study is being carried out on the scoria cones which are not 

designated as protected areas. Also, from 2001, a survey on geology and topography along 

with survey on natural resources of Mt. Halla National Park has been initiated. The study 

centers on the subalpine zone and meteorological observations to investigate climatological 

characteristic of the alpine zone in Mt. Halla.   

 

• Biotic research and monitoring  

 

At present in Jeju Province studies are being done in cooperation with the Mt. Halla 

National Park Office, on the propagation of the rare plants and restoration of natural growth 

area (1999∼2002) and utilizing the Hypochoeris radicata which is a foreign species 

spreading rapidly throughout Jeju Island (2000∼2004). Other on-going biotic research and 

monitoring studies include basic eco-system study for a natural rest-year program (2000∼

2002), detailed survey on the plant distribution of the sub-alpine zone in Mt. Halla (2000∼

2004), survey on wild animals (2001∼) and DB establishment on biological resources 

(2000∼2004). 

 

•Socio-economic research  

 

At present no specific research on the socio-economic aspect is under way. 

 

15.1.4 Brief description of planned research and/or monitoring activities: 

 

•Abiotic research and monitoring  

 

Jeju Provincial government is planning to heighten the academic and resource value 

by performing an in-depth study on the natural environment of Mt Halla National Park and 

surrounding areas including natural caves (called “Gwoe” in the local language), strange-

looking rocks, and on cultural resources, such as the old battle sites, located throughout the 

island. 
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•Biotic research and monitoring 

 

Planned biotic research and monitoring includes an in-depth study on natural resources 

according to the change of Mt. Halla National Park boundary (2003∼2005), the 

establishment of a long-term ecosystem research area, and comprehensive monitoring for 

continuous and systematic research on the natural ecosystem from the year 2003. 

 

• Socio-economic research 

  

If the area is designated as JIBR, more attention will be given to social and economic 

research for sound and sustainable resource use in the transition area.  

 

15.1.5 Estimated number of national scientists participating in research within the 

proposed biosphere reserve on  

 

 • a permanent basis: 11 persons       

 • an occasional basis: about 20 persons each on an individual basis (generally, 

professors from many universities) 

 

15.1.6 Estimated number of foreign scientists participating in research within the 

proposed Biosphere Reserve on  

 

 • a permanent basis: none 

 • an occasional basis: about 10 persons on an individual basis 

 

15.1.7 Estimated number of masters and/or doctoral theses carried out on the 

proposed biosphere reserve each year: 

 

There is no university in the proposed biosphere reserve area. Jeju National University 

is the only university in Jeju Province that offers graduate degree. The estimated number of 

masters and doctoral theses in Jeju National University every year is about 300. However, 

in an average year, less than 10 of theses are on the core areas and the buffer zones, and 

about 40 are on the transition area. In addition, some theses on the proposed biosphere 

reserve area can be found in other universities about the natural and socio-economic 

characteristics of Jeju Province, but exact figures are unknown.   
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 15.1.8 Research stations within the proposed Biosphere Reserve: 

  

Mt. Halla Research Institute was established within the National Park Office in 2001 

in order to do a comprehensive and systemic research on animals, plants, geology and 

weather. The Institute is involved in studies such as an in-depth research on natural 

ecosystem, conservation, restoration of damaged areas and vegetation, development of an 

environmental narration program, monitoring, and so on. In addition, an experimental 

forestry station of the Forest Service is located in the proposed biosphere reserve. 

 

15.1.9 Permanent research stations outside the proposed Biosphere Reserve: 

 

In Jeju National University, there are many research institutes in various fields and 

individual and joint research is possible if necessary. 

 

15.1.10 Permanent monitoring plots 

 

Mt. Halla National Park Office has been finding ways of restoring vegetation since 

1997 by monitoring the inflow of low altitude plants to the alpine region, observing plant 

growth, and identifying restoration periods. Ten monitoring plots were set up at various 

locations including the summit of the mountain. However international monitoring protocol 

is not being used at present.  

 

15.1.11 Research facilities of research stations 

 

Mt. Halla Research Institute located in the core area has 1 meteorological station and 

10 monitoring plots for restoration monitoring of the damaged area. Also it is establishing a 

GIS system for the use of geographic information and expansion of the library. They do not 

have any vehicle for their own use at the moment but can use the Park’s office vehicle 

when necessary. 

 

15.1.12 Other facilities 

 

There are no established accommodations except for shelters in the National Park, 

which is the core area. The shelters can be used for temporary stays during field survey, or 
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to avoid natural disasters. The national forest has accommodations forest that can hold 

about 180 people in the natural recreation forest and there are 8 places of accommodations 

in the transition area, 2 of which are hotels. 

 

15.1.13 Does the proposed biosphere reserve have an Internet connection? 

 

The Internet can be accessed in the propose biosphere reserve and a homepage will be 

made on JIBR. 

 

15.2 Environmental education and public awareness 

 

15.2.1 Describe environmental education and public awareness activities, indicating 

the target groups: 

   

Various organizations are operating environmental education programs on the 

ecosystem, landscape and scoria cone in JIBR. For example, Jeju Province Folklore and 

Natural History Museum is operating environment education programs for children, 

including migratory bird observation, scoria cone visit, and insect observation 5 times a 

year. Additionally, an environmental NGO is operating Mt. Halla nature narration program 

for citizens and tourists. At present, however, there are no systemic environmental 

education programs on JIBR as a whole, but it will be initiated once the designation is 

made. Finally, there are a number of Internet sites for Mt. Halla National Park, flora and 

fauna in the region, and tourism in Jeju Island. 

 

15.2.2 Indicate facilities for environmental education and public awareness activities  

 

In Mt. Halla National Park, information center and photo exhibition room are available 

in Gwaneumsa Office and Seongpanak Branch Office respectively, and nature trail is 

established in the Eosaengseungak area near the Park Management Office. Jeju Province is 

also planning to establish the Mt. Halla National Park Visitor Center and Mt. Halla National 

Park Eco--Forest by 2004, for environmental education, visitors and citizens.  In addition 

to these facilities, Jeju-City is constructing the Environment Experiment and Education 

Estate that provides various environmental experience and education opportunities by 2007 
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15.3 Specialist training 

 

At present, Jeju National University is operating a specialist-training course on the 

environment that covers various aspects of the environment, including the natural 

environment, on behalf of Jeju Provincial government.  

 

15.4 Potential to contribute to the World Network of Biosphere Reserves 

 

15.4.1 Collaboration with existing biosphere reserves at the national level (indicate on-

going or planned activities): 

 

As of 2002, there is one biosphere reserve, Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve in Republic 

of Korea. There have not various activities in relation with the biosphere reserve at the 

national level in this biosphere reserve. JIBR will be able to contribute much to the 

development of biosphere reserve activities of Republic of Korea as well as to other 

biosphere reserves worldwide if it is designated. Specifically, information exchange on the 

management, research, monitoring and educational activities with existing biosphere 

reserves in other areas will be greatly enhanced, and the exchange of biosphere reserve 

managers and students will be promoted, which will consequently contribute to mutual 

cooperation between biosphere reserves. Also joint efforts will be made to reflect MAB 

programme supporting activities in government policies.  

 

15.4.2 Collaboration with existing biosphere reserves at the regional or subregional 

levels, including promoting transfrontier sites and twinning arrangements (indicate 

on-going or planned activities) 

 

JIBR will actively participate in cooperative activities of EABRAN in which Korea 

takes part as a member country. Some of the activities include network conference and joint 

research with the biosphere reserves of other countries. By setting up sisterhood 

relationship with the biosphere reserves of other countries, cooperative research on 

common interests and exchange of biosphere managers and inhabitants can be promoted.  

 

15.4.3 Collaboration with existing biosphere reserves in thematic networks at the 

regional or international levels (indicate ongoing and planned activities)  
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JIBR is very likely to cooperate with existing biosphere reserves with regard to the 

themes of the island and the mountain, which are the main geographical characteristics of 

JIBR. Specifically, joint research is possible on tourism and on topics such as the 

management of landscape and ecosystem using the GIS system which Jeju Province has 

already established. 

 

15.4.4 Collaboration with existing biosphere reserves at the international level 

(indicate ongoing and planned activities: [Notably through Internet connections, 

twinning arrangements, bilateral collaborative research activities, etc.] 

  

JIBR will provide English language data on the ecosystem, geography, society and 

history on the Internet. Also, a sisterhood relationship will be promoted with the biosphere 

reserves of other countries that have a similar ecosystem and interest. 

 

 

16. USES AND ACTIVITIES 

 

16.1 Core Areas: 

 

16.1.1 Describe the uses and activities occurring within the core areas: 

 

Sightseeing and hiking along designated trails are the main activities in Mt. Halla 

National Park, which is the core area. Also, monitoring and research for academic and 

management purposes are carried out throughout the year and cultivation of shiitake 

mushroom (Lentinus edodes) take place in some areas. In the marine core area, 3 

uninhabited islets used for fishing sites, and 2 river valleys, which extend to the sea from 

the southern part of the Park, are used for picnicking very extensively in the summer. 

 

16.1.2 Possible adverse effects on the core areas of uses or activities occurring within 

or outside the core areas: 

 

The most adverse effects on the core areas are the ecosystem damage and erosion, in 

and around the hiking trails, caused mainly by foot-pressure of a large number of visitors. 

The damaged area around hiking trail increased to approximated 226,500㎡ in 2000 from 
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195,800㎡ in 1993. At present, the situation is being greatly improved owing to the 

closing the trail leading to the summit of the park and to the extensive restoration project, 

including the installation of a wooden trail and planting. No noticeable adverse effects were 

identified yet in the islets, which are marine core areas, since they are uninhabited islands. 

However, coastal pollution caused by leftover waste by anglers, and damage of the coral 

reef habitat by submarines operating tours in the area is becoming a big concern.  

 

16.2 Buffer zones 

 

16.2.1 Describe the main land uses and economic activities in the buffer zones: 

 

In the national forest that is the buffer zone, no special economic activities exist except 

the cultivation of shiitake mushroom (Lentinus edodes) which has been the ease for a long 

time in some areas. Shiitake mushroom is one of the main export crops of Jeju Island and is 

sold at a high price because it is treated as a special agriculture product. Other activities 

include limited monitoring and research on the forest, afforestation, and forest protection 

activities. In the sea around, the 3 islets, which was designated, as the City Marine Park, 

fishing, sightseeing and submarine tours are the major activities. 

 

16.2.2 Possible adverse effects on the buffer zones of uses or activities occurring within 

or outside the buffer zones in the near and longer terms: 

    

Because the kinds of activities in the national forest and its use are very much limited, 

no noticeable adverse effects exist at present. However, submarine tours and in the marine 

buffer zone may have a negative influence on corals’ reef habitat and marine life. 

 

16.3 Transition area 

 

16.3.1 Describe the main land uses and major economic activities in the transition 

areas: 

 

The prominent land uses and/or land cover types of the transition area are grassland, 

forest, and agricultural land such as farm, orchard and vinyl house; tourism-related facilities 

such as golf courses and horseback riding courses; and some residential areas. Generally, 
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grassland extents up to the altitude of 400m while orchards extent up to the altitude of 

300m. Most tourism facilities are distributed along the altitude of 400∼500m whereas 

forest land is relatively evenly distributed. 

The most important economic activities presently performed in the transition area are 

agriculture and tourism. Agriculture industry including livestock farming is the number one 

industry in terms of employment, and tourism-related service industry the second. The 

transition area can be regarded as the area where economic activities are taking place 

relatively actively, considering that there are 8 golf courses in operation (out of 27 licensed), 

9 tourist districts, 5 schools, 11 small-sized agricultural product-processing factories and 13 

restaurants.  

 

16.3.2 Possible adverse effects of uses or activities on the transition area(s):      

 

Tourism facilities such as golf courses, horse-back riding courses, tourist sites, 

agricultural product processing factories and restaurants in the transition area, can be 

possible sources of water pollution if proper treatment is ignored. It is expected that the 

number of facilities will increase continuously. Also the underground water needs special 

attention as is likely to be polluted due to livestock farming. 

 

 

17. INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS 

 

17.1 STATE, PROVINCE, REGION OR OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS: 

 

Korea 

 Jeju Province 

     Jeju-City, Seogwipo-City, Bukjeju-County Gun and Namjeju-County  

 

17.2 UNITS OF THE PROPOSED BIOSPHERE RESERVE: 

 

 Core Area  

  (Land) 

  - Mt. Halla National Park. 

  - Yeongcheon and Hyodoncheon Nature Reserve 
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  (Marine) 

  - Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom Nature Reserve 

 

 Buffer Zone  

  (Land) 

   - National Forest adjacent to Mt. Halla National Park.  

  (Marine) 

   - Seogwipo City Marine Park. 

  

 Transition area  

  (Land) 

   - Mid-mountain Range (Approximately Altitude 200∼600m, except for the Urban  

Planning Area) 

 

17.2.1 Are these units contiguous or are they separate?  

 

JIBR takes on cluster form and consists of the land and marine ecosystem that are 

sometimes separated each other. However, the core areas and buffer zones are contiguous to 

each other, and the 2 river valleys, which become one as they flow down to the sea, connect 

the land with the marine ecosystem. 

 

17.3 Protection Regime of the core areas and, if appropriate of the buffer zones 

 

17.3.1 Core areas:  

 

The core areas in the Mt. Halla National Park, including the summit and 2 river 

valleys were designated as the Nature Reserve (Natural Monument No. 182) by Cultural 

Property Protection Act on Oct. 12, 1966 before it was designated as the national park. It’s 

size amounts to about 91.9㎢. Mt. Halla was designated as national park by the Natural 

Park Act on Mar. 24, 1970. The size of the park amounts to 151.35㎢ including most parts 

of the Nature Reserve. Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom – ‘seom’ means island or islet 

- were designated as the City Marine Park on Jan. 5, 1999. Munseom and Beomseom were 

also designated a Nature Reserve by the Cultural Property Protection Act of Jul. 18, 2000.   

 

17.3.2 Buffer zone(s):  
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The national forest, the buffer zone, was designated as the preserved forest area by the 

Forest ry Act, and the surrounding areas of 3 islets (Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom) 

off the coast were designated and managed as the City Marine Park in Jan., 1999.  

 

17.4 Land use regulations or agreements applicable to the transition area (if 

appropriate) 

 

The transition area is governed by the general land use regulations that apply to Jeju 

Island, and there is no special law applied to the transition area. Recently, a new 

development and conservation law for Jeju Island called "Special Law for the Development 

of Jeju Free International City” was activated. It requires land use management based on 

land capability categories.   

 

17.5 Land tenure of each zone: 

 

17.5.1 Core areas:   

 

- Land Core Area: national land 96.8%, private land 3.2%  

- Marine Core Area  

  Munseom and Seopseom: national land 100% 

  Beomseom: private land 100% 

 

17.5.2 Buffer zones: national land 100%   

 

17.5.3 Transition area: mostly private land 

  

17.5.4 Foreseen changes in land tenure: 

 

Land ownership won't be changed.  

 

17.6 Management plan or policy and mechanisms for implementation 

 

17.6.1 Year of start of implementation of management plan or land use policy: 

 

Until now, no management plan and/or policies for JIBR itself were prepared. 

However, specifically the transition area is managed by the general land use regulations and 
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the Special Law for the Development of Jeju Free International City that set out the land 

use classification categories based on GIS system.  

 

17.6.2 Main features of management plan or land use policy and means of application 

 

In 1997, Jeju Province established a GIS system in which various environmental and 

academic data such as topography, geology, soil, plant, animal, land use, and landscape are 

included. They applied the system to land use management. Based on the GIS system, all 

land in Jeju Island has been classified into 5 classes in terms of three conservation aspects 

such as groundwater, ecosystem and landscapes, and permitted activity; kinds and sizes of 

facilities are specified for each class. At present, the Special Law for the Development of 

Jeju Free International City backs this up legally 

 

17.7 Personnel 

 

17.7.1 Total number of staff of proposed biosphere reserve:  

 

- permanent : 55 persons 

- temporary : 11 persons 

 

17.7.2 Number of staff for administrative and resource management: 

 

- permanent : 50 persons  

- temporary : 5 persons 

 

17.7.3 Number of national staff for research:  

 

- permanent : 1 person 

-  temporary : 3 persons 

-  

17.7.4 Number of technical support staff: 

 

- permanent : 4 persons  

- temporary : 3 persons 
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17.8 Financial sources and yearly budget: 

 

At present, no financial support for JIBR is provided. In the proposed JIBR area, the 

core area in land receives budgetary support as a National Park and Nature Reserve; and the 

buffer zone in land is funded for the national forest management. As of 2000, the 

management budget for Mt. Halla amounts to about 30 billion won in Korean currency 

(approximately USD 2.3 million) and the management budget for the national forest area 

amounts to about 170 million won (approximately USD 0.13 million).  

 

17.9 Authority in charge of administration 

 

17.9.1 The proposed biosphere reserve as a whole: 

 

Name: Jeju Provincial Government  

 

If appropriate, name the National administration to which this authority reports: 

 

Ministry of Environment  

Ministry of Marine and Fishery  

Cultural Properties Administration  

Forest Service 

 

17.9.2 The core areas: 

 

Names: Jeju Provincial Government, Seogwipo-City Government, 

Namjeju-County Government   

Legal powers: Natural Park Act, Cultural Property Protection Act   

17.9.3 The buffer zones: 

 

Name: Jeju Provincial Government, Seogwipo-City Government, 

Bukjeju-County Government, Namjeju-County Government 

Legal powers (if appropriate): Forestry Act 

 

17.9.4 Mechanisms of consultation and coordination among these different 

authorities: 
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A JIBR Management Committee will be established for the management of JIBR and 

coordination with various governmental organizations and the local community. The 

Committee will be organized by the Governor of Jeju Provincial Government and will 

consist of representatives of local autonomous authorities (province, cities, counties), 

representatives of local NGOs or community groups, representatives of concerned central 

government ahthorities, scientists and a coordinator of JIBR. The Committee will deal with 

the management consulting of JIBR, review and set up the programmes for JIBR. The 

environmental ordinance of Jeju Province will be amended or new ordinance will be 

formulated for the establishment of the committee and financial support for JIBR.  

There will be one full-time coordinator for JIBR, who will be responsible for 

identifying various issues related to JIBR management; coordinating opinions and activities 

of related authorities and stakeholders; operating the committee; and developing and 

supporting activity programmes of JIBR.   

Once JIBR is designated, the function of the Mt. Halla Research Institute will be 

expanded to cover not just Mt. Halla National Park, but also the whole JIBR area. This is 

intended to strengthen the research and monitoring work for JIBR. The institute will 

formulate long and mid-term plans, and perform research and monitoring on diverse 

ecosystem existing in JIBR, through cooperation between various management systems 

such as National Park, national forest, Nature Reserve and City Marine Park. Also the 

Institute will develop and implement sustainable resource management programmes and 

environment education.  

 

17.10 Local organizational arrangements 

 

17.10.1 Indicate how and to what extent the local communities living within and next 

to the proposed biosphere reserve have been associated with the nomination process  

 

Since the proposed JIBR covers all administrative districts in Jeju Island, Jeju 

Provincial Government has been in charge of application preparations in cooperation with 4 

local administrative districts. In determining the boundaries of JIBR, the representatives of 

4 local autonomous authorities, provincial government and NGOs have participated. Also 

the JIBR Nomination Committee and its working group were organized. Several meetings 
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were held to reflect the opinions of the related organizations including related local 

government authorities and local NGOs. Members of the JIBR Nomination Committee 

include representatives of the Ministry of Environment, related NGOs in Jeju Province, and 

scientist in various fields, and the local governmental officials of the concerned cities and 

counties. Contents of the nomination form prepared by the committee were open to the 

public, through Internet and media, for review and publicity.  

 

17.10.2 Indicate how and to what extent the local communities can participate in the 

formulation and the implementation of the management plan or land use policy: 

 

In Republic of Korea, local autonomous authorities are in-charge of formulating 

developments plan and land use plans, and participation of local residents in this process 

should be legally assured. The representatives of the local residents or communities will be 

participated as members of the newly established JIBR Management Committee and will 

discuss and determine management plans and policies with the representatives of local 

autonomous authorities. 

 

 

18. SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS:  

 

None 

    

( ) UNESCO World Heritage Site    

 

( ) RAMSAR Wetland Convention Site   

 

( ) Other international conservation conventions/directives [Please specify] 

 

( ) Long term monitoring site [Please specify] 

 

( ) Other. [Please specify] 
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19. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (TO BE SUBMITTED WITH NOMINATION 

FORM) 

 

(v) General location map 

(v) Biosphere Reserve zonation map (large scale, preferably in black & white for 

photocopy reproduction) 

(v) Vegetation map or land cover map 

(v) List of legal documents (if possible with English or French translation) 

(v) List of land use and management plans 

(v)  Species list (to be annexed) 

(v)  List of main bibliographic references (to be annexed) 

 

 

20. ADDRESSES  

 

20.1 Contact address of the proposed biosphere reserve:  

 

Name: Jeju Provincial Government  

Street or P.O. Box: 312-2, Yeon-dong   

City with postal code: Jeju-City, Jeju Province, 690-700  

Country: Republic of Korea   

Telephone: (82 64) 710 2631    

Fax : (82 64) 710 2619      

E-mail: jibr@provin.cheju.kr   

 

20.2 Administering entity of the core areas: 

 

Name: Jeju Provincial Government  

Street or P.O. Box: 312-2, Yeon-dong   

City with postal code: Jeju-City, Jeju Province, 690-700  

Country: Republic of Korea   

Telephone: (82 64) 710 2631    

Fax : (82 64) 710 2619      

E-mail: jibr@provin.cheju.kr   
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20.3 Administering entity of the buffer zone: 

 

Name: Jeju Provincial Government  

Street or P.O. Box: 312-2, Yeon-dong   

City with postal code: Jeju-City, Jeju Province, 690-700  

Country: Republic of Korea   

Telephone: (82 64) 710 2631    

Fax : (82 64) 710 2619      

E-mail: jibr@provin.cheju.kr   
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 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS  
 

 

 

 

1. General Location Map / 55 

2. Biosphere Reserve Zonation Map / 56  

3. Vegetation Map, Land Cover Map and Conservation Class / 57 

4. List of Legal Documents / 64 

- Protection of Cultural Properties Act / 65  

- Natural Parks Act / 69 

- Forestry Act / 75 

- Special Law for the Development of Jeju Free International 

City / 80 

5. List of Land Use and Management Plans / 81 

6. List of Important Species / 82 

7. List of Main Bibliographic References / 90  
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2. Biosphere Reserve zonation map  
 

* It is separately attached. (scale : 1/50,000) 
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3. Vegetation map, land cover map, and conservation class map 

 

- Forest  

- Land Cover  

- Groundwater Conservation Class 

- Ecological Class 

- Landscape Conservation 

- Landuse Plan  
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Forest  
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- Land Cover  
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- Groundwater Conservation Class  
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- Ecological Class 
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- Landscape Conservation Class  
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- Landuse Plan 
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4. List of major legal documents  

 

Act 
Designation or 

land use 
Purpose 

Protection of 

Cultural Properties Act 

Natural 

Monument 
Conservation of the natural heritage 

Natural Parks Act 
National Park 

City/County Park 

Protection of the natural ecosystem, 

the nature and cultural scenery, etc. 

and promotion of sustainable use  

Forestry Act Conserved forest Sustainable forest management 

Special Law for the 

Development of Jeju Free 

International City  

Land use 

classification 

Jeju Island development as the free 

international city and conservation 

of natural and cultural resources and 

landscape 
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PROTECTION OF CULTURAL PROPERTIES ACT 

Act No. 3644(1982. 12. 31) 

 

 

   CHAPTER I  GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article 1 (Purpose) The purpose of this Act is to promote the cultural improvement 

of the people and contribute to the development of human culture by inheriting, 

preserving and widely utilizing the national culture. 

  [This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

 

Article 2 (Definitions) 

(1) The term "cultural properties" in this Act means the artificially and naturally 

shaped national and global properties which possess the highly historical, artistic, 

academic and scenic values and fall under any of the following subparagraphs: 

<Amended by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

1. Tangible cultural properties: Tangible cultural products such as buildings, 

classical books, calligrapher works, ancient documents, pictures, sculptures, 

crafts, etc. which are of the highly historical or artistic value and other 

archeological data corresponding thereto;  

2. Intangible cultural properties: Intangible cultural products such as drama, music, 

dance, craft technique, etc. which are of the highly historical or artistic value; 

3. Monuments: Those prescribed by the following items: 

  (a) Historical sites such as temple sites, ancient mounds, shell mounds, palace 

sites, pottery sites, stratified relics, etc. and especially monumental facilities 

which are all of the highly historic and academic value; 

  (b) Scenic places which posses highly artistic and scenic values; and 

  (c) Animals (including habitats, breeding grounds and the origin of places), 

plants (including autogenous places), minerals, caves, geological features, 

biological products and specific natural phenomenon which are of the highly 

historical, scenic or academic value; and 

4. Folklore material: Public morals and customs relating to food, clothing, housing, 

occupation, religion or an annual event, etc. and clothes, tools or houses used 

therefore that are indispensable to the understanding of changes and progress in 

the national life. 

(2) The term "designated cultural property" in this Act means the following: 

<Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 
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5073, Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

1. State-designated cultural property: Cultural property which was designated by 

the Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration in accordance with the 

provisions of Articles 4 through 7; 

2. City/Do-designated cultural property: Cultural property which was designated 

by the Special Metropolitan City Mayor, the Metropolitan City Mayor or the Do 

governor (hereinafter referred to as "Mayor/Do governor") under Article 55 (1) 

among those not designated by subparagraph 1; and 

3. Cultural property material: Cultural property which was designated by the 

Mayor/Do governor under Article 55 (2) but was not designated by 

subparagraph 1 or 2. 

(3) The term "protected area" in this Act means an area, where a fixed concrete 

object or a certain area is designated as a culture property, which is designated to 

protect such designated cultural property and is excluded from an area occupied 

by such designated cultural property. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 

1999> 

 

Article 2-2 (Basic Principle of Protection of Cultural Properties) The basic 

principle of preserving, managing and utilizing cultural properties is to maintain their 

original forms. 

  [This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

 

 

   CHAPTER II  STATE-DESIGNATED CULTURAL PROPERTIES 

         

SECTION 1  Designation 

 

Article 6 (Designation of Historical Sites, Scenic Places and Natural 

Monuments) The Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration may 

designate certain important monument as a historical site, a scenic place or a natural 

monument after deliberation by the Cultural Properties Committee. 

  <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 

5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

 

SECTION 2  Management and Protection 

 

Article 13-2 (Formulation of Plans for Preserving, Managing and Utilizing 
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Cultural Properties) 

(1) The Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration may work out basic 

plans to preserve, manage and utilize cultural properties designated by the State 

after consulting with the Mayor/Do governor. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 

24, 1999> 

(2) The Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration, where he shapes the 

basic plans referred to in paragraph (1), shall notify the Mayor/Do governor of the 

basic plans and the Mayor/Do governor shall draw up detailed plans in line with 

the basic plans and implement them. <Amended by Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) Matters necessary to draw up and implement the basic plans and the detailed 

plans referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree. 

  [This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999] 

 

Article 20 (Matters to be Permitted) A person who intends to engage in the 

activities under any of the following subparagraphs concerning the State-designated 

cultural properties shall obtain permission from the Administrator of Cultural 

Properties Administration under the conditions as prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree. No alteration in the activities shall be made unless further permission is 

granted: <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; 

Act No. 5073, Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 

1999; Act No. 6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

4. Capturing or collecting animals, plants or minerals in an area designated or 

provisionally designated as a scenic place or a natural monument, or in its 

protected area, or transporting them out of such an area; 

5. Deleted; <by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999> 

6. Making a rubbed copy of a State-designated cultural property, imitating or 

photographing it in such a manner that may affect its preservation; and 

7. The act, prescribed by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 

which is feared to alter the present state (including the act of sampling and 

stuffing natural monuments) of the State-Designated cultural properties or 

adversely affect the preservation of such cultural properties  (including what 

has perished from among the protected structures areas and natural 

monuments). 

 

Article 21 (Prohibition of Exports, etc.) 

(1) A national treasure, a treasure, a natural monument or an important folklore 
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material shall not be exported or transported out of the State; except when the 

Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration permits it for an international 

cultural exchange, such as a cultural property exhibition in a foreign country, etc., 

on condition it be brought back to the State within two years from the date of its 

departure. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 

1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(2) Upon request by the person who was permitted to transport a National Treasure, a 

Treasure or an important folklore material under the proviso of paragraph (1), the 

Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration may permit the extension of 

the time period for up to two years if he considers it unavoidable. <Amended by 

Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 

1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 

(3) The Administrator of Cultural Properties Administration shall, when he intends to 

grant permission or shipping any cultural property out of the country in 

accordance with the proviso of paragraph (1), shall go through deliberation of the 

State Council meeting. <Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, 

Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999; Act No. 

6133, Jan. 12, 2000> 

(4) Where a person has sampled or stuffed natural monuments after obtaining 

permission under the provisions of subparagraph 4 of Article 20, he may export 

them after obtaining permission from the Administrator of Cultural Properties 

Administration. <Newly Inserted by Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, 

May 24, 1999> 

  

Article 68 (Delegation of Authority) A part of the authority of the Administrator of 

Cultural Properties Administration under this Act may be delegated, under the 

conditions as prescribed by the Presidential Decree, to the Mayor/Do governor. 

<Amended by Act No. 4183, Dec. 30, 1989; Act No. 4541, Mar. 6, 1993; Act No. 

5073, Dec. 29, 1995; Act No. 5719, Jan. 29, 1999; Act No. 5982, May 24, 1999> 
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NATURAL PARKS ACT 

Act No. 3243(1980.1.4.) 

 

 

   CHAPTER I  GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article 1 (Purpose) The purpose of this Act is to provide for matters concerning the 

designation, conservation and management of natural parks with the aim of 

preserving the natural ecosystem, the nature and the cultural scenery, etc. and 

seeking to use them in a sustainable manner. 

 

Article 2 (Definitions) The definitions of terms used in this Act shall be as follows: 

  1. The term "natural parks" means national parks, Do parks and Gun parks; 

  2. The term "national parks" means areas featuring the natural ecosystem, the 

nature and the cultural scenery of Korea (hereinafter referred to as "scenery"), 

which are designated under the provisions of Article 4; 

  3. The term "Do parks" means areas featuring the natural ecosystem or the scenery 

in the Special Metropolitan City, the Metropolitan City and Do (hereinafter 

referred to as "City/Do"), which are designated under the provisions of Article 4; 

  4. The terms "Gun parks" means areas featuring the natural ecosystem or the 

scenery in Si/Gun and autonomous Gu (hereinafter referred to as "Gun"), which 

are designated under the provisions of Article 4; 

  5. The term "basic park planning" means a master plan envisioning a long-term 

development direction toward the conservation, utilization and management of 

natural parks; 

  6. The term "park planning" means a plan designed to decide on specific use 

districts, install park facilities, remove or relocate buildings, limit acts and 

exploit lands for the purpose of conserving, managing and properly exploiting 

the natural parks; 

  7. The term "park projects" means projects undertaken according to the park 

planning; and 

  8. The term "park facilities" means facilities (including access roads constructed or 

parking facilities installed outside the natural parks according to the park 

planning) installed in the natural parks according to the park planning, which are 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree, for the purpose of conservation, 

management and exploitation of the natural parks. 
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Article 3 (Obligations to Protect Natural Parks, etc.) 

(1) The State, local governments, persons who undertake park projects or manage 

park facilities, persons who occupy or use the natural parks, persons who enter the 

natural parks and persons who reside in the natural parks shall do everything they 

can in order to protect the natural parks, and maintain and restore order therein. 

(2) The State and local governments shall designate areas characterized by 

picturesque scenery and excellent natural ecosystem as natural parks, and 

conserve and manage such designated natural parks so as to be exploited 

continuously. 

 

 

   CHAPTER II  DESIGNATION OF NATURAL PARKS AND PARK 

COMMITTEE 

 

Article 4 (Designation of Natural Parks, etc.) 

(1) The national parks shall be designated and managed by the Minister of 

Environment, the Do parks by the Special Metropolitan City Mayor, the 

Metropolitan City Mayor or the Do governor (hereinafter referred to as the 

"Mayor/Do governor"), the Gun parks by the head of Si/Gun/autonomous Gu  

(hereinafter referred to as the "head of Gun"), respectively. 

(2) The Minister of Environment shall, when he intends to designate a national park 

under paragraph (1), consult with the heads of central administrative agencies 

concerned after hearing opinion of the Mayor/Do governor having jurisdiction 

over the candidate area for such national park and then go through deliberations of 

the park committee (hereinafter referred to as the "National Park Committee") 

established pursuant to Article 9 under the Ministry of Environment and the 

Council of Comprehensive Plans for Construction in the National Territory 

established pursuant to Article 7 of the Act on Comprehensive Plans for 

Construction in the National Territory. 

(3) The Mayor/Do governor shall, when he intends to designate a Do park under 

paragraph (1), obtain approval therefore from the Minister of Environment after 

hearing opinion of the head of Gun having jurisdiction over the candidate area for 

such Do park and going through deliberation of the park committee (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Do Park Committee") established pursuant to Article 9 under 

the City/Do. In this case, the Minister of Environment shall consult with the heads 

of central administrative agencies concerned prior to granting such approval. 

(4) The head of Gun shall, when he intends to designate a Gun park under paragraph 
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(1), obtain approval therefore from the Mayor/Do governor after going through 

deliberation of the park committee (hereinafter referred to as the "Gun Park 

Committee") established pursuant to Article 9 under the Gun. 

 

Article 7 (Standards for Designating Natural Parks) Standards for designating 

natural parks shall be prescribed by the Presidential Decree in consideration of the 

natural ecosystem and scenery therein, etc. 

 

Article 8 (Closure or Change in District of Natural Parks) 

(1) Any natural park shall not be closed, or scaled back or altered in its district except 

for the case falling under each of the following subparagraphs: 

  1. Where the natural park can no longer be used as a natural park on the inevitable 

grounds such as military purpose and public interest, prescribed by the 

Presidential Decree, and natural calamity; and 

  2. Where the natural park is deemed unnecessary to be maintained as a natural 

park after it is found to deviate from the standards for designating natural parks 

as prescribed in Article 7 as a result of reviewing the appropriativeness of its 

district and protective district under Article 15 

 

 

      CHAPTER III  BASIC PARK PLANNING AND PARK PLANNING 

 

Article 12 (Determination of Park Planning for National Parks) 

(1) The Minister of Environment shall determine a park planning for national parks. 

(2) The Minister of Environment shall, when he intends to determine a park planning 

under paragraph (1), consult with the heads of central administrative agencies 

concerned after hearing opinion of the Mayor/Do governor having jurisdiction 

over such park and then go through deliberation of the National Park Committee. 

(3) The Minister of Environment may ask the heads of central administrative 

agencies concerned and the Mayor/Do governor having jurisdiction over such 

park to file their respective written requests for the park planning prior to making 

consultation or hearing opinion of the Mayor/Do governor. 

 

Article 14 (Determination of Park Planning for Gun Parks) 

(1) The park planning for Gun parks shall be determined by the head of Gun. 

(2) The head of Gun shall, when he intends to determine the park planning under 

paragraph (1), consult with the heads of administrative agencies concerned and go 
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through deliberation of the Gun Park Committee. 

(3) With respect to any Gun park that extends over the administrative districts of not 

less than two Guns, the heads of Guns concerned shall jointly work out the park 

planning through consultations or designate public officials to draw up the park 

planning. 

(4) In the event that the consultations referred to in paragraph (3) fail to produce any 

agreement, the Mayor/Do governor shall designate public officials to make the 

park planning and publish such designation. 

 

Article 15 (Alteration of Park Planning, etc.) 

(1) The provisions of Articles 12 through 14 shall apply to alteration of the park 

planning: Provided, that in the event that minor matters prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree are altered, deliberation of the park committee may be omitted. 

(2) Every park management authority shall collect opinions of residents, experts and 

other interested persons, examine the appropriateness of every park planning 

(including the appropriateness of park districts and park protective districts) and then 

reflect the outcome thereof in changing the park planning. 

(3) Standards for examining the appropriateness of the park planning shall be set by 

the President Decree in consideration of park resources, management conditions and 

environmental impact, etc. 

 

Article 18 (Specific Use Districts) 

(1) Every park management authority shall determine the specific use district falling 

under each of the following subparagraphs in the park planning in order to 

conserve and exploit natural parks effectively: 

  1. Nature conservation district: The area falling under each of the following items, 

which is in need of special protection: 

   (a) Place which has plenty of various plants; 

   (b) Place which keeps the originality of natural ecosystem; and 

   (c) Place which is a habitat of wild animals and plants valuable for protection; 

and 

   (d) Place which has the picturesque scenery; 

  2. Nature environment district: The area which needs to be conserved as a buffer 

space of the nature conservation district; 

  3. Natural village district: The area which is a relatively less overpopulated village 

and is needed by residents to lead their village life; 

  4. Overpopulated village district: The area which is a relatively much 
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overpopulated village while playing a key role in the community life and is 

needed by residents to lead their daily life; and 

  5. Facility-concentrated district: The area on which park facilities are concentrated 

or which is suitable for the concentration of such park facilities to provide 

conveniences for persons entering a natural park and to conserve and manage 

such natural park. 

 

 

   CHAPTER IV  CONSERVATION OF NATURAL PARKS 

 

Article 23 (Permission for Act) 

(1) Any person, who intends to perform the act falling under each of the following 

subparagraphs, other than the park project, in the park area, shall obtain 

permission therefore from a park management authority under the conditions as 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree: Provided, that with respect to minor matters 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree, he may file a report thereon with the park 

management authority or omit filing such report: 

  1. Act of newly constructing or setting up structures and installations, expanding, 

renovating, reconstructing or resetting them up or relocating them; 

  2. Act of mining minerals and collecting earth, stones and aggregates; 

  3. Act of reclaiming tidal flats and altering the form and quality of land (including 

altering the form and quality of the sea bottom); 

  4. Act of reclaiming the water surface; 

  5. Act of increasing and decreasing the quantity and level of water in river and 

lake and marsh; 

  6. Act of catching wild animals (including catching sea animals; hereafter the 

same shall apply); 

  7. Act of cutting timbers or collecting wild plants (including collecting sea plants; 

hereafter the same shall apply); 

  8. Act of putting cattle out on pasture; 

  9. Act of piling or tying goods; and 

  10. Act of damaging the scenery and changing the purpose of use of the structures 

that is feared to impede the conservation and management of a natural park and 

other acts prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

  

Article 27 (Prohibition on Act) 

(1) No one shall perform the act falling under each of the following subparagraphs in      
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any natural park: 

  1. Act of disrupting the present state of any natural park or damaging par facilities; 

  2. Act of getting trees blighted; 

  3. Act of planting explosives, setting snares or digging traps, or dusting toxic 

substances and agricultural chemicals to catch wild animals; 

  4. Act of carrying a hunting gun or a hunting bow and arrow, or setting nets 

without obtaining permission for catching wild animals under Article 23 (1) 6; 

  5. Act of performing a commercial transaction outside a designated place; 

  6. Act of camping outside a designated place; 

  7. Act of parking outside a designated place; 

  8. Act of cooking outside a designated place; 

  9. Act of making other persons disgusted by recklessly dumping garbage and 

wastes, or giving out a bad smell, etc.; and 

  10. Act of significantly impeding the utilization of a natural park by the public and 

the conservation of such natural park, which is prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree. 

(2) Any park management authority shall, when it designates a place in which the act 

of paragraph (1) 5 through 8 is prohibited, publish such designated place by means 

of putting up an information signboard thereon, etc. 

 

Article 36 (Survey of Natural Parks) Every park management authority shall 

periodically survey natural resources in every natural park under the conditions as 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

 

Article 80 (Delegation and Commission of Authority) 

(1) The Minister of Environment may delegate part of his authority under this Act to 

agencies under his supervision or the Mayor/Do governor and commission part of 

his authority to the Corporation under the conditions as prescribed by the 

Presidential Decree. 

(2) In managing Do parks, the Mayor/Do governor may delegate the duties of park 

management authority to the head of Gun as prescribed by the municipal 

ordinances of the City/Do. 

(3) In the event that the Corporation, the Mayor/Do governor or the head of Gun 

manages natural parks under paragraphs (1) and (2), it or he shall be deemed a 

park management authority within the scope of delegated or commissioned 

authority. 
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FORESTRY ACT 

Act No. 6447(2001. 5. 24) 

 

 

   CHAPTER I  GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article 1 (Purpose) The purpose of this Act is to contribute to the preservation of 

national territory and the sound development of national economy by providing for 

basic matters with respect to the multiplication of forest resources and forests, 

protecting and developing forests, improving the forest productivity and promoting 

the public function of forests. 

  [This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 4206, Jan. 13, 1990] 

 

Article 2 (Definitions) 

(1) For the purpose of this Act, the definitions of terms shall be as follows: 

<Amended by Act No. 3854, Dec. 20, 1986; Act No. 4206, Jan. 13, 1990; Act No. 

4816, Dec. 22, 1994; Act No. 5153, Aug. 8, 1996; Act No. 5323, Apr. 10, 1997> 

1. The term "forest" means that to which any of the following items apply: 

Provided, That farmlands (including grazing lands), residential districts, roads 

and such other lands as determined by the Presidential Decree and standing 

timber and bamboo shall be excluded: 

(a) Standing timber and bamboo that are growing collectively and the land on 

which they are growing; 

  (b) Land that has temporarily lost the standing timber and bamboo which had been 

growing on it collectively; 

  (c) Land that is used for collective growth of standing timber and bamboo; 

  (d) Forestry districts; and 

  (e) Rocky formation and marshlands within the lands of items (a) through (c); 

   

Article 3 (Classification of Forests) Forests shall be classified as the following 

according to their holders: 

  1. National forests: forests owned by the State; 

  2. Public forests: forests owned by the local governments and other public 

sorganizations; and 

  3.Private forests: other forests not included in subparagraphs 1 and 2. 
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   CHAPTER II  PRODUCTION, UTILIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF FOREST RESOURCES 

 

        SECTION 1  Forest Management Plan, etc.  

 

Article 16 (Classification of Uses of Forest) 

(1) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall classify forests 

nationwide as follows, according to the purpose of use, so as to strive for the 

continuous forest administration and for integrated and efficient forest 

management: <Amended by Act No. 5454, Dec. 13, 1997; Act No. 5760, Feb. 5, 

1999; Act No. 6382, Jan. 26, 2001> 

  1.Conserved Forests: 

  (a) Production forest: National forests required to be preserved, forests for seed 

collection, experimental forests, and forest development zone, etc. under the 

provisions of Article 15 of the Forestry Development Promotion Act from 

among the forests prescribed by the Presidential Decree; and 

(b) Public utility forest: Reserved forests, forests designated for protection of forest 

hereditary resources, resting forests, erosion control areas, birds and animals 

protection zones, parks, cultural heritage protection zones, forests of temples, 

water supply source protection zones, development restriction zones, 

preservation line areas, ecology preservation areas, marsh protection area, 

specified island area, and other forests determined by the Presidential Decree; 

and 

2.Quasi-conserved forests; Forests other than those in subparagraph 1. 

(2) Principles of use of forests classified under paragraph (1) are as follows: 

  1.Conserved Forests: 

  (a) Production forest: Intensive advancement of forestry production capabilities; 

and 

  (b) Public utility forest: Advancement of public utility capabilities of forests and 

forestry production capabilities; and 

  2.Quasi-conserved forests: 

     Forestry production, expansion of income basis for agriculture, forestry and 

fishery populations and provision of industrial lands and so forth. 

    [This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 4816, Dec. 22, 1994] 

 

Article 16-3 (Management of Forest Resources) 
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(1) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall prepare a guide for forest 

resources management according to the capabilities of forests, in consultation with 

the heads of the administrative agencies concerned, as prescribed by the 

Ordinance of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.  <Amended by Act No. 

5153, Aug. 8, 1996> 

(2) The heads of the administrative agencies concerned that have designated or 

determined a forest as an area, district or zone for conservation, use or 

development for a specified purpose under the provisions of other Acts shall 

manage the forest resources within the area, district, zone in accordance with the 

guide for forest resources management referred to in paragraph (1): 

Provided, that this shall not apply in cases where there are special provisions in 

other Acts concerning the management of forest resources. <Amended by Act No. 

5323, Apr. 10, 1997> 

   [This Article Newly Inserted by Act No. 4816, Dec. 22, 1994] 

 

Article 17 (Designation and Revocation of Conserved Forests) 

(1) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall designate and announce 

the conserved forest referred to in Article 16 (1) 1, under the conditions as 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree. <Amended by Act No. 4816, Dec. 22, 

1994> 

(2) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall revoke the designation of 

conserved forests referred to in paragraph (1) and announce it, when the diversion 

of conserved forests referred to in Article 18 has been permitted or mutually 

agreed, or when other reasons as determined by the Presidential Decree arise. 

<Newly Inserted by Act No. 4816, Dec. 22, 1994> 

 

Article 20 (Restrictions on Re-classification of Conserved Forest) 

(1) The land category of a conserved forest shall not be altered except in cases of 

diversion under the provisions of Article 18 (1) and (3). <Amended by Act No. 

4816, Dec. 22, 1994> 

(2) Deleted. <by Act No. 5760, Feb. 5, 1999> 

   [This Article Wholly Amended by Act No. 4206, Jan. 13, 1990] 

  

 

   CHAPTER IV  NATIONAL FORESTS 

 

      SECTION 1  Management and Administration of National Forests 
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Article 71 (Classification of National Forests) 

(1) National Forests shall be classified as follows: 

  1.National forests requiring preservation: Forests having the need to be preserved 

under the State ownership for reasons of preservation of national territory, forest 

operation, academic research, development of forestry technology, protection of 

monuments and tangible cultural properties such as historical remains and fortress 

sites, and other reasons for public interests; and 

  2.National forests not requiring preservation: Forests other than those in 

subparagraph 1. 

(2) Classification of national forest under the jurisdiction of the Office of Forestry 

shall be determined by the Administrator of the Forestry Administration. 

 

Article 72 (Administrative Agencies for Management or Disposal of National 

Forests) 

(1) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall manage or dispose 

national forests: Provided, That this shall not apply to the national forests 

applicable under Article 4 (2) and (3) of the State Properties Act that belong to 

other administrative agencies under the provisions of Article 6 of the same Act. 

(2) When an administrative agency has discontinued the use of national forests 

referred to in the proviso of paragraph (1), the administrative agency in question 

shall without delay transfer the administration to the Administrator of the Forestry 

Administration: Provided, That this shall not apply when the use discontinue for 

public objectives. <Amended by Act No. 4031, Dec. 26, 1988> 

(3) The administrative agencies referred to in the main sentence and the proviso of 

paragraph (1) shall be consulted, when the partitioning and re-classification of 

national forests are intended. 

 

Article 73 (Forest Management of National Forests) 

(1) The Administrator of the Forestry Administration shall prepare the forest 

management plan for national forests as prescribed by the Presidential Decree. 

(2) Preparation of the forest management plan may be forgone with regard to the 

national forests not requiring preservation and the national forests not managed by 

the Administrator of the Forestry Administration. In such case, when the 

administrative agencies other than the Administrator of the Forestry 

Administration wish to cut standing timber and bamboo, they shall receive the 

approval or obtain the consent of the Administrator of the Forestry Administration, 
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and when persons who have obtained the rent or use permission referred to in 

Article 75 (1) (referred to as a "borrower". The same shall apply hereinafter) 

intend to cut timber, the provisions of Article 76 (3) shall apply. 

(3) When administrative agencies or borrowers other than the Administrator of the 

Forestry Administration prepare the forest management plan for national forests 

referred to in paragraph (2), they shall receive approval or obtain the consent of 

the Administrator of the Forestry Administration. The same shall apply also when 

they modify or discontinue it. 

(4) When intending to commence work under the forest management plan referred to 

in paragraph (3), they shall report to the Administrator of the Forestry 

Administration in accordance with the provisions of Article 11, as prescribed by 

the Ordinance of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. <Amended by Act No. 

3854, Dec. 20, 1986; Act No. 5153, Aug. 8, 1996> 
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SPECIAL LAW FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF JEJU FREE 

INTERNATIONAL CITY 

 

 

* English version is not available.  
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5. List of Land Use and Management Plans 

 

○ Mt. Halla National Park 

  - Mt. Halla National Park Management Plan, 1987. 6.   

  - Jeju Mid-mountain Range Management Plan 1997. 3.  

 

○ Province 

  - Jeju Province Comprehensive Development Plan, 2001.  

 

○ Jeju City 

  - 2021 Jeju City Master Plan, 2001. 3. 26 

 

○ Seogwipo City 

  - 2016 Seogwipo City Master Plan, 2000. 6. 20 
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6. List of Important Species 

 

 6.1 Plant 

 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name Remark* 

1 돌매화나무(암매) Diapensia lapponica var. obovata Fr. Schm. TS 

2 나도풍란 Aerides japonicum Lindenb. et Reichb. fil. TS 

3 한란 Cymbidium kanran Makino TS 

4 매화마름 Ranunculus kazusensis Makino TS 

5 죽절초 Chloranthus glaber (Thunb.) Makino CS 

6 개가시나무 Quercus gilva Bl. CS 

7 산작약 Paeonia obovata Max. CS 

8 연잎꿩의다리 Thalictrum coreanum Lev. CS 

9 대흥란 Cymbidium nipponicum (Franch. et Savat) Makino CS 

10 죽백란 Cymbidium lancifolium Hooker. CS 

11 풍란 Neofinetia falcata (Thunb.) Hu. CS 

12 으름난초 Galeola septentrionalis Reichb. fil. CS 

13 천마 Gastrodia elata Bl. CS 

14 지네발란 Sarcanthus scolopendrifolius Makino CS 

15 백운란 Vexillabium yakusimense F. Maekawa CS 

16 솔잎란 Psilotum nudum (L.)Griseb. CS 

17 파초일엽 Asplenium antiquum Makino CS 

18 고란초 Crypsinus hastatus (Thunb.) Copel. CS 

19 물부추 Isoetes japonica A. Braun CS 

20 섬천남성 Arisaema negishii Makino CS 

21 솜다리 Leontopodium coreanum Nakai CS 

22 솔나리 Lilium cernuum Kom CS 

23 삼백초 Saururus chinensis (Lour.) Baill. CS 

24 순채 Brasenia schreberi J. F. Gmel. CS 

25 만년콩 Euchresta japonica Benth. CS 

26 황기 Astragalus membranaceus (Fischer) Bunge CS 

27 갯대추 Paliurus ramosissimus (Lour.) Poir CS 

28 황근 Hibiscus hamabo Sieb. et Zucc. CS 

29 박달목서 Osmanthus insularis Koidz. CS 

30 무주나무 Lasianthus japonicus Miquel CS 
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Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name Remark 

31 구상나무 Abies koreana Wilson ES 

32 푸른구상나무 Abies koreana for. Chlorocarpa T. Lee ES 

33 검은구상나무 Abies koreana for. Nigrocarpa Hatus. ES 

34 붉은구상나무 Abies koreana for. Rubrocarpa T. Lee ES 

35 구름체꽃 Scabiosa mansenensis for. Alpina Nakai ES 

36 섬잔대 Adenophora taquetii Lev. ES 

37 한라구절초 
Chrysanthemum zawadskii subsp. coreanum (Nakai) Y. 

Lee 
ES 

38 흰바늘엉겅퀴 Cirsium rhinoceros for. Albiflorum Sataka et Nakai ES 

39 한라고들빼기 Lactuca hallaisanensis Lev. ES 

40 좀민들레 Taraxacum hallaisanensis Nakai ES 

41 뽕잎피나무 Tilia taquetii Schneid ES 

42 좀향유 Elsholtzia minima Nakai ES 

43 한라송이풀 Pedicularis hallaisanensis Hurusawa ES 

44 한라부추 Allium taquetii Lev. et Vnt. ES 

45 한라돌창포 Tofieldia fauriei Lev. et Vnt. ES 

46 제주산버들 Salix blinii Lev. ES 

47 한라장구채 Silene fasciculata Nakai ES 

48 섬바위장대 Arabis serrata var. hallaisanensis (Nakai) Ohwi ES 

49 한라개승마 Aruncus aethusifolius Nakai ES 

50 사옥 Prunus serrulata var. quelpaertensis Uyeki ES 

51 제주황기 Astragalus membranaceus var. alpinus Nakai ES 

52 제주달구지풀 Trifolium lupinaster var. alpinum Nakai ES 

53 두메대극 Euphorbia fauriei Lev. et Vnt. ES 

54 좀갈매나무 Rhamnus taquetii Lev. ES 

* TS(Threatened Species), CS(Conservation Species), ES(Endemic Species) designated by Ministry of 

Environment, Republic of Korea 
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6.2 Animal 

6.2.1 Birds 

The present condition of preservation 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

Red List* CITES** 
Designation by 

ME*** 

1 원앙 Aix galericulata LR/nt  (327) 

2 소쩍새 Otus scops  Ⅱ (324) 

3 큰소쩍새 Otus bakkamoena   Ⅱ (324) 

4 올빼미 Strix aluco  Ⅱ PS(324) 

5 칡부엉이 Asio otus   Ⅱ (324) 

6 쇠부엉이 Asio flammeus   Ⅱ (324) 

7 뜸부기 Gallicrex cinerea    PS 

8 솔개 Milvus migrans  Ⅱ PS 

9 참수리 Haliaeetus pelagicus VU Ⅱ TS(243) 

10 개구리매 Circus aeruginosus  Ⅱ PS(323) 

11 잿빛개구리매 Circus cyaneus   Ⅱ PS(323) 

12 붉은배새매 Accipiter soloensis  Ⅱ (323) 

13 조롱이 Accipiter gularis  Ⅱ PS 

14 새매 Accipiter nisus  Ⅱ (323) 

15 참매 Accipiter gentilis  Ⅱ PS(323) 

16 왕새매 Butastur indicus  Ⅱ  

17 말똥가리 Buteo buteo  Ⅱ PS 

18 흰죽지수리 Aquila heliaca   Ⅰ PS 

19 검독수리 Aquila chrysaetos  Ⅱ TS(243) 

20 황조롱이 Falco tinnunculus   Ⅱ (323) 

21 쇠황조롱이 Falco columbarius  Ⅱ PS 

22 새홀리기 Falco subbuteo   Ⅱ PS 

23 매 Falco peregrinus  Ⅰ TS(323) 

24 팔색조 Pitta nympha  VU Ⅱ PS(204) 

25 홍여새 Bombycilla japonica LR/nt   

26 삼광조 Terpsiphone trocaudata LR/nt  PS 

27 뿔종다리 Galerida cristata    PS 

28 쇠검은머리쑥새 Emberiza yessoensis LR/nt   

* 

** 

*** 

Red List from Red Data Book : LR/nt(Lower Risk near threatened), VU(Vulnerable) 

CITES: Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

Wild birds designated by ME(Ministry of Environment in Korea) : PS(Preservation Species), 

TS(Threatened Species), (Number) which is the designated number of Natural Monument in Korea 
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  6.2.2 Mammals 

 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 제주뒤쥐 Sorex caecutiens(shinto) chenjuensis 

2 제주땃쥐 Crocidura dsinezumi 

3 작은땃쥐 Crocidura suaveolens coreae 

4 관박쥐 Rhinolophus ferrumequinum 

5 집박쥐 Pipistrelus javanicus 

6 큰집작쥐 Pipistrelus coreensis 

7 긴가락박쥐 Miniopterus schreibersi 

8 붉은박쥐 Myotis formosus 

9 큰발윗수염박쥐 Myotis macrodactylus 

10 흰배윗수염박쥐 Myotis natterereri 

11 제주족제비 Mustela sibirica  quelpartis 

12 오소리 Meles meles 

13 노루 Capreolus pygargus tianschanicus 

14 다람쥐 Tamias sibiricus 

15 집쥐(시궁쥐) Rattus norvegicus 

16 애굽쥐(곰쥐) Rattus rattus 

17 제주생쥐 Mus musculus mollosinus 

18 제주등줄쥐 Apodemus Jejuensis 

19 제주멧밭쥐 Micromys minutus hertigi 

 

6.2.3 Amphibia 

 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 제주도룡뇽 Hynobius leechii quelpartensis Mori 

2 무당개구리 Bombina orientalis Boulenger 

4 두꺼비 Bufo bufo gaugauizans Cantor 

3 청개구리 Hyla japonica Gunther 

5 맹꽁이 Kaloula borealis(Barbour) 

6 참개구리 Rana nigromaculata Hallowell 

7 북방산개구리 Rana dybowskii Gunther 
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  6.2.4 Reptiles  

 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 도마뱀 Scinella laterale laterale  Say 

2 줄장지뱀 Takydromus wolteri  Fischer 

3 아무르장지뱀 Takydromus amurensis Peters 

4 대륙유혈목이 Amphiesma vibakari Denburgh 

5 누룩뱀 Elaphe dione Pallas 

6 유혈목이 Rhabdophis tigrinus (Boie) 

7 실뱀 Coluber spinalis Peters 

8 비바리뱀 Sibynophis chinensis (Gray) 

9 쇠살모사 Agkistrodon ussuriensis (Emelianov) 

 

 

 

6.2.5 Insects 

 

Endemic Insects in Jeju Island, Republic of Korea 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 제주집게벌레 Anechura quelparta Okamoto 

2 제주보날개풀잠자리 Spilosmylus saishiuensis Okamato 

3 제주밑드리 Panorpa approximata Esben-Petersen 

4 제주박각시 Marumba saishiuana Okamato 

5 제주공단딱정벌레 Carabus smaragdinus monilifer Tatum 

6 금가슴딱정벌레 Carabus fiduciarius kirinicus Csiki 

7 제주양코스키딱정벌레 Carabus jankowskii quelpartianus Breuning 

8 제주호랑하늘소 Xylotrechus atronotatus Pic 

9 제주그물눈풍뎅이 Holotrichia recticulata Murayama 

10 제주풍뎅이 Anomala quelparata Okamoto 

11 제주은주둥이벌 Paralus variegatus varius Sickmann 
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Polar Insects 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 여치 Gampsocleis sedakovi obscura Walker 

2 긴날개여치 Gampsocleis ussuriensis Adelung 

3 잔날개여치 Metrioptera bonneti Bolivar 

4 노랑띠좀잠바리 Sympetrum pedemontanum alatum Selys 

5 알락수염노린재 Dolycoris baccarum Linne 

6 홍보라노린재 Carpocoris purpereipennis De Geer 

7 장흙노린재 Pentatoma semiannulata Motschulsky 

8 아무르밑드리 Panorpa amurensis Maclachlan 

9 줄날도래 Macronema radiatum Maclachlan 

10 산누에나방 Antheraea pernyi Guerin 

11 붉은날개애기자나방 Calothysanis amata recompta Prout 

12 꽃무늬하늘나방 Stauropus basalis Moore 

13 점박이뾰족날개나방 Parapsetis argenteopicta Oberthur 

14 독나방 Euproctis flava Bremer 

15 쌍검은밤나방 Sineugraphe exusta Butler 

16 검은다리밤나방 Parallelia obscura Bremer et Grey 

17 푸른줄애기밤나방 Bena prasinana Linne 

18 넉점박이불나방 Lithosia quaddra Linne 

19 제주왕자팔랑나비 Daimio thethys felderi Butler 

20 멧노랑나비 Gonepteryx rhamni Linne 

21 푸른부전나비 Calastrina argiolus Linne 

22 번개오색나비 Apatura iris Linne 

23 공작나비 Inachis io Linne 

24 작은멋장이나비 Cyntia cardui Linne 

25 흰뱀눈나비 Melanargia halimede Menetries 
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Polar Insects 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

26 가락지나비 Aphantopus hyperantus Linne 

27 시골처녀나비 Coenonympha amaryllis Cramer 

28 산굴뚝나비 Satyrus antonae sibirica Staudinger 

29 참산뱀눈나비 Oeneis nanna Menetries 

30 눈많은그늘나비 Pararge achine Scopoli 

31 깔따구길앞잡이 Cicindela gracilis Pallas 

32 아이누길앞잡이 Cicindela gemmata Feldermann 

33 버섯벌레 Aulacochilus decoratus Reitter 

34 진거저리 Opatrum sabulosum Linne 

35 좀남가래 Meloe lobatus Gebler 

36 열점박이가래 Mylabris calida Pallas 

37 별박이가래 Eppicauta megalocephala Gebler 

38 노란띠하늘소 Polyzonus fasciatus Fabricius 

39 검정무늬쇠주홍하늘소 Amarysinus altajensia Lazmann 

40 떡갈나무하늘소 Lamia gottschei Kolbe 

41 자분비수염치레하늘소 Monochamus urussovii Fischer 

42 산사슴벌레 Prismognathus suaeneus Motschulsy 

43 소똥구리 Gymnopleurus mopsus Pallas 

44 참검정풍뎅이 Holotrichia dimorphalia Bates 

45 큰다색풍뎅이 Holotrichia titanis Reitter 

46 밤꽃무지 Lasiotrichius succinctus Pallas 

47 깨다시등에 Chrysozona trisi Bigot 
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Subtropical Insects 

NO. 
Common Name 

in Korean 
Scientific Name 

1 콩중이 Gastrimargus transversus Thunberg 

2 남쪽풀색노린재 Nezara viridula Linne 

3 노랑침노린재 Sirthenea flavipes Stal 

4 말멸구 Cicadella ferrunginea Fabricius 

5 선녀벌레 Geisha distinctissima Walker 

6 루비깍지벌레 Ceroplastes rubens Maskell 

7 세줄박각시 Theretra oldenlandiae Fabricius 

8 벌꼬리박각시 Macroglossum pyrrhostictum Butler 

9 벼밤나방 Sesamia inferens Walker 

10 구름무늬큰밤나방 Mocis undata Fabricius 

11 청띠제비나비 Graphium sarpedon Linne 

12 남방노랑나비 Eurema hecabe Linne 

13 먹그림나비 Dichorragia neimachus Boisduval 

14 암붉은오색나비 Hypolimnas misippis Linne 

15 남방공작나비 Precis almana Linne 

16 남색남방공작나비 Precis arithya Linne 

17 줄물방개 Hydaticus vittatus Fabricius 

18 뱀허물쌍살벌 Parapolybia varia Fabricius 

19 청줄벌 MAnthophora zonata Linne 

20 어리줄배벌 Scolia nobilis Saussure 

21 요코하마고치벌 Tropobracon jokohamensis Cameron 

22 검정날개재니등에 Hyperalonia tantalus Fabricius 
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Jeju Biosphere Reserve Management Plan 

   

A. Summary 

When UNESCO designated Jeju Island and Mt. Halla as a Human and Biosphere 

Reserve on December 16, 2002, Jeju-do was assigned with a task to effectively manage 

the relevant area according to international standards.   Therefore, Jeju-do performed 

research to establish a management plan that was in accordance with international 

standards.  The research focuses on securing ways for man and nature to co-exist by 

searching for a means of sustainable use that will allow the natural ecosystem of Jeju 

Island to be preserved.  

 

The spatial range of this research covers 830.94 ㎢ of 4 cities and counties: the 

conservation area of 151.58 ㎢ of Mt. Halla National Park and Seogwipo Municipal 

Marine Park, the buffer zone of 146.01㎢ of national forest adjacent to Mt. Halla, and 

the transition zone of 533.35 ㎢ including a mid-mountain area 200-600 m above sea 

level.   

 

B. Biosphere Reserve 

The term ‘biosphere reserve’ refers to a land, coastal, or marine ecosystem designated 

by UNESCO as a prominent ecosystem in search of ways to harmonize the preservation 

of biodiversity and its sustainable use. Biosphere reserves deal with the question of how 

to harmonize biodiversity and preservation of biological resources with sustainable use; 

this is one of the most important tasks that the world is now facing. 

 

A major upshot of being designated as a biosphere reserve is that the area will have a 

chance to win international recognition and to cooperate with other regions in the world.   

It does not mean, however, that an international organization will take on the 

management and preservation activities instead of the national or local authorities.  

The corresponding local community or country should utilize the international 

recognition and networking opportunities to benefit from the designation.  Without 

any legal force on ownership or conduct, the ownership is maintained as applied by 

domestic law before the designation.  Following is the summary of main ideas on the 

management of a biosphere reserve.  

 

①A biosphere reserve is designated by UNESCO as a MaB project.  

②Being designated as a biosphere reserve implies that the area will receive  

international recognition in terms of its natural environment and growth . 

③Being designated as a biosphere reserve does not mean the area is subject to new 

regulations in developing or utilizing the land. 

④Ideal utilization of the biosphere reserve will bring about various direct or indirect 

benefits.  



-It can serve as the best way to preserve the local natural environment and allow for a 

rich lifestyle and advanced economy. 

-It helps to improve the identity and image of the local community. 

-The effects of a higher level of acknowledgement and promotion will increase the 

number of tourists and visitors from home and abroad and help vitalize the local 

economy. 

-The increased interest from local citizens and relevant experts will make it possible to 

establish a strategy for its sustainable use. 

- The increased recognition towards the excellent natural property will bring about 

direct and indirect effects such as attachment to the local community, population 

settlement, and increased preference to the corresponding area.  

⑤We need to establish a management plan to maximize the effects of being designated 

as a biosphere reserve. 

⑥The management of a biosphere reserve requires that three major functions be carried 

out:  preservation, development, and support. 

⑦A biosphere reserve is divided into three parts; a conservation area, a buffer zone, 

and a transition zone.  Each part has recommended activities. 

- Conservation area: This area requires strict conservation and limited use. 

- Buffer zone: This area is used to help protect the conservation area.  Ecologically 

sound activities are allowed in more flexible ways. 

- Transition area: This area can be utilized as a farming or a residential area targeted to 

have the local community, administrative organizations, academic groups, NGOs, 

cultural groups, and interested economic groups or other interested groups collaborate 

to manage and improve local resources. 

 

C. Examples of biosphere reserve of advanced countries 

 

Between 1976 and 1981 when the standard to designate biosphere reserves was loose, 

208 areas of 58 countries were designated as biosphere reserves.  However, since 

1982, the number of newly designated biosphere reserves has increased only to 440 

areas of 97 countries as of October 2003.  This research examined and analyzed the 

cases of La Palma and El Hierro of Spain, Röhn of Germany, Vosges du 

Nord-pfalzerwald at the border of Germany and France, East Carpathians at the border 

of Poland, Slovakia and Ukraine, Danube Delta at the border of Rumania and Ukraine, 

Southern Appalachian MAB (SAMAB) of the US, Canadian Biosphere Reserves 

Association (CBRA), and Yakushima of Japan.  

 

Local citizens of the biosphere reserves of advanced nations take pride in the fact that 

their area is designated as a biosphere reserve and consider it as a momentum for the 

development of the area and its sustainable development.  La Palma, El Hierro, and 

the biosphere reserve on the border of France and Germany succeeded in maintaining a 

high living standard through preserving the ecological reserves of their area, promoting 



the recognition and value of their products, and developing the area as a tourism 

resource to attract more tourists and raise the income of the citizens.  In these areas, a 

biosphere reserve is not only a concept of conservation but it also understood and 

utilized as a future oriented concept, positive for the sustainable development of the 

local community.  The efficient use of a biosphere reserve cannot be fulfilled only by 

the efforts of a certain individual, or local or federal government.  The local 

community must take on an active role.  The international network obtained through 

being designated as a biosphere reserve can be used to search for and investigate local 

resources and sustainable development strategies.  Two common factors of their 

success are listed below. 

① Utilizing resources based on conservation: They are maximizing the effect of the 
biosphere reserve by taking advantage of the value of the natural environment for 

tourism, advertisement, the local economy, environmental education, participation 

and activities of citizens, and increasing the added value of local products. 

② Efficient supervision of a separate management organization: A separate exclusive 
management organization takes the initiative as a body to conserve, utilize, manage, 

and supervise the biosphere reserve. 

 

Suggestions applicable to the Jeju Biosphere Reserve are listed below.  

① Appropriate use of an existing conservation system: Each state is fully utilizing 
their existing conservation system.  More than 90% of Biosphere Reserves are 

already designated as national parks.  They reinforce the existing national 

system by taking full advantage of it in selecting reserves and arranging and 

composing a management system.  

② Integration strategy of the natural environment, history, culture, and local 
economy: Many biosphere reserves are making efforts to restore their own 

historical and cultural resources as part of their development strategy. 

③ Commercializing the biosphere reserve: In most cases, citizens of most 
biosphere reserves deal in primary or tertiary industries such as agriculture, 

fishing, and tourism due to the characteristics of a biosphere reserve. Taking 

advantage of the increasing interest of Koreans in healthy living, being a 

biosphere reserve authorized by an international organization will help 

demonstrate the superiority of local products and promote their sales. It can also 

help attract tourists.  The successful marketing systems of La Palma of Spain, 

Vosges du Nord-pfalzerwald on the border of France and Germany, and Röhn of 

Germany need to be introduced. 

④ Strategy of uniqueness instead of the world’s best: It is important to search for 
an appropriate strategy and alternatives in considering the area’s distinct culture, 

history, economy, technology, and nature. 

⑤ Making the biosphere reserve the resource of sustainable development: In 
cooperation with the federal government, Jeju provincial government needs to 

discover unique local resources and characteristics and preserve and utilize them 



to contribute to the sustainable development of the region.  

 

D. Management goals and plans of the Jeju Biosphere Reserve 

 

The following management goals and plans of the Jeju Biosphere Reserve were written 

after conducting field investigations, analyzing documented records, consulting the 

JIBR management committee, and attending seminars and workshops.  

 

1) Management Goals 

Ultimate future image of JIBR 

- “JIBR – Developing the Jeju environment and economy naturally” – The 

Biosphere Reserve should carry out three functions (Sevilla strategy):  conservation, 

development, and logistic support. 

- The ultimate goal of the Biosphere Reserve should harmonize conversation and use 

through sustainable development.  JIBR should not focus only on conservation. 

 
Establishing JIBR basic management goals JIBR 

3 Functions Environment Society Economy 

Contributing to the 

conservation of natural 

resources 

CONSERVATION  

Of reusable resources, ecosystem, 

and landscape that require 

protection  

 

Discovering and utilizing 

natural resources 

symbolizing JIBR 

Discovering and utilizing cultural resources 

symbolizing JIBR 

Discovering and 

utilizing natural 

resources that 

symbolize JIBR and 

can become the 

source of income 

DEVELOPMENT 

To promote ecologically 

sustainable development 

in socio-cultural context 

Developing facilities to conserve, support and manage JIBR  

Integrating the 

primary, secondary 

and tertiary products 

of JIBR and 

contribute to 

conserve resources 

and creating added 

value. 

Promote and digitalize 

natural resources of JIBR  

Integrated research support 

system: It is required to 

establish a support system 

for continuous monitoring, 

analysis and integrated 

research.  

Support monitoring system 

carried out by local 

citizens. 

Contribute to create 

environmental education 

network  

Utilizing historical, cultural, humanistic 

resources into tourism and education 

Promote and digitalize historical and cultural 

resources representing JIBR 

Establishing management and consulting 

committee for JIBR and reinforcing 

activities. 

Including the details related to JIBR in local 

land utilization plan and development 

projects. 

Establishing institutionalized support 

methods, management plans, and policy. 

Activating inter-communal cooperation and 

civil participation. 

Activating local 

economic resources: 

Linking the income 

of JIBR citizens to  

JIBR and develop 

support system 

Financing for JIBR 

management  

LOGISTIC 

SUPPORT 

 

A series of activities 

facilitating the functions 

of conservation and 

development including 

pilot business, 

environmental education 

and training, research and 

monitoring. 

Establishing and accomplishing sustainable development plan meeting the needs of JIBR 

Developing interdisciplinary research methods 

Developing international information exchange mechanism 

Developing international trainings and programs 

Local training center 

Materializing national action plans and strategy for JIBR 

Developing mechanism for information exchange among managers of biosphere reserves 

Networking with World Biosphere Reserve regulations 

 



 

2) Plans for managing and utilizing JIBR  

According to the established management goals and the present status analysis, the 

following major plan items were drawn-up to combine the major tasks for the 

management of the Jeju Biosphere Reserve. 

 
Sections JIBR Management Goals Plan Items 

Contributing to conserve ecological resources 

Plan for a separate organization assuming full 

responsibility of JIBR management  

  (to coordinate ecosystem conservation, 

management plans, and their achievement.  

Discovering and utilizing natural resources symbolizing JIBR 

Discovering and utilizing cultural resources symbolizing JIBR 

Discovering and utilizing natural resources that symbolize 

JIBR and can become a source of income 

Resources representing JIBR 

  Developing a own brand 

  (as a means of regional marketing) 

 

 

Development 

& 

Conservation 

Integrating the primary, secondary and tertiary products of 

JIBR and contributing to conserve resources and creating 

added value. 

Plan for environmental education and ecotourism 

Developing logo and own brand 

Promoting and digitalizing JIBR natural resources  Utilizing JIBR as resources 

Integrated research support system: Requiring support for 

continuous monitoring, analysis and integrating research 

systems 

Plan for a separate organization assuming full 

responsibility of JIBR management and 

networking 

Supporting a monitoring system carried out by local citizens 
Plans for local cooperation management  

Ways to encourage citizens’ participation 

Contributing to an environmental education network  

Incorporating historical, cultural, and humanistic resources into 

tourism and education 

Promote and digitalize historical and cultural resources 

representing JIBR 

Environmental education and eco tourism 

 

Establishing a management and consulting committee for JIBR 

and reinforcing activities 

Plan for a separate organization assuming full 

responsibility of JIBR management and 

networking 

Reinforcing the role of management committee 

Including the details related to JIBR in local land utilization 

plans and development projects. 
Plan to make up existing institution 

Establishing institutionalized support methods, management 

plans, and policies 

Plan for a separate organization assuming full 

responsibility of JIBR management 

Plan to make up existing institution 

Activating inter-communal cooperation and civil participation 

Ways to encourage citizens’ participation 

Ways to manage resources and resolve 

discrepancies in opinions 

Activating local economic resources: Linking the income of 

JIBR citizens to JIBR and develop support systems 

Plan for developing logo and own brand 

Plan for eco-tourism 

Logistic 

Suppoort 

Financing for JIBR management Ways of financing 

Planning and accomplishing sustainable development that meet 

the needs of JIBR 
JIBR development strategy (others) 

Developing a logo and its utilization Plan for developing logo and its utilization 

Developing interdisciplinary research 

Developing a mechanism for international information 

exchange 

Developing international training programs 

Local training center 

Developing the national action plans and strategy for JIBR 

Developing a mechanism for information exchange among 

managers of biosphere reserves 

Common 

Networking with World Biosphere Reserve regulations 

Management body and international and local 

networking 

 

  

 

E. Plans for the management and utilization of JIBR 



 

1) Management methods for the major natural properties of JIBR 

In establishing the Jeju Biosphere Reserve Management Plan, the present status 

analysis based on documented records and existing management plans were closely 

examined.  During the process of this research, pending tasks of the local community 

and major issues of development and conservation were taken into consideration 

through field investigations of the main areas referred to in the documented records. 

Seminars, special lectures and a consultation meeting of local experts also helped 

structure desirable management methods for the Jeju Biosphere Reserve.  

Management methods for the three major functions of the biosphere reserve have been 

set up as listed below.  

①Function of Conservation: Establishing the direction (code) of conservation through 

social agreement of an independent JIBR organization 

 
Sections Details of conservation and management 

Conservation area 

Management focusing on conservation  

Strict conservation and management of animals’ and plants’ habitats 

Apparatus for conservation and management of the above area 

Close control of visitors in consideration of the capacity of the area 

Buffer 

Zone 

Systematic management and conservation plan for the nation’s forest 

Harmonizing conservation and utilization through introducing an environmentally friendly program  

Reinforcing functions that boost and support research  

Transition 

Area 

Leading to sustainable use of the area with balanced development and conservation 

Establishing plans to conserve the indeciduous latifoliate forest belt  

Referring issuance of development permission and planning to public opinions  

 

In order to set the direction of conservation and management through social agreement, 

systematic conservation and management is required to facilitate supporting activities 

of the independent JIBR management body.  The independent JIBR management body 

will work as a coordinator.  They will determine whether the management direction 

and goals are met and they will estimate the degree of damage to consolidate its 

functions of research support and logistic supports.  They will set up the principles 

and goals for each area, make plans for conservation and management of natural 

resources and species, evaluate and monitor the value of major resources and species 

for rezoning, and reestablishing conservation goals. 

②Supportive function: Supporting research activities, a consolidating support system 

and others 

○ Short term research items and summary 

→ Setting up a strategy to promote the value of major natural properties and carrying 

out digitalization  

→ Forming an independent management body to carry out the supportive function, 

monitoring the efforts of the management body, and consolidating the support system 

→ Reevaluating the value and importance of the resources in the biosphere reserve 



→ Establishing conservation or development areas (Classification and distribution) 

→ Setting up the process of research projects according to comprehensive academic 

investigations per region, space, and resource  

○ Mid-term research items and summary 

 → Accomplishing support activities and categorizing the conservation and 

management of the major natural properties  

 → Continuously monitoring the major natural resources and species and evaluating 

the degree of impact to the environment and landscape 

 → Searching for and supporting projects in detail according to the classification of 

conservation or the development area 

→  Strengthening the specialty through linking with relevant local research institutes 

 ③Development function 

In introducing facilities, it is required to thoroughly check if the designation goal and 

image conflicts with the conservational function of the region.  Considering the 

functions of conservation and support, it is highly recommended to utilize an existing 

facility.  In cases of constructing a new facility, various aspects should be taken into 

consideration such as if it is environment-friendly, and if its color or size harmonizes 

with the landscape.  

○ Facilities required to accomplish the conservational function  

- Making a road map for the major natural resources to promote the importance of 

the biosphere reserve, and to protect them from second-hand damage by 

observation or education  

- Developing and using environmentally friendly materials and construction 

methods to restore and consolidate damaged natural resources  

○ Facilities required to accomplish the support function  

- Constructing an efficient system to promote and digitalize natural resources 

- Developing and supporting equipments and facilities for the constant monitoring 

of the natural resources 

- Establishing visitors’ center, or an environment information center, roads to 

learn nature, fences, and decks. 

2) Raising the added value of JIBR resources  

It is essential to manage biosphere reserves, search for alternatives to conserve local 

natural resources, and vitalize the local economy at the same. As a means of balancing 

biodiversity conservation and developing the local economy, many biosphere reserves 

are carrying out authentication systems for local products (comprising primary, 

secondary and tertiary products) in terms of quality control, management and 

marketing. 

1. Developing the JIBR logo and its use 

Creating a brand for the biosphere reserve by creating a JIBR logo and its use is one of 

the vital strategies of a biosphere reserve.   Representative strategies to boost the local 

economy by promoting the quality of the biosphere reserve: 



① Main logo of “JIBR”  

② Logos of respective “representative JIBR resources”   

③ Creating a brand value of resources  

2. Utilizing logos and introducing regional marketing 

It is recommended to introduce a marketing strategy into the ‘region’ with 

representative resources to contribute to the activate promotion and the economy by 

optimizing them. Logos of respective “representative JIBR resources” need to be 

designed to fully reflect the characteristics of the resources within the boundary of 

the main JIBR logo. 

③Where to use the logos 

Considering how fast the authentication system settles and spreads in the local 

community, primary and secondary products will be the first to use the logos.  Their 

use will extend to other products after checking the effect.  

④Expected effect of JIBR logo  

By linking with JIBR, we can expect an upgraded local image, raised recognition of 

local products, increased customer interest, a stable market, a boosted local economy, 

stabilized primary industry, balanced composition of population, increased ecological 

independence, environmental conservation, promoted local characteristics and identity, 

an improved local community, increased amenity, and subsidiary economic effects 

related to local products.  

⑤Direct incentive for authorized products 

Authorized products will have priority in the existing support system. Eco-tours (or 

green tour), environmental education, and other possible sources of income for farmers 

will be directly connected to those products through the JIBR management body. 

⑥Considerations in designing logos  

The JIBR logo should not only represent and symbolize JIBR, but also be beautiful, 

simple, easy to understand and helpful in promoting JIBR.  Since it represents an area 

of nature designated as a biosphere reserve, it should have a natural design, display 

biological characteristics, and incorporate the unique history and culture of JIBR.  

⑦JIBR logo design (suggestion) 

  
 

 

⑧Creating brand value of representative JIBR products and regional marketing 



○ Representative JIBR products : Jeju horses, Jeju beef, Jeju pork, tangerines, marine 

products, etc. 

○ Representative JIBR products can be selected at the request of local citizens and 

cooperating businesses.  The independent JIBR management body will provide 

guidelines and recommendations for selecting representative JIBR products and 

regional marketing. 

 ○ The producer who wants to make a brand with the JIBR logo should apply to the 

JIBR management body and a judging panel will decide if the product will be labeled. 

⑨Considerations in making standards for allowing logo use 

○ Subject : JIBR management body + local citizens 

○ JIBR management body will draft logo labeling standards  

○ Representatives from the local citizens, the MAB committee, the JIBR committee, 

and local experts will collaborate to set the final standard.  The participation of local 

citizens is requisite in finalizing the standard.  This process is the momentum to boost 

the participation of local citizens and the economy. 

○The coordinator of the JIBR management body will work to determine the method of 

collecting opinions and personal compositions. 

○ The standard needs to be institutionalized as an act for further correction and 

compensation on a regular basis 

○ In making the standard, it is necessary to 1) classify the subjects of labeling, 2) 

separate the standard into what is applied in common and what is applied by case, 3) 

design each logo to be different by item but similar in style  

○ The basic logo can be selected through a nationwide or local design contest to be 

finalized by an expert.  The contest is to attract the participation of the citizens. 

 ○ The supposed process of developing a logo and labeling is that a producer submits 

a logo application according to an arranged format and then, the JIBR management 

body convene a judging panel, examine the application, conduct a field investigation, 

hold an interview and decide on the pertinence of allowing logo use. 

⑩Local participation and cooperation by using the JIBR logo 

JIBR and representative local products will be allowed to use the JIBR logo.  

The JIBR Certificate System will also be used for environmental education and 

eco-tourism guides related to the products representing JIBR. 

The JIBR logo will also help the local citizens keep a close watch on the natural 

resources.  

⑪Promoting JIBR to the local citizens 

○ It is important to promote JIBR to the local citizens as a first stage in JIBR 

management.  When the JIBR management body convenes for the first time, the 

coordinator will set the guidelines and standards for the major items being considered 

for the authorized JIBR logo, the ecological guide, environmental education, and the 

composition of the primary, secondary ad tertiary industries.  The established 



standards are required to be finalized at a public hearing in which local citizens will 

participate.  This is the starting point for the local citizens to promote JIBR. 

○ A national or local “design contest” for the basic JIBR logo will then be held.  

Capitalizing on the use of multimedia is necessary in order to promote JIBR. The JIBR 

logo design contest is needed to help stimulate national and local awareness of the 

international reputation of JIBR. As the success of JIBR management depends on the 

participation of local citizens, it is necessary to inform local citizens that the successful 

management of JIBR will boost the local economy, improve the socio-cultural status, 

upgrade the local image and characteristics, and finally become the source of local 

income.  

 

3) Environmental Education & Eco-tourism 

① Environmental Education & Eco-tourism and the efficient management of natural 

properties 

Environmental Education & Eco-tourism is oriented to protect and manage local 

natural properties, arouse the local awareness of the environment, protect, restore, and 

improve the local culture, diversify tourism activities, and boost the local economy. 

③ Utilization of environmental education. 
○ Natural resources and the spatial range of activities 

In order to minimize environmental damage, it is helpful to establish an explanatory 

board for self-learning.  Highly valued ecological areas need to be designated as 

eco-tourism areas for their maintenance and conservation.  Areas subjected to 

environmental education will need constant monitoring. 

○ Programming and management 

Programs should be developed to help people understand the entire shape of the natural 

environment and ecology.  The lecturer should base his lectures on personal 

experiences and accommodate the level and needs of the listeners and the situation.  

Tailored programs are necessary. 

○ Fostering and managing lecturers 

Civil and public sectors should cooperate to provide administrative and financial 

support to lecturers who have a genuine passion and interest in the local environment 

and who have amble time to devote to the project.   

③Utilizing eco-tourism 

Currently, eco-tourism on Jeju Island is low.  To promote eco-tourism JIBR must seek 

global awareness, instill confidence in local businesses, research operational methods, 

and introduce a systematic orientation to these methods.  Natural and cultural 

resources should be sought out and utilized in considering the environmental capacity 

of the region. Opinions should be collected from and evaluated by local citizens, 

scholars, and environmental groups to develop programs of regional interest.  In 

selecting locations for the eco-tourism facilities, their impact on the natural 

environment and the sentiments of the local people must be considered.  The size and 



design should be determined within a range to minimize their affects on the expression 

of the regional resources and culture.  In programs of management and operation, 

local citizens should take the initiative, monitor the environment on a regular basis, and 

construct facilities and buildings while considering the environment and energy 

efficiency.  Guides should have a broad knowledge of and a deep passion for nature 

and the culture of the region.  They also need to value eco-tourism and have a 

protective attitude for the environment.  Tour companies should be encouraged to 

develop eco-tourism programs, make current tour programs environmentally friendly, 

form an association of co-workers to layout self-governing rules, and build a 

partnership with other local industries to foster eco-tourism. 

④Communal cooperation, environmental education, and eco-tourism through 

ecological guidelines 

○ Authorization standard of ecological guidelines and the process of vitalization 

- 1
st
 Stage: In order to train ecological guides authorized by the JIBR management 

body, the body, NGOs, local citizens, and relevant authorities need to cooperate 

to structure the educational program for certification. 

- 2
nd
 Stage: A network of ‘local environmental commissioners’ and ‘eco-guides’ 

will then be selected from the 1
st
 stage and given specialized training that 

focuses on eco-tourism or environmental issues pertinent to the visitors’ goals.   

- 3
rd
 Stage:  Professional eco-guides will be trained to oversee the educational 

program and manage the eco-tourism industry. 

4) Methods to encourage the participation of local citizens  

The regional management plan will be divided into 4 stages: the 1
st
 stage, prepare the 

management plan; the 2
nd
 stage, form a system to attract citizen participation; the 3

rd
 

stage, put the JIBR management plan into practice; and the 4
th
 stage, evaluate the 

outcome. 

A regionally differentiated strategy should be applied to attract the participation of a 

village based on the investigation of the characteristics, composition, mindset, pending 

issues, and history of the village. In the JIBR management plan, a team of guides will 

be assigned from the village to carry out the regional environmental education of the 

villagers.  The team of guides will serve as environmental commentators.  

Professional groups and local authorities will take on a handful of matters for the 

citizens such as regional marketing, globalization, and networking. 

 

5) JIBR management body 

① Necessity of JIBR management body 

The JIBR management body will serve as a hub of communication for the various 

relevant administrative offices concerning the matters of the biosphere reserve.  It will 

take the initiative in the networking activities of the biosphere reserve. 

② Scheme of the JIBR management body  

○ Name of the JIBR management body  



- 1
st
 suggestion:  Jeju-do Biosphere Reserve Center 

- 2
nd
 suggestion: Asia-Pacific Island Biosphere Reserve Network Center, 

APIBRnet Center 

- Since the ‘APIBRnet Center’ can be easily confused with the ‘Asia-Pacific Island 

Biosphere Reserve Association’, it will be referred to simply as the ‘JIBR center’ 

hereafter. 

○ Basic roles of the JIBR center 

- The JIBR center will serve to protect the ecosystem of JIBR.  Therefore, the 

JIBR center will lay the foundation for the aspects that impact the Jeju 

ecosystem and they will mediate conflicts between protection and development. 

The JIBR center will support the constant conservation, management, and 

monitoring of the major natural resources in order to carry out the basic 

functions of “conservation”.  

○ Suggestion for the composition and roles of the composers of the JIBR center  

- The composition of the center needs to be compartmentalized.  As the center should 

carry out basic roles such as stabilizing the organization, promoting JIBR, and 

developing and utilizing logos at the first stage, it will operate with a small workforce 

and a single coordinator.  The chairman of the JIBR committee or another person 

capable of the practical management, public relations, and promotional activities will 

hold the post of the director of JIBR. A senior coordinator and several junior 

coordinators will work for the Strategy & Planning Department.  JIBR supporting 

activities will require an independent JIBR research center.  The JIBR research center 

should form partnerships with existing institutes.  The JIBR research center should 

select and manage experts from several fields to carry out the diverse academic tasks. 

Each coordinator will supervise a team for regional cooperation, networking, 

environmental education, and monitoring the general affairs, regional economy, and 

natural resource conservation projects.  In the beginning, local experts will work part 

time.  After the system stabilizes, local experts will be offered full time positions.  

The JIBR center should remain flexible to external and internal changes.  

○ The suggested location of the JIBR center 

- The JIBR center should be located in the relevant division of the Jeju provincial 

government. The field office can share an existing facility under a related office 

or be newly built.  

○ Suggested evaluation of the center 

- The center should undergo a thorough self-evaluation before passing through the 

evaluation of each authority and collecting their opinions.  

6) Global networking 

①The system and main function of the network 

The biosphere reserve network consists of a local network and subject network. They 

help exchange information concerning the major functions of the biosphere reserves of 

each state, share management experiences, and make suggestions to incorporate 



systems and institutions that can help expand the support structure.  

② Ways to strengthen the network 

In the 9
th
 EABRN conference, Korean UNESCO will propose establishing the 

Asia-Pacific Island Biosphere Reserve Association, which will help improve the 

function of JIBR.  Therefore, the JIBR center should take the initiative in supporting 

the Island Biosphere Reserve Association. The JIBR center should be established and 

reinforced as early as possible, as Jeju-do is in need of administrative, financial, and 

human support. 

 

7) JIBR Regional cooperation 

①Cooperation among local autonomies of Jeju Island 

- Institutional support is required to establish a division to arrange meeting 

between relative divisions and handle matters concerning the relative divisions 

- It is necessary to share experiences by forming a network. 

②Cooperation with local citizens and relevant groups 

- A citizens’ council composed of existing local organizations and environmental 

groups is recommended. 

③Cooperation with existing research institutes 

- Existing research institutes can be organized according to the functions of 

conservation, development and support to construct a network of cooperation.  

 

F. Ways to accomplish the JIBR management plan 

1) Strategy 

① JIBR strategy per stage 

  
 

 

 

Early Stage (2005-2006) 

- Establishing the JIBR center and setting up a system of operation  

- Constructing a JIBR promotion and digitalization strategy 

- Developing a JIBR logo and creating a brand image 



- Ground working to attract citizen participation 

- Financing for early stage projects and planning for further financing for mid and 

long term stage projects 

Mid-term Stage (2009-2013) 

- Setting management goals and projecting and carrying out businesses in terms of 

the three major JIBR functions of conservation, support, and development  

- Expanding various supportive projects to construct a database and store 

information for JIBR management 

- Establishing various facilities for the environmentally friendly utilization of 

JIBR 

Long-term Stage (after 2014) 

-Evaluating the outcome by monitoring early and mid term stage projects to 

determine whether to continue the projects 

-Optimizing the local economy and culture through projects 

-Creating supportive and conservation projects to stabilize the local environment 

and ecosystem 

-Discovering ways to expand the market (to promote an international status) 

② Major projects to fulfill the JIBR management plan 
Sections Project items Stage 

Closely examining the local resources to set the management goal for the major 

natural resources 
mid-term 

Creating restoration, conservation, and consolidation projects for the major natural 

resources per type (Godjawal, Oreum, wetlands, marine area) 
mid-term→to 

be continued 

Creating restoration/conservation projects for important/protected/endangered 

species 

mid-term→to 

be continued 

Monitoring and research projects for major natural resources and species 
mid-term→to 

be continued 

Reinforcing management of natural resources through support projects (constructing 

an information system including a DB of resources and species, mapping)  
mid-term 

Carrying out  the 

management methods 

of the natural resources 

Constructing facilities for environmentally friendly uses of the natural resources 

(roadmap, explanation board, environment information center, wooden deck, etc.), 
mid-term 

Allowing and supervising the use of JIBR logos (consulting, public hearing, 

deliberation, evaluation/audit system) 

Early 

stage→to be 

continued 
Commercializi

ng biological 

resources 
Developing the logo design  (by holding a design contest or entrusting to experts) 

Early 

stage→to be 

continued 

Fostering and managing lecturers of eco tourism and environmental education,  

  (Environmental education leaders, eco-guides, local environment commentators, 

etc.) 

mid-term 

Evaluating natural resources and the capacity of the local eco-tourism area mid-term 

Developing environmental education and eco-tourism programs mid-term 

Environmental 

education 

/Eco-tourism 

Developing guidelines to utilize eco-tourism and facilities in eco-tourism area mid-term 

Composing and operating a civil council (constructing a participation system

–hosting a regional forum, workshops, etc.) 
mid-term Participation 

of citizens 
Ground working for businesses to raise the local income and boost the economy Early stage 

Promoting projects through the global network and publications and encouraging 

businesses to share information  
mid-term 

Holding joint research projects, participated in by the states in the global network 
mid-term, 

long-term 

Global 

Network 

Conducting training projects for those taking care of the global network (hosting 

various conferences, workshops, and seminars) 
Early stage 

Consoli

dating 

support 

system 

Management Constructing and operating the JIBR center Early stage 



Researching and monitoring the projects  

Early 

stage→mid-te

rm 

Creating various promotional and educational projects at home and abroad (hosting 

international seminars, workshops, etc.) 

Early 

stage→to be 

continued 

body 

Overseeing the various other projects related to the JIBR center Early stage 

 

 

2) Budget and ways of financing 

Since UNESCO provides no financial support for biosphere reserves, how to raise 

funds for the management of the biosphere reserve is an important question.  Ways 

to be supported need to be pursued and sought out in the federal and local 

government, public organizations such as state and provincial subsidies, 

environmental conservation funds, the National Trust, federal government (Ministry 

of Environment, Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy, Ministry of 

Agriculture and Forestry, Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs, 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries), and public corporations (Korea National 

Tourism Organization).  Following is the financing strategy broken down by stage. 

 

  
 

Early Stage 

Raising funds to construct and operate the JIBR center 

Planning to raise funds required for the mid and long-term stages 

Planning to raise funds for the early stage projects 

- Establishing the JIBR center: local government 

- Constructing a promotional and digitalization system: federal government 

(Ministry of Culture & Tourism, Ministry of Government Administration and 

Home Affairs) and local government 

Developing a logo and supervising its usage: local government 

Ground working to attract citizen participation in JIBR projects:  federal government 



and local government 

Budgeting for globalization projects, international conferences, and the costs for 

mediation activities:  UNESCO and local government 

 

Mid-term stage 

Determining the relevant source of funds after closely examining the type and details of 

a project 

Attracting private capital for profitable business 

Planning to raise funds for mid term projects 

Carrying out the management methods of the major natural resources: Ministry of 

Environment and local government fund 

Overseeing the environment education eco-tourism projects:  Ministry of Environment, 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism, local government budget 

Funding projects related to the global network and the operational costs of the JIBR 

center: UNESCO, federal government, and local government 

 

Long-term stage 

Evaluating the outcomes by monitoring the early and mid term stage projects and 

determining whether or not to continue the projects (profitability and monitoring) 

Financing the additional budgets required for projects to be continued 

Financing methods for long-term projects 

Continuing to monitor the profitability of early and mid-term projects: local 

government  

Proceeding with global joint projects: federal government, UNESCO, local government 

 

3) Institutional Support for the JIBR management 

There are two possible ways of providing institutional support for the efficient and 

systematic management of JIBR. 

1. Modify the existing Jeju Environment Act. 

2. Establish a separate JIBR Management Act. 

 

① Jeju Environment Act 
Inserting details concerning JIBR management into the Jeju Environment Act is both 

practical and relatively simple at the Early Stage.   However, in time it will become 

rather difficult to include all the details.  As the environmental conservation fund is 

for managing the environment and water in general, it will be difficult to secure a 

budget for conserving the ecosystem.  In addition, the details regarding the usage of 

JIBR logos would be difficult to incorporate into the Jeju Environment Act. 

 ② JIBR management act 

Despite the expected difficulties in processing the enactment, it appears desirable to 

establish a separate JIBR Management Act considering the status and size of JIBR.  

Including and enacting all the details of JIBR management in an independent act will 



simplify the development and systematic management of JIBR. In terms of fundraising, 

as the independent budget for JIBR management is outlined, it will be easier to secure 

and distribute the necessary funds, which will facilitate the JIBR projects. By 

establishing and enacting a JIBR Management Act, the need of accompanying 

ordinances and regulations (for farm product authorization standards, authorization 

processing fees, etc.) will grow. 

  

 G. Conclusion 

The term ‘biosphere reserve’ refers to a land, coastal, or marine ecosystem designated 

by UNESCO as a prominent ecosystem in search of ways to harmonize the preservation 

of biodiversity and its sustainable use. As UNESCO designated several areas of Jeju-do 

as biosphere reserves, Jeju is planning to better manage and utilize these reserves. 

 

Designating an area as a biosphere reserve is a form of recognizing that the area has a 

significant ecosystem.  Biosphere reserves can improve the local economy and society 

by encouraging the conservation of the natural resources and their sustainable use.  A 

positive utilization plan is needed to make the best use of the brand value of the Jeju 

Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR), for the conservation of the regional environment, and 

to vitalize the local economy and society.  Successful examples from several advanced 

biosphere reserves have shown that the basic requirements for successfully utilizing 

JIBR will be 1) aggressive activities of the JIBR center, 2) sustainable use of the 

resources based on conservation, and 3) a systematic balance of the three major 

functions (conservation, development, and support).  An efficient management plan 

must be established to effectively utilize JIBR. 

 

Establishing a JIBR center based on the cooperation and participation of Jeju citizens is 

the first step of an action strategy for its successful management and utilization.  The 

body tentatively named as the ‘JIBR center’ will establish and enforce the action plans 

necessary to manage and utilize the reserve. The JIBR center will 1) select supporting 

experts and form a community cooperation network to carry out conservation activities 

for the natural resources in JIBR and provide the necessary logistic support, 2) carry 

out strategies to boost the local economy based on the participation and cooperation of 

the citizens, 3) lead activities based on the local, national, and global networks. For 

these activities, we proposed to manage major natural resources, develop logos for the 

economic use of nature, culture, and productive resources, support the creation of a 

brand value of representative products and conduct regional marketing. 

The successful management of JIBR will rely on conservation and sustainable use. 

Among the 440 biosphere reserves worldwide, there are only a few examples of a 

successful economic and socio-cultural utilization. JIBR is Korea’s representative.  

The ecological resources here are unique and superior to any other biosphere reserve in 

the world. If JIBR can follow the successful examples of other biosphere reserves, the 

Sevila strategy, the Biosphere Reserve Regulations, and the proposals made in this 



paper, accomplish the required action plans per stage, and maximize the value of the 

natural resources and local products unique to Jeju-do, it has the potential to fulfill the 

original purpose of a biosphere reserve.  
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SYNOPSIS 

 

Islands and coastal zones comprise a vital part of the rich biodiversity in the Asia-Pacific Region 
and provide a wide range of environmental, economic, social and cultural services, benefiting local 
communities as well as the global community. Despite their importance in terms of biodiversity and 
their vital contribution as life support systems, island and coastal ecosystems in the Asia-Pacific 
Region are increasingly facing environmental degradation. To find sound solutions in protecting 
island and coastal ecosystems while ensuring socio-economic development, it is important to 
pursuit regional cooperation.  During the last decades, increasing global initiatives as the UN 
Global Conference on Sustainable Development on Sustainable Development of Small Island 
Developing States and UNESCO’s Man and Biosphere (MAB) Programme show that challenges as 
biodiversity, climate change, sea-level rise, energy, tourism, freshwater, natural resources and 
natural and man-made disasters can only be addressed through increased regional cooperation.       
Solidarity, technical and scientific cooperation, and cross learning between countries in the Asia-
Pacific Region will subsequently result in the improved protection of island and coastal ecosystems 
and sustainability of the human communities living in the areas. 
 
In the Asia-Pacific Region there are currently 13 island and 35 coastal Biosphere Reserves, 
encompassing 15 countries (Australia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, China, Japan, 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Republic of Korea, Federated States of Micronesia, 
Russian Federation, India, Sri Lanka, Islamic Republic of Iran and Republic of Palau) (cf. Annex I). 
Biosphere Reserves are sites containing important biological and cultural diversity, seeking and 
promoting solutions to reconcile the conservation of biodiversity with sustainable use. They are 
internationally recognized by UNESCO, nominated by national governments and remain under 
sovereign jurisdiction of the states where they are located. Biosphere reserves serve as 'living 
laboratories' for testing out and demonstrating integrated management of land, water and 
biodiversity. Biosphere reserves cover the great variety of natural areas of the biosphere, going 
from high mountains to greatly human-impacted plains, from coastal regions and islands to vast 
inland forests, from the deserts of the tropics to the tundra of the polar regions. There are currently 
482 BR sites in 102 countries. Biosphere Reserves reconcile social development needs with 
ecosystem protection, and offer a sound way to protect some of the most critical biodiversity sites 
in the Asia-Pacific Region while securing sustainable development. To pursue such goals, the 
countries have been seeking international cooperation, including developing regional BR networks 
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in the Asia-Pacific Region, such as the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) and the 
Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet).    
 
Jeju Island, ROK, which was designated as a BR in 2002, hosted the 9th EABRN meeting with as 
topic “Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere Reserves”. During the meeting the 
Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government proposed for the establishment of a new 
regional initiative of cooperation, with emphasis on the improvement of management of insular and 
coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asian-Pacific Region. This new regional initiative, now called 
the “Jeju Initiative”, underlines the strong commitment of Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial 
Government towards preserving biological and cultural diversity in the Asia-Pacific Region. The 
initiative, supported through Funds-In-Trust by the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial 
Government , will be implemented by the UNESCO Jakarta Office and strengthen insular and 
coastal BR activities and networks in the Asia-Pacific Region.   
 

1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1. Island and coastal ecosystems 

 

1.1.1 Island Ecosystems 
 
Islands consist of unique ecosystems with high numbers of endemic species, thereby representing a 
vital component of the planet’s biodiversity. At the global level, collectively, islands contribute to 
biodiversity disproportionately to their land area (Fisher 1999). Although, islands in the sea account 
for 3% of the planet’s land area, around 15% of all known species of birds and plants occur on 
islands (Hanski 1999). Also, although islands constitute 3% of the land surface of the world, one in 
six of the earth’s known plant species occur on oceanic islands (Whittaker 1998). Species on 
islands have often evolved in relative isolation for very long periods, developing thereby unique 
and endemic characteristics.  
 
The greater and longer the geographical isolation of a given island, the higher the taxonomic level 
of endemism encountered. Due to geographic isolation, behavioural or ecological differences arise 
that are themselves sufficient to block gene mixing. The biological history of an island is based on 
the geographical separation and the immigration date/extinction date of specific species. Many 
islands are biological anomalous with evolution as a consequence of insularity. Island ecosystems 
are often characterized as “impoverished” and “disharmonious” They harbor fewer species than an 
equal area on the mainland, leading to lower species diversity on islands than on mainland. While 
islands lack certain species, they may also contain specific species, which are absent in on the 
mainland.  They tend to have a different balance of species compared to equivalent patches of 
mainland and this is more accentuated with increasing isolation (Fisher 1999). 
 
Island species are often characterized by their loss of defensive adaptations, and island fauna and 
flora often faces impoverishment. For this reason, island fauna and flora on are especially 
vulnerable to extinction - increasingly after the arrival of man and exotic animals and plants. 
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1.1.2 Coastal ecosystems 
 
Life on Earth first evolved in the sea and even today marine and coastal ecosystems still harbor a 
much greater variety of life forms than terrestrial ones. It is estimated that of the 33 animal phyla 
categorized on the planet, 32 are found back in a marine environment - of which 15 are found 
exclusively in marine areas (Elliott 1994). Coastal ecosystems include a large number of habitats 
ranging from entirely marine habitats to marches, coral reefs, mangroves, tidal wetlands, seagrass 
beds, barrier islands, estuaries, peat swamps and dunes, and encompass a wide range of species of 
fauna and flora.  

Coastal ecosystems comprise intertidal and subtidal areas, and their adjacent areas. They are often 

classified according to their physical characteristics rather than a distinct set of biological features 

and therefore cover a wider range of habitats than most other ecosystems. The coastal ecosystems 

form an integrated network of species-rich habitats that serve critical ecological and biological 

functions. Coastal areas often include ecotones that harbour rich assemblages of fauna and flora, 

and serve as controls on the movement of matter, energy and genetic information between adjacent 

ecosystems.  

1.2 Benefits of the insular and coastal ecosystems 

The Asia-Pacific region is at the centre of coastal and marine generic richness and diversity in the 
world. Coastal and island ecosystems have an important economic value for local population living 
from coastal resources as more than 60 % of the worlds population is living within 60 kilometres of 
the coast. Island and coastal ecosystems provide a wide range of goods and services, which are 
invaluable to life on earth.  Island and coastal ecosystem offer many direct economic and subsistent 
benefits to society as food (i.e. fish, shellfish, and seaweed), building materials (i.e. sand, rock, 
wood), areas for tourism and recreation, and are also an important source for household products, 
cosmetics, etc. Additionally coastal zones and islands provide shelter and protection against natural 
elements (winds and waves) and disasters (i.e. storms, tsunamis, etc.). Ecological benefits include 

The number of species on an island is a dynamic equilibrium driven by the interplay between 
new species evolution plus immigration versus emigration plus extinction. Equilibrium 
comprises a balance between the factors that increase and decrease species diversity within an 
ecosystem. According to MacArthur and Wilson (1967), the number of species and species 
composition on an island is determined largely by the degree of isolation; the more isolated the 
island, the lower its immigration rate. Extinction rates are a function of island size; populations 
on large islands tend to be larger and thus less vulnerable to extinction. Equilibrium therefore 
depends on factors such as island size and distance from potential colonizing sources (i.e. the 
mainland). Small, isolated islands support fewer species than larger or non-isolated islands. 
According to this theory, a given island can only support a limited number of species in 
equilibrium. When an island reaches this equilibrium point, although species composition could 
change, the number of species will remain nearly constant. Although this theory is instructive, it 
represents a simplified model that does not take into account other important factors determining 
species richness in island systems. Other geo-morphological parameters could affect the 
immigration rate, such as island orientation, current and wind parameters, etc. Speciation is also 
one of the main processes that affect island biodiversity. Habitat heterogeneity, isolation, time 
from isolation, number of initial colonizing individuals, competition and predation are all factors 
that affect the allopatric speciation rate.    
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the role the ecosystems play in nutrient storing and cycling, sustaining biodiversity, water quality 
and sustaining productivity of adjacent ecosystems. 

From the arrival of the first humans on islands and in coastal zones, people began to modify their 

environment using their particular ideological, material and technological culture. Parallel with this, 

a process of cultural change emerged as the new community began to adapt to its new environment 

and grow away from its parent culture. One feature of island cultures is the great variety they 

exhibit, due in large measure to isolation one from the other, even across short sea passages, and 

the cultural drift, which this engenders. The diversity of island cultures is a part of function of 

boundedness, and is reflected by the richness of island languages.  

In June 1992, the nations of the United Nations adopted Agenda 21, which was a global consensus 
and political commitment on development and environment cooperation. During the Global 
Conference of Sustainable Development of Small Island Developing States at Barbados in April-
May 1994, government representatives addressed the challenge of translating Agenda 21 into 
specific policies. It was agreed that actions and measures had to be taken at the national, regional 
and international level. The participants listed 15 priority areas for specific actions such as: coastal 
and marine resources, climate change, sea level rise, and natural and environmental disasters, etc.   

 
Culture was recognised at the International Meeting to Review the Implementation of the 
Programme of Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Islands Developing states, 
Mauritius 2005.  It was stated during this meeting, that island culture and heritage provide 
important pathways to sustainable development through such things as sustainable tourism, 
traditional knowledge, music and festivals. Cultural identity and cultural heritage are fundamental 
in advancing sustainable development especially in island ecosystems; indeed, development can 
only be truly sustainable if it is based on and grows out of cultural identity. Several examples can 
show that during centuries, people and nature has lived hand in hand together. 
 

1.3 Threats to insular and coastal ecosystems 

 
The level of human colonization in islands and coastal areas is in line with the acceleration of the 
rate of extinction of species and destruction of coastal and island ecosystems. Due to their 
vulnerability, the global loss of biodiversity has especially affected insular and coastal ecosystems. 
Review of data on species extinctions, beginning c. AD 1600, have shown that many more plant 
and animal species have become extinct from islands than from continents (Whittaker 1998).  
 
This size of the population in the Asia-Pacific Region is expected to double within 25-35 years due 
to population growth and migration. This overgrowth of the population generates overexploitation 
of natural resources, pollution, urbanization, etc. This situation leads to increased degradation of 
natural resources in coastal zones and islands and could increase social conflicts in the future. A 
significant portion of coastal habitats is at high risk of being lost in the next decade, as mangroves 
are cut, sea grass beds degraded and coastal reefs destroyed. The coastal and marine resources are 
economically important for the people living along the coast in the Southeast Asian area since 30 % 
of the world’s marine fisheries and 87 per cent of total global mariculture production occurs in this 
region.  The depletion of fish stock is steadily increasing in line with the earth’s population 
expansion.  
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Due to the close relation between the land and the sea, the uncontrolled urbanization and unplanned 
development on small islands and coastal environments causes degradation of coral reefs, 
mangrove forests and other delicate coastal ecosystems. Sound watershed management has become 
increasingly important as a guard against soil erosion and to preserve natural resources, which are 
vital as a life-support system.  
 
Climate change is likely to increase the frequency and severity of natural disasters, including sea-
level rise, hurricanes and flooding, to which coastal communities are already vulnerable. These 
threats are magnified for island populations as there is little space or opportunity to relocate people 
affected or provide alternative livelihoods. Sea level rise of even a few centimeters could threaten 
the sustainable development, livelihood and the very existence of islands and their populations.  
 
Small islands also face geographical isolation and have to pay a development prize in terms of 
limited participation in the globalization process. Most islands do not have the resources to 
diversify their economic base to participate actively in a global economy. Small islands are thereby 
often forced to overexploit their natural resources to compensate their lack and the disadvantage of 
being isolated. Due to the geographical limitation for diversification, island economies are often 
confronted with an impasse. The tradition and indigenous knowledge, which historically 
maintained the balance between people and their environment is at risk due to the societal changes 
and globalization, which may lead to overall ecosystem decay. This process may disrupt 
traditionally sustainable island economies and generate social unbalance. The shape and condition 
of the ecosystems are therefore essential for the people’s conditions of life (Fortes 2004). 

 

 

2.  RATIONALE 

 
2.1 The background gives a detailed description of insular and coastal ecosystems and the 
challenges in terms of conservation and development they face. In the Asia-Pacific Region, a 
number of insular and coastal ecosystems have been designated by member states and UNESCO as 
Biosphere Reserves under MAB Programme. The member states use these sites to pursue the multi-
objectives of conservation of biodiversity, the environmental and socio-economic development 
with participation of local people, as well as support for scientific work and educational activities 
related to biodiversity. Some of these areas are also containing World Heritage properties and the 
wetlands under RAMSAR Convention. Facing diverse challenges as well as opportunities, 
Biosphere Reserves are ideal locations for MAB to act to protect the environment and test new 
ideas, methodologies and management systems, and to promote new lessons on sustainable 
development. List of Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves and brief site descriptions are 
provided in Annex I. 
 
2.2 Due to its ecological and cultural significance and the potential for sustainable development 
through conservation, Jeju Island, Republic of Korea, was designated a Biosphere Reserve by 
UNESCO on December 16, 2002. Jeju Biosphere Reserve, represented by Jeju Special Self-
Governing Provincial Government, has been a very active member of the East Asian Biosphere 
Reserve Network in promoting international cooperation. The Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve was 
the host for the 9th EABRN meeting, entitled “Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular 
Biosphere Reserves”. During the meeting the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government 
proposed for the establishment of a new initiative in Asia and Pacific Region for enhancing the 
management of insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asian-Pacific Region and supporting 
regional cooperation. This new regional initiative, called the “Jeju Initiative”, underlines the 
strong commitment of Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government towards sustaining the 
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biological and cultural diversity in the Asia-Pacific Region. The initiative, supported through 
Funds-In-Trust by the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government, will be implemented by 
the UNESCO Jakarta Office to strengthen insular and coastal BR activities and networks in the 
Asia-Pacific Region.  
 
2.3 Year 2006 provides a good momentum for initiating collaboration between UNESCO and Jeju 
Special Self-Governing Provincial Government as it is the initial year of UNESCO 33C/5 workplan 
and a wide array of activities are being planned under the following main lines of action of the 
Programme for Ecological and Earth Sciences for Sustainable Development: (1) minimizing 
biodiversity loss through research and capacity-building for ecosystem management, (2) Biosphere 
Reserves: promoting environmental sustainability, (3) Enhancing linkages between cultural and 
biological diversity and (4) Global partnerships in earth sciences and earth system monitoring. 
These, together with other UNESCO programmes related to environment, make UNESCO Jakarta 
Office part of UN in the region in assisting the member states, especially the developing countries, 
to address the acute global issues on environmental degradation, loss of biodiversity, poverty 
reduction and sustainable development in the regional, national and local contexts. The constant 
increase in Biosphere Reserves in the region and the support demonstrated by the countries to MAB 
regional and subregional network, especially the SeaBRnet and EABRN, provide an ideal basis for 
UNESCO contribution through sciences. Furthermore, a new and more decentralized structure is 
taking its place in UNESCO for developing and implementing UNESCO’s programmes in all 
sectors. Jakarta Office has been designed as the Regional Bureau for Science in Asia and Pacific. 
 
2.4 Supported by the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government and working with MAB 
National Committees, specialized international and national institutions, NGOs, individual 
researchers and managers, UNESCO’s Ecological Sciences (ECO) and Man and the Biosphere 
(MAB) Programme at Jakarta Office will implement activities under the following lines of action: 
 

a) Conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of natural resources and promotion and 
preservation of cultural diversity in insular and coastal biosphere reserves, particularly at 
ecosystem and landscape levels;   

 
b) Capacity building for improved management of insular and coastal biosphere reserves, 

through technical training, application-oriented research and other related activities;  
 

c) Voicing island and coastal conservation and development issues through policy advice and 
development, advocacy efforts, environmental education and social marketing. 

 
2.5 Through the “Jeju Initiative”, countries in the Asia-Pacific Region will have the opportunity to 
strengthen capacities, support the promotion and exchange views and strengthen cooperation on 
subjects ranging from basic ecological characteristics and functions of island and coastal 
ecosystems to socio-economic and cultural aspects of conservation, rehabilitation and wise use. The 
Jeju Initiative will focus on activities in close response to the new issues encountered in the region 
on island and coastal environmental and development problems. The Jeju Initiative will inspire the 
recognition of the importance of island and coastal ecosystems in biodiversity conservation, and 
contribute to the better management of Biosphere Reserves in the region and thus to the first Goal 
of Seville Strategy.  
 
2.6 For the first action mentioned above, the emphasis will be mainly on the application of 
Biosphere Reserves concept and practices. The activities will be developed with the guidance of the 
Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves, the Statutory Framework of the World Network of 
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Biosphere Reserves of UNESCO and there will be in strong interaction with the implementation of 
the Ecosystem Approach of CBD1. The activities will also be in line with the Draft Mauritius 

Strategy for the further implementation of the Programme of Action for the Sustainable 
Development of Small Island Developing States, the Barbados Programme of Action, the Rio 
Principles, the full implementation of Agenda 21, the Global Conference on Oceans and Coasts 
at Rio+10, the Johannesburg Plan of implementation and the outcomes of other relevant major 
United Nations conferences and summits, including the Monterrey Consensus, all contribute to 
the sustainable development of small island developing States and coastal ecosystems. Two 
regional MAB networks have been established in the Asia-Pacific Region. The East Asian 
Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) was initiated in 1994 with membership of six East Asian 
countries2. Examples of recent activities in EABRN include: publication on wetlands (Waterfowl 
Habitat) and their conservation in DPR Korea, management of degraded ecosystems in Wilingol 
Biosphere Reserve, China; exchange information on Ecotourism in Jiuzhaigou BR, China; 
Transboundary cooperation on Kunashir, Iturup, Shikotan and Habomai Islands between Russian 
Federation and Japan, field evaluation in Sikhote-Alinsky BR and Eastern Marine Reserve in 
Russian Federation. The Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet)3 was initiated in 
1998, consisting of most Southeast and some East Asian countries including China, Japan and R. 
Korea. Activities implemented include indigenous people participation in conservation in Siberut 
Island Biosphere Reserve, Sumatra, Indonesia, education in conservation in Ranong Mangrove 
Biosphere Reserve cultural dimension of conservation, Indonesia, field evaluation of Protected 
Areas and preparation of new biosphere reserves such as Ayeyarwady Delta of the Irrawaddy River 
in Myanmar. Through the Asia-Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use of Renewable Natural 
Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similarly Managed Areas (ASPACO) project, UNESCO 
contributed from 2001 until 2004 to improved management of coastal areas by: Supporting the 
identification of potential and nomination of new biosphere reserves in; Cambodia's coastal zones; 
Mount Kuwol BR and adjacent areas, DPR Korea; Nuku'alofa, Tonga; Ngarameduu BR, Palau; 
Savaii, Samoa; and the Red River BR, Vietnam. 
 
2.7 For the second line of action on capacity building, activities will focus on the collection, 
distribution and exchange of knowledge and information, and the exchange of management 
experiences. Currently, the MAB Ecotone programme provides one of the main regional 
mechanisms for scientific exchange on ecosystems of land-sea interface and coastal zone 
management. The MAB Ecotone, initiated in 1991, is a series of seminars for the East and 
Southeast Asian countries for the exchange of knowledge, information and skills on research and 
management of land-water ecotones. To date, ten Ecotone Seminars have been organized. The 
Ecotone I was held in 1992, the year of UNCED, in Malaysia on degraded secondary forests. The 
meeting considered that Ecotones4 harbor rich assemblages of fauna and flora, and they serve as 
controls on the movement of matter and energy and genetic information between adjacent 
ecological systems. Ecotones serve also as an important focus for management as changes within 
them are likely to influence the statues and functioning of the ecosystems which they link together 
(J. Davie 1997 Report). In order to obtain better understanding on the important values and 
functions of ecosystems at ecotone and to improve the related management, and inspired by 

                                                 
1
 For descriptions on biosphere reserve concept and Seville Strategy, the Statutory Framework of the World Network 
and the Ecosystem Approach, please refer to http://www.unesco.org/mab/wnbr.htm  
2 Please refer to Beijing Office’s web site http://www.unescobeijing.org/projects/view.do?channelId=004002001001 
for description about EABRN. 
3 Please refer to http://www.unesco.or.id/activities/science/env_sci/regnet_env/99.php  
4 Ecotone was defined as: the zones of transition between adjacent ecological systems, having a set of characteristics 
uniquely defined by space and time scales and by the strength of the interactions between them (quoted from J. Davie 
report 1997).  
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UNCED, a fund-in-trust (FIT) arrangement was made to UNESCO by the Government of Japan 
and MAB Japan, constituting a central facility for MAB in the region5. Past activities in this field, 
with strong focus on island and coastal ecosystems, have also been implemented by UNESCO 
Jakarta with support from other MAB initiatives such as Asia-Pacific Co-operation for the 
Sustainable Use Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similar Managed Areas 
(ASPACO), South-south Cooperation and MAB Young Sciences Award Schemes. Examples 
include studies on ecosystem values (Vietnam), conservation management (Indonesia and 
Philippines) and ecotourism indicators (China - Japan), regional training on plant taxonomy (LIPI-
Indonesia-UNESCO), GIS for coastal management (BIOTROP-UNESCO), MAB Certificate for 
young researchers and environmental managers (Indonesia), Capacity building and activities local 
level such as in Mahakam Delta, Siberut BR island (Indonesia) and Easter Island (Chile), Studies 
and research for improving the management of areas in Nanji Island BR, Shankou Mangrove BR 
and Yangcheng BR (China) and Can Gio BR (Vietnam).  

 
2.8 For the third line of action on voicing island and coastal conservation and development issues 
through international cooperation, activities will focus on advocacy, policy advice and development 
as well as development, advocacy efforts, environmental education and social marketing at a local 
and regional level. Previous UNESCO activities in this field include public awareness, publication 
on management in Nanji Islands BR, The Yangcheng BR and Shankou Marine Nature Reserve of 
China, publication of handbook on Mangroves in Panay, Philippines, publication on National Parks, 
Indonesia and policy development and advice to local Government in Siberut Island BR, Indonesia, 
development of posters and leaflets on coastal management including mangrove for regional use.  
 
2.9 To strengthen the Jeju Initiative, the ECO/MAB unit in Jakarta will link - if possible - activities 
with other environmental-related programmes of UNESCO, particularly with the programmes on 
natural World Heritage (WH), water and hydrology (IHP), coastal zones and small islands (CSI) 
and education (ED). There is also the potential to associate with the basic sciences and technology 
programmes of UNESCO (chemistry, biotechnology). New MAB themes and subjects, such as 
transboundary conservation cooperation, identification on immerging ecosystems, ecotourism, 
quality economy in biosphere reserves including eco-labelling, ecosystem monitoring and 
management assessment, culture and conservation and urban ecosystems, will be pursued under the 
“Jeju Initiative” in cooperation with other related sectors and institutions both within and outside 
UNESCO. The “Jeju Initiative” will therefore build stronger partnership and synergy with other 
international and regional programmes and conventions. Examples for external partners include the 
NGOs such as ISME and IUCN, international organizations such as UNEP, FAO and UNU and 
regional intergovernmental bodies such as ASEAN and its related institutions.  
 
 

3. GOAL, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 

 
3.1 The overall goal of the proposed “Jeju Initiative” aims to enhance the capacity of governments, 
scientific institutions and public communities in conservation and wise management of their 
biological and cultural diversity for sustainable development in island and coastal Biosphere 
Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region.  

                                                 
5 Although MAB-Ecotone started in early 1990, the subject was already in the MAB agenda for a much longer time, 
dated back to 1970s. Two of the fourteen MAB projects in 1970s and 1980s were particular related to it: MAB Project 
number 5: ecological effects of human activities on the value and resources of lakes, marshes, rivers, deltas, estuaries 
and coastal zones and MAB Project number 7: ecology and rational use of island ecosytems. It was also in connection 
or association with a number of regional initiatives on coastal ecosystems in 1980s, such as Man’s Impacts on Coastal 
and Estuarine Ecosystems (MICE). 
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3.2 The “Jeju Initiative” is intended to achieve following objectives:  
 

a. Improvement in conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of natural resources 
and promotion and preservation of cultural diversity in island and coastal biosphere reserves, 
particularly at ecosystem and landscape levels;    

 
b. Enhanced capacity for better management of island and coastal biosphere reserves, through 

technical training, application-oriented research and other related activities;  
 

c. Higher awareness and recognition at international, national and local level on the values, 
challenges and opportunities of the island and coastal conservation and development;  

 
d. Promotion of surveys and researches on Biosphere Reserve concepts including sustainable 

use of natural resources; 
 

e. Increased international information exchanges and cooperation concerning sustainable use 
and management of natural resources; 

 
3.3 The strategy for implementation will be four-fold. Firstly, the activities are fully in line with the 
UNESCO midterm plan and biennium workplan and build further on existing UNESCO initiatives, 
as EABRN and SeaBRnet. Secondly, the activities are designed and planned in close consultation 
with the Donor, i.e. Jeju Special Self-Governing Provinical Government and the Governments of 
the Member States and through MAB networking mechanisms such as MAB Regional Forum, 
SeaBRnet and EABRN meetings. Thirdly, synergy and broad partnership will be sought and 
ensured by linking UNESCO with other regional, national and international agencies and NGOs. 
And fourthly, all activities will use bottom-up approaches and be local government and community 
driven. 
 
 

4. PROPOSED ACTIVITIES AND EXPECTED OUTPUT 

 
4.1 For the objective 3.2 a. Improvement in conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of 
natural resources and promotion and preservation of cultural diversity in island and coastal 
biosphere reserves, particularly at ecosystem and landscape levels, the following activities are 
envisaged: 
 

� Pilot studies on the particular challenges encountered in coastal and island contexts related 
to biodiversity conservation, sustainable use of natural resources, promotion of cultural 
heritage and traditional knowledge in ecosystem management. 

 

Expected output: Reports and publications 
 
� Development of new management regimes and new governance arrangements which are 

able to bridge the gap between the local needs/dynamics and the national commitments for 
international agreements such as Convention on Biological Diversity and World Heritage 
Convention.  
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Expected output: Specific assessment and recommendations on the practical 
guidance to implement international agreements while meeting local conditions and 
needs, and new management models tailored particularly for island and coastal BRs. 

 
� Identification, implementation, evaluation and dissemination of development activities that 

are environmentally-friendly, economically interesting and socially acceptable for 
communities in the Biosphere Reserves, as part of quality economy scheme of MAB and 
Ecotone Cooperation. 

 
Expected output: Tangible cases/models replicable in BR-Eco labeling, ecological 
tourism, promotion of local products and services, and other alternative livelihoods, 
and data showing the benefits of participating Biosphere Reserves. 

 
4.2 For the objective 3.2 b. the Enhanced capacity for better management of island and coastal 
biosphere reserves, the following activities are envisaged: 
 

� Technical training which will be organized in the best use of existing training 
opportunities of UNESCO Programmes and of other institutions. The possible subject 
may include: 

 
� Multi-lateral international agreements and conventions in conservation and 

sustainable development. 
� Protected area establishment and management in coastal and island context. 
� Ecotourism and community participation in the associated business development. 
� Water resource management, especially watershed based schemes.  
� Environmental monitoring. 
� Responsible aquaculture and sustainable fisheries. 
� Renewable energies applications. 
 
Expected output: Trained managers, technical workers and local NGOs on the 
subjects 
 

� Exchange visit of site managers in form of in-depth study tours, taking form already 
developed in SeaBRnet. 

 

Expected output: Lessons learnt and shared from site specific cases for selected 
participants; proposals and recommendations for improvement in governance, 
conservation, resource uses, participation, benefit sharing, enforcement and other 
related activities. 

 
� Assistance and advisory service in the identification and preparation of new coastal and 

island Biosphere Reserves. 

 

Expected output: Sites identified, studies and surveys designed and countries 
engaged in the technical preparation of Biosphere Reserve nominations. 

 
� Biosphere Reserve site evaluation and assessment. 

 

Expected output: Documents on site management and recommendations for 
improvement, using the format of EABRN and SeaBRnet evaluations. 
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� Project development, with aim to upgrade particular technical capacity required in the 

ecosystem management. 

 

Expected output: Additional project development for equipment, training and 
studies for selected Biosphere Reserves. 

 
4.3 For the objective 3.2 c. Higher awareness and recognition at international, national and local 
level on the values, challenges and opportunities of  the island and coastal conservation and 
development the following activities are envisaged: 
 

� Case studies and assessment on policies and management systems applied in diverse coastal 
and island Biosphere Reserves and formulation of policy advice for the improvement of the 
concerned Biosphere Reserves. 

 
Expected output: Report and papers published, with new policy advices formulated 
and presented to the relevant authorities 

 
� Development of campaign and promotion materials such as videos, posters and internet 

service for the values of biological and cultural diversity and their interconnections and 
model Biosphere Reserves for sustainable development. 

 

Expected output: Campaign materials and publications 
 

� Advocacy at international forum and platforms on sustainable development of island and 
coastal ecosystems as well as the right of local and indigenous communities in maintaining 
their cultural identify and tradition as well as innovative ways in development in the areas. 

 

Expected output: Participation and highlight the lessons learnt from project sites, 
the challenges encountered and needs for cooperation and support for communities 
in coastal and island Biosphere Reserves in the region.  

 
� Environmental education activities especially related to science education and UN Decades 

of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD). 

 

Expected output: Education materials and programmes developed in line with 
UNDESD and other parallel environmental education programmes of UNESCO and 
other UN agencies and NGOs.  

 
� Social marketing for the said ecosystems and their development opportunities. 

 

Expected output: Improved awareness of the government, private sectors and civil 
society at large, on the issues of the island and coastal Biosphere Reserves and other 
similar managed ecosystems, and stronger will for participation in the international 
agreements on biodiversity, Seville Strategy, Barbados +10 and MDGs.  
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4. PARTNERSHIPS AND STATEHOLDER PARTICIPATION 

4.1 UNESCO MAB Programme is supported by a broad partnership, primarily from the MAB 

National Committees and UNESCO National Commissions, which provide relevant expertise to 

UNESCO. National institutions that have close working relationship including universities, 

academy of sciences, ministries of environment, agriculture, forestry and fisheries. Among UN 

family members, UNESCO work closely in the field of environment with UNEP, UNDP, FAO etc. 

and their representing bodies. MAB has also cooperation with leading NGOs such as IUCN, 

WCPA-Asia, CI, WCS, ISME etc. In the Asia-Pacific Region, cooperation encompasses 

institutions as the Science Council of Asia, ASEAN and its related task forces.  

5. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS 

 
5.1 UNESCO Jakarta Office, as UNESCO’s Regional Science Bureau for Asia and Pacific, will be 
the Implementing Agency. Implementation will follow the model as agreed upon in this document. 
 
5.2 A Secretariat for the project will be established in Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve by the Donor, 
i.e. the Jeju Special Seof-Governing Provincial Government, with staff, office and operational 
financing arrangements directly provide by the Donor. The financial resources for the activities 
under this proposal come in the form of the Fund-in-trust (FIT) to UNESCO provided by the Jeju 
Special Self-Governing Provincial Government. The Secretariat will function as a liaison body 
between the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government and UNESCO Jakarta Office. It 
will promote the initiative through the creation of website, development of information materials, 
and organize project meetings and workshops. The Secretariat will also cooperate with UNESCO 
Jakarta Office in developing an annual publication on the project. A staff secondment from the 
Secretariat to UNESCO Office Jakarta will be arranged in order to become familiar with UNESCO 
operations and programmes. The time and duration of the secondment will be discussed and 
decided between the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government and UNESCO Office 
Jakarta, and the cost, more particular travel costs, living costs and incentive will be borne by Jeju 
Special Self-Governing Provincial Government.  

 

5.3 Detailed project activities will be developed based on needs of concerned Biosphere Reserves 
in Asia-Pacific region. A yearly activity plan will be drafted by UNESCO Jakarta Office in 
consultation with relevant MAB National Committees, MAB regional networks (EABRN, 
SeaBRnet, SACAM), UNESCO regional offices and other stakeholders, and discussed and agreed 
upon at the Annual Steering Committee meeting. Technical guidance and backup for activities are 
provided by the Jeju Secretariat and the Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences and MAB 
Secretariat in UNESCO Paris. 

 
5.4. All the activities proposed will be linked with UNESCO Biennium workplan and midterm plan 
and in line with UN conventions and other agreements. 
 

6. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REPORTING 

6.1 Monitoring and Reporting will follow the standard FIT arrangement of UNESCO. A Steering 

Committee will be established, consisting of representatives of UNESCO Jakarta Office, Jeju 

Special Self-Governing Provincial Government, ROK-MAB, and Korean National Commission of 

UNESCO. An annual meeting will be held to review and evaluate the activity results and financial 
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report and agree on the activity plan for the following year. The venue of the meeting can be 

Jakarta, Indonesia, Jeju, ROK or one of the project sites.  External evaluation may be required 

along the course of implementation, and will be decided upon by the Steering Committee. 

7. PROJECT BUDGET 

 
7.1 Based on the above, it is proposed that to implement the “Jeju Initiative”, the Jeju Special Self-
Governing Provincial Government will support UNESCO Jakarta Office through Fund-in-Trust 
during the period of 2006-2011. The Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government will 
provide annually a fund of US$50,000 during six years, covering the direct costs of the project as 
well as an additional 13% project administration support cost. The operational cost of the 
Secretariat in Jeju Island is not reflected in this project document.   
 
The Steering Committee meetings will normally be held in Jakarta, except if differently decided.  
UNESCO Jakarta Office will bear the cost for international travels, board and lodging of their 
participants, and the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Government will bear the cost of all 
participants from ROK.  
 
7.2 Budget breakdown: to be provided (table). 
 
The Korean experts’ involvement in activities is highly recommended whenever possible, and a 
training course in JIBR may be considered if the budget allows. 
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 Australia     

1977  Croajingolong  101,000 Evergreen 

sclerophyllous 

forests, scrubs 

or woodlands 

The Croajingolong Biosphere Reserve and 
National Park (including Nadgee Nature 
Reserve) protects some of Victoria’s most 
spectacular coastal environments as well as a 
significant representation of southeast 
Australia. The topography is particularly 
variable along the coast. Local out cropping of 
rocks in cliff-faces, often higher than 15 
metres, break the long stretches of sandy 
beaches.  
The tidal, brackish inlets of the larger rivers 
add scenic and habitat diversity. The many 
freshwater lakes and swamps, which have 
been shaped behind coastal dunes and the 
associated complex islands add another 
dimension to the diversity. 
Large stands of warm temperate rainforests are 
present in the eastern part of Croajingolong. 
Coastal heathland and species diversity is 
comparable to that in the South African 
Heaths, which are regarded as one of the 
richest vegetation community in the world 
outside lowland tropical rainforests. Almost, 
1,000 native plant species (90 species of 
orchids) and 315 animal species have been 
recorded within the biosphere reserve.  

The abundance of artefacts and middens within the 
biosphere reserve indicates a history of occupation 
by reasonably large populations of Indigenous 
communities, who most probably concentrated 
around the inlets, estuaries and wetlands. 

Mallacoota township, and smaller settlements 
known as Tamboon South, Peachtree and Furnell 
Landing are entirely surrounded by the National 
Park. With 1,249 inhabitants (2003) the town of 
Mallacoota is a popular domestic tourist destination 
generating most of its income from tourism and 
commercial fishing. The main economic activities 
adjoining the biosphere reserve are native forest 
timber harvesting, tourism, pastoral activities and 
commercial fishing.  

Croajingolong Biosphere Reserve is managed not 
only for conserving biodiversity but also to provide 
nature based tourism opportunities. Research and 
monitoring is encouraged and permitted as long as 
it does not conflict with management objectives. 

1977  Macquarie 

Island  

12,785 Tundra 
communities 
and barren 
arctic desert; 
island; coastal 
component 

Macquarie Island is a fully protected area 
under Tasmanian jurisdiction in the southern 
ocean/sub-Antarctic/Antarctic region. The 
terrestrial flora and fauna of the biosphere 
reserve, together with the marine flora and 
fauna of the surrounding ocean have 
similarities with species ranging in distribution 
from Antarctica through to the Australasian 
region. Its isolation and the short geological 

The Reserve together with other breeding sites 
provides a rare opportunity to monitor the status of 
these wide-ranging species, and indirectly the health 
of the oceans in which they forage. Programme are 
being carried out to monitor the status of albatross, 
penguin and seal species and to link findings with 
other remote breeding locations. Work is also being 
carried out to control and or eradicate exotic species 
in order to protect endemic species. The Macquarie 
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time (600,000 years) since its emergence 
above sea level demonstrate the colonization 
of a site by long distance dispersal and 
ongoing evolution with several endemic 
species. Many of the island’s marine mammals 
and seabirds spend most of their lives at sea, in 
areas ranging from the Antarctica coast to the 
North Pacific Ocean.  

Island Biosphere Reserve has no resident 
population and is remote from population centers, a 
factor common to all sub-Antarctic and Antarctic 
locations. 

1977  Prince Regent 

River  

633,825 Tropical dry or 
deciduous 
forests or 
woodlands; 
mangrove 

The Prince Regent River Biosphere Reserve is 
located in the extreme North West of Australia 
and has a varied relief. In the southern part, the 
rugged, deeply dissected sandstones of an 
elevated plateau form a slop going from about 
500 meters in the southeast to less than 100 
metres around the St. George Basin. The latter 
site is a deep landlocked harbour bounded by 
steep cliffs with large expanses of tidal mud 
flats and mangroves, connected to the sea by a 
narrow strait. In contrast, the area to the north 
of the Roe River is underlain by volcanic 
rocks, interbedded with sandstones and has a 
subdued topography with rounded hills and 
deeper soils. Vegetation is diverse, although 
open tropical woodland covers extensive 
tracts. Vine thickets, fern gullies and 
mangroves occur in the area. Patches of 
rainforest are scattered throughout the 
biosphere reserve. Although small in size, 
these patches contain a diverse range of plant 
species, many of which are endemic. 
Mangroves cover extensive areas of tidal flats, 
especially in the King George Basin and 
Rothsay Waters. The native pine (Callitris 
intratropica) is widely distributed. Animal 
species as rock rinktail possum (Pseudocheirus 
peregrinus), scaly -tailed possum (Wyulda 
squamicaudata) and golden bandicoot 

The area is mainly inhabited and is sporadically 
occupied by traditional groups. The Ngarinyin and 
Dambinangari, Australian aborigines, have left 
many culturally significant art and artifact sites. 
More than 1,000 tourists (2003) visit the Biosphere 
Reserve annually for fauna and flora studies, 
camping, hiking and sailing. 
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(Isoodon auratus auratus) are threatened.  

1978  Fitzgerald River  329,039 Evergreen 
sclerophyllous 
forests, scrubs 
or woodlands; 
coastal areas 

The Fitzgerald River National and Park 
Biosphere Reserve (330,000 ha) is situated 
between Bremer Bay and Hopetoun on the 
South Coast of Western Australia. It comprises 
upland plains, a marine plain deeply incised by 
several rivers creating large valleys and 
tablelands, and a chain of small isolated peaks 
running close to the coast forming the 
distinctive Barren Ranges. The highest peak 
reaches 450 metres above sea level, and 
rugged coastal cliffs are formed where the 
quartzite ranges meet the ocean. Sand dunes, 
inlets and rivers, swamps and lakes also occur 
on the gently sloping marine plain, drying up 
in summer. There is a rich diversity of plant 
species in the park and surrounding areas. This 
includes dry sclerophyllous woodland, coastal 
woodlands and heath. The reserve contains 
over 250 rare or geographically restricted plant 
and animal species, many of which are poorly 
known. Of the 2,000men vascular plants 
species native to this area, around 75% are 
endemic.  

The human impacts that occur within the reserve 
are mainly related to tourism and the development 
of visitor facilities. Some 36,000 people (2003) visit 
the reserve each year. It is also affected by external 
land use practices. The reserve is surrounded by 
agricultural land. Many watercourses within the 
reserve have their catchments within agricultural 
lands thus bi-products of agricultural land practices 
are washed downstream into the reserve. The 
principal goal of the reserve is the conservation of 
flora and fauna, particularly threatened species and 
the provision of appropriate visitor access and 
facilities. Substantial areas of the park are zoned for 
wilderness (~78,000 ha) and special conservation 
protection (~70,000 ha). Most of the mountain 
peaks in the wilderness zone are prohibited access 
to protect threatened flora and reduce the risk of 
dieback disease introduction and spread 
(Phytophthora cinnamomi). A complementary role 
is to conserve the biosphere reserve’s landscapes 
free visible of human disturbance. 

1981  Wilson's 

Promontory  

49,000 Evergreen 
sclerophyllous 
forests, scrubs, 
or woodlands; 
coastal areas; 
mangrove 

The Wilson Promontory Biosphere Reserve is 
located in the State of Victoria, south east 
Australia. It comprises a granite massif with 
prominent peaks, outcrops and headlands 
flanked by extensive swamps, dune deposits 
and beaches. Fifteen granite islands are also 
included. There are a great variety of open-
forests (Eucalyptus spp.), heathlands, closed 

The reserve is highly significant to local Aborigines 
both culturally and spiritually. Local communities 
are active in establishing cultural and spiritual links 
with the Biosphere Reserve and in undertaking site 
based monitoring. More than 400,000 tourists 
(2003) visit annually for camping, fishing, boating, 
and research and monitoring. Numerous studies on 
flora, fauna, geology, geomorphology, archaeology, 
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forest (Acmena smithii), coastal scrub and 
dune vegetation. More than 740 native 
vascular plant species have been recorded and 
more than 100 of these are regarded as either 
rare or threatened. Diverse and abundant 
mammal fauna (almost 296 species) including 
the rare swamp antechinus (Antechinus 
minimus), rat kangaroo (Potorous tridactylus), 
and new holland mouse ( Pseudomys 
novaehollandiae) as well as the unique insular 
population of bushrat (Rattus fuscipes 
assimilis) and large breeding populations of 
short-tailed shearwaters (Puffinus tenuirostris) 
and the little blue Penguin (Eudyptula minor) 
are reported. Wilson’s Promontory has an 
early history of Aboriginal occupation dating 
back at least 6,500 years.  

and history are taking place. 

2002 Mornington 

Peninsula and 

Western Port  

214,200 Evergreen 
sclerophyllous 
forests, 
woodlands or 
scrub including 
wetlands, 
mangroves and 
marine 
ecosystems 

The Biosphere Reserve includes the whole of 
Mornington Peninsula Shire and parts of the 
City of Frankston, and coastal areas of the 
municipalities of Casey, Cardinia and Bass 
Coast including Phillip and French Islands. 
Western Port, which is also a Ramsar Site, 
consists of a coastal embayment incorporating 
vast relatively undisturbed mudflats with salt 
marsh vegetation. It is also considered as an 
internationally important feeding and roosting 
area for numerous species of summering 
waders, many of which are listed under the 
bilateral Migratory Birds Agreements (with 
Japan and China). The site periodically 
supports over 10,000 waders and 10,000 ducks 
and swans, and a rich invertebrate fauna of 
some 1,380 species.  

There is intensive use by commercial shipping in 
the whole Biosphere Reserve. More than 180,000 
inhabitants (2002) live on a permanent basis in the 
biosphere reserve (270,000 seasonally). Human 
activities as commercial fishing, livestock raising, 
land clearance and its impact on water quality, and 
the enormous demands on the marine environment 
make it vital to deal with the issue of sustainable 
use within the region. More than 17,000 tourists 
(2002) visit the area annually. The biosphere 
reserve has Federal, State and Local Government 
support, taking on a holistic approach to 
conservation. It is complemented by Mornington 
Peninsula Shire’s Sustainable Peninsula Initiative, 
which includes a variety of programmes and 
activities to achieve sustainable outcomes. The 
main goal of the Biosphere Reserve is to enable 
groups and individuals to achieve ecologically 
sustainable use and development of the region’s 
natural and cultural resources. 
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2005 Barkindji   The proposed Barkindji Biosphere Reserve 
covers an area of around 50,000 hectares, 
extending 27 kilometres along the floodplains 
and wetlands of the Murray River past the 
Australian Inland Botanic Gardens and 
through open plains to Mallee and Spinifex 
country to the north. This corridor links the 
Murray and Darling River environments and 
encompasses a rich mosaic of regional land 
vegetation and animal communities. 

 

 

 Indonesia      

1977 Komodo  173,300 Temperate 
grasslands 
including 
coastal/marine 
component 
(coral reefs) 

Situated between Flores and Sumbawa in 
Indonesia, it is well known for its population 
of about 2,259 (2001) giant lizards, also called 
‘Komodo dragons’ (Varanus komodoensis). 
They exist nowhere else in the world and are 
of great interest to scientists studying the 
theory of evolution. The predominant 
vegetation type is open grass-woodland 
savannah, mainly of anthropogenic origin, 
with patches of tropical rain forests, monsoon 
forests and mangroves. Apart from Komodo 
Island, the biosphere reserve also covers Rinca 
and Padar Island as well as numerous islets. It 
includes one of the world’s richest marine 
environments with coral reefs.  

Some 2,800 people live in the area (1998). Fish and 
squid are their major sources of livelihood, however 
local people also pick Asam (Tamarindus indica) 
and Srikaya (Annona squamosa) fruits. Tourism 
(12,612 tourists in 2001) creates income 
opportunities in the area. 

1977 Tanjung Puting  415,040 Tropical humid 
forest 

Situated on the Tanjung Peninsula in the south 
of Borneo and covers the swampy alluvial 
areas between Kumai Bay and Seruyan River. 
It comprises a large spectrum of ecosystems 
such as remnants of dryland dipterocarp 
forests, peripheral mixed swamp forests, peat 
swamp forests, mangrove and coastal beach 
forests, and secondary forests. The orang-utan 

About 105,000 people live in the biosphere reserve, 
especially in the coastal areas (1997). They are 
mostly came from Banjarmasin, Java, Madura and 
Sulawesi and rely on subsistence agriculture. 
Increasing tourism provides additional sources of 
income, however the number of visitors is still 
modest (3,600 in 1996). 
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(Pongo pygmaeus) and Proboscis monkey 
(Nasalis larvatus) are the main tourist 
attractions. Iron wood (Eusideroxylon 
zwageri) and ramin (Gonystylus bancanus) are 
among the plant species of high importance 
from a conservation point of view. 

1981 Gunung Leuser  792,675 Mixed mountain 
and highland 
ecosystem with 
complex 
zonation 

Covers a vast area of tropical rain forest in 
northern Sumatra with a range of ecosystems: 
lowland evergreen dipterocarp forest, lower 
and upper montane rain forest, peat swamp 
forest, forest over limestone, sub-alpine 
meadows and heathlands, freshwater lakes and 
rivers, and sulphur mineral pools. The 
megafauna includes Sumatran rhinoceros 
(Dicerorhinus sumatrensis), Sumatran tiger 
(Panthera tigris) and Asian elephant (Elephas 
maximus). 

Many different ethnic groups live in and around 
Gunung Leuser (e.g. Pakpak, Koro, Melayli, Alas), 
using natural resources such as wood, damar, rattan 
and fish for income. Local people also benefit from 
the rapidly developing ecotourism with activities 
such as wildlife viewing, jungle trekking, river 
rafting, caving and horseback tours. 

1981 Siberut  405,070 Sub-tropical and 
temperate 
rainforest with 
coastal/marine 
component 
(coral reefs) 

The largest in the chain of four Mentawai 
Islands situated off the west coast of Sumatra. 
It has been isolated from the Sumatra 
mainland and the Sunda shelf for at least 
500,000 years, resulting in an exceptionally 
high degree of endemism. 65% of the animals 
are though to be endemic. Lowland 
dipterocarp rain forest is the principal 
ecosystem.  

About 29,500 people live in the biosphere reserve 
(1999) including the Mentawai indigenous people. 
They are mainly engaged in agriculture, fishing, 
livestock and rattan extraction. The lack of suitable 
markets limits income-generating activities and 
local people are not the principal beneficiaries of 
tourism (2,400 tourists in 1999).  

 Islamic 

Republic of Iran 

    

1976 Hara 85,686 Warm deserts 
and semi-
deserts 
including 
mangrove 

Located in the south of Iran in the Straits of 
Khuran between Queshm Island and the 
Persian Gulf. Situated in the Mehran River 
delta, it hosts the largest Avicennia mangrove 
along the Persian Gulf shoreline and, 
therefore, represents a center of biodiversity in 
Iran. The Strait of Khuran is also a Ramsar 

In 2000, about 30,500 people lived in the area, 
mainly engaged in trading. Additionally, there are 
some palm tree plantations, animal husbandry and 
fishing activities and ship construction industries. 
Lacking freshwater supply and salty water 
intrusions constrain agriculture mainly close to the 
shoreline. Other problems which faces the 
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site, providing habitat to two globally 
threatened species: a wintering habitat for the 
pelican Pelecanus crispus, and a regular 
feeding place for the green turtle Chelonia 
mydas.  

biosphere reserve today are the development plan 
for Queshm Island, logging activities for fuel wood 
by locals in the mangrove forest, overgrazing and 
illegal hunting and fishing. 

1976 Miankaleh 68,800 Freshwater 
wetlands 

Located at the south-eastern part of the 
Caspian Sea. Major habitats include wetlands, 
inter-tidal mud with sandy shore, shallow 
marine waters, forested peat lands, raspberry 
shrub forests, tamarix forests and agricultural 
areas. Miankaleh was designated a Ramsar site 
in 1975. 

About 109,200 Turkmen and Iranians live in the 
biosphere reserve on a seasonal basis (2000). Their 
main sources of income come from agriculture, 
horticulture, animal husbandry, handicrafts, carpet 
weaving, traditional poultry farming and tourism. 
Major problems facing the biosphere reserve today 
are overgrazing, illegal hunting, sailing, fishing, 
deforestation, and the spread of villages without 
management planning. 

 Philippines      

1977 Puerto Galera  23,247 Tropical humid 
forests with 
coastal/marine 
component 

Situated on Mindoro Island, about 120 km 
south of Manila. It makes up the northern tip 
of Mindoro Island and are bounded to the 
north by the Verde Island Passage, to the west 
by the Camarong River and to the east by the 
municipality of San Teodoro. Ecosystems 
represented here are savannas and grasslands, 
dipterocarp forests, mossy forests, mangrove, 
coral reefs and coastal ecosystems as well as 
agroforestry systems. A wide variety of 
endemic species are present, including 
tamaraw (Bubulus mindorensis). 

There are about 22,000 inhabitants in Puerto Galera 
(1996). Their traditional source of income used to 
be fishing and subsistence agriculture. However, 
after the boom of tourism at the end of the 1970’s, 
the service sector became more and more important. 

1990 Palawan  1,150,800 Tropical humid 
forests with 
coastal/marine 
component  

Cluster of islands composed of one long main 
island and smaller groups of islands around it. 
Include the entire Province of Palawan Island, 
which is the westernmost province of the 
Philippines. It comprises diverse habitat types 
such as coral reef atolls, mangroves and 
forests. Includes two World Heritage sites, 
the Tubbataha Reef Marine Park (a pristine 

About 600,000 people live in Palawan (1991). 
Today, agriculture, fishing, mineral extraction and 
offshore oil and natural gas exploitation, as well as 
tourism activities are threats to nature in the region. 
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coral reef with a spectacular 100-metre 
perpendicular wall, extensive lagoons and two 
coral islands) and the Puerto-Princesa 

Subterranean River National Park (a 
limestone karst landscape).  

 Thailand      

1997 Ranong  29,936 Tropical humid 
forest, incl. 
mangrove 
forests 

Situated 650 km south of Bangkok and covers 
about 30,000 hectares, of which 40% is a 
marine area. It consists of a narrow coastal 
plain characterized by many waterways and 
mangrove forests, reaching out to the sea 
towards seagrass beds at a depth of 10 meters. 
The Njao and Laem Son National Park are 
contiguous to Ranong and hence there is a 
continuum of protected habitats going from the 
mountain ecosystem down to the coast and 
sea. More than 300 animal species have been 
identified, including the dugong (Dugong 
dugon), and no less than 24 species of 
mangroves.  

There are some 4,000 people living in the biosphere 
reserve, who live mainly from fishing and a shrimp 
farm (1997). Tourism is little developed yet, but 
there is a good potential. 

 Vietnam      

2000 Can Gio 

Mangrove 

75,740 Mangrove Located in the coastal district southeast of Ho 
Chi Minh City. It covers 75,740 hectares and 
is dominated by mangroves, including both 
salt water and brackish water species. It have a 
high biodiversity with more than 200 species 
of fauna and 52 species of flora. The effects of 
the recent wars on these ecosystems have been 
devastating and large efforts have been made 
by local people to rehabilitate the mangroves. 
Today, it has become one of the most 
extensive sites of rehabilitated mangroves in 
the world.  

One of the main advantages is that it provides the 
opportunity to work on environmental protection on 
a continuum of habitats, ranging from the sea to the 
boundary of Ho Chi Minh City, the biggest 
industrial city in Vietnam. The mangrove forest is 
regarded as the “green lungs” of the city. There are 
some 58,000 people living within the biosphere 
reserve boundaries, 54,000 of which live in the 
transition area (1997). The local people are of 
different origins and there is a mixture of cultures 
and ways of life. The main economic activities are 
agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture and salt 
production. Some families have been allocated with 
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forests for protection for 30 years and they use a 
small portion of the land for aquaculture and salt 
production. Other families, engaged in 
miscellaneous occupations, have no land and must 
earn their living by catching crabs and molluscs and 
collecting firewood. 

2004 Cat Ba    An archipelago in the north of Vietnam, which 
is adjacent to the Ha Long Bay World Heritage 
site, is home to the threatened endemic 
monkey species, the golden-headed Lamgur. 

A major coastal fishing zone, the has tremendous 
potential in agri- and aqua-culture as well as other 
development opportunities 

2004 Red River      

 China      

1992 Yancheng  280,000 Coastal/marine 
wetlands; 
Temperate and 
sub-polar 
broadleaf 
forests or 
woodlands 

Located in the central part of the east coast of 
China in the transition area between the 
temperate and subtropical zones. It consists of 
a coastal beach area extending over 582 km 
and covering a total area of 280,000 hectares. 
The main objective, which is also designated 
as a Ramsar site, is to protect the red-crowned 
crane (Grus japonensis) and its habitats. 
Among the wintering sites for the crane, 
Yancheng is the most important since it hosts 
over a half of the world population.  

Some 90,000 people live in and about 20,000 
tourists visit it each year (1991). The original 
coastal wetlands, which used to be its habitat, are 
threatened with increasing demand of land for food 
production and economic development. Thus, reed 
plantations, farmland and aquaculture ponds 
continue to replace the original wetlands. While 
reed plantations and artificial ponds are tolerable as 
habitat for the crane, the decrease of biodiversity is 
unavoidable. 

1998 Nanji Islands 20,629 Marine 
archipelago in 
interface 
between 
temperate and 
tropical zones 

The main island of a group of 15 islands and 
islets, situated in the south-eastern waters of 
Pingyang County, Zhejiang Province, in south-
east China. This was the first marine/coastal 
biosphere reserve in China. The 28 km long 
coastline consists of exposed bedrock and 
sharp cliffs, bays and islets. Offers a multitude 
of diverse marine habitats which host a rich 
number of shellfish and algae species. Fifteen 
of the identified 403 species of shellfish have 
been found only in the Nanji waters. The 

About 2,500 people of Han origin live permanently 
on the islands (1998) and the main activities are fish 
production and trade, while tourism is becoming 
more and more important, with approximately 
30,000 tourists per year (1998). Due to large-scale 
collection and harvesting in the past few decades, 
the marine and terrestrial life is degraded to various 
degrees and therefore one of the management 
challenges is to restore and protect these resources 
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shellfish and algae are intermittently 
distributed in the tropical and temperate 
marine realms, which makes this species-rich 
site even more important for conservation and 
scientific research. These species are 
concentrated in the core areas, which consist 
of two islets and a portion of Nanji Island and 
their surrounding waters, with an area of 663 
hectares. The total area, including the 
transition area, is 20,629 hectares.  

2000 Shankou 

Mangrove 

8,000 Mangrove Located in the Beiby Gulf Area of Guangxi 
Autonomous region in the southernmost part 
of China. It covers only 8,000 hectares, but 
given the fact that it supports several 
mangrove species endangered in China 
(Rhizophora stylosa, Bruguiera gymnorrhiza), 
as well as rare seagrass species and the sea 
mammal Dugong dugong, it is of major 
significance for biodiversity conservation. It 
includes mangroves, salt marshes and seagrass 
habitats. This combination of three coastal 
habitats in a single location is rare along 
China’s coast. 

Most of the local people (totaling some 34,000 in 
the transition area in 1998) are originally from the 
Fujian coast area (eastern China) and are 
descendants of Han nationality. Their main 
economic activities are rice and commercial crop 
cultivation as well as livestock husbandry, 
mariculture and shallow water fishing. 
Development opportunities include sustainable 
mariculture (mudflat and offshore mariculture, 
including pearl cultivation), further development of 
ecotourism, shoreline protection, duck-raising, bee-
keeping, processing of edible fruits of the mangrove 
species Avicennia marina etc. 

 Japan      

1980 Mount 

Odaigahara & 

Mount Omine  

35,838 Sub-tropical and 
temperate 
rainforests 
 

The Mount Odaigahara & Mount Omine 
Biosphere Reserve is located 60 km from the 
southern tip of Kyushu Island. The area 
includes several mountain ridges and the peaks 
of Mount Odaigahara 1,695 metres above sea 
level and Mount Omine 1,719 metres. Many of 
the valleys are deep, with waterfalls up to 200 
metres caused by geological uplifty and 
rejuvenation of the rivers. There is a clear 
vertical zonation of vegetation from the warm-
temperate zone to the sub-alpine zone. The 
Biosphere Reserve exhibits sub-tropical and 

It receives 270,000 visitors each year. The core area 
is largely intact from human influence. The buffer 
zone includes an area where timber production is 
permitted to different degrees depending on the 
condition of the site. There are seven villages in the 
Biosphere Reserve, with a population of 19,000 
(1999). Mt. Omine and Mt. Odaihagara have been 
little touched by human activities, because of the 
difficulty of access and religious beliefs. 
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temperate rainforests with evergreen, and 
coniferous forests, temperate deciduous 
broadleaf forest, sub alpine coniferous forest 
and conifer plantations. Most species of large 
mammals found in Japan inhabit this area. The 
high population of Macaca fuscata fuscata is 
second only to Yakushima Island. The 
presence of insect species characteristic both 
of cold and warm regions is noteworthy. The 
Biosphere Reserve is part of the National Park, 
which is zoned to protect certain areas.  

1980 Yakushima 

Island  

18,958 Sub-tropical and 
temperate 
rainforests 

The Yakushima Island Biosphere Reserve is 
located at the Kagoshima Prefecture at Kyushu 
in the southern part of Japan. The area (about 
38 % of the island) is protected as a National 
Park (1964) and a Wilderness Area (1975). 
Mt. Miyanoura (1,936 meters above sea level), 
the highest mountain in Kyushu, stands at the 
center of the island. It comprises sub-tropical 
and temperate rainforests, evergreen 
coniferous forest with yaku cedars 
(Cryptomeria japonica) some of which are 
1000 years old, and evergreen dwarf bamboo 
grassland around the mountain peaks.  

The Yakushima islanders have climbed the 
mountains since ancient times to take part in a 
traditional ritual for bountiful agricultural and fish 
harvests and for safety in the home. Approximately 
14,000 people live in the island, engaged in tourism, 
agriculture, forestry, fisheries and other industries. 
The Biosphere Reserve receives about 200,000 
visitors for recreation activities. Many Japanese 
scientists participate in research within the 
Biosphere Reserve. The results give a better 
understanding of the natural environment. The 
Ministry of the Environment, the Forestry Agency, 
Kagoshima Prefecture, Kamiyaku-town and Yaku-
town manage the area through the Yakushima 
World Heritage Area Liaison Committee, based on 
the Yakushima World Heritage Area Management 
Plan. 

 Korea, 

Democratic 

People's 

Republic of  

     

2004 Mount Kuwol    Situated in the West Sea of Korea, it features a 
rich cultural and historical heritage dating back 
to the origins of Buddhism and Korean 
culture. The site, which is also an important 
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rice growing area, serves to balance 
conservation of essential ecological and 
hydrological functions with sustainable food 
production. 

 Korea, Republic 

of  

     

2002 Jeju Island   83,094 Sub-tropical and 
temperate 
rainforests 

Jeju Island is situated in the southern part of 
the Korean Peninsula and covers a lava plateau 
with a shield volcano at an elevation of 1,950 
meters above sea level. The biosphere reserve 
is located at the center of the island, 
comprising in its core area Mt. Halla National 
Park, two stream corridors and three islets. A 
diversity of ecosystems are represented in the 
biosphere reserve, e.g. montane coniferous 
forest, temperate deciduous hardwood forest, 
warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forest 
and temperate grasslands. The three 
uninhabited islets are of great importance from 
a biodiversity point of view and also comprise 
coral communities.  

In the surrounding buffer zone of the islets, fishing 
and submarine tours take place. The buffer zone and 
transition area also include afforestation areas, 
agricultural fields, pasture land and residential 
areas. Human land use is increasing from the center 
of the island to the coast.  
About 7,500 people within the Jeju Island 
Biosphere Reserve live mostly in the transition area 
(2002) and make their living from tourism, cattle-
ranches and agriculture. The high biological 
diversity, unique volcanic topography and the 
culture of Jeju Island attract many tourists. 
Sustainable tourism development will be one of the 
main challenges for the biosphere reserve. 

 Federated 

States of 

Micronesia 

    

2005 Utwe 1,773 Tropical rain 
forest; wetland 
forest; 
mangroves; 
seagrass 
systems; and 
coral reefs. 

The Utwe Biosphere Reserve is located on the 
south-west of Kosrae, a small mountainous 
volcanic island in the South Pacific. The 
Biosphere Reserve is located on the relatively 
flat and narrow coastal plain extending from 
the foothills to the shore. Most of the interior 
of the island is rough and rugged. Mangrove 
swamps and coral reefs surround most of the 
island. According to the Division of Fisheries, 
over 335 species of fish have been recorded as 

There are four different villages on the island with 
some 1000 inhabitants of Kosraean ethnic origin. 
The biosphere reserve has 24 different 
archaeological sites such as the Menka Ruins, 
which was said to belong to the goddess Sinlaku, 
the Queen of Nature. There are also some known 
shipwrecks within the biosphere reserve such as the 
William “bully” Hayes ship, belonging to a 
legendary 19th century pirate. The core, buffer, and 
transition core areas are managed by land use 
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well as 180 coral species (13 soft coral and 
over 150 hard coral species). Other ecosystem 
types in the Biosphere Reserve include tropical 
rain forest, wetland forest, sea grass beds and 
marine lakes. The wetland forest has different 
kinds of green ferns, and also harbours the 
only remaining stand of Ka trees (Terminalia 
carolinesis) in the world.  
 
Isolated by more than 300 nautical miles from 
its nearest neighbour, Kosrae has been little 
influenced by modern development and 
industry. However, as any other States within 
the Federated States of Micronesia, Kosrae’s 
marine resources are being depleted and some 
marine species such as turtles, lobsters, corals, 
and giant clams are endangered. The core area, 
which is mainly composed of mangrove and 
marine areas, has been designated with the 
main objective to protect the area thus 
prohibiting any human activities including 
harvesting of natural resources. The terrestrial 
buffer zone protects the core area against 
external pressures and the marine buffer zone 
is protected as a no-take zone. The people 
living in Utwe use the transition area for 
agricultural activities, tourism, fishing and 
harvesting of natural resources, and 
settlements. It is to a great extent protected 
from destructive activities by the 'Land Use 
Plan' and sustainable development programs 
are promoted here. 

regulations and the Marine Resources Act 2000. 
The implementation of the management plan for the 
biosphere reserve is the responsibility of the Office 
of Mayor in Utwe together with the biosphere 
reserve task force and group leaders in Utwe. 

 Russian 

Federation 

(East of the 

Ural Mts.) 

   

2002 Commander 

islands 

3,648,679 Tundra 
communities 

This biosphere reserve is situated in the Bering 
Sea east of the Kamchatka Peninsula and 

The main objective of the biosphere reserve is the 
improvement of socio-economic conditions of the 
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and barren 
Arctic deserts 
including 
marine 
component 

covers mountain tundra, motley-grass 
meadows, wetlands, coastal and marine zones. 
The flora and fauna of Commander Islands are 
remarkable because of the unusual 
combination of species of Asian and American 
origin. Its coastal ecosystems are unique 
because of their diversity of marine mammals 
and birds. The Commander Islands were 
discovered by the expedition of the famous 
navigator Vitus Bering due to tragic 
circumstances since his ship broke on the reefs 
here.  

local people while keeping and developing 
traditional and ecologically sound forms of natural 
resource use, such as small-scale coastal trading, 
fishing, agriculture, crafts and recreation. Human 
impacts in the area derive from the introduction of 
northern reindeer and red vole, amateur hunting, the 
collection of berries and mushrooms, off road 
vehicles and tourism. 

1984 Kronotskiy 1,142,134 Boreal 
needleleaf 
forests or 
woodlands with 
coastal marine 
component 

Located in one of the remotest parts of the 
Russian Far East on the Kamchatka Peninsula, 
which divides the Sea of Okhotsk from the 
Pacific Ocean. The area represents some of the 
most pristine parts of the Kamchatka Peninsula 
and a remarkable set of volcanoes of 
volcanoes, some of which are still active, hot 
springs and geysers. Vegetation changes with 
elevation from tundra to temperate broad-
leaved forest and coastal areas.  

The area has been inscribed on the World Heritage 

List because of its beauty. The biosphere reserve is 
not inhabited, however there is some extensive use 
by small numbers of indigenous Itelmeni and Eveni. 
Before the establishment of the state nature reserve, 
the whole area was used for hunting of ungulates 
and fur-bearing animals. These activities were 
stopped and today, tourism is increasingly 
important as an economic factor. 

1978 Sikhote Alin 4,469,088 Temperate 
broadleaf 
forests or 
woodlands 
(Mountain 
Manchurian 
Mixed Forest) 

This biosphere reserve is situated in the 
Manchurian-Japanese Mixed Forest 
biogeographical region in the far south-east of 
Russia. It comprises the complex system of the 
central eastern part of the Sikhote-Alin 
Mountain ranges and marine areas of the 
Japanese Sea. Main habitats of interest are 
pine-spruce woods with Rhododendron faurici, 
meadow-birch-oak associations, steppe 
meadows and yew groves. The most 
characteristic mammals are the critically 
endangered Amur tiger (Panthera tigris 
altaica), the Manchurian red deer (Cervus 
elaphus xanthopygus, the main prey of Amur 
tigers), Himalayan black bear (Ursus 

There are about 75,000 permanent residents plus 
2,000 seasonal residents who all live in the 
transition area (1997). Their main economic 
activities are timber logging and processing, 
fishing, mining, chemical industry and metallurgy. 
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thibethanus) and brown bear (Ursus arctos). 
The presence of these species was one reason 
for the designation of the area as a World 

Heritage site. 

 India      

2001 Gulf of Mannar 1,050,000 coastal/marine 
component; 
coral reefs and 
mangrove 

On the south-east coast of India across from 
Sri Lanka, it is one of the world’s richest 
regions from a marine biodiversity 
perspective. The biosphere reserve comprises 
21 islands with estuaries, beaches, forests of 
the nearshore environment, including a marine 
component with algal communities, sea 
grasses, coral reefs, salt marshes and 
mangroves. Among the Gulf’s 3,600 plant and 
animal species are the globally endangered sea 
cow (Dugong dugon) and six mangrove 
species endemic to peninsular India.  

The inhabitants are mainly Marakeyars, local 
people principally engaged in fisheries. There are 
about 47 villages along the coastal part of the 
biosphere reserve which support some 100,000 
people (200,000 seasonally as of 2001). The Global 
Environmental Facility (GEF) has provided support 
to the establishment of the biosphere reserve, 
including the setting up and functioning of the Gulf 
of Mannar Biosphere Reserve Trust, which is 
responsible for the coordination of the management 
plan for the biosphere reserve in concertation with 
government agencies, private entrepreneurs, and 
local people’s representatives. Priority is being 
given to encouraging community-based 
management. 

2001 Sunderban 963,000 Tropical humid 
forest; 
Mangroves 

This biosphere reserve is located in the vast 
Delta of the Ganges, south of Calcutta and 
bordering Bangladesh in the east. Sunderban is 
the largest contiguous mangrove area (along 
with Bangladesh) in the world. It represents 
the largest mangal diversity in the world with 
81 mangal plant species and it provides habitat 
for the threatened Royal Bengal tiger 
(Panthera tigris tigris). The core area 
(Sunderban National Park) has been 
designated as a World Heritage site. The entire 
Eastern India is dependent on the fishery 
resources from Sunderban.  

Some three million people live in the biosphere 
reserve (2001). They depend directly on forest and 
forest-based resources since agriculture is not 
productive enough due to saline water. Sales of 
timber, fuel wood, thatching leaves, honey and wax 
are the main sources of income. Due to 
demographic pressures, the Sunderban is under 
great stress and therefore an eco-development 
programme is envisaged based on a highly 
participative approach of the local communities. 
Emphasis is given to schemes that generate 
additional income and economic security to people, 
such as mangrove forest management, animal 
husbandry, popularisation of energy alternatives, 
habitat improvement, aquaculture, honey and wax 
culture, development of crafts and education. 
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 Sri Lanka      

2004 Kanneliya – 

dediyagala – 

Nakaiyadeniya 

(KDN) 

   Which covers lowland and mountain tropical 
forest, encompasses and important watershed 
which feeds numerous rivers and streams, 
which in turn are vital to agriculture and 
energy production in the region. 

 

2005 Bundala 24,838 Brackish water 
lagoons; 
marshland; dry 
thorn tropical 
scrub forest; 
sand dunes; 
beaches; 
agricultural 
land. 

The Bundala Biosphere Reserve is located on 
the southeast coast of Sri Lanka. The core 
area, which is also a national park, includes 
four brackish water lagoons. The lagoons are 
fringed by narrow strips of marshland and are 
surrounded by slightly undulating terrain 
covered predominantly with lowland dry scrub 
forest. The topography is generally flat with 
sand dunes varying in width from about 50 to 
300 meters bordering the coastline. This sand 
dune system is one of the broadest found on 
the island and has associated fresh water 
deposits which nourish the vegetation in 
adjacent areas making it more lush even 
during the driest periods of the year. 
 
The core area serves as a refuge for migratory 
and resident bird species and is one of the few 
areas where both of the crocodile species 
(Crocodilus palustris and Crocodilus porosus) 
present in Sri Lanka can be found. The nearest 
major town is Hambantota. The buffer zone 
includes four villages with approximately 
3,800 people while the transition area includes 
18 villages with about 20,000 residents with 
some areas being semi-urban. The main 
economic activities practised by these local 
communities include animal husbandry, 
fishing, agriculture and mining of fossil shell 
deposits for lime production. There are 

The core area is under the legal and administrative 
jurisdiction of the Department of Wild Life 
Conservation (DWC) and the buffer zone and 
transition area are administered by the District 
Secretary of Hambantota in collaboration with the 
DWC. All three zones of the biosphere reserve are 
covered under the existing National Park 
management plan as it includes what is referred to 
as the 'zone of influence’, which extends to the 
buffer zone and transition area.In the transition area 
there are several historic temples and places for 
religious worship including the seaside temple built 
by King Kavantissa (209BC - 164 BC) at Kirinda. 
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Coordinating Committees for fishers and 
farmers. These committees together with 
Farmer Organizations and Fisheries 
Cooperative Societies regulate fishing 
activities, create alternative livelihoods for 
fishermen and encourage appropriate fishing 
methods in the protected areas. 

 Palau, Republic 

of 

    

2005 Ngaremeduu 13,674 Marine systems; 
Mangroves; 
Coral reefs 

The Ngaremeduu Bay Region lies on the west 
coast of the Babeldaob Island, the largest 
island of Palau, located in the South Pacific. 
The Biosphere Reserve corresponds to the 
Ngaremeduu Conservation Area: it 
incorporates the largest estuary in Micronesia, 
freshwater marshes, Pandanus/grass and shrub 
savanna, one of the largest stretches of 
mangroves on the small Pacific islands, as well 
as extensive coral reefs and seagrass beds. 
 
The area has one of the richest biodiversity in 
Micronesia with a range of both marine and 
terrestrial species. There are approximately 
200 species of stony corals in the reef habitats 
and the total number of corals can exceed 100 
species per site when combined with soft 
corals. The stretches of mangroves include 
44% of Palau’s mangrove forest and comprise 
18 different mangrove species. Ngaremeduu 
Bay is also known to provide habitat for 
several endangered and threatened species 
such as the dugong, salt-water crocodile, and 
sea turtles. 

Since the core areas and buffer zones are mostly 
marine areas, there are only some 60 people living 
in the Biosphere Reserve and most of the Palauans 
in the villages still depend on subsistence fisheries 
and farming. It is estimated that there are over 80 
cultural and historical sites within or around the 
Biosphere Reserve. These include traditional 
villages consisting of stone platforms, stone paths, 
monoliths, burials, stone piles and docks. 
Conservation of these sites is important since they 
can be used to attract tourists as part of an income-
generating project.Other income-generating projects 
include aquaculture with the construction of 
milkfish ponds, and ecotourism with adventure 
kayak tours, nature trails and visits of historical 
culture sites.The three core areas correspond to a 
Fish conservation area, a Clam conservation Area 
and a Mangrove crab conservation area that have 
been established by community members. This type 
of management is traditionally known as a 'bul' in 
Palauan, that is, when traditional leaders decide to 
protect a certain area to allow a species to recover 
from being over-harvested. By allowing traditional 
management, the Biosphere Reserve promotes 
socio-culturally sustainable conservation practices. 
 
The Management Plan of the Biosphere Reserve 
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provides the framework to achieve biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development through a 
community participatory approach. The 
Conservation Area Coordinating Committee 
(CACC) is the decision-making body that oversees 
the management of the overall Ngaremeduu 
Conservation Area and Biosphere Reserve. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 
The 9th Meeting of UNESCO-MAB East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN-9) was 
held in the Jeju International Convention Center (ICC-Jeju) and Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
(JIBR), Republic of Korea (ROK) from 30 August to 3 September 2005. Upon the kind 
invitation of the ROK Government during the EABRN-8 meeting (18-23 August 2003), the 
meeting was jointly hosted by Jeju Provincial Government, Korean National Commission for 
UNESCO, MAB National Committee of the Republic of Korea (MAB-ROK) and UNESCO 
Regional Offices in Beijing and Jakarta. The ROK government agencies, who are members of 
the MAB-ROK, rendered kind financial support to the meeting: Ministry of Environment, 
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries, Cultural Heritage Administration and Korea Forestry 
Service.   
 
The Meeting brought together around 80 participants including delegates from five EABRN 
member countries except the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), and 
representatives from insular biosphere reserves in Palau, Spain and Vietnam. On the first day of 
the meeting, which was open to the public, there were around 100 local and national participants.  
 
The main theme of the Meeting was ‘Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere 
Reserves.’ Besides, the Meeting included presentations and discussions on the following 
subjects  
 

 capacity building and public awareness enhancement 
 regional cooperation initiatives 
 conservation of biological and cultural diversities 
 conservation policy 

 
Like previous EABRN meetings, field visits to some of representative ecological and cultural 
sites of the JIBR and evaluation of the JIBR were carried out from 31 August to 1 September. In 
addition, since the year 2005 marks the 10th anniversary of the EABRN, which was officially 
launched in May 1995, an interim report of a small survey on the past EABRN activities (1999-
2004) and mid-term strategy (2005-2008) was reported and discussed.  
 
The photo exhibition on Jeju Island’s ecological features of mountains, Oreums, seas, and so on 
was convened by the Jeju Provincial Government during the Meeting period at the Exhibition 
Hall of the ICC-Jeju as well as in the lobby of the hotel where participants stayed.  
 
An ad-hoc meeting of the Chairpersons of MAB National Committees was held in the evening 
on 30 August and discussed future EABRN activity plans: the next EABRN Meeting venue, a 
second EABRN training course in 2006, a proposal of cooperation for the insular and coastal 
Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific region and the EABRN atlas development.       
 
At the end of the meeting, participants adopted the Jeju Statement, which is included in the 
report. The following principles and agreements are included:  
 

 The EABRN continues to pursue the facilitation of i) the exchange and transfer of 
information and ii) the sharing of experiences on Biosphere Reserve management 
among the six member countries, through their National Committees for MAB and 
relevant partners. 
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 The Network shall enhance its technical support to the submission of new UNESCO 
Biosphere Reserve nominations including Transboundary Biosphere Reserves (TBRs) 
through the EABRN Secretariat. 

 It was decided to strongly encourage the DPRK to hold the EABRN-10 meeting in line 
with the rotation principle.  

 It was agreed to generate a common atlas for popularizing the Biosphere Reserve 
concept for the general public, and at the level of school children. 

 Participants warmly welcomed the funding proposal offered by the Jeju Provincial 
Government to develop a cooperative initiative in promoting Insular/Coastal Biosphere 
Reserves.  

 The EABRN shall further develop or strengthen its partnership with other related 
bilateral and multilateral organizations and institutions in the fields of biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development. 

 Participants expressed their concern on plans to construct oil pipelines across pristine 
ecosystems and oil terminal in the Perevoznaya Bay close to the two Biosphere 
Reserves in Far East of Russia: Kedrovaya Pad and Far East Marine. 

 
The EABRN Meeting participants expressed their sincere thanks to the Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO, MAB National Committee of ROK and Jeju Provincial Government 
for the hosting of the 9th EABRN meeting and to the Government of the Republic of Korea for 
its continued professional and financial support to the EABRN.  
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Opening of the Meeting  

 
 
 
The 9th Meeting of UNESCO East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) was opened by 
Prof. Chung-Il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of the Republic of 
Korea (MAB-ROK) at 9:30 am. on 30 August 2005 in the International Convention Center, 
Jeju (ICC Jeju), Jeju Province, Republic of Korea. On behalf of MAB-ROK, Prof. Choi 
welcomed all the participants from 8 countries including 5 EABRN member countries and 
UNESCO. He was delighted that participants got together and their presence would help ensure 
success of the meeting. He stressed that although the EABRN was not a legally binding network, 
however, it has actually promoted conservation of biological diversity and sustainable 
development under the Statuary Framework for the World Network of Biosphere Reserves and 
the Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves. The meeting would provide an opportunity of 
active consideration of policies, strategies and program priorities for, among other things, the 
insular and coastal biosphere reserves of their region as indicated in the sections of objectives 
and expected outcomes of the meeting program.  
 
Mr. Jae-young Lee, Minister of Environment of Republic of Korea welcomed all the 
participants who were present for the 9th EABRN meeting. He drew attention to meaning of the 
cultural, ecological, economic community of the countries in Northeast Asia due to the 
geographical situation and importance of environmental protection. He gave examples of rivers, 
which flow from one country to the other, air pollution and ocean pollution which are common 
problems among countries since they are connected. He also included example of migratory 
birds which move across many countries. He recalled the history of establishment of the East 
Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN), which was first suggested by Korea and launched 
in 1995, and briefly explained what the EABRN has done, such as GIS training and sharing 
information on biosphere conservation.  
 
Stressing the special meaning of convening the 9th EABRN meeting in Jeju Island, he 
introduced the nature of Jeju Island, which was designated as Biosphere Reserve thirdly in 
Korean Peninsula, is the classroom for ecosystem learning. It includes magnificent caves, falls, 
Seoguipo Sea, which contains coral communities and about 445 marine species, and also Mt. 
Halla with about 400 animal species and 1,800 plant species.  Mr. Lee closed his welcoming 
remarks thanking many people who contributed to the meeting organization and hoping for 
fruitful outcomes of the meeting.  
 
Mr. Tae-hwan Kim, Governor of Jeju Provincial Government, ROK, delivered his 
welcoming remarks on behalf of the Jeju Province. He welcomed all the participants of the 
meeting first, and introduced Jeju Island as a precious natural heritage not only for Korea, but 
also for the world. He suggested a cooperative project initiative to promote international 
cooperation of insular and coastal biosphere Reserves in Asia and the Pacific on the occasion of 
the 10th anniversary of the EABRN creation in 1995. He stressed that Asia-Pacific region with a 
number of islands and coastal areas are becoming very important and it is necessary to 
cooperate among islands and coastal areas to conserve coastal biosphere reserves and their 
coexistence as ecological and cultural community. He hoped that the 9th EABRN meeting could 
give a chance for deep discussion and consensus for the proposed project.  
 
Mr. Kim mentioned that Jeju Provincial Government and people would do its best to support the 
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project which would be a corner stone for the regional peace, harmonization of human and other 
creatures, and also for sustainable development in the future. He also invited every participant to 
the field trip, which was a great opportunity to experience the diversity of Jeju Island that 
includes thousands of species and also its unique culture. He introduced Jeju Island’s beautiful 
traditional custom, opening the gate of a house to welcome their guests to express Jeju’s warm 
welcoming to the participants.  
 
Next, Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima, Director of UNESCO Office Beijing delivered opening speech. 
First, he congratulated Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve and Jeju Provincial Government for 
making excellent arrangements and also Korean National Commission for UNESCO and MAB 
National Committee of the Republic of Korea. He briefly introduced the function of the 
EABRN such as exchange and transferring information between reserves and governing bodies 
and serving mechanism to facilitate training and site-to-site cooperation. Since from the 
inception of the EABRN its secretariat was functioning at UNESCO Jakarta Office, with the 
process of decentralization and reforms the secretariat moved to UNESCO Office Beijing in 
2003. UNESCO Office Beijing, as the secretariat, has strengthened its activities for EABRN, 
and UNESCO Jakarta Office, as Regional Science Bureau for Asia and Pacific, has provided 
strong and continuous support. He confirmed that two offices would continue a close contact 
and collaborate for EABRN development in the future. 
 
He shared important aspects of insular biosphere reserves. Mentioning multiple difficulties for 
the case of islands mainly due to its isolation, he stressed the importance of sustainable 
development strategy for those areas. He showed his expectation that a field trip to the Jeju 
Island Biosphere Reserve, planned on the 2nd and 3rd day of the meeting, would be really 
enjoyable and meaningful for the participants' understanding and discussion about conservation 
of the island ecosystem. 
 
He introduced a regional training workshop on GIS technology for Biosphere Reserve 
Management as one of EABRN activities, which was successfully organized in August 2004 by 
UNESCO Office Beijing in collaboration with Chinese Academy of Sciences. Finally, he 
expressed his gratitude to all the countries and individuals for their continuous participation and 
support, especially, to the government of ROK and for its professional and financial 
contribution for EABRN development. He also wished that 9th EABRN meeting would be 
fruitful and conductive and would contribute EABRN expansion and achieve their goals.. 
 
Dr. Samuel Lee, Secretary-General of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
(KNCU), joined the opening speech and extended his warm welcoming to all the participants. 
He was delighted that the 9th EABRN meeting was held in a beautiful island of peace, Jeju. He 
assumed that it was very meaningful to hold the 9th EABRN meeting in Jeju Island, since it was 
designated as UNESCO’s Biosphere Reserve and also as the Island of Peace early this year.  
He believed that Jeju Island would play an important role for the proposed project for the 
international cooperation of insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in Asia and the Pacific.  
Most Biosphere Reserves were in mountainous regions so far in Korean Peninsula, however, 
this time, the meeting was to deal with islands and coast areas. Participants from countries other 
than EABRN member countries, such as Vietnam, Spain, Palau, made the meeting more 
meaningful and important.  
 
He briefly introduced UNESCO’s MAB activities since 1971 and also related activities of the 
KNCU. The Korean government is attempting to connect Mt. Paekdu, Demilitarized Zone 
(DMZ) and Mt. Sorak along the main mountain range of Korean Peninsular as natural heritage 
to protect nature. He considered that the 10th anniversary of the EABRN was very meaningful 
to recall what have been done and to plan for next strategies and plans. He gave special thanks 
to the UNESCO Office Beijing for networking member countries and to the Korean 
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governments for their support for the meeting and related projects. He also thanked the 
Governor of Jeju Provincial Government and people of Jeju Island. Dr. Lee finished his opening 
speech hoping that the meeting would contribute to peace and cooperation, sustainable 
development, and eventually harmonization of human beings and nature in Northeast Asia 
 
After the welcoming and opening speeches, Prof. Choi introduced to the floor key 
representatives of central and local governments or organizations nationwide who were present 
at the meeting. Next, he explained briefly the suggested meeting agenda and chairpersons and 
rapporteurs of each session, and all were agreed as such. Please refer to the meeting agenda 
included in the report. 
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Session 1. Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere Reserves   

 

 

 Chair: Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki (Chairman of the Japanese MAB National Committee) 
 Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar (Programme Specialist, UNESCO Office Beijing). 

 
This session comprised nine presentations: a keynote address by MAB Secretariat, UNESCO 
Paris, three case studies from the Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet), two 
case studies from the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN), one from Pacific Island 
(Palau) and one from EuroMAB (Spain). In addition, a proposal on international cooperation for 
insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in Asia and the Pacific was presented.  
 
  

 Keynote Address: Overview of Insular Biosphere Reserves  
 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf, MAB Secretariat, UNESCO Headquarters, set the ground for participants 
to discuss various issues of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves with special reference to 
insular Biosphere Reserves (BRs). Between mid 1970 to mid 1990, most of the BRs were 
selected in remote areas where human population was relatively low and conservation value 
relatively high. As from mid 1990, as a result of the Seville Conference, the second generation 
BR type evolved with more human dimension in highly populated areas in particular with 
coastal and island BRs. Due to higher population pressures, there are new challenges to resolve 
with regard to striking a right balance between environmental conservation on the one hand and 
sustainable development on the other. With addition of 2 insular BR sites from Pacific region, 
there are around 11 insular BR sites in Asia and the Pacific, ranging from Iran in the West to 
Micronesia and Palau in the East. Island BRs, as ecosystems, are underrepresented in the the 
World Network of Biosphere Reserves, however, due to the demographic shift to coastal areas, 
more BR proposals can be expected in the future. UNESCO looks forward to having more 
cooperation among insular BRs to overcome challenges related to insular ecosystems, followed 
by ASPACO (Asia-Pacific Cooperation for the Sustainable Use of Renewable Natural 
Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similarly Managed Areas) project, which provided laying 
foundation for insular BRs in Asia and the Pacific.   
 

After Dr. Thomas’ presentation, Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima (UNESCO Office Beijing) made 
comments that most of Islands are in a strategic position, because it is being used for military 
purpose that is the main reason there is only limited number of Insular BRs. We scientist should 
use this opportunity and deliberate the important role of Island BRs and come up with strategy 
to convince the governments to create more Insular BRs. Dr. Thomas Schaaf admitted that the 
strategic role of BRs influenced a BR nomination in some ways. He, then, introduced a Finnish 
Archipelago, which was nominated as an island BR but has a military insulation as well. Yet, 
this insulation also did much for conservation in an environmental point of view by hampering 
the access and exploitation from local people. As a result, this remained as a good site for 
scientists to conduct a study on the island ecosystem and species, diversity, structure and 
function of island ecosystem. It is up to the government to decide whether to propose a site for 
BR designation or not, with reasons such as military secrecy that is involved. No matter what 
that decision would be, we can always use and focus on collaborations of BRs and those areas.  
 
Dr. Samuel Lee (Korean National Commission for UNESCO) questioned whether there were 
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other regional or sub-regional coordination focusing on insular subject. Dr. Thomas answered 
that most of networks, while the present state of networks are to be presented in his another 
presentation, are developed to focus on a regional basis. The challenge could be whether we are 
willing to create a network based on themes such as island BRs or Ecotourism.  
 
 

 SeaBRnet Case Study 1: Siberut Island Biosphere, Indonesia 
 
Mr. Koen Meyers, UNESCO Jakarta Office, presented a case study of the Siberut BR in West 
Sumatra, Indonesia to show how an island biosphere reserve is managed in a sustainable way 
with community participation. The unique characteristics of Indonesia, where more than 18,000 
islands are assumed to exist – no reliable data produced by far-, underline the need for effective 
law enforcement for cultural diversity and biodiversity. As a consequence of a political turmoil 
in late 1990s, Indonesia suffers from two major issues: decentralization in management of 
natural resources and an illegal exploitation of the resources. In that, he paid attention to the 
strategies to advise sustainable development and management. It is interesting to know how to 
save wildlife while simultaneously developing human activities and rights of the local 
community to manage their own resources. The experience of indigenous people’s participation 
in and involvement of all the stakeholders in managing natural resources of Siberut may benefit 
the other insular BRs in Asia and the Pacific.  

 
 

 SeaBRnet Case study 2: Phu Quoc Island and the proposed Kien Giang Biosphere 
Reserve, Vietnam  

  
Dr. Ngyuen Hoang Tri, Permanent Secretary of the Vietnamese MAB National Committee, 
presented a case study of the Phu Quoc Island and the proposed Kien Giang BR. There is lots of 
confrontation of natural and socio-economic activities in the proposed BR, which is most 
common to all other parts of the world. How to overcome this situation we are looking forward 
this forum can answer some of our concerns. The Phu Quoc Island consists of mangrove 
ecosystem, forest ecosystem and wetlands. Coral reef communities occur in patches around 
most of the islands. He pointed out the reduction of endangered species, D. dugon population in 
this area and blamed a reduction of sea grass for the cause. Decrease in the marine turtle 
population also concerns him. Fisheries are not only an important sector for local economy but 
they also contribute to national economic development. Thus, management becomes a key issue 
to balance between conservation and economic development. The local government is planning 
to have a coordinating system for economic development and biodiversity conservation. 
 
 

 Case Study 3: Strengthening Comprehensive Management Capacity for PUM of Cat 
Ba Archipelago BR ensuring requirements 

 
Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh, Vice Chairman of the People’s Committee of Hai Phong City, 
presented the Cat Ba Archipelago BR, which is a recent addition to the World Network of 
Biosphere Reserves. It is most important to note the dramatic increase of transit population into 
BR site; we hope it will not hinder the sustainable development of BR site. The World Network 
concerns about the shift of local people from the buffer zone and migration of the people. As 
Cat Ba has close proximity with Halong Bay, a natural world heritage, it can benefit from the 
management of the BR site. The action plan for the BR protection is clearly spelled out the 
implementation of the plans, which will make the Cat Ba BR sustainable. More collaboration on 
the insular BR on the proposed cooperation facility is highly expected.  
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After Mr. Nguyen’s presentation, Dr. Thomas Schaaf (UNESCO, Paris)asked a present 
condition on resettlement of people. Some people have been moved out from some of protected 
areas, which concerns an advisory committee for BR. Resettlement scheme has been stopped in 
a letter that is sent to UNESCO and he would like to know whether this indication was correct. 
Mr. Nguyen answered the shift from the core are already took place and completed. Some 
people who already reside are mostly in the buffer zone.  
 
In general, the common problem of insular BR sites is conflict between environmental 
conservation and socio-economic activities, in addition to the political sensitivity of islands. It 
clearly indicates that we need to have clear strategies according to the local conditions in 
managing insular BRs with all stakeholder participation to manage this fragile ecosystem.  
 
 

 Chair: Dr. Valery Neronov (Vice Chairman, Russian MAB National Committee) 
 Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaff (Programme Specialist, UNESCO Paris) 

 
 EABRN Case Study 1: Nature and Conservation of Yakushima Island Biosphere 

Reserve, Japan  
 
Prof. Masahiko Ohsawa, Professor of Institute of Environmental Studies, The University 

of Tokyo, gave a presentation on Yakushima Island Biosphere Reserve in Japan, which is a 
mountainous site located at the brink of the temperate and tropical climate region. Accordingly, 
the site has high species diversity along the various altitudinal vegetation belts. Tourism is 
increasing on the island thanks to improved access facilities for visitors. Traditionally, the upper 
(mountainous) parts of the biosphere reserve were reserved as domains for the gods and spirits, 
while the lower-lying and coastal parts were and still are used economically for agriculture and 
other economic purposes. While some 40% of the island is earmarked as a biosphere reserve, 
Prof. Ohsawa felt that the entire island should be designated as a biosphere reserve with a 
coherent management plan. 
 
 

 EABRN Case Study 2: Biodiversity Conservation on the Sma.. Isalnds of Peter the 
Great Bay  

 
Mr. Andrey Malyutin, Director of the Far Eastern Marine Biosphere Reserve, Russian 
Federation, introduced the Far Eastern Marine Biosphere Reserve in the Russian Federation. 
Designated as a biosphere reserve in 2003, the site is composed of over 63,000 ha marine area, 
and only 1,316 ha terrestrial area. Three main habitats occur at the site: marine environment, 
islands, and continental parts; each part is renowned for housing interesting rare and endangered 
species. Three main functions characterize the biosphere reserve: conservation, research and 
environmental education. However, understaffing and lack of financial resources for the 
management of the site remain a problem. Moreover, increased information exchange and 
collaboration with other countries on the conservation of great whales in the light of oil 
exploration was mentioned in the ensuing discussion. 
 
Ms. Shin-ae Lee (Korea Green United), asked whether any notable involvement from NGOs is 
recognized in a current Great Whale extinction in Russia. Dr. V. Neronov answered that the 
Russian Federation is very concerned about conservation issues and this includes Great Whales. 
Any cause that can threaten ocean biodiversity, for example, an oil drain in Sakhalin Island, is 
carefully watched. As a means of protecting marine reserve, a scenario has been adopted and a 
task force team to study Great Whales is organized and doing many works according to the 
scenario.  
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 Pacific Island Case Study: Ngaremeduu Conservation Area: 1st Biosphere Reserve in 
the Pacific Region  

 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris, Manager of Marine Protected Area Programme, Palau, provided a 
presentation on the newly designated Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve in Palau. Located on a 
large bay, and in fact the largest estuary of Micronesia, this site comprises some 25 different 
ecosystems including marshes, mangroves, tropical forests and coral reefs. Ecotourism is 
currently being developed in collaboration with the local communities to promote sustainable 
development in the area. Environmental education programmes are targeted at schools (field 
trips) and are very successful. Environmental monitoring focuses on coral reefs, sedimentation, 
sea grasses and water quality, which are also carried out in collaboration with local communities. 
Challenges remain due to limited funding available and the lack of qualified and trained staff for 
the management of the biosphere reserve. 
 
Prof. Do-Soon Cho (Catholic University of Korea) expressed his interest in any endemic plant 
in Palau and asked if there was any special reason for the exclusion of a terrestrial part from the 
BR designation. Ms. Ridep-Morris answered that there are approximately 200 endemic plants in 
Palau. In respond to the question about a terrestrial part excluded from BR site, she pointed the 
social and economic reasons in Palau. The Ngaremeduu BR was originally established as 
Ngaremeduu Conservation Area in 1999. When a BR nomination was made, the existing 
boundary of the conservation area was a good guideline, since upper land areas are mostly 
privately owned. Therefore, the upper land part was excluded at the time of BR site designation.  
 
 

 EuroMAB Case Study: Laboratories for the Sustainability: The Case of Mernorca 
Biosphere Reserve, Spain 

 
Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea, Dept. of Biology, University of the Balearic Islands, Spain, 
introduced the Menorca Biosphere Reserve in Spain. The entire island is designated as a 
biosphere reserve, which includes a mosaic of different ecosystems such as forests, coastal 
zones, wetlands and marshes. High tourist pressures occur in particular in the summer period, 
while many hotels close down in wintertime. In general, tourist numbers are increasing every 
year. Some of the biosphere reserve activities include waste management (recycling, compost, 
recovery of resources), eradication of invasive alien species, and the channelling of tourism in 
line with conservation objectives). Social and environmental scientific monitoring is carried out 
on a permanent basis, such as on the impacts of global change on the biosphere reserve. 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) acknowledged that a PhD student from 
University of the Balearic Islands, where Mr. Larrucea teaches, is preparing a report on insular 
BRs in the world. Mr. Larrucea, in return, stated his satisfaction with the progress made by the 
research conductor and hoped that this paper, which could be a good general review on insular 
BR, be ready for a circulation in a month.  
 
 

 A Proposal on the Cooperative Project for the Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves 
in Asia and the Pacific 

 
Prof. Dai-yeon Jeong, Dept. of Sociology, Cheju National University, ROK, presented a draft 
proposal on a cooperative project for the insular and coastal biosphere reserves in the Asia-
Pacific region. He highlighted the background and needs for this collaborative initiative, which 
had been submitted for consideration to the several MAB National Committees for their review 
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prior to this meeting. He also suggested several goals and objectives that this initiative could 
address. In terms of geographical coverage, he suggested that this comprise the Asia-Pacific 
region including the EABRN countries and other countries interested in the proposal. Activities 
would cover surveys on inhabited and uninhabited areas, preservation of traditional culture and 
promotion of peace. Funding could be provided by the Jeju Provincial Government with US$ 
50,000 on an annual basis, while additional funding could be explored from other donors. It was 
decided that this proposal be further discussed in the evening among the chairpersons of the 
MAB National Committees present at this meeting. 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) expressed his gratitude towards Jeju 
Provincial Government for their support on this important initiative. He quoted from Dr. 
Thomas Schaaf that we require more humane connections and networks to successfully bring 
more intention from international organizations toward marine environment protection. The 
proposed initiative is especially welcomed for a good potential in such a perspective.   
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Session 2. The Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve     
 

 
 

 Chair: Prof. Do-Soon Cho (Catholic University of Korea, ROK) 
 Rapporteur: Koen Meyers (UNESCO Jakarta Office)  

 
 
This session focused on Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) and provided a detailed insight 
on topics as biodiversity, culture and management of the island biosphere reserve. 
 
 

 Overview of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
 
Dr. Yang-soo Yun, Senior Research Fellow of the Korea Institute for Human Settlement, 
provided in his presentation a general overview of Jeju Island, including the physical and socio-
economic and biological characteristics that mark the island. JIBR lies in the heart of the 
Northeast Asian region and has mild ocean climate. The nature in Jeju Island is well preserved. 
About half of the vascular plants of Korea are found in Jeju Island. The human population of the 
island is 550,000. The two major industries are agriculture and tourism with the latter providing 
revenue of 1.7 billion US$. Jeju Island has a specific culture found back in its traditional 
architecture, stonewalls and statues. JIBR covers an area of 82,094 ha and takes on a cluster 
form, consisting of large terrestrial and small marine ecosystems. The main core area is the 
Mount Halla National Park. As development pressure is increasing, the Biosphere Reserve 
model gives a solution to combine economic development with nature conservation.  
 
 

 Potentials for the Sustainable Development of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
 
Dr. Hoi-sung Jeong, Senior Research Fello of the Korea Environmental Institute, ROK, gave a 
presentation on potentials for the sustainable development of JIBR. The presentation explained 
the principles of sustainable development and related strategies developed in relation to JIBR 
management. These include:  
 

 management of natural resources, consisting of conservation of existing biodiversity, 
the restoration of damaged areas and the creation or development of environmentally 
friendly materials and technologies, and sustainable use of natural resources;   

 economic development to revitalize local economy; and  
 social development, consisting of public participation and environmental education.  

 

Another important strategic issue for JIBR management is the designation of new conservation 
areas or expansion of existing areas. The introduction of logo and labeling of the BR is put 
forward as a strategy to encourage quality economy activity.  

 

 

 The Management System of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve  
 

Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Director of Environmental Policy Division, Jeju Provincial Government, 
described in his presentation the management of JIBR and its structure. The Jeju Provincial 
Government applied for BR designation to gain international recognition as well as to 
accomplish conservation and sustainable development. As JIBR is managed by several 
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management authorities, close coordination and cooperation is required to achieve effective 
management. Authorities, experts and representatives of civic groups have formed the JIBR 
Management Committee with a goal to consult, develop and evaluate activity programs of JIBR. 
The committee conducts various projects, including research, monitoring, and public education. 
The establishment of Jeju Island BR Management Centre, as a separate organization for the 
management of the BR, has a goal to outline the management, mediate between diverse 
authorities and perform international networking. Mr. Jwa also mentioned the proposed 
contribution from Jeju Provincial Government in regard to the establishment of cooperation for 
enhanced management of insular biosphere reserves. 
 
 

 Natural Environment and Socio-Cultural Characteristics of Jeju Island 
 
Dr. Sun-ae Ha, Member of Jeju Provincial Cultural Property Committee, presented a paper on 
natural environment and socio-cultural characteristics of Jeju Island. Due to its harsh 
environmental conditions (i.e. volcano, isolation, etc.), a specific social system has developed, 
which is different from the mainland. Adapting the social structure and culture to the natural 
environment has been a survival strategy for Jeju people. While in Korean society the extended 
family led by a head of the family plays an important role, Jeju society formed and maintained a 
system based on nuclear family units. The formation and distribution of villages parallels with 
the distribution of water resources and plants. The Jeju village was serving as both a lifestyle 
and production community. ‘Sunureum’ and ‘Jeob’ are examples of distinct features of Jeju 
culture. ‘Sunureum’ is a system of mutual help through labour exchange, while ‘Jeob’ is an 
organization of people with mutual interests (e.g. economy) that need joint management and 
cooperation. The most famous example is the women divers (Hanyeohoi). Shamanism and the 
traditional belief system played an important role in the daily life of Jeju people and show a 
strong relationship with the natural environment. The traditional architecture also shows the 
creative adaptation of Jeju people to their natural environment. The houses and fences are built 
to protect them from the fierce winds. In the past, Jeju islanders have chosen to adjust to their 
natural environment rather than control it as a strategy for survival in a harsh natural 
environment. Respecting the past attitudes towards environment will be a key aspect for the 
future sustainable development of the Jeju Island BR.  
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Field Visits to and Evaluation of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve  
 
 
 

1. Field Visits  
 
Participants took field visits to the various ecological and cultural sites of the Jeju Island 
Biosphere Reserve for 1.5 days during the meeting with arrangement or kind cooperation of the 
Jeju Provincial Government, local city governments, institutes, and local people. The first day 
of the field visit programme on 31 August 2005 covered diverse aspects of ecosystems and 
culture, while the second field visit programme was focused on Mt. Halla.  
 
The following is the itinerary of the field visits:  
 

 Field Visit 1: Ecological and Cultural Diversities of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
(31 August 2005)  
 
 Group 1:  

Seoguipo City Marine Park by boat   
Bomok Fishing Village – Meeting with Sea Women, ‘Haenyo’ 
Jeju Warm Temperate Forest Research Institute  
Donneko Valley of the Hyodon Stream (Lunch) 
Mulyoungahri Oreum Wetland (Secondary volcanic cone)  
Jeju Racehorse Ranch of Korea Racing Association  
Hanon Wetland  

 
 Group 2: 

Seoguipo City Marine Park by boat  
Jeju Provincial Marine and Fisheries Resources Research Institute  
Jeju Cultural Village (Lunch) 
Yougnuni Oreum (Secondary volcanic cone)  
Bomok Fishing Village 

 
 Field Visit 2: Mr. Halla, Center of the Jeju Island 

(1 September 2005 )  
 

Youngsil (1,365m) 
Witsae Oruem (1,740m)  
Eorimok (Mt. Halla National Park Office)  

 
A booklet, “Field Guide for the Visit to the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve” (pp.88, English and 
Korean) was developed for the field visits and distributed to the participants. This booklet 
contains general and scientific information of visiting sites with colored photos as well as 
general description of the JIBR and inventories of fauna and flora of two representative 
ecosystems..  
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2. Evaluation of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve  
 

 Chair: Prof. Do-soon Cho (Catholic University of Korea, ROK) 
 Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf (UNESCO Paris). 
 Venue: Meeting Room, Mt. Hall National Park Office at Eorimok  

   
 

On 31 August and on 1 September 2005, participants of the EABRN-9 meeting were given the 
opportunity to visit various areas of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (BR). The field visit 
programme included a boat ride to three islands of the BR, the encounter of “Sea Women” at 
Bomok Fishing Village, a visit to the Jeju Warm Temperate Forest Research Institute, Hyodon-
cheon Stream, Mulyeongari Oreum Wetland, Jeju Cultural Village, Yongnomi Oreum, Jeju 
Racehorse Ranch of the Korea Racing Association, and to Hanon Wetland. The field visit also 
included a hike to the BR’s core area at an altitude of 1,700 m a.s.l. in Mount Halla National 
Park. 
 
In the afternoon of 1 August 2005, the Director of Mount Halla National Park (which is the 
biosphere reserve’s core area) welcomed the EABRN-9 participants at the park’s office and 
answered questions on the national park as posed by the participants. 
 
Based on the impressions of the field visit and the park director’s oral contribution, the 
participants of the EABRN-9 meeting provided comments on Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, 
which could help to improve the management of the site. Several participants stressed that their 
evaluation was not a scientific one and that time had, unfortunately, been too limited to allow 
for an in-depth evaluation and analysis of the site. However, participants of the EABRN-9 
meeting made many valuable comments and recommendations which can be summarized as 
follows: 
 
In essence, all participants highly praised the biosphere reserve, and in particular Mount Halla 
National Park as a beautiful and scenic area which is an important place for the promotion of 
environmental conservation, sustainable development and scientific research. They considered 
that the Mount Halla National Park was well managed, and several persons expressed their 
interest to obtain more information on the rehabilitation measures of some degraded lands in the 
park’s alpine zone. They felt that Mount Halla benefited very well from the public 
administration’s support, especially from the Jeju Provincial Government, and to some extent 
also from the Central Government. In terms of logistic installations in line with conservation 
management, participants were impressed by the excellently built trails for the visitors that kept 
tourists to the designed four pathways to the mountain peak, the toilets and the solar power 
panels that had been established at the tourist shelter at an altitude of 1,700 m. 
 
In addition, the participants made some concrete proposals and recommendations as follows: 
 

1) Interpretive signboards along the visitor trails should be established to inform on 
dominant species and major habitats, special features in the landscape, and other 
relevant natural and cultural aspects of Mount Halla National Park. These interpretive 
signboards should also be in English (for foreign visitors). 

 
2) Information brochures on the natural features of the park should be prepared and 

handed out to the park visitors. 
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3) A visitor centre should be created that will inform tourists on the park’s unique features. 
In doing so, and in line with the two items mentioned above, the national park’s 
educational and demonstration function will be greatly enhanced. 

 
4) Information signboards on littering and waste bins should be put up in the national park 

in order to counteract environmental pollution. 
 

5) Not all degraded areas should be rehabilitated, but some areas should be left in a 
“natural” state to allow for increased biodiversity as refuge zones against more 
competitive species. Scientific studies should focus on reintroducing the appropriate 
original vegetation into the park. 

 
6) The corridor that extends from the BR’s core area to the coast is very commendable, but 

it should be enlarged to include larger areas of representative broadleaved trees in the 
site. 

 
7) The management of visitors, both to Jeju Island in general (about 4 million/year) and to 

the national park (about 640,000/year) should be well coordinated so as to develop an 
overall tourism management plan for Jeju Island BR. 

 
8) Concern was voiced on the “Sea Women” of Bomok Village who are already at a 

remarkably advanced age. If possible, the biosphere reserve should attempt at 
preserving their traditional knowledge and fishing practices so that these can be 
transmitted to younger generations. 

 
9) A BR label should be developed which could be used for the marketing of Jeju Island 

BR local products. Such products could also come in the form of souvenirs that could 
be sold to visitors of Mount Halla National Park. 

 
10)  Given the intensive agriculture in the coastal areas, studies on the influx of pesticides 

and non-point source pollution should be carried out to protect the coastal water. 
 

11)  The Jeju Island BR presently excludes most of the Jeju Island’s coastal areas and has 
no marine core areas. It would be important to manage all of Jeju Island through one 
coherent management plan by looking at the island in its totality using the BR approach. 
Participants, therefore, recommended that the current spatial area of Jeju Island BR be 
extended to all coastal areas and various marine zones. This could be done by extending 
the buffer and transition zones to the coastal/marine areas as appropriate and by 
designating some protected coastal and marine areas as core areas of the biosphere 
reserve. In this vein, the site would be a truly “insular” biosphere reserve. 
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Session 3. Country Reports  

 
-  Focusing on the activities after the EABRN-8 and future prospects 

 
 

 Chair: Prof. Seong-il Kim (MAB National Committee of ROK)   
 Rapporteur: Mr. Koen Meyers (UNESCO Jakarta Office)  

 
 
The session comprised five presentations of EABRN member states on respective MAB 
national activities. In addition it also comprised two presentations regarding from UNESCO 
Office Beijing and UNESCO, Paris regarding the EABRN activities and similar MAB networks 
in Asian region.. 
 
 

 Country Report of China 
 
Mr. Han Nianyong, Secretary-General, Chinese National Committee for MAB (MAB-China), 
presented the country report of China on MAB activities. China has a national network of 
Biosphere Reserves (CBRN) consisting of 26 Biosphere Reserves and 83 Nature Reserves. The 
function of CBRN is to use BR concept as an implementation tool, promote international 
cooperation, give soft inputs to managers and provide a platform for different sectors. Activities 
developed under CBRN include international cooperation and policy studies. Two study tours, 
respectively between China and Vietnam, and China and Canada, were organized. Twin 
relationships between biosphere reserves in China and Canada are currently being developed. 
The study tours helped BR managers to develop a better understanding on management issues. 
It also allowed to exchange and share experiences regarding BR management. Such activities 
are important since there is still a lack of educational materials regarding BR management.  
 
China is also committed to transboundary Biosphere Reserve (TBR) management and is 
currently preparing two new TBRs. However, before nomination all countries have to make sure 
to apply the BR concept and identify management issues. CBRN has also developed and is 
continuing its support for a series on case policy studies on sustainable development in BR. This 
activity is important due to the lack of research on policies and the key role policies play in BR 
management. Mr. Han also highlighted the national procedures for BR designation and review. 
Review activities are conducted by CBRN and include in-situ evaluation as well as workshops. 
Chinese MAB National Committee publishes a magazine dedicated to MAB to raise public 
awareness regarding BR. A new dialogue and exchange program between urban and BR people 
are developed under the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development. Challenges 
related to CBRN are the increasing demands for BR site assistance and the lack of available 
human and financial resources. To be more effective in providing services to BR sites, CBRN 
has submitted a request with the government to be registered as an NGO.  
 
Ms. Davaa Narantuya (ITC Mongolia) gave attention to the fact that CBRN is registered as an 
NGO and asked how it is related to MAB-China and how MAB-China maintains a necessary 
funding for a monthly publication. Mr. Han Nianyoung explained that MAB-China is an 
intergovernmental agency of which position is comparatively weak and experiences some 
difficulty to define its procedure in practice. While other governmental agencies have branches 
across the nation and maintain different layers, MAB Committee lacks this kind of system. Thus, 
CBRN is applied for an NGO, which does not follow a legally based procedure. He hoped that a 
future development is arranged before long. Regarding funding sources, he admitted that it is a 
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challenge but an occasional support from companies and international agencies can make up 
some part of the needs.  
 
 

 Country Report of Japan: Biannual Report on the activities of MAB-Japan during 
summer, 2003 - summer, 2005 

 
Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Chairperson, Japanese MAB National Committee, reported on MAB 
Japan activities. Since EABRN-8, MAB-Japan has made continuous contributions to MAB 
programme. The monitoring project of BRs is currently in its 3rd year of implementation and 
will be completed next year. There are currently 4 BRs in Japan and 3 World Heritage (WH) 
sites. Two BRs (Oodai-Oomine and Yakushima) are also enlisted as WH sites, while the other 
two BRs are under National Park and Protected Area management. Both of the latter BRs face 
serious development pressures and MAB-Japan is carefully monitoring their environmental 
conditions with special reference to its scientific phases. MAB-Japan is also screening 
additional BRs based on the information made available of the WH candidate screening process 
and the results from the monitoring process. According to MAB-Japan, propaganda for broad 
public and decision-makers is very important to gain support for BRs. The Government of Japan 
in collaboration with MAB-Japan has supported many regional MAB related activities and 
initiatives, including the development of a documentary for Aichi Expo, the implementation of 
the 2nd phase of the ECOTONE, ASPACO and IHP (International Hydrological Programme). 
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris (Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau) asked why BR management 
program is not as strong as it could be. She also questioned about whether there is any 
possibility that a great interest in World Heritage had weakened BR aspects of potential sites. 
Prof. Iwatsuki acknowledged that there is some limitation in MAB-Japan’s activities for BR 
management although Japan’s contribution to BRs, in a large picture, is unequivocal.  
 
Prof. Kwi-gon Kim (MAB National Committee of ROK) raised a question about why Kii 
Mountain Range is not designated as a mixed World Heritage rather than cultural Heritage site. 
Prof. Iwatsuki answered most of the area in Kumano region is owned by a private company and 
this prevented a further effort to designate this region in terms of the natural heritage. Mr. 
Thomas Schaaf added that the Kumano area is designated as World Cultural Heritage site, 
recognized by its sacredness and pilgrimage value. The area also owns an interesting value in 
biological diversity point of view. Yet, the problem remained because the cultural aspect of this 
region as a pilgrimage, a strong character of the area, is reflected as the unique feature in the 
World Cultural Heritage designation. Cultural criteria, rather than natural criteria, appealed 
more. Thus, this site, in fact, had a stronger appeal as World Cultural Heritage. He, personally, 
would have liked it if it had become a mixed World Heritage, as suggested by Prof. Kwi-gon 
Kim. Yet, there were different Japanese institutions involved such as the Japanese Agency for 
Cultural Affairs. Internal institutional aspect can play a critical role as it is seen in such a case.  
 
 

 Country Report of Mongolia, 2003-2005 
  
Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmagnai, Chairperson, Mongolian MAB National Committee, presented 
the country report of Mongolia. Mongolia has currently gazetted 13.5% of its surface to 
conservation and is committed to increase the totality of conservation areas to 30% of the 
national surface. With the assistance from donor agencies, conservation and buffer zone projects 
are currently implemented in four of the five BRs in Mongolia. Within the scope of MAB-
Mongolia, training activities were conducted for rangers and environmental inspectors of the 
Great Gobi Strictly Protected Area. Participants from Uvs Lake BR took also part in a training 
hosted by the Republic of Tuva and the Russian Academy of Sciences. The training was 
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important as it helped to exchange knowledge and experiences between the two parties. 
Mongolia has also worked towards transboundary conservation cooperation. Delegates from the 
Ministry of Nature and Environment of Mongolia visited China to meet with officials from the 
Forestry Department to discuss issues related to the nomination of transboundary protected 
areas and BRs. Furthermore an eco-tourism feasibility study was carried out in the Great Gobi 
BR. Mongolia also actively participated in many international workshops and seminars. 
Mongolia hopes to submit a dossier for transboundary BR Altai Sayan ecoregion at its earliest 
convenience with the support from neighbouring partners. 
 
 

 Country Report of the Republic of Korea 
 
Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK, reported on MAB 
activities in the Republic of Korea. After the last EABRN meeting, several important national 
and regional activities have been implemented in ROK. Prof Chung-il Choi gave an insight in 
the structure and operational mechanism of MAB-ROK. MAB-ROK consists of representatives 
of all four government bodies responsible for conservation of natural resources as well as other 
scientists and experts. MAB-ROK represents a unique platform to share experiences and 
cultivating cooperation. One of the positive achievements was the designation of Jeju Island as a 
Biosphere Reserve (2002) and the establishment of the management committee of Jeju Island 
Biosphere Reserve. In addition a management plan was developed as the result of one-year 
research project. The other BR in ROK, Mt. Sorak, was designated in 1982, before the 
formulation of the Seville Strategy, and has therefore a less independent role as a BR. 
Gwangeung Forest has been presented as a new candidate BR.  
 
Other activities include the completion of the feasibility study for lower Tumen Area 
Transboundary Biosphere Reserve proposal, which is the last habitat for the Far Eastern 
Leopard and the Siberian Tiger. Representative agencies in China and Russian Federation have 
agreed on the purposes and objectives of the project. MAB-ROK is also exploring the 
possibility to develop cooperation with a broad range of stakeholders to protect the 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) for conservation and peace. For this purpose, visits to transboundary 
BRs in other countries have been conducted by governments and an NGO to learn from other 
TBR cooperation mechanisms and challenges. MAB-ROK also took part in the workshop 
between National committees of UNESCO natural science programmes, organized by Korean 
National Commission for UNESCO. The ROK government also supported a project of the 
MAB National Committee of DPRK, Development and Publication of Natural Protected Areas 
of DPRK. This activity’s output will provide a basis for cooperation between the two Koreas.  
 
During the discussion, it was raised that sacred site concept could be explored for the Jeju Island 
BR. For that purpose it is important to conduct more research on the historical relationship 
between Jeju people and their environment.  
 
 

 Country Report of the Russian Federation 
 

Dr. Valery Neronov, Deputy Chair, Russian MAB National Committee, provided a report on 
Russian MAB activities in 2003-2005. Russia has joined the EABRN in 1999 and is thereby the 
youngest member of the network. Since the last EABRN meeting, 5 new BRs have been 
established, bringing the total sum of BRs in Russia’s Asian part to 15 and in its European part 
to 21. Activities related to MAB included a meeting, supported by UNESCO Office, Moscow, 
WWF-Russia and WCPA/IUCN, on the development of marine and coastal protected areas was 
organized in Vladivostok and at the base of the Far East Marine BR. The zonation of the 
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Kedrovaya Pad BR was outlined as well as the challenges in regard to the establishment of a 
new oil pipeline and oil terminal in the region. MAB-Russia has conducted a study and 
proposed an alternative to the current project, which would not affect the existing BR. Dr. 
Valery Neronov underlined the importance for international cooperation and in particular 
transboundary cooperation. Cases mentioned for enhanced cooperation included Altai 
Mountains and the lower Tumen River Area. Cooperation between countries has also been 
strengthened for the protection of both the Saiga antelope and the Mongolian Gazelle. To mark 
the ten years since Russia ratified the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), MAB-Russia 
has undertaken a survey on the ecosystem approach recommended by CBD used for 
implementing the three objectives of the convention, conservation, sustainable use and equitable 
sharing of the benefits from the utilization of genetic resources. According to MAB-Russia, the 
ecosystem approach is a useful tool and should be applied at different levels at local, national 
and regional conditions. MAB-Russia would therefore like to suggest the integration of the 
ecosystem approach as a topic in the activity plan for cooperation for 2006-2007. 
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris (Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau) asked the time-line for this 
cooperation in transbounday BR as three or four countries’ interests are involved. It is generally 
recognized that any agreement between just two countries is not an easy journey and can take 
time to reach a deal. Dr. Neronov remarked that cooperation is a key element to make 
transbounday BR a success. Scientists, who work for a protection of those concerned area, have 
some personal contacts and this can play a vital role. However, they need a legal support for 
such cooperation. UNESCO has not initiated such a legal preparation and, whether it would be 
concerned governments’ or UNESCO’s, any type of help in legal preparation should be formed. 
It is also welcomed that other types of organizations get involved in such a process as well.  
 

Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri (Vietnamese MAB National Committee) asked about an availability of 
any master plan or management plan for BR in the Russian Federation and the legal status of 
BR, compared to other conservation areas. Dr. Neronov recognized that there are many 
integrated management plans in some of the Russian BRs. In the mean time, there is another 
approach available. Scientists and the Ministry of Natural Resources made an agreement 
regarding what kind of financial support should be made to conduct activities like monitoring 
and research. Each BR also has a coordinated centre from universities to gain trained staff. In 
his point of view, Russia sets a good example in a decision of what kind of management plan 
should be prepared both from scientific point of view and managing point of view.  
 
Prof. Kwi-gon Kim (MAB National Committee of ROK) asked who gets the decision-making 
power in drawing boundaries for international protected areas. He also commented that, to his 
knowledge, there is a joint agreement between Ramsar and Biosphere Reserves. If this area is 
designated as TBR, it might be the first wetland BR in Eastern Europe. Dr. Neronov replied that, 
in management point of view, satisfying both Ramsar and BR is a complicated matter. Ramsar 
has selected.45 sites in Russia. Russia proposed a transboundary Ramsar site, which has a 
preliminary case with Germany and the Netherlands. In Russia, there is TBRs but not yet for a 
Ramsar site. Cooperation with Mongolia and China is essential for that process.      
 
 

 Activity Report of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) (2003-2004) 
 
Dr. R. Jayakumar, Programme Specialist, UNESCO Office Beijing, presented the activity 
report of the EABRN for 2003-2004. He opened his presentation with a short introduction on 
the science programmes of UNESCO, including MAB, and on the history of EABRN. The six 
EABRN members and its activities span currently over more than 50 BRs across the region. 
During the eightth EABRN meeting at Hustai Nuruu BR in Mongolia in 2003, information was 
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exchanged on the following topics: transboundary conservation cooperation, ecotourism 
development, conservation policy and assessment and capacity building for sustainable 
management. In the Hustai Nuruu Statement, participating member states agreed upon the 
following principles: cooperation in the field of sharing and transfer of information among 
member states, establishment of taskforce to identify training, promotion of transboundary 
biodiversity conservation, primary interest in ecotourism and conservation policies and the 
importance of partnership. In 2004, the first EABRN training was organized on GIS 
applications in the Management of BRs with an objective to promote capacity building and 
exchange on knowledge on GIS. In addition to the training, 4 laptop computers with free GIS 
software were provided to 4 member states. Information on EABRN activities is now available 
on the UNESCO website of Beijing Office. Dr. Jayakumar appealed to MAB National 
committees to post information on the website regarding their respective activities, attaining 
thereby more public awareness regarding national MAB activities as well as more international 
recognition for EABRN.  
 
 

 UNESCO-MAB Collaboration in Asia-Pacific and Inter-linkages of the Current Three 
Sub-regional Networks (EABRN, SeaBRnet, SACAM) 

 

Dr. Thomas Schaaf, Programme Specialist, UNESCO Paris, provided an outline in his 
presentation on the UNESCO-MAB collaboration in Asia-Pacific and inter-linkage of the 
current three sub-regional networks (EABRN, SeaBRnet and SACAM). Dr. Schaaf introduced 
the structure and purpose of various regional and thematic networks of UNESCO MAB 
Programme, which have been created in response to Article 8 of the Statuary Framework of the 
World Network of BR. The Article 8 stipulates that states should encourage the constitution and 
cooperative operation of regional and/or thematic sub-networks of BRs and promote 
information exchange. In the Asian region, there are three existing sub-regional networks, the 
South and Central Asia (SACAM), Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet) 
and East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN). Similar goals between the three 
networks include the support of cooperation with other similar networks and the promotion of 
ecotourism. In regard to the proposal of Jeju Government on the establishment of cooperation 
on insular BRs, ecotourism provide a good topic to be explored. Concerning the establishment 
of the Pacific Biosphere Reserve Network, it is important to note that the initiative has to come 
from the respective members states. In such case, UNESCO will assist to facilitate the 
establishment of the Network.      
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris (Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau) questioned a discussion for 
the Pacific MAB Network. She also asked where UNESCO stands as the proposal develops, and 
about the procedure of establishing such a network. Dr. Schaaf remarked that UNESCO 
evidently maintains a neutral position in such a discussion. When one country proposes to 
organize this kind of network, one of the involved countries should take a lead and prepare a 
meeting, inviting Pacific countries, in this case. Then, a recommendation could come out to 
create such a network. UNESCO would provide some assistance, which could be some funding 
in creating such meetings. While it is based on a voluntary collaboration, he stressed that some 
county would have to take an initiative to make that happen.    
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) asked an appropriate procedure in 
inviting other countries to an existing network. Dr. Schaaf took note on statues of the SeaBRnet, 
that says if additional countries wish to adhere to the network, they may be invited to join the 
network. Request would have to be sent to UNESCO, and the country could participate as an 
observer in the next meeting of the network. Member countries can discuss whether they would 
wish Country ‘X’ as a new member to their network. If they officially decide, Country ‘X’ 
becomes a new member.  
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Session 4. Presentations and Discussions on Special Topics  

 
 

 Chair: Prof. Kwi-gon Kim (MAB National Committee of ROK) 
 Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf (UNESCO, Paris) 

 
 
This session had presentations and discussions on 4 topics: “Capacity-building and public 
awareness enhancement”, “Regional cooperation initiatives”, “Conservation of biological and 
cultural diversities”, “Conservation policies and reports on MAB Advisory committee and 
Bureau meeting”  
  
 
TOPIC A: CAPACITY-BUILDING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS ENHANCEMENT 
 

 Public Education on Biosphere Reserves in China 
 
Ms. Zheng Hong, Editing Director of the magazine “Man and the Biosphere”, China, presented 
a paper “Public Education on Biosphere Reserves in China.” Using the example of Jiuzhaigou 
Biosphere Reserve, she illustrated a special issue of the China-MAB publication in order to 
make biosphere reserves better known to the larger public in China. Using field surveys at 
biosphere reserves, targeted stories are prepared which are complemented by scenic 
photography. In addition, the editorial teams also work with local populations so as to capture 
their views and traditional lifestyles. Challenges remain with regard to lack of funding, qualified 
writers and marketing of the magazine. About 5,000 to 8,000 copies of the magazine are 
distributed throughout China as a vehicle for environmental education and public awareness 
raising. 
 
Prof. Yusho Aruga (Tokyo University of Fisheries) asked the proportion of Chinese visitors, 
compared to visitors from overseas. Ms. Zheng answered that, to her knowledge, over 90 % is 
from China.   
 
Prof. Kwi-soon Kim (University of Pusan Foreign Affairs) suggested that it is necessary to have 
more mechanism within BR in order to reduce the opposing reaction from the residents in BR 
and to draw more active participation from residents. To improve more economic benefits for 
people living in this area, the best practice of ecotourism is required. Ms. Zheng agreed with the 
importance of introducing the concept of BR and ecotourism to local residents. She also 
mentioned that Chinese MAB National Committee is committed to this particular task.   
 
 

 GIS Application for the Management of Biosphere Reserves in Mongolia  
 
Ms. Davaa Narantuya, Head of ITC, Mongolia, reported on “GIS Application for the 
Management of Biosphere Reserves in Mongolia.” In essence, GIS is used as a tool for 
management in all mongolian biosphere reserves: In the Great Gobi BR, satellite tracking of 
collared wild camels helps to determine wild camel corridors; in Uvs Nuur BR, GIS is used for 
assessing the vegetation cover; in Hustai Nuruu BR, GIS is applied for mapping out land cover 
and land use changes, identification of wildlife habitats, pastoral management and the 
preparation of thematic maps; in Dornod Mongol BR, GIS is used for identifying winter 
pastures and breeding areas of the Mongolian gazelles using satellite tracking of collared 
individuals and to identify hotspots for wildlife in general; in Bogd Khan Mountain BR, land 
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use and land cover changes are monitored using GIS databases. Ms. Narantuya concluded by 
stating the importance of GIS training for conservation management in biosphere reserves. 
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris (Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau) asked how to verify whether 
managers in BRs are applying their knowledge to a real practice effectively since GIS requires 
technical expertise. Ms. Narantuya pointed out that it is important to let managers and leaders 
understand what they can offer for the ecosystem conservation. The conception on GIS has 
changed and the managers began to see the importance of visual products to understand a 
current situation of the area. When her team visits certain provinces, they provide a 
comprehensive but simple training and conduct real case studies to enhance comprehensiveness 
of learners.  
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) stressed that the rich outcomes from 
GIS application should be published and made available to other interested parties. Ms. 
Naratuya agreed with the usefulness of publishing the outcomes but to find funding sources is a 
problem. 
 
 

 Proposal for the EABRN Biosphere Reserve Atlas Development  
 
Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director, Pacific Geographic Institute of the Far Eastern Branch 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, introduced a proposal for an “EABRN Biosphere Reserve 
Atlas.” The atlas could be for school children and students for which first an electronic version 
could be created, to be followed by a printed hard-copy version. In a first go, the atlas should 
contain maps on the relief, hydrology, vegetation, landscapes and distribution of 
rare/endangered species. An additional block could contain maps on geology, geomorphology, 
climate, soils and human activities. Specific layers of the map should be targeted at routes and 
objects of interest for eco-tourism visitors. The maps should encompass brief text descriptions 
and photos and the atlas could be produced using ARC reader software. The atlas should be a 
joint project of EABRN. 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) added that there is a centre for 
biodiversity conservation in Moscow. The centre published a website which provides 
information on BR along with its scheme, main features of flora, and potentials for ecotourism. 
If each BR publishes this kind of information into CD, that database could be a good input to 
MAB Secretariat for sharing experiences.  
 
Ms. Davaa Narantuya (ITC, Mongolia) acknowledged the atlas, suggested by Dr. Kachur, could 
be a very good tool for scientists and researchers while his presentation mainly discussed the 
benefits to students and school children. Dr. Kachur agreed that this Atlas is useful not only for 
a child education but a preparation for the management of BRs and ecotourism as well.  
 
 
TOPIC B: REGIONAL COOPERATION INITIATIVES
 

 Results of the ASPACO (Asia Pacific Cooperation for the Sustainable Use of 
Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similarly Managed Area) 
Project 

 
Prof. Shigeyuki Baba, University of Ryukyus, Japan, informed on the results of the ASPACO 
Project as well as on mangrove conservation and research activities. Using the Global 
Mangrove Database and Information System (GLOMIS), plans are currently underway to create 
a revised World Atlas on mangroves for the conservation and restoration of coastal ecosystems 
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involving six partners including UNESCO-MAB and the International Society for Mangrove 
Ecosystems (ISME). A lot of information generated by the ASPACO Project (which lasted from 
January 2001 to December 2004) will be used for the atlas. Given the great success of the 
ASPACO Project, a phase 2 is now envisaged for which funding is needed (the Government of 
Japan has funded the first phase through a funds-in-trust agreement with UNESCO). In the 2nd 
phase, additional training and capacity building should be implemented and feasibility studies 
on coastal/mangrove ecosystems should be carried out. 
 
Mr. Gil-Bon Goo (Korea Forest Service, ROK) expressed his gratitude for an informative 
presentation on mangrove restoration as he experienced difficulty to find valuable information 
on this particular topic. His question was if there is any case where the mangrove restoration has 
succeeded by planting it artificially rather than relying on natural process of restoration. Prof. 
Baba asserted that we need to consider the environmental condition carefully when we try to 
restore mangroves because mangrove includes more than 100 species living in it. Mangrove 
restoration could not be conducted without examining a site condition. As there are many 
publications on technical methods, it can be provided upon request.   
 
 

 Ecosystem Approach in Action within MAB-Ecotone Phase II and SeaBRnet 
 
Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri, Permanent Secretary of the MAB National Committee of Vietnam, 
reported on the “Ecosystem Approach in Action and SeaBRnet” using a power point 
presentation prepared by Mr. Han Qunli (UNESCO-Jakarta Office). He summarized the 12 
principles and 5 operational guidelines of the Ecosystem Approach that has been officially 
endorsed by the Convention on Biological Diversity in May 2000. SeaBRnet is basing its work 
on the Ecosystem Approach in various biosphere reserves of this large sub-regional network. He 
concluded by providing a more detailed example of the Siberut BR (Indonesia), which is putting 
into practice the Ecosystem Approach. 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov (Russian MAB National Committee) suggested that Vietnamese MAB 
National Committee contact the commission of ecosystem management of IUCN, as the 
commission has a special attention to coastal area, especially those hit by last Tsunami. A 
special meeting on the above issue was held in Colombo last July and a special task force team 
was organized, as a result, for restoration of coastal area. He also underlined that the Ecosystem 
Approach and actions in the East Asian Biosphere should be introduced in the next meeting.  
 
 

 Transboundary Nature Reserves of the Far East Russia 
 
Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director, Pacific Geographic Institute of the Far Eastern Branch 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, provided an overview on several potential transboundary 
biosphere reserves (TBRs) in the Far East of the Russian Federation. The Lower Tumen River 
area could involve the Russian Federation, China and the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea. Khanka Lake BR (recently designated as a Russian BR) could establish a TBR 
collaboration with China. The international national park Beringjia could be a potential site for 
Russian/American collaboration on nature management.  
 
Ms. Suk-kyung Shim (Korean National Commission for UNESCO) added that in a lower Tuman 
Project, which is described in a country report of ROK, it is highlighted to promote 
transboundary cooperation in Northeast Asia. While there are 7 TBRs – five of them are 
European and the rest are African, no TBR in Northeast Asia is designated although a strong 
possibility and potentials exist. Another potential in this low Tuman Area owes to the peace 
building. International convention on biodiversity could help peace promotion beyond history. 
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As many related governmental agencies and academics expressed their interest and support in 
this initiative, especially from Russia, Russia would have to continue to promote it to DPRK 
and China.  
 
Ms. Shin-Ae Lee (Green Korea United) expressed her concern with a lack of support from local 
residents in the protection of tigers. She pointed out that this has been caused by their economic 
damage, due to the attack of tigers to their farms and livestock. Dr. Kachur answered that there 
are not many Russian cases reported. Ms. Suk-kyung Shim (Korean National Commission for 
UNESCO) added that there is a compensation program in protected areas of the Russian Far 
East. Although there are not many local people residing in those areas, some deer farms are 
attacked by Siberian tiger. Mr. Andrey Malyutin (Far East Marine Biosphere Reserve, Russian 
Federation) advised that the attacks by leopards outnumber those by tigers. In most cases, it 
ends with the loss of the livestock and if that is the case, the Russian nature reserve offices 
compensate for their loss.  
  
 
TOPIC C: CONSERVATION OF BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITIES
 

 Chair: Mr. Bayarsaikhan Bayarmagnai (Mongolian MAB National Committee) 
 Rapporteur: Dr R. Jayakumar (UNESCO Office Beijing) 

 
 

 Nature and Culture of Jeju Island Featured by Oreums 
 
Mr. Yong-taek Yoon, Co-chairman of the Jeju Environmental Movement Association, ROK, 
stated that the Oreums should be viewed not in terms of their individual usage but in terms of 
their function as a whole. The value of Oreums should be comprehensively examined from 
various angles in terms of environmental, ecological, historical, cultural, aesthetical, as well as 
monetary values. This statement clearly emphasizes that need to integrated sustainable planning. 
His presentation gave the rare topographical and geological features of Oreums in Jeju Island 
and clearly emphasizes the need of proper management plan. The recent introduction of 
commercial activities hampers nature, and it should be avoided.  
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris (Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau) asked whether there is any 
plan, made by Jeju Provincial Government or the Federal Government, to restrict development 
on Oreums. Mr. Yoon noted diverse efforts from Jeju Provincial Government and many civil 
societies to protect Oreums from development. He also expressed his wishes to the central 
government to show a greater support in those matters if the provincial government and civil 
interests aggregated to this level.  
 
 
TOPIC D: CONSERVATION POLICY AND REPORTS OF MAB ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND 
BUREAU MEETINGS
 
 

 Conservation and Sustainable Development on Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve 
 
Mr. Kyo-jong Chung, Seoraksan National Park Office, Korea National Park Service, ROK, 
presented the natural resource statistics of Mt. Sorak area. This BR is first generation BR site 
designated in August 1982, extended in 1993. While the Korean National Commission for 
UNESCO has carried out several projects in this BR, the National Park Office is implementing 
including environmental monitoring of Ssangcheon Valley and natural restoration of vegetation 
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and rehabilitation. Mt. Sorak BR attracts lots of tourists and the average number of visitors was 
around 4 million in 2004, which may damage nature trails severely. The park is fitted with 
surveillance cameras to avoid illegal activities in the park. 
 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf (UNESCO, Paris) made a suggestion on the extension of transition area. Yet 
the challenge would be to extend the transition area to include economically used area. This 
might help establish a partnership with residents who live outside the national park. As 
UNESCO primarily helps developing countries, not a lot of funding will be available for this 
country. Mr. Chung explained that they are willing to have more support from Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO (KNCU), rather than a financial support from UNESCO Paris. To 
overcome the difficulty in communication with local people, it seems crucial to develop a 
communication route. Mt. Sorak National Park Service expects that a further collaboration with 
KNCU would be helpful in this matter. Prof. Chung-il Choi expressed a commitment of the 
MAB National Committee of ROK, in response to Mr. Chung’s request, to support Mr. Sorak 
National Park in many ways. In the mean time, an autonomous system to solve discord with 
local residents should be prepared by the National Park Service first.  
 
 

 Discussion and Decision on 2005 meeting of Advisory Committee Meeting 
 
Mr. Han Nianyong, Secretary-General, Chinese MAB National Committee, being a member of 
advisory committee member, presented the results and discussion on the recent MAB Advisory 
Committee meeting held in UNESCO Paris in June 2005. His presentation provided the 
overview to the participants on the advisory committee meeting which is closely related to 
EABRN member countries. 
 
 

 Discussion and Decision on 2005 MAB Bureau Meeting: 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov, Vice Chairperson of the Russian MAB National Committee, is member of 
MAB Bureau, representing Central and Eastern Europe. He highlighted the decisions of the 
Bureau meeting and requested the Bureau members from East Asian region to take active part in 
the meeting to ensure the interest of EABRN voiced in the meeting to get attention from the 
MAB.  
 
 

 Conflict Resolution Process for Governance in the Republic of Korea  
 
Mr. Gil-Bon Goo, Director-General, Bureau of Forest Protection, Korea Forest Service, ROK, 
informed that Baekdu Daegan Mountain Range is the backbone of the Korean Peninsula’s 
topography. The mountain range starts from the border with China and DPRK and has the 
Korea’s highest peak. There are lots of developmental activities taking place in the mountain 
range including mining activities. The government has taken various steps to ban mining 
activities, which cause serious concerns to the ecosystem in this mountain range, but due to 
weak legal grounds it failed. There were serious conflicts between central and local 
governments, NGOs and residents of mountain range during the process of the establishment of 
the Baekdu Daegan Mountain System Protected Areas. The Government made several policy 
adjustments to protect the area with local community. He stated that ROK is willing to connect 
further the mountain range with DPRK, China and Siberia region. This was welcomed by most 
of the participants and representatives. 
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Session 5. Future Planning of the EABRN Activities 

 
 

 Chair: Prof. Chung-il Choi (MAB National Committee of ROK) 
 
 
Before starting the session, participants were informed of news on a tragic disaster by Hurricane 
Katarina happened in the United States during the meeting period. Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea, 
Universitat de Illes Balears, Spain proposed to adopt declaration of the meeting participants in 
response to this in order to express their sympathy and willingness to help the victims residing 
in coastal areas, which is related to a main topic of the meeting. Based on the draft declaration 
prepared by him, the participants agreed to the declaration as included in this meeting report.  
 
The order of the session agenda was adjusted for the efficient meeting operation and the session 
comprised several reports mostly relating to future activities of the EABRN. First, Dr. Thomas 
Shaaf, Programme Specialist of the UNSCO Paris, reported a summary report of the evaluation 
of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, which was done on 1 September by participants at Mt. 
Halla. The report was approved only with minor changes. The final evaluation report is included 
in this meeting report.  
 
Prof. Kwi-gon Kim, Seoul National University, ROK, reported the result of his survey 
requested by the UNESCO Office Beijing “Review of the EABRN Activities in 1999-2004 and 
Development of Medium-term Strategy for the EABRN in 2005-2008.” The survey reviewed 
activities implemented under the EABRN during 1999-2004, particularly focusing on 6th, 7th 
and 8th EABRN meetings; assessed recent trends of UNESCO's activities which were 
implemented under MAB Programme worldwide; identified common concerns of the EABRN 
member states; suggested a medium-term strategy paper for the EABRN 2005-2008 based on 
the review and assessment. He evaluated that the outcome of the second phase (1999-2004) of 
EABRN activities has been relatively successful and has been further stabilized. Most EABRN 
activities in the 2nd phase were continuation of programs of the first phase (1994-1998) except 
activities relating to the network’s training course. In conclusion, he asserted that it is necessary 
to adopt a strategy by focusing programmes and projects in a direction of contributing to multi-
lateral environmental agreements including Millennium Development Goals while continuing 
existing programmes. He proposed "Northeast Asian Ecological Network" as a strategic joint 
project in line with such direction.  
 
Dr. R. Jayakumar, Programme Specialist, UNESCO Office Beijing, reported the results of the 
ac-hoc meeting of Chairpersons of EABRN MAB National Committees, held in the evening on 
30 August 2005. The meeting discussed EABRN activity plans for 2006-2007 and a proposal of 
cooperation for the insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific region.  
 

 The next EABRN meeting is strongly encouraged to be held in DPRK in line with the 
rotation principle and the EABRN Secretariat will discuss closely with DPRK MAB 
National Committee.  

 The second EABRN training course in 2006 will be organized by the GIS Center of the 
Pacific Geographic Institute located in Vladivostok, Russian Federation with the 
priority topic of GIS and data handling for the Biosphere Reserve management.   

 The EABRN Atlas will be developed to contribute to popularization of the Biosphere 
Reserve concept for the general public. The EABRN Secretariat will prepare an outline 
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and member countries will provide necessary maps, photos and data of their own 
biosphere reserves.    

 A project proposal by the Jeju Provincial Government, ROK “Cooperation on Insular 
and Coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region” was welcomed and this 
cooperative project needs a close inter-linkage relationship with EABRN member 
countries and Secretariat.  

 
The minutes of the ac-hoc meeting are included in this final report.   
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Closing of EABRN-9 

 
 

 
 Chair: Prof. Chung-il Choi (MAB National Committee of ROK) 

 
 
A report of sessions, which summarizes presentations, discussions and recommendations made 
during each session, was submitted to Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chair of the meeting by rapporteurs.  
Prof. Choi read it out to the participants and it was accepted at it was submitted by participants. 
 
The funding proposal by the Jeju Provincial Government to develop a cooperative initiative in 
promoting insular and coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region was discussed, 
which was presented at the Session 1. The participants welcomed the proposal and agreed to the 
implementation principle indicated in the ad-hoc meeting of Chairpersons of the EABRN MAB 
National Committees.   
 
The draft “Jeju Statement”, in which main results and conclusions of the EABRN-9 meeting are 
summarized, was distributed to and reviewed by the participants. The “Jeju Statement” was 
adopted as included in this final report without any major changes.    
 
By closing the meeting, Prof. Chung-il Choi delivered the closing speech on behalf of the 
MAB National Committee of ROK. He said it was a great honor for him to open and close the 
9th EABRN meeting in Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve and was delighted with such a fruitful 
and successful meeting. As he mentioned at the opening ceremony, this meeting was especially 
meaningful and significant because it was the 25th anniversary of the MAB National Committee 
of ROK. He thanked the government of Jeju Province and the Ministry of Environment for their 
great efforts for hosting the 9th EABRN meeting in Jeju Island. Special thanks went to Dr. 
Samual Lee of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO and his staff for preparing 
everything so carefully. He also expressed his deep sense of gratitude to the UNESCO Staff 
from Beijing, Jakarta and Paris. He personally thanked to all the participants and did hope that 
everyone found biodiversity of Jeju Island with a joy and enjoyed the clean air and excellent 
drinking water as well as very warm welcome provided by Jeju Island.  
 
On behalf of Mr. Tae-hwan Kim, Jeju Provincial Governor, Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Director of the 
Environmental Policy Department, Jeju Provincial Government, delivered the concluding 
remarks. He was pleased to host the 9th EABRN meeting in Jeju Island successfully for 5 days.  
They will make much effort for developing a management center and promoting education on 
the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve to harmonize development and conservation. He thanked for 
accepting their proposal regarding the international cooperation for conservation of the island 
and coastal Biosphere Reserves. They will support the proposed ideas and agreements put 
forward during the meeting. He thanked everyone for sharing their experience and ideas for 2 
days’ field visits through evaluation. He closed his remarks by their determination to support 
UNESCO MAB Programme. . 
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JEJU STATEMENT 
 

The 9th Meeting of UNESCO East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, Republic of Korea 

30 August – 3 September 2005 
 

 
T he EABRN meeting participants express their sincere thanks to the Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO, MAB National Committee of ROK and Jeju Provincial Government 
for the hosting of the 9th EABRN meeting and to the Government of the Republic of Korea for 
its continued professional and financial support to the EABRN.  
 
The 9th EABRN meeting was held with the main theme of “Conservation and Sustainable use o
f Insular Biosphere Reserves”. There were around 160 participants including 26 non-
Korean participants from EABRN member countries (China, Japan, Mongolia and Russian Fede
ration) as well as other countries from Palau, Spain and Vietnam.  
 

1) The EABRN continues to pursue the facilitation of i) the exchange and transfer of 
information and ii) the sharing of experiences on Biosphere Reserve management 
among the six member countries, through their National Committees for MAB and 
relevant partners. The field evaluation of a Biosphere Reserve remains to be a key 
element in future EABRN meetings; the field trip within the Jeju Biosphere Reserve 
underlined the usefulness of an exchange of experiences between local Biosphere 
Reserve management staff and the EABRN meeting participants. The Network shall 
enhance its technical support to the submission of new UNESCO Biosphere Reserve 
nominations including Transboundary Biosphere Reserves (TBRs) through the EABRN 
Secretariat. The participants showed their keen interest in the needs and potentials to 
develop transboundary conservation more actively in the region. In this regard, it was 
recommended that UNESCO promote and support the creation of TBRs in the region, 
especially by providing professional and technical services to the concerned countries 
and drawing international interest and support for potential benefits and contribution to 
the co-ordinated conservation and management beyond the border and the culture of 
peace. 

 
2) Members from the MAB National Committee convened an Ad-Hoc Committee 

meeting and the following decisions were made: 
 

• In line with the rotation principle, the next meeting of the EARBN should be held in 
the DPRK. Unfortunately, as there was no delegation from DPRK, it was decided to 
strongly encourage the DPRK to hold the EABRN-10 meeting. The EABRN 
Secretariat was charged with the task of contacting the DPRK on this matter. The 
priority topics of that meeting shall be communicated to all the members after 
having consultation with DPRK.   

• It was decided to have GIS and data handling for Biosphere Reserve (BR) 
management as the priority topic for the second EABRN training course. Regarding 
the venue and course organizer, the Russian Federation proposed to organize the 
training programme in the GIS Centre of the Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian 
Federation during 2006. 

• It was agreed to generate a common atlas for popularizing the BR concept for the 
general public, and at the level of school children. The preparation of the atlas can 
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be carried out in a phased manner subject to the availability of funds. The EABRN 
secretariat shall prepare the detailed plan.  

 
3) The funding proposal offered by the Jeju Provincial Government to develop a 

cooperative initiative in promoting Insular/Coastal BRs was warmly welcomed. As this 
project is proposed to cover Eastern and South-Eastern Asia and Pacific Region, the 
donor (Jeju Provincial Government) proposed that UNESCO Office, Jakarta be 
entrusted with the project implementation. This cooperative project may need a close 
inter-linkage relationship with EABRN member states and secretariat; Jeju Provincial 
Government would like to establish the project secretariat in Jeju. 

 
4) The EABRN shall further develop or strengthen its partnership with other related 

bilateral and multilateral organizations and institutions in the fields of biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development. This is to make the best use of the potential 
for technical cooperation and funding of projects in the EABRN BRs. The cooperation 
with other regional MAB networks shall be gradually established. Future perspectives 
should include the establishment of ecological corridor(s) connecting BRs.   

 
5) Keeping in mind the rich and unique biodiversity of Russian Far East, the EABRN 

meeting participants expressed their concern on plans to construct oil pipelines across 
pristine ecosystems and oil terminal in the Perevoznaya Bay close to two UNESCO 
BRs (Kedrovaya Pad and Far East Marine). The Bureau of the MAB International 
Coordinating Council had already voiced concern on this project earlier. Participants of 
the EABRN meeting, therefore, asked the relevant Russian Federation authorities to 
carry out additional evaluations of the current oil pipeline plans and to select more 
appropriate alternatives for its route and construction.  
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MINUTES  
OF THE AD-HOC MEETING OF CHAIRPERSONS OF THE 

EABRN MAB NATIONAL COMMITTEES  
  

 
30 August 2005 

Jeju Poonglim Resort, ROK 
 
 
Chair:   Prof. Chung-il Choi, MAB National Committee for ROK 
 
Participants: Mr. Han Nianyong, Chinese MAB National Committee 

Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Japanese MAB National Committee 
Mr. Bayarsaikhan Bayarmagnai, Mongolian MAB National Committee  
Dr. Valery Neronov, Russian MAB National Committee  
Mr. Senng-hwan Lee, Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Ms. Suk-kyung Shim, Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Jeju Provincial Government, ROK  
Prof. Dai-yeon Chung, Cheju National University, ROK  
Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Ms. Wang Jin, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Headquarters 

 
Agenda: 
 

• Venue of the EABRN-10 Meeting  
• Second EABRN Training Course 
• Cooperation for the Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region 
• EABRN Atlas Development  

 
 
Venue of the EABRN-10 Meeting: 
 
In line with the rotation principle, the next meeting of the EARBN should be held in the DPRK. 
Unfortunately, as there was no delegation from DPRK, it was decided to strongly encourage the 
DPRK to hold the EABRN-10 meeting. The EABRN Secretariat was charged with the task of 
contacting the DPRK on this matter.  
 
 
Second EABRN Training Course: 
 
The EABRN Project Secretariat proposed to change the modality of the training course into a 
UNESCO-EABRN Chair. A concept was submitted to the members. After long deliberations on 
this matter, it was decided to continue the training course in the same tradition as before.  
 
As regards the proposed themes of the training course, the proposal from members varied from 
conventional to modern techniques in Biosphere Reserve (BR) management (BR manager 
training; fund raising for BR management, GIS and data handling in BR management). 
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It was decided to have GIS and data handling for BR management as the priority topic for the 
second EABRN training course. Regarding the venue and course organizer, the Russian 
Federation proposed to organize the training programme in the GIS Centre of the Pacific 
Institute of Geography, Russian Federation in 2006.  
 
 
Cooperation on Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region: 
 
In general, the proposal and the financial contribution proposed by Jeju Provincial Government 
were welcomed by all the members. The Jeju Provincial Government informed that the financial 
contribution from their Government will be $ 50,000 per annum; if additional funding is needed, 
there is also the possibility of approaching the Central Government and other private donors. 
 
The EABRN Secretariat raised a number of issues for clarification, which were resolved in the 
following manner:  
  

• US $ 50,000 per year is earmarked for operational activities is provided to UNESCO for 
programme implementation; 

• This amount includes 13% overhead costs; 
• As this project is proposed to cover Eastern, South-Eastern Asia and Pacific Region, the 

donor (Jeju Provincial Government) proposed that UNESCO Office Jakarta be entrusted 
with the project implementation. This cooperative project may need a close inter-
linkage relationship with EABRN member states and secretariat; and 

• Jeju Provincial government would like to establish the project secretariat in Jeju. 
 
 
EABRN Atlas Development: 
 
The EABRN Secretariat had proposed to have a detailed atlas of BR sites in East Asia in the 
GIS format and prepared a concept note, which had been circulated to all the members for their 
comments. There were several clarifications from members on the concept document. The 
comments from the Korean National Commission for UNESCO was that there was no need to 
develop such a major proposal, but that one could look into the existing idea proposed by the 
GIS Centre of the Pacific Geographic Center, Russian Federation. 
 
In the light of the above, the members were asked to provide their comments on the Atlas. 
Detailed comments received from the members are attached as Annex-1. 
 
All the comments were discussed in detail. It was agreed to generate a common atlas for 
popularizing the BR concept for the general public, and at the level of school children. The 
members requested the project secretariat to prepare an outline and to circulate it to all members 
for the implementation of the atlas on BRs. 
 
The EABRN Secretariat informed the members that with the existing FIT agreement an amount 
of about US $12,000 existed; therefore, it may not be possible to generate maps for all six 
member countries. In addition, countries like China and the Far East part of the Russian 
Federation have a larger number of BRs; accordingly, it will not be possible to generate maps 
for all sites. Therefore, it was decided to generate maps for representative BRs related to a 
specific ecosystem. The preparation of the atlas can be carried out in a phased manner subject to 
the availability of funds. Members agreed on this proposal and requested the project secretariat 
to lay out the detailed plan.   
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DECLARATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE 9TH MEETING 
OF THE EAST ASIAN BIOSPHERE RESERVE NETWORK (Jeju 

Island Biosphere Reserve, 30 August ~ 3 September 2005) IN RESPONSE 
TO HURRICANE KATARINA IN THE UNITED STATES 

 
 
The Korean National Commission for UNESCO, the members of the MAB National 
Committees of Korea, China, Japan, Mongolia, Palau, Russian Federation and Vietnam, the 
representatives of Spain and the UNESCO offices in Beijing, Jakarta and Paris, managers and 
local scientists and regional authorities involved in the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, all of 
whom were present at the 9th Meeting of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network held in 
Jeju Island (ROK) from 30 August to 3 September, to specially focus on the insular, coastal and 
marine biosphere reserves.  
 
We wish to manifest to you that we are shocked by the catastrophe that happened in the Gulf 
States of the United States of America by hurricane Katrina, and are horrified by the loss of 
human lives and the devastation and its consequences for the local population of this coastal 
area.  
 
We approve sending a letter to the Director-General of UNESCO that expresses our sympathy 
with the people of the states of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, and especially with the 
citizens of New Orleans. We will also offer our help to them in any way that the Director-
General consider appropriate. 
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 MEETING AGENDA 
  

 
 

30 August 2005 (Tuesday) – 1st Day
 
08:30-09:30 

 
Registration 
 

Opening of the 9th EABRN Meeting 
 
09:30-10:30 Chair: Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 

 
 ▪   Opening by Chair  
 ▪   Welcome remarks by Mr. Jae-yong Lee, Minister of Environment, ROK  
 ▪   Welcome remarks by Mr. Tae-hwan Kim, Governor of Jeju Provincial Government, 

ROK 
 ▪   Opening Speech by Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima, Director of UNESCO Office Beijing 
 ▪   Opening speech by Mr. Samuel Lee, Secretary-General of Korean National  

Commission for UNESCO  
 ▪   Introduction of Key Representatives 
 ▪   Adaptation of the meeting agenda  
  
10:30-11:00 Group Photo and Break 
  
Session 1: Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere Reserves 
  
11:00-12:30 Chair: Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Chairman Japanese MAB Committee  
 Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 

 
 1.   Keynote address: Overview of Insular Biosphere Reserves  

- Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 2. Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet), Case Study 1: Siberut Island

Biosphere, Indonesia  
- Mr. Koen Meyers, Coordinator of Siberut Island Biosphere Reserve Programme,

UNESCO Jakarta Office  
 3. SeaBRnet Case Study 2: Phu Quoc Island and the Proposed Kien Giang Biosphere

Reserve, Vietnam   
- Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri, Chairperson of Vietnam MAB National Committee 

 4. SeaBRnet Case Study 3: Strengthening Management Ability for Sustainable
Development of Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve in Haiphong City  
- Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh, Vice Chairman, People’s Committee of Hai Phong City 

  
12:30-14:30 Lunch Break  
  
Session 1 continued  
 

14:30-16:20 Chair: Dr. Valery Neronov, Deputy Chair of the Russian MAB Committee 
 Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 

 
 5. EABRN Case Study 1: Nature and Conservation of Yakushima Island Biosphere 

Reserve, Japan 
- Prof. Masahiko Ohsawa, University of Tokyo, Japan  
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 6. EABRN Case Study 2: Biodiversity conservation on the small islands of Peter the 
Great Bay 
- Mr. Andrey N. Malyutin, Director Far East Marine Biosphere Reserve, Russian 

Federation 
 7. Pacific Island Case Study: Ngaremeduu Conservation Area: 1st Biosphere Reserve in 

the Pacific Region 
- Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris, Marine Protected Area Programme Manager,  

Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau 
 8. EuroMAB Case Study: Menorca Biosphere Reserve, Spain 

- Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea, Universitat de Illes Balears, Spain 
 9. A proposal on the Cooperative Project for the Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves

in the Asia and Pacific 
- Prof. Dai-yeun Jeong, Cheju National University, ROK 

  
16:20-16:50 Tea/Coffee Break  
  
Session 2: The Jeju Island Reserve (JIBR) 
 
16:50-17:40 Chair: Prof. Do-Soon-Cho, Catholic University of Korea, ROK 
 Rapporteur: Mr. Keon Meyers, UNESCO Jakrta Office 
  
 1. Overview of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve  

- Dr. Yang-soo Yun, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlement 
 2. Potentials for the Sustainable Development  

- Dr. Hoi-sung Jeong & Kwan-gyu Lee, Korea Environmental Institute  
 3. Management and its structure  

- Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Director, Environmental Policy Division, Jeju Provincial 
 Government, ROK 

 4. Natural environment and socio-cultural characteristics of Jeju Island  
- Dr. Sun-ae Ha, Member of Jeju Provincial Cultural Property Committee 
 

17:40-17:45 Briefing on the field visits to the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
  
18:00-19:30 Welcome reception hosted by the Minister of Environment, ROK (ICC Jeju) 

* Slide show: Selected sites of JIBR including field sites 
  
20:00-22:30 Ad-hoc meeting of Chairpersons of MAB National Committees 

(Venue: Seminar room, Jeju Poonglim Resort) 
 
 

 

31 August 2005 (Wednesday) – 2nd Day
  
08:00-18:00 Field Visit 1: Ecological and Cultural Diversities of the JIBR 
 * Course 1: Exploration of the Sea - Bomok Fishing Village – Jeju Warm Temperate 

Forest Research Institute – Donneko at Hyodon Stream – Mulyoungahri 
Oreum Wetland (Secondary volcanic cone) – Jeju Racehorse Ranch of Korea 
Racing Association – Hanon Wetland   

 * Course 2: Exploration of the Sea - Jeju Provincial Marine and Fisheries Resources 
Research Institute – Jeju Cultural Village – Yougnuni Oreum (Secondary 
volcanic cone) – Bomok Fishing Village  

  
19:00-20:30 Welcome dinner hosted by the Secretary-General of the Korean National Commission for 

UNESCO (Jeju Poonglim Resort) 
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1 September (Thursday) – 3rd Day
  
08:00-16:00 Field Visit 2: Mr. Halla, Center of the Jeju Island 

* Course: Youngsil (1,365m)– Witsae Oruem (1,740m) – Eorimok   
  
16:00-17:30 Evaluation of the JIBR 

Venue: Mt. Halla National Park Office at Eorimok)  
Chair: Prof. Do-soon Cho, Catholic University of Korea, ROK 
Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaff, UNESCO Paris  
 

18:30-20:00 Dinner 
  

 
2 September (Friday) – 4th Day
  
Session 3: Country Reports – Focusing on the activities after the EABRN-8 (August 2002) and 

future prospects 
  
 Chair: Prof. Seong-il Kim, Seoul National University,, ROK 
 Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 

 
09:00-10:20 1. China 

- Mr. Han Nianyong, Secretary-General, Chinese National Committee for MAB 
 2. Japan  

- Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Chairperson, Japanese MAB National Committee 
 3. Mongolia  

- Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmangnai, Chairperson, Mongolian MAB National Committee 
 4. Republic of Korea  

- Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson, MAB National Committee of ROK 
 

10:20-10:40 Tea/Coffee Break 
  
10:40-12:00 5. Russian Federation  

- Dr. Valery Neronov, Deputy Chair, Russian MAB National Committee 
 6. Activity Report of EABRN 2003-2004  

- Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
 7. UNESCO-MAB collaboration in Asia-Pacific and inter-linkage of the current three 

sub-regional networks (EABRN, SeaBRnet, SACAM) 
- Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 

  
12:00-14:00 Lunch Break 
  
Session 4: Presentations and Discussions on Special Topics 
  
14:00-15:00 Topic A: Capacity Building and Public Awareness Enhancement 
  
 Chair: Prof. Kwi-gon Kim, Vice Chairperson, MAB National Committee of ROK  

Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 

 1. Public Education on Biospheres in China  
- Ms. Zheng Hong, Editing Director of “Man and the Biosphere”, Chinese National 

Committee for MAB 
 2. GIS Applications to the Management of Biosphere Reserves in Mongolia  

- Ms. Davaa Narantuya, Head ITC Mongolia 
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 3. EABRN Biosphere Reserve Atlas Development Proposal  
- Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director, Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian Federation

  
15:00-16:00 Topic B: Regional Cooperation Initiatives  
 1. Results of the ASPACO (Asia-Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use of 

Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similar Managed Areas) 
Project  
- Prof. Shigeyuki Baba, University of Ryukyus, Japan 

   2. Ecosystem Approach in Action and SeaBRNet (Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve 
Network)  
- Mr. Nguyen Hoang Tri, Permanent Secretary of the Vietnam MAB National Committee 

 3. Trans-boundary nature reserves of the Far East Russia  
- Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director of the Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian 

Federation 
  
16:00–16:20  Tea/Coffee break  
  
16:20-16:40  Topic C: Conservation of Biological and Cultural Diversities  

 
 Chair: Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmangnai, Chairperson, Mongolian MAB National 

Committee  
Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 

 1. Nature and culture of Jeju Island viewed through Oreums  
- Mr. Yong-taek Yoon, Co-chair of Jeju KFEM 

  
16:40-17:20  Topic D: Conservation policy and Reports on MAB Advisory committee and Bureau 

meeting 
 

 1. Conservation and sustainable development of Mr. Sorak Biosphere Reserve  
- Mr. Kyu-jong Chung, Seoraksan Park Office, Korea National Park Services, ROK 

 2. Discussion and Decision on 2005 Meeting of the Advisory Committee for Biosphere Reserves  
- Mr. Han Nianyong, MAB Advisory Committee Member 

 3. Discussion and Decision on 2005 MAB Bureau Meeting  
- Dr. Valery Neronov, MAB Bureau Member 

 4.  Conflict Resolution Process for Governance in the Republic of Korea 
- Mr. Gil-bon Goo, Director-General, Bureau of Forest Protection, Korea Forest Service, 

ROK 
 

18:00-19:30 Dinner  
 
 

 

3 September (Saturday) – 5th Day
  
Session 5: Future Planning of the EABRN Activities 
 
 Chair: Dr. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 

Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
 

09:00-11:00 1. Ad-hoc meeting report of the 2nd EABRN Training Course in 2006   
- Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing) 

 2. Interim report of the evaluation of the past EABRN activities and mid-term strategy  
- Prof. Kwi-gon Kim, Seoul National University, ROK 

 3. Workplan for EABRN activities 2006-2007  
– Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
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 4. Discussion on the proposal of the insular Biosphere Reserve cooperation in Asia and 
the Pacific  

 
11:00-11:10 Break 
  
Closing of EABRN-9 
  
 Chair: Dr. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 
 
11:00-12:30 ▪   Reports by the Chairmen of the sessions for the conclusions and recommendations 
 ▪   Approval and evaluation of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
 ▪   Venue and dates of the next EABRN meeting 
 ▪   Adoption of the Jeju Statement  
 ▪   Closing Remarks by Chair 

▪   Closing Remarks by Governor of Jeju Provincial Government, ROK  
 

12:30-14:00 Farewell Lunch Hosted by the Governor of Jeju Provincial Government  
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PARTICIPANT LIST 
 
 
 
People’s Republic of China ------------- 
 
Mr. Han Nianyong 
Secretary-General, Chinese National Committee 
for MAB 
52, Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Nyhan@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597733 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
Ms. Guo Zhifen 
Programme Specialist, Deputy editor-in-chief 
Secretariat, Chinese National Committee for 
MAB, “Man and the Biosphere” Magazine, 52, 
Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Zfguo@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597302 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
Ms. Zheng Hong 
Editing Director  
Secretariat, Chinese National Committee for 
MAB, “Man and the Biosphere” Magazine, 52, 
Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Hzheng@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597347 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
 
Japan ---------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki 
Chairman, Japanese National Committee for 
MAB   
/ Professor Emeritus of University of Tokyo  
/ Director of Museum of Nature and Human 
Activities, Hyoga 
iwatsuki@spa.nifty.com 
(tel) +81 45 962 9761 
(fax) Prof. Yusho Aruga 
 
Prof. Yusho Aruga 
Professor Emeritus 
Tokyo University of Fisheries 
Nishikamata 2-4-21, Ota-ku, Tokyo, 144-0051 
JAPAN 
arugay@mx4.ttcn.ne.jp 
(tel) +81 3 3753 0078 
(fax) +81-3-3753-0078 
 
 
Prof. Shigeyuki Baba 
Iriomote Island Office, Tropical Biosphere  
Research Center, University of the Ryukyus 
870 Uehara, Taketomi 907-1541, Okinawa 

 
 
 
 
 
Babasan@lab.u-ryukyu.ac.jp 
(tel) +81 980 85 6560 
(fax) +81-980-85-6830 
 
Prof. Masahiko Ohsawa 
Professor of Ecology, Institute of Environmental 
Studies, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, 
The University of Tokyo 
7-3-1Hongo, Tokyo 113-0003, Japan 
mohsawa@k.u-tokyo.ac.jp 
(tel) +81 3 5841 8443  
(fax) +81-3-5841-8443 
 
 
Mongolia ----------------------------------- 
 
Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmagnai  
Chairperson MAB Committee Mongolia  
Director of Special Protected Areas  
Ministry of Nature and Environment 
Ulaanbaatar 210646, P.O.Box 208, Mongolia 
bbmagnai@yahoo.com 
(tel) +976 91910591 
 
Ms. Yagaan Munkhchimeg  
Administrative Staff, 
Hustai Nuruu National Park  
Ulaanbaatar , Bayzurkh district, 6 horoo, 2 bld -
25 
bbmagnai@yahoo.com 
(tel) +976 91910591 
 
Ms. Davaa Narantuya 
Head of ITC Mongolia  
Ulaanbaatar, Sukhbaatar district, 8 horoo, 52 bld 
10 
dnarantuya@yahoo.co.uk 
(tel) +976 99187780 
 
 
Russian Federation ----------------------- 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov 
Vice-Chairman of the Russian MAB National 
Committee  
Head of Laboratory, Institute of Ecology and 
Evolution, Russian Academy of Sciences  
13 Fersman Street, Moscow, 117312 
Russia Federation 
mab.ru @relcom.ru 
(tel) +7 (095) 1246000 
(fax) +7 (095) 1291354 
 
Dr. Anatoly Kachur 
Deputy Director for Science 
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Pacific Geographic Institute 
Far East Branch of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences  
Vladivostok 
Russian Federation  
Kachur@tig.dvo.ru 
(tel) +7 (4232) 313071 
(fax) +7 (4232) 312159 
 
Mr. Andrey N. Malyutin 
Director of the Far East Marine Biosphere 
Reserve 
Vladivostok 
Russian Federation  
a_malyutin@mail.ru 
(tel) +7 (4232) 410-915 
(fax) +7 (4232) 410-915 
 
 
Palau ---------------------------------------- 
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris 
Marine Protected Area Program Manager, 
Bureau of Marine Resources Ministry of 
Resources and Development 
P.O. Box 359, Koror, 96940 
Republic of Palau   
Almarm@palaunet.com 
(tel) +680 488-5395 
(fax) +680 488-3555 
 
Mr. Van-Ray Tadao 
Conservation Area Coordinating Committee  
Ngaremeduu Bisphere Reserve 
P.O. Box 359, Koror, 96940 
Republic of Palau   
(tel) +680 488-5395 
(fax) +680 488-3555 
 
 
Spain ---------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea 
Former coordinator of Menorca Biosphere 
Reserve  
/ Professor of Botany 
Dept. of Biologia 
Universitat de les Illes Balears, 07122 Palma de 
Mallorca, Spain 
jrita@uib.es 
(tel) +34 971173180 
(fax) +34 971173184 
 
 
Vietnam ------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri  
Ass.Prof. of Hanoi University of Education   
Permanent Secretary of the Vietnamese MAB 
National Committee 

136 Xuan Thuy, Hanoi, 
Vietnam 
hoangtri51@fpt.vn 
(tel) +84 4 754 7502 
(fax) +84 4 754 7502 
 
Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh 
Vice Chairman 
People’s Committee of Hai Phong City 
18 Hoang Dieu Street , Hong Bang Dist, Hai 
Phong city 
Vietnam 
thanhnnv1957@yahoo.com 
(tel) +84 31 838021 
(fax) +84 31 842368 
 
Mr. Nguyen Van Binh 
Hai Phong People Committee  
/ Vietnam-Japan Steel Corporation,  
KM 9 National No.5, QuanToan Ward, Hong 
Bang Dist, Hai Phong Ctiy 
Vietnam 
hps@hn.vnn.vn 
(tel)  +84 31 749998 
(fax) +84 31 749051 
 
Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Hung  
Specialist on Environment 
Hai Phong People’s Committee 
18 Hoang Dieu Street , Hong Bang Dist, Hai 
Phong City 
Vietnam 
hungvpub@yahoo.com 
(tel)  +84 80 31258 
(fax) +84 31 42368 
 
 
UNESCO ----------------------------------- 
 
Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima 
Director and Representative 
UNESCO Office Beijing 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
y.aoshima@unesco.org 
(tel) + 86 10 6532 2828 
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Dr. R. Jayakumar 
Programme Specialist 
UNESCO Beijing Office 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
r.jayakumar@unesco.org 
(tel) +86 10 6532 7683  (ext. 105)  
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Ms. Wang Jin 
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Programme Assistant for Technology and 
Environment  
UNESCO Beijing Office 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
Jin.wang@unesco.org 
(tel)  +86 10 6532 7683 /2828 
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf 
MAB Programme / Division of Ecological and 
Earth Sciences  
UNESCO 
7, place de Fontenoy 75352 Paris, 07 SP 
France 
t.schaaf@unesco.org 
(tel) +33 1 45 68 40 65 
(fax) +33 1 45 68 58 04 
 
Mr. Koen Meyers 
Coordinator for MAB Programme 
UNESCO Jakarta Office 
UNESCO House, Jl. Galuh (II) No.5, Jakarta 
12110 
Indonesia 
k.meyers@unesco.org 
(tel) +62 21 7399818 Ext. 814 
(fax) + 62 21 72796489 
 
 
Republic of Korea ------------------------ 
 
Prof. Chung-il Choi  
Dept. of Environmental Marine Sciences, 
Hanayng University 
ROK 
cichoi@hanyang.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 31 400 5534 
(fax) +82 31 501 0602 
 
Prof. Won Kim 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Seoul National University 
ROK 
Wonkim@plaza.snu.ac.kr
(tel) +82 2 880 6695 
(fax) +82 2 872 1993 
 
Prof. Do-Soon Cho 
Department of Life Sciences 
The Catholic University of Korea 
ROK 
dscho@catholic.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2164 4357 
(fax) +82 2 2164 4765 
 
Prof. Seong-il Kim  
Department of Forest Sciences 
Seoul National University 

ROK 
seongil@snu.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 880 4756 
 
Prof. Soon-Jin Hwang 
Dept. of Environment Science 
Konkuk University 
ROK 
sjhwang@konkuk.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 450 3748 
(fax) +82 2 456 5062 
 
Prof. Kwi-Gon Kim 
Dept. of Landscape Architecture 
Seoul National University 
ROK 
kwigon@snu.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 880 4871 
(fax) +82 2 875 4818 
 
Prof. Gyung-man Cho 
Dept. of Anthropology 
Mokpo National University 
ROK 
chkim@lycos.co.kr / 
chkim@mokpo.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 61 450 2191 
 
Dr. Jong-geel Je  
Member of the National Assembly 
ROK 
jgje@assembly.go.kr
jgje1231@hanmail.net  
(tel) +82 2 788 2608  
(fax) +82 2 788 3731 
 
Mr. Jae-Yong Lee   
Minister 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6701 
 
Mr. Jae-young Ko 
Deputy Minister for Environmental Policy, 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
jyko@me.go.kr  
(tel) +82 2 2110 794 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Hoe-Seog Cheong  
Director, Nature Policy Division, Ministry of 
Environment 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
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ROK 
hscheong@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6731 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Dong-in Shin 
Deputy Director 
Nature Policy Division 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
sdi6857@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6739 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Won-woo Shin  
Director-General 
Yeongsan River Basin Environmental Office 
Ministry of Environment 
ROK 
wowshin@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 62 605 5100 
(M) +82 2 11 9764 9226 
(fax) +82 62 605 5109 
 
Mr. Jai-woong Song 
Chief 
General Affairs Division  
Yeongsan River Basin Environmental Office, 
ROK 
swoong@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 62 605 5110 
(fax) +82 62 605 5129 
 
Mr. Jong-Yoon Kim 
Secretary to Minister 
Ministry of Environment  
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
wind3@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6601 
(fax) +82 2 504 9200 
 
Mr. Byung-Joo Lee  
Director  
Marine Environment Development Team 
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries 
140-2, Gye-dong, Jongro-gu, 110-793  
ROK 
byungj@momaf.go.kr 
(tel) 82 2 3684 6781 
(fax) +82 2 3674 6785 
 
Mr. Seung-Bai Ree 
Marin Environment Development Team 
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries 
140-2, Gye-dong, Jongro-gu, 110-793  

 
ROK 
reesb@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 2 3674 6781 
(fax) +82 2 3674 6785 
 
Mr. Myung-Joon Kim 
Natural Monument Division 
Historic Site Management Bureau 
Cultural Heritage Administration, ROK 
Kim2964@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 42 481 4987 
(M) +82 2 11 9899 2694 
(fax) +82 42 481 4999 
 
Mr. Myung-ha Nah  
Natural Monument Division, Historic Site 
Management Bureau 
Cultural Heritage Administration, ROK 
naha@ocp.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4986 
(fax) +82 42 481 4999 
 
Mr. Gil-Bon Goo  
Director-General 
Bureau of Forest Protection 
Korea Forest Service, ROK  
Gilbon21@foa.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4230 
(M) +82 2 11 9801 6515 
(fax) +82 42 471 1445 
 
Mr. Dae-Hwan Kim 
Division of Forest Protection 
Korea Forest Service, ROK 
kdh007@foa.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4239 
(M) +82 2 6 48 8250 
(Office) +82 42 471 1445 
 
Mr. Heuk-jin Chung  
Deputy-Chairman 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
hjchung@npa.or.kr 
(tel)  +82 2 3273 6805 
(fax) +82 2 3272 8972   
 
Mr. Hyung Kim 
Assistant Manager 
National Park Institute 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
Tobeceo@knps.or.kr 
(tel) +82 2 3272 5591 
(fax) +82 2 3272 8972 
 
Mr. Kyu-Jong Chung 
Seoraksan Park Office 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
Ekfr93@paran.com 
(tel) +82 33 636 8355 
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(fax) +82 33 636 7494 
 
Mr. O-Jong Choi 
Assistant Manager 
Seoraksan Park Office 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
cjo@knps.or.kr 
(tel) +82 33 636 5546 
(fax) +82 33 636 7494 
 
Mr. Sung-ho Han 
Researcher 
Migratory Birds Center 
Korea National Park Service, ROK  
Hantu_malas@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 61 246 3114 
(fax) +82 61 246 4115 
 
Dr. Sik Huh  
Head of International Cooperation Division 
Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute 
ROK 
sikhuh@kordi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 31 400 6269 
(fax) +82 31 406 6925 
 
Dr. Jungho Nam 
Senior Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
jhnam@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2772 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Dr. Won-Keun Chang  
Senior Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
wkchang@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2909 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Mr. Keunhyung Yook 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
Ykh690@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2757 
(M) +82 2 17 426 0737 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Hee –jung Choi 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
Chj1013@kmi.re.kr 

(tel) +82 2 2105 2776 
 
Mr. Jong-Deog Kim 
Head, of Coastal Management Team, Korea 
Maritime Institute, ROK 
Jdkim65@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2770 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Jiyeon Choi 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
jychoi@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2773 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Ji-Sun Lee  
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
leejs@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2964 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Mr. Kang-Suk Koh 
Director 
Ecosystem Disturbance Assessment Division, 
National Institute of Environmental Research, 
ROK 
kohks@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 32 560 7475 
(fax) +82 32 560 7253   
 
Mr. Hae-Joo Lee 
Senior Researcher 
Division of Biological Specimen Herbarium, 
Korea National Arboretum, ROK 
Lhj1101@foa.go.kr 
Seed1101@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 31 540 1077 
(fax) +82 31 540 1070 
 
Mr. Hae-Hyoung Kim 
Environmental Policy Division, Daejeon 
Metropolitan City, ROK  
Kim5977@naver.com 
(tel) +82 42 600 3626  
(fax) +82 42 600 2619 
 
Dr. Yang-Soo Yun 
Senior Research Fellow 
National Planning & Environment Management, 
Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements, 
ROK 
Ysy507@krihs.re.kr 
(tel) +82 31 380 0262 
(fax) +82 31 380 0483 
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Dr. Heo-seong Jeong  
Senior Research Fellow 
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Abstract 
 
In this presentation, the author provides a brief overview on UNESCO’s Programme on Man and the 
Biosphere (MAB) and the biosphere reserve concept as it evolved over time since its inception in 1971. It 
discusses why insular biosphere reserves are still largely underrepresented if “island” ecosystems are 
considered as a separate ecosystem. The author then provides information on new island biosphere 
reserves following the decisions of the Bureau of the MAB International Coordinating Council (ICC) in 
May 2005. After looking at various island biosphere reserves from around the world, this article 
concludes with some considerations on the challenges for insular biosphere reserves and the need to 
embark on joint scientific collaboration to study island biosphere reserves in the Asia-Pacific region. 
 
 
The UNESCO Programme on Man and the Biosphere (MAB) was launched in 1971 as an 
intergovernmental research programme to better understand the interactions between people and 
their environment. The MAB Programme encourages an interdisciplinary approach, within the 
natural and the social sciences, for the sustainable use and conservation of biological diversity, 
and for the improvement of the relationship between people and their environment globally. 
Two main objectives have shaped the MAB Programme since its inception some 35 years ago: 
(1) To study and improve the relationship between people and their environment; and (2) to 
conserve the environment through the sustainable use of natural resources. This latter objective 
is of particular importance to the “biosphere reserve” idea, which was developed under the 
MAB Programme. In keeping pace with societal dynamics, economic needs and environmental 
concerns, the biosphere reserve concept has evolved over time. 
 
In the mid 1970s, when the first biosphere reserves were proposed for designation under the 
UNESCO MAB Programme, until the mid 1990s, biosphere reserves by and large reflected the 
first objective mentioned above: Biosphere reserves were selected based on their merits as 
scientific study sites, with a well-endowed scientific infrastrucure, to carry out ecosystem 
research and to assess the impact of human activities on a given ecosystem.  
 
With the results of the “Seville Conference” on Biosphere Reserves (held in Seville, Spain, in 
1995), the concept of biosphere reserves shifted towards a more inclusive approach in the light 
of the second objective mentioned earlier: reconciling environmental conservation with 
economic needs, the sustainable use of natural resources is now based on (a) environmental 
conservation, (b) sustainable economic development for the benefit of local people and 
involving local people in decision-making processes affecting their territory; and (c) 
implementation of studies on human-environment interactions.  
 
This shift in “biosphere reserve thinking” also had repercussions on the nomination of 
ecosystems for biosphere reserve designation: during the first phase (mid 1970s to mid 1990s), 
many biosphere reserves were selected in remote areas, such as in mountain and tundra 
ecosystems, where human populations were relatively low, and conservation values of the sites 
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were relatively high. Due to access restrictions and overall inaccessibility of such remote areas 
and rugged terrains, it was comparatively easy to ensure the legal protection of biosphere 
reserves, many of which had already been gazetted as national parks. Of all biosphere reserves 
existing today, about 40% occur in mountain regions.  
 
As from the mid 1990s, and as a result of the Seville Conference for Biosphere Reserves, a 
“second generation” of biosphere reserves came into being which put relatively greater 
emphasis on the human dimension of a biosphere reserve. Increasingly, biosphere reserves are 
proposed for biosphere reserve designation in highly populated areas, and in particular in coastal 
areas and islands. Interestingly, this trend is in line with the overall global demographic shift 
from the highlands to the lowlands, and especially to the coastal areas. As we know, it is 
estimated that about half of the world population now lives in coastal zones.  
 
For coastal biosphere reserves, and more importantly for insular biosphere reserves, this shift 
poses a number of challenges: higher populated areas may have lower conservation value! 
Where human economic activities “compete” with environmental conservation,  species and 
landscape diversities may be lower than in less populated areas. Plant and animal species may 
become rare, endangered and extinct, and fewer areas exist in space that could be safeguarded 
for the conservation of the environment.  
 
It is the hallmark of a biosphere reserve that it based on three interdependent basic functions, 
which are complementary and mutually reinforcing: (a) a conservation function - to contribute 
to the conservation of landscapes, ecosystems, species and genetic variation; (b) a development 
function - to foster economic and human development which is socio-culturally and 
ecologically sustainable; and (c) a logistic function - to provide support for research, monitoring, 
education and information exchange related to local, national and global issues of conservation 
and development. As such, biosphere reserves can serve in some ways as 'living laboratories' for 
testing out and demonstrating integrated management of land, water and biodiversity. 
 
To carry out the complementary activities of nature conservation and use of natural resources, 
biosphere reserves are organized into three interrelated zones, known as the core area, the buffer 
zone and the transition area (Figure 1).   
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic zonation of a biosphere reserve. 
 
 
When comparing a “mountain” biosphere reserve with an “insular” biosphere reserve, it is 
interesting to note that often mountain sites disposes of larger conservation areas than insular 
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sites, as the economic land uses dominate over the protected areas in the insular types. The 
zonation map of the Tatra Biosphere Reserve (Figure 2) shows the relatively large core area 
earmarked for conservation. 
 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Tatra Biosphere Reserve (transboundary biosphere reserve of Poland and Slovakia) – 

a mountain site 
 
 
Inversely, the El Hierro Biosphere Reserve (Canary Islands, Spain) is a very good example of 
an entire island which has been designated as a biosphere reserve. As shown in Figure 3, the 
conservation areas (core areas) are smaller in size than the buffer and transition zones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. El Hierro Biosphere Reserve (Spain) – an insular site 
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It would, therefore, seem important to strike a right balance so that a biosphere reserve 
adequately reflects the various functions and different land uses for ensuring environmental 
conservation in the core areas, as well as sustainable development in the buffer zones, and in 
particular in the transition zones. 
 
In May 2005, the Bureau of the MAB International Coordinating Council decided to approve 23 
new biosphere reserves taking into account the recommendations of the Advisory Committee 
for Biosphere Reserves. To-date there are 482 biosphere reserves in 102 countries. Four 
countries were added to the World Network of Biosphere Reserves: Mauritania (with the Delta 
of the Senegal River Biosphere Reserve, a transboundary site with Senegal), Turkey (with the 
Camili Biosphere Reserve), and two island states in the Pacific: the Federated States of 
Micronesia (with Utwe Biosphere Reserve), and Palau (with Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve). 
 
Utwe Biosphere Reserve is the first biosphere reserve in Micronesia. It is blessed with high 
species diversity due to its composite landscape/seascape elements of tropical forests, 
mangroves, sea grass beds and coral reefs. 
 
Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve is the first biosphere reserve in the South West Pacific. It 
covers a large bay and coastal area with dense mangrove swamps. Its marine core areas protect 
economically important crab, fish and clam species. 
 
Despite the two additions from the Pacific, a global overview of insular biosphere reserves 
reveals that they are still largely underrepresented as “island ecosystem types” in the World 
Network of Biosphere Reserves. For the following listing of insular biosphere reserves, only 
those were listed where a very substantial part of the island is designated as a biosphere reserve 
(for example, Cuba, an island state, has six biosphere reserves; however, their combined spatial 
extent is well below 50% of the overall Cuban territory). 
 
In Europe, about eleven insular biosphere reserves exist. These are: Loch Druidiberg (United 
Kingdom); Archipelago Sea Area (Finland); West Estonian Archipelago (Estonia); Iroise 
(France); Commander Islands (Russian Federation); Far East Marine (Russian Federation); 
Menorca (Spain); La Palma (Spain); Lanzarote (Spain); El Hierro (Spain); and Gran Canaria 
(Spain). 
 
In Africa, there are only two insular biosphere reserves: Boloma Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau); and 
Iles Zembra and Zembretta (Tunisia). (Note: the Macchabee/Bel Ombre Biosphere Reserve in 
Mauritius is relatively small compared to the overall island of Mauritius). 
 
In Northern America, two US biosphere reserves can be considered as insular biosphere 
reserves: Aleutian Islands; and Glacier Bay and Admiralty Island (Note: the two biosphere 
reserves on Vancouver Island in Canada, i.e. Clayoquot Sound and Mount Arrowsmith, are also 
relatively small compared with the overall area of Vancouver Island). 
 
In Latin America, four insular biosphere reserves have been designated: Juan Fernandez (Chile); 
Archipielago de Colon (Galapagos, Ecuador); Islas de Golfo de California (Mexico); and Rio 
San Juan (Nicaragua). 
 
The Asian-Pacific region has a larger number of insular biosphere reserves. These are: Hara 
(Islamic Republic of Iran); Siberut (Indonesia); Komodo (Indonesia); Macquarie Island 
(Australia); Nanji (China); Cat Ba (Vietnam); Yakushima Island (Japan); Jeju Island (Republic 
of Korea), and the two recently added biosphere reserves of Ngaremeduu (Federated States of 
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Micronesia) and Utwe (Palau). It would seem that a great potential for insular biosphere reserve 
collaboration exists in the Asia-Pacific region. 
 
Without claiming to be exhaustive, insular biosphere reserves face a number of particular 
challenges which set them apart from biosphere reserves in other ecosystems. Most importantly, 
insular sites are constrained by limited terrestrial space. Because of the limited space, a number 
of land and resource use conflicts may come to the fore such as environmental conservation vs. 
agriculture vs. space for human habitats vs. tourism vs. fisheries etc. Moreover, most insular 
biosphere reserves rely on the import of energy supplies. A serious problem is waste disposal as 
overall waste management plans are rarely put into practise. Communication with the main land 
is often costly and time-consuming. Many insular biosphere reserves lack a certain social 
infrastructure compared to the mainland: specialized health care, higher schools, higher level 
public administration, and cultural amenities such as cinemas and theaters rarely exist on islands. 
A certain island mentality and lcoal particularisms may lead to political secession tendencies 
which may be in conflict with central governments.  
 
With regard to the environment, insular biosphere reserves have specific constraints: While they 
are often marked by high degrees of endemism (which underlines the conservation value of an 
insular biosphere reserve), some highly specialized species are threatened by global warming 
and have difficulties in adapting to changing environmental conditions when they cannot 
migrate to other areas that are better suited for their specific habitat needs. The threat of 
invasive alien species to local and endemic species is now widely recognized as an outright 
problem, especially as “weeding out” measures against invasive species are both very capital 
and labour intensive, and in some cases near to impossible to accomplish. 
 
If an insular biosphere reserve comprises also marine parts, their conservation and management 
poses additional problems as the extent of the protected marine areas is difficult to demarcate. 
Illegal trespassing into marine protected areas is common, either out of sheer ignorance or 
because of poaching. Enviromnental pollution (oil spills and dumping of waste into the marine 
parts) is both a potential and a current risk. 
 
For all these reasons, it is of prime importance to address the challenges of insular biosphere 
reserves through a coherent and inter-disciplinary comparative study approach. The Asia-Pacific 
region offers a number of very suitable biosphere reserves as study sites. The former project 
“Asia-Pacific Cooperation for the Sustainable Use of Renewable Natural Resources in 
Biosphere Reserves and Similar Managed Areas (ASPACO)”, funded by the Japanese 
Government and implemented by Dr Miguel Clusener-Godt of the UNESCO MAB-Secretariat 
in collaboration with several colleagues of UNESCO field offices, has already laid the 
foundation for such studies, which should be continued in the future.  
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this paper is to give inputs to the discussion on the management of island biosphere reserves, 
with special emphasis on the role of potential local communities can play in sustainable development and 
nature conservation. The paper focuses in particular on the island of Siberut, the largest island in the 
Mentawai archipelago, West-Sumatra, Indonesia, designated as a Biosphere Reserve in 1981. Since 
1998, UNESCO Office, Jakarta, in cooperation with the Siberut National Park, has been actively 
engaged in developing and implementing a conservation and development project on the island. The first 
section of the paper provides a general background on the environmental situation in Indonesia as an 
island state. The second section focuses on the Siberut, its culture and natural environment, as well as 
identifies the current development approaches, trends and threats. The third section of the paper suggests 
and discusses strategic requirements in achieving sustainable development and identifies the need for 
carefully outlined development paradigms. It particularly describes UNESCO’s intervention in support of 
a wise human-wildlife cohabitation. UNESCO has explored and developed innovative management 
approaches and methods that secure wildlife protection while simultaneously providing room for human 
development. In line with the Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves and using the Principles of the 
Ecosystem Approach under the Convention of Biodiversity, UNESCO, Siberut National Park and 
indigenous representatives, have established a collaborative and adaptive management system, which is 
based on sharing responsibilities between stakeholders in managing natural resources. 
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1. Indonesia, "The String of Emeralds on the Equator"  

Indonesia, island republic and largest nation of South East Asia, popularly know as "The String 
of Emeralds on the Equator", consists of 18,306 islands and 54,715 km of coastline. From 
Sumatra in the west, to Irian Jaya (New Guinea) in the east, Indonesia stretches across some 
5,150 km of ocean, or one eighth of the globe. Indonesia’s chain of islands has a land area of 
1,904,570 square kilometers varying from snow-capped mountains to primary rainforests. 
Indonesia's national territory occupies a total surface of 5,193,166 square kilometers, consisting 
of 84 percent sea and only 16 percent land.  

As a mega-diversity country, Indonesia is endowed with some of the richest and most diverse 
marine and terrestrial ecosystems on this planet. Indonesia’s position between Asia and 
Australasia allows a natural convergence of remarkable flora and fauna from these two separate 
continents. An ecological boundary, called the Wallace line, seperates the distint fauna and flora 
of Sundaland (i.e. Kalimantan, Bali, and western islands) on the one hand with Wallacea (i.e. 
Sulawesi, Lombok, and islands further to the east) on the other hand. Furthermore, Indonesia’s 
18,306 islands, encompassing a wide variety of habitat types, many endemic species of fauna 
and flora only found back on specific islands (e.g. Komodo, Siberut). Though Indonesia covers 
only 1.3% of the earth’s land surface, it is home to about 17% of the plant and animal species of 
the world.  

The geographical composition of the country has also contributed to its cultural diversity, 
reflected in its human population. There are more than 330 ethnic groups in Indonesia, speaking 
250 distinct languages. The Indonesia has a population of 241,973,880, making it the fourth 
most populous country in the world. The average population density is 134 people per sq km. It 
is estimated that two-thirds of the Indonesian population live less than 100 km from the coast 
and rely on saltwater fish for 60% of their protein intake.  

As a country solely constisting of islands, which feature rich biological and cultural diversity, 
Indonesia has shown strong commitment to sustainable manage and conserve both its biological 
and cultural diversity, which are closely related to the identity of the nation. Indonesia’s 
constitution recognizes the importance of economic development in harmony with nature and 
the country is signatory to a number of international environmental, wildlife and oceanic treaties 
and agreements that mandate species and ecosystem protection.  
 
One early commitment of Indonesia towards the protection of biological diversity, included its 
membership in the "Man and the Biosphere" (MAB) scientific programme, launched in 1971 by 
UNESCO to better understand the relationship between humans and their environment and to 
reconcile two apparently contrary goals: conserving biodiversity while ensuring economic and 
social development of human populations. The MAB Programme in Indonesia has a long 
institutional history.  MAB Indonesia initiated its activities in 1972, only one year after the 
establishment of the International MAB programme. The MAB Indonesian National Committee, 
including several governmental and non-governmental agencies, is responsible for overall co-
ordination of MAB Indonesia. The Committee works under the coordination of Indonesian 
Institute of Sciences (LIPI) and with support of UNESCO through its Jakarta Office and the 
Indonesian National Commission for UNESCO. 
 
Indonesia was one of the first countries in Southeast Asia to recognize the importance of the 
Biosphere Reserve model in support of sustainable development in sites of high biological and 
cultural diversity and consequently designated six Biosphere Reserves in the early stage of 
Biosphere Reserve development (1970s and early 1980s), including: Cibodas (West Java), 
Tanjung Puting (Central Kalimantan), Lore Lindu (Central Sulawesi), Komodo (NTT), Leuser 
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(North Sumatra) and Siberut (West Sumatra). The Indonesian Biosphere Reserves comprise a 
network of different ecosystems, representative of Indonesia, ranging from small islands, 
mountains, forests, wetlands, marine areas and coral reefs. The Indonesian Biosphere Reserves, 
selected on the basis of comprehensive scientific information, include a variety of endemic or 
extremely rare animal and plant species. Besides being established as reservoirs of genetic 
diversity, Biosphere Reserves play an important role in maintaining ecological functions and 
services for local livelihoods of people living in and adjacent to Biosphere Reserves. 

However, being the world's largest archipelagic nation makes law enforcement very difficult, if 
not almost impossible. Due to the lack of strong and efficient law enforcement, Indonesia 
experienced significant environmental degradation during the 1980s and 1990s, also within in 
the designated Biosphere Reserves. In addition to the existing geographical constraints in 
protecting the environment, the decentralization process, which started in the late 90s and gives 
higher levels of autonomy to provinces and districts, has generated negative impacts on the 
natural environment.  New decision and policy makers at provincial and district levels have 
often limited understanding on biodiversity and ecosystem issues, and lack the incentives to 
conserve the rich biological diversity by managing natural resources in a sustainable way. 
Despite the strong commitment of the newly elected government to curb the current 
environmental problems, the scope of the problems remains large. It is estimated that Indonesia 
annually loses up to US$600 million from illegal logging, excluding the loss of the costs of 
environmental services.   

Biosphere Reserves offer an ultimate chance to protect some of the most critical biodiversity 
sites in Indonesia while securing sustainable development. Indonesian's Biosphere Reserves are 
referred to in Act No.5 of 1990, concerning the conservation of living resources and their 
ecosystems (Chapter I, General Provisions, Article 1, Recital 12). However, this legal 
framework does not protect Biosphere Reserves from exploitative development schemes such as 
large-scale commercial logging and other destructive practices. It also fails to protect Biosphere 
Reserves in terms of zonation issues and management regulations. Recent data from the field 
show that five out of six Biosphere Reserves face severe ecosystem degradation. Success or 
failure in safeguarding Biosphere Reserves will define Indonesian's future development path as 
an island nation. The following section of this paper focuses on a single case study, Siberut 
Biosphere Reserve, one of the two island biosphere reserves in Indonesia, and explores in depth 
the challenges and solutions in sustainable managing the island’s natural resources. 
 
 
2. Siberut Island Biosphere Reserve, a laboratory for island management 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
With a surface of 4,030 km², Siberut is the largest island of the Mentawai archipelago district. 
Siberut Island Biosphere Reserve lies approximately 150 km off the western coast of Sumatra, 
within the West Sumatra Province.  The island is one of Indonesia’s most unique cultural and 
ecological assets and was thus proposed as a Biosphere Reserve by the Indonesian Government 
in 1981 and approved by the International Coordinating Council of UNESCO the same year. In 
1993, the western part of the island was designated as a National Park, covering an area of 
190,500 ha. 
  
The indigenous inhabitants of the Biosphere Reserve are the Mentawaian communities, which 
represent 90% of the Island's total population. Their way of life is still primarily dependent on 
the traditional use of natural resources.  Many parts of Siberut still feature a semi-subsistence 
economy, in which the forest serves as a storehouse providing food, medicines and other goods 
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and services. The local communities' customary environmental management systems ensure 
economic continuity and contribute to the protection of the island's biological diversity. 
Nonetheless, facing a rapidly changing world and exposed to increasing levels of globalization, 
local communities are adopting more extractive and less sustainable practices, practices that 
generate negative environmental impacts. Uncontrolled societal changes risk further degrading 
the unique natural environment of the island and eroding the closely interrelated cultural 
identity of its inhabitants.  
 
Biodiversity on islands is particularly vulnerable to habitat destruction, as small populations in 
geographically confined spaces are characterised by higher extinction rates. Active and pending 
logging concessions threaten to destroy 70% of the habitat remaining outside Siberut National 
Park and are likely to endanger the survival of many of the island's plant and animal species 
within the Siberut Biosphere Reserve.  
 
2.2. Physical Conditions  
 
Siberut is located between 0°80’ to 2°00’ south latitude and 98°60’ to 99°40’ east longitude. 
The average distance between Siberut and the mainland is 150 km. Siberut has a hot and humid 
equatorial climate with no extended dry season. The average daily humidity is around 81-85% 
and the daily temperatures are of 22°C to 31°C. The East Coast, facing Sumatra, descends 
gradually into the Mentawai strait, a 1,500 meters deep trench, coupled with seasonable 
dangerous winds and ocean currents. The irregular coastline consists of islets, bays, coral reefs 
and spits of land, and is covered with mangrove forest up to 2km inland on some parts. Further 
inland the mangrove gives way to nipah forest. The West Coast, facing the Indian Ocean has an 
overgrowth of barringtonia forests and is difficult to access due to the rough sea and steep cliffs.  
Corral reefs are rare and the coastline is straight with large sandy beaches. The interior has a 
hilly landscape with the highest peak of 384m. The hills are covered with primary dipterocarp 
forest, with lower sections consisting of primary mixed forest. In the valleys, the almost daily 
rainfall feeds small creeks, which level out into bigger and wider rivers running through swamp 
forest and sago-grove dominated lowlands.  
 
 
 
West       A      B               C                         D                         C                      E             F          G      East 
 

                                 

Indian Ocean Mentawai strait

             SIBERUT NATIONAL PARK       UNPROTECTED ECOSYSTEM 
 
 A. West coast 

B. Barringtonia forest  
C. Mixed forest 

D. Dipterocarp forest  
E. Swamp forest  
F. Mangrove forest  
G. East coast 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3. A small island with a rich biodiversity 
 
The geographical isolation that started in the Mid-Pleistocene (about 500,000 to 1,000,000 years 
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ago) between Siberut and the Sunda mainland, and later between Siberut and the Pagai islands, 
has led to a wealth of astounding biodiversity.  As well as high species richness this island 
boasts high levels of endemism at both species and subspecies levels.  The long geographical 
isolation of the island has brought about many endemic species and allowed for the survival of 
relict species of the Sundaland fauna.  
 
Fifteen percent of fauna and sixty-five percent of mammals (21 out of 34 species) on Siberut are 
unique to this island. Endemics include two species of bats, four primates, five squirrels, five 
rats, two pangolins and two species of civets. Out of 134 bird species found on Siberut, 19 are 
endemic. Moreover, 15 species of amphibians, 38 species of reptiles and 8 species of freshwater 
fish have also been recorded on this island. However since survey effort has been limited, the 
true numbers of plant, bird, mammal, amphibian, reptile and fish species are believed to be 
much higher.   
 
The most notable flagship species are the four endemic primates: the Kloss Gibbon/Dwarft 
Siamang (Hylobates klossii), the Mentawai macaque (Macaca pagensis), the Mentawaian leaf 
monkey (Presbytis potenziani siberu), and the Pig-tail snub-nosed monkey (Nasalis concolor 
siberu).  Due to their isolation these species have retained numerous primitive characteristics, 
making them particularly important for evolutionary studies. These four primates make Siberut 
unique, as they constitute the highest density of endemic primates per unit area found anywhere 
in the world. Additionally four marine mammals have been sighted around Siberut, including 
the rare dugong. 
 
Numerous other mammals found on the Mentawai islands are also endemic, and these include 
the Mentawai palm civet (Paradoxurus lignicolor), Mentawai squirrel (Callosciurus 
melanogaster), Mentawai three-striped squirrel (Lariscus obscurus), and Mentawai flying 
squirrel (Hylopetes sipora).1  
 
The 846 plant species make up the vegetation of a wide variety of terrestrial ecosystems. Siberut 
flora consists of 131 families, 390 genera and 846 species. The dominant species are from the 
Family of Euphorbiaceae (24 genera, 100 species), Orchidaceae (41 genera, 67 species), 
Rubiaceae (25 genera, 54 species) and Lauraceae (11 genera, 39 species). Twenty species of 
Dipterocarpaceae have been identified, including 6 species of Dipterocarpus, 2 species of 
Hopea, 8 species of Shorea and 4 species of Vatica. 
 
With its high rate of endemism confined to a limited area, Siberut’s ecosystem is extremely 
vulnerable to destructive development activities such as large-scale commercial logging and 
plantations. Siberut’s high level of endemism, combined with its insularity, exacerbates the 
vulnerability of the island’s species to extinction. Following habitat changes during the last 
decades due to large-scale logging and agricultural expansion, as well as the introduction of 
airguns, the survival of Siberut's primates is at risk. All four primates on Siberut are currently 
listed by IUCN as endangered species threatened with extinction, requiring immediate 
conservation efforts.  
 
2.4. Social and Economic Conditions  
 
The population on Siberut is estimated around 35.000, representing a population density of 
about 7,5/ km². Over the past decades, the population has increased rapidly due to the 
modifications in settlement patterns and other socio-economic changes. In 1930, the population 
was estimated around 9.000 inhabitants.2  Since 1960, the total population has increased with 
                                                 
1 Whitten et al. 2000 
2 Nooy-Palm, 1968 
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more than 100%. The in-migrant (non-Mentawaians) population is currently estimated around 
3000 or 10% of the total population on Siberut. 
 
The current socio-political organization on Siberut is a relic of Neolithic socio-political 
structures. Mentawaians are organized into autonomous political units called Umas, land-
owning patrilineal family groups. Each Uma typically consists of 5 to 10 monogamous families 
with a total of 30 to 60 people and has a specific name often derived from the name of the river 
along which the families settle. All adult members of the Uma have the same rights and 
authority, as no formal chiefs exist. Since people only have access to the land and resources as a 
member of their group, the Uma plays a central role in the natural resource management, land-
use practices and the creation of the manmade ecosystems. Historically, umas have claimed and 
occupied all land on Siberut, creating a situation in which each plot of land on Siberut has 
outlined and traditionally recognized tenure rights. The traditional socio-political structure of 
the Uma is well adapted to the natural environment as it ensures the long-term survival of the 
group. 
 
During the last half century, the socio-political structure of the Uma has been significantly 
transformed due to resettlement policies, which introduced village structures, modern 
administration and a new socio-economic development. The centralization of political power 
from an Uma level to a village level led to more social stratification. The current increasing rate 
of Uma-splits reflects the rise of a new and more individualistic resource management pattern. 
However, old socio-cultural structures still persist behind the facade of new village institutions, 
and continue to influence many aspects of daily life, including rights to resource exploitation. 
Umas continue to act as separate autonomous political units, adding to the complexity in the 
political landscape of the village. 
 
The productive residents in Siberut between 15 to 55 years old account for 62% of the total 
population.  The general education level among the indigenous community is quite low, with as 
average education level attained being limited to primary school graduate. In 1997, 80% of total 
population worked as farmers/wild harvest collectors and 2.3% worked as fishermen.  The main 
source of local communities' cash income comes from agricultural products such as cloves, 
patchouli oil, betelnut and nutmeg and forest-products such as rattan, wildlife (birds), honey and 
aloewood (gaharu).  
 
Logging activities have been commonly perceived by the local government and to a certain 
extent by local communities a as a means to rapidly generate local income.  However, analysis 
of the gross revenue distribution generated from logging activities shows that local communities 
only received about 3.64% of total gross revenue from logging while the local government only 
received about 6.11% of total gross revenue from logging activities.   
 
As part of the overall national decentralization process, giving more autonomy to regional 
levels, the Mentawai Islands became a new district in 1999. The process of power devolution, 
giving also more responsibilities on the management of natural resources to district government, 
was assumed to generate an unpredictable impact on conservation status of Siberut Island. More 
than five years after the establishment of the new district, the presence of logging concessions 
and current plans for large-scale plantations shows that the assumptions were true. The local 
government still lacks the incentives, capacities and vision to support sustainable development 
and ecosystem conservation. 
 
2.5 Customs, an important factor in sustainable resource management 
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Ecosystems do not only provide direct monetary and subsistence-based benefits, but also play a 
key role in the development of the environmental and spiritual worldview of the communities. 
The value of the natural environment in indigenous societies is based on a holistic perception. In 
many indigenous societies, as in the case of Mentawaian people living in Siberut, animals, 
plants, rivers, mountains, earthquakes and rainbows are not merely biological life-forms, 
geographical formations or metrological phenomena, but are the basis of the cosmology of the 
indigenous society and its cultural identity. Past individual and collective experiences with the 
natural environment have defined the current relationship between indigenous people and their 
natural environment and the existing use and non-use values they associate with their natural 
environment.  
 
Siberut indigenous people have been living on the island for more than a millennium. The level 
of protection of Siberut will play a vital role in the survival of Siberut’s indigenous culture and 
tradition. Besides being established as reservoirs of biological and cultural diversity, Siberut 
Biosphere Reserves also play an important role in maintaining “ecological functions” and 
providing “ecological services”, which act as necessary providers for sustainable development. 
The isolated location of Siberut Biosphere Reserve has always allowed environmental 
protection in the past but also hampered the socio-economic development of local communities. 
Historically, Siberut people supported communally based natural resource management 
systems, which were sustainable for the natural environment. The wealth of food and other 
products derived from the natural environment resulted often in a relatively higher standard of 
living than found back in mainstream societies3.  
 

An example of customary resource management, highly beneficial for the conservation of 
biological diversity, is the use of “slash and mulch” method when opening a new forest-field. In 
this method, a small patch of forest is selected and cleared. The existing soil will provide 
enough nutrients for the first planted species (banana, taro, etc.), while the debris of the cleared 
lower vegetation will provide nutrients for the second planted species (pineapple, etc.). Later 
stage cleared trees will in turn provide nutrients for the progressively planted fruit trees. Fallen 
logs will increase initial ground cover, reducing at its turn erosion. During the period of planting, 
as logs are rotting gradually, there is a constant release of new nutrients, preventing soil 
degradation. The protection of valuable hardwood trees (geneigei) during the opening of a new 
field will increase soil-protection and biodiversity. After a few years, the field will then begin to 
regain its forest character.  
 
Until this date, semi-subsistence economy is still prevalent in many parts of Siberut. It is 
believed that the customary modes of production underwent few changes during the pre-colonial 
and colonial period. The most significant changes occurred during the post-colonial period and 
were primarily related to the modification in settlement pattern, involving the resettlements 
from forest dwellings to villages (50-70’s). Furthermore, facing a rapidly changing world and 
being exposed to an increasing level of globalization, Siberut communities are shifting their 
economic strategies to accommodate new lifestyles. Due to a lack of alternative opportunities 
and limited access to information, Siberut communities often embrace a ‘quick-fix’ approach to 
improving their economic situation -, by utilizing destructive economic development schemes 
(i.e. logging, mono-cultural plantations).  
 
The lineal concept of specific production methods or resource management patterns for market 
purposes opposes the cyclical concept of the customary subsistence lifestyle, which guarantees a 
higher degree of continuity and security for survival within a customary environment. As the 
specific production of resources for market demand is a relatively new process on Siberut, 
                                                 
3 Parameters for wealth and poverty are difficult to define and delineating poverty is not value-free, 
especially in regard to indigenous people, who are still involved in subsistent or semi-subsistent 
economies. 
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mechanisms like the fluctuation of market demands and prices and strategies like marketing are 
difficult to understand from a subsistent perspective. 
 
Strong indications show that the ‘quick-fix’ approach to development fails in generating long-
term welfare and often creates absolute poverty for indigenous communities. Community profits 
garnered from timber and non-timber forest products never include the cost of environmental, 
cultural, social and spiritual degradation, a community has to pay.  Policy makers can therefore 
not only approach poverty in an indigenous context in terms of income and need to look at its 
wider dimensions by using qualitative indicators as environment and dignity.  
 
2.6 Siberut Biosphere Reserve: a feasible commitment? 
 
When the Siberut Biosphere Reserve was nominated in 1981, it only protected a small area 
(56,000 ha), without a clear zonation system. In 1998, the Biosphere Reserve was extended to 
the entire island (403,000 ha). However, until now zonation and legal issues, regarding the 
status of the island as a biosphere reserve remain unclear.  
 
Efforts to protect Siberut started in the early seventies by scientists, studying the remarkable 
fauna and flora, who raised international and national awareness regarding the uniqueness of the 
island. However, it was not until 1976, that a wildlife sanctuary of 6,500 ha was established, 
four years after three commercial logging companies had been granted permits to start their 
operations on Siberut (PT. Cirebon Agung, PT. Carya Parmin Pulau Siberut, PT. Kayu Siberut).  
In 1978, the wildlife sanctuary was upgraded to a wildlife reserve of 56,500 ha. Due to 
continuing national and international pressure to preserve Siberut’s unique ecosystem, the 
Indonesian Government decides to ban all commercial logging on Siberut, effective as of 1994. 
In 1993 all commercial logging operations cease. By then, it is estimated that nearly two million 
m3 of hardwood had been harvested in Siberut.   
 
During the same year the Indonesian Government decided to gazette nearly half the island as a 
national park with technical assistance of the Asian Development Bank (ADB). To achieve this 
goal, GOI and ADB launched an ambitious project (ICDP: Integrated Conservation and 
Development Project), to protect Siberut’s ecosystem and boost local economic development, 
implemented by the Department of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation (PHKA) in the 
Ministry of Forestry. The main outputs of the project, terminated in 1999, have been the 
establishment of Siberut National Park (SNP), the formulation of an “Integrated Conservation 
and Development Management Plan” (ICMP) and a temporary ban on logging, which was 
effective until 1999. Although the ICMP, developed by the program, contains many interesting 
community-based approaches towards conservation and development, discrepancies occurred 
between the implementation and the original management plan. The project failed in achieving 
local economic development it had hoped for, partially due to lack of community participation, 
the limited timeframe and the ambitious goals. After the finalization of the ICDP, the situation 
was adverse from the time of program initiation.  Skepticism, mistrust and hostility had replaced 
the initial community enthusiasm. The low outputs and lack of community participation in the 
program had disappointed NGOs, local government and communities, and created a general 
negative attitude towards the National Park and conservation in general.  
 
The Siberut National Park has a zonation system, established by PHKA (Directorate General of 
Forest Protection and Nature Conservation) under the ICDP program in 1995. The land within 
the boundary of the National Park is of ancestral origin and has been managed in a customary 
way during millennia. Based on scientific research a zonation system has been designed taking 
into account to a certain extent customary resource use systems. The Siberut National Park has 
three management zones, each enhancing a different conservation status, based on the need for 
ecosystem protection and the local communities’ geographical distribution of resource use. 
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However, the current zonation system has shown weakness in relation to protecting the integrity 
of the island’s ecosystem, as necessary components of the overall ecosystem of the island in the 
eastern part of the island are left unprotected, including coral reefs, mangrove forests, swamps 
and mixed forest. Other weaknesses include the lack of projecting future societal changes in 
setting up the zonation system, i.e. need for changing resource use and increasing population 
density.  
 
The concept of the National Park as an appropriate spatial plan to support sustainable 
management of land and resources has never been realized and socialized to its full scale. This 
led to the perception amongst local communities and, at a later stage, the local government, of 
the park as an alien concept, imposing a new management system over resources and land, 
without prior community consultation. The low capacities and opportunities to participate in the 
establishment and management of the National Park have led to strong negative perceptions 
amongst local communities regarding SNP. In certain areas on Siberut, a latent conflict has 
emerged, in which villages reject the existing zonation system and demand the withdrawal of 
the National Park boundaries from their ancestral lands. This conflict is mainly due to a lack of 
information, communication and community involvement in SNP management. Communities 
and local government do not understand or accept that the existing zonation system supports 
long-term sustainable economic development. Such conditions are deplorable as SNP more than 
ever needs the communities’ and local government’s assistance in dealing with its current 
transboundary problems, such as large-scale logging and commercial plantations. 
 
It was only after the economic crisis and political turmoil of 1998, that the central government, 
under pressure from the provincial and district authorities, reopened Siberut for commercial 
logging by issuing Ministerial Decree No. 422/Kpts-II/1999. Logging and plantation companies 
began submitting applications for logging and oil palm concessions, totaling 11 applications for 
about 274,500 ha, or 70% of the island. Despite widespread protest, the first new large-scale 
commercial logging concession was granted an area as large as 1/8 of the island in 2001. 
Smaller and often illegal concessions followed suit and by the beginning of 2005, 5 logging 
concessions were operational in Siberut.   
  
The re-establishment of logging concessions has left the National Park management in a 
difficult situation. It is legally unable to restrict unsustainable economic activities (commercial 
logging, coral reef destruction, etc.) in unprotected areas, and thereby meet the needs of a 
comprehensive ecosystem management, based on the integrity of the island ecosystem. 
Furthermore, many components in the private sector (i.e. timber and plantation companies) that 
oppose conservation efforts take advantage of SNP’s weak relationship with local communities. 
By dispersing wrong information at community level as in which SNP is confiscating ancestral 
land and opposing socio-economic development, private companies are able to achieve 
community support. This increasing encroachment on the National Park has given rise to a siege 
mentality amongst Park staff, whereby non-action is often preferred above managing the 
existing conflicts. 
 
 
3. UNESCO, a grassroots intervention for sustainable development 
 
3.1. Turning the tide, the need for a new conservation paradigm 
 
Lessons learned from the ADB's ICDP, show that lack of participation resulted in a lack of 
support from local communities.  Communities could not identify themselves with the program 
due to the top-down and discriminating decision-making mechanism. In order to obtain the 
necessary support from local communities in protecting the natural environment, the National 
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Park as well as other conservation agencies, needed to change their paradigm, and develop new 
approaches based on participatory utility instead of protectionism. To endorse the change, from 
viewing conservation not only as a biological issue but also as a human issue, the national park 
management had to adopt new strategies and approaches. 
 
However, the question remained what could be done in order to boost community support for 
conservation and what mechanisms were required to obtain such support?  With as goal to try 
and achieve more tangible results, both in the field of conservation and development, a 
grassroots level co-management program was initiated by UNESCO and SNP in 2001, giving 
room for the local communities to express their needs and aspirations.  Under the co-
management initiative, catalyzing and in a further phase sustaining community participation are 
the key-strategies in the protection of Siberut's natural environment. Siberut people, as 
legitimate owners and managers of natural resources, are under this new approach regarded as 
the main actors in protecting their environment. As Siberut communities are directly dependent 
on the natural resources for their livelihoods, it is necessary to secure their traditional 
custodianship over their resources while at the same time developing, through a multi-
stakeholder process, legal regulations. Giving the Siberut communities and other stakeholders 
the opportunity to develop natural resource management regulations based on socio-economic 
needs, customary practices as well as scientific data is according to UNESCO the only effective 
vehicle for improved control over natural resources on Siberut Island. 
 
3.2 Co-management, a multi-stakeholder approach 
 
According to Sajise, Fellizar and Saguiguit, the current ecosystem degradation and slow socio-
economic development in many developing countries show that current trends in the use of 
resources to achieve sustainable development are untenable and that alternative methods have to 
be identified to reverse this trend. Consequently, there has been a shift to forward looking 
policies and strategies that advocate community-based initiatives to rehabilitate, conserve and 
protect the resources based on enhancement of local knowledge and skills responsibility and 
accountability.4

 
One of these new strategies has been the attempt to put into practice co-operative management 
schemes in areas where local communities possess customary tenure claims. Co-operative 
management systems and institutions emerge when a resource has a number of parties with 
different interests and rights. 5   In Siberut where the National Park and communities share 
respectively legal and traditional rights over resources within the NP, Co-management offers a 
management system whereby both user groups and park management are able to share 
responsibilities concerning the sustainable use of resources.  
 
Co-management is loosely defined as 'sharing of power, responsibilities and benefits with 
respect to the management of natural resources (including their exploitation and conservation) 
among government and collective users'6. Collaborative management varies from case to case 
dependent on factors as existing legal framework and policies, local socio-economic conditions, 
capacities of governmental and non-governmental organizations, etc. The only element binding 
all existing co-management regimes, often represented by a new management institution, is the 
sharing of responsibilities in managing the natural resources.   
 
One of the key-requirements for successful collaborative management is the presence of 
sufficient mutual trust between communities and the relevant government department to enable 
                                                 
4 Sajise, Fellizar and Saguiguit, 1999 
5 Binder and Hanbidge, 1993 
6 Persoon and Minter, 2001 
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a working relationship to form7. In order to share responsibility in managing natural resources, 
there is a need for confidence and reliance in each other capacities in wisely managing these 
resources. In the case of Siberut, where there remains a lack of confidence between 
communities, NGOs and governmental agencies, the key-element in working towards a 
successful co-management structure is improving the current relationship between all 
stakeholders. Developing genuine trust can take several years, depending on the degree of 
antagonism and mistrust that has built up previously8.  
 
As a pre-condition in developing genuine trust, there need to be an amount of willingness 
between all partners to work towards integrating in the co-management structure. Albeit, this 
level of willingness based on recognition of capacities between stakeholders, has not yet been 
fully achieved in Siberut's co-management.  Further strengthening the relationships between all 
partners is therefore a fundamental goal. In the current co-management process, it would be 
imprudent to predict results based on a prior defined timeframe. The first years of the co-
management structure should only be regarded as a process-oriented exercise.  
 
The Siberut co-management program is an ongoing process in which responsibility is shared 
and often reallocated amongst partners. With the initial lack of cohesion between partners, it 
was impossible to obtain, after the first year of program implementation, a full agreement on the 
team of responsibilities. Each stakeholder in this ongoing process must find through negotiation 
and common agreement its most functional niche, where it can add to the value of co-
management. The overall objective is to obtain a long lasting agreement concerning the team of 
responsibilities, taking into account the ability of stakeholders and the role they offer to play to 
contribute to the protection of Siberut's natural environment. This process should be based on 
negotiation and result in a win-win situation for all involved stakeholders.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Kien Giang is situated in the end point of South West Vietnam. Covering an area of 6,243 km2, 
it has a population of 1,623,834 (including 3 main ethnic groups: the Kinh – 84.38%; the Kh’me 
– 12.32% and the Hoa – 2.38%). The province possesses a 200-km coastline in the Gulf of 
Thailand and shares a 56-km border with Cambodia in the north, the Gulf of Thailand in the 
west, and also with the provinces of An Giang, Can Tho, Soc Trang and Ca Mau. Kien Giang 
has 105 islands, among which the biggest is Phu Quoc Island with an area of 573 km2 and 
51,863 islanders.  
 
The proposed Biosphere Reserve of Kien Giang has 3 core zones overlapping with 3 National 
Parks including U Minh Thuong, Phu Quoc and Kien Luong- Kien Hai Protective forest. The 
total area of Kien Giang Biosphere Reserve is 1,146,078.7 ha (See annex 1). 
 
Phu Quoc island lies in the Gulf of Thailand, about 40 km west of the Vietnamese mainland. 
Phu Quoc was proposed to establish a 5,000 ha nature reserve in 1997. The site was then revised 
to national park to covers 31,422 ha and includes no marine component. In 1994, WWF and the 
Institute of Oceanography conducted a marine biodiversity survey of the group of small islands 
situated off An Thoi port, at the southern tip of Phu Quoc island. As a result of this survey, the 
two organisations proposed to establish An Thoi Marine Protected Area (ADB, 1999). 
 
The island has a rich diversity of biological, ecological and landscape features. However it was 
fogotten during 20 years because of distance from mainland, low infrastructure including roads, 
water supply and services. During recent years of ‘Doi Moi’ Policy, there are a lot of activities 
including intensive fishing, tourism and population growth. They are pressures to fragile island 
including economic development and biodiversity conservation, especially protection of 
endanger species. An effective mechanism and coordination for sustainable development is very 
needed. 
 
 
2. Biodiversity 
 
Flora of Phu Quoc has island characteristics and originated from three immigrant groups of 
plants: Malaysian-Indonesian, Himalayan-Van Nam, Quy Chau- China and Indian-Myanmar. 
Abundant species, especially rare and endemic species, are valuable in research, gene 
conservation and commerce. Among 42 species listed in the Red Book, there are 11 extinct or 
endangered species (Ex, E), 20 rare species (R), 8 threatened species (T) and 3 vulnerable 
species (V). According to inventory data, Phu Quoc has 529 plant species of 118 families and 
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365 genera of which 8 are endemic and notably 2 are new species to science : Ceremium 
phuquoensis Phamh nov sp. and Porphyra tanake Phamh nov sp. of family Rhydophyceae 
(Nguyen Huu Phung & Nguyen Van Long 1996; Nguyen Van An, 1992; Pham Hoang Ho, 
1985) 
The marine biota includes 89 hard coral species, 19 soft corals, 125 coral reef fishes, 132 
molluscs, 32 echinoderms and 62 species of seaweed. These include several species of 
conservation concern, such as the Scaly Clam, Tridacna squamosa and Trochus Shell, Trochus 
nilotichus. Prior to 1990, the globally critically endangered Hawksbill Turtle Eretmochelys 
imbricata was known to nest on the beaches of the Phu Quoc archipelago. However, the 
frequency of nesting has declined sharply in recent years (ADB 1999). The seagrass beds are 
important for foraging marine turtles (IUCN 1993. 1994). The proposed marine protected area 
has recently been confirmed to support a population of the globally threatened Dugong Dugong 
dugon (Cheung,1992; Kien Giang Provincial FPD, 2000).  
 
There are some major types of ecosystems habitats as following: 
 
●  Mangrove ecosystem: It is distributed along Melaleuca forest areas in some coastal zones. 

The major components include Rhizophora apiculata, Bruguiera gymnorrhiza, Sonneratia 
alba, Lumnitzera racemosa, Excoecaria agallocha. Particularly, only in this area there is 
Lumnitzera rosea when compared to other mangrove forests in Mekong River Delta. 

 
● Melaleuca forest ecosystem: Based on the process of formation and affected by soil 

conditions, They are divided into 3 types of terrain. On year-round flooded land, which is 
6-pH, Melaleuca plants are densely distributed but their diameters are not very big (D1,3 = 
13 cm; H = 14 m). Acid sulphate soil mixed with sand, tightly structured and alum is only 
flooded during the rainy season. Melaleuca plants grow on this land together with drought 
resistant grasses. They are thinly scattered with canopies as big as 30-40 cm. On fix sand 
dunes, rarely flooded during the rainy season, Melaleuca plants grow with other plantsand 
develop slowly. 

 
● Dominated Oncosperma tigillaria wetland: It develops in small areas, thinly scattered in 

hollow area, sometimes flooded in dry season. This biotope is occupied by short, densely 
distributed plants. Bushes are distributed on sand beaches along road K7. Some of the 
dominant species are Randia tomentosa, Rhodomyrtus tomentosa. 

 
● Dominated Dipterocarpaceae forest: It is normally distributed on sand dunes along the 

shore. Plants grow and develop slowly, small size, poor quality and give buds early. Major 
species include Hopea odorata, Dipterocarpus dyerii, D. costata, Purinari annamense, 
Syzygium cinereum, Dillenia ovata. The Dipterocarpaceae is distributed on feralit soil 
with thick layer, sandstone formed, found in three areas: Ky Da stream, Ham Ninh 
Mountain and Chao Mountain sides. Plants of this family have built a forest layer with an 
average height of 20 m. Dominated Imperata cylindrica formation is formed after 
deforestation and forest fire, often occur in the South of the nature reserve, in the Tuong 
mountain area, Chop Chai mountain area and in the Southern part of Phu Quoc Island. 
Other species found in this biotope are Grewia tomentosa, Portulata oleracea, and Croton 
poilanei.  

 
● Secondary forest ecosystems: It is distributed mainly on flat terrain, low hills where 

exploited forest has been recovering. Within this biotope 3 main forest types are 
distinguished: Secondary forest developed on old milpas: 1-layer forest with main species 
of Syzygium cinereum, Acronichya pedunculata, Croton poilanei, Grewia tomentosa)... 
This highly disturbed community has an average diameter of 10 - 15 cm and a height of 8 - 
10 m. 
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● Secondary forest recovering after exploitation: It is forest of 1-layer wood-tree and 1-layer 

bush. The wood-tree layer has the average diameter of 16-18cm, average height of 10-15m 
with frequent species such as Hopea pierrei, Syzygium cinereum, Trestonia mergvensis … 
The over exploited secondary forests include lianas, fast-growing palms and shrubby 
vegetation. The remaining timber-trees are usually of poor quality. Major species include 
Hopea pierrei, Grewia tomentosa.. 

 
● Limestone and Karst forest: distributed on high hills, mountains and slopes. Examples of 

this forest type are found onHam Ninh and Chao Mountain at 250m high and on top of 
Ham Rong. With only minor impacts from human activities, this forest is primary, but the 
tree diameter is small under severe climate and topological conditions. Three main mixed 
dominant groups are: Trestonia mergvensis, Hopea pierrei, Syzygium cinereum, Hopea 
pierrei and Manilkara hexandra. 

 
● Coral reefs:  Coral reefs occur around most islands in the southern sector of the marine 

component, and in some places in the northern sector. At 41%, the cover of living coral is 
relatively high but species richness is rather low, with a few taxa being dominant, 
including Porites and Pavona. Based on the scale and distribution of coral reefs around the 
island, the area of coral reefs involved off Phu Quoc islands can be roughly estimated 
6.600 ha. The morphology and profile of coral reefs in Phu Quoc waters varies 
considerably. The 20 m bathymetric contour runs along the western shore of the islands 
while the eastern parts of most islands are steep hills. The bottom topography in the 
southern island group is irregular with a very deep trait (60 m) between Phu Quoc and Hon 
Dua Island. On the western sides gravel, coral debris, laterite grains and occasionally 
muddy sand can be found.  (See annex 2 ) 

 
● Coral reef communities occur in patches around most of the islands in the An Thoi area and 

in some locations around Phu Quoc, the biggest island. The coral grows on native rock 
beds stretching from the islands. Fringing coral reefs mainly occur on the west and 
southwestern parts of Phu Quoc and most of the smaller islets. In general the structure of 
the reefs in this area can be divided into three different zones: 

 
- Zone 1: The shallow zone is composed of native rock blocks, which extend from the 

islands down to greater depths of 2-3 m. Colonies of Acropora and Porites are 
scattered on the rock block. 

- Zone 2: The middle zone is a wide area from 3-10m deep. This zone is high in coral cover 
and biodiversity. Acropora is mainly found in this zone at the depth of 3.5-4.5 
m. 

- Zone 3: This is a sandy, muddle-sandy or gravelly sandy zone extending from zone 2 at 
the end of coral  

- Rich zones: Topography is gentle and smooth. 
 
The coral reef fish fauna is characterised by an abundance of groupers (Serranidae) and 
butterfly fish (Chaetodontidae). Juvenile fish of economic importance, such as Caranx 
sexfasciatus and Sphyraena sp., can be observed on some reefs (ADB, 1999). Phu Quoc is 
proposed a marine protected area supporting ecosystems of the shallow coastal waters off 
south-western Vietnam. 

 
● Seagrasses: Seagrass beds occur mostly off the northern and eastern coast of Phu Quoc 

island, and cover an area estimated to be more than 2,000ha. Ten new seagrass beds in the 
Ha Tien and Kien Luong districts, Kien Giang Province, have been recorded in which 
those at South Chinh Duc Cape and Dam Ba Hon of Hon Heo commune are very diverse 
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and abundant. Those beds are significant in sustaining aquatic organism and consequently 
supporting fisheries in the region. A Dugong dugonpopulation is found in this area. 
Exploitation for meat and organs (for food and medicinal purposes) threaten this species, 
which is closely related to the Dugong population in the Cambodia Sea. Besides, several 
rare species have been also found here, for instance Chelonia mydas, Eretmochelys 
imbricata, Lepictochelys elivacca. The sea-grass ecosystem is therefore clearly a valuable 
and important ecosystem, which deserves the highest conservation attention. (See annex 2) 

 
 
3. The most Threaten Endangered Species 
 
In nature, sharks are the main enemy of D. dugon. Nevertheless, man and its activities have 
made this mammal endangered. Its slow movements make it easy to be wounded by ships. D. 
dugon has died because it is accidentally trapped or deliberately caught. The degradation and 
reduction of seagrass beds under socio-economic activities have destroyed the habitat of D. 
dugon (WWF Vietnam Marine Conservation Southern Survey Team, 1994) 
 
The catching of D. dugon and other large fish occurs during the cold season from September 
through to December. However Dugong dugon can still get stuck in nets after this season. D. 
dugon population is severely threatened due to its high value- 40,000 VND per kg. A pair of a 
mature individual’s eyeteeth can be sold for as much as 10 million VND. D. dugon skeleton and 
its skin also have medicine value. Consequently, all D. dugon caught accidentally or consciously 
are killed. The number of D. dugon and marine turtles has decreased recently. Interviews 
conducted on Phu Quoc Island show that the local community awareness of D. dugon 
conservation and seagrass bed protection is quite poor. 
 
Movement behaviors of D. dugon make it possible for D. dugon population at Phu Quoc marine 
area to be related to that of marine areas in Cambodia and Thailand. Therefore, research and 
conservation activities on rare animals and seagrass on Phu Quoc Island are in need of 
international cooperation among countries in the region.  
 
 
4. Rood causes analysis 
 
An un-appropriated coordination and late regulations at provincial level are considered as a 
major responsibility for the degradation including terrestrial forests, fish and endangered species. 
Awareness and knowledge of local people on D. dugon are poor because they still believe that 
they are one kind of fish. Its local name is ‘Ca Cui’ a fish in the sea. There are not any regulations 
to protect or relate these species during over 25 years. Event a leader of coastal communes get a 
surprise to hear that D. dugon is much endangered species.  
 
Surveys were done within 5 households who caught Dugong dugon and lived in Bai Thom, Ham 
Ninh together with its recorded skeleton on Phu Quoc Island. It has yet to be possible to measure 
exactly the number of D. dugon here. However, 4-6 D. dugon individuals and dozens of marine 
turtles caught for food have been reported annually. D. dugon skeletons have a highly valued 
medicinal value. The catching grounds where many D. dugon are often found are Mui Duong to 
Ham Ninh and Kampot of Cambodia. Offshore fisherman has also witnessed D. dugon in Bai Dai, 
Mui Duong, Bai Thom, Bai Bon, Ham Ninh and southeast sea of An Thoi. 
 
It is suggested that establishment of a mechanism and appropriated regulations to coordinate 
activities of social-economic sectors and administrative levels at both approaches bottom – up 
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and top-down are very needed. The improvement of awareness and knowledge of local 
managers and people should be a high priority in development of strategic plans of the province. 
 
 
5. The proposed biosphere reserve as ‘Model for Sustainable Development 
 
The idea of effective coordination of economic development and biodiversity conservation is 
presented by nomination the proposed Kien Giang Biosphere Reserve, where the zonation of 
structure and functions contributes to clarify responsibilities and duties of every sectors and 
administrative levels relating to boundary and enforcement of issued regulations of development 
and conservation. 
 
Regarding the management mechanism and regulations, a top responsibility is taken by highest 
level of provincial administration, the Kien Giang people Committee. They can coordinate and 
resolve every conflict, occasional violations of endangered species by mobilizing both law 
enforcement and public education and training. The relationship between geographical zonation, 
local people involved and management mechanism and defined responsibilities in the proposed 
biosphere reserve contribute to sustainable development of the province (see table 1) 
 
 
Table 1: Zonation, people and management of the proposed biosphere reserve 
 

Phu Quoc U Minh Thuong Kien Luong -Kien Hai Total Zonation and 
management Terrestrial Marine Terrestrial Marine Terrestrial Marine Terrestrial Marine 

Core zones  

Areas 12,037 13,862 8,111 - 2,926 - 23,073 13,862 
People 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Management 

Phu Quoc 
National 
park 

Marine 
Protected 
Areas 
(MPA) 

U Minh 
Thuong 
National 
Park 

 Natural 
Protected 
Area 

 Regulations 
of National 
Parks and 
MPA 

 

Buffer zones  

Areas 45,005 25,174 57,023 - 14,763 30,613 116,791 55,787 
People 51,863 0 53,042 0 14,152 0 119,057 0 

Management 
Provincial People Committee: Departments of Agriculture and Rural Development, Department of 
Fisheries, Department of Science and Technology, Department of Natural Resources and Environment, 
Department of Panning and Investment, Department of Finance… 

Transition 
zone 

 

Areas 17,790 191,065 83,624 - 88,026 598,087 189,439 789,152
People 0 0 186,631 0 48,205 0 234,836 0 

Management 
Provincial People Committee: Departments of Agriculture and Rural Development, Department of 
Fisheries, Department of Science and Technology, Department of Natural Resources and Environment, 
Department of Panning and Investment, Department of Finance… 
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6. Conclusions 
 
The Phu Quoc Island is very fragile under pressures from natural and socio-economic activities 
including tourism development. The high biodiversity is degraded by lack of appropriated 
mechanism of coordination and immediate regulations in management. The nomination of 
biosphere reserve with clear zonation, integrated coordination mechanism in management with 
defined responsibilities would be ‘model’ for sustainable development of the province.  
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Annex 1 
 
Zonation of land and marine area of Propose Kien Giang Biosphere Reserve (ha) 

 

Function area Land Offshore Total 

Core zone of Phu Quoc 12.037 13.862 25.899 

Core zone of U Minh Thuong 8.111 0 8.111 

Core zone of Kien Luong-Kien Hai 2.926 0 2.926 

Total 23.073 13.862 36.935 

Buffer zone of Phu Quoc 45.005 25.174 70.179 

Buffer zone of U Minh Thuong 57.023 0 57.023 

Buffer zone of Kien Luong - Kien Hai 14.763 30.613 45.376 

Total 116.791 55.787 172.578 

Transition zone of Phu Quoc 
(Sustainable development zone) 17.790 191.065 208.854 

Transition zone of U Minh Thuong 
(Sustainable development zone) 83.624 0 83.624 

Transition zone of Kien Luong- Kien Hai 
(Sustainable development zone) 88.026 598.087 686.113 

Total 189.439 789.152 978.591 

Grand Total 329.304 858.801 1.118.105 

 
 

 
Annex 2  

 
Sites with some dominant genera of corals, Phu Quoc islands 

 
Sites name Coral species 

Hon Roi Porites, Acropora, Montipora, Fungia 
Hon Dam Ngang Porites, Pavona, Montipora, Fungia 
Hon Mong Tay Porites, Pavona, Montipora, Pocillopora 
Hon Dam Porites, Acropora, Montipora 
S. Hon Vong Porites, Acropora, Montipora, Pavona 
N.W. Hon Vong Porites, Pavona, Montipora, Acropora 
Hong Vang Porites, Pocillopora, Montipora, Acropora 
Hon May Rut Sinularia, Pocillopora, Acropora, Sarcophytum 
Hon Dua Turbinaria, Montipora, Porites, Sarcophytum 
N.W. Hon Thom Turbinaria, Montipora, Porites, Acropora 
Hon Gam Gi Acropora, Pavona, Porites, Sarcophytum 
N.W. Bai Thom Porites, Acropora, Montipora, Fungia 
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Annex 3 
  
 

List of surveyed Seagrass beds and species identified 
(Coverage ranging from least abundance 1 to most abundance 5) 

 
No. Site Coordinate Species Note 
1 Hon Tre Nho, Tien 

Hai Commune, Ha 
Tien District 

48P0425662  
UTM 1139327 

Cymodocea rotundata, 
Thalassia hemprichii, 
Halodule uninervis , 
Halophila decipiens   

Abundance, coverage: 4 

2 Hon Tre Lon, Tien 
Hai commune, Ha 
Tien District 

48P0427117 
UTM 1140442 

Thalassia hemprichii, 
Cymodocea serrulata 

Coverage: 3 

3 Mui Dua, Duong 
Hoa commune, Kien 
Luong District 

48P0449076 
UTM1136205 

Enhalus acoroides Coverage: 3 

4 South of Mui Dua, 
Duong Hoa 
Commune, Kien 
Luong District 

48P0449546 
UTM 1124898 

Enhalus acoroides Coverage 4 

5 Hon Heo, Son Hai 
Commune, Kien 
Luong district 

48P0448809 
UTM 1124898 

Enhalus acoroides  Coverage: 4 

6 Southeast Chinh Duc 
cape 

48P0448943 
UTM1124256 

Thalassia hemprichii, 
Cymodocea serrulata, 
Halodule uninervis, 
Enhalus acoroides  

Very abundant  
Coverage: 5, length of 
the bed: 1km, width: 
~300m 

7 Dam Ba Hon, Hon 
Heo commune 

48P0444773 
UTM1121045 
48P0444866 
UTM1121045 

Halodule pinifolia, 
Thalassia hemprichii, 
Cymodocea serrulata, 
Halodule uninervis, 
Enhalus acoroides, 
Halophila ovalis 

Very diverse, very 
abundant, coverage: 5 
Length: ~800m, width: 
400m 

8 Hon Chuong 48P0451058 
UTM1120340 

Enhalus acoroides Coverage: 4 

9 Hon Re Nho 48P0455300 
UTM1122490 

Enhalus acoroides, 
Thalassia hemprichii 

Coverage: 3 

10 Bai Gieng Village 48P0456287 
UTM1121776 

Enhalus acoroides Coverage: 3 

11 North of Bai Thom 40P0397521 
UTM1148903 

Approximately 400m 
landward, seagrass is 
very abundant  

12 Da Trong village, 
Bai Thom commune, 
Phu Quoc district 

48P0399665 
UTM1146110 

Very patchy: coverage: 2

13 Boundary between 
Bai Bon of Ham 
Ninh commune and 
Da Trong of Bai 
Thom commune 

48P0400329 
UTM1145769 

Very patchy/coverage: 2 

14  48P0399354 
UTM 1144251 

Enhalus acoroides, 
Thalassia hemprichii, 
Cymodocea surrulata, 
Halophila ovalis  

Patchy/coverage: 3 
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Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet) Case Study 3:  
 

Strengthening Management Ability for Sustainable 
Development of Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve  

in Haiphong City, Vietnam 
 
 

Dr. Nguyen Van Thanh 
Vice Chairman 

People’s Committee of Hai Phong City 
Vietnam  

 
 
 
1. General Overview about Haiphong City 
 
Hai Phong is a coastal city, located in the east of Northern coastal area, 120 km away from 
capital Ha Noi, A critical growth pole of the Dynamic Economic Zone in Northern Vietnam 
with a total natural area of 1509.2km2 equal to 0.45% natural area of the whole country.  
Haiphong is a modern industrial sea-port city of national standard; a main gateway to the sea for 
the northern provinces and a pole of economic corridor Haiphong – Hanoi – Laocai (Vietnam) – 
Kunming (China).  A vital transportation link to domestic provinces and international networks 
via road network, railway, sea routes, inland waterway and air; a hub for sea economic 
development; a center for service, tourism, fisheries, education and healthcare of the northern 
coastal region. 
It is a wonderful place for rest and traveling. Adjacent to Halong Bay World Heritage Site, 
Haiphong also has a lot of nice landscapes with many historical relics. It has huge potential of 
natural environment preserves untouched by the modern day living. I.e.; The famous Do Son 
Peninsula, Cat Ba Archipelago, Lan Ha Bay… 
 
 
2. Overview on the Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve, Haiphong city 
 
2.1. Geographical location  
 
Officially recognized by UNESCO as the World Biosphere Reserve in October 2004, Cat Ba 
Archipelago Biosphere Reserve stretches over almost Cat Ba Archipelago, which located 
approximately 50 km east of Hai Phong City in northern Viet Nam.  Administratively it is party 
of Cat Hai District, which in turn is part of Hai Phong City.  25km south of Halong City and 
150km to the southeast of Ha Noi. To the North it borders Ha Long Bay of Quang Ninh 
Province, Cat Hai Island is in the west, east and south of the archipelago is Tonkin Gulf, 
Geographically, it stay within the coordinates:  
 
 -  Northern latitude: 20042'40" - 20052'45". 
 -  Eastern longitude: 106054'11" - 1070 07'05" 
 -  Central coordinates : 20047'42" of northern latitude, 107000'38" of eastern longitudes. 
 
Total natural area of Cat Ba biosphere reserved area to be appointed is of 26,240ha, including 
ground area (island) of 17,040ha and 9,200ha seawater surface.  
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The Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve has the core areas, buffer zones and transitional 
zones, which are continuously stretching, over the area of the biggest island in the North, 
conveniently managed by Cat Hai District People’s Committee. 
 
2.2. Benefits from the recognition of the Biosphere Reserve 
 

• World Community benefits the results of bio-diversity conservation, enhancing the 
development of tourism, entertainment, culture and education, bridging the friendship 
and the utility of the people around the world. 

 
• Local community benefits the result of land, water and and other natural resources 

protection activities, enhancing sustainable economic development, create more jobs, 
play an important role in land use management and resources exploitation, reduce 
contradictions, maintain cultural tradition values, healthy environment...for tomorrow’s 
generations 

 
• State leaders, the government and agencies benefit the results of scientific study, 

information exchanges, for the consolidation of managing capability, gaining support 
of local community in natural resources management. Fulfilling the responsibility of 
each country in carrying out the articles of International Conventions.    

 
• Agriculture, forestry, fishing and eco-tourism activities and workers benefit guiding 

and support of pilot training projects on the methodology of managing and exploiting 
natural resources, especially land use and water supply management, in appropriate and 
sustainable ways. 

 
• Scientists, schools, researchers benefit the Biosphere Reserve “The living laboratory” 

in mutual activities of practical studying, researching on ecology process, bio-diversity, 
cultural traditions… to build new hypothesis as well as identifying changes in climate 
and environment. 

 
• After the recognition, Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve made a clear change in 

tourism activities, according to Cat Hai Tourism & Trade department’s statistic, in the 
first half of 2005, Cat Ba welcomed 245.000 visitors, an increase of 94,4% in 
comparison with the same period in 2004, a total of VND38 billions revenue recorded 
(+61% compare to the two first quarters of 2004). International Visitors’ achieved the 
number of 70.000 (by 155% of last year’s calculation), domestic arrivals were at 
175.000 visitors (an increase of 116% compared to 2004 period). 

 
Tourism activities in lifting up, hotels and tourism related units are upgrading their service 
facilities, some international standard hotels and resorts has been put into operation. 
Transportation services to Cat Ba are being diversified with composition of speed boats, buses 
that make traveling to and from the much easier. Travel agencies and passenger transport 
companies are taking the advantage to promote package tours to the Island. By the Recognition 
of Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve, Haiphong is emerging as an eco-tourism destination 
for those who love nature and want to visit such a beautiful attraction. 
 
2.3. Challenges confronting the conservation activities at the Biosphere Reserve 
 

• Drastic investment on construction works but without having proper plan for the 
requirement of tourism service facilities have been affected to the natural landscapes 
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and environment, changing the natural habitat, air quality, land use mechanism, water 
environment, disposal… 

 
• The recent development of caged fish breeding in Cat Ba is to cater the demand of 

foodstuff for local tourism market as well as exporting request. Thus it creates more 
jobs for local resident, giving them more earning and really contributes apart to the 
socio-economic development of the area. However the over-development of breeding 
activities will lead to the pollution of water environment of the area, causing pressure to 
the ecology. 

 
• The over-increase of diesel engine water transportation vehicles, passenger ships, 

cargos, fishing boats have devalued the water environment of the area, causing heavily 
effects to the natural landscapes. The illegal exploitation mangrove, natural resources 
inside the national park, construction materials (land, limestone, sand…), fishing 
activities have drastically reduced the marine resources, destroying the eco-system of 
the Archipelago. 

 
• Greenery environment has not been in strictly protection condition. Other causes of the 

water contamination and drainage of sea resources are inshore fishing activities, fuel 
leakage and so on…The weakness in garbage and disposal collection and treatment are 
causing bad effect to the air environment. All above mentioned activities are making 
pressure to the Biosphere Reserve’s environment and ecology.                     

 
• Beside said challenges is the lacking of awareness towards environmental protection of 

the tourists and local community. Thus it required a detail plan to strengthen the ability 
of management on appropriate exploitation and conservation activities for sustainable 
development. 

 
 
3. Solutions to Strengthen Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve Management 

Abilities 
 
3.1. Building an advanced model of management board 
 

• Management Unit of Biosphere Reserve to be established 
 
• Issuance of the Regulation on managing the Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve   
 
• Advanced model of Management Board that work well with the local authorities and 

community. 
 
3.2. Defining the functions and tasks of the Biosphere Reserve Management Board 
 
Accordance with the Biosphere Reserve’s functions, the main functions of the Cat Ba 
Archipelago Biosphere Reserve Management board is the followings: 
 

• Conservation:  Contribution to diversity conservation of landscape, biological 
resources, species and heredities; 

 
• Development:  Encouragement of economical development based on ensure of 

sustainable environmental development and conservational experiments of scientific 
researches; 
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• Assistance: Researching, monitoring, training and public education on conservation and 

sustainable development at local, national and international levels. 
 

• Thus, the tasks of Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve Management Board are 
regulated as following: 

 
3.3. Main tasks 
 
3.3.1. Increase of public awareness and knowledge: 
 
Through mass media, to propagandize fully information to all people on goals and meanings of 
the biosphere reserve. Pay more attention on environmental education to young generation, 
community; raise their knowledge on living environment, conservation of nature, agriculture, 
forestry, aquiculture and tourism in sustainable way. Diversify education and propaganda forms 
through easy read, easy understand and easy implement publications; activities as competitions 
of leaning, behaving through mass media and non-official forms will have great contribution to 
the management effects. 
 
Contents and forms of propaganda: 
 

• General knowledge on region, natural and cultural heritages that are propagandized and 
educated by different methodology. 

 
• Warnings on environmental conditions, contaminations, waste, air quality, soil, water, 

etc. 
 

• Build up management models that suitable using of resources, research and application 
of new energy resource, management and transfer information to far areas. 

 
• Using mass media system, vocal information system to propagandize concepts, 

structures and functions of biosphere reserves. This information is not only 
communicated in schools, research institutes, universities but also in vocational, social 
organizations, especially tourists in areas. 

 
• Design and application of environmental education models in teacher training, 

exchange of information between schools, universities through internet, conferences, 
workshops. 

 
• Build up counterpart list for all above mentioned activities for certain subject that most 

interested by them as: what is sustainable economy, extension of activities for 
sustainable development of the area, professional practice that concerning to sustainable 
development in different levels. 

 
3.3.2. Building the forest protection and natural resources protection action plan for the 
Biosphere Reserves: 
 
Programming, planning and carrying out methods of protecting forest, land and natural 
resources of the Biosphere Reserve. Check, inspect, detect and resolve all the illegal activities to 
exploit the resources of the Area 
 
3.3.3. Direct and hold of scientific studies: 
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Direct of building up programs of scientific researches on natural, social and management 
scientific to the biosphere reserve, especially research and clarify functions of each zone. Study 
on varying, land use changing, effect to environment of economic and tourism activities. 
Propose solutions, etc. to create favorable conditions for the management to make decisions that 
suite conditions and circumstances of the area. 
 
3.3.4. Set up organization and technical assistance: 
 
It is needed to complete of statistic of study subjects (had been, are being and will be 
implemented), expert group and staff in the management plan of the biosphere reserve needs to 
be fully structured. Demands on actual management matter solutions and responding abilities of 
researchers, experts. 
 
Biosphere reserve must be a “live database” and daily updated through using geography 
information system (GIS). These information need to be published to certain subjects, from 
inhabitant to manager. 
 
3.3.5. Management, construction of infrastructure: 
 
Investment on technical infrastructure (roads, bridges, sewerages, services, resident area 
arrangement, etc…) must be suitable with master plan of social-economic development in area 
and harmonious development to natural landscapes of the biosphere reserve. Projects that are 
implemented must have report on study of environment impact. Orient the construction and 
development of cultural infrastructure, information, propaganda and conservation of traditional 
culture. 
 
3.3.6. Assessment of management plan: 
 
Annually summary, assessment, experiences learning lessons on plan and management 
performance requested to be done. Oriented issues for long-term that need to be summarized 
and revised after 5 or 10 years. Annually summary and assessment to find out experienced 
lessons for suitable supplement and revision. In summary of orientations in long-term, it needs 
to supplement new ideas and concepts to suite the local, national, regional and international 
circumstances.  
 
3.3.7. International co-operation: 
 
Build up of co-operation plan with natural, cultural conservation organizations based on the 
exchanges and consultations of the UNESCO and National MAB Committee. Build up brand 
names and credits to  products that named “The Biosphere Reserve” to create good conditions 
for calling for investment in natural conservation and clean products, high quality products from 
biosphere reserves. 
 
3.4. Performance Principles 
 
Management Unit of Biosphere Reserves does not direct manage on territory but based on 
regulations of Vietnamese Law and other regulations of International Convention to co-ordinate 
activities with the positive participation of communities. Core areas of biosphere reserves 
include national Park that has to restrict conform to Government regulations on forestry 
management; buffer zones and transition zones are under the direct management of local 
government, changing purposes of land use, water surface use, plan and social-economic 
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development plan must be suitable with goals of sustainable development that approved by 
people’s Committee of Haiphong City. 
 
The co-ordination of Management Unit of Biosphere Reserves based on administration 
regulations and regulations of international convention that concerning to fields of biological 
diversity, scientific researches, sustainable development, calling for investment and assistance 
to research activities, monitoring resources protection and development. 
 
4. Specific Regulations on Management, Conservation and Development of 

Biosphere Reserves 
 
4.1. Specific Regulations 
 
4.1.1. To the core zones 
 
Objectives: Objectives of management of core areas are conservation of biodiversity, limit of 
activities of humans. Some core areas conserve the emigration animals or searching for food in 
large range (emigration birds, turtle, etc.) that the conservation does not only take place in core 
areas but also needs to closely co-operation with buffer zones and transition zones. Research 
activities and management of ecosystem can be carried out at certain level. 
 
Specific Activities:  
 
Step 1: Investigation, build up list and database: 

- List of species that need to be protected and the conservation forms. 
- List of all botanical, animal species and their living environment. 
- List of species based on arising system for purposes of conservation of natural heritage. 
- List of place-names, traditional cultural activities for purposes of cultural heritage and 

landscapes. 
- History, tradition, human geography in local areas. 
- Human impacts in the past and at the present. 

 
Step 2: Assessment, revision and supplement  

- Assessment of existing database: Documents, reports, maps, photos, etc. that needs to be 
supplemented for fulfillment. 

- Assessment of heritages: Determination of ranked-priorities in conservation of natural 
heritages: Inquire into number of species, ecosystems and landscapes. List of species that 
need to be protected at local, national, regional and international levels. List of documents 
concerning to species in Red Book of Vietnam. Cultural heritages, landscapes and history: 
Historical monument and culture (Ministry of Culture and Information), international 
heritages (UNESCO), traditional festivals, activities of community, specific cultural 
elements. 

- Assessment of conservational methods and solutions: Assessment of effects of existing 
solutions and proposals of effects of tour (quantity and number of times). In some cases it 
needs to plan for moving or limit some tourism activities due to bad effects and affect in 
long term to the biosphere reserve. 

 
Step 3: Determination of objectives 

- Objectives of increasing understanding, knowledge on biodiversity conservation and 
activities that made by humans including programs of survey, research & study, monitor, 
supplement, revision and fulfillment of existing information.. 

- Objectives of management: 
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 ▪  Determination of objectives that need to be reached. 
 ▪  Classification of basic elements to reach objectives. 

▪ Classification of difficulties and shortcomings that need to be overcome. 
Classification of disputes (resources, economic rights, territories, etc.), determination 
of certain management objective for each area and management field. 

- Objectives need to relate certain implement solutions: new idea, new process and new 
working method to increase effects of conservation. 

 
Step 4: Action Plan 

Action plan includes certain steps to implement each above mentioned objective according 
to order of times and reached local level together with financial plan to ensure activities 
carried out as scheduled. 

 
Step 5: Assessment of plan 

Assessment of activities whether they fit to set objectives, situation of implement and 
effects; analysis of success and failure. Assessment of economic needs to make clear the 
economical value of conservation of species, ecosystem in future implementation period, 
human resource and financial use. Assessment of social impacts of activities. Assessment 
of tool and technical solutions to aim at increasing management effects, etc. 

 
4.1.2. To the buffer zones 
 
Objectives: Creation of safety corridor for conservation of core areas. Exploitation of natural 
resources in the sustainable way for development of social-economic that do not effect but 
support to the conservation of biodiversity in core areas. Activities for development of 
agriculture, aquatic, research, education, training, propaganda, tourism and entertainment based 
on ecologic basis in reasonable using of natural resources.   
 
Specific Activities: 
 
Step 1: Classification 

- Knowledge and understanding of people on social-economics activities that concerning to 
use of resources and effects to biodiversity (Scientific and social-economic researches, etc.). 

- Actual excavation and use of resources and management activities that are implementing: 
agriculture, aquatic, tourism, hunting, etc.. 

- Classification authority organizations in management: management on land, resource 
excavation, economical organizations (Government, collective, private), public 
organizations, association, scientific researches, education, propaganda.  

 
Step 2: Assessment  

- Use of indicators for assessment of environmental quality, biology: demands on 
environmental quality (green, clean, beautiful, management of waste, pollution), maintain 
of biodiversity and sustainable resources. 

- Use of social indicators: health, education, security, democracy, etc. 
- Use of economical indicators: income, effects of resource use, creation of new career, new 

income resource, marketing, new market and product quality. 
- Use of sex and equality objectives: social techniques (between sexes, minorities, poverty 

reduction, etc.), equality in the same generation and different generations. 
 
Step 3:  Analysis of disputes and ability of solving 

- Analysis of benefits and disputes in using of resources: between resource users, authorized 
management organizations and objectives of conservation.  

- Analysis seriousness of disputes, main factors that need to be influenced. 
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- Assessment of impacts on biology, social-economic and culture of these activities. 
 
Step 4: Action Plan 

- Determination of the objective of the buffer zones is to develop of economics in parallel 
with conservation, ensure of safety to core areas. 

- Management method and reasonable use of natural resources based on the scientific basis 
and traditional experiences build up of economical development model and ensure of 
market network development, form of high economical effects farm model. 

 
4.1.3. To the transition zones 
 
Objectives: Transition zones can be called sustainable development zones, where activities of 
co-operation between scientists, local government and local community. Creation of good and 
advantage conditions, strengthen of activities for economical development, tourism, services 
together with propagation and education to increase of public awareness. 
 
Specific Activities: 
 
Step 1: Classification 

- Activities concerning to use and management of resources: development of agriculture, 
forestry, tourism, industry, etc.  

- Actual sustainable use of resources, effects on biology and social-economic.  
- Actual environment of production, business and service organizations. 
- Classification of partners: real management of resources, government and private 

organizations, professional organizations, associations, etc.  
- Activities of information, propaganda, education and training to all generations of 

community and social generations. 
- Activities of culture and propaganda. 

 
Step 2: Assessment 
 Analysis of needs for sustainable development and assessment of their impacts. 
 
Step 3: Action Plan 

- Analysis of environmental impacts trend of economic development activities in transition 
zones to the core and buffer zones, preparation of propaganda, education and spatial 
management for sustainable development. 

- Actions of sustainable development: Biosphere Reserves are widely accepted by people 
due to point of view on organization, reasonable zoning to promote co-operation of local 
economical types and it is taken as basis for conservation. Development of local 
economics: advertisement of product quality that labeled Biosphere Conserves.  Set up of 
Mercy Fund, Improve enterprise environment, Develop business types (government, 
collective, private). Looking for technical solutions, finance, minimize environment 
pollution. Create a sustainable information receiving status in any field of political, social-
economic. 

- Improvement of conservation space in connection with cultural, economics spaces and 
living. 

 
4.2. Protection of the Biosphere Reserve 
 
4.2.1. Core areas need to be strictly protected, strictly forbid of:  
 

- Activities that change natural landscapes. 
- Activities that affect to ecosystem of sea and forest.  
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- Feeding and panting of animals, aquatic and flora that brought from other areas and never 
before existed in the Biosphere Reserve (special cases need to have prior acceptance from 
People’s Committee of City and agreement of Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development). 

- Exploitation of organism resource and other natural resources. 
- Activities that cause to pollution of environment. 
- Harmful chemical, explosive and flammable materials to be brought into Biosphere 

Reserve. 
 
4.2.2. In the buffer and transition zones, strictly forbid of:  
 

- Exploitation of organism resource and other natural resources. 
- Activities that cause to pollution of environment 

 
4.3.. Eco-system rehabilitation in the Biosphere Reserve 
 

- Main method that to be applied to rehabilitate ecosystem of Biosphere Reserves is to 
zoning of feeding areas and natural regeneration.  

- Rehabilitation and development of organism resources and diversification of marine eco-
system in the Biosphere Reserve to be applied according to laws of aquatic.  

 
4.4. Research Activities 
 

• Based on the existing regulations on researches in biosphere reserves, Management Unit 
of Biosphere Reserves is responsible in planning of annual researches then submission 
to People’s Committee of City, UNESCO and Viet Nam National MAB for approval. 

 
• Researches, lectures, study activities at sites of local organizations, individuals, and 

scientists have to follow understated regulations: 
 

- Must be allowed by the Director of Cat Ba National Park and have to conform to 
guidelines and monitor of National Park. 

- Costs of necessary services and fee of hiring site to be paid to the National Park for 
research activities conducted in the Biosphere Reserve. 

- Research results must be reported to Management Unit of the Biosphere Reserves 
and Cat Ba National Park management board. 

 
• Research activities carried out by organizations or individuals, international scientists or 

in co-operation with local organizations, individuals or local scientists have to conform 
following regulations: 

 
- Allowed by People’s Committee of Haiphong City, and have follow instruction of 

the Director of Cat Ba National Park. 
- Costs of necessary services and fee of hiring site to be paid to the National Park for 

research activities conducted in the Biosphere Reserve. 
- Research results must be reported to People’s Committee of Haiphong City, 

Management Unit of the Biosphere Reserves and Cat Ba National Park management 
board. 

 
• Collection of specimen at the Biosphere Reserve for any purposes must be allowed by 

People’s Committee of Haiphong City and have to pay all costs occurred to Cat Ba 
National Park. 
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4.5. Organization of Tourism Activities in the Biosphere Reserve 
 
Tourism and visits to the Biosphere Reserves will be organized by Cat Ba National Park in co-
operation with local government and according to guidelines of tourism, cultural sectors and 
other concerning organizations for implementation. 
 
4.6. Development of Social-economic to Community 
 

• Planning alternative, investment projects, arrangement of living for inhabitants in the 
Biosphere Reserve must be approved by authorities. 

 
• Inhabitants who live in core areas, buffer zones have to have their own plans for move 

as requested. Transition zones mainly for stable stay; limit the immigration of 
inhabitants from other places to above mentioned areas. In special case that needs to 
move inhabitants out of Biosphere Reserve, Director of Cat Ba National Park has to 
prepare the plan and submit it to authorities for approval as regulated. 

 
• Inhabitants who live in Biosphere Reserve must strictly follow the Law of Protection 

and development of forest, regulations of the Biosphere Reserve, regulations of Cat Ba 
National Park and Management Unit of Biosphere Reserve. 
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Abstract 
 
In this report, I first introduce the ecological status of Yakushima Island Biosphere Reserve in terms of 
natural conditions (climate and geological features), and biogeographical, life zone ecological 
conditions, and then legal protection and related effort on some issues related to conservation and 
utilization of the Biosphere Reserve’s heritage.  Finally I will propose a perspective for the future 
reconciliation between natural and human socio-economic systems for the sustainable use of the 
island’s natural resources. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Yakushima is a small island of 540 km2 located 60 km south off the Kyusyu Island at 30゜  20’ 
N, 130゜  30’ E. The island has the highest mountain peak in southern Japan, Mt. Miyanoura-
dake (1935 m). More than 90 % of the land surface of the island is mountain, and thus often 
called “Alps on the Ocean”. In 1980, Yakushima was designated as one of the four UNESCO’s 
Biosphere Reserves in Japan (others are Mt. Odaigahara and Mt. Omine, Mt. Hakusan, Shiga 
Highland). Yakushima Island Biosphere Reserve is 18,958 ha (35.1 % of the island area) 
including the core area of 7,559 ha (Figure 1).  Due to the incomplete records of Yakushima 
Island Biosphere Reserve, we still cannot specify the transition area of the Yaksuhima 
Biosphere Reserve. The island’s natural vegetation is typical subtropical/warm-temperate rain 
forest in lower altitudes and temperate coniferous forest in higher altitudes. Since all other 
biosphere reserves in Japan are montane to subalpine coniferous and/or deciduous forests, 
Yakushima Biosphere Reserve is the special one even in the Japanese Biosphere Reserve 
network. Yakushima Island is also enlisted as one of the two World Natural Heritage sites 
(another is Mt. Shiragami in northern Japan) in Japan in 1992 by UNESCO, mainly for its 
venerable, natural Cryptomeria forests (in the year 2005 Shiretoko, Hokkaido is also enlisted as 
the third one).  
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Figure 1. Legal protected area systems in Yakushima Island. 
 
 
The Yakushima Island is often thought to be one of the representative primeval natures of Japan.  
The geographical situation of Yakushima, i.e., the southernmost highest island, is similar to 
the case of Jeju Island of Korean Peninsula.  Another similarity of Yakushima with Jeju Island 
is its rich cultural as well as biological heritages as an island ecosystem. Yakushima has 77 
endemic species among 1292 seed plants (Tagawa and Hotta 1996). In Yakushima, still 
mountain worship called Dake-mairi is a common ritual, and people climb Okudake (inner 
mountains where mountain gods abode) twice a year (usually in April and August of the lunar 
calendar). 
 
Human population is ca. 13,600 in the year 1996 (cf. Figure 6). It has been greatly reduced from 
its peak of 24,000 in 1950 since the major industry of tree logging was banned around 1960s 
partly because exhaust of the accessible forest resources (Cryptomeria) by that time and also 
partly by the nature conservation effort by many people who recognize the esthetic, biological, 
and ecological value of the forest. And due to the closing of the logging industry, and also sugar 
cane and starch factories around 1970s many people left the island. Even a small logging 
worker’s base called Kosugi-dani located in the heart of logging operation site in the mountain 
at c. 700 m asl had been disappeared by the cessation of the logging industry. The population 
was more than 600 including family members at the base.   
 
Recently, however, some of the islanders who worked in mainland cities returned to their home 
island (U-turn people), and even some new immigrants (I-turn) are increasing to prefer healthy 
and less-stressful life in the less-populated island.  The number of tourist is increasing from c. 
55,000 in 1975 to 148,756 in 1994. This increase is mainly due to improvement of 
transportation to the island in 1989 when the high speed boat is operated for tourists.  
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2. Natural and Biospheric Conditions of Yakushima Island 
 
Yakushima can be regarded as a watch tower of the atmospheric environment and ecosystem 
zones in southern Japan. In the island, there are several monitoring stations for acid 
precipitation, general climatic conditions, etc. besides several forest monitoring stations. 
 
Climate and geology:  One of the famous novelists Fumiko Hayashi wrote that “it rains 35 days 
a month in Yakushima”, thus the island is famous for its heavy rainfall reaching more than 
10,000 mm/year on mountainous area.  Recorded amount of rainfall is 4306.3 mm/year for the 
ten year average (Figure 2).  The high rainfall is partly due to its location in the midst of warm 
Kuroshio Current, one of the strongest sea currents in the world transport tropical sea water, and 
its high mountain elevation which cause condensation of air humidity.  Lowland of Yakushima 
has high temperature of more than 10 C even in winter (CMT=11.1゜ C at 36 m asl, Eguchi & 
Matsumoto, 2000), and close to the northern limit of frost free area.  Thus the climatic boundary 
between subtropical and temperate is running around this island. In winter, however, the 
mountain peak area above c. 1000 m asl is covered with deep snow reaching three to six meters. 
 
Geologically this island is formed through granite upheaval among the Tertiary sedimentary 
rocks, thus the island is surrounded by the Tertiary sedimentary Kumage strata which form a 
more or less flat hill of 30-50 m asl encircling the granitic mountains except north western part 
of the island where the Tertiary sedimentally rocks are lacking, and instead the granitic steep 
slope directly inclined into the sea. Though the island itself is not active volcano, it is thought to 
be suffered seriously by the mega-eruption of the oceanic Kikai-caldera c. 40 km north side of 
the island.  According to the reconstruction of the eruption, most part of the island has been 
devastated by Koya pyroclastic flow in c. 6300 years ago.  But how the effect had been serious 
against island biota is still much of debate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Walter’s climate diagram for Koseta, northeastern side of Yakushima Island (right) in 

comparison with that of Jeju Island.  
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Biogeography of Yakushima Island: Biogeographycally, Yakushima is located exactly on the 
biogeographical boundary called Watase line that divides subtropical and warm-temperate zones.  
Many subtropical biota stopped in the lowland of this island, and on the contrary many cool-
temperate elements stopped on the high altitude domain of this island.  Hana-no-e-go at 1630 m 
asl is the southernmost Sphagnum high moor in Japan.  The lack of Fagus forests on this island 
is often debate among the scientist.  The most probable reason is that during the Ice age when 
Fagus forest distributed in lowland, and can migrate over the lowland of southern Japan, the 
Osumi strait is already closed and could not cross the strait in time.  Thus the southern 
distribution of Fagus forest is stopped on Mt. Takakuma (1300 m, 31 30’) on Osumi Peninsula 
of southern Kyushu main island.  However, there are also several different and/or additional 
explanations; the most probable one is that Fagus forest usually never become prevalent in the 
southern latitudes below 30 N as seen in southwestern China, the Himalayas, etc. and therefore 
it can be a global pattern of forest formation (Figure 3) (cf. Ohsawa 1993).  
 
There are two big mammals such as Yaku-shika deer (Cervus nippon yakushimae) and Yaku-
zaru macaque monkey (Macaca fuscata fuscata), both subspecies of the main land species.  
Recently the impacts of both species against agricultural activities are becoming serious 
problem in the island. Moreover, Yaku-shika deer is a big browsing mammal and impacted 
severely on natural vegetation, and recently Ministry of the Environment is conducting its 
impact assessment aiming at better management of the population.   
 
Altitudinal zonation of Yakushima Island: As the “watch tower” in the southern Japan, the 
mountain differentiates clearly into three altitudinal belts (zone) with more or less transition 
areas in between (Figure 4).  The lower most zone is up to c. 200 m asl and is characterized by 
many subtropical/maritime elements such as Ficus microcarpa, F. superba var. japopnica, 
Trema orientalis, and Symplocos coccinchinensis, and on the sea shore of southwestern side of 
the island has a mangrove community of Kandelia candel though it is nearly extinct due to the 
construction of Kurio-fishing port in 1980s. The transition from subtropical forest to warm-
temperate forests is gradual and the main feature is the loss of subtropical shrubby or 
orchid/fern species beyond the boundary.  This lowest zone is most intensively developed to 
construct lodging facilities, shops etc. after the designation to World Natural Heritage site.  
People often destroy without knowing the presence of vulnerable, northern limit population of 
subtropical/tropical species. From 200 m to 1000 m asl, the warm-temperate evergreen broad-
leaved forest zone dominated by Castanopsis cuspidate and Persea thunbergii, in lower 
altitudes and by Quercus acuta, Q. salicina in the upper part. Above 1000 m, Cryptomeria 
japonica forest dominates and extends up to its upper limit at c. 1860 m where it is replaced by 
dwarf bamboo community of Pseudosasa owatari covering most of the high mountain peaks of 
Yakushima Island.  On rocky ridges, the transition from evergreen broad-leaved forest to 
conifer forest of Cryptomeria is obscured by the occurrence of a transition zone of Tsuga 
sieboldii and Abies firma in between (Figure 3). These two conifers mainly dominate on rocky 
ridges and the surrounding areas. Cryptomeria japonica appear firstly on ridge tops among 
evergreen forest at c 600 m asl.  Thus the evergreen broad-leaved forest is replaced firstly on the 
ridge top by Cryptomeria, then Cryptomeria expands into both sides of the ridge slopes while 
Tsuga and Abies occupy on the ridge top among Cryptomeria forest at around 1000 m asl.  
However, even above 1000 m still some of the evergreen broad-leaved trees such as 
Trochodendron aralioides, Daphniphyllum macropodum, and Quercus salicina mix with  
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Figure 3. Topo-altitudinal matrix of life zone in Yakushima Island. 
 
 
Cryptomeria forest in the canopy:  Understory of the Cryptomeria forest is also dominated by 
evergreen small trees such as Illicium anisatum, Symplocos myrtacea, and Eurya japonica.  This 
situation of the upper canopy of temperate conifers with evergreen understory species is 
equivalent to those forests found in further west of Yakushima Island such as Southern China, 
Taiwan, and the Himalayas (Figure 4). Jeju Island also has several evergreen broad-leaved trees 
such as Daphniphyllum macropodum, Ilex crenata, Eurya sp. climb up to 1000-1500 m asl 
under the conifer canopy of Pinus and Abies and/or deciduous canopy of Carpinus, Quercus, 
and Acer.      
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Figure 4. Yakushima island biosphere reserve on 30 NL in east Asia (Fang et al. 1995) 

 
3. Legal protection and scientific efforts to utilize BR resources in Yakushima 

Island 
 
Because of its distinct nature as mentioned above, Yakushima Island is overlaid by the Japanese 
typical legal protection measures, covering almost the same area (cf. Figure 1); Special Natural 
Monument area (4,300 ha) by the Law for the Protection of Cultural Protection (Cultural 
Agency) in 1924 (initially by the Law for the Preservation of Historic, Scenic and Natural 
Monuments 1919). The similar area is also designated as National Park in 1964 by the National 
Parks Law (1957). A part of the area is designated as Wilderness Area in 1975 under the Nature 
Conservation Law (1972). The area is also designated by the Director General of the Forestry 
Agency as Forest Ecosystem Reserve in 1992 based on National Forest Management Rules. 
 
Along with these efforts, many ecologists and other natural scientists are conducting basic 
researches such as monitoring of climatic conditions, effects of typhoon, forest dynamics, 
impact assessment of Yaku-shika deer’s grazing and browsing, etc.  In 1983, integrated research 
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of a part of Biosphere Reserve area designated as Wilderness Area was conducted by many 
scientists and results were published as the Conservation Reports of the Yaku-shima Wilderness 
Area, Kyushu, Japan by the Nature Conservation Bureau, Environmental Agency. Tagawa 
(1985, 1987) conducted a special research on Yakushima Island Biosphere Reserve under the 
financial support of Ministry of Education. Tagawa’s research project, particularly of 1985 
report, was in the line of the conceptual framework of Biosphere Reserve including human-
nature interaction.  In 1993, after 10 years from the first integrated research on Wilderness Area, 
the second monitoring research had been conducted and the report entitled Long Term 
Ecological Studies in the Yakushima Wilderness area and its Surrounding Areas was published.  
The monitoring study clarified the strong effect of typhoon on the dynamics of forests.  Ohsawa 
(1996) also started integrated research of lowland area of Yakushima Island related to climatic 
change and tourism impact. Based on these consecutive research results, we, the Japanese 
National Committee for MAB (1999) compiled Catalogue of UNESCO/MAB Biosphere 
Reserves in Japan.     
   
 
4. Conservation perspectives of the Yakushima Biosphere Reserve 
 
People’s life and culture on island: Yakushima Island has been exploited by the feudal lord 
during Edo era (1603-1867) by Tanegashima clan and then Shimazu clan for its valuable 
Cryptomeria forests. There are still a lot of remains and traces of harvesting Cryptomeria woods 
for shingle woods, and also for limited use as the valuable timber for construction. Famous huge 
stump discovered by American botanist E.H. Wilson is one of the biggest diameters reaching 
4.39 m in basal diameter, and is thought to be transported to Kyoto for constructing a big temple 
Hokoji in 16th century.   
 
Since people’s life is dependent on the mountain and its resources including water, the island 
was divided into fan-shaped watershed or river system for supplying water resources to each 
village facing to the sea. Behind the residential area, small scale agricultural fields are the 
surroundings, and the mountains behind are called Mae-yama (front mountain) which can be 
used by the villagers as the commons or as the private land for getting fuel woods, non-timber 
forest products, or even used for shifting cultivation. Beyond this Mae-yama, there is Oku-yama 
(inner mountain) where ordinary people cannot utilize its timber resources. Not only legal 
regulations, people think that Mae-yama is for people’s daily life, but Oku-yama is the place 
where deity or mountain gods abode, so in former time, people cannot cut Cryptomeria trees 
partly because of its divinity guarding people’s life (Figure 5). However in 16th century a 
Buddhism priest Tomari Jochiku, taught to the people that after his meditation he got revelation 
that people can cut and use as the resources if it is necessary. This was the very beginning of the 
use of Cryptomeria trees as the resources. 
 
Even though the harvesting activity of Cryptomeria, people still believes that there is mountain 
god in Okuyama or the high peaks of Yakushima Island. Most of the 24 isolated villages 
locating along the sea coast of whole Yakushima Island have their own village’s peak where the 
local mountain god abode. And people worship the god through climbing with white clothes and 
make purifying ceremony at the foothill. In former time, only men can climb and purified 
through the climbing, and usually bring back several Rhododendron branches with them and 
offer them to the god beyond the sea (Yamamoto 1998). 
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Figure 5. Spatial perception of Yakushima Island for people’s daily life and its conservation 

perspective (adapted from Diagram Yakushima 2000). 
 
 
Tourism: Tourists of Yakushima have the upper limit at around 2000 people a day because of 
the capacity of transportation (airplane and ship) is limited.  Number of visitors to Yakushima 
Island increased nearly ten times during the last 20 years (Figure 6). Recently ecotourism is 
recommended by various agencies; however, there are several problems in the case of 
Yakushima Island such as the quality or knowledge base of individual guide, basic knowledge 
level of visitors, or simply the matching between local guides and visitor’s request, etc. These 
days about 100 guide handling more than 30,000 customers a year (personal communication of 
Mr. Ohyama, a professional guide of Yakushima). 
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Figure. 6. Changes in population and visitors by means of transportation in Yakushima. 
 
Integrative management and its effectiveness: The so-called globalization inevitably enrolls 
people’s life and nature into global socio-economic system even in a remote island like 
Yakushima. Recently, Kagoshima University and UNU conducted research project on 
sustainability of Yakushima Island.  The project called “zero emission” or the recycling society 
reducing wastages to zero as the basic concept (Yakushima project 2004).  In Yakushima Island, 
more than 95 % of the necessities equivalent to 220,000 ton/year are imported from the outside.  
Of the 220,000 ton, more than 80 % is for industrial goods for tourism, manufacturing industry, 
and civil engineering.  Wastes of 4000 ton are processed within the island.  Most of the garbage 
is recycled to compost, and combustible things are incinerated, but all the others are stocked 
within island or carried out from the island.   
 
In addition to the reduction of emission, it is also important to realize that our previous life 
system has been supported mainly by local products, and the matter recycling is also largely 
depended on natural ecosystems. However, in the present socio-economic system, recycle 
means only within the industrial goods and waste, therefore, most of the waste products become 
additional load to the original, natural ecosystem and thus causing eutrophication, or even 
pollution impacts to the natural ecosystem including soil, water and air. Otherwise, all the 
wastages must be transported to the nearby mainland for processing. 
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
The rich natural resources including biodiversity of Yakushima Island are not recognized 
properly to make conservation and management of the island ecosystem effective and 
sustainable ways.  The climate, geology, topography, and natural ecosystems are correlated each 
other in Yakushima Island. For example enormous amount of rainfall is indispensable resources 
for human life not only as drinking water but also as hydroelectric power for the people in the 
remote island of Yakushima. But the same rain also often causes, e.g., landslides, and the 
restoration of the ecosystem after huge scale landslides is solely depending on the natural 
vegetation succession.  Human socio-economic system was used to utilize the natural resources, 
however these days the working mechanisms are apparently dissociated from the local natural 
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system.  UNESCO’s BR concept which integrates natural and human systems in its zoning 
system should contribute further to integrate dissociated human and natural systems for the 
future sustainable human well-being reconciling with nature.  In this respect, clear designation 
of the transition area is indispensable for the Yakushima Biosphere Reserve. 
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Ngaremeduu Conservation Area in the states of Aimeliik, Ngatpang and 
Ngaremlengui (Republic of Palau) 

 
 
The Republic of  Palau is the westernmost archipelago in Oceania  located at Latitudes 6 to 8 
degrees North and Longitude 134008’ to 1340 44’ East.  This archipelago stretches 700 miles 
north to south and consists of 586 islands.  The total land area is 535 km2 with a population of 
20,000 people. Palau is one of the most diverse places on earth with over 1500 species of fish, 
400 hard coral, 200 soft coral, and more than 600 marine macro invertebrates and over 6,000 
terrestrial species. The traditional tenure system of sustainable use of all resources remains 
intact and strong. 
 
The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area, the biggest protected area in Palau known for its high 
biodiversity and multitude of ecosystems, is located in the states of Aimeliik, Ngatpang, and 
Ngaremlengui of the Republic of Palau.  According to the 2000 Palau Census, approximately 
860 people are residing in the three states of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area. 
 
The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area was officially established in 1997 through the 
endorsements of traditional leaders, state governors, and state legislatures of Aimeliik, 
Ngatpang and Ngaremlengui, with support from the Bureau of Natural Resources and 
Development (currently the Bureau of Marine Resources), an environmental agency from the 
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Palau National Government. The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area has one of the highest 
biodiversity in Palau, as well as in the Micronesian Region.  The diversity of mangroves, corals, 
fish, seagrass, as well as the presence of endangered species like the dugongs, crocodiles and 
turtles makes this place one of the most unique areas in Palau. This is the reason why it was 
nominated as the first Conservation Area in Palau to be included in the South Pacific 
Biodiversity Conservation Programme through the South Pacific Regional Environment 
Programme (SPREP), which is now known as the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional 
Environment Programme. The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area is recognized nationally, 
regionally and internationally as an important biodiversity area.  
 
In 1999, three state legislations from the states of Aimeliik, Ngatpang, and Ngaremlengui were 
established as a mandate to manage the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area sustainably. The 
Ngaremeduu Conservation Area Coordinating Committee (CACC) is the decision-making body 
that oversees the management of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area. The CACC members are 
community people appointed by the governors of the three states to make management 
decisions for the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area. The National Government, through the 
Marine Conservation and Protected Areas Program under the Ministry of Resources and 
Development, assist the CACC and the state governments of the three states carry out the day-
to-day management activities of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area. This cooperation and 
coordination between three state governments, community members, and the National 
Government shows the intricate relationships between the different entities coming together to 
conserve and manage this important biological as well as cultural area.   
 
Also in 1999, the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area was nominated as one of the mitigation areas 
for the 53 miles Palau Compact Road project (funded by the United States government), as a 
set-aside to compensate for the loss of mangroves, wetlands, and certain areas around 
Babeldaob caused by the development of the Compact Road.  The kinds of development within 
the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area are sustainable development, which are beneficial to the 
communities and the people of Palau in the long term. 
 
In April 2005, the governors of Aimeliik, Ngaremlengui, Ngatpang, the Conservation Area 
Coordinating Committee (CACC) for the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area, and Minister Fritz 
Koshiba of the Ministry of Resources and Development endorsed the Ngaremeduu 
Conservation Area to be a Biosphere Reserve and sent nominations to the UNESCO Office in 
Paris, France. 
 
On June 29, 2005 during the Man And Biosphere - MAB’s International Coordinating Council’s 
meeting at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, 22 new sites in 17 countries were approved and 
added to the World Network of Biosphere Reserves of UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere 
(MAB) Programme.  There are now 482 sites in 102 countries that make up the World Network 
of Biosphere Reserves. Palau’s Ngaremeduu Conservation Area is the 1st Biosphere 
Reserve in the Pacific Region.  Biosphere Reserves are places recognized under MAB where 
local communities are actively involved in governance and management, research, education, 
training and monitoring, promoting both socio-economic development and biodiversity 
conservation. The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area is being managed by local communities of 
Aimeliik, Ngatpang and Ngaremlengui through the Conservation Area Coordinating Committee 
(CACC), and the goal of the conservation area is to conserve the biological diversity of the area 
while encouraging sustainable development through a community participatory approach.  This 
goal is compatible with the principles of Biosphere Reserves, which make it an ideal Biosphere 
Reserve. 
 
But with all these achievements, there are also constraints and issues facing the Ngaremeduu 
Conservation Area. Since the inception of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area, most of the 
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financial support has been given by donor agencies and international organizations, like the 
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP), UNESCO, MAREPAC, and the 
USDA.  The local governments like the National Government has given some funding as well 
as technical assistance to the communities of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area. Therefore, 
funding constraints are one of the most critical issues facing the Ngaremeduu Conservation 
Area.  One of the ways identified to help address this issue is to establish Ecotourism projects 
within the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area to help generate sustainable funding for the 
management of the conservation area. 
 
Activities for the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area include monitoring of the mangroves, coral 
reefs, seagrass beds, water quality, and important food sources on a regular basis; educational 
and awareness programs for schools, communities and the general public about the Ngaremeduu 
Conservation Area; research by scientists from all over the world; feasibility studies for 
potential income-generating activies (like kayak tours); and the day-to-day management of the 
conservation area. 
 
One of the best lessons learned from the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area is that a community 
based conservation area can be successful if the communities are involved in all aspects of the 
management of the area, as well as continued sustainable financial and technical assistance from 
the governments to give the opportunities to the communities to manage the conservation area 
for the benefit of the present and future generations. 
 
The following are some facts pertaining to the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area:   
 

- The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area was officially established by legislation in 1999 and 
comprises of three states, Ngatpang, Aimeliik and Ngaremlengui. 

- The Ngaremeduu Conservation Area is one of the most biodiverse areas in Micronesia and 
has 25 different types of ecosystems including: upland forests, savannah, mangroves, sea 
grass beds and coral reefs. 

- The NCA is approximately 32,000 acres and contains the largest estuary in all of 
Micronesia.  

- Three rivers empty into Ngaremeduu Bay, the Tabecheding, the Ngchelotel and the largest 
river in Micronesia, the Ngermeskang. 

- The NCA consist of over 200 species of the 400 species of corals found in Palau. 
- The NCA consist of 9 of the 10 species of seagrass found in Palau. 
- The NCA consist of 6 of the 8 endemic species of birds occurring in Palau. 
- Ngaremeduu Bay features some of the highest zooplankton densities in Palau, ranking it 

among one of the most important nurseries for many species of fish and invertebrates.  
- The NCA boasts Micronesia’s largest continuous mangrove stand, representing 44% of 

Palau’s total mangrove coverage.  
- Vital habitat for several endangered species such as the dugong (Dugong dugon), saltwater 

crocodile (Crocodylus porosus), and two species of sea turtle (Chelonia mydas and 
Eretmochelys imbricata), can be found inside the conservation area. 

- Ngatpang State has demarcated a “No Fishing/No Entry” zone like the “Fish Conservation 
Area”, the “Crab Conservation Area” and the “Clam Conservation Area” inside of the 
NCA. 

- Toachel Mlengui is the only deep pass for 50 km along the western reef of Babeldaob, 
playing a significant role in the nutrient transport and hydrodynamics of this region.  It is 
also the deepest pass in all of Micronesia.   

- The establishment of the Ngaremeduu Conservation Area helps to preserve Palau’s natural 
resources and find a balance for future sustainable use. 
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1. Menorca social and environmental setting. 
 
Menorca is one of the Balearic Islands, which are located in the centre of the Western 
Mediterranean Basin. The island has a surface area of approximately 700 Km2 (70,000 
hectares), just a little bet smaller than Jeju Biosphere Reserve. The island offers the possibility 
of coming across habitats that represent nearly all the Mediterranean ones: oak forest, gullies, 
caves, wetlands made up of ponds, lagoons and marshes, dune systems and islets. All these 
natural habitats are mixed with the manmade rural landscape, characterised by wide areas of 
pastureland for the cows. Also remarkable is the archaeological and ethnological heritage 
richness, forming an inseparable part of the landscape. Officially, about 80,000 people live on 
the island, but the real population can experience great seasonal variation, reaching a maximum 
of 180,000 in August and a minimum of less than 60,000 in December (2003, 
http://www.obasan.org); these cycles are directly related with the tourist industry and the 
Mediterranean climate.  
 
Until the 80’s the island had a relatively balanced economy because of the high presence of the 
agriculture (milk and cheese production) and the industry (jewellery and shoemaking). But since 
then the growth of tourism activity (1,119,193 tourists in 2003, 
http://www.finestraturistica.com) and the related services and construction activities, have 
turned into a strong mass tourism-dependent economy. In spite of these important changes, the 
agricultural and industrial sectors still remain active. 
 
These changes in the economic structure have stressed natural resources, especially water 
resources, although in general, the natural environment can still be found in a well-conserved 
state.  
 
Another aspect characterising the insular society is the importance of the associations network, 
grouping the different social sectors (cultural, professional, social, politic, etc.), which eases 
public participation in decision-making (Rita, 2004). 
 
The intellectual society can be found or organized through an entity called the Institut Menorquí 
d’Estudis (IME, or Menorcan Study Institution), which has played a crucial role in the 
declaration as well as the consolidation of Menorca as a Biosphere Reserve (Vidal et al., 1994).  
 
The island is administratively divided into eight different municipalities. The Insular governing 
body, the Consell Insular de Menorca (The Menorca Insular Council. CIMe), has competencies 
in the areas of land planning, roadways, tourism, and agriculture. This administration is also 
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responsible for management of the reserve. There also exists a regional government and a 
Parliament with ample legislative powers. The central government in Madrid conserves some 
important jurisdictions over the coastline, airports and the greater part of the judicial system. 
The decentralisation of the Spanish administration has had great relevance for the island 
governance; as important decisions like land-use planning, are made on the island, and in this 
manner systems for citizen participation have real decision-making opportunities.  
 
 
2. The Conceptual Framework of the Menorca Biosphere Reserve.  
 
Biosphere reserves are juridical forms that do not yet exist within our legal system (2004), and 
such must be “invented “ for each circumstance. Only the Statuary Framework or the World 
Network of Biosphere Reserves and the Seville Strategy, both approved by UNESCO (1995) 
and the indicators designed for the monitoring define a minimum framework for action. In the 
case of an island like ours, we had to define some strategic lines of action and some of our own 
management tools that would respond to what could be considered as a biosphere reserve in an 
insular setting, that in a social-economic time characterised by enormous tourism and 
development pressures.  
 
These lines and tools are:  
 

-  Rerve Zoning.  
-  Reserve Management. 
-  The environment as a horizontal policy.  
-  Land Planning as a management tool.  
-  Participation. Society as a whole is responsible for the reserve.  
-  Independent Monitoring programs 

 
2.1. Reserve Zoning.  
 
The Biosphere includes all of the territory of the island. When Menorca presented its proposal 
to be declared a reserve, there was no doubt about if the reserve should encompass all its 
territory. In an island the size of Menorca, where the maximum distance between its two farthest 
points is somewhat less than 50 kilometres, any type of impact on the territory or whatever 
environmental policy is applied to any part of the island has an immediate repercussion upon the 
rest of the island. For an example, the increase in tourism related developments (and the same 
for an increase in the number of tourists), even though these would be concentrated in small 
areas along the coast, in the end translates into a greater impact of users upon the natural areas 
(that would need a major effort of management), major traffic density on the roadways (and thus 
a greater cry for their amplification), an increase in waste production, energy and water 
consumption, etc. 
 
It is difficult to think that, and this is especially true for islands, that is possible to implant 
environmental policies only in one part of the territory, for example in the protected areas, and 
forget or ignore what happens the rest. This type of conservation policy has been very useful to 
protect very important sites, but, this is could be not effective in the mid to long-term in areas 
with the dimensions that we are considering. The 1995 Seville Strategy gave some messages in 
this direction when it considered that greater importance should be given to the buffer and 
transition zones, where the greater economic development takes place.  
 
Despite this holistic vision of the territory, the declaration of the island as a Biosphere Reserve 
requires a definition of the zones that they are divided into three distinct types within the reserve. 
The Es Grau Natural Park (Parc Natural de S’Albufera des Grau), which was the area with the 
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greatest extent of protection with a management directed basically for a conservation of the 
biodiversity, was chosen as a nucleus zone. The buffer zone that corresponds to a series of areas 
that were protected in 1991 by an autonomic law, which as a whole include the principal 
forestlands, dune systems, coastal cliff-sides and salt marshes of the island. The last zone, the 
transition one, corresponds to the rest of the island, which in a greater part are made up of 
agricultural areas of great landscape and ethnological interest, but also include urban zones and 
their infrastructures.  
 
2.2. Reserve Management.  
 
The idea is to have a light structure for a complex territory.  
Both the existence of an island government (Insular Council of Menorca, or Consell Insular de 
Menorca) that directs the greater part of the sectorial policies, and the horizontal character of 
sustainable development, it would have been unadvisable to create a parallel reserve 
management structure to that of the island government, as it would have duplicated the existing 
management structures. For the case of an island where the area of the reserve superimposes 
exactly the territory of the island government, it could prove more efficient the management 
structure of the reserve have coordinating, consulting and dynamic functions in addition to 
managing concrete policies.  
 
In the case of Menorca the Biosphere Reserve Office was created with a Reserve Coordinator, 
which depends directly on the Insular Presidential Government. This office has had as functions 
the ability to launch projects (which have been developed by various insular government 
departments) including LIFE European projects, Agenda 21, The Biosphere Reserve Law, etc., 
maintain contacts with UNESCO and the Network of Biosphere Reserves, and stimulating 
society participation in the management of the reserve.  
 
The administrative and management part is complemented with a Biosphere Reserve Scientific 
Commission, a consulting organ made up of people from the scientific and academic world 
whose function is to asses and analyse the reserve projects as well as direct the Socio-
Environmental Observatory of Menorca, an institution entrusted with the follow-up of the state 
of the reserve and of which will be made mention later. This is a light structure but it is effective 
if the territorial governmental organisms fully assume the philosophy of the biosphere reserve 
and promote it with concrete policies. In any case, if the responsible politicians do not consider 
as a priority the sustainable development of the island, it would be very unlikely that the reserve 
will function, whatever be the structure.  
 
2.3. The environment as a horizontal policy (Developmental Planning and management 
examples)  
 
In the same manner that the territory cannot be divided, neither can be its environmental policies. 
The insular setting also makes it much more evident that environmental policy has a horizontal 
structure, a well-beloved idea within the discourse of sustainability. It is erroneous to consider 
that conservation policies are alien to the decisions taken in socio-economic departments, 
decisions about matters of transport (harbour and airport), agriculture (organic agriculture vs. 
intensive farming), tourism (Promotion of a traditional landscape vs. landscaped golf courses) 
municipal waste disposal (compost vs. incineration), hydraulic resources (rational water 
consumption vs. desalinisation plants) etc. all of these issues have a crucial repercussions on the 
island’s natural environment and are also fundamental in the daily lives of the reserve 
inhabitants.  
 
In short, the philosophy of the Biosphere Reserve or that is, of its sustainability, should be 
introduced in all policies instead of having them be the exclusive of a certain department within 
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the insular government. However, these horizontal policies need powerful co-ordinating 
mechanisms as well as a clear definition about what signifies sustainability for each one of the 
sectorial policies. It was for this reason that in 1997, that with LIFE funds a Plan for the 
Sustainable Development of Menorca was drawn up, where a diagnosis was made for each one 
of the socio-environmental sectors and presented proposals for each one of them. And has 
served as an action guideline for the design of concrete actions since then (Consell Insular de 
Menorca, 1998).  
Some of these concrete actions are the following:  
 
Municipal Solid Waste: The policy for municipal solid wastes for the island was designed in 
the late 1980’s with some extremely important decisions. 
 

- Formation of Solid Waste Consortium, in which all of the island municipalities and the 
Insular Council of Menorca participate.  

- The unification into a single site or municipal solid waste treatment for the entire island.  
- Transformation of those wastes into compost and concentrate into one area for waste 

deposition  
- A definite dedication to separate wastes at the source point.  

 
The excellent co-ordination between administrations and their decision for the most 
environmentally friendly system has resolved one of the principal environmental problems of 
the island in a satisfactory manner and has placed the island at the vanguard of our country in 
selective recovery.  
 
Management of the littoral: In a tourist island like Menorca the management of the littoral has 
an extraordinary economic importance, as the greater majority of the tourists that visit the island 
come precisely for the sun and the sandy beaches. In the summer, thousands of visitors frequent 
the coast to enjoy the nearly one hundred beaches on the island. As a consequence many of our 
beaches have eroded and have been reduced in surface area.  
 Since the year 1999, environmentally protective methods of management of beaches have been 
introduced, mainly in order to clean the beaches with the minimum heavy machinery as possible.  
 
The new criteria are:  
 

- Classification of the beaches as a function of their use and designing each cleaning 
program according to the beach category.  

- The cleaning program includes all island beaches, not just the tourist ones, and throughout 
the year (not just during the summertime).  

- Manual cleaning methods, except in the urban beaches.  
- Use of cleaning machines specifically designed for cleaning sandy surfaces.  
- Quantification of the residues extracted during the cleaning process for evaluation of 

system effectiveness.  
- Communication campaigns for beach-goers (over 150,000 pamphlets edited each year in 

six languages, posters, web page, etc.) to promote the environmental values of these areas.  
- Evaluation of the beach carrying capacity and access and parking design in function of 

their capacity for the more problematic beaches  
 
Local Agendas 21: The participation of the municipal administration in the management of the 
Biosphere Reserve is fundamental, as these municipalities are disposed with a great autonomy 
and capacity for the management of their territory. Also, citizen participation is easily 
stimulated when you address questions that affect their daily lives.  
In 2002 the elaboration of Local Agenda 21´s began simultaneously in the eight island 
municipalities, in the manner that covers the entire island territory. These Local Agendas are 
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allowed to endow a concrete programme for sustainability approved through a citizen 
participation process. 
 
Biodiversity: Although the Insular Council of Menorca does not dispose competencies over the 
biodiversity, they did apply for a LIFE program from the European Union (2000-2004) for the 
protection of threatened plant species. Some of the actions of this project are:  
 

- The elaboration of plans to recuperate these species  
- Eradication of an alien invasive specie  (Carpobrotus spp.).  
- Regulation of the littoral access  
- Education campaigns  
 

This project has generated synergetic interests with the littoral management process, as is now 
complemented from the point of view of biodiversity.  
 
The Coastal Marshland Natural Park: The Coastal Marshland Natural Park nucleus zone of 
the Biosphere Reserve. This park has since its creation, a management body (Management 
Authority) formed by three different administrations (the local, insular and autonomic 
governments), although the management responsibilities fall especially upon the autonomic 
government. The smooth operation of the Park within the last few years has made possible the 
amplification of its boundaries, in 2003 in both marine and land area.  
 
2.4. Land Planning as a management tool.  
 
In an island with a strong tourist and housing growth sector, territorial planning is an important 
tool for the future direction of the island, imposes regulations about how the territory should be 
used, and permits the situation of infrastructures upon the terrain from a holistic point of view of 
the islands reality. From the conservation point of view, a territorial plan would give an idea of 
what would be the environmental scenario over the medium range, and would have an idea of 
what should be the population ceilings, as well as evaluate the guaranties of conservation of the 
natural and cultural heritage.   
In 2003 the Insular Territorial Plan was approved, this land planning document is extremely 
important for the island economy and obviously for its natural environment, as it outlays the 
islands future for the next years and supposes the main guarantee for the conservation of the 
values that were given when Menorca was declared a Biosphere Reserve. This plan is the tool 
that would regulate not only what should be a limit to the islands population, but as where this 
population should be felt, what infrastructures must accompany them, and which parts of the 
territory that must be protected. This plan offers an opportunity to control the urban growth. The 
main contributions of this plan are (Insular Council of Menorca, 2003):  
 

- Increase the protected area of the island to 60% of the surface area.  
- Prohibit building on most of rural lands (to avoid that rural areas are transformed into 

urban areas). 
- Reduce the quantity of developable land in tourist zones by an equivalent of 55,000 tourist 

places.  
- Prohibit the construction of apartment buildings in tourist areas, the only new tourist 

lodgings permissible must be the form of hotels and single-family dwellings.  
- Establish urban growth quotas between municipalities. .  

 
2.5. Participation. Society as a whole is responsible for the reserve.  
 
The statutory framework of the Biosphere Reserve of 1995 requires that certain specific 
channels for citizen participation in decision-making tasks have been habilitated. The Menorca 
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Biosphere Reserve benefits from a series of circumstances that facilitates citizen participation. 
An important factor is the decentralization of the Spanish governmental administration: we have 
an insular government capable of a wide range of competencies that allows proximity between 
the citizens and the administration that makes the decisions. Another factor is that our society is 
very well structured, with many civic associations of multiple forms that can easy provide a 
spokesperson to represents a multitude of social players.  
 
In the Biosphere Reserve, empower several diverse mechanisms for citizen participation (Rita et. 
al., 2002; Borrini-Feyerabend, et al., 2004) that can be classified as:  
 

- Formal systems of participation  
- ”ad-hoc” consulting  
- Actions in management projects  
 

The formal participation in the Biosphere Reserve is channel through a consulting commission 
(Commissió Consultiva sobre el Territori i la Reserva de Biosfera) a body where representatives 
of the island social players can participate: political parties, trade unions, associations, business 
associations, neighbourhood associations, ecological groups, etc.. This commission informs and 
consults with society the principal decisions that should be taken on the island, and can have an 
importance incidence over the territory. This commission had a relevant role, for example, in 
the discussion of the draft for the Insular Territorial Plan.  
 
A second level of formal participation is the citizen’s forums that are made up from the eight 
island municipalities that should participate in the debate of Agenda 21. These agenda are being 
(2004) elaborated simultaneously in all of the island municipalities and will define the 
developmental paths of each. The municipal level permits that greatest approximation between 
the citizen and the matters that they will participate and decide upon. From the administrative 
bodies of the Biosphere Reserve, stimulates the elaboration of these eight local agendas is 
precisely to generate ways of participation and create agendas containing consensual actions 
that are directed at the sustainability of these municipalities.  
 
Additionally there are many bodies of formal consultation for sectorial themes (for example; the 
Economic and Social, or the Natural Park Governing Assembly) on an insular and municipal 
scale which guarantees citizen participation in the decision making process.  
 
The “ad-hoc” participation of is another extremely important via of participation and 
consultation. These are meetings or monothematic seminars in which the affected social groups 
are summoned. Through these informal reunions, we can learn and discuss the opinions of the 
main stakeholders about concrete issues. In the last few years, there have been conducted a great 
number of these types of reunions, treating a very broad range of themes (The Insular Territorial 
Plan, Regulation of wind-generator parks, planning for new harbour, etc.) or simply analyse the 
future of the Biosphere reserve (Socio-Environmental Observatory of Menorca, Observatorio 
Socio- Ambiental de Menorca -OBSAM, 2000).  
 
The participation in the management of the Reserve on behalf of the citizens has been 
stimulated through project calls for ideas to be developed by the various non-governmental 
organizations (NGO´s). For this purpose there were created financial incentives to guarantee 
that no good idea will be left out without further development. In the last four years, 
approximately 60,000 € has been awarded annually for the execution of these projects. In this 
manner the following exemplary projects have been created, for example:  
 

- Restoration of the ethnologic heritage.  
- Create botanical walks.  
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- Restore old rip-wrap trails. 
- Clean–up marine beds.  
- Design sustainable school buildings where this subject can also be taught.  
- Conduct education campaigns.  

 
2.6. Independent Monitoring programs (The Socio-Environmental Observatory of 
Menorca)  
 
Monitoring of the state of the Biosphere Reserve and the advances towards sustainability is also 
a requisite, which is reflected in the Statutory Framework (Article 7.d) and the Seville strategy, 
and thus exist a group of indicators that evaluate the compliance of the objectives proposed in 
the Strategy.  
 
In our case, for the monitoring of the Reserve, a Socio-Environmental Observatory of Menorca 
was created (Observatorio Socio- Ambiental de Menorca, OBSAM) within the cultural 
organization Menorcan Study Institute (Institut Menorquí d´Estudis, IME) and which is under 
the supervision of the Scientific Committee for the Biosphere Reserve (Comissió Cièntifica de 
la Reserva de Biosfera).  
 
Although the Observatory does receive funds from the insular government, it has an 
independent character in the sense that it has the liberty to study and express its opinion about 
Reserve matters.  
 
The Observatory has worked these last years in statistical data recollection, some of which have 
been already obtained by the observatory itself of a ample battery of social, economic and 
environmental indicators, classified by their the classical scheme of pressure, state and reaction. 
However, the principal function of the Observatory is to design of synthetic indicators of 
sustainability that integrate the information in some few statistically significant values.  
 
These results can be consulted on the Internet at the web site: http://www.obsam.org./  
 
 
3. Problems and Difficulties 
 
Obviously there are a lot of problems and difficulties to develop the Reserve. Not all the society 
agrees with a sustainable development model. The great benefits that income with tourist 
industry and housing are a hard force against the protection of environment. Politicians are the 
main targets of the economic pressing, and then it’s difficult to guarantee the long term of these 
policies, then the future is, as ever, an incognita. A stronger legal framework is necessary to get 
the stability of the model. 
 
 
4. Conclusions  
 
Protected areas have served as a fundamental instrument for the protection of the biodiversity. 
But in the last World Park Congress held in Durban (2003) it was made clear that the 
spectacular increase in protected areas (20 % of the world land is already protected) has not 
been sufficient to break the deterioration of the biodiversity.  
 
The biosphere reserves approach the problem of conservation through from a much wider and 
holistic point of view. That way of thinking includes the protected areas as an important tool for 
the conservation, but it gives a great importance to non-protected spaces, too. These zones, that 
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include agricultural areas and he most common natural zones (because are common they are not 
protected) but may posses an enormous ecological value as a matrix that would interconnect the 
territories.  
 
The biosphere reserves open the possibility to change the scale in which the natural habitat is 
protected by applying different management strategies to each one of their areas. A Biosphere 
Reserve can include some protected areas of different category: national park, nature reserves, 
protected landscapes, but it can include non protected areas, too; for this reason it is very 
difficult to classify them in any of the categories of the UICN. Then, they could be better 
considered as a “Meta-protected areas” (MPA). 
 
This approximation implies a major complexity in management. Territorial planning, natural 
resources management, environmental policies, rural development and social participation must 
be added to the well-known techniques for biodiversity conservation (Mata, 2002).  
The case of Menorca, as other island biosphere reserves, could be a good example of this 
situation, we have taken heed to find or implant solutions for a minimum of requisites that a 
reserve should have. Of course, this model does not have to be the only possible solution.  
 
Some of the main characteristics of Menorca Biosphere Reserve are:  
 

 A natural park is another piece of the territory, it occupies a place a specific 
management needs to be made to conserve the biodiversity; but it is only one of the 
pieces that is integrated into a much broader territory were all of its parts have value 
and his value is due to the whole of these parts, not due to their individual richness.  

 
 The environment policies affects to all departments of insular govern, that are 

supported by the criteria of the Plan for Sustainable Development and the regulations 
that govern the territory as are stipulated in the Insular Territorial Plan. In addition, 
local policies must be based on the elaboration of Local Agendas 21.  

 
 The management structure is flexible and has an office of coordination and action, with 

a scientific assessment committee.  
 

 In the mechanisms for participation there are formal ones as well as “ad hoc” in a form 
that lets us consult the citizens their opinion over the decisions to be made about the 
territory. Financial tools have also been implemented so these same social 
organizations may participate in the management of the reserve.  

 
 A monitoring organism ha been created that possesses sufficient autonomy to develop 

the indicators needed to evaluate the state of the reserve.  
 
 
This communication is based in the article:  
 
RITA, J. 2004. The Menorca Biosphere Reserve, seeking the way towards sustainability”. In P. 
Deda, C. Marín, K. Jo Mulongy (eds.) Island Biodiversity. Sustaining Life in Vulnerable 
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1. Introduction  
 
On Dec. 16, 2002, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) designated the Mt. Halla area in Jeju Island as a Biosphere Reserve (JIBR). 
Biosphere reserves are given to the areas of terrestrial and coastal ecosystems that are 
internationally recognized within the framework of UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere (MAB) 
Program for conservation of bio-diversity and its sustainable use. With the designation of Mt. 
Halla as well as its surrounding region as one of the regions of Man and the Biosphere Reserve 
Program, Jeju Island became renowned around the world, and more opportunities are expected 
to cooperate with other regions with same interests such as conservation of bio-diversity and its 
sustainable use. This also means that Jeju Island has a responsibility of managing effectively the 
designated Biosphere Reserve based on international standards and UNESCO's MAB guidelines. 
In line with this, Jeju Provincial Government which is responsible for the management of the 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR), has already prepared action plans for effective 
management of the JIBR and organized the JIBR Management Committee whose members are 
composed of representatives of all levels of government authorities (central, province, cities, 
counties), NGOs, scientists and a coordinator of JIBR.  
 
This paper is one of the paper series on JIBR presented in the the 9th Meeting of the East Asian 
Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN). In this paper, the physical and socio-economic 
characteristics of Jeju Island will be briefly described followed by the general description on 
JIBR including its natural resources. The sustainable management programs and institutional 
aspects of the JIBR will be presented in the other papers.  
 
 
2. Physical and Socio-economic Characteristics of Jeju Island  
 
2.1. Physical Characteristics  
 
2.1.1. Location  
 
Jeju Island is one of 16 Provinces and an isolated one located southeast of the mainland of 
Korea. To the east it is facing Tsushima (approximately 255km) and Janggi prefecture of Japan 
with the south sea and East China Sea in between. To the west, Jeju Island faces Shanghai, 
China with the East China Sea in between. To the south with the South China Sea and to the 
north is the mainland of south Korea with the South Sea in between.  
Since Jeju Island is located at the heart of Korea, Japan, China, it has, from the past, played a 
quite essential role in geopolitics around these regions. Being placed in the center of Northeast 
Asia has given it a very important geopolitical location in the past1  

                                                 
1 In 1275 (Empire of Koryeo), the Tamna general headquarters of Won Dynasty of China was established 
here.  For more than one century it was the headquarters of the conquering Japanese. In the last Pacific war, 
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Figure 1. Location of Jeju Island 
 
 
It is located 154km from Mokpo, 480 km from the Capital city, Seoul, 304km from Busan. 
Excluding subsidiary islands, Jeju Island lies in 126° 08' 43" ~ 126° 58' 20" of east longitude, 
33° 11' 27" ~ 33° 33' 50" north latitude. Marado, the southern-most island of the Korean 
Peninsula is located at the south of the island. The shape of Jeju Island is elliptical, with the 
longer axis running from southwest to northeast. The island is 73Km wide and 41Km long with 
a total area of 1,845㎢(1.8 % of total national land area) and has a 419.95 km-long coastal line, 
8 inhabited islands, and 55 uninhabited ones.  
 
 

  

 
Figure 2. Distance from the Major Cities and Administrative Districts 

 
 

                                                                                                                                               
many military facilities were established here. During the Korean War, the first army training camp was set up. 
This is the historical evidence of Jeju Island's importance in location. 
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2.1.2. Climate, geology, and other physical characteristics 
 
Jeju Island has a mild oceanic climate throughout the year with the smallest annual temperature 
range in the country. In addition, a special climatic environment was formed at 1,950m by the 
summit of Mt. Halla, the center of the island, by the oceanic current flowing near the island. The 
annual temperatures of Jeju and Seoguipo City for the last 30 years are reported to be 15.2  ℃
and 15.9 , respectively. The temperature for the hottest summer months averages no more ℃
than 33.5C and no less than 1.0C for winter. One cannot experience a monthly average 
temperature of Jeju Island slipping down below 0 . The time period of temperatures below 0  ℃ ℃
is only 17 days at Jeju Island compared to about 50-100 days at the southern areas. The average 
annual precipitation is  about 2,044mm for the island as a whole and 1,560mm for the coastal 
areas. Usually precipitation increases along with the elevation(the annual precipitation of 
Seongpanak(750m) and Eorimok(970m) in Mt. Halla National Park exceed 2,000mm). The 
rainfall is relatively high compared with those of other places on the same latitude because of 
Mt. Halla at the center of the island which serves to block the effect of air masses of high 
humidity that move from the coastal areas. About 43% of the annual rainfalls are reported in 
June, July, August, compared with 60% for Seoul, the Capital City. Wind is strong and annual 
average wind velocity is 4.7 m per second compared with 2.5m in Seoul.  
 
Jeju Island came into existence 700 to 1,200 thousand years ago. The Island, covered with rocks 
formed at the 4th Cenozoic era, displays a geographical type of shield volcano as a volcanic 
island of semi -elliptical form. The final volcanic eruption that took place approximately 25 
thousand years ago created the crater lake, Baekrokdam, at the summit of the mountain. It is a 
crater that measures 700m in diameter and is 100m deep. Mt. Halla rises in the center of the 
island to 1950m above sea level being the highest mountain in South Korea. The western outer 
ring of Baekrokdam comprises of cliffs made out of trachyte, and the eastern outer ring is 
composed of a gentle hill made out of basalt stone. Piedmont districts below the dome-shaped 
Baekrokdam crater at the top of Mt. Halla shows a form of lava plateau and "Oreum" in local 
dialect, a tiny volcanic zone, are densely distributed around it. The rest of the island slopes 
down from its summit.  
 
 

 
Figure 3. Mt. Halla and Baekrokdam Crater 

 
 

Most of the Island is covered with dark gray volcanic rocks and volcanic ash soil. The soils of 
Jeju Island classified as volcanic ash soil have low soil bulk density and high porosity, and thus 
show high infiltration rate and are susceptible to wind erosion. These volcanic soils are not 
suitable for plant growth or crop production. According to a detailed soil survey, there are 63 
soil types in Jeju Island, 36 of which are classified as volcanic ash soils and covers 80% of the 
land area of Jeju Island.  
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Figure 4. Dry Stream, Marshes and Fall 
 
 
Radial drainage pattern centering at the summit of Mt. Halla can be seen, but stream systems are 
weakly developed and most streams are dry during much of the year because of its volcanic 
features. In some craters of small volcanic bodies, small-scale wetlands were developed, and 
among them a high elevation wetland at the elevation of 1,100m west of Mt. Halla is prominent. 
60 provincial 2nd grade rivers and 83 small rivers are distributed around Jeju Island. 
  
At the coastal areas, mid-slopes, and ridges of the mountains, there exist an abundant amount of 
springs called Yongchun Water, a sort of subterraneous water, flowing from the cracks of the 
stratums (layers) or rocks connecting to the surface. The water had served as very important 
drinking and agricultural water source before water supply facilities were formally introduced in 
the 1980's. The fact that villages were established near areas where Yongchun water is heavily 
located shows the importance of the water to form a community. As villagers shared the 
Yongchun water with each other, they came to form a strong sense of unity and cooperation  
 
The land is generally flat and oval-shaped. Mt. Halla provides contour lines which form 
concentric circles, letting the cultivated lands spread on the sea coast. Hilly areas of 200-300m 
above sea level are gently sloped but most of them are idle land or meadows. The coastal 
area(less than 200m in elevation) is 1,013.5 ㎢. It occupies 54.9% of the whole area and is 
mainly used for farm land or residential areas. The low mountainous area (200-500m) is 497.0
㎢ . It occupies 26.9% of the whole area and is mainly meadow or idle land. The mid 
mountainous area of 500-1000m above sea level is 253.3㎢. It occupies 13.7% of the whole 
area and is mainly woods, mushroom-raising land and tourist sites. An alpine region of 1000m 
above sea level is 81.8㎢. It occupies 4.5% of the whole Island area which is being protected by 
the designation as a national park.  
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Figure 5. Contour lines of Jeju Island  
 

There are many "Oreum" in Jeju Island, which refers to a tiny parasite volcanic zone that 
contains a volcanic cone and formed out of small sized sporadic volcanic explosions at the Halla 
Mountain piedmont areas a few tens and thousands, or even hundreds and thousands of years 
ago. It is a typical Jeju dialect that indicates an independent volcanic zone. The origin of the 
word "Oreum" is traced to a noun, made from the verb "mount," and it is thought to imply a 
small hill or slope that one can easily climb. There are 368 such Oreums in the Island and they 
form lateral volcanoes of Mt. Halla. Forth of these Oreums is distributed in Mt. Halla National 
Park, and 260 Oreums are distributed over 200m in elevation.  
 
Jeju Island also boasts world-renown volcanic caves and other geographical specifications, 
including "Bilemotgul", the largest single cave in the world (11.7km), and "Manjanggul", one of 
the most scenic caves in the world. There are also various geographical specifications, such as 
huge lava plateaus, and volcanic silicate poles, "tube in tube," and "mini-caves" in the island, 
some of which displaying a supreme quality.  
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Figure 6. Oreums and Caves in Jeju Island 
 
 
2.1.3. Plants and animals  
 
Relatively isolated from the rest of the world, the island's nature has been well preserved in its 
prehistoric state. Jeju Island contains more than half of all the vascular plant species of the 
entire Korean peninsula. Moreover, Jeju Island has about half of all species designated as 
endangered or threatened designated by the Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Korea. 
Since Jeju Island is located at the southern most part of Korea, even the same species are 
categorized as subspecies due to the distance they live apart from each other. This phenomenon 
is attributable to unique circumstances of long isolation from the mainland. Seasonal 
transformations of migratory birds and insects have been detected conspicuously. Restricted 
numbers of amphibian reptiles and mammals, which lack migratory habits, have been 
transformed as well.  
 
In Jeju Island, there are 23 species of mammals, 198 species of birds, 8 species of reptiles and 
amphibia, 873 species of insects, and 74 species of spiders. Large mammals are not present 
except deer and badger because of biogeogrphical characteristics of the island although rare 
species of mammals, such as brown bears, boars, and deer left their traces in fossil beds, which 
indicates a geographical isolation of the island and the insufficient terrains for mammals to live. 
Small mammals are limited to such as bats and rodent. Roe deer population was very small until 
1980s, but it increased after the Mt. Halla was designated as a National Park. It became a 
symbol in Jeju Island which the visitor can see them easily in the mountain.  
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Roe buck Badger 

 
Roe deer 

Rana nigromaculata Hallowell Rhabdophis tigrinus (Boie) 

 

Big beak crow Coenonympha amaryllis Carmer Apodemus Jejuensis 
 

Figure 7. Animals in Jeju Island 
 
 
Jeju Island has about half of all species designated as endangered or threatened designated by 
the Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Korea (ROK). 15 of 37 endangered animal 
species, and 58 of 99 threatened animal species can be found in Jeju Island. Many indigenous 
animals including about 110 species of insect indigenous to Korea or to Jeju Island also inhabit 
Jeju Island. The coastal has a diverse marine ecosystem including a smooth coral community 
only found in Korea and many marine species, 455 species of marine animals comprising 21 
orders, 98 families, and 232 genera, many of which are endemic to Korea and have high 
scientific value.  
 
Biogeographical region of the Jeju Island can be regarded as Sub-tropical and temperate rain 
forests. It encompasses diverse ecosystems representing four major biogeographic provinces, 
e.g. montane coniferous forest, temperate deciduous hardwood forest, warm-temperate 
evergreen hardwood forests, and temperate grasslands. Vegetation zones in Jeju Island is 
distributed vertically as shown in Fig. 8 and categorized into as follows depending on the 
elevation from the coast. In Mt. Halla, there are more than 2,000 plant species and it is far more 
than found in Mt. Jiri and Mt. Seorak in the mainland, which are 2nd and 3rd highest mountains 
in Korea respectively. Out of 400 plant species endemic to Korea, 75 plant species are found in 
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the Island, which is almost two times more than found in Mt. Baekdoo, the highest mountain in 
the peninsula located in North Korea. 
 

 

1. Coniferous Forest & Shrubbery 
2. Deciduous Forest 
3. Indeciduous Broadleaf Forest 
4. Second Green Field 
5. Coastal Vegetational Zone 

 
Figure 8. Plants Distribution in Jeju Island 

 
 
• Zone 1: Coniferous Forest & Shrubbery 

Korean Fir Plant Community distributed around 1,400m above sea level, surrounding 
Baekrokdam. The plants, co-inhabiting the forest with Clintonia udensis, Fragaria nipponica, 
are densely distributed at the northern areas. Azalea Plant Communities, distributed in zones 
where deciduous broadleaf forests and Korean fir plant communities perish, contain such 
indigenous plants as crowberry, Vaccinium uliginosum, Halla Siberian chrysanthemum, and 
Euphorbia fauriei. Juniperus chinensis var. sargentii, crowberry flourish at the north of the 
shrubbery zone.  

  
• Zone 2: Deciduous Forest  

Deciduous forest zone comprises Japanese Oak & Fauriel Plant Community and Mongolian 
Oak Plant Community. Deciduous Broadleaf Forest is vertically distributed between 
indeciduous broadleaf forest and coniferous one. And Japaness oak and fauriel plant 
communities flourish at the lowest area of the deciduous broadleaf plant zone. Trees in this 
community coexist with Japanese Snowbell, Maple trees, Carpinus laxiflora and cherry trees. 
The Mongolian Oak Plant Community is distributed at the highlands, 1,200 ~1,400 m above 
sea level. Trees in this zone flourish with Manshurian fullmoon maple and Mountain ash.  

 
• Zone 3: Indeciduous Broadleaf Forest  

The Indeciduous Broadleaf Forest is located from the coastal areas to zones 900m above sea 
level. They are distributed in spots throughout the uninhabited islands and valley areas. Jeju 
Island is relatively well protected and preserved compared to other areas in the zone. Prunus 
yedoensis is one of the valuable indigenous plants. This zone comprises Castanopsis cuspidata 
var. sieboldii Plant Community, which is dominant plants at the lowlands around islets and in 
the southern area and Quercus salicina and Quercus glauca Plant Community are formed 
when primeval forests are destroyed.  

 
• Zone 4: Second Green Field  

The green field of Mt. Halla is a second grassy field, pruned to pasture animals or secure 
arable areas and the size is comparatively large. This zone comprise Grass zone distributed to 
highlands of over 1,500m above sea level, Cogon (Alang Grass) Area which had long been 
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used as material to make agricultural appliances and thatched roofs for houses, and Eulalia 
Zone which takes up most of the second green field. 

 
• Zone 5: Coastal Vegetational Zone  

Coastal areas are covered with rocky zones and, for that reason, most of the vegetations are 
chasmophyte at the cavern area. Dune plants are infrequently detected. This zone comprises 
Coastal Chasmophyte Plant Community where Chasmophyte plants such as Cnidium 
japonicum and portulaca flourish, Coastal Dune Plant community where perennial plants such 
as Carex pumila, Calystegia soldanella, Wedelia prostrata, and Ixeris repens are densely 
distributed, and Coastal Swamp Plant Community near coastal areas with sedimentary deposits 
where Carex scabrifolia and sea arrow grass plant densely inhabit.  

 
 

Carpinus laxiflora forest Abies Koreana for. Chlorocarpa T. Lee 
and a Mongolian Oak 

Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii at 
Hyodoncheon Hepatica 

 
Figure  9. Plants in Jeju Island 

 
 
2.2. Socio-Economic Characteristics  
 
2.2.1 Administrative districts and Population  
 
Before modern times, Jeju was mainly used as a penal settlement. Jeju-do's important location 
hasn't been greatly used. Even though Korea was very important in geopolitics, its importance 
was ignored. The perception of an "undeveloped island" was widespread especially when 
transportation was developed. However, Jeju has developed rapidly since the 1960's and still 
rapidly developing.  
Jeju Island (Province) has two cities (si), Jeju-si and Seguipo-si and two counties (gun), 
Bukjeju-gun (North Jeju County) and Namjeju-gun (South Jeju county). Two cities occupy 
509.9㎢, which is 27.6% of the island where the two counties total 1,335.7㎢ or 72.4% of the 
land area. The population of Jeju-si is 293 thousands which is about 53% of the island. The 
areas of Jeju-si and Seogwipo-si are high in relation to their populations.  
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Table 1. Population and Households 

 
Adm. districts Area(㎢) Population (person) Households (unit) 

Total 1845.6 553,864 194,855  
Jeju-si 255.1 292,908 101,976  
Seogwipo-si 254.8 83,525 29,136  
Bukjeju-gun 720.9 102,189 37,206 
Namjeju-gun 614.8 75,242 26,537  

 
 
2.2.2. Land use  
 
Due to the topographical characteristics and the dense forests, the area above 600 m was hardly 
available to human and difficult to utilize due to chronic water shortage. Most human activities 
were restricted to the area below 200m in elevation near the coast because it was relatively flat 
and easy to move around, water was available, and it was close to the sea for fishing. Currently 
the area between 200m and 600m is covered with grassland, is used for pastures, and shows 
landscape characteristic to Jeju Island. The area above 600m is now designated as national 
forests or the national park, and thus the usage for commercial production is very much limited.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Settlements Distribution 
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Figure 11. Land use Planning Map 
 
 
2.2.3 Industries  
 
The major industries of Jeju are tourism and agriculture. Jeju Island has beautiful landscape 
covered with strangely shaped rocks, swamps, parasitic volcanoes, craters, caves, grasslands, 
woods and valleys abundant with animals and plants and many historical sites. The lovely 
scenery enhances the beauty of the surrounding shallow waters. Shoreline features include 
strangely shaped rocks, waterfalls, and sands. Currently, Jeju Island is the most famous and 
attractive tourist destination in the Republic of Korea, well known domestically and 
internationally. It is also the best honeymoon destination in Korea. The number of visitors to 
Jeju Island is close to 5 million in 2004, which makes tourism the biggest industry. Most 
tourism activities are centered along the coastal area although a large number of tourists visit Mt. 
Halla National Park and mid-mountain area. The number of visitors to Mt. Halla National Park 
increased about 28 times from 23.5 thousand persons in 1974 when Mt. Halla was designated as 
a national park, to 668.0 thousand visitors in 2004. Visitors can enjoy natural parks, arboretum, 
golf, horseback riding, fishing, hunting besides just visiting beautiful landscapes and many 
historical sites.  
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Figure 12. Kinds of Recreation Activities in Jeju  
 
 
The local industries of Jeju are unique and various. The most important agricultural products in 
Jeju Island are tangerine, carrots and onions. Tangerine is the most famous agricultural product 
of the Island and total gross revenue amounts to 600 million dollars, while revenues from 
fisheries amount to 439 million dollars. The revenues from tourism, which is the main industry 
in the Island, amount to 1.68 billion dollars. It is well known that Jeju Island produces many 
special products such as abalone, shiitake mushrooms and ponies. The total GRDP amounts to 
6,301.7 billion Won in 2002 of which 16.4% from primary sector, 3.3% from manufacturing 
and 80.3% from tertiary including tourism.  
 

Table 2. Production Structure  
 

Production Structure Year Growth Rate 
GRDP(bil. Won) Primary Manufacturing Service 

2002 5.5% 6,301.7(6.3bil.$) 16.4% 3.3% 80.3% 
1999 3.3% 4,895.1(4.9bil $) 26.0% 3.2% 70.8% 

 
 
2.2.3 Culture  
 
People in Jeju Island are not ethnically different from those of the mainland. However, slightly 
unique dialect, culture and customs have developed because of isolation. The forms of houses 
and villages are different from those in the mainland due to the strong winds and high rainfall. 
Jeju Island has a insular culture and traditional religion because of long isolation. Jeju Island is 
sometimes called "the home of gods" and as "Sam-da-do" meaning that it has three abundant 
things: stones, wind, and women. Typical living culture using the stones (such as stone 
walls)were well developed, and social activities of women including "Hainyeo", meaning "sea-
women" who catch marine products by diving into the sea water, have been prominent from old 
times in Jeju Island.  
 
Historically, Jeju Island had been used as a place for exile during the age of old kingdoms. Jeju 
Island was once an independent kingdom called "Tam-ra-kuk (country)", but was incorporated 
into the kingdom in the peninsula about 1,500 years ago, and thus different political or social 
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systems have not existed since then. The Island is also known as Sam-mu - three non-existences 
(thief, gate, beggar).  
 
 

 
Wind Sea-women (Hainyeo) Stone walls 

Door Dolhareubang Traditional House 
 

Figure 13. Island of Sam-da-do 
 
 
Dolhareubang, which is a stone statue and means ‘stone grandfather’, has been well-known to 
the world as its symbol. It looks like some stone state found in Polynesian islands. Today, the 
word is so famous that it is used as a logo of stores or companies. Also it is the most popular 
souvenir in Jeju Island. There are a lot of mysteries about Dolhareubang besides the name. 
There are a total of 47 Dolhareubangs including two in Gyeongbok Palace and 45 in Jeju Island.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Dolhareubangs 
 

 
3. General Description of JIBR  
 
3.1 Location and Description of Zonation  
 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) has been designated for inclusion in the World Network 
of Biosphere Reserve on December 16, 2002. It is the second Biosphere Reserve designated in 
the Republic of Korea after Seorak Biosphere Reserve. JIBR is located in the center of the 
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Island with 2 narrow stream strips and also three islets in the southern part of the sea of the 
Island and vicinities are included. The Highest elevation in JIBR is 1,950 m above sea level, 
which is the summit of Mt. Halla and the lowest elevation is  0 meter at the coast. Maximum 
depth for the coastal/marine areas is 74 m below mean sea level at the coastal area southwest of 
Munseom Islet.  
 
The size of the JIBR is approximately 83,094ha including 53,335ha of the transitional area. 
JIBR consists of 15,158ha of the core area, 14,601ha of the buffer zone and 53,335ha of the 
transition area, which are considered to be an appropriate size to serve the three functions of 
biosphere reserves. Spatial configuration of JIBR is shown in Figure 15.  
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 15. Zonation Map of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
 
 

Table 3. Size of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve by Zone 
 

 Total Core area Buffer zone Transition area 
Total 82,094 ha 15,158 ha 14,601 ha 53,335 ha 

Terrestrial  80,771 ha 15,126 ha 13,730 ha 51,915 ha 
Marine  2,323 ha 32 ha 871 ha 1,420 ha 

 
 
JIBR takes on cluster form and consists of the land and marine ecosystem that are sometimes 
separated each other. However, the core areas and buffer zones are contiguous to each other, 
and the 2 river valleys, which become one as they flow down to the sea, connect the land with 
the marine ecosystem.  
 
The core area is composed of Mt. Halla National Park (the area of Mt. Halla above 1,000m in 
elevation including the summit of Mt. Halla), the three islets(Munseom, Seopseom and 
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Beomseom2 which are designated as a city marine park and natural preserve, and two streams 
called Hyodoncheon and Youngcheon3.  
 
The terrestrial buffer zone is the national forest4 surrounding Mt. Halla National Park and the 
marine part of the buffer zone is the area which encircles the three islets that are the core area 
and the nature reserves. The transition area amounts to almost two-thirds of the whole JIBR area 
and encircles the buffer zone in terrestrial part. It is composed of mainly so-called "mid-
mountain zone" at the elevation between 200 - 600m, excluding the city planning area. 
Transition area of the marine part is the sea area located between the marine core area of the 
three islets and the main island.  
 
 

 
Munseom Beomseom Seopseom Stream 

 
Figure 16. Three Islets and stream 

 
 
3.2 Uses and Activities  
 
3.2.1 Core Areas  
 
Sightseeing and hiking are the main activities in Mt. Halla National Park. Also monitoring and 
research for academic and management purposes are carried out throughout the year and 
cultivation of shiitake mushroom (Lentinus edodes) takes place in some areas. In the marine 
core area, 3 uninhabited islets are used for fishing sites, and 2 stream valleys, which extend to 
the sea from the southern part of the Park, are used for picnicking very extensively in the 
summer.  
The most adverse effects on the core areas are the ecosystem damage and erosion, in and around 
the hiking trails, caused by foot pressure of a large number of visitors. The damaged area around 
hiking trail increased to approximately 22.7 ha in 2000 from 19.6 ha in 1993. At present, the 
situation is being greatly improved owing to the closing the trail leading to the summit of the 
park and to the extensive restoration project, including the installation of a wooden trail and 
planting.  
 

                                                 
2 The word "seom" means island.  
 
3 The core areas in the Mt. Halla National Park, including the summit and 2 river valleys were designated as the Nature Reserve 
(Natural Monument No. 182) by Cultural Property Protection Act on Oct. 12, 1966 before it was designated as the national park. 
It’s size amounts to about 91.9㎢. Mt. Halla was designated as national park by the Natural Park Act on Mar. 24, 1970. The 
size of the park amounts to 151.35㎢ including most parts of the Nature Reserve. Seopseom, Munseom and Beomseom were 
designated as the City Marine Park on Jan. 5, 1999. Munseom and Beomseom were also designated a Nature Reserve by the 
Cultural Property Protection Act of Jul. 18, 2000.   
 
4 The national forest, the buffer zone, was designated as the preserved forest area by the Forestry Act . 
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Figure 17. Shiitake  Mushroom 
  
 
3.2.2. Buffer zones  
 
In the national forest that is the buffer zone, no special economic activities exist except the 
cultivation of shiitake mushroom which has been the ease for a long time in some areas. 
Shiitake mushroom is one of the main export item of Jeju Island and is sold at a high price. 
Other activities include limited monitoring and research on the forest, aforestation, and forest 
protection activities. In the sea around the three islets, which is designated the City Marine Park, 
fishing, sightseeing and submarine tours are the major activities.  
 
 
3.2.3. Transition area  
 
The prominent land uses and/or land cover types of the transition area are grassland, forest, and 
agricultural land such as farm, orchard and vinyl house, tourism-related facilities such as golf 
courses and horseback riding courses, and some residential areas exist. Generally, grassland 
extents up to the altitude of 400m while orchards extent up to the altitude of 300m. Most 
tourism facilities are distributed along the altitude of 400 - 500m whereas forest land is 
relatively evenly distributed.  
 
The most important economic activities presently performed in the transition area are 
agriculture and tourism. Agriculture industry including livestock farming is the number one 
industry in terms of employment, and tourism-related service industry the second. The transition 
area can be regarded as the area where economic activities are taking place relatively actively, 
considering that there are 8 golf courses in operation (out of 27 licensed), 11 small-sized 
agricultural product-processing factories, 10 hotels (214 rooms) and other lodging facilities (301 
rooms), 22 horseback riding sites. It is expected that the number of facilities will increase 
continuously. 
  
 
3.3. Fulfillment of the Three Functions of Biosphere Reserve  
 
Designated biosphere reserve should serve three functions of conservation, development and 
logistic support as indicated in the Statutory Framework of the biosphere reserve. JIBR has an 
appropriate size to serve these function of biosphere reserves and also can meet these three 
functions in the following manner.  
 
3.3.1. Conservation Function  
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Firstly, JIBR can contribute to the conservation of landscapes, ecosystems, species and genetic 
variation. Alpine scrublands, montane evergreen coniferous forests, deciduous hardwood forests, 
and warm -temperate evergreen hardwood forests are distributed and many endangered or 
endemic species of plants and animals inhabit in the area. Specifically, the coniferous forest at 
the summit of Mt. Halla needs special protection since it is the last refuge of arctic species and 
the habitat for 28 species endemic to Korea or Jeju Island.  
 
Mt. Halla National Park shows elevation differences in biotic and abiotic factors and has severe 
variation in climate, all of which affect the difference in biota and species diversity among the 
different areas within the park. Mt. Halla National Park also has primeval nature due to lack of 
human interference and severe climatic variation. In addition, wetlands are formed at the craters 
of the summit (Baengnokdam), Muljangol and Dongsuak in the Mt. Halla National Park. 
Wetland can be also found at the elevation of 1,100m above sea level which show 
characteristics of isolated biota which need special protection.  
 
In Jeju Island, about half of all the Korean vascular plant species occur, and also 134 taxa of 
vascular plants endemic to Korea occur, and among them, 90 are endemic to Jeju Island. There 
are also 110 species of insects endemic to Korea and/or to Jeju Island. Based on the Ministry of 
Environment of Korea, three species out of the 6 endangered plant species in Korea, 22 of the 
53 threatened plant species, 15 out of 37 endangered animal species, and 58 out of 99 threatened 
animals species of Korea can be found in Jeju Island.  
 
Jeju Island is a volcanic island formed in the Quaternary, and has a lava plateau with a shield 
volcano at the elevation of 1,950m at its center. In addition, it has 368 small volcanic bodies at 
the foothill, which gives a unique topography and landscape. Among them, 46 are distributed 
within the Mt. Halla National Park, but more are within the transition area. These small volcanic 
bodies are important for the conservation of biota, natural landscape and culture.  
 
The marine area is also important for the conservation of biodiversity. Three small islets are 
made up of trachyte, not of basalt which is the base rock of the Island. They command a 
beautiful landscape of the sea cliffs with columnar joints and caves, and are covered with warm-
temperate hardwood forests composed of Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii and other 
evergreen tree species. In addition, they are the southern distribution limit of endangered black 
cuckoo which is a national monument in Korea. The coastal area around the three islets has a 
diverse marine ecosystem including a smooth coral community only found in Korea and many 
marine species (455 species of marine animals comprising 21 orders, 98 families, and 232 
genera), many of which are endemic to Korea and have high scientific value. This area is also 
representing southern elements of biodiversity in Korea.  
 
The buffer zone of JIBR has been well protected and also shows high species diversity. The 
transition area has been utilized more due to its low elevation, but much of the area remains 
undeveloped and shows a peculiar landscape typical of Jeju Island. The montane coniferous 
forest near the summit of Mt. Halla National Park has many arctic and alpine species. Some of 
the species are endemic to Mt. Halla, others are also occurring in other high mountains in Korea. 
Some arctic and alpine plants, such as Diapensia lapponica subsp. obovata, Empetrum nigrum 
var. japonicum, and Vaccinium uliginosum are now growing only near the top of Mt. Halla. 
Many of them are now endangered.  
 
Another group of species in need of conservation restoration is many endangered herbaceous 
plants in the warm-temperate evergreen hardwood forests, whose major habitats are streams, 
coastal cliffs and islands. Many of these endangered species are orchids such as Cymbidium 
kanran, Neofinetia falcata, Aerides japonicum, and ferns such as Asplenium antiquum, and 
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Crypsinus hastatus. These species are endangered due to habitat destruction and to illegal 
collection for ornamental plants.  
 
Jeju Island shows very unique fauna different from the mainland resulted from different climate, 
air movement, island size and topography over a long period of time, since it was separated 
from the peninsula. The kind of insects is very rich compared with other area because of diverse 
vegetation which distributes vertically according to the altitude. Besides, the island is regarded 
as very important area in terms of fauna distribution, because it shows a unique fauna native to 
the island although the land vertebrate animals are not very diverse due to geographical isolation 
and ecological and geographical influences which feature Jeju Island. Therefore, even within the 
same species, there are many sub-species or varieties native to Jeju Island due to the 
geographical isolation such as Mustela sibirica quelpartis, Crocidura dsinezumi quelpartis, 
Micromys minutus hertigi, Sorex caecutiens chejuensis and Mus musculus mollosinus. Also 
various rare birds in addition to Pitta nympha, Dendrocopos leucotos, Terpsiphone atrocaudata, 
Aix galericulata, Otus scops, Aquila clanga, Accipiter soloensis and Falco peregrinus inhabit in 
Mt. Halla. And many migratory birds come to Jeju Island because this island is in the courses of 
the migration of the birds. Furthermore, the reptile population is larger than other area although 
the kind of species is few because the grasslands and marsh areas provide a very good habitat 
for reptiles with abundant food supply. Rare species such as Hynobius leechii quelpartenisis is 
found only in Jeju Island in Korea. In addition, there are Rana dybowskii, Agkistrodon 
ussuriensis, Takydromus wolteri, Scincella laterale laterale, Amphiesma vibakari ruthveni 
which are the top priority protective species are found, which means more careful attention is 
necessary to protect these species in terms of kinds and population.  
 
In Korea, oriental medicinal practices using wild plants have been widely carried out to prevent 
and cure diseases. About 20 native plant species have been well utilized for medicinal purposes 
in Jeju Island.  
 

Table 4. Plants used for Medicinal Purposes in Jeju Island 
 

Scientific Name Diseases to be cured or prevented 
Saururus chinensis BAILL. 
Quercus salicina BL. 
Phryma leptostachya var. asiatica HARA 
Clerodendron trichotomum THUMB 
Acanthopanax koreanum NAKAI 
Artemisia capillaris THUNB. 
Euscaphis japonica (THUNB.) KANTIZ 
Kalopanax pictus (THUNB.) NAKAI 
Elaeagnus macrophylla THUNB. 
Geranium nepalense subsp. Thunbergi (S. et Z.) HARA     
Ulmus parvifolia JACQ. 
Lindera obtusiloba BL. 
Hovenia dulcia THUNB. 
Chrysanthemum indicum L 
Vitex rotundifolia L. fil. 
Sambucus sieboldiana BL. 
Petasites japonicus (S. et Z.) MAX. 
Leonurus sibiricus L. 
Aralia elata SEEM. 
Prunella vulgaris var. lilacina NAKAI 

emphysema, geriatric disease, skin disease 
Calculus  
allergy, dermatitis 
gout,neuralgia, pysis,high blood-pressure, as antidote 
arthritis, neuralgia 
jaundice 
nephritis 
diabetes 
diabetes 
diarrhea 
allegic rhinotis, cancer, abscess  
blood circulation stimulation after birth 
various liver diseases 
arteriosclerosis, chronic headache 
chronic headache 
emphysema, nephritis 
high blood-pressure, paralysis, appendicitis 
edema after birth, for diuresis, as antidote 
gastritis, diabetes 
urethritis, cystitis, for diuresis 
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3.3.2. Development Function  
 
Secondly, JIBR can contribute to foster economic and human development which is socio-
culturally and ecologically sustainable. The high biological diversity, unique volcanic 
topography and island culture of Jeju Island not only stimulate curiosity of the general public 
and tourists of the mainland, but is also important in terms of academic study. Therefore, JIBR, 
if its excellent tourism resources are utilized well, has a very good potentiality to contribute to 
the local economy.  
 
The well-preserved national forest of the buffer zone is not presently used for any special 
economic purpose, but as a recreational forest, and in some areas as a cultivation site of shiitake 
mushroom which is one of the important agricultural products in the Island. In the years to come 
it can hopefully be used for the purpose of environmental education and eco-tourism. The 
transition area, located in the mid-mountain range, shows the characteristics of Jeju Island's 
landscapes very well. Economic activities such as farming, livestock farming and tourism are 
the major activities in the area at present. However, as the development pressure to build tourist 
facilities such as golf courses and accommodations is increasing, rational land resource use will 
become an important issue in the area to secure environmentally sound and sustainable 
development  
 
Most tourism activities are centered along the coastal area off JIBR area. The major types of the 
tourism activities within the inland of JIBR core area are hiking up to Mt. Halla National Park 
and simple visits to the park. Visit to the natural recreational forest is the major tourism activity 
in the national forest of the buffer zone, while all kinds of tourism and leisure activities such as 
golf, horseback riding, hunting, and sightseeing take place in the transition area, including visits 
to scoria cone (parasitic volcanic cone). A large number of tourists visit Mt. Halla National Park. 
In the Mt. Halla National Park, certain trails to the summit of the mountain are closed to the 
public, except during the snowy season. The number of visitors increased about 28 times from 
23,466 in 1974 when Mt. Halla was designated as a national park, to 668.0 thousand persons in 
2004. Tourism is not allowed in the national forest, which is the buffer zone.  
 
In the marine area of the core area and buffer zone, fishing and submarine tours are conducted 
in and around three uninhabited islets, although the exact amount of tourists are unknown. Also, 
picnicking is one of the major summer activities in the two stream valleys in the core area off 
the Mt. Halla National Park. Mt. Halla National Park is known as the symbol of Jeju Island to 
the Jeju people. It has high tourism resource value due to the uniqueness of its topography 
resulted from the island formation mechanism and its bio-diversity. Mt. Halla National Park 
attracts a large number of tourists every year and greatly contributes to the development of the 
local economy, and makes tourism the prime industry of Jeju Province. However, since the 
number of inhabitants in the proposed JIBR area is very few, it must be noted that the direct 
economic and social influence on the area is small. Mt. Halla National Park has 6 hiking trails 
(about 42.2km) and 4 traditional temples - Cheonwangsa, Gwaneumsa, Jonjaam and Seokkuram 
- two of which are province designated cultural properties. In the national forest of the buffer 
zone, there are 2 golf courses and in the transition area, there are another 8 operating golf 
courses out of the 27 licensed in Jeju Island. The national forest also offers 2 camping sites and 
22 horseback riding courses.  
 
Most economic activities in JIBR generally take place in the transition area. More than half 
(58.9%) of the inhabitants of the transition area are engaged in primary industries, such as 
farming and livestock farming, while only 6.1% are engaged in the service industry. This means 
that the direct income from the tourist facilities in the transition area is not very large. Indeed, 
tourist facilities and service are generally located in the coastal area, below 200m above the sea 
level. Only a few inhabitants live in the core area (mainly in the temples), and none in the buffer 
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zone. Although there are few people working in the core area, including shiitake mushroom 
growers, they commute from the major towns and therefore, direct income and employment are 
hardly created. Three islets are inhabited islands. However, in the towns near these islands, the 
residents can get some direct and indirect economic benefit from the people visiting the islets 
for fishing and submarine sightseeing.  
 
In 1997, Jeju Province established a GIS system in which various environmental data such as 
topography, geology, soil, plant, animal, land use, and landscape are included. They applied the 
system to land use management. Based on the GIS system, all land in Jeju Island has been 
classified into 5 classes in terms of three conservation aspects such as groundwater, ecosystem 
and landscapes, and permitted activity; kinds and sizes of facilities are specified for each class. 
At present, the Special Law for the Development of Jeju Free International City backs this up 
legally.  
 
Present and foreseen negative impacts of tourism include destruction of vegetation and the 
erosion by visitor's foot-pressure along the hiking trails and around the summit area, which 
requires proper management. Besides, development pressure in mid-mountain range continues 
increase. However, It is fair to say that the proposed JIBR has a great potential to contribute to 
the tourism industry development of Jeju Province, although the direct economic benefit to the 
local people residing in the JIBR area, mainly the transition area, is small.  
 
3.2.3. Logistic Function  
 
Thirdly, JIBR can support for demonstration projects, environmental education and training, 
research and monitoring related to local, regional, national and global issues of conservation and 
sustainable development. Many research and monitoring activities have been carried out by the 
National Park Authority, NGOs, and universities, mainly on the ecosystem of Mt. Halla. Mt. 
Halla Research Institute, newly established in 2000 by the Jeju Provincial Government, has 
done many monitoring studies within the Mt. Halla National Park. Currently regular educational 
or training programs are lacking, but programs for students or the general public to experience 
the unique ecology, landscape and historical relics are being developed and carried out by 
research institutes and NGOs in Jeju Island.  
 
Research and monitoring carried out in JIBR can be divided into two kinds - comprehensive and 
specific study. Comprehensive studies, research projects on various aspects, concentrate on 
formulating the management plan, rather than addressing a specific problem or focusing on a 
specific field or topic in the area. "Mt. Halla Nature Reserve Area Study (1985)", the first 
comprehensive survey of its kind, "Comprehensive Survey on Mid-mountain Range (1997)" and 
"The Basic Survey and Preservation Management Plan of Mt. Halla (2000)" are the major 
studies included in the comprehensive survey.  
 
The specific studies include various topics - abiotic and biotic research and social and economic 
research including basic research on topography, geology, soil, plant, and animal and problem-
solving studies. Major research topics include "Study on the Water-level in Baeknokdam Crater’ 
"Study on Migratory Birds" "Survey and Monitoring on the Damaged Area" "Damage 
Prevention from Disease and Harmful Insects" "Study on Foreign Species and Removal" and 
"Monitoring of the Plant Restoration of the Damaged Area." The results of these studies are 
being used in formulating policies to preserve the natural resources and ecosystem of the area, 
and to make best use of the resources within the boundary of sustainable development. However, 
it has been pointed out that continuous and more thorough study is necessary.  
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4. Biological characteristics based on Landcover Types and Habitat  
 
4.1. Alpine coniferous forest - Abies koreana  
 
Abies koreana, an evergreen conifer tree, forest is distributed on flat area or slopes between 
1400 - 1950 m of Mt. Halla, and this forest complies with the northern part of the cool-
temperate forest of the Korean Peninsula. Trees other than Korean fir (Abies koreana) in this 
forest are Betula ermani var. saitoana, Taxus cuspidata, Rhododendron mucronulatum var. 
ciliatum, Salix blinii, and in the herbaceous layer, Sasa quelpartensis, Cacalia auriculata, 
Lycopodium chinense, Majanthemum bifolium, and Ligularia fischerii occur.   
 
Near the summit of Mt. Halla, the tree layer of Abies koreana forest was poorly developed due 
to strong winds and very low mean annual temperature (3.7°C); diameter of breast height (dbh) 
of the dominant tree, Abies koreana, is usually less than 20 cm, and its height is also low. 
During winter and early spring, strong north-westerly winds are blowing. Tropical low-pressure 
storms with strong winds and downpour occur 2-3 times in late summer, and act as a 
disturbance agent to ecosystems. Grazing of wild deer is a biological disturbance agent.  The 
area is protected as a nature reserve. Visitors are allowed only on the designated trails, and 
much of the trails are made of wooden stairs or stones, to prevent soil erosion. Specifically, to 
protect the vegetation near the Baengnokdam Lake, the summit is open only during the winter. 
Fire and cattle grazing are also now prohibited in the national park.  
 
4.2. Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Mongolian oak  
 
Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) forest, occurring on the slopes between 1200 and 1400m 
on Mt. Halla, forms the middle part of the cool temperate forest zone of the Korean Peninsula. 
Tree species occurring together with Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) are Acer 
pseudosieboldianum, Carpinus laxiflora, Viburnum furcatum, Cornus kousa, Ilex macropoda, 
and in the forest floor, Hepatica asiatica, Bistorta suffulta, Asarum sieboldii, Sasa quelpartensis, 
Schizophragma hydrangeoides, Asarum maculatum, Disporum smilacinum, and Cacalia 
auriculata.  
 
From winter to early spring, northwesterly winds are stronger in Jeju Island, but the effects of 
these regular winds on forest ecosystem are not known. In contrast, tropical low-pressure storms 
with strong wind and downpour occur 2 or 3 times in late summer, and are thought to open 
canopy gaps. Grazing of wild deer (density: 0.38 individuals/ha in Mt. Halla) is thought to affect 
understory vegetation. However, the effect of wild fire is relatively very low due to higher 
rainfall compared to other deciduous hardwood forests in the Korean Peninsula. Little human 
impact occurs in the 1,200m - 1,400m region where Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica) is 
distributed, except for human visitation on the 6 designated trails. Much of the trails are also 
made of wooden stairs or stones and thus the effect of trampling become less important than 
before. The area is open to the public only on 6 designated trails, and other areas are closed to 
the public.  
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Abies koreann  forest 

 
Figure 18. Different Types of Forests in Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 

 
 
4.3. Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Carpinus laxiflora  
 
Carpinus laxiflora forest, distributed on the slopes between 800m and 1,200m on Mt. Halla, 
complies to the southern part of the cool temperate forest zone of the Korean Peninsula. Tree 
species occurring together with Carpinus laxiflora are Acer pseudosieboldianum, Taxus 
cuspidata, Daphniphyllum macropodum, Meliosma myriantha, Lindera erythrocarpa, Styrax 
japonica, Cornus kousa, Ilex crenata, and Viburnum wrightii, and on the forest floor, Sasa 
quelpartensis, Smilax china, Dryopteris crassirhizoma, and Disporum smilacinum occur with 
high frequency.   
 
4.4. Temperate deciduous hardwood forest - Quercus serrata  
 
Quercus serrata forest is distributed on dry slopes and ridges between 600m and 1,000m, and 
Quercus serrata with heights from 12-20m, and 20-40cm dbh sometimes form a pure forest. In 
the tree layer, Carpinus laxiflora, Carpinus tschonoskii, Acer pseudosieboldianum, Styrax 
japonica, Daphniphyllum macropodum, and Ilex crenata occur together with Quercus serrata, 
and in the understory Sasa quelpartensis, Asarum maculatum, and Smilax china form 
herbaceous layer. Specifically, an evergreen tree Daphniphyllum macropodum occurs on moist 
slopes or valleys about 900m. Part of the area of slopes and ridges in Mt. Halla between 600 and 
1,000m, where Quercus serrata forest is distributed is included in the national park. The rest in 
included in the national forests. In the national park, little human impact is evident except for 
hiking on the 6 designated trails. Natural forest such as Quercus serrata forest are protected by 
the "Forestry Law", but in some areas, mushrooms are cultivated. The Quercus serrata forest 
within the national park is off-limits for visitors except for designated trails, which within the 
national forests are also protected as a reserve forest by "Forestry Act." The 59 ha used for 
shiitake mushroom cultivation by contract are excluded.  
 
4.5. Warm temperate evergreen hardwood forest - Streamside vegetation  
 
Evergreen hardwood forest has been developed on both sides of the two streams, Hyodoncheon 
and Yeongcheon, extending from 400m in elevation on the southeastern slope of Mt. Halla to 
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the coast of Seogwipo City. Major species in the canopy layer is Castanopsis cuspidata var. 
sieboldii those in the subcanopy layer are Cinnamomum japonicum, Neolitsea sericea, Camellia 
japonica, and Viburnum awabuki those in the shrub layer are Eurya japonica, Orixa 
japonica,  Ligustrum japonicum, and Ilex integra and those in the herbaceous layer are 
Trachelospermum asiaticum var. intermedium, Ardisia crenata, Ardisia japonica, and Liriope 
platyphylla. 
 
An evergreen hardwood forest is being affected by typhoons with strong winds and high rainfall 
occurring in late August and September. The area being located below 200m above sea level is 
surrounded by human settlements. Thus this forest is affected by visitation of the nearby 
residents and disruption of the herbaceous layer is expected. Hyodoncheon and Youngcheon 
streams are well protected by law as nature reserves. However, the length of the streams is long, 
and a few rangers may not control the visitation of residents. Therefore, this forest will be 
affected by human disturbance. Donneko evergreen forest within the Hyodoncheon stream was 
designated as a national recreational area, and many visitors visit during the summer time. Some 
amount of human impact is unavoidable even though the trails are made of wooden stairs.  
 
 

Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii 
 at Hyodoncheon Asplenium antiquum Makino in Seopseoum 

 
Figure 19. Stream and Island Vegetations 

 
 
4.6. Warm temperate evergreen hardwood forest - Island vegetation  
 
A total of 251 species of vascular plants are occurring on the three islets, Seopseom, Munseom 
and Beomseom, and among them 47 species are evergreen trees. Major tree species are 
Castanopsis cuspidata var. sieboldii, Camellia japonica, Elaeocarpus sylvestris var. ellipticus, 
and Daphniphyllum glaucescens, and major woody species in the shrub layer are Litsea 
japonica, Euonymus japonica, and Callicarpa japonica var. luxurians. Cyrtomium falcatum and 
Rumohra atistata are distributed in the herbaceous layer.  
 
The three islets are affected by typhoons occurring in late summer. Before the designation as 
nature reserves, human impacts were great. One such impact was grazing of domestic rabbits 
and goats, and the other was planting of alien ornamental or fruit-bearing species such as 
Ginkgo biloba, Cryptomeria japonica, Nerium oleander, tangerines, olives, etc. These domestic 
animals became feral and their grazing severely affects the herbaceous vegetation and planted 
trees impede the regeneration to original forest. Some visitors land here for fishing and scuba 
diving, and submarine tour boats affect the smooth coral community near Munseom islet at a 
depth of 15-30m. Commercial collection of edible marine invertebrates and algae is carried out. 
As the natural reserves, strict control of the landing of visitors on the islets is needed, and a 
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management plan needs to be developed to reduce the negative impact of the commercial 
collection of wild marine organisms and the operation of submarines.  
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) has been designated for inclusion in the World Network 
of Biosphere Reserve in 2002. With the designation as Biosphere Reserve, Jeju Island became 
renowned around the world, and more opportunities are expected to cooperate with other 
regions with same interests such as conservation of bio-diversity and its sustainable use. This 
means that Jeju Island has a responsibility of managing effectively the designated Biosphere 
Reserve in complying with international standards.  
 
It is fair to say that JIBR has an appropriate size and zonation. JIBR encompasses a mosaic of 
ecological systems representative of major biogeographic regions, including a gradation of 
human intervention. It is of significance for biological diversity conservation and also can 
provide an opportunity to explore and demonstrate approaches to sustainable development on a 
regional scale. JIBR has a legally constituted core areas devoted to long term protection, 
according to the conservation objectives of the biosphere reserve, and of sufficient size to meet 
these objectives. Also JIBR has buffer zones clearly identified and surrounding and contiguous 
to the core areas, where only activities compatible with the conservation objectives can take 
place. Transition areas are designated where sustainable resource management practices area 
promoted and developed.  
 
The Statutory Framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves indicates that 
designated biosphere reserve should serve three functions of conservation, development and 
logistic support. It is believed that JIBR can meet these three functions by providing appropriate 
size and zones based on natural resource characteristics. Firstly, it can contribute to the 
conservation of very unique and valuable landscapes, ecosystems, species and genetic variation 
in Jeju Island. Secondly, JIBR can foster socio-culturally and ecologically sustainable economic 
and human development through the MAB program which is yet to be developed. Thirdly, JIBR 
can bring support for demonstration projects, environmental education and training, research 
and monitoring related to local, regional, national and global issues of conservation and 
sustainable development.  
 
Early this year, Jeju Provincial Government has formulated the management plan for the JIBR. 
The Plan has been prepared by taking into account of the recommendations by the Advisory 
Committee on the biosphere reserve nomination of Jeju Island, which includes establishment of 
management plan according to the zonation, financial plan for supporting operation of JIBR and 
creating the operating fund, and organization of JIBR Management Committee. The follow up 
actions are being implemented. The JIBR Management Committee has been established already, 
including representatives of all levels of government authorities (central, province, cities, 
countries), NGOs, scientists and a coordinator of JIBR. Others are yet to be implemented.  
 
The Biosphere Reserve is a relatively new concept to Jeju and Korean people although the 
Program has been carried out for a while. There had been doubts about the designation and it 
still exists because they think it is a kind of land use regulation which Korean people don't like 
any more. It is expected that this meeting can be a moment to eliminate such negative mind and 
become an opportunity of conserving natural environment of Jeju Island and sound and 
sustainable use of our precious resources.  
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1. Introduction  
 

• In December 16, 2002, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) designated part of Jeju Island including Mt. Halla as an 
International Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Reserve.  

• The Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) with the total area of 830.94㎢ is located at the 
center of the island above 200m in elevation including Mt. Halla National Park. JIBR 
covers parts of all four administrative districts in Jeju Island. The core area is composed 
of Mt. Halla National Park, three islets and two stream corridors and is total 151.58㎢. In 
the buffer zone with an area of 146.01㎢, the forests are well preserved as national forests. 
The transition area has an area of 533.35㎢ and an elevation between 200m and 600m.  

• Jeju Island now has been internationally acknowledged for its ecological importance and 
there needs to be management plans for its sustainable social, economic and 
environmental development to fulfill the objectives of JIBR. The objectives are to 
sustainably develop the JIBR on the basis of conservation of ecosystem and to make plans 
for assisting both the environment and human-beings.  

 
 
2. Basic Principles of Sustainable Development of JIBR  
 
2.1. Sustainable JIBR  
 

• The JIBR is intended to fulfill three complementary functions - conservation, 
development and logistic support - under the slogan of "Economies of Jeju Island 
developing together with the environment."  

• The ultimate goal of the MAB program is sustainable development on the basis of natural 
conservation. The JIBR is intended to achieve both conservation and development aims 
and develop quality economies.  

 
2.2. Vision and Strategy for Sustainable Development  

 
• According to the Seville Strategy that provides recommendations for developing effective 

biosphere reserves and for setting out the conditions for their appropriate functioning, 
biosphere reserves are internationally recognized areas of terrestrial and coastal 
ecosystems promoting solutions to reconcile the conservation of biodiversity with its 
sustainable use. Each biosphere reserve is intended to promote sustainable development 
and conservation by performing the three functions of conservation, development and 
logistic support.  

• Conservation - Contribution to the conservation of landscapes, ecosystems, species and 
genetic variation: 1) conservation of natural resources, 2) identification and utilization of 
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cultural resources that represent the JIBR, 3) conservation and development of natural 
resources that represent the JIBR and are potential income sources.  

• Development - Socio-culturally and ecologically sustainable economic and human 
development: 1) development of facilities for JIBR conservation and management, 2) 
promotion of resource conservation and high value-added activities through the 
coordination of primary, secondary and tertiary industries using the resources in the JIBR  

• Logistic support - Support for demonstration projects, environmental education, training, 
research and monitoring: 1) public relations and informationalization of the JIBR natural 
resources, 2) construction of integrated research support system, 3) support of public 
participation in monitoring, 4) creation of environmental education network groups, 5) 
utilization of historic and cultural resources for tourist attractions and environmental 
education, 6) revitalization of the local economy, 7) security of funding for JIBR 
management  

 
 
2.3. General Principles and Objectives  
 
2.3.1. Management of Natural Resources  
 
2.3.1.1. Conservation · Restoration · Creation  
 

• To provide the appropriate density of development with regard to the current development 
rate and future development potential to create a desirable environment  

• To determine the level of conservation and development according to the area 
classification to achieve sustainable management of ecosystem and biodiversity  

• To subdivide the transition area with regard to the distribution of resources that need to be 
conserved and to set up management criteria for each sub-area  

• To reclassify the areas of high conservation value in the transition area into the core area 
or the buffer zone  

• To prevent the further development and utilization of the areas that have already damaged 
and to make sustainable restoration plans through case studies and research on restoration 
techniques  

• To prepare different management strategies and plans for each area according to its 
conservation value and different management techniques and criteria according to area 
subdivisions  

• To develop an environmentally friendly materials and technologies to restore and 
maintain the damaged natural resources and to provide a continuous support system of the 
central and local governments for research and monitoring projects  

 
2.3.1.2. Sustainable Use  
 

• To make plans for environmental education, recreation, ecotourism, research projects that 
balance conservation and development  

• To promote passive activities such as education, experience, and tourism of natural and 
cultural resources in the buffer zone  

• To encourage social and economic development using local resources and to promote 
balance of conservation and development  

• To preserve as much as possible the current status of natural resources to perform the 
conservation and logistic support functions  

• If a new facility is needed, to construct it using environmentally friendly materials with 
regard to the local natural, cultural, and social environment  
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• To draw a road map for main natural resources in order to provide for recognition of the 
importance of the biosphere reserve and to prevent the secondary damages by observation 
and trekking  

• To develop and support the tools and facilities for continuous monitoring of natural 
resources and to provide system for advertisement and informationalization of natural 
resources  

 
2.3.2. Economic Development  
 

• To come up with ways to revitalize the local economy and conserve the natural resources 
at the same time  

• To provide the approval, quality management, and marketing system for local products to 
balance economic development and biodiversity conservation  

• To manage the local ecological, economic, and social resources and to improve the 
quality of lives of the residents through appropriate management of natural resources and 
promotion of sustainable natural resource use  

• To preserve the image of the biosphere reserve and the national park and to increase the 
profit from JIBR products through high quality products production, promotion of general 
public participation in balanced development and effective use of natural resources  

• To develop and use JIBR logo to promote quality economies that will bring synergic 
effects such as international recognition of local products inside through international 
biosphere reserve networks  

 
2.3.3. Social Development  
 
2.3.3.1. General Public Participation  

 
• Local management plans for public participation: 1) To set up JIBR management plans, 2) 

To set up public participation system, 3) To carry out JIBR management plans, 4) To 
evaluate JIBR management results  

• To set up different strategies for each area based on research on social and cultural 
characteristics of the community to encourage public participation in a community level  

• To have local residents themselves provide environmental education after finishing 
environmental education training programs to induce community level participation  

• To have expert groups and local governments take responsibilities in JIBR place 
marketing, internationalization and networking that are hard for the general public to 
perform  

 
2.3.3.2. Revitalization of Environmental Education  
 

• To promote environmental mindset, inspire local patriotism and pride, and provide 
platform for local environmental industries and sustainable economic 
development  through environmental education  

• To induce self-study by installing nature explanation boards and to minimize 
environmental damages to the region by installing the boards  

• To restore, manage, and constantly monitor the areas with valuable ecosystem by 
designating them as ecotourism area  

• To induce people to understand the whole picture of natural environment and ecosystem  
• For both private and public entities to provide financial and administrative assistance in 

training and managing the environmental educators  
• To select people with high interest in and attachment to their community environment as 

educators and provide them continuous opportunities to teach and get training  
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3. Conservation of JIBR Natural Resources  
 
3.1. Main Natural Resources  
 

• Gotjawal  
Damages anticipated by golf courses, large tourist resorts, etc.  

• Oreum (Parasitic Cones)  
- Most of Oreum located in the mid-mountain area are comprised of grassland, natural 
forest, artificial forest, or wet land which have high values in biodiversity, rarity, and 
naturality  
- Damages to ecosystem and vegetation and changes in topography caused by tourists 
and residents  
- Landscape destruction caused by land development in surrounding areas and 
accelerated man-made damages to Oreum themselves  

• Wetland  
- Mul-young-ah-ri not designated as wet land protection area  
- Severe destruction and damages to wetlands in spite of their high environmental values  

• Rivers  
- Most rivers in Jeju Island being small rivers belonging to category 2 and dry streams  
- Serving as a waterway that provides large amount of rain water into the ground water  
- Many environmentally, culturally, and historically significant rivers in Jeju Island  
- River Hyodon situated in the JIBR core area  

• Ocean  
- Munseom, Beomseom and Supseom with their surrounding sea included in the JIBR  
- Reiteration of multiple protection areas that is causing confusion and emotional stress 
(municipal ocean park, ecosystem protection area, national cultural properties protection 
area, etc.)  
- Containing high biodiversity and excellent underwater landscape  
- Damages in ocean ecosystem  

• Roe dear and golden eagles  
- Population of roe dear increasing: the current average habitation density in the Mt. Halla 
National Park is 0.138/㏊ in 2001  
- Damages to agricultural products and endangered species caused by roe dear  
- Between 1999 and 2002, two golden eagles identified in the southern part of Mt. Halla 
summit: It is known that all resident golden eagles went into extermination. However, 
constant observation of golden eagles since 2004 signals there could be resident golden 
eagles in Mt. Halla.  

 
3.2. Conservation Principles and Standard for Each Resource  
 

• Gotjawal  
- To consider the reclassification of the area (ex. from transition area to core area or buffer 
zone) or the expansion of some areas  
- Detailed academic research on local biota, geological characteristics, cultural and social 
environment  
- Continuous monitoring  
- Continuous support for the research activities of local research institutes  
- Restoration and rehabilitation of damaged areas using environmentally friendly 
materials and facilities  

• Oreum  
- To consider to designate certain Oreum with high academic values into the core area  
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- To prevent artificial destruction through regulation of receptive capacity of Oreum with 
high conservational values     
- To perform value assessments and resource surveys on Oreum  
- To perform continuous monitoring and assessment on Oreum by utilizing and 
supporting local research institutes  
- To induce resident participation and support projects by getting them to perform 
monitoring and maintenance  
- To continuously perform research projects on conservation and utilization of Oreum  
- To construct environmentally friendly buildings and facilities when restoring and 
maintaining trails  

• Wetland  
- To designate environmentally superior wetlands as wet land protection area  
- To reclassify Mul-young-ah-ri into the core area and manage it accordingly  
- To subdivide conservation grades and to differentiate their management plans  
- To continuously manage vegetation to promote biodiversity  
- To thoroughly control, manage, and supervise the use of wetlands that require complete 
conservation 
- To perform value assessments and resource surveys on wetland  
- To perform monitoring on wetlands thought the participation and support of local 
research institutes, NGOs, and residents 

• Rivers  
- Zoning according to characteristics of each river section by subdividing conservation 
areas and development areas  
- To prepare plans for reducing non-point source pollution in river basin areas  
- To devise landscape conservation plans for landscape damaging sources around rivers  
- To devise management plans and to perform individual resource surveys for rivers with 
high academic values  
- Monitoring on river areas  
- To construct parks in part of rivers adjacent to villages as public areas for the village  
- To construct waterfront parks in the pollutant discharge areas for the use of the place as 
education, public relations, ecotourism resources  

• Ocean  
- To subdivide conservation areas and to complement the area classification  
- To plan conservation and restoration projects for soft coral colonies to secure the genetic 
information and set up a restoration system        
- To perform detailed survey on ocean ecosystem and underwater environment  
- To perform continuous ecosystem monitoring on the ocean area  
- To perform monitoring on the impact of visitors and ecotourism     
- To set up a ocean environment protection management center  

• Roe deer and golden eagles  
- Illegal poaching, traffic accident, and predation of dogs gone into wild serving as roe 
deer population controllers  
- Need to control helicopter flights around Mt. Halla summit to provide them a stable 
habitat and for golden eagles not to be threatened by the flights  
- To perform continuous surveys, research and monitoring on the exact population, 
reproduction patterns, and food of golden eagles  
- To promote eco tourism through controlling the population of roe deer and golden 

eagles  
 
3.3. Main Strategies and Promotion Plans  
 
3.3.1. Conservation of Ground Water in the Mid-mountain Area  
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• JIBR having category 4 in terms of groundwater grades except a few Oreum areas and 
Gotjawal areas which means groundwater grades do not put a lot of restrictions on land 
development in the JIBR  

• Groundwater contamination expected by facilities in the transition area such as golf 
courses, horseback riding stables, resorts, products processing facilities, restaurants whose 
numbers are expected to continue to grow  

• Need to perform multilateral research and monitoring on the relations between Oreum and 
groundwater  
- Oreum is formed out of porous Scoria that comes from the lava and prevents rainwater 
from being sucked into the ground by making possible vegetation to grown on it. 
Therefore Oreum has a very important function in water containment in a place like Jeju 
Isalnd where most of rivers are dry streams.  
- The mountain top crater lakes in Oreum (Mul-young-ah-ri, Mul-jang-oh-ri, 
Wondangbong, Eoh-seung-saeng-ak, Geum Oreum, Semiso, Mul-chat, Sara Oreum, 
Dong-su-ak, etc.) contain water, provide clean water, and provide habitats for various 
animals and plants.  

• Gotjawal areas are a source of groundwater supply in Jeju Island and have extremely high 
conservation values with the need for complete conservation and management plans.  

• Sumgol and Gotjawal with water permeable geological features that are very important in 
groundwater containment covering more than 20% of the mid-mountain area. Need to do 
in depth research on the impact of golf courses and road construction on groundwater  

 
3.3.2. Conservation and Improvement of Landscape Resources  
 

• To set up landscape management criteria by assessing the characteristics of landscape 
resources of core, buffer and transition area  

• To perform a visual landscape analysis applying view points and skyline  
• To prepare management criteria to induce landscape assessment to preserve landscape 

resources before buildings and facilities construction  
• To protect views by designating main view points and by protecting skyline  
• To consider colors and textures by assessing main local landscape colors using techniques 

such as color mosaic analysis  
• To induce the landscape assessment on local landscape impact using landscape simulation 

models  
• To decide locations and forms with regard to the relations with adjacent Oreum 

considering all the close, middle, and distant views and security of greenery view  
• To make landscape impact reduction plans if facilities have to be built unavoidably  
• To make management and conservation plans accepting the facility scales approved in the 

landscape protection area  
• To provide standards for roof shape to induce buildings that are harmonious with the 

natural scenery (e.g. roof inclination having the same angle with the Oreum in the 
background)  

• To prepare impact reduction plans with rooftop landscape in case of unavoidable facility 
construction 

 
3.3.3. Conservation of Biodiversity of Mt. Halla  
 

• To minimize damages caused by tread pressure and to maintain trails  
• To restore original forests in the current dwarf bamboo colonies  
• To control the population of roe deer through conservation and restoration of golden 

eagles and to use them as tourist attractions  
• To control and prevent incoming foreign species  
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• To make management plans that emphasize conservation aspects and reflect local 
characteristics with the main objective of biodiversity conservation  

• Sustainable conservation and management with regard to the characteristics of the flora 
and fauna distribution and habitats, and characteristics of species in the conservation areas  

• To consider the environmental friendliness and sustainability of legally permitted 
facilities while accepting the legal conservation and management guidelines  

• To set up conservation and management standards for constructing buildings and facilities  
 

3.3.4. Conservation of Ocean Ecosystem  
 

• Occasional pollution accidents such as oil spilling from shipwreck  
• Some changes in vegetation in Munseom (Natural Monument) with more visitors than 

other islets in JIBR  
• To control excessive water sports, to alternate submarine tour courses, and to regulate 

illegal collection of endangered species  
• To set up a network of ocean protection areas that makes possible to share information 

and experiences among protection areas  
• To increase communication opportunities among stakeholders to improve the quality of 

life through conservation and management of natural resources and to vitalize 
communication between stakeholders to protect their interests  

• To support model projects, environmental education, research and monitoring that are 
related to local, regional, national conservation and sustainable development  

• To found an institute that takes in charge of education and public relations for visitors and 
tourists, virtual management of JIBR, and coordination of communication among 
stakeholders  

 
 
4. Policy, Strategy and Guidance for Economic Development  
 
4.1. Main Economic Resources  
 

• Excellent landscape, diverse ecosystem, and products as the main industrial resources of 
Jeju Island  

• The portion of agricultural sector in the whole industrial structure constantly decreasing 
and the service sector increasing  

• Revenue from tourism increased 58 times (1,500 billion won) since the 1980s. Both 
agricultural revenue (13 million won) and farm debt (32.5 million won) are top in Korea  

• Principle economic resources - tourism(hiking in Mt. Halla, fishing, and submarine 
riding) and seafood in the core area; mushrooms and orchids in the buffer zone; 
agriculture, cattle raising, tourism, and Jeju horses in the transition area  

• Visitors to Mt. Halla was 669,000 in 2004 which is only 14% of the number of visitors to 
Jeju Island that was 4,930,000 in 2004  

• Need to diversify Mt. Halla tourist programs by developing diverse trails without 
additional facility construction and environmental impact  

• Need to diversify industries (primary, secondary, tertiary) by promoting environmentally 
friendly primary industry and tourism  

• To increase the value added and intangible resources and to directly and indirectly support 
public participation and income projects (e.g. commercialization of seafood traditionally 
collected by woman divers)  

• Representative local products in the JIBR  
- Jeju horses: Need to use them as a new tourist attraction and environmental education 
resource and to brand them in connection with the JIBR  
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- Jeju Korean beef cattle: Main income source for Jeju. Superior in quality and 
distinguishable from other Korean beef cattle  
- Tangerines: Need to brand Jeju tangerines to increase in price competitiveness and 
secure successful product circulation  
- Woman divers: Need to make the whole process of their traditional way of collecting 
seafood, processing and marketing as a tourist attraction  
- Products in the mid-mountain area: Large production of potatoes and Deodeok 
(Codonopsis lanceolata) in the mid-mountain areas. Jeju potatoes produced in fall and 
winter have price competitiveness and high price because they are shipped without the 
storage process. These kinds of cash crops can be grown on barren soil of the mid-
mountain area and guarantee high income for farms. The government is under way to 
support farming in the mid-mountain areas such as subsidizing seed purchases.  

 
4.2. Marketing for Natural Resources  
 
4.2.1. Introduction of Logo (Mark) and Labeling  
 

• To introduce logo and labeling to encourage quality economies  
• To induce sustainable development utilizing natural resources in the JIBR by branding 

biosphere reserve resources using the JIBR logo  
• Labeling criteria: organic products, healthy food, high quality products, environmentally 

friendly products, agreement to the objectives of biosphere reserves  
• To produce a positive image to consumers by using the JIBR logo and name and formally 

approving industries in the JIBR  
• To improve local and regional products marketing and JIBR publicity  
• To publicize places where representative resources exist by introducing marketing 

strategies  
• To design marks of each representative resource to reflect the characteristics of the 

resource in line with the JIBR logo  
• To start labeling of primary and secondary industry products first in the early stage and to 

expand to tertiary industry products later on for the smooth settlement of the JIBR 
certification system  

• Need to perform phased execution for a smooth settlement and vitalization  
• Need to design a JIBR logo in consideration of representativeness, symbolism, beauty, 

simplicity, publicity, legibility. Need to bring out natural design because the JIBR itself 
represents nature. Need to design with basis on the ecological characteristics, unique 
history and culture of the JIBR  

 
4.2.2. Ecotourism and Place Marketing  
 

• To fully utilize resources for the publicity of the JIBR and economic development by 
introducing place marketing strategy  

• By granting the JIBR approved logos, expected are local image improvement, increased 
awareness on local products, increased customers' interest, stabilization of product outlets, 
revitalization of local economies, stabilization of the primary industry, improvement of 
ecological independence, increase in local characteristics and identity, development of 
local communities, and increase in amenity  

• To use the JIBR logo together with JIBR symbols on JIBR brochures, direction boards, 
mileposts, street facilities, public transportation, fishing boats, hotels, and restaurants  

• To improve the current tourism industry structure so that generated income does not leave 
Jeju Island  
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• To closely connect tourism industry and local industries (primary: products, secondary: 
art crafts and souvenirs, tertiary: services and restaurant business)  

• To induce lodgings, restaurants, transportation to be environmentally friendly and to have 
part of income to go around for the residents  

• To generate income through the development of ecotourism programs, ecotourism 
training for Jeju residents, and research projects on tourism program planning and 
management  

• Competition between conventional tourist agencies and ecotourism agencies puts 
ecotourism industry in a disadvantageous position. Both sides need to come up with plans 
to live together. While the conventional tourist agencies have a lot of experiences in 
operation such as marketing, publicity, and tourist recruitment, ecotourism agencies have 
an ability to plan programs knowledge in local environment.  

• To integrate environmentally friendly technologies into local agriculture and fisheries and 
to use the products in local restaurants or process in local factories and sell  

• To develop local products (local food, art craft, environmental products) and to set up a 
system to regularly manage and assess the quality of products produced in the JIBR  

 
4.3. Locating and Marketing Cultural Resources  
 

• Jeju Island is very unique in terms of culture and history as well as of ecology. Its cultural 
and historical resources can be big tourist attractions. This will give an opportunity to 
revive, restore, and protect local traditional culture and history being forgotten  

• To recognize cultural resources together with natural resources as important factors. To 
use natural resources in the perspective of conservation and management and as medium 
of publicity. To provide both cultural and historical experiences and environmental 
education.  

• For the conservation of natural resources and the restoration of local identity, to identify 
local cultural resources, to restore and preserve traditional culture and history, and to 
actively preserve resources with historic values  

 
 
5. Support System for Sustainable Development  
 
5.1. Institutional Support  
 
5.1.1. Setting up JIBR Center  
 

• Need to set up an entity that will serve as communication intermediate for various 
stakeholders of the JIBR. Need to have an institution that coordinates international 
biosphere reserve network and JIBR management  

• The institution whose tentative name being JIBR Center will lay foundation for research 
on environmental impact on Jeju ecosystem and reduction plans.  

 
5.1.2. Enactment of Ordinance  
 

• Even though some difficulties are expected in case of enacting a separate ordinance for 
JIBR management, it is better to enact an independent ordinance considering the 
magnitude and functions of the JIBR.  

• By enacting a separate ordinance, it is possible to systematically manage the JIBR and 
satisfy all the three functions - conservation, development, logistical support. It is also 
convenient to secure funding because it is easy to secure and execute budget when an 
independent management funds are set up for the JIBR.  
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5.1.3. Setting up Environmental Funds  
 

• Need to set up a special fund for the efficient biosphere reserve management because 
there is a limitation in using the general account.  

• To organize a fund management council that decides all the matters related to the funds 
and to have accountants perform audit and make the audit result public to achieve the 
effectiveness and transparency of the fund operation  

• To use the fund for supporting operation costs of the JIBR Center, publication and 
education of the JIBR, construction of information system, research projects to satisfy the 
function of conservation and development; to use it for public objectives to systematically 
and effectively manage the JIBR  

•  
5.2. Environmental Education and Public Participation  
 
5.2.1. Environmental Education  
 

• To expand the knowledge in and to provide opportunities to contact with local natural 
environment and local culture through environmental education and commentary so that 
residents have more interests in and affection to their communities and make their 
community meaningful place for them  

• Need to provide continuous education because environmental education is for the 
residents in JIBR: while ecotourism focuses on landscape, scenery, and appreciation of 
nature, environmental education needs to focus on programs that can draw interests in the 
local environment  

 
5.2.2. Public Participation  
 

• Need to perform surveys on the community to exactly understand the place and set up 
differentiated strategies for each community  

• In the early stage, for local governments to provide institutional and financial support so 
that JIBR management is residents centered. Later on, to set up a resident consultation 
group to solve civil appeals and make plans to resolve the appeals with local civil servants 
and experts  

 
5.3. Local and International Cooperation  
 
5.3.1. Local Cooperation  
 

• JIBR local cooperation: 1) cooperation with local governments in Jeju Island, 2) 
cooperation with local residents and groups, 3) cooperation with local research groups  

• In the early stage, local governments collect opinions from residents and share them with 
all JIBR residents. To organize a new resident group by absorbing existing residents 
groups and environmental NGOs  

 
5.3.2. International Cooperation  
 

• The Jeju Provincial Government will propose "Asia Island Biosphere Reserves Network" 
to share information on island ecosystem conservation and sustainable development in the 
9th EABRN Conference held in Jeju Island in August, 2005. This will be a great 
opportunity for JIBR publicity and international consultation on JIBR conservation and 
management  
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• Jeju Island will be able to play a leading role in the "Asia Island Biosphere Reserves 
Network" and to perform the role, Jeju Island needs to set up the JIBR Center that 
coordinates JIBR management and international networking by cooperating with local 
research institutes and utilizing local human resources.  

 
5.4. Survey and Research System  
 

• To classify existing research institutes in terms of their functions - conservation, 
development and logistic support - and to organize a research group network for research 
support and technology development  

• For the Mt. Halla Research Institute to expand its functions and perform research and 
monitoring with cooperation with the national park, national forests, national monument 
areas, municipal ocean park management teams  

 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Challenges  
 
6.1. Conclusion  
 

• The fact that Jeju Island is designated as MAB reserve means its ecological importance 
has received international recognition. This is a great opportunity to revitalize local 
economies through conservation and sustainable use of natural resources  

• The JIBR is one of the representative ecological resources of Korea with excellent natural 
landscape and culture. It has potential to achieve fundamental objectives of biosphere 
reserves when putting necessary action plans into practice and using the unique value of 
Jeju Island and local products  

 
6.2. Future Challenges  
 

• In the short term, there needs to be adjustment of some areas of the JIBR. Mul-young-ah-
ri and Geomun Oreum are designated as wetland protection areas and national 
monuments which means they have enough reason to be included in the core area. Since 
the border of Mt. Halla national park has been modified, the core area needs to apply this 
change.  

• In the long term, the whole Jeju Island can be designated as a biosphere reserve.  
• For the sustainable development of the JIBR and Jeju International Free City, the current 

fossil fuel oriented transportation system needs to be reformed.  
• In the short term, to introduce environmentally friendly materials in road paving and 

parking lots and set up facilities that are bicycle friendly  
• In the mid term, to consider to use the road that causes harmful environmental impacts for 

other functions  
• In the long term, to use 100% clean private and public transportation technologies, which 

is under way in Jeju Island. To consider monorail system that does not require additional 
encroachment of land and produce pollution  
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1. Current Status of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) 
 
○ Jeju Island boasts an excellent natural landscape of caves, waterfalls, and valleys with 

diverse ecosystems. Mt. Halla is a treasure house of over 1,800 species of plants from the 
warm temperate through the temperate to the cold zone.  Unique Oreums, warm temperate 
forests, and clean ocean form distinct ecosystems in Jeju.  The mid-mountain areas of the 
island are often referred to as the places to realize the conservation and utilization of natural 
resources. 

  
○ The Jeju Provincial Government applied for the designation of JIBR in order for Jeju 

Island, the treasure house of ecosystems, to attain international recognition and accomplish 
conservation and sustainable development. 

 
○ On Dec. 16, 2002, UNESCO designated a total 83,094ha incorporating the conservation 

zone of 15,158ha, a buffer zone of 14601ha, and a transition zone of 53,335ha.  It ranges 
from the area 200m above sea level including Mt. Halla National Park, through the area 
within the 500m radius of Youngcheon and Hyodoncheon, to Seogwipo Municipal Marine 
Park and the area connecting it to the downstream of Hyodoncheon. 

 
○ JIBR is managed by several management authorities, namely the Jeju provincial 

government and 2 cities, the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and 
Fisheries, the Cultural Heritage Administration, and the Korea Forest Service. The Natural 
Park Law, the Cultural Properties Protection Law, and the Jeju Free International City 
Special Act will regulate JIBR.  Therefore, close cooperation among those authorities is 
required. 

 
○ Relevant authorities, specialists, and representatives of civic groups formed the JIBR 

management council to consult, evaluate the outcome, and determine the activity programs 
of JIBR.  

 
○ The Annual budget earmarked for the management of natural resources in the conservation 

and buffer zones is 9,417 million won allocated between 2003 and 2005 for the 
management of the National Park, and 367 million won for the management of JIBR.  

 
○ The committee conducts various pilot projects related to the conservation and sustainable 

development of JIBR, environmental education and training, research and monitoring 
activities.  They include a number of research and monitoring activities focused on the Mt. 
Halla ecosystem, and education programs for citizens and students offering opportunities to 
learn and experience unique ecosystems, landscapes, and historic sites of Jeju.  
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○ On Jeju Island, there are a total of 307 educational institutes ranging from kindergarten to 
universities. To name a few there is the: Hallasan Institute, JFIC Development Center, 
Jejudo Education and Science Research Institute, Jejudo Marine and Fisheries Institute, 
Jejudo Cave Institute, Jejudo Traditional Culture Institute, Marine and Environment 
Institute of Jeju National University, Regional Development Institute of Tamna University, 
the Forestry Experiment Station of the Korea Forestry, the Forestry Science Institute, the 
Warm Temperate Forest Research Institute, etc.    

 
○ The NGOs on the island are Jeju People’s Solidarity for Environment, Jeju Federation for 

Environmental Movement, Jeju YMCA, and Jeju Environment Research Center, etc. 
 
○ The research and monitoring activities include basic and academic research, the 

establishment of the conservation and management plan on the Hallasan Nature Protection 
Zone, comprehensive research on mid-mountain areas, topology, geology, small volcanoes, 
wetlands, the search for the ways to proliferate rare plants, recover habitats, and utilize 
imported dandelions, and the construction of a database of biological resources.  

 
 
2. JIBR Management System 
 
○ We need a separate organization and people in charge for the efficient running of the JIBR 

management committee. This group will act as a communication window for JIBR with 
regard to diverse administrative authorities. There should also be separate regulations for 
efficient and unified managing and monitoring activities such as International Biosphere 
Reserves network activities, and continuous conservation, management, and monitoring 
activities. 

  
○ ‘The JIBR center’ will work to mediate between diverse administrative authorities and 

perform international networking.  The management and utilization of JIBR preconditioned 
by the participation of local citizens will contribute to the conservation of the local 
environment and the vitality of the local economy.  Broad and specialized knowledge, 
information and manpower and the result of the referendum of July 17th, 2005 will be 
taken into consideration in composing the JIBR center. 

 
○ The major role of the center includes laying the foundation for the research on the factors 

influencing the ecosystem, mediating related authorities and supporting various activities 
for the conservation, management and supervision of major natural resources.  

 
○ The organization will search for more efficient ways of managing JIBR starting with a 

small number of people including a coordinator who will be supported by local experts for 
the basic role of promoting JIBR and developing and utilizing logos in the early stages. 

 
○ The center will conduct regular self evaluation.  The activities of the center may be 

evaluated in regular UNESCO local network conferences with the evaluation and collected 
opinions from each authority.  

 
○ A separate regulation is required to institutionally support the functions of conservation, 

support, development, financing, and establishing the standards of authorization. 
 
○ Besides national subsidies, provincial subsidies, the Environment Preservation Fund, and 

the National Trust, we need to search for ways of financing the efficient management of 
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JIBR. 
 
○ Environmental education and commentaries will help citizens understand their 

environment and culture and offer expanded opportunities to experience them.  
 
○ Excellent natural, cultural and environmental susceptibility of an island provides diverse 

materials and opportunities for environmental education.  Environmental education and 
commentary will foster citizens’ awareness and affection for their region. 

 
○ The center will develop various programs to help citizens understand JIBR activities as a 

part of the process to make their village or region better places to live in. 
 
 ○ The JIBR center will work as a coordinator for the Jeju Provincial Government, local 

citizens, groups and research institutes in the framework of their cooperation.  It will create 
a council to develop and introduce localized environmental technology through this 
collaboration.  A citizens’ council per administrative unit will share the result of the 
activities; information and opinions attained through workshops and evaluation meetings.  

 
 
3. Establishing the Network 
 

 ○ The International Biosphere Reserves network is comprised of a local and thematic 
network at least one of which every biosphere reserve is involved in.  The major functions 
of the network include sharing information on conserving ecosystems, biodiversity, 
socioeconomic development, research, training and education, supervision and 
management of biosphere reserves, and suggesting ways to expand institutional and 
administrative support for these activities. 

 
○ The Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve is included in the East Asia Biosphere Reserves 

Network (EABRN). Jeju Island is going to propose joint projects of the island’s and Marine 
Biosphere Reserves in the Asia Pacific Region in search for alternatives for co-prosperity 
of both areas through case studies and research of the local network 

 
○ Administrative, financial support and manpower is required to train supervisors, promote 

JIBR, and foster joint projects.  The Jeju Provincial Government will try to contribute to 
international joint projects through optimizing the capacity of local institutes and 
specialized manpower.  It will also work with the human resources in its international 
network to conduct research projects such as comparing and evaluating the current status, 
sharing opinions and information through regular meetings, searching for the ways to 
improve the functions of Biosphere Reserves, and sharing information in the network 
through publishing and promoting the outcomes of research.  

 
 

4. Consolidating Research and Investigation System 
 
○ Research institutes will be classified by their conservation function, development, and 

logistic support. They will establish cooperative system to support research activities and 
develop technology within the region.  They will continuously conduct such activities as 
pilot projects related to JIBR conservation and sustainable development, environmental 
education, training, research and supervision.  
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○ The center will develop and distribute programs that allow people to learn and experience 
unique ecosystems, landscape and historic sites and conduct education and training with 
these programs.  It will also expand the functions of existing research institutes, establish 
cooperative systems among various managing authorities including National Parks, 
National Forests, the Nature Protection Zone, and the Municipal Marine Park in order for 
long-term comprehensive research and supervision of diverse ecosystems. 
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Natural Environment and Socio-Cultural Characteristics of 
Jeju Island 

 
 

Dr. Soon-ae Ha 
Member of Jeju Provincial Cultural Property Committee, ROK  

 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The natural environment of Jeju Island is summarized by two terms; a volcanic island of 
about 1,820 square kilometers made by volcanic eruption, and geographic isolation far from 
the mainland in the Pacific Ocean. Being a volcanic island is a handicap for farming. Rocky 
earth greatly reduced the arable area that could be used for farming.  The rocky and shallow 
volcanic soil makes it hard to cultivate land.  As well, the ground with its porous volcanic 
rocks and lava allows water to drain underground making the surface streams dry. For these 
reasons, Jeju is deficient in both drinking and farming water.  
 
Located in the Pacific Ocean, Jeju Island experiences strong winds of over 10 meters per hour 
for a third of the year and has been buffeted by typhoons as they rush northward every year. 
This climatic condition prohibits Jeju people from enjoying the abundant marine resources 
despite living on an island surrounded by the ocean.  
 
On this island of stone and wind, insufficient water and endlessly changing weather, isolation 
with poor external relationships, and a long history of suppression, Jeju people lived their 
lives by hard labor but with a persevering spirit that helped them overcome these harsh 
natural conditions. Historically, the severe conditions under which Jeju people lived caused 
them to form unique life styles and mindsets, which are still apparent today and set them apart 
from the mainlanders.  Even though Jeju culture underwent changes as a subculture of Korea 
since Jeju Island was subjected to the Goryeo dynasty as an administrative unit of the federal 
government in 1105, and especially after the influence of the political ideology of 
Confucianism of the Joseon dynasty, the unique lifestyle and culture of Jeju has survived.  
Geographical isolation may be one of the reasons but the strong vitality of Jeju culture created 
by the mechanism of accommodating nature is considered to be the main reason.  
 
Based on the above, I would like to look into the culture of Jeju people who adapt themselves 
to their natural surroundings. 
 
 
2. Unique family system and relationship among relatives 
 
Traditionally, Korea maintained an extended family system led by the head of the family. It is 
a consanguine community focusing more on the paternal side, and has a strict hierarchical 
order by which the role of each family member is defined.  Their lives are subordinated to the 
values of the community.  
 
Meanwhile, Jeju Island formed and maintained a unique family system distinguishable from 
the traditional Korean family system.  Even the eldest son set up a separate household after 
getting married.  Even when he lived in the same house with his parents, they lived in a 
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separate building (an annex) and led an independent life in economic terms i.e. in production, 
and consumption.  In a word, Jeju maintained a nuclear family system. While maintaining a 
separate household, the son cooperated with his father in taking care of all family affairs both 
big and small, as well as livelihood activities such as farming, fishing, etc. In terms of the 
relationship among family members, Jeju maintained a parallel and democratic relationship 
rather than hierarchical one. The hierarchy between husband and wife was rather vague and 
individuality and independence was acknowledged among family members. Besides the 
paternal side, Jeju people kept close relationships with relatives on the maternal side. 

 
This unique family culture resulted from the pragmatic life style of adapting to nature, which 
can be referred to as the survival strategy of Jeju people.  That is, in Jeju, where they 
depended more on dry-field farming, it was more efficient to use individual rather than group 
labor that is required for rice farming. In utilizing and distributing deficient natural resources 
a nuclear family was a more efficient labor unit than an extended family. In the harsh natural 
environment that requires even the labor of women, it was natural for women to enjoy 
comparatively higher status than the women on the mainland.  These factors combined to 
form a family culture focusing on both the husband and wife rather than led by the father and 
subsequently the paternal side.  
 
 
3. Culture of regional community – Production community culture 
 
In Korean society, a village has been the typical unit of a community featured by its 
geographical adjacency and social unification. Villages on Jeju Island share these 
characteristics of community.  
 
The formation and distribution of villages of Jeju Island parallels the distribution of plants. 
Coastal villages were formed around the coastal plant belt and at the bottom of the plain plant 
belt. Mid-mountain villages were formed between the coastal plant belt and plain plant belt, 
while mountain villages formed around the mountain plant belt.  In comparison, the coastal 
areas were more densely populated, as it was relatively easier to get water. Accordingly, the 
production community evolved into a village community due to its ecological settlement 
structure.  
 
The Jeju village serving as both a lifestyle and production community created a unique Jeju 
community culture, which sprung out of the need to overcome poor natural resources and a 
harsh natural environment.  Different from the consanguine communities on the mainland, 
Jeju communities were more like a regional community creating distinct operating systems 
unique to Jeju.  
 
‘Sunureum’ and ‘Jeob’ represent Jeju community culture. Sunureum is a kind of labor 
exchange formed for big events requiring the help of many people.  Meanwhile, ‘jeob’ or 
‘gye’ is a continuously maintained organization for cultivating mutual friendship or common 
interest groups for economic or other mutual purposes. There are numerous types of jeobs for 
mutual interest, which are formed in almost every field requiring joint management, 
cooperation and order.  It ranged from small household affairs such as Geureutgye to share 
kitchen wear, Cheonmakgye to share a pavilion, Sangyeogye to share a funeral bier and assist 
during a funeral, Yeonjamaegye to share a millstone and on to other productive activities such 
as fishing and farming.  It influenced every detail of the lives of Jeju people 

. 
Therefore, community oriented activities were very common in producing activities such as 
joint buying, joint management, joint operation, and fair distribution of the interest. For 
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example, after acquiring a farmland, ranch or fishing ground, the members cooperated to 
manage and operate it and share the profit. These community organizations had a reasonable 
operating system in accordance with their establishment goals.  There was a specific position 
to manage and govern the organization and the duties and rights of the members were strictly 
defined.  
 
In particular, women divers who caught marine products organized hanyeohoi (or jamsuhoi; 
divers’ association). When a female diver moved to another village, she had to join the 
village’s hanyeohoi to have the right to dive and catch marine products. Women divers made 
decisions after reaching an agreement within the hanyeohoi.  However, when they had a hard 
time coming to an agreement, the opinion of the group of Sangjamsus (Best women divers 
who had the best diving skill) was respected. In addition, they made a regulation of allowing 
diving and catching marine products during certain periods of the year, which shows a part of 
their community based survival strategy of a no-fishing period in order to allow for the 
proliferation of marine products.  
 
Like this, in naturally formed villages where lifestyle communities or community 
organizations were common, the villagers maintained strong relationships amongst 
themselves.  It was common for villagers to call each other ‘uncle’ or ‘niece’ and to visit each 
other on Jesanal (ancestor’s memorial day).  It is a part of goendang (relatives) culture, which 
symbolizes their strong bond to the village or community organizations upon which they 
depended for their livelihood.  
 
 
4. Shamanism and religious community culture 
 
One of the other mechanisms that strengthened, maintained, and reproduced the 
characteristics of regional communities was shamanism, the folk belief of Jeju Island. The 
tradition of shamanism has closely adhered to the mindset and life style of the general 
populous of Korea. On Jeju Island in particular, shamanism has ruled the lives of Jeju people 
as their religion and it is easy to find the remnants of the influence.  Over 350 shrines and at 
least one shaman in a village exist until today. So much evidence is hard to find in other 
regions.  
 
Such peculiar phenomena resulted from the natural environment and distinct history of Jeju.  
People who live in a region with frequent natural disasters and harsh conditions tend to adapt 
their surroundings while strongly depending on supernatural power. Shamanism is a 
utilitarian belief to solve realistic issues in people’s lives leaning on a supernatural power. On 
the isolated Jeju Island, these utilitarian shamanism practices could not help but be 
reproduced in their daily lives. Through the everlasting history of shamanism, Jeju Island has 
formed a religious community of shamanism providing the same interpretation on real life 
matters.  
 
Each village had a bonhyangdang (main shrine) where the village guardian deity resided. 
Some villages had multiple shrines with different functions. Along with the village guardian 
deity governing the production of the village, there used to be a shrine for the ocean god or 
mountain god, which were connected to the village’s livelihood. In terms of shamanism, the 
god residing in the shrine of the village to the believers was the ancestor of his descendants. 
Therefore, people living in the same village were the descendants of the village guardian god 
beyond blood ties and the same was applied to the relationship between the villagers and 
other deities. This is how each village of Jeju Island formed a religious community outside of 
their lifestyle and production community, which strengthened the bond of villagers with the 
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village and one another.  
 
 
5. Jeju architecture accommodating to the nature 
 
One unique scenic feature of Jeju Island is the stone fence. Stone fences are mostly made of 
the black porous basalt of Jeju Island.  Houses, farmlands, graveyards and ranches have stone 
fences. Even in the ocean, people used stones to build a stone net utilizing the topology of 
rocky intertidal belt and defense walls. It is no exaggeration to say the architecture of Jeju is a 
culture of stone fences. 
 
Stones are everywhere because Jeju is a volcanic island.  People cleared the big stones from 
the rocky land where they wanted to farm and used these stones to build various types of 
fences.  Stone fences blocked the strong wind, protected farmland from the intrusion of cattle, 
prevented soil loss, and marked the boundaries. Building these fences was a wise utilization 
of natural resources to overcome a natural disadvantage. 
 
The traditional house of the common people was built in a unique style to withstand the harsh 
natural environment of a typical oceanic climate and strong winds.  The exposure and layout 
of the house blended with its natural surroundings with its low roofs and ropes to protect the 
roof from blowing away in the strong winds, crooked driveway to slow the wind speed, and 
using reeds and mud as building materials to reduce the range of fluctuation in temperature 
and humidity. Jeju traditional thatched roof houses are the essence of the wisdom of Jeju 
people overcoming the natural adversities in terms of layout, structure, and material.  
 
 
6. Conclusion  
 
The culture of Jeju including its stone culture which overcame the sterile natural surroundings, 
unique family and community systems, and architecture utilizing rather than fighting against 
nature is the product of the geographical and socio-historical condition of Jeju. However, like 
many places in the world today ‘modernization’ has taken its toll. The traditional living 
culture and mindset of Jeju people has undergone quite a few changes and conflicts as a result 
of this exposure to ‘modern living.’ In particular, the unique mentality of Jeju people, which 
had been their survival strategy, faced opposition in the rapidly changing modern society.  
 
Today, when Jeju people endeavor to objectively fully comprehend the negative and positive 
sides of their own culture and reflect on them based on ecological value, Jeju society will show 
a strong adaptive power to the contemporary environment without impairing the cultural 
identity due to its high flexibility and vitality. 
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Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki 
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Japanese MAB National Committee (MAB-Japan) 
 
 

 
Since at the time of EABRN 8 in Mongolia, MAB-Japan has made continuous contribution to 
the Man and the Biosphere issues, as we had done previously. MAB-Japan consists in (1) MAB 
Japanese Committee under the umbrella of Japanese Commission to UNESCO and (2) MAB 
Coordinating Committee, which is aiding the MAB Japanese Committee in various ways. 
 
It is my pleasure to report that all the four Biosphere Reserves in Japan are well managed and 
conservation there is succeeded in more or less ideal ways. I am not very sure, however, for the 
contribution of the MAB Japanese Committee in strict sense in these successes.  All the 
conserved areas in Japan are managed by various governmental, local governmental and non-
governmental organizations and are studied by many scientists as well as non-professional 
naturalists, but not very much by the contribution from MAB Japan itself.  Although the MAB 
Committee members are contributive to the management of the Biosphere Reserves (BRs), but 
most of their activities are not as the MAB members but as those of the other organizations.  In 
reporting the activities of MAB Japan, I am afraid I have to introduce here all the success of 
conservation and research activities in the BRs and others in respect to the area of MAB 
activities in Japan as those under the perspective of the MAB Japanese Committee. 
 
 
1. Biosphere Reserves in Japan 
 
1.1. Monitoring of 4 existing Biosphere Reserves 
 
We have four Biosphere Reserves in Japan, all designated in 1981.  For careful maintenance of 
them, the first monitoring of these BRs in comprehensive scale was carried out in 1990’s and a 
report was issued in 1999 under the title of ‘Catalogue of UNESCO/MAB Biosphere Reserves 
in Japan.’  The contents were more or less science oriented, and this forms a basic catalogue of 
the organisms found in these BRs. 
 
Based on the modified aspect drawn by the MAB after the Seville Report, a revised monitoring 
project of the BRs in Japan was organized in a four years project and 2005 is in its 3rd year.  We 
expect to complete it within the next fiscal year, or in March 2007, at its end and a report will be 
issued accordingly.  Following the previous monitoring report, the present monitoring is again 
mostly focused on scientific aspects and conservation of the area designated is mostly 
performed by the Ministry of Environment and Agency of Forestry, not by the MAB-Japan 
which is under Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (Mext).  Based 
on the new concept of the BRs in general, basic research on conservation issue should be taken 
up seriously, and collaboration with general public should be included in the topics to be treated.  
 
Among the 4 existing BRs in Japan, Oodai-Oomine and Yakushima BRs may better be noted in 
connection with the World Natural Heritage in the next section.  The other BRs are Hakusan 
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and Shiga-kogen, and these areas are under National Park and protected areas.  Both of them 
face to the serious developmental pressure in relation to the increasing numbers of visitors there, 
and we are carefully examining the present situation of them from conservational point of view. 
 
1.2. World Natural Heritages   
 
A new registration of the World Natural Heritage from Japan was succeeded 11 years after the 
previous registration. Shiretoko Peninsula, Hokkaido, is a new WNH registered in 2005 and at 
this moment Japan has 3 World Natural Heritages (WNHs) and 4 Biosphere Reserves. Shiretoko 
covers both peninsula and marine area, and combination of both of these natural sites forms 
quite a unique biodiversity in this area.  
 
Among the 3 WNHs in Japan only the Shirakami Forest is the World Natural Heritage 
independent from BRs, and Japanese government is careful to keep the area as the World 
Heritage.  For the World Heritages, a special committee to manage the WH is organized in the 
government and this is well supported, both central and local governments, in financial point of 
view. World Heritage is very popular now among the general public, and government easily 
support it carefully, but it is a pity to note that the BRs are not well recognized in Japan, and it is 
vitally important to have higher visibility of BRs. In this connection, we are now making efforts 
to distribute information of BRs more widely; a series of articles were published in a popular 
journal for natural historians in Japanese, and an introduction of concept of BRs was issued and 
another is in press in the monthly newsletters of Friendship Society of UNESCO Japan.   
 
Yakushima Island is registered first for a BR (1981) and later as a WNH (1984). The present 
condition of this island biosphere is introduced in details by Professor Ohsawa in this EABRN-9 
report, and the conservation issues on this island are carefully and critically watched in various 
ways.  We are proud of this island as one of the well-conserved areas with tremendously rich 
flora and fauna.  The only concern at the moment is that the wild animals like monkeys and deer 
increase their numbers and give a great pressure to the wild flora and fauna there.  And, again, it 
is a pity to note here that the most of the research as well as conservation activities on this island 
come from the other sources but not by the activity of MAB-Japan, and I have to record here 
this fact precisely.   
 
Shiretoko Peninsula is just recently registered as a new WNH, and both Japanese government 
and local people are interested in promoting sustainable development of the area.  This is not a 
BR and has no formal relation to the MAB activity.  However, the conservation issues in this 
region include both mountain forest and coastal and marine areas in relation to fishing, and it 
forms a good model of island BRs. Actually, the members of MAB Japanese Committee are 
involved in the conservation issues of this new WNH and the concept of BRs is well reflected in 
managing plan of this new WNH. 
 
Another World Heritage in culture, Kumano-Kodo, was registered in 2004, in which the Oodai-
Oomine Biosphere Reserve is included as to its area.  This new WH area is traditionally 
religious, and nature in the Oodai-Oomine mountain areas are protected for many years as a 
sacred site, although we face to destruction of the biodiversity in this area, especially by 
tremendous increase of wild deer and the other animals.  Natural environment in this area is 
under monitoring by our present project of BRs, and the result is expected to be compiled in due 
course. 
 
In addition to the BRs and WNHs under UNESCO activities, it may be noted here that Japan as 
a whole is just recently included in one of the Hot Spots registered in the Conservation 
International, at the first time as an industrialized country, and the biodiversity in Japan is 
focused in various ways in these days. 
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1.3. Screening of additional Biosphere Reserves 
 
Screening of the candidates for additional registration of World Natural Heritage from Japan 
was made by a special committee to survey all the conserved areas within Japan, and now we 
have sufficient information of conserved areas in Japan. Additional efforts will be made to have 
registration of World Natural Heritage based on these information. Under such a circumstance, 
MAB Japanese Committee expected to select candidates for the registration of additional BRs 
from Japan, and a committee was formed actually to promote such a project.  Unfortunately, 
however, we could not have sufficient support from the secretariat, and the survey has been 
stopped on the way.  We still expect to promote our activities in BRs with additional 
registrations, and will develop such a work based on the expected results on the monitoring of 
the existing BRs. 
 
 
2.  Aichi Expo 05 and MAB 
 
Aichi Expo 05 is successfully carried on in Aichi Prefecture, Central Japan.  United Nations has 
a pavilion, and UNESCO is positively serving to this particular event.  In relation to this 
symbolic event, MAB Japanese Committee strongly suggested to Jakarta Office to organize the 
events in various ways. 
 
In connection with Aichi Expo 05, a DVD was edited in the UNESCO Jakarta Office to show 
the activities of UNESCO-MAB with special reference to BRs in Asia and Pacific regions.  This 
DVD was circulated to the MAB Committee concerned and warmly welcome in various 
occasions. An event including performance of this DVD will be made in the Expo site in middle 
September.  The DVD was also performed in the conference site of EABRN 9 as well as in the 
symposium noted below.  It is expected that the MAB colleagues use this DVD to inform the 
MAB activities widely to the public people.  
 
A symposium on sacred sites and conservation of biodiversity was successfully organized in 
Tokyo during May and June in connection with Aichi Expo 05, and MAB-Japan collaborated in 
it with many other organizations. 
 
 
3. Collaboration with the other activities 
 
A variety of meetings and conferences are held in connection with MAB activities in East and 
Southeast Asia during the term concerned, and MAB-Japan is actively collaborating with some 
of them actually and positively taking parts of the projects concerned. 
 
3.1. ECOTONE and SeaBRNet 
 
The 2nd phase of ECOTONE is organized mainly by the UNESCO Jakarta Office to cover the 
conservation of freshwater areas in addition to coastal and mangrove ecology.  The 1st meeting 
was successfully held in Tonle Sap, Cambodia, and the successive meetings will be organized 
biannually. Various meetings and training courses were organized in connection with the 
ECOTONE activity, and MAB-Japan positively took a part of them in various ways.  In October, 
2005, 2nd meeting of ECOTONE phase II and SeaBRNet 4 will be organized in Pakse, Lao, and 
the topics will be concentrated in marshy areas there. It is expected that Lao will consider the 
Pakse marshy area as an additional Biosphere Reserve. In organizing the meeting, I understand 
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that we will have full contribution from Lao colleagues, and it means that their contribution to 
MAB activity is prominent. 
 
It is expected to have closer collaboration with IHP to develop the relationship between water 
and ecology in areas related to freshwater supply.  In the 1st meeting of ECOTONE phase II at 
Tonle Sap, we had a contribution from the IHP people to have more information exchange with 
them.  In the expected 2nd meeting, we invite another IHP authority to present a keynote address, 
and collaboration with IHP will promoted in such a way. Freshwater ecology is in close 
relationship with forests and the river is the site where freshwater is supplied. 

 
3.2. ASPACO 
 
The last and 5th conference of ASPACO, or Asia Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use of 
Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similarly Managed Areas, was 
successfully performed in Palau in December 2004, and a large-scaled 5 years project was 
completed.  An ideal network of mangrove researchers in Pan-Pacific region was brilliantly 
constructed by this project, and promotion of research in mangroves and coastal ecology based 
on such a network is strongly expected to be performed in coming days. Training courses were 
carried on and various databases including mangrove atlas were constructed. Conservation of 
mangrove and coastal ecology attracts people in their areas. 
 
It is a pity that direct renewal and continuation of this comprehensive project is hardly probable 
as it is vitally difficult to have continuous fund raising in this size. Partial development of 
ASPACO programme is, therefore, expected and actually promoted seeking various fund raising 
from a variety of foundations. Further collaboration is expected to promote such an important 
environmental issues. In this, collaboration with ISME, or International Society of Mangrove 
Ecology, is firmly established, and we are expecting to have fruitful future of mangrove 
research for sustainable us of them. At the moment, Secretary General of ISME is also an active 
member of MAB-Japan. 
 
3.3. Collaboration between MAB and IHP 
 
The topics in relation to water should urgently be discussed in global conspectus for 
sustainability of the earth and human beings.  IHP is a programme surveying all the aspects 
related to freshwater, and water system is one of the main targets of it. Freshwater of high 
quality is, however, derived from good forests and sustainability of real forests is unavoidable to 
keep water of high quality for the daily life of all the human beings.  In this connection, MAB 
expects to collaborate with IHP to develop the sustainability of human beings and water, and 
actually we have contributed to some meetings of IHP. As noted under the topics in ECOTONE, 
we invite the IHP authority to have further exchange of information between our two 
programmes. Such collaboration is under development, especially in Southeast Asia region. 
 
3.4. Meeting in Jakarta Office on FIT from Japan 
 
Every recent year, we have a meeting in Jakarta to review the activities supported by Funds-in-
Trust contributed from Japanese Government. This meeting covers not only the activities related 
to MAB but in all the fields in natural sciences, including IHP. Various meetings including 
ECOTONE are supported by the FIT from Japan, and close communication between Jakarta 
Office and Japanese UNESCO Secretariat can bring   fruitful result in organizing various 
meetings and projects.  It is our intention to support UNESCO activities in this way and we 
hope we will be much more productive in coming days.  
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Country Report: Mongolia 
Activities conducted during the period between 8th and 9th meetings of the 

East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (August 2003 to August 2005) 
 
 

Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmangnai 
Chairperson 

Mongolian MAB National Committee 
 
 

 
Within the frame of Man and Biosphere programme of UNESCO there are a number of 
activities conducted during the last two years from the EABRN 8 meeting. All the results and 
achievements of the work were regularly reported to the Ministerial Committee of the Ministry 
of Nature and Environment of Mongolia. The recommendations were regularly followed up and 
incorporated into the following activities.   
 
It has been already 10 years since Mongolia joined the MAB programme of UNESCO. The 
MNE of Mongolia and National committee of MAB Mongolia recognises the great 
achievements made and profound activities of past two years. 
 
During the past period, one of the great attainments includes official registration of Uvs Lake 
Biosphere Reserve into the list of World heritage sites in October 2003.  In June 2005, Dornod 
Mongol protected area of Mongolia was officially approved as Biosphere Reserve totaling the 
number of Biosphere Reserves of the country to five. This has great importance to research, 
nature protection and conservation activities not only in Mongolia but also at international level.  
 
There are international donor funded projects are being implemented in the sites of four 
Biosphere Reserves of Mongolia out of total five. Dutch/UNDP funded Altai Sayan 
conservation project is commenced in Uvs lake BR; Dutch funded Takhi reintroduction and 
buffer zone projects are in Hustain Nuruu BR; UNDP/GEF funded Eastern steppe Biodiversity 
project and Great Gobi conservation projects are running in Dornod Mongol BR and GGSPA-A 
respectively.    
 
Certified ranger’s training was conducted in 2004-2005 within the scope of activities of MAB 
Mongolia, the participants were rangers and environmental inspectors from the Great Gobi 
Strictly Protected Area (GGSPA). With attendance of the training program these participants 
became certified professionals in their fields of work.  Significance of the training can be 
distinguished in terms of human capacity strengthening of the Park personnel, ensured future 
stability and sustainability of the work places and increase of community awareness in necessity 
of having environmental inspector and rangers. Words of appreciation are to be addressed to 
donor of the training course – UNDP/GEF funded “Conservation of the Great Gobi and its 
Umbrella species” project and the trainers from the “Environmental education promotion”, 
NGO.   
 
In light of Hustai Statement to pursuing the facilitation of exchange and transfer of information 
and the sharing experiences on biosphere reserve management, participants from Uvs lake 
biosphere reserve took part in the 8th international symposium on Uvs Nuur depression as an 
indicator of biosphere processes of Central Asia that was organised and hosted by Ministry of 
natural resources of Republic of Tuva and research centre of Uvs Nuur depression, Russian 
Academy of Sciences.  It had high value in exchange of knowledge, experience between two 
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parties, and in expansion their collaborative research and conservation program at frontier 
territories. 
 
To encourage the transboundary cooperation between the adjacent areas of neighboring 
countries, delegates from the Ministry of Nature and Environment of Mongolia paid visit to 
Beijing to meet official from Forestry Department of China. Parties discussed issues of 
feasibility to establishing nature reserve in frontier at territory of Gansu province, China that 
may further on be upgraded to TBR; Dalai Nuur with Dornod Mongolia BR could create TBR; 
and Altai Sayan ecoregion transboundary biosphere reserve. In addition, it is to note the long 
lasting cooperation of three countries China, Mongolia and Russia in research and joint 
activities within the Daurian International protected area that exists over a decade period.  
 
Ecotourism feasibility study was carried out in the Great Gobi BR. The study analyzed current 
situation with SWOT analyses and developed a list of recommendation on need to develop the 
ecotourism in the area. However, it highlighted the major obstacles to achieve the goal that 
include poor road development and accessibility problem, lack of knowledge in ecotourism 
activities of the park staff and absence of creativeness in the field.  
  
In 2003 after the Uvs Lake basin was recognised and listed into the World Heritage site the first 
GLOCHAMORE workshop was called to Swiss. Meeting the request of host organizers an 
introduction about Uvs Lake basin was presented. This became a foundation for further 
development of the mountain research activities in Mongolia. Mongolia participants took part in 
the third workshop of mountain research Initiative. Thereafter a Mountain research centre of 
Mongolia was established. This organization comprises mainly of young scientists / researchers.  
Couple of research works was conducted in Uvs in collaboration with Tuva side, Russia.  
 
Active participation of Mongolian scientists was delegated to the thematic workshop on 
Traditional knowledge and Modern technology in Dry areas held in Kalmykia in 2004. 
Fostering indigenous knowledge and applying modern tools in management of natural resources 
of dry areas was a key recommendation. In this view, Great Gobi project has been using modern 
tool and traditional knowledge for research and community development activities of the project 
implementation.  
 
As follow up of the first training course conducted in Beijing on GIS application for 
biodiversity conservation with assistance of the ongoing projects an establishment of database 
of respective sites was initiated. Also a series of trainings in application of GIS/RS tools were 
conducted by ITC alumni of Mongolia.  
 
The works under progress include: 
 

- the Great Gobi BR is being investigated for its possibility to be nominated to the 
world heritage site; 

- nomination form for Daurian Protected area is under development;  
- recommendations/comments on nomination form for Altai Tavan Bogd is finalised;  
- The periodic review document for the Great Gobi Biosphere Reserve is under the 

process of preparation.  
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Country Report: Republic of Korea 
 
 

Prof. Chung-il Choi 
Chairperson, MAB National Committee of ROK 

Ms. Suk-kyung Shim 
Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

 
 
 
It is a special honor for us to hold the 9th East Asia Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) 
meeting again, ten years after EABRN’s creation in the Republic of Korea, and some of the 
meeting participants here today have been witnesses of the creation and development of 
EABRN. Since the establishment of EABRN, Korea has set one of its MAB activity priorities as 
EABRN cooperation with other member countries, coordinated by UNESCO’s regional offices 
in Jakarta and Beijing.  
 
After the last EABRN meeting, held at Hustai Nuruu Biosphere Reserve, Mongolia, several 
important national and regional activities have been implemented in the Republic of Korea 
(ROK).  
 
Before going on to describe these activities, I would like to briefly introduce the structure of 
MAB-ROK. In general, MAB activities in the ROK are planned, coordinated and reported at 
regular meetings of the MAB National Committee of ROK (MAB-ROK), which are held twice 
a year. The MAB-ROK is established under the Korean National Commission for UNESCO, 
which acts its secretariat. The members of MAB-ROK consist of representatives (Director-
Generals) of all four central governments responsible for  nature conservation, as well as experts 
in the fields of ecology, ecotourism, biology, anthropology and others. Such structural features 
provide a very rare and useful forum for exchanging opinions and cultivating cooperation 
between government officials from different authorities on issues of common or closely related 
responsibility, and between government officials and experts based on MAB principles and 
experiences. I would now like to take the opportunity to mention that all of these government 
authorities have kindly supported this Meeting.  
 
 
1. Activities of Biosphere Reserves in ROK   
 
Since we have had already a session concerning the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve (JIBR) and 
have been on field visits to it, I will not go into detail about the activities carried out in JIBR, 
but rather will draw your attention to a few notable activities. After the main parts of Jeju Island 
were designated as a biosphere reserve in late 2002, the structure of the biosphere reserve was 
set up. The Management Committee of JIBR was organized and had regular meetings to discuss 
and consult on the activities of the Reserve. In addition, the management plan of JIBR was 
developed as the result of a one-year research project. The management plan, written in Korean, 
is publicly available on the website of the Jeju Provincial Government, and I believe that its 
summary in English was distributed to you at this meeting. As was presented in this meeting, 
JIBR is trying to develop itself as an insular biosphere reserve, in the direction of sustainable 
development and peace-building.  
 
Meanwhile, selected lava tubes and volcanic features on Jeju Island are going to be nominated 
as a World Natural Heritage site this year. They have been evaluated as nature of international 
value, representing the history of volcano creation and exhibiting exceptional natural beauty. 
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Some items in the proposed world heritage site are located within the boundary of the JIBR, and 
coordination for their effective conservation and management in the framework of the World 
Heritage Site need to be made, if they are to be included on the World Heritage List.    
 
Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve was designated in 1982, when the distinctive role of the 
biosphere reserve was not well developed and understood. As a result, Mt. Sorak Biosphere 
Reserve does not have a strong independent role and activities as a biosphere reserve. As one of 
the most well-loved and popular mountains in Korea, Mt. Sorak has a lot of visitors – about 3.5 
to 4 million a year – and the management of the impact of tourism is one of the main tasks for 
the Reserve. Additionally, the Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve has carried out diverse ecological 
monitoring activities and local participation programmes, which will be presented in detail in 
the next session.  
 
Gwangneung Forest has been proposed as a candidate biosphere reserve by the Korea National 
Arboretum, under the Korea Forest Service. Gwangneung Forest, located in a metropolitan area 
about 20 km outside of Seoul, contains deciduous hardwood natural forests at the stage of 
climax, which have been strictly preserved from 1468 until now as the tomb forest of King Sejo 
of the Joseon Dynasty. It has been an excellent place for various important studies on the 
conservation and management of plant resources, as well as surveys of biomes. Particularly, a 
part of the forest open to the public has had many visitors who want to enjoy nature and learn 
more about ecology. For the successful designation of Gwangneung Forest as a Biosphere 
Reserve it will need to further strengthen its sustainable development and promote the 
participation of local communities. .    
 
 
2. Completion of the Feasibility Study of Establishing the Lower Tumen River Area 
Transboundary Biosphere Reserve  
  
This study, funded by UNDP under the framework of the Tumen River Area Develoment 
Project (TRADP), was implemented by the Korean National Commission for UNESCO from 
June 2002 – June 2004. The lower Tumen River area, bordered by China, DPR Korea and 
Russia, is the last habitat on earth for the Far Eastern Leopard, currently estimated to number 
only 30-40 in the world, and the endangered Siberian or Northeast Tiger (東北虎).  
 
After its progress was reported in EABRN-8, the expected results were finally achieved based 
on collaboration between a variety of agencies, organizations and individuals under the common 
purpose of conserving this valuable ecosystem and contributing to the future sustainable 
development of the area. The Jilin Forestry Department, China and the Ministry of Natural 
Resources in Primorsky Krai, Russia, agreed to the purposes and objectives of the project and 
rendered their full cooperation from the beginning, and furthermore the China State Forestry 
Administration, the Russian Federal Ministry of Natural Resources and the Commission of the 
Russian Federation for UNESCO officially supported the project’s purposes and 
implementation. On the DPR Korean side, the Institute of Geography at the Academy of 
Sciences of DPR Korea and the Ra-son People’s Committee lent their support to the project’s 
exchange visit activities, in respective participation and cooperation with the Pacific Institute of 
Geography, Russia and the Jilin Hunchun Nature Reserve, China. 
 
The project’s final report, written in the four concerned languages – Chinese, English, Korean 
and Russian - presents a proposal for the creation of a Transboundary Biosphere Reserve (TBR) 
in the lower Tumen River area, based on existing protected areas on each side of the border, 
including the TBR zoning agreed in accordance with UNESCO’s biosphere reserve criteria and 
the national laws of each country, as well as the principles, procedures and institutional 
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mechanisms for a TBR creation on a step-by-step basis. The digital thematic maps on the 
concerned area accompany this report. 
 
Approval of the Kedropaya Pad Biosphere Reserve in late 2004 promoted the project’s follow-
up, following the Far East Marine Biosphere Reserve’s establishment in 2003. Both are main 
components of the proposed TBR on the Russian side. In addition, the intention to prepare the 
nomination of the wetland areas of the Rason Economic Trade Zone on the DPRK side as a 
biosphere reserve was raised. However, the proposed biosphere reserve nomination of Hunchun 
Nature Reserve on the Chinese side has not been yet realized.     
 
 
3. Cooperation with other Biosphere Reserves for the conservation of the 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)  
 
There has been increasing interest and discussions among governments, NGOs and Korean 
experts in transforming the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) of the Korean Peninsula, the 4 km wide 
corridor between North and South Korea formed as a result of the Korean War, into a place 
dedicated to nature and peace. Particularly, cooperation on the conversation and the 
establishment of a biosphere reserve has been accepted as a potential and feasible means of 
conserving the unique ecosystems of the DMZ and its adjacent areas, as well as promoting the 
sustainable development of surrounding local communities.  
 
To this end, survey visits were organized to existing TBRs and concerned MAB national 
committees in Europe such as Vosges du Nord/Pfälzerwald (France – Germany) and Eastern 
Carpathians (Poland – Slovakia – Ukraine) by related government officials, NGOs and experts 
in 2004, in order to learn their cooperation experiences and challenges. The International 
Conference and Expert Workshop on Transboundary Biosphere Reserves, held in November 
2004 in Pfälzerwald, Germany, brought forward recommendations and messages for the further 
promotion and support of TBR cooperation. Around 40 experts from all over the world, 
including Korea, participated in this workshop, and the DMZ was identified as a potential TBR 
site.  
 
 
4. Other Activities  
 
A workshop of four ROK national committees of UNESCO’s natural science programmes – 
MAB, IOC(Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission), IHP (International Hydrological 
Programme) and IGCP(International Geoscience Programme) – was organized by the Korean 
National Commission for UNESCO in June 2005. The workshop aimed to initiate and 
coordinate exchange and cooperation among different national committees, which had 
previously been quite inactive, and promote effective international cooperation activities 
between each national committee, ensuring that they understood and could make the most of 
UNESCO’s framework. Members of MAB-ROK participated in the workshop and proposed a 
joint activity on the common theme of eco-hydrology, in relation to the priority of the present 
UNESCO natural science programme, ‘Water and Associated Ecosystems’ We believe that 
other MAB national committees may also need to promote exchanges and exploration of joint 
activities of IOC, IHP and IGCP to strengthen inter-disciplinary activities, create synergy and 
utilize UNESCO’s framework. Such efforts need to be made at the regional level as well.   
 
Lastly, we would like to mention one meaningful project of the MAB National Committee of 
DPRK, which the ROK government funded through UNESCO Office Beijing in 2004. The 
project, Development and Publication of Natural Protected Areas of DPRK, to be completed in 
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October 2005, is expected to improve the protection and management of natural protected areas 
in DPRK, and will further provide an important basis to promote cooperation between the two 
Koreas for the conservation of the Korean Peninsula at large.  
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Country Report: Russian Federation 
Activities in 2003-2005 

 

Dr. Valery M. Neronov and Ms. Anna A. Lushchekina 

 Russian MAB Committee, Moscow 

 

Two years ago the 8th meeting of EABRN was held in absolutely different biological, landscape, 
cultural surroundings. Regular rotations of venues of EABRN meetings facilitate the exchange 
and transfer of information and enrich all participants of such meetings. According to EABRN-9 
meeting program we will undertake the field evaluation of the Jeju Island biosphere reserve’s 
management and it will be a new experience for all of us. As it was recommended in the 
Statement adopted in the Hustai Nuruu biosphere reserve in Mongolia the EABRN meetings 
shall be more focused and provide more in-depth discussions on specific topics. This 
particularly recommendation was fully implemented by the MAB National Committee of the 
Republic of Korea and during this meeting we shall concentrate on conservation and sustainable 
use of the insular and coastal ecosystems and promoting cooperation among relevant biosphere 
reserves in Asia and the Pacific. Among a number of documents which we shall discuss the 
special attention should be given to elaborating the International Cooperation Project on Insular 
and Costal Biosphere Reserves proposed by the Jeju Provincial Government. On one hand, such 
concentration of our efforts should bring the better practical results but, on the other hand, due 
to diversity of environmental, social and economic features of six EABRN country-members it 
makes a preparation of the national reports a little bit complicated. Accordingly in spite of the 
main focus on insular biosphere reserves here at the Jeju Island we try in our National Report to 
show how other recommendations and decisions of the previous meeting have been 
implemented and what kind of activities we had in Russia within the MAB Program. We hope 
that our information on what was done during recent two years will be interesting and useful for 
the participants.  

 
First of all, keeping in mind a set of objectives of the EABRN-9 meeting it is necessary to 
mention that in October 2003 in Vladivostok and at the base of the Dalnevostochny Morskoi 
/Far East Marine/ biosphere reserve there was held a meeting on development of marine and 
coastal protected areas in Russia. The results of this meeting organized and supported by 
UNESCO Moscow Office, WWF-Russia, WCPA/IUCN have been published in a special issue 
(№ 36, Summer 2004) of “Russian Conservation News” in Russian and English. English copies 
of this issue will be presented to each delegation attending the EABRN-9 meeting and this issue 
and other data on Russian protected areas are available at 
http://www.russianconservation.org/. About results of this meeting and about biosphere 
reserve itself we hope the participants of EABRN-9 will be able to learn more from the 
presentation of Dr. A. N. Malyutin, Director of Dalnevostochny Morskoi /Far East Marine/ 
biosphere reserve who is a member of our delegation. It is necessary to underline that at this 
meeting the further elaboration of “Application of the Biosphere Reserve Concept to Coastal 
Marine Areas” as it was presented in the Proceedings (1993) of UNESCO/IUCN workshop held 
in San Francisco in 1989 has been made. Among eight case studies included into the special 
issue of “Russian Conservation News” three devoted to biosphere reserves situated at Russian 
Far East (Sikhote-Alinsky, Komandorsky /Commander Islands/ and Dalnevostochny Morskoi 
/Far East Marine/). We are sure that the acquaintance with different indicators used for 
evaluation of the reserves’ overall goals and objectives in these case studies could be useful in 
future evaluation of the Jeju Island biosphere reserve. Besides such type of comprehensive 
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analysis it is worth to mention that the Biology Department of the University of Balearic Islands 
(Spain) has prepared the questionnaire for insular biosphere reserves divided into eight different 
sections: 
 

1. General information;  
2. Environmental characteristics;  
3. Socio-economic characteristics ;  
4. Zonation structures;  
5. Management mechanisms;  
6. Participation mechanisms;  
7. Research and education;  
8. Additional information.  

 
We don’t know how widely this questionnaire was distributed in different regions but our 
Komandorsky/Commander Islands/ biosphere reserve has fulfilled this form and it is possible to 
say that accumulation and processing of requested information was useful experience. Some 
more data on this reserve will be presented at the EABRN-9 meeting by Mr. N. N. Pavlov, 
Director of Komandorsky/Commander Islands/ biosphere reserve who is also a member of our 
delegation. If some other biosphere reserves within EABRN took part in such type of survey we 
believe it will be useful to have an exchange of comments and to evaluate such type of 
questionnaires. In any case it is possible to expect that EABRN-9 meeting will make important 
input into widening of biosphere reserve concept for creating coastal marine protected areas and 
further strengthening of collaboration between MAB/UNESCO and WCPA/IUCN and also with 
UNEP which together with IOC/UNESCO for many years carried out the Plan of Actions for 
conservation, management and development of marine and coastal environment in North-West 
Pacific (Republic of Korea, China, Japan and Russia particularly are taking part in this Plan of 
Actions). During the Hustai Nuruu meeting there was a recommendation that EABRN shall 
further develop or strengthen its partnerships with other related organizations, institutions, 
companies and initiatives. In this connection it is necessary to mention that the 5th IUCN/WCPA 
Conference on Protected Areas of East Asia was held at the end of June 2005 at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, China. Information about this important event it is possible to read on 
the WCPA website at: http://www.iucn.org/themes/wcpa/. We don’t know who from EABRN 
participants was able to attend the Hong Kong Conference but we had a chance to call attention 
of the EABRN Secretariat/Beijing UNESCO Office to try to present EABRN achievements over 
there and make our cooperation is closer, as it was recommended at the Hustai Nuruu meeting. 
In the Appendix 1 to our report we included the Tolo Harbour Declaration agreed upon during 
the Hong Kong Conference of IUCN/WCPA for East Asia. It has a number of recommendations 
concerning different kinds of protected areas including marine protected areas. So, it should be 
useful for preparing recommendations of EABRN-9 meeting. 

 
We are pleased to inform EABRN-9 participants that during two years after the previous 
meeting our MAB Committee was able to add two more biosphere reserves (Kedrovaya Pad and 
Khankaiskiy) at Russian Far East which has the highest level of biodiversity in our country. It 
means that currently Russia has 15 biosphere reserves at the territory belongs to EABRN region 
and in total there are 36 biosphere reserves in our country. The biosphere reserve “Kedrovaya 
Pad” was approved at the 18th meeting of ICC MAB (October 2004). After the approval a press-
conference was organized in Vladivostok on November 12, 2004, in which the representatives 
of the Primorsky Krai administration, Far East Branch of Academy of Sciences, Kedrovaya Pad 
biosphere reserve, Hunting Management Department, Far East Branch of WWF Russia and 
other local NGOs took active part and answered to numerous questions (it was broadcasted by 
local TV and Radio stations). Undoubtedly this action helped to promote the understanding of 
biosphere reserves concept and its acceptance in the Primorsky Krai, including local population 
of settlements adjacent to Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve. During this press-conference the 
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importance of cooperation between this reserve and two hunting sanctuaries (Barsovyi and 
Borisovskoe Plateau) located in buffer and transition zones of the biosphere reserve (see fig. 1) 
and also with Jilin Hunchun Nature Reserve (China) was reinforced many times and, as it could 
be seen from the report of administration of the biosphere reserve shown below, already gave 
some positive results. Last December to strengthen the capacities of three protected areas (Far 
East Marine biosphere reserve, Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve and Ussuriisky reserve) under 
supervision of the institutes of Far East Branch of RAS the Presidium of RAS approved a 
decision to gave them independent legal status and relevant transition was already started in full 
accordance with the agreement signed previously between RAS and the Ministry of Natural 
Resources. According to the report of Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve's administration the 
following activities have been conducted together with staff of the Hunting Management 
Department and the above mentioned sanctuaries after including this large area into the World 
Network of biosphere reserves: 
 
 
1. Protection of biodiversity, endangered ecosystems and key-species: Five joint raids 
covering the whole territory of the biosphere reserve were conducted by rangers of the three 
protected areas and some help during these raids was received also from students - members of 
local ecological group "Manchur"; The agreement with "Barsovyi" sanctuary and 
"Barabaschsky" forestry for joint control of wild forest fires was achieved and thanks to this 
agreement during this spring 6 such fires were extinguished before they made serious harm to 
protected territory. 
 
2. Scientific research and ecological monitoring: Staff of Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve, 
Barsovyi and Borisovskoe Plateau sanctuaries jointly took part in the census of Amur tigers at 
the territory of the South-Western Primorye. Results of this project covered the whole range of 
Amur tiger have been recently analyzed and according to the Far East Branch of WWF-Russia’s 
report (http://www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/1845) during the winter of 2004-2005 there 
are about 500 tigers and some increase in its numbers in comparison with similar census during 
the winter of 1995-1996 was recorded. Unfortunately it is not so good situation with Far East 
leopard, the rarest cat in the World (not more than 40 of them inhabit taiga ecosystems in Far 
East). The Kedrovaya Pad reserve plays important role in conservation of this species and 
during the winter of 2004 7 leopards have been recorded at its territory. Besides animal studies 
with help of botanists of the FEB RAS a comprehensive inventory of flora of vascular plants at 
the territory of Barsovyi and Borisovskoe Plateau sanctuaries was started. It should help to find 
locations of rare plant species, to outline habitats with their higher density and elaborate 
recommendations on improving their conservation. 
 
3. Improvement of ecological education and awareness of local population: Several 
illustrated articles on nature conservation matters have been published in local Newspapers, a 
number of lectures were delivered in local schools and settlements, several excursions to the 
biosphere reserve including visitors from Vladivostok have been conducted to show how it 
performs its tasks. In result of this campaign there was a large meeting of local peoples at the 
coast of the Bay Perevoznaya against the proposed construction of oil terminal and oil pipeline 
across "Barsovyi" sanctuary which could have negative impact on the whole territory of this 
biosphere reserve. 

 
The plans to construct this longest in the World oil pipeline and oil terminal at the coast of 
Perevoznaya Bay were described in many local, national and international mass media and 
MAB/UNESCO and IUCN requested the Government of Russia to take care about 
internationally recognized biosphere reserves and other valuable protected areas and Lake 
Baikal, as the World Heritage Site. After that several public hearings in Primorsky Krai 
Parliament (Duma) took place and press-conferences were organized with a participation of 
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staff of Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve and experts of several institutes of FEB RAS. 
Currently several alternatives of routing oil pipeline and sites for oil terminal have been 
elaborated (see fig. 2) and cogent arguments have been presented to the "Transneft" Company 
and Krai Administration that the highest risk (in 17 times) for environment, peoples and 
protected areas will be in case of the construction of oil terminal at the coast of the Bay 
Perevoznaya. Accordingly the official request to pay attention to the obtained scientific data and 
attitude of local population was sent by FEB RAS and Russian MAB Committee to the Ministry 
of Natural Resources. In the answer of Mr. V. G. Stepankov, Deputy Minister we have been 
assured that additional state ecological expertise of the proposed construction and possible 
alternatives will be conducted. We believe that in this combat, which we hope to win, a lot of 
the credit must go to local NGOs, Far East Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences and two 
biosphere reserves recently created in Primorsky Krai -- Kedrovaya Pad and Dalnevostochny 
Morskoi /Far East Marine/ biosphere reserves. We will appreciate the EABRN-9 meeting’s 
support of our MAB Committee’s efforts to change premature plans of "Transneft" Company 
and officials in Moscow. 

 
At the last meeting of the ICC MAB Bureau (June 2005) after some delay our nomination for 
establishing biosphere reserve at Russian portion of the Lake Khanka (Khankaiskiy biosphere 
reserve) was approved. We believe it is very important decision particularly for creating the 
lacustrine bilateral TBR with China (see fig. 3). Lake Khanka is the biggest freshwater reservoir 
in Eastern Asia; it is inhabiting by the highest in the whole Palaearctic region number of 
freshwater fishes (74 species); around this Lake more than 600 species of vascular plants have 
been registered and it should be some more discoveries; the importance of this lake for 
migrating birds and particularly some rare species of them was confirmed by the Ramsar 
Convention which includes it into its List of wetlands of international importance. China and 
Russia agreed that only in case of close collaboration it is possible to save the biodiversity of the 
Lake Khanka and in 1996 signed the bilateral intergovernmental agreement. It is necessary to 
mention that to strengthen our cooperation a delegation from Heilongjiang province government 
together with some colleagues from Xingkai Hu reserve have been in Primorskiy Krai during 
five days and on July 17, 2005 accomplished its visit. A number of follow-ups have been 
recommended after this visit including the establishment of joint Inter-Parliament (Heilongjiang 
province / Primorskiy Krai) working groups dealing with different aspects of usage and 
conservation of natural resources. In October 2005 the International meeting should be held in 
the Mishan city (China) with a participation of scientists from Xingkai Hu reserve and 
Khankaiskiy biosphere reserve and we hope after this meeting all obstacles for creating TBR 
will be removed. 

 
The importance of transboundary biodiversity conservation was underlined at several previous 
EABRN meetings and also by MAB/UNESCO as the important mean for implementing the 
Seville strategy for biosphere reserves. Perspectives of transboundary cooperation in EABRN 
region will be considered in some detail by Dr. A. N. Kachur, Deputy Director of Pacific 
institute of geography, FEB RAS, one more member of our delegation. Anyhow, it is worth to 
mention that in November 2004 in Germany there was convened the First International 
conference and expert workshop on transboundary biosphere reserves. Many useful 
recommendations have been elaborated at this meeting and following to the Hustai Nuruu 
Statement we suppose that these recommendations will be made available to the member 
countries of EABRN. Unfortunately we have to state that in spite of numerous 
recommendations we still have no TBRs within EABRN. In 2004 basing on trilateral (China-
Mongolia-Russia) cooperation agreement signed in 1994 the Mongolian MAB Committee has 
sent to MAB/UNESCO Secretariat and neighboring countries a proposal to create TBR in 
Daurian steppes (see fig. 4). It was in line with the experience of creating some TBRs in Europe 
and the Ministry of Natural Resources of Russian Federation and National Commission of 
Russian Federation for UNESCO supported this initiative. Even more, the territory of Daurskiy 
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biosphere reserve has been enlarged (see fig. 5) and has perspectives for further improvement of 
its functioning for protection of migratory species. It was made following to a presentation of 
this reserve at the EABRN-8 meeting in Mongolia. However MAB/UNESCO Secretariat has 
suggested to Mongolian authorities, first of all, to create a biosphere reserve at the base of 
Mongol Daguur strictly protected area and after that jointly with China and Russia outline the 
optimal limits of the TBR in Daurian steppes and elaborate its joint management program. 
Russia and China have biosphere reserves at their territories rather close to the frontier with 
Mongolia; the Joint Commission for management of this international protected area regularly 
met and next meeting will be held early September 2005 in Chita city. According to the long-
term experience of cooperation in Daurian steppes we hope that next year we will be able to see 
the approval of such TBR by UNESCO. Of course, it will be possible only in case if Mongolian 
MAB Committee will submit necessary nomination form for Mongol Daguur strictly protected 
area. 

 
At the Hustai Nuruu meeting there was mentioned the inscription of the Uvs Nuur Basin into 
the World Heritage list as a Transboundary World Natural Heritage Site. Accordingly it was 
recommended that it will be desirable to establish also in this Basin TBR since at both sides of 
Russian-Mongolian frontier there are biosphere reserves. We have to inform the EABRN-9 
meeting that due to unforeseen reasons this recommendation was not carried out. It will be a 
good task for next term. Keeping in mind a size of range of the rare Far East leopard and 
uniqueness of ecosystems inhabiting by this species it was a proposal to try to establish one 
more Transboundary World Natural Heritage Site – “Land of Leopard” - for protection of this 
territory at which we have already Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve, Hunchun Nature reserve 
and two sanctuaries (Barsovy and Borisovskoe Plateau). Up to now this proposal for some 
objective and subjective reasons was not prepared for submitting to UNESCO. 

 
The same situation is relevant to two more proposed TBRs: Altai Mountains (Russia-
Kazakhstan-Mongolia-China) and Lower Tumen River Area (Russia-China-DPRK). In the first 
case several meetings have been held with participation of representatives of all involved 
countries. Particularly it is worth to mention such meeting in Ulaanbaatar which was held in 
November 2003. Comprehensive national reports have been presented and possible networking 
of all existed protected areas has been evaluated. At the Russian territory of Altai Mountains 
there is Katunskiy biosphere reserve which is participating in a number of international 
programs. In July 2005 at the base of this reserve there was a meeting with East Kazakhstan 
authorities with aim to improve transboundary cooperation between this reserve and relevant 
protected areas in Kazakhstan (up to now there is no biosphere reserves at the whole 
Kazakhstan). In 2006 we expect that Government of Russia will approve the establishment of 
new Sailugemskiy State reserve along the frontier with Mongolia which will be important 
addition to the proposed Altai Mountains TBR. On the other hand in 2002 Mongolian MAB 
Committee has submitted a nomination for Altai Tavan Bogd as a biosphere reserve. The 
Bureau of ICC MAB deferred a decision of this proposal and after that we don’t know what has 
happened with this nomination. So, if the Altai Mountains TBR should be created three 
countries (China, Kazakhstan, Mongolia) have to act in the direction outlined by the MAB 
Secretariat and submit new or updated nomination forms for creating their own biosphere 
reserves. Only after that it will be possible to return to the four countries’ agreement how to 
create and manage the Altai Mountains TBR. 

 
During 2002-2004 Korean Commission for UNESCO with support of UNDP has conducted the 
project “Feasibility study on establishing the Lower Tumen River Area Transboundary 
Biosphere Reserve”. In June 2004 the final report describing results of this project was sent to 
authorities of involved countries (Russia, China, DPRK) and a number of international 
organizations. Results of this project have been presented at the EABRN-8 meeting and also at 
the 18th session of ICC MAB and have been highly appraised. The Commission of Russian 
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Federation for UNESCO and the Ministry of Natural Resources also gave a full support of the 
idea to establish the Lower Tumen River Area TBR and expressed their hopes that the other 
partner states of the project will do their best to fulfill obligations under the Convention on 
Biological Diversity. At the Russian territory the project includes two biosphere reserves 
(Dalnevostochny Morskoi/Far East Marine/ and Kedrovaya Pad) with their buffer and transition 
zones. All bright expectations after June 2004 are not yet realized and even for the Hunchun 
Nature reserve at the Jilin Province of China which according to the project should be a partner 
of Kedrovaya Pad biosphere reserve some formalities for its nomination as biosphere reserve 
have not been overtaken. It will be very pity if such well organized and productive 
transboundary cooperation project will be not implemented and its final report will be left on 
book shelves. Accordingly we hope that EABRN-9 meeting will once more underline the 
importance of transboundary cooperation and a necessity to continue all necessary activities for 
creating TBRs which are already have good background documents. Keeping in mind that up to 
now no TBRs have been created at the Asian continent at the 18th session of ICC MAB Russian 
delegation proposed to organize the international conference on transboundary cooperation in 
the Asia-Pacific region to continue sharing the necessary experience. Such conference could be 
held in September 2006 in Chita region where the Daurskiy biosphere reserve is situated and 
frontiers of China, Mongolia and Russia come together. After the above mentioned the First 
such conference in Germany in 2004 the meeting in the Asia-Pacific region is very desirable. 
One of key subjects of the proposed conference could be strengthening transboundary 
cooperation within Amur River basin shared among Russia, China and Mongolia. During last 
two years several meetings have been held to promote such cooperation and at the meeting at 
the base of Khinganskiy State reserve (September 2004) representatives of Russian and Chinese 
protected areas situated in the Amur River basin discussed the international program “Green 
Belt of Amur” in the frame of which it will be necessary to create transboundary ecological 
network of wetlands, steppes and forests and to strengthen contacts between existing protected 
areas. This initiative was supported by leaders of six subjects of Russian Federation situated in 
the Amur River basin and they signed the Memorandum on joint actions and established the 
joint coordinating committee for sustainable development of the Amur River basin and 
conservation of its ecosystems. Administration of Chita region where we proposed to convene 
the above mentioned conference in December 2004 adopted the Regional Plan of Actions for 
conservation of biological and landscape diversity at Chita region territory during 2005-2010. 
Two biosphere reserves (Daurskiy and Sokhondinskiy) took active part in the elaborating this 
Regional Plan. We hope that the acquaintance of future participants of the international 
conference on transboundary cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region with such type of initiatives 
will be useful and we hope that EABRN-9 will support our proposal which should be included 
into the plans of MAB/UNESCO for 2006-2007. 

 
Among many functions of biosphere reserves the developing of strategies for biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development suitable for each country undoubtedly should be a 
priority. For such strategies it is very important to know the current status of plant and animal 
diversity. We are pleased to inform that during 2003-2004 thanks to support of IUCN, Ministry 
of Natural Resources of Russian Federation and Commission of Biodiversity Conservation of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences the inventory of the present-day state of biological diversity 
within protected areas in Russia has been completed and results published: 1. Vertebrate 
animals (Moscow, 2003, 270 pp.); 2. Vascular plants in two parts (Moscow, 2003, 800 pp.); 3. 
Lichenes and Musci (Moscow, 2004, 370 pp.). All 15 biosphere reserves belong to EABRN 
region have relevant lists of plant and animal species discovered at their territories and also lists 
of references which have been used in conducting the inventory.  

 
At the EABRN-8 meeting we presented results of our efforts in conservation of the Saiga 
antelope and Mongolian gazelle. Under the reporting period some more actions have been taken. 
First of all, due to the drastic decline of saiga numbers which was not yet stopped saigas were 
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on the agenda both at the 13th Conference of the Parties to CITES in October 2004 and at the 
World Conservation Congress of IUCN in November 2004. In both cases, resolutions were 
passed urging all stakeholders to work together to improve the situation with saiga populations 
in different countries (Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Russia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan).  
 
WCC resolution: 
http://www.iucn.org/congress/members/adopted_res_and_rec/REC/RECWCC3113%20-
%20REC031E-Rev1%20Final.pdf 
 
CITES resolution:  
http://www.cites.org/eng/dec/valid13/13-27_35.shtml
 
As follow-ups of these resolutions CITES and CMS Secretariats and IUCN sent relevant letters 
to the high authorities in the above mentioned countries asking them to begin the relevant 
actions and without any delay to sign the International Memorandum on Cooperation, the draft 
of which and the appropriate Action Plan have been elaborated at the International workshop on 
saiga conservation (Elista, Russian Federation, May 2002). For improving information 
exchange on research and conservation activities in saiga range states and in China publication 
of the Saiga News bulletin (in several languages) was initiated and the interested participants of 
our meeting could be acquainted with the first issue in Russian and in English at 
http://www.saigak.biodiversity.ru/eng/publications/saiganewseng1.pdf. 

 
It is pity but during last two years the population of Mongolian saiga which previously was 
considered as sustainable decreased drastically. The situation was discussed at the international 
meeting in Ulaanbaatar in October 2004 which was organized by the WWF Mongolian Program 
Office and the Mongolian Academy of Sciences. It was underlined at the meeting that in 2002 
the population had reached a peak of around 5000 animals, and local people had been engaged 
into its conservation thanks to funding from WWF’s Large Herbivore Initiative. However 
funding ceased, and a series of bad winters combined with poaching reduced numbers to around 
750 in spring 2004. If again another bad winter will happened a survival of this unique 
subspecies (Saiga tatarica mongolica) will be difficult to guarantee. Accordingly policy 
recommendations were dominated by suggestions for actions to mitigate the effects of bad 
weather, as well as necessity to support local people involvement into saiga conservation 
measures. As an example of possible solution of this difficult situation presentations were given 
by the UK Darwin Initiative team conducted a project in Kalmykia “Using saiga antelope 
conservation to improve rural livelihoods”. This project is implemented at the base of Chernye 
Zemli biosphere reserve and its transition zone. Besides strengthening conservation capacity of 
the reserve and raising public awareness the captive breeding facility was established and such 
combination brings positive results. Based on this experience maybe the Mongolian MAB 
Committee will consider a possibility to create a biosphere reserve for conservation of the 
Mongolian saiga and our Committee will be glad to start a collaborating program. It is necessary 
to add in this case that China is also initiated the captivity breeding program for saiga in Gansu 
Province, animals have been received with our help from Kalmykia and currently there are 
negotiations to strengthen collaboration between two our countries in conservation of this 
species. 

 
Also in Ulaanbaatar in October 2004 there was held another international meeting devoted to 
the conservation and management of the Mongolian gazelle (Procapra gutturosa). It was 
organized by the World Conservation Society (WCS), in collaboration with the US Agency for 
International Development (USAID), the UNDP/GEF Project on “Biodiversity Conservation 
and Sustainable Livelihood Options in the Grasslands of Eastern Mongolia”, WWF Mongolian 
Program Office and the Mongolian Academy of Sciences. This meeting had strong participation 
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from Mongolian national and local government and protected areas managers, and brought 
together more than 100 local and international specialists studying the Mongolian gazelle. The 
first day was a scientific workshop, at which the key scientific issues were identified and 
debated. One of the most contentious issues that have dogged the conservation of this species 
for over a decade is the estimation of population size. There is still no resolution either on the 
current population size, or on what the most appropriate techniques are for obtaining an estimate. 
Estimates range from around 400,000 to over 1 million animals. Currently various ground-based 
methods are used, and although there have been consistent long-term studies in particular areas, 
surveys of other areas have been more patchy. With such a nomadic species it makes the 
interpretation of local trends difficult. A comprehensive aerial survey was carried out in 1994 by 
a Mongolian-German team. They estimated gazelle numbers at >4 million, but this estimate has 
been controversial. Long-term (1994-2004) surveys in Eastern Mongolia conducted by a 
Mongolian-Russian team suggested that up to 1998, Mongolian gazelle numbers in the region 
increases, but that they have declined rapidly thereafter. At the workshop it was agreed that 
regular aerial surveys were necessary, but funding is the limiting factor. One of the outputs of 
the workshop was a GIS-based database prepared by WCS, containing information from a 
questionnaire survey of specialists. This has allowed all the information on Mongolian gazelles 
to be compiled, which is a step towards reaching consensus. It was clear from the meeting that 
there is significant ongoing poaching pressure on the species, which is likely to be causing 
population declines. A joint Mongolian-Japanese team showed using satellite-tagged individuals 
that the Ulaanbaatar-Beijing railway disrupts movement patterns. The border fence between 
China and Mongolia is also a significant barrier to movement, and there are plans to build a road 
and oil pipeline in Eastern Mongolia, which is likely to disrupt movement further in future. 
These issues and approaches how to solve them are critical and not only for Mongolian gazelle 
and they are real challenge for all EABRN member countries.  

 
The second part of the meeting in Ulaanbaatar brought scientists and policy-makers together to 
move forward on an action plan for the conservation of the Mongolian gazelle. One strand of 
this was the consideration of a draft agreement for the management of the transboundary 
populations of the Mongolian gazelle. The representative from the Convention on Migratory 
Species helped to facilitate these discussions, and we hope that in result of them a Memorandum 
of Understanding will be signed between China, Mongolia and Russia under the CMS. As it was 
mentioned above there has already been cooperation between the three range states for a decade 
within the framework of the Daurian International Protected Area. This could form a good basis 
for broader and strengthen cooperation in case of creating the Daurian steppe TBR. The 
establishing of captive-breeding facility for the Mongolian gazelle is also feasible in this TBR, 
as it was proposed for the Mongolian saiga. Such breeding facility could be used not only for 
research but very attractive for ecotourists and could be used for ecological education among 
local peoples. Some more inputs into conservation of the Mongolian gazelle will be made at the 
forthcoming 9th International Mammalogical Congress (Sapporo, Japan, August 2005) in the 
framework of which the special workshop will be conducted. We will be pleased to distribute 
the obtained information after participation in this workshop at the EABRN-9 meeting. 

 
The conservation and sustainable use of ungulate species as the Saiga antelope and Mongolian 
gazelle are very much connected with status of grassland ecosystems and protection them 
against desertification. In 2006 UNESCO together with some other UN system organizations is 
planning to hold in Tunis the International conference “The future of drylands”, which will be 
one more contribution to implementing the United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification. Article 18 of the Convention pays special attention to the role of “traditional 
knowledge” in combating desertification. Our Committee together with MAB/UNESCO 
Secretariat and Kalmyk Institute of humanities research, RAS has conducted in Elista (Russian 
Federation) in June 2004 the International Workshop on Traditional Knowledge and Modern 
Technology for the Sustainable Management of Dryland Ecosystems. Scientists, conservation 
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experts and government officials from ten countries (Azerbaijan, Egypt, India, Islamic Republic 
of Iran, Jordan, Mongolia, Morocco, Russian Federation, Sudan and Turkmenistan) as well as 
representatives of the FAO and UNESCO took part in this workshop. During the workshop, 
case studies on traditional knowledge and modern technology for the sustainable management 
of dryland ecosystems were presented by the country representatives of national MAB 
Committees. A one-day field trip to the transition zone of the Chernyje Zemli biosphere reserve 
in Yashkul District further enriched the workshop program. Workshop participants came to the 
conclusion that it is necessary to establish a thematic network of dryland biosphere reserves for 
combined use of traditional knowledge and modern technology in their management. Such 
recommendation is very relevant to the EABRN diversified conditions and could be considered 
as EABRN input into the World Network of Biosphere Reserves. Proceedings of this workshop, 
including presented case studies and workshop’s conclusions and recommendations are 
published in UNESCO-MAB Drylands Series, No 4 and available at 
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001391/139182E.pdf. We are pleased to present hard 
copies of these Proceedings to delegations attending the EABRN-9 meeting and hope that this 
direction will receive the further development. In this connection we have to mention also about 
one more important symposium organized by UNESCO and UNU in collaboration with IUCN, 
FAO and other organizations in Japan (May-June 2005): “Conserving Cultural and Biological 
Diversity: The Role of Sacred Natural Sites and Cultural Landscapes”. In many societies 
traditional sacred natural sites fulfill similar functions as government-declared protected areas. 
They can provide sanctuaries to rare or endangered species and therefore can play an important 
role as potential gene pools that can be used to restore degraded environments. Accordingly this 
symposium is well connected to the Elista workshop and further elaboration of 
recommendations of both of them should be reflected in the plan of future EABRN activities. 
We hope the EABRN Secretariat and/or MAB/UNESCO Secretariat shall make available to the 
country members relevant information. 

 
Ten years ago Russia has ratified the Convention on Biological Diversity and in 2001 the 
National Strategy for conservation of biodiversity and Action Plan have been approved in our 
country. At the International conference “Biodiversity, science and management” (Paris, 
January 2005) it was underlined that each Party by all means has to carry out taken up 
commitments if we wish to stop up to 2010 the catastrophic decrease of many plant and animal 
species. After this conference the Russian MAB Committee has undertaken a survey how the 
ecosystem approach recommended by CBD used for implementing three objectives of the 
Convention: conservation; sustainable use and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of 
the utilization of genetic resources. Preliminary results of this survey have been presented at the 
International conference “Bioresources and biodiversity of Volga ecosystems: their past, present 
and future” (Saratov, April 2005). According to the discussions held at this conference we 
believe that ecosystem approach is very useful tool and should be applied in different scales at 
local, national and regional conditions. It opens also the wide perspectives for collaboration 
between MAB/UNESCO and IUCN as it was stated in a number of documents. Since during the 
EABRN-9 meeting we have to elaborate an activity plan for cooperation during 2006-2007 we 
suggest to include the conducting pilot projects in each country members of EABRN how to 
apply the 12 principles of the ecosystem approach adopted at the Fifth meeting of COP-CBD 
(Nairobi, Kenya, May 2000). For easy reference in Appendix 2 you will find a decision of 
COP/CBD-5 and description of ecosystem approach, its principles and operational guidance for 
application. We hope this proposal will be accepted and if pilot projects will be conducted at 
selected biosphere reserves it will give sufficient material for presentation in the Atlas of 
biosphere reserves for EABRN region, which also will be discussed as one of the main EABRN 
activities for 2006-2007. 
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The year 2005 marks the 10th Anniversary of EABRN and using this opportunity we 
congratulate all participants of EABRN-9 meeting with this important jubilee and wish the 
further success in implementing the objectives of this Network in each country member.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Tolo Harbour Declaration 
Fifth WCPA / EA Conference, Hong Kong 2005 

 

We, the 250 participants at the Fifth Conference on Protected Areas of East Asia, 

convened by the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA), meeting at the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China, from 

the 21st to 25th June 2005, agree as follows: 

 

To RE-AFFIRM the contents of the Fragrant Hills Declaration, Beijing 1993, the Kushiro 

Declaration, Kushiro 1996, the Pukan-San Declaration, Seoul 1999, and the Yang Ming 

Shan Declaration, Taipei 2002.  

 

To RECOGNIZE the Durban Accord (2003); the recommendations and suggestions at the 

WCPA Members Meeting in Bangkok (2004); the CBD Programme of Work on Protected 

Areas; and the key future directions set at the World Conservation Congress in Bangkok, 

November 2004. 

 

To WELCOME the progress made by countries and territories of the East Asia Region in 

the establishment of both terrestrial and marine protected areas (PAs) as well as the 

continued improvements in the management capacity of protected areas for the 

conservation of biodiversity. 

 

To RECALL the role of the WCPA East Asia Region in supporting the establishment and 

management of Protected Areas in the Region, and in building networks with members of 

the Region, sharing management experience and knowledge, and strengthening links with 

IUCN regional and country offices.  

 

To RECOMMEND:  

 

• establishing PAs and enhancing standards for the planning and management of 

PAs, aimed at better conservation outcomes and greater social benefits;  

• extending and strengthening marine protected areas; 

• responding to the challenge of the Convention on Biological Diversity and the 

targets identified in the Programme of Work on Protected Areas adopted by the 

seventh meeting of the CBD Conference of Parties in 2004;  

• facilitating the contribution of PAs to sustainable development including 

sustainable tourism; 

• empowering stakeholders, policy makers, managers, NGOs and scientists to work 

in an integrated manner to promote effective environmental governance at all 

levels.  

 

To URGE all relevant organizations and individuals in the East Asia region to recognize the 

vital importance of protected areas for the people of East Asia, and to encourage them to: 

 

• provide young people with the education, training and opportunities needed to 

develop their interest in and commitment to the planning and management of 

protected areas; 

• pay special attention to the linkages between protected areas and surrounding 

land uses, while ensuring socio-economic and cultural concerns, in particular the 
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livelihoods and property rights of indigenous people and local communities are 

respected; 

• share knowledge, experience, and technology, including data bases, for protected 

areas through training, workshops, seminars and publications and to make the 

best use of the WCPA Protected Areas Learning Net (PALNet) to serve the 

protected area community; 

• establish a comprehensive inventory of the protected area system of East Asia and 

to identify gaps in the current system; 

• develop and implement best practice guidelines and indicators for the 

management, monitoring and evaluation of protected areas and their flora and 

fauna; 

• generate wider public support for the Protected Area system and to demonstrate 

the value and benefits of Protected Areas to the community, especially the urban 

sector; 

• provide sufficient resources for PAs through sustained financing and policy 

support by relevant authorities; 

• develop transboundary protected areas; 

• investigate opportunities for ecological restoration in PAs; 

• facilitate scientific research. 

 

And to AGREE that we will: 

 

• enhance and update the Protected Areas Action Plan for East Asia and translate 

this document together with other key WCPA documents and guidelines into the 

languages of the region for better understanding by people in the respective 

areas; 

• organize regional activities or programmes between the triennial meetings, which 

can be in the form of special workshops, seminars, site-specific brainstorming 

sessions, or youth exchange visits; 

• implement where appropriate, the guidelines and measures developed by WCPA in 

managing Protected Areas in respective countries and districts; 

• communicate this declaration to relevant networks and organizations; 

• meet again in China in 2008 for the 6th Regional Conference WCPA/EA. 

 

Hong Kong, June 2005 
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Appendix 2 
Decision V/6 

 
Ecosystem approach 

 
The Conference of the Parties,  

1. Endorses the description of the ecosystem approach and operational guidance 

contained in sections A and C of the annex to the present decision, recommends the 

application of the principles contained in section B of the annex, as reflecting the present 

level of common understanding, and encourages further conceptual elaboration, and 

practical verification;  

2. Calls upon Parties, other Governments, and international organizations to apply, as 

appropriate, the ecosystem approach, giving consideration to the principles and guidance 

contained in the annex to the present decision, and to develop practical expressions of 

the approach for national policies and legislation and for appropriate implementation 

activities, with adaptation to local, national, and, as appropriate, regional conditions, in 

particular in the context of activities developed within the thematic areas of the 

Convention;  

3. Invites Parties, other Governments and relevant bodies to identify case-studies and 

implement pilot projects, and to organize, as appropriate, regional, national and local 

workshops, and consultations aiming to enhance awareness, share experiences, including 

through the clearing-house mechanism, and strengthen regional, national and local 

capacities on the ecosystem approach;  

4. Requests the Executive Secretary to collect, analyse and compare the case-studies 

referred to in paragraph 3 above, and prepare a synthesis of case-studies and lessons 

learned for presentation to the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological 

Advice prior to the seventh meeting of the Conference of the Parties;  

5. Requests the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice, at a 

meeting prior to the seventh meeting of the Conference of the Parties, to review the 

principles and guidelines of the ecosystem approach, to prepare guidelines for its 

implementation, on the basis of case-studies and lessons learned, and to review the 

incorporation of the ecosystem approach into various programmes of work of the 

Convention;  

6. Recognizes the need for support for capacity-building to implement the ecosystem 

approach, and invites Parties, Governments and relevant organizations to provide 

technical and financial support for this purpose;  

7. Encourages Parties and Governments to promote regional cooperation, for example 

through the establishment of joint declarations or memoranda of understanding in 

applying the ecosystem approach across national borders.  

A. Description of the ecosystem approach  
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1. The ecosystem approach is a strategy for the integrated management of land, water 

and living resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in an equitable way. 

Thus, the application of the ecosystem approach will help to reach a balance of the three 

objectives of the Convention: conservation; sustainable use; and the fair and equitable 

sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.  

2. An ecosystem approach is based on the application of appropriate scientific 

methodologies focused on levels of biological organization, which encompass the 

essential structure, processes, functions and interactions among organisms and their 

environment. It recognizes that humans, with their cultural diversity, are an integral 

component of many ecosystems.  

3. This focus on structure, processes, functions and interactions is consistent with the 

definition of "ecosystem" provided in Article 2 of the Convention on Biological Diversity: 

"'Ecosystem' means a dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro-organism 

communities and their non-living environment interacting as a functional unit." This 

definition does not specify any particular spatial unit or scale, in contrast to the 

Convention definition of "habitat". Thus, the term "ecosystem" does not, necessarily, 

correspond to the terms "biome" or "ecological zone", but can refer to any functioning unit 

at any scale. Indeed, the scale of analysis and action should be determined by the 

problem being addressed. It could, for example, be a grain of soil, a pond, a forest, a 

biome or the entire biosphere.  

4. The ecosystem approach requires adaptive management to deal with the complex and 

dynamic nature of ecosystems and the absence of complete knowledge or understanding 

of their functioning. Ecosystem processes are often non-linear, and the outcome of such 

processes often shows time-lags. The result is discontinuities, leading to surprise and 

uncertainty. Management must be adaptive in order to be able to respond to such 

uncertainties and contain elements of "learning-by-doing" or research feedback. 

Measures may need to be taken even when some cause-and-effect relationships are not 

yet fully established scientifically.  

5. The ecosystem approach does not preclude other management and conservation 

approaches, such as biosphere reserves, protected areas, and single-species 

conservation programmes, as well as other approaches carried out under existing national 

policy and legislative frameworks, but could, rather, integrate all these approaches and 

other methodologies to deal with complex situations. There is no single way to implement 

the ecosystem approach, as it depends on local, provincial, national, regional or global 

conditions. Indeed, there are many ways in which ecosystem approaches may be used as 

the framework for delivering the objectives of the Convention in practice.  

B. Principles of the ecosystem approach  

6. The following 12 principles are complementary and interlinked: Principle 1: The 

objectives of management of land, water and living resources are a matter of societal 

choice. Rationale: Different sectors of society view ecosystems in terms of their own 

economic, cultural and societal needs. Indigenous peoples and other local communities 

living on the land are important stakeholders and their rights and interests should be 

recognized. Both cultural and biological diversity are central components of the 

ecosystem approach, and management should take this into account. Societal choices 

should be expressed as clearly as possible. Ecosystems should be managed for their 
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intrinsic values and for the tangible or intangible benefits for humans, in a fair and 

equitable way. Principle 2: Management should be decentralized to the lowest appropriate 

level. Rationale: Decentralized systems may lead to greater efficiency, effectiveness and 

equity. Management should involve all stakeholders and balance local interests with the 

wider public interest. The closer management is to the ecosystem, the greater the 

responsibility, ownership, accountability, participation, and use of local knowledge. 

Principle 3: Ecosystem managers should consider the effects (actual or potential) of their 

activities on adjacent and other ecosystems.  

Rationale: Management interventions in ecosystems often have unknown or unpredictable 

effects on other ecosystems; therefore, possible impacts need careful consideration and 

analysis. This may require new arrangements or ways of organization for institutions 

involved in decision-making to make, if necessary, appropriate compromises.  

Principle 4: Recognizing potential gains from management, there is usually a need to 

understand and manage the ecosystem in an economic context. Any such ecosystem-

management programme should:  

(a) Reduce those market distortions that adversely affect biological diversity;  

(b) Align incentives to promote biodiversity conservation and sustainable use;  

(c) Internalize costs and benefits in the given ecosystem to the extent feasible.  

Rationale: The greatest threat to biological diversity lies in its replacement by alternative 

systems of land use. This often arises through market distortions, which undervalue 

natural systems and populations and provide perverse incentives and subsidies to favour 

the conversion of land to less diverse systems.  

Often those who benefit from conservation do not pay the costs associated with 

conservation and, similarly, those who generate environmental costs (e.g. pollution) 

escape responsibility. Alignment of incentives allows those who control the resource to 

benefit and ensures that those who generate environmental costs will pay  

Principle 5: Conservation of ecosystem structure and functioning, in order to maintain 

ecosystem services, should be a priority target of the ecosystem approach.  

Rationale: Ecosystem functioning and resilience depends on a dynamic relationship within 

species, among species and between species and their abiotic environment, as well as 

the physical and chemical interactions within the environment. The conservation and, 

where appropriate, restoration of these interactions and processes is of greater 

significance for the long-term maintenance of biological diversity than simply protection 

of species.  

Principle 6: Ecosystems must be managed within the limits of their functioning.  

Rationale: In considering the likelihood or ease of attaining the management objectives, 

attention should be given to the environmental conditions that limit natural productivity, 

ecosystem structure, functioning and diversity. The limits to ecosystem functioning may 
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be affected to different degrees by temporary, unpredictable or artificially maintained 

conditions and, accordingly, management should be appropriately cautious.  

Principle 7: The ecosystem approach should be undertaken at the appropriate spatial and 

temporal scales.  

Rationale: The approach should be bounded by spatial and temporal scales that are 

appropriate to the objectives. Boundaries for management will be defined operationally by 

users, managers, scientists and indigenous and local peoples. Connectivity between 

areas should be promoted where necessary. The ecosystem approach is based upon the 

hierarchical nature of biological diversity characterized by the interaction and integration 

of genes, species and ecosystems.  

Principle 8: Recognizing the varying temporal scales and lag-effects that characterize 

ecosystem processes, objectives for ecosystem management should be set for the long 

term. Rationale: Ecosystem processes are characterized by varying temporal scales and 

lag-effects. This inherently conflicts with the tendency of humans to favour short-term 

gains and immediate benefits over future ones.  

Principle 9: Management must recognize that change is inevitable. Rationale: Ecosystems 

change, including species composition and population abundance. Hence, management 

should adapt to the changes. Apart from their inherent dynamics of change, ecosystems 

are beset by a complex of uncertainties and potential "surprises" in the human, biological 

and environmental realms. Traditional disturbance regimes may be important for 

ecosystem structure and functioning, and may need to be maintained or restored. The 

ecosystem approach must utilize adaptive management in order to anticipate and cater 

for such changes and events and should be cautious in making any decision that may 

foreclose options, but, at the same time, consider mitigating actions to cope with long-

term changes such as climate change  

Principle 10: The ecosystem approach should seek the appropriate balance between, and 

integration of, conservation and use of biological diversity.  

Rationale: Biological diversity is critical both for its intrinsic value and because of the key 

role it plays in providing the ecosystem and other services upon which we all ultimately 

depend. There has been a tendency in the past to manage components of biological 

diversity either as protected or non-protected. There is a need for a shift to more flexible 

situations, where conservation and use are seen in context and the full range of measures 

is applied in a continuum from strictly protected to human-made ecosystems.  

Principle 11: The ecosystem approach should consider all forms of relevant information, 

including scientific and indigenous and local knowledge, innovations and practices.  

Rationale: Information from all sources is critical to arriving at effective ecosystem 

management strategies. A much better knowledge of ecosystem functions and the impact 

of human use is desirable. All relevant information from any concerned area should be 

shared with all stakeholders and actors, taking into account, inter alia, any decision to be 

taken underArticle 8(j) of the Convention on Biological Diversity. Assumptions behind 

proposed management decisions should be made explicit and checked against available 

knowledge and views of stakeholders.  
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Principle 12: The ecosystem approach should involve all relevant sectors of society and 

scientific disciplines. Rationale: Most problems of biological-diversity management are 

complex, with many interactions, side-effects and implications, and therefore should 

involve the necessary expertise and stakeholders at the local, national, regional and 

international level, as appropriate.  

C. Operational guidance for application of the ecosystem approach  

7. In applying the 12 principles of the ecosystem approach, the following five points are 

proposed as operational guidance.  

1. Focus on the functional relationships and processes within ecosystems  

8. The many components of biodiversity control the stores and flows of energy, water and 

nutrients within ecosystems, and provide resistance to major perturbations. A much better 

knowledge of ecosystem functions and structure, and the roles of the components of 

biological diversity in ecosystems, is required, especially to understand: (i) ecosystem 

resilience and the effects of biodiversity loss (species and genetic levels) and habitat 

fragmentation; (ii) underlying causes of biodiversity loss; and (iii) determinants of local 

biological diversity in management decisions. Functional biodiversity in ecosystems 

provides many goods and services of economic and social importance. While there is a 

need to accelerate efforts to gain new knowledge about functional biodiversity, ecosystem 

management has to be carried out even in the absence of such knowledge. The 

ecosystem approach can facilitate practical management by ecosystem managers 

(whether local communities or national policy makers).  

2. Enhance benefit-sharing  

9. Benefits that flow from the array of functions provided by biological diversity at the 

ecosystem level provide the basis of human environmental security and sustainability. The 

ecosystem approach seeks that the benefits derived from these functions are maintained 

or restored. In particular, these functions should benefit the stakeholders responsible for 

their production and management. This requires, inter alia: capacity-building, especially 

at the level of local communities managing biological diversity in ecosystems; the proper 

valuation of ecosystem goods and services; the removal of perverse incentives that 

devalue ecosystem goods and services; and, consistent with the provisions of the 

Convention on Biological Diversity, where appropriate, their replacement with local 

incentives for good management practices. 3. Use adaptive management practices  

10. Ecosystem processes and functions are complex and variable. Their level of 

uncertainty is increased by the interaction with social constructs, which need to be better 

understood. Therefore, ecosystem management must involve a learning process, which 

helps to adapt methodologies and practices to the ways in which these systems are being 

managed and monitored. Implementation programmes should be designed to adjust to the 

unexpected, rather than to act on the basis of a belief in certainties. Ecosystem 

management needs to recognize the diversity of social and cultural factors affecting 

natural-resource use. Similarly, there is a need for flexibility in policy-making and 

implementation. Long-term, inflexible decisions are likely to be inadequate or even 

destructive. Ecosystem management should be envisaged as a long-term experiment that 

builds on its results as it progresses. This "learning-by-doing" will also serve as an 

important source of information to gain knowledge of how best to monitor the results of 
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management and evaluate whether established goals are being attained. In this respect, it 

would be desirable to establish or strengthen capacities of Parties for monitoring.  

4. Carry out management actions at the scale appropriate for the issue being addressed, 

with decentralization to lowest level, as appropriate  

11. As noted in section A above, an ecosystem is a functioning unit that can operate at 

any scale, depending upon the problem or issue being addressed. This understanding 

should define the appropriate level for management decisions and actions. Often, this 

approach will imply decentralization to the level of local communities. Effective 

decentralization requires proper empowerment, which implies that the stakeholder both 

has the opportunity to assume responsibility and the capacity to carry out the appropriate 

action, and needs to be supported by enabling policy and legislative frameworks. Where 

common property resources are involved, the most appropriate scale for management 

decisions and actions would necessarily be large enough to encompass the effects of 

practices by all the relevant stakeholders. Appropriate institutions would be required for 

such decision-making and, where necessary, for conflict resolution. Some problems and 

issues may require action at still higher levels, through, for example, transboundary 

cooperation, or even cooperation at global levels.  

5. Ensure intersectoral cooperation  

12. As the primary framework of action to be taken under the Convention, the ecosystem 

approach should be fully taken into account in developing and reviewing national 

biodiversity strategies and action plans. There is also a need to integrate the ecosystem 

approach into agriculture, fisheries, forestry and other production systems that have an 

effect on biodiversity. Management of natural resources, according to the ecosystem 

approach, calls for increased intersectoral communication and cooperation at a range of 

levels (government ministries, management agencies, etc.). This might be promoted 

through, for example, the formation of inter-ministerial bodies within the Government or 

the creation of networks for sharing information and experience  
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Illustrations of the Country Report of the Russian MAB Committee on activities  
in 2003-2005 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure. 1. Zonation of the Kedrovaya Pad Biosphere Reserve 
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Fig. 2. Alternatives for oil pipeline construction in Primorskiy Krai 
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Figure. 3. Zonation of Khankaiskiy Biosphere Reserve 

 



 
Figure. 4. Map of the Daurian international protected area 
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Figure. 5. Current state of zonation and perspectives of enlargement of Daurskiy 
Biosphere Reserve 
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Activity Report 
of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network  (2003-2004) 

 
 

Dr. R. Jayakumar 
Programme Specialist  

UNESCO Office Beijing 
 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Twenty Seventh (1993) General Conference of UNESCO, adopted draft resolution 
proposed by the Republic of Korea and supported by several Member States such as Australia, 
China and Indonesia, and called upon UNESCO Member States of Asia Pacific to strengthen 
cooperation in the implementation of the Action Plan for Biosphere Reserve.  
 
In response to the General Conference invitation, during 1994 a Cooperative Scientific Study of 
East Asian Biosphere Reserves was launched by East Asian Members States, namely the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), Japan, Mongolia, People's Republic of China 
(PR China) and the Republic of Korea (ROK) in cooperation with the UNESCO Offices in 
Jakarta and Beijing and the Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme Secretariat at UNESCO, 
Paris. As part of this Cooperative Scientific Study, two technical meetings of representatives 
from participating East Asian Countries were held during 1994.  
 
At the second meeting held in Changbaishan Biosphere Reserve of China, representatives from 
DPR Korea, Japan, Mongolia, PR China and RO Korea unanimously agreed to formalize the 
establishment of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN). A statute for the sub-
regional network has been prepared by UNESCO and approved by the EABRN member states. 
During 1998 an official request to join EABRN was submitted by MAB Committee of Russian 
Federation to UNESCO and was welcomed by the EABRN member states. Thus six EABRN 
members and its activities span over 50 Biosphere Reserves across the region (Annex-1).  
 
 
2. Eighth EABRN Meeting 
 
The 8th Meeting of the UNESCO-MAB East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN-8) 
was held from 18 to 23 August 2003 at the Hustai Nuruu Biosphere Reserve in Mongolia, with 
more than 60 participants in total.  The event was held in this Biosphere Reserve of Mongolia 
upon the decision of all the members of the EABRN. At the invitation of the Mongolian 
Government, the meeting was hosted jointly by the Mongolian MAB Committee and the 
UNESCO Offices in Beijing and Jakarta in co-operation with the Mongolian National 
Commission for UNESCO and the Hustai Nuruu Biosphere Reserve and the Ministry of Nature 
and Environment of Mongolia.  
 
The meeting brought together participants from six EABRN member states of the Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), Japan, Mongolia, P.R. China, Republic of Korea (ROK) 
and the Russian Federation, and attendance from the Netherlands as an observer. 
 
The EABRN-8 provided an excellent opportunity for the member countries to exchange their 
experiences and information on the following subjects: 
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• Trans-boundary Conservation Cooperation 
• Eco-tourism Development in Biosphere Reserves 
• Conservation policy and assessment 
• Capacity building for Sustainable Management of Biosphere Reserves 

 
Some 40 papers, reports and oral presentations were made and deliberated at the EABRN-8.  
The meeting also offered an opportunity for the participating countries to carry out the field 
evaluation of the Hustai Nuruu Biosphere Reserve on the 20th of September 2003, which was 
facilitated the exchange of experiences between local biosphere reserve management staff and 
the EABRN experts.  
 
The participating six EABRN member states agreed upon the following principles of co-
operation for the next years, which was described as the Hustai Nuruu Statement adopted on the 
last day of the meeting: 
  

• The EABRN continues to pursue the facilitation of i) the exchange and transfer of 
information and ii) the sharing of experiences on biosphere management among 
the six member states; 

• An EABRN Task Force to develop a training programme within the framework of 
EABRN is established; 

• Trans-boundary biodiversity conservation shall be further promoted, provided that 
the overall political framework conditions are favourable; 

• Ecotourism and conservation policies remain the primary interest to the EABRN; 
and 

• The EABRN shall further develop or strengthen its partnerships with other related 
organizations, institutions, companies and initiatives.  

 
The next EABRN meeting was set to take place in Jeju Island, ROK in 2004. The priority topics 
of that meeting shall be “Conservation and sustainable use of island ecology” and “Local 
participation in the decision-making process”. 
 

 
 

Photo 1: Participants of the 8th EABRN 
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Photo 2: Field Evaluation of the Hustai Nuruu Biosphere Reserve 
 
 
3. First EABRN Training Course 
 
In January 2004, the Training Task Force composed of delegates from the six EABRN member 
countries (China, D.P.R. Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Republic of Korea and Russian Federation) 
met in Beijing and agreed that a priority topic for the first EABRN Training Course to be held in 
summer should be the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS).  
 
1st EABRN Training Course on GIS applications in the Management of Biosphere Reserves was 
held from 15 to 31 August 2004 in Beijing and Wolong Biosphere Reserve, Sichuan Province, 
China. The training course was organized by the Research Center for Eco-Environmental 
Sciences (RCEES), Chinese Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the UNESCO Office 
Beijing. 
 
The main objectives of the training course were to: 
 

• Provide the basis for increased technical knowledge among member states less 
experienced in GIS technology, and to promote GIS capacity-building in these 
states;  

• Promote exchange of knowledge and experiences among the EABRN countries 
about the use of GIS in Biosphere Reserve management; 

• Discuss ideas for effectively presenting GIS data to decision-makers to effect 
positive environmental policy development; 

 
The training course was composed of 3 parts; a) Intensive Technical/System Training; b) GIS as 
a management/Decision-Making Tool; and c) A Field Visit to the Wolong Biosphere Reserve in 
Sichuan Province. Two guest experts from Japan and Republic of Korea were invited to the 
training course to present the practical examples of application of GIS technologies to the 
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management. Furthermore, to ensure the effect of the training course, 4 laptop computers with 
free GIS software were provided to China, D.P.R. Korea, Mongolia and Russian Federation for 
their necessary follow-up activities. In total 15 participants from six EABRN member states 
attended.   
 
The first week executed Part A, mainly focused on intensive GIS technology training, 
considering most of the participants without or with little GIS knowledge background and 
application experiences. Basic principles of GIS were introduced step by step through regular 
sessions, following with the relative computer practices. Since GIS technology develops very 
fast, more powerful GIS functionality and new tools are improved very fast. In the later part of 
the first week, several lectures were designed to introduce the latest developments of GIS, 
update important GIS functionality extensions, and associated important geographic tools, such 
as RS and GPS techniques. Sufficient computer based exercises were provided for the 
participants to learn how utilize GIS software to solve real geographical problems. Arcview 
software was selected as the main GIS tool for this course.  
 
During the first weekend, half day was reserved for the participants’ mid-term feedback with the 
purpose of knowing how the participants’ response to the basic GIS technology training course 
for the past first week and how to optimize the next course arrangement with the participants’ 
feedback. All the participants are warmly engaged in the discussion and exchange of their 
experience and understanding about the course study. Except for the feedback discussion, many 
of the participants took advantage of this chance to present their research work and share their 
research experience with each other. More debates were raised for the interesting specific topics 
from different participants. 
 
In the second week, Part B, GIS-based nature reserve management was introduced. Integrated 
with some successful cases about Chinese nature reserve management, several lectures 
introduced what’s the strength of GIS technology on nature reserve management, how to 
establish scientific methodology to employ GIS technique and efficiently implement on nature 
reserve management. All the participants showed great passion on these topics, and much 
discussion and argument were stimulated on the class. The participants asked many interesting 
questions related to GIS-supported technology and strategy development for solving real issues 
in nature reserve management. For the course arrangement, two important Chinese study cases 
about GIS-based information system developed by Research Center for Eco-Environmental 
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing and successfully implemented in local sites, 
for assisting nature reserve management were introduced. One case is about the geographic 
information system built for managing the mass data storage for big nature reserve, and the 
other is the efficient forest fire predicting and evaluating system. Through these real cases 
introduction, the participants could have more recognition about how to apply GIS technology 
in real nature reserve work.  
 
As the end of the course teaching, a practical exercise on how to evaluate land suitability for 
bio-habitat, about giant panda habitat in Wolong nature reserve, China, was designed and 
assigned to the participants in order to test the participants’ mastering about the GIS technology 
and ability to solve real geographic problems. The participants were suggested to separate into 
different small groups in order to pool everybody’s intelligent expertise to complete the exercise 
together. Every group was engaged fully in this exercise and finished it within the schedule 
arrangement, one and a half day. After this, one participant from every group was selected to 
present their evaluated methodology and results to the rest of the class. All the groups 
completed the proposed questions for the exercise. Some participants also brought forward new 
questions and established different methodology for analyzing habitat suitability assessment 
problems. Except for the introduction on the Chinese nature reserve work, three international 
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experts from South Korea, Japan and USA were invited to give lectures on more cases about 
how to apply GIS tools for different research work fields. 
 
Three days field visit to Wolong nature reserve as Part C, Sichuan province, China, was 
organized as the last series of this course to complement the theory knowledge. This field visit 
provided vivid evidence of the real nature reserve situation in China, and the participants saw 
how the local people manage the conserve with GIS tool support. 
 
At the end of the training course, all the participants were asked to fill an evaluation 
questionnaire designed by UNESCO. This questionnaire covered the overall performance, such 
as the quality of lectures, course material, exercises, teaching facilities etc.   
 
Overall evaluation of this training course by the participants is very positive. All the participants 
recognized the importance of the training course that facilitates the discussion and co-operation 
among 6 EABRN member states as well. Based on the evaluation questionnaires and 
conversation with the participants during the training course, UNESCO Office Beijing would 
like to refer to some points.   
 
The evaluating answers and comments/suggestions from participants are as follows: 
 

1. The lectures and course material were well prepared. 
2. The instructors communicated clearly and effectively. 
3. The instructors have motivated us to learn more about the subject. 
4. The facilities available for the conduct of the course were good. 
5. I gained a good understanding of the concept/principles in this field. 
6. The topics chosen for the course were relevant and useful. 
7. The practical exercises were sufficient. 
8. The coordinators were friendly and helpful. 
9. Hospitality, including boarding and lodging, was good. 
10. Overall, the organization and conduct of the course were good. 
11. Interaction among the other participants to develop further collaboration. 
12. Do you recommend that the course be conducted in future? 
 

 Yes 15 people  No 0 
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Specific comments from participants: 
 

1. All the lectures given are thought to be excellent for beginners of GIS. Especially 
guest lectures from other countries are well prepared and much helpful. 

2. I think the training course was very effective for the management of BRs. Especially 
applying GIS to the management will be very helpful. I hope this training course 
will be continued in future. 

3. I think there needs some programmes for facilitating the partnership of participants. 
4. More practices and exercises will be more helpful. 
5. As to me, extensive training courses on specialized software use would be useful. 
6. This training is very important and useful for me. 
7. The following (next) training courses should cover individual topics for at least 3 

days, including lectures and case studies. The latter is crucial. And all should be 
supported by extensive and active participation in discussion with provided 
comments/experiences sharing etc. The topics can be as: urban management with 
GIS, GIS/RS in desertification/land degradation etc. P.S. May be there is a need for 
socializing activities, that would let people to get acquainted with each other 
(important).  

 
4. EABRN Web Site 
 
Following transfer of responsibilities of EABRN Secretariat from UNESCO Jakarta to Beijing 
now the EABRN web site is available at UNESCO Office Beijing official web page. This web 
page gives introduction to EABRN programme in addition a short report of all the past seven 
meetings are available, the eighth meeting full report is available for download from web page. 
We welcome the members of EABRN to provide critical comments and usefulness of the page, 
also we encourage them to use this facility to share the information with others. We are 
continuously updating this page with latest information. 
You can access the EABRN Web pages at: 
 
http://www.unescobeijing.org/projects/view.do?channelId=00400200 
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Screen shot of EABRN Web page 
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Annex-1 - List of Biosphere Reserve Sites in East Asian Region 

 

CHINA    BR Site   Year of 
Approval 

1 Changbaishan  1979  
2 Dinghushan  1979  
3 Wolong  1979  
4 Fanjingshan 1986  
5 Xilin Gol 1987  
6 Wuyishan  1987  
7 Bogeda  1990  
8 Shennongjia  1990  
9 Yancheng  1992  

10 Xishuangbanna  1993  
11 Maolan  1996  
12 Tianmushan  1996  
13 Fenglin  1997  
14 Jiuzhaigou Valley 1997  
15 Nanji Islands 1998  
16 Shankou Mangrove 2000  
17 Baishuijiang  2000  
18 Gaoligong Mountain 2000  
19 Huanglong 2000  
20 Baotianman 2001  
21 Saihan Wula 2001  
22 Dalai Lake  2002  
23 Wudalianchi 2003 
24 Yading 2003 
25 Foping 2004 
26 Qomolangma 2004 

DPR KOREA       
1 Mount Paekdu 1989  
2 Mt. Kuwol 2004 

JAPAN        
1 Mount Hakusan  1980  
2 Mount Odaigahara & Mount Omine  1980  
3 Shiga Highland 1980  
4 Yakushima Island   

RO KOREA       
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http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+01&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+02&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+03&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+04&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+05&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+06&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+07&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+08&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+09&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+10&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+11&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+12&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+13&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+14&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+15&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+16&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+17&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+18&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+19&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+20&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+21&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+22&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+23&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=CPR+24&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=DRK+01&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=JPN+01&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=JPN+02&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=JPN+03&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=JPN+04&mode=all


1 Mount Sorak  1982  
2 Jeju Island  2002  

 

MONGOLIA        
1 Great Gobi  1990  
2 Boghd Khan Uul  1996  
3 Uvs Nuur Basin  1997  
4 Hustai Nuruu 2002  
5 Dornod Mongol 2005 

RUSSIAN  
FEDERATION 
(East of the Ural 
Mountains)

      

1 Sikhote-Alin  1978  
2 Kronotskiy  1984  
3 Sayano-Shushenskiy 1984  
4 Sokhondinskiy 1984  
5 Baikalskyi  1986  
6 Tzentralnosibirskii  1986  
7 Barguzinskyi 1986  
8 Taimyrsky 1995  
9 Ubsunorskaya Kotlovina 1997  

10 Daursky 1997  
11 Katunsky 2000  
12 Commander Islands 2002  
13 Far East Marine  2003 
14 Kedrovaya Pad 2004 
15 Khankaiskiy 2005 
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http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=ROK+01&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=ROK+02&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=MON+01&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=MON+02&mode=all
http://www2.unesco.org/mab/br/brdir/directory/biores.asp?code=MON+03&mode=all
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Abstract 
 
In this article, the author provides a synthesis on the various regional and thematic networks of the 
UNESCO MAB Programme which have been created in particular in response to Article 8 of the 
Statutory Framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves. More detailed information is given on 
the 3 subregional networks in Asia: SACAM, SeaBRnet and EABRN. Finally, common themes permeating 
all Asian networks are discussed which could provide a platform for joint cooperation in the overall 
Asian context. 
 
At the Seville Conference on Biosphere Reserves (held in Seville, Spain, 1995), the participating experts 
prepared a draft “Statutory Framework for the World Network of Biosphere Reserves”, which spelled out 
the conditions for the overall functioning of the network. This draft text was considered and approved as 
28 C/Resolution 2.4 by the UNESCO General Conference at  its 28th session in November 1995.  
 
 
Article 8 of the Statutory Framework for the World Network of Biosphere Reserves refers to 
regional and thematic sub-networks. It stipulates: “States should encourage the constitution and 
co-operative operation of regional and/or thematic sub-networks of biosphere reserves, and 
promote development of information exchanges, including electronic information, within the 
framework of these sub-networks”. 
 
Already before the adoption of the Statutory Framework, some regional and sub-regional MAB 
(Man and the Biosphere) networks existed, such as EuroMAB and the EABRN (East Asian 
Biosphere Reserve Network). However, Article 8 provided a strong impetus for Member States 
of UNESCO to create additional networks so that themes of importance to a particular region, or 
sub-region, could be addressed at the regional or sub-regional level, which share similar 
environmental and cultural conditions. 
 
To-date, the following MAB networks have been established: 
 

• AfriMAB (serving countries of the Sub-saharan Region); 
• ArabMAB (comprising Arab States active in the MAB Programme); 
• EuroMAB (a cross-continental network involving Western and Eastern Europe, as 

well as Northern America); 
• IberoMAB (also a cross-continental network involving countries of the Latin 

American region as well as Portugal and Spain); 
• CYTED (Programa iberoamericano de ciencia y tecnologia para el desarrollo = 

Ibero-American Programme for science and technology for development; this 
network has a specific sub-programme area related to biosphere reserves); 
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• REDBIOS (a tri-continental network involving Cape Verde, Mauritania, Morocco, 
Portugal, Senegal and Spain). 

• Northern Sciences Network (promoting collaboration on tundra and arctic 
ecosystems with the participation of Canada, Denmark/Greenland, Finland, 
Iceland, Norway, Russian Federation, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America). 

• SACAM (South and Central Asia MAB Network); 
• SeaBRnet (Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network); and 
• EABRN (East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network). 

 
In the following, the three sub-regional networks in Asia are highlighted. 
 
The youngest of the Asian MAB networks is the “South and Central Asian MAB (SACAM) 
Network, which was officially launched in 2003. It is composed of eight participating countries: 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.  
SACAM is open for memberships of additional countries of the sub-region wishing to adhere to 
the network.  
  
The idea for a SACAM Network was floored at the “Regional Meeting of Co-ordinators of 
MAB National Committees in South and Central Asia”, which took place in Dehra Dun (India) 
in February 2001. Participants felt the need for closer collaboration within the sub-region to 
facilitate information exchange on biodiversity conservation, forest ecosystems, land 
degradation and rehabilitation in vulnerable ecological systems, and waste management.  
 
The SACAM Network was officially launched at the “South and Central Asian MAB Meeting 
of Experts on Environmental Conservation, Management and Research”, which was hosted by 
the MAB National Committee of Sri Lanka in Hikkaduwa in October 2002. At this meeting, the 
draft statues of the future SACAM network were reviewed, finalized and adopted by consensus 
(see attached as Annex 1). 
 
The main purposes of the SACAM Network are: 
 

• To exchange information on the three functions of biosphere reserves; 
• To compare experience on biosphere reserve management; 
• To identify short-term inter-disciplinary studies on biodiversity conservation and 

sustainable development; 
• To provide opportunities for biosphere reserve managers and MAB National 

Committees to improve their knowledge on the Seville Strategy for Biosphere 
Reserves;  

• To promote cooperation between the SACAM Network and other UNESCO 
Member States in the Asia-Pacific region. 

 
Following the Hikkaduwa meeting in Sri Lanka, the second SACAM Network meeting was 
hosted by the MAB National Committee of the Islamic Republic of Iran in Zibakenar in 
September 2004. At this meeting, MAB-Iran proposed “sustainable ecotourism” as an additional 
topic for sub-regional cooperation, and suggested to establish a study centre in Iran on this topic 
which would serve the SACAM Member States. Iran was invited to prepare a consolidated 
proposal on the mandate, objectives, activities and the functioning of this centre, which would 
be considered by the SACAM Network at the third SACAM Network meeting. This third 
meeting will probably be held in Bangladesh in 2006. 
 
SACAM has already produced 2 SACAM Newsletters, and a third one is in preparation. The 
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SACAM Network is serviced by the UNESCO-New Delhi Office with additional support from 
UNESCO Headquarters.  
 
The second sub-regional Asian MAB Network is the “Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve 
Network (SeaBRnet)”. It comprises 10 countries: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Japan, Laos, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam.  
 
SeaBRnet originated as a result of the (land-water) ECOTONE Seminar Series sponsored by the 
Government of Japan and implemented by UNESCO-MAB since the early 1990s. At the Can 
Gio Regional MAB Workshop held in Ho Chi Minh City (Viet Nam) in October 1998, a 
proposal came to the fore to establish a sub-regional MAB Network for the Southeast Asian 
countries. Accordingly, the UNESCO-Jakarta Office prepared draft statutes for such a network, 
which were reviewed at the “Pre-Ecotone/SeaBRnet Expert Meeting” held in Bogo (Indonesia) 
in September 2003. The revised statutes were further reviewed and then approved by the 
participants of the ECONTONE II-1 Workshop and SeaBRnet-3 Meeting organized in Phnom 
Penh and Siem Reap (Cambodia) in late October 2005. The Statutes of the SeaBRnet Network 
are appended as Annex 2. 
 
In essence, the objectives of the SeaBRnet Network are as follows: 
 

• To exchange information on the three functions of biosphere reserves; 
• To provide support through activities (such as case studies and pilot projects) to 

biosphere reserves in Southeast Asia so that they can function as models for 
sustainable development and conservation; 

• To improve capacity-building in biosphere reserve management; 
• To identify short-term inter-disciplinary studies on biodiversity conservation and 

sustainable development; 
• To promote cooperation with similar networks in other parts of the worlds, such as 

EABRN, SACAM, EuroMAB, and partnerships with regional and international 
organizations and programmes. 

 
The third sub-regional MAB Network in Asia is the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network 
(EABRN). The following countries participate in this network: China, Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Republic of Korea, and the Russian Federation. 
 
As this sub-regional network is well known to the participants of the current EABRN-9 meeting 
held in Jeju Island (Republic of Korea) from 30 August to 3 September 2005, the author of this 
article is not going into a detailed presentation of EABRN. Suffice it to say that it was already 
initiated in 1994 and benefited from eight previous network meetings, the last one being 
organized in Vladivostok (Russian Federation) in September 2001. 
 
Three priority themes have been identified for EABRN: 
 

• Ecotourism; 
• Conservation policy; 
• Transboundary conservation. 

 
The EABRN network was originally serviced by the UNESCO-Jakarta Office until its 
Secretariat shifted to the UNESCO-Beijing Office. 
 
When taking a closer look at the three sub-regional MAB Networks in Asia, it is interesting to 
note that several communalities exist: 
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All Member States of the three networks have expressed the will to work closer together in a 
sub-regional context; moreover, they also welcome collaboration with the other existing 
networks, in particular in Asia. 
 
All three networks focus primarily on biosphere reserves, and in addition have identified a 
number of themes of particular importance to the respective sub-region. One theme that has 
been selected by all three Asian MAB networks is the theme on “(sustainable) ecotourism”. As 
we know, ecotourism is a major economic activity in many coastal, and especially insular, 
biosphere reserves. It would, therefore, be appropriate to start a reflection process on how 
greater collaboration among the three Asian MAB Networks could be accomplished by focusing 
on a study project that addresses the opportunities and the constraints of ecotourism in coastal 
and insular biosphere reserves in the Asian context. Such a theme could be an excellent platform 
for future collaboration, not only at the sub-regional levels, but also at the regional level in Asia. 
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Annex 1 

 
THE STATUTES OF THE SOUTH AND CENTRAL ASIA MAB 

NETWORK 
 
 
I.     Background 
 

During a Regional Meeting of Co-ordinators of National MAB Committees and Biosphere 

Reserves, organized by the UNESCO-New Delhi Office in collaboration with the Indian 

National Committee for MAB and the Ministry of Environment and Forests, and hosted by 

the Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education at Dehra Dun, from 22-25 

February 2001, MAB representatives from eight Asian countries - Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka,  expressed the 

will to forge closer sub-regional collaboration by initiating a process that would lead to 

the creation of a ‘South and Central Asia MAB Network’.    

 

During the discussions, there was a general consensus that the new network would 

operate principally in the context of biosphere reserves and similarly managed areas and 

would focus on a number of thematic topics for regional collaboration, such as traditional 

ecological knowledge, biodiversity conservation, forest ecosystems, land degradation and 

rehabilitation in vulnerable ecological systems (such as wetlands, drylands, and 

mountains) and waste management.    Sri Lanka offered to host the regional meeting in 

2002, and also offered to produce a regional “South and Central Asia MAB Newsletter” to 

enhance networking. 

 

It was also agreed that the scientific papers presented at the Dehra Dun meeting would be 

published through the UNESCO - New Delhi Office, with a synthesis of the presented 

papers as well as the results of the meeting being made available on the UNESCO-MAB 

website in preparation of the meeting of the South and Central Asian MAB representatives 

in Sri Lanka in October 2002. 

 

Taking note of the Statutory Framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, and 

in particular its Article 8 that encourages the establishment of regional and thematic sub-

networks, the representatives of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Islamic Republic of Iran, 

Nepal, the Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka participating in the South and Central Asian 

MAB Meeting held in Hikkaduwa (Sri Lanka) from 15 to 18 October 2002, agreed that the 

Statutes of the “South and Central Asia MAB Network” shall be as follows: 

 

II.       Name of the Network 
 

The name of the network shall be ‘South and Central Asia MAB Network’, which shall be 

abbreviated and hereinafter referred to as SACAM Network. 

 

 

III. Objectives:    
 

i) To provide an institutional mechanism for South and Central Asian countries to 

exchange information on the three functions of biosphere reserves. 
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ii) To compare experience in the management of biosphere reserves in South 

and Central Asia, particularly in relation to zoning and harmonizing a biosphere 

reserve’s goal of conserving biodiversity with its function of supporting socio-

economic development of local economies and people; 

 

iii) To exchange information with regard to institutional and administrative 

arrangements for the management of biosphere reserves of South and Central 

Asia and to make appropriate recommendations for improvement; 

 

iv) To identify, design and implement short-term multi-disciplinary and inter-

disciplinary studies that explore and demonstrate links between conservation 

of biodiversity and sustainable socio-economic development of local people 

in and around biosphere reserves of South and Central Asia. 

 

v) To provide opportunities for staff of biosphere reserves and coordinators of 

MAB National Committees in South and Central Asia to improve their 

knowledge and skills in implementing the Seville Strategy for Biosphere 

Reserves. 

 

vi) To promote and strengthen co-operation between the SACAM Network and 

other UNESCO Member States in the Asia Pacific Region in the implementation 

of the Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves, and 

 

vii) To promote and facilitate information exchange and  inter-regional co-

operation with similar networks in other parts of Asia and in the world (such as 

the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network, EABRN; the Southeast Asian 

Biosphere Reserve Network, SeaBRNet; the African MAB Network, AfriMAB; the 

Arab MAB Network, ArabMAB; the European MAB Network, EuroMAB; the Latin 

American Biosphere Reserves Network, IberoMAB; and the Ibero-American 

Programme for the Development of Science and Technology, CYTED) and 

international organizations, such as IUCN, as well as any other interested 

international organization.  

 

IV. Membership 
 

The following organizations/individuals from Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Islamic 

Republoic of Iran, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka are considered to be 

members of the SACAM Network:  the MAB National Committees and affiliated government 

and private sector agencies; the UNESCO National Commissions and affiliated 

government and private sector agencies; staff of SACAM Network biosphere reserves 

included in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves; and UNESCO staff of the 

International Secretariat of the MAB Programme and the UNESCO Offices in New Delhi 

(India) and Teheran (Islamic Republic of Iran), Islamabad (Pakistan), Kathmandu (Nepal) 

and Dhaka (Bangladesh). 

 

Others who are part of national biosphere reserves in South and Central Asia, may be 

invited by Members to participate in specific activities of the SACAM Network.   Similarly, 

representatives of other MAB Networks (in particular – EABRN and SeaBRNet), UNESCO 

National Commissions, MAB National Committees and affiliated government and private 

sector agencies in South and Central Asian countries other than those belonging to the 
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SACAM Network, and international organizations (e.g. IUCN and UNEP) may be invited to 

participate in activities of the SACAM Network. 

 

Any other country of the region may become a member of the SACAM Network upon its 

explicit request and upon approval by the SACAM countries. 

 

V. Activities: 
 

(a) Meetings: 

 

i) There shall be at least one meeting of the SACAM Network Members every two 

years. 

 

ii) SACAM Network Members shall periodically (e.g. once every five  years) meet  

with other countries of the Asia Pacific Region.  

 

 

(b) Seminars and workshops: 

 

Apart from the meetings mentioned under (i) above, SACAM Network Members 

may organize special scientific seminars and/or training workshops .  While the 

frequency of the organization of such events shall depend upon available financial 

and other resources, training workshops shall be organized at least once every 3 

years. 

 

(c) Exchange of specialists  

 

Scientists, administrators, managers and policy-makers concerned with the 

implementation of the Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves in a SACAM Network 

country may visit other countries to share knowledge and experience.   Whenever 

possible, delegation(s) of SACAM Network countries may visit biosphere reserves 

in countries outside the Network to exchange views regarding biosphere reserve 

management. 

 

(d) Dissemination and exchange of information: 

 

SACAM Network Members will regularly exchange, either directly, or through the 

services of one of the National MAB Committees or through the International MAB 

Secretariat in UNESCO, Paris, or the UNESCO Offices in New Delhi, Teheran, 

Islamabad, Kathmandu and Dhaka information on issues, problems and solutions 

to the management of biosphere reserves.  Such exchange of information shall 

utilize newly evolving electronic media as well as conventional instruments such as 

newsletters, brochures and technical and popular articles.  SACAM in co-

operation with UNESCO shall ensure that the proceedings of all meetings, 

seminars and workshops covered as part of SACAM activities shall be published 

and disseminated with minimum possible delay. 

 

(e) Research co-operation: 

 

Any SACAM Members may initiate bilateral and multilateral co-operation for 

carrying out research on specific themes and issues of biosphere reserve 
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management.  In this regard a Member may, in consultation with other Members, 

solicit co-operation, outside of the South and Central Asian Region, as well as of 

international organizations and donors. 

 

(f) Management co-operation of trans-border biosphere reserves: 

 

All SACAM Members are encouraged, through the launching of specific projects, 

co-operation between management of trans-border biosphere reserves (e.g. 

Sunderbans Mangrove Ecosystems, both in India and Bangladesh; Manas - in 

Bhutan and India).  Such co-operation is particularly encouraged with respect to 

SACAM Members’ participation in the implementation of multilateral agreements, 

such as the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the United Nations 

Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), the Ramsar Convention on 

Wetlands, the World Heritage Convention (WHC) and other relevant multilateral 

agreements. 

 

(g) Promotion and fund raising : 

 

Any SACAM Member, in consultation with other Members, may launch private or 

public sector campaigns to promote the work of SACAM and to generate funds for 

the activities of the SACAM Network. 

 

VI. Budget    
 

The core-budget for the operations of the SACAM Network shall derive from funds of 

UNESCO’s Regular Programme and Budget approved for the activities of SACAM by the 

General Conference, particularly those earmarked for implementing the Seville Strategy for 

Biosphere Reserves by UNESCO Offices in New Delhi (India), Teheran (Islamic Republic of 

Iran) and the MAB Secretariat in UNESCO, Paris.   Other UNESCO contributions to SACAM 

may derive from the Director-General’s allocations for specific draft resolutions relevant 

to SACAM and approved by the General Conference, National and Regional Participation 

Programmes requests and specific proposals submitted to, and approved by the 

International Co-ordinating Council and the Secretariat of the MAB Programme. 

 

Any SACAM Member State may provide funds to support SACAM activities, through funds-

in-trust or voluntary contributions schemes of UNESCO, or directly to a recipient Member 

in another SACAM country(ies).  SACAM Members, individually or jointly may prepare 

projects for consideration of funding by regional and/or international donors as well as 

launch fund-raising campaigns to support SACAM activities. 

 

A SACAM Member may provide support to activities in kind:  e.g. a SACAM Member may 

agree to host and meet all local expenses of visitors from other SACAM States if the latter 

(or other Members such as UNESCO) are meeting the costs of international travel of 

visitors; all such contributions in kind made by SACAM Members shall be acknowledged in 

publications which are  the outcome of the activity under consideration.   

 

VII. Administration and coordination  
 

The activities of the network shall be administered and coordinated by the UNESCO-New 

Delhi Office, in co-operation with UNESCO-MAB, Paris and a national focal point in each 

SACAM Member Country.  Any SACAM Member country may discuss with UNESCO-New 
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Delhi Office, short-term arrangements for one of its specialists assisting UNESCO-New 

Delhi Office, in implementation of SACAM activities.  Countries belonging to  SACAM  

activities i.e. Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Maldives, Nepal, 

Pakistan and Sri Lanka, may also unanimously decide, at any time in the future, to assign 

Secretariat responsibilities to one among themselves. 

 

All funds which are administered by the UNESCO-New Delhi Office and the UNESCO-

Teheran Office shall be in accordance with the UNESCO Manual Guidelines for managing 

a specific category (Regular Programme, funds-in-trust, etc.) of programme funds.  

Whenever a donor who is not a Member of SACAM agrees to provide financial assistance 

to SACAM activities the procedures for the management of the said funds will be mutually 

agreed upon by SACAM Members including UNESCO, and the donor.    

 

VIII.   Other Matters  
 

Any amendments to the text of the Statutes of the SACAM including those concerning the 

termination of the operations of SACAM shall come into effect only with the unanimous 

approval of all its Members. 
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Annex 2 

The Statutes of the Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network 

I. Background  

In order to exchange knowledge, information and skills on research and management of 

land-water ecotone ecosystems in Southeast and East Asia, the Ecotone Seminar series 

(ECOTONE) was launched in 1991 within the framework of the MAB Programme, 

supported by a fund-in-trust arrangement from the Government of Japan. At the Can Gio 

Regional MAB Workshop held in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam in October 1998 in association 

with ECOTONE, the participants from Cambodia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand 

and Vietnam proposed to establish Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network 

(SeaBRnet). This new initiative was announced by the Government of Japan at MAB-ICC 

Meeting in Paris, France in December 1998. It was in line with the Statutory Framework of 

the World Network of Biosphere Reserves (Article 8) which encourages the establishment 

of regional and thematic sub-networks.  

In conjunction with SeaBRnet, there has been a number of projects implemented for 

coastal biosphere reserves in Southeast Asia, including the establishment of new 

biosphere reserves. Since many countries of Southeast and East Asia recognised the 

needs to function SeaBRnet more actively, at ECOTONE X and the second meeting on 

SeaBRnet (SeaBRnet-2) held in Hanoi, Vietnam on 19-23 November 2001, the 

participants agreed to strengthen and improve the network activities with ECOTONE as its 

scientific advisory body. With this new scheme, the second phase of ECOTONE 

(ECOTONE II) will function as the "regional science forum for the Ecosystem Approach in 

action".  

As a follow-up of the Hanoi Meeting, the draft Statutes of SeaBRnet was prepared by 

UNESCO Office, Jakarta in consultation with experts from Cambodia, Indonesia, Japan, 

Malaysia, Philippines, the Republic of Korea and Vietnam at Pre-Ecotone/SeaBRnet Expert 

Meeting held in Bogor, Indonesia on 1-2 September 2003. The revised Statutes were 

further reviewed by the participants of ECOTONE II-1 Workshop and SeaBRnet-3 Meeting 

in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, Cambodia on 27-31 October 2003. As agreed upon by 

the participant countries, the Statutes of SeaBRnet shall be as follows.    

II. Name of the Network  

The name of the network shall be "Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network", which 

shall be abbreviated and hereinafter referred as SeaBRnet.  

III. Guiding Principles    

SeaBRnet shall function as a regional network of biosphere reserves in the Southeast and 

East Asian countries to promote biodiversity conservation, particularly at ecosystem and 

landscape levels, and sustainable socio-economic development through the biosphere 

reserves and similarly managed ecosystems in line with the following principles: 
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i) The activities of SeaBRnet shall be developed with the guidance of the Seville 

Strategy for Biosphere Reserves, the Statutory Framework of the World Network of 

Biosphere Reserves of UNESCO and in interaction with the implementation of the 

Ecosystem Approach of the Convention on Biological Diversity.  

ii) The activities of SeaBRnet shall be designed and planned in line with decisions 

and recommendations by MAB-ICC Meetings and UNESCO Mid-term Strategies 

and Biennium Workplans and in close consultation with the Member States and 

donor countries.  

iii) Broad partnership and synergy shall be encouraged and sought with other 

relevant national, regional and international agencies, initiatives and programmes. 

ECOTONE II shall be used substantially and practically as a scientific advisory 

body for SeaBRnet.  

iv) All the biosphere reserves and proposed sites located in Southeast Asia and 

the Member States shall be involved in SeaBRnet and given opportunities to 

explore the application of the Ecosystem Approach for biodiversity conservation, 

integrated landscape management and sustainable socio-economic development. 

IV. Membership  

 
The following organisations and individuals from Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Japan, 

Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam can be considered to be 

regular members of SeaBRnet: MAB National Committees, MAB focal points, UNESCO 

National Commissions; and staff of biosphere reserves in Southeast and East Asia, 

included in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves. Other affiliated government, non-

government and private sector agencies may become associated members upon 

recommendation by the regular members. 

  

Representatives of other MAB Networks (EABRN and SACAM Network in particular), MAB 

National Committees, UNESCO National Commissions and affiliated government and 

private sector agencies in Asia and the Pacific countries other than those belonging to 

SeaBRnet, and international organisations (e.g. IUCN, UNEP) may be invited by the 

members to participate in specific activities of SeaBRnet.  

 

Any other countries of Asia and the Pacific may become a member of SeaBRnet upon its 

explicit request and upon approval by the Member States.  

 
V. Objectives  

 
The objectives of SeaBRnet shall be: 

i) To provide an institutional mechanism for Southeast and East Asian countries to 

exchange information, knowledge and experience on the management of 

biosphere reserves in line with its three functions, namely conservation, 

sustainable development and logistic support, and the main goals of the Seville 

Strategy for Biosphere Reserves;  
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ii) To provide support through activities, such as case studies and pilot projects, 

to biosphere reserves in Southeast and East Asia in order for them to function as 

models for sustainable development and conservation and areas where the 

Ecosystem Approach is put in practice and to serve as good examples for other 

similar managed areas;  

iii) To improve capacity in biosphere reserve management through training and 

advisory services and broader partnerships with scientific communities, 

management authorities, policy makers, local communities and other relevant 

stakeholders;  

iv) To support the identification and establishment of new biosphere reserves and 

improve the periodic reviews and management of existing biosphere reserves in 

Southeast and East Asia;  

v) To identify, design and implement short-term multi-disciplinary and inter-

disciplinary studies that explore and demonstrate links between biodiversity 

conservation and sustainable socio-economic development in and around 

biosphere reserves of Southeast and East Asia;  

vi) To promote and facilitate inter-regional cooperation with similar networks in 

other parts of the world, such as East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN), 

SACAM Network (South and Central Asia MAB Network), European MAB Network 

(EuroMAB), and partnership and synergy with regional and international 

organisations and programmes, such as IUCN, ISME, UNEP, BRIM and ASPACO. 

 

VI. Themes and Activities  

 
The main themes and focus of SeaBRnet shall be related to biodiversity conservation and 

sustainable socio-economic development, and may include, for instance: quality 

economy; ecotourism planning and management; rehabilitation of degraded ecosystems; 

integrated environmental assessment and monitoring; transboundary conservation 

cooperation; community-based resource management; traditional knowledge and cultural 

diversity.   

 

To achieve the above objectives in line with these main themes, the following shall be the 

activities of SeaBRnet: 

1. Meetings and field evaluation 

There shall be at least one meeting of SeaBRnet every two years. The meetings 

shall, whenever possible, include field evaluation of biosphere reserves in the host 

country with focus on the main functions and zoning. SeaBRnet Members shall 

periodically (once every four years) meet with other countries of Asia and the 

Pacific Region. 

2. Seminars and workshops 

SeaBRnet Members may organise special scientific seminars and/or training 

workshops. While the frequency of the organisation of such events shall depend 

on available financial and other resources, training workshops shall be organised 

at least once every three years.  
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3. Visit and exchange of specialists 

SeaBRnet Members are advised to visit other countries to share and/or gain 

knowledge and experience regarding biosphere reserve management.  

4. Dissemination and exchange of information 

SeaBRnet Members shall regularly exchange, either directly or through the services 

of one of the MAB National Committees and SeaBRnet Secretariat, information on 

biosphere reserve management issues and problems and their solutions. Such 

exchange of information shall be made using internet, newsletters, brochures and 

technical and popular articles. SeaBRnet Members in cooperation with UNESCO 

shall ensure that the proceedings of all meetings, seminars and workshops 

covered as part of SeaBRnet activities shall be published and disseminated with 

minimum possible delay.   

5. Research cooperation 

SeaBRnet Members may initiate bilateral and/or multilateral research cooperation 

on specific themes and issues of biosphere reserve management. In this regard, a 

SeaBRnet Member may, in consultation with other Members, solicit cooperation 

from international organisations and donors.  

6. Management cooperation of transboundary biosphere reserves 

All SeaBRnet Members are encouraged, through launching specific collaborative 

projects, to develop transboundary biosphere reserve initiatives, based on the 

political will of the countries concerned and the realistic site conditions.  

7. Promotion and fund raising 

Any SeaBRnet Member, in consultation with other Members, may launch private or 

public sector campaigns to promote SeaBRnet cooperation and generate funds for 

its activities. 

 

VII. Budget  

 
The core-budget for the operation of SeaBRnet shall derive from funds of UNESCO`s 

Regular Programme and Budget approved for the activities of SeaBRnet by the General 

Conference, particularly those earmarked for implementing the Seville Strategy for 

Biosphere Reserves by UNESCO Offices in Southeast and East Asia and the MAB 

Secretariat in UNESCO, Paris. Other UNESCO contributions to SeaBRnet may derive from 

the Director-General`s allocations for specific draft resolutions relevant to SeaBRnet and 

approved by the General Conference, National and Regional Participation Programme 

requests and specific proposals submitted to and approved by the International Co-

ordinating Council and the Secretariat of the MAB Programme.  

 

Any SeaBRnet Member State or any other countries may provide funds to support 

SeaBRnet activities, through funds-in-trust arrangement or voluntary contribution 

schemes of UNESCO, or directly to a recipient member in other SeaBRnet countries. A 

SeaBRnet Member, individually or jointly, may prepare projects for consideration of 

funding by regional and/or international donors as well as launch fund-raising campaigns 

to support SeaBRnet activities.  

 

A SeaBRnet Member may provide support to activities in kind; e.g. to host and 

meet all local expenses of visitors from other Member States. All such 

contributions in kind made by SeaBRnet Members shall be acknowledged in 

publications, which are the outcome of the activity under consideration.  
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VIII. Administration and Coordination  

 
The activities of SeaBRnet shall be administered and coordinated by UNESCO Office, 

Jakarta in cooperation with other UNESCO Offices in Southeast and East Asia, the 

UNESCO MAB Secretariat, Paris and a national focal point in each SeaBRnet Member 

State. Any SeaBRnet Member State may discuss with UNESCO Office, Jakarta short-term 

arrangements for one of its specialists assisting UNESCO Office, Jakarta in implementing 

SeaBRnet activities. SeaBRnet Member States may also unanimously decide, at any time 

in the future, to assign Secretariat responsibilities to one among themselves.  

 

All funds which are administered by UNESCO Offices concerned shall be in accordance 

with the UNESCO Manual Guidelines for managing a specific category (Regular 

Programme, funds-in-trust, etc.) of programme funds. Whenever a donor who is not a 

member of SeaBRnet agrees to provide financial assistance to SeaBRnet activities, the 

procedures for the management of the said funds will be mutually agreed upon by 

SeaBRnet Member States, UNESCO and the donor.  

 

 

IX. Amendments  

 
Any amendment to the text of the Statutes of SeaBRnet, including those concerning the 

termination of the operations of SeaBRnet, shall come into effect only with the unanimous 

approval of all its members.  
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Application of GIS to Management of  
Biosphere Reserves in Mongolia 

 
 

Ms. Davaa NARANTUYA 
(dnarantuya@yahoo.co.uk) 

Head, ITC Mongolia 
Mongolia 

 
  
 
Geographic information system is powerful tool that may support decision making and 
management of Biosphere Reserves. Geographic information system technology has been 
relatively well applied for all five Biosphere Reserves of Mongolia, namely Great Gobi 
Biosphere Reserve, Uvs lake Biosphere Reserve, Bogd Khaan Mountain Biosphere reserve, 
Hustain Nuruu Biosphere reserve and Dornod Mongol Biosphere Reserve. 
 
Extend of application is varies from place to place, and most of the time it has been used for 
research.  
 
 
1. GIS Application at each Biosphere reserve - 
 
GGSPA (Great Gobi Strictly Protected Area) – the oldest in Mongolia Biosphere reserve that 
has been well studied with UNEP project in 80s. At that time hard copy maps were used for 
well developed research components of the area. Starting 2003 at the site UNDP/GEF funded 
Great Gobi conservation project is being carried out. The main goal of the project is to 
strengthen local technical, human and management capacity, involving umbrella species 
research and community development components. Within the project frame, spatial and tabular 
database for the area is established and being regularly updated. With employment GIS tools 
pasture condition map was produced. The map was used in the training local herders on pasture 
management issues. In addition to GIS, satellite remote sensing data was used for land cover 
mapping. Moreover, feasibility study of establishing corridors between habitats / protected areas 
for collared wildlife is commenced. All the work is to be used for conservation and land use 
management purpose. 
 
The use of geo-information tool is at relatively advanced in the Dornod Mongol Biosphere 
reserve where the Eastern steppe biodiversity project was implemented. Various kind of GIS 
processing on habitat, hot spots areas, wildlife migration routes, seasonal changes of habitat, 
livestock density again pastureland capacity were studied in the area and greatly contributed to 
the management.  In addition, major threats to the protected areas were studied and submitted to 
decision makers.  
 
Hustain nuruu BR has the best databank and its maintenance with regular input of monitoring 
data. Hustain Nuruu apart from tabular and spatial database has been analyzing for habitat 
suitability for rangeland management issues. At present the project is working on pastureland 
mapping for management of the buffer zone herders’ movement.  
 
Uvs lake BR is well studied with employment of geo-information tools. Majority of institutes of 
Mongolian Academy of Science and research groups from international and national 
organizations studied the area at different levels of disciplines. However, these data and results 
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were never reported back to the protected area administration or provincial offices.  With Altai 
Sayan project implementation, those data together with new data are expected to be integrated 
into the dataset of the Biosphere Reserve and managed. 
  
Bogd Khaan Mountain Biosphere Reserve is located south to Ulaanbaatar city. Though the area 
was extensively researched by Mongol-Russian expedition during socialist time, and afterwards 
by many national scientists spatial extend of research were not conducted. No specific study 
covering the Biosphere reserve with employment of GIS yet. However, urban development 
oriented studies at some extend included parts of the BR. At present change detection study 
covering both city and Biosphere Reserve are studied by group of researchers. 
 
 
2. What has been done since the first EABRN training:  
 
The knowledge and skills multiplication in application of GIS/RS tools, a series of trainings 
were conducted by ITC alumni of Mongolia. In total 40 participants were enrolled into the 
programme. The course covered basic application of GIS, data entry, data editing, GPS use for 
survey, GIS use for various disciplines etc. Similar training courses are suggested to be 
conducted at local provincial level with logistic support from the ongoing projects.  
 
Generally, all Biosphere Reserves are advised to establish spatial data layers at 1:100000 scale. 
Taken into account complexity of creating digital data for contour lines of topo sheets, it is 
suggested to use Shuttle Radar Thematic Mapper (SRTM) that enables automatic creation of 
topographic contour lines.  
 
 
3. What is suggested: 
 

 Supported by the projects, to implement joint transboundary research strategy in areas 
like Dornod Mongol Biosphere Reserve with Dalai lake; Uvs lake Biosphere Reserve 
with Russian side of the reserve; Altai Tavan Bogd adjacent areas. Experience sharing 
seminar can be conducted with Daurian International protected area that is good 
example of such research collaboration.  

 
 To prepare data standardization throughout the EABRN member countries. Establish 

database both tabular and spatial. Funding issue is subject of submission the proposals 
to donors of joint proposal applicable to all Biosphere Reserve in EABRN. 

 
 
4. Recommendations: 
 

 Strengthen local / provincial capacity in use of Geographic information system; 
 
 Develop spatial database with data standards for all EABRN countries or at least 

Biosphere Reserves and TBRs (frontier protected area); 
 

 Develop standard data collection criteria in frontier protected areas; conduct the 
trainings; 

 
 Promote experience sharing and exchange of knowledge in this field between the 

Biosphere Reserves of different countries. 
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Results of the ASPACO (Asia Pacific Co-operation for the 
Sustainable Use of Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere 

Reserves and Similarly Managed Areas) Project 
 
 

Prof. Shigeyuki Baba 
Tropical Biosphere Research Institute, University of the Ryukyus 

International Society for Mangrove Ecosystems (ISME) 
Okinawa 903-0129 Japan 

E-mail: babasan@lab.u-ryukyu.ac.jp 
 

 
  
Since 2000, UNESCO-MAB project entitled “Asia Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use 
of Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similarly Managed Areas 
(ASPACO)” which was financed by the Government of Japan, had started in collaboration with 
many partners such as the United Nations University (UNU), International Society for 
Mangrove Ecosystems (ISME), International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) and the 
South Pacific Regional Environmental Programme (SPREP)).  The project gave emphasis to the 
role of Biosphere Reserves as catalysts for both conservation and development. It was aimed to 
provide a substantial contribution to these efforts by developing integrated strategies for the 
preservation of biodiversity in coastal zones and small islands with particular emphasis on the 
third world countries. Training, capacity-building and the increase of local capabilities for 
research and management of sustainable use of natural resources were key elements of the 
project. The following five meetings had been organized to evaluate the progress of the project: 
the First Meeting , 19-21 February 2001, Bali, Indonesia; the Second Meeting, 7-10 November 
2001, Apia, Samoa; the Third Meeting, 1-6 October 2002, Okinawa, Japan; the Fourth Meeting, 
6-12 October 2003, Olmue and Juan Fernandez, Chile, and the Fifth Meeting, 6-10 December 
2004, Koror, Republic of Palau. 
 
The ASPACO Project assisted UNESCO Member States of  the Asia and the Pacific region 
in identifying and implementing national strategies for biodiversity protection in biosphere 
reserves and similarly managed areas with special emphasis on coastal areas, small islands 
and mangroves, and to take steps towards identifying new sites for project and potential 
Biosphere Reserve development within the context of  the ASPACO Project and the 
outcomes of  the Koror meeting discussions. 
 
The project was successfully and fruitfully completed, and the participants of the fifth meeting 
decided the future collaboration with not only the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network 
(EABRN) but also other exiting new works. I would like, therefore, to deliver “the Statement of 
Participants” of the ASPACO Fifth Meeting as one of its participants to the 9th EABRAN 
Meeting. 
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Transboundary Nature Reserves of the Far East Russia 
 
  

Dr. Kachur Anatoly Nikolaevich 
(kachur@tig.dvo.ru) 

Deputy Director for Science 
Pacific Institute of Geography 

Far-Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
7, Radio Street, Vladivostok 690041, Russian Federation 

 
 
 
The international relations in the field of the environment conservation and preservation of 
ecosystems, especially within such transboundary zones as the East Asia, have passed a 
complex way in their development from a distrust and jealousy to a growing mutual 
understanding.  
 
To these processes, the changes proceeding at the level of the world community at the boundary 
of the centuries contributed. By the turn of the ХХ century, a necessity became apparent to replace 
the existing model of the nature management due to both numerous ecological crises and 
aggravation of global problems related to climate variations, disturbances of the atmosphere 
composition, environment pollution, loss of biological diversity and degradation of natural 
ecosystems and the natural-resources exhaustion and continuous growth of demographical and social 
problems. A new system of the general humanistic priorities based on a perception of the necessity 
for switch to the sustainable development idea became to form in the world.  
 
The main idea of the sustainable nature management programs lies in the fact that the economic 
development should be intimately related to the preservation and, frequently, restoration of the 
environment, i.e. the economical development should be actually ecologically stable. Up to now, 
the main method of such development was and is a formation of the ecological framework 
consisting, first of all, of the system of the strictly protected territories. 
The special problem is that of elaboration of the sustainable development programs on the 
transboundary territories, that is, in circumstances where we deal with territories or water areas 
belonging to two and more states.  
 
The processes of regionalization and transnationalization of the protected natural territories in 
the world begin only just. These processes are complex, have a number of serious problems of 
the economical, political and ethic nature.  For the present, it is too early to say about the active 
interaction of the strictly protected natural territories (SPNT) of different countries in the world. 
However, a role of the SPNT is a quite high today which is in accord with an appearance of 
regional ecological networks and signifies a commencement of a new stage in the evolution of 
the territorial preservation of the environment - its going from local and regional level to global 
one.  
 
The frontier is, at present, not only political and economic-geographical but also, to a 
considerable degree, physic-geographical border even though it is not related to the real 
geographical border on the locality.  
 
At that, it should be noted that the areas adjacent to the frontiers in many countries of the world 
are dominant in both area and, in a number of cases, in population. Therefore, the studies of the 
contact structures of the transboundary type took on specific significance in the organization of 
the sustainable nature management in the areas of countries adjacent to the frontiers.  
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The specificity of the areas adjacent to the frontiers lies, first, in the fact that separate integrated 
geosystems are, as a rule, represented incompletely within one country. In full measure, they are 
at one time represented within territories or water areas of two or more neighboring countries. 
Second, the anthropogenic impacts on the portions of the geosystem in different countries differ 
essentially but a net effect of all types of the anthropogenic impact being in the contiguous 
geosystems is observed in all portions of these geosystems. The typical examples of such 
structures are the transboundary structures on the Russian Federation frontier with the DPRK 
and China.  
 
The conservation of biodiversity is of particular importance in these areas being key ones in the 
view of the world gene pool. The East Asia, owing to the peculiarities of its geographical 
position, surface structure and development history, had a chance to establish the great quantity 
of natural complexes being unique not only for Asia but also for the whole world. 
 
On the whole, of the region, the exclusively rich fauna and flora, dynamic poly-climatic 
structure, combination of intense processes of speciation and conservation of the most ancient 
associations, high biological productivity and development of diverse complex forests are 
characteristic.   
 
The intense economic activity has essentially changed the appearance of the territory as well as 
many biospheric processes within it. The change-over of this region to the sustainable 
development conception is impossible without the conservation and, in many cases, as the 
results of recent studies showed, without the restoration of the gene pool of natural biodiversity.  
In this connection, when changing-over to the sustainable type of nature management, the key 
problem is a determination of the necessary ecological framework.  
 
First of all, we observe here the substantial gradients in the loads on the ecosystems which 
results in an emergence of the whole bouquet of transboundary ecological (geo-ecological) 
problems. The differences in the nature management types are also of great importance. For 
example, a degree of contrast in areas covered by forests for territories on different sides of the 
frontier reaches 3-4 times. In Figure, as an example, the economic map for the transboundary 
structure near the Khanka Lake is presented (Figure 1).  
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Figure. 1. Economic map of the Khanka Lake basin 

 
Even more noticeable difference is observed for the ratios of the animal population. As for the 
difference in economical use in different parts of the transboundary structures, here, a contrast is 
also high. For example, about 270 thousand people (average population density is 15.3 people 
per 1 km2) live in the Russian part of the Khanka Lake basin while in the Chinese part adjacent 
to the frontier, more than 1.9 millions people (population density exceeds 50 people per 1 km2) 
reside, at that, the ratio of territory areas is inverse.  All of this results in the sharp landscape 
contrasts when passing the frontier.  
 
The assessment of a conformity of the existing system of the protected natural territories of 
different levels with the objects of providing the sustainable nature management organization 
within transboundary areas of the East Asia showed that the existing national systems could not 
perform the needed function of ensuring the sustainable development of these areas because it 
does not provide a function of the biodiversity conservation within the transboundary 
ecosystems and, all the more, can not establish the corridors for the restoration of the lost 
biodiversity on the contiguous territories of the transboundary ecosystems. As the international 
experience showed, the most correct approach is an establishment of the international protected 
natural territories. 
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At that, to organize the sustainable nature management, it is necessary to consider the integral 
ecosystems which determine a possibility to create the ecological frame based on a principle of 
asymmetry or mutual supplement. This implies that the main part of the ecological frame can 
theoretically be on the territory of one of countries forming a core for maintenance and, if 
needed, restoration of the biodiversity gene pool in the whole ecosystem. Here, it is necessary to 
provide the system of ecological corridors to support the whole ecosystem in the acceptable 
condition.  
 
As an example, we present the schematic map of the functional zoning of territory for the 
establishment of the Transboundary biosphere reserve in the lower reaches of the Tumen River 
(Figure. 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Functional zoning of the Proposed Transboudnary Biosphere Reserve in the lower 

reaches of the Turmen River  
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Unfortunately, in spite of the statement of the necessity to coordinate the nature management in 
the areas adjacent to the frontier with that in the contiguous areas of the neighboring countries, 
the real situation changes very slowly. Of course, the main reason of this is a political factor as 
well as a lack of the legal mechanisms at the national and international levels to arrange the 
sustainable nature management within the transboundary regions. 
 
The experience of the performed joint works related to a development of the sustainable nature 
management programs for both separate basins in the southern Far East of Russia (basins of 
Ussuri River and Khanka Lake) and in the north-eastern RF showed that, for the time being, the 
field of ecology and preservation of the environment are the main real line of the cooperation in 
the transboundary regions. In other words, the heads of countries and major subjects (provinces, 
Krais and Oblasts) went from the acknowledgement of a necessity to coordinate a policy in the 
field nature management to the real actions in the field of so far one type of nature management 
- preservation of the environment.   
 
As for a working-out of the programs of the sustainable nature management for transboundary 
territories including not only the problems of ecology but also economic and social issues, these 
programs should also consider the problems of the complementarity of economic and social 
programs.   
 
The experience of working-out of the sustainable nature management programs for the 
transboundary regions shows that the basic conditions of the sustainable nature management in 
the transboundary areas are: 
 

- Effective investments in the countries’ economy of incomes from the joint use of 
unrenewable resources of the transboundary zone and, at that, the withdrawal rates 
should not exceed the substitution rates with the alternative kinds of renewable 
resources; 

- Sustainable joint use of the renewable resources (forests, fish resources, agricultural 
lands) when the withdrawal rates do not exceed the renewal rates;  

- Reservation of a part of resources (both renewable and unrenewable ones) if their 
production at the present-day stage results in the ecological or economic losses on 
the contiguous side or turning-on of the compensation mechanisms to minimize 
losses on the contiguous transboundary territories;  

- Use of the gene pool of a biodiversity of separate species or ecosystems of one of 
the sides to renew the lost or disturbed biodiversity of the contiguous territories of 
the neighboring country using a principle of co-financing of the nature-conservative 
measures and joint preservation of the natural heritage; 

- Establishing the joint (international) system of the strictly protected natural 
territories as a basis of the ecological framework for conservation of the natural gene 
pool of not only transboundary areas but also that of the region, 

- Organization of the joint system of the environment monitoring as a basis of the 
sustainable management of territories. 

 
The most significant element of the sustainable nature management development for 
transboundary regions is a correct choice of the territory and conducting of the comprehensive 
geographical analysis of the territory for the purposes of the sustainable nature management. 
Undoubtedly, the basis of such research should be formed by the basin principle.  
 
Based on the experience of the works performed as well as generalization of the foreign and 
domestic experience, basic principles which should follow when establishing the ecological 
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framework in the context of providing the sustainable nature management in the transboundary 
areas can be reduced to the following:  
 
① The ecological framework should include all of the most valuable natural and cultural-

historical objects of the transboundary zone and, at that, it should be considered that 
the forests, especially watershed ones, are of the greatest environment-conservative 
importance.   

② It is necessary to strive for inclusion into the ecological framework composition the 
maximum amount of various landscape zones of the transboundary areas which will 
allow us to represent the whole natural diversity of the whole region on the 
comparatively small territory.   

③ The territory should include completely one or several ecosystems, in no circumstances 
fragmenting them.    

④ Territories should be sufficiently extensive in order to include all the seasonal stations 
of the animals leading the semi-nomadic life; particular emphasis should be placed on 
the habitats of endemic, rare and endangered species. At that, the ecological framework 
of the transboundary zone should provide an establishment of the system of ecological 
corridors supporting the biodiversity interchange in the region.  

⑤ The ecological framework should necessarily include natural scenic landscapes and, if 
possible, anthropogenic ones being of historical importance.  

⑥ The ecological framework should provide approximately equal ecological significance 
for different parts of the transboundary area. 

 
The very significant element of the transboundary strictly protected natural territories (TSPNT) 
establishment is an observance of the international law in force. The basic principles of the 
international law concerning the environment (International Law, 1996) are:  
 

- respect for the national sovereignty, sovereign equality of the countries;  
- territorial inviolability and integrity, cooperation;  
- peaceful settlement of world problems, international-legal liability  

 
These principles are governing when preparing all the Treaties, Agreements and other 
international documents in the field of the preservation of the environment. 
 
In addition, there are a number of other special principles:  
 

- inadmissibility of transboundary damaging; 
- ecologically well-founded rational use of natural resources; 
- inadmissibility of the radioactive contamination of the environment; 
- protection of the World Ocean’s ecological systems; 
- prohibition of the military or other hostile use of means of influence on the natural 

environment which are characterized by extensive, long-term or severe; 
- ensuring of the ecological safety 

 
The process of the TSPNT establishment and functioning has also a number of the essential 
problems which make their work more complex than functioning of national SPNT:  
differences in the legislations, religious and cultural peculiarities of nations, language barrier, 
different attitude toward the nature elements (for example, pests, introduced plants).  
 
Unequal partnership of countries - political, financial differences, different professional level of 
personnel, different rights of territories within the boundaries of their states. The essential 
problem which worsens considerably the efficiency of interaction on the Russian party 
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including the scientific aspect is a nearly absolute lack of funds for all forms of the scientific 
effort and contacts. 
 
Sometimes, the parties have also different objects - for example, one party strives for the 
development of tourism while the other - for the strict preservation. Quite often, the 
international conflicts or tense relations between countries prevent from the establishment of the 
intergovernmental territories, and also, within the transboundary territories, areas of different 
categories are combined. The important problem lies, as a rule, in the absence of the joint 
activity coordinator.  
 
Poor communication between reserves, difficulties with the frontier crossing and in many cases, 
a language barrier in relation between the parties.  
Negative effect on the scientific cooperation is made by non-equivalence or lack of scientists 
among the staffs of the strictly protected territories. 
 
The experience of the functioning of the transboundary international TSPNT showed that: 
 

 Intergovernmental cooperation in the field of the border protected territories should be 
arranged both “from above” and “from below”; 

 The transboundary cooperation should be supported and developed by the political will 
of two states; 

 The efficient transboundary cooperation is only possible in the case that the parties 
strive to have equal opportunities - in the protection categories, areas and time periods 
of development of their parts of territory; 

 Cooperation of the states should have concrete objects and provide concrete results; 
 Cooperation should be made at the professional level using the modern material and 

technical equipment of the same type. The mutual assistance between the parties and 
international support are possible; 

 A striving of the parties for a development of tourism should not result in opening of 
borders of the reserved cores; 

 Intergovernmental territories should connect not only nature but also people. In every 
respect, a striving for a developing the human contacts not only in the official sphere 
but also in all other ones should become apparent. 
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Nature and Culture of Jeju Featured by Oreums 
 
 
 

Mr. Yong-Teak Yoon 
Co-chairman 

Jeju Environmental Movement Association 
Republic of Korea  

 
 
 
1. Jeju People and Oreum 
 
'Oreums', known as parasitic cones, represent the unique beauty of Jeju along with the basaltic 
coastline.   ‘Oreum’ is an old Jeju term meaning a small mountain and refers to 'an independent 
or parasitic volcano with a crater formed from ejecta. They are distributed all over Jeju Island 
except on the top of Mt. Halla'.   
 
There are more oreums distributed in close proximity in Jeju than there are anywhere else in the 
world (a total of 368 oreums on the island). Oreums are found everywhere on the island.  One 
hundred and forty-three in the coastal areas, 140 in the mid-mountain areas and 46 inside Mt. 
Halla National Park.  As Jeju is Mt. Halla and Mt. Halla is Jeju, Jeju Island and Mt. Halla do not 
exist without oreums. Jeju people were born under the Oreums, lived climbing up and down 
them and were buried on them.  
 
Oreums have provided grass for raising cattle and horses, thatch for the roofs of houses, and fuel 
to warm the houses in winter. Oreums in mid-mountain areas have served as a village ranch 
where the villagers could consolidate their communal bond and a public cemetery where Jeju 
people would eventually go back. 
  
During the agricultural and pastoral age, Jeju people had to adapt to their natural surroundings 
and Oreums played an important part in the ecosystem both in terms of time and space. In 
general, after using the wide grassland of an Oreum as a ranch for about a decade, Jeju people 
burned it in early spring and ploughed and sowed seeds in summer for several years after.  
When the soil was depleted, they grew grass and the Oreum returned to a ranch again for about 
another decade.  Thus an artificial ecosystem circulated every decade.  As such, Oreums have 
served as a major source of living for Jeju people. 
 
Today, however, Oreums have lost their original function as grassland or ranches to provide 
food to raise cattle, thatch to make roofs or fuel to warm houses as Jeju people do not farm their 
land using cattle and do not build thatched roof houses anymore, and use oil and natural gas to 
warm their houses.  Oreums are now being changed into corporate ranches, resort complexes, or 
golf courses. People of today appreciate the beautiful curves of the Oreums and the beauty of 
the wild flowers on them using them as a recreation places. 
 
 
2. The Value of Oreums 
   
Oreums should be viewed not in terms of their individual usage but in terms of their function as 
a whole.  For instance, when developing an Oreum into a resort complex or a golf course, we 
should figure out the benefit and damage incurred including the preservation of clean 
underground water. Oreums should continue to be the source of life for Jeju people today and in 
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the future as it always was and should continue to be. The value of Oreums should be 
comprehensively examined from various angles in terms of environmental, ecological, historical, 
cultural, aesthetical, emotional as well as monetary value.  
 
2.1. Environmental Value 
 
Oreums control the environment by cultivating underground water and mitigating the climate.  
They break the harsh wind blowing on the island and raise the value of neighboring farming and 
residential areas. Oreums instigate underground water after the rainfall and prevent natural 
disasters caused by soil erosion through lengthening the time that rainwater stays in the soil.  
Oreums provide Jeju people with clean underground water by instigating and preserving it.  
Oreums are the source of underground water under the brand name of 'Samdasu.' 
 
Each Oreum instigates underground water in different ways according to its underground 
geological structure and type of soil. The underground water in mid-mountain areas in particular, 
is at high risk of being polluted due to the high percolation rate and good water distribution.  
  
The construction of golf courses, so called green deserts, is one of the worst environmental 
changes.  The 36 golf courses (including provisional ones) taking up almost 5 per cent of total 
woodland is seriously damaging the environment and ecosystem of the mid-mountain areas that 
boast the best landscape.  As well, chemical fertilizer and pesticide spread to keep the grass of 
golf courses lusciously green are the three dimensional pollutants damaging the surface, 
underground and earth of oreums. Accordingly, we need to compare the economic benefit of 
constructing golf courses and the damage of destroying and polluting nature and figure out the 
final effect.  
   
2.2. Ecological Value 
 
 A whole Oreum is a habitat for diverse plants and animals.  Bunches of unidentified herbs rise 
from the ground, colorful wild flowers bloom all year round, and rare animals and plants inhabit 
the wetland around craters. These things are hard to place a value on. We do not have sufficient 
knowledge about oreums yet. Neither the Oreum ecosystem, nor the ecological relationship 
between oreums and their neighboring areas is sufficiently understood by our natural scientists. 
 
Over 360 oreums are all connected and therefore each Oreum and the entire ecosystem of Jeju 
Island has been in healthy condition to date.  However, big developments of a number of 
oreums and roads constructed between oreums are isolating each Oreum.  Such phenomenon is 
threatening not only the individual Oreum but also the entire ecosystem of Jeju by dismantling 
the network of the Oreum ecosystem. 
 
Native Jeju vascular bundles affect 158 families, 663 genus, 1453 species, 275 variants, 2 
subspecies, and 65 kinds totaling 1795 categories.  Native Jeju insects affect 280 families, 1615 
genus, and 2446 species.  Mt. Halla has proved to be a treasure house of living things inhabited 
by 6000 kinds of insects, spiders, fish, birds, and water plants.  Every new report on the study of 
plants and animals reveals unrecorded species, new species, and living things failed to be 
categorized.  
   
Accordingly, the oreums of Jeju should be protected in order for biological diversity.   We need 
to understand the living patterns of plants and animals of oreums, figure out their position in 
oreum ecology and the undefined connective structure, and further study the supposed direct 
benefits that oreum ecosystem would bring to man. 
 
2.3. Historical Value 
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Jeju Island has been a strategic spot where both continental and marine powers confronted each 
other.  Therefore, oreums figure historically for Jeju, Korea and the world.  
 
Jeju oreums were exploited to serve war horses for the Mongolian army for about 100 years 
during the Goryeo dynasty (1273-1374).  Oreums with strategic views were used as defensive 
bases to block Japanese invasions in Joseon dynasty and under the Japanese rule, they also 
served as army bases.  At the end of the Japanese occupation when the Japanese army tried to 
fortify the entire island, Jeju oreums were exploited as army posts, training camps, hangars, and 
anti-aircraft emplacements.  Oreums also were the field for the April 3rd Uprising (1947-1954), 
the most tragic event in Jeju history. Oreums were not only the base where the armed force 
stationed and trained, but also the shelter or the place where common people were massacred.  
Even though the entire island is the historic site of the April 3rd Uprising, oreums are the most 
representative historic site to understand the event.   
 
As such, Oreums are an historical and cultural asset which helps us understand the international 
relationship between Korea and its neighboring power states as well as the relationship between 
Jeju Island and the federal government.  Oreums are the field of history stained with submission, 
humiliation, conflict, and tragedy.  Jeju oreums today, aiming at 'the Island of Peace' should be 
the field of experiencing vivid history and education. 
 
2.4. Cultural Value 
 
Oreums also had a great influence on Jeju people's way of thinking.  Oreums in various shapes 
bear numerous legends including the legend of creation.  The tale of Gramma Seolmundae who 
is known to create Jeju Island is the most popular. 
  

A long time ago, Gramma Seolmundae was so tall that when she sat one foot rested on Mt. 
Halla and the other on Mt. Sambang. When she lay, laying her head on Mt. Halla, her legs 
reached to Gwantalseom.   When she had nothing special to do, she used to sit on the top 
of Gogeunsan laying her legs over Beomseom (Tiger Islet) and paddled her feet in water.  
The numerous oreums of Jeju were made with the mud leaked through the holes of her 
skirt while she carried this mud in her skirt.  Darangshi oreum, however, looked to have too 
much soil, she hit its top with her fist so that the top was hollowed out. Udo was originally 
connected to Jeju Island.  One day, Gramma Seolmundae urinated stepping her one leg on 
Shiksanbong and the other on Seongsan sunrise peak.  The spout of her urine was so 
strong that it dug the earth out and separated Udo from Jeju Island.  She washed her 
clothes sitting on Mt. Halla with one leg on Gwantalseom and the other on Jigwiseom or 
Marado. Seongsan sunrise peak was the washtub and Udo was the washboard.   Gramma 
Seolmundae wanted to know if any of the ponds on the island were deeper than her height. 
Yongso, which was told to be very deep was only as deep as her instep.  Honglimul in 
Seogwipo was only as deep as her knee. When she stepped into Muljangori in Mt. Halla, 
she drowned.  She didn't know that Muljangori was really deep with no bottom.   
 

Jeju people settled down around oreums and formed villages and selected where to live and to 
be buried based on fensui.  This practice made certain oreums full of tombs. Oreums around 
villages have legends and the villages have village creation tales grounded on nearby oreums.  
 
Our ancestors wrote poetry and prose after visiting scenic spots and places of historic interest 
and quite a few oreums became the settings of modern literary works. Accordingly, we need to 
excavate the cultural assets of oreums to utilize them as the field of experiencing unique Jeju 
culture. We also need to record legends and tales related to oreums and develop them into 
artistic works.  
 
2.5.  Aesthetic Value 
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Oreums boast excellent scenery. Seven out of 10 scenic beauties of Jeju (Yeongju Shipgyeong) 
are in fact oreums. Beautiful curves, wild flowers with brilliant colors, the joy of looking at the 
beautiful surrounding landscape cannot be counted in terms of monetary value.  Over 360 
oreums with different shapes and positions are themselves objects of aesthetic pleasure, 
wonderful observatories, and pavilions of rare plants and animals. 

  
It is not very convincing to explain the aesthetic value of Jeju oreums to those who fail to feel 
the beauty.  Therefore, an aesthetic experience re oreums is essential. It is hard to convey the 
beauty of oreums to those who have never visited them.  We may need the help of artists who 
sublimated their aesthetic oreum experience into artistic works to appreciate their beauty.  Prose 
citing the beauty of oreums, perambulations, photos and pictures will help us cultivate our 
aesthetic appreciation. 
 
2.6. Recreational Value  
 
Modern society is more interested in leisure activities than work. Living surrounded by an 
artificial environment they long to experience the raw nature as soon as it is allowed.  Modern 
life with its ‘fast pace’ and ‘fullness’ sometimes requires people to have a time to ‘slowdown’ 
and ‘relax’. About 200m high oreums serve as aesthetic objects and places of recreation that 
relieve physical and mental stress and tension. Jeju oreums are a place for relaxation and 
recreation, a place of ‘emptying’ and ‘loosening’ for Jeju people today and will function the 
same for visitors also.  
  
Recently however, as the increasing number of people visits oreums, they are easily polluted 
and damaged.  Some people, enchanted by the beauty of wild flowers, pick them ruining the 
natural surroundings. An oreum without wild flowers is nothing but a mount of grass.  Beauty is 
the product of harmony of things that are rightly placed.  Damaging oreums formed over 
hundreds of thousands years overnight is a big crime both against nature and mankind.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
Jeju oreums of rare topological and geological features should be well preserved as a ‘World 
Natural Heritage’. They are the sites not to be developed but should be kept as a National 
Cultural Heritage indispensable to understand the relationship between Korea and its 
neighboring power states as well and the relationship between Jeju and the federal government 
from the time under Mongolian rule up to the proclamation of Jeju Free International City of 
today.  Oreums are the natural and cultural heritage which must be preserved at all costs. 

 
Some capitalists who noticed the commercial value are constructing golf courses and resort 
complexes on oreums with views. The Jeju provincial government is also encouraging this 
development. Golf courses and resort complexes will be beneficial to Jeju economy in the short-
term. However, the environmental and ecological damage caused by the development will 
worsen the quality of life of Jeju people. Therefore various types of development made under 
the name of Jeju Free International City must be accompanied by strict regulations and 
supervision. 

 
What is more urgent for us is not the type of development destroying the original form of 
oreums but discovering the significance and value of them. As before, oreums should remain as 
a physical and mental support for Jeju people. Based on the newly discovered value and 
significance, we need to utilize oreums in various ways but only in sustainable ways without 
destroying their originality. Oreums are the garden of Jeju. Oreums exist not to be filled with 
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something but to function as they are with their emptiness. We need to turn our eyes from the 
economics searching for efficiency toward a philosophy of ‘nothingness’ and ‘emptiness’.  
Oreums are more beautiful if they remain natural and more valuable when they are empty. 
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Conservation and Sustainable Use  
of Mt. Sorak Biosphere Reserve 

 
 

Mr. Kyu-jong Chung 
Seoraksan National Park Office  

Korea National Park Service 
Republic of Korea  

 
 

 
1. Overview  
 
UNESCO designated Mt. Seoraksan (or Mt. Sorak) and some adjacent areas as a Biosphere 
Reserve on August 12, 1982 for the conservation of biodiversity and the sustainable use of 
natural resources. Mt. Seoraksan is located in the alpine region of mid-eastern coastline of the 
Korean Peninsula, and it is also a national park as the reservoir of biodiversity, history and 
cultural resources of Korea. Korea National Park Service (KNPS), the managing authority of 
Seoraksan national park, conducts various management activities for Mt. Seoraksan biosphere 
reserve including survey of natural resources, protection of wildlife, environment interpretation, 
and provision of visitor facilities.  
 
 
2. Date and History of Establishment  
 
In accordance with the Cultural Properties Protection Act, the Korean government designated 
Mt. Seoraksan area as a Natural Monument in 1965. In 1970, Mt. Seoraksan was designated as a 
National Park. The need to conserve natural resources of Mt. Seoraksan prompted UNESCO to 
designate the region as Korea's first biosphere reserve in 1982. In addition, areas adjacent  to Mt. 
Seoraksan were incorporated into the park, and UNESCO incorporated Jindong-ri region's 
20.49km2 of land into biosphere reserve in 1993.  
 
Table 1. Status of Seoraksan Region's Protected Areas  
 
  Natural Monument Seoraksan National Park Biosphere Reserve Remarks 

Nov 5, 1965 163.4㎢ - - *MOE Public Notification 
No.228 

Mar 24, 1970 - 174.0㎢ - *MOC Public Notification 
No.28 

Aug 12, 1982 - - 373.0㎢ - 

Dec 27, 1984 - 373.0㎢ - - 

May 19, 1993 - - 393.5㎢ - 

Sep 29, 2001 - 371.3㎢ - � MOE Public Notification 
No.129 

Aug 30, 2003 - 398.5㎢ - �MOE Public Notification 
No.139 

 
<*MOE=Ministry of Education, MOC=Ministry of Construction, �MOE=Ministry of Environment>  
Korea: Seoraksan and Jeju Island are the two biosphere reserves in Korea. They were designated as such 
in 1982 and 2002, respectively.  
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3. Main Projects  
 
In 1987, the systematic management of Mt. Seoraksan biosphere reserve began in earnest with 
the establishment of KNPS. Initially, management activities were conducted to protect park 
facilities, and natural landscapes. From the early 1990s, various projects including natural 
resources survey, monitoring, and environment education have been conducted for the 
conservation of natural ecosystem and sustainable use.  
 
Table 2. Korean National Commission for UNESCO's Main Projects (1994-1999)  
 

Year Project Description of Project 
Installation of signboards ◦Installation of Mt. Seoraksan biosphere reserve monument and signboards1994 
1st-year ecosystem monitoring of 
biosphere reserve 

◦Research on aquatic invertebrate community structure 
◦Long-term monitoring of vegetation 

Production of PR pamphlet ◦Pamphlet introducing Mt. Seoraksan's biosphere reserve 1995 
2nd-year ecosystem monitoring 
of biosphere reserve 

◦Research on aquatic invertebrate community structure 
◦Research on recovery of vegetation resulting from sabbatical year program

1996 3rd-year ecosystem monitoring 
of biosphere reserve 

◦ Research on aquatic invertebrate community structure 
◦Research on recovery of vegetation resulting from sabbatical-year program

1997 4th-year ecosystem monitoring 
of biosphere reserve 

◦Research on aquatic invertebrate community structure 
◦Long-term monitoring of vegetation 

5th-year ecosystem monitoring 
of biosphere reserve 

◦Research on aquatic invertebrate community structure 
◦Long-term monitoring of vegetation 

1998 

Development and research of ◦On-site survey for production of ecotour guidebook 
ecotour 
guidebook for biosphere reserve 
Publication of ecotour guidebook 
 

◦Booklet titled "Mt. Seoraksan ecotour" 
(written by Jin-Oh Hyun, Sa-Heung Kim) 
Published for visitor's nature learning 

1999 

Installation of ecotour-related  
 facilities 

  
  

 
 
 
Table 3. Seoraksan National Park Office's Main Projects (1996-    )  
 
Year Project Description of Project Remarks

Basic ecological survey of 
sabbatical-year program areas 

◦Survey of permanent vegetation in sabbatical-year areas 
◦Survey of restored area 

  1996 

Restoration of Daecheongbong's 
damaged areas 
  

◦Restoration of Daecheongbong region's damaged areas   

Ecological survey of Baekdam 
valley's stream  

◦Analysis of water quality changes through survey of Baekdam Valley's water, aquatic 
insects, and Benthic diatom 

  1997 

Restoration of Osaek-Daecheong's 
damaged areas 

◦Restoration of damaged areas near Osaek-Daecheong's trail   

1st-year monitoring of Baekdam 
Valley 

◦Analysis of water quality changes through survey of Baekdam Valley's water, aquatic 
insects, and Benthic diatom 

  

1st-year monitoring 
of           sabbatical-year program 
areas 

◦Survey of permanent vegetation in sabbatical-year areas 
◦Survey of restored areas 

  

1998 

Construction of Seoraksan's nature 
interpretive trail  
  

◦Installation of Ecology information board, road surfacing in Sogongwong- Biryong Falls 
section(2.4km) 

  

2nd-year monitoring of Baekdam 
Valley 

◦Analysis of water quality changes through survey of Baekdam Valley's water, aquatic 
insects, and Benthic diatom 
   

  

2nd-year monitoring of sabbatical-
year program areas 

◦Survey of permanent vegetation in sabbatical-year areas 
◦Survey of restored areas 

  

Vegetation survey of subalpine zone ◦Survey of subalpine zone(more than 1500m)'s vegetation, 
topography, and geological features 

  

1999 

Construction of Seoraksan's nature 
interpretive trail 

◦Installation of ecology information board, in Sogongwong- Bisndae section(1.8km)   
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Restoration of Daecheongbong's 
damaged areas 

◦Restoration of Daecheonbong region's damaged areas   

Restoration of Jungcheong- 
Huiungak's damaged areas 

◦Restoration of damaged areas near Jungcheong-Huiungak's trail 
   

  

3rd-year monitoring of Baekdam 
Valley 

◦Analysis of water quality changes through survey of Baekdam Valley's water, aquatic 
insects, and Benthic diatom 

  

3rd-year monitoring of sabbatical 
year program areas 

◦Survey of permanent vegetation in sabbatical-year areas 
◦Survey of restored areas 

  

Comprehensive natural resources 
survey 
  

◦In accordance with the Article 36 of the Natural Parks Act, park authorities conduct 
comprehensive survey of natural resources every 10 years 

  

2000 

Restoration of Socheongbong- 
Daecheongbong's damaged areas  

◦Restoration of Socheongbong-Daecheongbong region's damaged areas   

Ecological monitoring of birds in 
Daecheonbong 

◦Habitat monitoring of Daecheongbong  
region's bird species 

  

Restoration of Osaek- Daecheong's 
damaged areas 

◦Restoration of damaged areas near Osaek-Daecheong's trails   

2001 

Restoration of Socheong- 
Daecheong's damaged areas 

◦Restoration of damaged areas near Socheong-Daecheong's trails   

1st-year monitoring of  
Ssangcheon valley's stream 
  

◦Analysis of water quality changes through survey of Cheonbuldong Valley and SSangcheon 
region's water, aquatic insects, and Benthic diatom   

Monitorig of sabbatical-year 
program areas 

Analysis of Sabbatical-year program's effect through permanent vegetation and soil 
environment survey of 7 sabbatical-year areas including Daecheongbong-Jungcheongbong, 
Hangyeryeong-Jeombongsan  

 Ongoing

Monitoring of damaged areas under 
restoration Analysis of damaged area restoration effect   Ongoing

2002 
-  
  
  

Comprehensive monitoring of 
natural resources 

Comprehensive monitoring based on the result of Seoraksan's natural resources survey 
(Annual)  Ongoing

 
 
4. Main activities  
 
4.1. Restricting Large-Scale Developments  
 
By prohibiting large-scale developments unrelated to local residents within the park, Seoraksan 
National Park Office prevents activities that could be detrimental to the parks' natural ecosystem.  
 
Table 4. Cases of Disapproved Large-Scale Developments     
 
Year Case Approved/Disapproved
`98 Construction of youth hostel in the 2nd Service zone Disapproved 
`99 Highway expansion and paving Disapproved 

`01 Construction of entry road for the installation of recreation facility 
for seniors Disapproved 

`02 Construction of family hotel and Spa in the 2nd Service zone Disapproved 
 
 
4.2. Restricting Environment-Unfriendly Events  
 
The park office has been strictly prohibiting events that could harm the region's natural 
ecosystem including large-scale events such as mountain marathon.  
 
4.3. Strengthened Surveillance Activities  
 
The park office has installed surveillance cameras in some areas of the region to prevent illegal 
collection of wild plants, and poaching of wild animals. As a part of partnership programs with 
the local community, park management has established its wildlife protection team consisted of 
local residents in 2002.  
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Table 5. Surveillance Activities  
 
Year Project Description of Project 

`02 Installation of 
surveillance cameras 

To prevent natural resources from illegal collection of natural 
resources, surveillance cameras were installed in Misiryeong, and 
Jubongsan  

`02 Wildlife protection 
team 

To prevent illegal hunting of wildlife, and for the natural resources 
survey, wildlife protection team was established 

 
 
4.4. Installation of nature learning facilities  
 
In order to help park visitors better understand wildlife's ecology and nature, nature trails were 
installed in 3 areas since 1998. In addition, construction works for visitor centers in key areas 
are ongoing to provide ecological information and improve visitor culture. Park management 
plans to develop various programs after the completion of constructions.  
 
Table 6. Installation of Nature Learning Facility  
 

Year Facility Description of Facility 
`98 Biryong Falls nature interpretive trail Information boards, trails  
`99 Biseondae nature interpretive trail 〃 
`01 Jujeongol nature interpretive trail 〃 

`02～`05 Visitor Center Information, virtual reality experience, eco-
game  

 
 
4.5 Community Program  
 
Seoraksan national park office has been working tirelessly to preserve natural resources of 
national park areas and to provide quality visitor services in spite of limited legal authority, and 
lack of manpower and budget. However, without the active cooperation from local communities, 
the park office alone cannot manage national parks effectively. Therefore, the park office 
implemented Community Programs which promotes cooperative and friendly relationships with 
local communities, and expands communities' participation in park management. Various 
partnership programs include environment interpretation program, wildlife protection team, 
national park photo exhibition, assistance for the underprivileged, and rural communities, and 
volunteer services.  
 
Table 7.Status of Community Program  
 

  Year No. of Participants Description of Program 
‘00 48 
`01 587 
`02 403 
'03 96 

Environment 
Interpretation 

Program 

‘04 497 

- Definition of National Park, wildlife status 
- Ecology of wildlife 
- Expert training for environment interpreters  

`01 2,019 
`02 756 
`03 745 

Volunteer Service 
Program 

`04 735 

- Park clean-up 
- Information service for park visitors 
- Operation of storages for inflammables 
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5. Conclusions and Future Challenges  
 
5.1 Closing the gap of protected areas with overlapping designations  
 
Despite the fact that Mt. Seoraksan biosphere reserve is an internationally recognized reservoir 
of natural ecosystem, its management is reliant on KNPS. The region is a national park, and also 
a biosphere reserve. Subtle differences between the two protected areas can be found in 
regulations, policies, and management guidelines regarding their designation. For instance, 
differences are inevitable between management objectives of IUCN Protected Area 
Management Category II national park and a biosphere reserve. Therefore, management 
objectives of protected areas with overlapping designations must be defined for the effective 
management of these areas.  
 
5.2. Policy and Budgetary Support  
 
Awareness for the importance of protected areas is increasing across the globe, and without 
sufficient budget, manpower, and policy support, protected areas cannot be managed effectively. 
For the management of Mt. Seoraksan Biosphere Reserve that meets the intent of its designation, 
UNESCO and the Korean government's budgetary and policy support is paramount.  
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Discussion and Decision on 2005 Meeting of 
the Advisory Committee for Biosphere Reserves 

 
(Twelfth Meeting. UNESCO Headquarters, Room XIV, 22-24 June 2005) 

DRAFT REPORT  
 
 

Mr. Han Nianyong 
Secretary-General 

Chinese MAB National Committee 
 
 
 
TRENDS IN PERIODIC REPORTING ON BIOSPHERE RESERVES 
 
106.  The Advisory Committee recalled that the periodic review on the status of biosphere 
reserves every ten years “based on a report by the concerned authority” was an obligatory exercise 
under the 1995 Statutory Framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves.  The original 
intent was to provide a mechanism whereby the authorities responsible for the “old” biosphere 
reserves (i.e. pre-1995) could undergo a self-assessment as the extent to which the site responded to 
the Seville criteria, and to take appropriate measures to mitigate the situation.  
 
107.  To date, some 187 biosphere reserves had submitted periodic reviews and, in the vast 
majority of cases it had proved to be very useful. The recommendations of the Advisory Committee 
and MAB Bureau on individual sites had been usually taken very seriously by the countries 
concerned, even although follow-up measures were often difficult and time-consuming to 
implement. Globally speaking, the periodic review exercise could be considered as an overall 
success as it had served to considerably increase the quality and functionality of the individual 
biosphere reserves (including the withdrawal of non-functional sites) and thus improving credibility 
and relevance of the World Network as a whole. 
 
108. Now in 2005, ten years later, it was perhaps the moment to consider if there was a need to 
develop a strategy to replace the periodic review over time. The current review reporting procedure 
was descriptive and static, in some ways with a “policing” connotation. Given the increasing 
importance of biosphere reserves as “learning sites” for integrated land and water management for 
the wider landscape matrix (and their role in the CBD and the DESD to this effect), there was an 
emerging need to document how individual biosphere reserves addressed changes, temporally, 
spatially and socially; and a parallel need to make the WBRN better known to the international 
conservation and development community as “working examples”.  
 
109.  The main points of the Advisory Committee’s discussion can be summarized as follows:  
 
Periodic reporting for whom and for what purpose?  
 
110.There were different levels of interest and use of biosphere reserve report: at the national level 
to enable a self-assessment of progress in implementing the Seville criteria; at the national level 
again as a mechanism to enable the country concerned to renew/maintain contacts with the 
Secretariat; at the local level as an educational tool to stimulate interest in the role of a given site as 
a biosphere reserve especially for new personnel and incomers; at level of UNESCO to allow the 
Secretariat to analyze progress and obstacles for various regions, biomes or typologies of problems, 
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and also more generally to promote the use of the WBRN as a tool to meet new global challenges 
for example for the DESD. 
 
Who is responsible?  
 
111. At the national level, periodic reporting must be undertaken as a moral commitment to 
implement UNESCO programmes. Periodic reporting can be seen to be a “burden” at four levels: 
MAB National Committees, the executive national government bodies; the managers/coordinators 
of biosphere reserves; local communities. Each biosphere reserve allowed their interaction – and 
the periodic review must be the responsibility of all four categories, with the idea of a feedback 
mechanism to secure additional funding or resources to improve the situation.  
 
Who and how to prepare the periodic review?  
 
112. Experience had shown that the preparation of a periodic review report should not be 
confined to one individual or even to one single institution: the most productive reports have been 
prepared through field reviews by groups of persons, often with external specialists nominated by 
the “concerned authority”. 
 
What indicators to use?  
 
113. The difficulty lays in reporting to obtain information on the diversity of biosphere reserves 
and the flexibility in application of the concept, and a fixed set of indicators could not reflect the 
whole span of approaches. The Advisory Committee recognized that much work had been done on 
indicators for assessing the effectiveness of protected areas and these indictors could be used for 
the “conservation function”; in the same manner, recourse could be made to indicators for 
sustainability of certain resources uses e.g. forestry. However, there was an inherent difficulty of 
finding indicators for how well a biosphere reserve is functioning as an integrated whole and as a 
representation of a given biome. For example, data could be provided showing an increase in arable 
land which could be interpreted as an increase in the “development” function whereas it may have 
been at the expense of the “conservation” function, .e.g. through the drainage of wetlands. One 
could re-examine the Seville implementation indicators to pick out those that seem most useful.   
 
How to assess changes over time?  
 
114. This implied both quantitative and qualitative aspects, e.g. changes in absolute numbers of 
tourists and in the types of tourists; changes in land use, which may not always be positive (e.g. 
encroachment by refugees, increase in coca production, etc.). 
 
How to use the management plan or policy for biosphere reserves?  
 
115. Management plans normally have implementation indicators that are site-specific and 
allow feedback loops, with government, funding, etc. and can be useful in preparing the periodic 
review. In this connection, the Advisory Committee recalled that the Statutory Framework had 
been drafted by legal specialists dominated by “protected areas” thinking (resulting in questions in 
the periodic report such as “how many employees for the biosphere reserve?”), whereas the Seville 
Strategy was more philosophical and visionary, talking of a “pact” between local communities 
within a biosphere reserve and society as a whole. This mismatch had been recognized by the 
Secretariat in preparation of the Handbook and explanations were being drafted to help countries 
understand and adapt for their own biosphere reserves. The idea of “cooperation plans” was being 
promoted as increasingly biosphere reserves were coordination mechanisms rather than managing 
entities.  
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Transparency of reporting  
 
116. It would be useful to make information on biosphere reserves available publicly to 
stimulate peer competition and preferably emulation so that biosphere reserves can learn from each 
other and positively respond. One way of doing this would be to make the biosphere reserve plans 
or policies available publicly. The example was given of the World Protected Area Data Base, 
which was made public internationally deliberately in the knowledge that much information was of 
poor quality: this provoked many countries and sites to provide their data. This could work for 
biosphere reserves since a major motivation for nominating a site as a biosphere reserve was to 
obtain international status.  
 
What type of information system?  
 
117. The UNESCO Secretariat needed to have general information on the functionality of all 
biosphere reserves to make analyses for the World Network; there was also a need for a 
decentralized system to allow the countries and/or biosphere reserves themselves to set up their 
own web sites and provide a maximum of information, and the need for databases for regional 
networks, as had been done for example for ArabMAB. 
 
What periodicity of reports?  
 
118. Ten (10) years may be too long but one needed to be pragmatic since annual reporting to 
Secretariat would be too cumbersome.  
 
How could the periodic review form be revised? 
 
119. The contents could include sections describing the characteristics of biosphere reserves 
(physical, bio-geographic, etc.); the original perspectives of the biosphere reserve at the time of 
designation; the current situation, what changes have occurred, what new perspectives locally and 
with region? The structure could follow the structure of the biosphere reserve handbook, which 
itself was based on the Statutory Framework  
 
120. The Secretariat thanked the Advisory Committee for this rich panoply of views. It was 
recalled that this periodic review was a statutory requirement and any changes in the Statutory 
Framework would imply a long and heavy procedure. However, the Secretariat would take account 
of these ideas, for example in revising the biosphere reserve information system. In addition, a trial 
using new indicators could be initiated for a pilot number of biosphere reserves, developing new 
indicators for functional aspects such as sustainable development and linking as appropriate to 
global spatial-information services such as those provided by NASA or ESA (which include 12 
national space agencies).  
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Brief Report on the MAB International Co-ordinating 
Council (ICC) Meeting 

 
(UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, 27-29 June 2005) 

 
 

Dr. Valery M. Neronov 
Vice Chair of the MAB/ICC &  

Vice Chairperson of the Russian MAB National Committee 
 
 
 
At the 18th session of the MAB International Coordinating Council (ICC) (October 25-29, 2004) 
the following members have been elected into its Bureau: Mr. Gonzalo Halffter Salas (Mexico) 
- Chairperson, and 5 Vice-Chairpersons: Mr. Gunter Kock (Austria), Mr. Daniel Amlalo 
(Ghana), Mr. Chung Il Choi (Republic of Korea), Mr. Valery Neronov (Russian Federation), 
Mr. Nouri Soussi (Tunisia). During June 27-29, 2005 there was the second meeting of the 
Bureau which was opened by Mr. Andras Szollosi-Nagy, Deputy Assistant Director-General of 
the Natural Sciences Sector of UNESCO and Director of the Division of Water Sciences. He 
welcomed the members of the Bureau and Observer Delegates from 31 countries (only two 
delegates were from EABRN region - Mr. Jae Hon Kim, Permanent Delegation of DPRK to 
UNESCO and Mr. Andrei Volkov - Permanent Delegation of RF to UNESCO) present at the 
meeting and reminded to participants that during the last meeting of the Executive Board of 
UNESCO the principal priority of the Natural Sciences Sector for the biennium 2006-2007 - 
“water and associated ecosystems” was reaffirmed.  
 
After 18th session of ICC MAB very important decision was taking (1 December 2004) that the 
activities and staff related to Observation from Space and Capacity Building in Earth Sciences, 
including the International Geosciences Programme (IGCP) joined the Division of Ecological 
Sciences, and the resulting new unit is now referred to as the Division of Ecological and Earth 
Sciences, under the direction of Mr Natarajan Ishwaran, Secretary of the MAB programme. In 
connection with the forthcoming session of the UNESCO General Conference (3-21 October 
2005) there are plans to convene a meeting of the Chairs of the intergovernmental programmes 
(MAB, IHP, IOC, IGCP and MOST) immediately prior to the meeting of the Science 
Commission of the UNESCO General Conference, which should recommend how to strengthen 
the cooperation between different programs and achieve better results in the biennium 2006-
2007. Among priorities Mr. Andras Szollosi-Nagy underlined the cooperation between the 
MAB and IHP programmes, particularly under the ecohydrology main line of action. He 
recalled that during the 18th session of the ICC MAB the MAB Secretariat was requested to 
explore possibilities to strengthen MAB and IHP cooperation in improving the management of 
freshwater ecosystems within urban territories.  
 
After adoption of the Agenda of the Bureau meeting two reports have been presented - by 
Chair-Person of ICC MAB and by the Secretary of MAB programme. Mr. Gonzalo Halffter has 
informed the Bureau members that the 9th meeting of IberoMAB network to be held in Xalapa, 
Mexico in October 2005. In the framework of this meeting an international Conference on 
"Conserving Internationally Designated Areas: Biosphere Reserves, World Heritage and 
Ramsar Sites in Iberoamerica" will be convened. Mr N. Ishwaran reported on the main activities 
of the Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences and the MAB Programme, since last ICC 
MAB Bureau meeting in October 2004. Among them he underlined the importance the 
International Biodiversity Conference organized by the Government of France under the 
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auspices of UNESCO, at UNESCO Headquarters, in January 2005, which was attended by more 
than 1,500 participants. Three workshops were organized by the Secretariat. Another important 
meeting was held at the United Nations University (UNU) in Tokyo from 29 May to 2 June 
2005. It was devoted to “Conserving Cultural and Biological Diversity: The Role of Sacred 
Natural Sites and Cultural Landscapes”.  
 
Mr Ishwaran recalled that the year 2006 had been proclaimed the “International Year of Deserts 
and Desertification” by the United Nations General Assembly. An international conference 
entitled “The Future of Drylands”, will be held in Tunis in June 2006 and will provide 
opportunities to take stock of fifty years of dryland research and to identify gaps in scientific 
knowledge for future orientations in the MAB Programme for dryland ecosystems. 
  
Mr. Ishwaran informed the Bureau of his visit to DPR of Korea to award the certificate to 
Mount Kuwol Biosphere Reserve. As regards new initiatives, the Secretary recalled that 
biosphere reserves would be used as laboratories and learning sites for the UN Decade on 
Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD). As requested by the ICC, the Secretariat 
sent out a Circular Letter early this year to all MAB National Committees and Focal Points, 
which encouraged MAB National Committees to: a) explore how their biosphere reserves could 
be integrated into the national and regional plans and strategies for the DESD and b) propose 
ideas for actions at the international level which could be coordinated by the Secretariat. 
Another opportunity to raise the role of Biosphere Reserves in environment conservation will be 
to use them in cooperation with the Ecological and Environmental Economics Programme at the 
Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) as pilot sites for testing 
approaches to use emerging carbon financing mechanisms for conservation and sustainable use 
of biodiversity.  
 
After these two reports the Bureau examined the information requested from four biosphere 
reserves approved in 2004. Two of them (Foping, China and Kedrovaya Pad, Russian 
Federation) belong to EABRN. ICC MAB Bureau expressed its appreciation to the relevant 
MAB Committees for the efforts undertaken to secure the full implementing of functions of 
Biosphere Reserves and recommended the further actions in this direction. For Kedrovaya Pad 
Biosphere Reserve which is currently under risk of severe impact of oil pipeline to be 
constructed from Eastern Siberia to Pacific Ocean a further progress report should be presented 
for the Advisory Committee and MAB Bureau in 2006. 
 
The considerable time of the Bureau’s work was devoted to an examination of new biosphere 
reserve proposals. The Bureau examined 24 such proposals, of which one is the nomination of a 
transboundary biosphere reserve in Africa, plus requests for extension of an existing biosphere 
reserve and a change in zonation of a biosphere reserve, respectively. The Bureau expressed its 
appreciation to the members of the Advisory Committee for biosphere reserves, which held its 
meeting also in Paris just prior to the Bureau’s meeting, for their excellent work in preparing 
recommendations for each of these dossiers. After approval of 23 new biosphere reserves World 
Network of Biosphere Reserves now consisted of 482 sites in 102 countries. Among new 
approved biosphere reserves there are two belong to EABRN. They are the following: Dornod 
Mongol Biosphere Reserve, Mongolia; Khankaiskiy Biosphere Reserve, Russian Federation.  
 
The Bureau examined the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on the periodic review 
reports for ten biosphere reserves, received by the Secretariat for 2005. Among them from 
EABRN there were Baikalsky Biosphere Reserve, Kronotskiy Biosphere Reserve and 
Tzentralnoibirskii Biosphere Reserve, Russian Federation. All of them have been designated in 
the 1980s, before the Seville biosphere reserve criteria has been established. Since their reports 
were incomplete and maps were inadequate the Bureau decided to return reports through the 
official government channels for further improving. Even more, the Bureau recommended that 
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the Russian MAB Committee works with the Ministry of Natural Resources to examine the 
appropriateness of the biosphere reserve designations for these sites, calling upon the support of 
the UNESCO Office in Moscow as required and, as appropriate, the services of the Chair of the 
World Commission on Protected Areas of the World Conservation Union.  
 
 
The Bureau paid special attention to recommendations of the Advisory Committee for 
Biosphere Reserves concerning the improvement of mechanisms of the periodic review which 
should significantly increase the quality and functionality of individual biosphere reserves and 
WNRB as a whole. The MAB Bureau considered that the response of biosphere reserves to 
changes over time constituted in itself a rich research theme for the MAB Programme, which 
was unique in the scientific community. In this perspective, a pilot MAB project could be 
initiated soliciting volunteer countries and/or research institutions and extra-budgetary funding.  
 
Very relevant to improving of biosphere reserve functions are the matters on national biosphere 
reserves origin labeling schemes for commercial purposes. After discussion of the reports on 
this topic the Bureau requested the Secretariat to prepare a scoping paper to take the issue 
forward; such a paper could focus on issues, such as experiences of existing national biosphere 
reserve labeling and certification schemes, case studies on introductions of the biosphere reserve 
origin label in a limited number of sites, administrative and financial requirements, legal 
considerations, and impacts of labelling schemes on the development of quality economies in 
and around biosphere reserves.  
 
The Chairperson of ICC MAB, Mr. Gonzalo Halffter introduced the initiative concept of the 
Archipelago Reserve which could serve as an ‘umbrella’ to enhance the security of the protected 
areas within rather large territory and ensured their connectivity. The Bureau concluded by 
concurring with the Advisory Committee that more study was required on the archipelago 
reserve concept, looking into: the biological, political and social aspects; the relations with 
biosphere reserves, Ramsar wetlands and World Heritage sites; the comparative advantage over 
the biosphere reserve concept or others, for example in integrating protected areas into the 
broader land and seascape, as required under the CBD programme of work on protected areas. 
The Bureau suggested that discussions on this could continue at the Xalapa, Mexico, meeting on 
international designated conservation areas in October 2005, and involving the Commission on 
Protected Areas and the Commission on Ecosystem Management of IUCN. An analysis could 
then be submitted to the MAB Council at its next session in 2006.  
 
Mr. Ishwaran, Secretary of MAB and Director of the Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences 
of UNESCO, introduced item referring to “Ecological Sciences, MAB and Biosphere Reserves: 
Proposals for Work Plan 2005-2010”. As regards the programme and budget for the period 
2006-2007 (33 C/5) which would be considered by the General Conference at its 33rd session in 
October 2005, Mr. Ishwaran stated that there was a budget cut of about 30% compared to the 
current biennium of 2004-2005 in conformity with budget reductions imposed on programme 
costs throughout UNESCO, except on those programmes directly linked to principal priorities 
of UNESCO Sectors. In the case of the Natural Sciences Sector, the principal priority was 
“water and associated ecosystems” with the Division of Water Sciences taking the lead for its 
implementation. The Bureau members expressed concern about these budgetary constraints and 
expressed the wish that no further decreases would occur. The MAB Bureau invited the MAB 
National Committees to work closely with the UNESCO National Commissions and other 
relevant Government Ministries and departments that would constitute Member State 
delegations to the 172nd Session of the Executive Board and the 33rd session of the General 
Conference (October 2005) to ensure that the Delegations fully recognize and support the work 
of Ecological Sciences, MAB and biosphere reserves; including considering the opportunity for 
using biosphere reserves as learning sites for sustainable development during the UN Decade of 
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Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) that has been launched in 2005 under 
UNESCO’s leadership. 
 
Following to the recommendations of MAB-ICC at its 18th session the Secretariat collected 
information on ongoing and planned future training activities, networks and centers involving 
biosphere reserves and to make this information available on the MABNet. The Bureau 
welcomed the diversity of approaches developed in and by biosphere reserves to meet the 
training needs of various stakeholder groups, and for capturing the opportunities that biosphere 
reserves provide for training and research for societies at large. In particular, it noted with 
satisfaction the diversity of UNESCO Chairs, such as the UNESCO Chair on “Sustainable 
Development and Environmental Education” at the University of the Basque Country, linked to 
the Urdabai Biosphere Reserve; the establishment of UNESCO-Cousteau Ecotechnie Chair at 
the Institute of Ecology and Geobotany, Yunnan University (China). The Bureau encouraged 
the Secretariat to further collect information and to make it available on the MABNet before the 
next MAB-ICC.  
 
The Secretariat introduced the document on the work of the MAB Urban Group on the 
biosphere reserve concept, biodiversity and water mostly based at results of the relevant 
workshop in the framework of the International Conference on “Biodiversity: Science and 
Governance” (UNESCO Headquarters, 24-28 January 2005). Some other meetings have been 
held also and all these events had called for increased networking among cities and urban areas 
on urban ecology, biodiversity and biosphere reserve issues; it was suggested that this topic 
would be taken up at the international workshop “Urban Nature 2006 – Local Governance and 
Biodiversity Conservation”, scheduled for 23-24 February 2006, just prior to the Local 
Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) World Congress 2006 in Cape Town, to which the 
MAB Urban Group had been invited to contribute. Other future activities of the MAB Urban 
Group included the finalization, before the end of its present mandate in September 2006, of the 
on-going work on drafting criteria for the assessment of biosphere reserve proposals with 
significant urban components, and the elaboration of a draft five-year work programme on 
possible future urban ecology activities for the consideration of the Bureau.  
 
The Bureau paid attention to the development of marine research agenda for MAB. Among 
recent activities it is worth to mention:  
the development of synergies between biosphere reserve managers and academic personnel of 
marine research stations in Europe which was explored at the UNESCO/MAB-European MARS 
(Marine Research Stations) Network/MARBEF (Marine Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Functioning) Network of Excellence Expert Meeting on “Ecological Science and Biosphere 
Reserves to Help Nature Conservation Practitioners and Society to Set Priorities in Coastal and 
Marine Areas in Europe”, which took place in UNESCO-ROSTE in Venice, 12-13 May 2005;  
the identification of national strategies for biodiversity protection in biosphere reserves and 
similarly managed areas with special emphasis on coastal areas, small islands and mangroves; 
and the promotion of South-South technology-transfer and intensive training for the 
management of renewable natural resources in selected case studies in specific developing 
countries through the project on Asia-Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use of 
Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similar Managed Areas (ASPACO), 
implemented by UNESCO-MAB in collaboration with the United Nations University;  
the promotion of marine protected areas, especially in areas beyond national jurisdiction, and 
the development of ‘toolkits’ for protected areas in general (such as guidelines, best practices) 
in the context of the CBD, for which an expert meeting on the programme of work on protected 
areas had taken place in Italy in June 2005.  
 
The Bureau members received the recent publication of the proceedings of a workshop on 
Russia’s marine protected areas with the recommendation to UNESCO to link its marine work 
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with the Caspian Sea Project. This publication with a number of detail recommendations will be 
interesting also for country-members of EABRN. The Bureau encouraged the Secretariat to 
continue this work on marine-related issues in partnership with UNESCO’s Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission and World Heritage Centre, as well as UNU (particularly its 
Institute of Advanced Studies), and taking into account of marine work under other initiatives 
such as the Global International Waters Assessment, the Large Marine Ecosystems Initiative, 
and UNEP Regional Seas Programmes, and the CBD Jakarta Mandate on Marine and Coastal 
Biodiversity.  
 
 
The following to MAB-ICC’s decision at its 18th session, the Secretariat had sent out a circular 
letter to all MAB National Committees and Focal Points, in March 2005, encouraging them to: 
a) explore how their biosphere reserves could be integrated into the national and regional plans 
and strategies for the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 
(DESD) and b) propose ideas for actions at the international level which could be coordinated 
by the Secretariat. Unfortunately, at the time of the Bureau meeting, there had been a very low 
response rate. The Bureau recognized that there was a need to create a ‘culture for DESD’ 
closely linked to biosphere reserves, which could be built upon by: a) reiterating to MAB 
National Committees the importance and the inter-sectoral nature of the DESD, allowing 
linkages between Ministries for Education, Culture, Environment. The forthcoming meeting of 
the Chairs of the five UNESCO Natural Sciences programmes should address the DESD in this 
context; b) encouraging existing structures such as the UNESCO Associated Schools, the  
 
UNESCO Chairs to use MAB publications and information material to promote and implement 
the DESD. In turn, MAB materials such as the desertification kit should be adapted to highlight 
DESD dimensions; c) UNESCO providing seed funding for two types of meetings: informal 
meetings at different sites using community representatives and especially young people from 
biosphere reserves to talk about their experience related to sustainable development in their 
local languages; and more formal national meetings for protected area personnel in general. In 
this regard the Bureau supported the recommendation of the Advisory Committee that its 
present and former members be mobilized as necessary as speakers and activity leaders.  
 
During the Bureau meeting the selection of the winner of the 2005 Sultan Qaboos Prize for 
Environmental Preservation was made. After reviewing the nominations, the Bureau decided to 
award the 2005 Sultan Qaboos Prize for Environmental Preservation jointly to the Great Barrier 
Reef Marine Park Authority (Australia) and to Dr Ernesto C. Enkerlin-Hoeflich (Mexico). The 
Prize ceremony would be organized in Budapest in conjunction with the World Science Forum 
on 10 November 2005, during which a series of different UNESCO Science Prizes would be 
awarded, including the Sultan Qaboos Prize for Environmental Preservation.  
 
Also the Bureau selected the recipients for the 2006 MAB Young Scientist Awards. In total 78 
applications have been reviewed and 10 winners have been nominated. Among them two 
represent country-members of EABRN: Ms Sung Mi LEE (Republic of Korea) for a project on 
“Distribution of sea grass and its ecological importance of Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve” and 
Ms Nadezhda ARYLOVA (Russian Federation) for a project on “Implementation of the 
ecosystem approach for conservation and restoration of the Saiga antelope population around 
Chernye Zemli Biosphere Reserve”. The Bureau congratulated the Award winners, stressing the 
high quality of their research proposals and the EABRN-9 meeting’s participants could wish to 
join to these congratulations. Besides the Bureau reviewed views and suggestions for the 
strengthening of the MAB Award scheme and stressed that some more comments from the 
UNESCO Field Offices and MAB National Committees will be necessary to further strengthen 
the Award scheme but decided not to make any particular changes to the MAB Young Scientists 
Award Scheme at the present time.  
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The Bureau worked together with the Secretariat to set up a scheme in memory of Dr Michel 
Batisse. After discussions it was agreed on the following scheme:  
 

- Title of the Scheme: Michel Batisse Award for Biosphere Reserve Management;  
- Award amount: US$ 6,000 plus international travel and allowances in Paris, France, to 

present the award winning case study to the MAB-ICC session;  
- Periodicity of Awards: Every two years at the time of the MAB-ICC;  
- Responsibility for Technical Review of Proposals Received and Recommending the Award 

Winner for Consideration and Approval by the MAB Bureau: International Advisory 
Committee for Biosphere Reserves;  

- Language for Submission of Case Studies: English and French;  
- Process for Submitting Applications: Each country can submit one case study on biosphere 

reserve management, not exceeding a maximum of 30 pages (20 pages recommended) and 
appropriately illustrated with scientific data, figures and tables, photographs and other 
supporting documentation. Case studies must be submitted by 1 January of each year 
during which a MAB-ICC session is due to be convened. All case studies submitted must 
be submitted through, and have the endorsement of the respective MAB National 
Committees, and/or the UNESCO National Commissions of the country concerned.  

 
The Secretary informed the Bureau about the considerable efforts underway in UNESCO to 
streamline and standardize presentations of web sites of many of the intergovernmental 
programmes including MAB and others of the Natural Sciences Sector. These standardization 
efforts have caused the Secretariat to put on hold the new web page design and content structure 
that was endorsed by the ICC at its last session awaiting the house-wide specification of 
standards and formats for web design and content. These specifications are due to be finalized 
before the UNESCO General Conference in October 2005.  
 
As it was mentioned above the Remote Sensing Unit was transferred to the Division of 
Ecological and Earth Sciences. At the Bureau meeting they presented the work performed in 
setting up the Geographic Information System (GIS) for preparing an interactive map of the 
World Network Biosphere Reserves, updated and corrected with all biosphere reserves 
designated until 2004. The GIS will be used, in a first step, to design the biosphere reserve map 
for 2005. The second step will consist in making the GIS available on the Internet as a tool to 
interact with the MAB community in order to share information from various sources on a 
single interface. Accordingly the Bureau invited the Secretariat to launch a pilot project, 
including about six countries and their sites, to test out ways of preparing ways and means of 
preparing a complete data set for biosphere reserves. Such data sets should include the 
establishment of baselines that could be used for tracking changes in the status of biosphere 
reserves and thereby contribute towards the improvement of the effectiveness of the periodic 
review process. The Bureau would review the progress made in the design and launch of such 
pilot project at its next meeting. In the meantime, the Bureau recommended preparing a circular 
letter to MAB National Committees to inform them about the pilot project and to ask them to 
cooperate in providing relevant information for improving the database of the World Network 
of Biosphere Reserves. In connection with preparing the Atlas of biosphere reserves for East 
Asia it is very good opportunity to submit proposals from EABRN country-members for 
relevant pilot studies. 
 
* For full report, please see  

http://www.unesco.org/mab/mabicc/bureau/2005June/eng/E_report.pdf 
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Conflict Resolution Process for Governance  
in the Republic of Korea 

 
 

Mr. Gil-bon Goo 
Director-General 

Bureau of Forest Protection, Korea Forest Service 
Republic of Korea  

 

 
 

1. Baekdu Daegan Mountain System  

Baekdu Daegan Mountain System (BDMS) is the 
longest series of mountain ranges that forms the great 
backbone of the Korean peninsula's topography. It 
stretches 1,400km down from Baekdu Mountain 
which is situated at the China-DPRK border and has 
Korea's highest peak at 2744m. BDMS extends from 
Baekdu Mountain all the way down to Jiri Mountain, 
including major mountains such as Geumgang 
Mountain, Seorak Mountain, and Taebaek Mountain. 
In the Republic of Korea, 684km of BDMS covers 9 
national and provincial parks and encompasses 6 
provinces.  
 
The ecological significance of the BDMS cannot be 
overstated. Serving as the principal habitat for wild 
fauna and flora, 1,326 species which is 33% of total 
4,071 plant species in Korea, grow in BDMS 
including 10 endangered and protected species.  
 
Nevertheless, the government had no choice but to do 
focus national policies on development and growth in 
order to rehabilitate the devastated land from the 
Korean War (1950～53).  
 
Such development strategies which did not consider environment and forests caused 
fragmentation or damages in considerable areas of BDMS.  
 
Various development projects have taken place throughout BDMS including 72 paved and 
unpaved roads, 5 railways, 12 mines, and 6 dams. Many of these roads, as well as around 80 
roads made specifically to facilitate logging, are cutting through the mountain ranges and 
ecosystems.  
 
For instance in 1995, administrative action was undertaken to stop mining in Jabyeong 
Mountain's peak area to protect BDMS. In 1998, the action, however, was proved to be an 
administrative restriction without legal ground and so the mining in this area resumed. As a 
result, the ecosystem in this area completely disappeared as shown in the figure.  
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2. Harmonizing Preservation with Development  
 
2.1. Establishment of National Protection Policy for BDMS  
 
Recently, values of natural, ecological, geographical, historical, and cultural aspects of BDMS 
have been highlighted as the public concern on forest and environment increased. It was urged 
for the government to strategically manage and enforce sustainable forest development in 
BDMS. As a result, the Act on the Protection of Baekdu Daegan Mountain System(the Act) was 
enacted on December 30, 2003 and it went into effect last January 1, 2005.  
 
2.2. Overview of the Act  
 
Under the provisions of the Act, "National Protection Plan on Baekdu Daegan Mountain 
System" and its annual implementation plan are established, by which Baekdu Daegan 
Mountain System Protected Areas (Core Zone and Buffer Zone) are designated and managed. 
The  
 
Act restricts forest practice within the protected area. And in case of development activities 
necessary within the protected area, the Act requires prior negotiations with the authorities. 
Furthermore, it provides regulations for the government to purchase private properties within 
the protected area. For more extensive protection of BDMS, the Act enforces to organize 
Committee on Baekdu Daegan Mountain System Protection in which concerned parties from 
Korea Forest Service and Ministry of Environment participate and make decisions. The Act 
promotes restoration and rehabilitation of the core ecosystem and the affected areas.  
 
2.3. Five Fundamental Principles  
 

1)  BDMS, the main mountain range of the Korean peninsula, should be protected and 
prevented from fragmentation by reckless development.  

2)  Rooting from the ridge line of BDMS, ecological continuity and inter-linkage should be 
secured and preserved as the core of ecosystem.  

3)  BDMS Protected Area is classified into Core Zone and Buffer Zone. The scope of each 
zone is created based on water storage, mountain structure, inhabitant type, and other 
geological factors.  
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4)  Among the protected areas identified by the Act, areas including settlement zones, 
nature villages and urbanized zones should be excluded from the protected area so as to 
minimize resident inconveniences.  

5)  In consideration of regional characteristics and conditions of BDMS, discussion and 
negotiation should be undertaken among stakeholder such as relevant local 
governments, residents, and NGOs.  

 
2.4. Master Plan  
 

 

 

 
| 

 
 
 
3. Creating Protected Areas under the Provisions of the Act  
 
In order to maintain ecological continuity and link throughout BDMS, about 270 thousand 
hectares are specified as protected area based on the opinions of the residents and local 
governments in accordance with the principles and criteria. The protected areas are classified 
into Core Zone and Buffer Zone.  
 
3.1. Criteria for Protected Area  
 
Scope of Protected Area: Considering the ridge line of BDMS as the axis point, the Protected 
Area includes areas with significant physical and biological values around mountain stream 
watershed and boundaries of these watershed.  
 

- Core Zone: This zone includes primary mountain stream watershed and areas with 
outstanding geological factors such as physical conditions(altitude, slope, distance from the 
ridge line), biological conditions(natural ecosystem, forest type, age class), and 
management conditions(legally protected areas)  
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- Buffer Zone: This zone includes areas not in the Core Zone of BDMS Protected Area.  
 
3.2. Conflicts in the Process of Creating Protected Area  
 
Local communities protested against the creation of protected areas because they concerned 
about possible limitations in private property rights and development opportunities. They 
strongly demanded assistance programs and additional forest activities in the protected area 
from the government. Much effort by government has been put into persuading the residents 
and adjusting relevant policies to achieve both individual and government goals.  
 
 

 
 
3.3. Demands and Conflicts among Stakeholder groups  
 

Groups Demands and Conflicts 
Central 

Government 
Demanded approval of more areas for resource development and national 
industry expansion 

Local 
Government 

Demanded to minimize restricted areas and to expand areas for local 
economy development  

NGO Demanded to expand protected areas and to minimize approval of activities 
in order to protect the ecosystem 

Local 
Residents 

Demanded to exclude private properties in protected area and protect 
private property rights through compensation  

 
 
3.4. Process of Conflict Resolution in Creating Protected Areas  
 

Mass 
Protests 

• Opposition and protest arose against creation of protected areas in 
ski resorts, golf course, and other areas included in local long-
term development plans. 

▼ 

Resident Persuasion

• Exclude nature villages, farmland, urbanized areas in creating 
protected areas 

• Publicize by educating local government employees 
• Raise public awareness through press releases and public 

symposiums  
• Organize local coordination body composed of residents, NGO, 
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and government to collect opinions 
• Hold field studies and discussions on controversial issues 

▼ 

Policy Adjustment

• Create minimized protected areas to lessen inconveniences of the 
local residents 

• Revision of irrational clauses of existing laws 
 - Claim rights for property purchase, assistance projects for 

residents 
 - Expansion of approved activities within protected areas such as 

livestock farming and agriculture 
• Government assistance for local income projects 
• Purchase of private properties that are included in BDMS 

protected area by the government  
▼ 

Reach mutual 
understanding and 
resolve conflicts 

• Recognize the significance of BDMS and necessity of its 
protection 

• Form mutual understanding on BDMS protection as national asset 
of the future 

• Accomplish successful creation of protected areas by eliciting 
mutual consent of the residents 

 
 
4. Key Factors and Challenges  
 

• Whether protected areas of BDMS have been created as an open interlinked system and 
not as blocks of fragmented ecosystem.  

 
• Whether legal mechanisms have provided a firm foundation on sustainable conservation 

of BDMS.  
 

• Whether resident assistance programs have been developed to minimize inconveniences 
of local communities.  

 
• Whether civil demands in the process of creating protected areas have been resolved by 

purchasing and providing compensation for the private forests in dispute.  
 

• Whether both resident and government goals have been met by reaching harmony 
between development and conservation.  

 
• Whether governance has been embodied to reinforce participation of multi-stakeholder 

in decision making processes.9  
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Review of the EABRN Activities in 1999-2004 and 
Development of Medium-term Strategy  

for the EABRN in 2005-2008 
 
 

Prof. Kwi-Gon Kim. 
Seoul National University, ROK  

Vice Chairperson, MAB National Committee of the Republic of Korea  
 
 
 

1. Introduction  
 
1.1. Objective  
 
The main purpose at this research is: 
  

a. To review the activities implemented under the EABRN during 1999-2004, 
particularly focusing on 6th, 7th and 8th EABRN meetings.  

b. To assess the recent trends of UNESCO's activities which were implemented under 
MAB Programme worldwide, other MAB regional network, World Heritage 
Convention and environmental education.  

c. To collect and search recent major projects and activities in the EAST Asian region 
implemented by other initiatives and multilateral or bilateral agencies.  

d. To identify and common concerns of the EABRN member states and draft a medium-
term strategy paper for the EABRN 2005-2008 based on the above-mentioned review 
and assessment.  

e. To communicate with the six EABRN member states for their comments and 
suggestions on the strategy paper and make necessary modification.  

f. To prepare for a power point presentation on the review report and the modified 
strategy paper, and present them at the 9th EABRN Meeting to be held in Jeju Island, 
Republic of Korea from 30 August to 3 September 2005.  

g. To discuss and obtain the approval of the EABRN member states on the medium-term 
strategy.  

 
This work is concerning the evolution of Northeast action for Biosphere Reserve management 
in 6 years between 1999 and 2004; and development of a medium-term strategy for the EABRN 
2005-2008 based on the above-mentioned review and assessment.  

 
1.2. Organization of the Research  
 
This research report is organized into four Chapters. Following the introduction presented in this 
Chapter, Chapter 2 describes the conceptual framework for doing research developed on the 
basis of the terms of reference (TOR) prepared by the UNESCO Beijing office. The TOR is 
applied to the EABRN activities and strategy in Chapter 3. Some conclusions and suggestions 
are made in Chapter 4.  

 
 

2. Conceptual Framework for Review of the EABRN Activities in 1999-2004 and 
Development of Medium-Term Strategy for the EABRN 2005-2008.  
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EABRN activities can be reviewed largely in three phases: Period 1 (1994-1997), Period 2 
(1999-2004) and Period 3 (2005-2008). For the outcome of assessment on activities in the 
Period 1, a report (1999)1 on the project undertaken by the author at a request by UNESCO 
Jakarta Office may be referred to.  
 
The conceptual framework for the second and third period of the EABRN activities developed 
on the basis of Terms of Reference (TOR) provided by UNESCO Beijing Office is as follows:  

 
i. Review of the Activities Implemented under the EABRN during 1999-2004.     In this 

section, the process of the EABRN development during the period from 1999 to 2004 
is presented by looking back the historical development of the EABRN. This review 
includes historical backgrounds, meetings, primary discussion topics, small scale 
project and capacity building. 

ii. Assessment of the Recent Trends of UNESCO's Activities  
- Here the weakness of the EABRN based on the review of the activities 

implemented under the EABRN during 1999-2004 will be discussed.  
iii. Development of Medium-Term Strategy for the EABRN 2005-2008  

 - In this section, several strategies would be proposed for what the EABRN has to do 
and how it has to work on during 2005-2008. In addition, some new programs will 
be suggested in this section. 

iv. Conclusions  
- The work will be concluded with some findings and thoughts for the past and 

future management of biosphere reserves.  
 
 

3. The Application  
 
3.1. Review of the Activities Implemented under the EABRN during 1999-2004  
 
3.1.1. Historical Background  
 
The General Conference of UNESCO, at its twenty seventh session held at UNESCO 
Headquarters, Paris, during October-November 1993, adopted draft resolution 140, proposed by 
the Republic of Korea and supported by several Member States such as Australia, China and 
Indonesia, and called upon UNESCO Member States of Asia Pacific to strengthen cooperation 
in the implementation of the Action Plan for Biosphere Reserve.  
 
In response to the invitation of the General Conference, UNESCO Member States of the East 
Asian Region, namely the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), Japan, Mongolia, 
People's Republic of China (PR China) and the Republic of Korea (ROK) in cooperation with 
the UNESCO Jakarta Offices, UNESCO Beijing Office and the International Secretariat of the 
Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme in UNESCO, Paris, launched, in 1994, a 
Cooperative Scientific Study of East Asian Biosphere Reserves. As part of this Cooperative 
Scientific Study, two technical meetings of representatives from participating East Asian 
Countries were held in 1994.  
 

                                                 
1  Kim, Kwi-Gon, The Evaluation of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network(EABRN), Research 

Report Submitted to UNESCO Jakarta Office, 1999, and Presented at the EABRN-6 meeting, China, 
14-20 September 1999, 35p.  
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At the second meeting held in Changbaishan Biosphere Reserve, China, representatives of 
DPRK, Japan, Mongolia, PR China and ROK unanimously agreed to formalize the 
establishment of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN). A statute for the sub-
regional network has been prepared by UNESCO Office in Jakarta and approved by the 
EABRN member states.  
 
An official request to join EABRN was submitted to UNESCO Jakarta Office in 1998 by MAB-
Russian Federation and was welcomed by the EABRN member states. EABRN thus six 
members and its activities span over 40 Biosphere Reserves across the region. The list of 
Biosphere Reserves in EABRN is included in Appendix 1 of the original report. 

 
3.1.2. EABRN Meetings during 1999-2004  
 
There have been three network meetings in the second phase of the EABRN activities. The 
details of each meeting are described below:  

 
 EABRN-6 Meeting  

 
The 6th Meeting of EABRN "Ecotourism and Conservation Policy in Biosphere Reserves 
and Other Similar Conservation Areas", held in the Jiuzhaigou Biosphere Reserve, China, 
during 16-20 September 1999 offered an opportunity to further the work on these subjects. 
Jiuzhaigou Meeting brought together some 50 participants from eight countries: China, DPR 
Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Republic of Korea and the new members the Russian Federation as 
well as Thailand and the United States.  
 
Six MAB country reports together with some 20 papers covering the above-subjects were 
presented at the EABRN-6. The participants carried out a field evaluation in Jiuzhigou 
Biosphere Reserve, an interdisciplinary of MAB for conservation. Suggestions and 
recommendations were made for improving management of this extraordinarily beautiful 
Biosphere Reserve and World Heritage site.  
 
As follow up, three small-scale projects were launched by UNESCO Jakarta Office after the 
EABRN meeting. These include the "Development of Conservation Policy for Bogdkhan 
Mountain Biosphere Reserve of Mongolia, "Investigation and Study on the Biodiversity of 
Main Wetlands and Training Activities for Its Conservation and Management in Democratic 
PDR Korea," and a "Study on Indicators for Ecotourism Management in China's Nature 
Reserve." The output was reported at EABRN-7 small-scale Projects held in the Sikhote Alin 
Biosphere Reserve of Russian Federation in 2000.  
 
Stimulated by the progress in EABRN, a preparation of transboundary conservation 
cooperation between UNESCO and ASEAN has started.  
 

 EABRN-7 Meeting  
 
The EABRN-7 meeting was held in Vladivostok and Sikhote-Alinsky Biosphere Reserve 
(SABR) in the Russian Far East from 6th to 13th September 2001. The meeting was hosted 
by MAB-Russian Committee and Pacific Institute of Geography, Far East Branch of Russian 
Academy of Sciences (FEB/RAS). The main focus on the meeting was capacity building for 
sustainable management of East Asian biosphere reserves. Other topics for discussion were 
related to EABRN priority issues: transboundary conservation cooperation, ecoturism 
development and biosphere reserve field evaluation. The programme included country reports, 
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various presentations from the host country, evaluation of SABR with two-day field visits 
and one excursion to Far Eastern State Marine Reserve.  
 
There were total 56 participants for the meeting, including 15 delegates from four EABRN 
member states, DPR Korea, Japan, Mongolia and R. Korea. China could not attend the 
meeting unfortunately due to a visa acquisition problem. For Russian participants, most of 
them came from PIG and SABR but also from other FEB/RAS institutes, nature reserves in 
the Far East, local governments and NGOs. Four UNESCO staff from Jakarta, Beijing and 
Moscow offices attended the meeting.  
 

 EABRN-8 Meeting  
 
From August 18-23, 2003, Mongolia hosted the 8th EABRN Meeting at the Hustai Nuruu 
Biosphere Reserve. Participants included host country Mongolia, plus Democratic People's 
Republic Korea, China, Republic of Korea, Japan and the Russian Federation. After 
presentation of the individual Country Reports and general updates on recent developments in 
the global MAB programme, participants focused on the EABRN priority topics. The 
following issues were discussed:  
 

▶  Transboundary Conservation Cooperation  
▶  Ecotourism Development in Biosphere Reserves  
▶  Conservation Policy and Assessment  
▶  Capacity Building for Sustainable Development of Biosphere Reserve  

 
An all-day field trip within the Hustai Nuruu Reserve was an integral part of the Meeting 
agenda.  
 
Primary discussion topics identified for future EABRN activities and initiatives included:  
 

▶ Partnerships with GEF, UNDP, and other organizations  
▶  Conservation of biological and cultural diversity  
▶  Desertification-related MAB activities, including sandstorm phenomena  
▶  Water-related ecosystem management  

 
Particular subjects focused since 1994 include ecotourism development, conservation policies 
and transboundary conservation cooperation. Meanwhile, subjects added in 1999-2004 
include capacity building. Dates, places, and primary topics are shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Primary Topics of EABRN Meetings 1999-2004  
Meeting Date Place Primary Topics 

Sixth 16-20 Sept. 
1999 

Jiuzhaigou BR 
(China) 

· Ecotourism 
· Conservation Policy 
· Transboundary Conservation 
  Cooperation 

Seventh 6-13 Sept. 2001 Sikothe-Alinsky BR 
(Russian Federation)

· Ditto 
· Capacity Building for Sustainable 
  Management 

Eighth 18-23 August, 
2003 

Hustai Nuuru BR 
(Mongolia) 

· Ecotourism 
· Conservation Policy and 
  Assessment 
· Transboundary Conservation 
  Cooperation 
· Capacity Building for Sustainable 
  Development of Biosphere 
  Reserves 

 
In the second phase, only Hustai Nuruu Statement was adopted and according to this 
Statement, “an EABRN Task Force to develop a training programme" was formed.  
 

3.1.3. EABRN Small-scale Projects during 1999-2004  
 
Small-scale projects funded by UNESCO Jakarta Office in this period are as follows: 
  
· Korea (Prof. Kwi-Gon Kim), Report on EABRN-funded small study on the Biodiversity 

Action Plan in the East Asian Biosphere Reserves  
· Mongolia, Development of Conservation Policy for Bogdkhan Mountain Biosphere Reserve 

of Mongolia  
· DPR Korea, Investigation and Study on the Biodiversity of Main Wetlands and Training 

Activities for Its Conservation and Management in Democratic PDR Korea  
· China, Study on Indicators for Ecotourism Management in China's Nature Reserve.  

 
3.1.4. Capacity Building during 1999-2004  
 
The 1st EABRN Training Course on GIS application in the management of Biosphere Reserves 
was organized by the Research Center for Eco-Environmental Scienes (RCEES), Chinese 
Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the UNESCO Beijing Office during 15-31 August 
2004 in Beijing and Wolong BR, Sichuan Province, China.  

 
The main objectives of the training course were to:  

 
▶ Provide the basis for increased technical knowledge among member states less 

experienced in GIS technology, and to promote GIS capacity-building in these states; 
▶ Promote exchange of knowledge and experiences among the EABRN countries about 

the use of GIS in Biosphere Reserve management;  
▶ Discuss ideas for effectively presenting GIS data to decision-makers to effect positive 

environmental policy development.  
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The training course was composed of 3 parts;  
 

a) Intensive Technical/System Training;  
b) GIS as a management/Decision-Making Tool; and  
c) A Field Visit to the Wolong Biosphere Reserve in Sichuan Province.  
 

Two guest experts from Japan and Republic of Korea were part of the resource persons and they 
presented their practical examples of application of GIS technologies to the management. For 
effective organization of the training and follow up from the participants side four laptops with 
free GIS software were donated to China, D.P.R. Korea, Mongolia and Russian Federation to be 
used for the BR activities in their country. In total 15 participants from six EABRN Member 
States attended. The training course was successfully finished through active discussion and 
information sharing among participants.  
 
3.2. Assessment of the Recent Trends of UNESCO'S Activities  
 
3.2.1. Limited Theme Selection  
 
Just the same as in the Period 1, eco-tour was a main theme in the Period 2 and attention has 
focused on conservation policy and transboundary issue. Therefore, subjects on conservation of 
biosphere reserves were relatively overlooked.  
 
In biosphere reserve zoning, it should be raised that “studying a functional transition zone that 
functions for biodiversity conservation and tourism development" is necessary. Since many 
biosphere reserves are located within national parks, the Period 3 should pay attention to 
restoration programs.  
 
3.2.2. Lack of Capacity Building  
 
“The 1st EABRN Training Course on GIS Applications in the Management of Biosphere 
Reserves" held in August 2004 is acclaimed to be successful. However, an official evaluation 
report by Training Task Force set up within EABRN is yet to be released. The role of Training 
Task Force was insufficient including its role in all stages of training courses. Therefore, in 
order to develop a more effective training roadmap, enhancement of its roles and functions 
appears to be essential.  
 
3.2.3. Lack of Large-scale Projects  
 
Except for small-scale projects supported by UNESCO Jakarta Office, no large-scale projects 
have been undertaken within a common framework to contribute to multi-lateral environmental 
agreements at a sub-regional level.  
EABRN meetings perform field evaluation only on biosphere reserves located in the host 
countries. 
 
3.2.4. Shortage of Funding or Donation  
 
Except for Funds-in-Trust provided by the ROK government, there are no financial sources and 
thus it is difficult to undertake new programs or projects.  
There are no instances of formally submitting a joint proposal on biosphere reserve projects to 
funding agencies in the names of member states.  
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3.2.5. Lack of Supply and Adoption of Guidelines or Statements Adopted at EABRN  
 
There is no information on how the details of guidelines or statements discussed or adopted at 
EABRN meetings have been translated into the policies of member states.  

 
3.3. Development of Medium-Term Strategy for the EABRN 2005-2008  
 
As mentioned in the previous section, primary discussion topics identified for future EABRN 
activities and initiatives in the EABRN-8 meeting includes:  

 
(1) Partnerships with GEF, UNDP, and other organizations  
(2) Conservation of biological and cultural diversity   
(3) Desertification-related MAB activities, including sandstorm phenomena  
(4) Water-related ecosystem management  

 
The EABRN activities performed to date and future EABRN activities proposed by this study 
for the third phase are compared and analyzed in Table 2.  

 
 

Table 2. Activities by phase of EABRN  
Item Phase 1 (1994-1998) Phase 2 (1999-2004) Phase 3 (2005-2008)

Primary 
Topics 

· Eco-tourism 

· Conservation policy 

· Transboundary 
conservation 
cooperation 

· Capacity Building 

· Cultural diversity 

· Water-related 
ecosystem 
management 
including 
wetlands 

Main 
Features 

of 
Activities 

· Conservation  policy 
discussion 
· BR field evaluation 

· Small-scale projects 

· Networking within 
EABRN 

· Conservation  policy discussion 

· BR field evaluation 

· Small-scale projects 

· Networking within EABRN 

· 
Conservation  poli
cy formulation 
· BR field evaluation

· Large-scale 
projects 
· Networking with 

other Networks 
Item Phase 1 (1994-1998) Phase 2 (1999-2004) Phase 3 (2005-2008)

Indicators · Ecosystem indicators 
· Development of Ecotourism Indicators 

· Ecosystem indicators 

· Sustainability 
Indicators; 
including cultural 
diversity 

 
 
3.3.1. Recommended Supply and Adoption of Policies on Biosphere Reserve Conservation 
and Sustainable Use at East Asian Level  
 
The outcome of discussions on the conservation and sustainable use of biosphere reserves and 
sustainable use at East Asian level should be adopted as policy guidelines or recommendations 
and member states should be encouraged to use them.  

 
3.3.2. Diversification of Themes  
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By covering various themes including cultural diversity as well as biodiversity, "Ecosystem 
Approach to Biosphere Reserves" should be practiced.  
 
3.3.3. Establishment of EABRN Training Centre  
 
It is recommended that the EABRN training courses should be regularly organized as one of the 
main EABRN activities to strengthen the management capability and facilitate co-operation 
among member states. EABRN Training Task Force should take a lead in developing a plan to 
establish EABRN Training Centre and submit it to the EABRN-9 meeting.  
 
3.3.4. Launching Fund-Raising Campaigns  
 
It has been repeatedly suggested in the EABRN meetings that the member stares should have 
more active cooperation. To achieve this, the EABRN needs more fund raising. Therefore, in 
the third phase, fund-raising campaigns should be launched to win support from international 
funding agencies such as GEF, World Bank and UNDP and donors to raise funds for EABRN 
activities.  
 
3.3.5. Strengthening of EABRN Integrated Monitoring and Information Programmes and 

it's Link with Other Relevant Programmes  
 
Although interests and capacity vary across members of EABRN as well as regions, it is 
necessary to share experiences in BR Integrated Monitoring and Information Programmes, 
which have a number of objectives, and establish links. Although such efforts would generate 
not much impact in short term at a site level, it may be very useful action in a long-term 
perspective of seeking and understanding global changes. Programs possible for linkages are as 
follows:  

 
· Sea BR Net  
· BRIM of Euro MAB (MAB-Fauna and MAB-Flora and its service on the Internet)  
· AFRI MAB  
· US MAB, Canada and the UK Environmental Monitoring Programmes of the Biodiversity 

Convention.  
 

The members of EABRN meetings evaluate the relevance and usefulness of such efforts highly. 
Therefore, a strategy to build a compatible Co-ordinated EABRN Monitoring and Information 
system" that are aligned with this program at EABRN level should be developed.  

 
3.3.6. Initiating Northeast Asian Ecological Network Building Project  
 
At the EABRN-5 Meeting, attendants have agreed to apply "Biosphere Reserves as a 
mechanism in the East Asian region" as a principle for transborder conservation cooperation 
through "Transborder Biosphere Reserves and Site-to-site Cooperation on Biosphere Reserves 
in the East Asian Region: Concluding Remarks and Recommendations".  
 
However, visible performance is yet to be achieved. In this study, the author proposes to initiate 
"Northeast Asian Ecological Network" in the third phase as a UNDP/GEF project. This project 
can be undertaken in two phases. Projects proposed for each phase is shown in Figure. 1 and its 
map is shown in Figure. 2.  
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Northeast Asian Ecological Network
        

Green Network Blue Network 
Period 3 

 

Period 4 
 

Figure. 1 Phases of Northeast Asian Ecological Network 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure. 2 Building the Northeast Asian Ecological Network (Green Network + Blue Network) 
The implementation plan of this project may be proposed as describe in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Implementation plan to build Northeast Asian Ecological Network (2005-2008)  
 

Year 
Activities 2005 2006 2007 2008 

    ▪ At the EABRN-9 meeting, announce 
and agree on Northeast Asian 
Ecological Network Building Plan 

 

       

    ▪ Obtain endorsement from member 
states 

 

 

      

    

Project Brief   

 

     

   

▪ Fill out GEF 
  Application   Form 

Main Document     
 

 

    

       

▪ Obtain approval from GEF    

 

  

                       

▪ Hold a project launching ceremony 
and begin implementation 

     

  

 
Details of this proposal may be referred to Appendix-2 of the original report.   

 
 

4. Conclusions  
 
This study shows that the outcome of the second phase of EABRN activities has been relatively 
successful. The EABRN activities in the 2nd phase were continuation of programs undertaken 
in the first phase except for the founding and operation of Training Task Force and "The 1st 
EABRN Training Course on GIS Applications in the Management of Biosphere Reserves". 
Although proposals made at "The Evaluation of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network 
(EABRN)" (September 1999), initiated by the author, were not fully implemented, EABRN is 
evaluated to have been further stabilized in the second phase. In the third phase, it is necessary 
to adopt a strategy by focusing programs and projects in a direction of contributing to multi-
lateral environmental agreement including Millennium Development Goals while continuing 
existing programs. "The Northeast Asian Ecological Network" proposed in this study will be a 
strategic joint project in line with such a direction. In order to specify strategies proposed in this 
study, the author proposes to set up and operate the tentatively named "EABRN Mid-term 
Strategy Task Force".  
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JEJU STATEMENT 
 

The 9th Meeting of UNESCO East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (EABRN) 
Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, Republic of Korea 

30 August – 3 September 2005 
 

 
T he EABRN meeting participants express their sincere thanks to the Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO, MAB National Committee of ROK and Jeju Provincial Government 
for the hosting of the 9th EABRN meeting and to the Government of the Republic of Korea for 
its continued professional and financial support to the EABRN.  
 
The 9th EABRN meeting was held with the main theme of “Conservation and Sustainable use o
f Insular Biosphere Reserves”. There were around 160 participants including 26 non-
Korean participants from EABRN member countries (China, Japan, Mongolia and Russian Fede
ration) as well as other countries from Palau, Spain and Vietnam.  
 

1) The EABRN continues to pursue the facilitation of i) the exchange and transfer of 
information and ii) the sharing of experiences on Biosphere Reserve management 
among the six member countries, through their National Committees for MAB and 
relevant partners. The field evaluation of a Biosphere Reserve remains to be a key 
element in future EABRN meetings; the field trip within the Jeju Biosphere Reserve 
underlined the usefulness of an exchange of experiences between local Biosphere 
Reserve management staff and the EABRN meeting participants. The Network shall 
enhance its technical support to the submission of new UNESCO Biosphere Reserve 
nominations including Transboundary Biosphere Reserves (TBRs) through the EABRN 
Secretariat. The participants showed their keen interest in the needs and potentials to 
develop transboundary conservation more actively in the region. In this regard, it was 
recommended that UNESCO promote and support the creation of TBRs in the region, 
especially by providing professional and technical services to the concerned countries 
and drawing international interest and support for potential benefits and contribution to 
the co-ordinated conservation and management beyond the border and the culture of 
peace. 

 
2) Members from the MAB National Committee convened an Ad-Hoc Committee 

meeting and the following decisions were made: 
 

• In line with the rotation principle, the next meeting of the EARBN should be held in 
the DPRK. Unfortunately, as there was no delegation from DPRK, it was decided to 
strongly encourage the DPRK to hold the EABRN-10 meeting. The EABRN 
Secretariat was charged with the task of contacting the DPRK on this matter. The 
priority topics of that meeting shall be communicated to all the members after 
having consultation with DPRK.   

• It was decided to have GIS and data handling for Biosphere Reserve (BR) 
management as the priority topic for the second EABRN training course. Regarding 
the venue and course organizer, the Russian Federation proposed to organize the 
training programme in the GIS Centre of the Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian 
Federation during 2006. 

• It was agreed to generate a common atlas for popularizing the BR concept for the 
general public, and at the level of school children. The preparation of the atlas can 
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be carried out in a phased manner subject to the availability of funds. The EABRN 
secretariat shall prepare the detailed plan.  

 
3) The funding proposal offered by the Jeju Provincial Government to develop a 

cooperative initiative in promoting Insular/Coastal BRs was warmly welcomed. As this 
project is proposed to cover Eastern and South-Eastern Asia and Pacific Region, the 
donor (Jeju Provincial Government) proposed that UNESCO Office, Jakarta be 
entrusted with the project implementation. This cooperative project may need a close 
inter-linkage relationship with EABRN member states and secretariat; Jeju Provincial 
Government would like to establish the project secretariat in Jeju. 

 
4) The EABRN shall further develop or strengthen its partnership with other related 

bilateral and multilateral organizations and institutions in the fields of biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development. This is to make the best use of the potential 
for technical cooperation and funding of projects in the EABRN BRs. The cooperation 
with other regional MAB networks shall be gradually established. Future perspectives 
should include the establishment of ecological corridor(s) connecting BRs.   

 
5) Keeping in mind the rich and unique biodiversity of Russian Far East, the EABRN 

meeting participants expressed their concern on plans to construct oil pipelines across 
pristine ecosystems and oil terminal in the Perevoznaya Bay close to two UNESCO 
BRs (Kedrovaya Pad and Far East Marine). The Bureau of the MAB International 
Coordinating Council had already voiced concern on this project earlier. Participants of 
the EABRN meeting, therefore, asked the relevant Russian Federation authorities to 
carry out additional evaluations of the current oil pipeline plans and to select more 
appropriate alternatives for its route and construction.  
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MINUTES  
OF THE AD-HOC MEETING OF CHAIRPERSONS OF THE 

EABRN MAB NATIONAL COMMITTEES  
  

 
30 August 2005 

Jeju Poonglim Resort, ROK 
 
 
Chair:   Prof. Chung-il Choi, MAB National Committee for ROK 
 
Participants: Mr. Han Nianyong, Chinese MAB National Committee 

Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Japanese MAB National Committee 
Mr. Bayarsaikhan Bayarmagnai, Mongolian MAB National Committee  
Dr. Valery Neronov, Russian MAB National Committee  
Mr. Senng-hwan Lee, Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Ms. Suk-kyung Shim, Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Jeju Provincial Government, ROK  
Prof. Dai-yeon Chung, Cheju National University, ROK  
Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Ms. Wang Jin, UNESCO Office Beijing 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Headquarters 

 
Agenda: 
 

• Venue of the EABRN-10 Meeting  
• Second EABRN Training Course 
• Cooperation for the Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region 
• EABRN Atlas Development  

 
 
Venue of the EABRN-10 Meeting: 
 
In line with the rotation principle, the next meeting of the EARBN should be held in the DPRK. 
Unfortunately, as there was no delegation from DPRK, it was decided to strongly encourage the 
DPRK to hold the EABRN-10 meeting. The EABRN Secretariat was charged with the task of 
contacting the DPRK on this matter.  
 
 
Second EABRN Training Course: 
 
The EABRN Project Secretariat proposed to change the modality of the training course into a 
UNESCO-EABRN Chair. A concept was submitted to the members. After long deliberations on 
this matter, it was decided to continue the training course in the same tradition as before.  
 
As regards the proposed themes of the training course, the proposal from members varied from 
conventional to modern techniques in Biosphere Reserve (BR) management (BR manager 
training; fund raising for BR management, GIS and data handling in BR management). 
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It was decided to have GIS and data handling for BR management as the priority topic for the 
second EABRN training course. Regarding the venue and course organizer, the Russian 
Federation proposed to organize the training programme in the GIS Centre of the Pacific 
Institute of Geography, Russian Federation in 2006.  
 
 
Cooperation on Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific Region: 
 
In general, the proposal and the financial contribution proposed by Jeju Provincial Government 
were welcomed by all the members. The Jeju Provincial Government informed that the financial 
contribution from their Government will be $ 50,000 per annum; if additional funding is needed, 
there is also the possibility of approaching the Central Government and other private donors. 
 
The EABRN Secretariat raised a number of issues for clarification, which were resolved in the 
following manner:  
  

• US $ 50,000 per year is earmarked for operational activities is provided to UNESCO for 
programme implementation; 

• This amount includes 13% overhead costs; 
• As this project is proposed to cover Eastern, South-Eastern Asia and Pacific Region, the 

donor (Jeju Provincial Government) proposed that UNESCO Office Jakarta be entrusted 
with the project implementation. This cooperative project may need a close inter-
linkage relationship with EABRN member states and secretariat; and 

• Jeju Provincial government would like to establish the project secretariat in Jeju. 
 
 
EABRN Atlas Development: 
 
The EABRN Secretariat had proposed to have a detailed atlas of BR sites in East Asia in the 
GIS format and prepared a concept note, which had been circulated to all the members for their 
comments. There were several clarifications from members on the concept document. The 
comments from the Korean National Commission for UNESCO was that there was no need to 
develop such a major proposal, but that one could look into the existing idea proposed by the 
GIS Centre of the Pacific Geographic Center, Russian Federation. 
 
In the light of the above, the members were asked to provide their comments on the Atlas. 
Detailed comments received from the members are attached as Annex-1. 
 
All the comments were discussed in detail. It was agreed to generate a common atlas for 
popularizing the BR concept for the general public, and at the level of school children. The 
members requested the project secretariat to prepare an outline and to circulate it to all members 
for the implementation of the atlas on BRs. 
 
The EABRN Secretariat informed the members that with the existing FIT agreement an amount 
of about US $12,000 existed; therefore, it may not be possible to generate maps for all six 
member countries. In addition, countries like China and the Far East part of the Russian 
Federation have a larger number of BRs; accordingly, it will not be possible to generate maps 
for all sites. Therefore, it was decided to generate maps for representative BRs related to a 
specific ecosystem. The preparation of the atlas can be carried out in a phased manner subject to 
the availability of funds. Members agreed on this proposal and requested the project secretariat 
to lay out the detailed plan.   
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DECLARATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE 9TH MEETING 
OF THE EAST ASIAN BIOSPHERE RESERVE NETWORK (Jeju 

Island Biosphere Reserve, 30 August ~ 3 September 2005) IN RESPONSE 
TO HURRICANE KATARINA IN THE UNITED STATES 

 
 
The Korean National Commission for UNESCO, the members of the MAB National 
Committees of Korea, China, Japan, Mongolia, Palau, Russian Federation and Vietnam, the 
representatives of Spain and the UNESCO offices in Beijing, Jakarta and Paris, managers and 
local scientists and regional authorities involved in the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, all of 
whom were present at the 9th Meeting of the East Asian Biosphere Reserve Network held in 
Jeju Island (ROK) from 30 August to 3 September, to specially focus on the insular, coastal and 
marine biosphere reserves.  
 
We wish to manifest to you that we are shocked by the catastrophe that happened in the Gulf 
States of the United States of America by hurricane Katrina, and are horrified by the loss of 
human lives and the devastation and its consequences for the local population of this coastal 
area.  
 
We approve sending a letter to the Director-General of UNESCO that expresses our sympathy 
with the people of the states of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, and especially with the 
citizens of New Orleans. We will also offer our help to them in any way that the Director-
General consider appropriate. 
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 MEETING AGENDA 
  

 
 

30 August 2005 (Tuesday) – 1st Day
 
08:30-09:30 

 
Registration 
 

Opening of the 9th EABRN Meeting 
 
09:30-10:30 Chair: Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 

 
 ▪   Opening by Chair  
 ▪   Welcome remarks by Mr. Jae-yong Lee, Minister of Environment, ROK  
 ▪   Welcome remarks by Mr. Tae-hwan Kim, Governor of Jeju Provincial Government, 

ROK 
 ▪   Opening Speech by Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima, Director of UNESCO Office Beijing 
 ▪   Opening speech by Mr. Samuel Lee, Secretary-General of Korean National  

Commission for UNESCO  
 ▪   Introduction of Key Representatives 
 ▪   Adaptation of the meeting agenda  
  
10:30-11:00 Group Photo and Break 
  
Session 1: Conservation and Sustainable Use of Insular Biosphere Reserves 
  
11:00-12:30 Chair: Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Chairman Japanese MAB Committee  
 Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 

 
 1.   Keynote address: Overview of Insular Biosphere Reserves  

- Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 2. Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve Network (SeaBRnet), Case Study 1: Siberut Island

Biosphere, Indonesia  
- Mr. Koen Meyers, Coordinator of Siberut Island Biosphere Reserve Programme,

UNESCO Jakarta Office  
 3. SeaBRnet Case Study 2: Phu Quoc Island and the Proposed Kien Giang Biosphere

Reserve, Vietnam   
- Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri, Chairperson of Vietnam MAB National Committee 

 4. SeaBRnet Case Study 3: Strengthening Management Ability for Sustainable
Development of Cat Ba Archipelago Biosphere Reserve in Haiphong City  
- Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh, Vice Chairman, People’s Committee of Hai Phong City 

  
12:30-14:30 Lunch Break  
  
Session 1 continued  
 

14:30-16:20 Chair: Dr. Valery Neronov, Deputy Chair of the Russian MAB Committee 
 Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 

 
 5. EABRN Case Study 1: Nature and Conservation of Yakushima Island Biosphere 

Reserve, Japan 
- Prof. Masahiko Ohsawa, University of Tokyo, Japan  
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 6. EABRN Case Study 2: Biodiversity conservation on the small islands of Peter the 
Great Bay 
- Mr. Andrey N. Malyutin, Director Far East Marine Biosphere Reserve, Russian 

Federation 
 7. Pacific Island Case Study: Ngaremeduu Conservation Area: 1st Biosphere Reserve in 

the Pacific Region 
- Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris, Marine Protected Area Programme Manager,  

Ngaremeduu Biosphere Reserve, Palau 
 8. EuroMAB Case Study: Menorca Biosphere Reserve, Spain 

- Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea, Universitat de Illes Balears, Spain 
 9. A proposal on the Cooperative Project for the Insular and Coastal Biosphere Reserves

in the Asia and Pacific 
- Prof. Dai-yeun Jeong, Cheju National University, ROK 

  
16:20-16:50 Tea/Coffee Break  
  
Session 2: The Jeju Island Reserve (JIBR) 
 
16:50-17:40 Chair: Prof. Do-Soon-Cho, Catholic University of Korea, ROK 
 Rapporteur: Mr. Keon Meyers, UNESCO Jakrta Office 
  
 1. Overview of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve  

- Dr. Yang-soo Yun, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlement 
 2. Potentials for the Sustainable Development  

- Dr. Hoi-sung Jeong & Kwan-gyu Lee, Korea Environmental Institute  
 3. Management and its structure  

- Mr. Dal-hee Jwa, Director, Environmental Policy Division, Jeju Provincial 
 Government, ROK 

 4. Natural environment and socio-cultural characteristics of Jeju Island  
- Dr. Sun-ae Ha, Member of Jeju Provincial Cultural Property Committee 
 

17:40-17:45 Briefing on the field visits to the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
  
18:00-19:30 Welcome reception hosted by the Minister of Environment, ROK (ICC Jeju) 

* Slide show: Selected sites of JIBR including field sites 
  
20:00-22:30 Ad-hoc meeting of Chairpersons of MAB National Committees 

(Venue: Seminar room, Jeju Poonglim Resort) 
 
 

 

31 August 2005 (Wednesday) – 2nd Day
  
08:00-18:00 Field Visit 1: Ecological and Cultural Diversities of the JIBR 
 * Course 1: Exploration of the Sea - Bomok Fishing Village – Jeju Warm Temperate 

Forest Research Institute – Donneko at Hyodon Stream – Mulyoungahri 
Oreum Wetland (Secondary volcanic cone) – Jeju Racehorse Ranch of Korea 
Racing Association – Hanon Wetland   

 * Course 2: Exploration of the Sea - Jeju Provincial Marine and Fisheries Resources 
Research Institute – Jeju Cultural Village – Yougnuni Oreum (Secondary 
volcanic cone) – Bomok Fishing Village  

  
19:00-20:30 Welcome dinner hosted by the Secretary-General of the Korean National Commission for 

UNESCO (Jeju Poonglim Resort) 
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1 September (Thursday) – 3rd Day
  
08:00-16:00 Field Visit 2: Mr. Halla, Center of the Jeju Island 

* Course: Youngsil (1,365m)– Witsae Oruem (1,740m) – Eorimok   
  
16:00-17:30 Evaluation of the JIBR 

Venue: Mt. Halla National Park Office at Eorimok)  
Chair: Prof. Do-soon Cho, Catholic University of Korea, ROK 
Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaff, UNESCO Paris  
 

18:30-20:00 Dinner 
  

 
2 September (Friday) – 4th Day
  
Session 3: Country Reports – Focusing on the activities after the EABRN-8 (August 2002) and 

future prospects 
  
 Chair: Prof. Seong-il Kim, Seoul National University,, ROK 
 Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 

 
09:00-10:20 1. China 

- Mr. Han Nianyong, Secretary-General, Chinese National Committee for MAB 
 2. Japan  

- Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Chairperson, Japanese MAB National Committee 
 3. Mongolia  

- Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmangnai, Chairperson, Mongolian MAB National Committee 
 4. Republic of Korea  

- Prof. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson, MAB National Committee of ROK 
 

10:20-10:40 Tea/Coffee Break 
  
10:40-12:00 5. Russian Federation  

- Dr. Valery Neronov, Deputy Chair, Russian MAB National Committee 
 6. Activity Report of EABRN 2003-2004  

- Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
 7. UNESCO-MAB collaboration in Asia-Pacific and inter-linkage of the current three 

sub-regional networks (EABRN, SeaBRnet, SACAM) 
- Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 

  
12:00-14:00 Lunch Break 
  
Session 4: Presentations and Discussions on Special Topics 
  
14:00-15:00 Topic A: Capacity Building and Public Awareness Enhancement 
  
 Chair: Prof. Kwi-gon Kim, Vice Chairperson, MAB National Committee of ROK  

Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 

 1. Public Education on Biospheres in China  
- Ms. Zheng Hong, Editing Director of “Man and the Biosphere”, Chinese National 

Committee for MAB 
 2. GIS Applications to the Management of Biosphere Reserves in Mongolia  

- Ms. Davaa Narantuya, Head ITC Mongolia 
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 3. EABRN Biosphere Reserve Atlas Development Proposal  
- Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director, Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian Federation

  
15:00-16:00 Topic B: Regional Cooperation Initiatives  
 1. Results of the ASPACO (Asia-Pacific Co-operation for the Sustainable Use of 

Renewable Natural Resources in Biosphere Reserves and Similar Managed Areas) 
Project  
- Prof. Shigeyuki Baba, University of Ryukyus, Japan 

   2. Ecosystem Approach in Action and SeaBRNet (Southeast Asian Biosphere Reserve 
Network)  
- Mr. Nguyen Hoang Tri, Permanent Secretary of the Vietnam MAB National Committee 

 3. Trans-boundary nature reserves of the Far East Russia  
- Dr. Anatoly Kachur, Deputy Director of the Pacific Institute of Geography, Russian 

Federation 
  
16:00–16:20  Tea/Coffee break  
  
16:20-16:40  Topic C: Conservation of Biological and Cultural Diversities  

 
 Chair: Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmangnai, Chairperson, Mongolian MAB National 

Committee  
Rapporteur: Dr. Thomas Schaaf, UNESCO Paris 
 

 1. Nature and culture of Jeju Island viewed through Oreums  
- Mr. Yong-taek Yoon, Co-chair of Jeju KFEM 

  
16:40-17:20  Topic D: Conservation policy and Reports on MAB Advisory committee and Bureau 

meeting 
 

 1. Conservation and sustainable development of Mr. Sorak Biosphere Reserve  
- Mr. Kyu-jong Chung, Seoraksan Park Office, Korea National Park Services, ROK 

 2. Discussion and Decision on 2005 Meeting of the Advisory Committee for Biosphere Reserves  
- Mr. Han Nianyong, MAB Advisory Committee Member 

 3. Discussion and Decision on 2005 MAB Bureau Meeting  
- Dr. Valery Neronov, MAB Bureau Member 

 4.  Conflict Resolution Process for Governance in the Republic of Korea 
- Mr. Gil-bon Goo, Director-General, Bureau of Forest Protection, Korea Forest Service, 

ROK 
 

18:00-19:30 Dinner  
 
 

 

3 September (Saturday) – 5th Day
  
Session 5: Future Planning of the EABRN Activities 
 
 Chair: Dr. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 

Rapporteur: Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
 

09:00-11:00 1. Ad-hoc meeting report of the 2nd EABRN Training Course in 2006   
- Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing) 

 2. Interim report of the evaluation of the past EABRN activities and mid-term strategy  
- Prof. Kwi-gon Kim, Seoul National University, ROK 

 3. Workplan for EABRN activities 2006-2007  
– Dr. R. Jayakumar, UNESCO Office Beijing 
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 4. Discussion on the proposal of the insular Biosphere Reserve cooperation in Asia and 
the Pacific  

 
11:00-11:10 Break 
  
Closing of EABRN-9 
  
 Chair: Dr. Chung-il Choi, Chairperson of the MAB National Committee of ROK 
 
11:00-12:30 ▪   Reports by the Chairmen of the sessions for the conclusions and recommendations 
 ▪   Approval and evaluation of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve 
 ▪   Venue and dates of the next EABRN meeting 
 ▪   Adoption of the Jeju Statement  
 ▪   Closing Remarks by Chair 

▪   Closing Remarks by Governor of Jeju Provincial Government, ROK  
 

12:30-14:00 Farewell Lunch Hosted by the Governor of Jeju Provincial Government  
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PARTICIPANT LIST 
 
 
 
People’s Republic of China ------------- 
 
Mr. Han Nianyong 
Secretary-General, Chinese National Committee 
for MAB 
52, Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Nyhan@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597733 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
Ms. Guo Zhifen 
Programme Specialist, Deputy editor-in-chief 
Secretariat, Chinese National Committee for 
MAB, “Man and the Biosphere” Magazine, 52, 
Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Zfguo@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597302 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
Ms. Zheng Hong 
Editing Director  
Secretariat, Chinese National Committee for 
MAB, “Man and the Biosphere” Magazine, 52, 
Sanlihe Road, Beijing 100864, China 
Hzheng@cashq.ac.cn 
(tel) +86 10 68597347 
(fax) +86 10 68597486 
 
 
Japan ---------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki 
Chairman, Japanese National Committee for 
MAB   
/ Professor Emeritus of University of Tokyo  
/ Director of Museum of Nature and Human 
Activities, Hyoga 
iwatsuki@spa.nifty.com 
(tel) +81 45 962 9761 
(fax) Prof. Yusho Aruga 
 
Prof. Yusho Aruga 
Professor Emeritus 
Tokyo University of Fisheries 
Nishikamata 2-4-21, Ota-ku, Tokyo, 144-0051 
JAPAN 
arugay@mx4.ttcn.ne.jp 
(tel) +81 3 3753 0078 
(fax) +81-3-3753-0078 
 
 
Prof. Shigeyuki Baba 
Iriomote Island Office, Tropical Biosphere  
Research Center, University of the Ryukyus 
870 Uehara, Taketomi 907-1541, Okinawa 

 
 
 
 
 
Babasan@lab.u-ryukyu.ac.jp 
(tel) +81 980 85 6560 
(fax) +81-980-85-6830 
 
Prof. Masahiko Ohsawa 
Professor of Ecology, Institute of Environmental 
Studies, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, 
The University of Tokyo 
7-3-1Hongo, Tokyo 113-0003, Japan 
mohsawa@k.u-tokyo.ac.jp 
(tel) +81 3 5841 8443  
(fax) +81-3-5841-8443 
 
 
Mongolia ----------------------------------- 
 
Mr. Bayrsaikhan Bayarmagnai  
Chairperson MAB Committee Mongolia  
Director of Special Protected Areas  
Ministry of Nature and Environment 
Ulaanbaatar 210646, P.O.Box 208, Mongolia 
bbmagnai@yahoo.com 
(tel) +976 91910591 
 
Ms. Yagaan Munkhchimeg  
Administrative Staff, 
Hustai Nuruu National Park  
Ulaanbaatar , Bayzurkh district, 6 horoo, 2 bld -
25 
bbmagnai@yahoo.com 
(tel) +976 91910591 
 
Ms. Davaa Narantuya 
Head of ITC Mongolia  
Ulaanbaatar, Sukhbaatar district, 8 horoo, 52 bld 
10 
dnarantuya@yahoo.co.uk 
(tel) +976 99187780 
 
 
Russian Federation ----------------------- 
 
Dr. Valery Neronov 
Vice-Chairman of the Russian MAB National 
Committee  
Head of Laboratory, Institute of Ecology and 
Evolution, Russian Academy of Sciences  
13 Fersman Street, Moscow, 117312 
Russia Federation 
mab.ru @relcom.ru 
(tel) +7 (095) 1246000 
(fax) +7 (095) 1291354 
 
Dr. Anatoly Kachur 
Deputy Director for Science 
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Pacific Geographic Institute 
Far East Branch of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences  
Vladivostok 
Russian Federation  
Kachur@tig.dvo.ru 
(tel) +7 (4232) 313071 
(fax) +7 (4232) 312159 
 
Mr. Andrey N. Malyutin 
Director of the Far East Marine Biosphere 
Reserve 
Vladivostok 
Russian Federation  
a_malyutin@mail.ru 
(tel) +7 (4232) 410-915 
(fax) +7 (4232) 410-915 
 
 
Palau ---------------------------------------- 
 
Ms. Alma Ridep-Morris 
Marine Protected Area Program Manager, 
Bureau of Marine Resources Ministry of 
Resources and Development 
P.O. Box 359, Koror, 96940 
Republic of Palau   
Almarm@palaunet.com 
(tel) +680 488-5395 
(fax) +680 488-3555 
 
Mr. Van-Ray Tadao 
Conservation Area Coordinating Committee  
Ngaremeduu Bisphere Reserve 
P.O. Box 359, Koror, 96940 
Republic of Palau   
(tel) +680 488-5395 
(fax) +680 488-3555 
 
 
Spain ---------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Juan Rita Larrucea 
Former coordinator of Menorca Biosphere 
Reserve  
/ Professor of Botany 
Dept. of Biologia 
Universitat de les Illes Balears, 07122 Palma de 
Mallorca, Spain 
jrita@uib.es 
(tel) +34 971173180 
(fax) +34 971173184 
 
 
Vietnam ------------------------------------- 
 
Prof. Nguyen Hoang Tri  
Ass.Prof. of Hanoi University of Education   
Permanent Secretary of the Vietnamese MAB 
National Committee 

136 Xuan Thuy, Hanoi, 
Vietnam 
hoangtri51@fpt.vn 
(tel) +84 4 754 7502 
(fax) +84 4 754 7502 
 
Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh 
Vice Chairman 
People’s Committee of Hai Phong City 
18 Hoang Dieu Street , Hong Bang Dist, Hai 
Phong city 
Vietnam 
thanhnnv1957@yahoo.com 
(tel) +84 31 838021 
(fax) +84 31 842368 
 
Mr. Nguyen Van Binh 
Hai Phong People Committee  
/ Vietnam-Japan Steel Corporation,  
KM 9 National No.5, QuanToan Ward, Hong 
Bang Dist, Hai Phong Ctiy 
Vietnam 
hps@hn.vnn.vn 
(tel)  +84 31 749998 
(fax) +84 31 749051 
 
Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Hung  
Specialist on Environment 
Hai Phong People’s Committee 
18 Hoang Dieu Street , Hong Bang Dist, Hai 
Phong City 
Vietnam 
hungvpub@yahoo.com 
(tel)  +84 80 31258 
(fax) +84 31 42368 
 
 
UNESCO ----------------------------------- 
 
Dr. Yasuyuki Aoshima 
Director and Representative 
UNESCO Office Beijing 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
y.aoshima@unesco.org 
(tel) + 86 10 6532 2828 
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Dr. R. Jayakumar 
Programme Specialist 
UNESCO Beijing Office 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
r.jayakumar@unesco.org 
(tel) +86 10 6532 7683  (ext. 105)  
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Ms. Wang Jin 
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Programme Assistant for Technology and 
Environment  
UNESCO Beijing Office 
Waijiaogongyu 5-15-3, Jianguomenwai 
Compound, Beijing 100600 
China 
Jin.wang@unesco.org 
(tel)  +86 10 6532 7683 /2828 
(fax)  +86 10 6532 4854 
 
Dr. Thomas Schaaf 
MAB Programme / Division of Ecological and 
Earth Sciences  
UNESCO 
7, place de Fontenoy 75352 Paris, 07 SP 
France 
t.schaaf@unesco.org 
(tel) +33 1 45 68 40 65 
(fax) +33 1 45 68 58 04 
 
Mr. Koen Meyers 
Coordinator for MAB Programme 
UNESCO Jakarta Office 
UNESCO House, Jl. Galuh (II) No.5, Jakarta 
12110 
Indonesia 
k.meyers@unesco.org 
(tel) +62 21 7399818 Ext. 814 
(fax) + 62 21 72796489 
 
 
Republic of Korea ------------------------ 
 
Prof. Chung-il Choi  
Dept. of Environmental Marine Sciences, 
Hanayng University 
ROK 
cichoi@hanyang.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 31 400 5534 
(fax) +82 31 501 0602 
 
Prof. Won Kim 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Seoul National University 
ROK 
Wonkim@plaza.snu.ac.kr
(tel) +82 2 880 6695 
(fax) +82 2 872 1993 
 
Prof. Do-Soon Cho 
Department of Life Sciences 
The Catholic University of Korea 
ROK 
dscho@catholic.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2164 4357 
(fax) +82 2 2164 4765 
 
Prof. Seong-il Kim  
Department of Forest Sciences 
Seoul National University 

ROK 
seongil@snu.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 880 4756 
 
Prof. Soon-Jin Hwang 
Dept. of Environment Science 
Konkuk University 
ROK 
sjhwang@konkuk.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 450 3748 
(fax) +82 2 456 5062 
 
Prof. Kwi-Gon Kim 
Dept. of Landscape Architecture 
Seoul National University 
ROK 
kwigon@snu.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 2 880 4871 
(fax) +82 2 875 4818 
 
Prof. Gyung-man Cho 
Dept. of Anthropology 
Mokpo National University 
ROK 
chkim@lycos.co.kr / 
chkim@mokpo.ac.kr 
(tel) +82 61 450 2191 
 
Dr. Jong-geel Je  
Member of the National Assembly 
ROK 
jgje@assembly.go.kr
jgje1231@hanmail.net  
(tel) +82 2 788 2608  
(fax) +82 2 788 3731 
 
Mr. Jae-Yong Lee   
Minister 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6701 
 
Mr. Jae-young Ko 
Deputy Minister for Environmental Policy, 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
jyko@me.go.kr  
(tel) +82 2 2110 794 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Hoe-Seog Cheong  
Director, Nature Policy Division, Ministry of 
Environment 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
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ROK 
hscheong@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6731 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Dong-in Shin 
Deputy Director 
Nature Policy Division 
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
sdi6857@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6739 
(fax) +82 2 504 9207 
 
Mr. Won-woo Shin  
Director-General 
Yeongsan River Basin Environmental Office 
Ministry of Environment 
ROK 
wowshin@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 62 605 5100 
(M) +82 2 11 9764 9226 
(fax) +82 62 605 5109 
 
Mr. Jai-woong Song 
Chief 
General Affairs Division  
Yeongsan River Basin Environmental Office, 
ROK 
swoong@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 62 605 5110 
(fax) +82 62 605 5129 
 
Mr. Jong-Yoon Kim 
Secretary to Minister 
Ministry of Environment  
Ministry of Environment 
1 Jungang-dong Gwacheon City  
Kyunggi Province, 427-760 
ROK 
wind3@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2110 6601 
(fax) +82 2 504 9200 
 
Mr. Byung-Joo Lee  
Director  
Marine Environment Development Team 
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries 
140-2, Gye-dong, Jongro-gu, 110-793  
ROK 
byungj@momaf.go.kr 
(tel) 82 2 3684 6781 
(fax) +82 2 3674 6785 
 
Mr. Seung-Bai Ree 
Marin Environment Development Team 
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries 
140-2, Gye-dong, Jongro-gu, 110-793  

 
ROK 
reesb@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 2 3674 6781 
(fax) +82 2 3674 6785 
 
Mr. Myung-Joon Kim 
Natural Monument Division 
Historic Site Management Bureau 
Cultural Heritage Administration, ROK 
Kim2964@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 42 481 4987 
(M) +82 2 11 9899 2694 
(fax) +82 42 481 4999 
 
Mr. Myung-ha Nah  
Natural Monument Division, Historic Site 
Management Bureau 
Cultural Heritage Administration, ROK 
naha@ocp.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4986 
(fax) +82 42 481 4999 
 
Mr. Gil-Bon Goo  
Director-General 
Bureau of Forest Protection 
Korea Forest Service, ROK  
Gilbon21@foa.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4230 
(M) +82 2 11 9801 6515 
(fax) +82 42 471 1445 
 
Mr. Dae-Hwan Kim 
Division of Forest Protection 
Korea Forest Service, ROK 
kdh007@foa.go.kr 
(tel) +82 42 481 4239 
(M) +82 2 6 48 8250 
(Office) +82 42 471 1445 
 
Mr. Heuk-jin Chung  
Deputy-Chairman 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
hjchung@npa.or.kr 
(tel)  +82 2 3273 6805 
(fax) +82 2 3272 8972   
 
Mr. Hyung Kim 
Assistant Manager 
National Park Institute 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
Tobeceo@knps.or.kr 
(tel) +82 2 3272 5591 
(fax) +82 2 3272 8972 
 
Mr. Kyu-Jong Chung 
Seoraksan Park Office 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
Ekfr93@paran.com 
(tel) +82 33 636 8355 
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(fax) +82 33 636 7494 
 
Mr. O-Jong Choi 
Assistant Manager 
Seoraksan Park Office 
Korea National Park Service, ROK 
cjo@knps.or.kr 
(tel) +82 33 636 5546 
(fax) +82 33 636 7494 
 
Mr. Sung-ho Han 
Researcher 
Migratory Birds Center 
Korea National Park Service, ROK  
Hantu_malas@hanmail.net 
(tel) +82 61 246 3114 
(fax) +82 61 246 4115 
 
Dr. Sik Huh  
Head of International Cooperation Division 
Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute 
ROK 
sikhuh@kordi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 31 400 6269 
(fax) +82 31 406 6925 
 
Dr. Jungho Nam 
Senior Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
jhnam@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2772 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Dr. Won-Keun Chang  
Senior Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
wkchang@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2909 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Mr. Keunhyung Yook 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
Ykh690@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2757 
(M) +82 2 17 426 0737 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Hee –jung Choi 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
Chj1013@kmi.re.kr 

(tel) +82 2 2105 2776 
 
Mr. Jong-Deog Kim 
Head, of Coastal Management Team, Korea 
Maritime Institute, ROK 
Jdkim65@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2770 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Jiyeon Choi 
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
jychoi@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2773 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Ms. Ji-Sun Lee  
Researcher 
Marine Environment & Coastal Management 
Research Division, Korea Maritime Institute, 
ROK 
leejs@kmi.re.kr 
(tel) +82 2 2105 2964 
(fax) +82 2 2105 2779 
 
Mr. Kang-Suk Koh 
Director 
Ecosystem Disturbance Assessment Division, 
National Institute of Environmental Research, 
ROK 
kohks@me.go.kr 
(tel) +82 32 560 7475 
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WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATION – IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION

JEJU VOLCANIC ISLAND AND LAVA TUBES (REPUBLIC OF KOREA) – ID No. 1264

1. DOCUMENTATION

i) Date nomination received by IUCN:  April 2006

ii) Additional information officially requested from and provided by the State Party:  IUCN requested supple-
mentary information on 1 November 2006 after the IUCN Evaluation Mission.  The State Party responses were
submitted on 20 November 2006 and 6 December 2006, including a revised comparative analysis, revised man-
agement plan and responses to all the issues raised by IUCN.

iii) UNEP-WCMC Data Sheet:  1 reference (nomination)

iv) Additional literature consulted:  Bloom, A.L. (1998). Geomorphology: a Systematic Analysis of Late Cenozoic
Landforms. Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River. Forti, P. (2005). Genetic processes of cave minerals in vol-
canic environments: An overview. Journal of Cave and Karst Studies, 67, 1, 3-13. Gray, M. (2003). Geodiversity:
Valuing and Conserving Abiotic Nature. Wiley, Chichester. Gunn, J. (ed.) (2003). Encyclopedia of Cave and
Karst Science. Fitzroy Dearborn, New York. IUCN (2005). Geological World Heritage: A Global Framework.
IUCN. Jeju Provincial Government (2005). Field Guide for the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve. Republic of
Korea. Jeju Provincial Government (2005). Jeju Biosphere Reserve Management Plan. Republic of Korea.
Research Institute of Cultural Assets of Jeju Cultural and Art Foundation (2003). Report of Academic Project
on the Natural Heritage of Jeju Island. Republic of Korea. Report of the Samcheok International Cave Expo,
Samcheok, Korea 2002. Reprints of “Caves in Jeju Island, Korea” from the 14th International Congress of
Speleology, Athens, Greece 2005. Simkin, T. and Siebert, L. (1994). Volcanoes of the World. 2nd Edition,
Geoscience Press, Tucson. Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History (2007). Global Volcanism Pro-
gram. Accessed online: www.volcano.si.edu/index.cfm. Son, In-Seok (2005). The Underground World of Jeju
Volcanic Island in Korea. (ISBN 89-957284-0-X). Woo, Kyung Sik (2005). Caves: A Wonderful Underground.
Hollym, Seoul.

v) Consultations:  10 external reviewers.  Extensive consultations were undertaken during the field visit with:
representatives of the Korean National Assembly; Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea; Jeju Special Self-
Governing Province; Jeju Culture, Tourism and Sports Bureau; Manjanggul District; Hallasan National Park,
Research Institute for Mt Halla, Manjanggul Lava Tube Management and Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone Man-
agement; Cave Research Institute of Korea, Korean Institute of Biospeleology, Korean Institute of Geoscience
and Mineral Resources, Kangwon National University and Catholic University of Korea; Korean National Com-
mission for UNESCO; Korean UNESCO MAB National Committee; IUCN National Committee for Korea; and
Korean conservation NGOs.

vi) Field visit:  Paul Dingwall, October 2006

vii) Date of IUCN approval of this report:  April 2007

2. SUMMARY OF NATURAL VALUES

Jeju Island (Jeju-do), located in the Yellow Sea at N 33°
21´, E 126º 32´, is the southernmost territory of the Re-
public of Korea.  Volcanic in origin, the island is elliptical in
shape, 183,160 ha in area and rises to an altitude of 1,950
m at the summit of Mt Hallasan, Korea’s highest peak.  The
nominated Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes property
covers a total area of 18,846 ha, or 10.3% of the island.  It
is a serial property comprising the core zones of three sites,
each of which is surrounded by a buffer zone, as shown in
Table 1.

In terms of its legal status and management regime the
nominated property is equivalent to a mix of IUCN Cat-
egory I and II protected areas.  Hallasan Natural Reserve
also forms the core of the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve,
which was established in 2002, covering 83,094 ha of
Udvardy’s subtropical and temperate rainforest / woodland
biome in East Asia.

Jeju Island is a shield volcano about 1.2 million years in
age, characterized by a thick sequence of basalt lava flows
forming a gently sloping plateau, or shield, surmounted by
a trachyte dome.  The island originated as underwater
hydromagmatic eruptions on the continental shelf, which
were then overlain by basalt lavas erupting from about 360
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Table 1: Name and size of the nominated core zones and their surrounding buffer zones

subsidiary cones, mostly scoria cones with tuff cones on
the coast.  The basalt flows were tube fed, forming exten-
sive lava tube caves of which 120 are known today.

The Hallasan Natural Reserve comprises a substantial part
of the summit area of the primary volcano.  The diverse
volcanic landscape includes a 1.6 ha lake-filled crater, 550
m in diameter and 108 m deep, a younger (circa 25,000
years in age) intruded trachyte dome, and a series of co-
lumnar jointed basalts forming prominent cliffs.  The veg-
etation cover ranges from sub-alpine evergreen conifer-
ous forest, dominated by the endemic Korean fir, to tem-
perate deciduous hardwood forest, in which Mongolian oak
predominates.  The flora includes some species endemic
to Jeju Island and Korea, and species at their northern
and southern distributional limits.  Most of the island’s 20
mammal species (four endemics) inhabit the reserve.

The Geomunoreum Lava Tube System contains five lava
tubes in lavas that erupted from the Geomunoreum scoria
cone 300,000 to 100,000 years ago.  Formed by differen-
tial cooling within the lava field, the lava tubes are elon-
gated tubular cave structures varying in length, configura-
tion and composition, as shown in Table 2.

The Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone is a hydroclastic vol-

canic feature on the coastal flank of the Jeju volcano.
Composed of a mix of breccia, lapilli tuff, stratified tuff and
bedded tuff, it was formed by a Surtseyan-type (Icelandic)
eruption from a shallow sea bed in the Late Pleistocene
Epoch (120,000-40,000 years ago).  It is a 179 m high
castle-like feature with a bowl-shaped summit crater 570
m in diameter.  Wave erosion has exposed the internal
sedimentary structures and stratification.

Collectively, the three sites in the nominated serial prop-
erty are representative of the key landforms that fully illus-
trate the origin and evolution of a mono-genetic basalt
shield volcano at a continental tectonic plate hot spot.

3. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AREAS

A comprehensive global comparative analysis is presented
in the nomination considering both comparable World Her-
itage properties (inscribed both under criterion (viii) and
other criteria), and other comparable sites not included on
the World Heritage List.

Most of the world’s 10,000 volcanoes are either shield vol-
canoes formed from lava flows, or stratovolcanoes com-

Table 2: Length, topography and distinctive features of the lava tubes in the Geomunoreum system
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posed of a mix of explosive material and lavas.  Shield
volcanoes are mostly composed of basalt and are dome-
shaped, such as those comprising the Hawaiian Islands.
Stratovolcanoes are usually composed of andesite and tend
to have a more classical steep cone shape, such as Mt
Fuji in Japan.  Of the two types, shield volcanoes are much
less common, making up only 10% of the 1,500 volcanoes
that have erupted in the past 10,000 years.  The greatest
majority of shield volcanoes are formed on the ocean floor,
in island arcs or in other deep subduction zones of the
earth’s crust.  Shield volcanoes located on continental tec-
tonic plates are relatively rare.

Jeju Island is an example of a large shield volcano built on
a continental plate, and can be distinguished as unusual
in its formation over a mantle plume (hot spot) in a marine
environment on a stable continental plate margin.  Among
the world’s other major shield volcanoes: the Hawaiian Is-
lands are oceanic hot spot volcanoes; Iceland and the
Galapagos Islands are oceanic plate margin volcanoes;
the Kamchatka Peninsula has island arc volcanoes; and
those in continental Africa, America and the Red Sea re-
gion are non-marine volcanoes.  In its tectonic and envi-
ronmental setting the Jeju volcano is therefore globally rare.
This technical level of distinction is clearly of significance
to volcanology, but does not necessarily provide sufficient
justification for a claim of outstanding universal value.

Tuff cones such as Seongsan Ilchulbong are relatively
common features of basaltic volcanoes, and – taken alone
– are not a sufficiently significant feature to provide suffi-
cient justification for a claim of outstanding universal value.
They are a type of volcano formed by violent explosive
eruption where magma interacts with water.  Jeju Island
has many such (phreatomagmatic) volcanoes and has be-
come internationally important for the study of them.
Ilchulbong is distinctive because almost all of its outer struc-
tures have been eroded by wave action leaving cliffed sec-
tions that expose its internal structures and stratification.
This enables the eruptive process be understood in ways
not possible elsewhere.  The type locality, Surtsey Island
in Iceland, does not demonstrate these features because
it is very young (40 years old) and not yet dissected to
expose its core.  Nor does the well-known Diamond Head
tuff cone in Hawaii have cross-section exposures.  Other
world-important tuff cones in Japan, Kenya, Mexico and
the Philippines are still active, while those in the USA, Saudi
Arabia and Italy have suffered from substantial natural or
human-induced degradation.

The most significant and distinctive feature of Jeju Island,
as emphasized by the majority of reviewers, is the lava
tube system.  Such tubes form where, on cessation of vent
activity, parts of the liquid lava continue to drain downslope
leaving elongated voids or lava tube caves.  Such caves
are like those in limestone karst in scale, shape and inter-
nal decoration, but they are completely different in origin.
Lava tube caves are known from basaltic terrain in most of
the world’s volcanic regions (they have also been observed
on the Moon and planets such as Mars, Mercury and Ve-
nus).  The lava tube caves of the Geomunoreum system
are, however, regarded as internationally important due to
their length, massive volume, intricate passage configura-
tion, well preserved internal lava features, abundant and
spectacular secondary carbonate formations, ease of ac-
cess, and their scientific and educational values.  There
are other lava caves in the world that are longer and equally

voluminous, but they are either unprotected, inaccessible,
damaged or not as well formed or preserved as those of
the Geomunoreum system.  For example, the much cel-
ebrated Kazamura cave on Kilauea volcano in Hawaii is
the world’s longest at 65 km, but it is in private hands and
undergoing real estate development, and parts of it are
used for waste disposal.  It is not included within the exist-
ing Hawaii Volcanoes National Park World Heritage prop-
erty.  The 7.4 km long Manjang cave in the nominated prop-
erty is one of only 12 known lava tube caves in the world
longer than 7 km (the longer caves are located in Hawaii,
Spain (Tenerife and Lanzarote), Kenya (Chyulu)).  Together
with its related Gimnyeong and Yongcheon caves it forms
a single cave passage more than 13 km long.

The other feature making the Geomunoreum system glo-
bally significant and distinctive is the presence of carbon-
ate deposits and decorations.  Very small deposits of cal-
cite are common in lava tube caves, and are more signifi-
cantly developed as speleothems in Duck Creek cave in
Utah, USA.  However, in abundance, density and diversity
they are far less impressive than those of Jeju’s Yoncheong
and Dangcheomul caves, and the scale of these decora-
tions within the lava caves of Jeju Island far exceeds any
other comparable examples.  The nomination is supported
by the Commission on Volcanic Caves of the International
Union of Speleology – the world’s most authoritative sci-
entific body on volcanic caves, which regards Jeju’s lava
caves as being of the highest international ranking.  Fur-
ther, a 1995 global review regarded Dangcheomul cave
as the “best display of different calcite speleothems within
a volcanic cave.”  Yongcheong cave has been discovered
subsequently and is of equivalent value.

At least 26 of the 830 properties on the World Heritage List
are located in volcanic terrain.  Many of these were in-
scribed, either primarily of secondarily, for their biological
or other values, including cultural values.  Thirteen proper-
ties have been inscribed on the basis of their volcanic fea-
tures and processes including Yellowstone National Park
(USA), Volcanoes of Kamchatka (Russian Federation),
Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo),
Tongariro National Park (New Zealand), Sangay National
Park (Ecuador), Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (USA),
Heard and McDonald Islands (Australia), Galapagos Is-
lands (Ecuador) and Aeolian Islands (Italy).  The volca-
noes of Virunga National Park are the most comparable of
existing World Heritage properties, being shield volcanoes
located on a continental plate; however their origin is re-
lated to rifting of the African continent, not to mantle plume
(hot spot) activity like Jeju Island.  Lava tubes are present
in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, but none ranks in overall
size, quality and ease of access with those in the nomi-
nated property.  The smaller shield volcanoes of Kamchatka
and the Galapagos Islands do not display the range of sub-
sidiary landforms, including lava tube caves.  The few
known lava tube caves in the Galapagos Islands and Heard
and MacDonald Islands are relatively short and less sig-
nificant.  Lava caves are also known from some cultural
World Heritage properties in volcanic terrain such as Rapa
Nui / Easter Island (Chile), where they have not been
mapped or described, and from the lavas outside the World
Heritage property of Pico Island in the Azores (Portugal).

ID Nº 1264 Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes, Republic of Korea
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4. INTEGRITY

4.1 Legal status

There is a strong statutory and regulatory basis providing
for strict legal protection of all sites in the nominated prop-
erty.  The principal statute applying is the Cultural Proper-
ties Protection Act administered by the central government
Cultural Properties Administration.  Under this legislation
the core zones within the property are designated as Natu-
ral Monument (except one cave which is a Jeju Monument),
which provides for absolute protection.  Buffer zones allow
for some very restricted development provided there is no
impact on the values of the core zones.  Hallasan Natural
Reserve was declared as a National Park in 1970, under
the Natural Parks Act, and the Highlands Management Act,
for sustainable forest conservation and use, also applies
to this area.  At the provincial level, the Jeju Provincial
Cultural Heritage Protection Ordinance and the Jeju Prov-
ince Regulation on Promotion for Inscription on the World
Heritage List contain the necessary provisions for man-
agement planning and operations, and for establishment
of a World Heritage Promotions Committee.  If Jeju is in-
scribed on the World Heritage List then it is intended to
pass, under the Cultural Properties Protection Act, a Con-
servation and Management of World Natural Heritage Or-
dinance allowing for protection, management and promo-
tion of the World Heritage property.  Management regula-
tions include Guidelines for Conservation and Management
of Natural Caves, Guidelines for Conservation and Man-
agement of Natural Reserves and Rules for Facilities In-
side Parks.

Land tenure overall in the nominated property is 84%
(15,785 ha) government owned and 16% (3,060 ha) pri-
vately owned, virtually all of the latter being in the
Geomunoreum system.  Private lands in the core zones
will be progressively purchased in the period 2006 to 2013,
with an investment of US$ 12.5 million, 70% of which will
come from central government.

4.2 Boundaries

The lower boundary of the Mt Hallasan site, at 800-1,300
m above sea level, follows the legal protected area bound-
ary.  Its core and buffer zones encompass a large area of
state-owned land (8% of Jeju Island), including the sum-
mit and upper slopes of the volcano and substantial repre-
sentation of the local biota.  The boundary of the core zone
at Ilchulbong essentially covers the terrestrial part of the
tuff cone, while the buffer zone extends as much as 200 m
landward and 500 m seaward from the core zone.  For the
Geomunoreum system, the core zone boundary is 50 m
each side of the lava tubes, and the buffer zone extends
500 m beyond the core zone, sufficient to isolate the lava
tubes from any damaging external influences.  Determined
by a mix of tenure and natural resource considerations,
the boundaries of the nominated property overall include
all key natural values and present no problems for site
management or integrity.

A number of reviewers noted the potential for further areas
to be included within the nominated property, including a
greater range of tuff cones and a wider range of the lava
caves.  IUCN understands that during preparation of the
nomination the boundaries went through several stages –
at one stage the entire Jeju Island was included, then this

was reduced to a large wedge of the island, and eventu-
ally the proposal was limited to the three sites in the final
serial nomination.  The reasons for the restricted number
of sites were primarily considerations of management in-
tegrity, including land tenure, attitude of owners and con-
dition of the site.  All the potential additions present some
management problems at present.  For example, Bilemot
Cave, which is the longest cave on the island with a mag-
nificent three-dimensional structure, is protected by law but
is substantially under private ownership and has suffered
from damage in the past.  Three other caves at Hyeopjae
– Ssangnyong, Hwanggeum and Socheongul – are in
Hallim Park whose private owners are not currently sym-
pathetic to World Heritage inscription.  They are also lime-
decorated lava tubes, but the consensus of expert opinion
is that they are not as spectacular as the caves in the nomi-
nated Geomunoreum system.  Other volcanic sites and
features mentioned as having potential for future addition
to the nominated property are the scoria cones –
Sangumburi, Saraoreum and Eoseungsaengak; the tuff
cones – Songaksan and Dangsanbong; and the volcanic
dome of Mt Sanbangsan.

In summary, the three areas provide sufficient recognition
of the key features of the Jeju volcanic system that is the
basis of the present nomination. It can, however, be re-
garded as a minimum solution and capable of extension.
IUCN recommends that the State Party undertakes an ac-
tive investigation of the potential for future addition of fur-
ther sites in an extended serial property.

Other reviewers noted that the nominated property may
have significant biodiversity values.  IUCN considers these
to be of local and regional significance, and they are not
rated as being of outstanding universal value.  Most of the
important flora are in the Hallasan Natural Reserve, and
include species endemic to Jeju Island and Korea, and
species at their northern and southern distributional limits.
Four of the 20 species of mammals and 24 of the 1,600
species of insects in the park are Jeju endemics.  Some
rare and unusual animals such as cave spiders are re-
stricted to the lava tube habitats.  These values are recog-
nised within the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve, and their
protection would be further enhanced if managed within
the context of a World Heritage property.  In terms of its
biogeographical representation, the Hallasan Natural Re-
serve is however less significant than protected areas on
the continent and in Japan.

4.3 Management

Management policies and provisions for the nominated
property have been assessed as exemplary and equiva-
lent to international standards of practice for protected ar-
eas.  The Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Plan
provides for consolidated and integrated conservation
management of the property’s three sites – Hallasan Natu-
ral Reserve, Geomunoreum Lava Tube System and
Seongsan Ilchulbong Tuff Cone.  This government-ap-
proved plan has its statutory basis in the Jeju Provincial
Ordinance and is legally binding on the Korean national
and provincial governments and all administering authori-
ties.  During its 3-year preparation, the plan was compre-
hensively consulted and it reflects the consensus view of
national and local institutions and communities.  It spans
the 5-year period until 2010 and is renewable following
revision at that time.  There is also a management plan for
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the Jeju Biosphere Reserve, focused on the Hallasan Natu-
ral Reserve, which is operated under the direction of the
Jeju Provincial Government.

The administrative framework for the property is compre-
hensive at both national and local levels. There are five
major management and advisory agencies:

♦ Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea – the
country’s lead agency for conservation manage-
ment of heritage properties has the primary role for
legal, policy and regulatory functions associated with
the property.

♦ Jeju Provincial Government – oversees and con-
trols conservation of the property in accordance with
the relevant laws.

♦ Jeju World Natural Heritage Management Commit-
tee – a representative body that has a co-ordinating
function for developing and promoting management
strategies and plans, monitoring and research, and
training and education.

♦ Scientific Advisory Committee – with members
drawn from the Korean and Jeju Cultural Proper-
ties Committee and from research institutions.

♦ Jeju World Natural Heritage Local Committee – a
body representative of local government, NGOs,
museums, universities, local community groups etc.
for developing management priorities, processes
and recommendations in the execution of site man-
agement and development plans.

Day-to-day management is conducted through the Man-
agement Service established at the three sites within the
property, each of which has in-house management units
devoted respectively to planning, public relations and edu-
cation; resource conservation and management; and visi-
tor facilities management.  These units are replicated in
the Heritage Division of the Jeju Provincial Government.
Current numbers of permanently employed staff and pro-
jected numbers in 2010 at the sites are:  Hallasan Natural
Reserve 23 current (50 projected); Geomunoreum system
13 (30); and Ilchulbong 8 (12).  Each office also hires nu-
merous heritage guides, interpreters and supporters, and
encourages local residents to volunteer for roles in herit-
age management and the education of visitors and resi-
dents.  Substantial increases in numbers of volunteers and
supporters are planned over the next five years.

The overall budget for management of the property in 2006
is approximately US$ 10 million.  A substantial increase in
funding is projected over the next five years, providing for
an estimated total investment budget of US$ 76.5 million,
which allocates US$ 16.7 million to Hallasan Natural Re-
serve, US$ 17.5 million to Geomunoreum system, US$
11.2 million to Ilchulbong and US$ 31.1 million to a com-
mon fund.

Visitors to Hallasan Natural Reserve exceeded 700,000 in
2005 and are projected to reach 1 million in 2007.  Manjang
cave received 400,000 visitors in 2005.  That year a total
of 1.2 million visited Ilchulbong, which is the most popular
visitor attraction on Jeju Island, but most come here for
scenic viewing and are readily controlled on a single trail
system that is under camera surveillance.  Although visitor
numbers to the nominated property are already substan-

tial and increasing rapidly, with planned improvements in
facilities and increased staffing and funding, the consider-
able investment in visitor management appears adequate
to maintain visitation within the carrying capacity of the
nominated areas.  IUCN notes that this is the most signifi-
cant challenge for the State Party in managing the prop-
erty, and it will be essential that capacity and funding is
retained in the long term.

A new visitor centre has been built at Mt Hallasan, which
on completion in 2008 will provide 1,500 m² of floor space
for exhibitions, conferences and management offices.
Construction of new visitor centres at Manjang cave and
Ilchulbong will begin in 2008.  There are also plans to con-
struct a special Jeju World Natural Heritage Centre.  IUCN
suggests the State Party might wish to review whether it is
necessary to build this exhibition centre, as the basis for it
already exists in the Jeju Stone Park on the outskirts of
Jeju City, devoted to displaying and explaining the geol-
ogy of Jeju Island.  The park, which is already operating to
the highest world class standard, is not yet completed and
it could readily accommodate exhibitions to highlight the
World Heritage property.

Each site has scientific services provided by advisory
boards and the quasi-autonomous Research Institute for
Mt Halla.  Considerable research has already been under-
taken, and a comprehensive 5-year research plan exists
for each site, with an overall budget of approximately US$
1.2 million.  Site monitoring, which is particularly sophisti-
cated for the lava tubes, is based on a wide range of at-
mospheric, hydrologic, marine, geologic, biological and
visitor impact indicators, and is supported by an estimated
budget of US$ 350,000 per year.

4.4 Threats and human use

There are no significant external threats to the nominated
property at present or in the foreseeable future.  Within the
property some extensive rehabilitation and restoration has
been undertaken to remove or ameliorate detrimental ele-
ments and avoid potential impacts on the property’s val-
ues.  Many roads have been removed from core zones, or
closed and/or converted into trails. Some roads have been
upgraded and new improved roading is planned and budg-
eted, especially to minimize any vibration from traffic that
might affect the lava tubes.  All telegraph poles and trans-
mission towers are being removed.  Old and out-dated fa-
cilities have been removed, including a large hotel which
was intruding on the natural scenery at Ilchulbong.  At Mt
Hallasan, US$ 5.4 million has been invested to date in re-
pairing 42 km of trails, and by 2006 US$ 1.0 million had
been spent on trail improvement at Ilchulbong.  Steel path-
ways have been constructed over sensitive cave floor sur-
faces in Manjang cave and a special lighting system in-
stalled to prevent growth of lampenflora (green pollution).
To avoid damage and vandalism, access to all lava tube
caves, except part of Manjang cave, is prohibited without
special permission for research and monitoring, and cave
entrances are guarded by steel gates or covers, some with
fitted alarm systems.  There are no people living in the
core zones of the property and in 2004 there were only
433 permanent residents in the buffer zones, primarily on
small farm-holdings in the Geomunoreum system.

The potential for impacts of fertilizer seepage into the lava
tube caves was raised during the field visit.  There are no
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known impacts at present and only about 15% of the land
above the caves is in private ownership and not all this is
being used for gardening and farming purposes.  The pri-
vate lands will all be progressively purchased up to 2013,
retired from such uses and restored to natural vegetation
cover – so the problem is likely to be a short-term one
only.  Meanwhile, fertiliser runoff impacts will be included
in the intensive monitoring programme within the caves.
There is a need to implement a programme to restore natu-
ral vegetation cover on formerly farmed or otherwise
cleared areas.

IUCN considers that the nominated property meets the
conditions of integrity as required under the Operational
Guidelines.

5. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

There is a high degree of public awareness of the World
Heritage programme and support for the Jeju nomination
within Jeju Province.  A survey of Jeju school pupils and
parents and of visitors to heritage parks, in September 2005,
revealed that 50% of people were aware of the World Her-
itage Convention and the intention to nominate a World
Heritage property.  Some 85% supported the nomination
and 27% offered voluntary support to management, while
only 12% expressed some concerns over the possibility of
stricter regulations.  This result reflects in part the efforts
of a national World Heritage awareness-raising and pro-
motional campaign in recent years.  The campaign was
run by a 25-member promotions committee, chaired by a
former Prime Minister and including government officials,
ambassadors, media presidents, and business people in-
cluding tourism operators.  It provides an excellent exam-
ple of the involvement of civil society in the World Heritage
Convention.

5.1 Justification for serial approach

When IUCN evaluates a serial nomination it asks the fol-
lowing questions:

a) What is the justification for the serial approach?

The serial approach to the nomination is justified in that it
identifies distinctive features that correspond to the differ-
ent stages of the evolution of Mt Halla and the Jeju vol-
canic system.  A serial approach can be justified as a prac-
tical solution to the selection of different features on sepa-
rate parts of Jeju Island to achieve the objective of demon-
strating the key features of the system.  As noted above
there is some debate regarding the possibility of including
further areas in the series; however, IUCN concludes that
the series selected is a sufficient initial selection to dem-
onstrate the key features of the Jeju volcanic system.

b) Are the separate components of the property func-
tionally linked?

The nomination focuses on three key inter-related elements
of volcanism on Jeju Island:  the central vent of the pri-
mary volcano, at the summit area of Mt Halla; the best
example of a tuff cone, Seongsan Ilchulbong, illustrative
of emergent volcanic activity in a marine setting; and the
most outstanding representative of the hundreds of sec-
ondary volcanic vents with its associated lava flows and

lava tube caves formed in the massive lava fields during
shield formation, the Geomunoreum scoria cone and lava
tube system.  In combination, these sites fully reveal the
origin and evolutionary history of the Jeju volcano, and
form a single coherent and functionally linked series.

c) Is there an overall management framework for all
the components?

A single management plan and administrative framework
has been developed for the nominated serial property, cov-
ering all of its elements on a consistent and integrated basis.

5.2 Nominations of volcanic properties

IUCN notes that volcanic systems are relatively well rep-
resented on the World Heritage List, including several prop-
erties whose inscription was justified on the basis of argu-
ments that are considered by a number of experts to be
rather narrow.  There are a large number of volcanoes
worldwide and at a detailed level every one of these can
assert that it is in some way unique.

In 1996 IUCN noted that the World Heritage Committee
had already asked “how many volcanoes should there be
on the World Heritage List?”  In the interests of maintain-
ing the credibility of the World Heritage List, IUCN consid-
ers that there is increasingly limited scope to recommend
further volcanic nominations for inclusion on the World
Heritage List.  In particular, IUCN recommends that the
World Heritage Committee should consider indicating
clearly to States Parties that further volcanic nominations
should only be promoted where:

♦ There is a very clear basis for identifying major and
distinctive features of outstanding universal value
that has been verified by a thorough global com-
parative analysis;

♦ The basis for claiming outstanding universal value
is a significant and distinctive feature of demonstra-
ble and widespread significance, and not one of
many narrow and specialized features that are ex-
hibited within volcanic terrains.

IUCN recommends that States Parties considering volcanic
nominations carry out an initial global comparative analy-
sis prior to proceeding with the development of a full nomi-
nation, in order to minimize the possibilities of promoting a
nomination that will not meet the requirements of the World
Heritage Convention, including those concerning the con-
ditions of integrity.

IUCN considers that the present nomination is a good ex-
ample that conforms to these principles, but also is at the
limit of acceptability in terms of the narrow and specialized
nature of some of the features identified.

6. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA / STATEMENT
OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE

The property has been nominated under criteria (vii) and
(viii). IUCN considers that the nominated property meets
these criteria and proposes the following Statement of
Outstanding Universal Value:
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Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes is a coherent serial
property comprising three components.  The unequalled
quality of the Geomunoreum lava tube system and the
exhibition of diverse and accessible volcanic features in
the other two components demonstrate a distinctive and
important contribution to the understanding of global
volcanism.

Criterion (vii):  Superlative natural phenomena or natu-
ral beauty and aesthetic importance

The Geomunoreum lava tube system, which is regarded
as the finest such cave system in the world, has an out-
standing visual impact even for those experienced with such
phenomena. It displays the unique spectacle of multi-col-
oured carbonate decorations adorning the roofs and floors,
and dark-coloured lava walls, partially covered by a mural
of carbonate deposits.  The fortress-like Seongsan
Ilchulbong tuff cone, with its walls rising out of the ocean,
is a dramatic landscape feature, and Mount Hallasan, with
its array of textures and colours through the changing sea-
sons, waterfalls, display of multi-shaped rock formations
and columnar-jointed cliffs, and the towering summit with
its lake-filled crater, further adds to the scenic and aes-
thetic appeal.

Criterion (viii):  Earth’s history, geological and
geomorphic features and processes

Jeju has a distinctive value as one of the few large shield
volcanoes in the world built over a hot spot on a stationary
continental crust plate.  It is distinguished by the
Geomunoreum lava tube system, which is the most im-
pressive and significant series of protected lava tube caves
in the world and includes a spectacular array of secondary
carbonate speleothems (stalactites and other decorations),
with an abundance and diversity unknown elsewhere within
a lava cave.  The Seongsan Ilchulbong tuff cone has ex-
ceptional exposures of its structural and sedimentological
characteristics, making it a world-class location for under-
standing Surtseyan-type volcanic eruptions.

Conditions of Integrity, Protection and Management

The property is well managed and resourced, with a man-
agement plan in place for the period 2006-2010 and re-
sources for its implementation.  Key management issues
include avoiding potential agricultural impact on the un-
derground environment and managing the high number of
visitors to the property.  There is potential for further exten-
sion of the property to include other significant lava tube
systems and volcanic features of Jeju.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

IUCN recommends that the World Heritage Committee in-
scribes the Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes, Repub-
lic of Korea, on the World Heritage List on the basis of
criteria (vii) and (viii).

IUCN recommends that the World Heritage Committee
commends the State Party for the quality of the compara-
tive studies carried out in support of the nomination and
for obtaining widespread support and commitment for the
nomination from all key stakeholders including international
expert organisations.

The World Heritage Committee may further commend the
State Party for establishing the Jeju Biosphere Reserve
under the UNESCO MAB Programme; and urge the State
Party to manage the World Heritage property in close col-
laboration with this Biosphere Reserve.

IUCN also recommends that the State Party be requested
to:

a) Complete at the earliest opportunity the purchase
of private land within the nominated property;

b) Ensure effective management of the high number
of visitors to the nominated property and any com-
mercial activities associated with it;

c) Implement strict measures in the buffer zone of the
Geomunoreum Lava Tube System to prevent agri-
cultural practices on the surface impacting the un-
derground environment;

d) Give further consideration and attention to the man-
agement of the significant volcanic features in the
wider area of Jeju, and to the management of the
biodiversity values of Jeju; and

e) Consider the potential for extension of the nomi-
nated property to include other significant lava tube
systems and volcanic features on Jeju.

Finally, and in the interests of maintaining the credibility of
the World Heritage List, IUCN recommends that the World
Heritage Committee notes that volcanic systems are rela-
tively well represented on the World Heritage List and that
there is increasingly limited potential for further inscriptions
of volcanic sites on the World Heritage List. The Commit-
tee may therefore recommend States Parties considering
further nominations of volcanic sites to consider the princi-
ples suggested in section 5.2 of this IUCN evaluation.
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Map 1: Location and boundaries of nominated property
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CANDIDATURE AU PATRIMOINE MONDIAL – ÉVALUATION TECHNIQUE DE L’UICN

ÎLE VOLCANIQUE ET TUNNELS DE LAVE DE JEJU (RÉPUBLIQUE DE CORÉE)
ID No. 1264

1. DOCUMENTATION

i) Date de réception de la proposition par l’UICN : avril 2006

ii) Informations complémentaires officiellement demandées puis fournies par l’État partie : l’UICN a demandé
des informations complémentaires le 1er novembre 2006, après sa mission d’évaluation. Les réponses de l’État
partie ont été soumises le 20 novembre 2006 et le 6 décembre 2006 ; elles contenaient une analyse comparative
révisée, un plan de gestion révisé et des réponses à tous les points soulevés par l’UICN.

iii) Fiches techniques PNUE-WCMC : 1 référence (proposition)

iv) Littérature consultée : Bloom, A.L. (1998). Geomorphology: a Systematic Analysis of Late Cenozoic
Landforms. Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River. Forti, P. (2005). Genetic processes of cave minerals in
volcanic environments: An overview. Journal of Cave and Karst Studies, 67, 1, 3-13. Gray, M. (2003).
Geodiversity: Valuing and Conserving Abiotic Nature. Wiley, Chichester. Gunn, J. (ed.) (2003). Encyclopedia
of Cave and Karst Science. Fitzroy Dearborn, New York. IUCN (2005). Geological World Heritage: A Global
Framework. IUCN. Jeju Provincial Government (2005). Field Guide for the Jeju Island Biosphere Reserve.
Republic of Korea. Jeju Provincial Government (2005). Jeju Biosphere Reserve Management Plan. Republic
of Korea. Research Institute of Cultural Assets of Jeju Cultural and Art Foundation (2003). Report of Academic
Project on the Natural Heritage of Jeju Island. Republic of Korea. Report of the Samcheok International
Cave Expo, Samcheok, Korea 2002. Reprints of “Caves in Jeju Island, Korea” from the 14th International
Congress of Speleology, Athens, Greece 2005. Simkin, T. and Siebert, L. (1994). Volcanoes of the World. 2nd

Edition, Geoscience Press, Tucson. Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History (2007). Global Volcanism
Program. Accessed online: www.volcano.si.edu/index.cfm. Son, In-Seok (2005). The Underground World of
Jeju Volcanic Island in Korea. (ISBN 89-957284-0-X). Woo, Kyung Sik (2005). Caves: A Wonderful
Underground. Hollym, Seoul

v) Consultations :  10 évaluateurs indépendants. De vastes consultations ont eu lieu durant la mission d’évaluation
avec : des représentants de l’Assemblée nationale coréenne ; de l’Administration coréenne du patrimoine
culturel ; de la province spéciale autonome de Jeju ; du Bureau de la culture, du tourisme et des sports de Jeju;
du district de Manjanggul ; du Parc national du Hallasan, de l’Institut de recherche du mont Halla, de
l’Administration des tunnels de lave de Manjanggul et de l’Administration du cône de tuf de Seongsan Ilchulbong;
de l’Institut de recherche sur les grottes de Corée, de l’Institut de biospéléologie de Corée, de l’Institut coréen
des sciences géologiques et des ressources minérales, de l’université nationale de Kangwon et de l’université
catholique de Corée ; de la Commission nationale coréenne pour l’UNESCO ; du Comité national coréen
UNESCO MAB ; du Comité national coréen pour l’UICN ; et d’ONG coréennes de la conservation.

vi) Visite du bien proposé : Paul Dingwall, octobre 2006

vii) Date à laquelle l’UICN a approuvé le rapport : avril 2007

2. RÉSUMÉ DES CARACTÉRISTIQUES
NATURELLES

L’île de Jeju (Jeju-do), située dans la mer Jaune à 33°
21´N - 126º 32´E, est le territoire le plus méridional de la
République de Corée. D’origine volcanique, l’île est de
forme elliptique, couvre 183 160 ha et culmine à 1950m
au sommet du mont Halla, le plus haut sommet de la
Corée. Le bien proposé de l’île volcanique et tunnels de
lave de Jeju a une superficie totale de 18 846 ha, soit
10,3% de l’île. C’est un bien sériel, composé des zones
centrales de trois sites, chacun étant entouré d’une zone
tampon comme on le voit au tableau 1.

Du point de vue du statut juridique et du régime de gestion,
le bien proposé correspond à un mélange des Catégories
I et II définies par l’UICN pour les aires protégées. La
Réserve naturelle du Hallasan forme aussi le cœur de la
Réserve de biosphère de l’île de Jeju, créée en 2002, et
couvrant 83 094 ha dans le Biome des zones boisées/forêts
ombrophiles subtropicales et tempérées de l’Asie de l’Est,
selon Udvardy.

L’île de Jeju est un volcan bouclier qui a environ 1,2 million
d’années et qui se caractérise par une séquence épaisse
de coulées de lave basaltique formant un plateau en pente
douce ou bouclier, surmonté par un dôme de trachyte. L’île
a été formée par des éruptions hydromagmatiques sous-
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Tableau 1 : Nom et superficie des zones centrales proposées et de leurs zones tampons périphériques

etisudmoN )ah(elartnecenoZ )ah(nopmatenoZ

nasallaHudellerutanevreséR 1,3909 4,7437

mueronumoeGudevaledslennuteduaeséR 3,033 4,6091

gnobluhclInasgnoeSedfutedenôC 8,15 0,711

marines sur le plateau continental qui ont ensuite été
recouvertes par des laves basaltiques jaillissant d’environ
360 cônes subsidiaires, essentiellement des cônes de
scories avec des cônes de tuf sur le littoral. Les coulées
de basalte étaient alimentées par des tunnels et ont formé
de vastes grottes de lave dont 120 sont connues
aujourd’hui.

La Réserve naturelle du Hallasan comprend une partie
importante de la zone sommitale du volcan primaire. Le
paysage volcanique varié comprend un lac de cratère de
1,6 hectares, de 550 mètres de diamètre et de 108 mètres
de profondeur, un dôme de trachyte intrusif plus jeune
(env. 25 000 ans) et une série de colonnes de basalte
soudées formant des falaises proéminentes. La végétation
va de forêts de conifères subalpines sempervirentes,
dominées par le pin de Corée endémique, à des forêts de
feuillus décidues tempérées, dans lesquelles prédomine
le chêne de Mongolie. La flore comprend quelques
espèces endémiques de l’île de Jeju et de Corée et des

espèces qui atteignent là les limites septentrionales et
méridionales de leur distribution. La plupart des 20
espèces de mammifères de l’île (quatre espèces
endémiques) se trouvent dans la réserve.

Le réseau de tunnels de lave du Geomunoreum comprend
cinq tunnels creusés dans les laves qui ont jailli du cône
de scories du Geomunoreum, il y a entre 300,000 et
100,000 ans. Formés par le refroidissement différentiel
au sein du champ de lave, les tunnels de lave sont des
structures tubulaires allongées de différentes longueurs,
configurations et compositions, comme on le voit dans le
tableau 2.

Le cône de tuf de Seongsan Ilchulbong est une
caractéristique volcanique hydroclastique sur le flanc
côtier du volcan de Jeju. Composé d’un mélange de
brèches,  de tuf à lapilli, de tuf stratifié et de tuf lité, il a été
formé par une éruption de type surtseyen (de l’île de
Surtsey, en Islande) à partir d’un plancher marin peu

Tableau 2 : Longueur, topographie et caractéristiques particulières des tunnels de lave du réseau du Geomunoreum

evaledslennuT )m(rueugnoL serèilucitrapseuqitsirétcaracteseihpargopoT

gnajnaM 6147 sertèm03à'uqsujserdnaémneegassapluesnusnadsegatéxuedàsettorG
-evaledsnoitércnocedsesrevidseirés;egraledsertèm32tetuahed

,euqitimgalatsrehcnalp,tuahedm6,7edennoloc,setimgalats,setitcalats
enuafaL.seédrocsevalteseirts,xuaedar,scnab,stnop,setitcileh,selutsup

.sédissoloMedeunnocenneéroceinolocednargsulpaldnerpmoc

iwdgneB 1844 :xuaevinsrueisulprusseécalertneserèilugérrisettorgedexelpmocehtnirybaL
tesehcinroc,stnop,sreilip,evaledsetimgalatsedesrevideihpargopotorcim
teedopolpidnutnanerpmocehcirtnemevitalerelocinrevacenuaF.serbmahc

.ujeJedseuqimédneeéngiaraenu

noehcgnoY 0742 teétûovdnofalpnucevaegraledm51-7tetuahedm02-5,1,euqinuegassaP
,semrof-setalp,setitcalats-sesrevidevaledsnoitamrof;xuacitrevsrumsed
edselbmesnesrevid;dnofalpeltesiorapselsnadsétivac,setuhc,sessarret
edsenudednoitulossidaledtnanevorpseriadnocesseétanobracsnoitércnoc

,sreilip,setimgalats,setitcalatstnemmaton,setnecaj-susseétanobracelbas
teeuqitimgalatsrehcnalp,xuaedir,enrevacedselrep,selocinrevacxuaroc

.sruog

gnoeynmiG 507 ednarg;serutrevuosedcevaseitrapsiortne,SedemrofneegassaP
,setuhctesemrof-setalp,evaledsetitcalats-serialubutserutcurtsedétisrevid

.sétanobracstnemidésteselocinrevacxuaroc
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profond à la fin du Pléistocène (120 000-40 000 ans).
C’est une structure de 179 mètres de haut, en forme de
château, avec un cratère sommital en forme de bol, de
570 m de diamètre. L’abrasion marine a exposé les
structures sédimentaires et la stratification internes.

Collectivement, les trois sites du bien sériel proposé sont
représentatifs des reliefs clés qui illustrent pleinement
l’origine et l’évolution d’un volcan bouclier de basalte
monogénique situé sur un point chaud d’une plaque
tectonique continentale.

3. COMPARAISON AVEC D’AUTRES SITES

La proposition contient une analyse comparative mondiale
complète qui examine à la fois des biens du patrimoine
mondial comparables (inscrits au titre du critère (viii) et
d’autres critères) et d’autres sites comparables qui ne sont
pas inscrits sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial.

La plupart des 10 000 volcans du monde sont soit des
volcans boucliers formés par des coulées de lave, soit
des strato-volcans composés d’un mélange de matériaux
explosifs et de laves. Les volcans boucliers, comme par
exemple ceux des îles Hawaï, sont surtout composés de
basalte et sont en forme de dôme. Les strato-volcans sont
généralement composés d’andésite et tendent, comme
le mont Fuji, au Japon, à avoir un aspect plus classique
en forme de cône abrupt. Des deux, les volcans boucliers
sont, de loin, les moins communs : 10 % seulement des
1500 volcans entrés en éruption depuis 10 000 ans sont
des volcans boucliers. La grande majorité des volcans
boucliers sont édifiés sur les fonds océaniques, dans les
arcs insulaires ou dans d’autres zones de subduction de
la croûte terrestre. Les volcans boucliers édifiés sur des
plaques tectoniques continentales sont relativement rares.

L’île de Jeju est un exemple de grand volcan bouclier édifié
sur une plaque continentale qui peut être considéré
comme inhabituel par sa construction au-dessus d’un
panache du manteau (point chaud), dans un milieu marin,
sur la marge d’une plaque continentale stable. Parmi les
autres grands volcans boucliers du monde, les îles Hawaï
sont des volcans de point chaud océanique ; l’Islande et
les îles Galápagos sont des volcans de marge
continentale; la péninsule du Kamtchatka a des volcans
d’arc insulaire; et les volcans d’Afrique continentale,
d’Amérique et de la région de la mer Rouge ne sont pas
des volcans marins. Dans son cadre tectonique et
environnemental, le volcan de Jeju est donc rare à
l’échelon mondial. Ce niveau technique de distinction a
une importance évidente pour la volcanologie mais ne
justifie pas nécessairement que le bien puisse prétendre
avoir une valeur universelle exceptionnelle.

Les cônes de tuf, tels que le Seongsan Ilchulbong, sont
des caractéristiques relativement communes des volcans
basaltiques et, pris séparément, ne constituent pas une
caractéristique suffisamment significative pour justifier une
valeur universelle exceptionnelle. Ce type de volcan est
formé par une éruption explosive violente dans laquelle
le magma entre en contact avec l’eau. L’île de Jeju qui
possède beaucoup de volcans de ce genre
(phréatomagmatiques) a acquis une importance
internationale pour l’étude de ces volcans. Ilchulbong se
distingue parce que presque toutes ses structures

externes ont été érodées par l’abrasion marine qui a laissé
des pentes escarpées exposant les structures et la
stratification interne. Cela permet de comprendre le
processus éruptif mieux que nulle part ailleurs. La localité-
type, l’île de Surtsey, en Islande, ne présente pas ces
caractéristiques car elle est très jeune (40 ans) et pas
encore disséquée de manière à ce que son cœur soit
exposé.  Le cône de tuf bien connu de Diamond Head, à
Hawaï, n’a pas non plus de coupe transversale exposée.
D’autres cônes de tuf d’importance mondiale, au Japon,
au Kenya, au Mexique et aux Philippines, sont encore
actifs tandis que ceux des États-Unis, d’Arabie Saoudite
et d’Italie ont souffert d’une grave dégradation naturelle
ou induite par l’homme.

Comme l’ont souligné la plupart des évaluateurs, le réseau
de tunnels de lave est la caractéristique la plus importante
et la plus distinctive de l’île de Jeju. Les tunnels de lave
se forment là où, lorsque l’éruption cesse, une partie de
la lave en fusion continue de se déverser en aval, laissant
des cavités  allongées (tunnels de lave). Ces tunnels sont
semblables à ceux du karst calcaire, par leur échelle, leur
forme et les décorations intérieures mais leur origine est
totalement différente. Il y a des tunnels de lave dans les
terrains basaltiques de la plupart des régions volcaniques
du monde (on en a aussi observé sur la Lune et sur des
planètes telles que Mars, Mercure et Vénus). On
considère, toutefois, que les tunnels de lave du réseau
du Geomunoreum sont d’importance internationale
compte tenu de leur longueur, de leur volume massif, des
passages multiples, des structures de lave internes bien
préservées, des formations carbonatées secondaires
abondantes et spectaculaires, de la facilité d’accès, et de
leur intérêt du point de vue scientifique et pédagogique. Il
y a d’autres tunnels de lave dans le monde qui sont plus
grands et tout aussi volumineux mais ils sont soit non
protégés, soit inaccessibles, soit encore dégradés ou pas
aussi bien formés ou préservés que ceux du réseau du
Geomunoreum. Par exemple, le célèbre tunnel Kazamura
du volcan Kilauea, à Hawaï, est, avec ses 65 km, le plus
long du monde mais il se trouve sur une propriété privée
et fait actuellement l’objet d’un développement foncier ;
en outre certains secteurs servent de dépôt d’ordures. Il
n’est pas inclus dans le Bien du patrimoine mondial du
Parc national des volcans d’Hawaï.  Le tunnel de Manjang,
d’une longueur de 7,4 km, qui se trouve dans le bien
proposé, est un des seuls tunnels de lave connu au monde
de plus de 7 km de long (les tunnels les plus longs se
trouvent à Hawaï, en Espagne (Tenerife et Lanzarote) et
au Kenya (Chyulu)). Avec les tunnels reliés de Gimnyeong
et Yongcheon, il forme un tunnel unique de plus de 13 km
de long.

L’autre caractéristique qui donne une importance mondiale
au réseau du Geomunoreum et qui le distingue, est la
présence de dépôts et de décorations carbonatés. Il est
commun de trouver de très petits dépôts de calcite dans
les tunnels de lave et ceux-ci sont mieux développés en
spéléothèmes, dans la grotte de Duck Creek, en Utah,
aux États-Unis. Toutefois, du point de vue de l’abondance,
de la densité et de la diversité, ils sont beaucoup moins
impressionnants que ceux des tunnels de Yoncheong et
Dangcheomul sur l’île de Jeju. Par ailleurs, l’échelle des
décorations dans les tunnels de lave de l’île de Jeju
dépasse largement tout autre exemple comparable. La
proposition est soutenue par la Commission des grottes
volcaniques de l’Union internationale de spéléologie–la
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principale autorité scientifique mondiale pour les cavités
volcaniques, qui considère que les tunnels de lave de Jeju
sont au premier rang, au niveau international. En outre,
une étude mondiale réalisée en 1995 considère la grotte
de Dangcheomul comme ‘le meilleur exemple de
différentes concrétions de calcite dans une grotte
volcanique’. La grotte de Yongcheong, qui a été
découverte ultérieurement, est de valeur équivalente.

Au moins 26 des 830 biens inscrits sur la Liste du
patrimoine mondial se trouvent en terrain volcanique.
Beaucoup ont été inscrits, soit principalement, soit
secondairement, pour leurs valeurs biologiques et autres,
y compris leurs valeurs culturelles. Treize biens ont été
inscrits sur la base de leurs caractéristiques et processus
volcaniques, notamment le Parc national de Yellowstone
(États-Unis d’Amérique), les Volcans du Kamtchatka
(Fédération de Russie), le Parc national des Virunga
(République démocratique du Congo), le Parc national
de Tongariro (Nouvelle-Zélande), le Parc national Sangay
(Équateur), le Parc national des volcans d’Hawaï (États-
Unis d’Amérique), les îles Heard et McDonald (Australie),
les îles Galápagos (Équateur) et les îles Éoliennes (Italie).
Parmi tous les biens du patrimoine mondial actuels, les
volcans du Parc national des Virunga sont les plus
comparables car ce sont des volcans boucliers situés sur
une plaque continentale ; toutefois, leur origine est liée
au rift continental de l’Afrique et non à une activité de
panache du manteau (point chaud) comme l’île de Jeju. Il
y a des tunnels de lave dans le Parc national des volcans
d’Hawaï mais aucun n’égale en taille générale, qualité et
facilité d’accès, ceux du bien proposé. Les plus petits
volcans boucliers du Kamtchatka et des îles Galápagos
ne présentent pas la gamme de formations subsidiaires,
y compris les tunnels de lave. Les rares tunnels de lave
connus dans les îles Galápagos et dans les îles Heard et
MacDonald sont relativement courts et moins importants.
On sait aussi qu’il y a des tunnels de lave dans quelques
biens culturels du patrimoine mondial situés en terrain
volcanique comme le Parc national de Rapa Nui (Chili),
où ces tunnels n’ont été ni cartographiés ni décrits, et
dans les laves extérieures au bien du patrimoine mondial
du paysage viticole de l’île du Pico, aux Açores (Portugal).

4. INTÉGRITÉ

4.1 Statut juridique

La base statutaire et réglementaire est solide et assure
une protection juridique rigoureuse à tous les sites qui
font partie du bien proposé. Le principal statut applicable
est la Loi de protection des biens culturels administrée
par la Direction des biens culturels du gouvernement
central. En vertu de cette loi, les zones centrales du bien
proposé sont déclarées Monument naturel (à l’exception
d’un tunnel qui est déclaré Monument de Jeju), ce qui
assure une protection absolue. Dans les zones tampons,
un développement très limité est autorisé et il n’y a aucun
impact sur les valeurs des zones centrales.  La Réserve
naturelle du Hallasan a été déclarée ‘parc national’ en
1970, en vertu de la Loi sur les parcs nationaux ; la Loi
sur la gestion des hautes terres, qui prévoit la conservation
et l’utilisation durable des forêts, s’applique aussi à cette
région. Au niveau provincial, l’Ordonnance provinciale de
Jeju sur la protection du patrimoine culturel et le
Règlement de la province de Jeju sur la promotion de

l’inscription sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial contiennent
les dispositions nécessaires au plan de gestion et de
fonctionnement et à l’établissement d’un comité de
promotion du patrimoine mondial. Si le bien de l’île de
Jeju est inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial,
l’intention est d’adopter, en vertu de la Loi de protection
des biens culturels, une Ordonnance sur la conservation
et la gestion du patrimoine mondial naturel en vue de
garantir la protection, la gestion et la promotion du bien
du patrimoine mondial. Les règlements de gestion
comprennent des Directives sur la conservation et la
gestion des grottes naturelles, des Directives sur la
conservation et la gestion des réserves naturelles et un
Règlement relatif aux aménagements à l’intérieur des
parcs.

Le Gouvernement est propriétaire du bien proposé à 84
% (15 785 ha). Les 16 % restants (3060 ha) sont propriété
privée et quasi entièrement englobés dans le réseau du
Geomunoreum.  Dans les zones centrales, les propriétés
privées seront progressivement acquises entre 2006 et
2013 ce qui représente un investissement de USD 12,5
mill ions, dont les 70% seront déboursés par le
gouvernement central.

4.2 Limites

Les limites inférieures du site du mont Halla, entre 800 et
1300 m au-dessus du niveau de la mer, suivent les limites
de l’aire protégée légale. La zone centrale et la zone
tampon englobent une vaste zone de terrains appartenant
à l’État (8% de l’île de Jeju), y compris le sommet et les
pentes supérieures du volcan, et contiennent une
représentation substantielle du biote local. Les limites de
la zone centrale à Ilchulbong couvrent essentiellement la
partie terrestre du cône de tuf, tandis que la zone tampon
s’étend jusqu’à 200 mètres à l’intérieur des terres et à
500 mètres en direction de la mer depuis la zone centrale.
En ce qui concerne le réseau du Geomunoreum, les
limites de la zone centrale sont fixées à 50 mètres de
part et d’autre des tunnels de lave et la zone tampon
s’étend jusqu’à 500 mètres au delà de la zone centrale,
ce qui isole suffisamment les tunnels de lave de toute
influence extérieure dommageable. Les limites du bien
proposé, fixées selon un mélange de considérations
relatives à la propriété foncière et aux ressources
naturelles, comprennent toutes les valeurs naturelles
essentielles et ne posent aucun problème pour la gestion
du site ou son intégrité.

Plusieurs évaluateurs ont noté que d’autres zones
méritaient d’être intégrées dans le bien proposé,
notamment une plus vaste gamme de cônes de tuf et une
plus vaste gamme de tunnels de lave. L’UICN sait que
durant les préparatifs de la proposition, il y a eu plusieurs
étapes de fixation des limites – au début, l’ensemble de
l’île de Jeju avait été inclus, puis une grande partie de
l’île seulement et enfin la proposition fut limitée aux trois
sites qui composent la proposition sérielle finale. Les
raisons qui ont poussé à limiter le nombre de sites étaient
principalement des considérations relatives à l’intégrité
de la gestion, notamment à la propriété foncière, à
l’attitude des propriétaires et à l’état des sites. Tous les
ajouts potentiels présentent actuellement des problèmes
de gestion. Par exemple, la grotte Bilemot qui est la plus
longue de l’île et présente une structure tridimensionnelle
magnifique est protégée par la loi mais propriété privée,
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par le passé, elle a subi des dommages. Trois autres
grottes à Hyeopjae – Ssangnyong, Hwanggeum et
Socheongul – se trouvent dans le parc Hallim dont les
propriétaires privés n’ont actuellement aucune sympathie
pour l’inscription sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial. Ce
sont aussi des tunnels de lave décorés à la chaux mais
tous les experts sont d’avis qu’ils ne sont pas aussi
spectaculaires que les grottes du réseau du
Geomunoreum qui fait partie de la proposition. Parmi les
autres sites de caractéristiques volcaniques mentionnés
comme pouvant être ajoutés ultérieurement au bien
proposé, il y a les cônes de scories – Sangumburi,
Saraoreum et Eoseungsaengak ; les cônes de tuf  –
Songaksan et Dangsanbong ; et le dôme volcanique du
mont Sanbangsan.

En résumé, les trois sites choisis offrent des exemples
suffisants des caractéristiques clés du système volcanique
de Jeju qui sont à la base de la présente proposition.
Cette proposition pourrait, toutefois, être considérée
comme une solution minimale pouvant faire l’objet d’une
extension. L’UICN recommande que l’État partie
entreprenne une étude active sur la possibilité d’ajouter
d’autres sites dans le cadre d’un bien sériel étendu.

D’autres évaluateurs ont fait remarquer que le bien
proposé pourrait avoir des caractéristiques importantes
du point de vue de la diversité biologique mais l’UICN
estime que ces caractéristiques sont d’importance locale
et régionale et non de valeur universelle exceptionnelle.
La majeure partie de la flore importante se trouve dans la
Réserve naturelle du Hallasan et comprend des espèces
endémiques de l’île de Jeju et de la Corée, ainsi que des
espèces dont la distribution trouve là ses limites
septentrionales et méridionales. Quatre des 20 espèces
de mammifères et 24 des 1600 espèces d’insectes du
parc sont endémiques de Jeju. Quelques animaux rares
et inhabituels, tels que des araignées cavernicoles, sont
inféodés aux habitats des tunnels de lave. Ces valeurs
sont reconnues dans la Réserve de biosphère de l’île de
Jeju et leur protection serait améliorée si elles étaient
gérées dans le contexte d’un bien du patrimoine mondial.
Du point de vue de la représentation biogéographique, la
Réserve naturelle du Hallasan est, cependant, moins
importante que d’autres aires protégées du continent et
du Japon.

4.3 Gestion

Les politiques et les dispositions de gestion du bien
proposé ont été jugées exemplaires et comparables aux
normes de pratique internationales pour les aires
protégées. Le plan gestion du bien du patrimoine mondial
de Jeju prévoit une gestion renforcée et intégrée de la
conservation des trois sites composant le bien proposé –
la Réserve naturelle du Hallasan, le Réseau de tunnels
de lave du Geomunoreum et le cône de tuf de Seongsan
Ilchulbong. Ce plan, approuvé par le gouvernement, est
fondé sur l ’Ordonnance provinciale de Jeju et
juridiquement contraignant pour les gouvernements
nationaux et provinciaux de la Corée et pour toutes les
autorités chargées de l’administration. Durant les trois
années qu’a duré la préparation, le plan a été largement
consulté et reflète l’opinion consensuelle des institutions
et des communautés nationales et locales. Sa validité est
de cinq ans, jusqu’en 2010 et il est renouvelable après
révision. Il existe aussi un plan de gestion pour la Réserve

de biosphère de Jeju, axé sur la Réserve naturelle du
Hallasan, qui est appliqué sous la direction du
gouvernement provincial de Jeju.

Le cadre administratif du bien est complet, tant au niveau
national que local. Il y a cinq agences principales de
gestion et de consultation :

♦ Administration du patrimoine culturel de Corée –
première agence du pays pour la gestion en vue
de la conservation des biens du patrimoine, c’est
elle qui a le rôle principal pour les aspects
juridiques, politiques et réglementaires relatifs au
bien.

♦ Gouvernement provincial de Jeju – supervise et
contrôle la conservation du bien, conformément
aux lois en vigueur.

♦ Comité de gestion du patrimoine mondial naturel
de Jeju – organe représentatif qui a une fonction
de coordination pour l’élaboration et la promotion
de stratégies et de plans de gestion, le suivi et la
recherche, la formation et l’éducation.

♦ Comité consultatif scientifique – ses membres
appartiennent au comité des biens culturels de Jeju
et de Corée, ainsi qu’à des instituts de recherche.

♦ Comité local du patrimoine mondial naturel de Jeju
– organe qui représente le gouvernement local,
les ONG, les musées, les universités, les groupes
de la communauté locale, etc. et qui est chargé
d’élaborer des priorités, processus et
recommandations en matière de gestion en vue
d’exécuter les plans de développement et de
gestion du site.

La gestion quotidienne incombe aux Services de gestion
établis dans les trois sites qui forment le bien proposé ;
chaque service dispose d’unités de gestion internes qui
se consacrent, respectivement, à la planification, aux
relations publiques et à l’éducation ; à la conservation et
à la gestion des ressources; ainsi qu’ à la gestion des
aménagements touristiques. Ces unités sont des
contreparties à la Division du patrimoine du gouvernement
provincial de Jeju.  Les effectifs du personnel permanent,
actuels et prévus en 2010 sont : Réserve naturelle du
Hallasan – 23 actuels (50 prévus) ; réseau du
Geomunoreum – 13 actuels (30 prévus) ; et Ilchulbong –
8 actuels (12 prévus).  Chaque bureau engage également
de nombreux guides, interprètes et ‘amis’, et encourage
les résidents locaux à offrir bénévolement leurs services
pour contribuer à la gestion du patrimoine et à l’éducation
des visiteurs et des résidents. On prévoit une
augmentation substantielle du nombre de bénévoles et
d’amis dans les cinq prochaines années.

En 2006, le budget global de gestion du bien était d’environ
USD 10 mill ions. On prévoit une augmentation
substantielle du financement dans les cinq prochaines
années, afin d’atteindre un budget d’investissement total
estimé à USD 76,5 millions, soit USD 16,7 millions pour
la Réserve naturelle du Hallasan, USD 17,5 millions pour
le réseau du Geomunoreum, USD 11,2 millions pour
Ilchulbong et USD 31,1 millions pour un fonds commun.

La Réserve naturelle du Hallasan a reçu plus de 700 000
visiteurs en 2005 et, en 2007, ce nombre devrait atteindre
1 million. Les grottes de Manjang ont reçu 400 000
visiteurs en 2005. Cette année-là, 1,2 million de personnes
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ont visité Ilchulbong, qui est le site le plus populaire sur
l’île de Jeju. Cependant, la plupart des visiteurs viennent
pour admirer le paysage et un système de sentiers
uniques, dotés de caméras vidéos, permet d’exercer la
surveillance. Le nombre de visiteurs est déjà important et
augmente rapidement mais avec les améliorations qui
seront apportées aux aménagements et avec
l’augmentation du personnel et du budget, l’investissement
considérable dans la gestion des visiteurs semble adéquat
pour maintenir la capacité de charge des sites proposés.
L’UICN fait remarquer que c’est là le plus grand défi de
gestion pour l’État partie et qu’il sera essentiel que la
capacité et le financement soient maintenus à long terme.

Un nouveau centre d’accueil des visiteurs est en
construction au mont Halla. Lorsqu’il sera terminé, en
2008, il offrira 1500 m² d’espaces d’exposition, de
conférence et de bureaux. La construction de nouveaux
centres de visiteurs à la grotte de Manjang et à Ilchulbong
commencera en 2008. Il existe aussi des plans de
construction d’un Centre du patrimoine mondial naturel
de Jeju. L’UICN suggère que l’État partie étudie la question
de savoir s’il est nécessaire de construire ce centre
d’exposition sachant qu’il existe déjà un centre semblable
dans le Parc de pierre de Jeju, en périphérie de la ville de
Jeju, qui expose et explique la géologie de l’île de Jeju.
Ce parc, qui fonctionne selon les plus hautes normes
internationales, n’est pas tout à fait terminé et pourrait
accueillir des expositions mettant en valeur le bien du
patrimoine mondial.

Chaque site dispose de services scientifiques fournis par
des conseils consultatifs et l’Institut de recherche quasi
autonome du mont Halla. Des travaux de recherche
considérables ont déjà été entrepris et un plan de
recherche quinquennal complet est en place pour chaque
site, avec un budget global d’environ USD 1,2 million. Le
suivi, qui est particulièrement sophistiqué pour les tunnels
de lave, repose sur une large gamme d’indicateurs
atmosphériques, hydrologique, marins, géologiques,
biologiques et d’impact des visiteurs ; il a un budget estimé
à  USD 350 000 par an.

4.4 Menaces et activités anthropiques

Il n’y a pas, actuellement ou dans un proche avenir, de
menace extérieure importante pour le bien proposé. Dans
le bien, d’importants travaux de remise en état et de
restauration ont été entrepris pour éliminer ou améliorer
des éléments préjudiciables et pour éviter des impacts
potentiels sur les valeurs du bien. Beaucoup de routes
ont été éliminées des zones centrales ou fermées et/ou
converties en sentiers. Quelques routes ont été
améliorées et d’autres améliorations sont prévues et
budgétées, en particulier pour atténuer toutes les
vibrations de la circulation qui pourraient affecter les
tunnels de lave. Tous les poteaux télégraphiques et toutes
les tours de transmission sont en train d’être retirés. Des
aménagements anciens et désuets ont été éliminés,
notamment un grand hôtel qui gâchait le paysage naturel
à Ilchulbong. Au mont Halla, USD 5,4 millions ont été
investis à ce jour pour réparer 42 km de sentiers et, en
2006, USD 1 million avaient été dépensés pour améliorer
les sentiers à Ilchulbong. Des passerelles d’acier ont été
construites au-dessus des planchers fragiles dans la grotte
de Manjang et un éclairage spécial a été installé pour
empêcher la croissance de flore par la lumière artificielle.

Pour éviter les dommages et le vandalisme, l’accès à tous
les tunnels de lave, à l’exception de la grotte de Manjang,
est interdit sans autorisation spéciale pour des travaux
de recherche et de suivi. Les entrées des grottes sont
fermées par des portes ou des couvercles d’acier parfois
dotés de systèmes d’alarme. Personne ne vit dans les
zones centrales du bien et, en 2004, il n’y avait que 433
résidents permanents dans les zones tampons, vivant
essentiellement sur de petites exploitations agricoles dans
le réseau du Geomunoreum.

La question des impacts potentiels de l’écoulement
d’engrais dans les tunnels de lave a été soulevée durant
la mission d’évaluation. Actuellement, ils n’y a pas d’impact
connus et seules 15 % environ des terres qui recouvrent
les grottes se trouvent dans des propriétés privées et ne
sont pas toutes dédiées au jardinage et à l’agriculture.
Progressivement, d’ici à 2013, toutes les terres privées
seront achetées et l’on y restaurera la couverture végétale
naturelle – en conséquence, ce problème est
probablement un problème à court terme. Entre-temps, il
sera tenu compte de l’impact du ruissellement des engrais
dans le programme intensif de suivi dont les grottes font
l’objet. Il est nécessaire d’appliquer un programme de
restauration de la végétation naturelle sur les anciennes
terres agricoles ou sur les zones défrichées pour d’autres
raisons.

L’UICN considère que le bien proposé remplit les
conditions d’intégrité requises par les Orientations.

5. AUTRES COMMENTAIRES

Le public est extrêmement sensibilisé au programme du
patrimoine mondial et, dans la province de Jeju,  soutient
la proposition. Une enquête menée en septembre 2005
auprès des écoliers de Jeju et de leurs parents, ainsi
qu'auprès des visiteurs des parcs du patrimoine a révélé
que 50 % des personnes connaissaient la Convention du
patrimoine mondial et étaient au courant de la proposition
d’inscription d’un bien. Environ 85 % soutenaient la
proposition et 27 % ont offert de soutenir bénévolement
la gestion ; 12 % seulement ont exprimé des inquiétudes
à propos de la possibilité d’appliquer des règlements plus
stricts. Ce résultat reflète en partie le succès d'une
campagne nationale de sensibilisation et de promotion
du patrimoine mondial menée ces dernières années. La
campagne était dirigée par un comité de 25 membres
présidé par un ancien Premier Ministre et qui comptait
parmi ses membres des fonctionnaires gouvernementaux,
des ambassadeurs, des patrons de presse et des hommes
d'affaires, y compris des opérateurs de tourisme. C'est
un exemple excellent de la participation de la société civile
en faveur de la Convention du patrimoine mondial.

5.1 Justification de l’approche sérielle

Lorsque l’UICN évalue une proposition sérielle (un groupe)
elle se pose les questions suivantes :

a) Comment l’approche sérielle se justifie-t-elle?

L'approche sérielle se justifie ici parce que l'on a identifié
des caractéristiques particulières correspondant à
différentes étapes de l'évolution du mont Halla et du
système volcanique de Jeju. L’approche sérielle peut se
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justifier en tant que solution pratique permettant de choisir
différentes caractéristiques se trouvant en différents
endroits de l'île de Jeju, l'objectif étant de mettre en valeur
les caractéristiques clés du système. Comme mentionné
plus haut, la possibilité d'inclure d'autres zones dans le
bien fait l'objet de débats ; cependant, L'UICN conclut
que les sites choisis correspondent à une sélection initiale
suffisante pour démontrer les caractéristiques clés du
système volcanique de Jeju.

b) Les éléments séparés du site sont-ils liés sur
le plan fonctionnel?

La proposition se concentre sur trois éléments clés,
intimement liés, du volcanisme de lîle de Jeju :  la
cheminée centrale du volcan d’origine, dans la zone
sommitale du mont Halla ; le meilleur exemple de cône
de tuf, Seongsan Ilchulbong, illustrant une activité
volcanique émergente dans un environnement marin ; et
la plus exceptionnellement représentative des centaines
de cheminées volcaniques secondaires avec ses coulées
de lave et ses tunnels de lave formés dans les champs
de lave massifs, durant la formation du bouclier, le cône
de scories et le réseau de tunnels de lave du
Geomunoreum. Ensemble, ces sites révèlent
complètement l’origine et l’histoire de l’évolution du volcan
Jeju et forment un groupe unique, cohérent et fonctionnel.

c) Existe-t-il un cadre de gestion global pour
toutes les unités?

Un unique plan de gestion et cadre administratif a été
élaboré pour le bien sériel proposé ; il couvre tous les
éléments de manière intégrée et cohérente.

5.2 Propositions concernant des biens
volcaniques

L’UICN note que les systèmes volcaniques sont
relativement bien représentés sur la Liste du patrimoine
mondial qui compte plusieurs biens dont l'inscription a
été justifiée par des arguments que plusieurs experts
considèrent plutôt étroits. Il y a beaucoup de volcans dans
le monde et chacun, dans les détails, peut prétendre être,
à certains égards, unique.

En 1996, l’UICN avait noté que le Comité du patrimoine
mondial avait déjà demandé : « combien de volcans
devrait-il y avoir sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial ? »
Soucieuse de préserver la crédibilité de la Liste du
patrimoine mondial, l'UICN considère que la possibilité
de recommander l’inscription d'autres volcans est de plus
en plus limitée. L'UICN recommande, en particulier, que
le Comité du patrimoine mondial envisage de demander
clairement aux États parties de ne proposer d'autres biens
volcaniques que si les conditions suivantes sont réunies:

♦ il existe une base très claire pour identifier des
caractéristiques majeures et distinctives de valeur
universelle exceptionnelle qui ont été vérifiées par
une analyse mondiale comparative exhaustive ;

♦ la justif ication de la valeur universelle
exceptionnelle est une caractéristique significative
et distinctive dont l’importance est démontrable et
générale et non pas une parmi de nombreuses

caractéristiques étroites et spécialisées, visibles
sur les terrains volcaniques.

L’UICN recommande que les États parties qui envisagent
de proposer un bien volcanique réalisent une analyse
mondiale comparative préalable, avant d’entamer le
processus de préparation de la proposition exhaustive,
pour atténuer la possibilité de promouvoir une proposition
ne remplissant pas les exigences de la Convention du
patrimoine mondial, y compris les conditions d'intégrité.

L’UICN considère que la présente proposition est un bon
exemple, conforme à ces principes, mais qu’elle est aussi
à la limite de ce qui est acceptable en raison de la nature
étroite et spécialisée de certaines des caractéristiques
identifiées.

6. APPLICATION DES CRITÈRES /
ATTESTATION DE VALEUR
UNIVERSELLE EXCEPTIONNELLE

L’inscription du bien est proposée au titre des critères (vii)
et (viii). L’UICN considère que le bien proposé remplit ces
critères et propose l’Attestation de valeur universelle
exceptionnelle suivante :

L’île volcanique et tunnels de lave de Jeju est un bien
sériel cohérent qui compte trois éléments.  La qualité
inégalée du réseau de tunnels de lave du volcan
Geomunoreum et la présence de formations volcaniques
diverses et accessibles dans les deux autres éléments
apportent une contribution importante et distinctive à la
connaissance du volcanisme mondial.

Critère (vii) : phénomène naturel ou beauté et
importance esthétique exceptionnels

L’impact visuel du réseau de tunnels de lave du volcan
Geomunoreum, considéré comme le réseau de grottes
de ce type le plus beau du monde, est exceptionnel, même
pour les habitués de tels phénomènes. Il donne le
spectacle unique de décorations carbonatées
multicolores, ornant les plafonds et les sols, et de murs
de lave de couleur foncée partiellement couverts par un
mural de dépôts carbonatés. Le cône de tuf de Seongsan
Ilchulbong, semblable à une forteresse avec ses murs
qui surgissent de l’océan, offre un paysage remarquable.
Le mont Hallasan, avec toute la palette de ses textures et
de ses couleurs qui changent au fil des saisons, ses
cascades, ses expositions de formations rocheuses aux
formes multiples et de falaises à colonnes, et son sommet
surplombant au cratère occupé par un lac, ajoute encore
au pittoresque et à l’attrait esthétique du lieu.

Critère (viii) : histoire de la terre, caractéristiques et
processus géologiques et géomorphologiques

Jeju a une valeur particulière — c’est l’un des rares grands
volcans boucliers du monde édifié au-dessus d’un point
chaud sur une plaque continentale stationnaire. Le site
se distingue par le réseau de tunnels de lave du
Geomunoreum, la série la plus impressionnante et la plus
importante au monde de grottes de lave protégées, et
comprend un ensemble spectaculaire de concrétions
secondaires carbonatées (stalactites et autres
décorations), d’une abondance et d’une diversité
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inconnues ailleurs dans une grotte de lave. Le cône de
tuf de Seongsan Ilchulbong présente des expositions
exceptionnelles de ses caractéristiques structurelles et
sédimentologiques qui en font un site de classe mondiale
pour la connaissance des éruptions volcaniques du type
surtseyen.

Conditions d’intégrité, protection et gestion

Le bien est bien géré et dispose de ressources financières
suffisantes. Le plan d’aménagement couvre la période
2006-2010 et les ressources nécessaires à son applica-
tion sont disponibles. Les problèmes de gestion clés con-
sistent à éviter les impacts agricoles éventuels sur le mi-
lieu souterrain et à gérer le grand nombre de visiteurs
dans le bien.  Il y a possibilité d’agrandir le bien pour inclure
d’autres réseaux de tunnels de lave et d’autres forma-
tions volcaniques importants de Jeju.

7. RECOMMANDATIONS

L’UICN recommande que le Comité du patrimoine mondial
inscrive l’île volcanique et tunnels de lave de Jeju sur la
Liste du patrimoine mondial, au titre des critères (vii) et
(viii).

L’UICN recommande que le Comité du patrimoine mondial
félicite l’État partie pour la qualité des études comparatives
réalisées en appui à la proposition et pour avoir obtenu
l'appui généralisé de tous les acteurs clés, y compris les
organisations internationales spécialisées, et leur
engagement en faveur de la proposition.

L’UICN recommande que le Comité du patrimoine mondial
félicite aussi l’État partie pour avoir établi la Réserve de
biosphère de Jeju, au titre du Programme MAB de
l’UNESCO ; et prie l’État partie de gérer le bien du
patrimoine mondial en collaboration étroite avec la réserve
de biosphère.

L’UICN recommande également que l’État partie soit prié:

a) de procéder, dès que possible, à l'acquisition des
terrains privés à l'intérieur du bien ;

b) de garantir une gestion efficace du grand nombre
de visiteurs dans le bien et de toute activité
associée ;

c) de prendre des mesures strictes, dans la zone
tampon du réseau de tunnels de lave du
Geomunoreum, pour faire en sorte que les
pratiques agricoles en surface n'aient pas d’impact
sur le milieu souterrain ;

d) d'examiner et d'accorder plus d'attention à la
gestion des caractéristiques volcaniques
importantes qui se trouvent dans la grande région
de Jeju, et à la gestion des valeurs de Jeju du point
de vue de la diversité biologique ; et

e) d’envisager la possibilité d'agrandir le bien afin
d'inclure d'autres réseaux de tunnels de lave et
formations volcaniques importants de Jeju.

Enfin, dans le souci de maintenir la crédibilité de la Liste
du patrimoine mondial, l’UICN recommande que le Comité
du patrimoine mondial note que les systèmes volcaniques
sont relativement bien représentés sur la Liste du
patrimoine mondial et que le potentiel d'inscription de
nouveaux sites volcaniques sur la Liste est de plus en
plus limité. Le Comité pourrait donc recommander aux
États parties qui envisagent de proposer d'autres sites
volcaniques d'examiner les principes suggérés dans la
section 5.2 de la présente évaluation réalisée par l’UICN.
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Carte 1: Localisation et  limites du bien proposé
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